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Editorial on the Research Topic

From Thinker to Doer: Creativity, Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Maker, and Venture Capital

Entrepreneurship is a process that can be undertaken by individuals or groups of individuals.
In their pursuit of entrepreneurial success, entrepreneurs are often under a relatively
significant amount of psychological influence. Hence, the Research Topic not only explores the
interaction between psychology and entrepreneurial ecosystem including entrepreneurship, maker,
innovation, creativity, and venture capital, but also summarizes the latest developments and
methodological contributions. This Research Topic spans a body of work that represents the effort
of 53 academic papers from 198 authors. The following section will elaborate on entrepreneurship,
maker, innovation, creativity, and venture capital, respectively.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Considering the advance law-based governance implemented in China, Miao examined the
relationship between psychological understanding and the behavioral choices of entrepreneurs
in the legal and artificial intelligence industries. The results found that the behavior choice of
entrepreneurs in the legal industry are highly correlated with psychological understanding. The
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and behavior choice in the field of artificial intelligence
do not show a direct correlation but indirect correlation through indirect factor innovation
opportunities. After studying the impact of various psychological leadership styles of entrepreneurs
on organizational learning abilities and performance, Tong found that the transformational
psychological leadership style was positively correlated with organizational learning abilities,
financial performance, and growth performance. Xu and Zhang conducted a questionnaire survey
with 305 multinational entrepreneurs to understand the psychological effects of trade frictions.
The results show that economic pressure was positively correlated with diminished thoughts and
self-efficacy, and that diminished entrepreneurial thoughts caused by economic pressure could be
reversed through social support.

Baluku et al. studied the impacts of positive psychological attributes on entrepreneurial intention
and action. The results demonstrated that having firm implementation intentions is crucial to
translating intentions into actions. Based on the personality development theory, Chen and Yu
constructed a recommendation algorithm system for entrepreneurial projects under an optimized
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deep neural network. The research revealed that the optimized
deep neural network could effectively enhance college
students’ entrepreneurial intentions and mental resilience.
Chien-Chi et al. explored the relationship between emotional
competence, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial
intentions, discovering that entrepreneurial self-efficacy
mediates the relationship between emotional competence, and
entrepreneurial intentions.

Li H. et al. approached entrepreneurship education from
the perspectives of psychology and literary ethics. The results
show significant correlations among entrepreneurship education,
entrepreneurial intentions, and entrepreneurial efficacy. Sun
et al. investigated the interrelationships among four specific
entrepreneurial characteristics (i.e., the need for achievement,
locus of control, risk-taking propensity, and creativity) and their
systematic influence on engineering students’ entrepreneurial
intentions. The study found that, while creativity and risk-taking
propensity directly affect entrepreneurial intentions, the need for
achievement and locus of control do so indirectly.

Wu W. H. et al. explored the cognitive processes underlying
entrepreneurial intentions through entrepreneurial awareness,
revealing that Taiwan’s medical universities’ entrepreneurship
education did not align with the best-recommended practices.
This was mainly because most teachers had little or no
opportunity to practice or experience entrepreneurship. Yin
et al. analyzed the relationships among college students’
entrepreneurial psychological quality, psychological education,
and entrepreneurial intentions. They identified inadequate
entrepreneurial ability and the lack of professional knowledge
as the leading causes of the students’ negative attitudes toward
entrepreneurship. While past studies on social entrepreneurial
intentions mostly concentrated on the impacts of bright
personalities, WuW. et al. discussed the relationship between the
dark triad and social entrepreneurial intentions by highlighting
the mediating role of moral disengagement and the moderating
role of empathic concern and perspective-taking. The dark
triad negatively correlated with social entrepreneurial intentions
mediated bymoral disengagement. The results also indicated that
education efforts might help mitigate the dark triad’s negative
impacts on social entrepreneurial intentions.

Du J. et al. delved into the impacts of different types
of cultivation models in social entrepreneurship education
on students’ social entrepreneurship and concluded that the
teacher-student co-entrepreneurship model is more effective and
conducive to practical learning, compared to the traditional
cultivation model. Qin et al. examined the effects of lean
entrepreneurship education under the flipped classroom mode,
indicating that incorporating the flipped classroom in the
context of lean entrepreneurship effectively achieves the goal
of deep learning ideally. Wang and Chiou shed light on the
key factors influencing the willingness to implement online
entrepreneurship programs (OEPs) among universities’ Business
Management departments, and the effectiveness of such OEPs.
The results show that although innovative factors influence
the departments’ willingness to implement OEPs significantly,
organizational, and environmental factors exert a greater
influence on OEP implementation effectiveness.

Li Y. et al. probed the determinants influencing the
effectiveness evaluation for entrepreneurship education in
medical universities. They concluded that teacher-student
collaboration is particularly useful in understanding the latest
professional knowledge dynamics, enhancing scientific research
capabilities, and improving innovation and entrepreneurship
abilities. Applying positive emotions as the mediating variable,
Zhang B. et al. investigated the relationship between college
students’ psychological capital and entrepreneurial learning
engagement. The results suggested that positive emotions do
not have any mediating effect while the latter is influenced by
the former.

Wang andHuang conducted a series of face-to-face interviews
to determine college student entrepreneurs’ various support
needs. The results indicated that while the needs during the
preparation stage and startup stage of entrepreneurship were
similar in many ways, the needs during the failure stage
differed significantly from those in other stages. Wu and
Mao investigated the impacts of the business environment on
urban students’ entrepreneurial motivations and found that the
latter is significantly influenced by students’ perceptions of the
socio-economic conditions, education, and the financial and
non-financial support available.

Mu et al. used entrepreneurial groups of college students as
a springboard for discussing the entrepreneurial performance
of startups founded by college students and identified
significant correlations among entrepreneurship education,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial performance.
The entrepreneurial self-efficacy of college students was found to
have good explanatory power and played a mediating role. Feng
and Chen explored the psychological and behavioral impacts of
entrepreneurial passion on entrepreneurs. The study found that,
while the direct effect of harmonious passion on entrepreneurial
persistence and enterprise performance is insignificant,
compulsive passion is significant. Zeng and Ouyang focused
on the effects of tenacity and future self-continuity on inter-
temporal risky choices under the entrepreneurial context and
found that tenacity positively correlates with risky choices and
inter-temporal risky choices, in which commitment, endurance,
and challenge play a dominant role. Liu et al. investigated
whether there was any price discrimination against the products
offered by minority entrepreneurs among consumers. The
findings suggested that potential consumers were biased against
common products from minority enterprises but not products
with ethnic characteristics.

CREATIVITY

Liang and Yuan investigated the relationships between creative
self-efficacy, parenting style, the parent–child relationship,
and after-school programs. Research has found that such
programs possessed the most important variable affecting
students’ creative self-efficacies. The evidences also supported
the view that negative parent–child relationships do not
stimulate students’ creative self-efficacies. After studying the
relationship between creativity and entrepreneurial intentions,
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Shi et al. proposed that entrepreneurial education should focus
on cultivating students’ creativity and entrepreneurial efficacy.
At the same time, their entrepreneurial intentions should
be encouraged, and their entrepreneurial skills and thinking
styles should be developed. Shu et al. examined creativity and
innovation from the perspective of education and proposed
a sustainability-oriented framework for creativity, innovation,
and entrepreneurial education. They hoped that the proposed
framework would transform thinkers into makers. In the study
by Tien et al. the effects of different learning strategies used by
student organizations on creativity were explored. The results
reveal that in terms of creativity, groups that adopted the flipped
classroom learning approach performed significantly better than
groups that followed traditional learning strategies.

Gao Q. et al. conducted a survey on entrepreneurs’
psychological capital, creative innovative behavior, and corporate
performance, and found that the first two factors helped
improve the third factor. Gao Y. et al. further pointed out
that in the creative industries, entrepreneurs’ creativity is
the source of entrepreneurial activities. Their research found
that entrepreneurial creativity positively affected individuals’
propensity toward entrepreneurship, and that the relationship
between neurotic and extroverted personalities and creativity was
negative and U-shaped. Following a study on the relationship
between workplace stress and employee creativity, He et al.
found that the former was negatively correlated with the
latter, and that it was mediated by creativity self-efficacy. Shen
C. et al. explored how and when abusive supervision could
damage employee creativity, and established that the former
negatively affected the latter. In addition, the creative role identity
mediated the relationship between employees’ creativity and
abusive supervision.

INNOVATION

After exploring the effects of learning in a social networking
environment on students’ academic performance and learning
behavior, Su and Chen concluded that academic performance
and development of innovation were enhanced by it. This
implied that a large cycle of social interactions and discussions
existed. Zhang studied the teaching of innovation in higher
education by combining the theory of humans’ all-round
development with deep learning. The results indicated that
over-reliance on teachers greatly reduced students’ preference
for innovation and obliterated their innovative ideas. Zhang
Q. et al. explored a model that could effectively improve
college students’ sense of responsibility regarding innovation
and entrepreneurship, and which could facilitate success in
their entrepreneurial endeavors. They concluded that positive
psychological qualities—such as syngroup, excellence, modesty,
benevolence, super-excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom—
were the influencing factors for a sense of responsibility.
After studying the effect that innovation education has
on the collaboration and strategic innovations of students’
entrepreneurial teams, Zhao et al. confirmed that a positive
correlation existed between said education, teamwork, and
strategic innovations.

Gao Q. et al. investigated the relationship between
entrepreneurial psychological capital and employees’ deviant
innovative behaviors. The results demonstrated a significant
correlation between entrepreneurial psychological capital and
entrepreneurial performance. In addition, employees’ “work
values and psychological empowerment” were significantly
related to deviant innovative behaviors. Through an analysis
of the effect of ambidextrous learning on the performance of
startups in ecological innovations, Huang et al. found that
during the process of organizational learning of flexibility,
startups should help raise their senior managers’ environmental
awareness to improve overall performance in ecological
innovations. Li T. et al. analyzed ways of using leaders’
psychological capital to improve employees’ innovative
behaviors. The results show that relationship exchanges between
leaders and members, and the leaders’ psychological capital
had significant and positive impacts on employees’ innovative
behaviors. After examining the effects of psychological capital
on deviant innovative behaviors, Xu and Zhao discovered that
entrepreneurs’ psychological capital plays a critical role in
regulating work values and deviant innovative behaviors.

Chen J. et al. studied how coping combinations affected
innovative abilities in cases of business failure. They pointed out
that coping combinations could enhance flexibility in innovation
through the reshaping of entrepreneurs’ cognitive structures.
Based on a study of the ways a dynamic team environment
affected innovations by entrepreneurial teams, Deng et al.
concluded that such environments stimulated innovations by
triggering team members’ agreement-seeking behavior, thereby
facilitating the teams’ knowledge integration. The research focus
of Pan et al. was the relationship between the salary gaps and
innovative efficiencies of enterprises. Their findings revealed
that the internal salary gaps within the senior management
team had a significant and positive impact on corporate
innovative efficiencies. Wei et al. discussed the ways in which
entrepreneurial self-efficacy (ESE) affected innovative behavior.
Their research findings show that ESE had a significant and
positive impact on entrepreneurs’ innovative behaviors, with
job satisfaction playing a mediating role between ESE and
innovative behaviors.

MAKER

During an AIoT Maker course, Chen S. Y. et al. applied
head-mounted virtual reality technology to the teaching of
computational thinking. Students considered different scenarios
through computational thinking, and discussed each scenario to
identify maker designs that are suitable for AIoT projects. Jeng
et al. investigated the effects of maker education on students’
attitudes toward computational thinking. Research shows that
maker education has a positive effect on students’ abilities to
master computational skills. Sun established a more systematic
plan for implementing innovation and entrepreneurship
education in colleges by combining Internet information
technology and maker education, while Yang investigated
the development of maker education in higher education
and discovered that the development of maker activities
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cultivated positive psychological qualities in students during
their entrepreneurial endeavors.

VENTURE CAPITAL

After examining the effects of customers’ psychological prices
on audit pricing, Ding found that a position of product market
dominance reduced the agency costs between the owners and
managers of the client’s company. Du P. et al. revealed the
relationship between information asymmetry and investment
rate, as well as the critical need to analyze, understand, and
seize the market. They also found that information asymmetry
between the actual environment and the investment environment
was more serious than previously thought. The role of venture
capital (VC) in the process of transforming the innovation
capabilities of enterprises into benefits was explored by Jin et al.
Their study was based on the heterogeneity of human capital,
and they established that the educational level of entrepreneurs’
VC human capital and the proportion of engineering
professionals effectively enhanced innovative capabilities
of enterprise.

The focus of the study by Shen T. et al. was the ways
in which major investors psychologically influenced follower
investors, thereby affecting fundraising performance during
equity crowdfunding. The results show a positive correlation
between financing performance and the proportion of the
financing target constituted by the investments of major
investors, and their investment experiences. According to Xie
et al. entrepreneurs could use vicarious learning to overcome
the external uncertainties of overseas investments. After
entrepreneurs gained foreign experiences from their interlocking
partners, they could significantly promote the international
growth of their companies when investing in the same country.
After analyzing the effects of VC on corporate innovative
activities, Zhang C. et al. discovered that the involvement of
VC positively affected the innovative inputs and outputs of
enterprises. Zhong et al. analyzed the pricing mechanism of
initial public offerings and investigated the influence of investors’
psychology on the pricing. Their conclusion was that investors’
sentiments reflected their psychological states at that time,

causing earnings to increase or decrease under the influence of
investors’ and market sentiments.

The objective of the Research Topic is to examine the
activities involved at different stages during the entrepreneurial
process from the psychological perspective. Hopefully, it can
initiate an interdisciplinary scientific research dialogue between
entrepreneurship and psychology. In conclusion, the Research
Topic includes 53 research papers from different disciplines
which may potentially provide researchers and practitioners
with diverse views in their search for competitive solutions.
These papers provide valuable ideas, strategies and activities for
researchers and practitioners to effectively solve their problems
in the field. Finally, many thanks go to the authors and reviewers
who made contribution to the Research Topic for their time
and effort.
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Applying the lens of entrepreneurial psychology, this paper examines vicarious learning
as an approach that entrepreneurs can use to overcome external uncertainty of
overseas investments by accumulating international know-how and experience through
interlocking director connections with other experienced companies. Through the
analysis of a sample of Chinese companies, our findings suggest that entrepreneurs
obtaining foreign experience from interlocking partners can significantly promote their
firm’s international growth when investing in the same country, and that this positive
effect is significant in relation to both first-degree and second-degree connections. We
further find that, if an entrepreneur makes a connection with an interlocking partner
in the same industry, it enhances their knowledge absorption, thereby providing a
positive moderating effect, while investing in a country with a strong degree of openness
weakens the effect of knowledge application, and thus plays a negative moderating role.
This study makes practical and theoretical contributions by exploring specific vicarious
learning means for entrepreneurs to enhance their firm’s international competitiveness,
and also identifying three different learning processes.

Keywords: entrepreneur psychology, vicarious learning, interlocking director network, cross-border acquisition,
learning process

INTRODUCTION

Increasing numbers of entrepreneurs in emerging markets are starting companies through which
they are able to make significant contributions to their country’s regional and social economic
growth. However, alongside this positive role of entrepreneurship, there exists a great deal of
pressure and there are many uncertainties to be faced when competing for a higher market position
(Frese and Gielnik, 2014). Specifically, when considering cross-border acquisitions (CBAs) for
overseas expansion (Autio and Sapienza, 2000; Yli-Renko et al., 2002; Andersson and Wictor, 2003),
entrepreneurs can face challenges in responding to unanticipated risks concerning other countries
and in adapting to new institutional environments (Peng, 2005; Luo and Tung, 2007). Given that
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most new ventures will have limited international experience
and correspondingly less capability for doing business overseas,
the question of how these entrepreneurs can overcome external
uncertainties and deal with mental stress to improve their firm’s
international competitiveness is important, and yet it has received
relatively little attention in the extant literature (Luo et al., 2011).

From the learning perspective, researchers have contended
that learning from others— “vicarious learning”—is one of
the most effective ways for firms acquiring and accumulating
knowledge to deal with external uncertainty. Under this
approach, a firm obtains knowledge by observing the behaviors,
actions, and results of the learning objects, and this acquired
knowledge then influences the behavioral patterns, decision-
making, and performance results of the organization itself
(Miner and Haunschild, 1995; Myers, 2018). For firms with
less experience, vicarious learning is a more effective and
reliable way to accelerate the accumulation of knowledge than
a lengthy process of self-experience learning (Huber, 1991;
Nathan and Kovoor-Misra, 2002). Moreover, it enables a firm
to explore ways of performing tasks and executing their
strategies without incurring additional costs or risks (Miner
and Haunschild, 1995). From the psychological standpoint,
observing and imitating others’ internationalization behavior
and strategy can not only improve an entrepreneur’s own
decision-making processes but also mitigate their psychological
stress and enhance their capability and confidence to cope
with difficulties in foreign investment (Bandura and Walters,
1963; Xie and Li, 2017). However, there is little discussion in
prior psychology studies of entrepreneurs improving their firm’s
international competitiveness through vicarious learning, and
even less consideration of the specific ways in which these
entrepreneurs might learn from others. To address these gaps
in the existing research, our study investigates an approach
to vicarious learning in which the entrepreneur builds up an
interlocking director network with experienced companies.

Network theory posits that information, knowledge, and
resources can be exchanged and transferred by the network
(Haunschild and Beckman, 1998; Nam and An, 2018; Xiao et al.,
2019). Accordingly, entrepreneurs who establish connections
with experienced interlocking partners can benefit in two
main ways: (1) by observing partners’ internationalization
management practices and improving their own success rate by
implementing the same strategic behavior (Burt, 1987); and (2)
by better understanding the environment of a specific foreign
market and reducing the trial-and-error costs of investments
in the same country. Such networking benefits are even more
important for a firm with little or no international experience, as
entrepreneurs learning from interlocking partners can accelerate
their international knowledge accumulation in a more reliable
way without any additional costs, in turn helping to decrease
their psychological stress and better promote their firm’s
internationalization and growth.

For a finer-grained understanding of learning based on an
interlocking director network, we propose to investigate two
types of network connections: first-degree connections and
second-degree connections (Cai and Sevilir, 2010). In a first-
degree connection, the focal firm forms a relationship with

another partner company through a common interlocking
director (A); in a second-degree connection, the focal firm
forms an indirect relationship with another partner company
through different interlocking directors (B and C) who jointly
take positions in a third-party company, as depicted in Figure 1.
These two types of connections can bring about different learning
outcomes for a firm acquiring international knowledge from
interlocking partners. The former enables the firm to observe
another company’s management practices more directly and
increases the information transfer efficiency, while learning based
on a second-degree connection involves the firm acquiring
knowledge indirectly, though it can facilitate access to a greater
amount of information.

In addition, within vicarious learning, the externally acquired
knowledge needs to be effectively absorbed and applied in order
to play a role in the firm’s management practices. “Knowledge
absorption” comprises a sequential process of an individual
understanding, digesting, and absorbing the knowledge learned
from other objects, while “knowledge application” is the extent
to which the external knowledge then influences the firm’s
decision-making and its effect when applied to organizational
practices. Different capabilities with regards to absorption
and application will moderate the role of external knowledge
on a firm’s international strategy. Accordingly, our paper
primarily explores how an entrepreneur can improve their firm’s
international competitiveness through vicarious learning based
on an interlocking director network; specifically, through the
two approaches to learning via first-degree connections and
second-degree connections. We also examine the ways in which
knowledge absorption and application play moderating roles in
this relationship.

Overall, our paper makes several contributions to the current
research. First, we provide new insights for entrepreneurs
looking to overcome uncertainties and reduce psychological
stress through learning from experienced interlocking partners.
Previous studies have paid little attention to vicarious learning
as a means for entrepreneurs with less experience to enhance
their firm’s competitiveness, and we fill this gap and propose a
more reliable and effective learning approach. Second, we move
beyond the existing research in our elucidation of vicarious
learning, and, by differentiating the interlocking director network
into first-degree and second-degree connections, we are able to
provide novel empirical evidence of their different influences
and respective roles in a firm’s vicarious learning outcome.
Last, we contribute to the learning research by specifying three
stages of the vicarious learning process (Myers, 2018), and
explore the moderating effects of knowledge absorption and
knowledge application in particular, thereby advancing analysis
of the organizational learning mechanism.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Modern economic developments have encouraged increasing
numbers of entrepreneurs to start up a business in recent
years (Kantis et al., 2002; Obschonka et al., 2018). At the
same time, these entrepreneurs often face high competition and
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FIGURE 1 | Framework of vicarious learning through two interlocking connections.

pressure from the external environment. The issue of helping
entrepreneurs reduce mental stress and cope with external
uncertainty has attracted much scholarly attention (Gorgievski
and Stephan, 2016). Yet there remains a dearth of literature about
entrepreneurs’ actions in relation to foreign investments or how
they might overcome the difficulties in order to promote their
firms’ international development.

In fact, the psychology of entrepreneurs is more important
than ever in the context of international investments. With the
rapid development of globalization, more and more companies
are eyeing overseas markets and making foreign investments
to acquire advanced technologies and resources, especially
in the form of CBAs (Boateng et al., 2008; Buckley et al.,
2009). A CBA is a high-risk investment characterized by high
uncertainty and unpredictable outcomes; if it fails, it may
bring about substantial costs or even result in stigmatization,
damaging the firm’s reputation and credibility (Luo, 2005).
Most new ventures possessing limited international experience
often find it challenging to deal with external legitimacy or

to adapt to new institutional circumstances (Guo et al., 2017).
The majority of companies that fail to complete a cross-
border transaction lack experience or capability in international
businesses. However, CBAs have become a primary way for
entrepreneurs to expand their overseas market (Kumar et al.,
2019), thus helping them overcome the uncertainties and
enhance their firms’ international competitiveness is an urgent
and important issue in this field.

Thus, the accumulation of international know-how and
experience is crucial for firms undertaking CBAs. Scholars have
argued that firms with extensive international experience are
more likely to develop the capability of doing businesses overseas
and to perform better than those with little or no international
experience (Kusewitt and Finkelstein, 1999; Hayward, 2002).
Prior studies have identified two approaches to learning for firms
wishing to accumulate knowledge: (1) learn from their own
experience (experiential learning), and (2) learn from others’
experiences (vicarious learning) (Haunschild, 1993; Barkema and
Schijven, 2008; Kump et al., 2015; Lord, 2015; Qian et al., 2018).
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From the learning psychology perspective, vicarious learning
stands out as an effective way for entrepreneurs to quickly
obtain and accumulate international experience, and to
do so faster than through their own experiential learning
(Haleblian and Finkelstein, 1999; Baum et al., 2000). New
ventures are typically latecomers in a “catch-up game” in the
global market (Kumaraswamy et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2013),
and vicarious learning provides them with a reliable and
effective way to improve their market competitiveness without
any costs or risk.

Existing literature on vicarious learning and firm acquisitions
has determined that companies can learn from the experiences
of their network partners to facilitate acquisitions (Haunschild,
1994; Beckman and Haunschild, 2002). Lu (2002) posited that
acquirers learn more about advantageous strategic behaviors
from other companies in the early stages, and then reduce
such vicarious learning with the accumulation of their own
experience. By observing and imitating the acquisition activities
of their counterparts, a firm can not only garner the necessary
acquisition knowledge but also use their acquisition experience
(both failures and successes) to make better decisions and
enhance the likelihood of completing an international acquisition
themselves (Xie and Li, 2017).

To advance vicarious learning research within the domain of
entrepreneurship psychology, the present study focuses on the
way in which entrepreneurs can learn from other companies by
building up an interlocking directors’ network. An “interlocking
director” is one who concurrently serves on multiple boards of
different companies (Heracleous and Murray, 2001; Westphal
et al., 2001). Interlocking directors are widespread and common
in companies, and, compared to obtaining information from
social media or consultancies, they make it possible for a firm
to access the interlocking partner’s board and to acquire more
reliable and complete information about their experiences of
investing in foreign markets (Tuschke et al., 2014; Zona et al.,
2018). Relatedly, Xia et al. (2017) observed that the number of
CBAs conducted by an acquirer in a country is positively related
to the number of CBAs that its interlocking partner has had in
that country. Therefore, this paper explores how an entrepreneur
promotes their firm’s international competitiveness—especially
with respect to completing a CBA—through vicarious learning
from their interlocking partners.

Additionally, the process of vicarious learning has been shown
to encompass three stages: knowledge acquisition, knowledge
absorption, and knowledge application. Prior studies, though,
have tended to focus more on only one of these stages, or have
discussed vicarious learning in a general way (Baum et al., 2000;
Myers, 2018). We emphasize that firms’ different capabilities
with regards to knowledge absorption and application have
an influence on the role of the acquired knowledge in the
firms’ strategies. This paper further examines the contingency
conditions from the perspective of knowledge absorption
and knowledge application; specifically, in terms of industry
relatedness and the target country’s degree of openness. In sum,
our study offers a new theoretical perspective for psychology
research regarding entrepreneurs dealing with uncertainties and
how they can effectively improve their firm’s competitiveness.

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Knowledge Acquisition: Vicarious
Learning From an Interlocking Partner
A CBA is a highly uncertain investment comprising complicated
procedures and requiring a large amount of related knowledge.
Entrepreneurs typically have less experience of international
investment in their early years and may find it difficult to
overcome stress in responding to external uncertainties, but
vicarious learning can be an effective way to accelerate knowledge
accumulation and reduce their psychological stress in order to
promote their firms’ international growth (Francis et al., 2014).

An interlocking company represents a “conduit of
information” (Useem, 1984) that could provide knowledge
about how to manage country-specific acquisition issues and deal
with foreign stakeholders, such as governments, communities,
and local customers (Francis et al., 2014). Xia et al. (2017)
found that, if network partners have engaged in a CBA in a
particular country, knowledge and experience in respect of
that country will have been generated, and the firm which
aims to undertake a future CBA may benefit from this network
relationship and perform better by adopting the same strategy
in that country.

Specifically, by observing the behaviors of an interlocking
partner that has intensively conducted CBAs, an entrepreneur
can learn what, and how, to adapt to a new foreign market
(Salomon and Wu, 2012). In addition, an interlocking partner
with a variety of CBA practices often generates spillovers
of information about local markets (Kim and Miner, 2007),
which enables the entrepreneur to better understand the
acquisition know-how and other details pertaining to a country,
including its politics, economy, cultures, and market regulations.
Thereby, the firm can become more familiar with the country-
specific environment and reduce the liabilities of newness
and foreignness.

Interlocking partners also amass social connections,
government support, and corporate alliances during the
process of CBAs (Daily et al., 2000), and these resources can
likewise be delivered and shared through interlocking directors.
This increases the firm’s ability to cope with country-specific
uncertainty, decreases potential conflicts, and enhances external
legitimacy (Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002). Therefore, by building
an interlocking director network with experienced partner
companies, entrepreneurs can greatly reduce their psychological
barriers, raise their confidence, and increase their ability to cope
with the uncertainties in making CBAs.

Furthermore, the knowledge obtained from other companies
via interlocking directors is often vivid, complete, and fine
grained in relation to their international experience and practices,
and such knowledge may not be available from other public
sources (Haunschild and Beckman, 1998). We therefore propose:

Hypothesis 1. Through vicarious learning, an entrepreneur
can advance its firm’s CBA completion in a country where
an interlocking partner has completed an international
acquisition.
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Different learning approaches through the two types of
network connections can influence the effect of knowledge
acquisition. Following Cai and Sevilir (2010), we further consider
entrepreneur learning from interlocking partners via first-degree
versus second-degree connections. As noted above, a first-
degree connection involves an interlocking director personally
experiencing the CBA practices in the interlocking partner
company. Utilizing this type of connection, an entrepreneur
can directly observe and learn the international information
and experiences of interlocking partners, understand acquisition
know-how, and share social resources in a certain target country.
Such direct experience is often vivid and can accelerate the firm’s
increased familiarity with the issues related to CBAs.

In addition, learning through first-degree connections
increases the reliability and completeness of the relevant
knowledge acquired from interlocking partners, and helps to
establish trust and reciprocity between the two companies,
which significantly reduces the risk of opportunistic behaviors
and enhances communication efficiency. Moreover, learning
from first-degree connections promotes the exchange and
transmission of information, knowledge, and resources among
companies (Reagans and McEvily, 2003), which maximizes
an entrepreneur’s gains from interlocking partners and
greatly mitigates their psychological stress in promoting
their firm’s CBA completion.

A second-degree connection, on the other hand, involves two
interlocking directors who jointly hold positions on the same
board of a third company, and entrepreneur learning through
such connections indirectly secures international knowledge
and experience from interlocking partners, which may not
only decrease the efficiency of the information transfer but
also compromise the completeness of the required knowledge.
Moreover, an interlocking network built on second-degree
connections increases the distance between the entrepreneur
and the learning objects, so the learning effect may be weaker
and it might only play a limited role in lowering entrepreneurs’
psychological stress and helping them to cope with uncertainties
in international investments.

However, despite this indirect learning effect, learning
from second-degree connections can also provide diversified
information and access to a greater number of companies,
which increases the degree of information richness compared to
that obtained through first-degree connections (Cai and Sevilir,
2010). Entrepreneur learning from interlocking partners based
on second-degree connections stimulates the acquisition and
accumulation of more extensive international information and
knowledge, which enhances an entrepreneur’s understanding
of the foreign country and improves the likelihood of
completing CBAs.

In sum, the two types of interlocking network connections can
have different effects on an entrepreneur’s knowledge acquisition
from other companies. Specifically, the CBA experience and
management practices of an interlocking partner can be
learned in a more reliable and complete way through first-
degree connections, while such knowledge and experience
might be broader and richer when garnered from second-
degree connections. To some extent, both types of connection

support the entrepreneur in learning international knowledge
from interlocking partners, and lead to a higher probability of
completing a CBA in another country. Thus:

Hypothesis 2a. An entrepreneur learning country-specific
knowledge via a first-degree connection will promote its firm’s
CBA completion.

Hypothesis 2b. An entrepreneur learning country-specific
knowledge via a second-degree connection will promote its
firm’s CBA completion.

The Moderating Effect of Knowledge
Absorption
Within the context of vicarious learning, externally acquired
knowledge is likely to be more effectively absorbed into a firm’s
management practices (Giuliani and Bell, 2005). Prior studies
have posited that firms with higher absorptive capability are
more likely to respond to external uncertainties and perform
better in market competition (Escribano et al., 2009). Knowledge
absorption requires an individual to better understand, digest,
and utilize the acquired knowledge. Notably, Francis and Zheng
(2010) have argued that learning from an object with a similar
knowledge structure can enhance the ability and effect of
knowledge absorption.

An entrepreneurial company possessing a certain knowledge
reserve and sharing a similar knowledge base with an
interlocking partner can promote knowledge transfer, exchange,
and absorption between the two parties (Cohen and Levinthal,
1990). Any knowledge gap may increase the difficulty in
understanding and accepting external knowledge learning from
other companies, but such a gap can be narrowed if the
entrepreneur acquires knowledge from an interlocking partner in
the same industry. Within the same industrial environment, two
companies will tend to have a high level of knowledge relatedness,
which not only promotes knowledge transfer between the two
companies but also enables the entrepreneur to experience a
better understanding and absorption of CBA knowledge learning
from an interlocking partner (Tanriverdi and Venkatraman,
2005; Makri et al., 2010). In addition, the entrepreneur can more
easily assimilate the interlocking partner’s experience in CBA
decision-making, evaluation of a target company, and dealing
with local key stakeholders, and such experience can be effectively
applied into their firm’s own CBA practices.

Therefore, building interlocking connections with companies
in the same industry significantly enhances an entrepreneur’s
capability of absorbing international knowledge from
interlocking partners. In doing so, entrepreneurs increase their
confidence in dealing with mental stress and with overcoming
uncertainties, which better promotes CBA completion and their
firm’s international growth. Accordingly:

Hypothesis 3. The positive relationship theorized in
Hypothesis 1 will be stronger when the entrepreneur enhances
knowledge absorption through making a connection with an
interlocking partner in the same industry.
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The Moderating Effect of Knowledge
Application
The outcomes of vicarious learning also rely on the process
of knowledge application, which itself emphasizes the extent
to which the acquired knowledge can be utilized and affect
a firm’s strategy and performance. In relation to a firm’s
CBA investments, the application of international knowledge
learning from an interlocking partner will be influenced by the
institutional environment in the target country.

Making CBAs in a target country with a high degree
of openness reduces an entrepreneur’s need for international
knowledge learning from other companies. When their firm is
undertaking a CBA in a highly open country, an entrepreneur
can easily obtain information and knowledge from the formal,
transparent, and fair transaction market therein, which means
that they can become familiar with the country’s institutions
and culture in other public ways, such as social media,
rather than drawing on knowledge learning from interlocking
partners. Equally, an entrepreneur may decrease psychological
distance and be able to better predict potential risks and costs
in a highly open country, thus limiting the application of
acquired international experience and know-how to their firm’s
CBA investments.

Conversely, for a firm undertaking CBAs in a target
country with a low degree of openness, the entrepreneur must
rely on knowledge and experience learning from interlocking
partners to reduce uncertainty and potential risk. Also,
entrepreneurs often find it difficult to acquire information
and accumulate social resources in a less transparent country,
which increases the need for international knowledge acquired
from experienced companies and strengthens the application
of learning experience to their firms’ CBA strategy. This issue
is of particular importance for most entrepreneurs with less
or no international experience (Shimizu et al., 2004). We thus
propose:

Hypothesis 4. The positive relationship theorized in
Hypothesis 1 will be stronger when the entrepreneur

enhances knowledge application through internationally
investing in a country with a lower degree of openness.

As an overview, Figure 2 illustrates our study’s theoretical
framework and shows the logic relationships among
the main variables.

RESEARCH METHODS

We selected Chinese companies that had conducted CBAs
between 2008 and 2017 as our research sample. The Chinese
sample is advantageous and appropriate for several reasons.
First, there is rapid growth of new ventures in China, and
most of them are eyeing overseas markets to improve their
firm’s competitiveness (Wang et al., 2012; Alon et al., 2018).
Second, Chinese companies stay in the initial process of
internationalization, thus entrepreneurs face much pressure and
uncertainties to deal with liabilities of newness and foreignness
(Child and Rodrigues, 2005; Peng, 2005; Rugman et al.,
2016). Last, an interlocking director network is intensive and
widespread among Chinese companies (Peng and Luo, 2000; Li
et al., 2013), which exerts a significant influence on the firm’s
decision and performance.

Financial data and CBA information come from the Wind
database and CSMAR databases, both of which are widely used
in Chinese acquisition and management research (Giannetti
et al., 2015; Greve and Zhang, 2017). National-level data
were collected from the World Bank database and the United
Nations Statistical Database. After excluding samples with
missing data and inappropriate CBA transactions, we obtained
971 observations encompassing 540 companies and 55 target
countries/regions with CBAs.

Measurements
Dependent Variable
Cross-border acquisitions completion was represented by a
dummy variable coded as “1” if a deal was completed, and “0”
otherwise (Li et al., 2017).

Knowledge learning from 
interlocking partner

Firm’s international 
competitiveness

H1 

Knowledge absorption

Knowledge application

H2a 

H3

Learn by way of 
first-degree connection

Learn by way of second-
degree connection H2b 

H4 

(Knowledge acquisition)

FIGURE 2 | Research theoretical framework.
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Independent Variables
We measured vicarious learning knowledge (VLK) by calculating
the number of CBAs conducted by the interlocking partner in
the past three years in the same target country as that targeted
by the focal firm’s CBA. The measurement of knowledge learning
through a first-degree connection (Tier 1_VLK) and a second-
degree connection (Tier 2_VLK) was calculated in the same way.
We lagged all of these variables by one year (Hair et al., 2006).

Moderating Variables
Knowledge absorption was measured with reference to the
industry relatedness between the focal firm and the interlocking
partner company, a dummy variable set to equal “1” if the
industry code was the same between the firm and the interlocking
partner, and “0” otherwise. The industry codes followed the
Guidelines of Industry Classification of Listed Companies issued
by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (2012).

Regarding knowledge application, we measured target country
openness using the “trade freedom” score component of
the Index of Economic Freedom published by the Heritage
Foundation, which reflects the intensity of foreign trade. Scores
range from 0 to 100, and a country ranked as having high
trade freedom tends to have a greater degree of openness to the
outside world and features more developed institutional systems
(Guttmann and Richards, 2006).

Control Variables
Following previous research (Li et al., 2017), we controlled for
firm-level attributes. In consideration of the effect of a firm’s
own international experience (Lee and Caves, 1998; Clarke et al.,
2013), we calculated the number of CBA attempts made in the
past three years (prior experience). In addition, we controlled
for the deal attributes of same industry acquisition and deal size,
following the research of Li et al. (2018), with deal size measured
by the logarithm of the total announced value of the focal
transaction. Given that larger firms are more likely to undertake
international investments as they possess stronger financing
abilities (Jovanovic and Braguinsky, 2004; Cleary, 2006), we
also measured firm size, using the logarithm of the firm’s total
assets. As a firm’s performance may influence the opportunity
for foreign investment initiatives (Bushman et al., 2005), we
controlled for Tobin’s q and return on assets (ROA). Additionally,
we controlled for state ownership, because of its impact on a
firm’s international investment (Cui et al., 2015), and measured
it using the ratio of the firm’s state-owned shares.

Furthermore, we controlled for country-level attributes
(Gubbi et al., 2010; Nicholson and Salaber, 2013) through
reference to the target country’s economic development, such
as its gross domestic product (GDP), GDP growth rate, and
Economic Freedom Index ranking (EFI). In addition, we
controlled for the institutional distance and cultural distance
between the home country and the target country, with data
for a country’s institutional quality collected from the World
Governance Index and that for the country’s cultural data taken
from Hofstede’s cultural indices. These variables were measured
using the methods recommended by Kogut and Singhm (1988).

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for all the variables.
On average, only 55% of firms completed a CBA, suggesting
a lower success rate for CBAs conducted by Chinese firms.
Regarding the vicarious learning through which entrepreneurs
accumulated CBA knowledge from interlocking partners, about
twice as much knowledge was obtained through second-degree
connections as through first-degree connections, suggesting
that a greater number of companies being connected offers
enhanced opportunities to obtain international knowledge
and information via second-degree connections. As regards
knowledge absorption, about 17% of companies were in the
same industry as their interlocking partners. For knowledge
application, most of the companies undertook CBAs in a highly
open country, with an average trade freedom index value of
85.96. Table 2 presents the correlation coefficients among the
variables. It can be seen that the value of each variable is under 0.6,
indicating that multicollinearity was not a significant problem in
the regression analyses.

Figure 3 compares the two approaches to learning through
first-degree connections (left) and second-degree connections
(right). In the network diagram, the inverted triangles represent
the entrepreneurs’ firms and the squares represent the
interlocking partners, with only interlocking partners with
CBA experience being included. The line represents the number
of interlocking directors connecting the two companies—that
is, the strength of the interlocking connection. It can be clearly
seen that the network shaped by first-degree connections is not
as intensive as the one shaped by second-degree connections—
that is, the number of companies involved is less than that
in the network of second-degree connections. The learning
approach utilizing second-degree connections reaches out to

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean SD Min. Max.

CBA completion 0.55 0.49 0.00 1.00

VLK 0.08 0.31 0.00 3.00

Tier 1_VLK 0.02 0.16 0.00 2.00

Tier 2_VLK 0.05 0.25 0.00 2.00

Knowledge absorption 0.17 0.37 0.00 1.00

Knowledge application 85.96 5.00 44.20 95.00

Prior experience 0.36 0.77 0.00 5.00

Same industry acquisition 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00

Deal size 9.51 2.34 0.13 16.43

Firm size 22.69 1.93 18.61 30.66

Tobin’s q 2.62 2.86 0.07 26.04

ROA 0.05 0.06 −0.52 0.67

State ownership 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.86

GDP 7.61 1.52 2.67 9.91

GDP growth rate 2.33 1.74 −8.27 25.01

EFI 75.60 8.58 44.55 90.14

Institutional distance 3.33 1.27 0.00 5.98

Cultural distance 2.58 1.42 0.00 8.33
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FIGURE 3 | Comparison of two types of interlocking networks. The left is network shaped by first-degree connections; the right network shaped by second-degree
connections.

more companies with CBA experience, which can provide more
diversified and abundant CBA information and knowledge for
the entrepreneurs. This finding further supports our theorizing
on the different roles of the two types of approaches to learning;
that is, learning through first-degree connections directly
accesses the CBA experience of interlocking partners, while
learning through second-degree connections does so indirectly,
but can connect a greater number of interlocking partners
through which to acquire CBA knowledge.

Regression Results
We adopted a logistic model to test our hypotheses with the
dependent variable as a dummy variable, following Li et al. (2018)
and Dikova et al. (2010). The regression results are shown in
Table 3. Model 1 is the baseline model with all the control
variables. The results show that a CBA with large deal size and
between an acquiring firm and a target company in the same
industry is more likely to be completed. However, a firm of a
large size or with a high value of Tobin’s q has less likelihood of
completing a CBA.

In Model 2, international knowledge learned from
interlocking partners significantly advances a firm’s likelihood
of a CBA completion, which supports Hypothesis 1. This
result suggests that, for entrepreneurs making international
investments, vicarious learning is an effective way to reduce their
psychological stress and accumulate international knowledge
from other experienced companies with which to promote their
firms’ international growth. Models 3 and 4 added two variables
based on the approaches to learning through first-degree and
second-degree connections. The results show that international
knowledge obtained through both types of interlocking
connections significantly enhances a firm’s likelihood of CBA
completion. However, the coefficient of learning by way of first-
degree connections (0.73) is higher than that for second-degree

connections (0.28), indicating that direct knowledge acquisition
through a first-degree connection is more reliable and has a
greater impact on a firm’s international strategy than indirect
knowledge acquisition through a second-degree connection,
despite the possibility that second-degree connections can reach
out to a greater number of companies and more diversified
information. Hypotheses 2a and 2b are therefore supported.

Model 5 represents the moderating effect of knowledge
absorption. Herein, we examined industry similarity between
the focal firm and the interlocking partner. It can be seen that
the two companies being in the same industry has a positive
moderating effect (0.61, p < 0.05) on the influence of an
interlocking partner’s knowledge on CBA completion, which
supports Hypothesis 3. This result is consistent with Escribano
et al.’s (2009) finding that firms with high absorptive capability
can derive greater benefits from external knowledge and that
this positively affects performance. Model 6 further depicts the
moderating role of knowledge application. We posited that the
effect of knowledge application would be weaker when the
entrepreneur undertook a CBA in a highly open country. Model
6 shows that a target country’s trade freedom has a negative
moderating role (−0.11, p < 0.10) in the relationship between
the interlocking partner’s knowledge and CBA completion, which
supports our argument that making international investments in
a highly open country will bring about a substitute effect, and thus
reduce the entrepreneur’s need for knowledge and experience
learning from interlocking partners. Accordingly, Hypothesis 4
is also supported.

DISCUSSION

Economic developments in emerging markets have facilitated
the emergence of many new companies in recent years, but the
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TABLE 3 | Results of vicarious learning knowledge and firms’ international investment.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

VLK 0.38*** 0.02 10.46*

(0.13) (0.21) (6.08)

Tier 1_VLK 0.73**

(0.29)

Tier 2_VLK 0.28*

(0.16)

Knowledge absorption −0.04

(0.12)

Knowledge absorption × VLK 0.61**

(0.29)

Knowledge application 0.03***

(0.01)

Knowledge application × VLK −0.11*

(0.06)

Prior experience 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05

(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11)

Same industry acquisition 0.22*** 0.21*** 0.21*** 0.22*** 0.21** 0.20**

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Deal size 0.05*** 0.04** 0.04** 0.05** 0.04** 0.05***

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

Firm size −0.06** −0.06** −0.06** −0.06** −0.06** −0.06**

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Tobin’s q −0.03** −0.03* −0.03** −0.03* −0.03* −0.03*

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

ROA 0.42 0.41 0.47 0.39 0.37 0.39

(0.63) (0.63) (0.63) (0.63) (0.64) (0.63)

State ownership 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.28

(0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27)

GDP −0.02 −0.04 −0.03 −0.03 −0.04 −0.04

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

GDP growth rate 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

EFI −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01**

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Institutional distance 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Cultural distance −0.04 −0.04 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04 −0.05

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Constant 1.69** 1.93** 1.80** 1.81** 1.90** −0.17

(0.84) (0.85) (0.85) (0.85) (0.85) (1.14)

Observations 971 971 971 971 971 971

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

concomitant increases in competition and uncertainty in the
external environment have also been found to negatively affect
entrepreneurs. The psychology of entrepreneurs has attracted
extensive academic attention (Gorgievski and Stephan, 2016),
and, drawing on the learning psychology perspective, the present
paper focused on firms’ international investments and explored
a vicarious learning approach for entrepreneurs accumulating
international knowledge and experience through learning
from interlocking director network partners. We described
vicarious learning as being obtainable through both first-degree
connections and second-degree connections, and empirically

examined how knowledge absorption and knowledge application
moderate the effect of an interlocking partner’s knowledge on
the entrepreneurial firm’s international development. Based on a
study of CBAs conducted by Chinese firms, our research revealed
some important findings.

First, this paper contributes to the learning psychology
research by elucidating a vicarious learning approach for
entrepreneurs to reduce stress by learning from experienced
companies based on an interlocking director network. We
emphasized that constructing an interlocking director network
is an effective way for entrepreneurs—especially those with little
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or no international experience—to learn about the decision-
making, behaviors, and experiences of their interlocking partners
and thereby accelerate their own international knowledge
accumulation, which in turn enhances their ability and
confidence in dealing with external uncertainty, and improves
their firms’ international competitiveness. Second, as noted, this
paper contributes to prior studies by differentiating two vicarious
learning approaches involving first-degree versus second-degree
connections (Cai and Sevilir, 2010). We found that entrepreneurs
learning from first-degree connections could obtain direct
experience from their interlocking partners and enhance the
efficiency of information transfer, which was found to have
a more significant positive effect on entrepreneurs and their
firms’ international strategy. On the other hand, learning via
second-degree connections was shown to allow entrepreneurs to
connect with a greater number of companies and obtain more
diversified information, but this approach’s indirect learning
effect may have a limited role in respect of the entrepreneur firm’s
international strategy.

In common with extant learning research, our paper
also explored three stages of the vicarious learning process
(i.e., knowledge acquisition, knowledge absorption, knowledge
application), and examined the moderating effects of knowledge
absorption and knowledge application. We found that companies
with similar knowledge structures could better understand and
absorb the knowledge learning from their interlocking partners.
Specifically, being in the same industry was found to positively
moderate the effect of acquired international knowledge on a
firm’s CBA completion. This finding is consistent with Francis
and Zheng’s (2010) assertion that a small knowledge gap between
two actors can promote the effect of knowledge absorption.
Additionally, regarding the moderating role of knowledge
application, our research found that an entrepreneur undertaking
a CBA in a highly open country can acquire information and
resources from a transparent and open transaction market,
and thereby reduce their dependence on learning international
experience from interlocking partners. That is, target country
openness weakens an entrepreneur’s application of acquired
international knowledge and thus plays a negative moderating
role in this context.

Theoretical and Practical Implications
Overall, our study advances some significant theoretical
implications. We have provided novel insights for entrepreneurs
wanting to improve their firms’ international competitiveness
by introducing an approach to vicarious learning based on
interlocking directors, which should reduce entrepreneurs’
psychological stress and help them better cope with external
uncertainty. Additionally, we have distinguished between two
types of interlocking network (based on first-degree connections
versus second-degree connections) in the context of China.
As interlocking director networks are common and tend to
be an important source of knowledge transfer, exploring the
influence of an interlocking partner’s international knowledge
on a focal firm’s international investment is of theoretical
significance. In addition, through our exploration of the
processes of knowledge absorption and knowledge application

and their moderating effects on the external knowledge
acquisition, we have enriched the current research concerning
vicarious learning.

With respect to the practical implications of our findings,
we first suggest that entrepreneurs should pay attention
to the key role of interlocking directors in obtaining the
necessary knowledge for international strategies. Especially
when companies have less experience in global investments,
they can learn the applicable international experience from
their interlocking partners through establishing connections
via interlocking directors, and improve the likelihood of
success in international investments. Second, when seeking
knowledge and experience with respect to international
investments, entrepreneurs should consider a strong relationship
with a first-degree connection, which can provide high-
quality information, and then consider learning through
second-degree connections, which will provide rich and
diverse information. Last, possessing heightened capabilities of
knowledge absorption and application will enable entrepreneurs
to benefit more from knowledge acquired from other companies.
Making interlocking connections with companies in the same
industry as their own can enhance the ability of knowledge
absorption and thereby positively influence a firm’s strategy
and development.

In addition, ourpaper also provides some promising directions
for further research. For example, scholars could examine
entrepreneurs’ vicarious learning through other channels, such
ascompany alliances and corporate business relationships. Also,
further research can explore more specific and appropriate
measurements of knowledge absorption and application, such as
which characteristics of entrepreneurs orcorporate governance
enhance the capability for absorbing external knowledge.
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Psychological factors play a critical role in affecting investor decisions. This study
explores how lead investors influence following investors psychologically, thus affecting
fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding. We draw upon the signaling theory and
observational learning theory to argue that following investors could be induced to invest
in a project if they observe the proportion of funding by lead investors in the funding
target to be high, that the lead investors have rich investment experience, and that
the lead investors can offer help to the projects. To test our hypotheses, we analyze a
sample of 215 projects from a Chinese equity crowdfunding platform. The results reveal
that the proportion of lead investor investment in the funding target and their investment
experience are positively related to fundraising performance. However, the help offered
by lead investors toward the projects has no impact on funding performance. Theoretical
and practical implications are discussed.

Keywords: equity crowdfunding, lead investors, signaling theory, observational learning theory, fundraising
performance

INTRODUCTION

Crowdfunding has emerged as a viable approach for new ventures to obtain external funding
and has grown rapidly (Bruton et al., 2015; Short et al., 2017; Block J. H. et al., 2018). The
global crowdfunding volume was estimated in 2015 at $34 billion, an increase of more than
112% over the 2014 volume1. The World Bank believes that crowdfunding could account for
over $300 billion in cumulative transactions by 2025 (Meyskens and Bird, 2015). By definition,
crowdfunding refers to the efforts by entrepreneurial individuals and groups to fund their ventures
by drawing on relatively small contributions from a large number of individuals using the Internet,
without standard financial intermediaries (Mollick, 2014). Primarily, there are four forms of
crowdfunding: donation-based, reward-based, debt-based, and equity-based crowdfunding (Bi
et al., 2017). In donation-based crowdfunding, funding is raised for charitable purposes. In reward-
based crowdfunding, funders receive a reward for their contribution to a project. Debt-based

1Source: https://dazeinfo.com/2016/01/12/crowdfunding-industry-34-4-billion-surpass-vc-2016/
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crowdfunding is the practice of lending money to individuals
or businesses with the expectation of some monetary returns.
In equity-based crowdfunding, entrepreneurs raise funding from
individual investors by providing them equity.

Though crowdfunding has surged in popularity in the last
decade and now accounts for billions of dollars annually,
scholarly knowledge about crowdfunding remains limited (Short
et al., 2017). There is even less scholarly understanding about
equity crowdfunding (Kuppuswamy and Bayus, 2018), which is
the focus of the current study. Equity crowdfunding denotes a
form of financing in which entrepreneurs make an open call to
sell a specified amount of equity or bond-like shares in a company
on the Internet, hoping to attract a large group of investors
(Ahlers et al., 2015). Studies have begun to investigate the
factors that drive the campaign success of equity crowdfunding
(e.g., Ahlers et al., 2015; Lukkarinen et al., 2016; Vismara,
2016; Block J. H. et al., 2018). Most of these studies use
signaling theory (Spence, 1973) as the theoretical mechanism to
understand the funding success of equity crowdfunding. Ahlers
et al. (2015), for example, argued that venture quality (i.e., human
capital, social capital, and intellectual capital) and uncertainty
are critical signaling to investors, thus, influencing their funding
decisions. In a similar vein, Vismara (2016) investigated the
signaling role of equity retention and social capital, both of
which were found to influence investors’ decision toward equity
crowdfunding projects.

While the research applying the signaling theory in equity
crowdfunding context has predominantly focused on signals of
venture (Chan and Parhankangas, 2017), entrepreneurs (Ahlers
et al., 2015), equity retention (Vismara, 2016), and so on,
little is known about how signals of lead investors influence
the funding decision of subsequent investors. This limits our
understanding on how lead investors can be managed to
increase the fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding
projects. The term “lead investor” is relatively new in the
crowdfunding context. In the four forms of crowdfunding, it
only exists in equity crowdfunding platforms. Lead investors
conduct due diligence on projects and take the initiative of
investing in a project, which they believe to have potential.
Other small investors can choose to follow lead investors
to make subsequent investments on the same project. In
this study, we propose that lead investors can affect other
investors’ investment behavior, which, in turn, influences the
fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding projects. On
one hand, based on signaling theory (Spence, 1973), the
characteristics and investment behavior of lead investors could
signal the quality of projects, thus, improving the sense of
psychological safety of other investors and inducing them to
invest the same projects. On the other hand, people sometimes
make decisions by merely looking at others’ behavior, a
phenomenon known as observational learning (Bikhchandani
et al., 1998). It is a normal psychological phenomenon that
people observe others’ behavior before choosing their own
actions. This gives them some references on whether to
engage in the same behavior. For example, before buying
something, many people prefer to observe if their friends
have bought the same thing. If many of their friends have

bought it, they may be more likely to buy it. In contrast,
if few of their friends have bought it, they may hesitate to
buy. In the context of equity crowdfunding, investors face
high uncertainty at the beginning of crowdfunding campaigns.
They may make their investment decisions by looking at the
investment behavior and characteristics of lead investors, who
are usually more professional than they are. The investment
behavior and characteristics of lead investors are likely to
give them more (or less) psychological safety when making
the investment decision. Given the potential importance of
the role of lead investors in the fundraising performance
of equity crowdfunding, we are surprised that few studies
have investigated how lead investors influence the equity
crowdfunding performance.

To unfold the role of lead investors in equity crowdfunding,
this study investigates the signaling role of lead investors on
the investment decisions of subsequent investors and, ultimately,
on the fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding.
Specifically, we examine three variables of lead investors: the
percentage of funding provided by lead investors out of the total
crowdfunding goal, the investment experience of lead investors,
and the help offered by lead investors to the crowdfunding
project. Figure 1 presents the conceptual model of this study,
which contributes to the literature in three substantive ways.
First, we help to advance the knowledge about factors of
equity crowdfunding performance by unraveling the role of
lead investors. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to explore the role of lead investors in the fundraising
performance of equity crowdfunding. Second, we are also the
first to apply observational learning theory into the equity
crowdfunding context. Third, the findings of this study have
important practical implications for both entrepreneurs who
want to raise money through equity crowdfunding and equity
crowdfunding platforms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we
provide a literature review of the research on crowdfunding
and equity crowdfunding. We then provide the theories and
hypotheses. Next, we present the data and methodology.
After that, we present and discuss the results. Finally, we
conclude the paper and discuss the limitations as well as future
research directions.

The percentage of funding 
invested by lead investors 
in the target

Investment experience
of lead investors

Help offered by lead 
investors to the project

Fundraising 
performance

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual model of the study.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

There is an increasing interest in the drivers of crowdfunding
campaign success (Lagazio and Querci, 2018). In this stream of
research, signaling theory has been widely used. In particular,
scholars have mainly focused on the signals of project quality
and individual (entrepreneur) quality when investigating the
success factors of fundraising performance of crowdfunding
(Kuppuswamy and Bayus, 2018). Mollick (2014), for instance,
found that personal networks and underlying project quality
are associated with the success of crowdfunding efforts. Zheng
et al. (2014) demonstrated that an entrepreneur’s social network
ties, obligations to fund other entrepreneurs, and the shared
meaning of the crowdfunding project between the entrepreneur
and the sponsors positively impact crowdfunding performance.
Colombo et al. (2015) found that entrepreneurs’ internal social
capital predicts the success of a crowdfunding campaign. Ahlers
et al. (2015) found that project quality, characterized by retaining
equity and providing more detailed information on risks, serves
as effective signals that can influence funding performance.

Compared with the other forms of crowdfunding, equity
crowdfunding has received limited attention regarding the
drivers of fundraising performance. In fact, there is little
research on equity crowdfunding, in general. In a review
of crowdfunding research, there were only three studies on
equity crowdfunding out of 42 studies (7%) on crowdfunding
(Kuppuswamy and Bayus, 2018). One reason for this could be
that equity crowdfunding is a relatively new concept that is
subject to various regulatory issues, making it restricted until
now in many countries. In the United States, for example,
entrepreneurs were not allowed to obtain financing from “non-
accredited” investors in exchange for equity shares through equity
crowdfunding until October 2015 when Title III of Jumpstart
Our Business Startups Act was passed. However, with more
countries permitting equity crowdfunding, knowledge of equity
crowdfunding as well as the factors of fundraising performance
inequity crowdfunding is becoming necessary. Therefore, some
scholars argue that equity crowdfunding is likely to be the subject
of many research papers in finance and management in the
coming years and encourage scholars to conduct more research
on this topic (Vulkan et al., 2016).

Some studies have examined the factors of funding
performance of equity crowdfunding (e.g., Ahlers et al.,
2015; Lukkarinen et al., 2016; Vismara, 2016). Ahlers et al. (2015)
used signaling theory to examine the impact of firms’ financial
roadmaps, external and internal governance, and risk factors
on fundraising success and found that human capital, amount
of equity offered, and financial projections positively influence
the success of equity crowdfunding campaigns. Vismara (2016)
found that a larger percentage of equity offered by founders
reduces the probability of equity crowdfunding campaign
success, while a larger number of founders’ social connections
increase the probability of equity crowdfunding campaign
success. Lukkarinen et al. (2016) demonstrated that campaign
success is related to pre-selected crowdfunding campaign
characteristics and the utilization of private and public networks.
Though these studies have enriched our understanding of

the factors of equity crowdfunding campaign success, little is
known about how lead investors influence the funding success of
equity crowdfunding.

Lead Investors in Equity Crowdfunding
The lead investor–follower investor model originally comes
from AngelList, a leading equity crowdfunding platform in
the United States. AngelList uses syndicates as an investment
mode (Agrawal et al., 2016). Individual angel investors create
a syndicate online profile, in which potential backers can view
some basic information, like how many deals the angel investors
expect to syndicate and how much they typically invest each year.
Backers can apply to follow the syndicate lead. If accepted, the
backer agrees to invest in the lead’s syndicated deals on the same
terms as the lead and to pay the lead a carry (Agrawal et al., 2016).

In China, the lead investor–follower investor model has
started to appear in equity crowdfunding platforms. One of
the rationales for adopting this model is that the risk faced by
small investors is reduced when following lead investors, who
are usually more professional and can conduct due diligence
on projects. The leader–follower model in Chinese equity
crowdfunding is different from the syndicate model of AngelList.
The following investors on Chinese equity crowdfunding
platforms are not bound to follow the lead investors. They
can make their decisions independently, and they can invest
simultaneously in different projects led by different lead investors
without paying a carry. Lead investors conduct due diligence on
projects and serve as the first investor on a project that they
believe is of good quality. Once a lead investor invests in a
project, the website lists the information on lead investors, such
as the lead investors’ comments on projects, their investment
experience, how much they invested on a project, whether they
can offer other help to the project, and so on. Based on signaling
theory and observational learning theory, the follower investors
could watch the investment behavior of lead investors and rely
on their signals in addition to the signals from entrepreneurs and
projects. Therefore, lead investors could, ultimately, influence the
funding performance of equity crowdfunding projects.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
DEVELOPMENT

The ability to signal quality to potential investors is crucial
in gaining venture finance. Firms can use signals to decrease
the information asymmetry between the firm and the investors
(Beatty and Ritter, 1986). Signaling theory (Spence, 1973),
therefore, becomes one of the main research frameworks for
studying entrepreneurial finance (e.g., Carter and Manaster,
1990; Connelly et al., 2011; Migliorati and Vismara, 2014; Judge
et al., 2015). The signaling theory originates from the works of
Spence (1973). It suggests that the behavior of individuals or
organizations, in the midst of information asymmetries, depends
on how the senders send signals and how the decision makers
interpret them (Connelly et al., 2015). In organizational research,
the signals examined by researchers include the composition
and structure of top management (Judge et al., 2015), corporate
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governance characteristics (Audretsch and Lehmann, 2013),
firm’s social networks (Carter et al., 1998), and so on. Like the
other forms of venture financing, equity crowdfunding also faces
information asymmetries. Therefore, it is appropriate to apply the
signaling theory in this context.

On equity crowdfunding platforms, entrepreneurs set a
funding goal for their project and disclose information online to
convince investors to support their projects. Investors rely heavily
on the released information to make their funding decisions.
However, compared with the traditional investors, such as angel
investors and venture capitalists, crowdfunding investors are
less capable of overcoming information asymmetry problems.
They typically lack the capability to evaluate different investment
opportunities and have limited opportunities to perform due
diligence (Ahlers et al., 2015). According to the observational
learning theory (Bikhchandani et al., 1998), consumers or
investors’ buying or investing behavior is largely influenced by
others’ behavior when the quality of a product or a project is
not directly observable. For example, on-line consumers prefer
to buy goods that are rated the highest. Therefore, when making
investment decisions, small investors watch someone who is
more professional and can perform due diligence. Based on
this, we expect that the signals sent by lead investors may exert
substantial influence on how potential investors perceive the
projects, thus, affecting their investment decisions.

As earlier discussed, previous studies have investigated the
signals of venture quality, project uncertainty, equity retention,
entrepreneur’s social capital, and so on in influencing the success
of equity crowdfunding (e.g., Ahlers et al., 2015; Vismara,
2016). However, the role of lead investors has been neglected.
Note that the signals sent by entrepreneurs may not always be
effective or trustworthy. In some cases, entrepreneurs tend to be
over optimistic or have a natural incentive to exaggerate their
prospects and the potential value of their firm (Cooper et al.,
1988). Lead investors, however, have different interests than the
entrepreneurs. They try, as much as they can, to obtain true
information from the firms because they do not want to lose
money. Therefore, investors in equity crowdfunding platforms
may have strong incentives to make investment decisions by
relying on the information of lead investors (Mohammadi and
Shafi, 2018), who have the ability to master more information
on equity crowdfunding projects and are neutral to some degree.
We focus on three variables of lead investors: the percentage of
funding provided by the lead investors out of the funding target,
the investment experience of lead investors, and the help offered
by lead investors toward the projects because they are notable
variables, which may influence investment performance (Barry
et al., 1990; Gompers, 1995; Busenitz et al., 2005; Seru et al., 2009).

On some Chinese equity crowdfunding platforms, the amount
of capital collected by a project and the investment information of
the lead investors are visible to potential investors. For instance,
Dajiatou, a Chinese equity crowdfunding website, displays the
information of lead investors on the top right of its project
pages, so that visitors can view who have taken the lead to invest
in a project and what percentage of capital out of the target
has been raised in real time. After a project is released on an
equity crowdfunding platform, the lead investor invests first. The

proportion of money invested by a lead investor in the funding
target could reflect his or her confidence in the project. This
confidence may, in turn, influence other investors to follow. It
has been argued that the entrepreneurs’ inclination to invest in
their own projects represents a signal of project quality (Brealey
et al., 1977). Entrepreneurs who are confident about their venture
tend to hold more equity and sell less to the external investors
(Vismara, 2016). Accordingly, the more the equity retained by
entrepreneurs, the more positively is the signal perceived by
external investors (Busenitz et al., 2005). This argument could
also be applied to lead investors in the equity crowdfunding
context. Lead investors are supposed to conduct due diligence on
the projects they invest in. They have relatively more information
on the projects than other potential investors before they make
investment decisions. If they contribute a higher portion of the
funding target after due diligence, this could be a signal that they
believe the project has good quality and potential. In other words,
the lead investors’ willingness to invest in projects signals the
quality of the project.

Therefore, subsequent investors might perceive the projects
receiving more investment from lead investors to have a higher
probability of succeeding. It is obvious that investors tend to
invest in projects that they believe are more likely to succeed
because they do not want to waste their time and energy
on unsuccessful projects. As a result, a higher percentage
of investment by lead investors in the funding target might
ultimately lead to a better fundraising performance. Based on this
line of reasoning, we propose:

H1. The percentage of investment by lead investors in the
funding target is positively related to the fundraising
performance of equity crowdfunding.

In the financial industry, investment experience is vital (Hopp
and Lukas, 2007) because investment experience of investors
influences their returns (Elliott et al., 2008). Those who have
more experience have a better chance of succeeding in future
investments because they would have learned from their past
experiences. The investing experience of lead investors could
be successful or unsuccessful, both of which could facilitate
future investment success. It is highly probable that past
successful experience could predict continuous success in the
future. Unsuccessful experiences could also be helpful for future
investing success because investors can learn lessons from
the unsuccessful experiences. Empirical evidence shows that
investors with more investment experience are likely to be more
successful in their subsequent investments. For example, Feng
and Seasholes (2005) found that trading experience of individual
investors positively affects disposition effect, which could bring
about better investment performance. Similarly, Seru et al.
(2009) demonstrated that investment performance improves as
investors accumulate more investment experience.

In the context of equity crowdfunding, therefore, the
experience of lead investors could send signals to other potential
investors that the lead investors are more likely to succeed in
the projects they invest in. In on Dajiatou, the lead investors
display their investment experience on their profiles. Potential
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investors could perceive the projects invested in by experienced
lead investors to be more likely to succeed, thus, choosing
to support those projects. Compared with investors with no
investing experience, those with experience are more likely to
reassure potential investors, who might back the same project and
facilitate the fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding.
Based on this, we hypothesize:

H2. The investment experience of lead investors is
positively related to the fundraising performance of
equity crowdfunding.

The help provided by lead investors to the projects could
drive the funding success of the projects. Young firms
often face tremendous challenges. The help from external
experts is important for their survival and development. It
has been suggested that the help offered by investors could
signal and certify the quality of a company (Lerner, 1994;
Gompers, 1995). In the real world, venture capitalists and
angel investors often offer help to the entrepreneurial firms,
such as providing advice and networking opportunities, serving
on boards of directors and advisors, and providing hands-
on assistance and business intelligence (e.g., Hellmann and
Puri, 2002; Madill et al., 2005). Like venture capitalists and
angel investors, some lead investors in equity crowdfunding
also claim to provide help to the projects. For example, in
on Dajiatou, one of the lead investors claims, “I can help
the firm to improve the business model, guide law-related
practice, and facilitate cooperation with other firms.” This help
is particularly vital for the survival and development of equity
crowdfunding projects, which are usually very vulnerable at
the early stages. Note that on equity crowdfunding platforms,
most of the entrepreneurs are first-timers. Not surprisingly,
they have limited entrepreneurial experience and executive
abilities. Under this circumstance, the help offered by lead
investors can help them conquer challenges and add values to
their firms (Politis, 2008). Therefore, potential investors could
perceive the help from lead investors to the projects as a
signal of future success. As a result, the potential investors
might choose to back those projects in which lead investors
offer help, thus, driving the overall funding performance of
equity crowdfunding. This reasoning leads to the following
hypothesis:

H3. The help offered by lead investors to the project is
positively related to the fundraising performance of
equity crowdfunding.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample
Equity crowdfunding has grown rapidly in China with dozens
of equity crowdfunding platforms currently. Some of these
platforms have started to adopt the leader–follower investor
mode, which provides the context for studying how lead
investors influence follower investors’ decisions, which, in turn,
affects fundraising performance. We collected the data from

Dajiatou, which is among the top 10 equity crowdfunding
platforms in China and can be used to test our hypotheses2.
We collected data on equity crowdfunding projects listed
on Dajiatou from 2012 to 2016. The information of each
project will be listed on the webpage. We manually recorded
the information that can be used to test our hypotheses.
In total, we obtained a dataset of 215 projects, which
include a broad range of industries, such as manufacturing,
agriculture, and services.

Measurement
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is the fundraising performance of
equity crowdfunding. We measure it with the ratio of pledge
over funding goal following other studies (e.g., Zheng et al.,
2014). Every equity crowdfunding project has a funding goal
and duration at the beginning of its launch. The more
money a project raises during the given duration, the better
performance it has.

Independent Variables
The percentage of investment provided by lead investors
is measured by the money invested by lead investors
over the funding goal, which was set at the beginning
of campaign. The investment experience of the lead
investors is a binary variable. It is 1, if the lead investor
has investment experience, else 0. The help offered by lead
investors to a project is also a binary variable. It is 1, if
the lead investor claims that he/she can offer help to the
project, else 0.

Control Variables
We control for the crowdfunding goal and duration of the
funding campaign because both variables could exert influence
on the fundraising performance (Mollick, 2014; Zheng et al.,
2014). The crowdfunding goal is measured by the total amount of
money that an entrepreneur aims to raise for a particular project.
Crowdfunding duration is the number of days from the start to
the end of a project.

RESULTS

The descriptive statistics of the variables are shown in
Table 1. The average funding goal of these projects is
1.2 million RMB. The average duration for a campaign is
75 days. Hierarchical regression analysis was used to test
the hypothesized relationships (Bagozzi, 1994; Cohen et al.,
2003). The regression results are presented in Table 2. In
each step of the hierarchical regression analysis, the statistical
significance of incremental R2 and F tests were evaluated.
Model 1 includes two control variables, whereas Model 2
includes the control variables and independent variables.
The variance inflation factor (VIF) for all the variables is

2Apart from Dajiatou, other equity crowdfunding platforms in China also adopt
the leader–follower model. However, only Dajiatou displays the lead investors’
complete information correctly. Hence, we chose this website as our sample source.
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and variable correlations.

Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5

1. Funding goal 119.757 83.150 – – – – –

2. Duration 75.335 40.695 −0.357** – – – –

3. Percentage of lead investor funding in the target 0.132 0.101 −0.041 −0.051 – – –

4. Investment experience of lead investors 0.688 0.464 −0.046 −0.07 8 0.031 – –

5. Help offered by lead investors 0.883 0.321 −0.033 −0.075 −0.206** 0.007 –

6. Performance 1.277 0.270 0.020 0.176** 0.306** 0.240** 0.001

**p < 0.01.

less than 2, indicating that there is no serious colinearity
(Hair et al., 1995).

Hypothesis 1 predicts that the percentage of money
invested by lead investors in the funding target is
positively related to the fundraising performance of equity
crowdfunding. The results confirm this (β = 0.338, p < 0.001).
Therefore, H1 is supported. Hypothesis 2 proposes that
the investment experience of lead investors has a positive
impact on fundraising performance. The results confirm this
(β = 0.257, p < 0.001); thus, H2 is supported. Hypothesis
3 predicts that the help offered by lead investors to the
entrepreneurial firm is positively related to fundraising
performance. The results do not support this (β = 0.095,
p > 0.1). Therefore, H3 is not supported. Figure 2
presents the results.

DISCUSSION

Psychological factors play a critical role in affecting investor
decisions. We draw upon signaling theory and observational
learning theory to examine how lead investors influence
following investors psychologically, thus, affecting the
overall fundraising performance in equity crowdfunding.
We find that the percentage of money invested by lead
investors in the crowdfunding goal and their investment
experience are positively related to fundraising performance.
We contribute to the literature on the factors of successful
equity crowdfunding campaigns by introducing the role
of lead investors. This is of great importance because the

0.257***

0.338***

0.095

The percentage of funding 
invested by lead investors 
in the target

Investment experience 
of lead investors

Help offered by lead 
investors to the project

Fundraising 
performance

FIGURE 2 | Results of the data analysis. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

leader–follower model is nascent in equity crowdfunding
in China. The knowledge of the influence of lead investors
on the overall fundraising performance has important
implications for entrepreneurs, lead investors, and equity
crowdfunding platforms.

The help offered by lead investors was found to have no
impact on fundraising performance. One possible explanation
could be that the data did not allow us to capture the
quality of help. As mentioned earlier, we treated help as a
binary variable where it is 1 if lead investors offer help and
0 otherwise. However, the quality of the help could vary
among lead investors and could affect fundraising performance.
For example, those who can provide specific help needed
by the projects may be more likely to attract following
investors, while those who provide general help that does
not fit well with the project may not be able to reassure
other investors to follow. We believe that this limitation could
provide a possible opportunity for future studies. Researchers
can consider capturing the quality of lead investors’ help
and investigate its influence on fundraising performance. In
Table 2, the results show that the percentage of investment
of lead investors has negative and significant relationship
with help offered by lead investors. This finding is somewhat
counterintuitive. This might be because lead investors who
invest more to a project may have high confidence in that
project. They tend to believe that project will be successful even
without their help.

The findings of this study have theoretical and practical
implications. Theoretically, there are four main implications
as follows. First, to the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to investigate the role of lead investors in the
fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding. Given
the emergence of lead investor–following investor model
in the equity crowdfunding platforms in China, it is
important to understand how lead investors impact the
performance of equity crowdfunding. Agrawal et al. (2016)
has introduced the syndicate model in the fundraising
context. It also has lead investors in that model. However,
the leader–follower model is different from the syndicate
model and gains little attention in the literature. This paper
has contributed the equity crowdfunding by unpacking
the role of lead investors in the particular leader–follower
model in the equity crowdfunding context. Second, we
contribute to the signaling theory by highlighting the
signaling role of lead investors in the context of equity
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TABLE 2 | Hierarchical multiple regression analysis.

Variables Model 1 Model 2

β t VIF β t VIF

Funding goal 0.095 1.314 1.146 0.146* 2.203 1.164

Duration 0.209** 2.905 1.146 0.272*** 4.090 1.177

Percentage of lead investor funding in the target – – – 0.338*** 5.366 1.056

Investment experience of lead investors – – – 0.257*** 4.170 1.013

Help offered by lead investors – – – 0.095 1.500 1.059

F – 4.264* – – 11.515*** –

R2 – 0.039 – – 0.197 –

AR2 – 0.039 – – 0.177 –

Dependent variable: fundraising performance of equity crowdfunding project. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

crowdfunding. Signaling theory has been widely used in
crowdfunding research (e.g., Carter and Manaster, 1990;
Connelly et al., 2011; Migliorati and Vismara, 2014; Judge
et al., 2015). However, the signaling role of lead investors
has not been explored. This study is the first to investigate
how lead investors signal the quality of projects and, thus,
influence fundraising performance inequity crowdfunding.
Third, we contribute to observational learning theory by
providing supportive evidence from the context of equity
crowdfunding. Our results suggest that following investors
tend to make their decisions by watching the investment
behaviors of lead investors. Fourth, we identified two factors,
percentage of funding invested by lead investors and the
investment experience of lead investors, as the predictive
variables on the equity crowdfunding performance. These
findings enriched the previous literature that attempted
to unpack the antecedents of equity crowdfunding
success (Ahlers et al., 2015; Lukkarinen et al., 2016;
Vismara, 2016).

Practically, our study has three contributions. First, the
findings indicate that lead investors are important people
that influence the performance of equity crowdfunding.
In particular, the proportion of money invested by lead
investors and their investment experience positively influences
fundraising performance in equity crowdfunding. These findings
indicate that entrepreneurs should consider soliciting lead
investors to invest more on their projects and encourage
them to explicitly display their investment experience on
the websites, thus, attracting more following investors.
Second, the equity crowdfunding platforms should screen
lead investors by their capital and investment experience to
improve fundraising performance of the projects. Specifically,
equity crowdfunding platforms should consider taking
steps to attract and retain lead investors who are willing to
invest more money on projects and who have investment
experience. Third, the findings highlight the importance
of lead investors in the fundraising performance of equity
crowdfunding. Lead investors, themselves, should be responsible
for every project they take the lead to invest because their
behaviors will influence the success of the project and
other’s benefits.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTION

There are several limitations in this study. First, we only
focus on the Chinese context. The findings may not hold
in other countries and cultures. Culture may play a role in
affecting the results. For example, people in a different level
of uncertainty avoidance may have a different tendency to
follow others when making decisions. Hence, the results should
be generalized with caution. Future studies could replicate
the current study in other contexts to see if the results are
consistent. Second, the data in this study only includes 215
projects from one platform. Future studies could collect larger
datasets across more platforms to get more statistically salient
results. Third, the secondary data from the crowdfunding
platforms prevented us from measuring some variables in
detail. For example, we did not capture the quality of help by
lead investors. Likewise, we only use binary way to measure
investment experience, not Likert scale, which might be better
to measure the level of their experience. Future studies could
consider combining secondary and subjective data to better
measure the variables.

Scholars could also consider other types of variables associated
with lead investors. We only focused on the amount of money
invested by lead investors, their investment experience, and the
help offered by them. The influence of other variables, such
as education background and social capital of lead investors
can also be explored. With regard to the control variables,
we follow previous research to include crowdfunding duration
and funding goal. Future research could consider other control
variables into the model.

CONCLUSION

Despite increasing attention on the factors of fundraising
performance inequity crowdfunding, little is known about
the role of lead investors in this. This study explores
how lead investors influence fundraising performance
inequity crowdfunding by applying signaling theory and
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observational learning theory. Drawing on a sample from
a Chinese equity crowdfunding platform, we find that the
proportion of funding invested by lead investors in the
funding target and their investment experience are positively
related to fundraising performance. This study is the first
to consider lead investors as an important party when
exploring factors that influence fundraising performance
inequity crowdfunding. We believe that this study is a
substantial contribution to the literature about the antecedents
of funding performance inequity crowdfunding. It also
has practical implications for entrepreneurs and equity
crowdfunding platforms.
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Innovation behavior for entrepreneurship is known as a driving force to obtain
competitive advantages. As a key quality for entrepreneurial success, the mechanism
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy (ESE) acting on innovation behavior needs further
verification, which has led to the primary objective of this paper via applying the Goal
Self-Concordance Theory, as well as to further building a theoretical model. Two hundred
forty-nine samples of Chinese entrepreneurs have been empirically analyzed in this
study, contributing to the following findings. Firstly, ESE has significantly positive effects
on entrepreneurial innovation behavior. Secondly, job satisfaction plays a mediating
role between ESE and innovation behavior. Thirdly, Zhongyong thinking moderates the
relationship between ESE and job satisfaction. The research results might deliver great
value in cultivating ESE, encouraging positive entrepreneurial attitude, enhancing job
satisfaction, and ultimately inspiring innovation behaviors.

Keywords: entrepreneurial self-efficacy, job satisfaction, innovation behavior, Zhongyong thinking,
entrepreneurial education

INTRODUCTION

The essence of entrepreneurship is to seize opportunities, integrate resources, and then
innovate and act promptly (Johnson, 2001; Stephens et al., 2013). Innovation behavior (IB) for
entrepreneurship is not only the key to cope with dynamic changes in external environment for
survival but also the driving force to further obtain competitive advantages (Amo, 2010; Huarng
and Ribeiro, 2014). Thus, the promotion of IB has become an important goal in entrepreneurship
(Erikson, 2002), while the approach has yet been partly explained by social capital and institutional
impact (Chen and Zhou, 2017; Stephens et al., 2013). Instead, more factors should be counted
to analyze the IB mechanism, especially the personal and cultural characteristics of entrepreneurs
(Robson and Obeng, 2009; Nathan and Lee, 2013; Barakat et al., 2014).

Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs are considered as playing critical roles in
environmental adaptation and personal achievement (Byrne and Shepherd, 2013), such as
perceived discrimination in immigrant entrepreneurship (Robertson and Grant, 2016) and self-
cognition in entrepreneurial career decision making (Obschonka and Stuetzer, 2017). Self-
efficacy refers to the belief of whether one person can achieve certain goals (Gist, 1987;
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Fast et al., 2014), and the Social Cognitive Theory regards self-
efficacy as an important determinant of behavior (Bandura,
1991). Entrepreneurial self-efficacy (ESE) is the application
of self-efficacy in entrepreneurship research, referring to the
extent to which entrepreneurs are confident about their own
entrepreneurial skills to complete various tasks and projects
(Boyd and Vozikis, 1994; Chen et al., 1998). The process of
entrepreneurship is full of setbacks, which requires entrepreneurs
with good psychological qualities. ESE, a typical characteristic of
entrepreneurs, represents the belief and attitude of entrepreneurs
to overcome various difficulties and achieve entrepreneurial
success (Gist and Mitchell, 1992; Chen et al., 1998). Existing
studies have proved that ESE contributes greatly to the prediction
of entrepreneurial intention and promotion of entrepreneurial
performance (Hmieleski and Corbett, 2008; Caines et al., 2019).
Bandura (1991) proposed that personal choice, effort, and
behavior are affected by self-cognition of their abilities, which
suggests that ESE can also be a predictor of behaviors associated
with IB (Barakat et al., 2014). Recent research has shown
that entrepreneurs with higher ESE are more likely to set
innovation-related goals for their companies and more willing
to exhibit innovative behavior (Drnovsek and Glas, 2008; Chen
and Zhou, 2017). Nevertheless, few entrepreneurs really translate
their ESE into IB in practice, even though many people are
confident in the performance of innovation and the achievement
of entrepreneurial goals before action (Markman and Baron,
2003). Most entrepreneurs have to quit after suffering various
entrepreneurial risks and challenges, as well as psychological
pressure and emotional exhaustion (Bradley and Roberts, 2004;
Kasouf et al., 2015). However, previous studies mostly focused on
the direct impacts of ESE on IB (Ahlin et al., 2013; Barakat et al.,
2014; Chen and Zhou, 2017). We still have limited understanding
of the process of how ESE influences IB and even less empirical
evidence on the mechanism research. Thus, it is valuable to
study the process of ESE influencing IB for entrepreneurial
practitioners to carry out innovation-related activities effectively.

Cultural characteristics rooted in historical development have
a profound and everlasting impact on the way of thinking
and behavior of individuals and groups (Cardon et al., 2011),
which reveals the cultural aspect of entrepreneurial activities
(Nathan and Lee, 2013). Empirical studies have shown that
cultural characteristics in entrepreneurial activities have a
positive impact on the creation of regional wealth (Fritsch
and Wyrwich, 2016; Bacq and Eddleston, 2018). Cultural
characteristics of innovation activities are increasingly prominent
(Morris and Allen, 1994; Wry et al., 2011), appearing to be a
dominant factor to understand the way of thinking and behavior
of entrepreneurs concerning a specific cultural background,
as well as to effectively carry out global entrepreneurship
cooperation (Amo, 2010). Although the cultural characteristics
are embodied in entrepreneurial activities (Mcgee et al.,
2009), the understanding of entrepreneurs’ cognition and
behavior from the cultural perspective is still insufficient.
To fill these research gaps, studies are required on the
process mechanism of how ESE influences IB under certain
cultural boundary conditions to ensure successful completion of
entrepreneurial activities.

The Goal Self-Concordance Theory provides a general
theoretical framework through which ESE can influence IB. This
theory asserts that people will have more subjective well-being
and a higher level of goal accomplishment when goals are driven
by their authentic choices rather than a sense of control by
external forces (Sheldon and Elliot, 1999; Sheldon and Marko,
2001; Judge et al., 2005). Self-concordant goals represent people’s
actual interests and passions as well as their central values and
beliefs. People are willing to make sustained efforts and feel
more satisfied with self-concordant goals, which are more likely
to be achieved (Downes et al., 2016). Moreover, Sheldon et al.
(2004) suggested that the effects of self-concordance may be
moderated by culture factors, which are considered as having
a deep-rooted impact on cognition and behavior (Nathan and
Lee, 2013). Although self-consistency generally exerts positive
effects on subjective well-being regardless of cultural differences,
cultural factors do influence individual perception of satisfaction
and the degree of achievement of self-concordant goals, given
likely cultural differences in the strength of social pressures and
expectations (Sheldon et al., 2004).

IB is often regarded as an important activity and goal
by entrepreneurs (Erikson, 2002) because promotion of IB
is consistent with an individual’s interest in entrepreneurship
and self-development (Huarng and Ribeiro, 2014). In other
words, promoting IB is a self-concordant goal of entrepreneurs.
According to the Goal Self-Concordance Theory (Sheldon and
Elliot, 1999), individuals are more willing to make repeating
efforts and to embrace changes in well-being to achieve self-
concordant goals, which implies that job satisfaction (JS)
correlates with well-being, which affects IB (Gallivan, 2003; Xerri,
2014). At an entrepreneurial workplace, JS, a comprehensive
evaluation of the feelings about one’s work, describes the
cognition of working status (Wright and Cropanzano, 2000).
Studies have shown a positive correlation between ESE and
JS (Bradley and Roberts, 2004; Baldwin et al., 2006), for
entrepreneurs with high ESE gradually set expectations for work
and enhance JS in the process of realizing self-concordant goals
(Tolli and Schmidt, 2008). Furthermore, corresponding changes
in satisfaction are considered positively correlated with IB
(Trivellas and Santouridis, 2009), which implies that JS may have
a supportive effect to convert personal characteristic advantages
(ESE) into effective action (IB). Therefore, this paper perceives JS
as a significant mediator for the study of ESE and IB.

Cultural capital is perceived as having a profound and
permanent impact on the way of thinking and behavior in
entrepreneurial activities (Nathan and Lee, 2013). In this study,
evidence has been derived from Chinese entrepreneurs through
investigating how ESE can effectively influence their IB and
enable them as one of the most active innovation groups in global
entrepreneurship (Liu et al., 2015). Zhongyong (ZY) thinking,
a representative cultural capital in Chinese Confucianism, is
characterized as a thinking mode of how majority of Chinese
view things, people, and environment (Chou et al., 2014).
Individuals with ZY tend to reflect from multiple perspectives
and achieve goals in harmoniousness with a holistic viewpoint
(Wu and Lin, 2005). Varying from western countries, ZY has
a profound impact on the way of thinking and behavior of
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Chinese entrepreneurs and thus can be referred to as a boundary
condition for learning entrepreneurs’ attitude and behavior.
This paper proposes that ZY is a moderating variable of the
relationship between ESE and JS.

Therefore, this paper is meant to explore the influencing
mechanism between ESE and IB based on the Goal Self-
Concordance Theory and to further verify the mechanism via
empirical research involving 249 participants from China. This
paper inspires future relevant researchers and practitioners by
shedding light on the following findings. To start with, this paper
provides more empirical evidence from Chinese entrepreneurs
that ESE is positively correlated with IB, indicating that an
entrepreneur’s psychological capital plays an active role in
his/her behavior (Mcgee and Peterson, 2017). Furthermore, this
study has found that JS mediates the influence of ESE on IB,
contributing to a more comprehensive understanding of the
influencing mechanism of ESE and IB. This study applies JS to
entrepreneurial management and increases the general cognition
that positive attitudes or feelings can promote beneficial behavior
(Griffin et al., 2001). Finally, this paper discusses the cultural
boundary effect of ZY thinking on the relationship between ESE
and JS from a perspective of the Chinese indigenous construct,
enabling better apprehension of the innovation activities of
Asian entrepreneurs and possibility of carrying out cross-cultural
innovation activities (Knight, 1987).

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy and
Innovation Behavior
In Bandura’s research, ESE appeared as a new concept applied
in the field of entrepreneurship in the 1990s and was regarded
as a relatively stable psychological capital of entrepreneurs
(Ibrayeva, 2006). ESE refers to the self-confidence intensity
of entrepreneurs on whether their own entrepreneurial skills
can complete various entrepreneurial activities, reflecting the
belief that entrepreneurs are equipped with the competency to
influence their surroundings and succeed through corresponding
actions (Boyd and Vozikis, 1994; Chen et al., 1998). As a
kind of belief in accomplishing a certain goal or task, the
concept of ESE has been accepted as useful to explain the
development of entrepreneurial intention and the decision-
making process afterward (Liu et al., 2019). Influenced by
environmental and personal factors, entrepreneurs are able to
reinforce their ability to cope with negative emotions and
pressures while continuously exposed to an entrepreneurial
environment (Gist and Mitchell, 1992; Shepherd, 2004), so their
ESE can be obtained, modified, and enhanced (Chen et al., 1998;
Barz et al., 2015), and to further affect their performance via
utilizing originality, resourcefulness, and other skills (Gist and
Mitchell, 1992; Mcgee and Peterson, 2017).

Starting from the aspect of process flow, Scott and Bruce
(1994) pointed out that to conduct IB, individuals have to seek
support for their ideas and establish alliances to realize the ideas
through the buildup of prototypes or models, and finally lead to
new products or services. Innovation is a complex process along

the generation, promotion, and practice of new ideas (Brown
and Duguid, 1991; Kazadi et al., 2016), and IB is regarded as the
behavior by which individuals generate new ideas or solutions
after identifying and analyzing problems, and further support-
seeking, capacity recognition, and practice (Scott and Bruce,
1994; Kang et al., 2016). In the field of entrepreneurship, IB
can be demonstrated in different stages of planning, organizing,
implementing, and controlling (Beaver and Prince, 2002). IB is
closely related to entrepreneurial creativity, which is promoted
and constrained by many mechanisms, including perception,
motivation, knowledge, ability, and belief (Barakat et al., 2014).
On the other hand, ESE has been proved to correlate with several
behaviors, such as opportunity identification and failure learning,
as well as innovation associated with entrepreneurship (Chen
et al., 1998; Dempsey and Jennings, 2014).

According to the Goal Self-Concordance Theory (Sheldon
and Elliot, 1999), those who pursue self-concordant goals will
make continuous efforts to achieve their goals and are more
likely to succeed. That is, self-concordance has a positive effect
on achieving goals under the circumstance that individuals have
full self-consciousness. Previous self-concordance research has
recognized goal-specific efficacy as a variable closely related
to autonomous motivation and as one of the important
antecedents to goal accomplishment (Judge et al., 2005; Downes
et al., 2016). IB is frequently recognized as an important
activity and goal by entrepreneurs (Erikson, 2002). As a
psychological self-cognition of entrepreneurs, ESE may affect
their IB in different ways as below. Firstly, the entrepreneurial
environment is full of opportunities, and innovation performance
in entrepreneurship can be associated with psychological
satisfaction by entrepreneurs with high ESE (Chen et al., 1998).
Secondly, innovation is a process characterized by risks and
uncertainties, and people with high ESE are more capable of
embracing the reality (Mcgee and Peterson, 2017). To follow that,
people with ESE set higher expectations on results than those at
a lower ESE level, who prefer to be conservative while setting
innovation goals and practice (Tolli and Schmidt, 2008; Caines
et al., 2019). In a word, entrepreneurs with a great sense of ESE
are more confident in achieving self-concordant goals and more
likely to overcome difficulties in the process of innovation, which
stimulates the modification and reinforcement of ESE as a return.
On the contrary, individuals with low ESE often doubt their
ability of innovation; hence, they are prone to avoiding problems
or even quitting when encountering obstacles, especially when
they are emotionally exhausted (Neumeyer et al., 2018). Based
on the above theoretical analysis and deduction, this paper has
reached the following hypothesis:

H1: Entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a positive effect on
entrepreneurs’ innovation behavior.

Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy and Job
Satisfaction
Job satisfaction (JS) refers to the feelings that employees observe
to evaluate their work or work experiences concerning previous
experiences, current expectations, or available alternatives
(Perdue et al., 2007). The construction of JS is a complex,
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multidimensional, and interrelated entity of tasks, roles,
relationships, and rewards (Cranny et al., 1992). JS usually
consists of five interrelated subordinate elements, including
satisfaction about tasks assigned, salary, promotion, supervisor,
and co-workers (Tsui et al., 1992).

The Goal Self-Concordance Theory supports the view that
individuals are more willing to complete goals that comply with
their own intentions and interests, which contribute to a broad
subjective well-being (Sheldon and Elliot, 1999). Furthermore,
Judge et al. (2005) developed the theory to link self-consistency
with JS, suggesting that self-efficacy, as an important component
of core self-evaluations, can improve JS. Entrepreneurship is
often the embodiment of strong entrepreneurial intention of
entrepreneurs, who are eager to put creative ideas into reality,
and ESE is regarded as the dominant drive to transform
potential entrepreneurs into nascent entrepreneurs (Erikson,
2002). Self-concordant goals motivate entrepreneurs to try harder
and be empowered to handle challenges (Hwang et al., 2016),
since entrepreneurs with high self-efficacy gradually attain work
expectations and ideal psychological states, which are closely
related to the enhancement of JS (Baldwin et al., 2006; Jean
and Mathieu, 2015). In addition, individuals with high ESE are
more competent to act in the role of entrepreneur, as well as
to collect, integrate, and make use of relevant entrepreneurial
information (Barakat et al., 2014). Interestingly, ESE, including
factors related to emotions and skills, can be strengthened after
constant interaction with the entrepreneurial environment (Barz
et al., 2015), which seems to form a virtuous circle. One of
the benefits of improving ESE is that entrepreneurs can better
deal with interpersonal relationships in new ventures, which are
often considered as an important factor of JS (Cranny et al.,
1992). In a word, entrepreneurs with a high ESE can carry
out effective environmental recognition, psychological cognition,
and interpersonal interaction, which contribute to a higher level
of JS. The above analysis has enabled the following hypothesis:

H2: Entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a positive effect on
job satisfaction.

The Mediation Effect of Job Satisfaction
The happy-productive worker hypothesis has most often been
examined in organizational research (Wright and Cropanzano,
2000), among which the positive impact of JS on performance
has been widely considered (Lee and Chang, 2008). However,
there is a lack of discussion on the entrepreneurial process,
especially the cognitive process of entrepreneurs, for the
public concentrate more on their performance (Boso et al.,
2013). Previous self-concordance research has pointed out that
enhanced JS may conduce to more positive goal attainment
(Sheldon and Marko, 2001), and entrepreneurs are inclined to
make endeavors to realize self-concordant goals and improved
well-being, which will further affect the behavior of entrepreneurs
(Trivellas and Santouridis, 2009).

As a positive psychological experience in the process of
entrepreneurship, JS is also known to shape work behavior in
entrepreneurial research (Gallivan, 2003; Niu, 2014). Previous
studies have been done with proof that JS is associated with
certain positive behaviors and outcomes, such as lower emotional

stress (Hayes et al., 2013), better organizational citizenship
behavior (Li et al., 2010), work performance (Bond and Bunce,
2003), and innovation performance (Chen et al., 2012). It has
been recently claimed that JS impacts IB in a positive way
(Niu, 2014). There is more empirical evidence showing that
entrepreneurs with higher JS, as well as higher self-confidence,
are more self-motived to interact with their surroundings and
promote innovation behaviors through information and idea
exchange (Xerri, 2014). Innovation is a process with inevitable
risks (Kang et al., 2016). Higher JS indicates that it is easier
for entrepreneurs to deal with changes of environment and
interpersonal conflicts, which results in less pressure and
emotional exhaustion (Li et al., 2010), so as to inspire and
sustain innovation behaviors (Wu et al., 2011). As discussed
above, entrepreneurs with higher ESE have more advantages
in environmental recognition, psychological cognition, and
interpersonal interaction, which are beneficial to improve JS.
Thus, higher ESE is considered in this paper to be able to improve
JS and further positively affect IB. Therefore, this has led to the
third hypothesis in this paper:

H3: Job satisfaction mediates the relationship between
entrepreneurial self-efficacy and innovation behavior.

Moderating Effect of Zhongyong
Thinking
Entrepreneurs’ thinking and behavior are inevitably influenced
by cultural factors. ZY thinking (the Doctrine of the Mean)
originated from Confucian philosophy and was developed by
ancient Chinese scholars, making ZY one of the core thinking
modes of Chinese people for thousands of years (Chang and
Yang, 2014). Chinese people are more likely to avoid an extreme
perspective when confronting contradictions and conflicts, hence
having a moderate way to respond, as well as when making
decisions and taking actions (Peng and Nisbett, 1999; Lee,
2000). As a Chinese indigenous construct that reflects the
thinking of Confucian heritage cultures (Pan and Sun, 2017),
ZY is complicated cognitive thinking about how Chinese think
about objects, people, and environment (Hong, 1978; Pierce and
Aguinis, 2013; Chou et al., 2014). The connotation of dialectical
thinking is similar to ZY thinking (Peng and Nisbett, 1999),
while ZY is more composed of holistic thinking and changing
(Zhou et al., 2019). The primary qualitative research on ZY in
psychology started in the 1990s (Yang and Zhao, 1997). Yang
(2009) regarded ZY as a unique metacognitive-level practical
thinking system, involving skills of planning, monitoring, and
evaluating progress during task completion (Yang and Lin, 2012;
Qu et al., 2018). Specifically, ZY refers to a thinking mode
about how to integrate both external conditions and internal
needs from multi-perspectives and to take practical actions
in a specific situation (Wu and Lin, 2005). The core values
of ZY are eclectic and integrated thinking (Yang and Zhao,
1997; Zhou et al., 2019). Wu and Lin (2005) proposed three
features to materialize the doctrine, including multi-thinking,
integration, and harmoniousness (Chou et al., 2014; Chang
and Yang, 2014; Pan and Sun, 2017). Among them, multi-
thinking is a way of thinking by which individuals recognize
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the dialectical relationship between contradictory elements and
achieve dynamic balance through a mutually complementing and
promoting process (Pan and Sun, 2017). People with ZY tend
to consider from multiple dimensions, in terms of time, space,
and roles, which helps them make long-term plans and adjust to
dynamic circumstances. Integration refers to how an individual
should consider external conditions (e.g., different opinions from
others and limited material resources) and internal needs to
reach a consensus, indicating that ZY stresses the consolidation
of both external circumstance and individual needs but also
focuses on the connection between objects, people, and the
environment from a holistic viewpoint (Chang and Yang, 2014).
Thus, individuals with higher ZY can adjust their opinions in
combination with external conditions and integrate their own
viewpoints into the thinking of others. The harmoniousness is an
ideal state for relationships and a means of dealing with conflict
relationships so as to avoid extreme reactions (Qu et al., 2018).
People with ZY target achieving goals harmoniously and making
reasonable choices after taking internal and external conditions
into account. Therefore, ZY indicates the idea of making progress
with time and environment, not only as one of the Chinese
cultural treasures but also as a cognitive strategy to effectively
cope with changes and the uncertain environment nowadays.

With a large degree of autonomous function, goals are
considered as unique cognitive structures in the Goal Self-
Concordance Theory, and self-consistent goals represent
personal interests and deep-rooted values (Sheldon and
Elliot, 1999). The process from goal setting to realization is a
necessary process for individuals to internalize national cultural
values. Individual perception of satisfaction and the degree of
achievement of self-concordant goals may be moderated by
culture factors (Sheldon et al., 2004). For a long time, Chinese
culture has regarded ZY thinking as one of the most important
metacognitive factors regulating people’s emotions and attitudes
(Yang, 2009). Although there is still a lack of cross-cultural
studies in the existing literature on entrepreneurship, Chou
et al. (2014) demonstrated that individuals with a higher level
of ZY thinking are more capable of coping with work stress and
transforming challenge-related stress into JS. As an important
mode of cognitive thinking of Chinese entrepreneurs (Pierce and
Aguinis, 2013), ZY thinking can also be an effective cognitive
strategy that can give full play to the positive effect of ESE on
JS. First of all, entrepreneurs with a greater attitude toward ZY
prefer multi-thinking and would evaluate JS from a long-term

perspective (Chou et al., 2014), implying that they are less
likely to be misled by negative feelings. In addition, they are
less affected by stress at work and negative emotions, given
that multi-thinking helps to weaken contradiction and adapt
to environment change in the process of entrepreneurship.
Secondly, the connotation of integration in ZY motivates
entrepreneurs to develop the ability to integrate a variety of
resources, such as professional knowledge, human resources, and
financial capital (Wu and Lin, 2005). In that case, they repeatedly
think, learn, and then optimize, so that they can effectively
and efficiently solve problems and eventually achieve goals,
resulting in higher JS (Yang, 2009). Thirdly, ZY facilitates in
accomplishing entrepreneurial goals via selecting feasible options
in a combination of multiple factors (Zhang and Gu, 2015), such
as cost efficiency and utility maximization. This represents a kind
of self-consistency (harmoniousness), that is, entrepreneurs with
a higher level of ZY can apply self-consistent methods to reach
entrepreneurial ambitions, which are undoubtedly in accordance
with the need for satisfaction of entrepreneurs and further lead
to higher JS. In general, entrepreneurs with higher ZY thinking
can cope with entrepreneurial pressure, integrate resources, and
implement suitable methods, which obviously promotes the
effective role of ESE and thus increases JS. As a result, this study
has developed the following hypothesis, with a conceptual model
shown in Figure 1.

H4: Zhongyong thinking positively moderates the relationship
between entrepreneurial self-efficacy and job satisfaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Participants and Procedure
Hebert and Link (1989) defined the entrepreneur as someone
who specializes in taking responsibility and making judgment
decisions of a company. Entrepreneurs are more inclined to
take on a variety of responsibilities of start-up activities due
to the shortage of human and environmental resources (Zhao
et al., 2012). They are not only the decision makers but also
usually the executors of the companies to ensure the effective
implementation of start-up decisions. From the perspective
of execution, top managers are crucial practitioners who can
transform ESE into behavior, and their feedback based on
practice can affect the revision and re-execution of decisions.
Thus, we took founders and top managers as co–decision

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual model of entrepreneurial self-efficacy influencing innovation behavior.
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makers, and they are responsible for the business. Hmieleski
and Corbett (2008) also took founders and top management
team leaders as participants in an empirical study on ESE.
Therefore, our participants were start-up founders and top
managers, who are familiar with their company’s products
and processes. Given the Chinese context, the policy factor
is often an important factor to drive the implementation of
entrepreneurship. Industries such as electronic information,
internet work, and financial service are representative to study
IB of entrepreneurs because of preferential policies offered by
the Chinese government. One supportive policy is that physical
space and infrastructure for newly established small and medium-
sized technology-based enterprises can be provided by a business
incubator, which has attracted many innovative entrepreneurs.
Thus, we chose to conduct a questionnaire survey in a Chinese
business incubator, where samples can be found intensively
and conveniently.

We sent emails with instructions and questionnaires to start-
up founders and top managers. In the email, as explained and
emphasized in the survey, all participants could freely drop out
in the process, ensuring it will be done anonymously, without
involving any commercial interests. All participants read the
participant information statement and provided online informed
consent prior to the questionnaire. Two hundred ninety-two
questionnaires were given feedback, and we eliminated 43 invalid
questionnaires and finally obtained 249 valid questionnaires,
with an effective rate of 85.27%. Participates were from eight
provinces, including Jiangsu, Henan, Shanghai, Anhui, Xinjiang,
Beijing, Hubei, and Fujian. The samples consisted of 140 males
(56.22%) and 109 females (43.78%), primarily under the age
of 40 (n = 219, 87.95%), and more than 80% of them had a
bachelor’s degree or above (n = 220, 88.35%). Sixty-eight (27.31%)
participants had less than 1 year experience as start-ups, 64
(25.70%) with 1–3 years, and 117 (46.99%) with more than
3 years of working experience. The composition of the samples
is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 | Sample description.

Individual characteristics Category Quantity Percentage

Gender Male 140 56.22%

Female 109 43.78%

Age ≤25 68 27.31%

26–30 88 35.34%

31–35 45 18.07%

36–40 18 7.23%

≥ 41 30 12.05%

Education background High school and below 12 4.82%

Diploma 17 6.83%

Bachelor 153 61.44%

Master and above 67 26.91%

Experience in the start-up ≤1 year 68 27.31%

1–5 years 64 25.70%

≥5 years 117 46.99%

The tail difference of percentages is adjusted at the end of each item; N = 249.

Measurement of Variables
In this study, ESE, JS, IB, and ZY were measured by five-
point Likert scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree); meanwhile control variables were converted to
dummy variables. The survey instruments of ESE, JS, and IB were
originally constructed in English but translated into Chinese.
There has been version modification incorporating language
differences to make sure of the accuracy in both English and
Chinese contexts.

Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy
ESE was measured by four question items adopted from the
studies of Mcgee et al. (2009) and Barakat et al. (2014). Sample
items include “I am able to choose suitable employees for my
business,” “I am able to come up with new ideas to solve problems
in entrepreneurship,” and “I have confidence in my ability to solve
problems in my business.”

Job Satisfaction
There are many factors that might influence JS, concerning
the type of industry, work, and working environment
(Bhoganadam and Dasaraju, 2015). We adopted a six-item
scale adapted from Tsui et al. (1992) for measurement purposes,
including judgment on advancement, financial returns, and
interpersonal relationships, which is applicable to measuring
JS of entrepreneurs in different start-ups. For instance, “I am
satisfied with the opportunities which exist in this organization
for advancement,” “I am satisfied with the payment I receive for
my job,” and “I am satisfied with the relations with others in the
organization with whom I work.”

Innovation Behavior
IB was measured with the single dimensional scale introduced
by Scott and Bruce (1994), which has been widely accepted and
used with reliability and validity (Kang et al., 2016). The scale
includes six items, such as “I always seek to apply new processes,
techniques and methods”; “I often communicate with others and
present my new ideas”; and “In order to implement new ideas, I
can find ways to get the resources I need.”

Zhongyong Thinking
Multi-thinking, integration, and harmoniousness are the key
characteristics of ZY thinking (Chou et al., 2014); thus, the three-
dimensional scale proposed by Wu and Lin (2005) was applied to
measure ZY. The multi-thinking dimension included four items,
such as “I am used to thinking about one thing from different
perspectives.” The integration dimension consisted of five items,
such as “I often try to find acceptable opinions in a situation
of disagreement.” The harmoniousness dimension includes four
items, such as “I usually adjust my behavior for overall harmony.”

Control Variables
Apart from those, two demographic and two additional control
variables were measured in this study. Previous studies have
indicated that factors such as gender, age, education background,
and experience in the start-up related to IB. Therefore, control
on the factors mentioned above has been strictly followed while
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selecting participants. First, we control for the gender of the
participants, as some research has indicated that innovation
performance differs between males and females (Kang et al.,
2016). Second, the age of the participants is controlled because
research has indicated that differences in innovation propensity
can be partly explained by gender and age (Rizzuto, 2011).
Third, education background is considered to affect individuals’
cognitive abilities and stock of knowledge, which are correlated
with IB (Wu et al., 2011). We also controlled measures
of experience in the start-up, as studies have shown that
related human and social capital influence innovation effectively
(Ng and Feldman, 2012).

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Given our relatively small sample size, confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) was also carried out to support the discriminant
validity of the four-factor model in AMOS 24.0. We evaluated
model fit by using the various indices adopted by Li et al.
(2010), including comparative fit index (CFI), non-normed fit
index (NNFI), and root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA). To conclude that a model fits the data well, CFI
and NNFI were suggested above the level of 0.90 (Chi and
Qu, 2008), and the RMSEA value should below the acceptable
level of 0.08 (Browne and Cudeck, 1992). The hypothesized
measurement model was tested, and the indicators were loaded
on each hypothesized latent construct (i.e., ESE, JS, IB, and ZY
thinking). Results have proven that the hypothesized four-factor
model (M0) displayed good fit with the data (χ2 = 697.376,
df = 371, CFI = 0.925, NNFI = 0.912, RMSEA = 0.059). We
also tested five alternative models to examine whether a more
parsimonious model achieved an equivalent fit (Ng and Feldman,
2012). In comparison, alternative models all fit significantly worse
than the four-factor model, and these indices fell short of the
recommended standards (Table 2). Thus, it was concluded that
the four factors were sufficiently distinct.

Common Method Bias Control
Since all measurement scales were self-reported, there would
be a potential for common method variance (CMV) caused
by multiple reasons such as social desirability and consistency
motif (Williams et al., 2003). In this study, the principles of

confidentiality and voluntariness have been strictly followed to
control the bias in research design as a procedural remedy. In
addition, we performed statistical analyses followed by Liang et al.
(2007) to assess the severity of CMV. First of all, Harman single
factor analysis was conducted as a detection method (Carlson
and Kacmar, 2000). If there is more than one factor extracted
and the variance contribution rate of the first factor is no higher
than 40%, it is generally considered that the deviation of the
common method can be neglected (Podsakoff et al., 2003).
The Harman single factor test has shown that the four factors
of principal component analysis explained 63.40% of the total
variance, among which factor one explained 39.11%, indicating
that CMV is not a likely contaminant of our results.

Secondly, the inclusion and specification of a latent CMV
factor is adopted to further detect the influence of CMV
(Podsakoff et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2003). We included a
latent CMV factor in the M0 model and observed the changes
in model fit indices and each indicator’s variances substantively
explained by the principal construct and by the method. In order
to demonstrate that the results are not influenced by CMV, the
addition of a CMV factor must not significantly improve the
fit over the four-factor model (M0) (Ng and Feldman, 2012).
Results showed that the CFA model with a CMV factor has an
acceptable fit (χ2= 566.920, df = 342, CFI = 0.948, NNFI = 0.934,
RMSEA = 0.051). Though the overall chi-square statistics are
significant, the gain in fit achieved by Model MCMV compared
to M0 is relatively small (MCFI = 0.023, MNNFI = 0.022,
MRMSEA = 0.008) (Facteau et al., 1995). In addition to relying
upon the overall fit indices to assess CMV, this study calculated
the average squared loadings of principal constructs and of the
method factor loadings, which were interpreted as indicator
variance caused by principal constructs and by method separately
(Williams et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2007). Results from these
analyses demonstrated that the percent of indicator variance
caused by principal constructs is 42.75% in comparison with the
average method-based variance of 15.70%, which is less than the
amount of method variance (25%) observed by Williams et al.
(1989). Therefore, CMV has not greatly affected this study.

Reliability and Validity of the Scales
The reliability of the scales has been tested by using Cronbach’s
α and composite reliability (CR) prior to the verification of
the proposed conceptual model. Cronbach’s alpha was used to
estimate the internal consistency reliability of each construct

TABLE 2 | Confirmatory factor analysis by comparing alternative measurement models.

Model Description χ 2 df CFI NNFI RMSEA Mχ 2

M0 Hypothesized four-factor model: ESE, JS, IB, ZY 697.376 371 0.925 0.912 0.059

M1 Three-factor model: JS and IB were combined into one factor 1,137.213 374 0.824 0.795 0.090 439.837**

M2 Three-factor model: IB and ZY were combined into one factor 1,232.142 374 0.802 0.769 0.096 534.766**

M3 Three-factor model: JS and ZY were combined into one factor 1,433.956 374 0.755 0.715 0.106 736.580**

M4 Two-factor model: JS, IB, and ZY were combined into one factor 1,864.734 376 0.656 0.602 0.126 1167.358**

M5 One-factor model: ESE, JS, IB, and ZY were combined into one factor 2,146.995 377 0.591 0.528 0.137 1449.619**

N = 249; CFI, comparative fit index; NNFI, non-normed fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; ESE, entrepreneurial self-efficacy; JS, job satisfaction;
IB, innovation behavior; ZY, Zhongyong thinking.**p < 0.01, two-tailed.
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics and correlations among the variables.

Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Gender 1.44 0.50

2 Age 2.41 1.29 −0.10

3 Education background 3.10 0.72 0.04 −0.37**

4 Experience in the start-up 2.20 0.84 −0.13* 0.21** −0.29**

5 Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 3.83 0.58 −0.11 0.13* −0.03 0.10

6 Job satisfaction 3.47 0.70 −0.02 0.06 0.05 −0.08 0.42**

7 Innovation behavior 3.87 0.60 −0.04 0.18** −0.11 0.07 0.51** 0.56**

8 Zhongyong thinking 3.98 0.42 −0.02 0.09 −0.08 0.08 0.46** 0.43** 0.51**

N = 249. *Correlation is significant at the level of 0.05 (two-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the level of 0.01 (two-tailed). Gender: male = 1, female = 2. Age: ≤ 25 = 1,
26–30 = 2, 31–35 = 3, 36–40 = 4, ≥ 41 = 5. Education background: high school and below = 1; diploma = 2; bachelor = 3; master and above = 4. Experience in the
start-up: ≤ 1 year = 1, 1–5 years = 2, ≥ 5 years = 3.

(Cheung et al., 2014). As shown in Table A1, Cronbach’s α

values of SES, JS, IB, and ZY in this study were 0.840, 0.882,
0.872, and 0.896, respectively, all surpassing the threshold value
of 0.70 (Kline, 1998). The values of CR were 0.809, 0.777, 0.792,
and 0.801, respectively, meeting an acceptable level of construct
reliability at 0.70 (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994).

The convergent validity and the discriminant validity of the
scales have been evaluated by calculating the average variance
extracted (AVE) recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981).
Results showed that the factor loadings were all significant, and
the load coefficient of each item ranged from 0.611 to 0.842.
The AVEs ranged from 0.737 to 0.782, and all exceeded 0.50,
thus confirming convergent validity (Fornell and Larcker, 1981).
Meanwhile, each square correlation coefficient between factors
was less than the AVE value for any two constructs, implying
a satisfying discriminant validity (Cheung et al., 2014). Taken
together, the reliability and the validity of the scales are sufficient
for the next data analysis.

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
AMOS 24.0 and SPSS 22.0 statistical software were used to
conduct data analysis in this study, with the results of descriptive
statistics and correlation analysis of variables shown in Table 3.
ESE was found to have a significant correlation with IB, and

the correlation coefficient was 0.51 (p < 0.01). Meanwhile, ESE
was also significantly and positively associated with JS (r = 0.42,
p < 0.01), which also correlated greatly with IB (r = 0.56,
p < 0.01). These results have provided preliminary support for
subsequent hypothesis testing. In addition, experience in the
start-up was largely correlated with gender, age, and education
background, with gender (r = -0.13, p < 0.05) and education
background (r = -0.29, p < 0.01) being negatively correlated and
age being positively correlated (r = 0.21, p < 0.01).

Hypothesis Test
This study has applied hierarchical regression analysis to test the
research hypothesis with SPSS 24 software, by firstly verifying
whether ESE would positively affect IB when IB was set as
the dependent variable. With control of gender, age, education
background, and experience in the start-up (Model 1 of Table 4),
ESE continued to be added to Model 2. The results demonstrated
that H1 was supported with a reported significant association
between ESE and IB in Model 2 (β = 0.51, P < 0.01).

Secondly, JS was also set as a dependent variable to check
whether it was positively affected by ESE. On the basis of
controlling variables, Model 6 has suggested that ESE has
a significantly positive effect on JS (β = 0.50, P < 0.01),
thus to support H2.

TABLE 4 | Regression analysis of hypotheses.

Variables Innovation behavior Job satisfaction

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

1 Gender −0.03 0.02 0.02 −0.02 −0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00

2 Age 0.11* 0.08* 0.04 0.05 0.14** 0.11* 0.11* 0.11*

3 Education background −0.04 −0.05 −0.08 −0.08 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.11

4 Experience in the start-up −0.08 −0.08 −0.01 0.02 −0.19** −0.19** −0.20** −0.19**

5 Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 0.51** 0.33** 0.50** 0.33** 0.31**

6 Zhongyong thinking 0.36** 0.48** 0.53** 0.47**

7 Entrepreneurial self-efficacy × Zhongyong thinking 0.33*

R2 0.04 0.28 0.42 0.34 0.04 0.21 0.28 0.30

Adjusted R2 0.03 0.27 0.41 0.33 0.02 0.19 0.27 0.28

F 2.68 19.22 29.62 25.03 2.36 12.67 16.00 14.80

N = 249. *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). ∗∗Correlation is significant at the level of 0.01 (two-tailed).
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Thirdly, the mediating effect of JS between ESE and IB has
been tested by judging whether the following three conditions
were met. That is, (1) ESE significantly correlates with IB; (2)
ESE significantly relates to JS; and (3) when JS is included in the
relation between ESE and IB, it is a complete mediation if the
relation between ESE and IB is not significant while that between
JS and IB is. Otherwise, ESE plays a partial mediating role, if
there still exists the correlation between ESE and IB; however,
the correlation coefficient decreases. This study has verified the
significant effect of ESE on IB and JS respectively in Model 2 and
Model 6. Model 3 has revealed that both ESE and JS influence IB
to a great extent (β = 0.33, P < 0.01; β = 0.36, P < 0.01), and the
coefficient correlation is less than 0.51 (Model 2) when JS is not
included. Consequently, JS plays a partial mediating role in the
correlation between ESE and IB, thus supporting H3.

We finally conducted regression analysis to test the
hypothesis that the association between ESE and IB would
be strengthened by ZY thinking. This study followed the
moderated regression procedures recommended by Aiken and
West (1991). Independent variables and ZY thinking were mean-
centered ahead of analysis to reduce potential multi-collinearity
problems. Meanwhile, we constructed the interaction of ESE
and ZY thinking (ESE × ZY) and thus suggested the existence
of the moderating effect when the coefficient of interaction was
significant (Aiken and West, 1991). As shown in Models 5–8
in Table 4, we entered the control variables in Model 5, ESE in
Model 6, ZY thinking in Model 7, and the interaction in Model
8. In addition to the core hypothesis of the relationship between
ESE and JS, Model 7 showed that ZY was also a significant and
independent predictor of JS (β = 0.53, P < 0.01). As predicted in
Hypothesis 4, Model 8 identified that the interaction coefficient
is significant (β = 0.33, P < 0.05), suggesting that ZY acts as a
moderating role between ESE and JS. Simple slope tests were also
conducted to further verify the interpretation of the interaction
(Aiken and West, 1991). Figure 2 was plotted for the relationship
between ESE and JS at one standard deviation above and below
the mean of ZY. As expected, for individuals with a high sense
of ZY (one standard deviation above the mean, 4.40–5), ESE
significantly predicted a higher level of JS (t = 4.77, P < 0.01).

FIGURE 2 | Moderating role of Zhongyong thinking in the relationship
between entrepreneurship self-efficacy and job satisfaction.

On the contrary, the positive relationship between ESE and
JS is weaker and reduced to non-significance (t = 0.70, ns)
for entrepreneurs who exhibit less ZY tendency (one standard
deviation below the mean, 1–3.56). These results indicate that the
relationship between ESE and JS is positively moderated by ZY,
and entrepreneurs with a higher sense of ESE are more likely to
display JS when they also have a higher tendency of ZY thinking.
In this sense, H4 is supported.

CONCLUSION

IB is often regarded as an essential factor of the competitive
advantage and potential of new enterprises. Therefore, it has
become important for entrepreneurs to effectively stimulate and
develop IB and then ultimately achieve self-realization. Many
entrepreneurs with much entrepreneurial enthusiasm choose to
quit midway, which makes scholars and entrepreneurs not only
pay attention to whether ESE positively impacts IB but also be
interested in how to effectively enforce the role of ESE. Despite
the positive impact brought by ESE on a range of activities related
to entrepreneurship (Dempsey and Jennings, 2014), we still lack
an understanding of the cognitive process from ESE to IB, as well
as relevant empirical studies. Hence, the Goal Self-Concordance
Theory was adopted as a cognitive lens to study the relationship
between ESE and IB as well as the mediating effect of JS and the
moderating role of ZY thinking. Through a questionnaire survey,
this study conducted empirical research based on 249 responses
of start-up founders and top managers in China.

This study has reached the first conclusion that ESE has
a positive effect on IB. The entrepreneurial process is often
described as a goal pursuit focused on promotion (Brockner et al.,
2004). Nevertheless, there is still little research on how to improve
IB of entrepreneurs from the perspective of psychological factors
in the field of entrepreneurship. Similar to the research of Chen
and Zhou (2017), this study has generated evidence that ESE has
a positive effect on promoting IB of entrepreneurs.

Secondly, this study has also proposed that JS is a considerable
mediator between ESE and IB. As an important psychological
quality of entrepreneurs, ESE affects not only the confidence
and expectation of the innovation goal but also the attitude
and behavior of entrepreneurs. Based on the agreement that
generalized self-efficacy has a powerful effect on JS in existing
studies (Jean and Mathieu, 2015), this study provides more
evidence in view of China. Furthermore, empirical results have
found that JS can partially mediate the relationship between ESE
and IB. Compared with ordinary employees, entrepreneurs with
higher self-efficacy also experience higher JS, indicating a better
mental state of less pressure and emotional exhaustion, which
leads to promoted IB. In other words, entrepreneurs with higher
ESE, a psychological quality, gain psychological empowerment
and positive feedback through higher JS, encouraging them to put
continuous efforts on innovation.

The last conclusion is that ZY thinking has a meaningful
moderating effect on the relationship between ESE and JS.
Considering the characteristics of the entrepreneur group,
analysis has also been conducted on the moderating effect of
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ZY in enabling entrepreneurs with higher ESE to obtain JS.
The higher the ZY thinking of entrepreneurs, the stronger
the effect of ESE on JS. In addition, the data also suggest
a direct positive relation between ZY thinking and JS. These
support the important role of ZY in mitigating damages
caused by stress at work (Chou et al., 2014). As a cognitive
strategy for entrepreneurs to relieve psychological pressure and
emotional exhaustion, ZY helps to keep individuals in a more
positive cognitive status, which allows them to realize higher JS
during hard times.

DISCUSSION

This study has contributed theoretically by taking a close look
at the process of ESE influencing IB. First, it is one of the
few empirical studies to examine the effect of ESE on IB so
far. From the perspective of an entrepreneur’s characteristics,
we developed how the IB of entrepreneurs is affected by ESE
and emphasized the significance of entrepreneurs’ psychological
quality based on the empirical evidence from China. Our
findings are consistent with the view that ESE has beneficial
impacts on the activities related to entrepreneurship (Hmieleski
and Corbett, 2008; Barz et al., 2015), indicating that ESE
of entrepreneurs is one of the driving forces for their IB
(Ahlin et al., 2013).

From the perspective of the cognitive process of ESE
influencing behaviors, our study also contributes to both ESE
and IB literatures by demonstrating the mediating effect of JS.
We indicated that ESE can effectively influence IB through JS,
suggesting that one effective process may be a positive attitude
or feeling, which can further broaden the understanding of
how ESE functions (Luthans and Ibrayeva, 2006). Although
limited attention has been paid to JS of entrepreneurs in existing
studies, JS is an outcome after evaluating different elements
in the working environment, which for entrepreneurs are far
more complex and riskier, compared with ordinary employees
(Bhoganadam et al., 2016). Thus, this paper focuses more on
the psychological experience and JS of entrepreneurs. Previous
research on JS has shown that employees who are more satisfied
and happier also have better job performance and IB (Bond
and Bunce, 2003; Gallivan, 2003). Similar to the findings in the
field of organizational behavior, our study shows that HS also
exerts a positive effect on IB of entrepreneurs, increasing the
general cognition that positive attitudes or feelings can promote
beneficial behavior (Griffin et al., 2001; Lee and Chang, 2008;
Li et al., 2010).

Moreover, this paper adds to the understanding of ZY thinking
with a Chinese indigenous research perspective by examining
its moderating role in the relationship between ESE and JS.
Prior studies have shown cultural differences in ESE level, and
the realization of entrepreneurial goals is also a process of
internalizing national culture (Mcgee et al., 2009). To answer
the research call of Sheldon et al. (2004) on the applicability
of the Goal Self-Concordance Theory in different cultures, this
paper enriches the mechanism research and application of the
theory in the Chinese context by expounding on the connotation

and regulating function of ZY thinking. This study provides a
cognitive way to better understand the thinking way of many
Asian entrepreneurs and their innovation behaviors, as cultural
factors have a deep-rooted impact on individual cognition and
behavior. As a characteristic of most Chinese thinking ways
(Pierce and Aguinis, 2013), ZY thinking positively moderates
the relationship between ESE and JS, which extends cultural
boundary studies and enriches relevant research on dealing with
entrepreneurship problems with ZY thinking. Different from
most studies on ZY thinking conducted with employees and
undergraduates (Yao et al., 2010; Chou et al., 2014; Qu et al.,
2018), this study verifies the cognitive regulatory function of ZY
thinking with entrepreneurs. Research on ZY thinking and other
Chinese indigenous constructs, such as Guanxi and Yin-Yang
(Lobo et al., 2013; Jing and Van de Ven, 2014), is beneficial to
the interpretation of traditional Chinese Confucian culture (Pan
and Sun, 2017). Compared with such concepts as collectivism
and power distance which are put forward by westerners for
cultural research (Tiessen, 1997; Vegt et al., 2005), this study
can improve our understanding of how easterners speak out
(Qu et al., 2018).

This study is also relevant to practitioners involved in
entrepreneurship and makes some implications in practice. This
paper firstly suggests how people with entrepreneurial ambitions
can effectively improve their IB. Specifically speaking, they
should build up their confidence in completing tasks related
to entrepreneurship by continuous learning, practicing, and
reflecting, which would further improve their psychological
quality and form a virtuous circle of ESE influencing IB (Chen
et al., 1998). Secondly, the ability of entrepreneurs to enhance
psychological quality and properly deal with entrepreneurial
stress is crucial to a successful entrepreneur. The key of turning
existing psychological quality to competitive advantages for
entrepreneurs lies in their positive psychological cognition,
and an effective way to convert ESE to UB is to concentrate
on enhancing JS. Research findings further suggest that the
feeling of JS can be improved by cultivating and promoting ZY
thinking. From the perspective of culture studies, this paper
emphasizes the important role of ZY thinking in interpreting
the cognition and behavior of Chinese entrepreneurial groups
and even most Asian groups and provides an academic
foundation for cross-cultural communication and cooperation.
In addition, the supportive role played by other groups is also
indispensable since it is a challenging process for entrepreneurs
to relieve pressure by themselves (Powell and Eddleston,
2013). Families and friends should provide more trust and
support to entrepreneurs to reduce their psychological pressure
and emotional exhaustion, since a balance between family,
friendship, and entrepreneurship is also crucial to carry out
entrepreneurial activities successfully. As the main institution
and department of entrepreneurship education, it is necessary
for universities and the government to provide business guidance
and resources but also emphasize the psychological quality
and emotion management of entrepreneurs. More importantly,
this paper also provides a reference for a wider range of
entrepreneurs and industries in other cultures. Especially in the
rapidly changing entrepreneurial environment, ZY thinking is
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closely related to adaptive capacity and can be considered as
a cognitive strategy to effectively cope with a changing and
uncertain environment (Pan and Sun, 2017). ZY thinking can be
conducive to individuals in coping with entrepreneurial pressure,
integrating resources, and implementing suitable methods (Zhou
et al., 2019). Such awareness may help individuals focus more on
the positive than the negative side and be more likely to exchange
information, thus inspiring and sustaining innovation behaviors.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Although this paper has shed light on the understanding of
how ESE effectively affects IB to a certain extent, there still are
several limitations in need of attention. This study has introduced
a mechanism linking ESE and IB according to the Goal Self-
Consistency Theory, and the possibility of the existence of other
potential mechanisms cannot be ruled out. Hopefully, there
can be more mediation mechanisms explored in the research
of the relationship between ESE and behaviors in relevance
to entrepreneurship, for which more path analysis and multi-
level analysis are required. More variables that give positive
psychological feedback to entrepreneurs can be further studied,
such as trust and family support (Smith and Lohrke, 2008; Powell
and Eddleston, 2013).

Chinese entrepreneurs are an active innovation community in
the global environment. All the participants involved in this study
are from China, and research on the cultural boundary condition
was conducted via adopting ZY thinking as a moderating
variable. Thus, the applicability of the model with cultural
characteristics proposed in this paper needs to be further verified.
Opportunities for future research have been inspired from a
comparative study of different cultures between east and western
countries and the feasibility of the cognitive strategy of ZY
thinking in other cultural contexts.

Apart from that, the data are cross-sectional and thus do not
establish causality in relationships. Limited focus was put on the

time slot when filling out the questionnaire, but the process by
which ESE affects IB is time-based. ESE of entrepreneurs may
be affected by other factors over time, such as entrepreneurial
education and entrepreneurship experience (Piperopoulos and
Dimov, 2014; Kasouf et al., 2015); thus, future research could
conduct longitudinal tracking studies to obtain samples and data
from different time slots.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 | Measurement for variables.

Reflective construction Standardized loadings (λ)*

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy (AVE = 0.782; R = 0.809).

I know about start-ups and the activities during entrepreneurship. 0.773

I am able to choose suitable employees for my business. 0.839

I am able to come up with new ideas to solve problems in entrepreneurship. 0.793

I have confidence in my ability to solve problems in my business. 0.760

Job satisfaction (AVE = 0.739; CR = 0.777).

I am satisfied with the opportunities which exist in this organization for advancement. 0.783

I am satisfied with the relations with others in the organization with whom I work. 0.786

I am satisfied with the person who supervises me. 0.842

I am satisfied with the nature of the work I perform. 0.835

I am satisfied with the payment I receive for my job. 0.815

Considering everything, I am satisfied with my current job situation. 0.812

Innovation behavior (AVE = 0.749; CR = 0.792).

I always seek to apply new processes, techniques, and methods. 0.829

I often come up with creative ideas. 0.808

I often communicate with others and present my new ideas. 0.757

In order to implement new ideas, I can find ways to get the resources I need. 0.751

In order to realize new ideas, I can make suitable plans. 0.774

Generally speaking, I am an innovative person. 0.773

Zhongyong thinking (AVE = 0.737; CR = 0.801).

When discussing, I will consider conflicting opinions at the same time. 0.724

I am used to thinking about the same thing from different perspectives. 0.611

I will listen to all opinions before I express them. 0.738

When I make a decision, I will consider various possible conditions. 0.671

I often try to find acceptable opinions in a situation of disagreement. 0.733

I often try to find a balance between my own opinions and those of others. 0.714

I will adjust my original ideas after considering the opinions of others. 0.680

I expect to reach a consensus during the discussion. 0.699

I try to incorporate my own opinions into the thoughts of others. 0.676

I usually express conflicting opinions in a tactful way. 0.662

I will try to reconcile the minority to accept the majority in a harmonious way. 0.694

I usually consider the harmony of the organizational climate before making a decision. 0.731

I usually adjust my behavior for overall harmony. 0.706

AVE, average variance extracted, CR = composite reliability. *All standardized loadings are significant (p < 0.001).
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From the perspective of entrepreneurial team processes, this study examines the effect
of a dynamic team environment on entrepreneurial team innovation. Through applying
uncertainty reduction theory, it proposes the influence mechanism and boundary
condition of the relationship between dynamic team environment and entrepreneurial
team innovation. By analyzing a sample of 270 entrepreneurial teams in China, it is
found that a dynamic team environment can evoke entrepreneurial team innovation
via triggering team members’ agreement-seeking behavior and then promoting team
knowledge integration. In addition, team centralization of decision making can weaken
the relationship between agreement-seeking behavior and team knowledge integration.
Our findings contribute to a better understanding of entrepreneurial teams’ reactions
to dynamic environments and the multistep mechanism that transfers the impact of a
dynamic team environment to entrepreneurial team innovation through team members’
reactions and team interactions.

Keywords: dynamic team environment, entrepreneurial team innovation, uncertainty reduction theory,
agreement-seeking behavior, team knowledge integration

INTRODUCTION

“When force majeure strikes, the key to overcome lies in the people.”
— Ren Zhengfei, CEO of Huawei.

In the dynamic environment after the 2003 SARS outbreak, two entrepreneurial teams, Alibaba
and JD.com, experienced huge challenges. To survive, they engaged in a series of innovations.
Alibaba officially launched Taobao. JD switched its sales channel from the Zhongguancun counter
to online communities. Ultimately, the innovations not only helped these two entrepreneurial
teams survive but made a success of both Alibaba and JD. Entrepreneurial teams always confront a
highly dynamic environment (Brouwer, 2000; Li and Atuahene-Gima, 2001). To outcompete under
such conditions, keeping a high level of team innovation has been considered to be extremely
important for entrepreneurial teams (George, 2007). However, how a dynamic environment
can evoke entrepreneurial innovation remains unknown. Thus, this paper aims to explore
how entrepreneurial teams react to the dynamic environment and seek advantages to improve
team innovation.

Previous studies have done some work on this question. They found that organizational
environmental dynamism can evoke organizational innovation by evoking strategic movement
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toward innovation (Freel, 2005). For example, some researchers
propose that an uncertain or complex environment may bring
in innovation through top managers deciding to take more
aggressive venturing strategies (Özsomer et al., 1997). However,
instead of increasing innovation from top-down organizational
strategy, most entrepreneurs have reported that their team
innovation is a bottom-up process and is generated from their
team members and team interactions. Their team members
provide creative solutions and new ideas to promote team
innovation, and the whole team selects a really good one and
implements it (Goman, 1989). Thus, in place of the traditional
strategic perspective, we take the perspective of team processes,
including team members’ reaction and interaction, to explore
whether a dynamic team environment will and how it can
influence entrepreneurial team innovation.

To do so, we apply uncertainty reduction theory from
social psychology, which asserts that uncertainty reduction is
an important motive for people’s specific behaviors (Knobloch,
1975). When facing uncertainty, people would like to react
in ways that reduce the uncomfortable feelings brought by
uncertainty (Knobloch, 1975), among which creating more
consensus with other people can be especially effective. Thus,
under a highly dynamic team environment, to reduce the
potential hazard of uncertainty brought about by environmental
dynamics, we propose that team members may react with
sufficient communications to create more consensus between
people, which has been conceptualized as agreement-seeking
behavior by Knight et al. (1999).

Previous studies emphasize that team members’ agreement-
seeking behaviors can facilitate their communication, knowledge
sharing, decision commitment, and discussion with each other
in the team (Knight et al., 1999; Parayitam and Papenhausen,
2018; Mascareño et al., 2020). Thus, based on previous
research, through entrepreneurial team members adopting
more agreement-seeking behavior, we think team knowledge
integration can be improved. Additionally, team knowledge
integration has been shown to be a great help for increasing
team innovation. Ultimately, team innovation can be affected. In
general, to unveil the multistep mechanism between a dynamic
entrepreneurial team environment and team innovation, we
propose that a dynamic team environment will enhance
team members’ agreement-seeking behavior (team members’
reaction), which will then improve team knowledge integration
(team members’ interaction), and, ultimately, improve team
innovation (team outcomes). Considering that entrepreneurial
team structure can determine the effect of team members’
behavior on team members’ interaction, we also try to investigate
the moderating effect of the centralization of the decision-making
process. The hypothesized relationships are depicted in Figure 1.

Our theoretical constructions and empirical findings offer
three significant contributions. Firstly, existing research takes
a strategic perspective when exploring the effect of a dynamic
environment on team innovation and ignores the fact that team
members are the source of entrepreneurial team innovation
(Hlavacek and Thompson, 1978). Through using a team
processing perspective, this study reveals the black box inside an
entrepreneurial team that can transfer the dynamic environment

to team innovation and broadens the literature on how a
dynamic environment can evoke team innovation. Secondly, by
applying uncertainty reduction theory from social psychology,
our work reveals the whole mechanism of how a dynamic team
environment affects team members’ reactions, team interactions,
and team outcomes step by step. Our research also shows
how centralization of decision making (team structure) can
be a moderator. Thirdly, most previous research only takes
the team environment as a contingency factor instead of an
antecedent factor for team processes and performance. The
results of this research acknowledge the direct effect of the
external environment on entrepreneurial teams, which enriches
team environment research.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A dynamic team environment refers to rapid, unpredictable,
and turbulent change in the team environment (Eisenhardt and
Mand Martin, 2000). Entrepreneurial teams with highly dynamic
team environments will confront rapid and discontinuous change
in market demand, competitors, technology, and/or regulation
(Eisenhardt and Bourgeois, 1988; De Hoogh et al., 2004). In such
an environment, entrepreneurial team members may perceive
very high levels of uncertainty for two reasons (Tannert et al.,
2007). On the one hand, because a lot of vital information is
changing and unpredictable under a dynamic team environment
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), individuals may feel uncertain
about team decisions and outcomes based on the lack of
necessary information. Second, because past experiences may not
apply and new things continuously show up under a dynamic
team environment (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), entrepreneurial
team members will feel uncertain about their capability to
make good decisions.

Uncertainty may lead to undesired effects or significant
loss. Thus, people always try their best to avoid uncertainty.
The uncertainty reduction theory is one of the first theories
to expose this phenomenon and asserts the notion that
uncertainty reduction could be one of the leading motives
behind human behaviors (Knobloch, 1975). When confronted
with uncertainty, people tend to perform specific behaviors to
decrease the uncertainty. This theory has already been applied in
organizational study to explain the appearance of some specific
behaviors such as feedback-seeking and humble leader behaviors
(e.g., Morrison, 2002; Tuckey et al., 2002; Deng et al., 2019).

Based on uncertainty reduction theory, we think that
a dynamic team environment can evoke agreement-seeking
behaviors in members of an entrepreneurial team. Under such
an environment, entrepreneurial team members will experience
great uncertainty regarding decisions and outcomes owing
to a lack of necessary information and be unconfident in
decision-making (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). Previous research
asserts that agreement-seeking behavior involves two efforts:
the effort to discuss with others and the effort to reach a
similar view of decisions (Knight et al., 1999). Both efforts in
agreement-seeking behavior can be used to reduce uncertainty.
On the one hand, through being widely involved in discussions,
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FIGURE 1 | Research framework.

entrepreneurial team members can absorb more information
from others, which can reduce uncertainty brought about by
the lack of information. On the other hand, being involved in
the process of reaching a similar view of decisions will cause
entrepreneurial team members to make more evaluations of
their thoughts, achieve consensus on final team decisions, and
be more confident with the final decisions. Studies have also
shown that when team members agree with each other, they
tend to have more confidence in their decisions (Gero, 1985).
Thus, by seeking agreement, entrepreneurial team members may
obtain more information and believe in their final decision, and
the uncertainty brought about by the lack of information and
confidence can be reduced.

Therefore, to reduce the uncertainty brought about by a
dynamic team environment, entrepreneurial team members
under a dynamic team environment tend to apply more
agreement-seeking behavior. We propose:

Hypothesis 1: The dynamism of the environment of an
entrepreneurial team is positively related to entrepreneurial
team members’ agreement-seeking behavior.

The Mediating Roles of Team
Agreement-Seeking Behavior and
Team Knowledge Integration
The impetus for this section comes from the team process
perspective, which states that team inputs can affect team
members’ reactions and team interactions, leading to different
team outcomes. In this section, following the team process
perspective, we explore how a dynamic team environment (team
inputs) evokes team agreement-seeking behavior (team members’
reactions), thereby increasing team knowledge integration
(team interactions), which ultimately improves team innovation
(team outcomes).

Team knowledge integration is a reliable pattern of team
communication that generates joint contributions to the
understanding of complex problems (Gardner et al., 2012;
Sergeeva and Andreeva, 2016). Previous research stated that
knowledge integration improves free and open sharing of
ideas (Zand, 1972; Dirks, 1999). With a higher level of
agreement-seeking behavior, team members share and exchange
their own ideas more often to achieve committed decisions
collectively in the decision-making process. During this process,
by sharing, exchanging, and discussing team members ideas,
team members’ knowledge can be integrated. Therefore, a

higher level of agreement-seeking behavior can promote team
knowledge integration.

For teams to be innovative, team members need to come up
with creative ideas and critically process these ideas to abandon
useless ones and keep promising ones (Amabile et al., 1996).
Teams with higher knowledge integration have more members
who directly participate in decision making and contribute with
diverse information. Direct involvement helps team members
understand complex problems and generate more creative
thoughts. Additionally, cooperation on decision making brought
by higher knowledge integration allows team members to become
aware of the really good ideas and implement those rapidly
(Campion et al., 1993). This process can enhance the team’s
general ability to recognize the value of new information, apply it
to commercial ends (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), and implement
good ideas. Thus, high team knowledge integration can improve
team innovation by better generating and selecting new ideas.

As noted above, from a team process perspective, when
team environments are very dynamic, team members tend to
apply more agreement-seeking behavior in order to reduce
uncertainty. The higher level of team agreement-seeking behavior
will then increase team knowledge integration through more
knowledge exchange and attempts to achieve consensus. With
higher knowledge integration, team members can generate,
recognize, and implement novel and useful ideas better, which
ultimately improves the overall team innovation. By integrating
these arguments, we come to our second hypothesis, which
suggests that the effect of a dynamic team environment (team
inputs) on team innovation (team outcomes) will be mediated
by agreement-seeking behavior (team reactions) and team
knowledge integration (team interactions):

Hypothesis 2: A dynamic team environment has a positive
indirect effect on team innovation via team agreement-seeking
behavior followed by team knowledge integration.

The Moderating Role of Team
Centralization of Decision Making
Centralization of decision making, which is one dimension
of team structure, refers to the situation where the power of
making truly influential decisions is confined to the higher
levels of the hierarchy (Alexander and Fennell, 1986). In teams
with high centralization of decision making, team leaders make
the decisions, while, simultaneously, team members will be
provided with fewer opportunities to be involved in decision
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making by the structural authority (Child, 1972). Conversely,
in teams with low centralization of decision making, team
members are offered more opportunities to be involved in team
processes (Bunderson, 2003). Previous research has found that
team structure can usually decide the extent of the effect of
team member behaviors on their team interactions (Stewart and
Stasser, 1995; Littlepage et al., 1997). When the team structure
encourages the involvement of team members, the effect of team
members on their team interactions will be increased. Thus,
we propose that centralization of decision making, which is
one dimension of team structure, can influence the relationship
between team members’ agreement-seeking behavior and team
knowledge integration.

In a team with high centralization of decision making, team
members’ involvement and opportunities in group activities are
severely constrained (Ibarra, 1992). Although they may have
the tendency and willingness to share and contribute their
own ideas to achieve collectively committed decisions, they
are not really allowed or given a chance to do so (Joseph
et al., 2016). As a result, team knowledge integration cannot
be improved by team members’ agreement-seeking behavior.
In contrast, in a decentralized decision-making team, where
opportunities and rights to influence team decisions and
actions are broadly distributed (Mookherjee, 2006), the team
communication may be determined more by team members’
behaviors and characteristics through their participation (Chan
et al., 1997). More entrepreneurial team members’ agreement-
seeking behavior can be applied in the real decision-making
process. Thus, entrepreneurial teams can achieve higher
knowledge integration. Thus, we arrive at the hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: Team centralization of decision making
moderates the positive relationship between team agreement-
seeking behavior and team knowledge integration such that
this relationship will be weakened in the presence of high
centralization of decision making.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Procedures
This study invited 290 team leaders and 889 team members
working in 290 entrepreneurial teams from seven incubators in
China to participate in this study. Among the seven incubators,
three incubators are located in Beijing, two are in Anhui province,
and two are in Hubei province. Almost all entrepreneurial teams
are from Internet industries. We briefed the participants about
the purpose of this study and explained the procedures for
completing online surveys. To better protect the confidentiality
of participants, this study assigned a random identification
number to each participant to match leaders’ and team members’
responses after the survey.

To prevent common method bias, we collected the data in
two waves with a 2-week interval each. In the first wave, the
degrees of team environment dynamism and centralization of
decision making were measured by team members. In the second
wave, we invited 360 supervisors to rate their team innovation

levels and received 290 responses, yielding a response rate of
80.6%. In addition, in the second wave, team members were asked
to measure the extent of agreement-seeking behavior and team
knowledge integration. In the end, 1,450 entrepreneurial team
members were asked to provide their ratings, and 889 effective
responses (61%) were collected that could be matched.

Since the study is based on the team level, we average the
team member responses as the team level ratings of the variables
mentioned above. A final sample of 290 teams was obtained.
The size of each team ranged from 3 to 11 members, with an
average of about 7.53 members. Prior to testing the hypotheses,
we also conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in
AMOS 21.0 to demonstrate discriminant validity among our
five latent constructs: dynamic team environment, agreement-
seeking behavior, knowledge integration, team innovation, and
centralization of decision making. The results showed a good
fit to the data, with comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.974 and
root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.022.

Measures
Seven-point Likert scales were used for all the variable
measurements ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” or “never”
to 7 = “strongly agree” or “very frequently.” All the scales
were first translated and then back-translated from English to
Chinese to check for retention of the semantic content of the
original questions.

Dynamic Team Environment
How dynamic the team environment is was assessed by
team members with the adapted three-item scale (De Hoogh
et al., 2004). A sample item is: “To which degree is your
team environment dynamic?” Cronbach’s alpha for these
questions was 0.879.

Agreement-Seeking Behavior
The measurement of agreement-seeking behavior was assessed
by team members with a six-item scale (Knight et al., 1999).
A representative item is: “Every team member believes that taking
more time to reach consensus on a strategic decision is generally
worth it.” Cronbach’s alpha for these questions was 0.928.

Team Knowledge Integration
Knowledge integration was evaluated by team members with a
10-item scale developed by Gardner et al. (2012). A sample item
is: “Communications within our team were timely.” Cronbach’s
alpha for these questions was 0.954.

Since all our variables were on the team level, all hypotheses
were tested using one-level modeling. Single-level regression
analysis was used to test Hypotheses 1. As Table 2 shows, the
dynamism of the team environment was positively related to
agreement-seeking behavior (β = 0.416, p < 0.001; Model 1).
Thus, the result supports Hypothesis 1.

Team Innovation
The level of team innovation was rated by team leaders using the
four-item scale developed by De Dreu and West (2001). A sample
item is: “Team members often implement new ideas to improve
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and correlations for study variables.

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5

1. Team size 7.53 1.75 –

2. Dynamic team environment 5.15 1.18 0.156** –

3. Agreement-seeking behavior 5.08 1.20 0.149* 0.438** –

4. Knowledge integration 4.93 1.17 −0.094 0.257** 0.425** –

5. Team innovation 5.27 1.40 −0.099 0.356** 0.332** 0.434** –

6. Centralization of decision making 4.07 1.71 −0.117* −0.122* −0.068 0.079 0.043

N = 889.*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

TABLE 2 | Test of the study hypotheses.

Outcome: Agreement- Outcome: Outcome:

seeking behavior Knowledge integration Team innovation

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

γ SE γ SE γ SE γ SE

Team size 0.062 0.036 −0.114** 0.036 −0.106** 0.035 −0.099* 0.042

Dynamic work
environment

0.416*** 0.052 0.106 0.058 0.107 0.057 0.294*** 0.068

Agreement-seeking
behavior

0.394*** 0.057 0.785*** 0.1337 0.127 0.071

Centralization of
decision making

0.572** 0.165

Agreement-seeking
behavior*
centralization of
decision making

−0.093** 0.030

Knowledge
integration

0.374*** 0.068

N = 889. Unstandardized regression coefficients and unadjusted values are reported.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

the quality of products and services.” Cronbach’s alpha for these
questions was 0.934.

Centralization of Decision Making
Centralization of decision making in the team was rated by team
members using an adapted five-item scale (Dewar et al., 1980).
A sample item is: “There can be little action taken here until
a team leader approves a decision.” Cronbach’s alpha for these
questions was 0.887.

Control Variables
Team size was treated as a control variable in our study based on
previous research where team size is a key variable influencing
team effectiveness and innovation (Brewer and Kramer, 1986).
Team size was measured as the total number of team members
within that team.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and correlations of different variables
are presented in Table 1. The degree of dynamism in the
team environment is significantly correlated with the extent
of agreement-seeking behavior (β = 0.438, p < 0.01), team

knowledge integration (β = 0.257, p < 0.01), and the level of team
innovation (β = 0.356, p < 0.01).

To test Hypothesis 2, we use a Monte Carlo approach
in Mplus. The Monte Carlo approach is recommended as
a viable alternative to bootstrapping in complex multilevel
models and models with multiple mediators (MacKinnon et al.,
2004; Bauer et al., 2006; Preacher and Selig, 2012). To do
so, first, we followed previous research and computed an
estimate of this indirect effect as a product of three paths –
dynamic team environment’s encouragement to agreement-
seeking behavior (β = 0.416, p < 0.001; Model 1), agreement-
seeking behavior’s influence on team knowledge integration
(β = 0.394, p < 0.001; Model 2), and team knowledge
integration’s effect on team innovation (β = 0.374, p < 0.001;
Model 4). Second, with the help of Mplus, it was found,
as shown in Table 3, that the total indirect effect from
dynamic team environment on team innovation is 0.153
(p < 0.001). Also, the estimate of the specific indirect
effect from dynamic team environment on team innovation
through agreement-seeking behavior and knowledge integration
is 0.063 (p < 0.001), which is positive and significant
with a 99% confidence interval of [0.018; 0.108]. The result
supports Hypothesis 2.
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TABLE 3 | Test of the indirect effect of dynamic team environment on
team innovation.

Estimate S.E. Est/S.E. P-value

Effects from dynamic
team environment on
team innovation

Total 0.447 0.078 5.714 0.000

Total indirect 0.153 0.044 3.492 0.000

Specific indirect

Team innovation

Agreement-seeking
behavior

Dynamic team
environment

0.057 0.032 1.764 0.078

Team innovation

Team knowledge
integration

Dynamic team
environment

0.033 0.029 1.111 0.266

Team innovation

Team knowledge
integration

Agreement-seeking
behavior

Dynamic team
environment

0.063 0.018 33.600 0.000

Besides, the specific indirect effect from dynamic team
environment on team innovation only through agreement-
seeking behavior is not significant (p = 0.078), and the
specific indirect effect from dynamic team environment on
team innovation only through knowledge integration is also not
significant (p = 0.266). Thus, the result can imply that the indirect
effect from dynamic team environment on team innovation can
only be transferred by agreement-seeking behavior and team
knowledge integration in sequence. It should also be noted
that the direct effect of dynamic team environment on team
innovation remains positive and significant when both mediators
are in the model (β = 0.294, p < 0.001), which suggests that
agreement-seeking behavior and team knowledge integration
partially mediate the effect of dynamic team environment on
team innovation.

Furthermore, the assumption of the interactive effect of
agreement-seeking behavior and centralization of decision
making on team knowledge integration in Hypothesis 3 is also
significant (β = −0.093, p < 0.01). To test this interaction,
we constructed an interaction plot and conducted a simple-
slopes test (Aiken and West, 1991). As shown in Figure 2,
the first simple slope computed for centralization of decision
making at one standard deviation below the mean is positive
and marginally significant (1.631, p = 0.091). The second simple
slope computed for centralization of decision making at one
standard deviation above the mean is negative but insignificant
(−0.021, p = 0.990), suggesting that the moderating effect of
centralization of decision making becomes more noticeable at
its lower level.

DISCUSSION

In the two-time field study of entrepreneurial teams, we tested
the hypotheses that environmental dynamism is positively
related to team innovation through an increment in agreement-
seeking behavior and team knowledge integration and that the
positive relationship between agreement-seeking behavior and
knowledge integration is weakened by the centralization of
decision making.

Theoretical Contributions
This research has several theoretical contributions. Firstly, we
come up with a new perspective for exploring the relationship
between environmental dynamism and team innovation. To
explore the reason why a dynamic environment can evoke
organizational innovation, most of the existing research starts
from a strategic perspective (e.g., Courtney et al., 1997;
Liang and Picken, 2010). In fact, team processes are a
vital source for team innovation, but little attention has
been paid from a team process perspective (Hargadon and
Sutton, 2000; George, 2007; Amabile and Khaire, 2008;
Cohn et al., 2009). Our work realizes the bottom-up path
of how team innovation can be achieved. Additionally, we
adopt the team process perspective to reveal the black box
inside teams that relates dynamic team environments with
entrepreneurial team innovation. We offer a new perspective
for future studies.

Secondly, we creatively introduce uncertainty reduction
theory to reveal the entire mechanism that imposes the effect
of dynamic environments on team innovation. Specifically, by
using uncertainty reduction theory, we find that a dynamic
team environment can evoke team members’ agreement-seeking
behavior to reduce their uncertainty about decisions and
outcomes. Then, this behavior can improve team knowledge
integration and team innovation. Our work introduces a
new theory to the field of entrepreneurship and broadens
the theory itself.

Thirdly, our results emphasize the direct influence of the
external environment on entrepreneurial team processes and
outcomes. Although previous works have acknowledged the
importance of the team environment for team processes and
outcomes, most of them only treated the external environment
as a contextual or contingent factor (e.g., Hildreth, 1974;
Tracey and Phillips, 2011). Few studies notice and prove
the direct effect of the team environment. Because adaption
to the external environment is vital for the survival and
success of entrepreneurial teams, it is a good opportunity to
test the direct effect of the external environment on team
processes and outcomes. Additionally, our results prove the
effect of a dynamic team environment on team members’
agreement-seeking behavior, team knowledge integration,
and team innovation. Thus, our research can broaden
environmental research.

Limitations and Future Work
First, common method bias could still exist. In this study,
agreement-seeking behavior and team knowledge integration
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FIGURE 2 | The interaction effect. Agreement-seeking behavior and centralization of decision making (High: Mean + 1sd; Low: Mean − 1sd).

were measured at the same time, and both were assessed by
team members, which may cause a common method bias on the
relationship between these two constructs. However, considering
the fast change among entrepreneurial teams, we did not design
the study with more time intervals of data collection. To eliminate
probable alternative explanations, future studies are suggested to
collect data from more different raters and at different times.

Second, our research provides only one kind of mechanism
that explains the relationship between an uncertain environment
and team innovation. Applying more processing variables
to demonstrate the underlying mechanism is recommended.
Furthermore, it would also be interesting to explore what
potential negative effects environmental uncertainty may have on
team innovation.

Practical Implications
Entrepreneurs always try to stimulate team innovation under
dynamic conditions to gain and maintain advantages over their
competitors in the same industry (Ogilvie, 1998). Based on
our empirical results, some important practical implications
for entrepreneurial teams can be drawn. Firstly, the results
suggest that agreement-seeking behavior and team knowledge
integration are the antecedents of team innovation, which
indicates that boosting these two kinds of behavior is more
likely to improve team innovation. Practically, to improve
team innovation, entrepreneurial teams can encourage and
support team members’ agreement-seeking behavior and team
knowledge integration. For example, every time before a meeting,
entrepreneurs can set achieving consensus as the aim of the
discussion. Also, entrepreneurs can act as a role model by seeking
agreement in each discussion. Moreover, entrepreneurs can
award those who try to seek agreement and integrate knowledge.

Secondly, our results support the hypothesis that low
centralization of decision making can strengthen the positive
relationship between agreement-seeking behavior and team
knowledge integration. We suggest that entrepreneurs build up
a more decentralized team structure in the team. Thus, team
members would then have more chances to share, exchange, and
contribute their ideas to the entrepreneurial team.

CONCLUSION

Drawing on uncertainty reduction theory, we developed
and empirically examined a model demonstrating the
indirect effect of environmental uncertainty on team
innovation from the team processing perspective. Our
empirical results showed that perceived dynamic team
environment is positively related to agreement-seeking
behavior, which boosts team knowledge integration and
later improves team innovation. Additionally, we showed
that the positive relationship between agreement-seeking
behavior and team knowledge integration is weakened by
centralization of decision making. With the results, our study
reveals the mechanism underlying the positive relationship
between dynamic team environment and team innovation
and provides empirical and practical insights into how
entrepreneurial teams and entrepreneurs can improve team
members’ innovation.
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In this study, the head-mounted virtual reality (VR) technology is adpoted for
computational thinking teaching in the AIoT Maker course teaching. The earthquake
relief situation is designed in the VR in the course scenario, because in the context
of situational thinking, pre-emptive training in the face of emergency disasters has
been conducted through observation meetings or training courses. Through listening
to lecturers or experienced personnel to share experiences, students often have a
harder time thinking about real scenes and it is harder to think creatively how to design
with the emergency disaster response. In view of this, this research will combine the
development and evaluation of earthquake relief training courses for head-mounted VR
and computational thinking experiments to explore the use of VR and computational
thinking experiments to drive students to create ideas for real disaster relief scenarios.
Through computational thinking, students think about different script situations and
discuss in each scene to find a suitable maker design of the AIoT project. Finally,
this study combined with its modular space program training to develop students’
programming skills. According to the experiment, this study is able to strength students’
practical learning motivation, and follow-up employ ability training for course learning.

Keywords: virtual reality, computational thinking, learning effect, Maker course, artificial internet of things

INTRODUCTION

Since the concept of Computational Thinking was put forward, experts and scholars in various
fields have proposed different views of its definition, but most studies believe that it should include
abstraction, composition, modeling and simulation, and algorithmic thinking (International
Society for Technology in Education [ISTE] and Computer Science Teachers Association [CSTA],
2011; Mannila et al., 2014; Cetin, 2016). Therefore, computational thinking ability is not only
the ability to use information tools, but the behavior to solve problems by using the thinking
logic of information science. Many countries have taken how to cultivate students’ ability to solve
practical problems by using computational thinking as one of the key directions of education.
Due to the different cognitive abilities of students of different ages, the ability training methods,
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and teaching materials of information education should also
be different (Guzdial, 2015; Philip, 2017); for example, in
primary schools, students should be cultivated to use information
application programs or try to experience logical judgment of
program design, in order that they can learn simple information
technology, and engage in the information experience. In high
school, teachers can teach students basic information technology,
guide them to engage with some basic concepts of calculator
science, and train them to identify problems and design their
thinking logic judgment to obtain solutions through algorithms.
In this way, students can have more logical and structured
thinking modes when learning other professional fields (Wiig and
Wyly, 2016; Huang et al., 2019).

To sum up, this study combined head-mounted virtual
reality (VR) and computational thinking experiments to improve
students’ learning effectiveness in the IoT creation course, and
took the earthquake relief scenarios as the training themes. In
this way, students can use VR devices to experience earthquake
disaster scenarios in the virtual world, consider how to disperse
traffic and make the site accessible to ambulances and excavating
equipment, or select a location to set up an on-site emergency
command post. On one hand, the students keep abreast of
the disaster situation and implement appropriate emergency
response measures; on the other hand, they may ensure whether
there is a nearby disaster and avoid the occurrence of secondary
injuries. Finally, by identifying the physiological symptoms
and degree of injury of the wounded, students may learn to
identify the injury level of the wounded and transfer them to
the hospital, etc.

Therefore, this study aimed to explore how to cultivate
the computational thinking ability of students and enhance
their learning performance through the head-mounted VR
earthquake relief scenarios in the AIoT Creator Course. This
study intended to explore students’ learning effectiveness in AIoT,
in order to strengthen their learning experience. Through the
training principle of paying equal attention to both theory and
practice, this study cultivated students’ basic learning ability,
and adopted the course strategy of computational thinking
experiments to allow students to truly feel the practicability
and importance of the basic disaster relief course knowledge
and cultivate their own computational thinking ability. This
study designed earthquake relief scenarios in head-mounted
VR, and applied the basic principles of earthquake relief to
such scenarios. In case of an earthquake disaster, disaster relief
personnel will face changeable, urgent, and life-threatening
situations, and if they cannot quickly grasp the status of
the disaster site and the injuries of the wounded, there
may be poor relief performance or casualties. Thus, basic
disaster relief events were used to test students’ understanding
of basic disaster relief knowledge and determine whether
they can use the computational thinking mode to solve
disaster relief events.

The remainder of this paper is organized, as follows.
Section “Relevant researches” introduces the research related
to computational thinking and VR technology in disaster
relief teaching; section “Research method” proposes the method
design; section “Results” analyzes and discusses the experimental

data; section “Results” proposes the research contribution,
limitation, and future research direction.

RELEVANT RESEARCHES

Computational Thinking
Computational thinking is a unique process for solving
problems that reflects the basic thinking methods of information
science. At present, computational thinking research can
be roughly classified into two aspects: (1) connotations of
computational thinking; (2) popularization and application
of computational thinking; for example, the structural
thinking research involved in the information discipline
itself belongs to the connotation field of computational
thinking. The application of computational thinking in various
fields can be called generalized computational thinking. In
March 2006, Professor Jeannette M. Wing, the Chairman
of the Computer Science Department of Carnegie Mellon
University, proposed and promoted computational thinking. She
believed that computational thinking is a basic thinking
method and skill, which is not limited to the research
field of computer science, and everyone should learn and
apply it in real life. In order to make it easier for people
to understand computational thinking, Professor Wing
further defined that computational thinking can reinterpret
a seemingly complex problem into a method that can be
solved by logical rules through abstraction, disassembly
transformation, and simulation (Wing, 2006). Based on the
research literature and the needs of curriculum development
and evaluation in primary and secondary schools in China,
Computing At School divided computational thinking
into five abilities (abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic
thinking, evaluation, and generalization) as the conceptual
framework for developing computational thinking education
(Jones and Humphreys, 2010):

1. Abstraction: A simplified process in which unnecessary
details are deleted and only the key points are retained to
make a problem simple and easy to understand.

2. Decomposition: Divide a complex problem into
several small parts to make the problem easier to
understand and consider.

3. Algorithmic thinking: Try to determine the rules and
order of the issues to solve the problem and define them
as clear steps: this step can be followed whenever a
problem is encountered.

4. Evaluation: Judge whether a system or solution is effective,
user-friendly, or qualified, and evaluate the advantages
and disadvantages of each solution, etc.

5. Generalization: Determine the rules of the system, as well
as the similarities and event links, as based on previous
experience, and use them to solve similar problems.

Google’s Computational Thinking for Educators initially
proposed 4 core capabilities for computational thinking
(Google, 2018):
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1. Decomposition: Decompose a task or problem into
several steps or parts.

2. Pattern Recognition: Predict the pattern of the problem
and determine the pattern for testing.

3. Abstraction: Determine the principles or factors that led
to this pattern.

4. Algorithm Design: Design an instruction flow that can
solve similar problems and be repeatedly executed.

With the popularization of computational thinking, Google
defined computational thinking as a mental process and specific
output required to solve problems by using computation,
which may facilitate the development of computer applications
and support problem solving in other disciplines, such as
mathematics, science, engineering, and technology. In 2015,
Google expanded the core capabilities of computational thinking
from the original 4 items to 11 items:

1. Abstraction: Identify and extract relevant information to
define key concepts.

2. Algorithm Design: Create an ordered set of instructions to
solve similar problems or perform tasks.

3. System automation: Allow computers or machines to
perform repetitive tasks.

4. Data collection: Collect data through the system.
5. Data analysis: Analyze data through search patterns or

exploration methods.
6. Data representation: Describe and organize data with

appropriate graphics, charts, text, or images.
7. Decomposition: Decompose data, processes, or problems

into smaller, manageable parts.
8. Parallelization: Deal with various tasks at the same time to

achieve common goals more effectively.
9. Pattern generalization: Create models, rules, principles, or

theories that observe patterns to test predictive results.
10. Pattern recognition: Observe patterns, trends, and rules in

data.
11. Simulation: Develop models to simulate real-world

processes.

VR Technology in Disaster Relief
Teaching
Virtual reality is to display real environment scenery on a screen
through the drawing function of a computer. As the depicted
scenery has scene depth information and can be viewed and
interacted with through VR devices, people will feel like it is a
real scene. In fact, Stanley G. Weinbaum put forward the concept
of VR in his novel Pygmalion’s Spectacles in 1935, and Morton
Heilig realized the concept of VR in 1962 (Pan et al., 2006), thus,
it can be seen that VR is not a new technology. However, due
to the extremely high drawing capability requirements of VR, in
the past, when computer operations were not yet mature, VR was
just a display system in large research centers. As the software
and hardware of information gradually matured, and the rise of
mobile devices in recent years, the application field of VR can be
expanded from the original indoor to outdoor (Innocenti et al.,
2019). This has greatly expanded the application field of VR,

including almost all fields that can use information technology,
such as medical treatment, nursing, education, tourism, culture,
military, architecture, design, engineering, scenic spot navigation,
industry, and entertainment (Gavish et al., 2015). Some scholars
recognized the user’s behavior and present the behavior in the
VR environment to achieve the interaction between people
and people or people and objects in the virtual space (Dai
et al., 2019, 2020). Therefore, the application of VR technology
in the field of medical care is increasing day by day. The
medical care market of VR will reach USD 2.54 billion by
2020, mainly including disaster rescue, surgical application,
medical rehabilitation, medical consultation, medical diagnosis,
and medical education and training (Ammanuel et al., 2019;
Hodgson et al., 2019).

RESEARCH METHOD

This study integrated head-mounted VR into the development of
earthquake relief courses, and the developed teaching materials
were systematized and built into the AIoT creator course of the
institute of technology, in order to facilitate the implementation
and promotion of the curriculum in the future. This project
intended to design and develop a computational thinking
experiment for earthquake relief in a hospital in Tainan, and
further revised and expanded it with a VR disaster relief
course to record the participation of students in the course,
in order to evaluate the influence of students’ thinking mode
on computational thinking after completing an earthquake
relief training course featuring a combination of VR and
computational thinking experiments. Figure 1 shows the flow
chart of this study.

VR Disaster Relief Curriculum
Development
First, this study focused on analyzing the requirements
for the design of earthquake relief training scripts, and
attempted to design VR courses as the basis of the subsequent
development of the computational thinking experimental
operation environment. In addition, doctors from a hospital in
Tainan were invited to serve as experts for the development

FIGURE 1 | Head-mounted virtual reality and computational thinking course
learning process.
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of the VR disaster relief courses, carry out joint literature
review, and design the teaching materials. This study integrated
the VR training courses into the earthquake disaster medical
rescue courses, and sent it to experts for review. After reviewing
the course materials and activities, this study developed the
structure and function of the VR disaster relief course learning
system, which served as the basis for the following computational
thinking experiment operation and effectiveness evaluation. In
this study, the development of the VR disaster relief training
courses is divided into three items, namely:

1. Script design of earthquake disaster relief training courses.
2. Structure and content of VR earthquake relief

training courses.
3. Design and development of computational thinking

experiment.

Script Design of Earthquake Disaster Relief Training
Courses
In case of an earthquake disaster, the regional disaster medical
rescue team will assign a medical operation unit (MOU) to
carry out disaster relief tasks. The basic organizational structure
of the MOU is shown in Figure 2. The command system is
responsible for (1) establishing the command post, (2) assigning
the main tasks of each department, (3) taking on the tasks that
have not been assigned, (4) maintaining effective communication
between each department, (5) correctly conveying information

to the Ministry of Health and the media, and (6) deciding
the termination of disaster medical rescue operations. The
planning team is responsible for the following tasks: (1) carry
out resource analysis, (2) collect relevant information, (3) analyze
site conditions, and (4) brief the Commander at all times. The
medical team is responsible for (1) classify patients according
to START’s injury detection principles, (2) ask for appropriate
additional manpower and medical support, (3) give proper
treatment according to the severity of the patient’s classification,
(4) transfer patients to appropriate medical institutions according
to their medical needs, and (5) record the medical treatment
and transfer data of patients. The logistics administration team
is responsible for (1) providing and transferring necessary
logistics supplies (including medical equipment, communication
equipment, and living resources, etc.), (2) maintaining site safety,
and (3) managing foreign rescue materials.

Structure and Content of VR Earthquake Relief
Training Courses
Local health bureaus proposed to the Ministry of Health and
Welfare that the local medical manpower was insufficient, and
needed to be assisted by medical manpower across counties and
cities. The Ministry of Health and Welfare launched the National
Disaster Medical Assistance Team (NDMAT) to carry out
humanitarian relief in disaster areas. The Emergency Operation
Center (EOC) platform informs each medical team member to
assemble on the platform, count the prepared items, and report

FIGURE 2 | Basic organizational structure of the MOU.
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TABLE 1 | Disaster relief task design script.

Scene Text script Storyboard Action description Scoring criteria

Interactive scene An earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale
occurred in Tainan at 03:57 a.m. on February 06.
With the consent of the Ministry of Health and
Welfare, NDMAT entered the disaster area. Please
report to EOC platform at 05:30 to prepare articles.

Receive SMS

1. Each medical team member shall report to the EOC
platform and count the equipment

Click to carry equipment items: personal equipment
kit, various medicines, respiratory first aid kit,
trauma care first aid kit, communication equipment,
dry food, instant noodle boxes, drinking water

Carry the correct items: personal equipment,
various medicines, respiratory first aid kits, trauma
care first aid kits, communication equipment, dry
food Error: Noodle box, drinking water

2. (Weiguan
Building Collapse
Site)

Report to the local command coordination center
(OSOCC, On Site Operations Coordination Center)
Environmental assessment

Walk around/select the map to view and rotate the
map direction. OSOCC is set up and can report for
duty after clicking it.

Correct: Report for duty Error: Erection of medical
station without reporting for duty (next step)

2. Erection of medical stations/communication
equipment/planning of ambulance routes to
specific locations

Erection of medical stations (including patient
accounts, shower accounts, toilets)
/communication equipment/planning of ambulance
routes (in-and-out routes)

Correct: The position is safe and the moving line is
good

3. (In the medical
station)

The medical station is divided into 1. Injury
examination, 2. Mild illness, 3. Severe illness, 4.
Transport 5. Morgue

One medical station is divided into 5 areas and set
up a morgue facing south.

Correct: Correct settings Error: Media Recruitment
Area, VIP Rest Area, Physiotherapy Area, Catering
Area, People Rest Area

3. Examine four patients (including mild, moderate,
and serious injuries).

Based on the patient’s injury (green. yellow. red.
black), select 1) injury examination; 2) mild
symptoms; 3) severe; 4) transport; 5) morgue

Criteria for scoring injuries according to START
triage. Correctly judge rescue classification and
zoning Error: Error judgment and error division

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Scene Text script Storyboard Action description Scoring criteria

3. Triage board Select patients to be transported according to the
list of patients

Correct judgment of transported patients Error:
Misjudgment of transported patients

Interactive scene Report Please select the button End or Return Correct: Return Error: End

Interactive scene Report Please select the button to report to the unit Correct: Forward command post osocc Error:
Journalist, family, Ministry of Health and Welfare,
REMOC, hospital president, director

TABLE 2 | Disaster relief mission computational thinking experiment.

Decomposition Pattern recognition Abstraction Algorithm design

Disaster relief
center setup
selection

1. How to get information of the
earthquake scene

2. How to choose a location

1. Avoid being disturbed by aftershocks
2. Facilitate use by the wounded

Only consider the reverse
direction and inclination angle
of the earthquake building.

1. List selection location criteria
2. Check possible locations
3. Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of

various points

Select disaster
relief routes

1. How to choose the safest shortest path
2. The width of excavator, ambulance and truck

should be met at the same time.

1. Facilitate use by the wounded
2. Facilitate the removal of gravel, bricks, and tiles.

Only consider the length of
the path and the obstacles.

1. List all routes of rescue centers, collapsed
buildings, and exits.

2. Check the size of obstacles on the route.
3. Choose possible paths and compare their

advantages and disadvantages.

Classification and
placement of the
wounded

1. How to identify injury degree through vital signs
2. Number of wounded that can be treated by the

medical team

1. Avoid misjudgment of classification
2. The number of wounded that can be

accommodated and the degree of injuries that
can be handled by hospitals in various regions

Quickly treating the wounded
as the ultimate goal

1. Check the status of all the wounded
2. Design medical transport strategies for patients
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to the designated place; assess the disaster area, select and set
up emergency medical stations, and plan the area; determine the
injuries of the wounded on site and report the injury data. The
script is shown in Table 1.

Design and Development of Computational Thinking
Experiment
This plan is intended to carry out a complete computational
thinking experimental design according to the virtual scene of
disaster site reconstruction. No matter the direction of building
collapse, the degree of building inclination, the degree of damage
to surrounding houses, and the degree of road damage, etc.,
all the courses are designed according to the data of the day.
Table 2 shows the computational thinking experiment of a
disaster relief mission.

Flow of Course Teaching
The main purpose of this study is to discuss how to use
different teaching strategies to explore the differences of learning
effects between students with and without head-mounted VR
and computational thinking experiments. The experimental
flow is shown in Figure 3. The control group adopted the
general classroom teaching method. Teachers used slides and
textbooks in class to tell students how to conduct AIoT creator
design and operation. The experimental group introduced the
earthquake relief scene teaching that combines head-mounted
VR and the computational thinking experiment. Teachers first
offered the basic knowledge of earthquake relief, and then,
guided students to practice how to carry out computational
thinking experiments through VR, in order to learn to respond
to earthquake relief. Then, teachers assigned the implementation
topic of the creator course, asked the students in the two groups to
carry out the AIoT creator project, and verified the functionality
and correctness of their projects. After reminding students of
their mistakes, teachers would give students the opportunity to
practice again and determine whether students can correctly
complete the implementation project. After the implementation
project, teachers collected feedback from students and carried
out a questionnaire survey according to students’ learning
status, in order to determine whether students have increased
learning effectiveness.

RESULTS

This study discussed the difference assessment of students’
experience of VR earthquake relief scenes and the evaluation of
students’ learning effectiveness of the AIoT Creator Course after
the computer thinking experiment.

Experience Difference Evaluation of VR
Earthquake Relief Scenes
In this study, the questionnaire survey method was used to
investigate the impact of the introduction of VR technology on
the students of earthquake relief training courses. The evaluation
tool was mainly a learning impact questionnaire. The technology
acceptance model (TAM; Davis, 1989) was used to design an

experimental model to evaluate the impact, and to complete the
evaluation results of this study together with the model.

Evaluation Model
Based on the theory of rational behavior, TAM inherited the basic
spirit of rational behavior, which holds that belief perception
will affect attitude, attitude will affect behavioral intention, and
behavioral intention has obvious and positive influence on the
actual use of the system. TAM put forward two factors in the
acceptance degree of information system users, namely, perceived
usefulness, and perceived ease of use. These two cognitive factors
are regarded as people’s evaluation of performance and efforts,
and the model is helpful for us to explore what factors affect
the use of the system. Both perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use are affected by external variables, which refer to the
influencing factors related to the system, or teaching mode. The
evaluation model, as designed by this research method, is shown
in Figure 4.

There are three external variables in the evaluation model
designed by this research method, namely, VR characteristics,
perceived cooperation, and perceived assistance, which also
correspond to the VR implemented by this teaching method.
These external variables will be detected by the evaluation model,
and the eight hypotheses included in the model are described. VR
courses provide a platform to enhance user experience (Franklin
and Van Harmelen, 2007), as users can learn the professional
knowledge of earthquake relief in the virtual world through a
simple operational interface. By this method, users can deeply
learn and feel what they have learned. Therefore, the first 2
hypotheses considered in the study are, as follows:

H1. The characteristics of VR are positively correlated with
perceived usefulness—(H1)

H2. The characteristics of VR are positively correlated with
perceived ease of use—(H2)

According to the theory of TAM, perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness are two factors that affect users’ attitude
toward using new technologies, and perceived usefulness is also
affected by the perceived ease of use. Then, the attitude of use
will affect the intention of using new technologies. H3 – H6 are
described, as follows:

H3. Perceived ease of use is positively correlated with
perceived usefulness—(H3)

H4. Perceived ease of use is positively related to use
attitude—(H4)

H5. Perceived usefulness is positively related to use
attitude—(H5)

H6. Use attitude is positively related to use intention—(H6)

Evaluation of Learning Effectiveness of
Creator AIoT Maker Course
The main feature of creator teaching is to improve the
verification of students’ learning results, which were determined
by examination scores in the past. This study used a 360-degree
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FIGURE 3 | The AIoT Maker course experimental procedures.

FIGURE 4 | Research model of technology acceptance model.

TABLE 3 | Evaluation questionnaire.

Evaluation questionnaire

Evaluation variables Question description

(VC1) This system provides an virtual environment for assigning creative tasks

(VC2) This system provides a realistic environment for assigning creative tasks

(PE1) I think this system is easy to use.

(PE2) I think it’s quite easy to learn how to use this system.

(PE3) I don’t think it takes much time to operate this system.

(PU1) I think using this system will increase the efficiency of completing creative tasks.

(PU2) I think using this system will improve the quality of creative tasks.

(PU3) I think this system is helpful for creative tasks.

(AT1) I like to use this system for creative tasks.

(AT2) I can use this system with a positive attitude.

(AT3) I think using this system is a good idea.

(IT1) If I have the opportunity to use this system, I will use it for creative ideas.

(IT2) If other courses use this system, I am willing to use it.

VC, Virtual Reality Characteristics; PE, Perceived Ease-of-Use; PU, Perceived Usefulness; AT, Attitude Toward Using; and IT, Intent.

evaluation method to evaluate students’ learning effectiveness,
which can usually be extended outward by taking oneself as
its center, thus, totaling 360 degrees. It can be divided into
(1) vertical upward: teacher’s views of student performance (2)
vertical downward: evaluator’s view of student performance (3)
parallel to left: peer’s views of student performance (4) parallel
to right: views of the same group members (5) oneself: students’
satisfaction with themselves. This study expected students to

be evaluated through the four performance-oriented methods
of 360-degree evaluation in each computational thinking
experimental task; for example, when students want to learn
the basic principles of AIoT, the teacher first explained the
professional knowledge of AIoT, and gave application examples
for real-life. After that, the teacher assigned AIoT creator tasks,
asked students to start learning on their own, find possible
solutions, and then, find and verify conclusions. When students
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TABLE 4 | Results of measurement mode.

Aggregation validity Measure reliability Discriminant validity

Average variation extraction Combined reliability Cronbach’s alpha
Latent variable correlation

WC PU PE AT IT

VC 0.76 0.84 0.70 1.00

PU 0.64 0.85 0.71 0.43 1.00

PE 0.66 0.82 0.73 0.68 0.16 1.00

AT 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.45 0.72 0.14 1.00

IT 0.76 0.86 0.75 0.54 0.72 0.22 0.87 1.00

VC, Virtual Reality Characteristics; PE, Perceived Ease-of-Use; PU, Perceived Usefulness; AT, Attitude Toward Using; and IT, Intent.

FIGURE 5 | Structural pattern of technology acceptance model.

encountered problems in class, the teacher encouraged them to
find ways to determine solutions or gave tips as appropriate.
Students may also ask their peers or team members to discuss
possible directions.

RESULTS

The structured questionnaire for evaluating students was
developed based on the characteristics of VR, sensory
cooperation and sensory assistance, and TAMs. The students
who filled in the questionnaires according to their degree of
agreement with the description of the questionnaire items. The
degree of agreement was divided into five levels, (1) representing
strong agreement and (5) representing strongly disagree. The
questionnaire model is presented in Table 3.

In this study, we used measurement models and structural
checks to evaluate. First, the measurement mode is used
to evaluate aggregation validity, measurement reliability, and

discriminant validity. Aggregate validity uses average variance
extracted (AVE) that must exceed 0.5 of the standard minimum
level. The reliability of the measurement mode is evaluated using
combined reliability and Cronbach’s alpha. These values must be
greater than the standard minimum level of 0.7. Discriminant
validity is evaluated by comparing the correlation of potential
variables with the square root of the average variation drawn.
In this experiment, the correlation of all potential variables is
less than the corresponding square root of the average variation
extraction. The results of the measurement mode are shown
in Table 4.

In the second part, the experiment uses a structural pattern
to test the hypothetical path, which uses path coefficients and
R2 values of TAM. As shown in Figure 5, this model shows that
there is 35% variability in perceived usefulness, 45% variability in
perceived ease-of-use, 55% variability in attitude toward using,
and 78% in intention to use intent. From the results of the
structural pattern, it is known that the two hypotheses H3 and
H5 refute the predictions but other hypotheses are verified. The
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reason for refuting the hypotheses H3 and H5 should be that the
experience of the VR earthquake relief scene is not a difficult task,
because most of the participants are students from polytechnics.
It makes operating different kinds of systems is simple and
intuitive for them. Therefore, the perceived ease-of-use is not
an obvious reason that can affect the perceived usefulness and
attitude toward using. Overall, most of the hypotheses are
confirmed in this study.

CONCLUSION

In this study, an earthquake disaster relief training system is
designed by combining VR with computational thinking. In
the course, the teacher introduced the designed system through
space design concept, scene science knowledge, algorithm data
calculation, and engineering design configuration. Through the
experiment course strategies of computational thinking, students
can feel the practicality and importance of basic disaster relief
curriculum knowledge and cultivate their own computational
thinking ability. It is expected that students will be able to exert
their creativity and thinking ability in a limited time through
simulated emergency situations. In order to explore the effect
of the proposed teaching strategies, the experimental method
adopted a TAM and tested the model using the partial least
squares method. The experimental results show that most of
the hypotheses are verified, and the null hypothesis that the
perceived ease-of-use is positively related to perceived usefulness
and attitude toward using. The possible reason for the null
hypothesis is that the participants are more familiar in system
design, so the hypothesis “perceived ease-of-use” did not cause
a positive correlation in the system usage. Although the proposed
strategies in this study has validated the advantages of the system,
the problem remains that we will explore the impact of perceived

ease-of-use on students with science background. Another
experiment will be designed to explore this reason in future work.
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The impact of personal characteristics on entrepreneurial intention is a classic topic
in the field of entrepreneurship research. Previous research mostly used simple linear
models, leading to a gap in the study on the interrelationship among personal
characteristics and their systematic influence on entrepreneurial intention. This study
investigates the interrelationship among the four specific entrepreneurial characteristics
(i.e., need for achievement, locus of control, risk-taking propensity, and creativity) and
their systematic influence on the entrepreneurial intention of engineering students. The
research data is from 210 engineering students via a survey. Logistic regression and
path analysis were used for data analysis. The findings suggest that creativity and risk-
taking directly influence entrepreneurial intention while the need for achievement and
the locus of control influence it indirectly. Implications for entrepreneurship education
are finally discussed.

Keywords: personal characteristics, entrepreneurial intention, entrepreneurship education, need for
achievement, risk-taking propensity, locus of control, creativity

INTRODUCTION

The impact of personal characteristics on entrepreneurial intention is a classic topic in the field
of entrepreneurship research. Tremendous studies applied simple correlation, t-test, ANOVA,
or linear regression to investigate the subject. However, the results are so inconsistent that the
research nearly comes to an end. Coming into the 1980s and 1990s, scholars started to suspect
the relationship between the two variables (Gartner, 1988, 1990; Behave, 1994). There are even
references saying that no further research on personal characteristics is needed (Gartner, 1988,
1990). This background triggers the following research questions:

Do the findings on the influence of personal characteristics on entrepreneurial intention that
insisted for several decades have no more meaning?
Do the inconsistent results of the effect of characteristics on intention thoroughly cast down the
relationship between the two variables?
Do the behavioral models explain entrepreneurial intention perfectly?
Shall we continue to research the impact of personal characteristics in the period of
entrepreneurial education?
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There have been many studies on student entrepreneurial
intention (Tkachev and Kolvereid, 1999; Lüthje and Franke,
2003; Wilson et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2017). However, İrengün
and Arıkboğa (2015) suggest that education and training should
center itself much more in changing personal attitudes than
in knowledge. Personality is one of the factors that influence
people’s attitudes. Frank et al. (2007) conducted a comprehensive
study of different groups of people (e.g., secondary student
students, university students, potential business founders, and
successful business founders) and found different results for
these groups using regression analysis. For example, for
secondary school students, NACH and CA are significant
entrepreneurial characteristics, while for university students,
CA is not significant. For potential business founders and
successful business founders, only RT significantly influences the
entrepreneurial intention.

Therefore, it is timely research to re-consider the
impact of personality on entrepreneurial intention for the
following reasons.

Firstly, entrepreneurial individuals are the central part of
entrepreneurship. Without the person, the action will never
take place. However, not all people will become entrepreneurs
even when circumstances are comparable. There must be some
types of individual predisposition toward entrepreneurship,
such as personal characteristics (Stewart, 1996). Therefore,
personal characteristics are relevant for explaining the
disposition of entrepreneurs to act entrepreneurially and
why entrepreneurial behaviors differ under similar situations.
Recent years see a revival of personality research in many areas
such as performance, leadership, industrial, and organizational
psychology (Rauch and Frese, 2000; Judge et al., 2002).
Entrepreneurship is surely an active participant in this revival
stream (Rauch and Frese, 2007a,b). Meta-analytic evidence
(Collins et al., 2004; Stewart and Roth, 2004; Rauch and Frese,
2007b) suggests that personality does influence entrepreneurial
intention and there has been a call to action for psychology for
entrepreneurship research and practice (Hisrich et al., 2007),
especially in entrepreneurial education (Hansemark, 1998;
Frank et al., 2005; Hisrich et al., 2007) that aims at fostering
entrepreneurial spirits and intentions.

Secondly, though the number of studies is huge, scholars
have found incongruous results on the impact of personal
characteristics on entrepreneurial intention during past decades.
For example, some researchers reported a significant influence of
the need for achievement (Howell and Higgins, 1990; Langan-
Fox and Roth, 1995), while some did not (Bonnett and Furnham,
1991; Cromie et al., 1992; Ho and Koh, 1992; Koh, 1996).
Incongruous results were also found for other characteristics
such as locus of control, risk-taking propensity, and creativity.
It is perhaps a methodological issue. Majority of the studies
focused on the simple correlation of the characteristics and
intention or comparison of different groups (e.g., entrepreneurs
and non-entrepreneurs) (Robinson et al., 1991a,b; Cromie and
O’Donoghue, 1992; Cromie et al., 1992; Ho and Koh, 1992;
Carland et al., 1995; Green et al., 1996; Koh, 1996; Gurol and
Atsan, 2006). Very few studies emphasized the interrelationships
among the characteristics (Stewart, 1996). These types of

research did not consider causal relationships and the issue of
collinearity. Therefore some researchers claimed that the effect
of personal characteristics on entrepreneurship had not been
fully investigated (Johnson, 2003; Tett et al., 2003). Could there
be significant interrelationship among the characteristics beyond
their direct effect on intention? If the personal characteristics
are measuring different perspectives of an individual, they are
theoretically related to one another. This leads to another
question: Is it possible that the relationships of the characteristics
suppress their significant effect on intention? The influence
of some characteristics on entrepreneurial intention is likely
through the effect of others. This may help to illuminate the
systematic influence of the characteristics and contribute to
a better understanding of the impact. We clarify that the
present study is not opposed to the behavioral approaches
to entrepreneurship. Since neither personality nor behavioral
approach fully explains the phenomenon, a comprehensive
entrepreneurship model must consider a set of factors including
background factors, personalities (broad and specific), attitudes,
situational and contextual factors, and other factors that may
affect the entrepreneurial intention, process, and performance.
This study stresses the significance of personality, which is an
inherent part of entrepreneurship study (Cromie et al., 1992;
Stewart, 1996; Rauch and Frese, 2007a).

This study aims to investigate the empirical relationship
between personal characteristics and entrepreneurial intention
of engineering students. It focuses on two types of variables:
entrepreneurial characteristics and intention. This study will
contribute to (1) short-listing the most frequently cited
personal characteristics that are pertinent to entrepreneurial
intention, (2) exploring the interrelationship among these
personal characteristics, (3) identifying the systematic impact
of these personal characteristics on entrepreneurial intention,
and (4) offering advice for designing entrepreneurship education
programs in line with personal characteristics.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND
HYPOTHESES

Entrepreneurial Intention (EINT) and the
Theory of Planned Behavior
Psychologists have claimed that an assessment of current
intentions is the most obvious way of predicting the behavior
itself (Ajzen, 1991). In various situations, intentions are the most
effective predictor of behaviors such as job search activities and
career choice (Kolvereid, 1996). The underlying assumption is
that behaviors can be planned and under volitional control.
That means a person can decide to do or not to do at all.
This is called the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen and
Fishbein, 1980) that has been applied in many intention studies.
The behaviors not planned or not under volitional control
will not necessarily be directly determined by intentions and
may thus result in a weak relation between intentions and
behavior. Entrepreneurship is obviously planned. Entrepreneurs
can decide to be involved in business creation or not. So it can
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be best predicted by the intention of the persons (Bird, 1988;
Krueger and Carsrud, 1993). Many studies on entrepreneurship
investigate entrepreneurial intention (Krueger et al., 2000; Carr
and Sequeira, 2007), especially those on students (Davidsson,
1995; Autio et al., 1997; Fayolle et al., 2006a,b; Sun et al., 2017). In
this study, entrepreneurial intention is defined as one’s judgments
and attitude toward the likelihood of developing one’s venture
and business (Grant, 1996). Before starting a new business,
intentions to turn an idea into an actual business venture have
been planned. The works by Bird (1988) and Krueger and Brazeal
(1994) have shown that entrepreneurial behavior is the result of
entrepreneurial intention. Studying intention gives us valuable
insights into new venture initiation. For most students who are
still on campus, the chance to start a new business is relatively
low. It is difficult to collect data about entrepreneurial actions.
So, the entrepreneurial intention is the most proper dependent
variable if students are the subject of study.

Personal Characteristics and the Trait
Theory of Entrepreneurship
According to the trait theory of entrepreneurship, people
who have entrepreneurial characteristics tend to have higher
intentions to be involved in entrepreneurial activities (Caird,
1991; Cromie and O’Donoghue, 1992; Gurol and Atsan, 2006).
The relationship will be elaborated in the following hypotheses.

Relationship Between Personal Characteristics and
Entrepreneurial Intention (EINT)
Personal characteristics are significant factors in an
entrepreneurship model (Mueller and Thomas, 2000). They
are found associated with entrepreneurial motivation and
intentions (Grant, 1996). Characteristics that predispose
an individual to entrepreneurial intentions are called
entrepreneurial characteristics. From an extensive review of
nearly 80 publications on psychological entrepreneurship,
we identified four most frequently cited entrepreneurial
characteristics, namely, need for achievement (NACH, which
has been cited 42 times), risk-taking propensity (RT, 36 times),
locus of control (LOC, 33 times), and creativity (CA, 30 times).
Others were cited only a few times. The four characteristics are
also considered as the specific personalities which are proximal
to entrepreneurship (Johnson, 2003; Rauch and Frese, 2007a).
We extracted 21 most recent empirical studies covering one or
all of the four characteristics and summarized them in Table 1.

Different results exist regarding the impacts of the four
characteristics on entrepreneurial intention (EINT). Among
the 21 studies, only three studies (Caird, 1991; Cromie and
O’Donoghue, 1992; Gurol and Atsan, 2006) covered all four
entrepreneurial characteristics and found the same results that
all the four personal characteristics were significantly different
between entrepreneurs (or entrepreneurially inclined persons)
and non-entrepreneurs (or those who are non-entrepreneurially
inclined) based on their t-test results. However, using the
same data analysis method, Ho and Koh (1992) argued that
NACH did not have a significant impact on entrepreneurial
inclination. Considering only three of the characteristics (NACH,
RT, and CA), Howell and Higgins (1990); Stewart (1996),

and Stewart et al. (1999) used regression analysis or logit
analysis/logistic regression analysis and found that all the three
characteristics were significantly related to entrepreneurial
intention. However, using logit analysis or ANOVA, Cromie
et al. (1992) and Koh (1996) posited that among the four
characteristics, only two of them, RT and CA, exerted significant
influence on entrepreneurial intention. While Bonnett and
Furnham (1991) considered the effect of NACH and LOC and
reported that LOC was significantly related to entrepreneurial
intention, Langan-Fox and Roth (1995) found the opposite
results (i.e., LOC was not significant). On the other hand,
Hansemark (1998) using t-test and Entrialgo et al. (2000) using
regression contended that both NACH and LOC were significant.

Although all the above studies considered NACH, RT,
LOC, and CA as the independent variables and EINT as
the dependent, they had different results. Concerning these
inconsistent results as well as the relatively simple analysis
methods used, we see a need to study the four characteristics
with more sophisticated statistical tools such as SEM path
analysis, which can study the postulated causal relationship
considering all variables involved (Kline, 1998). Therefore, this
study will first adopt the same structure to investigate the
direct relationship between the entrepreneurial characteristics
and intention using SEM analysis and then go deeper to study
the inter-relationships among the characteristics. In this sense,
the first four hypotheses are related to the direct relationship of
NACH, RT, LOC, and CA to EINT.

NACH is the impetus that drives a person to struggle
for success and perfection (Sagie and Elizur, 1999). RT is
the propensity for risk-taking as the perceived probability
of receiving the rewards associated with success before the
potential entrepreneur actually subjects himself/herself to the
consequences associated with failure (Brockhaus, 1980). LOC
refers to an individual’s perceptions about the main underlying
causes of events in his/her life. Rotter (1966) reported that LOC
could be seen as either internal or external. Internals have higher
achievement motivation than externals because internals believe
their behavior is guided by their personal decisions and efforts,
whereas externals feel guided by fate, luck, or other external
circumstances. CA relates to perceiving and acting in new and
unique ways (Robinson et al., 1991b).

The four characteristics have been recognized as the core
elements that influence an entrepreneur’s decision making and
behaviors, and can be used to differentiate entrepreneurs from the
general people. For example, it has been found that entrepreneurs
who have high NACH are more desirable to be successful
and are subsequently more probably to behave creatively and
entrepreneurially (Langan-Fox and Roth, 1995; Koh, 1996). They
have also significantly higher than non-founders on RT because
they have risk preferences (Shaver and Scott, 1991; Stewart and
Roth, 2001; Raab et al., 2005) and have an internal locus of
control attributed to their high self-esteem or confidence to
control their lives (Entrialgo et al., 2000; Utsch and Rauch, 2000).
Further, entrepreneurs are significantly more creative than non-
entrepreneurs as they keep searching for new opportunities and
taking a creative attitude toward their businesses (Utsch and
Rauch, 2000). Based on the above discussions, we developed a
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TABLE 1 | Empirical studies on entrepreneurship testing the personal characteristics.

NACH RT LOC CA Sample Analysis method

1 Howell and Higgins (1990) v+ v+ v+ 25 pairs of champions and no-champions of
technological creativity

t-test, MANOVA, Pearson
correlation, Regression analysis

2 Bonnett and Furnham (1991) v v+ 190 secondary school and college students ANOVA

3 Caird (1991) v+ v+ v+ v+ 262 business owners-managers and other
occupation groups: teachers, nurses, civil
servants, clerical trainees and lectures and
trainers.

t-test

4 Robinson et al. (1991a) v+ v+ v+ Totally 189 subjects: 49 businessmen, 22
students started own businesses, 50
white-collar non-managers, 68 psychology
students

MANOVA, ANOVA

5 Robinson et al. (1991b) v+ v+ v+ 54 entrepreneurs and 57 non-entrepreneurs
(white-collar non-managers

MANOVA

6 Cromie et al. (1992) v v+ v v+ 194 managers ANOVA

7 Cromie and O’Donoghue (1992) v+ v+ v+ v+ 194 managers, 73 entrepreneurs and 661
undergraduates

t-test

8 Ho and Koh (1992) v v+ v+ v+ 158 B Acc. Graduates t-test

9 Carland et al. (1995) v+ Entrepreneurs (n = 114), small business owners
(n = 347), managers (n = 387)

t-test, ANOVA

10 Langan-Fox and Roth (1995) v+ v Female entrepreneurs Cluster analysis

11 Palich and Bagby (1995) v 35 entrepreneurs, 57 non-entrepreneurs ANOVA

12 Green et al. (1996) v+ v+ 99 junior and middle managers of state
enterprises and 108 first-generation small
business founders

t-test, correlation

13 Koh (1996) v v+ v v+ 54 MBA students t-test and Logit analysis

14 Stewart (1996) v+ v+ v+ 767 owner-managers of small business and
corporate managers.

Multinomial logit regression

15 Chen et al. (1998) v+ v v+ 100 business founders and 58 non-founders ANOVA, Logistic regression

16 Hansemark (1998) v+ v+ experimental groups (n = 19) and two control
groups (n = 50)

t-test

17 Stewart et al. (1999) v+ v+ v+ Entrepreneurs (n = 101), small business owners
(n = 324), managers (n = 342)

t-test, Logit regression

18 Entrialgo et al. (2000) v+ v+ 233 SME managers Regression analysis, Spearman
correlation

19 Stewart and Roth (2001) v+ Entrepreneurs and managers Meta-analysis

20 Gurol and Atsan (2006) v+ v+ v+ v+ 400 university students t-test

21 Frank et al. (2007) v+ v v v+ 875 secondary school students Regression analysis

v+ v+ v+ v 837 university students

v v+ v v 1,169 potential business founders

v v+ v v 754 successful business founders

Count (v +) 14 15 11 13

v, tested but not significant; v+, tested and significant.

foundation for proposing the following hypotheses concerning
the personal characteristics and entrepreneurial intention:

H1: Need for achievement positively relates to
entrepreneurial intention.

H2: Risk-taking propensity positively relates to
entrepreneurial intention.

H3: Locus of control positively relates to
entrepreneurial intention.

H4: Creativity positively relates to entrepreneurial intention.

Relationships Among the Four Personal
Characteristics
Beyond the direct relationships between entrepreneurial
characteristics and intention, this study goes deeper to explore
the hidden inter-relationship among them. Most of the studies
on entrepreneurial characteristics merely concentrated on the
simple relationship between the characteristics and intention,
and seldom touched upon the inter-relationship among the
characteristics. Although Stewart (1996) studied the interaction
between RT and NACH and between RT and CA, the author
did not indicate the direction of the relationships. As a result,
the previous studies seem to leave a gap for exploring how
the personal characteristics influence one another in the
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formation process of EINT. This is important because it can
bring in-depth insights into how the personal characteristics
contribute to EINT and hence helps to explain their weak
relationship obtained in previous studies. These will derive
implications for entrepreneurship education aimed at nurturing
the entrepreneurial spirits and intentions of students. If
entrepreneurial characteristics can be learned or changed
through education (Timmons et al., 1985; Hood and Young,
1993; Hansemark, 1998), understanding the relations among the
characteristics will help educators to design teaching activities
that nurture entrepreneurial characteristics more effectively.
Therefore, this study accounts for the inter-relationship among
the entrepreneurial characteristics.

According to McClelland (1987), high need achievers
demonstrate a higher performance in challenging tasks (RT), look
for tasks involving personal responsibility and display high self-
esteem and confidence (LOC), and are creative in the sense of
looking for new and better ways to improve their performance
(CA). Therefore, the four characteristics measure different
perspectives of an entrepreneur and influence one another.

NACH is highly related to a strong task, goal orientation, and
an obsession with a task to be done (McClelland, 1985). People
with high NACH are desirable to assume personal responsibility
for performing a task, incline to set difficult goals, and are
more eager to receive feedback (Cherrington, 1991). Since higher
confidence will result in desirable outcomes, a high level of
NACH is assumed. Thus, those who have internal LOC are likely
to have a high level of NACH (Spector, 1982; McClelland, 1985).
This relation is explained by the theories of intrinsic motivation
(Deci and Ryan, 1985; Amabile and Hennessey, 1992) that
internal locus of causality will contribute to intrinsic motivation.
NACH, with its properties of need for competence and self-
determination, is considered as a conceptualization of intrinsic
motivation (Deci and Ryan, 1985). In accordance with the
theoretical consistency between LOC and NACH, some studies
have indicated that internal LOC positively influences NACH
(Yukl and Latham, 1978; Abdel-Halim, 1980).

Although conversely, achievement motivation may enhance
internal control belief based on the high achievement motivation,
entrepreneurs will insist on taking personal responsibility for
their performance. Scholars generally appear convinced that
LOC results in achievement motivation (Colin, 1998; Reeve,
2001). Believing in one’s active influence, internals have higher
motivation to reach success. In contrast, externally controlled
people may be more passive. If one believes that he/she is not able
to control business outcomes, he/she has no reason to actively
change one’s environment (Rauch and Frese, 2007a). Therefore,
we propose the following hypothesis:

H5: Locus of control positively relates to the need
for achievement.

Control beliefs are energized by a need for control over
meaningful life and business situations. People with internal
LOC believe in their abilities to control their actions. Thus
they are more tolerant of the risks when starting a business
(Hillson and Murray-Webster, 2007). Internal LOC presupposes

personal responsibility that drives individuals to pursue a high
achievement in challenging environments. Entrepreneurs are
thought to perform best in situations where they have personal
responsibility for venture outcomes (Petrakis, 2007). Moreover,
entrepreneurs are also confident in their abilities and exhibit
resilience in the face of setbacks and can start over again
when disappointments happen. They will pursue value creativity
and do things not generally done in the ordinary course, and
typically considered as innovators as well (Schumpeter, 2000;
Drucker, 2007). Thus, internal LOC beliefs drive individuals to
take risks and perform in creative ways. The evidence supports
this belief that individuals with greater internal beliefs are more
creative, risk-taking, and more entrepreneurial (Miller et al.,
1982; Caird, 1991; Cromie and O’Donoghue, 1992; Chen et al.,
1998). Therefore, we proposed that:

H6: Locus of control positively relates to
risk-taking propensity.

H7: Locus of control positively relates to creativity.

People with a high level of needs tend to prefer challenging
tasks (McClelland, 1985). In Atkinson’s (1957) formulation of
risk-taking, NACH and fear of failure (i.e., anxiety about failing)
have been considered as the operative and competing motives.
The role of achievement motive in risk-taking was further
explored by McClelland (1985) in relation to entrepreneurship.
The individual’s needs and motives have been found to influence
moderately risky and challenging tasks. McClelland believes that
persons with high NACH have moderate RT. According to
Atkinson (1957), a subjective probability of success of 50 percent
is moderate risk and would generate the most achievement
motivation. Stewart (1996) tested the relationship between RT
and NACH and found a significant relationship between these
two variables. However, the author did not specify the direction
of the relationship. Hillson and Murray-Webster (2007) have
posited that NACH enhances RT. They claimed that the level
of achievement motivation affects an individual’s attitude toward
the outcomes of risky situations, and therefore, the individual’s
attitude toward risk. They also argued that high achievers are
individuals who have a stronger motive to achieve relative to
the motive to avoid failure, while low achievers have a stronger
motive to avoid failure relative to their motive to achieve.

CA is another factor that is significantly influenced by NACH
(Howell and Higgins, 1990). McClelland (1985) reviewed two
decades of research and found that achievement-motivated
individuals tend to move risk-taking like moving to another
place to start a business and be more creative. “This is why
entrepreneurial groups high in NACH are so fixated on finding
a short cut to the goal that they may not be too particular about
the means they use to reach it” (McClelland, 1985, p. 250). Utsch
and Rauch’s (2000) study also stressed the positive relationship
between the two variables. Thus, those with higher achievement
motivation tend to be more creative. So the following two
hypotheses are proposed.

H8: Need for achievement positively relates to
risk-taking propensity.
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H9: Need for achievement positively relates to creativity.

Finally, entrepreneurs explicitly see new and unusual solutions
to problems, and they are expected to exhibit a greater degree of
risk-taking (Cromie et al., 1992; Gurol and Atsan, 2006; Hillson
and Murray-Webster, 2007). A significant relation between RT
and CA was identified by Stewart (1996). Goldsmith (1994) and
Howell and Higgins (1990) indicated that individuals who are
willing to take risks tend to be more creative. Based on the
discussion above, we postulate that:

H10: Risk-taking positively relates to creativity.

The Conceptual Model
The preceding discussion leads to the research model presented
in Figure 1. In this model, we employ the concepts of both
entrepreneurial characteristics and intention. As specified in the
entrepreneurial literature, the four characteristics have a direct
impact on entrepreneurial intention, respectively. Particularly,
LOC predisposes individuals to risk-taking, achievement
motivation, and creativity. NACH exerts a positive effect on both
RT and CA. Lastly, RT is positively related to CA. This model
has two basic features. Firstly, it comprises the characteristics
of a typical trait model of entrepreneurship, demonstrating the
specific impact of the personal characteristics on entrepreneurial
intention. Secondly, it expands the inter-relations among
the characteristics, providing a complete picture of how the
entrepreneurial characteristics influence intention. That is, the
model offers an in-depth and systematic approach to explain the
influence of the characteristics on intention.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Survey Design
This study applied a cross-sectional survey design. This approach
has been widely used in entrepreneurship studies (Krueger
et al., 2000; Autio et al., 2001; Lüthje and Franke, 2003;
Kristiansen and Indarti, 2004).

Questionnaires were sent to 300 students in engineering
management courses (majored in manufacturing engineering
and engineering management, and engineering management)
in a university in Hong Kong. All questions were randomly
printed without a logical sequence in versions that we distributed
to the respondents. Also, there was no title for each section

LOC

RT

CA

EINT

H3

H1

H4

H10

H9

H8
H6

H5

H7

H2

NAC H

FIGURE 1 | The conceptual model and hypotheses. LOC, locus of control;
NACH, Need for achievement; RT, Risk-taking; CA, Creativity; EINT,
Entrepreneurial intention.

such that the students did not know the managerial content.
Hence, the priming effects, item-context-induced mood states,
and other biases related to the question context could be reduced
(Podsakoff et al., 2003). Items measuring each of the constructs
have been widely studied in entrepreneurship research (Rotter,
1966; Jackson, 1994) and have been considered valid and reliable
with proven psychometric properties, which suggest that they
are likely resistant to common method variance (Spector, 1987).
Further, the items for each construct were different and no
common items existed among the constructs. Hence it might help
reduce confusion and ambiguity. Before the survey, a pilot study
was also conducted among 10 engineering students to ensure
clarity of all questions.

At the beginning of the survey, the respondents were told that
the answers provided for selection did not mean the higher the
better or the lower the better, and there was no right or wrong
answers. All questions were anonymous. The survey was not a
part of an exam or a form of evaluation and had nothing to
do with the students’ performance. The students were told to
answer the questions according to their true feelings about the
questions, and the reliability of the completed questionnaires
would be finally checked and that the improper ones would
be screened out. These procedures help the respondents try to
avoid providing similar answers to all questions, or providing
answers on the basis to get social approval and acceptance, hence
to reduce errors due to consistency motif and social desirability
(Podsakoff et al., 2003).

Leniency bias (refers to the tendency for raters to rate
their friends higher or better) was not relevant to our
survey since the questions were not good or bad type,
and they were about measuring the personalities of the
students themselves. Implicit theory and illusion correlation
(which refers to the rater’s assumption of co-occurrence and
correlation of variables) was not concerned much in the study.
The respondents were engineering students, not professional
researchers in management. Further, they did not receive training
in management correlation and management research. Moreover,
the measure of personal characteristics (independent variables)
and that of entrepreneurial intention (dependent variable) were
different. The former was measure by 1–5 scale and the
latter was categorical scale (Y/N). It seems difficult for those
students to make consistency or implicit answers. Thus, the
influence of implicit or explicit correlation was not problematic
in this research.

Finally, this research does not aim at personality evaluation
and is unlikely to seduce common method bias. Further, a set of
procedural remedies have been applied to minimize the method
biases. Therefore, the problem of common method bias may
not seem to be a concern in this research. This was further
confirmed by a Harmon one-factor test (Podsakoff and Organ,
1986), a widely used method to test the common method bias
(Andersson and Bateman, 1997; Aulakh and Geneturk, 2000;
Iverson and Maguire, 2000). If a single factor emerges from the
factor analysis or one general factor that accounts for the majority
of the covariance among the measure, common method bias
is a problem. Results of the test suggested the presence of five
factors, indicating that common method bias was not a pervasive
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problem in this study (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986; Andersson
and Bateman, 1997; Aulakh and Geneturk, 2000) as well as the
updated method (Tan et al., 2018; Loh et al., 2019).

Profile of the Respondents
One hundred and forty-three usable questionnaires were
returned with a 48 percent of usable response rate. Non-response
bias was investigated by comparing the first 25 percent of the
response with the last 25 percent of the response. No significant
differences were found for several demographic characteristics
such as age, education level, work experience, and average
academic performance, suggesting that non-response bias was
probably not an issue in the sample (Armstrong and Overton,
1977). One hundred and twenty-four of the samples were male
students and 19 were female students. The students were in
their bachelor’s (46.85%) or master’s (53.15%) study when they
joined the survey. The respondents have an average age of
27. The average work experience was 4.7 years. Eighty-two
respondents had entrepreneurial intention to establish their
businesses soon, while 61 respondents lacked the intention to
start their businesses.

Measures
The questionnaires were developed based on five constructs:
NACH, RT, LOC, CA, and EINT. Eight items measured each of
the four characteristics. Respondents would indicate the extent
to which they agreed or disagreed with each statement using a
seven-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree). The higher scores they chose, the higher level of
NACH, RT, internal LOC, and CA they perceived.

NACH was measured by a subset of items extracted from
King (1985), while LOC was measured by Rotter’s (1966) scale
used by Mueller and Thomas (2000). Items for RT and CA
were adapted from the Jackson Personality Inventory (Jackson,
1994). The measurement was analyzed through factor analysis
and reliability test. These data showed a subjects-to-variables
ratio of 7.5:1, which is considered adequate for factor analysis
(MacCallum et al., 1999; Hair et al., 2006). The data also showed
an appropriate correlation matrix with substantial number of
correlations greater than 0.30 (Flynn et al., 1994; Hair et al.,
2006). Further, the Bartlett test of sphericity was significant
and the Kaiser-Meyerr-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was
0.807, which is far greater than the cut-off value of 0.6. In
addition, measures of sampling adequacy (MSA) values were
also well above the acceptable level of 0.5 (Coakes and Steed,
1999; Hair et al., 2006). Therefore, the data was appropriate
to perform factor analysis. The remaining items of each of
the entrepreneurial characteristics were exactly converged into
their belonging factors, with loadings of 0.54 or above, which
is practically significant (Hair et al., 2006). The total variance
explained was 55 percent, which is higher than the acceptable
level of 0.5 (Merenda, 1997). The values of Cronbach’s alpha were
from 0.68 or above, indicating adequate internal reliability of the
measurements (Nunnaly, 1978).

The measure of entrepreneurial intention was developed
based on the item used in Krueger et al.’s (2000) study, in which a
single-item variable was used. This study is interested in a general

measure of intention to start up in the future rather than a specific
measure (covering, such as specific kind of business to be created,
or specific activities related to entrepreneurship to be performed).
According to Nagy (2002) and Wanous et al. (1997), a single-item
measure of a general construct is appropriate. Further single-
item scales are less time-consuming and are not monotonous
for the respondents to complete (Gardner et al., 1998), as many
potential respondents are not willing to spend time to complete
an extensive survey (Pomeroy et al., 2001).

Despite its inherent limitation, the single-item measure has
been used in many different disciplines, including business
(Nagy, 2002), education (Wanous and Hudy, 2001), and
psychology (Killgore, 1999; Robins et al., 2001). These authors
noted several advantages of single-item measures, such as
increased face validity and flexibility, good reliability, and
adequacy. In entrepreneurship, single-item scales measuring
entrepreneurial intention have also been verified by researches.
For example, Koh (1996); Krueger et al. (2000), and Peterman
and Kennedy (2003) used a single item to measure of the
entrepreneurial intention of respondents by asking if they
have entrepreneurial intention. Similarly, in our study, the
students were asked if they had intention to establish their own
business in the future.

Demographic information was also collected to develop
a profile of the sample and verify that respondents who
had entrepreneurial intention and those who had not been
homogeneous with respect to demographic factors. This helped
ensure that such factors did not confound the results. For
this purpose, questions on age, gender, education level, work
experience, and academic performance were included in the
questionnaire. The questionnaire is listed in Appendix.

Data Analysis Methods
A set of statistical methods (using SPSS and Amos) was
employed. The first step of the analysis involved a chi-square
test, which was used to verify that the respondents who
had entrepreneurial intention and those who had not in the
sample were homogeneous with respect to their demographic
characteristics. Secondly, t-tests were conducted to test if
significant differences regarding the four characteristics existed
between the two subgroups. Then binary logistic regression and
SEM path analysis were used to evaluate the conceptual model
and to test the 10 null hypotheses specified in the study. Binary
logistic regression (logistic model or logit model) was employed
because it is useful to describe the relationship between one or
more factors and an outcome (which only takes two possible
values: yes or no) (Agresti, 2002). Thus, it is suitable to analyze
the direct effect of the four characteristics on entrepreneurial
intention, which is a dichotomy in nature (i.e., H1–H4). The
sample size of 143 of this study satisfies the requirement of logistic
regression analysis, where the ratio of 20 observations for each
predictor variable is suggested (Hair et al., 1998). In the logistic
regression model, the intention was the dependent variable, and
the four characteristics were independent.

The relationships among the characteristics (i.e., H5–H10)
were tested by path analysis, a subset of Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM). In the path model, LOC was exogenous
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variable, while the other three characteristics were endogenous
variables. The SEM path analysis used in this study has two
advantages: (1) It simultaneously tests all relationships within the
model; and (2) It tests the goodness of fit for different nested
models (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). The relationship among
the characteristics can be tested simultaneously with path analysis
[using Amos 16.0 with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)].
The sample size of this study just fulfilled the requirement that
a sample size of 100–200 is recommended to have confidence
in the goodness of fit test (Hoyle, 1995). In terms of model
fit, the following indices were used: Chi-square (x∧2) statistics,
Chi-square statistics divided by the degree of freedom (x∧2/df);
Goodness-of-fit index (GFI), Adjusted goodness of fit index
(AGFI), Comparative fit index (CFI), Normed fit index (NFI),
Tucker-Lewis coefficient (TLI), and Root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA). As suggested in the literature (Kline,
1998), the following criteria of the indices were used to assess
the model-fitting: x∧2 statistic is not significant (p > 0.05);
x∧2/df ratio is recommended to be less than 3; the values of
GFI, AGFI, CFI, NFI, and TLI are recommended to be greater
than 0.90; and RMSEA is recommended to be up to 0.05, and
acceptable up to 0.08.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Demographic Factors
The objective of this study is to investigate the systematic
influence of personal characteristics on entrepreneurial intention
of engineering students. Chi-square tests of independence were
performed to investigate the impact of the demographic factors
on the decision of the students on performing entrepreneurial
acts to ensure factors such as demographic variables did not
confound the results. Thus, the differences with respect to
the age, gender, education level, work experience, and average
academic performance between those who had entrepreneurial
intention and those who had not were tested. The results
are reported in Table 2. None of the demographic factors
was significantly different between the two groups at the 0.05
significance level. Accordingly, these demographic factors had
no significant impact on entrepreneurial intention. That is, the
two groups of respondents could be considered homogeneous
concerning their backgrounds. Given the results, it was possible
to test if entrepreneurial intention was significantly associated
with the four characteristics without the confounding effects of
demographic variables.

TABLE 2 | Effect of demographic factors.

Demographic factors Value df Asymp. Sig (2-sided)

Age 0.410 3 0.938

Gender 0.303 1 0.582

Education Level 1.389 2 0.499

Work Experience 0.705 2 0.703

Average Academic Performance 1.365 2 0.505

The mean scores shown in Table 3 were consistent with
expectations reflected in the literature review and indicated
that those who with entrepreneurial intention had greater
need for achievement and higher propensity to take risk, and
were more internally controlled and creative. To investigate
the differences statistically at the univariate level, t-tests were
conducted (Table 3). At a 0.05 significance level, the results
showed that the entrepreneurially intended had significantly
higher NACH (p = 0.005) and propensity to take risk (p = 0.000),
and were more internally controlled (p = 0.001) and creative
(p = 0.000). These imply that the characteristics were related
to entrepreneurial intention and provide evidence for further
investigation of their systematic impact.

Tests of Hypotheses
Direct Effect of the Personal Characteristics on
Entrepreneurial Intention (H1–H4)
Performing a logistic regression analysis to test H1–H4. Table 4
summarizes the results. The Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) Chi-
square test for the logistic regression model yielded a p-value
of 0.279, thus suggesting a good fit. The holdout accuracy rates
of the logistic regression model are presented in the upper part
of the table. When the four characteristics enter into the model
equation simultaneously, the overall accuracy rate of the final
model was good at 81.1 percent, which is much higher than
blindly estimating the most frequent category (entrepreneurial
intention) for all cases at 57.3 percent. This accuracy rate is
acceptably high compared with the figure reported by Robinson
et al. (1991b), 77 percent, using NACH, LOC, CA, and self-
confidence to predict entrepreneurial intention. Therefore, the
four characteristics respectively had a significant effect on
EINT of the engineering students. The importance of specific
parameters of the model is reflected in the lower part of
Table 4. Using p = 0.05 as a cutoff criterion for not including
variables in the equation, it appears that RT (H2) and CA
(H4) are important predictors of entrepreneurial intention,
while NACH (H1) and LOC (H3) did not appear to be
important. Thus, H2 and H4 were supported while H1 and
H3 were rejected.

The Relations Among the Four Personal
Characteristics (H5–H10)
H5 to H10 postulating the relationships among the four
characteristics were tested with path analysis. Since the

TABLE 3 | Differences of the four characteristics between the two subgroups.

Entrepreneurial intention

Yes No t-test

Variables Mean Sd Mean Sd n t-value Sig. (2-tailed)

NACH 5.45 1.11 5.04 1.29 112 −2.854 0.005

RT 4.86 1.16 3.74 1.30 141 −8.369 0.000

LOC 5.29 1.15 4.78 1.26 141 −3.473 0.001

CA 5.25 1.07 4.72 1.36 141 −4.083 0.000
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TABLE 4 | Direct relationship between the personal characters and intention (H1–H4)*.

Classification summary Predicted

Observed Without entrepreneurial intention With entrepreneurial intention % Correct

Without entrepreneurial intention 49 (0) 12 (61) 80.3 (0)

With entrepreneurial intention 15 (0) 67 (82) 81.7 (100)

Overall percentage 81.1 (57.3)

Parameters summary B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95.0% C.I. for EXP(B)

Lower Upper

NACH (H1) 0.028 0.281 0.010 1 0.920 1.028 0.593 1.782

RT (H2) 1.700 0.328 26.86 1 0.000 5.475 2.878 10.413

LOC (H3) 0.117 0.275 0.181 1 0.671 1.124 0.655 1.928

CA (H4) 0.592 0.266 4.956 1 0.026 1.808 1.073 3.046

Constant 0.484 0.225 4.627 1 0.031 1.622

H-L test X2 8 0.279

( ) only constant was included in the model. *Logistic regression models: variables entered NACH, RT, LOC, CA and the cut value was 0.500.

TABLE 5 | Relationship among the four personal characteristics (H5–H10).

Path Estimate S.E. C.R. P Std direct effect Std indirect effect Std total effect

H5 LOC→ NACH 0.581 0.068 8.499 *** 0.581 0.000 0.581

H6 LOC→ RT 0.252 0.096 2.633 0.008 0.252 0.095 0.347

H7 LOC→ CA 0.183 0.091 2.005 0.045 0.183 0.197 0.380

H8 NACH→ RT 0.164 0.096 1.710 0.087 0.164 0.000 0.164

H9 NACH→ CA 0.339 0.091 3.728 *** 0.339 0.000 0.339

Goodness of fit summary

X2 df X2/df P GFI AGFI CFI NFI TLI RMSEA

1.235 1 1.235 0.267 0.996 0.957 0.998 0.989 0.987 0.041

***p-value < 0.001.

hypothesized path model was saturated, perfect model fit
was obtained (i.e., GFI = NFI = CFI = 1.0), but the path
coefficient from RT to CA was not significant (H10). This
path was eliminated and the modified model was tested again.
The results are shown in Table 5. As can be seen in the
new model, all relationships hypothesized were significant
(path LOC → NACH and NACH → CA were significant
at p = 0.001; LOC → CA and LOC → RT at p = 0.05;
NACH → RT was marginally significant at p = 0.1). A chi-
square of 1.235 (df = 1; p = 0.267), x∧2/df ratio (1.235),
other goodness-of-fit statistics greater than 0.9 (GFI = 0.996;
AGFI = 0.957; CFI = 0.998; NFI = 0.989; TLI = 0.987)
and REMSEA (0.041) indicated good model fit. In general,
the model explained 34 percent of NACH, 14 percent of
RT, and 22 percent of CA. Therefore, H5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
were supported. LOC had a positive effect on NACH, RT,
and CA, respectively; NACH was positively related to RT and
CA. However, RT was failed to relate to CA. Thus, H10
was not supported.

In sum, the test results (significant relationships) are
summarized in Figure 2. It can be seen that the four
characteristics influenced entrepreneurial intention in a holistic
way. LOC positively affected the other three characteristics and

NACH had a positive impact on RT and CA, which exerted a
direct effect on the intention.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Research Method Implications
This study investigated the systematic influence of the four
specific entrepreneurial characteristics (NACH, RT, LOC, and
CA) on EINT through examining their inter-relationships. Most

LOC NACH

RT

CA

E INT

FIGURE 2 | Influence of the personal characteristics on entrepreneurial
intention. LOC, locus of control; NACH, Need for achievement; RT,
Risk-taking; CA, Creativity; EINT, Entrepreneurial intention.
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of the existing studies on the relationship between personal
characteristics and intention focused on examining the responses
of entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs (Robinson et al., 1991b;
Carland et al., 1995; Palich and Bagby, 1995; Chen et al.,
1998), those who were entrepreneurial oriented/inclined and
those who were not (Koh, 1996; Gurol and Atsan, 2006),
business-owners/managers and other occupation groups (Caird,
1991), and students, entrepreneurs, and managers (Cromie and
O’Donoghue, 1992). These results relied on the analysis of t-test,
Pearson correlation, ANOVA, or simple linear model (Bonnett
and Furnham, 1991; Cromie and O’Donoghue, 1992; Cromie
et al., 1992; Ho and Koh, 1992; Green et al., 1996; Gurol and
Atsan, 2006). It seems challenging to reveal the comprehensive
influence of the personality characteristics on intention based on
the simple correlations of the characteristics and the comparison
results of different groups. Therefore, as highly emphasized
in the review study of Dean et al. (2007), more sophisticated
research designs are needed for hypothesis testing in the field
of entrepreneurship. This study investigated the systematic effect
of entrepreneurial characteristics on EINT using SEM path
analysis, a sophisticated statistical method which is appropriate to
understand the critical aspects of entrepreneurship (Brush et al.,
2003; Dean et al., 2007).

Theoretical Implications
Results of the current study (in Table 4) indicated that
collectively, the four characteristics could distinguish those
who had entrepreneurial intention from those who had not
at an overall holdout accuracy rate of 81.1 percent, which
could be considered adequate. The results showed that the
engineering students who had a higher chance to take risk
and were more creative tended to create their businesses.
The findings supported the literature on trait model that
people who possess the entrepreneurial characteristics tend
to have higher intention to perform entrepreneurial acts and
are consistent with the findings of Caird (1991); Cromie
and O’Donoghue (1992), and Gurol and Atsan (2006). The
findings were also in line with the logit analysis results of Koh
(1996), where risk-taking and creativity were the predictors of
entrepreneurial inclination.

Although NACH (H1) and internal LOC (H3) were not found
to influence the students’ entrepreneurial intention directly, they
had a significant indirect effect. For example, LOC affected
ENIT through its effect on the other three characteristics (H5–
H7), and NACH affected ENIT through RT and CA (H8–H9)
(Table 5). That is, the students who had internal control beliefs
would have higher achievement motivation, higher propensity to
take risk, and be more creative. Further, those who had higher
entrepreneurial motivation would have stronger desire to take
risk and adopt creative ideas. The current results concurred with
the previous findings that internal locus of control leads to high
motivation (Colin, 1998; Reeve, 2001), thus predicts preference
for risky and challenging tasks (Hillson and Murray-Webster,
2007) and turns individuals to be less conforming and do things
not generally done in the ordinary course of business routine
(Schumpeter, 2000; Drucker, 2007).

RT and CA (H10) has no significant relationship. This finding
could be thought of as the consequence of the study environment
focusing on learning of theories, which lacked actual practice.
For engineering students, they had few opportunities to take
risky business actions in their studies, particularly related to
creating a new venture. Thus the students might not comprehend
risk-taking in relation to entrepreneurship. In this case, CA
and RT could be considered as two independent concepts for
the students as their creative mind was not attributed to their
RT. In short, in the context of engineering students, CA was
not affected by RT.

Finally, the most important theoretical implication is about
the adoption of the theoretical model in intention research. This
research indicated that no matter if based on the trait theory
or behavior theory, the model should include the systematic
impact of personal characteristics in their models. In recent years,
intention-based models, such as the theory of planned behavior
(TPB) (Ajzen, 1991), Shapero’s entrepreneurial event model
(Shapero and Sokol, 1982), and Bird’s intention model (Bird,
1988), have been used in the field of entrepreneurship to capture
the link between an individual and his or her actions. Particularly,
TPB has received more attention from scholars to explain the
planned behavior of starting a business, which is best predicted
by intentions (Krueger and Carsrud, 1993). These models take
into account the impact of factors such as attitudes (Ajzen, 1991),
social pressure (Shapero and Sokol, 1982; Ajzen, 1991), perceived
behavioral control (Shapero and Sokol, 1982; Ajzen, 1991), and
goals of starting a business (Bird, 1988), little concern about
personal characteristics is considered in these models. According
to Ajzen (2005), personality traits are one of the background
factors that influences attitudes of the TPB model.

Practical Implications for
Entrepreneurship Education
The findings of the current study bear practical implications
for entrepreneurship education that aims at enhancing
entrepreneurial intention of engineering students. Researchers
have suggested that entrepreneurs are not born; they are made
(Gorman et al., 1997; Fiet, 2001a,b). The trait model can be
applied to entrepreneurship education (Koh, 1996; Hansemark,
1998) and the psychological attributes have been recognized
as important for entrepreneurial activity and economic
growth (Singh, 1989; Shaver and Scott, 1991). Although
personality characteristics are generally stable and not subject
to cursory change, some researchers have provided evidence
that some characteristics (specific personal characteristics
to entrepreneurship such as NACH, RT, LOC, and CA) can
be learned or enhanced through entrepreneurial training and
education (McClelland and Winter, 1969; Miron and McClelland,
1979; Timmons et al., 1985; Hood and Young, 1993; Hansemark,
1998). Rotter (1966) recognized that internal LOC beliefs
could be learned through training and education experiences.
McClelland and Winter (1969) and Miron and McClelland
(1979) showed that NACH could be developed, although
the training programs were for under-achieving students,
minorities, or in under-developed areas. On the other hand,
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Heckhausen and Krug (1982) found that NACH is learnable.
Studying the effect of a formal entrepreneurship program (aimed
at developing abilities, knowledge, skills, attitudes, and personal
attributes which are important for entrepreneurial activities)
on personal characteristics, Hansemark (1998) found that
participation in an entrepreneurship education program would
lead to a higher level of NACH and increase internal orientation
of LOC. Although his study did not explicitly explain which
elements of the program caused the results, it clearly indicated
that personal characteristics, which are related to entrepreneurial
action, could be developed and that this could be done through
entrepreneurship education. Further, in Hood and Young’s
(1993) research, the importance of “teaching” the personal
characteristics such as RT and CA in entrepreneurship education
to train successful entrepreneurs was also emphasized.

Working on these premises, the contents of entrepreneurship
education should enhance or facilitate the development of
entrepreneurial characteristics. Educators that seek ways in
which to foster entrepreneurial intention of students need
to recognize the holistic influences of these factors. This
research provides a sequence in personal development via
entrepreneurship education. The findings suggest that internal
LOC is the elementary part of the influencing chain. It will
facilitate the development of NACH, RT, and CA. Educators can
develop LOC focusing on confidence building, commitment, and
personal responsibility for the goals they set. The purpose is to
help students to exhibit self-confidence in showing their abilities
to perform tasks and insist on taking personal responsibilities
for their performance. The next step is to develop students’
desire for achievement by practicing challenging tasks or games
(from easy to difficult levels) or set different levels of goals
of achievement during the entrepreneurship program/course
(e.g., short-term and long-term realistic goals). According to
Hansemark (1998), when developing internal LOC and NACH,
the students must believe in their ability to bring about change
and to control their own lives. Those who with more internal
locus of control feel more confident and capable of performing
entrepreneurial acts, thus facilitating their RT and CA, which
will finally lead to the formation of entrepreneurial intention.
Based on Hood and Young’s (1993) research, RT can be effectively
trained by business experience, class discussion, discussion with
business people/leaders, mentoring and seminars, while CA
can be trained through class experiential exercises (including
creativity games and exercises), discussion groups, case studies,
mentoring, simulation, and game theory, which are effective
pedagogical vehicles for inspiring students’ innovative thinking,
changing their mentalities or learning new ones.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This study explores the systematic influence of personal
characteristics (NACH, RT, LOC, and CA) on EINT by examining
the inter-relationships among the personal characteristics. This
is perhaps the first research to reveal how the characteristics,
directly and indirectly, influence entrepreneurial intention.
Sophisticated statistical methods (logistic regression and SEM

path analysis) were used for data analysis. The results showed
that RT and CA were the dominant direct predictors of
EINT of the engineering students, while LOC and NACH had
indirect influences. For example, LOC facilitated the other three
characteristics, and NACH facilitated both RT and CA. The
findings support the proposition that the four characteristics
influence EINT holistically, instead of individually. This confirms
the value of personal characteristics in the traditional trait model
and provides new insights into understanding their impact on
EINT. The contributions of this research include (1) filling
in the literature gap on the interrelationship among personal
characteristics; (2) filling in the literature gap on the holistic
influence of personal characteristics on EINT; (3) removing
the doubt on whether personal characteristics are worthwhile
to be studied; (4) applying SEM path analysis to examine the
interdependent effect of personal characteristic on EINT; and
(5) exploring a few new areas for future research on personal
characteristics as well as their combination with education and
behavior models.

There are a few limitations in this study which may lead to
future research. Firstly, this study focuses on engineering students
in Hong Kong. Future research can be expanded to students of
different disciplines, in different years of study, or from other
countries. It can also be conducted in secondary students as
researcher conducted (Paço et al., 2011) or extend the research
from intention to activities (Raposo and Paço, 2011).

Secondly, this study is based on a cross-section survey.
A longitudinal study in the future on entrepreneurship
programs/courses could help us measure the effects of education
on students’ personal characteristics and the effect of intentions
on actual entrepreneurial behaviors. Thirdly, the sample size
of this study fulfills the requirement of factor analysis, logistic
regression analysis, and achieves the minimum requirement
of SEM path analysis. Larger sample size is suggested to get
more stable results (Hair et al., 1998). Fourthly, the model was
tested separately by two different methods, logistic regression
and SEM path analysis, that the general analysis of the entire
model was hidden due to the dichotomous nature of the
dependent variable. This research can be repeated by modifying
the dependent variable into a numerical scale (such as a 5-point
Likert scale). Hence, the whole model can be analyzed altogether
by SEM path analysis and more statistically convincing results
can be obtained.

Finally, we suggest that future models consider the systematic
influence of the personal characteristics on EINT or on
the intention models. Background factors and contextual
factors may also be included to have a complete model.
Since personal characteristics can be developed or enhanced
through education, such integration is particularly important
to develop an entrepreneurship education model that explains
how education fosters the entrepreneurial intention of students
through developing their entrepreneurial characteristics as
well as acquiring relevant knowledge and skills. With its
strong flux of renewed interest, entrepreneurial characteristics
are set to be an even more important area for academic
and professional research in the future rather than being a
label of convenience.
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APPENDIX | THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Section 1: Your personal information (tick or circle only one choice).

a. Age: <25:___, 25–30:___, 31–35:___, >35:___.
b. Gender: Male: ___, Female: ___.
c. Education: High diploma: ___, Bachelor: ___, Master: ___, PhD: ___.
d. Years of working experiences: <5:___, 5–10:___, >10:___.
e. Your estimated average performance for all education: A:___, B:___, C:___.
f. Do you have the intention of establishing your own business in the future: Yes:___, No:___.

Section 2: Personal characteristics.
Strongly disagree = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = Strongly agree

Alpha (loading) Code Questions Measure scale

0.77 NACH

(0.72) NA1 My aim in life is to make a long record of successful achievements. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.65) NA2 I like to do my best in whatever work I undertake. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.85) NA3 I frequently desire to do something of great significance. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.79) NA4 I often desire to be successful in doing something very significant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.64) NA5 For pleasure and happiness one must enrich the record of one’s achievements. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted NA6 I have a great need for performance feedback. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted NA7 I am happiest when I am successful in my work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted NA8 Achievements motivate me more than anything else. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.82 RT

deleted RT1 I will sometimes stretch out on a limb to get the things I want. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted RT2 I would enjoy bluffing my way into an exclusive club or private party. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.73) RT3 If the possible award was very high, I would not be hesitating putting my money
into a new business that could fail.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.78) RT4 People have told me that I seem to enjoy taking chances. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.72) RT5 The thought of investing in stock excites me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.77) RT6 I enjoy taking risks. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.74) RT7 Taking risks does not bother me if the gains involved are high 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.63) RT8 I would enjoy the challenge of a project that could mean either a promotion or
loss of a job

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.69 LOC

(0.80) LC1 Whether or not I get to be a leader depends mostly on my ability. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted LC2 Whether or not I get into a car accident depends mostly on how good a driver I
am.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted LC3 When I make plans, I am almost certain to make them work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted LC4 How many friends I have depends on how nice a person I am. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted LC5 I can pretty much determine what will happen in my life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.54) LC6 I am usually able to protect my personal interest. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.84) LC7 When I get what I want, it is usually because I work hard for it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.69) LC8 My life is determined by my own action. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.68 CA

deleted CA1 I prefer work that requires original thinking. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.73) CA 2 I am always seeking new ways to look at things. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted CA 3 Original ideas have occurred to me at almost any time of the day. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted CA 4 I enjoy thinking of original plans on which to work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.54) CA 5 I often surprise people with my novel ideas. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deleted CA 6 People often ask me for help in creative activities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.77) CA 7 I hope to develop new techniques in my field of work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(0.77) CA 8 I like to experiment with various ways of doing the same thing. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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With the steady increase and popularization of innovations and applications on the
Internet, more and more people are searching for and purchasing products online.
The boom in e-commerce stimulates opportunities in online entrepreneurship. However,
the risks and failure rate for online entrepreneurship are relatively high. Therefore, some
universities are standardizing the implementation of online entrepreneurship programs
(OEPs) with the aim of equipping students with knowledge for online entrepreneurship
through instruction and practical methods to increase the chance of successful online
entrepreneurship and also enhance the professional image of the department. The main
purpose of the present study is to explore the key influencing factors affecting the
willingness of universities’ department of business administration to implement OEP and
its effectiveness. Using the technology-organization-environment (TOE) framework by
Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990), the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) by Rogers (1983),
and the OEP characteristics as the foundation, the present study developed a model
to analyze and elucidate the key factors for OEP implementation willingness and
OEP effectiveness. Survey data were collected from teachers at universities’ business
management departments, and structural equation modeling (smartPLS) was utilized to
verify the research model and hypothesis. The present study found that integrating the
TOE framework and the IDT can be used to analyze the key factors influencing OEP
implementation willingness and its effectiveness at universities’ business management
departments. When implementing the implementation of OEP, business management
departments at universities need to take into account factors from three contexts:
innovation, organization, and environment. Innovative factors greatly influence the
willingness of departments to implement OEP, but organizational and environmental
factors have a greater influence on the effectiveness of OEP implementation. The
results of the present study will enable academia and education practitioners to better
understand how to implement OEP and achieve results in the context of business
education at universities.

Keywords: online entrepreneurship, online entrepreneurship program, the effectiveness of online
entrepreneurship program, willingness to implement online entrepreneurship program, universities’ business
management departments
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INTRODUCTION

With the globalization connection and popularization of
the Internet, coupled with the rapid development of easy-
to-use applications and the effective integration of mobile
communication devices, the Internet has become an important
medium for interacting and communicating with people and
organizations and an important technology and transaction
platform that is heavily relied upon. As the Internet-based
E-commerce market continues to grow and develop, the number
of transactions, the amount, and types are constantly increasing,
making the online market a place with an extremely high
potential for growth and business opportunities.

In recent years, due to the reduced cost of information and
communication technology equipment, the rise of open source
software, and the continuous development of a large number
of fast and easy-to-use building and development tools for web
applications, the barrier to entry for online entrepreneurship has
been greatly reduced. In addition to the thriving online market,
the number of successful cases of online entrepreneurship (e.g.,
Amazon, Google, Alibaba) continues to increase, attracting many
people to invest in online entrepreneurship, and the number
of cases of online entrepreneurship is growing rapidly (Matlay
and Westhead, 2007; Millman et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2013;
Zhang and Zhou, 2015).

Online entrepreneurship refers to an individual or a group
of individuals establishing a new business in innovative ways
and using the Internet (including wired and wireless Internet)
as an operating platform to conduct business operations and
related service activities (Millman et al., 2009). Although online
entrepreneurship has the advantage of a global market, high
profit potential, and a low barrier to entry, entrepreneurs
must possess a wide array of knowledge such as information
technology and business management. They must also select
the correct target market, recruit venture, and working capital,
continue to make innovations in services, and keep up
with technological advancements (Carmichael, 2013)—these
characteristics make entrepreneurship challenging. In addition,
factors such as fierce online competition and easy imitability
increase the failure rate for online entrepreneurs, who have a
success rate of only 2–4% (Ranjan, 2013).

Education is the most direct and effective way to improve
the success of entrepreneurship (Rasmussen and Sørheim, 2006;
Ranjan, 2013). Many studies indicate that entrepreneurship
education allows students to have the necessary knowledge
and skills for entrepreneurship and enables them to effectively
plan entrepreneurial risks, processes, and activities and to
continue through business management and application
updates after starting a business (Millman et al., 2009).
Through entrepreneurship education programs, students
will be more confident, motivated, proactive, and creative
(Peterman and Kennedy, 2003; Souitaris et al., 2007; Wu, 2017;
Wu and Song, 2019).

Therefore, in the face of the opportunities and challenges
of online entrepreneurship, some universities have gradually
offered relevant courses, i.e., online entrepreneurship programs
(OEPs), that aim to equip students through education and

teaching with the skills for online entrepreneurship. Improving
opportunities for success in online entrepreneurship not only
enhances students’ competitiveness for future employment but
can also improve the professional teaching abilities and image
of the department. However, the implementation of OEP is an
innovation and challenge for many universities. Departments
would need to change and adjust the curriculum structure and
design, teaching methods, teacher qualifications, and expertise
to be oriented toward practice. At the same time, the content
of the curriculum should be changed and adjusted according
to changes in technology and market applications (Krishnan,
2003; BizMaverick, 2013; Ranjan, 2013; Rasmussen and Sørheim,
2006). In addition, OEPs are still in the development stage,
and there is no consistent standard or structure to follow.
Therefore, relevant, in-depth research is needed as a reference for
universities to implement OEPs.

Applying the technology-organization-environment (TOE)
framework (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990) and the Innovation
Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Rogers, 1983), the present study aims
to explore the key factors affecting the willingness to implement
OEP and its effectiveness from the organizational level of business
management departments at universities. The results of this study
provide a practical and academic reference for the field of online
entrepreneurship and instruction implementation.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurship
Education, and OEPs
Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship Education
Entrepreneurship positively affects a country’s economic
development (Oosterbeek et al., 2010; Astebro et al., 2012). When
a country has many of its citizens engaging in entrepreneurial
activities, new startups bring competition and pressure to
existing companies in the industry through the innovative
activities and models created by these entrepreneurs and
the highly efficient spirit created by active management and
investment when starting a business. Existing companies must
upgrade their services and products to avoid becoming obsolete.
Therefore, entrepreneurship increases the overall economic
growth of the country, which is why more and more countries
encourage entrepreneurial activities by providing entrepreneurial
support and incentives.

Although entrepreneurship benefits a country’s overall
development, it is also a high-risk endeavor with a high rate
of failure. However, many studies (Lüthje and Franke, 2002;
Rasmussen and Sørheim, 2006; Oosterbeek et al., 2010; Ranjan,
2013) indicate that the chance of entrepreneurial success can be
increased through effective education and training that has been
designed in detail (i.e., entrepreneurship education).

The main purpose of entrepreneurship education is to teach
and guide students to effectively apply the theoretical knowledge
of textbooks to practice and understand the entrepreneurial
spirit; build their entrepreneurial confidence, motivation, and
creativity; and transform them into actual entrepreneurial
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behaviors through practical learning (Laukkanen, 2000;
Souitaris et al., 2007; Ranjan, 2013). In terms of teaching
methods, entrepreneurship education puts special emphasis
on practical learning (i.e., learning by doing) and building
knowledge and experience through learning from failure
(Oosterbeek et al., 2010).

Different from traditional teaching methods,
entrepreneurship education focuses on case teaching to
enable students to connect with entrepreneurial ideas and
stimulate students’ entrepreneurial spirit in taking risks. As
for business ideas, entrepreneurship education focuses on
allowing students to seek and discover business opportunities
with high potential. Regarding the degree of involvement in
entrepreneurial projects, entrepreneurship education encourages
active student participation, enabling them to take risks to create
a new business. Rasmussen and Sørheim (2006) proposed a
figure for analyzing the university strategy for entrepreneurship
education. This figure compares traditional education with
entrepreneurship education from facets of “focus on business
idea” and “student involvement in idea development.” Learning
in traditional teaching is more passive and oriented toward
individuals while entrepreneur education adopts case-based
teaching methods to encourage students to come up with ideas
and utilize link analysis on them.

Online Entrepreneurship Program
With the popularization of the Internet, the rollout of new
innovative applications, and the continuous growth of the
e-commerce market, the Internet has become a business market
with high potential, and more and more people and businesses
look toward the online market with online entrepreneurship
intentions. Different from traditional entrepreneurship, online
entrepreneurship mainly uses the Internet as the operating
platform for business (Wu et al., 2019); at the core of tasks
such as profit opportunities and service delivery is the Internet,
differing from that of traditional businesses, which emphasizes
physical resources such as land, factories, equipment, and
materials. In addition, due to the rapid improvements and
updates in information and communications technology and the
continual decrease in hardware and software costs, the dynamics
and variability of online business operations have increased,
making the market accessible for competitors, highly competitive,
and highly imitable (Millman et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2013;
Zhang and Zhou, 2015).

Since there are many types of Internet applications and
transactions, academia and the practical world have no consistent
and standard way to categorize online entrepreneurship.
Batjargal (2007) suggested that there are six types of online
entrepreneurship, i.e., Internet service provider, Internet content
provider, electronic commerce, networking technology, software
development, equipment distributor, and other Internet-related
business. BizMaverick (2013) divided online entrepreneurship
into five categories: bloggers, affiliate marketers, affiliate website
operators, wholesale goods, and any worker who profits
online. However, these classification methods do not completely
cover online business models. Some classifications overlap,
which is why many studies adopted a conceptual definition.

Gundry and Kickul (2006), Matlay (2004), and Kollmann
(2006) defined online entrepreneurship as a business wholly
or partially operating on the Net economy. Manuel (2006)
defined online entrepreneurship as establishing business activities
on the Internet and selling or providing services as the main
means of profiting. Summarizing numerous viewpoints, Millman
et al. (2009) defined online entrepreneurship as an individual
or a group of individuals partaking in behaviors such as
establishing business opportunities, disseminating information,
or collaborating with clients and partners through the Internet
or mobile technology.

Since online entrepreneurship mainly utilizes the Internet and
other related information and communications technology as
the operating platform, courses on Internet skills and knowledge
must be added to OEP in addition to traditional entrepreneurship
courses. Due to the Internet being a virtual world different from
the physical world’s business environment, the business
conditions, business model, competitive environment,
opportunity search, corporate values, transaction security
and risk, and consumer behavior all differ from traditional
physical businesses. Therefore, the curriculum content and
course materials must be adjusted, posing a challenge in
innovation for universities intending to implement OEP. Table 1
shows the topics and content of OEPs suggested by many
universities and research.

Theoretical Foundation
TOE
Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) proposed the TOE framework,
which can be used as the basis for analyzing factors influencing
organizations’ decision to adopt an innovation and its
implementation effectiveness. The TOE framework argues
that innovation adoption by a corporation or organization
is always influenced by three main contexts: technology
(innovation), organization, and environment. The technological
context refers to the functions and benefits that can be
created by adopting/using this innovation or technology.
The organizational context refers to the relevant conditions
and characteristics regarding the organization such as size,
formalization, centralization, complexity, human resources,
adequacy of resources, availability of specific resources, and
innovative attitude of senior management (Tornatzky and
Fleischer, 1990; Chau and Tam, 1997; Baker, 2012). The
environmental context refers to the external environment in
which the company is located, including factors such as industry,
industry characteristics, competition in the industry, laws and
regulations, the number of service providers, and the government
(Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990).

The TOE framework is a conceptual framework that does
not indicate which factors should be included in each context.
The important influencing factors are chosen depending on the
research subject and innovation type. The main contribution
of this framework is to provide researchers with a direction
to contemplate and explore influencing factors and it can be
integrated with many other innovative or organizational theories
to increase the depth of research (Baker, 2012).
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TABLE 1 | Topics and content of online entrepreneurship programs.

Researchers/institutes Topics and content

E-Community Research
Center, 2009

• ICT literacy
• Online writing
• English competency
• Product suitability

• Packaging
• Purchase order and delivery
• Sustainability of website
• E-payment gateway

European Vocational
Education Institute, 2020

• Establishment and operating e-commerce
• Knowledge of the regulation for e-commerce
• Creating business models and business plans
• Internet site design and copywriting
• Social media in e-business, public relation
• Tools of Internet marketing

• Brand creating in e-commerce
• Internet advertising/graphics
• Selection, analysis of economic data
• Market research in internet
• Databases, e-business security
• Knowledge of specialized computer software

Ranjan, 2013 • Basic required skills: websites and blogs, domain, web
hosting, WordPress, Google, search engine, social media

• Important skills: nature and scope of websites, how websites
can help readers and Internet users, how websites make money,
how to start, run, and maintain a website

Wang et al., 2019 • Leadership facet: effective communication, decision making

• Technology utilization facet: programming languages and techniques, file management, computer hardware, multi-media hardware,
and website applications

• Internet marketing and EC facet: Internet marketing strategies, Pricing strategies, Internet channel strategies, Cost structure analysis,
Electronic business models, Resource acquisition, and Cross-border electronic commerce

Zhang and Zhou, 2015 • Technology facet: fundamental technology, current technology, emerging technology, business-driven technology

• Business facet: product opportunity discovery and evaluation, product development and management, marketing, sales and business
development, finance and legal issues, leadership and vision

• Environment facet: internal environment, external environment

Waters, 2002 • Required core courses: introduction to electronic business (EB), EB technology, EB customer relationship management, EB-enabled
supply chain management, EB enterprise resource planning, EB startup and development, EB practicum

• Specialty career tracks: accounting and transaction processing, content creation and management, customer relationship
management, EB entrepreneurship and strategy, enterprise integration applications, supply chain management

TABLE 2 | Prior studies on the TOE framework.

Research Innovation Predictors

Technology Organization Environment

Kuan and Chau, 2001 EDI Direct benefits, indirect benefits Cost, technical competences Industry pressure, government pressure

Lee and Shim, 2007 RFID Perceived benefits, vendor
pressure

Presence of champions, financial
resources, technology knowledge

Performance gap, market uncertainty

Mehrtens et al., 2001 Internet Perceived benefits Organizational readiness External pressure

Ramdani et al., 2009 Enterprise system Relative advantages,
compatibility, complexity,
trialability, observability

Top management support,
organizational readiness, IS experience,
size

Industry, market scope, competitive
pressure, external IS support

Wang et al., 2010 RFID Relative advantages,
compatibility, complexity

Top management support, size,
technology competence

Competitive pressure, trading partner
pressure, information density

Wang and Wang, 2016 KMS Perceived benefits, complexity,
compatibility

Sufficient resources, technology
competence, top management
support, organization culture

Competitive pressure

Zhu et al., 2006 EB Technology readiness,
technology integration

Firm size, global scope, managerial
obstacles

Competition intensity, regulatory
environment

EDI, electronic data interchange; RFID, radio frequency identification; KMS: knowledge management system; EB: E-business.

Based on the TOE framework as the theoretical foundation,
Table 2 shows relevant research regarding organizations’
adoption of innovative technology. Although variables between
some studies correspond to slightly different contexts in
TOE, the TOE framework has been supported by many
empirical studies and can be used to predict, analyze, and
explain corporate organizations’ decision-making behaviors to
adopt innovative technologies. The TOE framework has been
verified by and supported by many innovative technologies
(e.g., cross-organizational information systems, knowledge

management systems, electronic data exchange, open systems,
enterprise systems, RFID), industries (manufacturing, retail,
finance, wholesale, health care), and countries (Europe,
America, and Asia) (Wang et al., 2010; Baker, 2012;
Wang and Wang, 2016).

IDT
The IDT is a popular theory used by innovation studies. Proposed
by Rogers (1983), the IDT can be used to analyze organizations’
or individuals’ willingness, decision-making behavior, and
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implementation degree concerning innovation adoption. The
IDT argues that the decision of innovation adoption depends
on the perceived innovation characteristics of potential adopters.
Rogers (1983) identified five important perceived characteristics
of innovation. They are relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability, and observability. Moore and Benbasat
(1991) not only developed a reliable and valid measure for
perceived characteristics of innovation, but also suggested some
innovative characteristics such as image, result demonstrability,
and voluntariness. Related definitions on each perceived attribute
of innovation are shown in Table 3.

RESEARCH MODEL AND METHOD

Research Model and Method
Implementing OEP requires many resources to be invested, new
practical designs, innovative teaching methods, and curriculum
reform. Therefore, it is an important innovative action for
many universities. The TOE framework has been applied
to the topic of organizations’ innovation adoption by many
empirical studies and has high explanatory power. Therefore,
this study intends to use the TOE framework as its theoretical
foundation. However, in the TOE framework, T refers to
the technological context, i.e., characteristics of innovative
technology. Since OEP is not an innovative technology, but
an innovative practice, this study replaces the technological
context with the innovation context. This study integrates
the TOE framework with the IDT as the present study’s
foundation. This type of theoretical integration is supported
by relevant studies (Bradford and Florin, 2003; Jeyaraj et al.,
2006; Nagy, 2010). In addition, this study not only explores
the willingness to implement OEP as the dependent variable
but also includes the effectiveness of OEP implementation as

TABLE 3 | Conceptual definitions of the perceived characteristics of innovation.

Characteristics Conceptual definitions

Relative advantage The degree to which an innovation is perceived as
better than the idea it supersedes.

Compatibility The extent to which an innovation is perceived as
consistent with the values, experiences, and
existing practices of the potential implementers.

Complexity The degree to which an innovation is perceived as
difficult to understand and use.

Trialability The degree to which an innovation can be
experimented with before adoption.

Observability The degree to which the results of an innovation are
observable to others.

Image The degree to which using an innovation is
perceived to help enhance or improve the image or
social status of a potential adopter.

Result demonstrability The tangible results of using an innovation.

Voluntariness The degree to which use of an innovation is
perceived as being voluntary or of free will.

Data source: Agarwal and Prasad (1998); Rogers (1995); Moore and Benbasat
(1991).

the dependent variable to increase the depth of the research
and obtain more advanced results (Bradford and Florin, 2003;
Baker, 2012).

Integrating the attributes of entrepreneurship programs
and online entrepreneurship as well as related literature
on organizational innovation adoption, the present study
proposes 12 factors from the innovative, organizational, and
environmental contexts that may affect the willingness of
business management departments at universities to implement
OEP and the effectiveness of OEP implementation. The research
subjects are the universities’ business management departments.
The research model is as shown in Figure 1.

Data collection and analysis were divided into two stages. In
the first stage, the present study collected surveys from teachers
at universities’ business management departments to obtain key
factors affecting the willingness to implement OEP. In the second
stage, the subjects of analysis are business management teachers
whose departments have implemented OEP, and significant
influencing factors analyzed from the first stage were used as
the independent variables to verify influencing factors for the
effectiveness of implementing OEP.

Variables Measurement
The measurement of variables in the present study was based
on past related literature on organizational innovation adoption
and effectiveness, and modified according to the characteristics
of entrepreneurship education and online entrepreneurship.
All measurement items were measured on a five-point Likert
scale (strongly disagree–strongly agree). The contents of the
survey were reviewed by nine experts and industry professionals
for comprehensiveness, terminology, and relevance. The
measurement items for the innovative, organizational, and
environmental contexts as well as the dependent variables are as
shown in Table 4.

DATA ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS
VERIFICATION

Key Factors Affecting the Willingness to
Implement OEP
This study distributed survey questionnaires to teachers
responsible for curriculum planning in universities’ business
management departments. A total of 105 responses were
collected. The sample was 61.9% male, 38.1% female; 27.6%
professors, 31.4% associate professors, 34.3% assistant
professors, and 6.7% lecturers or others. The higher education
system accounted for 56.2%, while the vocational system
accounted for 48.3%; 41.9% have already implemented or are
planning to implement OEP, while 58.1% are not planning
to implement OEP.

The smartPLS software with structural equation modeling was
used for data analysis. The analysis procedure and standards
were performed according to the recommendations of Hair et al.
(2013). After removing items having a factor loading of less than
0.6, the composite reliability (CR) of all variables was greater
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FIGURE 1 | The research model. The only factors significantly affecting departments’ willingness to implement OEP are assumed to be the factors driving the
effectiveness.

than 0.6, and all of the average variance extracted (AVE) was
greater than 0.5. The square root of the AVE was greater than
the correlation coefficient of the two corresponding variables. The
results are as shown in Tables 5, 6, which meet the requirements
of construct validity.

Regarding the significance testing of factors influencing
the willingness to implement OEP, this study performed
structural equation modeling using smartPLS and set the
bootstrapping value at 5000 according to the recommendations
of Hair et al. (2013). Due to the exploratory nature of the
present study, we extended the significance level to 0.1 as
suggested by Hair et al. (2013). There are seven factors
significantly affecting the willingness to implement OEP (as
shown in Table 7), which are relative advantage, complexity,
and image from the innovative context; top management
support, department size, and department readiness from
the organizational context; and external support from the
environmental context. Relative advantage, complexity, and top
management support are the top three factors with the most
influencing powers.

Key Factors Affecting OEP
Implementation Effectiveness
This study distributed survey questionnaires to the teachers
responsible for curriculum planning in universities’ business
management departments and whose departments had
implemented OEP. A total of 65 responses were collected.
The sample was 61.5% male, 38.5% female; 24.6% professors,

33.9% associate professors, 32.3% assistant professors,
and 9.2% lecturers or others. The higher education
system accounted for 56.9%, while the vocational system
accounted for 43.1%.

The smartPLS software with structural equation modeling
was used for data analysis. The testing results on CR, AVE, and
discriminant validity are as shown in Tables 8, 9, which meet the
requirements of construct validity.

The smartPLS was used to test hypotheses about
factors influencing OPE implementation effectiveness. The
bootstrapping value was set to 5000. Due to the exploratory
nature of the present study, we extended the significance level
to 0.1 as suggested by Hair et al. (2013). There are three factors
significantly affecting the willingness to implement OEP (as
shown in Table 10), which are top management support,
department size, and external support.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study showed that integrating the TOE
framework and the IDT can effectively analyze the willingness
to implement OEP at universities. OEP implementation is
not only an issue of educational innovation but also an
undertaking of the organization and external environment. As
to the effectiveness of OEP implementation, the present study
found that the organization and the external environment exert
important influences. We discuss each influencing factor in the
following passage.
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TABLE 4 | Measurement items.

Measurement items

Relative advantage

RA1. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP will
have higher education outcomes.

RA2. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP can
make students have better business ideas and concepts.

RA3. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP can
make students have greater entrepreneurial spirit.

RA4. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP can
make students have higher willingness to try out and take risks.

RA5. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP can
make students own practical experiences and knowledge.

RA6. Compared to the traditional business courses and instruction, OEP can
make students acquire more successful entrepreneurial opportunities.

Compatibility

CM1. OEP fits with my department’s teaching practices.

CM2. OEP is consistent with the beliefs and values of my department.

CM3. The implementation of OEP is compatible with the existing instruction
infrastructure of my department.

CM4. The implementation of OEP is compatible with the existing instruction
resources of my department.

CM5. Attitudes toward OEP in my department have always been favorable.

Result demonstrability

RD1. It is not difficult for my department to tell others about the OEP
effectiveness.

RD2. It is easy for my department to communicate the OEP consequences with
others.

RD3. The results of implementing OEP are apparent to my department.

RD4. It is easy for my department to explain why implementing OEP is
beneficial.

Image

IM1. Implementing OEP can improve the image of my department.

IM2. If my department implements OEP, others will approve the value of my
department.

IM3. Implementing OEP can enhance the prestige of my department.

IM4. Implementing OEP can improve the profile of my department.

IM5. Implementing OEP can improve the academic status of my department.

Top management support

MS1. Top management in my university is interested in the implementation of
OEP.

MS2. Top management in my university considers implementing OEP to be
important.

MS3. Top management in my university supports the implementation of OEP.

Department size

DS1. The number of teachers in my department is higher compared to the
other related departments.

DS2. The number of students in my department is higher compared to the
other related departments.

Department innovativeness

DI1. When there are new teaching methods and themes, my department would
look for ways to experiment with them.

DI2. Compared to other departments, my department is usually the first to try
out teaching inventions.

DI3. My department is unhesitant to try out new teaching methods and themes.

DI4. My department likes to experiment with new teaching methods and
themes.

(Continued)

TABLE 4 | Continued

Measurement items

Department readiness

DR1. The teachers in my department have related professional knowledge for
implementing OEP.

DR2. The administration personnel in my department have related professional
knowledge for implementing OEP.

DR3. My department has sufficient financial resources for implementing OEP.

DR4. My department has sufficient external resources for implementing OEP.

DR5. My department can provide students relevant knowledge for starting up a
new business.

DR6. My department (university) has good connections with venture investment
companies.

DR7. My department (university) can help in the process of starting up a new
business.

Competitive pressure

CP1. My department experienced competitive pressure to implement OEP.

CP2. Students expect my department can implement OEP.

CP3. My department could have experienced student enrollment pressure.

External support

ES1. My department can recruit sufficient qualified professional specialist
faculties to participate in OEP.

ES2. My department can invite consultants and professionals with
entrepreneurial experiences to participate in OEP.

ES3. My department can invite venture capital firms to participate in OEP.

ES4. My department can invite Internet service providers to participate in OEP.

Government implementation

GS1. The government always plays an important role in OEP implementation.

GS2. The government provides sufficient resources to implement university
departments to implement OEP.

GS3. The government encourages and supports university departments to
implement OEP.

Implementation willingness

IW1. My department has the willingness to implement OEP.

IW2. My department will implement OEP in the future.

Implementation effectiveness

IE1. The students of my department are willing to start a business online.

IE2. The students of my department are willing to accept the challenge of online
entrepreneurship.

IE3. In the past 3 years, the number of online entrepreneurship graduates from
my department is higher than that of other departments.

IE4. In the past 3 years, the graduates of my department have a higher number
of successful online entrepreneurships than other departments.

Innovation Context
The empirical results show that the factors within the innovative
context significantly affecting the willingness of universities’
department of business management to implement OEP are
relative advantage, complexity, and image. Relative advantage
positively affects the willingness of business management
departments at universities to implement OEP. Etzkowitz
et al. (2000) indicated that OEP implementation can increase
students’ practical skills in online entrepreneurship and
also enhance the connection between the department and
industrial practices, make innovations in teaching methods,
strengthen teacher–student network literacy, enhance students’
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TABLE 5 | Composite reliability and AVE (dependent variable: implementation willingness).

Constructs CR AVE Constructs CR AVE

Relative advantage 0.90 0.83 Department innovation 0.95 0.84

Compatibility 0.76 0.53 Department readiness 0.94 0.72

Complexity 0.86 0.67 Competitive pressure 0.90 0.82

Result demonstrability 0.90 0.75 External support 0.88 0.65

Image 0.83 0.62 Government support 0.95 0.86

Top management support 0.91 0.76 Implementation willingness 0.95 0.91

Department size 0.92 0.85

TABLE 6 | Discriminant validity (dependent variable: implementation willingness).

MS RA DI ES IM IW RD GS DR CM CP CX DS

MS 0.87

RA 0.08 0.91

DI 0.58 0.13 0.92

ES 0.54 0.10 0.63 0.81

IM 0.49 0.25 0.49 0.38 0.79

IW 0.61 0.29 0.43 0.52 0.51 0.95

RD 0.51 0.07 0.43 0.28 0.40 0.55 0.86

GS 0.51 0.15 0.11 0.53 0.29 0.47 0.22 0.92

DR 0.58 0.08 0.67 0.68 0.45 0.44 0.14 0.41 0.85

CM 0.48 0.11 0.50 0.37 0.21 0.35 0.28 0.30 0.69 0.73

CP 0.57 0.01 0.55 0.53 0.31 0.45 0.44 0.35 0.51 0.32 0.91

CX −0.27 −0.08 −0.48 −0.24 −0.35 −0.53 −0.55 −0.08 −0.32 −0.43 −0.30 0.82

DS 0.06 0.24 0.32 −0.12 0.39 0.15 0.31 −0.23 0.12 −0.17 0.09 −0.16 0.92

RA, relative advantage; CM, compatibility; CX, complexity; RD, result demonstrability; IM, image; MS, top management support; DS, department size; DI, department
innovation; DR, department readiness; CP, competitive pressure; ES, external support; GS, government support; IW, implementation willingness.

ultimate learning outcome, and implement universities’ social
services and contributions. When departments believe that
implementing OEP can improve the effectiveness of education
and equip students with better employment competitiveness and
advantages, it improves their willingness to implement OEPs.

This study found that complexity negatively affects the
willingness of business management departments to implement
OEP. Complexity is the perceived difficulty, i.e., the difficulty
an organization faces in understanding and learning how to
implement an innovation (Rogers, 1983). An innovation with
high complexity means that it is hard to understand and to
implement, and the risks and uncertainties to implementing this
innovation are relatively high. Many studies on organizational
innovation (Tornatzky and Klein, 1982; Premkumar et al., 1994)
found that complexity is a factor impeding innovation adoption
and effectiveness. OEP not only differs from the lectures of
the traditional teaching method, but emphasizes case teaching
and practical applications. Since online entrepreneurship uses
the Internet and other related information and communications
technologies as the operating platform, the business conditions,
business model, competitive environment, opportunity search,
corporate values, transaction security and risk, and consumer
behavior all differ from the operations of a physical business.
Therefore, when implementing OEP, departments must reform
the curriculum content, course materials, and teaching methods,
and the course content must be upgraded according to
advancements in technology, posing challenges and difficulties

to implementing OEPs (Waters, 2002; Gundry and Kickul, 2006;
Millman et al., 2009).

This study found that image positively affects the willingness
of business management departments to implement OEP. Image
refers to the degree to which the organization’s social image
or status is enhanced after adopting an innovation. Previous
studies on organizational innovation (Karahanna et al., 1999;
Carter and Bélanger, 2005) also found that image is a driving
factor in innovation adoption and effectiveness. As OEP is in
the early stages of popularization, universities implementing
OEP will gain a high social evaluation, including teaching
methods, teaching innovation, and industrial connections. When
the department believes OEP implementation can help gain a
better reputation and academic standing, it will increase their
willingness to implement OEP.

The empirical results of the present study showed factors
within the innovative context such as relative advantage,
complexity, and image have no significant influence on the OEP
effectiveness. Since these innovation factors are departments’
initial perceived anticipation, actual results are affected by
organizational resources, organization support, and physical
environment factors.

Organization Context
The empirical results of this study showed that factors
within the organizational context affecting the willingness of
universities’ business management departments to implement
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TABLE 7 | Testing results of hypotheses affecting implementation willingness.

Factors β Standard
deviation

T value P-value

Relative advantage 0.45 0.13 3.39 0.00**

Compatibility 0.32 0.45 0.72 0.47

Complexity −0.40 0.16 2.55 0.01*

Result demonstrability 0.37 0.35 1.06 0.29

Image 0.26 0.15 1.76 0.08*

Top management support 0.38 0.20 1.91 0.06*

Department size 0.43 0.23 1.84 0.07*

Department innovation 0.19 0.27 0.72 0.48

Department readiness 0.68 0.41 1.66 0.10*

Competitive pressure 0.07 0.13 0.50 0.62

External support 0.50 0.30 1.76 0.08*

Government support 0.21 0.19 1.14 0.26

*P < 0.1, **P < 0.05.

TABLE 8 | Composite reliability and AVE (dependent variable: implementation
effectiveness).

Constructs CR AVE Constructs CR AVE

Relative advantage 0.79 0.67 Department size 0.90 0.82

Complexity 0.84 0.64 Department
readiness

0.94 0.72

Image 0.89 0.66 External support 0.92 0.74

Top management
support

0.91 0.78 Implementation
effectiveness

0.89 0.73

OEP include top management support, department size, and
the department readiness. The influence of top management
support on departments’ willingness to implement OEP is very
reasonable. To implement a new educational program or change
instructional methods, a university-level meeting will review and
approve. If top management such as principals or first-level
supervisors support the innovation, passing the program is easier.
If the opposite occurs, OEP implementation becomes difficult. In
addition, to implement OEP, business management departments
must acquire funding to obtain relevant resources such as a
learning system for experiential simulations of entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurs with real entrepreneurial experience, or mentors
such as venture capitalists to review whether entrepreneurial
undertakings can become a success (Graevenitza et al., 2010;
Tian et al., 2016; Troudt et al., 2017). This allows students
to enhance their entrepreneurial intentions and cultivate their
entrepreneurial abilities, improving their workplace competency
and employment rate and giving their departments an incentive
to improve OEP (Arpat et al., 2019). Therefore, if top
management thinks implementing OEP is important to the
university or is interested in and support implementing
OEPs, it can increase the willingness of business management
departments to implement OEP.

In addition, department size also positively affects business
management departments’ willingness to implement OEP. The
main reason may be the greater the number of teachers, the
more chance some teachers want to actively implement new

TABLE 9 | Discriminant validity (dependent variable: implementation effectiveness).

MS RA ES IM IE DR CX DS

MS 0.88

RA 0.15 0.82

ES 0.55 0.08 0.86

IM 0.47 0.08 0.34 0.81

IE 0.62 0.06 0.60 0.53 0.86

DR 0.63 0.09 0.74 0.47 0.58 0.85

CX −0.40 −0.18 −0.28 −0.41 −0.31 −0.44 0.80

DS 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.24 0.35 0.15 −0.20 0.90

RA, relative advantage; CX, complexity; IM, image; MS, top management support;
DS, department size; DR, department readiness; ES, external support; IE,
implementation effectiveness.

TABLE 10 | Testing results of the hypotheses affecting implementation
effectiveness.

Factors β Standard
deviation

T value P-value

Relative advantage 0.07 0.13 0.56 0.57

Complexity 0.08 0.11 0.78 0.44

Image 0.18 0.17 1.09 0.28

Top management support 0.33 0.19 1.76 0.08*

Department size 0.41 0.10 4.04 0.00***

Department readiness −0.12 0.16 0.77 0.44

External support 0.53 0.16 3.26 0.00***

*P < 0.1, ***P < 0.01.

academic programs. For students of business management,
entrepreneurship is one of the important plans for future
career developments, and the importance of entrepreneurship
education stems from the high youth unemployment rate
(Kuratko, 2005; Troudt et al., 2017). Therefore, more and
more teachers in business management are encouraging students
to start their own business after graduation. In the era
of Internet popularization, online entrepreneurship is also a
trend. The willingness of business management departments
to implement OEP will naturally increase. In particular,
departments having more teachers and students will have more
incentive to implement OEP.

Another factor within the organizational context positively
affecting the willingness of business management departments
to implement OEP is department readiness. The more prepared
the faculty is for OEP, the greater the willingness to implement
OEP will be. Compared to other schools’ business management
departments, if teachers and administrators at a school’s
business management departments possess relevant resources
such as expertise, funding, and an online environment to
implement OEP and are equipped to provide students with
the knowledge necessary to start a new business, they will
be more willing to implement OEPs. Arpat et al. (2019)
indicated that the number of youths with entrepreneurial
intentions and spirit has exponentially increased, showing
that many students intend to start a business and also
increasing business management departments’ motivation to
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implement OEP. However, it is important to effectively construct
entrepreneurship education through a holistic perspective and
design and implement entrepreneurial course content in a
manner ensuring students obtain the necessary qualifications for
entrepreneurship. Therefore, business management departments
will be more willing to implement OEPs if they are fully prepared
and there are a higher number of youths with entrepreneurial or
online entrepreneurial intentions.

In terms of the effectiveness of business management
departments implementing OEP, top management support and
department size are two significant influencing factors. The effect
of top management support on OEP effectiveness is higher.
We infer if senior management or first-level administrators are
interested in or support OEP implementation, they are bound to
be more active, giving supporting resources, enriching resources
to implementing the program, and ultimately improving its
effectiveness. Tian et al. (2016) indicated that the entrepreneurial
environment such as education, policies, and funding is an
important supporting element to implementing entrepreneurial
education for college students. These supporting elements
are also the key to the effectiveness of OEP. In addition,
department size also positively influences the effectiveness of
business management departments’ OEP implementation. We
infer that the bigger the department, the more resources will be
allocated by the school. This makes resources needed for OEP
implementation more abundant, including hiring professionals
from practices to co-teach together (Ghina, 2014), holding
various entrepreneurial contests (Tian et al., 2016), or simulating
entrepreneurship within class so that students have the
opportunity to accumulate entrepreneurial experiences during
school (Graevenitza et al., 2010; Arpat et al., 2019), increasing
their entrepreneurial intentions and enhancing the effectiveness
of OEP implementation. A survey by Ghina (2014) also found
that one of the causes of students’ poor entrepreneur intention
was the lack of standardized methods in entrepreneurship
education and in increasing students’ entrepreneurial skills and
intentions; the expense of the holistic design in entrepreneurship
education must be paid by the department. A large department
and great top management support allow more resources and
time to achieve a holistic standard and greater effectiveness in
implementing entrepreneurship programs.

Environment Context
The empirical results of this study showed that the main factor
within the environmental context affecting the willingness of
universities’ business management departments to implement
OEP is external support. External support is an important
factor for many organizations when evaluating whether to
adopt a technological innovation. When introducing innovative
technology, the technological skills and service capabilities of
related suppliers and whether the company can hire the necessary
professionals to introduce innovation all influence decision-
making for innovation adoption (Jeyaraj et al., 2006). For OEP,
external support includes whether departments can hire sufficient
professional teachers from the industry to participate in OEPs,
whether they can invite consultants and entrepreneurs with
entrepreneurial experience, venture capitalists to participate in

OEPs, and companies with online services to participate in
OEP. When departments have adequate external support, it
naturally has a positive effect on the willingness to implement
OEP. Further, the participation of mentors from practices can
also increase students’ entrepreneurial motivation and intentions
in the future, as well as enhance their understanding of
entrepreneurial practices and cultivate their entrepreneurial
abilities (Ghina, 2014), which can greatly improve the success
rate of OEP implementation and thereby increase business
management departments’ willingness to implement OEP.

For factors influencing the effectiveness of business
management departments’ OEP implementation, external
support from the environmental context positively affects the
effectiveness of OEP implementation. This result showed
that adequate external support plays a key role in the
success of OEP implementation. Tian et al. (2016) indicated
that the entrepreneurial environment such as universities’
entrepreneurial education environment and the social and
cultural environment is an important external factor for
implementing entrepreneurial education for universities.

External support such as inviting mentors like consultants
and entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, or online service
companies with entrepreneurial experiences to co-sponsor the
establishment of OEPs enables students to better understand the
practical entrepreneurial skills and professionalism necessary
for entrepreneurship in action and make implementing
entrepreneurship programs more beneficial. Many teachers
at the university do not have entrepreneurial experience;
most of the course content is based on theory or books
to teach students entrepreneurial knowledge, which may
not meet students’ needs or allow students to truly realize
the practical aspects of entrepreneurship. Consultants and
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, or online service companies
with entrepreneurial experience all have substantial experience
in personal entrepreneurship or identifying potential physical
or online entrepreneurship businesses. Through sharing
actual experiences and student interaction, students can
better understand how to start a business, and it can also
raise students’ entrepreneurial motivations. Such a pairing
of theoretical teaching with practical mentoring is greatly
beneficial to students’ absorption of entrepreneurial knowledge
and the improvement of their entrepreneurial intentions.
A survey by Ghina (2014) found that the reasons for students’
poor entrepreneurial intentions include the lack of ability of
teachers to propose new paradigms as to the importance of
the entrepreneurial spirit and the lack of proper coordination
among universities and entrepreneurs. Aydemir (2018) also
indicated that the effective implementation of an entrepreneurial
course requires a design in which students can engage in
actual entrepreneurial activities. Therefore, providing an ideal
learning environment that can simulate entrepreneurship and
industry teachers with entrepreneurial experience becomes an
indispensable resource (Graevenitza et al., 2010). These soft
and physical resources require external support. Therefore,
departments must actively attract external support including
industry teachers, counseling consultants and venture capitalists
with entrepreneurial experience, and vendors of services on
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online platforms to achieve effective OEP implementation
(Rasmussen and Sørheim, 2006; Pan et al., 2013; Wallace, 2013).

CONCLUSION

Integrating the TOE framework with the IDT, this study analyzed
the key factors influencing OEP implementation at universities’
business management departments and its effectiveness using
empirical research methods. We obtained the following four
research findings and conclusions:

(1) Integration of the TOE framework and the IDT can be
used to analyze key factors influencing OEP implementation
at universities’ department of business management and its
effectiveness. Business management departments promoting
the implementation of OEP must take into account the
factors from the three contexts: innovation, organization,
and environment.

(2) This study found seven significant factors influencing the
willingness to implement OEP: relative advantage, complexity,
image, top management support, department size, department
readiness, and external support. Relative advantage and
complexity are the two most important factors.

(3) For the effectiveness of OEP implementation, this study found
three significant factors, which are top management support,
department size, and external support.

(4) Innovation factors have a greater influence on business
management departments’ willingness to implement OEP, but
the organization and the environment factors have greater
influences on the effectiveness of OEP implementation.
This finding can be used as a reference for departments
implementing OEP and for achieving its effects.
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This thesis aims to analyze the importance of psychological quality in the entrepreneurial
education for undergraduates in the case of positive psychology, to explore an
educational model that combines the Internet information technology with maker
education, and to culture the innovative entrepreneurial capabilities of undergraduates.
First, the theories of positive psychology were reviewed worldwide, and the current
cultivation of entrepreneurial psychological quality for undergraduates was summarized.
Second, undergraduates were taken as the survey objects. The questionnaires were
distributed both online and offline to investigate the innovative entrepreneurship
education (the IE education) in three different universities in Zhejiang Province, China.
The current development of IE education in universities was summarized. Finally,
according to the current educational status in universities, combining the Internet
and maker education, the implementation strategies suitable for IE education in
universities were proposed. According to the results of questionnaire survey, the
proportion of college students who chose entrepreneurship was 6.1%. The innovation
and entrepreneurship of contemporary college students was not optimistic, which
was mainly related to the lack of systematic planning and teachers in China’s
current innovation and entrepreneurship education. Through the integration of Internet
information technology and maker education, this study constructed a more systematic
implementation scheme of innovation and entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities. It could meet the needs of students of different majors and grades.
Meanwhile, teachers should give full play to the Students’ subjective initiative and
emphasize the student-centered learning style, thereby promoting the cultivation of
students’ innovative thinking. The IE education model of “Internet + Maker Education” in
colleges can reform traditional college teaching methods and promote the cultivation of
entrepreneurship, innovative thinking, and creative abilities, and the model can be used
as a new idea and method for the development of IE education in universities.

Keywords: positive psychology, the internet, maker education, innovative entrepreneurship, education model
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INTRODUCTION

Since the twenty-first century, China has new requirements
for the development of ideology on a certain economic basis.
In addition, the innovative entrepreneurship education (the
IE education) in universities is an educational model that is
compatible with socioeconomic development and education
reform, which should reflect the integration, innovation, and
application of knowledge (Rodney and Jacob, 2017). Therefore,
the practice of this new education model is also an essential
task for undergraduates. When referring to the reform of higher
education in the Report to the Eighteenth National Congress of the
Communist Party of China, it was proposed that “We should turn
China into a country with a large pool of competent professionals,
and give more support to the training of innovative and
entrepreneurial personnel” (Alicia and Christopher, 2017; Jiang
et al., 2017; Svenna et al., 2019). The Chinese leader also pointed
out in the Report at the 19th National Congress of the Communist
Party of China that “Innovation is the primary driving force
behind development; it is the strategic underpinning for building
a modernized economy.” Meanwhile, the Chinese leader also
emphasized the importance of innovation and development in
the new era (Jesse et al., 2018). Therefore, if China wants to adhere
to the innovation-driven development strategy, it is necessary to
follow the trend of the times and put forward new requirements
for IE education of undergraduates.

With the continuous popularization of applying Internet
technology in various fields, the advantages of the Internet and
science and technology have also caused drastic changes in the
daily lives of people, which even have a subtle influence on
the thinking modes of people (Deborah et al., 2018). Given
the current information age, the educational form of Chinese
universities has also changed, and the cultivation of innovative
talents is an inevitable trend in educational reform. Ge has also
done some research on college student innovation in Chinese
enterprises (Ge, 2020). Generally, undergraduates in China lack
the innovative thinking and creative ability. Meanwhile, the
knowledge learned in schools cannot be flexibly applied to
practice. As a result, the problems of difficult employment
and job selection for undergraduates have become increasingly
apparent (Uche et al., 2017). In addition, Internet-based learning
is an effective way to promote education informationization.
It not only provides learning resources for maker education
but also promotes communication between learners effectively.
Moreover, it also promotes the process of change in teaching
and learning methods, thereby continuously cultivating excellent
innovative talents (Emanuela and Panagiotis, 2017; Lin and Wei,
2017). With the development of Internet information technology,
the limitations of simple offline physical environment and
communication are unable to meet the needs of university
students’ maker learning, making it difficult to fully realize
true cross-campus and interdisciplinary learning. For makers
in colleges and universities, it is necessary to build a virtual
online learning space to support the maker education. In
the context of “mass entrepreneurship and innovation,” the
implementation of maker education not only improves the
innovative ability of university students but also creates more

job opportunities and eases the employment pressure of
university students.

At present, the college IE education model in China has just
been initiated, which needs to be explored and tried continuously.
On the one hand, it is necessary to propose effective reform
strategies for the problems in the current IE education model.
On the other hand, it is necessary to consider the effect of
the psychological quality of undergraduates on the cultivation
of their innovative thinking in the entrepreneurial process
(Evans et al., 2018). The positive psychology of undergraduates
is directly related to their academic development and healthy
growth. Entrepreneurial psychological quality is a comprehensive
psychological quality formed and developed by individuals under
the influence of environment and education. It is a stable
and comprehensive personality psychological characteristic that
regulates the psychology and behavior of an individual in
the practice of entrepreneurship. Therefore, focusing on the
cultivation of positive psychology of undergraduates is not
only beneficial to the integrity of the personality but also
a vital prerequisite for cultivating innovative talents with
comprehensive development.

In summary, this study analyzes the importance of
psychological quality in the entrepreneurial process of
undergraduates in the case of positive psychology, explores
an educational model that combines the Internet information
technology with maker education, and cultivates the innovative
and entrepreneurial capabilities of undergraduates. While
improving university students’ participation in maker education,
maker education can also be combined with online virtual
spaces for students to learn and create works, as well as better
cultivating university students’ creative thinking and innovative
entrepreneurship. In view of the current situation of university
education, combining Internet with maker education, this
study puts forward a set of strategies suitable for improving
university innovation and entrepreneurship education mode, as
a new thinking and method for the development of university
innovation and entrepreneurship education.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cultivation Contents of Efficient Student
Innovative Entrepreneurship in the Case
of Positive Psychology
Positive psychology advocates studying the positive psychological
qualities of people. Meanwhile, positive psychological qualities
refer to the fusion of a series of positive qualities, such
as cognition, emotion, and behavior. Chinese scholars have
studied the structure of positive psychological qualities for
undergraduates. Finally, they have divided the dimensions
of positive psychological qualities for undergraduates into
six parts, i.e., cognition, interpersonal connection, emotion,
justice, temperance, and transcendence (Daniel et al., 2018).
Among these, “cognition” is the process by which people
recognize outside things through the sensory organs. In this
dimension, the creativity and curiosity of undergraduates can be
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cultivated. “Interpersonal connection” refers to the relationship
formed between people in the process of social interaction.
The positive psychological qualities of undergraduates in this
dimension include sincerity, courage, and enthusiasm. The
positive psychological qualities of the “emotion” dimension
include feeling love, love and friendliness, and social cognition.
The “justice” dimension is a positive psychological characteristic
that involves the group domain and can help groups achieve their
goals effectively and harmoniously. “Temperance” is to keep the
original goodness and beauty of the dimension. Undergraduates
should be tolerant and self-tempered to achieve long-term goals.
“Transcendence” is the highest level of positive psychological
characteristics of undergraduates, which aims to surpass reality
and pursue a higher spiritual realm (Dirk, 2017; Tavassoli and
Trippl, 2017; Bell et al., 2018).

In the case of positive psychology, the cultivation of innovative
and entrepreneurial ability of contemporary undergraduates
needs to start from four aspects, i.e., consciousness, will,
ability, and personality. (1) The entrepreneurial consciousness
and the entrepreneurial activities that undergraduates dominate
and generate have a significant effect on the development of
individuals and nations. Consciousness is the guide to action.
Entrepreneurship consciousness reflects the social nature of
entrepreneurial quality and governs the attitude and behavior
of entrepreneurs toward entrepreneurial activities, which is an
essential part of entrepreneurial quality. (2) Will refers to a
long-term and stable psychological state that people generate to
achieve their goals. The entrepreneurial will of undergraduates
refers to the quality of entrepreneurs facing entrepreneurial risks
and obstacles by adjusting their mentality. (3) The cultivation
of entrepreneurial ability has a great relationship with the
knowledge reserve, which mainly refers to the ability to transform
knowledge and skills into practical applications, including
decision-making ability, innovation ability, and management
ability. (4) The entrepreneurial personality requires that the
entrepreneurial individuals should have the consciousness of
continuously seeking self-breakthrough and boldly trying to
improve their competitiveness, thereby realizing their values
(Ebru and Pinar, 2018).

Contents and Implementation Strategies
of Maker Education
In a broad sense, a maker refers to a person who turns a creative
idea into reality; in a narrow sense, a maker refers to a person
who realizes a creative idea through open-source software and
hardware. At present, maker education can be regarded as a
series of comprehensive courses, which can be skills training or
innovative practical courses to students’ creative ability. Others
believe that maker education is a maker activity, which refers to
a learning activity where students will realize their creativity in
the maker space. Maker education is considered as a new path
for future education reform and innovation due to its distinctive
innovation characteristics.

The teaching modes of traditional colleges and universities
mainly focus on the dissemination of knowledge. Most of the
teaching modes are collective teaching, whose emphasis on

student learning is not much. The maker education to be
carried out mainly focuses on the learning initiative of students
and the interests given to students, which is project-based
learning. At present, most colleges and universities still focus
on traditional classroom teaching. Teachers impart knowledge,
whereas students sit and listen passively without adequate
practices (Newton et al., 2018). Under this teaching mode,
students are in a passive and fixed state, which not only is
unhelpful for the development of their personality but also lacks
the interaction between teachers and students. Therefore, it is
also not conducive to the cultivation of students’ autonomous
learning ability.

By contrast, maker education advocates project-based
learning. While students choose projects based on their interests,
teachers provide appropriate guidance during the learning
process. Teachers can also participate in making products with
students. Maker education encourages students to cooperate
and exchange across regions, disciplines, and subjects; enrich
their knowledge; and expose themselves to more knowledge and
technology, which helps students enhance their friendships in the
process of thought collision. Maker education allows students to
use current computers, artificial intelligence technologies, and 3D
printing technology to achieve results through interdisciplinary
teamwork (Seyranian et al., 2018). Through the process of
discovering and solving problems, students can cultivate and
improve their abilities in teamwork, innovation, and practice.
Maker education just makes up for the shortcomings of the
simple teaching goal of colleges and universities, provides
students with opportunities for practice, gives full play to the
creative thinking of students, exercises their ability to operate,
and also complies with the national policy requirements for
innovative and talent training in colleges and universities.

IE Education Model Based on
“Internet + Maker Education”
At present, maker education in Chinese universities is mainly
centered on offline maker space; however, this form of education
is limited by time and region (Michael, 2017). The virtual network
learning environment created by the Internet, as an open place
of activity, is not constrained by time and space. In addition,
after the virtual scenes are constructed, undergraduates can have
a real experience on the network platform (Kim et al., 2017).
Currently, since the educational information is gradually being
surrounded by Internet technology, the effective application
of online space is more meaningful for the development
of maker education. This study compares online and offline
forms of maker education. The advantages of online maker
education become evident. The specific comparison results are
shown in Table 1.

In the current “Internet+” era, the online maker
education form for undergraduates is gradually popularized
and promoted. Meanwhile, the seamless development
of offline and online education can promote the
comprehensive development of maker education (Van
der Helm et al., 2019). Based on the thinking of
“Internet + Maker Education” and the current situation
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TABLE 1 | The comparison of education models between online and offline
maker education.

Space Function The main form of activity

Online space Learning Choose courses to study online and
submit assignments online; upload and
download resources

Communication Communicate and discuss with
classmates or teachers synchronously
or asynchronously; posts, online
comments, etc.

Operation Design, model, and combine physical
tools or instrumentation operations
online

Show Network platform display; for all users
of the platform to browse

Teachers’ guidance n-school or cross-school teachers,
entrepreneurs’ online guidance, answer
questions

Offline space Learning Use multimedia in physical classrooms
or laboratories

Communication Face-to-face communication and
discussion between classmates or
teachers

Operation Use 3D printer, laser cutting machine,
and other processing tools to operate

Show Physical space exhibition area for
teachers and undergraduates to visit

Teachers’ guidance On-campus teachers or external
experts to the school guidance

FIGURE 1 | The construction diagram for the Internet platform of maker
education.

of maker education in universities, this study proposed
the construction structure of maker education on the
Internet platform based on the function of learning space,
as shown in Figure 1.

From a macro perspective, the implementation of maker
education mainly focuses on undergraduates, teachers, schools,
and society. The specific requirements for the positioning of these
four major goals are shown in Figure 2. Teachers are mainly
responsible for cultivating undergraduates. The main purpose

is to train undergraduates to become makers. Therefore, the
teachers themselves must be makers of makers. In the maker
education model, undergraduates mainly develop toward maker
talents. Therefore, the target positioning of undergraduates
mainly depends on the general process of maker activities.
Universities are the major environments for cultivating maker
talents (Van der Helm et al., 2019). In such an environment,
teaching and scientific research work are completed. The society
should provide the necessary support to the implementation
of maker education, and the results of maker education
implemented by universities will also affect society (Anne et al.,
2017; Chien and Chu, 2017).

Empirical Analysis
Although China has always valued the IE education of
undergraduates, the position of IE education has always
been at a disadvantage in the actual education process of
universities. According to relevant documents, this study
designed a set of questionnaires based on the theoretical results
of research on IE education worldwide, expecting to have a
preliminary understanding of the current situation of innovative
entrepreneurship of undergraduates in China.

1. Survey objects: Undergraduates from three universities in
Zhejiang Province were selected as survey objects. A total of
380 questionnaires were issued, of which 362 were retrieved
and 18 invalid questionnaires were removed. Therefore, there
were 344 valid questionnaires. The valid rate was 90.53%.

2. The major content of the questionnaire: The attitude of
undergraduates in innovative entrepreneurship (self and
family), the actual situation of universities in implementing
IE education, and the level of entrepreneurial ability of
undergraduates (basic ability, core ability, and social ability).
The actual situation of implementing IE education in the three
universities was evaluated from the aspects of teacher input,
curriculum setting and resource provision. According to the
Likert Scale, 1 to 5 points respectively represented 5 levels
of extremely disagree, disagree, general, agree, and extremely
agree. The ability scale in Research on Existing Problems and
Countermeasures of Innovative entrepreneurship was selected
to investigate the level of entrepreneurial ability, and the Likert
5-leveled Scale was used for scoring (Wouters et al., 2018).

3. Statistical methods of survey results: This study used Excel and
SPSS 26.0 software to statistically analyze the survey results.
The test statistic of the analysis of variance adopted the F-value
test. The presence or absence of significant differences was
represented by the P-value, and P < 0.05 indicates that the
difference is statistically significant.

RESULTS

Status and Analysis of IE Education for
Undergraduates
1. The attitudes of undergraduates toward innovative

entrepreneurship: The choices of career after graduation
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FIGURE 2 | Goal positioning requirements of the four major bodies of maker education in universities.

TABLE 2 | Survey results of career selections of undergraduates after graduation.

Direction Postgraduate
entrance

examination

Civil service
examination

Work in the
enterprise

Entrepreneurship No plan

Number 92 145 51 21 35

of undergraduates were surveyed through a questionnaire.
The selected content included five aspects, i.e., postgraduate
entrance examination, civil service examination, work in the
enterprise, entrepreneurship, and no plan. Statistics on the
final results (Table 2 and Figure 3) could indirectly reflect the
attitude of undergraduates to innovative entrepreneurship.
As shown in Table 2, the proportion of undergraduates
who chose to take the civil service examination for public
institutions was relatively large (42.2%), while the proportion

of undergraduates who started business was the least (6.1%).
It reflects that the form of innovative entrepreneurship of
contemporary undergraduates is not optimistic.

2. The attitudes of families toward the innovative
entrepreneurship of undergraduates: Since the attitudes
of parents are a key influencing factor for the innovative
entrepreneurship of undergraduates, a general understanding
of parents’ attitudes was obtained through student feedback
in the survey. Except for 88 undergraduates who had
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FIGURE 3 | Attitudes and intentions of undergraduates in innovative
entrepreneurship.

unclear attitudes toward their families, 148 (43.0%)
undergraduates reported that their families were opposed
to their entrepreneurship. In addition, 80 (23.3%) student
parents were on the sidelines of student entrepreneurship
and remained neutral attitude, while only 28 (8.1%) student
parents supported the idea of entrepreneurship of their
children and were willing to help. Therefore, the current
situation of innovative entrepreneurship of undergraduates is
not optimistic. A large part of it is affected by family factors,
which is why undergraduates lack entrepreneurial motivation.

3. The actual situation of implementing IE education in three
universities: For the 10 questions designed in this study,
the specific survey results are shown in Table 3. As shown
in Table 3, there are significant differences in the specific
practice of IE education in the three universities in Zhejiang
Province investigated in this study. Through the summary,
it is found that the strength and resource support of
teachers will have a significant effect on the establishment
of undergraduates’ concepts of innovative entrepreneurship.
Teachers with their entrepreneurial experience background
and strong teaching ability can meet the problems of
undergraduates in entrepreneurship. Also, in colleges that can

provide sufficient resources, such as financial support and
expert lectures, undergraduates will have more ideas about
innovative entrepreneurship.

4. Results of the level of entrepreneurial ability of
undergraduates in three universities: Through surveys
and statistics on undergraduates’ entrepreneurial ability, the
core competence of the three undergraduates is (3.52 ± 0.05),
the basic ability is (3.34 ± 0.03), and the social ability is
(3.37 ± 0.054). The comparison of the entrepreneurial ability
among the undergraduates of three universities is shown in
Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, no significant differences
are found in the entrepreneurial ability of the students of the
three universities. In comparison, the overall entrepreneurial
ability of the students from University B is stronger, and that
of the students from University A is weaker. The survey of
the entrepreneurial ability of undergraduates can reflect the
current states and problems of IE education in universities.

Realization of IE Education Model in
Universities and Colleges Under
“Internet + Maker Education”
1. The curriculum of maker education: The Internet platform

provides teachers and undergraduates with a digital and
intelligent learning environment. The maker course will
focus on the realization of multidisciplinary knowledge
and innovation. Teachers can upload courses at any time,
and undergraduates can freely choose the class time. The
system will automatically record the learning behaviors of
each student, and the statistics are used as a reference.
Undergraduates can also freely create groups to discuss the
content of the course, inspiring their creative potential. The
course content of “Internet + maker education” is shown in
Figure 5.

2. Student learning process: Maker education on the Internet
not only provides a convenient teaching environment for
teachers and undergraduates, but also provides convenience
for teachers and undergraduates by using various software
on the Internet as auxiliary teaching tools, such as Edius,
PS, and CAD. In addition, in the virtual space of the
Internet, undergraduates will also have the experience brought
by traditional classrooms. In the virtual classroom on the

TABLE 3 | The current situations of IE education in universities and colleges.

Problem df F P-value

Have a sense of harvest in learning innovative entrepreneurship courses 2 7.044 0.001

Innovative entrepreneurship is permeated in the setting of professional courses 2 10.047 0.001

The school will often invite successful entrepreneurs to give lectures 2 12.386 0.000

School IE education mainly focuses on teachers’ theoretical explanation 2 5.872 0.000

The school has an innovative entrepreneurship association 2 4.287 0.000

Teachers of innovative entrepreneurship course have rich experience in independent entrepreneurship 2 14.289 0.000

The school provides sufficient innovative entrepreneurship support funds 2 8.355 0.000

Teachers can solve problems in time in the process of innovative entrepreneurship 2 13.294 0.000

The innovative entrepreneurship activities held by the school are highly related to the theoretical courses 2 9.048 0.001

The school practice platform meets the needs of undergraduates’ innovative entrepreneurship 2 11.324 0.000
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Internet, teaching scenes with sounds and pictures can
also be constructed. Teachers can post tasks in the virtual
space. Undergraduates can directly interact with group
members through the headset, propose their innovative
ideas, and use the tools to collaborate to complete the task
together. Such an experience can deepen the understanding
of undergraduates toward things, as well as cultivate the
divergent thinking of undergraduates. The specific learning
process of undergraduates in the virtual space is shown in
Figure 6.

3. Maker education model: Based on the principles of
practicability, interactivity, and individuality of maker
education, the functional characteristics of the online learning
space are combined. Then, a maker education model for
universities based on Internet learning is proposed, as
shown in Figure 7. This education model takes the main
process of “sprouting ideas – determining the theme – online
learning – online design – the creation of works – display
and communication – evaluation and reflection,” which has
the functional characteristics of online learning space and
the characteristics of maker education. Sprouting ideas are
to encourage students to think in different ways and from
different perspectives. Teachers can use multimedia resources
to create life-related scenes and life-like questions, which
arouse students’ interests. According to their interests and
creative ideas, students establish or join maker groups, use
fragmented time, and select corresponding maker courses
in the online learning space for viewing and learning.
Finally, students utilize the knowledge acquired in the online
learning space and comprehensively apply it to fully exert
their imagination and creativity. The online platforms can
be connected with offline 3D printing and other machines
to turn the ideas of students into real objects. Students
can exchange ideas with experienced makers during the
creation of works, and constantly generate new ideas. Also,
students can review their works through self-evaluation,
netizen evaluation, and expert evaluation to continuously
improve them. Under this education model, the needs
of undergraduates from different majors and different
grades are met. Besides, Internet teaching fully utilizes the
subjective initiative of undergraduates, stimulate the desire of
undergraduates to learn, and emphasize the student-centered
learning methods, thereby promoting the cultivation of
undergraduates’ innovative thinking.

Perfecting and Promoting the Model of
IE Education for Undergraduates
The IE education is a systematic education system in universities
and colleges, and its goal is to cultivate the spirit of IE
and the consciousness of university students. The spirit of IE
is the cultivation of university students’ pioneering thoughts,
forming a sense of initiative, tenacity, and independence. If
the spirit and consciousness of university students can be
formed, it will inevitably have an important impact and
positive impetus on the future career development and life
track of students.

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of the entrepreneurial ability of undergraduates in
three universities.

1. Establishing a complete IE education system: The
innovative entrepreneurship is combined with the majors
of undergraduates so that they can reflect the development
results of professional fields and transform professional
education from theory to practice. By combining professional
courses with general courses in IE education, a targeted
curriculum system is created according to the characteristics
of the disciplines, so that the two are seamlessly connected.

2. Constructing a diversified platform for innovation,
entrepreneurship, and education: The Internet platform
is fully utilized to achieve a network of resources sharing
among universities, as well as the complementary advantages
through open platforms, such as WeChat subscriptions,
forum and Weibo. At the same time, through the education
platform to gather social power, including inviting corporate
leaders to teach undergraduates and providing relevant
training, the interest of undergraduates in participating in
innovative entrepreneurship is stimulated.

3. Enhancing the comprehensive ability of innovative
entrepreneurship of undergraduates: The core of IE education
of undergraduates is to use the subjective initiative of
undergraduates. Only by strengthening the practical ability
of undergraduates and forming the right motivation for
practice can undergraduates develop a sense of innovative
entrepreneurship, motivate themselves to move forward, and
thus improve their comprehensive ability (Evans et al., 2018).

DISCUSSION

The IE education in China is mainly to meet the needs of the
transformation and development of the economy and society,
thereby cultivating the innovative spirit and entrepreneurial
consciousness of undergraduates as the core to stimulate their
creativity. In the new era, although the overall environment
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FIGURE 5 | Course content of “Internet + maker education.”

FIGURE 6 | The specific learning process of undergraduates in the virtual space.

FIGURE 7 | The Internet learning-based maker education model in universities and colleges.

of IE education for undergraduates in China has changed,
the awareness of IE education for undergraduates has not
been fully established (Heidi et al., 2018). In the current

society, innovative talents are an important strategic resource
for national development. Therefore, every effort should
be made to support the development of maker education.
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With the sharp increase in Internet technology, its application
in the field of education enables learners to communicate with
each other. Meanwhile, it can serve as an open platform to
promote communication between teachers and undergraduates
(Basuki et al., 2018). This study first analyzes the current state
of innovative entrepreneurship in China. Based on the data
resources, it integrates Internet learning into the maker education
system to build an IE education model for undergraduates (Wu
et al., 2019a).

According to the questionnaire survey of undergraduates
from three universities in Zhejiang Province, the form of
innovative entrepreneurship of contemporary undergraduates is
not optimistic. It is related to the support from the families
of the undergraduates and the ability of universities to provide
resources for innovative entrepreneurship, which are an essential
factor affecting the formation of awareness of innovative
entrepreneurship of undergraduates (Chen, 2019; Wu and Song,
2019). This study provides a digital and intelligent learning
environment for teachers and undergraduates by applying the
Internet platform. In this process, to meet the development needs
of maker education, an optimization strategy is proposed for
the improvement of the IE education model for undergraduates,
including improving the education system, constructing an
education platform, and cultivating the comprehensive ability
of innovative entrepreneurship, thereby enhancing the overall
entrepreneurship and innovation awareness of undergraduates
(Shen and Ho, 2020).

In the implementation stage of maker education, all
implementation strategies are designed for the general process
of maker activities. The policy-orientation, innovation, and
entrepreneurial background are the external supports for the
development of maker education, which forms a systematic
university maker education implementation strategy through
mutual support (Wu et al., 2019b). In addition to the
general functional advantages such as resource sharing and
communication, the Internet and maker education carried out
by colleges and universities also provide services such as online
class creation and virtual experiences for teachers and students,
offering more supports for the development of maker education.
At the same time, the online learning space can provide university
students with a virtual learning environment that is not limited
by time and space (Li et al., 2019). The research results of
this study are consistent with those of Deng et al. (2019) and
Su et al. (2019). Based on its core value advantages, such as
creative learning and experiential learning, maker education

can be used as a new idea for colleges and universities to
cultivate innovative and entrepreneurial capabilities in the new
era (Su et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

The college IE education of the “Internet + maker education”
model can reform traditional college teaching methods and
promote culturing the innovative thinking and creative ability
of undergraduates. While cultivating the innovative and
entrepreneurial thinking of undergraduates, it is necessary to
value the comprehensive training of undergraduates’ abilities,
laying the foundation for the innovative entrepreneurship of
undergraduates. There are deficiencies in the research process
of this study that need to be improved in the subsequent
study. The optimized IE education model in this study is
theoretically perfect. However, it lacks data analysis to apply it
to the actual teaching process, which will be the direction of the
subsequent research.
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Cultivating students’ creativity in entrepreneurship education at the college and
university level is a key facet of entrepreneurship education in encouraging innovation in
students. In this study, the influence of creativity, self-efficacy, entrepreneurial attitude,
perceived control, and subjective norms, on students’ entrepreneurial intention were
examined through a moderated model based on Ajzen’s (1985) Theory of Planned
Behavior (TPB). A questionnaire survey was used to obtain the data from 523 students
from different universities in China’s Zhejiang province. SPSS 20.0 was used to
conduct descriptive analysis and exploratory analysis of the data, and Amos 22.0 was
used to conduct confirmatory factor analysis. The research concluded that creativity
has a significant impact on entrepreneurial intention; entrepreneurial self-efficacy has
a marked effect on perceived behavior control; and perceived behavioral control,
subjective norms and entrepreneurial attitude all significantly affect entrepreneurial
intention. Finally, creativity has a significant moderating effect on the roles of perceived
behavioral control and subjective norms on entrepreneurial intention, but not on the
attitude to entrepreneurship. These results suggest that entrepreneurship education
should focus on the cultivation of students’ creativity and entrepreneurial efficacy, while
encouraging their entrepreneurial intention as well as developing their entrepreneurial
skills and mindset.

Keywords: creativity, entrepreneurial intention, TPB model, university students, entrepreneurship education

INTRODUCTION

As a conscious, planned, risky, and complex decision-making behavior, entrepreneurship is
influenced by many factors in the process, among which creativity is a primary condition and
entrepreneurial intention is an important driving factor for entrepreneurial behavior and action.

Intention is an essential prerequisite for individuals’ actions. Not all potential entrepreneurs
will start their own businesses after spotting opportunities; entrepreneurship is driven by
entrepreneurial intention. The greater the individual’s intention to undertake a given behavior then
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the more likely it will be effectively executed (Maresch
et al., 2016). Moreover, entrepreneurship is a path-breaking
value creation process where entrepreneurs are characterized
by innovative intellect. In Schumpeter’s (1942) innovation
theory, the essence of “creative destruction” lies in the
creativity of entrepreneurs. Creativity, from the perspective
of entrepreneurship, is reflected in the process of developing
original and practical ideas to create new enterprises, or
projects, and then bringing about new products or services
(Mumford, 2003). As entrepreneurial intention serves as the
prerequisite or critical step for entrepreneurship (Zhao et al.,
2010), is it possible for creativity to inspire individuals’
entrepreneurial intention?

The paper is structured as follows. The section entitled,
“Literature Review and Hypothesis Development” briefly
reviews previous studies that touch on the relationship
between creativity and entrepreneurial intention. The
following section, “Aims and Hypotheses” introduces our
hypotheses. The methodology and data are then presented in
the section, “Materials and Methods.” The “Results” section
then presents the relationships among the targeted variables.
The paper concludes with a discussion of the contributions
and limitations of this study in the final “Discussion and
Conclusion” section.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS
DEVELOPMENT

The Theory of Planned Behavior Model
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) was proposed by Ajzen
(1985) through his article From Intentions to Actions: A Theory
of Planned Behavior. According to the TPB Model, there are
three attitude variables that affect entrepreneurial intention,
which are the attitude toward the behavior, subjective norms
and perceived behavioral control. This theory is developed from
the theory of rational action. Since it was put forward, it has
been widely used in the research of belief, attitude, behavior
intention and other fields, having a significant impact particularly
on consumption, public relations, health care, career choice
and other predictions of social behavior. In recent years, due
to the rise of entrepreneurship research in the world, the TPB
has been rapidly applied to the research of entrepreneurship.
Based on the TPB, entrepreneurial behavior can be explained
as follows: The level of entrepreneurial intention is related
to the attitude to the behavioral intention of entrepreneurs
(attitude toward the behavior); the level of entrepreneurial
intention is related to normative belief and compliance
motivation (subjective norms); the level of entrepreneurial
intention is related to control belief and perceived facilitating
conditions (behavioral control). Liñán (2004) described the
three entrepreneurial intent attitude variables in terms of
personal preference or attractiveness of the idea; perceived
social norms; and perceived entrepreneurial effectiveness. When
these conditions are sufficient, the entrepreneurial intention
of entrepreneurs is at a higher level, thus entrepreneurs are
more likely to start their business. Since attitudes can change

over time entrepreneurial intent can change as the individual’s
perceptions change. Such changes can occur, for example,
through education or experience which have the potential to
increase self-efficacy and perceived entrepreneurial effectiveness,
and desirability (Liñán et al., 2011; Bell and Bell, 2016). Perceived
subjective norms can be considered as the individual’s perception
of the opinion of other people (important to the individual)
on the behavior. Aldrich and Cliff (2003) opined that the
characteristics of the family system, including norms, values
and family resources could impact new venture creation and
Edelman et al. (2016) that social capital together with emotional
social support can markedly affect entrepreneurial engagement
and progression. Positive support and social norms (social
pressures) can thus also encourage intent, whilst negative ones
may discourage it.

Some scholars realized that environment or individual level
variables could not adequately explain entrepreneurial behavior.
They used the TPB model and entrepreneurial event model to
discuss the key factors that affect entrepreneurial intention. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the three attitude variables,
they also introduced three pre-variables that were expected
value, normative belief and self-efficacy (Krueger et al., 2000).
At the same time, many studies had confirmed that the
TPB could explain entrepreneurial intention (Kautonen et al.,
2013). Based on the TPB, Moriano et al. (2012) conducted
research on entrepreneurial intention across various cultural
backgrounds. They selected 1,067 students from Germany, India,
Iran, Poland, Spain, and Netherlands as samples to compare.
The results supported the influence of attitude and perceived
behavior control (self-efficacy) on entrepreneurial intention and
the influence of cultural differences on subjective norms. Yang
(2013) applied TPB to survey the entrepreneurial intention
of 1,330 Chinese students. The results showed that attitude
is the most effective predictor of entrepreneurial intention,
followed by subjective norms, and then perceived behavioral
control. Maes et al. (2014) conducted a survey on business
school students’ entrepreneurial intention by using TPB and
building a structural equation model. The results showed that the
influence of gender on entrepreneurial intention was regulated
by personal attitude and perceived behavioral control, but not
by social norms. The ideal stage of learning and cultivating a
positive attitude toward entrepreneurship should be in childhood
and adolescence. However, most of the research subjects are
college students rather than middle school students. Based on
the revised plan behavior theory, Xu et al. (2016) adopted
a stratified cluster sampling method to conduct a survey of
entrepreneurship education in 1,018 middle schools in China,
to investigate the impact of entrepreneurship education on
the attitude, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control
and entrepreneurial intention of middle school students. In
order to confirm the determinants of academic entrepreneurial
intention, Feola et al. (2019) adopted the structural equation
model and triple helix model to test the model with Italian
researchers. The results emphasized that all psychological
variables of TPB were related to the prediction of academic
entrepreneurial intention. The research results of Dai and Chen
(2017) showed that college students’ entrepreneurial perception
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of behavior control had a significant impact on entrepreneurial
behavioral intention.

Creativity
Creativity is an important component of individual cognitive
processing, and has the ability to generate new and valuable
ideas by recombining and matching information and knowledge
(Zhang and Zhang, 2018). The divergence in the academic circle
on the definition of creativity is wide. There are more than
100 definitions of creativity in various literatures (Meusburger,
2009). Creativity theory defined the leading factors affecting
creativity as “four P’s,” namely process, product, person and place
(Rhodes, 1961). In the cognitive method, researchers paid special
attention to the process of creativity and tried to describe the
mechanism and technology of creative thinking. For example,
Torrance (1966) defined creativity as a process, that is, first, a
person is aware of problems, defects, and disagreements which
are difficult to identify, and then it is necessary to find solutions
and put forward hypotheses, and finally to test and modify these
hypotheses to deliver a successful outcome. With the emergence
of the psychological measurement method of creativity initiated
by Guilford et al. (1952), many studies also showed that creativity
actually involved more abilities, such as the ability of openness,
hierarchical thinking, autonomy, exploratory behavior, etc. If
environmental factors are taken into account, creativity will be
associated with factors such as autonomy and resource access.
The characteristics of a creative lifestyle are unqualified attitude,
behavior, and flexibility (Sternberg et al., 2012).

In the field of economic production, many scholars pay more
attention to the relationship between creativity and products. For
example, Mumford (2003) thought that creativity involved the
production of novel and useful products, while Sternberg et al.
(2012) suggested that creativity meant the production of “original
and valuable things.” Some economists regard creativity as an
important element of recombining elements to generate new
technologies and products, to promote economic growth (Bloom
et al., 2013). Therefore, the impact of creativity on the economy
should not be ignored.

With the emergence of entrepreneurship, many scholars
associate creativity with entrepreneurship because creativity
is particularly crucial for entrepreneurial activities, and
entrepreneurship itself is a creative activity. Remaining creative
is a quality that a successful entrepreneur must have. In the
field of entrepreneurship, creativity at an individual level refers
to the process in which entrepreneurs can combine existing
resources and generate new ideas to start innovative businesses
(Chua and Bedford, 2016). Scholars are used to studying the
relationship between creativity and entrepreneurship in the
framework of organizational management. Social psychologists,
organizational scientists, and management scientists have
conducted extensive research on the relevant factors affecting
the creativity of teams and organizations, and developed various
comprehensive theoretical models, and emphasized the role
of team composition, team process and organizational culture,
and their interaction with promoting innovation (Woodman
et al., 1993; Paulus and Dzindolet, 2008; Salazar et al., 2012;
Harvey, 2014).

Entrepreneurial Intention
The study of entrepreneurial intention is a rapidly developing
area of research (Liñán and Fayolle, 2015) and research suggests
that entrepreneurial intention is an important precursor in
becoming an entrepreneur (Zhao et al., 2010). Intention is a key
antecedent of action, and the study of entrepreneurial intention
can deepen people’s understanding of entrepreneurial cognition
and behavior patterns. The formation of entrepreneurial
intention is the product of the interaction between individuals
and the environment, and its relative research focuses more
on the influencing factors of entrepreneurial intention (Sun
et al., 2011). Starting from personal characteristics or external
environment, researchers explored various factors that may
lead to entrepreneurial intention, and studied the influencing
mechanism. Some scholars apply the decision-making model to
the study of entrepreneurial intention. For example, Simon et al.
(2000) investigated whether some individuals were engaged in
entrepreneurship because their cognitive biases (mental short
cuts) led them to perceive lower risks than might be the case.
Based on a study of 192 students they opined that individuals
often start ventures because they do not perceive the risks (rather
than knowingly accept high levels) because cognitive biases such
as a belief in the ‘law of small numbers’ (limited information) or
an inflated illusion of control reduced their perception of risk.

In addition, some scholars have studied entrepreneurial
intention based on social cognitive theory. Zhao et al. (2005)
took self-efficacy as a key antecedent to influence entrepreneurial
intention, and explored how factors such as formal learning
perception, entrepreneurial experience, risk preference and
gender, affected the formation of entrepreneurial intention by
influencing entrepreneurial self-efficacy. They collected data
from two rounds of MBA student samples. The empirical results
illustrated that formal learning perception, entrepreneurial
experience and risk preference can enhance entrepreneurial
intention by improving entrepreneurial self-efficacy, while
the effect mechanism of gender on entrepreneurial intention
was relatively complex. Although gender differences do not
bring differences in individual entrepreneurial self-efficacy, it
can directly affect entrepreneurial intention, that is, women’s
entrepreneurial intention was lower than men’s. The excessive
attention to individual factors has led some scholars to fail to
explore the environment as a factor affecting entrepreneurial
intention. Therefore, with the continuous expansion of the
research field, some scholars have begun to study the impact of
environmental factors. In many studies, scholars have used the
TPB to investigate the environmental factors.

Creativity and Entrepreneurial Intention
In recent years, many scholars have begun to pay attention to
the influence of creativity on entrepreneurial intention. Being
entrepreneurial enables entrepreneurs to better understand the
connection between things, identify business opportunities and
the rational allocation of entrepreneurial resources, so as to
smooth the path of value creation. People with high creativity
can maintain a positive attitude and high self-confidence in
entrepreneurial activities. As creativity involves individual traits
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and abilities, many scholars also combine creativity to study
entrepreneurs’ intention to start their own businesses. Hamidi
et al. (2008) introduced creativity into the theoretical model
of entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intention
for the first time, using multiple and ordered regression
analysis to test the hypotheses derived from the theory. The
results showed that creativity exercises could improve students’
entrepreneurial intentions. Zampetakis et al. (2011) studied the
connection between young people’s creativity and entrepreneurial
intentions in a survey of 180 undergraduate business school
students, and found that the more creative young people thought
they were, the higher their entrepreneurial intentions were.
Chia and Liang (2016) conducted a survey of the impact of
creativity on entrepreneurial intention at a university in Taiwan,
which divided the creativity of tourism students into two
dimensions, namely, originality and practicality, and showed that
students with higher creativity mirrored greater entrepreneurial
intention. Miranda et al. (2017) used TPB to study the
impact of attitudes, subjective norms and perception control on
scholars’ entrepreneurship intentions. They conducted a survey
of 1,178 Spanish university scholars from different institutions,
professions and qualifications, and found that entrepreneurial
intention was influenced by creativity, perceptual utility and
entrepreneurial experience, and that creativity can have a positive
impact on entrepreneurial attitudes. Hu et al. (2018) explored the
extent to which entrepreneurial alertness regulated the impact of
students’ proactive personality and creativity on entrepreneurial
intentions. Through field surveys of 735 undergraduates at 26
Chinese universities, they demonstrated that entrepreneurial
alertness had an absolute mediating effect between creativity,
proactive personality and entrepreneurial intention. According
to the TPB and entrepreneurship event models, Zhao et al.
(2005) explained the logic of the impact of creativity on
entrepreneurial intentions as, people with high creativity
could maintain a positive attitude and high self-confidence in
entrepreneurial activities. In today’s environment of encouraging

entrepreneurship, intangible social norms will also support
people to choose creative work. Despite creativity being
highlighted as an important resources for entrepreneurs (Ahlin
et al., 2014; Khedhaouria et al., 2015), research has yet to
fully explore the role of creativity in the TBP. This research is
designed to fill this gap and investigate the impact of creativity on
entrepreneurial intention, and the moderating role of creativity,
through the theory of TPB.

AIMS AND HYPOTHESES

As discussed in the previous sections, the relationships
between creativity and entrepreneurial intention remain
under-explored. Therefore, this study is based on the moderated
TPB model, which has been extensively applied in the study
of entrepreneurial intention, and has a good ability to explain
the factors that influence entrepreneurial intention. The
theoretical model of this study takes self-efficacy as the
pre-variable of perceived behavioral control. It also introduces
the variable of creativity to explore the influence of creativity on
entrepreneurial intention, and determine whether creativity has
a moderating effect on the relationship between entrepreneurial
attitude, perceived behavior control, and subjective norms,
on entrepreneurial intention (Figure 1). Based on this
theoretical model, a questionnaire survey was conducted,
and the relationship between creativity and entrepreneurial
intention has been further explored. The hypotheses in this study
are as follows:

H1: Entrepreneurial attitude has a positive effect on
entrepreneurial intention.

H2: Perceived behavior control has a positive effect on
entrepreneurial intention.

H3: Subjective norms have a positive effect on entrepreneurial
intention.

FIGURE 1 | The proposed structural relationships between creativity and entrepreneurial intention based on the theory of planned behavior model.
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H4: Creativity has a positive effect on entrepreneurial
intention.

H4a: Creativity plays a positive role in moderating
entrepreneurial attitude and entrepreneurial intention.

H4b: Creativity plays a positive role in moderating perceived
behavior control and entrepreneurial intention.

H4c: Creativity plays a positive role in moderating subjective
norms and entrepreneurial intention.

H5: Entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a positive effect on
perceived behavior control.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This study, through SPSS20.0, carried out a descriptive
analysis of the respondents’ gender, school, grade, profession,
and whether there were entrepreneurs in their family etc.
Of the undergraduate students surveyed, 43.79% were
male and 56.21% were female. In terms of grades, freshmen
students accounted for 54.68%, sophomores 24.67%, juniors
13%, and seniors 7.65%. In terms of major distribution,
economic management accounted for 49.08%, science and
engineering accounted for 25.62%, sports accounted for 0.4%,
art accounted for 4%, philosophy and sociology accounted
for 1.34%, literature and history accounted for 6.69%,
and medicine and surgery accounted for 15.87%. In terms
of entrepreneurs in the family, those with entrepreneurs
accounted for 37.48%, and those without entrepreneurs
accounted for 62.52%.

Instruments
This study was based on the measurement of 6 latent variables
via 48 questions: entrepreneurial intention (four questions),
entrepreneurial attitude (four questions), perceived behavior
control (nine questions), subjective norms (four questions),
creativity (five questions), and entrepreneurial self-efficacy
(22 questions). This study adopted previously tested and
validated scales to measure the research variables. In order
to ensure the accuracy of the language translation of each
item in the scales, the scales were translated into Chinese and
then a second translator back translated the scales to check
for conceptual equivalency (Bhalla and Lin, 1987). For the
measurement of entrepreneurial intention, the four questions
were drawn from the scale of Liñán and Fayolle (2015).
For the measurement of entrepreneurial attitude, the four
questions were drawn from the scale of Obschonka et al.
(2012). For the measurement of perceived behavior control,
the nine questions were drawn from Prodan and Drnovsek’s
(2010) scale. For the measurement of subjective norms, the four
questions were drawn from Obschonka et al.’s (2012) scale. For
the measurement of creativity, the five questions were drawn
from Miranda et al. (2017). Lastly, for the measurement of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, the 22 questions drew on DeNoble
et al.’s (1999) scale. All the above items were measured by
Likert 5-point scales.

Procedure
The survey was conducted in Zhejiang province, which
has the most developed private economy and Internet
economy in China. As one of the more developed provinces
of China, Zhejiang province, also considered as China’s
answer to Silicon Valley, is home to e-commerce giants like
Alibaba Group Holding and NetEase. The technological
start-ups in Zhejiang have contributed largely to its rising
“new economy” where the provincial government has also
capitalized on the role of entrepreneurship as its model for
development (Zhang, 2018). The researchers first undertook
a pilot study by distributing 100 questionnaires to students
at Zhejiang University. Eighty two effective questionnaires
were received, an effective questionnaire recovery rate of
82%. After testing and analysis, the CITC method was used
to remove three questions with a correlation coefficient
of less than 0.5. The final questionnaire was composed
of 45 questions.

TABLE 1 | Reliability analysis results.

Item Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach’s
alpha if item

deleted

Cronbach’s
alpha

Creativity 1 0.749 0.900 0.913

Creativity 2 0.813 0.886

Creativity 3 0.769 0.896

Creativity 4 0.791 0.891

Creativity 5 0.773 0.895

Subjective norm 1 0.681 0.833 0.859

Subjective norm 2 0.688 0.827

Subjective norm 3 0.709 0.818

Subjective norm 4 0.747 0.802

Entrepreneurial attitude 1 0.757 0.846 0.883

Entrepreneurial attitude 2 0.784 0.835

Entrepreneurial attitude 3 0.732 0.856

Entrepreneurial attitude 4 0.717 0.862

Perceived behavior control 1 0.712 0.916 0.924

Perceived behavior control 2 0.713 0.915

Perceived behavior control 3 0.733 0.914

Perceived behavior control 4 0.741 0.914

Perceived behavior control 5 0.732 0.914

Perceived behavior control 6 0.744 0.914

Perceived behavior control 7 0.718 0.915

Perceived behavior control 8 0.690 0.917

Perceived behavior control 9 0.739 0.914

Entrepreneurial intention 1 0.827 0.839 0.893

Entrepreneurial intention 2 0.789 0.854

Entrepreneurial intention 3 0.777 0.858

Entrepreneurial intention 4 0.670 0.887

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 1 0.773 0.922 0.931

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 2 0.824 0.915

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 3 0.840 0.913

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 4 0.820 0.916

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 5 0.780 0.921

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 6 0.755 0.925
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To reduce the sample selection bias, the survey was carried out
in various locations with different cohorts and the questionnaires
were administered randomly. To meet the research needs, from
January 4, 2019 to February 28, 2019, the formal survey selected
university students in Zhejiang as the sample selection range,
controlled the respondents from the major, grade, gender and

other aspects, and strived to meet the normal distribution of
data. The coordinator contacted different universities in Zhejiang
with an invitation to take part in the survey. If the universities
agreed, they completed a registration form that indicated how
many students would take part. The purpose of the research was
outlined to the participants and a small incentive was provided

TABLE 2 | Convergent validity analysis results.

Latent variable Item Non-standard
factor loading

Standard
factor loading

Standard
error

T value CR AVE

Creativity Creativity 1 1.000 0.799 0.913 0.678

Creativity 2 1.189 0.872 0.052 22.835***

Creativity 3 1.144 0.811 0.055 20.713***

Creativity 4 1.163 0.824 0.055 21.175***

Creativity 5 1.068 0.810 0.052 20.690***

Subjective norms Subjective norms 1 1.000 0.749 0.861 0.608

Subjective norms 2 0.860 0.773 0.050 17.164***

Subjective norms 3 0.898 0.760 0.053 16.851***

Subjective norms 4 0.997 0.835 0.054 18.458***

Entrepreneurial attitude Entrepreneurial attitude 1 1.000 0.811 0.884 0.657

Entrepreneurial attitude 2 1.026 0.861 0.046 22.435***

Entrepreneurial attitude 3 0.939 0.785 0.047 19.845***

Entrepreneurial attitude 4 0.836 0.783 0.042 19.792***

Perceived behavior control Perceived behavior control 1 1.000 0.741 0.574 0.928

Perceived behavior control 2 1.001 0.746 0.058 17.281***

Perceived behavior control 3 1.052 0.755 0.060 17.516***

Perceived behavior control 4 1.051 0.774 0.058 18.005***

Perceived behavior control 5 0.977 0.752 0.056 17.426***

Perceived behavior control 6 0.994 0.782 0.055 18.202***

Perceived behavior control 7 1.012 0.758 0.058 17.593***

Perceived behavior control 8 1.027 0.725 0.061 16.763***

Perceived behavior control 9 1.066 0.783 0.058 18.227***

Entrepreneurial intention Entrepreneurial intention 1 1.000 0.888 0.897 0.685

Entrepreneurial intention 2 0.930 0.845 0.036 25.607***

Entrepreneurial intention 4 1.000 0.854 0.038 26.129***

Entrepreneurial intention 3 0.824 0.714 0.043 19.361***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 1 1.000 0.829 0.932 0.696

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 2 1.049 0.857 0.043 24.199***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 3 1.038 0.869 0.042 24.762***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 4 1.060 0.854 0.044 24.104***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 5 0.954 0.812 0.043 22.257***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 6 0.991 0.781 0.047 21.024***

***p < 0.001.

TABLE 3 | Discriminant validity analysis.

Latent variable Creativity Subjective
norm

Entrepreneurial
attitude

Perceived
behavioral

control

Entrepreneurial
intention

Entrepreneurial
self-efficacy

Creativity 0.823

Subjective norms 0.569*** 0.780

Entrepreneurial attitude 0.653*** 0.559*** 0.811

Perceived behavior control 0.676*** 0.668*** 0.741*** 0.758

Entrepreneurial intention 0.598*** 0.440*** 0.717*** 0.682*** 0.828

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 0.630*** 0.601*** 0.641*** 0.727*** 0.638 ∗ ∗∗ 0.823

The boldface above the diagonal is the square root of the AVE. ***p < 0.001.
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TABLE 4 | KMO and Bartlett’s Test.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 0.960

Bartlett’s test Approx. chi-square 11615.558

Df 496.000

Sig. <0.001

to the respondents to compensate them for their time for
completing the questionnaire. Six hundred and six questionnaires
were distributed, and after excluding 83 invalid questionnaires,
523 valid questionnaires were obtained, a recovery rate of 86.45%.

RESULTS

Exploratory Tests
In order to ensure the quality of the analysis results of the
model, it is necessary to analyze the reliability and validity of

the formal questionnaire data. In this study, statistical software
SPSS20.0 was used to analyze the validity of six potential variables
that are entrepreneurial self-efficacy, entrepreneurial attitude,
subjective norms, perceived behavioral control, entrepreneurial
intention and creativity.

From the reliability analysis of the questionnaire (Table 1),
the Cronbach α coefficient of the six dimensions is between
0.859 and 0.931, which are all greater than 0.7, indicating
that the six dimensions of the scale all have good internal
consistency reliability.

From the validity analysis of the questionnaire (Table 2), it
can be seen that the normalized load value of each measurement
item in each dimension is greater than 0.7, the CR value of each
dimension is greater than 0.7 and the AVE value is greater than
0.5, indicating that the scale has a good convergent validity.

From the discriminant validity in Table 3 it can be seen that
there is a positive correlation among the variables. The largest
correlation coefficient between the studied constructs is 0.741
(between perceived behavior control and creativity). The figures

TABLE 5 | Rotated component matrix.

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

Perceived behavior control 5 0.723

Perceived behavior control 3 0.718

Perceived behavior control 1 0.669

Perceived behavior control 4 0.662

Perceived behavior control 2 0.646

Perceived behavior control 6 0.642

Perceived behavior control 8 0.601

Perceived behavior control 7 0.591

Perceived behavior control 9 0.590

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 3 0.798

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 2 0.786

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 6 0.735

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 4 0.732

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 5 0.719

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 1 0.578

Entrepreneurial intention 1 0.764

Entrepreneurial intention 2 0.739

Entrepreneurial intention 4 0.733

Entrepreneurial intention 3 0.709

Subjective norms 3 0.822

Subjective norms 4 0.764

Subjective norms 1 0.730

Subjective norms 2 0.703

Entrepreneurial attitude 1 0.746

Entrepreneurial attitude 2 0.688

Entrepreneurial attitude 3 0.684

Entrepreneurial attitude 4 0.615

Creativity 5 0.689

Creativity 4 0.677

Creativity 2 0.606

Creativity 3 0.594

Creativity 1 0.570

Varimax is used.
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TABLE 6 | Results of regression analysis.

Variable types Perceived behavior control Entrepreneurial intention Entrepreneurial intention

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10

Control variable

Gender −0.044
(0.062)

0.013
(0.043)

−0.140**
(0.074)

−0.086**
(0.052)

−0.140**
(0.074)

−0.130***
(0.054)

−0.140**
(0.074)

−0.055
(0.063)

−0.140**
(0.074)

−0.077
(0.056)

Sophomore (compared with freshman) 0.082
(0.072)

0.051
(0.050)

0.004
(0.086)

−0.039
(0.060)

0.004
(0.086)

−0.010
(0.062)

0.004
(0.086)

−0.025
(0.071)

0.004
(0.086)

−0.038
(0.064)

Junior (compared with freshman) 0.021
(0.094)

0.015
(0.065)

−0.018
(0.112)

−0.007
(0.078)

−0.018
(0.112)

−0.036
(0.081)

−0.018
(0.112)

0.019
(0.093)

−0.018
(0.112)

−0.019
(0.084)

Senior (compared with freshman) 0.001
(0.117)

0.025
(0.080)

−0.010
(0.139)

−0.041
(0.097)

−0.010
(0.139)

−0.028
(0.100)

−0.010
(0.139)

−0.057
(0.115)

−0.010
(0.139)

−0.024
(0.104)

Family entrepreneurship −0.153***
(0.061)

−0.047
(0.043)

−0.056
(0.073)

0.062*
(0.052)

−0.056
(0.073)

0.022
(0.053)

−0.056
(0.073)

0.057
(0.062)

−0.056
(0.073)

0.065*
(0.056)

Independent variable

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 0.725***
(0.034)

Entrepreneurial attitude 0.387***
(0.043)

0.348**
(0.114)

Subjective norms 0.234***
(0.043)

0.311**
(0.129)

Perceived behavior control 0.103**
(0.056)

0.161
(0.133)

Moderator variable

Creativity 0.136**
(0.049)

0.497**
(0.12)

0.056
(0.15)

−0.090
(0.146)

Interaction

Creativity × entrepreneurial attitude −0.136
(0.03)

Creativity × subjective norms 0.372*
(0.04)

Creativity × perceived behavior control 0.608***
(0.041)

R2 0.033 0.543 0.022 0.535 0.022 0.377 0.022 0.498 0.022 0.459

1R2 0.033 0.510 0.022 0.513 0.022 0.355 0.022 0.476 0.022 0.438

F-value 3.513*** 102.014*** 2.313* 65.613*** 2.313* 38.861*** 2.313* 63.714 2.313* 54.598***

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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also demonstrate that the square root of AVE value above the
diagonal is greater than the correlative coefficient between the
dimensions below the diagonal, indicating that the scale has a
good discrimination validity.

According to Table 4, exploratory factor analysis of all the
questions of the questionnaire shows that the KMO is equal to
0.960, greater than 0.7, and the significance of Bartlett’s test is
less than 0.001, less than 0.05 indicating that the scale is suitable
for factor analysis. In addition, the analysis results show that
the cumulative variance explanation percentage of the first factor
extracted is 35.434%, less than 40%, and also less than half of the
total variance of 73.249%, indicating that there was no common
method difference bias.

From Table 5’s exploratory factor analysis of the rotated
component matrix, it can be seen that the maximum factor
load of each question of the six dimensions is on the common
factor, and the factor structure is coincided with the dimension
structure of the questionnaire, indicating that the scale has a good
result validity.

Model Analysis
The model is analyzed by hierarchical regression, and the test
results of Model 1 and Model 2 in Table 6 illustrated that
entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a significant positive effect on
perceived behavior control (β = 0.727, p < 0.001). According to
the test results of Model 3 and Model 4, entrepreneurial attitude,
subjective norm, perceived behavior control and creativity all
have a significant positive influence on entrepreneurial intention
(β1 = 0.387, p1 < 0.001; β2 = 0.234, p2 < 0.001; β3 = 0.103,
p3 = 0.007; β4 = 0.136, p4 = 0.001).

Model 5 and Model 6 indicate the moderating effect of
creativity between entrepreneurial attitude and entrepreneurial
intention. From the results of the analysis, it can be seen that
the interaction between creativity and entrepreneurial attitude
is not significant (β = −0.136, p > 0.05), indicating that
creativity has no moderating effect between entrepreneurial
attitude and entrepreneurial intention. Model 7 and Model 8
verify the moderating effect of creativity between subjective
norms and entrepreneurial intentions. From the analysis results
and Figure 2, the interaction between creativity and subjective

FIGURE 2 | A line chart of the moderating effect of creativity between
subjective norms and entrepreneurial intention.

norms is significantly positive (β = 0.372, p < 0.001), indicating
that creativity plays a significant and positive role in moderating
subjective norms and entrepreneurial intentions. Model 9 and
Model 10 verify the moderating effect of creativity between
perceived behavior control and entrepreneurial intention. From
the analysis results and Figure 3, it can be seen that
the interaction between creativity and perceived behavior
control is significantly positive (β = 0.608, p < 0.001),
indicating that creativity plays a significant and positive role
in moderating the action of perceived behavior control on
entrepreneurial intention.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper uses SPSS20.0 and Amos 22.0 software to construct
the SEM structural equation model, and analyzes the influence
of creativity on entrepreneurial intention, based on 523
valid questionnaires from college students. The results show
that creativity has a positive influence on entrepreneurial
intention, but it is the entrepreneurial attitude that is the most
important factor that affects entrepreneurial intention rather
than creativity, followed by the perceived behavioral control, and
then the subjective norms. In addition, creativity has a positive
moderating effect on both the actions of perceived behavioral
control and subjective norms on entrepreneurial intention. The
results also show that entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a positive
influence on the perception of behavioral control. To sum up
the results hypotheses, H1, H2, H3, H4, H4b, H4c, and H5 were
statistically proven, whilst H4a was not statistically supported.
The results of this research support Ajzen’s (1991) TPB model
and the three attitudes that lead to intent. The factor that is
considered to be the weakest attitude, perceived social norms
(Ajzen, 1991; Liñán et al., 2011) was found to be significant in this
research, which supports the contention that it is context specific
and is a significant factor in China. This type of influence can
be more significant in some contexts (Fayolle and Gailly, 2015).
Since entrepreneurial attitude is the strongest factor influencing
entrepreneurial intention, any mediation effect through creativity
may be relatively insignificant in comparison. Finally, the
importance of personal entrepreneurial attitude and perceived

FIGURE 3 | A line chart of the moderating effect of creativity between
perceived behavior control and entrepreneurial intention.
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behavioral control to entrepreneurial intent in this research
supports previous findings (e.g., Liñán et al., 2011). This
paper has the following theoretical significance: Firstly, the
need to broaden the scope of creativity research. In the
past, the field of creativity research was mainly focused in
economic organizations, like enterprises and research and design
institutions, and the research subjects were mostly enterprise
leaders or research and design personnel. In this study, the theory
of creativity has been applied to the field of higher education,
and college students were taken as the research subjects to
broaden the scope of creativity research. Secondly, the need to
expand research into the influencing factors of entrepreneurial
intention. Although previous studies have also paid close
attention to the influence of individual factors on entrepreneurial
intention, creativity is still an easily neglected individual factor.
This study introduces creativity as an individual factor to extend
the influencing factors of entrepreneurial intention. This also
confirms the research conclusions and viewpoints of Ahlin et al.
(2014) and Khedhaouria et al. (2015), that is, creativity can be
regarded as a valuable ‘raw material’ owned by individuals, which
can promote the enhancement of entrepreneurial intention by
improving the awareness and skills related to entrepreneurship,
such as opportunity identification, etc.

Based on the above analysis, this study believes that
in the context of China’s current economic transformation
and upgrading, to achieve the upgraded version of “mass
entrepreneurship and innovation” for college students, efforts
can be made from the following aspects. First, colleges and
universities could continue to improve the quality of their
entrepreneurship education. This can be done by expanding
the teaching material for entrepreneurship modules to cultivate
students’ creativity and by improving teaching methods for
entrepreneurship education to improve students’ understanding
of entrepreneurship and stimulate students’ creativity. This can
include a range of different learning experiences, including not
only in-class teaching, but also extra-curricular activities, which
have been found to be particularly efficacious in developing
students’ entrepreneurial mindsets in the Chinese context (Cui
et al., 2019). This research has highlighted the role that Ajzen’s
(1991) three TPB attitudes, and creativity, play in entrepreneurial
intent. Based on this research, to develop entrepreneurial intent,
both individually and more widely, entrepreneurship education
should focus on positively developing the three attitudes,
and individuals’ creativity. Previous research has found that
entrepreneurship education can efficiently develop creativity,
which can successfully nurture entrepreneurial intentions
(Shahab et al., 2019). Active experiential approaches can be
beneficial in entrepreneurship education (Fuchs et al., 2008),
particularly those that provide an authentic learning experience.
Authentic learning experiences can encourage deeper learning,
encourage engagement and more effectively prepare students
(Macht and Ball, 2016). For example, hands-on entrepreneurial
experiences can help to develop intent and stimulate creativity,
which can be further developed by the creation of specific goals
and the sense of competition (Bell and Bell, 2016).

Secondly, the government could create a better
entrepreneurial environment for university entrepreneurs.

Preferential policies could be provided for college students, such
as setting up a special entrepreneurship support fund, providing
free business premises, and providing tutorials. Furthermore,
establishing an effective entrepreneurial atmosphere across
whole society would encourage young people to innovate and
start their own businesses. This could be achieved by holding
entrepreneurship competitions, media publicity, and other forms
of promotion. Finally, the increased joint ventures between
universities and industries, financial institutions and/or relevant
associations would create an entrepreneurial ecosystem and
encourage innovation. Developing and tailoring entrepreneurial
ecosystems conducive to the support of entrepreneurship
education has been highlighted as an effective way to support the
development of students’ entrepreneurial attitudes and abilities
(Bell, 2019).

LIMITATIONS

Although this research expands the use of the TPB model to
study the relationship between creativity and entrepreneurial
intention, it also has practical significance for entrepreneurship
education. However, in common with all research, some potential
limitations exist and will now be considered along with future
research opportunities. Firstly, this paper uses self-assessment
to measure individual creativity, which may deviate from the
actual situation. In future research, we can use mutual assessment
or test, to obtain a deeper and more objective measurement
of individual creativity. Secondly, this research focuses on the
impact of creativity on individual entrepreneurial intention.
Future research can explore the impact of entrepreneurs’
creativity in entrepreneurial teams, entrepreneurial performance
and entrepreneurial growth, which can further expand the
research area. Finally, research can be undertaken to investigate
across a range of universities, and the number of samples
can be increased to improve the external validity of the
research conclusions.
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The evaluation of the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education has become a
key issue in improving the quality of entrepreneurship education. The quality of
entrepreneurship education was empirically analyzed through a questionnaire survey
conducted within 70 medical colleges and universities in China and 16,660 valid
questionnaires were obtained. The datasets were processed with a classic analysis
tool, SPSS. Several findings were revealed by the research. The popularity of
entrepreneurship courses in China’s medical schools was low, due to reasons such as:
the obvious characteristics of fragmentation in curriculum design the entrepreneurship
practice for medical students being far from open and not effectively integrated with the
market trend; the current policies in China not providing additional support for medical
entrepreneurship and the lack of funds, which is the main obstacle for medical students
who owned start-ups; and the teacher-student collaboration not being an important
enough vessel to improve the quality of entrepreneurship education. It is recognized in
this paper that, in the future, medical schools in China should build an individualized
and diversified medical entrepreneurship education curriculum system, strengthen the
openness of medical students’ entrepreneurship practice, build a multi-channel financial
support platform, and create a major-innovation integration mechanism.

Keywords: medical, quality, evaluation, entrepreneurship education, student

INTRODUCTION

From the perspective of epistemology, education evaluation is used to generate factual and objective
judgments on education. Whether a judgment is deemed correct is verified by practice, based on
whether subjective cognition conforms to objective criteria. Education, as a social phenomenon,
not only needs the factual judgment but also needs to be judged on its value. The criterion for the
value judgment lies in whether it satisfies the needs of human development and social development.
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The concept of evaluation was first proposed by American
scholar Ralph Tyler, who was honored as the father of educational
evaluation. According to Tyler (2014), the evaluation process
is essentially a process of determining the extent to which
the curriculum and syllabus actually achieve educational goals.
However, educational goals essentially refer to the changes that
occur, that is, the goal to be achieved is some kind of desired
change expected to be produced in the student behavior pattern.
Therefore, evaluation is a process of determining the degree of
actual change in behavior. Scholars with different perspectives
are bound to have different reflections regarding the concepts
of educational evaluation. Representatives such as Cronbach
(1983) believed that educational evaluation is necessary to
make decisions about educational programs, collecting and
using information. Stenhouse (1975) defined evaluation as an
evaluation of advantages/shortcomings or value, or an activity
that has both a description and a judgment. It focused on judging
the benefits of educational activities, educational processes, and
educational outcomes, to examine if they have value. The Joint
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (JCSEE)
established a comprehensive definition of educational evaluation
in 1981, followed by the most recent revision in 2011, arguing
that educational evaluation is a process providing a basis for
educational decision-making after investigation of educational
goals and its advantages, disadvantages, and value judgments
(Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation
[JCSEE], 2011). In a word, it states that education evaluation is
used to continuously improve educational decision-making and
meet the needs for human development and social development
using a series of scientific means to judge the value of educational
practice, educational processes, and educational results based on
a certain educational value judgment standard and goal. The
education evaluation mainly includes process evaluation and
impact evaluation.

As a sub-study field of educational evaluation, evaluation of
entrepreneurship education has been explored from different
angles. For instance, Lundström and Stevenson (2005) evaluated
entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities via
strategic planning. Based on educational practice, Vesper and
Gartner (1997) proposed a Seven-Factor Evaluation Method
covering entrepreneurship courses, textbooks, school influence,
enrollment rate of entrepreneurship education, graduate self-
employment rate, survival rate of graduate entrepreneurial
projects, and related activities of college teachers’ entrepreneurial
activities. Researchers have a long history concentrating on
how entrepreneurship education impacts on students. Wei X.
et al. (2019) tested it on Multiple Mediation Model, Wei J. et al.
(2019) constructed an interpretive structure model, and Wang
et al. (2019) examined entrepreneurship education interaction
with other domains. Since entrepreneurship education is a
dynamic education system where theoretical construction
and practical operation go in tandem, the evaluation of
entrepreneurship education should follow the model of
summative evaluation and formative evaluation. Based on such
a theoretical perspective, Fayolle et al. (2006) proposed that the
evaluation of entrepreneurship education mainly includes the
paradigm of process factor evaluation and impact evaluation.

Process factor evaluation is the evaluation for educators of
the status of each element that constitutes entrepreneurship
education (Henry et al., 2004). The process elements
of entrepreneurship education include entrepreneurship
course, entrepreneurship practice, entrepreneurship activities
(entrepreneurship contest), investment in entrepreneurship
education (policy support), and collaboration between teachers
and students (entrepreneurship activities or entrepreneurship
projects carried out by teachers and students together), which
have a positive impact on entrepreneurship education (Henry
et al., 2004). Impact evaluation is an assessment of the effect
of self-changes after receiving the entrepreneurial education.
It is tested by the changes it brings to the education receivers,
including cognitive, emotional, and behavioral changes (Pedrini
et al., 2017). In terms of the current research situation in China,
scholars mainly follow the paradigm of process evaluation
and impact evaluation in research on quality evaluation of
entrepreneurship education (Xu et al., 2018). Some scholars (Ge
and Liu, 2014) introduced the Context-Input-Process-Product
(CIPP) education evaluation model into capability evaluations of
entrepreneurship education, constructing the quality evaluation
system from four corresponding aspects: context evaluation,
input evaluation, process evaluation, and product evaluation.

Through literature review, it can be found that at the
current stage, domestic and foreign scholars have focused
on the quality evaluation of entrepreneurship education (EE)
within comprehensive universities. Nevertheless, such research
concentrating on medical colleges is still inadequate, and is
where the interest of this paper was sourced. What is the
quality of EE among medical schools in China? What is the
effect of EE elements in the process of education practice? How
could the quality of EE in China be improved? These problems
are what this study tried to answer. The study established
hypotheses to be tested based on the theoretical background
of EE process elements. Multiple linear regression analysis and
questionnaires delivered to students in 76 domestic medical
schools were subsequently combined to investigate the proposed
hypotheses. Statistical results were analyzed and discussed with
the comparison to previous studies and implications for future
research, to reflect the current status and lack of EE in
domestic medical schools. Eventually, standing on the findings
of this paper, implications and suggestions for practitioners and
researchers were provided.

The contribution of this study was mainly manifested in three
aspects. First, it filled the missing academic part through an
empirical study focused specifically on medical schools in China.
The result of research into entrepreneurship education has had
beneficial effects within Chinese academia, but few scholars have
paid attention to such research in medical schools. Second, based
on a large amount of sampled data, this paper used a variety
of analysis methods to make the conclusion more convincing.
It aimed to overcome common problems that have occurred in
the evaluation research of entrepreneurship education in China,
such as inadequate sample sizes and lack of persuasion. Third,
this paper proposed some targeted implications and suggestions,
which could help medical schools to improve the quality of
entrepreneurship education.
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TABLE 1 | Geographical distribution of sampled students.

Eastern area Number Central area Number Western area Number

Beijing 0 Shanxi 2727 (16.37%) Szechuan 403 (2.42%)

Tianjin 287 (1.72%) Inner Mongolia 99 (0.59%) Guizhou 2 (0.01%)

Hebei 741 (4.45%) Jilin 3 (0.02%) Yunnan 4 (0.02%)

Liaoning 677 (4.06%) Heilongjiang 3744 (22.47%) Tibet 0

Shanghai 0 Anhui 456 (2.73%) Shaanxi 100 (0.60%)

Jiangsu 644 (3.87%) Jiangxi 379 (2.28%) Gansu 1 (0.01%)

Zhejiang 955 (5.73%) Henan 507 (3.04%) Qinghai 0

Fujian 2986 (17.92%) Hubei 28 (0.17%) Ningxia 1 (0.01%)

Shandong 1222 (7.35%) Hunan 0 Xinjiang 0

Guangdong 392 (2.35%) Guangxi 0

Hainan 299 (1.79%) Chongqing 3 (0.02%)

Eastern total 8203 (49.24%) Central total 7946 (47.70%) Western total 511 (3.07%)

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
HYPOTHESES ESTABLISHMENT

Entrepreneurship Course
A curriculum is the core element of school education. It is
the main carrier of school education objectives, education value
embodiment, and syllabus implementation. As an important
vessel of entrepreneurship talents training, entrepreneurship
courses play an irreplaceable role in entrepreneurship knowledge
impartment and entrepreneurship skills cultivation. Esmi et al.
(2015) designed a set of entrepreneurship courses covering
various needs of all parties. Through the effective integration
and connection of direct teaching, teacher-student interaction,
and practical operation, the teaching model of entrepreneurship
courses was constructed to cultivate students’ entrepreneurial
skills. Through empirical research, Azila-Gbettor and Harrison
(2013) found that the entrepreneurship course in polytechnic
universities suffered from a lack of applicability, which meant
the impartment of entrepreneurship knowledge was unable
to meet the needs of students. Thus, the graduates were
unable to utilize the knowledge acquired when they obtained
the off-campus entrepreneurship resources, and that is why
low satisfaction rates regarding entrepreneurship education
was expected in the polytechnic universities. Heinrichs (2016)
designed the curriculum content with entrepreneurship cases,
making up for the traditional entrepreneurship course which
only concentrated on the accumulation of theoretical knowledge
with ignorance in the practical experience. Through the
sharing of entrepreneurship cases such as successful start-ups,
the satisfaction of entrepreneurship education was effectively
improved. Thus, the first hypothesis can be set as:

H1: Entrepreneurship Courses provide a positive
influence on entrepreneurship education evaluation.

Entrepreneurship Contest
An entrepreneurship contest is also referred to as a subject
contest. Hu et al. (2018) claimed that subject contest has
become a crucial platform to generate all-round development

TABLE 2 | Cronbach’s α of factors.

Factor Cronbach’s α Items

1 0.726 3

2 0.984 30

3 0.977 4

Total 0.981 37

for the students, a significant carrier for entrepreneurship
education reform in China, and a key link to promote the
combination of Industry-University-Research. Jin et al. (2017)
believed that the entrepreneurship contest in Chinese style was
an all-round exercise aiming to cultivate innovative spirit and
the formation of practical ability through literature review,
independent topic selection, innovative research, and team
cooperation. To overcome various difficulties in research, certain
guidance was offered by teachers throughout the contest. Fan
et al. (2016) reported that China’s entrepreneurship contest relied
on different platforms at university, provincial, and national
levels, which constructs a three-dimensional subject contest
system for different grades such as basic level, intermediate level,
and innovation level. Song and Yang (2016) introduced practice
results which have demonstrated that an education model with
subject contest at its core has a significant impact on innovation
and entrepreneurship education. It is reasonable to establish the
second hypothesis.

H2: Entrepreneurship Contest provides a positive
influence on entrepreneurship education evaluation.

Entrepreneurship Practice
Entrepreneurship practice is a vital factor affecting
entrepreneurship willingness and skills. It is a boost to the
promotion of entrepreneurship ability. Jena (2020) investigated
the cognition, emotion, and behavior of Indian college students
on entrepreneurship education by random sampling and
discovered that entrepreneurship practice had a significant
positive effect on entrepreneurship intention. Dodescu
et al. (2014) took entrepreneurship projects as the starting
point to build a partnership of mutual support between
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TABLE 3 | Frequency analysis of individual conditions of sampled students.

Primary indicator Secondary indicator Likert point Mean

5 4 3 2 1

Individual conditions D1 973 (5.8%) 1879 (11.3%) 5409 (32.4%) 4456 (26.7%) 3499 (23.7%) 2.49

D2 1076 (6.5%) 2942 (17.6%) 8212 (49.3%) 2767 (16.6%) 1663 (10.0%) 2.94

D3 713 (4.3%) 1469 (8.8%) 7097 (42.6%) 4803 (28.8%) 2578 (15.5%) 2.58

D1: Colleagues or friends have started their own businesses within the past year. D2: Business policies and the environment in your province are favorable. D3: You
believe that you have enough knowledge, skills, and experience to start a business.

entrepreneurship knowledge and practice by combining
qualitative research and quantitative research. Entrepreneurship
practice not only strengthened entrepreneurship skills, but
also cultivated entrepreneurship spirit. In addition, it also
increased the entrepreneurship willingness of potential
entrepreneurial students. Zhao et al. (2018), based on the
practical experience of entrepreneurship education in China,
believed that entrepreneurship education helped improve
student’s innovation and entrepreneurship ability, and that
this opportunity should be taken to promote the development
of China’s education industry. The third hypothesis can be
described as:

H3: Entrepreneurship Practice provides a positive
influence on entrepreneurship education evaluation.

Policy Support
Policy support plays an important role in enhancing the
willingness of entrepreneurship in the actual process of
entrepreneurship. The greater the policy support is, the stronger
entrepreneurship intention students can have. Hoppe (2016)
found that the Swedish government’s preferential policies
for entrepreneurship had significantly improved the business
environment in Sweden, which, to a certain extent, encouraged
people’s intentions to start innovative businesses. Zhao and
Ziedonis (2012) carried out an investigation, showing that the
United States government offered certain financial supports, such
as allowances and/or subsidies for technology-oriented start-
ups. Through the follow-up survey of 241 technology-oriented
start-ups in the United States, it transpired that start-ups had
been frequently funded by the federal or state governments and
those that had been supported by tax refund policies exhibited
a relatively high survival rate. Subsequently, the high survival
rate of these start-ups helped to increase market confidence, not
to mention the entrepreneurship intention. This results in our
fourth hypothesis.

H4: Policy Support has an advantageous impact on
entrepreneurship education evaluation.

Co-entrepreneurship of Teachers and
Students
Co-entrepreneurship describes the collaboration of teachers and
students. It is conducive to the commercialization of innovative,
scientific, and technological achievements. Kliewe et al. (2016)
discovered that University-Enterprise Cooperation (UBC), as

TABLE 4 | Score of entrepreneurship education under different
individual conditions.

Factors Groups Quality evaluation

Mean Standard deviation

Gender Male 3.67 0.922

Female 3.75 0.841

Ethnics Han 3.73 0.866

Others 3.65 0.906

Only child Positive 3.72 0.892

Negative 3.73 0.854

Practice in school Positive 3.87 0.837

Negative 3.68 0.873

Post-graduation Employment 3.71 0.857

Further education 3.72 0.870

Entrepreneurship 3.82 0.935

Others 3.69 0.846

Entrepreneurial
experience of
immediate family
members

Positive 3.83 0.850

Negative 3.70 0.871

Grades Top 25% 3.79 0.854

Upper 25% 3.75 0.839

Lower 25% 3.64 0.874

Bottom 25% 3.55 0.997

a basic form of cooperation between teachers and students,
was supported and guided by teachers and enterprises in
practice to effectively help the commercialization of scientific
and technological achievements. It was easier to improve the
effect of entrepreneurship education through such a formality.
Through empirical comparison, San-Martín et al. (2019) found
that teachers, as entrepreneurship role models, significantly
increased student entrepreneurship willingness, cognition, and
ability. Moreover, the difficulty of entrepreneurship was reduced
and the success rate was improved. Out of these theoretical
analyses, it is reasonable to hypothesize that:

H5: Collaboration between Teachers and Students
has a positive influence on entrepreneurship
education evaluation.
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TABLE 5 | Evaluation of each element in entrepreneurship education.

Primary indicator Secondary indicator Likert point Mean

5 4 3 2 1

Contest projects Diversity 2467 (14.8%) 4736 (28.4%) 7107 (42.7%) 1587 (9.5%) 763 (4.6%) 3.39

Easy implementation 1999 (12.0%) 3883 (23.3%) 7899 (47.4%) 1986 (11.9%) 893 (5.4%) 3.25

Compatibility 2249 (13.5%) 4214 (25.3%) 7482 (44.9%) 1863 (11.2%) 852 (5.1%) 3.31

Improved ability 2681 (16.1%) 5572 (33.4%) 6670 (40.0%) 1150 (6.9%) 587 (3.5%) 3.52

Improved confidence 2765 (16.6%) 5718 (34.3%) 6549 (39.3%) 1069 (6.4%) 569 (3.4%) 3.54

Expended social network 3076 (18.5%) 5976 (35.9%) 6208 (37.3%) 894 (5.4%) 506 (3.0%) 3.61

Improved teamwork 3499 (21.0%) 6443 (38.7%) 5634 (33.8%) 672 (4.0%) 412 (2.5%) 3.72

Enhanced real entrepreneurship 3052 (18.3%) 5811 (34.9%) 6389 (38.3%) 923 (5.5%) 486 (2.9%) 3.6

Course Versatile teaching approaches 2484 (14.9%) 4851 (29.1%) 7095 (42.6%) 1472 (8.8%) 758 (4.5%) 3.41

Experienced teachers 2142 (12.9%) 3913 (23.5%) 7687 (46.1%) 2009 (12.1%) 909 (5.5%) 3.26

Experienced in entrepreneurship 2661 (16.0%) 4681 (28.1%) 6946 (41.7%) 1608 (9.7%) 764 (4.6%) 3.41

Major fit 2077 (12.5%) 3794 (22.8%) 7327 (44.0%) 2332 (13.9%) 1140 (6.8%) 3.2

Trend fit 2398 (14.4%) 4845 (29.1%) 7104 (42.6%) 1518 (9.1%) 795 (4.8%) 3.39

Entrepreneurship practice Advisor board 2929 (17.6%) 5614 (33.7%) 6472 (38.8%) 1078 (6.5%) 567 (3.4%) 3.56

Exclusive funding 2475 (14.9%) 4811 (28.9%) 7280 (43.7%) 1413 (8.5%) 681 (4.1%) 3.42

Integrated service 2918 (17.5%) 4828 (29.0%) 6596 (39.6%) 1533 (9.2%) 785 (4.7%) 3.45

Graduates innovation park 2438 (14.6%) 4416 (26.5%) 7260 (43.6%) 1701 (10.2%) 845 (5.1%) 3.35

Exclusive practice base 2539 (15.2%) 4650 (27.9%) 7253 (43.5%) 1475 (8.9%) 743 (4.5%) 3.41

Policy support Tax exemption 3154 (18.9%) 5289 (31.7%) 6960 (41.8%) 837 (5.0%) 420 (2.5%) 3.6

Simplified registration 3082 (18.5%) 5180 (18.5%) 7085 (31.1%) 880 (42.5%) 433 (5.3%) 3.58

Initial capital funded 3019 (18.1%) 5021 (30.1%) 7146 (42.9%) 974 (5.8%) 500 (3.0%) 3.55

Free training 3012 (18.1%) 4778 (28.7%) 7237 (43.4%) 1102 (6.6%) 531 (3.2%) 3.52

Accelerating entrepreneurship 3345 (20.1%) 6120 (36.7%) 6161 (37.0%) 682 (4.1%) 352 (2.1%) 3.69

Actual assistance 3391 (20.4%) 6029 (36.2%) 6256 (37.6%) 631 (3.8%) 353 (2.1%) 3.69

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Measurement
A questionnaire survey was used to evaluate the quality of
medical college entrepreneurship education. An online invitation
with an exclusive QR code was distributed to students within
70 medical specialized universities across China (Hong Kong
SAR, Macau SAR, and Taiwan were excluded), outlining the brief
purpose of the study and an incentive of CNY5 which could
be earned once they extract the QR code to enter the survey,
verify the student identity, then validly complete the task. The
survey was operated in the form of an online questionnaire
where the data could be accumulated and statistically calculated
directly. The questionnaire contained 37 items; each item
was measured by a 5-point Likert scale. Summarized from
a statistic report, 90.24% of collected questionnaires were
determined to be valid because certain preset discard rules were
triggered through means such as studentship verification failure,
being fraudulent with the incentive, important information
being missing, etc.

The sample contained five “double first-class” universities
(top class universities) with 465 students, fifty-five ordinary
universities and colleges with 15170 students, nine independent
colleges and universities with 1007 students, and one private
college with 18 students, accounting for 2.79, 91.06, 6.04, and
0.01%, respectively, in sample quantity. No higher vocational

colleges were involved. The distribution met the trend of statistics
from the Ministry of Education of PRC, demonstrating that the
survey was properly spread.

The geographical distribution of sampled students was shown
in Table 1. These students were randomly invited to avoid
any unscientific factors that could result from manual division
intervened sampling strategies, such as stratification of clustering,
which could introduce biased results, especially considering
the enormous and complex differences of the culturally-,
geographically-, and socio-environmentally influenced habitants
of China.

It is recognized that forensics, science, and engineering are the
majors directly related to medical education. It was found in the
survey that the students’ majors were medicine (78.10%), science
(9.80%), engineering (3.50%), forensics (0.43%), philosophy
(0.13%), economics (0.53%), education (0.46%), literature
(0.51%), history (0.01%), agriculture (0.40%), military (0.01%),
management (6.50%), and art (0.12%).

Validity Analysis
Under the preliminary calculation of Exploratory Factor
Analysis for the original questionnaire, the Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin (KMO) measure was 0.982, which was greater than
0.8, indicating a plausibility of factor analysis. The χ2 of
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (Tobias and Carlson, 1969) was
836195.261, the degree of freedom was 666, and the P-value
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TABLE 6 | Evaluation of overall effect in entrepreneurship education.

Primary indicator Secondary indicator Likert point Mean

5 4 3 2 1

Beneficial effect Enrich entrepreneurial knowledge 3508 (21.0%) 6192 (37.1%) 6006 (36.0%) 620 (3.7%) 334 (2.0%) 3.72

Foster a spirit of innovation 3598 (21.6%) 6175 (37.0%) 5960 (35.7%) 592 (3.6%) 335 (2.0%) 3.73

Improve entrepreneurial skills 3565 (21.4%) 6250 (37.5%) 5947 (35.7%) 578 (3.5%) 320 (1.9%) 3.73

Inspire entrepreneurial willingness 3565 (21.4%) 6237 (37.4%) 5938 (35.6%) 596 (3.6%) 325 (1.9%) 3.73

Satisfaction over quality 3133 (18.8%) 5631 (33.8%) 6610 (39.6%) 827 (5.0%) 459 (2.8%) 3.61

was less than 0.001. The significance standard was reached, the
independence hypothesis of each variable was not established,
and common factors among related matrices of the parent
group existed, which were suitable for factor analysis. Principal
Component Analysis and Maximum Variance Rotation Method
were used to extract factors with an eigenvalue greater
than 1.4 and factor load greater than 0.5. The common
values of all items in the questionnaire were located at the
interval from 0.722 to 0.949 after extraction, indicating a
good commonality. Three factors could be extracted, and
the cumulative variance contribution rate reached 73.16%,
significantly higher than 60%. It could be considered that
the variance contribution rate was high and the questionnaire
structure validity was satisfying.

Reliability Analysis
The reliability α coefficient of 37 items was 0.981, which indicated
that the homogeneity reliability was highly ideal. The reliability
value of each factor was greater than 0.7, indicating that the
questionnaire has a high reliability. The reliability of each factor
and total reliability were presented in Table 2.

According to the Exploratory Factor Analysis, three factors
were extracted: “individual condition scale,” “entrepreneurship
education quality evaluation scale,” and “teacher-student
collaboration scale”. The individual condition scale included
four original items in the questionnaire: the family’s social
resources, entrepreneurship situation in the surroundings,
social environment for entrepreneurship, and personal ability.
Since the standard deviation of a question involved was close
to 0, which meant that the answers were highly consistent, the
remaining three were retained. The higher score was offered,
the better the individual situation could be. In this study, the
internal consistency coefficient of individual situation was
0.726. Entrepreneurship education evaluation included 30 test
questions, then four sub-factors were further extracted after a
second exploratory factor analysis, including entrepreneurship
course, contest projects, entrepreneurship practice, and policy
support. After testing, the scale structure was proved to be
clear. The cumulative variance interpretation rate was 84.90%
and each item was loaded on the corresponding factor. In
this study, the consistency coefficients of all dimensions in
the scale were 0.934, 0.960, 0.957, and 0.965, respectively.
The teacher-student collaborating create scale included 5 test
questions. Similar to the situation of the individual condition
scale, one question was deleted as the standard deviation of

TABLE 7 | Innovation and entrepreneurship course related variables.

Variables M S 1 2 3 4

Overall satisfaction
with course quality

3.61 0.937 1

Content combined
with the trend

3.39 0.997 0.630* 1

Various types of
course

3.26 1.022 0.587* 0.691* 1

Content combined
with expertise

3.20 1.048 0.564* 0.790* 0.674* 1

*Significant correlation at 0.001 level.

FIGURE 1 | Score of evaluation on entrepreneurship education.

which was close to 0. In this study, the internal consistency
coefficient was 0.977.

RESULTS

Individual Condition Scale Output
The descriptive statistical evaluation of entrepreneurship
education under individual conditions were shown in Tables 3, 4.

The score of individual condition was generally low with
an overall score of 2.67. Among them, the score of “colleagues
and friends who have started a business within the past
year” was the lowest. Spearman Correlation Analysis (Fieller
and Pearson, 1961) was used to figure out that the quality
evaluation of entrepreneurship education was significantly
positively correlated with the entrepreneurship of individuals
(r = 0.261, P < 0.001).
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One-way analysis of variance was used to test whether factors
like gender, ethnic group, being an only child, practice in
school, destination after graduation, immediate family members’
entrepreneurial experience, and grades in college had any impact
on the quality of entrepreneurship education. As what could
be seen in Table 5, women gave a better quality evaluation of
entrepreneurship education than men (F = 31.46, P < 0.001).
The evaluation from the Han ethnic group was higher than
the others (F = 8.21, P = 0.004). Being an only child had no
significant impact on the evaluation (F = 0.35, P = 0.555).
The participants of entrepreneurial innovation offered a higher
quality than non-participants (F = 7.43, P = 0.006). Students who
planned to start their own business after graduation evaluated
the quality of entrepreneurship education more highly than
those who did not plan to be involved in business (F = 3.63,
P = 0.012). Students whose immediate family members had
entrepreneurial experience rated a higher quality than those who
had not (F = 59.99, P < 0.001). The higher the score, the higher
the quality of entrepreneurship education (F = 41.75, P < 0.001).

Entrepreneurship Education Quality
Evaluation Scale Output
The analysis of each elements and the overall effect of
entrepreneurship education were shown in Tables 5–7, as well as
Figure 1.

According to the results of the frequency analysis and
average factor analysis, evaluation regarding the effect of
entrepreneurship education was generally positive. The average
factor score was 3.48 and the mean of each factor score exceeded
3.34. In comparison, the sampled students rated policy support
higher (3.60) and entrepreneurship courses lower (3.34). The
average value of “various types of course” is 3.26 and the mode

is 3, indicating that the content of entrepreneurship course is
scattered and the type is monotone. The overall satisfaction with
course quality is moderately related to the other three aspects.

Entrepreneurial course (x1), subject contest (x2),
entrepreneurship practice (x3), and policy support (x4) were
taken as independent variables; evaluation of entrepreneurship
education was treated as dependent variable (y). The equation

y = ε+ β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + β4x4

was exploited for stepwise regression analysis in the multiple
linear regression analysis. The adjusted R2 of the model was 0.810
determined by formula

R2
adjust = 1−

(1− R2) (n− 1)

n− k− 1

where n was sample size and k was variable quantity. The linear
equation responded well to the real data and the response degree
was 81.0% (0.810). Durbin-Watson Statistic Value (Durbin and
Watson, 1951) was 1.924, which could exclude auto-correlation,
and no pseudo-regression was presented. During ANOVA
analysis, F = 17712.695, P < 0.001, indicating that there were
significant differences among the four variables. Every VIF was
less than 10, which excluded collinearity. Namely, the correlation
between the variables was not considered to affect the accuracy of
the regression model.

According to (Table 8), the fitting equation was

y = 0.380+ 0.081x1 + 0.330x2 + 0.123x3 + 0.801x4

The plus-minus signs indicated the positive/negative influence
of each variable and the modulus of its corresponding
coefficient represented the extent of its influence. It could

TABLE 8 | Multiple linear regression analysis of influential factors.

Model Statistics model

Non-standardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t Sig. Collinear statistics

B STD Trail Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.380 0.013 NA 28.658 0 NA NA

Course 0.081 0.006 0.084 12.990 0 0.275 3.640

Contest 0.330 0.008 0.324 39.606 0 0.170 5.874

Practice 0.123 0.007 0.128 16.407 0 0.189 5.305

Policy 0.801 0.006 0.795 134.597 0 0.327 3.056

NA, not applied.

TABLE 9 | Frequency analysis of Teacher-student collaboration.

Primary indicator Secondary indicator Likert point Mean

5 4 3 2 1

Beneficial effect Better understanding of the frontiers 3612 (21.7%) 6310 (37.8%) 5324 (31.9%) 902 (5.4%) 512 (3.1%) 3.70

Enhanced scientific research capability 3639 (21.8%) 6207 (37.2%) 5443 (32.6%) 875 (5.2%) 496 (3.0%) 3.70

Enhanced capacity for innovation 3670 (22.0%) 6294 (37.8%) 5311 (31.9%) 871 (5.2%) 514 (3.1%) 3.70

Easy commercialization 3453 (20.7%) 5944 (35.7%) 5786 (34.7%) 953 (5.7%) 524 (3.1%) 3.65
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be demonstrated that an entrepreneurial curriculum and
entrepreneurial practice were negatively correlated to
the evaluation, while contest and policy support were
positively correlated to the evaluation. Thus, H1, H2, H3,
and H4 were simultaneously corroborated. The degree of
influence from high to low should be ranked as policy
support, contest projects, entrepreneurship practice, and
entrepreneurship courses.

Teacher-Student Collaboration Scale
Output
The analysis is shown in Table 9.

According to the results of frequency analysis and average
factor analysis, the evaluation of teacher-student collaboration
was generally good with scores of each factor exceeding 3.65,
which demonstrated that H5 was corroborated. However, the
evaluation of “easy commercialization” was relatively low,
presenting a point of 3.65. It could be interpreted from
the analysis that the beneficial effects of teacher-student
collaboration were highly recognized, and teachers were expected
to play the role of facilitator. It was indicated that students
generally believed in necessary hands-on practice, requesting
the right to make decisions instead of being a mere vessel to
deliver the mentor’s directive. Among the cooperative methods,
the most common mode was “student’s innovation under
guidance”, which inspired students to spark their subjective
initiative rather than being passive performers. Teachers
have rich knowledge, which reduce the risk of failure in
the process of entrepreneurship. However, there were also
obvious problems in the actual operation. “Not being able
to get information from the teacher” was one of the major
obstacles to jointly carrying out the entrepreneurship project
with the teacher.

CONCLUSION

From the aforementioned results, the process factors of
entrepreneurship education, such as entrepreneurship
curriculum, entrepreneurship practice, policy support, and
collaboration between teachers and students, collectively
demonstrated significance in improving the quality of
entrepreneurship education in medical schools. Some process
factors presented consistent effects in both medical schools
and comprehensive universities, such as teacher-student co-
entrepreneurship. This factor has been regarded as a crucial vessel
of entrepreneurship education in medical schools (Mcdonnell
et al., 2012). According to the survey, collaboration between
teachers and students was shown to be particularly useful in
understanding the state-of-the-art dynamics of professional
knowledge, improving scientific research ability, and enhancing
innovation and entrepreneurship ability. Such results were
consistent with the situation reported in comprehensive
universities (Mcdonnell et al., 2012). The other findings had
obviously exhibited different outputs, which have been discussed
in the following section.

The most evident finding was that the popularity rate
of EE courses in domestic medical schools was rather low
and the course design showed a distinctive fragmentation.
The results showed that 70.9% of medical schools offered
entrepreneurship courses and approximately 60% of sampled
students have attended an EE course. These all presented
that many of the medical schools in China have realized
the significance of innovation and entrepreneurship education.
But the results indicated that the entrepreneurship course
was mainly conducted as an optional extra. Moreover, it
showed that the content of entrepreneurship courses was
scattered and the type of course is monotone, which has
severely hindered the enthusiasm of medical students in
attending innovation and entrepreneurship courses. Although
there were also teaching forms such as workshops, interactive
seminars, and high-quality lectures, current innovation and
entrepreneurship education course designs were still not
systematic, which presented a simple patchwork of some
fragmented curriculum forms. This was extremely different from
the innovation and entrepreneurship education carried out by
most of the comprehensive universities. The EE curriculum
in comprehensive universities has achieved a full coverage to
all the students. The curriculum had a systematic design with
rich content and diverse teaching approaches, as Zhang and
He (2019) introduced such a curriculum design in Caltech
where systematic designs for EE courses have been implemented
for years. In addition, the correlation analysis showed that
overall satisfaction with entrepreneurship education quality was
positively related to entrepreneurship course, among which, “the
content is closely combined with the cutting-edge trend,” “The
content is closely combined with the professional knowledge,”
and “Teaching methods of entrepreneurship courses are various”
were highly related. Therefore, improving the course content
with the times could help to improve the satisfaction toward
education quality.

Entrepreneurship practice has been shown to be able
to promote entrepreneurship ability, which was consistent
with long-term studies (Drucker, 1985; Spitzeck and Janssen,
2010). Among the relevant elements of entrepreneurship
practice, comparing with localized relevant supporting
elements, the evaluation of “with exclusive off-campus
entrepreneurship practice base” was the lowest. It represented
that entrepreneurship practice by medical students was observed
to be less open. Namely, they were more inclined to explore
practice within campus, which failed to effectively integrate
them with the society, market, and economic situation. As
an attempt of entrepreneurship practice, entrepreneurship
contest features the most typical Chinese educational
characteristics. The result of the option survey “Which
activity that you have participated in helped you the most”
showed that 32.4% of sampled students chose contest as the
top prioritized option, which was the most popular option.
A previous study (Henkel et al., 2015) has shown that an
entrepreneurship contest helpd students to a large extent,
which was consistent with the findings of this paper. For
the very first time, this study has revealed that the sampled
students have a high evaluation on the entrepreneurship
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contest because of “improvement of team cooperation ability,”
“improvement of interpersonal network,” “real entrepreneurial
help,” “improvement of entrepreneurial self-confidence,” and
“improvement of entrepreneurial ability.” But the evaluation
on “easier commercialization of the contest projects” still
needed to be improved.

The existing entrepreneurial policies in China do not provide
additional support for medical entrepreneurship and the shortage
of funds has become the main obstacle for medical students
to start their own businesses. National and/or local policies
and regulations significantly contributed to the success of
medical students’ entrepreneurship, which helped to enhance
the entrepreneurial intention. However, for the policy support
provided by different stakeholders, the most frequent choice
was “tax reduction for graduates established start-ups on
national level,” which implied that students held the highest
evaluation and expectation for the national policy support.
However, judging from the existing policy support for innovation
and entrepreneurship, such as Implementation Opinions of the
General Office of the State Council on Deepening the Reform
of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education in Colleges and
Universities and other universal policies targeted at ordinary
graduates, there was no additional green channel for medical
students to start their own entrepreneurship. Evaluation on
“interest-free loans for graduates established start-ups provided
by schools” and “free training for graduates established start-
ups offered by society” was relatively unsatisfying, which showed
that medical students have frequently encountered the difficulty
of insufficient funds in the process of entrepreneurship. It was
also a problem frequently reported in policy research academic
papers. Edoho (2016) reported such a problem in Nigeria,
which has seen a throat-cutting competition over national
funding under the policy support. It could be seen that the
challenge of insufficient funds was much more severe among
overpopulated developing countries. Therefore, for medical
students, a highly specialized group of students, offering financial
support and policies should be an important issue that is
paid top priority.

Implications for Researchers
The theoretical contributions of this paper were mainly presented
in three aspects.

First, it filled the blank of the EE evaluation research
in medical schools through the empirical study on 76
domestic medical schools. In China, there has been much
research on entrepreneurship education, but there were
only several studies on the EE evaluation and even fewer
on the EE evaluation in medical schools. The research on
how to deliver entrepreneurship education, how to evaluate
the quality of entrepreneurship education, and how to
improve the quality of entrepreneurship education based
on the evaluation were relatively weak in China’s medical
schools. Scholars have hardly focused on it, which meant the
academia naturally lacked convincing research results with
strong evidence.

Second, through the data analysis derived from a large
sample size and the usage of multiple linear regression analysis

methods, this paper revealed that the entrepreneurship education
in medical schools was quite different from that in comprehensive
universities. The current status and failings for the EE
curriculum included its unpopularity, the obvious fragmentation
of curriculum design, subpar openness of entrepreneurship
practice, and inadequate policy support. The study has provided
a practical basis to improve the quality of entrepreneurship
education in medical colleges.

Third, this paper used empirical research to test the
hypotheses proposed on the basis of a literature review on
EE process factors. It clarified the positive significance of the
process factors of entrepreneurship education to the quality of
entrepreneurship education.

Implications for Practitioners
The research findings have implications for medical schools that
could help them to improve the quality of entrepreneurship
education regarding the following three aspects.

First, a personalized and diversified medical entrepreneurship
education system should be created to expand benefits for
potential audiences. The innovation and entrepreneurship
courses should be established with full coverage to all the
students in campus, which could involve general EE content
such as economics, management, business, and relevant policies
and regulations, etc. The lectures are supposed to closely
follow the forefront of the era, emphasizing the cultivation
of universal awareness and basic knowledge to enhance the
popularity of EE courses. Furthermore, the deep integration
of entrepreneurship education and professional education
should be achieved by the curriculum design underlining
subject-oriented professional education with the support of
entrepreneurship education elements. Content could be drawn
from the Medical school in the University of Michigan, which has
systematically designed the course arrangement with the theme
of innovative project commercialization at its core. Meanwhile,
case studies of medical innovation and entrepreneurship should
be conducted to introduce how the contents of EE courses
can be integrated with professional knowledge and how EE
courses can be implemented based on expertise. Meanwhile,
due to the specialty of medical study, students may encounter
some market supervision problems such as patent application
and transformation and premarket administrative affairs. In
the corresponding course design, the administrator of certain
government agencies shall be hired to answer questions, expand
the knowledge structure of students, and improve the market
acumen of students.

Second, the openness of entrepreneurship practice
should be strengthened by joint efforts to effectively
integrate with the market. In terms of the transformation
of entrepreneurship concepts, it is necessary to reverse the
on-campus misunderstanding of entrepreneurship cognition
and synchronously create an off-campus public opinion delivery.
In terms of school internally, it is necessary to break through
the shackles of the disciplinary attribute of medical specialty on
the concept of entrepreneurship education. Lecturers should
also get rid of the misunderstanding of entrepreneurship
education, and not that entrepreneurship education is just a
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narrow sense of “running enterprises.” The core of innovation
and entrepreneurship education is to cultivate entrepreneurship
spirit. In terms of school externally, medical schools, with
their own influence and social appeal, should publicize the
importance and social value of medical innovation and
entrepreneurship to the entire society, changing the stereotype
against medical students. In terms of building a platform, the
school should strengthen their cooperation with enterprises.
Zhou (2014) emphasized that the combination of Industry-
University-Research-Application was actually the combination of
education systems and social practice systems. It was an effective
way for universities to cultivate innovative and entrepreneurial
talents. Enterprises can provide support and services in various
aspects such as work placements, target directions, achievement
appraisal, and financial assistance. Colleges and universities can
transfer high-tech and high-quality talents to enterprises to
achieve mutually beneficial situations. It can also be achieved by
organizing entrepreneurial teams, integrating laboratories, R&D
sections, and incubation parks in the way of school-enterprise
cooperation, employing entrepreneurs as practice instructors
to give lectures and solve doubts about the difficulties in the
practice process, encouraging professionals to join the company
to practice, truly contacting the market at zero distance to
understand the whole industry chain, so as to improve the
ability of teachers to grasp the current trend of the industry,
as well as the pertinence and effectiveness of student guidance.
In terms of campus culture, by holding versatile extracurricular
activities, the campus cultural atmosphere of innovation and
entrepreneurship is awakened. For instance, Qian et al. (2019)
raised several activities, such as the entrepreneurship salon
that encourages students and teachers to brainstorm together,
exchange experiences on innovation and entrepreneurship, and
excites the spark of entrepreneurship. The workshop enables
the design and practice of health products in combination with
students’ own specialties.

Third, multi-channel fund support platforms should be
constructed to solve the shortage of venture capital. Medical
schools should cooperate with the government to build a
“policy network” for medical innovation and entrepreneurship.
The government should hold joint meetings with medical
colleges and relevant functional departments to study and
analyze the innovation and entrepreneurship work in medical
schools, eliminating departmental barriers, strengthening the
link between horizontal departments, building a network
of entrepreneurship policies for medical students, and
providing assistance and support to start-ups in terms of
taxation, financing, and other issues. Advantages of university
incubators and influence of the university should be at
full function to expand the publicity of innovation and
entrepreneurship education, broadening the financing channels
and comprehensively attracting social donations and investment.
The university-industry interaction should be strengthened,
encouraging the entry of industry. Through close cooperation
with the industry, it is possible to complement mutual
advantages and simultaneously transform the entry of financial

capital and venture capital into a conventional mechanism.
Finally, alumni should be actively mobilized to back feed
alma mater, creating funds and striving for more alumni
support and donations.

Limitations and Research Opportunities
Limitations in the current study have been summarized to offer
potential research opportunities for future exploration.

First, this study evaluated the quality of entrepreneurship
education in medical schools concentrating on the perspective of
students. It might cause inaccuracies as the angle of lecturers was
not adequately considered. In future research, all stakeholders
related to entrepreneurship education could be taken into
account to generate a more comprehensive evaluation.

Second, this study explored several process factors in
entrepreneurship education evaluation. It has not covered all
the process factors, such as the lecturer teamwork and teaching
method. The research scope could possibly be expanded for
further research, where all the process factors could be included
to conduct an overall evaluation.
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With the advent of knowledge economy, the competition of comprehensive national
power gradually has shifted to talent competition. The cultivation of innovative talents
and the incubation of student entrepreneurial teams are the primary educational goals
of universities, which is an important part of the national innovation system. University
student entrepreneurial teams present the attribute of high technology and unique
knowledge advantage. The persistent innovation of student entrepreneurial teams is
attributed to knowledge playing a critical role. In particular, in the knowledge-based
economic era, student entrepreneurial teams with speed, connection, and intangible
value creation have transformed the partly labor-intensive model into a knowledge-
intensive competition model. Taking university student entrepreneurial teams as the
research object, a total of 500 copies of questionnaire were distributed and 386
valid copies were retrieved, with a retrieval rate of 77%. Through the questionnaire
survey, students’ awareness, emotion, and will of innovation in innovation education
are understood, and their cognition and intention of team cooperation and strategic
innovation are investigated. The research results are concluded as follows: (1) Innovation
education presents significantly positive correlations with collaboration. (2) Collaboration
shows remarkably positive correlations with strategic innovation. (3) Innovation
education reveals notably positive correlations with strategic innovation. According
to the research result, suggestions are proposed, expecting that China’s university
student entrepreneurial teams could acquire the advantage of technological innovation
by applying the opportunities of broadband and wireless network infrastructure and
developing innovative applications and entrepreneurial models.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of university students, being the reserves of
human resources and the sources of knowledge innovation,
is directly related to national development tactics and the
construction of an innovative country. To enhance university
students’ innovative entrepreneurial learning efficiency, the
universities have adopted a series of strategies, of which
student entrepreneurial teams based on academic societies
are established. Universities, as an important part of the
national innovation system, are responsible for the cultivation
of innovative talents. Student entrepreneurial teams, as the
effective carrier and form of talent development, are verified and
prove their status and function. A lot of student entrepreneurial
teams present satisfactory performance on technological
innovation, knowledge lead, and knowledge transformation
(Yanjie et al., 2019).

A student entrepreneurial team often presents certain
knowledge advantage on certain domains, and more student
entrepreneurial teams confirm such knowledge advantage as the
core competency and concentrate on the development of various
innovation learning and entrepreneurial activities. Under such
a thinking mode, however, student entrepreneurial teams might
lose the grasp of other domains that student entrepreneurial
teams should seek for proper partners externally. Besides,
partners are not simply in internal universities, but should
cover external organizations of enterprises and investors. For
this reason, student entrepreneurial teams, in addition to their
capabilities, should seek external partners, with other student
entrepreneurial teams and external enterprises and investors as
a whole, to cope with challenges from external environments
(Guo and Hu, 2014). With the development of technology,
innovative entrepreneurship has become an inevitable ability for
university students. To keep the knowledge advantage in the
competitive development, student entrepreneurial teams should
be ahead in technological innovation and create advantageous
technology outcomes in order not to be eliminated from the
market. Talent development is not simply an issue concerning
students, but it also concerns universities. In this case, student
entrepreneurial teams should be concerned about the changes in
external environment to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency
of knowledge innovation, create differential outcomes, and
promote entrepreneurial performance (Wu and Song, 2019).

The strategy related to innovation is “to comprehensively
promote technology and apply the internet, to enhance
emerging businesses and product creation with knowledge
value added, and to apply network technology to reduce
costs for production, stock, and transaction to further create
emerging markets.” Specific measures related to innovation
were “to establish booming innovation and entrepreneurial
mechanisms” and “to review current education systems, reinforce
innovation, and cultivate re-learning ability” as long-term
measures. “Internet + education” is a new revolution in
the field of education. The application of internet reaches
the barrier and boundary of education, which makes all
elements in the field of education separated but united,
concentrated but dispersed. Internet information storage is large,

efficient, and fast, which can fragment and integrate valuable
information, and enable people to share through electronic
market, portal resources, forum resources, and personal resources
(Yong, 2018).

As a result, the space and time connections in the
field of education can be permanently expanded and can
serve the subjects of education. From the perspective of
learning, the internet is connected with education; regarding
teaching, resource sharing and innovation represented by Open
University and hybrid learning are realized; in terms of
organizational ecology, the development of self-organization,
open education, and other new business forms is formed as
representative of education (Günther et al., 2019). To improve
the innovation and entrepreneurship ability of college students
and provide new direction and carrier for the innovation
and entrepreneurship education mode, it is necessary to
integrate the internet thinking mode into the innovation
and entrepreneurship courses of colleges and universities, and
guide, educate, and train college students. Internet education,
with education as the theme, supplemented by internet
tools and internet thinking, promotes the optimization of
educational activities. Apparently, applying the internet to
education and innovation education presents the importance
on the development of student entrepreneurial teams’ strategic
innovation. Therefore, the effect of applying the Internet
to innovation education on student entrepreneurial teams’
collaboration and strategic innovation was studied, expecting
that domestic student entrepreneurial teams could acquire
the advantage of technological innovation by applying the
opportunity of broadband and wireless network infrastructure
as well as the development of innovative applications and
entrepreneurial models (Wu et al., 2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Web-Based Instruction
In the era of the development of network information technology,
the promotion and application of network teaching has become
the main component of education informatization and also
the embodiment of the reform of the new teaching mode of
higher education. Network teaching platform is the platform of
various teaching activities in network teaching. It can integrate
all education and teaching activities to display on the platform,
which is an efficient and convenient way for colleges and
universities to hold network teaching activities. Halim et al.
(2014) defined web-based instruction (WBI) as a hypermedia-
centered teaching program that utilized the attributes and
resources of the World Wide Web (WWW) for creating a
meaningful learning environment, aiming to cultivate learners’
learning activities of automatic learning and continued learning.
Therefore, web-based instruction referred to learners being able
to autonomously utilize the rich resources on the Internet for
constructing personal knowledge (Ritala et al., 2015). Chen
et al. (2015) proposed that web-based instruction was “the
learning method applying network transmission to acquire
learning information and contents” (Malekifar et al., 2014),
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including information technology, transmission of various
teaching contents, accumulation and management of learning
processes and experiences, learning communities, as well as
designers, providers, and domain experts of teaching contents.
Yoon et al. (2015) defined e-learning as “any objects to achieve
definite learning objectives through the delivery, facilitation, or
mediation of electronic technologies”. Web-based instruction
created the environment to enhance learning and support
teaching with the characteristics and resources of the Internet
and the interface of the World Wide Web. In addition
to the promotion of network in school education, various
industries provide the employees more and flexible learning
opportunities through the development of computer network
technology, helping web-based instruction to become a new trend
(Tran and Pham, 2016).

Innovation Education
Scholars generally believe that innovation driven is the power
exerted in entrepreneurship, which is the necessary condition
and power for entrepreneurs. Meanwhile, college students are the
subjects of knowledge-based innovation and entrepreneurship
activities, and their entrepreneurship is the source of innovation-
driven energy. Higher education bears two important basic
functions of research and development and education (Shen
et al., 2019; Shen and Ho, 2020). First, higher education
trains talents, so it shoulders the important task of education
innovation talents. Second, innovation talents are the source
power of knowledge innovation, promoting knowledge progress
and research and development. Chan et al. (2015a) explained
innovation education as the education with the cultivation of
innovation spirit and innovation capability as the basic value
orientation. Mario and Henar (2016) indicated that the core
was based on education; to cope with the challenge of the
knowledge-based economic era in the comprehensive quality
education practice, it stressed on research and solving the
problems of students’ innovation awareness, innovation spirit,
and innovation capability in the cultivation of basic education.
Acumen (2015) mentioned that the goal of innovation education
was not to pursue “instilling,” “refreshing,” and “keeping up” in
traditional education and continuing education, but to “ignite,”
aiming to release human potential and stress on the combination
of potential development with the cultivation of excellent
psychological quality and positive life attitudes. Holgersson and
Granstrand (2017) pointed out innovation quality as the concern
of innovation education; such quality presented governance and
maximal time appropriateness for modern and future talents.
Fedyk et al. (2014) explained that the fulfillment of innovation
goals was the cultivation of innovation talents and the effect
of education at various stages, rather than the cultivation at a
certain stage of education. In this case, innovation education
was the integrated education as well as the education thought,
education philosophy, and education practice implemented in
the lifelong education process. Brautzsch et al. (2015) explained
innovation education in that an organizational leader should
have the creative idea and positively establish various education
training for innovation, such as members co-participating in
decision making, shaping communication situations without

leaders, and inducing members’ innovation opportunities, to
further create innovative and excellent organizational culture,
enhance overall competitive advantage, and maintain the status
of the organization.

Referring to Chan et al. (2015a), the following dimensions are
used for measuring innovation education.

(1) Innovation Awareness: it refers to individual
psychological intention to pursue new knowledge.
Once such intention is stabilized, it would become
individual spirit and culture.

(2) Innovation Emotion: it refers to psychological experience
to pursue new knowledge. The constant reinforcement
of such experience would be transformed into individual
motivation and ideal.

(3) Innovation Will: it refers to self-consciousness to pursue
new knowledge. The maintenance of such state would
become individual habits and personality.

In the education of entrepreneurship and innovation, it is
extremely necessary to cultivate students’ sense of teamwork
and team entrepreneurship. Each member plays a different
and corresponding role. As they have different knowledge,
skills, and experience, the role they play is also different.
Knowledge sharing among team members lays the foundation
for the growth and development of entrepreneurial teams. Each
member needs to coordinate their work by sharing resources and
knowledge, and knowledge sharing is the duty and responsibility
of each team member.

Collaboration
Walters (2016) regarded collaboration as two or more
independent groups jointly planning and executing relevant
operation to acquire larger success than independent operation.
Brouthers et al. (2015) simply defined collaboration as all
participants positively making efforts for the commonly set
goals. García-Sánchez et al. (2017) regarded collaboration as
the ability of independent but relevant organizations acquiring
resource sharing and satisfying most needs. Nissen et al. (2014)
regarded collaboration as departments in an organization or
organizations, based on mutual understanding and common
vision, sharing resources to achieve common goals. Arvidsson
(2014) considered collaboration as the closest cooperation model
between partners that the members from different domains
could contribute different but complementary skills to integrate
team value and further create higher value. Jiang et al. (2015)
defined partners as collaboration relationship that an enterprise
could join buyers or sellers for reducing costs and make changes
through sellers’ participation in new product development,
delivery, and logistics management to develop partnership.
Sandvik et al. (2014) indicated that partnership management
for successful collaboration contains professional knowledge,
favorable processes, common goals and motivation, and same
points of view, which were essential for internal organization
or between organizations. Chan et al. (2015a) indicated that
collaboration could provide competitive advantages for the
common development of all partners. Accordingly, collaboration
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was the key to create value that the increasing function and
application of collaboration would enhance collaboration and
integration to create larger value.

The research results of Jiang et al. (2015) were applied
to the entrepreneurship practice of student entrepreneurial
teams in this study, where information sharing, decision
synchronization, and motivation congruence were used for
measuring collaboration.

(1) Information Sharing: it refers to sharing frontier
information in various professional domains and market
feedback and determining strategy directions according
to such information.

(2) Decision Synchronization: it refers to cooperation
members of student entrepreneurial teams, enterprises,
and investor participating in planning or decision-making
of technological innovation and markets.

(3) Motivation Congruence: it refers to the degree of
cooperation members of student entrepreneurial teams,
enterprises, and investors sharing costs, risks, and results.

Strategic Innovation
Wang et al. (2014) considered that strategic innovation was the
definition of an organization re-conceptualizing businesses for
the competition by breaking industrial gaming rules and thinking
new methods, i.e., changing industrial law of competition.
Different from strategic changes of an organization, strategic
innovation stressed on placing organizational strategies at the
industrial level that were different from current industrial
competition. Chatterji and Fabrizio (2014) regarded strategic
innovation as the intersection of innovation and strategic
management that stressed on how to face environmental
changes and opportunities. Reijsen et al. (2015) indicated that
strategic innovation re-thought the ability of current business
models for creating new value for customers’ competitors
and new wealth for all shareholders to create wealth; in
such a discontinued era, strategic innovation was the key.
Bates and Khasawneh (2015) regarded strategic innovation as
the integration of strategy and innovation and proposed a
strategic innovation spirit that strategic innovation appeared on
development and wealth creation. Lopez et al. (2016) indicated
that strategic innovation utilized the new development of external
environment for changing industrial dynamics to rebuild gaming
rules. Chen et al. (2015) regarded strategic innovation as the
comparison with competitors to re-define the customer groups
and market position. Tangaraja et al. (2016) mentioned that
strategic innovation was planned with further aspects and treated
strategic innovation processes with multiple points of view
to break through the boundary of current business models
and think of innovation opportunities. Halim et al. (2015)
considered that strategic innovation explored the basic definition
of business through confirming potential customers, delivering
customer value, and designing the structure of terminal value
chain. Based on Yong et al. (2015), business model, change
of competition rules, and value innovation are developed for
measuring strategic innovation.

Effects of Innovation Education on
Collaboration
Mario and Henar (2016) indicated that an organization intending
to create major innovation should apply innovation education
so that the members would more conveniently conceive new
ideas. Innovation education introduced the idea of collaboration
to an organization to become the core structure of innovation
programs; meanwhile, customers and colleagues should be
invited to co-participate in the entire idea conceiving process
(Brautzsch et al., 2015) and to find out more effective
new methods and allow the members to apply emerging
telecommunication technology so that the organization could
conceive extremely creative ideas. Jiang et al. (2015) indicated
that innovation education could have an organization reinforce
the decision making and good performance through information
exchange and sharing among collaborative support groups. The
following hypothesis is therefore proposed in this study.

H1: Innovation education presents significantly positive
correlations with collaboration.

Effects of Collaboration on Strategic
Innovation
Tangaraja et al. (2016) considered that collaboration could
enhance knowledge sharing, including explicit and tacit
knowledge, to enhance knowledge creation and innovation
diffusion, to improve communication and coordination
capabilities through collaboration, jointly solve problems, and
reduce purchase costs with transactional contrast costs. In this
case, student entrepreneurial teams with high collaboration
would present better innovation capability, lower purchase costs,
and better financial performance. Holgersson and Granstrand
(2017) stated that enterprises could form competitive advantages
through internal resources and capabilities as well as external
corporate resources, which mainly came from the strategy
network between organizations. Regarding strategic cooperation,
Lopez et al. (2016) and Chen (2019) proposed to measure
collaborative value innovation, where information sharing
referred to value innovation-related information, including real-
time sharing external trend to dig out business opportunities and
the benefits and effectiveness of sharing products with customers
(Yong et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2019). Decision synchronization
referred to jointly planning and commonly making decisions
for value innovation-related activities; collaborative businesses
and investors could, through decision synchronization, avoid
possible impact on the business model caused by external trend
or re-define product function and position aiming at customer’s
perceived product benefits and functions (Arvidsson, 2014).
Accordingly, the following hypothesis is proposed in this study.

H2: Collaboration shows remarkably positive correlations
with strategic innovation.

Effects of Innovation Education on
Strategic Innovation
Chan et al. (2015b) pointed out innovation as the law of survival
of enterprises nowadays; however, innovation was an “idea,”
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which could be easily imitated, and an innovation strategy
merely showed the advantage for 5 years. Chan et al. (2015b)
stated that, for strategic innovation, a student entrepreneurial
team should apply innovation education to adjust the thinking
model of decision-making team; the traditional thinking of
imitation, improvement, or pursuit of a single benchmark
could not get out of the preset axis and hence it should
be eliminated; a problem-solving model directly starting from
market opportunities and business challenge could not excel
and thus it should be adjusted. Chatterji and Fabrizio (2014)
indicated that, for strategic innovation, a decision-making team
should precede innovation education to present unprecedented
originality for unexpected outputs. Yong et al. (2015) mentioned
that the creativity of strategic innovation could be promoted
through observation, understanding, imagination, association,
and combination, which could be cultivated with innovation
education. It is academically proven that creativity could be
trained or induced; for student entrepreneurial teams, open
mind, divergent thinking, and bravery to try might be the
most important. As a result, the following hypothesis is
proposed in this study.

H3: Innovation education reveals notably positive
correlations with strategic innovation.

SAMPLE AND MEASURING INDICATORS

Research Sample and Object
In this study, through the questionnaire survey, students’
awareness, emotion, and will of innovation in the innovation
education are understood, and students’ cognition and intention
of team cooperation and strategic innovation are investigated.
This questionnaire mainly involves the following aspects:
first, college students’ cognition of innovation activities;
second, college students’ participation in innovation activities;
and third, cultivation of students’ innovation awareness in
innovation activities. In the aspect of innovation cognition,
first, it investigates the importance of innovation activities
in the eyes of students, which is divided into four topics:
the enthusiasm of participating in activities, the different
types of activities, the level of participating in innovation
activities, and the influence of innovation activity credits on
students’ enthusiasm. The current situation of school innovation
activities is divided into four topics in the questionnaire: the
satisfaction of innovation activities in the eyes of students, the
way of students learning innovation activities, the interval
time of innovation activities, and the form of students
participating in innovation activities. The last three topics
are about the cultivation of innovation awareness: first,
college students’ awareness of innovation; second, whether
the innovation awareness is improved after participating in
innovation activities; and third, in which aspect the innovation
awareness is improved.

In this study, the student entrepreneurial teams in
Shaoyang University and Northeast Forestry University
were selected as the research object. They were given a total

of 500 copies of questionnaire, and 386 valid copies were
recovered, with a retrieval rate of 77%. Shaoyang University
is the education base for the practice of university students’
innovative entrepreneurship in China. It has established
about 1,000 student entrepreneurial teams by relying
on academic societies, and supports intercollegiate and
interdisciplinary student entrepreneurial teams such that it
is full of innovative entrepreneurship. Northeast Forestry
University has established “Northeast Forestry University student
innovative entrepreneurship education center” as the specific
research and practice institution for the school developing
university student innovative entrepreneurship education; takes
charge of innovative entrepreneurship curriculum, innovative
entrepreneurship practice base construction, entrepreneurial
policy support, and entrepreneurship guidance and service; and
is one of 50 innovative entrepreneurship universities in China.
In this study, 386 samples were analyzed by SPSS26.0 software,
and inappropriate items were modified or deleted to ensure the
reliability and validity of each specific index in the questionnaire.

Reliability and Validity Test
Validity refers to the measuring tool being able to really measure
the problems that researchers intend to measure. Validity
is generally divided into content validity, criterion-related

TABLE 1 | Analysis of overall model fit.

Evaluation Item Parameter/Evaluation Standard Result t

Overall model fit χ2/df 1.637

GFI 0.976

AGFI 0.915

RMR 0.003

TABLE 2 | Analysis of preliminary fit criteria.

Evaluation
item

Parameter/evaluation standard Result t

Preliminary fit
criteria

Innovation
education

Innovation
awareness

0.706 11.22**

Innovation
emotion

0.715 12.38*

Innovation will 0.694 10.23*

Collaboration Information
sharing

0.683 9.16*

Decision
synchronization

0.675 8.74*

Motivation
congruence

0.699 10.86*

Strategic
innovation

Business model 0.712 11.94*

Change of
competition
rules

0.723 13.12*

Value
innovation

0.735 14.51*

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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validity, and construct validity. The questionnaire items in this
study are referred to domestic and international researchers
and a pretest is preceded before the distribution of formal
questionnaire that the questionnaire presents certain content
validity. Dimensions of innovation education, collaboration,
and strategic innovation are tested, and the casual relationship
with a linear structural relation model and the data entry
is based on the correlation coefficient matrix of observation
variables. The linear structural relation model analysis
results reveal that the overall model fit reaches reasonable
range. It therefore presents favorable convergent validity and
predictive validity.

To further understand the reliability and validity of the
questionnaire, both reliability and validity were analyzed. The
higher Cronbach’s α reveals better reliability. The formal
questionnaire was formulated according to the standard, and the
measured Cronbach’s α was in 0.72–0.90, apparently conforming
to the reliability range.

ANALYSIS OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The LISREL (linear structural relation) model combines factor
analysis in traditional statistics and simultaneous equation in
econometrics and could calculate multiple factors and multiple
paths. The model fit could be evaluated with preliminary
fit criteria, overall model fit, and fit of internal structure of
model. The estimation process of the LISREL model is based
on causality, which helps users of the model make deeper
exploration, understand the problems studied, and deepen
further thinking on causality. Although the path analysis
method can be used to calculate the significant effect, it
cannot be used in the case of many hidden variables. Hence,
compared with the LISREL model, many assumptions are
needed in path analysis, which requires relevant data and that
data must be sufficient; otherwise, they cannot be applied.
However, the LISREL model has relatively low requirements
in this respect, and its scope of application is more extensive
(Chen and Shen, 2020).

LISREL Model Assessment Index
Item-to-total correlation coefficients are used for testing the
construct validity of the questionnaire content in this study,

i.e., reliability analysis. The calculated item-to-total correlation
coefficients are used for judging the questionnaire content. The
item-to-total correlation coefficients of the dimensions in this
study are higher than 0.7, revealing a certain degree of construct
validity of the dimensions.

The research data are given in Table 1, and the overall
model fit is explained below. The overall model fit standards
χ2/df = 1.637, lower than the standard 3, and RMR = 0.003,
revealing the appropriate results of χ2/df and RMR. Furthermore,
chi-square is extremely sensitive to sample size that it is not
suitable for directly judging the fit. However, the overall model
fit standards GFI = 0.976 and AGFI = 0.915 are higher than the
standard 0.9 (the closer GFI and AGFI to 1, the better the model
fit) that the model presents better fit indices.

Analysis of Preliminary Fit Criteria
The research data are organized in Table 2. From Table 1,
the dimensions of innovation education (innovation awareness,
innovation emotion, and innovation will) could significantly
explain innovation education (t > 1.96, P < 0.05), the
dimensions of collaboration (information sharing, decision
synchronization, and motivation congruence) could remarkably
explain collaboration (t > 1.96, P < 0.05), and three dimensions
of strategic innovation (business model, change of competition
rules, and value innovation) could notably explain strategic
innovation (t > 1.96, P < 0.05). Apparently, the overall model
presents favorable preliminary fit criteria.

Analysis of Fit of Internal Structure of
Model
Based on the research data in Table 3, innovation education
shows positive and significant correlations with collaboration
(0.837, P < 0.01), collaboration reveals positive and remarkable
correlations with strategic innovation (0.866, P < 0.01), and
innovation education presents positive and notable correlations
with strategic innovation (0.874, P < 0.01) such that H1,
H2, and H3 are supported. This shows that the innovation
education in colleges and universities can cultivate students’ sense
of team cooperation, and the sense of team cooperation can
spread students’ strategic innovation thinking, which promotes
improving the overall effect of innovation education.

TABLE 3 | Analysis of fit of internal structure of model.

Evaluation item Parameter/evaluation standard Result t

Fit of internal structure of model Innovation education → collaboration 0.837 18.45*

Collaboration → strategic innovation 0.866 22.61*

Innovation Education → strategic innovation 0.874 24.53*

Research hypothesis Correlation Empirical result P Result

H1 + 0.837 P < 0.01 Supported

H2 + 0.866 P < 0.01 Supported

H3 + 0.874 P < 0.01 Supported

*P < 0.01.
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According to the above fitting analysis results, combined
with the current situation of innovation education in China,
it is found that, at present, China has not yet formed
a widely recognized collaborative culture. Due to the lack
of collaborative innovation cooperation with spiritual core,
it is difficult to form a long-term symbiotic development
mechanism. University researchers mainly include teachers
and students, who are usually combined in the form of
innovative teams. Because the barriers between universities,
and between universities and scientific research institutes have
not been completely broken, there are still many difficulties
in the sharing of human resources between them. In terms
of scientific facilities sharing, scientific equipment resources
refer to the places, instruments, and equipment provided
by universities, enterprises, scientific research institutes, or
government agencies for cooperative innovation. At present,
the government formulates corresponding laws and regulations
or rules for the resource sharing of scientific equipment in
collaborative innovation. Hence, in this case, it is difficult for
colleges, enterprises, and scientific research institutes to ensure
the maximum open sharing of instruments, equipment, and
laboratories, thus realizing the maximum utilization of resources.

CONCLUSION

The research results reveal that the unique resources of
student entrepreneurial teams are the possible source of
the competitive advantage that student entrepreneurial teams
could form long-term and continuous competitive advantages
through the accumulation and cultivation of resources and
capabilities. Most entrepreneurship programs of university
student entrepreneurial teams are high-tech industries, which are
technology-intensive knowledge industries; high-tech industries
should apply innovation education to cultivate an innovative
thinking model and originality as well as use the core assets
and core competency for constructing the strategic innovation
to grasp key values, create Blue Ocean, and accumulate
more core resources. Introducing innovation education to
student entrepreneurial teams with high-tech industries as
the background would affect the collaboration. Such types of
student entrepreneurial teams should be permanently concerned
about the development of innovation education complemented
with web-based instruction. The integration of web-based
instruction into innovation education would introduce the
idea of collaboration to an organization to become the core
structure of innovation programs. Under such a situation,
a student entrepreneurial team would attract other student
entrepreneurial teams, enterprises, and investors more easily
for the cooperation to gain strength, generate a benign
loop, and further enhance the competitiveness. What’s more,
favorable collaboration among student entrepreneurial teams
and with enterprises and investors allows the university and
university entrepreneurial teams to present more satisfactory
performance, with the purpose of enhancing the innovative
entrepreneurship education performance. The cooperation
among student entrepreneurial teams and enterprises and

investors could help the execution of strategic innovation.
A student entrepreneurial team should conclude and maintain
strong network relationship with strategic partners who could
provide complementary resources and capabilities, share new
technology and knowledge with partners, or achieve the goal
of strategic innovation through strategic alliance so as to
get rid of traditional market competition and acquire better
entrepreneurship outcome.

This study confirms the positive correlation among innovation
education, team cooperation, and strategic innovation, which
contributes to the direction and mode of innovation education
in colleges and universities. However, due to the limitations
of personal ability, the questionnaire design of this study is
not perfect, so the survey is not comprehensive. Next, the
questionnaire will be refined and the correlation between
the factors will be further explored to promote the effective
implementation of innovation education.

RECOMMENDATIONS

From the research results and findings, practical suggestions
are proposed:

(1) Student entrepreneurial teams could create outcomes
by the accumulation and cultivation of resources and
capabilities, and the integration of resources acquired
from external network combination could assist in
the innovation technology results, create value, and
acquire entrepreneurship outcome. For this reason, a
student entrepreneurial team could collaborate with
other entrepreneurial teams, enterprises, and investors
to real-time share external trend at the time, dig out
technology frontier and business opportunities, jointly
seek for possible benefits and usage of products, and
further satisfy customer needs for value innovation as
well as develop innovative product markets to acquire
higher business performance.

(2) A student entrepreneurial team has to constantly
enhance the collaboration ability, maintain good
communication models, work hard to help partners
solve business problems, and further jointly
develop future need planning and technology,
in order to develop a tighter connection. In
addition to the consolidation of original partners,
a student entrepreneurial team could further
attract new partners for cooperation to expand
the cooperation system, enlarge the advantage of
collaboration, and further enhance the innovation and
entrepreneurship performance of the university student
entrepreneurial team.

(3) In terms of applying the internet to execute innovation
education, a student entrepreneurial team could increase
the number of synchronous lessons and semi-force team
members’ learning; team members’ innovative learning
effect under an interactive environment would be better
than a party independently accepting information.
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Unlike physical courses with face-to-face communication,
instructors and team members or internal teams
could have further communication opportunities
through the right to speak or text input in network
education, and the enhancement of interactivity
could be achieved by the improvement of innovation
education.
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The Impact of Customer
Psychological Price on Audit Pricing
in the Start-Up Company Market
Rui Ding*

School of Economics and Management, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Nanjing, China

Start-up companies are confronted with various risks and many uncertainties, and
professional auditing can fully analyze start-up companies. In this way, both parties
may maximize their interests through auditing the market activities. Based on the
characteristics of start-up companies, this study explores the impact of customer
psychological prices on audit pricing. The impact of customer psychological prices
on audit pricing decisions was systematically analyzed from various angles, thereby
determining whether it will affect the development of the product market. The results
show that product market dominance reduces the agency costs between the owner
and manager of the customer company. In other words, if the customers have greater
control over the product market, they will have a lower business risk, and the auditor
risk will be reduced accordingly, hence a lower audit fee. In the start-up company
market, even if the financing dilemma restricts the survival and development of the
company, customers still have psychological expectations for audit pricing. When their
psychological price of products is different from the market price of products, it may
affect the market advantage of products with lower audit fees, and further expands
the previous research. In the market, customers also have certain psychological
expectations for “auditing” products. Therefore, strengthening the relationship between
auditors’ pricing and customers’ psychological prices has a positive effect on enhancing
the competitiveness of product markets, which also increases the operating efficiency
of start-up companies.

Keywords: product market, customer psychological price, audit pricing, startup company, psychological
expectations

INTRODUCTION

Since China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, Chinese companies have not
only faced competition from the domestic market but also participated in the fierce competition
in the international market (Tsao et al., 2017). Increased globalization and reduced trade barriers
have intensified the competition in product markets. At the same time, the world financial
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crisis in 2008 caused huge changes in the market structure
of various industries around the world. Some scholars have
studied whether the market competitiveness of products is
related to audit pricing (Chang and Wong, 2018). Scholars
believe that companies with competitive advantages in product
market power can continue operations and set up barriers for
potential new entrants, thereby reducing agency costs between
managers and shareholders. At the initial stage of their life
cycle, start-up companies do not have adequate funds and
resources, leading to a low market share, small production scale,
insufficient profitability, and certain financial difficulties. In this
case, professional audit services can issue reasonable audit report
opinions on the financial statements of the companies, avoiding
the risk of lawsuits of start-up companies (Su et al., 2019).

Chhaochharia et al. (2009) explored the role of market
competitiveness of products in the management of listed
companies in the United States and the differences in
shareholders’ interests; the results showed that the market
competitive advantage of products significantly reduced agency
conflicts. According to agency cost theory, product market
competition, as a supervision mechanism, makes auditors face
the pressure to reduce audit costs by reducing audit time. At
the same time, some studies have shown that fierce product
market competition not only increases the business risk of
auditors but also increases the business risk of customers.
Auditors are responsible for discovering material misstatements
and confidently issuing audited financial statements (Yu, 2020).
If auditors cannot use standard audit procedures to reduce the
risk of customer breaches or errors to acceptable levels, they
will require payment of insurance premiums to compensate. The
auditors judge the audit risks by the operating financial statuses of
clients. Poor financial status indicates a high probability of audit
risk. The auditors need to obtain more sufficient and higher-
quality evidence to control the inspection risk. Therefore, the
audit cost is higher. Studies have also confirmed that effective
governance mechanisms of enterprises will reduce the audit risks
of listed enterprises and companies assessed by auditors, thereby
charging lower audit fees.

The audit pricing strategy of a company is a key issue often
considered in the marketing field. When a company highlights
a new product, the company will price it and may need to
adjust the product price as the market changes. These are the
basic issues to be considered in the marketing process (Choi
et al., 2019). However, many companies may ignore the impact
of customer behavior and customer psychological factors during
auditing pricing and marketing planning, which may indirectly
affect the sales and profits of the company. Therefore, the auditor
will predict the profitability by assessing the customer’s risk. To
reduce potential losses, the audit company will increase the audit
time and require the risk premium to compensate by increasing
the audit cost (Lemmerer and Menrad, 2019).

Although the competitiveness of the industry is the same as
all companies in the same industry, companies with stronger
product market strength may protect themselves from the effects
of fierce competition. By using the estimated profit-cost-margin
(EPCM) values, this study follows previous research to measure
the specific product market strength of a company in the

industry. In this study, the existing research is extended to a
developing country market such as China. From the perspective
of customer psychology, the relationship between product market
competitiveness and audit pricing under different institutional
backgrounds is explored. This study aims to expand the
information of customers on the establishment of audit prices,
systematically analyze the impact of customer psychological
prices on company pricing decisions from various angles, and
enrich the role of customer bargaining power in the relationship
between product market power and audit pricing.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Traditional audit pricing theory believes that in the competitive
audit market, both auditors and clients should consider audit
costs and audit risks during the negotiation of audit pricing. Most
of the research on the influencing factors of audit pricing have
selected the company size as the explanatory variable of audit
pricing, and all have confirmed that the company size has the
strongest explanatory power to audit pricing (Walsh et al., 2016).
The influencing factors of audit pricing have always been an
important topic in the field of company finance and audit. Mou
et al. (2014) analyzed the ways that executive rights and internal
control systems influence audit fees. The results suggested that
they mainly affect the audit workload and audit risk, and
then, audit costs (Mou et al., 2014). Shi et al. (2015) explored
how analysts, who are also external corporate governance
mechanisms, influence the decision-making of auditors. The
results have confirmed that the firm’s audit pricing will refer to
the analyst’s forecast. The more accurate the analyst’s forecast is,
the lower the audit fees auditors charge; on the contrary, the more
discrete the analysts predict, the higher the audit fees are.

In addition to the company size and governance, audit pricing
is also affected by customers’ psychological expectations of audit
quality. Some scholars pointed out that the customer’s demand
for audit quality depends on their motivation to choose audit and
the firm’s industry expertise; at the same time, they also discussed
the impact on audit quality from the legal system environment
faced by auditors (Defond and Zhang, 2014). The entry or exit
of an accounting firm in the market, or the changes in clients’
demand for audit quality, will bring about changes in the supply
and demand relationship of the audit market, while this change
will also affect the audit pricing and audit quality of the firm
(Rand et al., 2017). Regardless of whether the auditing fee charged
by the firm for auditing services is reduced, the accounting firm
will reduce transaction costs with listed companies as much as
possible. The reason is that on the one hand, the reduction in
transaction costs may make the firm issue lower audit pricing to
attract customers; on the other hand, with the same audit fees, the
firm will obtain more service premium and profit space.

In summary, there are many studies on the factors affecting
audit pricing in this field, and their respective focuses are also
different, including company size, audit quality, and market
competition. However, as an important party of auditing
process, customers also have a very important influence on
audit pricing. Therefore, from the perspective of customers’
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FIGURE 1 | Tripartite game approach to audit transactions.

psychological prices, the correlation between product market
competitiveness and audit pricing under different institutional
backgrounds is explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Audit Pricing and Market Competition
Auditing is a commodity and the result of auditing accounting
statements. Currently, for the relationship between audit report
products and non-audit report products, there are two main
views theoretically. One is that the relationship between the two
types of audit products is irreconcilable; the audit report product
reflects the essential content of the audit. If the auditor provides
non-audit report products at the same time, it will lead to loss of
independence and reduce the quality of audit products. Another
view holds that the relationship between the two types of audit
products can be reconciled; the auditor can provide non-audit
report products at the same time. If the auditor is professional
enough, the audit quality will not be affected. In a market
environment, an accounting firm can be regarded as a party
providing audit services, and a listed company can be regarded
as a party receiving audit services. Both parties have their goals
in market activities and maximize their interests through audits
(Pleman et al., 2019). The audit pricing formulated by external
audit institutions not only includes audit costs but also is affected
by the macro environment, audit risks, and market structure of
the company. The specific audit account can reflect the risks
and benefits in the audit process. The accounting firm audits
the financial statements, operating risks, and internal control of
listed companies, and issues audit reports with legal benefits.
This credible audit report can effectively balance the information
asymmetry between companies and investors, thereby improving
the investment efficiency of investors. Regional audit pricing
based on audit risk requires the consideration of the impact
of regional differences on audit risk and the risk compensation
in audit pricing. Research shows that audit pricing reflects
significant misstatement risks (Price et al., 2019).

The audit market refers to a special transaction environment
formed by the "audit" business. The main bodies of the two
parties to the transaction are listed companies and accounting
firms. In any market, the price system is an important factor

in maintaining the balance of interests of all parties to the
transaction. Price is also one of the key factors that determine
the characteristics of the market structure. The premise of the
orderly operation of the audit market is to have a complete audit
system to provide protection, thereby regulating the behavior
of the accounting firm and the individual auditor. Product
market power symbolizes the comparative ability of a company
to determine prices in the market by manipulating the levels
of supply, demand, or both (Kushlev et al., 2019). Therefore,
companies with stronger product market power may fully utilize
their advantages by manipulating market prices and increase
profit cost ratios while setting barriers for potential new entrants.
In the field of microeconomics, some scholars have proposed a
product market power measurement method. The excess price
cost margin is used to describe the monopoly capacity of a
product and then measure the product market strength of a
company compared to its peers.

In recent years, with the continuous development of the
accounting firms in China, the concentration of the audit market
has increased, and studies have confirmed that the concentration
of the audit market will increase due to the intensification of
market competition (Kudryavtsev, 2019). On the one hand, there
is fierce competition in the audit market; on the other hand,
there is local monopoly in large accounting firms. The fierce
competition in the audit market will not affect the independence
of audit work, which means that it will not cause a decline in audit
quality. In addition, as China’s government and society continue
to increase audit supervision, the concentration of the audit
market has declined. At this time, the audit quality has improved
significantly, demonstrating a negative correlation between the
audit market concentration and audit quality.

Impact of Customer Psychological Price
on Audit Pricing in Start-up Companies
Due to the limited funds and few financing channels, the size
of start-up companies is limited inevitably, which will lead
to slower business development and lower product market
share. Audit services can maintain the financial laws and
regulations of the companies, improve business management,
and increase economic efficiency. Generally, once problems
are found during the auditing process, improvement opinions
will be received in time to help the company make financial
statements, which is of vital importance to the legal and
positive development of the company. In the process of audit
pricing, listed companies as customers who receive audit services,
their psychological prices will affect the final audit pricing.
Audit pricing is a common concern of the company’s internal
financial and auditing industries, which is affected by various
company characteristics such as company size and property
rights. Customers will also set their own audit pricing according
to their business development and operation, so there is a pricing
game between the psychological price of customers and the audit
pricing of accounting firms (Bills et al., 2018). The tripartite game
participation methods, including the regulators such as the China
Securities Regulatory Commission and the China Investment
Association, are shown in Figure 1.
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive and correlation statistics.

Panel A: Statistics by year

Year Frequency EPCM LAF

2005 845 0.144 13.067

2006 815 0.045 13.128

2007 981 0.124 13.210

2008 1274 0.095 13.248

2009 1357 0.126 13.291

2010 1513 0.044 13.352

2011 1675 0.085 13.454

2012 1983 0.008 13.611

2013 1969 0.008 13.706

2014 1990 0.021 13.796

2015 2087 0.015 13.868

2016 2196 0.005 13.927

2017 2469 0.019 13.973

Panel B: Statistics by industry

Industry Code Industry Frequency EPCM LAF

A Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery 306 0.019 13.411

B Mining 669 0.046 14.010

C Manufacturing 12763 0.026 13.555

D Utilities 866 0.033 13.707

E Construction 622 0.064 13.839

F Wholesale and retail 1533 0.095 13.641

G Transportation 829 0.023 13.926

H Accommodation and catering 110 0.008 13.309

I Information tech. 959 0.002 13.496

K Real estate 1265 0.173 13.733

L Leasing and business services 304 0.151 13.633

M Scientific research and polytechnic services 135 −0.009 13.251

N Water conservancy, environment, and public facilities management 241 0.202 13.279

P Education 47 0.054 13.183

Q Health and social work 73 0.002 13.255

R Culture, physical education, and recreation 212 0.043 13.831

S Others 220 0.052 13.465

The joining of regulatory agencies such as the Securities
Regulatory Commission will further review listed companies
based on audit reports provided by accounting firms. In the
tripartite game model, a listed company and accounting firm are
two elements that seek to maximize benefits in the cooperation
process (Huang et al., 2019). Therefore, a reasonable audit price
is the basic guarantee for ongoing transactions between the
two parties. From the perspective of the company, if internal
governance is unreasonable, it will lead to higher agency costs
within the company and require auditors to assess the risk of
major misstatement of the company. When assessing a company
with a large audit risk, the auditor needs to pay more for
the audit. It needs to increase audit efforts, expand the scope
of the audit, and increase the audit processes. Therefore, the

audit resources invested by the accounting firm will increase
significantly. Correspondingly, as audit costs increase, audit
pricing will increase (Sulistiyo and Ghozali, 2017). In terms
of auditing this market service, the accounting firm is also an
independent business organization. When receiving each audit
business, the accounting firm will negotiate with the company
for the specific audit service and audit pricing. In addition, the
final audit pricing of the accounting firm needs to include the cost
of company information collection, which is also a factor in the
pricing differences between the two parties.

Auditing services can be seen as a special product on the
market. When a company pays for the audit service as a customer,
it will usually make a value prediction of the audit service as
a commodity based on the service prices of other items that
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TABLE 2A | Descriptive and correlation statistics of panel A.

Panel A: Descriptive statistics

Variables Mean sd Min p25 Median p75 Max

EPCM 0.045 0.182 −0.828 −0.041 0.020 0.108 0.879

LAF 13.605 0.751 11.918 13.122 13.487 13.998 16.524

OFFICEIMPORT 0.026 0.054 0.002 0.005 0.014 0.032 1.000

HERF_AUDITOR −0.024 0.043 −1.000 −0.026 −0.012 −0.007 −0.003

SPECIALIST 0.285 0.451 0 0 0 1.000 1.000

LNN 4.238 0.877 0 3.638 4.407 4.942 5.778

COMPLEXITY 0.270 0.177 0 0.136 0.244 0.370 0.976

SIZE 22.026 1.299 18.865 21.110 21.874 22.774 26.240

LEV 0.474 0.215 0.044 0.311 0.475 0.630 1.467

LOSS 0.100 0.301 0 0 0 0 1.000

INVREC 0.165 0.152 0 0.066 0.127 0.211 0.784

ROA 0.036 0.059 −0.436 0.012 0.034 0.063 0.283

PPE 0.249 0.176 0.001 0.110 0.215 0.357 0.801

CASH_FLOW 0.045 0.076 −0.226 0.004 0.045 0.090 0.291

MB 3.938 4.425 −15.936 1.813 2.831 4.620 61.004

the customer refers to. Moreover, after the real service price is
made clear, the service selection is determined and the customer
psychological price is formed (Bills et al., 2016; Sari et al., 2019).
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FIGURE 2 | Descriptive statistics of the sample distribution of panel A by year.
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FIGURE 3 | Descriptive statistics of the sample distribution of panel B by
industry.

If the pricing of the audit service exceeds the customer budget
price, it is easy to reduce the customer’s desire to choose the
service. Therefore, the relevant pricing personnel in the audit
market need to price the service after understanding the basic
psychological price of the customer, which is more conducive to
the economic benefits of the accounting firm.

Research Hypotheses
Existing research has tested whether the commercial risks
of customers have an impact on audit costs. Johnstone has
built a model to describe customer acceptance decisions for
risk assessment and risk adaptation. The auditor evaluates the
customer’s risk and uses their evaluation results to decide on
the audit plan to avoid or adapt to the risk (Asmara, 2016).
Companies with stronger market competitiveness may set market
prices to control their cost-margin and have advantages in setting
barriers for potential new market entrants. Therefore, when the
product market competition is incorporated into the correlation
between customer operating risk and audit costs, it is assumed
that customers with greater product market power face lower
operating risks, which in turn reduces audit risks and audit costs
(Finley et al., 2018).

Studies have confirmed that customers have an impact on
service providers’ revenue and revenue realization. In turn,
service providers may influence the psychological pricing of
customers. For both parties of the audit supply chain, there is a
contractual relationship between the auditor and the customer
on whether to disclose audit fees. As a result, the third-party
supervision of audit fees may exacerbate the game between
the two (Kuntari et al., 2017; Krishnan et al., 2019). Since the
end of 2001, listed companies in China have been required to
disclose audit fees. This move reflects competition between the
accounting firm and auditors, and thus expands the number of
information that customers have on audit pricing. Therefore,
it is necessary to pay attention to the role of audit customer
bargaining power in affecting the relationship between product
market power and audit costs (Sofia and Avianti, 2019).
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Industrial competitiveness is the same for all companies
in the same industry, while the market competitiveness of a
product represents the market position of a company itself.
On the one hand, audit companies may undermine their audit
independence and use a “low-profile” strategy in exchange for
retaining important customers. On the other hand, due to
the large reputational risk capital of large customers, auditing
companies tend to provide higher levels of assurance for
important customers. Therefore, auditors will increase their
auditing efforts and provide differentiated services. At this time,
the customer psychological pricing of audit services will have a
greater impact on audit pricing (Bik and Hooghiemstra, 2018).

Hypothesis 1: For customers with greater product market
influence, the psychological price of the customer will have
a greater impact on audit pricing. Audit service providers
often charge fewer audit fees to retain important customers
and enhance their influence.
Hypothesis 2: When the internal competition in the
auditor industry is more intense, the psychological price
of customers for audit fees will tend to decrease. At this
time, customers with strong competitiveness in the product
market will often be charged fewer audit fees.

Data Source and Model Design
To reduce the huge changes in sample selection after China’s
accession to the WTO in 2001, this study selects samples since
2005. The samples include 21,154 company annual observations
from 2005 to 2017. First, the listed companies of Growth
Enterprise Board are excluded. Because the market competition
of listed companies of Growth Enterprise Board is distinct
from the market competition of listed companies of the Main
Board, the included samples exclude financial companies (using
the industry code of the 2012 listed company classification
guide issued by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission). Besides, the company’s annual data with missing
dependent, independent, and control variable data are excluded.
To mitigate the effects of extreme values on the results of this
study, all continuous variables are ranked at the head and tail of
the 1% level each year.

Based on the existing research, this study selects some
control variables that affect audit costs to control the fixed
effects: customer company size (SIZE), customer leverage (LEV),
financial distress (LOSS), inventory asset ratio (INVREC), return
on assets (ROA), property, plant, and equipment asset ratio
(PPE), operating cash flow (CASH_FLOW), market to book
ratio (MB), and annual dummy variables and industry dummy
variables (Shen et al., 2019). The following models are built to
test Hypothesis 1:

LAF = α0 + α1EPCM + α2SIZE+ α3LEV + α4LOSS

+α5INVREC + α6ROA+ α7PPE+ α8CASH_FLOW

+α9MB+ year dummies+ industry dummies+ ε (1)

For the ability of auditors and customers to compete with each
other’s psychological prices, the auditor industry competition
(HERF_AUDITOR), experts (SPECIALIST), and customer

importance (OFFICEIMPORT) are used as moderating variables.
The industry competition of auditor (HERF_AUDITOR) is
calculated by the relative value of the sum of the squared sums
of all customers and audit fees for the same industry in the
same year. An expert is an indicator. If the auditor has at least
10% of the total market share of an industry, SPECIALIST
is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0. Customer importance
(OFFICEIMPORT) is a measure of the ratio of customer fees to
total fees paid by all public customers to the auditing firm. For
customer bargaining power, the Pearson correlation coefficient
of the percentage change of industry members is used to test the
customer industry homogeneity (HOM). The customer industry
competition (LNN) is defined as the number of companies in
the same year and industry, and customer business complexity
(COMPLEXITY) is also being considered. In the research on
customer bargaining power based on their psychological price,
the size of the company, company leverage, financial distress,
inventory asset ratio, return on assets, property, plant, and
equipment asset ratio, operating cash flow, market to book ratio,
and annual and industry fixed effects are also controlled (Wu
and Wu, 2017; Chen, 2019).

LAF = β0 + β1EPCM + β2HERF_AUDITOR+ β3SPECIALIST

+β4OFFICEIMPORT + β5HOM + β6LNN

+β7COMPLEXITY + β8SIZE+ β9LEV + β10LOSS

+β11INVREC + β12ROA+ β13PPE+ β14CASH_FLOW

+β15MB+ year dummies+ industry dummies+ ε (2)

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis
Table 1, Figures 2, 3 provide detailed company sample
information by year and industry. A total of 21,154 company
annual observation data are obtained from the CSMAR database
from 2005 to 2017. Panels A and B list descriptive statistics by
year and industry. It is observed that the average audit cost has
steadily increased during the sample year; the product market
power of the companies in the scientific research and technical
service industry is the weakest, and the product market power
of the water conservancy, environmental and public facilities
management industry companies is the strongest.

Table 2 and Figure 4 show descriptive statistics of the variables
and their correlations. It is observed from panel A that the natural
logarithm of audit fees is between 11.918 and 16.524, with an
average of 13.605 and a median of 13.487. The fees collected
from a single customer account for 2.6% of all customer fees. The
relative average of HERF_AUDITOR is 0.024, which is much less
than 1, indicating that competition among auditors is very fierce.
At the same time, Table 2A also shows that 28.5% of the sample
companies hired industry experts.

Panel B contains univariate Pearson and Spearman
correlations between audit fees, interest variables (EPCM),
and other control variables. It is found that companies with
stronger product market power often charge lower audit fees.
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FIGURE 4 | Descriptive statistics of key variables in panel A.

There is a significant correlation between LAF and most control
variables. EPCM and the natural logarithm of audit fees are
negatively correlated. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 is verified.

Subsample Regression
Model (2) is used to test Hypothesis 2 from the bargaining power
between the auditor and the customer. The subsample regression
results are shown in Table 3. When the moderating variables are
continuous, the lowest and highest quartiles of these variables
are used to compare the differences between the two subgroups.
If the moderating variable is a dummy variable, the difference
between the two subsamples is tested based on the two values
of the dummy variable. Based on the t-test and significance
level of the two subsamples of the mean, the standard errors of
heteroscedasticity are clustered at the company level.

Panel A compares the differences in the coefficients of the
two subsamples. The EPCM difference coefficients of the two
subsamples are 0.304 (P < 0.01), which supports that the fiercer
the audit competition is, the weaker the auditor’s bargaining
power over audit fees is. The moderating effect of different
expert values of panel B is compared. The EPCM difference

coefficient of the two subsamples is 0.156 (P < 0.05), which
indicates that customers with stronger market strength are
often be charged them fewer audit fees. Panel C compares
the different levels of customer competition for the company’s
product market power, i.e., the advantage of being charged
fewer audit fees. The coefficient of difference between the
two subsamples of EPCM is 0.304 (P < 0.01), indicating that
increased competition in the customer industry will reduce the
disciplinary mechanism of company potential risk and further
decrease the audit costs.

DISCUSSION

The product market power symbolizes the comparative ability of
a company to determine prices in the market by manipulating
the levels of supply, demand, or both. Therefore, a company with
a stronger market strength will have a competitive advantage
in the product market, and thus bring stable profits to the
company (Obschonka et al., 2019). This study found that the
competitiveness of the company’s product market is negatively
correlated with audit costs, showing that customers with higher
product market power have lower operating risks, and the
audit risks and audit costs can be reduced. In addition, this
study also expands previous research by providing evidence
to prove whether the customer’s bargaining power will reduce
or strengthen the company’s product market power advantage
by being charged fewer audit fees (Wu and Song, 2019). The
research results show that the intensification of competition
in the audit industry, the auditor industry specification, and
the intensification of competition in the customer industry
have strengthened the market power advantage of company
products, i.e., audit fees will be reduced. The importance of
customers to auditors, the homogeneity of customers’ industries,
and the complexity of customers’ businesses have weakened the
market power advantage of companies that charge fewer audit
fees. To ensure that the basic empirical results of this study
are robust, first, the alternative measures of product market
competitiveness are used to prove that the main results of this
study are not limited by specific measures. In an environment

TABLE 2B | Descriptive and correlation statistics of panel B.

Panel B: Correlation analysis

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1-EPCM – −0.068*** 0.054*** −0.184*** −0.344*** 0.031*** 0.494*** −0.120*** 0.240*** 0.015**

2-LAF −0.063*** – 0.714*** 0.210*** −0.044*** −0.021*** 0.002 −0.070*** 0.020*** −0.182***

3-SIZE 0.056*** 0.763*** – 0.368*** −0.111*** 0.019*** −0.001 −0.023*** 0.028*** −0.389***

4-LEV −0.160*** 0.203*** 0.329*** – 0.200*** 0.226*** −0.435*** 0.029*** −0.170*** −0.146***

5-LOSS −0.324*** −0.046*** −0.111*** 0.224*** − −0.026*** −0.520*** 0.121*** −0.169*** 0.019**

6-INVREC 0.108*** 0.003 0.098*** 0.273*** −0.033*** – −0.094*** −0.322*** −0.222*** −0.011

7-ROA 0.416*** 0.030*** 0.060*** −0.410*** −0.647*** −0.062*** – −0.128*** 0.374*** 0.214***

8-PPE −0.096*** −0.027*** 0.029*** 0.073*** 0.125*** −0.396*** −0.141*** – 0.279*** −0.149***

9-CASH_FLOW 0.177*** 0.033*** 0.029*** −0.171*** −0.157*** −0.248*** 0.338*** 0.254*** – 0.049***

10-MB −0.079*** −0.130*** −0.302*** −0.007 0.091*** −0.040*** 0.051*** −0.096*** −0.004 –

***, **, and * represent significance at the 1, 5, and 10% levels, respectively.
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TABLE 3 | Subsample regression results of each panel.

Panel A

Dependent variable: LAF

LOW_HERF_AUDITOR HIGH_ HERF _AUDITOR

EPCM −0.235*** −0.539***

(−3.92) (−5.41)

Industry Fixed Effects YES YES

Year Fixed Effects YES YES

SE clustered by firm YES YES

N (firm-years) 5289 5289

Adjusted R2 0.601 0.587

Diff. in coefficients 0.304***

χ2 7.11

Panel B

NON-SPECIALIST SPECIALIST

EPCM −0.222*** −0.378***

(−7.28) (−5.19)

Industry Fixed Effects YES YES

Year Fixed Effects YES YES

SE clustered by firm YES YES

N (firm-years) 15122 6032

Adjusted R2 0.636 0.693

Diff. in coefficients 0.156**

χ2 4.26

Panel C

LOW_LNN HIGH_ LNN

EPCM −0.235*** −0.539***

(−4.02) (−5.35)

Industry Fixed Effects YES YES

Year Fixed Effects YES YES

SE clustered by firm YES YES

N (firm-years) 5289 5289

Adjusted R2 0.598 0.587

Diff. in coefficients 0.304***

χ2 6.78

*** and ** indicates the significance at the 1 and 5% levels, respectively.

where the audit market is oversupplied and there are a large
number of accounting firms, most audit service products are
considered to be homogeneous. Therefore, accounting firms need
to standardize the auditing process and improve their audit
quality to gain more competitive advantages. In perfect market
competition, the price between accounting firms is equal to the
marginal cost, and the profit of the accounting firms is zero.
However, considering the differences in products, the quality of
audit reports issued by different accounting firms is different.
Listed companies have their preferences for the selection of
accounting firms. The equilibrium price and marginal cost are
different at this time.

This study selects the capital market of China, a
developing country, as the research object, and examines
the relationship between product market power and audit

costs in various industries. In the market, customers also have
certain psychological expectations for products. When their
psychological price of products is different from the market price
of products, it may affect the market advantage of products with
lower audit fees, which further expands the previous research
(Wu et al., 2020). Strengthening the relationship between
auditors’ pricing and customers’ psychological prices has a
positive effect on enhancing the competitiveness of product
markets. Therefore, it is of positive significance to use the
situation of Chinese capital market to verify the relationship
between the psychological price of customers and audit pricing
in the product market, thereby understanding the customer
psychology and give full play to the market advantage of
products to the greatest extent (Li et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

Faced with a highly uncertain competitive environment, startup
founders will make organizational changes. The founders
influence the commitments of their subordinates and strengthen
the behaviors of opportunity identification and advantage search,
in order to realize the entrepreneurial vision. Under such
circumstances, professional auditors will have a preliminary
understanding of the company, review whether there are
loopholes in internal control, and identify abnormal problems
timely after reviewing the financial statements, thereby laying
a solid foundation for the stable development of start-up
companies. For customers with greater product market influence,
the psychological price of the customer will have a greater
impact on audit pricing. Audit service providers often charge
fewer audit fees to retain important customers and enhance
their influence. When the internal competition in the auditor
industry is more intense, the psychological price of customers
for audit fees will tend to decrease. At this time, customers
with strong competitiveness in the product market will often
be charged fewer audit fees. Due to the limitation of the
data, the author may only choose the listed companies in
China as the research object. Because there is no market
competitiveness of private companies from the same industry, the
measurement of China’s overall product market competitiveness
is not comprehensive. In addition, the specific impact of audit
pricing and customer psychological prices is not clarified in
this study. Therefore, a more in-depth analysis is needed in the
subsequent study.
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With the swift development of technology in recent years, entrepreneurs are facing rapid
changes in industry. To cope with such changes at home and abroad, The Ministry
of Education is actively promoting innovative education with the aim of cultivating
students’ entrepreneurship. On this basis, this study proposes an innovative curriculum
design based on an Internet-of-Things (IoT) programming course. The reason is that it
develops computational thinking skills while students are learning programming and
also cultivates logical thinking skills and problem-solving skills, which are critical to
entrepreneurship. We also design a number of learning activities that enable students to
express their opinions and ideas while gaining more knowledge through peer interaction
and discussion. Overall, this study explores the impact of “maker education” on
students’ attitudes toward computer thinking. The results indicate that maker education
has a positive impact on their ability to learn computer skills. In terms of learning
motivation, students are not motivated by maker education and reduce their confidence
on the curriculum. The reason may be that the curriculum requires the acquisition of
software and hardware skills, which will increase the student’s learning burden, so they
more likely to encounter learning disabilities.

Keywords: creatively, peer learning, computational thinking, maker education, learning motivation, World Café
model, brainstorm

INTRODUCTION

Through technical development, industry is changing very rapidly, with many different new ones
appearing in recent years. Entrepreneurship has therefore been recognized as a key factor affecting
economic development, because entrepreneurs can create and catalyze the necessary structural
changes through their entrepreneurship (Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010; Szerb et al., 2019;
Horne et al., 2020). Besides, according to Sheshadri et al., 2018, the ability to create novelty
is an important root cause of economic growth, and how to foster innovation and maintain
global competition is crucial for any company or organization. As a result, the maker movement
has received more and more attention because it not only stimulates manufacturers to innovate
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continuously, but also creates jobs and injects new vitality
into urban manufacturing clusters (Wolf-Powers et al., 2017).
In addition, the success stories of maker continue to emerge,
bringing many innovations and inventions, it also promotes
industry innovation and economic development, the purpose
is to hope to stimulate entrepreneurship rates and investment
(Browder et al., 2019; Holman, 2015). At home and abroad, The
Ministry of Education is actively promoting the establishment of
maker courses, with the aim of cultivating students’ innovative
ability to cope with changes in industry structure. Therefore,
governments in recent years have been actively promoting maker
education and encouraging the inclusion of maker education in
the curriculum of education systems (Huang et al., 2019). In
addition, research indicates that maker practices are inextricably
linked to the internet and information technology, because some
manufacturers need to connect devices that use sensors and
telemetry technologies to achieve multiple applications in order
to create innovative new products (Sheshadri et al., 2018).

However, it is important to develop students’ basic
information skills and computer science skills, as the maker
movement is closely related to new technologies and digital tools
(Dougherty, 2012). On the other hand, researchers have also
expanded the important field of computer science and proposed
the concept of computational thinking. The researchers point
out that computational thinking is crucial for human because
it is not only a problem-solving skill through computer
science, but also strategic and effective in solving problems and
organizing information (Wing, 2006; Google, 2015). Therefore,
computational thinking is an essential skill, but it is difficult to
develop students’ computational thinking skills in the current
teaching environment. Some researchers point out that due to
the pressure of a course’s progress, it is difficult for a teacher to
spend more time waiting for the students to fully understand
the course. Thus, the teacher will continue to teach, which also
makes it difficult for the teacher to grasp the student’s learning
situation (Hsu, 2018; Rahmat et al., 2012).

To sum up, the industrial structure is changing rapidly, and
we need to cultivate students’ innovative ability and creativity
to cope with changes in it and cultivate their entrepreneurship.
However, the maker movement has become a key factor
influencing entrepreneurship, because maker can not only
stimulate manufacturers to innovate continuously, but also
promote economic development. On the other hand, there is
an inextricable relationship between a maker movement and
information technology in order to connect to various sensor
or telemetry technologies so that a variety of applications
can be implemented through the internet and information
technology to create new products (Sheshadri et al., 2018).
Therefore, disciplines related to information technology have
become important knowledge sources, but cultivating talent
is not easy. The main reason is that due to the pressure of
course progress, teachers do not have enough time to wait for
students to fully understand, thus preventing students from
effectively learning professional skills. So, this study proposes
an innovative curriculum design based on an Internet-of-Things
(IoT) programming course, which integrates maker education
teaching strategies designed to allow students to practice

programming to cultivate their computational thinking ability.
Some researchers also point out the importance of practice, and
that teachers should develop students’ professional knowledge
and skills in learning practice (Grossman and McDonald, 2008).
In addition, there are many software and hardware elements
in IoT courses, and students can use their creativity and
innovation to build different combinations. On the other hand,
this study integrates the peer learning theory to stimulate their
brainstorming and achieve deep learning results. Researchers
also point out that there is no teacher role in peer learning
environments, and students need to help each other to complete
learning tasks, so that they can learn different knowledge from
peers (Topping, 2005; Chen et al., 2012; Wang, 2016; Shih et al.,
2018). According to the Razak and See, 2010, level of motivation
has an impact on participation in learning activities, and the study
of integrated online peer learning activities to promote students
engage in learning, and the results indicated that it has positive
impact on improving motivation. Therefore, peer learning is a
crucial factor, which not only affects students’ participation in
learning activities, but also improves their motivation. However,
in order to enhance interaction with peers, we adopt the World
Cafe model as a discussion strategy where students can easily
exchange ideas with each other. It focuses on strategies and
ensures that everyone has equal representation. Students can
receive different student opinions and try to solve problems.
Finally, in order to explore students’ learning status, this study
analyzes learning outcomes, learning motivation and background
knowledge, and computational thinking. Overall, there are two
hypothesizes in this study as below.

(1) Does maker education enhance students’ computational
thinking ability?

(2) Does maker education enhance students’ learning
motivation on the programming course?

LITERATURE REVIEW

Maker Education
The maker movement has received wider attention in recent
years, which has become a way of expressing creativity, and
it also encourages students to innovate and increase their
entrepreneurship (Halverson and Sheridan, 2014; Hsu et al.,
2017). The maker movement is broadly defined as people who
engage in the creative production of artifacts, and its main
concept is focusing on “do it yourself (DIY)” in one’s daily life
(Halverson and Sheridan, 2014; Huang et al., 2019). According
to Martin (2015), engaging in activities can facilitate the interest
of students, while enabling them to use knowledge and skills
to solve problems and thus learn by realizing goals. However,
maker education is different from traditional learning. The
literature has mentioned that maker education is a new type
of education model that takes the student as the center and
transforms students’ passive learning into active exploration
activities. However, students’ creative thinking skills can be
cultivated through maker practices (Niu et al., 2017; Godhe
et al., 2019). There are some research results showing that maker
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education has the advantages of openness, compatibility, sharing,
and practicality. It also helps to cultivate students’ creative ability
(Yang et al., 2019).

Maker education is a new type of teaching strategy that focuses
on learning by doing and provides many exercises to stimulate
students’ creativity and innovation ability. However, a maker
learning environment can help students use their knowledge to
explore and solve problems. Therefore, this research adopts an
innovative course design based on the Internet of Things (IoT),
which aims to provide students with a large amount of practical
experience and learning opportunities. At the same time, they can
use software and hardware to implement their different ideas.
Involving students in maker learning has a positive impact on
learning. Similarly, Baleshta et al. (2015) set up a learning activity
that enables students to participate in a design loop using 3D
printers. The results show that they enjoy the experience and feel
satisfied while growing from the learning activities.

Computational Thinking
With the development of technology, many researchers have
paid greater attention to computational thinking (CT). Wing
(2006) points out that CT is one way to solve problems,
design systems, and understand human behavior through
computer science. In addition, researchers have suggested
that people should have computational thinking to cope
with technological trends in the digital era. However, part
of computational thinking also involves the requirements of
computer programming skills, and so there are many educators
developing CT concepts through programming (Hambrusch
et al., 2009; Israel et al., 2015). Computational thinking is an
essential skill in today’s society, so scholars Pinto-Llorente et al.
(2016) encourages the development of this skill in different
disciplines. On the other hand, the research results indicate
that programming has a positive impact at cultivating students’
computational thinking (Pinto-Llorente et al., 2016). In addition
to education, Google also emphasizes computational thinking,
which can be used in life outside the classroom. Google has
developed a series of materials on computational thinking,
while also defining four main characteristics of it: pattern
recognition, abstraction, algorithm design, decomposition, etc.
(Google, 2015). However, there are many different definitions
of computational thinking, therefore, integrate some researches
Wing, 2006; Barr and Stephenson, 2011; Selby and Woollard,
2013; Google, 2015. Computational thinking includes four
main items: (1) abstraction, (2) decomposition, (3) algorithmic
thinking, and (4) data representation. These items are designed
to help develop strategies and effectively solve problems and
organize information.

To sum up, computational thinking is one of the key ways for
effective problem-solving through computer science in current
society. In order to help students build CT skills, this present
study adopts IoT courses, because IoT is a type of programming
course. According to Hambrusch et al., 2009; Israel et al., 2015;
Pinto-Llorente et al., 2016, use programming is an effective
way to cultivate students in computational thinking. We also
integrate the Maker strategy, which aims to provide more hands-
on opportunities to help them gain deeper learning.

Peer Learning
Peer learning is an important interaction between peers and
can help students establish a learning relationship with their
peers. The literature points out in a peer learning environment
that most peers are generally of the same class or cohort,
and they have a similar situation to each another. In addition,
because there is no teacher role, students need to help each
other learn, and so they can actively help and support the
acquisition of knowledge and skills (Topping, 2005; Wang,
2016). However, researchers (Boud et al., 2014; Meschitti, 2018)
mentioned that compared with tradition learning, peer learning
helps students achieve better learning outcomes, because it
provides more practical opportunities and interaction during
the learning process. Therefore, interaction with a peer is a key
factor to impact students’ learning outcome. Some researchers
(Chen et al., 2012; Shih et al., 2018) note that team members
have different levels of background knowledge, and so peers
can learn from each other, which facilitates the completion of
group tasks. Peer learning also contributes to developing social
skills and commutation skills. Lisi (2002) presents that the use
of peer learning strategies in schools can improve students’
communication skills by listening to different opinions from
peers, so that students can gain a deeper understanding of the
subject knowledge.

With these references, one of the most important factors is
interaction during peer learning. It not only cultivates students’
social skills and communication skills, but also improves their
learning outcomes through a freely communicating discussion
environment. On the other hand, peers are made up of students
with different levels of knowledge, and so students can hear more
opinions and ideas from their peers, which can help them deepen
their understanding during learning. Based on those factors, we
propose an innovative curriculum design based on an Internet-
of-Things (IoT) programming course and integrate peer learning
strategies to promote opportunities for students to interact, so
that they can help each other and discuss with peers to complete
learning tasks. This can help students gain a better understanding
of computational thinking.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section we summarize the designed learning activities and
how to integrate peer learning and maker education into learning
activities to cultivate students’ computational thinking skills. We
describe data collection and data analysis and divide this section
into six phases.

Participants
This study had a total of 61 students, but 9 students did not
fully participate in the learning activities, and so we removed
them from the experiment. In total, we had 52 students
participating in the study. They were approximately 21 years
old and mainly studied at the Department of Information
Management. The curriculum integrates software and hardware,
which means that students need some relevant knowledge to
learn. Therefore, we recruited junior students to conduct this
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FIGURE 1 | The curriculum processes.

research because they have learned many related computer
programming courses, including website programming, object-
oriented analysis and design. They have certain programming
experience and background knowledge.

Research Design
In this study we adopted “Internet-of-Things Mobile
Applications Development and Practice” as the research
curriculum. The course includes many different sensors and
components to enable students use software and hardware to
cover many different learning works. In addition, the course
is defined as an advanced course and requires a high level
of background knowledge, and its operation is slightly more
difficult than other programming courses. Therefore, before
conducting private learning activities, teachers should focus
on developing students’ preliminary background knowledge
to avoid their lack of ability to understand and affect learning.
Overall, the study consists of three phases (see Figure 1): pre-test,
learning activities, post-test.

At the end of the experiment, in order to explore
students learning performance, the learning outcomes, learning
motivation, computational thinking ability, and background
knowledge of the participants were analyzed. In addition, this
study integrates peer learning and creative education and aims
to help students solve problems together. Students can learn a lot
of professional knowledge by discussing and sharing ideas with
their peers. The detailed study design is as follows.

In the pre-test stage, teachers focus on the construction of
background knowledge, while providing students with an initial
understanding and practical opportunities of familiar software
and hardware operations. According to some studies (Halverson
and Sheridan, 2014; Martin, 2015; Huang et al., 2019), students

participating in maker learning activities can help others use
knowledge to solve problems while learning by doing. The maker
learning environment also provides many practical opportunities
that can help develop students’ creative thinking skills through
maker practices (Niu et al., 2017; Godhe et al., 2019). On
the other hand, students can learn and develop their learning
experience by doing projects. Some researchers mentioned that
maker education is a learner-centered learning activity, which
is beneficial to computational learners to consolidate their
understanding and transfer their knowledge and learning from
their peers (Bower et al., 2017; Hung et al., 2019). Based on
this, we integrated maker education in this study with the
aim of providing many practical opportunities to give them
a deeper understanding of computational thinking skills. The
course includes richness sensors that allow students to use their
creativity to implement many different ideas. Finally, before
the midterm test, the teachers require students to fill out
the Instructional Materials Motivational Survey (IMMS) and
perform computational thinking skills (CTS) as the pre-test. The
reason is that IMMS is based on the ACRS model. The model
uses a variety of factors to explore motivation, so it is suitable
for exploring the changes in students’ learning motivation during
the experiment. In terms of computational thinking, this study
uses the Computational Thinking Scale to measure the level of
students’ computational thinking ability, because computational
thinking is a method to solve problems, it contains a variety
of different thinking skills. The Computational Thinking Scale
is a combination of various factors, which is very suitable for
exploring students’ computational thinking in experiments.

After being familiarized with the course, for the second
phase of the learning activity the teachers focus on student
discussions and interactions, with the aim of promoting students’
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brainstorming while stimulating their creativity and innovation.
Therefore, during the course, the teachers set many topics and
issues for students to discuss. On the other hand, the discussion
environment integration a “World Café” strategy, a concern
for peer interaction, which also emphasizes that everyone must
represent their own ideas and express different opinions. Some
researchers have integrated the World Cafe method in the
learning. The results indicated that World Cafe as a teaching
and learning method may provide a lot of help for students
engaged in interdisciplinary learning. This is a kind of benefit for
participants to reflect and contribute methods (Terry et al., 2015;
Estacio and Karic, 2016). In addition, according to studies (Lisi,
2002; Topping, 2005; Boud et al., 2014; Wang, 2016; Meschitti,
2018), a peer learning environment provides a convenient
communication environment where students can share ideas and
discussions so that they can help and support each other to gain
knowledge and skills. It also helps students learn more about
knowledge building and achieve a better learning outcome. Based
on this, this study uses World Cafe as a discussion strategy. The
reason is that the students in each group need to complete their
final project, so the group members need a range of viewpoints
to solve the problem and achieve the final project. In addition,
students are expected to develop their computational thinking
skills through the exchange of free ideas.

In the post-test phase, students complete the final project
and presentation. The presentation needs to describe how to
use sensors to compose a new work and when the work in the
presentation needs to be performed. Teachers evaluate students’
problem-solving skills and creativity through group project
works. After the final project presentation, teachers require
students to fill out the Instructional Materials Motivational
Survey (IMMS) and perform computational thinking skills (CTS)
as the post-test. Lastly, IMMS, and CTS are analyzed.

Learning Material
This study applies “Arduino Grove” as the main hardware
teaching tools. It contains many elements such as LED, touch
sensor, buzzer, light sensor, etc. In the software, we adopt
“Android Studio” as the main software development tools.
The learning material consists of three parts, including an
introduction, practical operation, and a discussion of related
issues. In the introductory steps, teachers instruct students
on syntax and operation methods, while describing software
and hardware concepts to deepen their understanding of the
course. Therefore, students need to use software and hardware to
complete their learning tasks, while developing their professional
skills and computational thinking. Finally, after the introduction
and practical steps, the teachers ask different questions based
on each group’s lesson, and then the students can use their
knowledge to discuss.

Design Learning Activities With World
Café
The literature review of peer learning reveals that it can help
students to gain deeper knowledge. On the other hand, students
can listen to other opinions and ideas for the completion of group

tasks, which also can enhance their learning outcome. Therefore,
there are two key factors in peer learning: interaction and
communication. To promote student interaction and networking
opportunities, this study adopts “World Café” as a method to
participate in discussions. The literature has mentioned that
World Café can foster constructive dialog, which can help
assess collective intelligence and create innovative possibilities. In
addition, in the World Café dialog environment, participants can
use their wisdom and creativity to explore issues and also enable a
group of people to communicate around issues that are important
to the entire group (Fallon and Connaughton, 2016; MacFarlane
et al., 2017). In short, it is a method of emphasizing dialog,
and students have more opportunities to listen and share ideas
and opinions with other students. In the World Café learning
environment, the students use their wisdom to explore problems
in an attempt to solve them, which can help students gain a
rich learning experience while deepening their learning. Based
on this, we adopt the World Café into learning activities and
conduct a three-part process with a total of 52 participants. We
randomly divide students into multiple groups, each of which
has different learning tasks on topics, and the session topics
are based on “IoT.” On average there are 5–6 people sitting
down around the table in a group. There are three session
rounds. Each session lasts about 20 min. In addition, according
to the Schieffer et al. (2004) and World Café (2015) guideline,
there are three roles, “Table host,” “Participant,” and “Café host,”
described as follows.

Table host: welcomes travelers from other tables and share
key insights briefly to facilitate connection ideas, while
encouraging them to talk.
Participants: contribute opinions and carry forth key ideas
or themes, while peers also need to listen to the ideas of
the participants.
Café host: welcomes participants to enter and explain the
process as well as the spirit and purpose of the event.

Before the session, the Café host roughly guided the process
for the participants. At the beginning of the session, the table host
briefly introduced the topic and asked participants to spend 1–
2 min to think about the topic direction and understand the topic,
while they have 1 min to write down their ideas. Subsequently,
the table host asked participants who spoke in sequence at each
table for 2 min to share their ideas (10–12 min in total, including
a 1-minute buffer time for members to think and understand the
discussion). As they began the World Café session, participants
were encouraged to pick up pens to write individual ideas or share
memos on prepared A1-size paper so that people can more easily
grasp the topics and content in the next round.

The process is shown below in Figure 2. After the first round,
all members except the table host moved to another table. The
table host summarized the previous dialog results and explained
the topic to the new members in 1 to 3 min; subsequently, the
new members had a conversation on the topic. After the end of
the three-round session, each table host silently thinks about the
results of the three rounds of sessions and writes them down.
Finally, the Café host asked each group of table hosts to present
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FIGURE 2 | Write individual ideas or shared memos.

summary conversation results and topics to classmates in 5 min.
The presentation is shown in Figure 3.

Questionnaire Items for Participants’
Learning Motivation
To measure student learning motivation, this study adopted the
Instructional Materials Motivational Survey (IMMS). IMMS is
based on the ARCS motivation model and consists of four factors,
including Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction
(Keller, 1983; Huang et al., 2006). Based on the literatures (Liao
and Wang, 2008; Bolliger et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Julià
and Antolí, 2019), the description of the ACRS model factors are
summarized as follows.

(1) Attention: attracting learners’ attention can increase
learning interest and enhance their willingness to learn.

(2) Relevance: provide relevant learning materials or meet
their needs for learners, thus making them more concerned
or willing to learn in class.

(3) Confidence: teachers should help students build positive
expectations, which will help them feel more confident
about success and completing learning tasks.

(4) Satisfaction: satisfying learners during the learning process
has a positive impact on learners and allows them to
continue learning.

To sum up, we adopt IMMS to measure student learning
motivation. The IMMS scale is based on the 5-point Likert scale,

with 5 points indicating “strongly agree” and 1 point indicating
“strongly disagree.” In addition, the scales’ reliability coefficient
score ranging from 35 to 180 is 0.96 (Keller, 2006, unpublished).

Questionnaire Items for Participants’
Computational Thinking
In terms of computational thinking, we adopt the computational
thinking scale (CTS), developed by Korkmaz et al. (2017).
CTS consists of five factors: creativity, cooperation, algorithmic
thinking, critical thinking, and problem-solving, for a total of 29
items. (1) creativity: this is not a way of thinking alone, including
critical thinking and problem-solving. It helps students discover
their creativity and method for solutions (Korkmaz et al., 2017).
(2) cooperation: cooperative learning requires teamwork and
effective communication, and so students need to help each other
to achieve their learning goals (Nam, 2014; Altun, 2017). (3)
algorithmic thinking: “algorithms are central to both computer
science and computational thinking.” They are the basis of tasks
that everyone engages in and present precise steps to solve
problems (Yadav et al., 2017). (4) critical thinking: it is an
important skill for computing. To solve a problem, students need
knowledge and skills to evaluate the problem and generate a
solution (Ater-Kranov et al., 2010). (5) problem-solving: it is an
important skill and covers strategic problem-solving and effective
problem-solving (Korkmaz et al., 2017).

To sum up, we adopt CTS to measure student computational
thinking. The CTS scale is based on the 5-point Likert
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FIGURE 3 | Present the results of the conversation to classmates.

scale, with 5 points indicating “strongly agree” and 1 point
indicating “strongly disagree.” In addition, the Cronbach alpha
consistency coefficient calculated for the CTS scale is 0.822
(Korkmaz et al., 2017).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to further explore the learning performance of students,
we use the final project as the capstone course to evaluate their
comprehensive skills and learning status. According to Laplante
et al. (2019), capstone courses intend to provide students with
a meaningful experience and provide them with a productive
environment to achieve learning outcomes, so that they can use
their learning knowledge. On the teacher side, teachers can use
the students’ learning outcomes to assess their learning situation.
However, in order to effectively collect data, we must ensure that
participants first complete their final project and then complete
the IMMS and CTS scale.

Research Hypothesis 1: Does Maker
Education Enhance Students’
Computational Thinking Ability
In order to evaluate the impact of “Maker Education” on
participants’ computational thinking ability, we use pre-test
and post-test methods to measure their various computational
thinking abilities. The reason is that after the midterm exam,
the course focuses on students, and integrating the educational

theories of maker education gives them many opportunities for
practice. Therefore, we collect data during the midterm and final
exams as the pre-test and post-test. Finally, we use paired sample
t-tests to analyze whether participants’ means differ significantly.
In the CTS scale, the mean of all dimensions is between 3
and 4. There are also significant differences in four dimensions,
including “Creativity,” “Algorithmic thinking,” “Cooperativity,”
and “Critical thinking” (for pre-test and pro-test scores, see
Table 1). In the pre-test stage, the average score is 3.43, and the
range score is 3.13–3.68, indicating that students have a certain
level of computational thinking ability. After the post-test, the
average score is 3.518 and the range score is 3.26–3.76. Compared
with the pre-test, maker education teaching improves students’
ability at computational thinking.

Research Hypothesis 2: Does Maker
Education Enhance Students’ Learning
Motivation on the Programming Course
In order to further explore participants’ attitudes toward maker
education, we use IMMS to analyze their learning motivations
(for pre-test and post-test scores, see Table 2). In the pre-test, the
average score is 3.69, with a range of 3.44–3.86, which means that
students have a certain motivation for learning the programming
course. In the post-test stage, the average score is 3.70, and
the range is from 3.33 to 3.91, which is a slight improvement
overall. However, further research on each dimension indicates
that results are enhanced in two dimensions, including attention
and satisfaction. Especially in terms of satisfaction, participants
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TABLE 1 | CTS analysis results.

Participant Dimensions Pre-test Post-test t p

M SD M SD

Students (n = 52) Creativity 3.60 0.38 3.71 0.47 −2.18 0.03*

Algorithmic
thinking

3.13 0.68 3.26 0.67 −2.31 0.03*

Cooperativity 3.68 0.71 3.76 0.51 −0.98 0.33

Critical
thinking

3.40 0.56 3.53 0.56 −2.21 0.03*

Problem
solving

3.32 0.47 3.33 0.46 −0.11 0.91

*p < 0.05.

TABLE 2 | IMMS analysis results.

Participant Dimensions Pre-test Post-test t p

M SD M SD

Students (n = 52) Attention 3.71 0.52 3.75 0.51 −0.71 0.48

Relevance 3.86 0.49 3.84 0.41 0.45 0.65

Confidence 3.44 0.40 3.33 0.47 2.20 0.02*

Satisfaction 3.75 0.56 3.91 0.60 −2.11 0.04*

*p < 0.05.

are significantly different. The satisfaction score is between 3.75
and 3.91, which means that most participants generally believe
that the curriculum is integrated with the maker education, which
helps the participants attain a sense of accomplishment. On the
other hand, in terms of confidence, it has dropped significantly,
with confidence scores ranging from 3.44 to 3.33. This means that
maker education cannot effectively build confidence and actually
has the opposite effect during the programming course.

Maker Education Can Promote the
Development of Computational Thinking
According to Table 1, students’ computational thinking ability
achieves a certain positive impact. This indicate in the maker
learning environment that most students have mastered a certain
degree of computational thinking ability. In addition, there are
significant differences in four dimensions, including “creativity,”
“algorithmic thinking,” “cooperativity,” and “critical thinking,”
whereas only “problem-solving” has a slight increase.

One reason could be that the course requires high thinking
ability and sufficient background knowledge, but the key ability
of students to understand the problem is not stable. Therefore,
even if students have a lot of ideas on the problem, they will
not necessarily grasp the key point to the problem. In order to
improve students’ problem-solving skills, some scholars point
out using heuristics to solve problems has a positive impact.
In addition, effective problem-solving experience may motivate
students to solve successful problems, which may also have
a positive impact on their skills and help them expand their
thinking (Karatas and Baki, 2017). Based on this, in future
teaching, teachers can strengthen the construction of basic

concepts through basic example exercises. Students can thus
gain more practical opportunities and gain more problem-solving
experience. After they understand more stable concepts, the
teachers can carry out more in-depth teaching.

Maker Education Does Not Effectively
Improve Students’ Motivation to Learn in
Programming Courses
According to the results in Table 2, there is only one significant
difference in student satisfaction. This indicates that students are
satisfied with the learning activities. Students need to use their
ideas and knowledge to implement and demonstrate the final
project. Thus, the learning results of each group are different,
and they can build their own sense of accomplishment through
maker education, allowing them to be satisfied with the learning.
However, in terms of confidence, it has dropped significantly,
which means that maker education for the programming course
does not actually build student confidence. It is speculated that
students need to learn both hardware and software knowledge,
which can put a heavier burden on their learning, and so they are
more likely to encounter learning disabilities. In addition, as the
learning burden increases, it also affects their cognitive load.

With regard to the cognitive load theory, Sweller et al.
(1998) and Sweller (2011) point out that when dealing with
novel information, human cognition requires a large amount of
information storage. However, the amount of novel information
that can be processed at any given time is very limited, and
so it is difficult to add information without sufficient working
storage capacity. This means that course design and learning
material design bring forth more learning load to students,
which can affect their learning. Therefore, how to effectively
reduce the cognitive load of students is an important issue in
learning. According to the report by Küçük et al. (2014), students
have lower cognitive load and exhibit more positive attitudes.
On the other hand, Cheng (2017) states that students have a
smaller cognitive load and may have stronger motivation and
a more positive attitude, which also increase their participation
in learning activities. In addition, the scholar Cheng (2017)
suggests that solving problems or giving guidance with prompts
has a positive effect on building learner confidence. Based on
these findings, teachers can use assistive tools to guide students’
learning while reducing their cognitive load and helping them
build learning confidence. As Henry and Marrs (2015) noted,
students learn a language very irregularly due to a lack of
motivation and confidence. Therefore, scholars suggest that daily
task-based online social networking (DOTS) can be applied to
learning, because it has a positive impact on improving students’
learning confidence and learning motivation.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, the maker movement has received more and
more attention because it not only stimulates manufacturers to
innovate continuously, but also promotes the emergence of new
companies and economic development. The government actively
promotes “Maker Education” to develop students’ innovative
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ability to cope with the rapidly developing industry. This
present study proposes an innovative curriculum design based
on an Internet-of-Things (IoT) programming course. The course
integrates peer learning strategies by encouraging students to
stimulate their creativity and innovation during discussions. On
the other hand, it trains students’ entrepreneurship by integrating
maker education into a programming course and develops their
computational thinking ability through the course. However, in
order to encourage interaction between students, this course
integrates the “World Cafe” strategy into the learning activities.
After the experiment, we collected the data and analyzed it and
discussed participants’ learning motivation and computational
thinking. Overall, two main results are derived from the analysis
of the two experimental hypotheses.

(1) Maker education has a positive impact on computational
thinking:

After the experiment, according to Table 1, students have
a positive influence on computational thinking. In addition, in
order to further explore the factors of CTS, it is shown that
the experiment has significant differences in improving students’
“creativity,” “algorithmic thinking,” and “critical thinking,” but
it has increased slightly in terms of problem-solving factors.
Overall, this study proposes an innovative curriculum design
aimed at improving students’ thinking ability in computing.

(2) Maker education does not effectively enhance students’
learning motivation:

As can be seen from Table 2, in terms of satisfaction factors,
there are significantly different improvements. Overall, this study
did not effectively improve students’ learning motivation. In
particular, this experiment will have a negative impact on the
confidence factor. It is speculated that students need to learn
both hardware and software knowledge, which can put a heavier
burden on their learning, and so they are more likely to encounter
learning disabilities.

However, in terms of confidence, the experiment may be
adding prompting mechanisms to guide students’ learning,
with the aim of building students’ confidence in learning with
appropriate help, while reducing barriers to learning, thereby
leading to a reduction in learners’ confidence. Some researcher
believe that giving guidance or assistive tools can not only
build students’ confidence in learning, but also increase students’
participation in learning activities (Cheng, 2017). In addition,

in terms of learning activities, it can integrate daily online
social networks based on tasks to cultivate regular learning,
which can not only improve students’ learning confidence,
but also have a positive impact on learning motivation
(Henry and Marrs, 2015).
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The phenomenon of high first-day income and high break-up rate in China’s capital
market has long attracted the attention of investors. Based on the disagreement
model, in combination with the information asymmetry theory and behavioral finance,
a mathematical model was put forward to analyze the reasons and mechanisms for the
excess return of the initial public offering (IPO) on the first-day under the influence of
investors’ sentiments. The analysis shows that the IPO first-day income is a function
of the disagreement between investors, which generally presents an asymmetric U
shape. Information asymmetry affects the degree of valuation deviation. The sentiment
of investors reflects the psychological state of the investor at the time, which makes
the income increase or decrease under the influence of investor sentiment and market
sentiment. In turn, it leads to the emergence of excess returns or break-up rates on
the first-day. The research results help deepen the understanding of the IPO pricing
mechanism and explore the impact of investor psychology on its pricing, putting forward
suggestions for the issue pricing mechanism of the Sci-Tech Innovation Board.

Keywords: information asymmetry, entrepreneur sentiment, psychological expectation of returns, initial public
offering initial return, initial public offering pricing mechanism

INTRODUCTION

In China, the stock market started as a pilot in 1989. The original intention of setting up the Chinese
stock market was to serve the poverty alleviation of state-owned enterprises. Even though it has
developed so far, the stock market still focuses on financing over returns (Gao et al., 2018). At
present, the A-share (RMB common stock) market has formed a hierarchical market system for
the main board, small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) boards, and growth enterprise market
(GEM) in China. The requirements for listing conditions and listing entities are different in each
market. The primary market (issuance market) is the basis and prerequisite for the secondary
market (circulation market) (Chen J. et al., 2018). Among them, the primary market refers to
the securities issue market, that is, the market where the stocks are traded for the first time.
Commonly, the initial public offering (IPO) and new share offering of the company belong to the
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primary market (Tripathi and Pandey, 2018). Accordingly, the
establishment of the SME board can accumulate supervision and
operation experience for the establishment of the GEM, and its
ultimate purpose is to build a multilevel capital market (Chen and
Wang, 2018; Kotlar et al., 2018; Funaoka and Nishimura, 2019).

The fluctuation of China’s capital market is relatively obvious,
and the phenomenon of “rise and fall suddenly and sharply”
is very serious. This sharp rise and fall have also led many
scholars to question the authenticity of stock prices reflecting the
value of stocks (Blankespoor et al., 2017). The cause of capital
market fluctuations can never be quantitatively analyzed, and it
is related to many factors such as investor sentiment, investment
psychology, fundamentals, and policies. Whether it is an accurate
grasp of the policy environment or the concerted action of
shareholders, the most difficult thing for investors to overcome
is the asymmetry of information.

As an important way for companies to raise funds directly
from investors in the public stock market, IPO can enable
listed companies to expand and develop while playing a role in
connecting the financial market and the real economy (Widarjo
and Bandi, 2018). However, in the process of IPO issuance, it
is common for IPO underpricing and continuous limit-up after
listing. If the IPO appears excess returns in the short term, it
will greatly raise the overall stock price of the secondary market,
making it deviate from the true value of the stock. Then, the
effectiveness of resource allocation in the stock market cannot be
brought into play (Thomadakis et al., 2016).

Aiming at this abnormal phenomenon that affects the healthy
development of the stock market during the IPO issuance and
operation, this paper considers the factor of investor sentiment.
Based on the information asymmetry theory and behavioral
finance viewpoint, the causes and mechanisms of IPO abnormal
initial returns are further explained under the influence of
investor sentiment. The purpose of this study is to gain a deeper
understanding of the IPO pricing mechanism and to explore
the influence of investor psychology on its pricing. It also puts
forward some suggestions for the issue pricing mechanism of the
Sci-Tech Innovation Board to alleviate the pressure in the stable
development process after IPO.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Information asymmetry refers specifically to the fact that the
parties have different information in the transaction. In actual
economic activities, some members have information that other
members do not, resulting in differences in the understanding
of relevant information by various types of personnel. Usually,
the party with more comprehensive information is in a more
advantageous position, while the party with poor information
is in a disadvantageous position. George (1970) analyzed the
effect of information asymmetry on market behavior earlier.
He analyzed the effect on buyers due to the uncertainty of
product quality from the aspects of used car market, insurance
market, and credit market. In a market with asymmetric
information, the theoretical equilibrium price will quickly
aggregate all the information. Thus, a trader will infer all

the information he needs from the observable stock price. It
shows that the stock price at this time is the price under the
separation equilibrium, that is, the change in the transaction
price reflects the change in the information set. Under these
information sets, their respective equilibrium prices are different
(García-Sánchez and Noguera-Gámez, 2017).

Some scholars have used the two-step regression analysis
framework of Avramov and Chordia to test the explanation
of the conditional asset pricing model containing investor
sentiment information on China’s stock market return anomalies
(Chen C. et al., 2018). The results show that the conditional
asset pricing model (CAPM), which contains information on
investor sentiment as the IPO first-day yield, can significantly
explain the phenomenon of idiosyncratic volatility in China’s
stock market. Then, it confirms the important role of investor
sentiment factors in the asset pricing process. Based on related
investigations, the information asymmetry theory is integrated to
make an in-depth analysis of the reasons and mechanism of the
IPO’s first-day excess returns. With the deepening investigation
on IPO underpricing, the research on IPO underpricing based
on behavioral finance occupies a dominant position. Clarke
et al. (2016) used India’s IPO system and data to test the
sentiment-based IPO underpricing model. Through a sample
survey of 362 new share issuances in India from 2003 to
2014, the average IPO underpricing rate is 23%. Then, the
underpricing is decomposed into two parts: one part is related
to the underwriters’ voluntary underpricing, and the other part
is related to the IPO trading activities on the first-day. It is
found that the IPO underpricing rate caused by trading activities
on the first-day accounts for a higher proportion of the total
underpricing (Clarke et al., 2016).

After combing the investigation status of the above scholars,
it is found that scholars in this field have formed a certain
theoretical system for IPO underpricing. Moreover, more
investigations on IPO underpricing are conducted from
the perspective of behavioral finance, while investigations
on information uncertainty and investor heterogeneity
expectations are scarce. The hot issue of listed companies’
IPO underpricing is taken as the research object. Through
the collection and sorting of related literature and theories,
the corresponding summary and analysis of the scholars’
views are made. From the two perspectives of investor
sentiment and information uncertainty, its impact on
IPO underpricing is jointly explored, and corresponding
hypotheses are proposed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Information Asymmetry in Market
Transactions
During the IPO, it mainly involves market participants such
as government regulators, various intermediaries, investors,
and listed companies (Chen C. et al., 2018). Information
asymmetry theory means that in orderly market transactions,
there are differences in market participants’ ability to acquire
market information and information holdings. In real economic
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transactions, due to the asymmetry of market information,
different investors have varied perceptions of the two indicators
of investment risk and expected return. Usually, the party
with more effective market information is more accurate and
reliable in decision-making to obtain more benefits (Clarke
et al., 2016). Also, this phenomenon will make the disadvantaged
information holders increase transaction costs in order to
obtain more accurate information and gain more benefits in
market transactions.

If the information asymmetry in the market occurs before
multiple parties sign a transaction agreement, it is an adverse
selection and it is reasonable. However, if information
asymmetry still exists after the transaction agreement is
signed, it is a moral hazard and a potential hidden danger
to the stock market bubble (Nagar et al., 2019). Whether it
is adverse selection or moral hazard, there are certain harms
to both sides of the transaction. For listed companies that
adopt IPO financing, based on the information asymmetry
theory, the company’s management tends to avoid some real
information that may damage its image when describing
its business situation. It discloses positive information
about the company to the outside. Also, this part of the
information in its own right does not rule out exaggeration
and fiction (Abdel-Rahim and Stevens, 2018; Balakrishnan
et al., 2019; Crowley et al., 2019). In this environment,
due to the relatively insufficient information acquisition
ability and information holding capacity of the transaction
object, companies are likely to make wrong decisions. In this
way, listed companies will occupy a dominant position in
financing activities. At the same time, however, long-term
information asymmetry will cause investors to lose their
investment confidence due to economic losses, which will
hinder the financing plan of listed companies and lead to
market stagnation (Wu et al., 2020). From this point of view,
information asymmetry will bring risk game operation in the
process of large investment, and investors need to raise the
investment after weighing.

In real market transactions, both parties to the transaction
have made it clear that investors in the securities market,
as providers of funds required for the development of listed
companies cannot obtain the same information as company
management (Crome et al., 2017). Therefore, at this time,
the listed company is in an obvious advantageous position.
Its investor is restricted by incomplete information, and it is
impossible to accurately judge the market risk and expected
return of the company. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a more
stable investment scheme after comprehensive consideration.

The Influence of Investor Sentiment on
the Market
Investor sentiment is one of the main theories of behavioral
finance to explain market anomalies. From a behavioral finance
perspective, investors with heterogeneous beliefs and preferences
are often irrational. Psychological factors play a very important
role in their decision-making and investment processes. The
large fluctuations in investor sentiment will cause deviations

in market perception, which will cause the stock price to be
affected by investor sentiment to a certain extent to change
trends. To analyze stock market investors from the perspective
of psychology and behavioral finance, they all have some
irrational psychology and behavior. This sentiment will further
be invested in the stock market and spread and eventually
lead to market pricing deviations, which will cause stock prices
to deviate from the market’s true value (Osu et al., 2017;
Madison et al., 2018).

As early as the mid-1990s, scholar Stein has proposed that
a large part of investors’ judgments on future expectations
come from investor sentiment. Investors’ wishes or expectations
in the market can be directly reflected in investor sentiment.
And this kind of non-material feedback cannot be quantified.
Investors in the market can only subjectively understand the
retention and change of sentiment. Investor sentiment is a very
important concept in trading activities. The changing mood
will directly affect investors’ judgment of expected returns,
thereby changing their investment behavior (Woods et al.,
2019). When investors receive market information, they will
amplify the positive feedback of various positive and negative
information. Investors generally have more market anomalies
during periods of high sentiment than during periods of low
sentiment. At present, many scholars have confirmed that
changes in investor sentiment are important factors that cause
many anomalies in the stock market. This paper believes
that investor sentiment is an irrational judgment caused by a
subjective preference of investors when they are in a positive
or negative feeling. Investor sentiment can be divided into
five manifestations. The related manifestations and theories are
shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, overconfidence means that
individuals believe that their cognitive level is higher than
others; that is, they will overestimate their own judgment and
underestimate other information. Also, individuals will have
self-attribution bias; that is, success is due to their ability, and
failure is mostly attributed to external factors. Overreaction
will strengthen investors’ optimism and make them ignore the
previous experience that the skyrocketing will trigger a plunge.
Lessons from history cannot prompt investors to become more
rational. Investors only think more about short-term experience,
but less about how far they deviate from the long-term average.
The market is always overreacting. In the regret theory, it
is believed that after an investor makes a mistake or wrong
transaction, to avoid operating regret, he usually shows a mental
state of indecision. Avoiding regrets usually leads investors
to follow the crowd. If a large number of investors suffer
losses due to the same operations as themselves, the sensitivity
of investors’ psychological reactions will decrease. Promising
prospect theory describes the behavior of individuals inconsistent
with traditional expectation theory in risk decision-making. In
the IPO market, since most of the new shares are rising, it will
give investors a reference dependency, forming an expectation
that the new shares will rise. The mindset is widespread in
China’s IPO market. Since the underpricing rate in China’s
IPO market has always been high, it is usually possible to
obtain benefits only after winning the bid. Even if the IPO
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FIGURE 1 | Five main manifestations and theories of investor sentiment.

benefits may be negative at a certain stage, the number of
applicants is still large.

Theoretical Basis for Investor
Disagreement
Disagreement refers to the different judgments that different
investors have on returns under the same holding period
of the same stock. This inconsistent view can also become
a “heterogeneous belief.” Miller first synthetically considered
disagreement and short selling obstacles in 1977. He believes
that investor disagreement will lead to a decline in future
stock returns (Coall et al., 2018). The greater the investor
disagreement, the stronger the issuer’s restrictions on short
selling of the stock, which means that the stock price is largely
overvalued. When the stock price returns to normal levels,
the future return of the stock will decrease accordingly. On
this basis, some scholars further analyzed that due to the
short-selling restrictions set by enterprises, the opinions of
pessimistic investors were not reflected in the stock trading
market. Once the optimistic investors exit the market, the
role of the pessimistic investors will gradually turn into a
marginal buyer, revealing a lot of previously hidden market
information. When this situation occurs on a large scale, the
market will collapse.

Comprehensive worldwide research can confirm that investor
disagreement can predict the future returns of the stock market.
Some scholars have derived a risk asset price equilibrium
model based on the Miller theory. It is theoretically confirmed
that the stock price not only is affected by the operation
of the enterprise but also has a lot to do with the degree
of disagreement among investors (Edeling and Himme, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018; Ademola et al., 2019). When investor
disagreement is more obvious, the stock price is on the
rise. If the degree of investor disagreement is low and the
opinions are more unified, the stock price will decline. It also

confirms Miller’s theory that disagreement can cause stock prices
to be overvalued.

Measure of Investor Sentiment
There are many ways to measure investor sentiment, and it is
important to choose a suitable standard. The direct indicator
is to collect the personal subjective feelings and opinions of
investors on the market through questionnaire surveys. The
key indicator is the investor confidence index. If the investor
confidence index is greater than 50, it indicates an upward
trend in the market; if the investor confidence index is less
than 50, it means that the possibility of market volatility will
increase. The confidence index can reflect the motivational
tendency of investors to join the market (Amini and Toms,
2018; Härkänen et al., 2019). The indirect indicator is based
on the ultimate market behavior of investors. Therefore, it
can reflect investor sentiment more objectively than the direct
indicator. Taken together, the direct and indirect indicators
can reflect investor sentiment to some extent, but there are
certain limitations. At present, more scholars are still working
on related research on the measure of investor sentiment to
more comprehensively reflect investor sentiment in market
transactions (Chen, 2019).

Direct indicators are direct statistics on the sentiment
of sentimental subjects (individual investors) through
questionnaires and interviews. Investor confidence index
and consumer confidence index are typical representatives
of direct indicators. Indirect indicators are used to replace
investor sentiment by selecting objective transaction data
from some markets, such as the turnover rate and the
number of new account openings. Indirect indicators
are more objective and available, which makes them
more analytically valuable. Thus, most of the relevant
investigations focus on how to use indirect indicators to
build an accurate and effective comprehensive investor
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TABLE 1 | Variable selection.

Variable classes Abbreviation Full name Explanation

Main explanatory variables MR Market investor sentiment Cumulative yield of Shanghai stock index 1 day before issuance

LOTTERY Winning rate of issuance Number of shares issued online/number of shares effectively
subscribed online

OVERSUB 1 Oversubscribed multiple 1 Number of effective offline subscription shares/number of offline
allotment

OVERSUB 2 Oversubscribed multiple 2 Total number of effective subscriptions/corresponding allotment
quantity

1PE Price–earnings ratio difference The difference between the P/E ratio of issuance and the industry P/E
ratio of reference China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)

Main control variables SIZE Company size Net asset value per share

EPS Profitability level Earnings per share before issuance

BOARD Listing board Main board = 1, medium and small board = 2, GEM = 3

GEM, growth enterprise market.

sentiment indicator. The principal component analysis
is used to construct a comprehensive investor sentiment
indicator based on indirect indicators that may be related to
investor sentiment.

Empirical Research on the Influence of
Investor Sentiment on Initial Public
Offering Excess Returns
Variable Selection
Explanatory variables: investor sentiment indicator (market and
individual stocks). The comprehensive return rate of the IPO
market can directly or indirectly affect the investment behavior
of investors. This paper selects the cumulative yield of the
Shanghai stock index 1 day before issuance as a surrogate
indicator of market sentiment to ensure the originality and
validity of the data. This paper selects the three indicators of the
winning rate, the oversubscribed multiple and the price–earnings
ratio difference as indicators of investor sentiment related to
individual stocks. Control variables: company size, profitability
level, and listing board.

Model Construction
The summarized results of the variables are shown in Table 1. The
descriptive statistical analysis results of each variable are shown in
Table 2 (mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum).

TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistical analysis results of each variable.

Abbreviation Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

CAR 3.4016 2.8371 0.1334 18.2362

MR 0.0021 0.0025 −0.0079 0.0010

LOTTERY 0.0050 0.0039 0.0002 0.0288

OVERSUB 1 912.35 1,056.13 33.2447 5,934.26

OVERSUB 2 1,302.41 1,630.23 25.7321 6,955.33

1PE 26.7821 22. 2013 −13.72 187.45

SIZE 8.8821 0.3992 7.5326 12.0015

EPS 0.7955 0.4420 0.0698 3.01

BOARD 1.9385 0.9148 1 3

TABLE 3 | Correlation test results between explanatory variables.

MR LOTTERY OVERSUB 1 OVERSUB 2 1PE

MR 1.0000

LOTTERY 0.0449 1.0000

OVERSUB 1 −0.1324 −0.4991 1.0000

OVERSUB 2 −0.1375 −0.5710* 0.9193 1.0000

1PE 0.0021 −0.2913 0.0605 0.06597 1.0000

A multiple-linear regression model of IPO abnormal initial
returns is established, which can be expressed as shown below.

CRA = β0 + β1MR+ β2LOTTERY + β3OVERSUB+ β41PE+

β5SIZE+ β6EPS+ β7BOARD+ ε

(1)

Source of Sample Data
The sample selected for this study is the data of 522 new shares
from 2016 to 2018. The samples used in Model 1 and Model 2 are
new stock data from the beginning of 2016 to the end of 2018.
The sample used in Model 3 is the new stock data from June 2016
to the end of 2018 because there has been a continuous daily limit
for large-scale new stock listings after June 2016.

RESULTS

Correlation Test Results of Model
Variables
The data type used in this study is cross-section data. The
preliminary test is needed to avoid the multiple collinearity
between explanatory variables and determine the appropriate
variables. The results of the correlation analysis between the
explanatory variables and the control variables used in the model
are shown in Table 3.

According to Tables 3, 4, the correlation coefficients between
the “oversubscribed multiple 1” in the explanatory variables and
the “net asset value per share” in the control variables with other
variables are larger. Therefore, these two indicators are selected
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TABLE 4 | Correlation test results between control variables.

SIZE EPS BOARD

SIZE 1.0000

EPS 0.8469* 1.0000

BOARD 0.2162 0.2210 1.0000

TABLE 5 | Results of empirical analysis.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Observations 522 522 522

Adjusted R2 0.3622 0.3399 0.3201

F-statistic 36.72 36.94 21.30

Prob 0 0 0

FIGURE 2 | Empirical analysis results.

and added to the model in the empirical process. There is no
obvious correlation between “market investor sentiment” and
other variables. Then, it can also be added to the model to observe
the explanatory effect.

Results of Empirical Analysis
In the empirical analysis stage, “market investor sentiment” is
added to the three models mentioned above. The results obtained
are shown in Table 5 and Figure 2. The results obtained are
achieved by the least squares regression. The heteroscedasticity-
robust standard error is added to the regression process, and the
biased error of the model results caused by heteroskedasticity is
corrected. As can be seen in Table 5, MR passes the test in all three
models, and its significance level is 99%.

According to a comprehensive analysis, the company size and
profitability level in the control variables are negatively correlated
with the IPO abnormal initial returns. IPO abnormal initial
returns on the main board, SMEs, and GEM have gradually
increased. And different listing boards have a significant influence
on the IPO excess returns.

Relationship Between the Initial Public
Offering Initial Return and Investor
Disagreement
This paper makes statistics on the IPO initial returns of the
main board, SMEs, and GEM. Descriptive statistics on IPO
underpricing of each board are shown in Table 6 and Figures 3, 4,

TABLE 6 | Statistics of initial public offering underpricing in various boards.

Stage Board Initial return

Mean Standard deviation

Stage 1 (2016∼2017) Main board 33.9 48.6

Small and
medium board

44.3 56.2

GEM 31.5 37.2

Stage 2 (2017∼2018) Main board 54.3 8.6

Small and
medium board

53.9 1.5

GEM 54.8 9.3

respectively. According to Table 6, the underpricing rate of
the second-stage IPO has significantly improved as compared
with the first stage, which is correlated to the overall quality
improvement of listed companies and the lower threshold for
new stock purchases. It shows that the pricing power of China’s
current A-share market has improved. From the perspective of
the market board, companies listed in the main board market
are large-scale, highly transparent, and have relatively stable
performance. Therefore, the IPO underpricing rate in the main
board market is relatively low. In the early stages, the IPO initial
return of the GEM is not high, which is mainly related to the
small size, the short establishment time, and the sluggish market
performance of the GEM.

The comprehensive index of investor sentiment was
constructed using principal component analysis and sentiment
indicators. Through the principal component analysis method,
the original variables are recombined into a new set of several
unrelated comprehensive variables. At the same time, according
to the actual needs, several comprehensive variables can be
taken out to reflect the information of the original variables as
much as possible. The performance of investors’ comprehensive
sentiment indicators from 2016 to 2018 is shown in Figure 5.
The average value of investor sentiment indicators is 0, and
the standard deviation is 0.33. The minimum and maximum
values are −1.33 and 4.18, respectively. It concludes that the
sentiment of Chinese investors is relatively stable during the
sampling period.

For GEM listed companies, the higher the return on the GEM,
the smaller the issue size and the lower the issue price. Companies
with higher profitability have higher IPO returns. Whether it
is the primary market or the secondary market, the higher the
investor sentiment, the higher the GEM IPO return will be.

From the perspective of investor sentiment, the excessive
unmet demand of investors for new stocks can be analyzed from
demand and supply. On the one hand, the concept of undefeated
new stocks has gained popularity. Investors are suspected of blind
speculation in new stocks. They believe that buying new stocks is
equivalent to obtaining income guarantees. As a result, investors
tend to rush to most new stocks. Then, the market has excessive
demand for new shares. The continuous daily limit of new stock
listings has resulted in abnormally high short-term excess returns
of new stocks, which has further strengthened the investment
enthusiasm of some investors. Also, this kind of behavior has
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FIGURE 3 | Comparison of average initial public offering underpricing in
various boards. GEM, growth enterprise market.

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of standard deviations of initial public offering
underpricing in various boards. GEM, growth enterprise market.

FIGURE 5 | Performance of investor sentiment indicator from 2016 to 2018.

intensified and further promoted the continuous daily limit of
new stock listings. On the other hand, China’s new stock issuance
is subject to an approval system. Although a certain degree of
marketization has been achieved, there are still artificial policies

and regulations on the issuance of new shares, which has resulted
in the failure of new shares to follow the market’s wishes.

DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of IPO excess returns in China has been in
the market for a long time. Constrained by the initial rise and
fall of listing, there has been a continuous daily limit after the
listing of new shares. In addition, the continuous record of
the number of new shares in the market is constantly being
broken, which has made investors eager and optimistic about
the prospects of enterprise development. On the surface, the
development momentum of the enterprise is sufficient, and the
financing effect is good. However, in the short term, the IPO
excess return is an unhealthy abnormal market development
momentum. In this paper, from the perspective of investor
sentiment, investor sentiment is an individual belief formed by
investors’ analysis of the market (Yim et al., 2018). Obviously,
this belief cannot represent the fair value of the market, but
it will affect investors’ decision-making and market behavior
activities. From a behavioral finance perspective, investors with
heterogeneous beliefs and preferences are often irrational (Zheng
et al., 2020). In their decision-making and investment process,
psychological factors play a very important role. The large
fluctuations in investor sentiment will bring about deviations in
market perception, which will cause the stock price to be affected
by investor sentiment to a certain extent and change trends.
Research shows that investor sentiment has a significant positive
effect on the over-raising of new shares. In other words, when
investor sentiment is high, the issuing company can obtain more
excess funds during this period. The conclusion of the research
is almost consistent with the previous scholars’ conclusions.
The turnover rate on the first day of listing and the price
fluctuation rate on the first day are positively correlated with IPO
underpricing. The success rate of online issuance, issuance scale,
and issuance price is negatively correlated with IPO underpricing.

In the field of IPO in the stock exchange market, the initial
return of listing is an important indicator used to measure IPO
underpricing, and it is used as a standard to measure the level
of pricing underpricing of new shares in the primary market.
In 2014, after China’s new IPO regulations were established, the
first-day gain was restricted, which could not reflect the intrinsic
value of new shares. Investors’ unmet needs for new shares
cannot be effectively released. After the excessive pursuit, after
the first day of listing, the stock price is continued to push up
to cause the continuous daily limit. The daily limit phenomenon
is also a positive signal, which will stimulate investors to further
sentimental rise and trigger a daily limit. Eventually, the price
of new shares will be severely deviated from the high price of
the issue price in the short term, adding pressure to the stable
development of the new stock market (Wu and Song, 2019).
Through empirical research, this paper analyzes the reasons
for the abnormal phenomenon of short-term excess returns of
IPO mainly because investor sentiment is not considered in
the IPO. At this time, due to policies or inefficiencies in the
pricing of new shares, investors have excessive demand for new
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shares and demand has fallen short of supply. Then, the new
stock issuance system in China determines the scarcity of new
stock supply (Yan et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2020). Finally, the
level of investment of Chinese investors is relatively low, and
the overall consideration is insufficient. The phenomenon of
irrational behavior exists as a whole.

The irrational factors in China’s new stock market are
inseparable from the structural framework of investors.
At present, the majority of retail investors among stock
market investors still exist. Since they are limited by
professional knowledge, it is easy to follow the trend blindly
(Heradio et al., 2016). To reduce the blind pursuit of new
stocks by investors, this paper recommends that investors
should implement value investment and comprehensively
evaluate the basic information of newly listed companies.
The supervisory authority should pay attention to the
influence of investor sentiment and strengthen the timely
disclosure of fundamental information of stock issuers.
On the premise of protecting the interests of investors, a
harmonious situation of investors’ rational participation in
the issuance of new shares is constructed (Shen et al., 2019;
Shen and Ho, 2020).

CONCLUSION

To deal with the abnormal phenomenon that affects the healthy
development of the stock market during the IPO issuance
and operation, this paper considers the factor of investor
sentiment. Based on the information asymmetry theory and
behavioral finance perspective, under the influence of investor
sentiment, it is clear that the reason for IPO abnormal initial
returns is related to the large fluctuation of investor sentiment.
Sentiment fluctuations will cause investors to deviate from
market perceptions, which will cause the stock price to present a
situation of excess returns to a certain extent. Investor sentiment

is one of the important drivers of short-term IPO excess returns.
It also shows to a certain extent that there are still many irrational
factors in China’s new stock market. Unmet demand for new
stock purchases will continue to be the main factor in the short-
term listing of new stocks, driving the price of new stocks to rise
in the secondary market.

In this regard, investors should comprehensively weigh the
IPO companies to avoid blind compliance. As the regulatory
review department of securities transactions, it should regulate
the methods and scope of information disclosure, make the
information as transparent as possible, to protect investors’ rights
and interests (Xu and Du, 2018). Due to time constraints, the
investigation on the long-term performance of the IPO is not
involved. Therefore, the impact of investor sentiment on the
long-term performance of the IPO can be used as a direction for
further investigation.
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In this research, the probability matrix factorization (PMF) algorithm was introduced to
optimize the deep neural network algorithm model with the purpose of studying the
application value of personality development theory and deep learning neural network
in college students’ entrepreneurship psychological education courses. Based on the
personality development theory, a recommendation algorithm system for entrepreneurial
projects under optimized deep neural network was established. A total of 518 college
students from several universities were divided into an experimental group and a
control group, with 259 students in each group. In addition to the normal courses of
entrepreneurship psychology education, students in the experimental group were taught
the entrepreneurship project recommendation system based on the optimized deep
neural network designed in this research, while students in the control group were taught
entrepreneurship psychology education normally. The intervention effect before and after
entrepreneurship education was evaluated by the questionnaire of college students’
entrepreneurial intention and college students’ entrepreneurial mental resilience scale.
The results demonstrate that the system recall rate and accuracy based on the algorithm
in this research have been significantly higher than that of PMF algorithm and deep
belief network (DBN) algorithm, and the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05);
the mean square error (MSE) of the proposed algorithm is significantly smaller than
that of PMF algorithm and DBN algorithm, and the difference is statistically significant
(p < 0.05); the improvement of entrepreneurial toughness, entrepreneurial strength,
optimism, entrepreneurial possibility, and behavioral tendency of the experimental group
after the test was significantly higher than that of the control group (p < 0.05). Therefore,
compared with traditional algorithms, the proposed method for entrepreneurial projects
based on the theory of personality development and the optimized deep neural network
shows better performance, and it can effectively improve the entrepreneurial intention
and psychological resilience of college students.

Keywords: deep learning neural network, entrepreneurial intention, college students’ entrepreneurial mental
resilience, human personality development theory, entrepreneurial tenacity
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of the socialist market economy, college
students are under greater pressure with regards to employment.
Self-employment has become a way for college graduates
to find employment under the current social background.
However, many college students have not truly entered
society and developed inadequate entrepreneurial psychological
qualities, thereby leading to the failure of college students’
entrepreneurship and low success rate (Kim et al., 2020;
Manjusha and Green, 2020; Younis and Katsioloudes, 2020).
Therefore, in recent years, various colleges and universities
also actively carry out entrepreneurship education courses, so
as to enhance the entrepreneurial awareness and ability of
college students, improve their entrepreneurial psychology, and
establish the entrepreneurial spirit of self-improvement (Boysen
et al., 2020). However, due to the late start of entrepreneurship
psychological education in Chinese colleges and universities,
limited economic conditions, and insufficient emphasis on
entrepreneurship education awareness, many colleges and
universities only offer one or two courses perfunctorily, and
the education system is not systematic (Wu et al., 2019b).
Moreover, the courses and research cannot be well correlated
with entrepreneurial practice, and pure theoretical nature does
not effectively help entrepreneurial college students (Bazan
et al., 2020; Karunia et al., 2020). At present, many students
in the school actually have the entrepreneurial tendency and
psychology, but they lack the entrepreneurial experience. In
addition, the psychological education of entrepreneurship in
colleges and universities is a mere formality, which is unable to
solve their problems (Ahmed et al., 2020). Therefore, it becomes
crucial to create a good entrepreneurial psychological education
environment, to implement college students’ entrepreneurial
psychological education, and to really help entrepreneurial
college students (Wu et al., 2019a).

In recent years, deep learning has been widely applied in
the fields of computer vision and speech recognition, and has
achieved great success (Varadarajan et al., 2020). The deep neural
network technology can also be used in the recommendation
system, such as the music recommendation function based on
the convolutional neural network, which can extract the tonal
features of music; the personalized recommendation technology
based on the reverse artificial neural network can recode
the feature into the low-dimensional vector and calculate the
prediction score using the implicit feature; the recommendation
system based on the restricted Boltzmann machine can use
the visual layer to automatically decode and encode the new
scoring data of scored items, and predict the scores of unscored
items (Healy et al., 2019; Raissi et al., 2019; Tuli et al., 2020).
The application of deep neural network greatly improves the
computational accuracy of the current recommendation system
compared with the past. The personality development theory was
put forward by American psychologist Erikson, who pointed out
that human personality development includes the harmonious
development of body and mind and the coordination and unity
of individuals and society, and runs through the whole life
journey (Chen, 2019; Woods et al., 2019). This theory is also

an important theoretical basis for entrepreneurship education of
college students. When formulating entrepreneurship education
programs and teaching plans in colleges and universities,
students’ individual development should be fully considered, and
students should be taught according to their aptitude, so as to
encourage students to actively participate in entrepreneurship
practice activities, which is very important to support the
entrepreneurial psychology and behavior of college students in
the future (Deventer et al., 2019; Ryan et al., 2019).

To sum up, there is much research on the recommendation
system of deep neural network, but there are few
recommendation systems for the entrepreneurial psychological
education of college students. Based on this, 518 students from
several universities were selected to be divided into experimental
group and control group, with 264 students in each group. In
addition to the normal courses of entrepreneurship education,
students in the experimental group were supplemented by the
entrepreneurship project recommendation systems based on
the optimized deep neural network designed in this research.
Students in the control group were given entrepreneurship
education courses normally (Qian et al., 2018). Through
the simulation experiment and the comparative analysis of the
change of students’ entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial
mental resilience before and after the education, the application
value of the personality development theory and the deep
learning neural network in the courses of college students’
entrepreneurial psychological education were comprehensively
evaluated (Wu and Song, 2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to improve the entrepreneurial enthusiasm and
entrepreneurial ability of college students, many scholars
have conducted analyses on the entrepreneurship education
of college students. Oguntimehin (2018) investigated the
relationship between entrepreneurship education and career
entrepreneurship intention of students in Ogun National
University and was found that entrepreneurship education
significantly affected students’ entrepreneurial intention, so
entrepreneurship education should focus on encouraging
students to participate in more classroom interaction and
further enhance motivation. Cheng et al. (2018) analyzed
the existing problems of engineering education in Chinese
universities through literature research and questionnaire
survey, and on the basis of the previous research, proposed
a new engineering student training program combining
entrepreneurship education with the specific strategy of
cultivating the entrepreneurial ability of engineering talents.
Udoye and Mba (2018) adopted a descriptive survey to explore
strategies to promote entrepreneurship education for college
students in the delta region. Entrepreneurship education
would provide life and vocational skills, expand personal
potential, enhance self-sufficiency, and improve the quality
of life. Moreover, in any institution that strived to develop
entrepreneurship, every student should be involved, regardless
of their field of expertise. Some scholars have also tried to
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apply various methods and systems to improve the effectiveness
of entrepreneurship education courses for college students.
Wu et al. (2019b) used Classroom response systems (CRS) to
help 22 graduate students who attended the entrepreneurship
management course, and found that mobile CRS technology
was an effective tool to promote the interaction between
learners and content, increase students’ participation in the
acquisition of entrepreneurial knowledge, and enhance students’
motivation to improve their entrepreneurial ability. Dou
et al. (2019) systematically contacted the student samples
of entrepreneurship education courses through the pilot
entrepreneurship program, which provided relevant inspirations
for the design of entrepreneurship education and enabled
entrepreneurship education to have a more positive impact
on entrepreneurship attitudes or activities. Wu et al. (2018)
applied the web-based PowToon tool to college students’
entrepreneurship education courses, and allowed teachers and
students to quickly and easily create animated demonstrations; it
turned out that the videos helped the teams better communicate
their business ideas to investors in a thoughtful way, thus
changing the traditional model of entrepreneurship education
from classroom lectures to case studies to group discussions.

To sum up, the current research on improving the
entrepreneurial ability of college students focuses on assisting
the development of entrepreneurship education courses with the
help of various systems and platforms, which ultimately affects
the entrepreneurial intention and personal ability of college
students. Therefore, the deep learning network is used to build
a targeted entrepreneurship project recommendation system for
entrepreneurship education courses to help college students to
choose and master entrepreneurship.

METHODOLOGY

Research Object and Current Situation
of Entrepreneurial Psychology
In this study, 518 college students were randomly selected from a
number of universities as research objects and were divided into
an experimental group and a control group by blind selection,
with 259 students in each group. In addition to the normal
courses of entrepreneurial psychology education, students in the
experimental group were helped to make clear their choice of
entrepreneurship by applying the recommendation system of
entrepreneurial projects based on the optimized deep neural
network designed in this research, while students in the
control group were given normal courses of entrepreneurial
psychology education (Obschonka et al., 2018). The study took
place over 1 month.

As shown in Figure 1, among all the selected college students,
only 153 have clear entrepreneurial intention, accounting for
29.51%. There are 333 people with a wait-and-see attitude,
accounting for 64.38%. Eight people, or 6.11 percent, have little
thought of starting a business. For college students, most of them
have an uncertain attitude toward entrepreneurship, and only a
few of them have a positive attitude toward entrepreneurship in

FIGURE 1 | Entrepreneurial psychology status of all subjects.

the future. Accordingly, the implementation of entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities is of great significance.

Framework of the Traditional Deep
Learning Recommendation Algorithm
Recommendation system refers to the process of using data
mining technology and a prediction algorithm to predict
the information or commodities that users are interested in
according to a large number of users’ behavior data, project
feature data, user feature data and so on. As shown in Figure 2,
the structure of traditional deep learning recommendation
systems includes input layer module, model layer module, and
output layer module. The input layer and output layer modules
are basically the same as the traditional recommendation
algorithm, but there are some differences in the model layer.
The models adopted by the deep learning recommendation
algorithm framework include convolutional neural network,
deep neural network, self-encoder, cyclic neural network, deep
confidence network, etc., that is, the methods of extracting
features are different (Shen et al., 2019). The traditional deep
learning recommendation technology applies the powerful ability
of feature extraction to extract more meaningful features from
the low-level features, and thus indicate the effectiveness of the
recommendation results.

A Deep Neural Network Algorithm Model
Based on PMF
In order to optimize the deep neural network recommendation
algorithm, the PMF algorithm (Jiang et al., 2019) was introduced.
This algorithm could decompose latent factor of user and item by
matrix, and then connect user interest and item by latent factor.
Assuming that the number of users is N and the number of items
is M, the scoring matrix can be expressed asR = RN×M . Then, the
implicit feature matrix of users and projects is obtained through
matrix R operation.

U = Rk×N

V = Rk×M
(1)
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of traditional deep learning recommendation.

Where U represents the implicit characteristics of the user; V
represents the implied characteristics of the item. Assuming that
the implicit feature vectors of users and items follow a normal
distribution, the expression is as follows.

P(U
∣∣σ2

U ) =

N∏
i=1

N(ui
∣∣σ2

U I ) (2)

P(V
∣∣σ2

V ) =

N∏
j=1

N(vi
∣∣σ2

U I ) (3)

Where N(x
∣∣µ, σ2 ) is the probability density function of

the normal distribution, µ is the mean, σ2 is the variance; ui
represents the implicit eigenvector of the user; vj represents the
implicit feature vector of the project; I is the identity matrix.

In the deep neural network algorithm model based on PMF in
this research, the implicit feature V of the project is obtained by
introducing the deep neural network model operation. Suppose
that the parameter set of the deep neural network is W and
follows a normal distribution, then the equation below is
obtained.

Vj = dnn(W,Xj)+ εj (4)

Where dnn() represents the deep neural network; εj represents
the random error and follows the normal distribution, which can
be expressed as follows.

εj ∼ N(0, σ2
vI) (5)

The parameter set W of the deep neural network is set to
follow a normal distribution, then the expression equation is as
follows.

P(W
∣∣σ2

W ) =

p∏
k=1

N(Wk
∣∣0, σ2

W) (6)

Where N(x
∣∣µ, σ2 ) is the probability density function of the

normal distribution, σ2 is the variance, Wk represents the implicit

eigenvector of the parameter set of the depth neural network.
Therefore, the conditional probability of implicit feature V of the
project is as follows.

P(V
∣∣W,X, σ2

V ) =

m∏
j=1

N(Vj
∣∣dnn(W,Xj), σ

2
V I) (7)

Where dnn() represents the deep neural network, I is
the identity matrix, σ2 is the variance; then the probability
distribution of V, U, and W can be calculated by introducing the
Bayesian equation.

P(U,V,W
∣∣R,X, σ2, σ2

U , σ2
V , σ2

W) =

P(R
∣∣U,V, σ2)P (U

∣∣σ2
U )P(V |W, X, σ2

V)P(W
∣∣σ2

W ) (8)

In this way, a deep neural network algorithm model based on
PMF is constructed.

An Entrepreneurial Project
Recommendation Algorithm Based on
Optimized Deep Neural Network
According to the above optimization algorithm steps, the
algorithm model structure of a deep neural network based on
PMF is shown in Figures 2, 3, which mainly includes the
PMF module and the deep neural network module. The PMF
module is used to obtain the hidden characteristics of users, and
the deep neural network module inputs the characteristics of
entrepreneurship project to output the hidden characteristics of
the project.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the process of the
recommendation system for entrepreneurial projects. There
are many characteristics of entrepreneurial projects, such as
text information, labels of entrepreneurial projects, involved
platforms, time, and financing rounds. In order to focus
this information on the recommendation system analysis, the
recommendation process is divided into the following parts.
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of recommendation algorithm structure of entrepreneurial project based on optimized deep neural network.

FIGURE 4 | Flow diagram of entrepreneurial project recommendation algorithm.
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Analysis of User Historical Behavior Data
According to the historical behavior information of the users
in the entrepreneurial project, the score data of the users on
the entrepreneurial project was calculated, and the negative
sample sampling was carried out to generate the score matrix.
The degree of users’ interest in an entrepreneurial project was
mainly analyzed from the two dimensions of interaction times
and interaction behaviors. The more interaction times, the higher
the user’s interest degree, while the interactive behaviors such as
thumb up, favorites, and comments can reflect the increasing
degree of users’ interest. The user’s score of the project can be
expressed in the following equation.

rui =
k∑

j=1

ajqui,j (9)

where, rui is how users rate a start-up project, aj is the weight
of the jth interaction dimension, qui,j represents the number
of times a user interacts with a start-up project in the jth
interaction dimension.

Application of Recommendation Algorithm Model
The recommendation algorithm of entrepreneurial project based
on optimized deep neural network was used to obtain the
hidden characteristics of the entrepreneurial project from the text
information and structured content information of the project,
and the learning training of the model was carried out.

Generation of the Recommendation Results
The trained model was used to generate
recommendations for users.

The Theory of Personality Development
Human personality development refers to the formation and
development of human personality from birth to adolescence,
which is also the key theoretical basis for colleges to conduct
entrepreneurship psychology education. The entrepreneurship
education should be people-oriented, and full consideration
should be given to each student’s personality and to creating a
harmonious teaching environment, so that individual differences
between students can be understood. In the design of
entrepreneurship courses, the students’ needs, interests and
goals should be respected. Besides, different methods should be
adopted for different students, so as to guide students to study
entrepreneurship courses and achieve the purpose for setting
up entrepreneurship psychological education courses in colleges
(Shen and Ho, 2020).

The Evaluation Criteria of the
Recommendation Algorithm
After designing the recommendation algorithm, the researchers
often need to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
Currently, the common evaluation indexes include MSE, recall
rate and accuracy (Dasgupta and Ghosh, 2019).

MSE
The MSE is mainly used to evaluate the error between the
predicted score and the real score. The calculation equation is as
follows.

MSE =

√√√√ 1
|T|

|T|∑
i=1

(ri − r̂i)2 (10)

Where T represents the test set, |T| Represents the number of
test sets; ri is the true score; r̂i is the prediction score.

Recall Rate and Accuracy
Recall rate and accuracy were used to evaluate the Top-
k problem. If there is no relevant rating information, the
recall rate and accuracy rate should be used to evaluate the
performance of the recommendation system when only user
browsing information is known. Then the calculation equation
of recall rate and accuracy can be as follows.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(11)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(12)

Where TP Represents a positive sample of the true category;
FP Represents a positive sample of the predicted category; FN
represents a negative sample of the predicted category.

Design of Questionnaire
The questionnaire survey is a statistical analysis method often
used in social science research. It is usually used to measure
people’s characteristics, attitudes or behaviors. In this study,
college students’ entrepreneurial intention questionnaire and
college students’ entrepreneurial mental resilience scale were
selected to evaluate the intervention effect before and after
entrepreneurship education.

Questionnaire of College Students’ Entrepreneurial
Intention
The questionnaire includes two dimensions – entrepreneurial
possibility and entrepreneurial behavior tendency.
Entrepreneurial possibility includes two measurement items, and
entrepreneurial behavior tendency includes five measurement
items. The subjects were asked to score for each item from
one point to five points, with one point indicating that they
are very inconsistent and five points indicating that they are
very consistent. The score range of entrepreneurial possibility
is 2–10, and the score range of entrepreneurial behavioral
tendency is 5–25. The higher the score, the stronger the
entrepreneurial intention, see Table 1.

College Students’ Entrepreneurial Mental Resilience
Scale
The scale includes three dimensions – entrepreneurial resilience,
entrepreneurial strength, and optimism. Entrepreneurial
resilience includes four items, entrepreneurial strength with four
items, and optimism with three items. The subjects were asked
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to score for each item from one point to five points, with one
point indicating that they are very inconsistent and five points
indicating that they are very consistent. The score ranges from
4 to 20 for entrepreneurial resilience, 4 to 20 for entrepreneurial
strength, and 3 to 15 for optimism. The higher the score, the
stronger the entrepreneurial intention, see Table 2.

SPSS19.0 statistical software was used to analyze the data in
this study. T test was used to compare the data between the two
groups, with Origin8.0 mapping.

RESULTS

Performance Analysis of Entrepreneurial
Project Recommendation Algorithm
Based on Optimized Deep Neural
Network
This test was conducted on a real data platform. The operating
system was: ubuntu 16.04 standard edition 64-bit; CPU for

Intel Xeon E5-2682V4; the 32 Gb memory; the hard disk was
500G solid state disk; the development language was Python; the
deep learning framework was TensorFlow. Currently, there is no
public data set that can be used for entrepreneurship projects
recommendation, so the Python crawler is adopted to crawl
data from the entrepreneurship website platform to obtain the
behavioral data of users, the content characteristic information of
entrepreneurial projects, the content characteristic information
of users, etc., and the standardized processing was carried out for
the following tests.

In order to intuitively demonstrate the performance of the
algorithm in this research, the PMF algorithm (Hendrickx
et al., 2020) and the DBN algorithm (Zhang et al., 2019) were
introduced for comparative analysis.

Test: firstly, the number of items recommended for a user
was set as 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300, and the remaining
conditions remained the same. The platform ran three algorithms
and calculated the recall rate, accuracy rate and MSE of the
three algorithms.

TABLE 1 | Questionnaire of college students’ entrepreneurial intention.

Variables Measuring item

Entrepreneurial possibilities I have a good chance of starting my own business within 5 years of graduation.
There’s a good chance I’ll start my own business one day

Entrepreneurial behavior tendency I’ve thought about business plans or plans
I tried to raise money for my future company
I took the initiative to understand the detailed process of starting a company
I’ve thought about industries and projects I’d like to start in the future
I thought about starting a start-up team

TABLE 2 | College students’ entrepreneurial mental resilience scale.

Variables Measuring item

Entrepreneurial tenacity I will not give up even if I encounter difficulties in starting a business. I believe I can achieve my goals
I’d rather take the lead on my own rather than let someone else make the decision
I am a person who likes to challenge difficulties
I am a person who will be very strong in the face of difficulties

Entrepreneurial strength When the entrepreneurial environment changes, I think I can adapt
The difficulties I have experienced in the past have made me stronger
No matter what the result, I will continue to work hard
No matter what difficulties I encounter in starting a business,
I will try my best to achieve my goal

Optimism In the face of entrepreneurial difficulties, I believe that at least one partner will help me
I believe I can handle whatever comes my way when starting a business
I try to get started on the bright side of trouble when my business is facing a setback

TABLE 3 | Recall rate and accuracy of three algorithms with different number of items.

Number PMF algorithm The proposed algorithm DBN algorithm

Recall rate Accuracy rate Recall rate Accuracy rate Recall rate Accuracy rate

60 7.47% 41.66% 14.81% 67.35% 10.51% 52.81%

120 9.05% 48.41% 18.63% 75.16% 13.78% 65.06%

180 12.90% 55.42% 25.82% 82.27% 17.17% 71.64%

240 16.33% 64.21% 29.01% 86.81% 21.57% 77.31%

300 19.64% 73.65% 34.29% 94.37% 25.55% 86.53%
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FIGURE 5 | The recall rate of three algorithms under different item quantity. ∗ indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with the algorithm
proposed in the study (p < 0.05). # indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with DBN algorithm (p < 0.05).

FIGURE 6 | The accuracy of the three algorithms under different item quantity. ∗ indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with the algorithm
proposed in the study (p < 0.05). # indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with DBN algorithm (p < 0.05).

As shown in Table 3 and Figures 5, 6 below, the recall
rate and accuracy of the algorithm proposed in the study are
always significantly higher than the PMF algorithm and the DBN
algorithm when the number of items is 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300,
and the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Figure 7 shows RMSE of the proposed algorithm is always
significantly lower than that of the PMF algorithm and the DBN
algorithm when the number of items is 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300,
and the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Comparison of Entrepreneurial Intention
Before and After Entrepreneurial
Psychological Education Training
Between the Experimental Group and the
Control Group
As shown in Figure 8, the pre-test score of the experimental
group is 4.69 ± 0.76, and the post-test score of the

experimental group is 8.28 ± 1.52. The pre-test score
of entrepreneurial behavior tendency is 13.56 ± 3.28,
and the post-test score of entrepreneurial behavior
tendency is 20.47 ± 6.14. In the control group, the pre-
test score of entrepreneurial possibility is 4.81 ± 0.83,
and the post-test score of entrepreneurial possibility is
6.92 ± 0.86. The pre-test score of entrepreneurial behavior
tendency is 13.32 ± 4.11, and the post-test score of
entrepreneurial behavior tendency is 16.29 ± 5.07. There
is no statistically significant difference between the pre-
test scores of the experimental group and the control
group (p > 0.05). The post-test scores of entrepreneurial
possibilities and the entrepreneurial behavior tendency
of the two groups are significantly higher than the pre-
test scores, and the difference is statistically significant
(p < 0.05). The score of entrepreneurial possibility and
entrepreneurial behavior tendency of the experimental
group is significantly higher than that of the control
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FIGURE 7 | The MSE of the three algorithms. ∗ indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with the algorithm proposed in the study (p < 0.05). #

indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with DBN algorithm (p < 0.05).

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of entrepreneurial intention between the experimental group and the control group. (A) is the entrepreneurial possibility of the two groups of
students; (B) is the entrepreneurial behavior tendency of the two groups. ∗ indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with the post-test
entrepreneurial intention (p < 0.05); # indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared to the control group (p < 0.05).

group, and the difference is statistically significant
(p < 0.05).

Comparison of Mental Resilience
Between the Experimental Group and the
Control Group Before and After
Entrepreneurial Psychological Education
and Training
As shown in Figure 9, the score of entrepreneurial tenacity
in the experimental group is 9.36 ± 0.64 in the pre-test and
15.49± 3.44 in the post-test. The pre-test score of entrepreneurial
strength is 10.37± 2.46, and the post-test score of entrepreneurial

strength is 17.40 ± 7.23. The score of the optimism dimension is
7.58 ± 1.12 in the pre-test and 12.66 ± 4.03 in the post-test. In
the control group, the pre-test score of entrepreneurial tenacity
is 9.27 ± 0.59, and the post-test score of entrepreneurial tenacity
is 13.21 ± 2.26. The pre-test score of entrepreneurial strength is
10.21± 2.08, and the post-test score of entrepreneurial strength is
14.87± 5.16. The score of the optimism dimension is 7.42± 0.78
in the pre-test and 10.79 ± 5.72 in the post-test. Among
them, there is no statistically significant difference between the
experimental group and the control group in the dimensions of
entrepreneurial tenacity, entrepreneurial strength, and optimism
in the pre-test (p > 0.05). The scores of entrepreneurial tenacity,
entrepreneurial strength, and optimism in the post-test of the
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FIGURE 9 | Comparison of mental resilience between the experimental group and the control group. (A) is the entrepreneurial resilience of the two groups of
students; (B) is the entrepreneurial strength of the two groups of students; (C) is the optimism dimension of the two groups of students. ∗ indicates that the
difference is statistically significant compared with the post-test entrepreneurial intention (p < 0.05); # indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared
to the control group (p < 0.05).

two groups are significantly higher than the pre-test scores, and
the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05). The scores of
entrepreneurial tenacity, entrepreneurial strength and optimism
in the experimental group are significantly higher than those in
the control group, and the differences are statistically significant
(p < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

In recent years, with the development of computer networks
and social networks, the dissemination of network information
has been greatly improved, which provides convenience
for more users to obtain information. However, serious
information overload will occur when there is a huge amount
of information, and the recommendation algorithm is the
proposed solution to this problem (Bux and van Vuuren,
2019; Fuster et al., 2019). In this study, the PMF algorithm
was firstly introduced to optimize the deep neural network
algorithm model. Then, according to the characteristics of
the entrepreneurial project, the recommendation algorithm of
the optimized deep neural network was established, and the
simulation experiment was analyzed. The results show that

the system recall rate and accuracy based on the proposed
algorithm are always significantly higher than the PMF
algorithm and the DBN algorithm, and the difference is
statistically significant (p < 0.05); the MSE of the proposed
algorithm is significantly smaller than that of the PMF algorithm
and the DBN algorithm, and the difference is statistically
significant (p < 0.05), which is basically consistent with
the research results of Zulfiqar et al. (2019), indicating that
the proposed algorithm has better operational accuracy and
performance as compared with the traditional algorithm, and
the incorporation of the content and feature information of
entrepreneurial projects into the recommendation system can
significantly improve the performance of the recommendation
algorithm (Etemad, 2019; McAdam et al., 2019). This is
mainly due to the fact that the data information of the
project can feedback the users’ selection preference within
a certain range, that is, users in different regions may
only pay attention to the local entrepreneurial information
(Rippa and Secundo, 2019).

At present, many college students actually have the idea of
their own businesses after graduation, but their entrepreneurial
ability are relatively weak due to the lack of social experience.
They have no clear plan for their future entrepreneurial
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behavior; simply speaking, they are confused about their suitable
entrepreneurial direction, and the courses of entrepreneurship
psychology education in universities are often at the theoretical
level (Badri and Hachicha, 2019; Hemmert et al., 2019).
Accordingly, the entrepreneurship project recommendation
algorithm based on the optimization of deep neural network
proposed in this research is applied to the courses of
entrepreneurship psychology education and training to help
college students clearly choose the direction of self-employment,
and the students’ entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial
mental resilience before and after the training are compared.
Firstly, there is no statistically significant difference between the
two groups in the scores of the dimensions of entrepreneurial
possibility, entrepreneurial behavior tendency, entrepreneurial
tenacity, entrepreneurial strength, and optimism (p > 0.05),
which shows that the two groups of students are homogenous.
In addition, it is found that the scores of entrepreneurial
tenacity, entrepreneurial strength, and optimism dimension in
the post-test of the two groups are significantly higher than
the pre-test scores, but the post-test scores of the experimental
group are significantly higher than those of the control group
(p< 0.05), which is consistent with the research results of Passoni
et al. (2019), indicating that the recommendation algorithm
for entrepreneurship projects based on the optimization of
deep neural network can effectively solve some problems that
contemporary college students will face when starting their own
businesses, and improve their entrepreneurial intention and
psychological resilience. Therefore, courses of entrepreneurship
education for college students should focus on practical solutions
to students’ entrepreneurship problems, help students clarify the
direction of entrepreneurship, and combine theory with practice
to improve the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the PMF algorithm was introduced to optimize
the deep neural network algorithm model. Then, based
on the personality development theory, a recommendation
system for entrepreneurial projects based on the optimized
deep neural network was established, which was applied to

the practical entrepreneurship psychology education courses
while the simulation experiment analysis was conducted,
thereby providing experimental basis for the practicability
of entrepreneurship psychology education courses for college
students in the future. However, there are still some problems
to be solved in this study. The selected students only come
from a certain region, leading to certain regional limitations
and the constrained popularization of the research results.
In addition to the entrepreneurship data information in
general entrepreneurship website, there are news data and
other information. In the future, cross-domain information
may be introduced into the recommendation system for
research. In a word, compared with the traditional system, the
recommendation algorithm for entrepreneurial projects based
on the theory of personality development and the optimized
deep neural network has better performance, so that it can
effectively solve contemporary college students’ entrepreneurship
psychological problems and improve their entrepreneurial
intention and psychological resilience.
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To diversify the creative thinking of preschool education students and improve their
ability to innovate and start a business, a survey of preschool education students
under entrepreneurial psychology theory was conducted in this research. Based on
the theoretical foundation of entrepreneurial psychology, this article analyzed the
entrepreneurial psychological quality and psychological education of college students.
By investigating preschool education students in a certain college in Sichuan as the
research object, the author explored the current entrepreneurial intentions of college
students and their entrepreneurial psychological problems. In response to the current
entrepreneurial situation of college graduates, relevant countermeasures were proposed
from the perspective of the school to support their entrepreneurial psychology. Among
the 205 preschool education college students, the students were more willing to
give full play to their professional expertise in terms of employment intentions. At
the same time, there were still situations in which students were dissatisfied with
the prospects of preschool education career development and wanted to achieve
the value of life through other approaches. Most students in preschool education
had a wait-and-see attitude toward entrepreneurship. Only 35% of students had
a clear intention to start a business and made their plans for entrepreneurship.
More than 90% of students held that they had developed inadequate entrepreneurial
ability, and 80% of students believed that they lacked the required professional
knowledge. These two factors constitute the main reasons for students’ negative
attitudes toward entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, colleges may stimulate the potential of
students’ self-development through the improvement of entrepreneurial psychological
education courses, the construction of psychological consultation institutions on
campus, and the establishment of interactive platforms for entrepreneurship. In this way,
students’ entrepreneurial psychology can be cultivated in an all-round way. Therefore,
to deal with the weak overall entrepreneurial consciousness of college students,
the colleges should cultivate entrepreneurial innovative talents by strengthening the
psychological education of entrepreneurship for students, and help college students
achieve entrepreneurial success.

Keywords: entrepreneurial psychology, preschool education major, entrepreneurial intention, psychological
quality, psychological support
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INTRODUCTION

The choice of college students to start their own businesses is
of great strategic significance to solve the employment issue
in China. Chinese Premier Li Keqiang has also reiterated that
the core of “mass entrepreneurship and innovation” lies in
stimulating the creativity of people, especially in stimulating the
creativity of young people (McNally et al., 2016). Employment
driven by entrepreneurship can not only fundamentally solve
the problem of difficult employment for college students
and alleviate the national employment burden but also the
vitality of entrepreneurship will create a multiplier effect
that drives employment. Entrepreneurial ability is a person’s
ability to survive and develop in entrepreneurial practice.
Through self-employment, college graduates can closely combine
their interests with their careers to do what they are most
interested in and are willing to do what they think is the
most worthwhile (Yang, 2018). In the current society, college
students are encouraged to start their own businesses. From
the perspective of college students themselves, the main driving
force for their entrepreneurship is to seek the self-fulfillment.
Through entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial practice, college
students are able to fully mobilize their subjective initiative,
change their employment mentality, and learn to regulate and
control themselves.

Entrepreneurial psychology is a special psychological
phenomenon manifested during the course of entrepreneurial
behavior, that is, the mental state of the entrepreneur’s regulation
and dominance of entrepreneurial behavior in entrepreneurial
activities. In the process of entrepreneurship, college students
can give full play to their subjective initiative and creativity,
reflect their entrepreneurial ability, and ultimately realize the
value of life. From a psychological perspective, ability is one of
the important factors of individual psychological phenomena.
Individual ability, individual cognition, and individual emotion
are interdependent and together form a person’s psychology. In
the process of starting a business for college students, there is
no doubt that they must face pressure from various parties, such
as lack of experience, interpersonal limitations, and shortage
of funds. Therefore, college entrepreneurs must be able to
maintain stress resistance at all times to face difficulties and
unknown risks in the process of entrepreneurship (Ehrlin et al.,
2016). Only by maintaining a stable entrepreneurial mood can
they guarantee the unwavering willingness to start a business,
support individual entrepreneurial goals and implement
entrepreneurial behaviors. In the process, they continuously
improve the ability to enable entrepreneurial behaviors to be
successfully completed.

In the era of vigorous development of college students’
mass entrepreneurship and innovation, preschool education, as
the basis of the entire education system, plays an important
role in cultivating students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
ability in personal development and social progress. In
summary, this article analyzes the entrepreneurial psychological
quality and entrepreneurial psychological education of college
students from the perspective of entrepreneurial psychology.
By taking preschool education students in one college in

Jiangsu as the research object, this article investigates the
current entrepreneurial intentions of college students. The
entrepreneurial psychological problems existing in college
students are analyzed and the corresponding psychological
support suggestions are proposed to disperse the creative
thinking of preschool education students and enhance their
innovative and entrepreneurial ability.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Maslow believes that everyone has a tendency to pursue
self-realization and engage in creative behavior. Psychologist
Williams believes that people with creative tendencies have
the four characteristics of curiosity, imagination, challenge,
and adventure. Some scholars in China believe that the
creative tendency is the creative personality, which means
that people have a positive psychological tendency toward
creative activities, which is an important part of creativity
(Duman, 2018). Some studies have also pointed out that
creativity training includes creative cognitive behavior and
creative affective behavior. Creative affective behavior refers to
the personality traits exhibited by individuals during activities,
and this personality trait is a positive psychological tendency.
Therefore, creative affective behavior is also called creative
tendency (Woodside et al., 2016).

Emotion is a kind of psychological experience, which reflects
the relationship between the individual and other things.
In this relationship, the individual’s needs are used as an
intermediary. If entrepreneurship can meet the needs of college
students, a positive emotional experience will be produced,
which will promote entrepreneurship. If entrepreneurship does
not meet the needs of college students, a disgusted emotional
experience will be produced, which undoubtedly has a negative
effect on college students’ entrepreneurial behavior (Asghar
et al., 2018). Research shows that positive emotions have a
positive impact on entrepreneurs’ judgments, decision-making,
tendencies, entrepreneurial intentions, enthusiasm, creativity,
and successful establishment of enterprises. Also, positive
emotions can increase their attention and energy (Wang
et al., 2018). For research on college students’ entrepreneurial
tendencies, Watchravesringkan et al. (2013) believed that the self-
fulfillment of personal values has a significant positive impact
on entrepreneurial attitudes or entrepreneurial tendencies. The
entrepreneurial knowledge and skills possessed by individuals
have a moderating role in their influencing relationship. The
higher the individual’s sense of self-efficacy, the higher the
probability of entrepreneurship. Moreover, self-actualization,
cognition, and role will have a great impact on college students’
entrepreneurial tendencies.

In summary, regarding the entrepreneurial issues of college
students, the academic community has explored from the
perspectives of entrepreneurial emotions. The research angle
and the emphasis are different. According to the existing
research, for current entrepreneurial activities of college
students, entrepreneurial psychological quality is an important
factor in determining entrepreneurial behavior in terms of
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cognition, emotion, will and tendency (Shen et al., 2019).
At present, there are few studies on entrepreneurial
intentions of students in a specific major. Therefore, based
on entrepreneurial psychology, this article discusses the
entrepreneurial intentions of preschool education students
in the industry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

College Students’ Entrepreneurial
Psychology and Education
At present, China’s college education is expanding and the
number of college graduates is increasing year by year.
It is expected that the number of college graduates will
reach a record high in 2020, reaching 8.74 million. In
contrast, China’s economic and cultural development has
entered a new normal, and the rapid development of the
market economy has made society’s demand for labor less
and less. It is followed by great employment pressure in
the whole society. It is also the reason why many college
students embark on the path of self-employment. In the
past 5 years, the proportion of Chinese college students’
entrepreneurship has steadily increased. Nearly 40% of college
graduates who choose to start a business have a rural family
background. Education and retail sectors are their main fields
of entrepreneurship. The proportion of self-employment in
undergraduates and vocational students increased from 1.2
and 2.9% in 2012 to 2.1 and 3.9% in 2016. The vast
majority of graduates who choose to start their businesses are
“opportunistic entrepreneurship,” that is, to start a business to
seize and use market opportunities. A few belong to “survival
entrepreneurship,” that is, to start a business due to failure in
finding suitable jobs. The specific situation of undergraduates
and vocational students choosing self-employment is shown
in Figure 1.

As entrepreneurs, they usually have the characteristics
of divergent thinking; they are dissatisfied with the status
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FIGURE 1 | Specific entrepreneurial types of undergraduate and vocational
students.

quo and are not superstitious about authority. Thus, they
generally have innovative psychology. Human psychology
mainly includes consciousness, will, ability, and personality.
From the perspective of psychology, entrepreneurial psychology
is in a special state, which refers to a psychological phenomenon
manifested by entrepreneurs in entrepreneurial behavior.
The entrepreneurial psychology will regulate and control
entrepreneurial behavior. Entrepreneurship is a process full
of unknowns and challenges. Especially for college students,
they are relatively inadequate in terms of capital reserves,
market control, and experience accumulation. Therefore, it
is important to maintain a stable psychological mood. In the
background of “mass entrepreneurship and innovation,” the
difficult entrepreneurial process has higher requirements for the
psychological qualities of entrepreneurs. College students must
have entrepreneurial professional abilities and stress resistance
to deal with entrepreneurial setbacks and difficulties, thereby
improving mental capacity to accept unknown challenges. From
the perspective of psychological constituents, college students
need to constantly update the entrepreneurial cognition,
maintain a stable entrepreneurial mood, and ensure that the
entrepreneurial will is unshakable during the entrepreneurial
process. In this way, they can continuously improve their ability
and make entrepreneurial behavior successful.

A special psychological state reflected in entrepreneurial
behavior is that entrepreneurial cognition is the basis for
individuals to start entrepreneurial behaviors. At the same time,
entrepreneurial behavior and language are jointly regulated
by various psychological factors such as emotions, will, ability
and personality. Entrepreneurial emotion can promote the
development of entrepreneurial behavior. The entrepreneurial
will, as the cornerstone of the entire entrepreneurial behavior,
ultimately promotes the achievement of goals (Asoni and
Sanandaji, 2016; Li, 2017; Pallesen, 2018). For college
entrepreneurs, the psychological quality of entrepreneurship is
not only a general characteristic of psychological conditions in
entrepreneurial behavior but also a comprehensive psychological
quality formed by entrepreneurial individuals under the
influence of external environmental factors. Therefore, it is
necessary for colleges to combine psychology-related theories
to carry out entrepreneurship psychological education for
college students and cultivate good psychological qualities
of college entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship psychological
education in colleges should be based on the principle of
fostering entrepreneurial personality of college students.
Teachers should inspire students’ entrepreneurial thinking
and cultivate students’ entrepreneurial interests through
guidance. At the same time, they need to exercise students’
entrepreneurial will, so that they can respond to the success
and failure in the entrepreneurial process with a good and
stable entrepreneurial emotion (Wu et al., 2018). In addition,
colleges should combine with the school-running characteristics,
strengthen the entrepreneurial psychological education in
addition to the professional education, and help students identify
entrepreneurial goals; explore entrepreneurial potential, cultivate
the entrepreneurial spirit, and shape good entrepreneurial
psychological qualities.
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Entrepreneurial psychological education for college students
is the key to implementing entrepreneurship education. The
entrepreneurial psychological education of Chinese colleges
is still in the initial stage of development. In combination
with China’s economic and political development line, in the
process of psychological education for college entrepreneurs, it
is necessary to grasp “Chinese characteristics” and draw lessons
from overseas relatively mature entrepreneurial psychological
education for college students. Then, a mode suitable for
college students’ entrepreneurial psychological education can be
explored in China.

College Students’ Entrepreneurial
Psychological Quality
College students’ entrepreneurial psychological quality is
one of the necessary conditions for entrepreneurs, and it
plays an important role in ensuring the success of college
students’ entrepreneurship. Entrepreneur’s success is the result
of a combination of factors. Psychological quality has an
important impact on entrepreneurial success, and it is a firm
belief that supports entrepreneurs’ aggressiveness and success
(Li et al., 2019). In the human psychological process, the
creative tendency is an indispensable psychological quality of
creative talents. It plays an important role in entrepreneurial
behavior and guides creativity through promotion, regulation
and other methods. It is precisely because of the creative
tendency that individual creativity develops in a clear direction.
The personality characteristic of entrepreneurs is also an
important quality in entrepreneurial psychological qualities,
which can reflect the entrepreneurial spirit and affect the
entire process of entrepreneurs’ implementation of specific
entrepreneurial behaviors.

The personality characteristics of entrepreneurs are the
sum of the essential and stable psychological characteristics
embodied by the entrepreneurs. It is the embodiment of the
entrepreneur’s mental outlook. The personality characteristics of
entrepreneurs deeply affect the whole process of entrepreneurs’
specific entrepreneurial behaviors, and they are the essential
psychological qualities of entrepreneurs to achieve successful
entrepreneurship. First, self-confidence is the basic factor that
affects the success of entrepreneurs and is also a prerequisite
for the formation and development of other personality
characteristics. It plays a decisive role in many other aspects
of good psychological quality. Second, the independent spirit
is the first psychological quality that entrepreneurs should
possess. Entrepreneurs can make their judgments decisively
without being influenced by the complex external environment.
At the same time, they should be good at cooperating
with others to realize the optimization and integration of
resources, thereby creating a win-win harmony and achieving
entrepreneurial success. Third, firm will and keen judgment
are the psychological qualities that entrepreneurs must possess.
Entrepreneurs must be able to stick to their beliefs, find the causes
of problems and find solutions to them, thereby turning crises
into opportunities. Fourth is the spirit of adventure, innovation,
and responsibility.

Entrepreneurial motivation is the idea of conducting
behavioral activities to meet the needs of the realization of
personal value, and it is also the internal reason and motivation
to encourage entrepreneurs to achieve their goals (Zhang and
Wei, 2017). For college entrepreneurs, accordingly, aggressive
entrepreneurial motivation is the basic psychological measure
to implement specific measures. Generally, college students
can gain a career in society through the accumulation of
knowledge and skills after studying at college, and reasonable
personal positioning. Therefore, few college students have firm
entrepreneurial motivations and beliefs. Usually, an entrepreneur
is lonely. When facing the setbacks in entrepreneurship, the
entrepreneur must have hard-working determination and
perseverance. This unremitting entrepreneurial emotion
may promote people to think independently and solve
problems with a scientific thinking system. In the actual
entrepreneurial process, enterprises will face various difficulties
and unknown risks during the rising period. Optimistic
entrepreneurial confidence is a necessary psychological quality
(Park and Kim, 2017; Virginia and Carlos, 2018). Although the
entrepreneurs have a difficult period initially, they must maintain
a stable mentality and full self-confidence at this time. When
transitioning to a stable period of development, entrepreneurs
should also be free from arrogance and impetuosity, persist in
innovation, and grasp the direction of progress. If an enterprise
enters a period of decline in development, it is even more
necessary to have the conviction of being more frustrated
and more courageous, as well as sum up experience and
lessons. Maintaining the necessary confidence in oneself is an
indispensable attitude.

Research Design
Research Object: In this study, the preschool education students
from a college in Sichuan as the research object were selected
to conduct a questionnaire survey. Also, 212 students in the
senior grade of the major were selected to issue questionnaires
to understand the college students’ entrepreneurial intention
and entrepreneurial psychological quality. The questionnaire
of this research was based on the theory of entrepreneurship
of college students. Under the reference and summary of
the existing questionnaires about the employment intention
of preschool education graduates, the questionnaire of the
Preschool Education Employment Intention Survey was compiled.
Among them, there were 6 questions in career attitude and
2 questions in entrepreneurial intention. The Likert scale was
used to measure the survey subjects, and the results were five
categorical variables: 1–5 scores indicate “strongly disagree,”
“disagree,” “not necessarily,” “agree,” and “strongly agree” on
the content of the statement, respectively (Jung and Sung,
2016). Reliability analysis shows that Cronbach’s α value is 0.89,
which is >0.6, indicating that the overall reliability level of
the scale is high.

A total of 212 questionnaires were distributed in this survey,
and 209 were recovered, of which 205 were valid questionnaires,
and the effective recovery rate was 96.7%. SPSS 24.0 was used
to perform descriptive statistics on the test samples, and the
independent sample t-test was performed.
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RESULTS

Career Attitude and Entrepreneurial
Intention of Preschool Education
Students
Of the 205 preschool education students surveyed, 7 are males
and 198 are females. A total of 73 students were born in cities
and 132 in rural areas. Besides, the parents of 17 students are
civil servants in public institutions, the parents of 6 students
are enterprise workers, 21 are self-employed, 126 are farmers
working at home, and 35 are other occupations. Descriptive
analysis and statistical results of the career attitudes of preschool
education students in this study are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 2, respectively, for a total of 6 questions. According to
results in the table, students generally gave higher scores in two
aspects of “having a great sense of achievement in preschool
education” and “having all kinds of skills engage in preschool
education-related occupations.” There was a lower level of
recognition in the aspect of “engaging in preschool education-
related occupations could realize one’s own life value.” Obviously,
preschool education students were more willing to give play
to their professional expertise and reflect their knowledge and
skills. At the same time, however, there were still situations in
which students were dissatisfied with the prospects of preschool
education career development and wanted to achieve the value of
life by other means. Although this group of students was small in
number, they were subjects with entrepreneurial potential.

About the survey of students’ entrepreneurial intentions, this
article involves two questions. The first question is “I will start a
business after graduation” and the second question is “If the time
is mature after graduation, I will consider starting a business.”
The survey results are shown in Figure 3. The average of the first
question is 3.11, and the average of the second question is 3.42.
It can be seen that for college students in preschool education,
most students have a wait-and-see and uncertain attitude about
entrepreneurship. Only 35% of students have a clear intention to
start a business and have their plans for entrepreneurship.

TABLE 1 | Descriptive analysis of career attitudes (n = 205).

Question Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
deviation

Q1: I have a great sense of
achievement in preschool
education

1 5 4.08 0.66

Q2: I have all kinds of skills to
engage in preschool
education-related occupations

1 5 4.12 0.74

Q3: Engaging in preschool
education-related occupations
can realize one’s own life value

1 5 3.79 0.93

Q4: I like to deal with preschool
children

1 5 4.03 0.87

Q5: My career choice is related
to preschool education

1 5 3.80 0.81

Q6: I like the job related to
preschool education

1 5 3.85 0.78

Analysis of Entrepreneurial
Psychological Problems of College
Students
In the questionnaire, a multiple-choice question was designed:
If choosing to start a business after graduation, what do
you think you need to improve yourself, including five
options of entrepreneurial consciousness, entrepreneurial
ability, entrepreneurial knowledge, entrepreneurial will, and
entrepreneurial emotion. The survey results are shown in Table 2
and Figure 4.

The survey results show that more than 90% of students
believe that their entrepreneurial ability is weak, which is also
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FIGURE 2 | Statistics of students’ career attitudes.
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FIGURE 3 | The survey results of entrepreneurial intentions.

TABLE 2 | Survey of the qualities need to be improved for entrepreneurship.

Content Number of students Proportion (%)

Entrepreneurial consciousness 125 61.0

Entrepreneurial ability 187 91.2

Entrepreneurial knowledge 164 80.0

Entrepreneurial will 145 70.7

Entrepreneurial emotion 103 50.2
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FIGURE 4 | Statistics of the qualities need to be improved for
entrepreneurship.

the highest proportion of all entrepreneurial qualities that need
to be strengthened. It also means that the most significant one
of the entrepreneurial psychological problems of college students
is that entrepreneurial ability is relatively low. At present,
there are fewer successful cases of overall entrepreneurship for
college students in China. It has a lot to do with the lack
of external abilities. Entrepreneurs are less able to withstand
stress and resolve the crisis when they encounter difficulties.
Fresh graduates will be more confused and caught off guard,
and they are eager to escape and give up, eventually leading
to entrepreneurial failure. Then, 80% of students believe that
their professional knowledge is lacking, and knowledge can
directly promote people’s behavioral decisions. Entrepreneurs
must have comprehensive entrepreneurial knowledge, including
operations, finance, law, and market economy, to ensure that the
entire entrepreneurial behavior is carried out in accordance with
the correct plan.

It is found in the analysis of the entrepreneurial
psychological problems of college students that the instability
of entrepreneurship is also an important factor affecting
the entrepreneurial intention. The will of human has the
characteristics of consciousness, decisiveness, and tenacity. It
is an excellent psychological quality for people to carry out
activities, regulate behaviors, and finally realize their ideals. At
present, college entrepreneurs in China are generally mentally
unstable, usually short-tempered and impatient, easily leading
to the failure of entrepreneurship and difficulty in forming an
inertial abandonment thinking.

The survey also finds that students have entrepreneurial
psychological problems such as weak entrepreneurial
consciousness and entrepreneurial emotion. The traditional
employment survival consciousness has a profound impact
on the entrepreneurial consciousness of college graduates. At
present, most college students still have a dependence on the
state management institution. Entrepreneurial consciousness, as
a new idea in the new era, will promote entrepreneurial behavior.
The root cause of entrepreneurial psychological problems among
college students is the lack of entrepreneurial consciousness.

Due to the lack of entrepreneurial motivation, ideals, and beliefs
of modern college students, entrepreneurial emotion is not
strong. A large proportion of college entrepreneurs are impulsive
entrepreneurs, and they can continue to struggle in favorable
circumstances. However, when they encounter setbacks, they
mostly choose to escape due to a lack of entrepreneurial
emotional support, resulting in failure to achieve personal value
and entrepreneurial ideals.

Relevant Countermeasures for College
Students’ Entrepreneurial Psychological
Support
Improving college students’ entrepreneurial enthusiasm and
stimulating entrepreneurial consciousness are important
directions for colleges to cultivate students’ innovative
entrepreneurial thinking. Colleges should take self-construction
as the starting point, and propose relevant psychological support
countermeasures against their entrepreneurial psychological
problems. Entrepreneurship psychological support mainly
includes three aspects: offering psychological education
courses, setting up psychological consultation institutions, and
building an interactive platform for entrepreneurship, as shown
in Figure 5.

At present, China’s colleges have offered entrepreneurship-
related courses that mainly provide college students with
entrepreneurial-related knowledge. However, there is little
education related to entrepreneurial psychology for students,
and it is thus necessary to provide relevant courses on
campus to enable students with entrepreneurial ideas to
master the basic common sense related to entrepreneurial
psychology, thereby improving the entrepreneurial quality of
the students in this part. Then, to address the psychological
contradictions generated by college entrepreneurs in the process
of entrepreneurship, special counseling can be conducted
through the construction of psychological consultation
institutions on campus. Psychological consultation institutions
are mainly to help college entrepreneurs to relieve stress,
find potential psychological problems and solve existing
psychological obstacles. For college students, they can offer
psychological security. Finally, a more meaningful measure is
to build an interactive platform for entrepreneurship to help
college students communicate entrepreneurial information
through WeChat, Weibo, and other platforms. In this way,
the doubts and difficulties can be resolved in the process of
entrepreneurship, thereby creating a good entrepreneurial
communication atmosphere.

DISCUSSION

China has entered a new normal of economic and social
development. The government has also issued relevant policy
support to college students with entrepreneurial intentions and
abilities. Entrepreneurship, as a systematic project, involves many
aspects such as entrepreneurial consciousness, entrepreneurial
ability, and policy support. A series of problems that arise
during the entrepreneurial process are also a comprehensive
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FIGURE 5 | Entrepreneurship psychological support system for college students.

test of the psychological qualities of entrepreneurs (Baloglu,
2017; Wu et al., 2019). In the context of the country’s
explicit promotion of entrepreneurship, colleges should provide
corresponding help and support to entrepreneurs. However,
the entire society has not yet formed the consciousness
of psychological education for entrepreneurs, including the
cultivation of psychological qualities in the early stages of
entrepreneurship, and the firm belief in coping with setbacks in
entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurial psychological education
environment for college students in China continues to improve,
so that entrepreneurial psychological education can serve the
purpose of helping college students to increase entrepreneurship
rate (Wu and Wu, 2017; Li et al., 2019). Positive personality
traits play an important and far-reaching role in entrepreneurial
learning and entrepreneurial intentions. It requires college
students to have a clear understanding of themselves, consult
relevant personnel when encountering entrepreneurial problems,
participate in relevant entrepreneurial activities in schools
and society as much as possible, and enhance entrepreneurial
confidence, gradually forming a good situation for mass
entrepreneurship and innovation.

Based on the theoretical basis of entrepreneurial psychology,
the entrepreneurial psychological quality and psychological
education of college students are analyzed in this study. By
investigating preschool education students in one college
in Sichuan as the research object, this article explores the
current entrepreneurial intentions of college students and
their entrepreneurial psychological problems (Zhu et al.,
2019). Among the 205 preschool education college students
surveyed, in terms of employment intentions, the students
were more willing to give play to their professional expertise
and reflect their knowledge and skills. At the same time,
however, there are still situations in which students were
dissatisfied with the prospects of preschool education career
development and wanted to realize the value of life by
other means. After summing up the students’ intentions for
entrepreneurship, the author found that most of them have a

wait-and-see and uncertain attitude about entrepreneurship
(Chen, 2019). Only 35% of students had a clearer intention
to start a business and made their plans for entrepreneurship.
Besides, more than 90% of students held that they had
developed inadequate entrepreneurial ability, and 80% of
students believed that they lacked the required professional
knowledge. These two factors were the main reasons for
students to have a negative attitude toward entrepreneurship.
Therefore, while improving the professional level of students
from a college perspective, the college should pay attention
to the entrepreneurial psychological problems of students
(Obschonka et al., 2018). Under the background of the
era of vigorously strengthening ideological and political
education in colleges across the country, the entrepreneurial
psychological quality of college students is considered from
the perspective of entrepreneurship education. It helps to
cultivate the innovation and entrepreneurship spirit of college
students. Also, it is also important to encourage and guide
college students’ entrepreneurial practice activities. The concept
of entrepreneurial psychological is derived from the concept
of general psychology. According to the cognition, emotion
and will of general psychology, the characteristics of college
students’ entrepreneurial cognition, entrepreneurial emotion,
entrepreneurial will and entrepreneurial personality are analyzed
systematically. Thereby, the theoretical basis of entrepreneurial
psychological knowledge has a systematic nature similar to the
order in which general psychology is produced.

As for colleges, it is necessary to carry out entrepreneurial
psychological education for students, and teach students the
necessary skills to start a business and how to strengthen their
entrepreneurial consciousness (Shen and Ho, 2020; Wu et al.,
2020). Colleges can stimulate the potential of students’ self-
development through the improvement of entrepreneurial
psychological education courses, the construction of
psychological consultation institutions on campus, and the
establishment of interactive platforms for entrepreneurship.
Then, students’ entrepreneurial psychology can be cultivated
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in an all-round way. This article has made a certain contribution
to the promotion of entrepreneurial psychological education for
college students. Nevertheless, this research is mainly aimed at
the investigation of preschool education students (Zheng et al.,
2015; Chen, 2018), leading to limited scope of the survey samples.
Therefore, the sample size should be expanded for analysis in
future research.

CONCLUSION

This article further analyzes and promotes the theoretical
research and practical value of entrepreneurial psychological
education for college students. It constructs a complete methods
and strategies for the internal knowledge system and external
environment intervention of college students’ entrepreneurial
psychological education. It provides a theoretical basis for
how to further develop college students’ entrepreneurial
psychological education in China’s higher education. This
article comprehensively analyzed the concepts of entrepreneurial
learning, personality traits and entrepreneurial intentions, as
well as studies related theories. Also, the general characteristics
and influencing factors of employment intention of preschool
education graduates were discussed. The theory of planned
behavior was used to analyze the reasons for the employment
intention of pre-school education graduates (Liu and Chen,
2018). Self-employment is a new trend for college students
to choose a career, and it is also a development demand
for the country’s prosperity and social progress. College
students as entrepreneurial potential stocks should have good
entrepreneurial psychology. However, the overall entrepreneurial
consciousness of college students is still relatively weak,
and their understanding of entrepreneurial psychology is
not comprehensive. Therefore, the colleges should cultivate
entrepreneurial and innovative talents by strengthening
entrepreneurial psychological education of students. The
scientific and reasonable entrepreneurial psychological education

is helpful for college students to face the setbacks in the
process of entrepreneurship, thereby helping them to achieve
entrepreneurial success.
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In Taiwan, classroom lectures are gradually shifting from traditional to diverse digital
learning environments through social network websites. Facebook is being used to
provide a space for sharing and discussing learning materials and knowledge for
teachers and students. In this paper, we focus on the effects of applying Big Six
approaches to Facebook on students’ learning performance and behavior in a project
innovation and implementation course. The participants were 72 first-year students
in a college located in north Taiwan. The experimental participants who took the
course were divided into two classes: the experimental group and the control group.
While the experimental group used Facebook combined with Big Six approaches, the
control group used traditional classroom tools combined with Big Six approaches. The
experimental results show that the learning performance and creativity development
of students from the experimental group are enhanced after using Facebook with Big
Six approaches indicating a great social interaction and discussion cycle. On the other
hand, students from the control group were only guided by the teacher. Owing to the
lack of interactions between the Internet and the social learning community, there is no
obvious enhancement in students’ learning performance and creativity. In addition, we
found that the teacher practiced the tips for guiding experimental students to solve the
encountered problem, and then the students replied to the classmate’s questions.

Keywords: Facebook, Big Six approaches, project innovation and implementation, learning performance, learning
behaviors

INTRODUCTION

The key point of the project innovation and implementation course could boost students’
implementation and creativity development. Teachers do not inculcate knowledge to students any
longer, and students are the coordinators of the project (Steffe and Wood, 1990; Lai et al., 2019; Su
et al., 2019a). By the time students approach the project actively, they may encounter questions
without any great solutions (Wopereis et al., 2008). Through the guidance and explanations
of the teacher, students are allowed to understand the problems they face during the project
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(Macklin, 2008; Gwee, 2008; Chen et al., 2019). Although
the guidance of the teacher could lead students to achieve
good results in implementing the project, the teacher has to
accept that enormous time and effort would be spent on
dealing with students’ difficulties, and face-to-face teaching in
the classroom might make introvert students shy away from
speaking. Additionally, time limitation also widens the distance
between the teacher and the students and might eventually
result in a lack of sharing and interacting opportunities for
the students (Wopereis et al., 2008). Wheatley (1991) mentions
that understanding comes from the interactive process with the
learning environment; it is through comparing by others and
sharing the understanding for implementing knowledge that the
cognitive conflict would be processed and the implementation
learning would be stimulated.

With the appearance of social networks, the interaction
between people, as everyone starts to share their personal
information on social network websites, is enhanced. For
instance, students learn the lessons on their own by watching
lecturing materials that the teacher made beforehand or going
over learning materials; subsequently, the students can reflect
the problems they encountered during the project. Before the
class begins, the teacher gets to know the students’ learning
situation, and then, gives suitable objectives based on the
students’ schedule. If the teaching effectiveness is enhanced
as expected, students’ learning outcomes will be noticeable
in the classroom and their learning can be extended after
class completion. Social network websites encourage students
to learn as a group; their learning motivations are promoted
by community learning, sharing knowledge, and the beneficial
interaction between community members (Hou et al., 2015).

Chugh and Ruhi (2018) pointed out that Facebook could
increase teacher–student and student–student interactions in
higher education. Facebook is a representative educational
tool. Students can ask questions or share after-class reflections
on Facebook anytime and anywhere, and the teacher is also
able to respond to students’ questions. Facebook provides
more opportunities for students who are extremely shy and
introverted to participate in this activity and express their
opinions actively (Hou et al., 2009, 2010). Facebook commonly
provides a great communicating space for the teacher and
students in the class. Assuming that the program of integrating
Facebook into the learning community class is well designed,
it can be a good method for the students to establish mutual
discussions and exchanging learning experiences among their
fellows (Garrison et al., 2001). Previous studies indicate that
Big Six approaches are useful for combining Facebook into
the project courses (Eisenberg and Berkowitz, 1999; Ferguson
and Stokes, 2002; Nichols et al., 2005). By using this kind of
pedagogy, students’ information technology skills and problem-
solving abilities can be cultivated, and the teacher can also learn
varied teaching and learning situations that exist in project
courses, for example, the interactions and relationships between
students and time management, and taking care of students
(Evertson and Weinstein, 2006).

In this paper, we explore the effects of applying Big Six
approaches to Facebook on students’ learning performance and

behaviors in the project innovation and implementation course.
A total of 72 college first-years from two classes participated
in this experiment; all of them conducted the same learning
materials and instructional design. However, the difference
between these participants lies in the condition that they
are divided into two different learning groups. One is the
experimental group that adopts Facebook combined with Big
Six approaches, while the other is the control group, which uses
traditional classroom tools combined with Big Six approaches.
The experiment is conducted in a project innovation and
implementation course in a Taiwanese college. We define two
research questions while observing this mode. The first research
question concerns the differences in learning performance
between the experimental group and the control group in the
project innovation and implementation course. The second
research question evaluates the learning behaviors of the students
in the experimental group using sequential analysis.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Social Facebook for Education
A social network is a knowledge-sharing platform and a
way for a group of people to establish common goals of a
project, create collective inquiry action, and expand collective
knowledge and skills. The learners are not individuals; they
mutually stimulate each other’s learning motivations through the
intellectual interaction of community peers (Hou et al., 2015;
Chugh and Ruhi, 2018). Facebook can be used as a representative
educational tool (Chugh and Ruhi, 2018; Su et al., 2019b),
and it has been globally accessible since September 2006. The
percentage of Facebook users in Taiwan is extremely high. There
are 7.1 million people who log on to Facebook to share their lives
or check out news feed. People only need an Internet connection
to browse Facebook on their computers or mobile devices. Most
people use Facebook at home, and schools are the second most
common place where Facebook is used. For those who are actively
participating in classes, there are more opportunities for them to
demonstrate their thoughts enthusiastically on Facebook (Hou
et al., 2009, 2010; Sherry et al., 2011).

Previous studies have indicated the benefits of social network
websites for education to increase teacher-student and student-
student interactions as well as discussions (Greenhow and
Robelia, 2009; Hou et al., 2010, 2015; Hung and Yuen, 2010;
Colás Bravo et al., 2013; Chugh and Ruhi, 2018). Researchers
have also confirmed the effectiveness of Facebook engagement on
students’ learning performance (Hung and Yuen, 2010; Chugh
and Ruhi, 2018; Niu, 2019) and social acceptance (Colás Bravo
et al., 2013). Greenhow and Robelia (2009) conducted one of
the earliest studies to explore the effect of using Facebook
on learning. Facebook is used as an accessible educational
tool used to facilitate learning experiences. It enhances the
interacting opportunities between the teacher and students
(Hung and Yuen, 2010), as it attracts most of teachers and
students like a strong magnet. Most students use Facebook
every day, and students participate and concentrate more in
the case of Facebook when compared to the traditional forum
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(Hou et al., 2015; Chugh and Ruhi, 2018). Sherry et al. (2011)
consider Facebook an intensive social interaction since it provides
different knowledge, background, and perspective as well as a
relaxed social interacting atmosphere. Bowers-Campbell (2008)
mentions that Facebook is friendly to students, and it is also
student-centered and self-controlled by the student. In addition,
the social nature of Facebook is invitation-oriented instead of
mandatory participation. Yu et al. (2010) found that using
Facebook appropriately helps to share resources and knowledge
when students encounter problems during projects and thus,
promotes learning effectiveness. Niu (2019) further presented
four research directions regarding the adoption of Facebook for
academic purposes: an in-depth examination of learning using
Facebook, quasi- or true experimental design, the address of
potential response bias, and adoption of content analysis.

To sum up, Facebook has commonly been applied to the
project innovation and implementation course to provide a great
communicative space for the teacher and students. Therefore,
the reason we choose Facebook to integrate with the original
course is that it offers a convenient and corresponding online
learning and interacting pipeline for conducting project courses
(Garrison et al., 2001).

Big Six Approaches for Project
Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990) came up with the idea of
Big Six approaches. The method is applied to the library to
promote education and solve information problems. The Big
Six approaches are widely known by people, and they have
been successfully applied to high schools and universities,
namely higher education institutions (Nichols et al., 2005), and
collaborative learning for adults (Ferguson and Stokes, 2002).
Therefore, Big Six approaches can cultivate students’ information
skillsets and the ability to solve problems, and it can allow
the teacher to learn of every phenomenon occurring in class
(Eisenberg and Johnson, 1996; Evertson and Weinstein, 2006).
Applied Big Six approaches are divided into the following
six steps.

Step 1: Defining Question: define the question and determine
the required information. For example, the teacher guides
students to define project objectives and identify issues in order
to have a further understanding for the project assignments. This
process can be considered to be the clarification of directions of
project implementation.

Step 2: Seeking Strategies: ensure the range of information
and list the priorities. For example, students are asked
to understand the objectives of project implementation via
collecting information. Students should list out as many
project implementation strategies as possible, such as surfing
the Internet.

Step 3: Obtaining Information: find and obtain information
from the sources. For example, while the students use Web
searching engines to look for information, the teacher stays
around and helps students find the information by delivering
appropriate keywords and ways of searching.

Step 4: Using Information: read and extract the information.
For example, during the process of using information, the

teacher guides students to find the key parts of information and
abstract them.

Step 5: Integrating Information: process and integrate the
information. For example, students integrate the assignments
into a final project presentation to display their project results.

Step 6: Evaluating the Project: evaluate the completed project
and the process. For example, after seeing students’ project
results, the teacher gives feedbacks to students so as to improve
their project results.

In summary, previous studies find that Big Six approaches are
useful for integrating Facebook into project courses (Eisenberg
and Berkowitz, 1999; Ferguson and Stokes, 2002; Nichols et al.,
2005). In this paper, we combine Big Six approaches with
Facebook to enhance students’ project learning effectiveness.

METHODOLOGY

Participants
In this experiment, 72 first-year students from a college in Taiwan
participated. Their average age was 19. All students were divided
into two groups: the experimental group comprised 36 students,
and the control group consisted of 36 students. Both were taught
by the same teacher. All students had to complete the projects
given by the teacher and answer the teacher’s questions via the
collection and explanation of relevant data. The methods of
collecting and explaining data were taught by the teacher.

Learning Materials
The title of the course is “Project Innovation and
Implementation.” The learning materials were selected from
compulsory courses for first-year students. The goal of the
course was to help students learn related techniques and skills
for project implementation. The topic of the experiment is “how
to apply information technology to solve network congestion
problems in online ticketing platforms.” It was designed and
exercised by a teacher who had a master’s degree in project
courses and had at least 5 years of teaching experience. The
topic was based on Big Six approaches to allow students to
easily understand the assignments of the project and to find
suitable directions.

Procedure
In this experiment, participants were divided into two groups—
an experimental group and a control group—to conduct the
experimental procedure. The experiment lasted for 6 weeks,
allotting 150 min for each weekly activity. The two groups
took their classes at different times. The teacher announced
the grading criterion and implemented the regulations of
the assignments.

Students from the experimental group employed Facebook
combined with Big Six approaches for the experiment while
students from the control group applied the traditional classroom
tools combined with Big Six approaches. The control group used
the six above-mentioned steps.

Finally, students in the experimental group and the control
group handed in the project assignments after the experimental
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activity. The teacher graded the assignments and results
according to the project implementation effectiveness.

Instruments
In Table 1, we revised the assignment evaluation table by Hou
et al. (2010) to assess the learning performance of the project.
With several teachers from several related fields, including the
field of project innovation and implementation education, we
can analyze the innovation and implementation assignments of
the project and illustrate how to design the learning assessment
level of the project. The project assignments are graded by two
experts. This study shows that once the Kappa’s reliability value

TABLE 1 | The learning assessment level of the project.

Assessment level Items

S1. Defining Question S1-1. Understanding the project requirement clearly

S1-2. Knowing the core goal of the project

S1-3. Being able to bring out related
implementation issues

S2. Seeking Strategies S2-1. Being able to come up with strategies for
looking for implementation information

S2-2. Define information sources for searching

S2-3. Ascertain the importance of information

S2-4. Knowing numerous implementing ways of
grasping information

S2-5. Using appropriate standards to select
information sources (such as authoritative, liquidity,
availability, legibility, range and format.)

S3. Obtaining Information S3-1. Being able to obtain implementation
information independently

S3-2. Being able to obtain implementation
information by query

S3-3. Being able to obtain information by getting
access to the Internet

S3-4. Being able to obtain information by a suitable
pipeline

S4. Using Information S4-1. Being able to abstract main data correctly

S4-2. Being able to read, hear, or observe
implementation information carefully

S4-3. Being able to cite the resources correctly

S4-4. Being able to identify the truth and the
opinions

S5. Integrating Information S5-1. Being able to sort out data correctly

S5-2. Being able to organize the messages properly

S5-3. Being able to present the project
implementation results

S5-4. The display of graphics and text (for example,
whether the content is logical, and the graphics are
coherent.)

S5-5. Being able to integrate multiple information

S6. Evaluating the Project S6-1. Being able to self-evaluation the advantages
and disadvantages of the project

S6-2. Being able to bring up effective
implementation ways of improving the work

S6-3. Being able to self-assess the degree of
completion

S6-4. Being able to evaluate every phase during
completing the project.

reaches 0.78, formal evaluation can be conducted because the
phenomenon means a high degree of consistency and good
reliability in the results (Hou et al., 2010). If the explanation
of scoring criteria between the raters leads to inconsistency,
then amendment or clarification of the scoring definition and
the learning assessment level of the project can be done. The
grading standard is based on the project scorecard and the
same grading standard of every dimension ranges from 0 to 4.0
where 1 means “disagree,” 2 is “average,” 3 is “agree” while 4 is
“extremely agree.”

Data Collection and Analysis
By carefully observing the students, the teacher mostly learned
about the students’ project execution and learning situations.
Students use various social tools for communication and
cooperation, which inhibit the teacher from monitoring the
students’ learning processes, giving them timely guidance, and
evaluating their personal contributions correctly. Based on the
Graph API of Facebook, we aggregated Facebook logs, which
include content, writer, time, replying posts, number of likes,
number of shares, community titles, number of members, links,
and image hyperlinks. Subsequently, the log data was stored in
our database to determine every student’s project execution and
learning situation (Hung et al., 2020).

Bakeman and Gottman (1997) introduced the sequential
analysis method to point out how to select every detail and every
specific type for different research scenarios during the discussing
and observing process. It somehow illustrates what kind of
statistical method should be used in the experiment. According to
Bakeman and Gottman (1997), the sequential analysis method is
more useful in inferring the overall sequence of students’ project
executing and learning process. The sequential relationships
in the behavioral modes can reach statistical significance.
Gunawardena et al. (1997) propose the Interaction Analysis
Model (IAM). Interaction Analysis Model is useful for analyzing
the project executing and learning process of students, and it
increases the effectiveness of quantitative content analysis. Since
1997, IAM has been an important sequential analysis methods
for students’ learning behaviors. Sequential analysis aims to
find meaningful learning patterns in the process of doing the
project for students (Bakeman, 1986). Those learning patterns
can be challenging or controversial, which provides different
perspectives. We apply GSEQ (Generalized Sequential Querier), a
common computer statistics software usually used by researchers
to perform an analysis such as ours (Bakeman and Gottman,
1997). GSEQ supports the work of analyzing the logs data of
Facebook, also, it lowers the complexity of behavioral coding.

Based on Hou et al. (2010), we induct the similarities in the
study to form coding behaviors for project learning. The effective
data points on students’ project execution and learning process,
and the teacher’s suggestions about the experiment were excluded
from the data. Cohen’s kappa coefficient is a statistical method for
the correspondence between the classification codes. When the
kappa coefficient is not less than 0.7, it shows a high degree of
consistency and good faith can be achieved. Two experts, who
had more than 3 years of teaching experience in the course,
conducted the training of behavioral coding. Subsequently, the
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TABLE 2 | The coding behaviors for the project.

Coding Stage Explanations

S1 Defining Question Understanding the project implementation goals and issues from the assignments clearly, as well as
the requirements of implementation clearly.

S2 Seeking Strategies Being able to describe the sources of required implementation information.

S3 Obtaining Information Obtaining relevant information and then conducting inquiry of project implementation.

S4 Using Information Abstracting all the proper project implementation information.

S5 Integrating Information Integrating and illustrating all proper information for implementation and prospective into the work.

S6 Evaluating the Project Evaluating project results and give reflections for improving project implementing procedures.

common score was set under the coding table for the learning
behavior of students. According to the students’ project execution
and learning process, the coding unit concludes the original
message and its subsequent replies by the other fellows. The
sequence of the coding table is shown in Table 2.

RESULTS

Analysis of Project Learning
Performance
In this experiment, the experimental and control groups
practiced under the learning assessment level of the project.
We revised this level by Hou et al. (2010) to be the basis of
grading project learning achievements. The learning assessment
level is divided in the six following categories: defining questions,
seeking strategies, obtaining information, using information,
integrating information, and evaluating the project.

The experimental results show that there are 72 final projects
in total, which come from the experimental group and the
control group. Two experts were hired to grade the students’
projects. Before assessing, we conducted training for the two
experts to allow the scorers to understand scoring criteria and
to grade students in both groups. If there is any inconsistency
between the raters’ grading, the factors causing the inconsistency
need clarification. If there is any inconsistency between the
raters’ explanations of grading, the raters must inspect scoring
criteria more closely and adjust their grading. According to
Kappa’s reliability analysis, we found that the Kappa rate of the
control group (Kappa rate = 0.829, p = 0.000 < 0.05) and the
experimental group (Kappa rate = 0.811, p = 0.000 < 0.05) both
reached more than 0.8 in reliability; thus, the two experts showed
high degrees of consistency and good reliability.

After the experts evaluated the students’ project, it was found
that the average score of the experimental group (mean = 3.529,
SD = 0.650) was higher than that of the control group
(mean = 2.863, SD = 0.824). Thus, we use the paired-samples
t-test to show the differences between the learning performances

TABLE 3 | Paired-samples t-test for two groups’ learning performance.

Group N Mean SD t p

Experiment group 36 3.529 0.651 −5.132 0.000**

Control group 36 2.863 0.824

**p < 0.01.

of the two groups. The results of the paired samples t-test for
the two groups’ learning performance are shown in Table 3. The
value of the t-test was -5.132 (p < 0.01). This result indicates a
significant difference between the learning performances of the
two groups. Further comparison can be conducted to determine
whether there are any differences in the sub-items of the project
learning assessment level of the two groups in Table 4.

In the sub-items of the learning assessment level, within
the stage of Defining Question (S1), the two groups show a
significant difference between S1-1 and S1-3. Students in the
experimental group had higher average scores on S1-1 and S1-
3 than those in the control group, which showed that students
in the experimental group were more eager to ask questions and
discuss, and Facebook helped to understand the implementation
goals of the project. Most students in the control group conducted
the experiments individually, and one of the students said,
“Through the discussion, I realize that I may be confined to an
individual problem due to the information that, I find, tend to
be one-way.”

In the stage of Seeking Strategies (S2), the two groups showed
a significant difference in S2-3 and S2-5. The experimental
group had a higher average score on S2-5 than the control
group, which showed that utilizing Facebook for discussion
and instruction helped students in the experimental group
determine the importance of related information and to adopt
suitable references.

In the stage of Using Information (S4), the two groups showed
a significant difference in S4-2 and S4-4. The experimental group
had a higher average score on S4-4 than the control group, which
indicated that using the social functions of Facebook was helpful
for students in the experimental group to distinguish between
facts and opinions. Students in the experimental group were able
to read, hear, and observe information much more carefully than
those in the control group.

In Evaluating the Project (S6), the two groups showed
notable differences in S6-1, S6-2, S6-3, and S6-4. Students in
the experimental group had a higher average than those in
the control group, which indicated that combining Big Six
approaches with Facebook significantly enhanced the students’
project learning achievements.

Analysis of Project Learning Behaviors
for the Experimental Group
During the experiment, we collected data from the experimental
group. The total number of Facebook log data is 632; however,
26.8% of them include unrelated topics. There are numerous
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TABLE 4 | Paired-samples t-test for two groups’ project learning assessment levels.

Assessment level Items Group Mean SD t p

S1. Defining Question S1-1 Experiment group 3.740 0.541 6.937 0.000**

Control group 2.222 0.902

S1-2 Experiment group 4.000 0.126 1.000 0.328

Control group 3.961 0.209

S1-3 Experiment group 3.963 0.209 12.949 0.000**

Control group 2.872 0.344

S2. Seeking Strategies S2-1 Experiment group 2.301 0.635 1.775 0.083

Control group 2.003 0.522

S2-2 Experiment group 3.912 0.417 1.813 0.080

Control group 3.524 0.947

S2-3 Experiment group 3.481 0.665 4.985 0.000**

Control group 2.262 0.964

S2-4 Experiment group 2.134 0.694 1.082 0.285

Control group 1.911 0.668

S2-5 Experiment group 2.352 0.775 4.268 0.000**

Control group 1.521 0.511

S3. Obtaining Information S3-1 Experiment group 3.964 0.209 1.596 0.122

Control group 3.741 0.619

S3-2 Experiment group 2.224 1.126 −1.622 0.112

Control group 2.742 1.054

S3-3 Experiment group 3.874 0.626 0.640 0.526

Control group 3.742 0.752

S3-4 Experiment group 3.634 0.212 1.517 0.103

Control group 3.482 0.994

S4. Using Information S4-1 Experiment group 3.961 0.209 2.098 0.045*

Control group 3.701 0.559

S4-2 Experiment group 3.654 0.573 6.834 0.000**

Control group 2.351 0.714

S4-3 Experiment group 3.814 0.288 2.471 0.038*

Control group 3.413 1.146

S4-4 Experiment group 3.834 0.388 10.732 0.000**

Control group 2.300 0.559

S5. Integrating Information S5-1 Experiment group 3.913 0.288 2.980 0.406

Control group 3.772 1.154

S5-2 Experiment group 3.572 0.590 0.668 0.508

Control group 3.431 0.728

S5-3 Experiment group 4.000 0.126 1.000 0.328

Control group 3.961 0.209

S5-4 Experiment group 3.434 0.728 0.236 0.814

Control group 3.390 0.499

S5-5 Experiment group 3.784 0.422 2.483 0.319

Control group 3.561 0.915

S6. Evaluating the Project S6-1 Experiment group 3.742 0.541 9.138 0.000**

Control group 1.700 0.926

S6-2 Experiment group 2.784 1.166 4.701 0.000**

Control group 1.353 0.885

S6-3 Experiment group 3.093 1.164 6.641 0.000**

Control group 1.261 0.619

S6-4 Experiment group 3.964 0.209 5.662 0.000**

Control group 2.741 1.010

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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factors on Facebook that distract students from the discussions,
for example, sociability, entertainment, games, messages from the
teacher for instruction and responses, and incomplete posts and
replies. After filtering out useless data, there were 436 effective
feedback sheets in total. According to the coding table for the
project learning behavior, Facebook log data are divided into
six categories. There are 75 messages in Defining Question (S1),
which accounts for 17.2% of the total. The number of messages in
the other stages are as follows: Seeking Strategies (S2) = 46 (10.5%
of the total); Obtaining Information (S3) = 54 (12.4% of the total);
Using Information (S4) = 105 (24% of the total); Integrating
Information (S5) = 67 (15.4% of the total); and Evaluating the
Project (S6) = 89 (20.4% of the total).

We used the sequential analysis method to classify students’
learning patterns. According to classification by sequential
analysis, there are 463 codes in students’ learning behaviors in
total. The codes for Defining Question (S1) account for 17.2% of
the total. The codes for Seeking Strategies (S2) account for 11% of
the total. The codes for Obtaining Information (S3) account for
12% of the total. The codes for Using Information (S4) account
for 23.5% of the total. The codes for Integrating Information
(S5) account for 15.1% of the total. The codes for Evaluating
the Project (S6) account for 21.2% of the total. According to
the inter-rater reliability proposed by Landis and Koch (1977),
Facebook log data are given to the other rater to ensure
consistency during the coding process, and the Kappa coefficient
is 0.85∗∗∗(p< 0.001), which has achieved significance. This study
transfers the standard codes into the transition diagrams, and the
direction of the arrow points from the start encoding to the target
encoding. The numbers on the line represent the conversion
behavior of the z-score. As Table 5 shows, the sequential analysis
method is used to calculate every sequential z-score. If the
z-score is greater than 1.96, it indicates that the statistics have
achieved significance (Bakeman and Gottman, 1997). Finally,
as Figure 1 shows, the sequential relational analysis graph, in
which the significance lies in the coding levels, is drawn based
on the results.

In the experiment, we conducted the sequential analysis
method to examine the behavioral transfer from S1 to S6 for
understanding experimental students’ learning behaviors
using Facebook combined with Big Six approaches. As
shown in Figure 1, when the core issue of the project
is divided into relevant small issues (S1), the processes
of seeking multiple information resources and judging

TABLE 5 | The sequential analysis result of the experimental group.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

S1 0.27 4.35* −0.32 −0.90 −2.07 −0.61

S2 −0.61 −3.23 3.19* −2.07 −2.65 −2.36

S3 −1.48 −2.65 −2.36 6.39* −2.36 −2.94

S4 2.31* −2.94 −0.61 3.77* 4.06* 2.60*

S5 −1.77 −2.07 −2.94 0.27 1.43 3.48*

S6 1.73 −1.19 −2.36 2.02* −0.02 4.64*

*p < 0.05.

FIGURE 1 | The learning behaviors of the experimental group.

important assignment resources (S2) are started. Subsequently,
useful information is obtained through assignment
resources (S3) followed by reading the details, discussing
them, and distinguishing the accuracy (S4). Students
integrate proper ideas and solutions for completing the
assignment work (S5). Finally, students self-evaluate their
accomplishments (S6).

In analyzing behaviors, we found that students interact with
each other more in S4. Moreover, the behavioral relationship
between S4 and S6 is mutual; thus, it is known that students
integrate the proper ideas and solutions information during
the stage of Using Information (S4). From the behavioral
transfer S4- > S5- > S6, we find that students look up
Facebook to get possible implementing methods and evaluate
the feasibility of the methods. If students encounter some
problems, they will go back to look up related information to
revise the implementation and project presentation. It can be
seen from the behavioral transition that there are possibilities
for being trapped in the stage of Using Information (S4) and
the stage of Defining Question (S1). From the interview, it
can be seen that students are likely to have questions after
conceiving doubts and that some topics that are unrelated to
the projects may be raised. However, by going back to the topic
of the experimental activities, applying proper implementing
ideas and methods to the projects, and the guidance of the
teacher and classmates, students can return to Using Information
(S4). In that stage, we found that students carefully read,
hear, or observe project-related information. With assistance
from the teacher and partners on Facebook, they can get
the correct information and provide their partners with a
reliable information source. Additionally, the reply and remind
function of Facebook is commonly used among students;
although ideas that are posted may not be adopted instantly,
students still share possible information and their opinions about
those ideas.

In addition, we found that students do fewer searches for
information (S3); instead, they spent more time reading carefully
to distinguish between facts and the author’s opinions. From
the interview, a student said that “The variety of information is
given priority during information collection. Subsequently, we
conduct an inter-examination of the collected information. In
fact, questions and information proposed by other classmates
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during the discussion on Facebook have really high reference
value, which allows me to get the whole picture in a short
time. I save a lot of time searching on Google, which makes the
inter-examination of the accuracy of information much easier.”
Therefore, students spent little time searching for information
(S3); instead, they spent much more time carefully choosing to
identify facts and opinions.

As for Defining Question (S1) and Seeking Strategies (S2),
a student shared that “The result of the Facebook discussion
was based on everyone’s opinion. First, the range of defining
questions had not been clarified, and we primarily adopted some
members’ opinions, deciding to search on Google with certain
keywords.” What the student said showed that students tended to
transfer from Defining Question (S1) to Seeking Strategies (S2)
once they received advice about searching keywords related to
solving the project problems, which usually led to disappointing
results or wrong directions. Students try various keywords on
Google to look for a suitable way to work out their project
problems. They share possible answers on Facebook to allow
others to obtain useful information to accomplish the project
as soon as possible. The behaviors mentioned above continued
to repeat during the experiment, which might have been caused
by the social services of Facebook. We suggest that the teacher
and partners on Facebook give students positive feedback after
delivering memory feedback.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we explore how combining Big Six approaches
with Facebook improves students’ project learning performance.
We analyzed the differences in project learning performance
between the experimental and control groups. The teacher
adopted the Big Six approaches to guide students in
both groups to find possible solutions and directions
using different instructional tools for the course, “project
innovation and implementation.” We found that there are
significant differences between both groups. The results
indicate that students in the experimental group had a
higher average score than those in the control group. Further
discussion of combining the Big Six approaches with different
instructional tools in both groups should be done to show
different project learning outcomes. We found that there are
significant differences in Defining Question (S1), Seeking
Strategies (S2), Using Information (S4), and Evaluating the
Project (S6).

On S1-1 and S1-3, the experimental group obtained higher
average scores than the control group. It indicates that it is
useful for the experimental group to understand the goals and
requirements of the project using Facebook to conduct the
experiment. We found that on S2-3 and S2-5, the experimental
group scored higher than the control group.

In the experimental group, the findings show that the
students’ cooperation with the teacher and classmates can
help in judging the importance of information and knowing
how to use them appropriately. On S4-2 and S4-4, the
experimental group had higher average scores than the control

group. It indicates that using Facebook helps students carefully
observe information and distinguish facts from opinions. The
experimental group received higher average scores than the
control group on every sub-item in S6. It shows that students
share related information about the project and give their
feedback and suggestions on Facebook to help their classmates
improve their projects. Moreover, the teacher equipped the
students with the ability to solve problems. Students can
come up with ideas about project innovation and learning
and share their ideas with others on Facebook to accomplish
the projects.

In addition, we used the sequential analysis method to
demonstrate students’ project learning behaviors of combining
Big Six approaches with Facebook. The results show that
there are more interactions in S4 than in the other stages.
There is a two-way relationship between S4 and S6. This
finding shows that students use Facebook to share a large
number of search results, and they can find useful information
to solve project-related problems with other peers’ feedback.
It is shown in the transition diagram of Defining Question
(S1) that students will further raise issues based on their
doubts. In addition, some topics unrelated to the projects
may be raised. However, by going back to the topic of the
experimental activities, applying proper implementing ideas
and methods to the projects, and the guidance of the
teacher and classmates, students can return to the stage of
using information (S4). Students not only raise questions
during discussions on Facebook but also do self-learning
when answering their questions. By answering the questions,
students further put forward their memory knowledge; memory
knowledge leads students to explain and illustrate knowledge
with their thoughts.

In summary, from students’ project learning performance and
learning behaviors, we found that students in the experimental
group, who applied Facebook to their learning, created a
great peer interaction and discussion and conducted more
learning-related behaviors. Therefore, we demonstrate
that combining Big Six approaches with Facebook helps
improve the quality of the course, “project innovation
and implementation.”
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This paper is to explore the impact of entrepreneurial psychological capital and capital
heterogeneity on venture capital behavior, and further analyze the effect of venture
capital on the innovation activities of enterprises. Based on the existing research
results, this paper proposed hypotheses on the relationship between venture capital
and technological innovation. According to the data samples of growth enterprises
market (GEM) listed companies from 2010 to 2016, the main research variables were
defined and a theoretical analysis model was constructed. The theory and empirical
research clarify the relationship between venture capital and technological innovation. (1)
According to the regression results of venture capital participation as well as innovation
input and innovation output, the regression coefficients of venture capital participation
are 0.609 and 0.203, which are significant at the levels of 10 and 1%, respectively. It
indicates that venture capital participation has a positive impact on the innovation input
and output of enterprises. (2) The coefficient of venture capital participation is positive,
and the coefficient of HHI× VC is significantly negative. Therefore, the degree of product
market competition has a significant moderating effect on the relationship between
venture capital participation and technological innovation. Venture capital provides
funding support for technological innovation in startups. At the same time, because
it holds a certain percentage of shares, it participates in enterprise innovation activities
and provides guidance for companies to maintain profitable growth, thereby improving
their innovation awareness and level. This research makes up for the shortcomings of
the previous research model that uses a single dimension to measure technological
innovation. As a result, this study comprehensively investigates the impact of venture
capital on the innovation input and output of enterprises, enhancing the integrity and
reliability of previous research conclusions.

Keywords: psychological capital, capital heterogeneity, venture capital, enterprise innovation, entrepreneur
capital

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of China’s economy, enterprise innovation driven
by innovative entrepreneurial activities has played an important role in economic and social
development (Jiang et al., 2019). In the era of innovation as the main theme, innovation is a key
factor for an enterprise to maintain its competitive advantage and promote long-term development.
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The survey found that more than 85% of a country’s economic
growth comes from technological innovation. It is thus
evident that technological innovation is essential to promote
economic growth (Newth, 2016). As the foundation of China’s
national economy, the manufacturing industry is the key
supporting force to promote scientific and technological
progress, and it is also the main direction for technological
innovation (Sun et al., 2016). To strengthen the strategic
plan for enterprise innovation, it is necessary to firmly put
innovation at the core of the overall development, apply
more innovative technologies, maximize economic benefits,
and improve the market competitiveness of enterprises
(Florida and Mellander, 2016).

Aiming at the funding limitations of startups in their
innovation activities, venture capital can provide financial
support to enterprises, thereby alleviating their financing
problems. Through the summary of the related research on
the relationship between venture capital and technological
innovation in recent years, it is concluded there is a positive
correlation. Venture capital can play a positive role in
improving regional innovation performance by controlling
resource flow and selection bias (Gu et al., 2018). For
enterprise innovation, there is usually a significant breakthrough
before the acquisition of venture capital investment. After the
venture investment behavior, the level of enterprise innovation
will also decline (Pierrakis and Saridakis, 2019). In the
specific decision-making and implementation process of the
enterprise’s innovative behavior, entrepreneurs, as decision-
makers in business management, have the final decision-
making power in the enterprise. Therefore, he/she has a
decisive role in the control of innovative production and
management. The psychological state is an important hidden
characteristic of entrepreneurs. Their achievement motivation,
risk-taking tendency, and creative spirit will affect the entire
innovation process of the enterprise (Hua et al., 2016). “Positive
psychological capital” takes the emphasis on the positive
psychological power of people as the core. Entrepreneurs’
psychological capital includes positive psychological abilities,
such as self-efficacy, optimism, and persistence. It enables
enterprise employees to have confidence in the entrepreneurial
team, adjust their mentality in a timely manner when facing
difficulties, and ultimately succeed.

This paper is to explore the impact of entrepreneurial
psychological capital and capital heterogeneity on venture
capital behavior, and further, analyze the effect of venture
capital on the innovation activities of enterprises. Based
on the data samples of growth enterprises market (GEM)
listed companies from 2010 to 2016, the relevant data
for venture capital were collected, and the main research
variables were defined, and a theoretical analysis model
was constructed. The theory and empirical research clarify
the relationship between venture capital and technological
innovation. Through comprehensive examination over the
impact of venture capital on the innovation input and innovation
output of enterprises, it is confirmed that venture capital
has a significant promotion effect on innovation input and
output of enterprises.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the research of the relationship between venture capital and
technological innovation, some scholars believe that venture
capitalists not only provide capital support to affect the value
of investment enterprises but also provide additional resources
and support services. For example, marketing, human resource
management, as well as research and development (R&D)
management help enterprises add value. At the same time, these
value-added mechanisms are realized by actively participating in
the management of the company. It is conducive to reducing
the moral hazard of management and increasing the degree of
its R&D innovation efforts (Salomon, 2016). Venture capital
enterprises generally invest in startups, and startups generally
have relatively high risks. Therefore, venture capital enterprises
are more inclined to urge the invested enterprises to carry out
innovative activities to achieve excess returns to compensate for
the high risks they bear (Wang et al., 2019).

According to Bottazzi et al. (2012), venture capital enterprises
generally invest in startups, and startups generally have relatively
high risks. Therefore, venture capital enterprises are more
inclined to urge invested enterprises to carry out innovative
activities to realize excess returns, compensating for the high risks
they bear. In other words, venture capital has a greater expected
return on the R&D investment of the enterprises it supports,
which will encourage investment enterprises to invest more in
R&D and innovation. In the research on the correlation between
venture capital and technological innovation of enterprises, Tan
et al. (2013) believed that for small and medium-sized enterprises
in China, venture capital enterprises do not help the invested
enterprises to add value during the IPO process, nor help them
to improve innovation efficiency. It indicates that venture capital
is not positively related to enterprise technological innovation.

Venture capital has developed in China for merely a
short period of time, with little published data. Existing
research does not comprehensively measure risk investment and
technological innovation. Most studies only consider whether
there is venture capital participation, but not the participation
intensity of venture capital. For the measurement of technological
innovation, only the intensity of scientific research innovation
input or the number of patent applications is considered. Based
on this, whether there is venture investment participation is
considered, and the intensity of participation is measured by
the proportion of venture capital holdings for a more in-
depth analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entrepreneurial Psychological Capital
In enterprise practice, investigations have found that employees’
positive psychological resources will have a positive effect on
the organization’s competitive advantage. From a psychological
perspective, the theoretical basis of psychological capital is
derived from the theory of positive organizational behavior.
The concept of psychological capital originally refers to a series
of life perspectives such as people’s perception of themselves
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and attitudes toward work (Bhatt and Ahmad, 2017). From the
perspective of the trait theory school, psychological capital is
an inherent trait of the individual, which affects the behavior
and output of the individual. Also, it is the result of the
combined action of innate and acquired. From the perspective
of state school, psychological capital is a positive mental state.
Psychological capital is an individual’s positive psychological
ability. It is a positive state in which individuals treat work tasks,
performance, and ultimately success in specific situations. It has
a significant impact on individuals’ cognitive processes and work
performance. The comprehensive theory holds that psychological
capital includes both traits and state-trait mental qualities. It is a
theory that combines state theory and trait theory.

Psychological capital can be obtained, maintained, and
promoted autonomously in a variety of ways, both for enterprises
and individuals. Individuals with good psychological capital
are usually able to withstand challenges and become successful
employees, managers, and entrepreneurs (Bailey et al., 2018).
Confident, optimistic, and tenacious people are the most
innovative and motivated. They can maximize their knowledge
and skills to meet local conditions and achieve their life value
while helping enterprises to continuously improve performance
and profits. The psychological capital status of the internal group
of the enterprise exceeds the human capital and social capital of
the enterprise. It is a key element for the enterprise to maintain its
competitive advantage. Although the psychological capital theory
is more suitable for the fields of human resource management and
active organizational behavior, the application of psychological
capital in the field of technological innovation research also
provides a good opportunity for it. The main reason is that under
the effect of psychological capital, the employees of the enterprise
continue to create value, develop their potential, and improve the
performance of technological innovation.

The scholar Gao Na derived the seven-factor model of
entrepreneurial psychological capital from the theoretical and
empirical perspectives, as shown in Table 1 (Gao and Jiang,
2013). Among them, active procedures include calmly dealing
with difficulties and overcoming obstacles as planned. It is
consistent with toughness in connotation. Psychological capital
focuses on the positive orientation of individual development.
The human capital is oriented toward problem solving, focusing
on the problems of enterprises and individuals. Psychological
capital has become the core psychological element beyond human
capital and social capital. Psychological capital can effectively be
measured and managed. The performance is improved through
investment and development, enabling organizations to gain a
competitive advantage.

The Impact of Entrepreneur Capital
Heterogeneity on Enterprise Innovation
Heterogeneity refers to the uniqueness and difference of
individuals or organizations from other subjects, contrary to the
content of homogeneity. Heterogeneity can be divided into two
aspects: easy to observe heterogeneity and not easy to observe
heterogeneity. Among them, the content easy to observe includes
age, gender, nationality, and race. The content not easy to

observe includes a sense of worth and attitudes, knowledge, and
technology accumulation, as well as the tenure period, as shown
in Figure 1.

Combining research on the higher-order theory and human
capital theory, entrepreneurial heterogeneity can be classified
from three aspects: psychological behavior characteristics,
demographic characteristics, and human capital characteristics
(Muchira et al., 2019). Demographic characteristics reflect
the heterogeneity of individuals to a certain extent, and there
are obvious advantages. Entrepreneur demographics is an
important variable that affects business performance. The
higher-order theory provides a theoretical basis for studying
the relationship between entrepreneur demographics and
enterprise performance. To deeply analyze the cognitive
foundation and values of entrepreneurs, they can be replaced
by relevant indexes such as gender, age, nationality, and
race in demography. Explicit demographic characteristics
are important features of entrepreneurial heterogeneity, and
recessive psychological behavior is also the key to determining
entrepreneurial heterogeneity. Entrepreneurs’ risk appetite,
personality traits, and other psychological characteristics
variables can affect their judgments and behavioral tendencies,
which in turn has an impact on enterprise profitability (Yao et al.,
2019). Comprehensive research on psychological characteristics
found that most of the literature emphasized the importance
of entrepreneurial psychological behavior characteristics to
enterprise development (Jing et al., 2017). They generally believe
that achievement motivation, risk-taking tendency, tenacity,
and innovative spirit are all typical characteristics of successful
entrepreneurs in terms of psychological behavior characteristics.
In addition, human capital, as the most important resource
in total factor production, includes two aspects from the basic
composition: knowledge ability and social capital. Entrepreneurs
have high-level human capital, and the quality of human capital
will have a direct impact on the production performance and
innovation capabilities of enterprises.

Entrepreneur heterogeneity is a rich concept. Therefore,
related research needs to specify a certain boundary range. At
present, the gender and age of entrepreneurs are mainly used
as demographic characteristics. The educational background
and tenure period of entrepreneurs are used as human capital
characteristics. These four variables were used as characteristic
indexes of entrepreneur heterogeneity. Related research on
enterprise performance and strategic decisions was conducted.
Leaders with different education levels and tenure periods
would directly affect the innovation activities and performance
of enterprises (Cetindamar and Ozkazanc, 2017). The higher
the education level of entrepreneurs, the more obvious the
improvement of enterprise performance. Especially, when the
entrepreneurs have been in the enterprise for a long time, the
positive impact of educational level on enterprise performance is
more obvious. In terms of strategic decisions, there is a positive
correlation between the education level of entrepreneurs and
the enterprise’s internationalization strategy. In other words, the
richer the diversified career background of the entrepreneur,
the more they tend to diversify the strategy, and the better the
results of the chosen strategic decisions for the enterprise. The
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TABLE 1 | Concrete contents of the seven-factor model of psychological capital.

Factor Concrete content

Positive growth It refers to the way of looking at life, the choice of goals, the consciousness of implementation, and the ability of action

Active coping It refers to calmly dealing with difficulties, starting from the beginning to the end, overcoming difficulties, and
continuously updating the knowledge structure

Enthusiastic innovation It refers to the life full of passion and energy, dare to dare to do, live a challenging life, feel their own vitality

Keen and outstanding It refers to critical thinking, keen market recognition, studious, and the pursuit of excellence

Self-efficacy It refers to multi-task processing ability, ability to cope with challenges freely, self-belief, and efficacy expectation

Social intelligence It refers to be aware of the motives and emotions of others and yourself, and have strong communication ability

Optimistic hope It refers to an optimistic and peaceful state of mind and the process of realizing the goal requires willpower

longer an entrepreneur works, the more comprehensive the issues
considered. Therefore, more attention is paid to the balance of the
interests of all parties, and the slower the speed of corresponding
strategic decisions.

The Relationship Between Venture
Capital and Enterprise Technology
Innovation
In the real economic environment, there are obvious drawbacks
for reliance on the theory of rational expected utility. Generally,
it is difficult to explain the investment decision behavior in the
real market economy, and the rational perspective has serious
perceived risks for the uncertainty of decision results. Thus,
the impact of human behavior on economic decisions began
to receive attention. Competition in the economic and social
markets does not exist in a static state, and the existence of
market economic risks is a normal state. Venture capital is an
entrepreneurship capital, mainly aimed at startups, providing
them with financial support and obtaining shares in the company.
Venture capital originated from the American Research and
Development Corporation (ARD), which invested $ 70,000 in
the Digital Equipment Company (DEC) in the 1940s, holding
a 7% stake. Ten years later, ARD’s shareholding was worth the
US $ 355 million. Thus, it became a classic case of venture
capital (Migendt et al., 2017; Pradhan et al., 2018; Kim, 2019).
Venture capital is to invest funds in some high-tech projects with
relatively high potential risks and high technological innovation
capabilities to help market high-tech achievements. Investors
are to get high returns from the realization of new technology
commercialization.

Some companies with potential value-added space will face
many difficulties when they startup. The lack of funds is
the most critical issue that has the greatest impact on the
development of enterprises. Generally, companies with potential
are almost high-tech industries. In the process of development,
they not only face the uncertain high risks in the process of
technological innovation, but also face the risks brought by the
incomplete management of enterprises, including technology,
capital, management, and market. Therefore, for investment,
there are huge returns brought by high-tech. Once the investment
is successful, the company’s technological competitive advantage
will quickly create market monopoly benefits. At the same
time, there is a series of uncertain high loss risks in the

FIGURE 1 | Heterogeneity classification results.

startup process. The main reason is that comparing the high-
tech with traditional industry technologies, the market is not
mature and stable (Vorontsova and Vorontsov, 2015). For
enterprises with innovative value but lack of financial support,
venture capital experts can explore the value of the enterprise
through research, judgment, and investment decisions. Venture
capital activities need to be completed by two entities, namely,
professional investment talents and capital holders. The capital
is injected by investors and capital management is carried
out by venture capital experts. Professional investment talents
have a high degree of acuity and insight when evaluating the
development of scientific and technological innovation products.
They can reasonably invest capital in high-tech industries with
high value-added potential, thereby providing conditions for
the development and growth of these enterprises’ technological
innovation. While the high premium brought by technological
innovation is realized, it has also created richer returns for
venture capital providers.
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The high-tech enterprises have not yet been recognized by the
market for their technologies and products. Also, the company’s
overall operating capabilities are relatively immature. Thus, it
is difficult for external investors to provide financial support
for their technological innovation in the face of numerous
market uncertainties. Some scholars have conducted empirical
investigations and found that compared with enterprises without
venture capital participation, enterprises with venture capital
participation have stronger innovation capabilities and more
patents (Pradhan et al., 2017). The main reason is that venture
capital can provide a fund guarantee for enterprise R&D, thereby
promoting investment objects to focus more on innovation
output. But at the same time, there is also a point of view
that the purpose of some venture capital enterprises is to seek
benefits rather than technological innovation (Majid and Agassi,
2017). Therefore, if investors find that there are other better
ways to make profits, they often make the investment object
change the operating entity and ignore technological innovation.
Therefore, venture capital does not have a positive effect on
technological innovation in some cases. Studies have shown that
enterprises have more innovation activities before venture capital
participation. Instead, after the venture capital participation, the
original technology innovation focus has been transferred to
other activities with higher returns. Venture capital does not
promote innovation and transfers the focus of the enterprise,
which has a negative impact on the enterprise’s willingness to
innovate and the development of innovation activities.

Research Hypothesis
Synthesizing the existing research results, Western scholars
mainly proceed from the perspective of mature capital
markets. They believe that cross-border investment has
many uncertainties because it increases the cost of distance
and has to deal with the problems caused by the institutional
and market environments of different countries. However,
the overseas investment can broaden the scope of potential
investments and tap into more startups with potential value
(De et al., 2017). For the technological innovation of enterprises
only, foreign-invested venture capital has certain advantages.
Because investors are concerned about cultural differences, more
comprehensive enterprise and market surveys are conducted, as
well as operations in the selection of investment projects will be
more standardized.

Due to the long R&D cycle of high technology, large capital
consumption, and uncertainty before the technology maturity,
it is difficult for enterprises to obtain loans from traditional
financial institutions for their technological innovation activities.
Venture capital, as a new type of financing method, provides fund
support for enterprises’ technological innovation. It helps new
technologies with market development prospects be transformed
into actual productivity and promotes the development of
innovative activities while obtaining market value. Venture
capital can help enterprises with inadequate management systems
to provide non-capital consulting management services such
as R&D, and operation management while solving enterprise
financing problems. The investment enterprise formulates a
series of operational development strategies for it by combining

its management experience with the current status of the
investment object. In addition, investors will pay attention
to the improvement of the enterprise innovation ability, and
use their professional market prior knowledge to help the
enterprise form contacts with external units such as the
government, customers, and suppliers. Then, it can minimize
the degree of information asymmetry between the enterprise and
other institutions. Information asymmetry in the technological
innovation environment may cause the innovation results to
be easily imitated. Thus, the innovation process requires more
fund and energy support. Venture capital can participate in
enterprise governance in the form of equity investment, and
comprehensively supervise the enterprise, thereby promoting
the technological innovation of the enterprise. In summary, the
following hypothesis is proposed for the relationship between
venture capital and technological innovation.

H1: Venture capital will have a positive impact on the
technological innovation of enterprises.

In China’s market economy system, product market
competition is an important external governance mechanism,
which is greatly significant for improving the operating efficiency
of enterprises, thereby affecting their technological innovation.
Current research confirms that product market competition
can alleviate the problem of information asymmetry and bring
the interests of managers and shareholders closer to each
other. In this case, investors can more effectively supervise the
operators of the enterprise and avoid situations in which the
operators seek private profits. The fierce competition in the
product market will put a certain amount of pressure on the
company’s internal governance, which will prompt enterprises to
strengthen the positive impact of internal control on innovation
input (Wu et al., 2019). To maintain the long-term stable
benefits of enterprises, venture capitalists will guide enterprise
managers to more efficiently formulate innovative strategic
plans, thereby promoting the development of technological
innovation in enterprises. Therefore, this paper makes the
following hypothesis about the impact of product market
competition on the relationship between venture capital and
enterprise technology innovation.

H2: The higher the degree of competition in the product
market, the greater the impact of venture capital on
enterprise technological innovation.

Based on data collected on venture capital participation and
the proportion of venture capital holdings, the main research
variables were defined. The theoretical analysis model was
constructed according to research goals. The STATA14.0 version
of data statistics software was used for descriptive statistical
analysis, correlation test, and regression analysis. Finally, the
obtained results tested the proposed hypothesis, and the data
results were interpreted and analyzed.

Sample Data and Variable Design
Due to the rapid growth of GEM companies, many enterprises
have not withdrawn their venture capital after listing, which is
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more in line with the research content. Also, the R&D related
data of the GEM companies are more complete. Therefore, the
data of GEM listed companies from 2010 to 2016 were taken
as the sample in this study. The listed companies with missing
related data, ST enterprises, and financial listed companies were
excluded. Finally, a total of 2535 sample observations were
determined. This study used the CSMAR Guotai’an database for
data acquisition. All continuous variables were subjected to 1%
winsorize to avoid the impact of extreme values on the accuracy of
the research results. Data collection and statistical analysis were
performed on the original data samples using EXCEL 2016 and
STATA14.0 software.

(1) Explained variable: For the measurement of technological
innovation, this paper chose two variables of R&D
investment intensity and patent application number for
evaluation. The measurement of innovation input was
based on the proportion of R&D investment in operating
income. Regarding the measurement of innovation output,
it was more reasonable to use the index of the number of
patents to evaluate innovation output at the enterprise level.

(2) Explanatory variable: (i) Venture capital participation:
It was a dumb variable. Those with venture capital
participation were 1 and those without venture capital
participation were 0. (ii) Shareholding ratio of venture
capital: Venture capital was an equity investment, and the
shareholding ratio could reflect the participation level of
venture capital.

(3) Moderating variable: The degree of competition in the
product market was evaluated by the Herfindahl index
(HHI). HHI was calculated based on the operating income
of listed companies. Where n represents the number of
enterprises in the industry where enterprise i belongs. Xi
represents the annual business income of each individual
enterprise in the industry. X represents the sum of
the annual business income of all enterprises in the
industry. The calculation equation of HHI is expressed as
shown below.

HHI = 6n
1 (Xi/X)2 (1)

(4) Control variables: Enterprise scale, enterprise life span,
profitability, solvency, and year.

The specific definitions of various variables in this study are
shown in Table 2.

Model Building
In this study, the impact of venture capital on technological
innovation of the enterprise was explored to verify H1. If the sign
of α1 is significantly positive, it means that venture capital can
promote the innovation input or output of the enterprise. The
equations for building the model are expressed as shown below.

RDI = α0+α1VC+ α2Age+ α3Roa+ α4Lev+ α5

Size+6Year+ ε (2)

PT = α0 + α1VC + α2Age + α3Roa + α4Lev+

α5 Size+6Year+ ε (3)

In this study, the impact of product market competition on
the relationship between venture capital and technological
innovation of the enterprise was explored to verify H2. If the
sign of α3 is negative, it means that as the degree of market
competition decreases, venture capital is gradually weakening the
promotion of technological innovation of the enterprise. Models
(4) and (5) are constructed based on Models (2) and (3).

RDI = α0 + α1VC + α2HHI + α3HHI× VC + α4Age+

α5Roa+ α6Lev+ α7Size+6Year+ ε (4)

PT = α0 + α1VC + α2HHI + α3HHI× VC + α4Age+

α5Roa+ α6Lev+ α7Size+6Year+ ε (5)

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics of each variable are shown in Table 3
and Figure 2. According to the statistical results, the maximum
value of enterprise R&D investment intensity is 98.56%, and
the maximum value of enterprise innovation output is 670.
However, the minimum of these two explained variables is
0. This shows that there is still a large gap in technological
innovation between GEM listed companies. The proportion
of venture capital holdings is 4.403%, of which the highest
proportion of venture capital holdings is as high as 80.2%,
indicating that among GEM listed companies, venture capital
occupies a certain proportion of ownership. The product market
competition intensity is 7.5%. The maximum and minimum
values are 90.7 and 1.7%, respectively. More than half of the
enterprises are facing a more competitive market. Due to the
existence of monopolies in the industry, the competitiveness of
different enterprises’ products is quite different.

Results of Correlation Analysis
The regression results of the correlation coefficients between the
intensity of R&D investment, the number of patent applications,
and the control variables are shown in Table 4. It can be
seen that the intensity of R&D investment, the number of
patent applications, and the proportion of venture capital
holdings are significantly positively correlated at the 1% level.
Enterprise innovation output and venture capital participation
are significantly positively correlated at the 1% level, which
initially confirmed the expected hypothesis proposed earlier. The
correlation coefficients of the regression between the variables are
within the acceptable range, which indicates that the model used
does not have obvious multicollinear interference.

Analysis of the Regression Results of the
Impact of Venture Capital on
Technological Innovation of Enterprises
This paper took the innovation input and output of the
enterprise as the dependent variables to test Model (1)
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TABLE 2 | Specific definitions of various variables.

Variable type Variable name Symbol Definition

Explained variable Innovation input RDI The proportion of R&D investment in operating revenue innovation output

Innovation output PT Total number of patent applications

Explanatory variable Venture capital participation VCdum Venture capital participation is 1, otherwise 0

The shareholding ratio of venture capital VCshare The total shareholding ratio of venture capital among the top 10 shareholders

Moderating variable Product market competition HHI Herfindahl index

Control variable Enterprise scale Size Year—year of establishment

Enterprise life span Age Net profit/average balance of total assets

Profitability Roa Total liabilities/total assets

Solvency Lev The logarithm of total assets

Year Year Set 2010 as the base period, with a time span of 7 years and six annual virtual variables

TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics of each variable.

Variable N Mean value Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

RDI 2535 7.088 7.022 0 98.56

PT 2535 15.983 35.80 0 670

VCdum 2535 0.429 0.502 0 1

VCshare 2535 4.403 8.784 0 80.2

HHI 2535 0.075 0.078 0.017 0.907

Size 2535 21.328 0.746 17.598 25.411

Age 2535 11.325 4.431 1 29

Roa 2535 0.083 0.060 −0.472 0.568

Lev 2535 0.312 0.155 0.010 0.867

FIGURE 2 | Descriptive statistics for each variable.

and Model (2), thereby clarifying the impact of venture
capital on technological innovation. The least-squares
method was used to test the impact of innovation input,
and the Poisson regression was used to test the impact
of the number of patent applications. The test results
are shown in Table 5 and Figure 3. According to the
regression results of venture capital participation as well
as innovation input and innovation output, the regression
coefficients of venture capital participation are 0.609 and

0.203, which are significant at the levels of 10 and 1%,
respectively. It indicates that venture capital participation
has a significantly positive impact on the innovation input
and output of enterprises. According to the regression
results of the proportion of venture capital shareholding
as well as innovation input and innovation output, the
regression coefficient of the proportion of venture capital
shareholding is significantly positive. It indicates that the
higher the proportion of venture capital shareholding, the more
beneficial the technological innovation of the enterprise. Thus,
H1 is true.

In the process of the positive impact of venture capital
on the technological innovation of enterprises, some other
variables will play a moderating effect. This paper took product
market competition as a moderating variable and builds Model
(4) and Model (5) to explore the effect of this variable.
The moderating effects of product market competition in
the relationship between venture capital and technological
innovation are shown in Table 6. The coefficient of venture
capital participation is positive, and the coefficient of HHI× VC
is significantly negative. Therefore, the degree of product
market competition has a significant moderating effect on
the relationship between venture capital participation and
technological innovation. With the decrease in the degree of
competition in the product market, the positive correlation
between the proportion of venture capital shareholding and
technological innovation has weakened significantly. The process
proves that H2 is true.
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TABLE 4 | Correlation coefficient regression results of main variables (n = 2535).

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RDI 1

PT 0.048 1

VCdum 0.047 0.065* 1

VCshare 0.073* 0.022 0.186* 1

HHI −0.083* 0 −0.020 0.006 1

Size −0.081* 0.230* −0.064 0.011 0.012 1

Age −0.056* −0.055* −0.053* −0.025 −0.054* 0.092* 1

Roa −0.272* 0.119* −0.006 0.009 0.027* 0.146* −0.228* 1

*Indicates a significant positive correlation at the 1% level.

TABLE 5 | Impact of venture capital on technological innovation of enterprises.

Variable RDI PT

OLS OLS Poisson Poisson

VCdum 0.616 − 0.203 −

VCshare − 0.063 − 0.006

Size −0.618 −0.635 0.586 0.593

Age −0.064 −0.068 −0.033 −0.035

Roa 8.302 −8.342 2.110 2.153

Lev −8.680 −9.048 0.883 0.880

FIGURE 3 | The impact of venture capital on technological innovation of
enterprises. * and ** indicate significant positive correlations at 10 and 1%
levels, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Entrepreneurs actively identify opportunities and resources
contained in the environment. They discover, evaluate, and
develop entrepreneurial opportunities, effectively improving
entrepreneurial performance. Under the severe competitive
pressure, entrepreneurs’ self-confidence and optimism can often
help them to look at the environment and their abilities more
positively. Also, they set higher goals for enterprises, and
are more proactive in action, thereby improving enterprise
performance. For entrepreneurs, venture capital is an investment

TABLE 6 | Moderating effects of product market competition in the relationship
between venture capital and technological innovation.

Variable RDI PT

OLS OLS Poisson Poisson

VCdum 0.535* − 0.192** −

HHI × VCdum −13.972** − −3.003** −

VCshare − 0.075** − 0.003**

HHI × VCshare − −0.621** − −0.068**

HHI −5.179** −7.366** −0.000 −0.618**

* and ** indicate significant positive correlations at 10 and 1% levels, respectively.

method that shares risks and benefits. Therefore, there is an
initiative in selecting investment objects, which is an investment
decision based on comprehensive professional research and
evaluation. In investment evaluation, generally relatively low-
risk and relatively mature enterprises are selected, and certain
guarantees are required to provide investors to recoup their
investment (Li et al., 2019). Venture capital provides fund
support for R&D at the stage of technology innovation
input. Venture capital can hold a certain percentage of
shares, participate in the supervision and governance of the
enterprise, and effectively promote the continuous development
of technological innovation of the enterprise (Obschonka et al.,
2018; Chen, 2019; Yu et al., 2019).

This paper is to explore the impact of entrepreneurial
psychological capital and capital heterogeneity on venture capital
behavior, and further, analyze the effect of venture capital on
the innovation activities of enterprises. Based on the research of
venture capital and technological innovation of the enterprise,
the impact of different factors on the relationship between the two
is analyzed. In this paper, the data of GEM listed companies from
2010 to 2016 were selected as the sample for empirical analysis
(Zheng and Liu, 2020). According to the regression results of
venture capital participation as well as innovation input and
innovation output, the regression coefficients of venture capital
participation were 0.609 and 0.203, which were significant at the
levels of 10 and 1%, respectively. Evidently, the results indicate
that venture capital participation has a positive impact on the
innovation input and output of enterprises. The coefficient of
venture capital participation is positive, and the coefficient of
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HHI× VC is significantly negative. Therefore, the degree of
product market competition has a significant moderating effect
on the relationship between venture capital participation and
technological innovation. The above empirical results verify H1
and H2 proposed in this paper. Also, it is confirmed that venture
capital has a positive effect on enterprise innovation.

CONCLUSION

Venture capital provides funding support for technological
innovation in startups. At the same time, because it holds
a certain percentage of shares, it participates in enterprise
innovation activities and provides guidance for companies to
maintain profitable growth, thereby improving their innovation
awareness and level. The higher the proportion of venture capital
holdings, the more beneficial the technological innovation of the
enterprise. With the decrease in the degree of competition in the
product market, the positive correlation between the proportion
of venture capital shareholding and technological innovation has
weakened significantly.

The main contribution of this paper is that based on
the “input–output” process of the innovation, it makes up
for the shortcomings of the single-dimensional measurement
of technological innovation in previous research models. The
impact of venture capital on the innovation input and innovation
output of enterprises is comprehensively investigated. It is
found that venture capital has a significant role in promoting
innovation input and output of enterprises. It enriches and
deepens the existing empirical research as well as enhances the
completeness and reliability of previous research conclusions.
The research in this paper has some shortcomings, mainly due
to the limitation of data availability. Therefore, the evaluation
indexes are not comprehensive enough. In the following research,
more moderating variables should be included to analyze the
impact of venture capital on technological innovation.
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This research was conducted for the purpose of exploring the role of venture capital (VC)
based on the heterogeneity of human capital in the process of transforming innovation
capabilities of enterprise into enterprise benefits and providing a reference for further
research on enterprise performance development. In this study, 399 listed companies
that obtained VC before 2018 from the China VC database and Wind China financial
database were selected as research objects, and relevant data of patent number, return
on equity, Tobin’s Q ratio, and research and development (R&D) investment ratio of
each enterprise were obtained. Enterprise innovation ability was introduced to construct
the relationship model of human-capital VC, enterprise innovation ability, and enterprise
benefit, and the relationship between human-capital VC, enterprise innovation ability,
and enterprise benefit was analyzed by the multiple-regression model. The results show
that the number of patents of invested enterprises has an extremely significant positive
correlation with the human capital index (P< 0.001), and a significant positive correlation
with the education level of personnel, the proportion of engineering professionals
(P < 0.05). The return on equity and Tobin’s Q ratio of enterprises have extremely
significant positive correlations with the number of patents of invested enterprises
(P < 0.001) and have a significant positive correlation with the number of patents of
the invested enterprises × education level of the personnel, and the number of patents
of the invested enterprises × proportion of engineering professionals (P < 0.05). All in
all, the education level of the entrepreneur’ s VC human capital and the proportion of
engineering professionals can effectively improve the innovation ability of the enterprise,
thus indirectly playing a value-added role in the improvement of enterprise benefits.
The invested enterprises will also face the problems of scale diseconomy and financing
constraint when their profitability is enhanced, so they need to optimize their own
business strategies.

Keywords: VC of human capital, China VC database, enterprise innovation ability, enterprise benefits, Wind China
financial database
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INTRODUCTION

Venture capital (VC) is mainly a financing method to provide
financial support to startups and then acquire the shares of
the company (Cheah and Ho, 2019; Lin et al., 2020). From
the perspective of global industrial development, VC is an
innovative capital, which can promote the innovation and
economic progress of enterprises. Since the establishment of
the first VC company in the United States in the 1950s,
VC has played an important role in social and economic
development (Del Bosco et al., 2019). It was in the mid to late
1990s that VC really developed an industry from a concept
in China. Almost all successful technology companies that are
famous in China, especially Internet companies, are basically
supported by VC (Tiba et al., 2019), including Sina, Netease,
Tencent, Baidu, and Alibaba. VC not only provides a certain
amount of capital but also includes professional management
experience, human resources, social relationship resources, and
other aspects. The different resources have different influences
on entrepreneurial enterprises. Among them, the human capital
of an enterprise refers to the age, educational background,
personal experience, and other aspects, and it is the behavior of
making profits by investing in human capital (Liang et al., 2019;
Owen and Mason, 2019; Wang et al., 2019). As an important
human capital of economic development, entrepreneurs show
multidimensional heterogeneity, which is divided into three
parts: spirit heterogeneity, ability heterogeneity, and activity
heterogeneity. Spiritual heterogeneity is mainly reflected in
innovation, ability heterogeneity is mainly reflected in employing
judgment, and activity heterogeneity is mainly reflected in
entrepreneurship and management activities. Different types of
human capital have different modes of action and contribution
intensity to enterprise benefits (Capelleras et al., 2019; Assaker
et al., 2020). As far as the amount of human capital of an
enterprise is concerned, the population increases, the number
of labor force increases, and the total human capital increases.
As far as the quality of human capital is concerned, the
knowledge and skills of human-capital owners lead to differences
in labor productivity allocation. Therefore, the heterogeneity
of human capital leads to significant differences in industrial
innovation. Therefore, it is necessary to study human-capital
venture investment based on entrepreneur heterogeneity during
the economic development of enterprises.

The enterprise benefit refers to the proportion between the
enterprise’s gross product and production cost, and it is also the
fundamental purpose of VC. The relationship between VC and
enterprise benefit has attracted the attention of many scholars
(Gao et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019). For example, Zhu (2019),
based on the asymmetric information theory, expounded the
behavior of VC from the perspectives of reputation, game model,
VC, start-ups, and one-off return of numerous transactions and
believed that the expected increase in the number of future
transactions is the incentive for VC institutions to maintain
a good reputation. Lei and Yarong (2019) studied the impact
of industrial competition intensity between VC companies and
invested enterprises on innovation input and output under the
background of China by the random-effect model of unbalanced

panel data based on the sample data of initial public offering
(IPO) companies of the growth enterprise market (GEM) and
small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) from 2008 to 2016.
The results showed that by giving priority to investing in
the adjacent start-ups and increasing the investment parent
company’s participation in the management of the invested
enterprises, the technology innovation output efficiency of
the invested enterprises can be effectively improved and the
technology innovation performance of the invested enterprises
can also be optimized. Therefore, most previous researches focus
on the whole enterprise or industry field, but there are few
detailed unilateral analyses on the relationship between VC of
human capital and enterprise performance (Heredia-Calzado
and Duréndez, 2019). In this research, it intends to study the
value-added effect of VC on enterprises from the perspective
of human capital.

To sum up, although there are many researches on the
relationship between VC of human capital of entrepreneur and
enterprise performance, there are few targeted researches on the
VC of human capital. Based on this, in this study, data of 399
listed companies from Shenzhen, Shanghai, and Beijing stock
exchanges that obtained VC before 2018 from the China VC
database and Wind China financial database were selected, and a
relationship model of VC of human capital, enterprise innovation
ability, and enterprise benefit was constructed. The relationship
between human-capital VC, enterprise innovation ability, and
enterprise benefit was analyzed by the multiple-regression model.
Also, the role of VC based on human-capital heterogeneity in
the transformation of enterprise innovation ability to enterprise
benefit was comprehensively evaluated.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Talent is the most important driving force of scientific and
technological progress and an important pioneer of advanced
productive forces. Human capital has a very significant
impact on the long-term development of enterprises, which
has also attracted the attention of many scholars. Brymer
et al. (2019) elaborated on how enterprises strategically
managed to channel human-investment portfolios and how
they created inter-enterprise heterogeneity of human-capital
resources, and proposed that different types of human capital had
different impacts on the innovation development of enterprises.
Sahasranamam and Nandakumar (2020), by determining the
nature of the accidental influence of formal institutions on
the relationship between personal capital and the emergence
of social enterprises, found that personal capital had a positive
effect on the benefits of social enterprises, which made a
substantial contribution to the literature research on the
promotion of social enterprise benefits. Huggins et al. (2017)
investigated how theories related to human capital, growth
drivers, and location conditions explained the survival and
development of enterprises in a region and proposed that
human capital related to entrepreneurs’ experience and growth
drivers generated by strategic choices would affect the survival
rate of enterprises. Some scholars also pay attention to the
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management and investment of human capital. Through a
survey of Slovak enterprises, Kucharč́ıková and Mičiak (2018)
found that increasing the value of human capital through
the implementation of training can improve the efficiency,
performance, competitiveness, and sustainability of transport
enterprises. Song et al. (2019) used static and dynamic models
to test the hypothesis and analyzed the large-scale data of
China’s a-share-listed companies. The results showed that the
human resource practice on the knowledge stock can improve
the core competitiveness of the company, and the private VC
type also had a great influence on the company performance. In
addition, it was pointed out that the increase in the proportion of
highly skilled manpower had a positive promoting effect on the
investment of enterprise performance. Chanda and Goyal (2019)
used the partial least-square method to examine the relationship
between individual differences of employees and organizational
performance. The results showed that investing a large amount
of money in human capital to utilize employees’ productivity
can effectively improve the performance of manufacturing
organizations in India.

To sum up, the current studies on the effect of human-
capital heterogeneity on enterprise benefits are limited to the
input of enterprises themselves, and the influence of third-party
investment institutions is ignored. Therefore, the influence of
human-capital VC institutions on the invested enterprises is
explored by building a model of the relationship between human
capital index and enterprise performance, and innovation ability.

METHODOLOGY

Research Object
The data of this study comes from the China VC database
and Wind China financial database. 399 listed companies that
obtained VC before 2018 were selected, including Shenzhen
stock exchange, Shanghai stock exchange, Beijing stock exchange,
New York stock exchange, and London stock exchange. The
proportion of listed companies in various exchanges is shown
in Figure 1. Shenzhen stock exchange has the largest number
of listed companies, with 184, accounting for 38.16%. Shanghai
stock exchange is second with 115, accounting for 23.74 %.
There are 100 Beijing stock exchanges, accounting for 20.69%,
49 New York stock exchanges, accounting for 10.17%, and 35
London stock exchanges, accounting for 7.24%.

Due to the different requirements of different regional markets
for the listed companies, the data lacks comparability. As can be
observed from Figure 1, the listed companies in Shenzhen stock
exchange, Shanghai stock exchange, and Beijing stock exchange
account for 82.59% of the total number of companies. Therefore,
considering the availability of financial data, the research scope is
limited to 399 listed enterprises invested in Shenzhen, Shanghai,
and Beijing stock exchanges.

Figure 2 shows the industry distribution of 399 enterprises,
including manufacturing industry, Internet industry, service
industry, financial industry, and transportation industry. It can
be observed that the invested enterprises are mainly distributed
in the manufacturing and Internet industries, with a total

of 149 manufacturing enterprises (37.30%) and 115 Internet
enterprises (28.72%).

China Venture Investment Database and
Wind China Financial Database
The China venture investment database (Zhang and Passerini,
2020) is an online database that is easy to search and updated
in real time. The data span from 2000 to the present. The
main contents covered include more than 400 VC/private equity
(PE) active in China, more than 5,000 related figures (including
investors and entrepreneurs), more than 2,000 transaction data
(including the transaction records of VC/PE investment, M&A,
and listing), and more than 1,000 detailed information of
the invested enterprises supported by VC/PE. All the data
in this database are fed back from the questionnaire, and
the database can be put into storage only after the second
review by the researchers. This database can help users to
realize a variety of requirements, including the analysis of
industrial investment trends, looking for valuation and financial
information, looking for secondary investment opportunities,
and understanding the information of enterprise listing and
mergers and acquisitions.

The Wind China financial database (Liu et al., 2020) is a
leading enterprise in financial data, information, and software
service in China. The financial terminal has a powerful Excel
data link function, which is convenient for users to dynamically
obtain real-time market situation, financial data, macro industry,
and other data. Its covers the following (including all data
from history to date and updated in real time): First, the
transaction data, financial data, and all kinds of publicly
disclosed information of major financial products in China’s
securities market: stocks, funds, bonds, commodities and futures,
foreign exchange, etc.; second, China stock market index: all
basic information and trading data of Shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchange index, interbank bond market index, Xinhua
FTSE index, China credit index, Shenyin Wanguo index, MSCI
(Morgan Stanley Capital International), Dow Jones, and other
indexes; third, Macro industry database: China’s macro economy,
regional economy, overseas economy, industry, and press
regulations; and fourth, featured databases including Hong Kong
stocks, China’s overseas listed stocks, an earnings forecasts.

Research Hypothesis
Assaker et al. (2020) proposed that human capital in a high-
end catering industry had a structural impact on enterprise
performance using response unit segmentation technology.
Hamilton and Sodeman (2020) used big data of the HRM center
to identify and develop knowledge stars that contributed too
much to enterprise innovation, so as to help enhance enterprise
capacity. Therefore, along with previous literature studies, it
was concluded that human capital had dimensions to improve
enterprise performance. In order to further explore the influence
mechanism of human-capital characteristic VC on enterprise
benefits, in this study, enterprise innovation ability is introduced
as an intermediate variable. The human capital of an enterprise
can be divided into three aspects: the educational level of
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FIGURE 1 | Distribution of the selected exchanges of listed companies.

FIGURE 2 | Proportion of industry distribution of 399 enterprises.

the personnel, the proportion of the personnel who major in
engineering, and the proportion of the personnel who have
entrepreneurial experience.

Enterprise benefit can be divided into profitability and growth
ability. Thus, the following assumptions can be made.

First is the relationship between human-capital VC and
enterprise innovation ability.

S1: the VC level of human capital has a significant positive
effect on the innovation ability of enterprises.
S1-1: the education level of investors has a significant positive
effect on the innovation ability of enterprises.
S1-2: the proportion of investors that major in engineering
has a significant positive effect on the innovation
ability of enterprises.
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S1-3: the proportion of investors with entrepreneurial
experience has a significant positive effect on the innovation
ability of enterprises.

Second is the relationship between enterprise innovation
ability and enterprise benefit.

S2: enterprise innovation ability has a significant positive effect
on enterprise benefit.
S2-1: the innovation ability of enterprises has a significant
positive effect on the profitability of enterprises.
S2-2: the innovation ability of enterprises has a significant
positive effect on the growth ability of enterprises.

Third is the relationship between VC of human capital and
enterprise innovation ability and enterprise benefit.

S3: the higher the level of VC of human capital, the greater the
impact of enterprise innovation ability on enterprise benefit.
S3-1: the higher the education level of the investors, the
greater the impact of the enterprise’s innovation ability on the
enterprise benefits.
S3-2: the higher the proportion of the investors who major
in engineering, the greater the impact of the enterprise’s
innovation ability on the enterprise benefits.
S3-3: the higher the proportion of the investors with
entrepreneurial experience, the greater the impact of the
enterprise’s innovation ability on the enterprise benefits.

The Hypothesis Model of the
Relationship Between Entrepreneurial
Psychological Capital, Creative
Innovation Behavior, and Enterprise
Performance
Human-Capital VC and Enterprise Innovation Ability
At present, no mature system has been formed in the empirical
research on human capital of VC institutions or the innovation
ability of enterprises, which makes it difficult to build models.
The number of patents of the technological innovation output
index is selected to measure the innovation ability of enterprises.
Human-capital VC is measured in three aspects: education
level, proportion of engineering professionals, and proportion of
people with entrepreneurial experience. Moreover, a multiple-
regression model is constructed to test the effect of human
capital and various factors of VC institutions on the innovation
ability of enterprise.

Inovationi = β1CIRi,j + βicontrolVar1 (1)

In Eq. 1, Inovationi represents the innovation ability of the
invested enterprise, CIRi,j represents the human capital index
of entrepreneur j’s investment in the invested enterprise, β1 and
βi are constant terms, and controlVar1 represents the control
variables, including the influencing factors of the enterprise
(R&D investment, development stage) and risk financing factors
(VC type and shareholding ratio).

Then, on the basis of Eq. 1, the relationship model between
different dimensions of human-capital investment (education

level of personnel, proportion of personnel in engineering major,
proportion of personnel with entrepreneurial experience) and
enterprise innovation ability is constructed.

Inovationi = β1educationi,j + βicontrolVar1 (2)

Inovationi = β1n&ePeri,j + βicontrolVar1 (3)

Inovationi = β1entrePeri,j + βicontrolVar1 (4)

In Eqs. 2–4, educationi,j represents the education level of VC
personnel, n&ePeri,j represents the proportion of engineering
personnel, and entrePeri,j represents the proportion of personnel
with entrepreneurial experience. The above four models are set as
S1, S11, S12, and S13, respectively.

Second is the enterprise innovation ability and
enterprise benefit.

According to hypothesis S2 above, the following model
is constructed:

Performancei = β1Inovationi + βicontrolVar2 (5)

In Eq. 5, Performancei represents enterprise benefit and
controlVar2 represents control variables, including R&D
investment ratio, industry, and enterprise scale.

In this research, the enterprise benefits are divided into
profitability and growth ability. Profitability is expressed by rate
of return on common stockholders’ equity (ROE), and growth
ability is expressed by Tobin’s Q ratio. Therefore, a more detailed
model is built on the basis of model (5).

ROEi = β1Inovationi + βicontrolVar2 (6)

Tobin′s Q Ratioi = β1Inovationi + βicontrolVar2 (7)

Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively represent the relationship model
between enterprise innovation ability and enterprise profitability
or growth ability.

Third are human-capital VC, enterprise innovation ability,
and enterprise benefit.

To better verify the impact of VC of human capital on the
benefit of the enterprise, the cross variables Inovationi and CIRi,j
are used for multiple-regression modeling.

Performancei = β1Inovationi + β2CIRi,j

+β3Inovationi + CIRj + βicontrolVar3 (8)

In Eq. 8, controlVar3 represents the control variables, including
the proportion of R&D investment, industry, development stage,
enterprise scale, and year.

Then, on the basis of model (8), a new model was constructed
to transform the enterprise’s innovation ability into the enterprise
benefit from various dimensions of human-capital VC (education
level of personnel, proportion of personnel major in engineering,
and proportion of personnel with management experience).

Performancei = β1Inovationi + β2educationi,j

+β3Inovationi × educationi,j + βicontrolVar3 (9)
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TABLE 1 | Introduction of each variable of the model.

Variable name Variable type English symbols Calculation method

Total number of patents of
the invested enterprise i

Dependent variable Patenti Including utility model patents, design patents, etc.

Enterprise benefit Dependent variable Performancei Including net assets, Tobin’s Q ratio

Human capital index Independent variable CIRi,j Including education level (0 for junior college and below, 1 for bachelor,
and 2 for master and above), engineering background (1: yes, 0: no),
entrepreneurial experience (1: yes, 0: no)

Educational level of
personnel

Independent variable educationi,j educationi,j =
1
n

∑n
k=0 eduk , n indicates the number of members of

human-capital VC, eduk uses years of education as a weight

Proportion of engineering
professionals

Independent variable n&ePeri,j n&ePeri,j = n&e
n , n indicates the number of members of human-capital

VC, n&e indicates the number of engineering professionals

Proportion of people with
entrepreneurial experience

Independent variable entrePeri,j entrePeri,j = entre
n , n indicates the number of members of

human-capital VC, entre indicates the number of people with
entrepreneurial experience

The proportion of enterprise
R & D investment

Control variable R&Di R&Di = R&Dinvestmenti/revenuei ,R&Dinvestmenti indicates the total
amount of R & D investment funds, and revenuei indicates the total
revenue of the enterprise

The development stage of
the enterprise

Control variable Stagei Dummy variables, including the early stage, development, maturity, and
harvest (0, 1, 2, and 3)

Industry Control variable industryi Dummy variable, which is classified by securities industry (the
manufacturing industry is set to 4, the Internet is set to 3, the service
industry is set to 2, the financial industry is set to 1, and the
transportation industry is set to 0)

Years Control variable Year Value based on 2005–2016

Enterprise scale Control variable Sizei Sizei = log(Asseti), Asseti represents the total assets of the enterprise

Type of VC Control variable investTypei,j Joint investment is set to 1, and the remaining types are set to 0

Shareholding ratio of
investors

Control variable stockPeri,j Proportion of shares obtained by the investor in the invested enterprise

Performancei = β1Inovationi + β2n&ePeri,j

+β3Inovationi × n&ePeri,j + βicontrolVar3 (10)

Performancei = β1Inovationi + β2entrePeri,j

+β3Inovationi × entrePeri,j + βicontrolVar3 (11)

Equations 9–11 are the relationship models between each
dimension of human-capital VC and enterprise innovation ability
and enterprise benefit, respectively. β1, β2, β3, and βi are
constant terms of this model. To undertake correlation analysis,
in this research, the number of patents Patenti (technology
innovation output index) is adopted to quantitatively represent
the innovation ability of enterprises.

Variable Calculation
Table 1 shows the introduction and calculation methods
of independent variables, dependent variables, and control
variables of each model.

Analytical Method
SPSS19.0 was used to process the data in this study. The
relationship between human-capital VC investment and
enterprise innovation ability, the relationship between enterprise
innovation ability and enterprise benefit, and the role of human-
capital VC investment in the process of transforming enterprise
innovation ability into enterprise benefit were analyzed by
multiple-regression model. Origin7.5 was used for plotting.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics of Selected
Enterprises
As shown in Figure 3, there are 46 enterprises with 0–10
patents, accounting for 11.52%; 108 enterprises with 20–80
patents, accounting for 27.17%; 192 enterprises with 80–120
patents, accounting for 48.09%; and 53 enterprises with 120–
160 patents, accounting for 13.22%. There are 33 enterprises
with a return on equity of 0–8%, accounting for 8.16%; 115
enterprises with a return on equity of 8–15%, accounting
for 28.81%; 184 enterprises with a return on equity of 15–
25%, accounting for 46.19%; and 67 enterprises with a return
on equity of 25–35%, accounting for 16.84%. There are 172
enterprises with a Tobin’s Q ratio less than 2.0, accounting
for 43.17%; 151 enterprises with a Tobin’s Q ratio of 2.0–
2.5, accounting for 37.88%; and 76 enterprises with a Tobin’s
Q ratio greater than 2.5, accounting for 18.95%. There are
117 enterprises with an R&D investment ratio less than
1.0%, accounting for 29.37%; 195 enterprises with an R&D
investment ratio of 1.0–2.0%, accounting for 48.92%; and 87
enterprises with an R&D investment ratio more than 2.0%,
accounting for 21.71%.

Descriptive Statistics of Variables
In this research, the variables of 399 enterprises in the model
WERE sourced from the China venture investment database and
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FIGURE 3 | Distribution of the selected exchanges of listed enterprises. (A) The number of patents of the invested enterprise. (B) The return on equity of the
invested enterprise. (C) The Tobin’s Q ratio of the invested enterprise. (D) The proportion of R&D investment of the invested enterprise.

TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics of all variables in the model.

Variable Average value Standard deviation Maximum Minimum

Total number of patents of invested enterprise i 51.39 29.18 118 6

Education level of personnel 0.96 0.31 2 0

Proportion of engineering professionals 41.72% 18.11% 71.56% 15.37%

Proportion of people with entrepreneurial experience 32.06% 11.57% 56.78% 14.07%

Proportion of enterprise R&D investment 1.12% 0.92% 0.04% 3.68%

Types of VC 0.51 0.36 0 1

Shareholding ratio of investors 13.64% 8.29% 0.86% 43.57%

Enterprise development stage 1.72 1.36 4 0

TABLE 3 | Regression analysis of the number of patents of invested enterprises and innovation ability of enterprises.

Model t value Regression coefficients P

Independent variables Human capital index 8.593 0.771** 0.000

Educational level of personnel 5.617 0.712* 0.008

Proportion of engineering professionals 5.860 0.603* 0.022

Proportion of people with entrepreneurial experience 2.117 0.368 0.056

Control variables The proportion of enterprise R&D investment 2.009 0.172 0.084

Enterprise development stage 1.825 0.243 0.071

Type of VC 1.338 0.308 0.086

The shareholding ratio of the investors 4.610 0.518* 0.039

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.001.
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TABLE 4 | Regression analysis of return on equity and innovation ability of enterprises.

Model t value Regression coefficients P

Independent variables Number of patents of invested enterprises 6.437 0.692** 0.000

Control variable Industry 3.111 0.386 0.069

Years 3.065 0.271 0.082

The proportion of enterprise R&D investment 4.817 −0.588* 0.004

Enterprise scale 4.289 −0.526* 0.006

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.001.

TABLE 5 | Regression analysis of enterprise Tobin’s Q ratio and enterprise innovation ability.

Model t value Regression coefficients P

Independent variable Number of patents of invested companies 7.551 0.763** 0.000

Control variable Industry 1.458 0.205 0.087

Years 1.197 0.183 0.052

The proportion of enterprise R&D investment 4.066 −0.423* 0.011

Enterprise scale 5.541 −0.517* 0.014

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.001.

Wind China financial database. The assignment method WAS
adopted for some variables, and the descriptive statistics are
shown in Table 2.

Empirical Research Results of
Human-Capital VC and Enterprise
Innovation Ability
As shown in Table 3, taking the number of patents of
invested enterprises as the dependent variable, human capital
index, personnel education level, proportion of engineering
professionals, proportion of personnel with entrepreneurial
experience, and four control variables (proportion of R&D
investment, development stage, type of VC, and shareholding
ratio of investors) as independent variables, the multifactor
regression model analysis is conducted. It can be observed
that the number of patents of invested enterprises has a very
significant positive correlation with the human capital index
(P < 0.001), and hypothesis S1 is true. There is a significant
positive correlation between the number of patents of invested
enterprises with the education level of the personnel, the
proportion of engineering professionals, and the shareholding
ratio of the investors (P < 0.05), and hypothesis S11 and
hypothesis S12 are valid. There is no significant correlation
between the number of patents of invested enterprise and
the proportion of people with entrepreneurial experience, the
proportion of R&D investment, the development stage of the
enterprise, and the type of VC (P > 0.05), and hypothesis
S13 is not true.

The Empirical Research Results of
Enterprise Innovation Ability and
Enterprise Benefit
As shown in Table 4, the multifactor regression model analysis
was carried out with enterprise return on equity as the dependent
variable, the number of patents of invested enterprises, and the

four control variables (industry of the enterprise, proportion of
R&D investment, year, and enterprise scale) as the independent
variables. There is an extremely positive correlation between the
return on equity of enterprises and the number of patents of
invested enterprises (P < 0.001), and hypothesis S21 is true.
There is a significant negative correlation between the return on
equity of enterprises, the proportion of R&D investment, and the
size of enterprises (P < 0.05). Moreover, there is no significant
correlation between the return on equity of the enterprise and
the industry and year to which the enterprise belongs (P > 0.05).

As shown in Table 5, Tobin’s Q ratio is taken as the dependent
variable, and the number of patents of invested enterprises and
the four control variables (the industry of the enterprise, the
proportion of R&D investment, the year, and the size of the
enterprise) are used as the independent variables to undertake
multifactor regression model analysis. It is found that the Tobin’s
Q ratio of enterprises is positively correlated with the number of
patents of invested enterprises (P < 0.001), and hypothesis S22
is true. There is a significant negative correlation between the
Tobin’s Q ratio of enterprises, the proportion of enterprise R&D
investment, and enterprise scale (P< 0.05). Moreover, there is no
significant correlation between enterprise Tobin’s Q ratio and the
industry and year of the enterprise (P > 0.05).

Empirical Research Results on Human
Capital VC, Enterprise Innovation Ability,
and Enterprise Benefit
As shown in Table 6, the human-capital turnover item
is introduced to study the role of human-capital VC in
the transformation of enterprise’s innovation ability into
enterprise benefit. Taking enterprise return on equity as
the dependent variable, with the number of patents of
the invested enterprise, number of patents of invested
enterprises × human capital index, number of patents
of invested enterprises × education level of personnel,
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TABLE 6 | The role of human-capital VC in transforming enterprise’s innovation ability into enterprise’s benefit (return on equity).

Model t value Regression coefficients P

Independent variable Number of patents of invested enterprises 7.148 0.539* 0.005

Number of patents of invested enterprises × human capital
index

6.362 0.581* 0.012

Number of patents of invested enterprises × education
level of personnel

6.071 0.611* 0.043

Number of patents of invested enterprises × proportion of
engineering professionals

6.356 0.570* 0.031

Number of patents of the invested company × proportion
of personnel with entrepreneurial experience

4.961 0.226 0.068

Control variable Proportion of R&D investment of enterprise 5.825 −0.543* 0.021

Enterprise development stage 1.338 0.308 0.086

Type of VC 2.529 0.178 0.050

Shareholding ratio of investors 1.773 0.219 0.054

Industry of the enterprise 2.909 0.316 0.085

Year 4.776 0.255 0.063

Enterprise scale 5.119 −0.631* 0.028

*P < 0.05.

TABLE 7 | The role of human-capital VC in transforming enterprise’s innovation ability into enterprise’s benefit (Tobin’s Q ratio).

Model t value Regression coefficients P

Independent variable Number of patents of invested enterprises 7.148 0.539* 0.005

Number of patents of invested enterprises × human capital
index

6.362 0.581* 0.012

Number of patents of invested enterprises × education
level of personnel

6.071 0.611* 0.043

Number of patents of invested enterprises × proportion of
engineering professionals

6.356 0.570* 0.031

Number of patents of the invested company × proportion
of personnel with entrepreneurial experience

4.961 0.226 0.068

Control variable Proportion of R & D investment of enterprise 5.825 −0.543* 0.021

Enterprise development stage 1.338 0.308 0.086

Type of VC 2.529 0.178 0.050

Shareholding ratio of investors 1.773 0.219 0.054

Industry of the enterprise 2.909 0.316 0.085

Year 4.776 0.255 0.063

Enterprise scale 5.119 −0.631* 0.028

*P < 0.05.

number of patents of invested enterprises × proportion of
engineering professionals, number of patents of the invested
enterprises × the proportion of personnel with entrepreneurial
experience, and seven control variables (the proportion of
R&D investment, the stage of development, the type of VC,
the shareholding ratio of investors, the industry, the year,
and the scale of the enterprise) as independent variables,
multiple-regression model analysis is conducted. It can be
observed that there is a significant positive correlation between
the return on equity of enterprises, the number of patents
of invested enterprises, the number of patents of invested
enterprises × human capital index, the number of patents of
invested enterprises × education level of personnel, and the
number of patents of invested enterprises × proportion of
engineering professionals (P < 0.05), and hypotheses S3, S31,

and S32 are true. There is a significant negative correlation
between the return on equity of enterprises, the proportion of
R&D investment, and the size of enterprises (P < 0.05). Also,
there is no significant correlation between the return on equity
of the enterprise with the number of patents of the invested
enterprise × the proportion of people with entrepreneurial
experience, the type of VC, the shareholding ratio of investors,
the industry of the enterprise, and the year (P > 0.05), and
hypothesis S33 is not true.

In Table 7, multiple-regression model analysis was conducted
with Tobin’s Q ratio as the dependent variable. It can be
observed that there is a significant positive correlation between
the Tobin’s Q ratio of enterprises, the number of patents
of the invested enterprises, the number of patents of the
invested enterprises × human capital index, the number of
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patents of the invested enterprises × the education level
of the personnel, the number of patents of the invested
enterprises × the proportion of engineering professionals, and
the shareholding ratio of investors (P < 0.05). There is a
significant negative correlation between the Tobin’s Q ratio
of enterprise and enterprise size (P < 0.05). Also, there is
no significant correlation between the Tobin’s Q ratio with
the proportion of R&D investment, the development stage
of the enterprise, the number of patents of the invested
enterprise × the proportion of people with entrepreneurial
experience, the industry of the enterprise, and the year of the
enterprise (P > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

With the development of social economy, the transformation
of economic model and industrial structure of all kinds of
high-tech enterprises is imminent, and the state attaches more
and more importance to the innovation ability of enterprises.
As an incubation tool for SME and even large enterprises,
VC can encourage enterprise innovation and improve the
competitive advantage of enterprises through the support of
external capital, manpower, and experience (Scarpellini et al.,
2018; Schmutzler and Lorenz, 2018; Golovenkin et al., 2020).
Therefore, in this study, the variable of enterprise innovation
ability is firstly introduced to analyze the relationship between
enterprise human-capital VC and enterprise innovation ability.
The results show that the number of patents of invested
enterprises has a very significant positive correlation with the
human capital index (P < 0.001), which is consistent with the
research results of Roper and Hewitt-Dundas (2017), indicating
that the higher the human capital of VC, the stronger the
innovation ability of enterprise, that is, the invested enterprises
have gained innovative value through the process of human
VC. However, there is no significant correlation between the
number of patents and the proportion of R&D investment
(P > 0.05), which further proves that the appreciation of
enterprises’ innovation ability does not come from the invested
enterprises themselves but from investors. By the education
years method, it is found that the number of patents of
invested enterprises has a significant positive correlation with the
education level of employees (P < 0.05), which indicates that
the education level of investors has a positive impact on the
innovation ability of enterprises. Besides, there is a significant
positive correlation between the number of patents of invested
enterprises and the proportion of engineering professionals and
the shareholding ratio of investors (P < 0.05), which is the
same as the field research results of Bianchini et al. (2017) on
some SMEs, indicating that engineering professionals pay more
attention to the actual R&D and technological innovation of
enterprises and can provide professional value-added services,
thus improving the innovation ability of enterprises. There
are two explanations for the added value role of investors’
human VC. First, the investors provide technique, equity,
and management advice to the invested enterprises with their

own ability. Second, the investors provide cooperative help
to the invested enterprises through their huge relationship
resources. From the above analysis, it can be concluded
that the added value effect of human-capital investment is
more inclined to the ability possessed by investors, while
social relationship resources and entrepreneurial experience
are not reflected.

From the perspective of hypothetical selection, venture
investors pay the most attention to the future development
income of the enterprise, so the enterprise that can acquire
investors has a promising development potential (Asad et al.,
2018). In this study, it is found that there is a very significant
positive correlation between the enterprise return on equity,
Tobin’s Q ratio, and the number of patents of invested
enterprise (P < 0.001), which is basically the same as the
research results of Carayannis et al. (2017), indicating that the
innovation ability of enterprises can be effectively converted
into enterprise benefits, and the stronger the innovation ability,
the better the profitability and growth ability of enterprises.
In terms of control variables, there is a significant negative
correlation between enterprise return on equity, Tobin’s Q
ratio, the proportion of R&D investment, and enterprise
scale (P < 0.05); the larger the scale of the enterprise, the
higher the proportion of R&D investment, and the lower the
benefit of the enterprise. This may be due to the fact that
although the investors are optimistic about the development
prospect of the enterprise and increase the investment in
the enterprise, which makes the enterprise scale expand,
many enterprises are still in the early stage of development
with low profitability, and the increase in operating costs
leads to the reduction in the enterprise benefits (Gu et al.,
2018). In the same way, the investment in R&D will also
increase the operating costs of enterprises, thus reducing the
benefits of enterprises.

To better analyze the role of human-capital VC in the
transformation of enterprise’s innovation ability into enterprise’s
benefit, in this study, the human-capital crossover term is
intentionally introduced. It is found that there is a significant
positive correlation between the enterprise return on equity, the
Tobin’s Q ratio, and the number of patents of invested enterprise,
the number of patents of invested enterprise × the human
capital index, the number of patents of invested enterprise × the
education level of the personnel, and the number of patents of
invested enterprise× the proportion of engineering professionals
(P< 0.05), which is consistent with the research results of Vickers
et al. (2017). Therefore, it can be concluded that in the process
of transforming enterprise innovation abilities into enterprise
benefits, the personnel education level and the proportion of
personnel with engineering background all play a significant
positive promoting role. Moreover, there is still a significant
negative correlation between the enterprise return on equity,
the Tobin’s Q ratio, the R&D investment of enterprise, and
the size of the enterprise (P < 0.05) for the same reasons
as above. Besides, there is no significant correlation between
enterprise return on equity, the Tobin’s Q ratio, and the number
of patents of invested enterprises × the proportion of people
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with entrepreneurial experience (P > 0.05), which is consistent
with the research results of Babenko et al. (2017), indicating that
the proportion of people with entrepreneurial experience has no
significant effect on the transformation of enterprise’s innovation
ability into enterprise benefit (Qian et al., 2018; Chen, 2019;
Wu et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

In this study, the enterprise innovation ability was introduced to
build the relationship model of human-capital risk investment,
enterprise innovation ability, and enterprise benefit and analyzes
the role of human-capital risk investment in the process
of transforming enterprise innovation abilities into enterprise
benefits, so as to provide reference for further research on
the development of enterprise performance (Zhou and Wu,
2018). However, the development time of VC in China is short,
the database related to VC is not complete, and the sample
size of enterprises is small. The accuracy and availability of
investment data can be analyzed in the future. All in all, the
education level of human capital of entrepreneurs’ VC and the
proportion of engineering personnel can effectively improve
the innovation ability of enterprises, thereby indirectly playing
an added value role in the improvement of enterprise benefits
(Wu and Wu, 2019). The invested enterprises will also face the
problems of scale diseconomy and financing constraint when
their profitability is enhanced, so they need to optimize their own
business strategies.
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In accordance with social identity theory, a multi-level model is put forward to
investigate how the “conjoint” associations between abusive supervision and abusive
supervision climate exert influence on employee creativity through creative role identity.
The data in this paper were from 357 supervisor-subordinate dyads in 77 working
groups to test the proposed model. The results indicated that creative role identities
mediated the relationship between abusive supervision and employee creativity, and
group-level abusive supervision climate moderated the relationship between creativity
and individual-level abusive supervision through the process of creative role identity,
the mutual influence of abusive supervision climate and individual-level abusive
supervision significantly predicated employee creativity. This paper also discusses
related managerial and practical implications.

Keywords: employee creativity, abusive supervision, abusive supervision climate, creative role identity, multilevel
analysis

INTRODUCTION

The development of a “knowledge economy” and extensive competition for businesses have
motivated organizations and managers to place greater emphasis on incentive mechanisms to
stimulate employee creativity (Dong et al., 2017; Dong Liu et al., 2017), which means the
relationship between leadership and creativity has become a hot research topic in organizational
behavior field (Zhou and Hoever, 2014). A number of preceding studies put their focus on the
positive influence that leadership can have on the promotion of an employee’s creativity, such as
transformational leadership (Gong et al., 2009), empowering leadership (Harris et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2018), authentic leadership (Cerne et al., 2013), benevolent leadership (Wang and Cheng,
2010; Lin et al., 2018), charismatic leadership (Murphy and Ensher, 2008), moral leadership (Gu
et al., 2015), and so on. More recently, with the emergence of research on negative leadership
styles, such as abusive supervision, a series of studies have been conducted to explore its influence
on employee creativity (Liu et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Han et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, their results are inconsistent. Some researchers found that employee creativity is
impacted negatively by abusive supervision (Liu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Han et al., 2017),
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while others have demonstrated that an inverted U effect
is imposed on employee creativity by abusive supervision
(Lee et al., 2013). These inconsistent research findings
are challenging organizations with regard to effectiveness
of management guidelines and practice. In addition, the
inconsistencies also indicate a complicated relationship between
abusive supervision and employee creativity. Therefore, it is
essential to think about the process and circumstances through
which abusive supervision performs its influential power on
employee creativity.

Previous studies have emphasized internal motivation
function and psychological safety to elaborate on how abusive
supervision exerts influence on employee creativity (Zhang
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016), and have neglected examining
the effect of creative role identity, despite scholars generally
recognizing that creative role identity performs a significant
role in promoting employee creativity. Creative role identity
represents whether an individual regard himself/herself as a
person with powerful creativity (Farmer et al., 2003; Tierney
and Farmer, 2011). According to identity-based motivation
(Oyserman, 2007), creative role identity that can enhance
individual internal motivation is a relatively fundamental factor
in driving individual’s creativity. Meanwhile, the researchers
and scholars place more and more attention on the viewpoint
of follower-based leadership, in which leaders exert a subtle
influence on their followers via their influential power on
an individual’s self-concept. Some researchers demonstrated
that a supervisor can affect the cognition, affection, and
behavior of his/her subordinates by effectively changing the
subordinates’ self-perspective during supervisor-subordinate
interaction processing (Luo et al., 2016). It manifests that
creative role identity may be playing a mediating role in
the associations between employee creativity and leadership.
Therefore, in current study, we intend to explore the mediating
role of creative role identity between employee creativity and
abusive supervision.

A greater emphasis has been placed on supervisory abuse
as a personal-level phenomenon in the current research field
of abusive supervision (Lee et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016).
However, working teams have become the smallest unit within
organizations presently. It is more likely that abusive supervision
will happen in public instead of “in a vacuum” (Liao et al., 2018),
so team members know clearly about the abusive treatment
coming from an individual leader. A common perception of
supervisory abuse against team members is easily shared among
the same working group, such unfavorable ambience being
referred to as an abusive supervision climate (Peng et al., 2014;
Priesemuth et al., 2014). The abusive supervision climate within a
working team provides spaces for comparing abusive treatments
which team members once suffered (Jiang et al., 2017). In terms
of social comparison theory, the individuals are inclined to make
interpersonal comparison, particularly compare with members
in the same group (Festinger, 1954). Under disadvantaged
circumstance, one’s personal perception of destructive treatment
is normally on the basis of the “miserable” treatment suffered
by others in their neighborhood because other people’s similar
negative treatment from same cause lay down the foundation

for social comparison (Gerber et al., 2018). Consequently, social
comparison results will either strengthen or weaken employees’
response to negative treatment. Therefore, we put forward that
individual-level abusive supervision and abusive supervision
climates may impose conjunct effects on employees’ responses,
particularly the associations between individual-level abusive
supervision and employees’ creative role identity may be subject
to influence of an abusive supervision climate. Figure 1 presents
our hypothesized model.

Our study may be help to promote the advancement
of organizational behavior literature and practice from three
important aspects. First, the study validates an integrated
model incorporating the concepts of an abusive supervision
climate, creative role identity, abusive supervision and employee
creativity from the perspective of role identity, providing a better
understanding of abusive supervision being a multi-level matter
and further deepening our insights into why employee creativity
may not be impaired in an unfriendly working atmosphere.
This study also provides a possible explanation for previous
inconsistent findings, and enriches the literature on abusive
supervision. Second, the study treats creative role identity as
a kind of mediating mechanism in the relevant relationship
between employee creativity and abusive supervision. It will
deepen our insights of the process, and how abusive supervision
exerts its influence on employee creativity and provides a
new interpretation framework from a role identity perspective,
which expands the literature on employee creativity, such as the
influence factors and mechanism. Furthermore, this study will
provide practical insights for organizational managers who hope
to promote employee creativity by eliminating negative factors
that may impair employee creativity.

THEORIES AND HYPOTHESES

Abusive Supervision and Employee
Creativity
Employee creativity can be defined as the generation of
beneficial unprecedented thoughts with regard to services,
products, commodities, practical implementation, or processing
procedures at workplace (Stobbeleir et al., 2011). Creativity
research debated that the creation of novel thoughts requires
considerable investment of efforts and time and involves various
processes (Feng et al., 2018). Leadership is a critical contextual
factor for driving employees to think unconventionally at work
and motivating employees to invest a significant amount of
time and energy in the process of innovation (Hirst et al.,
2009). Showing support, care, encouragement and other positive
leadership behaviors in supervisor–subordinate interactions
benefits employees, and recognizing their supervisors’ open
attitude toward new ideas and thoughts encourages them to break
the routine, to change the status quo, and devote themselves
to innovative tasks with greater investment of time and efforts
(Zhang and Bartol, 2010; Dong et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018).
Abusive supervision is defined as “the extent to which supervisors
engage in the sustained display of hostile verbal and non-verbal
behaviors, excluding psychical contact” (Tepper, 2000), such as
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FIGURE 1 | Proposed model.

receiving cynical comments or being mocked that their ideas
are silly or they are incompetent (Tepper, 2000; Tepper et al.,
2017). The emotional feelings of being offended, or being scorned
by their supervisor force employees to question their own
contributions to the progressive development of the organization,
their competent capabilities, and the significance of the work,
which may overwhelmingly weaken their positive devotion in
the process of innovation, particularly when it comes to the
investment of efforts and time. This unfavorable situation may
even inhibit their organization-benefiting behavior. Therefore,
under the context of abusive supervision, employees are less
likely to accept an innovative approach or innovative thoughts
for trouble-shooting. According to this analysis, the following
hypothesis is developed in this study:

Hypothesis 1: abusive supervision is negatively related to
employee creativity

Mediating Effect of Creative Role Identity
Creative role identity is defined as self-identification of being
a creative person, an individual regards such identity as an
utmost important component of his/her duties (Farmer et al.,
2003). It is about the degree to which an individual defines
himself/herself as a person with certain creative power (Farmer
and Tierney, 2017). According to role identity theory, the sense
of creative role identity is based on self-related feedback or
role expectation acquired from social relationships, especially
the role expectation presented in the response of feedback
from critical social connections constitutes a key factor in
influencing the formation of a substantive role identity of an
individual (Derue and Ashford, 2010). Supervisors are a primary
source for providing feedback related to employees in the
workplace, and when interacting with subordinates, supervisor’s
behaviors are the most direct representation of his/her feedback
for the subordinates regarding role expectations (Derue and
Ashford, 2010; Epitropaki et al., 2017). When a supervisor
demonstrates positive leadership behaviors in an interaction with
subordinates, such as acknowledging employees’ contributions
and encouraging employees to employ innovative approaches for
trouble-shooting, the employees will realize that their supervisor
has higher creative role expectation of them, and this conscious
awareness facilitates the development of employees’ creative

role identity (Wang et al., 2014; Qu et al., 2015). However,
when a supervisor belittles, suppresses, or ridicules his/her
subordinates, suggesting that the supervisor has a lower creative
role expectation of his/her subordinates, this will force the
employees to doubt their own creative perspectives, beliefs, and
thoughts, thereby hindering the development of high creative role
identity (Mackey et al., 2017).

In addition, according to role identity theory, identification
of an individual with a specific role drives him/her to display
the behaviors of such specific role; the more convinced an
individual is of a self-perceived role, the better aligned the
individual’s behavior is with that specific role identity (Kaplan
and Garner, 2017). An employee with a strong creative role
identity will believe that generating innovative and useful ideas
or viewpoints is a core component of his/her work. Such a type
of employee will stay highly sensitive and adaptive to the external
environment. In order to promote in-depth thinking and surpass
the expectation of the required role identify, those employees
are willing to invest considerable efforts and time to develop
innovative trouble-shooting strategies, and as a result, they
present strong creativity. By contrast, employees with weaker
creative role identity do not regard themselves as highly creative
individuals, and when it comes to trouble-shooting at work,
they do not dedicatedly seek out novelty for trouble-shooting.
Such apathy is detrimental for creativity. In terms of related
analysis, this study considers that when employees are abused by
their supervisors, the development of their creative role identity
will be suppressed, making them reluctant to invest efforts and
time in creative activities. Therefore, the following hypothesis is
established in this study.

Hypothesis 2: Creative role identity mediates the effect of
abusive supervision on employee creativity.

Moderating Effects of Abusive
Supervision Climates
Among a team group, a certain discrepancy may arise when a
leader interacts with his/her group members, causing employees’
self-value, role, and other self-perspectives in the group to differ
(Epitropaki et al., 2017; Gerber et al., 2018). The differentiated
treatment of leaders provides space and chances for social
comparison among team members (Tse et al., 2013). The
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result of social comparison will either strengthen or weaken
the employees’ self-perspective after receiving individual-specific
treatment (Strickhouser and Zell, 2015). According to role
identity theory, the forming of self-meaning through role identity
is a process of self-regulation in which coordinated information
inputs from others and oneself substantiate the identity (Farmer
et al., 2003). In other words, during the process of forming its
role identity, it may inevitably make social comparison with
people nearby, because social comparison is also an important
means to obtain information about themselves (Festinger, 1954).
Therefore, it is unavoidable in a workplace that individuals
compare themselves with other group members who have a
similar standing to accurately assess their competence, attitude,
self-value, and the relative position in the group. It means that
an individual’s self-evaluation will strengthen (or weaken) if
the individual considers his/her experience is better (or worse)
than others’ (Farh and Chen, 2014; Strickhouser and Zell, 2015;
Jiang et al., 2017). In the abusive supervision context, for group
members, an abusive supervision climate within the group acts as
a benchmark for comparison. A group with a relatively low level
abusive supervision climate means that most of group members
have experienced a relatively low level of abuse. When a single
employee perceives a relatively high level of abuse, he/she will feel
like they are being “singled out,” and through social comparison,
he/she will detect that other colleagues are not abused as he/she is.
In this case, the negative influence of the individual-level abusive
supervision imposed on the employee’s creative role identity will
be exacerbated (Farh and Chen, 2014).

In contrast, in a group with a relatively strong abusive
supervision climate (i.e., the group members experience a high
level of abuse generally), when a focused member perceives a
high level of abuse, this focused member will feel the experienced
abuse is similar to what other group members have experienced.
In this case, the individual member will not make favorable or
unfavorable social comparison (Hu and Liden, 2013). Moreover,
the individual member may recognize that he/she is neither better
off nor worse off than others, so the effect of abusive supervision
on creative role identity weakens. However, even if the level
of abuse experienced by an individual is not higher than what
other members of same group have experienced, the individual
may still have a relatively weaker creative role identity similar to
those who had experienced higher level of abusive supervision.
This is because the observance of seeing the supervisor abusing
other group members may cause individuals to generate social
anxiety-like negative emotions and make each of them believe
that they will be the next abused victim of the supervisor (Jiang
et al., 2017). Consequently, all employees within a same group
perceive a low creative role expectation from their supervisor and
uniformly consider themselves not as a highly creative individual.
Therefore, in a high abusive supervision climate, all members of
the group may perceive a relatively weak creative role identity.
The following hypothesis is established in this study:

Hypothesis 3: An abusive supervision climate can
moderate the negative effect of individual-level abusive
supervision on creative role identity. The negative
relevance between individual-level abusive supervision and

creative role identity is stronger when the level of abusive
supervision climate is lower and weaker when the level of
abusive supervision climate is higher relatively.

This study proposed an integrated, moderated mediation
model based on Hypotheses 2 and 3. Concretely speaking, when
a member of a group with an abusive supervision climate
experiences higher-than-average individual-specific abuse, this
individual will feel that the supervisor has a low innovative role
expectation of him/her, which reduces the individual’s creative
role identity and makes the individual reluctant to invest a
great amount of time and efforts into innovative activities.
This situation is unfavorable for enhancement of employee
creativity. In a group with a high abusive supervision climate,
regardless of how individuals perceive the individual-level abuse,
all group members will feel that their supervisor does not support
innovations and has a low expectation on group members for
innovations. In this case, employees’ involvement in creative
activities will decline. This study therefore develops the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: An abusive supervision climate moderates
the mediation of creative role identity on the relationship
between individual-level abusive supervision and employee
creativity; specifically, the mediated relationship is weaker
in high abusive supervision climates than that of in low
abusive supervision climates.

METHOD

Procedure and Samples
A total of 470 employees from 77 working groups in 17
companies of a corporation in China were involved in this
study: six groups from one company, five groups from ten
companies, four groups from three companies, and three groups
from the last three companies. Before conducting the survey,
we sought the cooperation of the human resources departments
and randomly selected working groups including supervisors and
their subordinates. All the participants were informed that the
objective of this research is to investigate the leadership style and
dynamics of interaction within groups in the company and were
informed that the investigation was voluntary. If a participant
completes the survey, it means informed consent. The researchers
also emphasized that the investigation was anonymous before
handing out questionnaires. To effectively control common
method bias, aside from collecting data using supervisor-
subordinate dyadic, questionnaires filled out by subordinates
were scored by different scales. Subordinates were required to
evaluate abusive supervision, the abusive supervision climate
and creative role identity, while supervisors were requested
to evaluate creativity of their subordinates. To ensure that
subordinates provided truly reliable information when answering
the questionnaire, we encased each subordinates’ questionnaire
into a sealed envelope with double-sided tape, also remind them
to seal the envelope before returning to the researchers. All the
questionnaires were coded to match a subordinate’s response with
their supervisor’ creativity scoring.
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Dyad-matched questionnaires were delivered to 470
subordinates and 77 corresponding supervisors. A total of
433 supervisor questionnaires were retrieved (92.1%), while
407 subordinate questionnaires were retrieved (86.6%). After
validation, 357 supervisor-subordinate dyad questionnaires were
collected. In this study, the percentage of male participants is
54.6%. The average age of all subordinates is 29.06 years. The
average year of the subordinates having been working for their
current company and having been working together with their
current supervisor is 6.51 and 2.73 years, respectively.

Measures
Since the research variable measurements used in our study
were developed in Western countries, a translation and back-
translation procedure were employed to assure the validity and
reliability of the Chinese-versioned scales.

Abusive Supervision Climate
Using the five-item scale once adopted by Priesemuth et al.
(2014), the abusive supervision climate was assessed accordingly.
The subordinates were requested to evaluate their acceptable
agreement with question statements using a 5-point response
format (1 for completely disagree, 5 for completely agree).
For example, questions such as “My supervisor ridicules my
colleagues in same work group,” “My supervisor scorns my
colleagues in same work group that they are incompetent.”
Cronbach’s alpha for the abusive supervision climate scale in
this study is 0.84.

By following previous climate research, in order to conclude
a final group-level abusive supervision score, individual values
for the abusive supervision climate across all team members in a
same work group are averaged. In order to examine the feasibility
of intra-group abusive supervision climate aggregation, we have
examined Rwg and intra-group correlation between ICC(1) and
ICC(2). The related scorings of the abusive supervision climate
is 0.96 (Rwg s), 0.37 [ICC(1)], and 0.73 [ICC(2)], respectively.
According to James (1982), Rwg should be greater than 0.7,
whereas ICC(1) and ICC(2) should be greater than 0.05 and
0.5, respectively. Therefore, an averaged score of the abusive
supervision climate perceived by individuals within a same group
could be used as an index to assess the intra-group abusive
supervision climate.

Abusive Supervision
Using a ten-item scale constructed by Aryee et al. (2007), abusive
supervision was assessed. The applied ten-item scale is a revised
version of the original fifteen-scale developed by Tepper (2000).
Using a 5-point response format (1 for completely disagree, 5
for completely agree). Subordinates were requested to rate their
acceptable agreement with statements like “My line leader mocks
my thoughts or feelings as foolish” and “My line leader speaks evil
of me behind my back to others.” Cronbach’s alpha for the abusive
supervision scale in this study is 0.94.

Creative Role Identity
Using a three-item scale constructed by Farmer et al. (2003),
creative role identity was assessed. Participants were requested

to rate their acceptable agreement with the statements using a
5-point Likert response format (1 for completely disagree, 5 for
completely agree), like “I often consider creativity” and “Being
a creative employee is a crucial part of my identity.” Cronbach’s
alpha for the creative role identity scale in this study is 0.77.

Employee Creativity
Using the four-item scale constructed by farmer et al., employee
creativity was assessed. The supervisors were requested to rate
their acceptable agreement with the statements using a 7-
point Likert response format (1 for completely disagree, 7 for
completely agree), like “this employee is first one to make an
attempt to new ideas or methods” and “this employee tries to find
new ideas and ways for trouble-shooting.” Cronbach’s alpha for
employee creativity scale in this study is 0.85.

Control Variables
Previous studies have suggested that some demographic variables
affected individual creativity, such as age (Binnewies et al.,
2008), the gender of the employees and supervisors (Stoltzfus
et al., 2011), and tenure (Ng and Feldman, 2013). Hence, in
this study, employee’s age, company, gender of employee and
their supervisors, tenure, number of years working with their
supervisor were controlled.

RESULTS

Analysis Strategy
A hierarchical linear model (HLM) was employed to examine the
multi-level model. A two-level HLM was constructed in which
group members were specified at level 1 and teams at level
2. In accordance with recommendations suggested by Preacher
et al. (2007), we examined group-mean centered individual-
level variables and grand-mean centered group-level variables
(abusive supervision climate). Complying with the procedure
proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986), we examined the main
effect (H1) and the mediating effect (H2). For examining
the cross-level moderating effect (H3 and H4), we adopted
recommendations of Muller et al. (2005) and have validated
Hypotheses 3 and 4 using the following equations. Hypothesis
3 (mediating effect) suggests that the impacts of individual-
level abusive supervision on creative role identity depends
on the abusive supervision climate. Hypothesis 4 (moderated
mediation) suggests that the mediating effect that individual-
level abusive supervision has on employee creativity through
creative role identity depends on the abusive supervision climate.
Therefore, both individual-level abusive supervision and the
interaction between individual-level abusive supervision and
an abusive supervision climate can impose significant impacts
on employee creativity. Moreover, the impacts of creative
role identity on employee creativity or the impacts of the
interaction between an abusive supervision climate and creative
role identity should be significant on individual creativity. In
the analysis here, the centralized overall mean is adopted for
the group-level variable (abusive supervision climate), whereas
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the centralized group mean is adopted for the individual-
level variables.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Before the hypotheses had been tested, Amos 24.0 was used
to perform confirmatory factor analysis on four variables to
test the discriminative validity. Table 1 showed related results.
The hypothesized four-factor model (Model 5) with abusive
supervision climate, abusive supervision, creative role identity,
and employee creativity presented a contented goodness of fit
[χ2(203) = 301.24, p < 0.01, df = 203, GFI = 0.93, CFI = 0.98,
RMSEA = 0.04, TLI = 0.97], and the four-factor model performed
better for data fitting than other models, like three-factor, the
two-factor, or the one-factor model. Therefore, our study realized
the discriminant validity successfully.

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation
Analysis

In Table 2, every variable’s mean, standard deviation, and
correlation coefficient is shown. According to the results shown
in Table 2, there is a significantly negative relevance between
abusive supervision and employee creativity, also between
abusive supervision and employee creative role identity. However
there also exists a significantly positive relevance between
employees’ creative role identity and creativity.

Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis 1 suggests that a negative relevance exists between
employee creativity and individual-level abusive supervision.
Indeed, as indicated in Table 3 (M3), the negative influence
of abusive supervision on employee creativity was significant
(γ =−0.33, p < 0.01), which supported Hypothesis 1.

We adopted the procedures devised by Baron and Kenny
(1986) to test Hypothesis 2, which proposed that creative role
identity may mediate the negative effects of abusive supervision
and employee creativity. As shown in Table 3, the result
of Model 2 indicated that there is a significant main effect
of abusive supervision on creative role identity (γ = −0.43,
p < 0.01). Meanwhile, when individual-level abusive supervision

TABLE 1 | Confirmatory factor analysis results for hypothesized variable (N = 357).

Model χ2 df χ2/df RMSEA GFI CFI TLI

Model 1: one-factor 1346.21 209 6.44 0.12 0.69 0.74 0.71

Model 2: two-factor 814.25 208 3.91 0.09 0.79 0.86 0.85

Model 3: three-factora 592.20 206 2.87 0.07 0.84 0.91 0.90

Model 4: three-factorb 528.00 206 2.56 0.07 0.87 0.93 0.92

Model 5: four-factor 301.24 203 1.48 0.04 0.93 0.98 0.97

Model 1: abusive supervision + abusive supervision climate + creative role
identity + creativity; Model 2: abusive supervision + abusive supervision climate,
creative role identity + creativity; Model 3: abusive supervision + abusive
supervision climate, creative role identity, creativity; Model 4: abusive supervision,
abusive supervision climate, creative role identity + creativity; Model 5: abusive
supervision, abusive supervision climate, creative role identity, creativity.

and creative role identity are both included into the equations
to predict employee creativity, it was found that creative role
identity can significantly predict employee creativity (γ = 0.30,
p < 0.01). The predictive effect of individual-level abusive
supervision on employee creativity is weaker than that of
M2’, but still significant (γ = −0.20, p < 0.01). This result
presents that employee creative role identity partially mediated
the influence of abusive supervision on employee creativity.
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is supported.

Hypothesis 3 predicts that the abusive supervision climate
and individual-level abuse have a cross-level interaction on
employees’ creative role identity. As shown in Table 3 (M2), we
found that the interaction term between individual-level abusive
supervision and an abusive supervision climate can significantly
predict creative role identity (γ = 0.53, p < 0.01). For illustration
of the relationship, Figure 2 shows the interaction pattern. In
accordance with the recommendations of Aiken et al. (1991),
Figure 2 has revealed one standard deviation above and below
the mean of abusive supervision climate. Consequently, the result
validated Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 4 predicts that an abusive supervision climate
moderates the mediating effect of creative role identity between
employee creativity and abusive supervision. According to
suggestions from Muller et al. (2005), M5 in Table 3 indicates that
the mutual effect between individual-level abusive supervision
and abusive climate can significantly forecast employee creativity
(γ = 0.53, p < 0.05). M6 indicates that even though the mutual
effect between abusive supervision and creative role identity has
failed to forecast employee creativity significantly (γ = 0.21,
p > 0.05), creative role identity has significantly predicted
employee creativity (γ = 0.20, p < 0.01), suggesting that creative
role identity’s mediating effect on the associations between
employee creativity and individual-level abusive supervision was
alleviated by the abusive supervision climate. The result of simple
effect analysis indicates that the indirect effect is −0.161 (p <
0.05) in a weak abusive supervision climate, while the indirect
effect is −0.062 (p < 0.05) in a strong abusive supervision
climate. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is supported.

DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of our study is to explore the insights into
how and when abusive supervision harm employee creativity.
The predominant theories, social role identity theory and social
comparison theory, are selected as lenses of perspectives in
the study which finds that abusive supervision can negatively
affect employee creativity, and creative role identity mediates
the associations between employee creativity and abusive
supervision. Moreover, study results indicate that an abusive
supervision climate can establish a cross-level contextual factor
that may moderate the indirect effect of individual-level abusive
supervision on employee creativity through creative role identity,
which indicates that when the abusive supervision climate is
low, individual-level abusive supervision will exert a strong
negative impact on employees’ creative role identity, further
weakening employee creativity. Nonetheless, the mediating
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics and correlations.

M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Level 1

1. Company – – 1.00

2. Gender of supervisor 1.55 0.50 −0.09 1.00

3. Gender of employee 1.45 0.50 −0.32** 0.36** 1.00

4. Age 29.06 6.46 −0.08 −0.02 0.26** 1.00

5. Tenure 6.51 5.89 −0.19** – 0.29** 0.61** 1.00

6. Time working with supervisor 2.73 2.37 0.02 0.02 0.23** 0.43** 0.54** 1.00

7. Abusive supervision 1.96 0.83 0.17** −0.07 0.05 0.08 0.10* 0.17** 1.00

8. Creative role identity 3.46 0.88 −0.10 0.06 −0.05 −0.02 −0.01 −0.07 −0.42** 1.00

9. Creativity 4.91 0.92 −0.13* 0.03 −0.01 −0.03 −0.02 −0.04 −0.32** 0.41**

Level 2

1. Abusive supervision climate 1.63 0.35

N = 77 (supervisors); N = 357 (employees). Gender was coded “1” for men and “2” for women. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

TABLE 3 | Hierarchical linear modeling Regression results.

Creative role identity Creativity

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Level 1 (N = 357)

Company −0.04 (0.06) – −0.09* (0.05) −0.08 (0.05) −0.09 (0.07) −0.07 (0.06)

Gender of supervisor −0.09 (0.12) −0.05 (0.11) −0.03 (0.13) −0.01 (0.12) −0.01 (0.13) −0.04 (0.12)

Gender of employee 0.07 (0.09) 0.07 (0.09) 0.02 (0.09) – 0.03 (0.08) 0.02 (0.09)

Age – – – – – –

Tenure 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) −0.01 (0.01) −0.01 (0.01) – –

Time working with supervisor – −0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.03)

Abusive supervision −0.43** (0.06) −0.38** (0.07) −0.33** (0.05) −0.20** (0.06) −0.35** (0.08) −0.32** (0.10)

Creative role identity 0.30** (0.05) 0.20** (0.06)

Level 2 (N = 77)

Abusive supervision climate −0.36** (0.19) −0.09 (0.21) –

Abusive supervision × abusive supervision climate 0.53* (0.21) 0.53* (0.23) 0.59* (0.29)

Abusive supervision climate × creative role identity 0.21 (0.19)

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

effect is insignificant when the abusive supervision climate is
strong. These findings present some interesting managerial and
theoretical implications.

Theoretical Implications
The study findings in this article contribute to research on
creativity and abusive supervision from several aspects. First of
all, by examining the associations between employee creativity
and the “dark side” of leadership (abusive supervision) and
uncovering abusive supervision’s inhibiting effect on employee
creativity which were inconsistent in preceding research (Liu
et al., 2012, 2016; Lee et al., 2013), this study is beneficial
to the existing creativity literature. Therefore, this study can
provide new evidence validating the negative correlation between
employee creativity and abusive supervision. Furthermore,
this study has supplemented new research information about
abusive supervision and employee creativity research, addressing
the inconsistent findings in preceding studies and positively

supporting the proposition of Zhou and Hoever (2014), in terms
of negative leadership increasing impacts on employee creativity.

Second, by providing a new interpretation framework, our
findings also benefit the existing literatures on creativity and
abusive supervision. Previous studies explained how employee
creativity is subject to the influential effects of abusive supervision
from the perspectives of internal motivation and psychological
safety (Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016), this study offers an
interpretation of how employee creativity is influenced by abusive
supervision from the perspective of the creative role identity. The
research results displayed that employee creative role identity
performs a crucial mediating role between abusive supervision
and employee creativity. The new perspective and direction are
proposed for understanding the associations between abusive
supervision and employee creativity. Moreover, the research
results have validated the propositions of Farmer et al. (2003),
which creative role identity is a key driver to promote employee
creativity. Farmer et al. (2003) put forward that creative role
identity is critical for promoting employee creativity and may be
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FIGURE 2 | Interactive effect of abusive supervision climate and abusive supervision on creative role identity.

a crucial factor in connecting leadership to employee creativity.
Previous studies have tested the influence of creative role identity
on the relationship between transformational leadership and
employee creativity (Wang et al., 2014). This study showed
that creative role identity influences the relationship between
negative leadership and employee creativity. Whereas Liu et al.
(2016) have called for examining the psychological mechanism
of the effect of abusive supervision on employee creativity, this
study has effectively deepened our insights about how employee
creativity is impacted by abusive supervision and provided new
direction for organizations implementing preventive measures.

Third, this study turns the focus to the group level and
benefits integration of the role identity theory with the social
comparison theory for testing the abusive supervision climate’s
moderating effect on individual-level abusive supervision and
creative role identity. Human-group interaction is examined in
the study from the multi-level perspective. Concretely speaking,
the group context cultivates group members’ abusive supervision
experiences. The effect of being “singled out” presented in the
findings of an earlier study has been supported by the results of
this study. That is, the negative correlation between individual-
level abusive supervision and creative role identity is strong in
a weak abusive supervision climate, and so is the mediating
effect of creative role identity on the relationship between abusive
supervision and employee creativity. Nonetheless, an even more
interesting finding of this study is about individuals being in a
strong abusive supervision climate but experiencing only a minor
degree of abuse. For these individuals, even though they are not
the subject to the abuse of their supervisor, when compared to
other individuals from a group with a weak abusive supervision
climate they still show lower creative role identity, which is
consistent with that of Farh and Chen (2014), demonstrating that
when the group-level abuse is strong, individuals who are not the
abuse object but are in the same abusive supervision situation
will also experience a relatively low organization-based self-
esteem (OBSE). The aforesaid study confirmed earlier studies’

inference on uncivilized behavior; the individuals witnessing but
not experiencing uncivilized treatment share the same experience
of those targeted individuals (Tepper, 2000; Jiang et al., 2017).
In other words, a vicarious experience of the supervisor’s abusive
supervision exists in those non-targeted individuals. For abusive
supervision researchers, it means that they should take group-
level contextual factors of abusive supervision climate into
account to completely comprehend the process and impacts of
abusive supervision.

Practical Implications
The following practical implications are put forward in this
study. First of all, the negative impacts of abusive supervision on
employee creativity found here suggests that organizations and
managers should recognize the “harm” of supervisors’ abusive
supervisory behavior. Therefore, organizational measures, such
as enhancing managers’ sensitivity toward abusive supervisory
behavior, should be implemented, so that managers can
effectively monitor individual-level supervisory behavior. At
the same time, organizations should have zero tolerance for
abusive supervision and establish related rules, regulations,
and systems to effectively prevent the occurrence of abusive
supervisory behavior and eliminate negative factors hindering
improvement of employee creativity in the organization. Second,
the group-level abusive supervision climate moderates the
associations between creative role identity and individual-
level abusive supervision perception, suggesting group leaders’
differential treatment to group members can result in a profound
impact on employees’ self-perspective. This finding suggests that
organizations should improve supervisors’ management skills,
including interaction techniques and emotion management,
enabling group members to perceive their leaders’ behavior as fair
and appropriate. Third, this study found that employees’ creative
role identity plays a critical mediating role between abusive
supervision and employee creativity. This result reminds us that
organization managers should identify employees with a strong
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creative role identity and provide them with job positions that
enable them to present or improve their creative self-perspective,
so these employees with a strong creative role identity are
able to sustain their self-perspective. Moreover, organizations
should develop related policies for supporting employees’ creative
efforts, encouraging them doing so, and keeping an inclusive
attitude toward employees when their innovative attempts fail,
to positively maintain employees’ creative role identity. Thus,
employees will be able to present high creativity at work.

Limitations and Future Directions
Several limitations should be noted in this study. First of all, A
cross-sectional design is employed in the study, which cannot
support inferences of causality. Earlier researchers have found
that in an organization, employees with poorer performance
inferior to others tend to be subject to more abuse. Nevertheless,
whether it is the supervisor’s abusive supervision that weakens
employee creativity, or the employee’s low creativity at work
provoking the supervisor’s abusive behavior, remains unclear. As
a result, future studies can employ an experimental approach or
conduct a longitudinal follow-up study to further explore the
causality between abusive supervision and employee creativity.
Second, this study benefits supervisors’ subjective rating of
employees’ creativity to effectively avoid the effect of social
desirability from employees’ self-evaluation. However, the effect
of supervisors’ personal bias may exist. Therefore, future studies
can employ more objective creativity measurements, such as
innovative performance bonuses, proposals of innovative ideas,
and number of patented inventions. Furthermore, although this
study explored the impacts of abusive supervision on employee
creativity from group level, the control variables were centered
on the individual level, namely, group members. As a result,
this study did not discuss group creativity. Considering that the
improvement of group creativity has become a major concern in

creativity research nowadays, future studies should examine the
effect as well as the internal mechanism of group-level abusive
supervision on group creativity to gain more insight into the
effect of supervisors’ abusive supervision on creativity.
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To analyze the problem of information asymmetry between investment institutions,
investors, and entrepreneurs, thereby protecting the interests of all parties and ensuring
the income under high risks, some companies listed on Shanghai Stock Exchange and
Shenzhen Stock Exchange are taken as research samples. First, the relations between
investment institutions, investors, and entrepreneurs, as well as the causes and solutions
of information asymmetry in venture capital, are analyzed. Second, based on the residual
model, a model that analyzes the information asymmetry and investment efficiency of
the enterprise is built. Finally, through two cases, the relation between the information
asymmetry and the investment rate is revealed. The research results show that from
2014 to 2018, the investment level of companies listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange was below 7.69%; the investment levels of different
companies varied greatly, with significant differences in the development situations.
Besides, information asymmetry is significantly related to investment efficiency. The
corresponding regression coefficient is 0.0119. The larger the enterprise is, the higher
the investment efficiency will be. The case analysis shows that it is important to
understand and seize the market, and the information asymmetry between the actual
environment and the investment environment is more serious. To deal with these issues,
material incentives, reputation incentives, control incentives, and stock option incentives
are substantive measures that can be taken, which are of great significance for improving
the decision-making level of investors and investment institutions and reducing the
investment risk of investors and entrepreneurs.

Keywords: venture capital, information asymmetry, entrepreneurial psychology, investment efficiency, investing
institution

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of traditional industries and the information industry, the concept of
“big data” has begun to play a role in people’s daily lives. In the meantime, information economics
has also been developed rapidly due to the development of big data, making information asymmetry
widely concerned (Chen et al., 2017). In modern economic theory, the development of information
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economics is changing the traditional microeconomics and
rebuilding the foundation of the entire economics. Generally,
in all the interest-related trading activities, problems with
information exist. In other words, the decision-making of
transactions is generally based on incomplete and asymmetric
information. This asymmetric information and its impact are
more prominent in the capital market. In the trading behavior
of the capital market, there is often a huge conflict of interest,
and asymmetric information provides opportunities for fraud
and unethical behavior in pursuit of interest. The problem
of information asymmetry has become the focus of many
researches. Under ideal circumstances, the ability to invest
institutions, funders, and entrepreneurs in venture capital to
obtain information is the same. As a result, information
asymmetry does not exist (Kardan et al., 2016). However,
there are differences among the three parties in the ability
to obtain information, and they have different directions and
major concerns about information collection. Therefore, the
information asymmetry truly exists, which will become a factor
that will bother the three parties (Han and Zhang, 2016). In
addition, the weakening of information asymmetry and even its
solution is the focus of attention of all sectors of society.

In China, the information asymmetry is a very serious
problem. For investors, the system of the Chinese stock market
is misplaced. Investors are in a disadvantaged position for there
are relatively few channels to protect their interests. Thus, the
risks are amplified further (Samet and Jarboui, 2017). There is
an inevitable phenomenon of information asymmetry in venture
capital, and it will have a very important impact on the efficiency
of venture capital. In this way, how to effectively avoid the
investment risk caused by information asymmetry has become a
major factor that must be considered in the process of venture
capital activities of major venture capital institutions (O’Toole
et al., 2016). What entrepreneurs should do is to screen and use
the information to reduce the problem of information asymmetry
for investors. Therefore, this study discusses the control strategies
for the problem of information asymmetry among investing
institutions, investors, and entrepreneurs.

Although scholars from various countries have explored
the problem of information asymmetry, there are very few
works related to information asymmetry under China’s national
conditions. To deal with such a situation, a series of measures
could be taken. First, the information asymmetry and its cause
in venture capital were described. Then, a detailed solution to
the information asymmetry problem was proposed. Based on
the previous researches, a research model was determined for
the situation of information asymmetry affecting the investment
efficiency of enterprises. Also, the losses caused by information
asymmetry and the slow development of solutions were analyzed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There are a variety of studies on the information asymmetry
among investing institutions, funders, and entrepreneurs in
venture capital. Yong (2012) conducted a simulation study on
the issue of information asymmetry and found that investors

would choose the method of average valuation for investment
activities in the case of asymmetric information, which would
affect the development of some enterprises with high demand
for cash flow; however, for enterprises with low demand for cash
flow, over-investment would occur (Yong, 2012; Abidoye et al.,
2019). d’Andria (2019) focused on the information asymmetry in
the credit and labor markets at the same time. Considering the
learning over time and its impact on tax and subsidy policies,
simulation analysis was utilized to test the impact of tax policies
on the entrepreneurs and subsidies on labor incomes (d’Andria,
2019). Based on the causality test of repurchase information
and enterprise earnings, Lee and Mauck (2018) connected the
informed repurchase to the asymmetry of corporate information
and proposed a new informed repurchase measure. The results
showed that when the repurchase of stocks in the open market
was announced, a large abnormal return would be gained (Lee
and Mauck, 2018). Asongu and Odhiambo (2018) investigated
whether information sharing channels aimed at reducing
information asymmetry had led to an increase in financial access.
This study used generalized moment technology and data from
53 African countries from 2004 to 2011. To test this connection,
the study found that the two types of information sharing
channels, private credit agencies and public credit agencies, had
a positive and significant impact on financial visits (Asongu and
Odhiambo, 2018). Bushee et al. (2018) researched the relationship
between language complexity and information asymmetry. In the
quarterly earnings conference calls, the estimated information
and fuzziness were two potential components. The results
showed that the estimation of the information portion and the
information asymmetry was in negative correlation, while the
estimation of fuzziness is positively correlated with information
asymmetry (Bushee et al., 2018).

As a provider of information, financiers have complete
information, but for investors, the understanding of the
company is often restricted by many aspects, and the use
of information will also affect the behavior of investors. For
example, when sufficient information is available, investors can
continuously screen and refine useful information to make
effective investment decisions. Research has pointed out that as
investors, the understanding and judgment of the enterprise is
mainly through the financial information disclosed by the listed
enterprises. Due to the imperfect information environment of
China’s disclosure mechanism and the lack of corresponding
punishment, listed enterprises often have stronger motivation to
obtain high valuation of financing offers for selective disclosure
of information. In this case, the authenticity of the information
obtained by investors will be greatly reduced, which will cause
blind investment and lead to inefficient investment of enterprises
(Chen et al., 2011). Due to the existence of information
asymmetry, investors continue to realize that there is often untrue
information in the markets they may contact, while they cannot
discern the true information from the disclosed information.
In this case, external investors often average the valuation of
all enterprises, and this average evaluation will inevitably bring
about the problem of adverse selection. In other words, those
enterprises whose investment projects are below the average
will benefit from the high valuation of investors, which will
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cause more such investment projects to enter the enterprises
(Zhao and Song, 2018).

By summarizing previous results, it is found that the
researches mainly discuss investment decisions and financing
methods in a sound capital market, which is simply not applicable
in China. Therefore, the situation where information asymmetry
affects the investment efficiency of enterprises is explored. By
analyzing the situation where information asymmetry leads to
losses, this study proposes corresponding solutions to the venture
capital problem in China’s financial market.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Information Asymmetry in Venture
Capital
In general, information asymmetry is used to describe the
differences in information obtained by different individuals
during the transaction. Information asymmetry occurs frequently
in daily life. Information asymmetry occurs in most social
activities. This results in that those with more information are
in an advantageous position in trading activities, while those with
less information are in a disadvantaged position (Gan, 2019).

Information asymmetry also frequently occurs in venture
capital, and it is the root of a series of practical problems
in venture capital (Melzer, 2017). Due to the existence of
information asymmetry, investors’ investment thinking and
investment strategies are seriously affected, resulting in a great
reduction in the benefits gained; thus, the problem of information
asymmetry is also the most critical factor for investment errors.

Due to the high returns and high-risk nature of venture
capital, the consequences of the information asymmetry problem
in it will be far greater than those in other industries. The major
information asymmetry problems in venture capital will exist in
the following areas:

(1) Information asymmetry between the investors and the
investing institutions: The investors need to invest their
funds in the enterprises, and the professionals in the
investing institutions need to manage the risks for
investors; hence, the agency relationship between the
two parties appears. The investing institutions possess
professional financial knowledge, which materializes the
risks generated by the investment process and thus helps
investing institutions choose the distribution method of
benefits and ensure that the benefits of the terms in the
contract are maximized. However, investing institutions
often fail to fully understand the investment process
of investors. In the later period, human factors cannot
be accurately considered, and the investing institutions
cannot fully understand the specific investment strength
of the investors, the strength of the investors, and the
credit status. Therefore, this has resulted in information
asymmetry between the investors and the investing
institutions (Anifowose et al., 2018).

(2) Information asymmetry between investors and
entrepreneurs: Investment agencies usually communicate

and coordinate with investors, and the information
asymmetry between investors and entrepreneurs often has
the lowest adverse effects on investment.

(3) Information asymmetry between entrepreneurs and
investing institutions: For entrepreneurs and investing
institutions, entrepreneurs know better about the current
status of the industry, rigid demand, profitability, and
their own business methods and operating conditions.
Therefore, the entrepreneurs are more aware of the
income status of the investment projects, while the
investing institutions cannot fully understand the use
of funds and the human factors of the enterprises.
This leads to information asymmetry between investing
institutions and entrepreneurs. Most of the enterprises
invested are emerging enterprises (Du et al., 2018).
The records of such enterprises’ systems, credits, and
finances are not comprehensive, leading to more serious
information asymmetry between entrepreneurs and
investing institutions. For investing institutions, each
service staff member has advantages and disadvantages.
Thus, it is impossible to determine whether the service
staff member is best for the investment project.

Causes of Information Asymmetry
There are many reasons for information asymmetry. This study
will analyze the four aspects of investment characteristics in
detail, including entrepreneurial psychology, limited rationality,
and investment costs.

(1) Investment characteristics: The ultimate goal pursued
in venture capital is high returns, and a variety of
uncertainties in venture capital are the source of high
returns. Therefore, new industries and high-tech industries
tend to become the main investment objects of venture
capital. Meanwhile, the lack of technical knowledge
and industry knowledge has become the major cause
of information asymmetry (Hao and Lu, 2018). The
incomplete disclosure of entrepreneurs’ research results in
an incomplete understanding of investors on the business
of the entrepreneurs. Also, the insignificance of the impact
of the risks to investors on the enterprises and the
supremacy of corporate interests have led to increasingly
serious information asymmetry.

(2) Entrepreneurial psychology: For entrepreneurs, whether or
not to obtain investment is the most important way of
thinking. As a result, in order to obtain the largest amount
of investment, entrepreneurs may get a larger amount of
investment through a series of packaging activities. Instead,
investing institutions generally do not track the operating
status of the enterprises in detail but rather determine
whether to invest and the amount of investment through
evaluation. Taking the entrepreneurial psychology as the
starting point, if the current situation of the enterprise
is not good, it will be better to get investor funds; if the
entrepreneurs fail to get the funds, their existing funds
will have no damages; if the entrepreneurs get the funds,
they will have more liquid assets, which is conducive to
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the development of the enterprise. Therefore, the self-
interest of entrepreneurs and risk-avoidance psychology
become the major reasons for information asymmetry
(Cheng et al., 2013).

(3) Limited rationality: Due to the deficiency of human
physiology, psychology, and information cognition,
everyone has limited rationality. Because of the continuous
development of the industry, the knowledge and awareness
of entrepreneurs in the industry are also in a state of limited
rationality. For investing institutions, the professional
knowledge of professionals and their understanding of
the industry are also in a state of limited rationality.
The psychological factors of managers themselves are
also important reasons for the information asymmetry.
Stronger self-confidence will lead the manager to be
too optimistic about the risks and overly trust his own
experience, ignoring the impact of the market and human
factors on corporate profitability (Chen et al., 2018).

(4) Investment cost: In the current data world, data have
become a new type of resource, so the cost of information
collection has risen rapidly. The owner of the information
sells it for the benefit of the information, and the
rarity of the information also directly determines the
price of the information. The information that investing
institutions can collect in the risk assessment is very
limited. Therefore, investing institutions usually determine
the most cost-effective way after balancing their costs and
benefits, i.e., long-term cooperation with the owner of the
information. This has caused the monopoly phenomenon
of information to become increasingly serious and also led
to an increase in information asymmetry (Wu et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2019).

Solutions for Information Asymmetry
Although information asymmetry exists objectively and it is
very difficult to avoid, the information asymmetry problem will
lead to the problem of adverse selection and moral problems.
Accordingly, it is urgent for all parties to weaken the information
asymmetry. Adverse selection in two directions proposes ways
to weaken the information asymmetry problem; however, it
is worth mentioning that the information asymmetry problem
can only be weakened to a certain extent and cannot be
completely eliminated.

(1) Adverse selection: It refers to a situation in which
the party with less information is confused or even deceived
by the party with more information to gain more benefits.
Therefore, the root cause of the adverse selection problem is the
amount of information obtained. Therefore, reducing the cost of
obtaining information and expanding the channels of obtaining
information can solve the negative impact of adverse selection to
a certain extent.

Because each venture capital institution has its private
information, if the information of venture capital institutions
can be integrated, it will greatly reduce the cost of collecting
information and improve the efficiency of each investing
institution. In the meantime, if an intermediary conducts
information verification or adjustment, it will greatly increase the

efficiency of information circulation. However, China’s current
risk investing institutions are characterized by low service
capacity, low service quality, and poor professionalism. As a
result, it is also crucial for the selection of intermediary personnel
(Zheng and Liu, 2020).

The method for investors to screen information will also have
a greater impact on the flow of information. At present, the
method for screening information by investing institutions is
only internal screening. If the information screening method of
investing institutions can be changed to telephone consultation,
face-to-face consultation, and obtaining evidence from other
practitioners, it will greatly improve the efficiency of information
screening, thereby accelerating the flow of information and
expanding the information transmission path (Chen, 2019).

(2) Moral hazard: To gain more benefits, the agent of the
information superior party usually makes a profit by hiding
part of the information, which will cause great distress to
the information inferior party principal and lose the interests
of the principal.

As a result, the restraint measures for both the agent and
the client will play an important role, and binding the signing
of the contract can protect the interests of the client to the
greatest extent.

For investing institutions and investors, they may choose
to renew the contract to restrict investing institutions. If
the investing institution has hidden information or deceptive
behaviors during this period, the contract will be terminated
and the investing institution may be subject to legal sanctions.
Investing institutions and investors can be required to invest
together so that investment agencies will be more responsible
for investment projects. The investor can conduct regular or
irregular evaluations of the investing institutions. In case of any
behavior endangering the interests of the investor, the investor
has the right to immediately terminate the contract and apply for
compensation. After the investment is over, both parties should
carry out thorough interests and division of power to ensure the
interests of both parties. Also, the two parties can sign some
substantial reward regulations, such as the investor’s income
directly determines the investing institution’s income, and the
investor introduces the corresponding client to the investing
institution (Rogoza et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019).

For investing institutions and entrepreneurs, they may
choose to invest gradually to protect the interests of investors.
Entrepreneurs can be asked to list the flow of funds, and
investing institutions can be asked to list what can and cannot
be done during the contract period, providing a guarantee for
both parties. A thorough investigation of the invested enterprise
is conducted, especially its capital structure, and clarifying
the capital structure is conducive to the investing institution’s
designation of investment plans or whether to invest.

Liability risk is also one of the factors that must be
considered in moral hazard. Therefore, when concluding the
corresponding delegation or investment contract, the person
responsible should be defined. Also, investing institutions may
reduce the risks by joining the board of directors, participating
in financial activities, and handling crisis events to lower the
investment risks.
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Research Samples and Data
In this study, the enterprises listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchanges between 2014 and 2018 were taken as the
research objects, and the financial data of these enterprises
were sorted out for research and analysis. The data were
mainly sourced from the CSMAR database. Data with poor
comparability, cross-listing data, missing data, and corporate
data from the financial industry were eliminated. The STATA
was used to conduct a retrospective analysis of the data
selected (Shen and Ho, 2020). In addition, a total of 133
enterprises were included, all of which were small and medium-
sized enterprises.

Research Model Design
Based on the previous explorations, the residual model was
used to study the information asymmetry and investment
efficiency of enterprises in this research. The model design is
as follows:

Invit = β0 + β1Growthit−1 + β2Levit−1 + β3Cashit−1

+ β4Ageit−1 + β5Sizeit−1 + β6Retit−1 + β7Invit−1

+

∑
Yearindicator + εit (1)

where Invit refers to the total investment obtained by an
enterprise in t years. To ensure the accuracy of the data, the
newly added total investment is expressed as the difference
between “cash paid for the purchase and construction of fixed
assets, intangible assets, and other assets” and “cash received
from the disposal of fixed assets, intangible assets, and other
long-term assets.” The corresponding standardized processing is
performed in the model.

Growthit−1refers to all the growth opportunities that the
enterprise has in the previous year. The growth opportunities
of the enterprise are directly proportional to the amount
of investment the enterprise receives and will affect the
amount of new investment to a certain extent. Therefore,
this study correlates the expected investment volume
with the growth opportunities of the enterprise in the
previous year. Levit−1refers to the asset-liability ratio of an
enterprise in the previous year. The increase in the asset-
liability ratio represents the increase in the negative impact
of the enterprise on the borrower; therefore, the cost of
obtaining investment for an enterprise will also increase,
and the asset-liability ratio will have a negative correlation
with the amount of new investment. Cashit−1represents
the cash holdings of an enterprise in the previous year,
which is directly proportional to the new investment.
Ageit−1represents the listing period of an enterprise as of
the previous year, which is negatively related to the new
investment. Sizeit−1represents the scale of an enterprise in
the previous year, which is in a positive correlation with
new investment volume. Retit−1represents the stock return of an
enterprise, which is positively correlated with the new investment
volume. Invit−1represents the new investment volume of the
previous year. εitis used to measure the investment situation
of the enterprise.

The model for measuring the impact of information
asymmetry on enterprise investment efficiency is as follows:

Inefit = β0 + β1IAit + β2Sizeit−1 + β3Fcfit−1 + β4Qit−1

+ β5QXit−1 + β6DSit−1 + β7JSit−1

+ β8DLit−1 +
∑

Year (2)

where Inef represents the investment efficiency of the enterprise;
IA represents the information asymmetry; Size represents the
size of the enterprise; Fcf represents the internal cash flow;
Q represents the growth opportunity of the enterprise; QX
represents the nature of the enterprise; DS represents the size
of the board; JS represents the size of the supervisory board;
DL represents the proportion of independent directors; and Year
represents the annual control variable.

RESULTS

Analysis Results of Investment Efficiency
Model
Descriptive statistics of the investment efficiency of the
enterprises studied in this study are shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, OI indicates over investment and UI indicates
under-investment. The situation in which Chinese enterprises
have obtained investment has shifted from under-investment to
over investment. Listed enterprises have over-funded but are
cautious in investing, causing huge economic losses.

After analysis of the proposed investment efficiency model, the
parameters of the selected enterprise are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the investment level of the enterprises
listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges selected
in the study from 2014 to 2018 is below 7.69%. The investment
level is low, and the difference between the minimum and
maximum of the new investment volume is 10.4282, which
is very huge, indicating that the investment level between
enterprises is huge. In addition, for the growth opportunities of
enterprises, the difference between the minimum value −1.0026

FIGURE 1 | Investment efficiency statistics.
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TABLE 1 | Description of investment efficiency.

Variable
name

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Median Standard
deviation

Mean
value

Invit−1 −3.5421 9.7340 0.0475 0.2217 0.0941

Growthit−1 −1.0026 81.9011 0.1393 2.2337 0.2973

Levit−1 0.0078 8.2613 0.5103 0.4421 0.5016

Cashit−1 −0.03511 31.6032 0.1371 1.1725 0.3035

Retit−1 −1.0042 1.7054 0.0201 0.4032 0.0402

Sizeit−1 16.7235 28.3973 22.022 1.4403 22.0046

Invit −0.7149 9.7133 0.057 0.3044 0.0862

TABLE 2 | Regression analysis of the impact of information asymmetry on
investment efficiency.

Variable name Coefficient Standard deviation T-value p-value

Constant 0.9413*** 0.2031 4.31 0.000

IAit 0.0119** 0.0029 2.35 0.019

Sizeit−1 −0.0596*** 0.0070 −8.03 0.000

Fcfit−1 0.0018 0.0018 0.99 0.320

Qit−1 −0.0058 0.0091 −0.71 0.497

QXit−1 0.0117 0.0261 0.45 0.661

DSit−1 0.0229*** 0.0068 4.01 0.000

JSit−1 0.0053 0.0139 0.53 0.601

DLit−1 0.7694*** 0.2011 3.81 0.000

Year Control Control Control Control

*** and ** represented significance at the 1% and 5% levels.

and the maximum value 81.9011 is too large. It shows that
there is a serious difference in growth opportunities between
enterprises. The difference between cash holdings, stock returns,
and company size is also large. This shows that the companies are
at different levels and the amount of investment they receive will
also be at different levels.

Results of Regression Analysis on the
Impact of Information Asymmetry on
Investment Efficiency
The above analysis shows that the investment efficiency of China
is at a relatively low level. STATA software was used to test
and analyze information asymmetry and enterprise investment
efficiency. The analysis results are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, there is a significant correlation between
information asymmetry and investment efficiency, and the
regression coefficient is 0.0119. This shows that the investment
efficiency of an enterprise is correlated with the degree of
information asymmetry. The more serious the information
asymmetry is, the lower the investment efficiency of the
enterprise is. Table 2 also shows that the larger the scale of the
enterprise is, the higher the investment efficiency of the enterprise
is. The possible reason is that larger enterprises pay more
attention to information asymmetry, and the quality of their
information is higher; thus, investment institutions can obtain
effective information, thereby increasing the competitiveness of
enterprises. Also, large-scale enterprises will pay more attention
to their images, which will reduce information confusion or

FIGURE 2 | Comparison of sales and losses and advertising investment of an
enterprise.

concealment. Besides, as shown in Table 2, the higher the
proportion of independent directors is, the worse the investment
effect of the enterprises is.

Case Study 1
Taking an enterprise as an example, this study conducted a
comparison of sales and losses and advertising investment, as
shown in Figure 2.

According to Figure 2, the operating income of this enterprise
is not optimistic, and excessive advertising investment has caused
it to suffer serious losses. Therefore, this shows that there is a
certain problem in the information collected before decision-
making. The adverse selection has already occurred before this
enterprise made investment decisions. The major reason for its
mistakes is that the market investigation is not careful, and its
incomplete understanding of the market caused serious losses.

For the problem of adverse selection, this enterprise should
immediately begin to comprehensively collect information,
improve the part of the market research that has been not
carefully done before, and reform the brand to a certain extent,
thereby finding the brand positioning rather than whimsical.
Second, the reputation of the brand is also an important resource.
Thus, the brand should strengthen brand management and carry
out brand promotion according to the actual needs of consumers.

For the problem of moral hazard, the behavior of concealing
information has caused the credibility of the brand to plummet.
In the early stages of the brand’s existence, the price of the brand
has varied, and the online price has been lower than the offline
price. Therefore, the reputation of the brand is reduced. The
brand should first price uniformly, and the brand information
should also be announced and disclosed in time to restore
the brand image.

Case Study 2
Due to the rapid progress of the coastal economic belt, an
old industrial base has gradually declined. Most of the existing
industries are intensive industries, and there is an urgent need to
upgrade the industrial structure. However, there is not enough
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driving force for the development of high-tech industries and
the tertiary industry. Although the investment environment has
been greatly improved with the efforts of this industrial base, for
investment enterprises, there is a relatively serious information
asymmetry between the actual environment and the investment
environment. Therefore, there is no large-scale capital entry.

Under such circumstances, the industrial base selected two
cities for the pilot operation to develop enterprise venture capital.
Despite the relatively significant results, compared with other
provinces and cities across the country, the investment situation
is still lagging.

Because of the remote geographical environment of the base
and the short development time of venture capital, the base
has not reached an effective level in handling and managing
information asymmetry. In addition, the economy of this base
is relatively backward; thus, entrepreneurs will make mistakes
such as exaggerating the enterprise level or concealing the
actual situation of the enterprise if they want to get investment.
However, the investing institutions in this area are not capable
of screening information and the information transmission is not
smooth, which makes it more difficult for investing institutions to
choose enterprises. Therefore, the situation of adverse selection
occurs, and it is difficult to solve the moral hazard.

To solve the above-mentioned practical problems of morality
at this base, the government has carried out the following
substantive measures: (1) Material incentives: The interests of
entrepreneurs, funders, investing institutions, technical talents,
and other related personnel are linked, and all parties are inspired
to make efforts that are conducive to the development of the
enterprise. (2) Reputation incentives: Investing institutions draw
investment for enterprises based on their reputation, and the
investment they receive will be directly related to their reputation.
(3) Encouragement of control rights: Entrepreneurs are granted
with specific control rights to meet the individual rights of
entrepreneurs. The self-worth of entrepreneurs is realized, and
the size of control rights is linked to the state of business
operations, thereby encouraging entrepreneurs to work hard. (4)
Stock option incentives: The stock options of enterprises are
connected with managers, entrepreneurs, corporate employees,
and investors to encourage all parties to do their jobs.

DISCUSSION

The ability to invest institutions, funders, and entrepreneurs
has certain differences in their ability to obtain information.
Also, they have different directions and major concerns about
information collection. Therefore, the information asymmetry
truly exists, which will become a factor that will bother the
three parties. The weakening of information asymmetry and even
its solution is the focus of attention of all sectors of society.
Based on the regression summary of research results worldwide,
a theoretical analysis is performed, the hypotheses are proposed,
and empirical researches are conducted. The information
asymmetry mainly refers to the information asymmetry existing
between the investor and the financier (Samet and Jarboui, 2017).
Specifically, investors are often in a disadvantaged information

position that does not have enough information about investment
projects. At this time, an average evaluation method will be
adopted. However, such an average evaluation method often
leads to the decline of the enterprise investment efficiency
(Wu et al., 2020).

Through research, this study finds a significant correlation
between information asymmetry and investment efficiency, with
a regression coefficient of 0.0119. It indicates that there is
a negative correlation between the investment efficiency of
enterprises and the degree of information asymmetry. The more
serious the information asymmetry problem is, the lower the
investment efficiency of the enterprise is; the larger the scale
of the enterprise is, the higher the investment efficiency of
the enterprise is. These results are consistent with the research
results of Chen et al. (2018).

The information asymmetry exists objectively. In order to
reduce the impact of the information asymmetry problem, it is
necessary to improve the investment efficiency of the enterprises.
For investment institutions, they should increase their sense of
responsibility in publishing real information, and corresponding
reward and punishment measures may be formulated. The higher
the quality of the information the institution publishes, the
more generous the rewards it receives. Otherwise, the institution
should bear the corresponding punishment. For the enterprises,
if the manager has entrepreneurial psychology, carefully manages
the enterprise, and uses a positive method to make the enterprise
develop rapidly, the entrepreneur will be given a corresponding
reputation incentive. For investors, they should have their
investment vision and avoid following others blindly.

CONCLUSION

This study found that when both investing institutions and
investors have entrepreneurial psychology, they will consider
the problem according to the entrepreneur’s way of thinking.
Thus, they will have more considerations on adverse selection
and human factors. When they have a consistent opinion, the
occurrence of information asymmetry may be avoided, and the
investment risks may be reduced.

Although some achievements have been made in this study,
there are still the following limitations:

(1) The sample size in this study can be expanded further.
The data were selected from listed enterprises from 2014
to 2018 and it did not cover other time frames and the
situation of other enterprises, leading to certain limitations
and insufficient sample interval.

(2) The residual model used in this study was researched and
designed by non-Chinese scholars, which may not fully
comply with China’s national conditions.

Although Chinese academics believe that the model may
well simulate China’s investment market, it still has certain
one-sidedness. Therefore, long-term large-scale information
asymmetry needs to be further studied to accommodate different
time frames and different development stages of enterprises.
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How Coping Combination Affects
Innovation Ambidexterity in Business
Failure Situations
Jinliang Chen, Feng Jiang and Song Lin*

School of Business, Central University of Finance and Economics, Beijing, China

As an effective cognitive and behavioral strategy, coping helps to overcome negative
events. Although coping and its effects have been widely studied in psychology,
little is known about the combination of entrepreneurs’ coping and its connection
with firms’ innovation ambidexterity. To fill these gaps, in this study, the authors
collected 106 samples through two serial-wave surveys of the Bohai Economic Rim
in China and tested the theoretical hypotheses using polynomial regression with
response surface analysis. The results showed that alignment coping combination
enhanced innovation ambidexterity by reshaping an entrepreneur’s cognitive structure.
Misalignment coping combination was found to enhance innovation ambidexterity by
eliciting an entrepreneur’s different types of information processing systems. This study
contributes to the literatures of coping, innovation ambidexterity, and upper echelons
theory from the entrepreneurial cognition approach.

Keywords: coping combination, loss orientation coping, restoration orientation coping, innovation ambidexterity,
business failure, entrepreneurial cognition

INTRODUCTION

Just as a coin has two sides, business failure is simultaneously associated with negative and positive
effects (McGrath, 1999; Ucbasaran et al., 2013). Scholars have extensively studied the use of coping
in mitigating the negative consequences of business failure that could overpower and jeopardize
the positive aspects (Shepherd, 2003; Singh et al., 2007; Shepherd et al., 2011). The extant studies
on coping (Shepherd, 2003; Folkman and Moskowitz, 2004; Shepherd et al., 2011; Biggs et al.,
2017; Shepherd and Patzelt, 2018) have revealed valuable insights. To review the current scholarly
investigations, two research gaps remained. The first gap is that the current scholarly knowledge
mainly centers on coping at the individual level while relatively ignoring the organizational
level. Following the Shepherd (2003), for example, an increasing number of studies investigate
entrepreneurs’ individual recovery from the grief triggered by business failures (Shepherd and
Patzelt, 2018). In contrast, there is still a dearth of research that systematically outlines the effect
of entrepreneurs’ coping, although the thoughts of coping’s effect at the organizational level was
highlighted in literature (Carter et al., 1996; Shelton, 2006).

The second gap is that the current scholarly investigations account for the paucity of the
more precise coping combinations. Previous coping studies were both grounded in the traditional
classification of problem-focused and emotion-focused coping (Folkman and Moskowitz, 2004)
and referenced the dual-process model of coping bereavement (Stroebe and Schut, 1999). In so
doing, the previous investigations studied the concept of oscillation orientation coping based
on loss orientation coping (LOC) and restoration orientation coping (ROC) (Shepherd, 2003;
Shepherd et al., 2011). Although the previous scholarly investigations accorded thoughtful insights
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of coping combination to this study, oscillation orientation
coping was merely an uneven coping combination that
interchanges between LOC and ROC, and the more precise
coping combinations between LOC and ROC were not really
known (Biggs et al., 2017; Shepherd and Patzelt, 2018). The
coping combination should therefore be more thoroughly
investigated.

The upper echelons theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984;
Hambrick, 2007) holds that an entrepreneur’s cognition in
strategic decision-making inevitably influences firm-level
outcomes (Bromiley and Rau, 2016). More specifically, studies
on the underlying logic of entrepreneurial cognition (Mitchell
et al., 2002; Randolph-Seng et al., 2015) revealed that coping
reshaped an entrepreneur’s cognitive structure and elicited
different types of information processing systems (Burns and
D’Zurilla, 1999; Ucbasaran et al., 2009), that influenced firm-
level outcomes by exerting an impact on an entrepreneur’s
strategic decision-making. Therefore, the importance of studying
the effect of coping at the firm level is highlighted on the
basis of the entrepreneurial cognition approach, although
the initial purpose of coping is to overcome stress at an
individual level.

Furthermore, opportunity creation (Alvarez and Barney,
2007) is a core feature of entrepreneurship, and product
innovation is significantly correlated with the potential
of opportunity creation (Ramoglou and Tsang, 2016,
2017). According to Jansen et al. (2006), two types of product
innovation have attracted a significant amount of scholarly
attentions: exploitative and exploratory innovation. Innovation
ambidexterity indicates a firm’s ability to pursue exploitative and
exploratory innovation, and ambidextrous innovation refers to
the activities a firm to develop the two types of innovation. These
two academic-valuable concepts have been extensively explored
in the existing literature (Wang et al., 2019). Following Wang
et al. (2019), innovation ambidexterity is characterized as a form
of dynamic capability, which makes it difficult for competitors
to imitate. Hence, it helps firms to perform innovation activities
with effectiveness and efficiency, consequently contributing to
firms’ competitive advantage. Keeping those in mind, this study
investigated innovation ambidexterity as the firm-level outcome,
with the above impact of innovation ambidexterity.

Considering the abovementioned aspects, this study aimed
to bridge the two stated gaps in extant researches by focusing
on coping combinations by visiting the functioning of coping
combinations and vis-à-vis innovation ambidexterity. Alignment
coping combination (ACC) is defined as the alignment shifting
between LOC and ROC with a balanced relationship indicating
that LOC is equal to ROC. Misalignment coping combination
(MCC) is defined as the misalignment shifting between LOC
and ROC, indicating that either LOC is larger than ROC or
ROC is greater than LOC. Both ACC and MCC in this study
were designed by using response surface analysis technology.
Thereafter, the alignment and misalignment combination
between LOC and ROC, and their associations with innovation
ambidexterity (firm-level outcome), were respectively tested
through response surface analysis technology. Finally, the “bowl”
relationship image was graphed in a three-dimensional space

to provide a geometric intuition of the complex relationships
(Edwards, 2002; Cafri et al., 2010).

These arguments were tested with data collected through
two serial-wave surveys conducted in China’s Bohai Economic
Rim (BER). Using polynomial regression with response surface
analysis, a U-shape relationship was found between ACC and
innovation ambidexterity. The relationship was positive when
ACC was relatively high, and it was negative when ACC was
relatively low. It was also determined that MCC was positively
related to innovation ambidexterity. Specifically, innovation
ambidexterity grew either when LOC increased and ROC
decreased, or when ROC increased and LOC decreased.

These findings suggest three possible theoretical
contributions. First, this study contributes to the upper
echelons theory through the entrepreneurial cognition approach
that allows it to focus on the functioning of ACC and MCC on
innovation ambidexterity. Thus, the general underlying logic of
the psychological characteristics mentioned in the upper echelons
theory research stream is extended. Second, this study adds to
the underlying theoretical logic of coping mechanisms that work
at the organizational level. Grounded in the entrepreneurial
cognition approach, the results of this study disclose the effects of
coping combinations in strategic decision-making, by revealing
the relationships between entrepreneurs’ coping combinations
and innovation ambidexterity. Third, this study introduces
the effects of coping on business failure from the information
processing perspective. Specifically, a more precise underlying
mechanism that reshapes an entrepreneur’s cognitive structure
was intensively uncovered based on ACC. A more precise
underlying mechanism that elicited an entrepreneur’s different
types of information processing systems was also revealed
through the exploration of the effects of MCC.

The next section overviews the relevant theories and
hypotheses pertaining to the effects of ACC and MCC.
A subsequent section describes the data collection, scale, and
analytical techniques utilized for the present investigation.
Thereafter, the paper presents the empirical results obtained
through polynomial regression with response surface analysis.
Finally, the results, theoretical contributions, and managerial
implications are discussed along with the acknowledgment of
certain limitations and directions for future research.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

Coping With Business Failure
The issue of failure is a longstanding debate in the scholarly
entrepreneurship literatures. The causes and consequences of
business failure are the two dominant streams (Shepherd, 2013;
Khelil, 2016). As studies addressing the causes have increased
(Artinger and Powell, 2015; Tingbani et al., 2019), numerous
research initiatives have probed the consequences (Singh et al.,
2015; Amankwah-Amoah and Wang, 2019). Studies on the
consequences have found simultaneously negative and positive
outcomes (McGrath, 1999; Ucbasaran et al., 2013). On the one
hand, business failure causes a personal loss for entrepreneurs in
the form of financial debt (Cope, 2011), breakdown in marriage
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(Singh et al., 2007), and stigma (Sutton and Callahan, 1987), all of
which trigger negative emotions (Shepherd, 2009). On the other
hand, entrepreneurs benefit from business failures by acquiring
“general knowledge” from their failures and initiating sense-
making process to move forward (Minniti and Bygrave, 2001;
Shepherd, 2003, 2009).

As ways to govern the entrepreneurial learning process and
mitigate the negative effects of business failure, a regulation
approach that utilizes coping strategies and a normalization
approach that depends on standardized processes has been
discussed (Shepherd et al., 2009; Shepherd and Patzelt,
2018). However, the normalization approach imposes certain
limitations such as diminishing learning benefits, and reducing
subsequent commitments and, thus, studies have not extensively
explored this perspective. Conversely, as a core concept
of the regulation approach, coping has been observed to
increase realistic thinking and to resolve stress (Lazarus and
Folkman, 1984; Singh et al., 2007). The regulation approach
has thus attracted considerable scholarly attention (Cope, 2011;
Ucbasaran et al., 2013). Three categories have been widely studied
in the coping research: LOC, ROC, and the combination of both
labeled oscillation orientation coping (Shepherd, 2003; Shepherd
et al., 2011). In addition, two classifications, problem-focused
and emotion-focused coping, have been comprehensively
investigated for their functioning in overcoming the negative
effects of business failure (Singh et al., 2007).

Coping, to regulate the stressor itself or to manage emotion,
was advanced when the transactional theory of emotion
and coping was postulated (Folkman and Moskowitz, 2004).
According to the transactional theory, the regulation of
the stressor itself was named problem-focused coping, and
emotion-focused coping indicated the management of emotion
(Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). This dichotomy offered a viable
means with which to explore the different kinds of coping
strategies, thus scholarly literatures on the topic increased as
a result (Biggs et al., 2017). However, the development of the
studies was accompanied by critiques pertaining to the need
for conceptually clear, mutually exclusive, and exhaustive or
comprehensive taxonomies (Biggs et al., 2017). Accordingly,
researchers proposed alternative taxonomies such as the five
coping types categorized on the basis of cybernetic theory
(Edwards, 1992), or the three types of coping postulated
according to adaptive functions (Skinner et al., 2003). Further,
coping combination was also explored, as typified by oscillation
orientation coping based on LOC and ROC (Stroebe and
Schut, 1999; Shepherd, 2003; Shepherd et al., 2011). The
present study followed the coping combination research to
delve into the coping combination using the response surface
analysis technology.

In psychology, coping was originally used to protect the
mental and physical health of individuals from harmful
stressors through individual thoughts and behaviors with regard
to personal associations with the individual’s environment
(Folkman and Moskowitz, 2004; Biggs et al., 2017). In
entrepreneurship also, coping was believed to work at an
individual level in helping an entrepreneur recover from
the negative emotions triggered by business failure while

also retaining the entrepreneur’s learning from the experience
of failure (Shepherd, 2003; Shepherd and Patzelt, 2018).
Although the extant literatures on coping have elucidated
the recovery process from negative emotion in tandem with
entrepreneurial learning (Shepherd et al., 2011; Shepherd and
Patzelt, 2018), knowledge on its benefit at the firm level
is still lacking.

Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Ambidexterity
Opportunity is thought to be the most critical element of
entrepreneurship according to the fundamental theoretical
perspective (Kirzner, 1979; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000).
From this starting point, a growing number of entrepreneurship
studies have explored the question: “Where does opportunity
originate?” (Suddaby et al., 2015). This argument is known as
the origin of entrepreneurial opportunity, and it became the
core conundrum of the purview of entrepreneurship. The two
dominant views in this debate are the discovery and the creation
approach (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). The basic underlying
opinion of the discovery approach is that entrepreneurial
opportunity exists objectively. The creation approach, on
the other hand, believes that entrepreneurial opportunity
is subjective, indicating that entrepreneurial opportunity is
endogenously created.

An ontological analysis was undertaken by Ramoglou and
Tsang (2016) to uncover this core conundrum. Later, the
discourse continued for several years in the Academy of
Management Journal (Alvarez et al., 2017; Berglund and
Korsgaard, 2017; Ramoglou and Tsang, 2017, 2018; Danneels
and Braver, 2018). The relationship between innovation and
opportunity creation became pivotal as the core conundrum
debate progressed. According to Ramoglou and Tsang (2016,
p. 411), entrepreneurial opportunity was defined as “the
propensity of market demand to be actualized into profits
through the introduction of novel products or services.”
Generally, scholars agreed that product innovation is significantly
correlated to the potential of creating opportunities even though
the synonymity of product creation and opportunity creation
was believed to be erroneous (Ramoglou and Tsang, 2016, 2017;
Danneels and Braver, 2018; Wu et al., 2020).

Keeping the relationship between product innovation and
creating opportunities in mind, the two types of product
innovation, exploitative and exploratory innovation, have
attracted the attention of numerous researchers (Wang et al.,
2019) and, in due course, innovation ambidexterity and
ambidextrous innovation became two academic-valuable streams
(Wang et al., 2019). Innovation ambidexterity combines
exploitative and exploratory innovation in varied formulations
and refers to a firm’s ability to pursue both types of innovation
(He and Wong, 2004; Dunlap et al., 2016). In contrast,
ambidextrous innovation indicates the activities an organization
undertakes to develop different innovation (Khan et al., 2019).
Innovation ambidexterity, regarded as dynamic capability, can
improve firms’ innovation with effectiveness and efficiency,
which, in turn, contributes to a firm’s competitive advantage
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according to Wang et al. (2019). It is also difficult for competitors
to imitate firms’ innovation processes that are characterized by
innovation ambidexterity (Zhang et al., 2016). Previous studies
suggest that innovation ambidexterity can be improved not only
through the component of the new knowledge and resources
but also through new combinations of existing knowledge
and resources (Wang et al., 2019). Three dynamic pathways,
namely, exploitative and exploratory innovation simultaneously
increasing, exploitative rather than exploratory innovation
increasing, and exploratory rather than exploitative innovation
increasing, are used to enhance innovation ambidexterity,
putting the new component and the new combination together
(He and Wong, 2004; Dunlap et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2019).
Therefore, this study follows Wang et al. (2019) and utilizes
innovation ambidexterity as the measure of firm-level outcomes,
although both streams are meaningful and have numerous
follow-up studies.

Upper Echelons Theory Combined With
the Entrepreneurial Cognition Approach
Hambrick and Mason’s seminal study (Hambrick and Mason,
1984) caused considerable scholarly attention to be focused on
the characteristics of top managers as pivotal factors influencing
a company’s strategic decisions. Observable characteristics,
psychological features, and interactions with others were
three dominant aspects of chief executive officers (CEOs)
discussed by researchers (Bromiley and Rau, 2016). Observable
characteristics focused on the demographics of CEOs such as
experience (Crossland et al., 2014), educational qualifications
(Lewis et al., 2014), origins (Zhang and Rajagopalan, 2010),
succession (Quigley and Hambrick, 2012), and gender (Smith
et al., 2013). The facet of psychological features assessed the
foundational mental and emotional qualities of CEOs, such as
narcissism (Chatterjee and Hambrick, 2007), hubris (Li and
Tang, 2010), and overconfidence (Billett and Qian, 2008), also
attracted considerable scholarly attention. Finally, in the third
aspect, power associations (Galema et al., 2012) and social ties
(Crossland and Hambrick, 2011) of CEOs have also attracted
substantial scholarly attention.

Following the psychological characteristics stream, the
cognitive character of an entrepreneur inevitably influences
firm-level outcomes because of strategic decision-making
(Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Hambrick, 2007; Bromiley and
Rau, 2016). In other words, entrepreneurs are assumed to
be “information workers” who spend their time processing
information about issues and opportunities. Therefore,
mechanisms linking an entrepreneur’s cognition with strategic
decision-making, such as an entrepreneur’s risk preference,
have been investigated on the basis of behavioral agency theory
(Wiseman and Gomez-Mejia, 1998; Pepper and Gore, 2015).
In general, consistent with the theory of behavioral agency, the
way in which an entrepreneur thinks and behaves depends on
entrepreneurial cognition, which is defined as the knowledge
scheme used by an entrepreneur to make assessments, judgments,
or decisions involving opportunity evaluation, venture creation,
and growth (Mitchell et al., 2002).

The above literatures divulge two main issues that have
been addressed by researches on entrepreneurial cognition:
cognition structure and cognition style (Mitchell et al., 2002;
Brymer et al., 2011; Zamberi et al., 2014; Sassetti et al.,
2018). Cognition structure, also called knowledge structure
(Walsh, 1995), mental model (Daft and Weick, 1984; Fahey and
Narayanan, 1989), or cognitive map (Dutton et al., 1983; Dutton
and Jackson, 1987), represents the content and organization of
knowledge (Mitchell et al., 2002). A cognition structure results
from cumulative experiences and learning an entrepreneur
has encountered in a specific domain (Gaglio, 1997). The
cognition structure determines how an entrepreneur responds
to new information (Gaglio and Katz, 2001). Cognition style
is defined as “the consistent individual differences in preferred
ways of organizing and processing information and experience”
(Messick, 1976). The extant literature recognizes two camps
of cognition style: unitary and dual-process. The unitary view
indicates entrepreneurial decision-making through reliance on
one single psychological process; the dual-process view highlights
the use of two distinct but complementary cognitive systems
by an entrepreneur to process information (Baldacchino et al.,
2015). Generally, cognition style determines how an entrepreneur
processes information in the course of strategic decision-making.
However, although cognitive style is “consistent,” an entrepreneur
must usually select a specific information processing system
according to situations (Hayes and Allinson, 1994, 1998;
Kozhevnikov, 2007).

LOC and ROC, as components of ACC and MCC, play critical
roles in influencing entrepreneurial cognition through both
cognition structure and cognition style. As regards the cognition
structure, LOC can help to scan and process the experience about
the failure, which is used to shape entrepreneurs’ knowledge
structure. Different from the role of LOC, ROC can help to
eliminate the negative emotion’s effect on the experience of
learning from business failure, although it does not shape
entrepreneurs’ knowledge structure directly. In addition, LOC
and ROC elicit entrepreneurs’ different types of information
processing systems as regards cognition style. LOC leads
entrepreneurs to opt for analytical information processing system
generally, while ROC usually causes an entrepreneur to choose
intuitive information processing system (Burns and D’Zurilla,
1999). However, the knowledge is still dearth of the effect of
coping combinations, despite the aforementioned relationships
between LOC/ROC and entrepreneurial cognition. Hence, the
roles of ACC and MCC are investigated in this study.

Hypothesis Development
The Relationship Between ACC and Innovation
Ambidexterity
The logic underlying the relationship between ACC and
innovation ambidexterity is cognition structure shaping.
According to Walsh (1995), formation mechanisms still exist
even though the cognition structure of an entrepreneur is
inherent. Specifically, an entrepreneur’s cognition is usually
shaped through top-down (theory-driven) and bottom-up
(data-driven) approaches. The top-down approach generates
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the cognitive structure of an entrepreneur from experiences,
while the information itself shapes the entrepreneur’s cognitive
structure with the bottom-up approach (Walsh, 1995). Given
the limited attention of an entrepreneur, the top-down approach
is dominant in most situations. The cognition structure of
an entrepreneur, with the top-down approach, is usually
shaped by the experience of learning from business failure.
After the cognition structure was revised, two logics underline
the improvement of innovation ambidexterity to pursue the
new component and the new combination. The first logic is
that entrepreneurs can acquire more potentiality to create
opportunities, which in turn enhances both exploitative and
exploratory innovation through adding components (Zhang
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). The second logic is that
entrepreneurs can make more appropriate decisions to allocate
innovation resources effectively, which, in turn, enhances
both exploitative and exploratory innovation through the new
combinations. Therefore, to uncover the relationship between
ACC and innovation ambidexterity, the underlying logic of
ACC on considered, so as to determine entrepreneurs’ strategic
decision about firms’ opportunity creation and innovation
resources allocation.

LOC and ROC continue to play critical roles, as ACC is
the alignment shifting between LOC and ROC with a balanced
relationship. Because the negative emotions and positive
experience learning of business failure exist simultaneously, an
entrepreneur utilizes LOC to learn from business failure and
utilizes ROC to recover from the grief triggered by business
failure (McGrath, 1999; Cope, 2011; Ucbasaran et al., 2013).
Specifically, LOC, defined as “working through and processing
aspects of a loss to break the emotional bonds to the object
lost” (Shepherd et al., 2011, p. 1234), provides an entrepreneur
with knowledge about business failure with which to revise “their
belief systems.” In contrast, ROC, described as the suppression of
negative feelings from loss through the avoidance of thought and
through the focusing of attention to secondary sources of stress
that arise from the losses (Shepherd, 2003), is not directly related
to learning from business failure, yet it can help entrepreneurs
restrain negative emotions which hinder entrepreneurs’ learning
from the business failure.

The cognition structure shaping mainly underlies the
relationship between ACC and innovation ambidexterity,
although the above individual roles are still working. On the
one hand, as a balanced combination between LOC and ROC,
ACC provides a new effective coping for an entrepreneur to
learn well with LOC and simultaneously and equally to recover
well with ROC from the business failure. ACC, according to the
definition, is conceived as an equal ambidextrous combination
of LOC and ROC. The essence of ambidexterity is “to be able
to play equally well with either hand” (Wang et al., 2019); the
use of ACC thus indicates that the relationship between LOC
and ROC is equal and in contradiction. For instance, Shepherd
et al. (2011) indicated that switching well between LOC and
ROC provided gains from reducing entrepreneurs’ negative
emotions and increasing their information-processing capability.
ACC, on the other hand, is an easy and kind rule-of-thumb
for entrepreneurs to use. ACC provides an entrepreneur with

an equally proportional combination between LOC and ROC
to obtain the benefits and suppresses the negative emotions.
The equal proportion makes it convenient for an entrepreneur
to manipulate to learn from the business failure and recover
from the grief triggered by business failure. Thereafter, the
new component and the new combination to pursue both
exploitative and exploratory innovation is increased with
entrepreneurs’ shaped cognition structure by ACC, which in
turn improves innovation ambidexterity (Zhang et al., 2016;
Danneels and Braver, 2018). Accordingly, entrepreneurs can
make more appropriate strategic choices to improve innovation
ambidexterity, with the reshaped cognition structure through
knowledge learned from business failure. Thus,

H1: Innovation ambidexterity increases in congruence with
the alignment coping combination.

The Relationship Between MCC and Innovation
Ambidexterity
The underlying logic of the relationship between MCC and
innovation ambidexterity is information processing system
eliciting. Entrepreneurs with different cognitive styles prefer
different types of information processing systems, according to
the dual-process view in cognition style research. To make the
statement in detail, cognitive style and information processing
system are more specifically elaborated. Cognitive style is defined
by Messick (1976) as a rigorous concept in the early stage.
Later on, the notion of cognitive style was classified into two
categories: analytic and intuitive cognitive style (Ornstein,
1977). The followed research investigations indicated that
both cognitive styles denoted separate modes of information
processing served by distinct cognitive systems (Epstein, 2003).
With regard to information processing, cognitive-experiential
self-theory postulates two fundamentally parallel and interactive
information processing systems: analytical and intuitive
information processing (Epstein, 2003). Studies indicate that an
entrepreneur with an analytic cognitive style prefers analytical
information processing, linking the two streams of literature
together (Sadler-Smith and Badger, 1998; Kickul et al., 2009),
whereas an entrepreneur with an intuitive cognitive style evinces
intuitive information processing (Sadler-Smith and Badger,
1998; Kickul et al., 2009).

Although cognitive style is consistent, evidences suggest that
an entrepreneur does not always process the information in
the same manner. An entrepreneur usually takes modifications
according to situations (Hayes and Allinson, 1994, 1998;
Kozhevnikov, 2007). In addition, although both analytical
and intuitive information processing systems are usually
integrated through seamless interaction, they sometimes struggle
against each other. One of the two systems could be in
a relative status of dominance. Consequently, the argument
is which one of the two systems could be in a relative
dominance status. According to Epstein (2003), the extent
of the predominance is determined by numerous parameters
such as an individual’s preference for each, and the person’s
customary way of responding to situations. Among these
parameters, coping is a key point. Burns and D’Zurilla (1999)
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indicated that LOC led entrepreneurs to opt for the analytical
information processing system generally, while ROC usually
caused an entrepreneur to choose the intuitive information
processing system. In other words, coping has a significant
correlation with an entrepreneur’s information processing
system, specifically, the analytical information processing system
is run with LOC and intuitive information processing system
is run with ROC.

Either the analytic information processing system or the
intuitive information processing system, with the misalignment
between LOC and ROC, could dominate entrepreneurs’
cognitive style. Specifically, the analytic information processing
system increasingly comes to a relative dominance status
with MCC as LOC increases and ROC decreases, whereas the
intuitive information processing system gradually dominates
entrepreneurs’ cognitive style with MCC as LOC decreases
and ROC increases. Furthermore, an entrepreneur’s strategic
decisions pertaining to the allocation of innovation resources
could be influenced by the dominance status of information
processing system, which, in turn, improves either exploitative
or exploratory innovation through the new component and
combination. According, exploitative rather than exploratory
innovation increases with MCC as LOC increases and ROC
decreases, or exploratory rather than exploitative innovation
increases with MCC as ROC increases and LOC decreases.
This principle underlies the improvement of innovation
ambidexterity (He and Wong, 2004; Dunlap et al., 2016; Khan
et al., 2019).

The roles of two types of MCC on innovation ambidexterity,
following the above theoretical logic, could be revealed in
detail. Entrepreneurs tend to opt for the analytical information
processing system generally with the MCC as LOC increases and
ROC decreases, which leads to more innovation resources to
exploitative innovation. Extant research explains that exploitative
innovation is the extent to which a firm recombines existing
knowledge to pursue innovation for the existing needs of
customers (Jansen et al., 2006). In line with this definition,
exploitative innovation is associated with standardization,
efficiency, and incremental innovation. Accordingly, information
convergence (Smith and Tushman, 2005) is essential for it
to occur. Since an entrepreneur who opts for an analytical
information processing system follows a structured approach to
solve problems, such an entrepreneur is more likely to engage in
exploitative innovation and allocate more innovation resources
to exploitative innovation (De Visser and Faems, 2015), which
in turn contributes more to the firm’s exploitative innovation
capabilities. Therefore, the firm’s innovation ambidexterity would
be enhanced through the pathway of increasing exploitative
rather than exploratory innovation. Put differently, innovation
ambidexterity would increase in congruence with MCC as LOC
increased and ROC decreased.

In contrast, with regard to the MCC as LOC decreases
and ROC increases, entrepreneurs tend to choose the intuitive
information processing system, which leads to more innovation
resources to exploratory innovation. Exploratory innovation
is the extent to which a firm recombines new knowledge to
pursue innovation for emerging customers or markets (Jansen

et al., 2006), which is associated with creativity, improvisation,
and radical innovation. Accordingly, information divergence
(Smith and Tushman, 2005) is essential to its occurrence.
An entrepreneur who chooses intuitive information processing
system would prefer an open-minded approach to solve problem
and would thus be more likely to engage in exploratory
innovation (De Visser and Faems, 2015). Accordingly, an
entrepreneur who follows an intuitive information processing
system would tend to allocate more resources to exploratory
innovation, to improve the firm’s exploratory innovation
capabilities, and would ultimately improve the firm’s innovation
ambidexterity through the pathway of increasing exploratory
rather than exploitative innovation. Simply put, innovation
ambidexterity would increase in congruence with MCC as ROC
increased and LOC decreased. Thus,

H2: Innovation ambidexterity increases in congruence with
misalignment combination coping.

H2a: Innovation ambidexterity increases as loss orientation
coping increases simultaneously with restoration
orientation coping decreasing.

H2b: Innovation ambidexterity increases as restoration
orientation coping increases simultaneously with loss
orientation coping decreasing.

METHODS AND MEASURE

Sample
The data for this study were collected through two serial-wave
surveys conducted in China’s BER. Located in northern
and northeastern China, BER comprises five provinces and
municipalities (i.e., Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning, and
Shandong). This region accounts for 18.2% of China’s GDP.
Due to an abundance of technology, human capital, investment,
as well as the policy of the area, BER is one of the
most active entrepreneurship zones in China (Lin and Wang,
2019). Therefore, BER is an ideal area for the study of
entrepreneurship, and it was appropriate to conduct the current
investigation in this region.

The questionnaires used to collect data were designed in
advance, after which a professional research company was hired
to administer the survey. Before the data collection commenced,
both the research team and the professional research company
communicated intensively regarding the sample selection and
data collection plan. A well-trained investigative team was then
given the responsibility for data collection from the industrial
clusters of the five provinces and municipalities. Face-to-face
interviews were conducted to guarantee response quality (e.g.,
answer accuracy, data completeness, etc.), with investigators
charged with providing the responding entrepreneurs with
accurate explanations apropos questions and items.

The first wave of the survey was conducted between
September 2017 and February 2018, and 988 responses were
gathered in this round. Of the 988 samples, 677 respondent
entrepreneurs recorded no business failure experience and 311
entrepreneurs reported experiencing business failure with their
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former businesses being closed down or sold-out. Therefore,
only 311 entrepreneurs met the failure experience criterion
and were considered for the follow-up survey. With business
failure defined as a former business closed down or sold-out in
accordance with Eggers and Lin (2015), a follow-up investigation
was conducted between September 2018 and February 2019
with the 311 entrepreneurs who met the failure experience
criterion of the study, but only 135 entrepreneurs from the
original data set could be reached. Of the 135 respondents, the
data entered by 29 entrepreneurs were found to be deficient.
Therefore, 106 valid samples were ultimately used to test the
study’s hypotheses.

A total of 311 interviews were conducted in the first wave
of the survey. With 176 entrepreneurs not having been reached,
135 interviews were conducted in the second wave of the
survey. Therefore, non-response bias was tested by comparing
the 176 respondents participating only in the first wave of
the survey with the 135 respondents participating in the two
waves of the survey in terms of asset and number of employees
(Armstrong and Overton, 1977). No significant differences were
found. The sample distribution is presented in Table 1. Most
of the entrepreneurs re-ventured when they were aged between
41 and 50; a majority of them had graduated from high
school or a specialized secondary school followed by junior
college. Most of the ventured firms employed less than 20
persons, followed by companies that engaged 21–40 personnel, In
addition, the total assets of most of the ventured firms were less
than 1,000 thousand yuan, followed by firms with 1,001–2,000
thousand yuan in assets.

TABLE 1 | Sample description.

Age (%)

20–30 1.887

31–40 23.585

41–50 45.283

51–60 29.245

61 and above 0.000

Education (%)

Junior high school 7.547

High school or equal 51.887

Junior college 31.132

Bachelor’s degree 9.434

Postgraduate and above 0.000

Employee (%)

1–20 persons 41.509

21–40 persons 16.038

41–60 persons 13.208

61–80 persons 9.434

81–100 persons 7.547

101 and above persons 12.264

Asset (%)

0–1000 thousand yuan 34.906

1001–2000 thousand yuan 30.189

2001–3000 thousand yuan 12.264

3001–4000 thousand yuan 9.434

4001 and above thousand yuan 13.208

Measure
Innovation ambidexterity refers to a firm’s capability of pursuing
exploitative and exploratory innovation in the manner of a
trade-off (Jansen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2019). While the conceptualization only provides the basic idea
of operationalization, there is currently no widely accepted
measurement for innovation ambidexterity. This study measured
the concept in two stages in accordance with Wang et al. (2019).

The first step involved measuring exploitative innovation
and exploratory innovation through items adapted from Jansen
et al. (2006) on the understanding that the two concepts
underpinned innovation ambidexterity. Keeping the definition
of exploitative innovation in mind, three items were adapted for
the measurement of exploitative innovation: (a) my firm regularly
implements small adaptations to existing products and services;
(b) my firm improves the efficiency of products and services;
(c) my firm expands services for existing customers. Exploratory
innovation was measured through the following three items: (a)
my firm accepts demands that go beyond existing products and
services; (b) my firm invents new products and services; (3) my
firm frequently utilizes new opportunities in new markets. The
entrepreneurs were required to respond on a 5-point Likert scale
(1 = completely disagree, and 5 = completely agree).

In the second step, the index was computed to measure
innovation ambidexterity. Three approaches were used to
combine the measurement for innovation ambidexterity: the
additive (Jansen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2019), the multiplicative
(Cao et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2012), and the subtractive (He
and Wong, 2004; Cao et al., 2009). The additive approach was
adopted for the purpose of this study in accordance with Jansen
et al. (2009). In this study, innovation ambidexterity reflects
the aggregate of the summarized magnitudes of exploitative
innovation and exploratory innovation. Specifically, the mean of
the three items was computed to attain the respective scores for
exploitative and exploratory innovation. Then, the mean value
of exploitative and exploratory innovation was computed as the
measurement index of innovation ambidexterity.

To guarantee reliability, Cronbach’s α and the composite
reliability of exploitative and exploratory innovation were
computed. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.807, 0.608, and the composite
reliability was 0.810 for exploitative innovation and 0.644
for exploratory innovation, indicating an acceptable level of
reliability (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Kim et al., 2012; Lam,
2012). In addition, the average variance extracted (AVE) was
computed, and the values were 0.588 for exploitative innovation
and 0.415 for exploratory innovation. The value of 0.588 indicates
that the convergent validity of exploitative innovation was
acceptable. However, even though the 0.415 value for exploratory
innovation was below the recommended level of 0.5, it was above
0.4, which is higher than the acceptable level for Kim et al. (2012).

Alignment Coping Combination and Misalignment
Coping Combination
Coping refers to cognitive and behavioral efforts made by
people to manage external and internal demands that are
appraised as stressful (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Coping is
traditionally classified as problem-focused and emotion-focused
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coping (Biggs et al., 2017). LOC indicates working through some
aspect of loss experience and ROC indicates avoiding feelings
of loss and turning toward secondary sources of stress. These
concepts were utilized in the present study to compute the ACC
and MCC using polynomial regression with response surface
analysis (Edwards and Parry, 1993; Shepherd, 2003; Shanock
et al., 2010; Shepherd et al., 2011).

Three items were adapted to measure LOC: (a) In my mind,
I often go over the events leading up to the failure; (b) I
confront my thoughts about the failure; (c) I work through
negative emotions generated in me by the failure. The items were
adopted from the “self ” dimension of the LOC scale developed by
Shepherd et al. (2011). Similarly, three items were adapted from
the “avoidance” dimension for the measurement of ROC from
the scale developed by Shepherd et al. (2011): (a) I deliberately
distract myself from thinking about the failure; (b) I seek people
who talk about topics unrelated to the failure; (c) I keep my mind
active so it does not focus on the failure.

The responses to the items were on 5-point Likert scales
ranging from completely disagree to completely agree. The means
of the three items from LOC and the three items from ROC
were then computed to attain the final scale scores for each. For
LOC and ROC, Cronbach’s α was 0.896 and 0.784, composite
reliability was 0.899 and 0.809, and the AVE was 0.749 and 0.599,
respectively. The results indicated that reliability and convergent
validity were both acceptable; all the squared roots of the AVE
were greater than all the corresponding correlation coefficients in
Table 2, evidencing an acceptable discriminant validity.

Control Variables
Two entrepreneur level variables (i.e., age and education) were
included in the analysis. These variables were also integrated
into previous studies on business and project failure (Shepherd
et al., 2011; Eggers and Lin, 2015; Lin and Wang, 2019). Age was
measured in five categories (1 for 20–30, 2 for 31–40, 3 for 41–50,
4 for 51–60, and 5 for 61 and above); education was measured in
eight categories (1 for primary school, 2 for junior high school, 3
for high school/specialized secondary school, 4 for junior college,
5 for undergraduates, 6 for master’s, 7 for doctorate, and 8
for others). Two firm-level variables, employee and asset, were
also incorporated. The employee variable was measured in six
categories (1 for 1–20 persons, 2 for 21–40 persons, 3 for 41–60
persons, 4 for 61–80 persons, 5 for 81–100 persons, and 6 for

101 and above), while the asset variable was measured by the
logarithm of the firm’s total asset value (Eggers and Lin, 2015; Lin
and Wang, 2019).

Common Method Variance
The data were collected using a questionnaire and, therefore,
the common method variance was controlled and assessed as
per Podsakoff et al. (2003). Firstly, the design procedure used
in this study avoided CMV. The data for the independent
variables were collected from the first wave survey and those
for the dependent variable were collected from the second
wave survey to avoid CMV by combining data from different
time horizons. In addition, CMV was controlled through the
methodological separation of measurement. Five Likert scales
were employed to measure exploitative innovation, exploratory
innovation, LOC, and ROC. Statistical indicators were used to
measure the control variables. Even though the above design
procedures were adopted, Harman’s single-factor analysis was
also performed to assess CMV (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Wang
et al., 2019). An un-rotated factor analysis revealed that the first
factor explained 33.665% of the variance, which was lower than
the 50% cut-off.

Analytical Techniques
To provide more specific explanations about the interactions
between two independent variables, polynomial regression with
response surface analysis was instead utilized to study the
alignment effect (Edwards and Parry, 1993; Edwards, 2002; Cafri
et al., 2010; Shanock et al., 2010). The polynomial regression with
response surface analysis was conducted in two steps. The first
stage examined the effects of the combination (X and Y) on the
dependent variable, adding the lower-order variables (X and Y),
high-order variables (X2, XY , and Y2), and control variables. The
regression equation was:

Z = b0 + b1X + b2Y + b3X2
+ b4XY + b5Y2

+ 6c� + e

In the equation, Z referred to innovation ambidexterity; X
was LOC and Y was ROC; and X2, Y2, and XY were their
squared terms and their product, respectively, � indicated the
vector of the control variable including age, education, employee,

TABLE 2 | Means, standard deviations, and correlations.

Variables Mean SD IA LOC ROC Age Education Employee

Innovation ambidexterity (IA) 4.135 0.751 –

Loss orientation coping (LOC) 2.840 1.062 0.130 0.865

Restoration orientation coping (ROC) 2.660 0.884 0.142 0.393** 0.774

Age 3.019 0.780 −0.086 −0.115 −0.179 –

Education 3.425 0.768 −0.023 0.010 0.224* −0.379** –

Employee 2.623 1.791 −0.186 −0.209* −0.118 0.257** 0.000 –

Asset 2.102 0.515 −0.044 −0.396** −0.064 0.247* 0.074 0.577**

The square root of AVE for each construct is on the diagonal. SD is the abbreviation of standard deviations. Significance level: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (two-tail tests, sample
size = 106).
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and asset. The values of X and Y were mean-centered to aid
interpretation (Edwards, 2002).

The second phase computed the four surface coefficients
and tested the effects of alignment and misalignment (ACC
and MCC). The alignment coefficients were indicated by a1
and a2 and the misalignment coefficients were designated as
a3 and a4. a1, defined as b1 + b2, reflected the slope of the
line of perfect alignment; and a2, defined as b3 + b4 + b5, was
the curvature along the line of perfect alignment. A significant
positive (negative) a1 revealed that the dependent variable Z
increases (decreases) when both X and Y increase; a significant
positive (negative) a2 indicated a convex (concave) surface effect
on the dependent variable Z with the alignment between X
and Y increasing. a3, defined as b1 - b2, was the slope of the
line of misalignment, indicating the direction of the discrepancy
between X and Y ; a4, defined as b3 - b4 + b5, was the curvature
of the line of misalignment, indicating the degree of discrepancy
between X and Y . A positive (negative) a3 suggested that when
X > Y (X < Y) the value of the dependent variable is higher than
when X < Y (X > Y); a significant positive (negative) a4 meant a
convex (concave) surface effect on the dependent variable Z with
the misalignment between X and Y increasing.

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis
Table 2 reports the means, standard deviations, and correlations.
The correlation analysis revealed that LOC and ROC were
positively correlated with innovation ambidexterity. The
correlation coefficients were all moderate, indicating no obvious
collinearity between variables. Therefore, the data can be used in
regression analyses.

Polynomial Regression With Response
Surface Analysis
SPSS 25 was used in this study to conduct polynomial regression
with response surface analysis using the RSA package (Edwards,
2002). The results are presented in Table 3. With regard to
the effect of ACC, a1 was found to be significantly positive
(p = 0.040), indicating that innovation ambidexterity increases
when ACC increases. In addition, a2 was also significantly
positive (p = 0.016), highlighting the existence of a convex
surface effect on innovation ambidexterity with increasing ACC.
Therefore, H1 is partially supported.

With reference to the effect of MCC, a4 was significantly
positive (p = 0.034), confirming a convex surface effect on
innovation ambidexterity with MCC increasing. However,
a3 was not significant (p = 0.480), proving that the
direction of the discrepancy between LOC and ROC is not
significantly related to innovation ambidexterity. Therefore,
H2 is supported.

The quadratic terms of response surface analysis revealed
a complex relationship between ACC and innovation
ambidexterity. Figure 1 demonstrates and details the complex
pattern. Along the line of ACC, the higher value of innovation
ambidexterity on the surface is at the corner where ACC is

TABLE 3 | Polynomial regression with response surface analysis.

Variables Coefficients SE

Constant (b0) 4.118*** 0.588

Age −0.070 0.105

Education −0.089 0.103

Employee 0.286* 0.186

Asset −0.108 0.050

Loss orientation coping (LOC) (b1) 0.053 0.085

Restoration orientation coping (ROC) (b2) 0.159 0.096

LOC squared (b3) 0.186** 0.063

LOC × ROC (b4) −0.038 0.085

ROC squared (b5) 0.087 0.090

a1 0.212* 0.102

a2 0.235* 0.096

a3 −0.106 0.150

a4 0.311* 0.145

Dependent variable: innovation ambidexterity; significance level: *p < 0.05;
**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 (two-tail tests, sample size = 106); a1 = b1 + b2,
a2 = b3 + b4 + b5, a3 = b1 – b2, and a4 = b3 – b4 + b5, where b1 is the coefficient
for LOC, b2 is the coefficient for ROC, b3 is the coefficient for LOC squared, b4 is
the coefficient for LOC × ROC, b5 is the coefficient for LOC squared.

FIGURE 1 | Response surface analysis of innovation ambidexterity.

relatively high and low, and the lowest value is in the middle. The
graph in Figure 2 shows an upward curving relationship between
ACC and innovation ambidexterity. The result pertaining to
high-level ACC is why H1 is partly supported.
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FIGURE 2 | Innovation ambidexterity along the alignment.
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FIGURE 3 | Innovation ambidexterity along the misalignment.

Along the line of MCC, the lowest value of innovation
ambidexterity is in the middle; and innovation ambidexterity
increases no matter ROC was higher than LOC or vice versa,
that means innovation ambidexterity was higher than when
ROC was equal with LOC. The graph in Figure 3 demonstrates
that as LOC rises and comes closer to ROC, innovation
ambidexterity decreases until it reaches the bottom (left side of
the graph). However, when LOC continues to rise, innovation
ambidexterity also sees an upward incline. Therefore, innovation
ambidexterity increases with oscillations between LOC and
ROC, which is why H2 is supported. Besides, although the
graph shows an upward curving relationship between MCC
and innovation ambidexterity, the discrepancy in innovation
ambidexterity is not significantly different between the right and
the left direction.

Post-hoc Analysis
Polynomial regression with response surface analysis was
conducted respectively on exploitative and exploratory

innovation. Table 4 exhibits the regression results and the
response surface analysis graphs are displayed in Figures 4, 5.
According to the regression analysis on exploitative innovation,
both a1 (p = 0.015) and a2 (p = 0.025) were found to be
significantly positive, along with a4 (p = 0.032). In addition, the
shape along the line of both ACC and MCC in Figure 4 was
observed to be similar to the shape seen in Figure 1. Compared
with innovation ambidexterity, these results indicate the similar
pattern of the relationship between ACC (MCC) and exploitative
innovation, except for the deeper “bowl” noted in Figure 4. In
terms of exploratory innovation, a2 (p = 0.056) and a4 (p = 0.079)
were marginally significant with positive parameters; however,
a1 was not significant. Further, although the shape of the pattern
in Figure 5 was found to be similar to the form seen in Figure 1,
the “bowl” in Figure 5 was much shallower, indicating a weak
connection between ACC (MCC) on exploratory innovation.

Two dimensions, namely, the combined dimension and the
balanced dimension, were considered to measure innovation
ambidexterity (He and Wong, 2004; Cao et al., 2009).
The additive approach and the multiplicative approach were
classified into the combined dimension, whereas the subtractive
approach was classified into the balanced dimension. Polynomial
regression with response surface analysis was also conducted
on innovation ambidexterity according to the multiplicative
approach, for that both additive and multiplicative approach
belong to the same dimension. Table 5 presents the results, and
the response surface analysis graph is displayed in Figure 6.
Both a1 (p = 0.021) and a2 (p = 0.025) were found to
be significantly positive, according to the regression analysis
on innovation ambidexterity measured with the multiplicative
approach, whereas a4 (p = 0.060) was marginally significant. In
addition, both the line of ACC and the line of MCC in Figure 6
had a similar shape to that observed in Figure 1. These results
indicate the robustness of the pattern of the relationship between
ACC (MCC) and innovation ambidexterity.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Complex Links Between Coping
Combination and Innovation
Ambidexterity
Despite emerging research on the effect of LOC and ROC at the
individual level in situations of business failure (Shepherd, 2003;
Shepherd et al., 2011; Shepherd and Patzelt, 2018), there still
exists a dearth of knowledge with regard to the role of coping
methods at the firm level. Thus, this study drew upon the upper
echelons theory combined with the entrepreneurial cognition
approach to examine how coping combinations (ACC and MCC)
may be related to innovation ambidexterity in the event of a
business failure.

Data were collected through two serial-wave surveys in the
BER region of China and were analyzed using polynomial
regression with response surface analysis technology.
The analyses found empirical evidences to support the
study’s hypotheses. The results of the study seem to align
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TABLE 4 | Polynomial regression with response surface analysis.

Variables Exploitative innovation Exploratory innovation

Coefficients SD Coefficients SD

Constant (b0) 3.572*** 0.732 4.664*** 0.528

Age −0.056 0.130 −0.083 0.094

Education −0.074 0.128 −0.104 0.092

Employee −0.121† 0.062 −0.095* 0.045

Asset 0.365 0.231 0.207 0.167

Loss orientation coping (LOC) (b1) 0.050 0.106 0.055 0.076

Restoration orientation coping (ROC) (b2) 0.276* 0.120 0.043 0.086

LOC squared (b3) 0.238** 0.079 0.134* 0.057

LOC × ROC (b4) −0.045 0.106 −0.030 0.076

ROC squared (b5) 0.111 0.112 0.064 0.081

a1 0.326* 0.133 0.098 0.096

a2 0.304* 0.134 0.168† 0.087

a3 −0.226 0.183 0.012 0.131

a4 0.394* 0.181 0.228† 0.129

Dependent variable: exploitative innovation, exploratory innovation; significance level: †p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 (two-tail tests, sample size = 106);
a1 = b1 + b2, a2 = b3 + b4 + b5, a3 = b1 – b2, and a4 = b3 – b4 + b5, where b1 is the coefficient for LOC, b2 is the coefficient for ROC, b3 is the coefficient for LOC
squared, b4 is the coefficient for LOC × ROC, b5 is the coefficient for LOC squared.
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FIGURE 4 | Response surface analysis of exploitative innovation.

with the entrepreneurial cognition approach of the upper
echelons theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Randolph-Seng
et al., 2015). According to this perspective, entrepreneurial
cognition (thought structure and information processing system)
influences an entrepreneur’s strategic decision. In support of
the reshaping of an entrepreneur’s cognitive structure logic,
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FIGURE 5 | Response surface analysis of exploratory innovation.

the findings of the present study demonstrate that ACC is
positively related to innovation ambidexterity when ACC
is relatively high. In addition, the outcome of MCC being
positively related to innovation ambidexterity is in support of
the activating information processing system logic. In other
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TABLE 5 | Polynomial regression with response surface analysis (the
multiplicative approach).

Variables Coefficients SE

Constant (b0) 16.658∗∗∗ 4.224

Age −0.375 0.752

Education −0.525 0.739

Employee −0.650† 0.357

Asset 1.883 1.334

Loss orientation coping (LOC) (b1) 0.355 0.610

Restoration orientation coping (ROC) (b2) 1.391∗ 0.691

LOC squared (b3) 1.429∗∗ 0.455

LOC × ROC (b4) −0.382 0.611

ROC squared (b5) 0.626 0.645

a1 1.746∗ 0.744

a2 1.673∗ 0.761

a3 −1.036 1.070

a4 2.437† 1.280

Dependent variable: innovation ambidexterity; significance level: †p < 0.10;
∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001 (two-tail tests, sample size = 106);
a1 = b1 + b2, a2 = b3 + b4 + b5, a3 = b1 – b2, and a4 = b3 – b4 + b5, where b1 is
the coefficient for LOC, b2 is the coefficient for ROC, b3 is the coefficient for LOC
squared, b4 is the coefficient for LOC× ROC, b5 is the coefficient for LOC squared.

words, coping mechanisms (ACC and MCC) influence the
firm-level innovation ambidexterity through the underlying logic
of entrepreneurial cognition.

Interestingly, the post hoc analysis reveals that the effects
taken by coping combinations are different vis-à-vis exploitative
and exploratory innovation. The “bowl” in Figure 4 is
deeper, suggesting (Table 4) that both ACC and MCC are
significantly related to exploitative innovation. In contrast, the
“bowl” in Figure 5 is much shallower, indicating (Table 4)
that both ACC and MCC are only marginally significantly
associated with exploratory innovation. Therefore, it may
be inferred that to some extent an entrepreneur’s attitude
becomes relatively conservative after business failure and that
an entrepreneur would prefer to allocate more resources to
exploitative innovation activities.

In addition, although not hypothesized, the results
demonstrate that innovation ambidexterity decreases with
an increase in ACC when ACC is relatively low, which indicates
that reverse effect occurs when ACC is relatively low. Perhaps the
results are attribute to the downside of the switching, also known
as the cognitive switching penalty in entrepreneurial cognition
(Monsell, 2003): time and effort are wasted when an entrepreneur
reorients coping strategies (Putnam et al., 2016). In this study,
the reverse effect when ACC is relatively low may result from the
fact that the costs of frequent switching between LOC and ROC
are more than the benefits of the shifts. Therefore, the application
of ACC should be carefully considered. The final effect of ACC,
which is also a temporal ambidextrous oscillation, lies in its
potential mechanisms concerning the positive and negative sides.

Contributions
The study adds to the literature on coping strategies in
business failure situations in several important ways. First, it
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FIGURE 6 | Response surface analysis of innovation ambidexterity (the
multiplicative approach).

contributes to the upper echelons theory with the entrepreneurial
cognition approach (Dutton et al., 1983; Daft and Weick,
1984; Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Fahey and Narayanan,
1989; Walsh, 1995; Gaglio, 1997). Previous studies on the
upper echelons theory addressed three aspects of the top
managers: observable characteristics, psychological features,
and interactions with others (Bromiley and Rau, 2016).
The effects of narcissism (Chatterjee and Hambrick, 2007),
hubris (Li and Tang, 2010), and overconfidence (Billett
and Qian, 2008) on strategic decision-making have been
examined as psychological features; however, most of the
existing studies have been based on a narrow underlying
logic of psychological characteristics. The present study
focused on the effects of ACC and MCC on innovation
ambidexterity through the entrepreneurial cognition
approach and revealed the general underlying logic of
psychological characteristics. This study, therefore, contributes
to the upper echelons theory from the entrepreneurial
cognition approach.

Second, this study supplements the fundamental theoretical
logic of coping mechanisms at the organizational level.
Although coping is quite commonly used to overcome the
negative impact of business failure, research on this activity
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is still at an early stage (Shepherd, 2003; Shepherd et al.,
2011; Shepherd and Patzelt, 2018). Previous studies have
focused primarily on the effects of coping strategies at the
individual level. They have investigated three categories
of coping (loss orientation, restoration orientation, and
oscillation orientation) and two focus classifications (problem-
focused coping and emotion-focused coping) employed
to overcome the negative effects of business failures
(Shepherd, 2003; Singh et al., 2007; Shepherd et al., 2011).
The present study integrated innovation ambidexterity
into its research on coping and focused on the effects of
ACC and MCC on innovation ambidexterity to investigate
firm-level outcomes. The results of this study answered
its research questions and revealed how ACC and MCC
influence innovation ambidexterity. The findings of this
investigation thus enhance scholarly understanding of
the mechanism that underpins the effects of coping on
innovation ambidexterity.

Third, this research introduced the effects of coping strategies
described in business failure literature from the information
processing perspective (Burns and D’Zurilla, 1999). Most
previous studies have explored how coping functions on
the basis of the functional analytic perspective (Shepherd,
2003; Singh et al., 2007; Shepherd et al., 2011). Only a
few studies have investigated the role of coping strategies
from the information processing perspective. The present
study bridges this research gap by empirically applying the
information processing perspective to the investigation of the
effects of ACC and MCC on innovation ambidexterity. In
congruence with Epstein (1990), the analytical information
processing system is associated with the left-brain function of
converging information and operates at the conscious level
with an intentional, analytic, and primarily verbal nature. On
the other hand, the intuitive information processing system is
associated with the right-brain function of diverging information
and operates in a manner that is automatic, preconscious,
holistic, associative, and primarily non-verbal in character
(Norris and Epstein, 2011). The findings of the present
investigation enrich the theoretical logic of coping mechanism
from both the analytical and intuitive information processing
system perspectives.

In addition to the theoretical implications, this study also
offers substantial practical implications. First, the obtained
results provide entrepreneurs failed in previous business with
more precise coping combinations through which they can learn
from their business failures and simultaneously recover from
the grief triggered by failed ventures. Second, the outcomes
of this investigation can inspire entrepreneurs to control the
critical role of entrepreneurial cognition, especially after a
business failure. Indeed, the reshaping of the cognition structure
and the selection of appropriate information processing
system are both critical for an entrepreneur to benefit from
ACC and MCC while minimizing the downsides of business
failure. Third, the results imply the importance of exploratory
innovation activities. Although the findings disclose that an
entrepreneur’s attitude becomes relatively conservative after
a business failure, the entrepreneur must allocate appropriate

innovation resources to exploratory innovation activities,
so that innovation ambidexterity may be more enhanced
at the firm level.

Limitations and Directions for Future
Research
Like any other investigation, the present study must acknowledge
certain limitations. First, the limited resources and difficulties
in data collection resulted in a valid sample size of only 106
respondents even though the researchers tried their best to
maximize the sample size. Neither the data of 61 and above
years old nor the data of the education level higher than
bachelor were acquired with the limited samples, although the
research design included them. In addition, the measurement
data of innovation ambidexterity should be better collected
at the firm level, not just from the individual informant
level. Future studies should invest more resources in the
collection of data so that the causal relationships between
coping combination and innovation ambidexterity can be
comprehensively investigated. Second, some of the items of
original scales were dropped to guarantee the reliability and
the validity of the survey because of the contextual impact. To
obtain more robust results, prospective studies should develop
more appropriate scales to suit the Chinese context. Third,
factors that play moderating roles may exist and create different
effects of coping combinations on exploitative innovation and
exploratory innovation. Forthcoming studies should explore
these moderating factors between coping combination and
innovation ambidexterity.
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In order to study the influence of entrepreneurial passion on entrepreneurs’ psychology
and behavior, based on the theory of self-efficacy, a model of relationship between
entrepreneurial passion and entrepreneurs’ psychology and behavior was constructed,
relevant hypotheses were proposed, and the promotion mechanism of entrepreneurial
passion on entrepreneurial behavior and enterprise performance was analyzed. A survey
of 300 entrepreneurs from Hangzhou, Wenzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing, and Huzhou was
conducted to verify the reliability of the questionnaire through statistical description and
analysis. Then exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were
conducted to test the correlation between variables. Finally, the structural equation was
simulated to verify the correctness of the proposed hypothesis and model. The results
show that the designed questionnaire has good reliability [the correction item total
correlation coefficients (CITC) of all scales are greater than 0.3, values of Cronbach’s
α are higher than 0.6], the validity (all inventory accumulation explanation degree are
higher than 50%) and the fitting (χ2/df values of all scales are less than 3, comparative
fitness index (CFI), goodness of fitness index (GFI), and incremental fitness index (IFI)
are greater than 0.9, root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) value is less
than 0.08). The direct effect of harmonious passion on entrepreneurial persistence and
enterprise performance is not significant, while the direct effect of compulsive passion
on entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance is significant. Harmonious
passion (P < 0.001) and compulsive passion (P < 0.01) are significantly correlated
with entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and self-efficacy plays a mediating role between
entrepreneurial passion and entrepreneur psychology and behavior (P < 0.05), and the
hypothesis proposed is basically valid. Therefore, entrepreneurial passion can positively
guide the entrepreneurial persistence of entrepreneurs, and at the same time promote
the performance of enterprises by stimulating the positive emotions of entrepreneurs.
In addition, entrepreneurs can enhance their entrepreneurial role identity, maintain a
positive attitude, stimulate creativity, and innovation, to enhance their sense of energy
efficiency. The government can also promote successful business cases to build an
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inclusive and innovative social environment and stimulate the entrepreneurial passion
of entrepreneurs. This study reveals the relationship between entrepreneurial passion,
self-efficacy, and entrepreneur psychology and behavior, and extends the application of
entrepreneurial passion in the field of entrepreneurship.

Keywords: entrepreneurial passion, self-efficiency, entrepreneurial persistence behavior, psychology, enterprise
performance, entrepreneurial persistence

INTRODUCTION

With the development and progress of economic globalization,
more and more people choose to start their own businesses
under strong national and governmental supports, which not
only promotes the economic development of the country, but also
alleviates the employment situation to a certain extent (Barba-
Sánchez and Atienza-Sahuquillo, 2018). According to relevant
research, an increasing number of office workers and college
students are involved in the army of self-entrepreneurship,
and entrepreneurship has become a trend in China (Azoulay
et al., 2020). However, some enterprises cannot continue to
operate after establishment, and the entrepreneurial success rate
is low. This is because when entrepreneurs encounter difficulties
and setbacks, only a part of them can continue to start a
business (Bosma et al., 2018; Acs et al., 2018). To explain the
psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs in depth, more and
more researchers are continuously enriching and developing
theories related to entrepreneurship.

In recent years, the development of positive psychology
has attracted the attention of many scholars, and passion,
as an important theory of positive psychology, has a
profound impact on people’s psychological and behavioral
activities (Stroe et al., 2018). Currently, researchers have
used passion theory to explain entrepreneurial behavior.
Entrepreneurial passion is a core trait that entrepreneurs
must possess, which can encourage entrepreneurs to conduct
entrepreneurial behaviors. When entrepreneurs face difficulties,
entrepreneurial passion can be used as a support force to keep
them going (Costa et al., 2018; Montiel-Campos, 2018). By
persisting in entrepreneurial behavior, relentlessly pursuing
established goals, and investing a lot of time and energy,
entrepreneurs can achieve successful entrepreneurship and
obtain economic benefits (Milanesi, 2018). Therefore, it is of
theoretical and practical significance to study the influence
of entrepreneurial passion on the psychology and behavior
of entrepreneurs.

Based on this, in this research, the influence of entrepreneurial
passion on the psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs was
explored and a model of the relationship between entrepreneurial
passion and the psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs
was constructed according to the theories of entrepreneurial
passion and self-efficacy (Deleuze et al., 2018). In addition,
through the questionnaire survey, the promotion mechanism
of entrepreneurial passion on entrepreneurial behavior and
enterprise performance was discussed, and the reliability of the
questionnaire was analyzed. It is hoped that this study can

reveal the relationship between entrepreneurial passion, self-
efficacy, and psychology and behavior of entrepreneur, and
expand the application of entrepreneurial passion in the field
of entrepreneurship.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Costin et al. (2019) studied the influence of simulation
games in the development of cognitive (knowledge and
skills) and non-cognitive (attitude) entrepreneurial capabilities
using the existing entrepreneurial capability framework. The
benefits of using business simulation as an effective model
for developing entrepreneurial capabilities were demonstrated.
This ability was not only beneficial to individuals working
in entrepreneurial environments, but can be transferred to
any business environment, thus highlighting the importance
of entrepreneurial learning for all students (Costin et al.,
2019). Cannatelli et al. (2019) explored the relationship between
the alternative entrepreneurial behavioral logic based on the
principle of causality and the two passions, namely the
passion for product and the passion for growth. The results
showed that entrepreneurs who were passionate about products
prioritized decisions based on implementation principles, while
those who were passionate about growth relied primarily
on causal logic. Moreover, this relationship would indeed
influence the direction they pursued in their career, which
was beneficial to homogeneous and heterogeneous strategies
(Cannatelli et al., 2019).

Bao et al. (2017) studied the relationship between
entrepreneurial passion, opportunity recognition, and
entrepreneurial behavior. Entrepreneurial enthusiasm included
the strong positive emotions generated by participation in
entrepreneurial activities and the central role of these activities
in the entrepreneur’s self-identity. The results showed that
entrepreneurial enthusiasm had an important influence on
opportunity recognition and entrepreneurial behavior, and
opportunity recognition partly mediated the relationship
between entrepreneurial enthusiasm and entrepreneurial
behavior. Therefore, entrepreneurs with enthusiasm were more
likely than others to find opportunities and start new businesses
(Bao et al., 2017). Chen and Zhou (2017) studied the importance
of entrepreneurs’ internal and external social capital in the
relationship between entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy (ESE) and
enterprises’ innovation behaviors, and analyzed data from 193
Chinese entrepreneurs. The results showed that ESE had a
positive impact on the innovation behavior of the company,
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while the internal social capital of the entrepreneur played a
negative mediating role in the relationship between ESE and the
innovation behavior of the company (Chen and Zhou, 2017).

According to relevant domestic and foreign researches,
it is found that the researches on entrepreneurial passion,
entrepreneurial behavior, and self-efficacy are developing rapidly
at present. However, there is still a lack of corresponding
researches on the relationship between entrepreneurial passion,
self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial behavior from the perspective
of psychology. In the study, based on the entrepreneurial passion
and self-efficacy theory, the influence of entrepreneurial passion
on the psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs was discussed,
the relationship model between entrepreneurial passion and
the psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs was constructed,
and the promotion mechanism of entrepreneurial passion
on entrepreneurial behavior and enterprise performance was
analyzed through questionnaire survey.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entrepreneurial Passion and
Self-Efficiency Theory
At present, researchers have different opinions on the definition
of entrepreneurial passion, which mainly focus on three aspects:
individual trait perspective, emotion perspective, and motivation
perspective.

First, the perspective of individual trait is an innate personality
characteristic of individuals, which makes individuals have
different characteristics from others in different situations and
stabilize their existence. However, with the establishment and
development of enterprises, most entrepreneurs will lose their
entrepreneurial passion and cannot be explained by individual
characteristics (Yu et al., 2019).

Second, the emotional perspective, including the five
psychological states of feeling, cognition, expression, physiology,
and action, is the psychological and physiological response
triggered by the stimulation of the external environment.
Researchers believe that entrepreneurial passion is an emotional
experience, not a reflection of individual characteristics. When
entrepreneurs have abundant entrepreneurial passion, they can
do the entrepreneurial behavior in line with their identity. With
the in-depth study of the theory of entrepreneurial passion, the
explanation of entrepreneurial passion from this perspective has
been recognized by people.

Third, the motivation perspective is the driving force that
motivates individuals to achieve their goals and carry out
corresponding activities. Passion is a key part of the motivation
to start a business and can make an individual work harder.
Under specific motivation, entrepreneurial passion can stimulate
the entrepreneur’s thinking and act accordingly.

According to the internalization of passion activity in
individual identity, passion is divided into harmonious passion
(HP) and obsessive passion. Harmonious passion is that
individuals independently choose the activities they like, generate
positive emotions, and get a fuller experience. And obsessive
passion refers to the negative emotions caused by the passive

pressure of individuals when they participate in their favorite
activities. The differences between the two are as follows. First,
HP is more flexible and harmonious than obsessive passion, and
tends to produce more positive emotions. Second, HP is more
effective than obsessive passion in making people stick to an
activity (Zheng and Liu, 2020). When people find that they can
benefit from the activity, they will stick to the activity. Conversely,
if negative emotions are often obtained, people will reduce or
even stop the activity. Third, in a competitive environment,
obsessive passion has an advantage over HP.

In the study of the antecedent variable of entrepreneurial
passion, that is, how to generate entrepreneurial passion, it
is currently believed that its source includes two antecedent
variables: identity and entrepreneurial effort. Some researchers
believe that entrepreneurial passion is closely related to the
identity of entrepreneurs, which is a self-concept and a
guide to individual actions, including significance and central
identity analysis, and it is a complex entity. According to
the self-regulation theory, entrepreneurial efforts will make
entrepreneurs develop positive emotions. When entrepreneurs
take voluntary actions, they can judge their own emotions
accordingly, and entrepreneurial efforts will cause changes in
entrepreneurial passion.

In the theory of motivation, it is believed that the behavior
of individuals is affected by the motivation. In the field of
psychology, motivation is the psychological tendency to initiate
and maintain an individual’s behavior and make the behavior
develop toward a specific goal (Chen, 2018). Self-efficacy is an
individual’s subjective judgment of his/her ability to accomplish a
specific goal in a specific situation, including two parts: outcome
expectation and efficacy expectation. Self-efficacy is not the skill
itself that an individual possesses, but the degree of confidence
that an individual can achieve a given goal by performing a
certain behavior to himself. In different fields, self-efficacy varies
according to an individual’s abilities and skills. Entrepreneurial
self-efficacy is the self-confidence manifestation of entrepreneurs’
success in entrepreneurial behavior and their own capabilities.
The higher the entrepreneurial self-efficacy, the more confident
the entrepreneur is that they can influence the surrounding
environment through their own abilities. Entrepreneurial self-
efficacy can predict entrepreneurial psychology and behavior,
representing the entrepreneur’s ability to complete the assessment
and perception of entrepreneurial behavior.

The Influence of Entrepreneurial Passion
on the Psychology and Behavior of
Entrepreneurs
With the development of positive psychology, researchers
gradually combine it with entrepreneurship to study its
importance. As the product of the combination of positive
psychology and entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship passion
has been found to promote the entrepreneurial behavior,
entrepreneurial efforts, and other behaviors and psychology of
entrepreneurs. For entrepreneurs, their entrepreneurial goal is
to improve enterprise performance and achieve entrepreneurial
success. Entrepreneurial passion has an impact on enterprise
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performance through psychology. The role identity of the
entrepreneur originates from the positive intrinsic affirmation
of the entrepreneur’s real self-concept, so the entrepreneurial
passion will be related to the development of the role
identity. When a particular identity is activated, the experience
of entrepreneurial passion mobilizes the entrepreneur’s self-
regulatory process to pursue the entrepreneurial goals that match
it. At the same time, the participation in cognitive activities also
validates this particular focused identity, which in a sense is a
characteristic of strong positive emotions.

First, from the organizational point of view, entrepreneurial
passion can affect the establishment of enterprises and the
effective realization of goals. Compared with individuals lacking
entrepreneurial passion, entrepreneurs with passion are more
willing to promote the development of enterprises. Therefore,
entrepreneurial passion has a positive impact on the development
and growth of enterprises and can effectively predict the
growth of enterprises. When driven by entrepreneurial passion,
entrepreneurs can more effectively identify entrepreneurial
opportunities and create and nurture business development.
When the entrepreneurial passion is at a lower level, the
entrepreneurs will spend much less time and energy on
entrepreneurship. When it is below a certain level, they will
even withdraw from entrepreneurial activities. However, when
the entrepreneurial passion of entrepreneurs is at a high
level, entrepreneurs will be in a state of overconfidence in
their entrepreneurial ideas and concepts, which may lead to
high expectations and have a negative effect on the growth
of enterprises.

Second, from the perspective of individuals, entrepreneurial
passion can have a positive and significant impact on individuals.
Entrepreneurial passion will generate an internal driving force
for individual behavior, so as to better improve individual
performance and benefit individuals to obtain material gains. If
entrepreneurs are full of entrepreneurial passion, they will have
a sense of enjoyment in the process of starting a business, so
that they will devote more time and energy to entrepreneurial
activities, so as to have a higher degree of satisfaction with
entrepreneurial activities. Entrepreneurial passion will also have
a direct and indirect impact on entrepreneurs’ behavior, which
is a series of activities related to the establishment and operation
of enterprises.

The direct impacts are introduced as follows: entrepreneurial
passion will stimulate the entrepreneurial behavior of
entrepreneurs and bring the excitement of pursuing goals.
Therefore, entrepreneurial passion and entrepreneurial
persistence behavior have a positive correlation. At the
same time, the higher the level of HP, the more significant
the relationship with persistence. This is because HP stimulates
the driving force to promote entrepreneurial behavior.

The indirect effects are introduced as follows: entrepreneurial
passion also influences entrepreneurial behavior through certain
intermediations, such as cognitive processes and intrinsic
motivation. Studies have shown that emotions influence
entrepreneurs’ behavior by affecting cognitive processes. When
entrepreneurs with high entrepreneurial passion are confronted
with adverse market information, their sensitivity is reduced and

they stick to their previous behavior. Entrepreneurial passion
provides entrepreneurial behavior motivation for entrepreneurs.
Similarly, individuals with passionate experiences are often able
to feel intrinsic motivation for entrepreneurial behavior.

Model Construction and Theoretical
Hypothesis
According to the theory of motivational self-determination, HP
comes from autonomous internalization, individuals can obtain
positive emotional experience, while obsessive passion comes
from controlled internalization, which is affected by pressure,
self-worth, etc. In highly competitive environments, however,
obsessive passion can have a positive effect on entrepreneurs. At
the same time, the relationship between entrepreneurial passion
and entrepreneurial behavior will be affected by self-efficacy.
In this research, the relationship model of entrepreneurial
passion, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, entrepreneurial persistence
behavior, and enterprise performance was constructed, as shown
in Figure 1.

First, the relationship between entrepreneurial passion,
entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and enterprise
performance.

Entrepreneurial passion is the strong psychological emotion
that entrepreneurs show in the process of starting a business, and
they have a positive tendency toward entrepreneurial behavior
and pay a lot of energy and time for it. When entrepreneurs agree
with the value of the target they pursue, they will stick to the
pursuit of the target even if they lack the corresponding ability
and skills. Entrepreneurial passion belongs to positive emotional
experience, which also indicates that things are going well and
there is no need to reevaluate and change individual behaviors.
Individuals with positive experiences choose to stick to their
current behavior to maintain this state, thereby gaining enterprise
performance.

For the HP, the individual can control the behavior activities
independently and flexibly. As long as the positive benefits
can be obtained, the individual will stick to the behavior
activities. However, obsessive passion makes entrepreneurs lack
independent control and flexibility, and under the influence of
external environmental factors, entrepreneurs will have stubborn
and persistent behavior toward entrepreneurial activities. Based
on this, the following hypotheses were proposed.

H1: entrepreneurial passion has a positive impact on
entrepreneurial persistence behavior and enterprise
performance.

H1-1: HP has a positive impact on entrepreneurial
persistence behavior and enterprise performance.

H1-2: obsessive passion has a positive impact on
entrepreneurial persistence behavior and enterprise
performance.

Second, the impact of entrepreneurial passion on self-efficacy.
Self-efficacy is the confidence of entrepreneurs in their

own ability in the process of starting a business, which
can be strengthened through individual assessment. Negative
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Business Performance

FIGURE 1 | The relationship model between entrepreneurial passion, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and enterprise performance.

emotions can bring bad feelings to individuals, while positive
emotions can trigger the confidence of entrepreneurs in the
process of entrepreneurial success. Entrepreneurs with HP
have the ability to choose independently and bring positive
emotional experience. Entrepreneurs with obsessive passion may
bring more negative emotions because they lack the right to
choose independently. However, entrepreneurs with obsessive
passion in a highly competitive environment will have stronger
psychological adjustment ability than HP, thus producing
positive emotions. Accordingly, entrepreneurs may actively learn
corresponding skills and abilities to improve self-efficacy. The
higher the entrepreneur’s passion, the higher the self-efficacy.
Based on this, the following hypotheses were proposed.

H2: entrepreneurial passion has a positive effect on self-
efficacy.

H2-1: HP has a positive effect on self-efficacy.

H2-2: obsessive passion has a positive effect on self-efficacy.

Third, the influence of self-efficacy on entrepreneurial
persistence behavior and enterprise performance.

In addition to passion, entrepreneurial self-efficacy is also
an important factor affecting the behavior of entrepreneurs.
Self-efficacy can distinguish the difference of psychological
characteristics between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs
and predict the entrepreneurial behavior and entrepreneurial
tendency of entrepreneurs. Under certain circumstances, high
self-efficacy can motivate individuals to make more efforts
voluntarily for the set goals, thus having high persistence. While
low self-efficacy lacks this effect. Therefore, high self-efficacy can
make entrepreneurs persist in entrepreneurial behavior for a long
time and further promote enterprise performance. Based on this,
the following hypotheses were proposed.

H3: self-efficacy has a positive impact on entrepreneurial
persistence behavior and enterprise performance.

Fourth, the relationship between entrepreneurial passion,
self-efficacy, entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and enterprise
performance.

The negative emotional experience of an individual in a
complex environment is affected by self-efficacy, and his own
way of thinking will affect the emotional response, so as to
affect the behavior. Entrepreneurs with high self-efficacy will
make more efforts to cope with difficulties, while entrepreneurs
with low self-efficacy may reduce their efforts or even give up
their current entrepreneurial behaviors. When entrepreneurs full
of entrepreneurial passion are confident in their own abilities
and believe that the current entrepreneurial behavior can bring
high enterprise performance, entrepreneurs will show high
entrepreneurial persistence behavior. Based on this, the following
hypotheses were proposed.

H4: self-efficacy mediates between entrepreneurial passion,
entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and enterprise
performance.

H4-1: self-efficacy mediates between HP, entrepreneurial
persistence behavior, and enterprise performance.

H4-2: self-efficacy mediates between obsessive passion,
entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and enterprise
performance.

Questionnaire Design and Research
Samples
In this study, the model and hypothesis were empirically
analyzed by means of questionnaire survey, and all variables were
measured by relatively mature and widely used scales at home
and abroad (Chen, 2019).

For entrepreneurial passion, the measurement scale of Anjum
et al. (2018) was adopted, and the scale was translated. Among
them, the entrepreneurial passion contains 14 items, the HP
and the obsessive passion each contain 7 items. Besides, Likert
scale with level 1–5 was adopted, in which1 means “completely
disagree,” and 5 means “completely agree.” The complete
questionnaire is shown in Table 1.

For self-efficacy, entrepreneurial self-efficacy scale of Brändle
et al. (2018) was adopted. There were 15 questions, including
entrepreneurs’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy in innovation,
marketing, finance, and other aspects. Besides, Likert scale with
level 1–5 was adopted, as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 1 | Entrepreneurial passion questionnaire.

No. Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 In the process of starting a business, I get a sense
of identity

2 The harvest in the process of starting a business
makes me like it more

3 Starting a business doesn’t affect my daily life

4 Entrepreneurship enriches my personal experience

5 Entrepreneurship is an uncontrollable passion

6 I can devote myself to entrepreneurial activities

7 Entrepreneurship is a memorable experience

8 I am so eager to start a business that I couldn’t help
but get involved

9 Without entrepreneurship, I can’t imagine what kind
of life I would have

10 Starting a business is part of my life

11 Entrepreneurial activities affect my personal
emotions

12 I can’t help myself from starting a business

13 I’m obsessed with entrepreneurship

14 Whether or not I can start my own business
successfully determines my personal mood

TABLE 2 | Questionnaire of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.

No. Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 Innovation ability

2 Financial analysis ability

3 Industry understanding

4 Ability to explore new markets

5 Ability to develop and implement sales plan

6 Ability to design new products and services

7 Ability to reduce risk

8 Ability to implement strategic planning

9 Ability to establish product market position

10 Ability to define management and accountability

11 Ability to take risks

12 Ability to establish strategic goals and tasks

13 Ability to propose new methods of production,
marketing, and management

14 Ability to develop systems and internal controls

15 Ability to make decisions at risk

For entrepreneurial persistence behavior, a measurement scale
of D’arc da Silva Brito et al. (2018) was used, with a total of
6 items, and Likert scale with level 1–5was adopted, as shown
in Table 3.

For enterprise performance, the measurement scale of Lawton
et al. (2019) was used. There were 6 items in total and Likert scale
with level 1–5 was adopted, as shown in Table 4.

The entrepreneur’s entrepreneurial persistence behavior is
influenced by the entrepreneur’s gender, work experience,
previous entrepreneurial experience, and other factors, so these
factors are taken as control variables for data analysis.

The respondents of this study mainly come from
entrepreneurs in Hangzhou, Wenzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing,

TABLE 3 | Entrepreneurial persistence behavior questionnaire.

No. Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 When others give up entrepreneurship, I keep going

2 When others oppose me starting a business, I still
stick with it

3 Whenever I encounter any difficulties or setbacks, I
insist on starting a business

4 Entrepreneurship increases my life satisfaction

5 When starting a business, I often suspend work at
hand to perform other duties

6 I put more effort into starting a business than
anyone else

TABLE 4 | Enterprise performance questionnaire.

No. Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 Whether the sales volume and growth rate reach
the expected target?

2 Whether the corresponding gross profit is
obtained?

3 Are products and services innovative?

4 Whether the cost is within the expected control
range?

5 Whether the market share of the product is
increasing?

6 Whether the customer is satisfied with the product
or service?

and Huzhou, whose enterprises have been in business for less
than 8 years, and the survey period is from May 2019 to October
2019. In this study, a total of 300 questionnaires were distributed,
and 263 questionnaires were recovered. The unqualified
questionnaires were removed, and 226 questionnaires were
effectively recovered. By analyzing the basic information of
the questionnaire sample, the authors obtained the statistical
distribution results of entrepreneur gender, work experience, and
previous entrepreneurship experience, as shown in Figure 2.

Statistical Methods
In this study, software SPSS22.0 and software AMOS20.0were
used for data analysis. Items analyzed included: I. Conducting
descriptive statistics and correlation analysis. II. The reliability
and validity of the questionnaire are verified by exploratory factor
analysis and factor analysis. III. Through the structural equation
AMOS20.0, the correlation between self-efficacy, entrepreneurial
passion and entrepreneur persistence and enterprise performance
is studied.

RESULTS

Questionnaire Reliability
Reliability was used to analyze the reliability and stability of the
results and to reflect the accuracy of the questionnaire data. In
this study, Cronbach α coefficient (Lawton et al., 2019) and total
correlation coefficient of corrected term CITC (Hong et al., 2018)
were used to test the reliability of variables. It is generally believed
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that the value of Cronbach’s α coefficient is between 0 and 1. If the
value is less than 0.6, the reliability is low and the questionnaire
needs to be written again. If the value is between 0.7 and 0.8,
it indicates a certain degree of reliability. If it exceeds 0.8, the
reliability is very good. The CITC value is bounded by 0.3, and
the Cronbach’s α value lower than 0.3 or the deleted item can
be increased.

Figure 3 shows the reliability test results of entrepreneurial
passion, in which Figure 3A shows the reliability test of HP
and Figure 3B shows the reliability test of obsessive passion.
According to the figure, the CITC value of item 3 of HP is
lower than 0.3, and the reliability coefficient is 0.881 after the
item is deleted. The CITC value of item 7 of obsessive passion
is lower than 0.3, and the reliability coefficient is 0.886 after the
item is deleted. Therefore, these two questions are deleted and
the reliability test is performed again. The results are shown in
Figure 4. The CITC values obtained after deletion are all higher
than 0.3. If any item is deleted, its reliability coefficient is lower
than the existing reliability coefficient value, indicating that these
items need to be retained.

Figure 5 shows the reliability test results of entrepreneurial
self-efficacy. As can be observed from the figure, the values of
Cronbach’s α coefficients are all higher than 0.8 and have good
reliability, but the CITC values of items 6, 7, and 13 are all less

than 0.3. After these items are deleted, their reliability coefficients
are 0.885, 0.890, and 0.886, respectively. After the reliability test
is performed again, the results are shown in Figure 6. The CITC
value of all items after deleting a certain item is higher than 0.3.
After any item is deleted, its reliability coefficient is lower than the
value of the existing reliability coefficient, indicating that these
items need to be retained.

Figure 7 shows the reliability test results of entrepreneurial
persistence behavior. As can be observed from the figure, the
CITC values of items 2 and 6 of entrepreneurial persistence
behavior are all less than 0.3. After these items are deleted, their
reliability coefficients are 0.637 and 0.689, respectively. Therefore,
these two items are deleted respectively and reliability test is
conducted again. The results are shown in Figure 8. The CITC
values obtained after deleting a certain item are all higher than
0.3. After any item is deleted, its reliability coefficient is lower
than the value of the existing reliability coefficient, indicating that
these items need to be retained.

Figure 9 shows the reliability test results of enterprise
performance. It can be observed from the Figure that the CITC
values of the six items of the enterprise performance are all higher
than 0.3, and their reliability coefficient values are all higher than
0.7, showing good reliability, and there is no need to delete the
items for re-testing.

Male 61.9%

Gender

Less than 1 
year

 21.2%

Work experience

0
 62.2%

Number of previously 
established businesses

Above 3
7.5%

2
9.5%

FIGURE 2 | Sample statistical distribution results.
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FIGURE 3 | Reliability test of entrepreneurial passion. (A) harmonious passion; (B) obsessive passion.
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FIGURE 4 | Re-reliability test of entrepreneurial passion. (A) harmonious passion; (B) obsessive passion.

Validity Test
In this study, SPSS20.0 was used for exploratory factor analysis,
and KMO test statistics (Mottese et al., 2018) and Bartlett test of
sphericity (Bartlett P) (Qi et al., 2019) were used as evaluation
indexes to determine whether factor analysis could be carried
out. Generally, the KMO value is between 0 and 1, the bigger
the better, if it is less than 0.5, it means that it is not suitable for
factor analysis. When the Bartlett P value is no higher than 0.01,
it indicates that it is suitable for factor analysis.

Then principal component analysis (PCA) was adopted to
extract factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 from the items of
the four scales, and the maximum variance method was used for
factor rotation. If the factor load value is lower than 0.4, the item
will be deleted. If the factor load value is higher than 0.4 and the
cumulative interpretation degree of the scale is higher than 50%,
it means that the scale is highly valid and can be retained.
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FIGURE 5 | Reliability test of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.

The exploratory factor analysis results of each scale are shown
in Table 5. The KMO value of the entrepreneurial passion scale is
greater than 0.8, and the significance probability of the Bartlett
test statistical value is 0.000, indicating that it is suitable for
factor analysis. The maximum variance method was adopted for
factor rotation, and the eigenvalue greater than 1 is used as the
factor extraction standard. Two factors are extracted, and the
factor load of each item is greater than 0.5, and the cumulative
explanatory degree of the scale reaches the standard of more than
50%, indicating that the scale has good validity.

The KMO value of the entrepreneurial self-efficacy
measurement scale is greater than 0.9, and the significance
probability of the Bartlett test statistical value is 0.000, indicating
that it is very suitable for factor analysis. The maximum variance
method was adopted for factor rotation, and the eigenvalue
greater than 1 is used as the factor extraction standard. One
factor is extracted, and the factor load of each item is greater than
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FIGURE 6 | Re-reliability test of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
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FIGURE 7 | Reliability test of entrepreneurial persistence behavior.
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FIGURE 8 | Re-reliability test of entrepreneurial persistence behavior.
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FIGURE 9 | Reliability test of enterprise performance.

0.5, and the cumulative explanatory degree of the scale reaches
the standard of more than 50%, indicating that the scale has
good validity.

The KMO value of the entrepreneurial persistence scale is
greater than 0.7, and the significance probability of the Bartlett
test statistical value is 0.000, indicating that it is very suitable
for factor analysis. The maximum variance method was adopted
for factor rotation, and the eigenvalue greater than 1 is used as
the factor extraction standard. One factor is extracted, and the
factor load of each item is greater than 0.5, and the cumulative
explanatory degree of the scale reaches the standard of more than
50%, indicating that the scale has good validity.

The KMO value of the enterprise performance measurement
scale is greater than 0.8, and the significance probability of
Bartlett test statistical value is 0.000, indicating that it is very
suitable for factor analysis. The maximum variance method was
adopted for factor rotation, and the eigenvalue greater than 1 is
used as the factor extraction standard. One factor is extracted, and
the factor load of each item is greater than 0.5, and the cumulative
explanatory degree of the scale reaches the standard of more than
50%, indicating that the scale has good validity.

After exploratory factor analysis, CFA was performed
according to the requirements of structural equation analysis.
CFA should refer to the following three indicators: the
standardized factor load value should be above 0.6, the combined
reliability value should be above 0.7, and the average variable
extraction value (AVE) should be above 0.5. In addition, χ2/df,
comparative fitness index (CFI), goodness of fitness index
(GFI), incremental fitness index (IFI), and the root-mean-square
error of approximation (RMSEA) are used in this study for
measurement. Among them, χ2/df is less than 3, CFI, GFI, and
IFI should be greater than 0.9, and the value of RMSEA should be
less than 0.08.

AMOS17.0 was used to conduct CFA on the structural validity
of entrepreneurial passion scale, and the results are shown in
Table 6. The standardized factor load of the two factors of
entrepreneurial passion is greater than 0.6, C.R. is greater than
0.8, and AVE is greater than 0.5, indicating that the factor has
a clear structure and a good scale validity. Although the value
of RMSEA is 0.082, it is close to the critical value of 0.08. At
the same time, the values of CFI, GFI, and IFI are all greater
than the standard of 0.9, indicating a good fitting degree of
entrepreneurial passion.

Table 7 shows the CFA test results of the entrepreneurial self-
efficacy scale. The values of CFI, GFI, and IF are all greater than
0.9, RMSEA is 0.058, less than 0.08, and C.R. is greater than 0.7,
but AVE is less than 0.5, and the standardized factor loading value
of ESE14 is less than the critical value of 0.6. Therefore, the model
needs to be modified to remove items with factor load lower than
0.6. The CFA test results are shown in Table 8.

As shown in Table 8, the values of CFI, GFI, and IFI are all
greater than 0.9, and the value of RMSEA is 0.057, less than 0.08.
Thus, the model has a good fitting degree. The normalized factor
load values of all factors in the entrepreneurial self-efficacy scale
are above 0.6, the value of C.R. is greater than 0.8, and the value
of AVE is greater than 0.5, which all meet the requirements. To
sum up, the measurement scale of entrepreneurial self-efficacy
is effective.

Table 9 shows CFA test results of entrepreneurial persistence
scale. The values of CFI, GFI, and IF are all greater than 0.9, and
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TABLE 5 | Exploratory factor analysis of each scalea,b.

Scale Entrepreneurial passion Entrepreneurial
self-efficiency

Entrepreneurial
persistence behavior

Enterprise
performance

Harmonious passion Obsessive passion

Factor load All greater than 0.7 All greater than 0.6 All greater than 0.5 All greater than 0.7 All greater than 0.7

KMO 0.876 0.939 0.802 0.816

Bartlett test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Cumulative interpretation degree (%) 22.59 41.46 52.38 61.79 58.73

aPrincipal component analysis. bMaximum variance method.

the value of RMSEA is 0.042 and less than 0.08, therefore, the
model has a good fitting degree. The normalized factor load value
of each factor in the entrepreneurial persistence behavior scale
is above 0.6, the value of C.R. in the scale is greater than 0.8,
and the value of AVE is greater than 0.5. To sum up, the scale
of entrepreneurial persistence is effective.

Table 10 shows the CFA test results of the enterprise
performance scale. The values of CFI, GFI, and IF are all greater
than 0.9, and the value of RMSEA is 0.027 and less than 0.08,
therefore, the model has a good fitting degree. The normalized

TABLE 6 | CFA test of entrepreneurial passion scale.

Path Normalized
factor load

S.E. C.R. AVE Goodness of fit
index value

HP1← HP 0.758 0.074 0.884 0.558 χ2/df = 2.398
CFI = 0.942
GFI = 0.908
IFI = 0.947

RMSEA = 0.082

HP2← HP 0.733 0.067

HP4← HP 0.739 0.062

HP5← HP 0.682 0.078

HP6← HP 0.749 0.069

HP7← HP 0.806

OP1← OP 0.718 0.892 0.572

OP2← OP 0.738 0.098

OP3← OP 0.768 0.124

OP4← OP 0.658 0.126

OP5← OP 0.826 0.129

OP6← OP 0.831 0.146

TABLE 7 | CFA test 1 of entrepreneurial self-efficacy scale.

Path Normalized
factor load

S.E. C.R. AVE Goodness of fit
index value

ESE1← ESE 0.716 0.069 0.927 0.487 χ2/df = 1.734
CFI = 0.947
GFI = 0.922
IFI = 0.965

RMSEA = 0.062

ESE2← ESE 0.698 0.078

ESE3← ESE 0.673 0.073

ESE4← ESE 0.682 0.072

ESE5← ESE 0.825 0.078

ESE8← ESE 0.682 0.083

ESE9← ESE 0.679 0.094

ESE10← ESE 0.714 0.082

ESE11← ESE 0.632 0.093

ESE12← ESE 0.636 0.086

ESE14← ESE 0.572 0.088

ESE15← ESE 0.791

factor load values of all factors in the enterprise performance scale
are above 0.6, the value of C.R. in the scale is greater than 0.8, and
the value of AVE is greater than 0.5. To sum up, the measurement
scale of enterprise performance is effective.

Correlation Analysis
In order to test whether there is a correlation between the
variables, the Pearson correlation coefficient was adopted for the
test. The results are shown in Table 11. It can be observed from
the data in the Table 11 that there is a good correlation between
the variables, and there is no collinearity. Harmonious passion
and obsessive passion have a significant positive relationship with
entrepreneurial persistence behavior and enterprise performance,
indicating that entrepreneurial passion has a positive impact
on entrepreneurial behavior and enterprise performance.
Harmonious passion and obsessive passion are significantly
correlated with entrepreneurial self-efficacy, indicating that
entrepreneurial passion has a positive impact on self-efficacy,

TABLE 8 | CFA test 2 of entrepreneurial self-efficacy scale.

Path Normalized
factor load

S.E. C.R. AVE Goodness of fit
index value

ESE1← ESE 0.713 0.069 0.919 0.512 χ2/df = 1.835
CFI = 0.969
GFI = 0.935
IFI = 0.968

RMSEA = 0.057

ESE2← ESE 0.695 0.074

ESE3← ESE 0.679 0.071

ESE4← ESE 0.687 0.075

ESE5← ESE 0.809 0.076

ESE8← ESE 0.684 0.083

ESE9← ESE 0.671 0.095

ESE10← ESE 0.709 0.087

ESE11← ESE 0.647 0.091

ESE12← ESE 0.658 0.088

ESE15← ESE 0.797

TABLE 9 | CFA test of entrepreneurial persistence behavior scale.

Path Normalized
factor load

S.E C.R. AVE Goodness of fit
index value

XW1← XW 0.738 0.153 0.802 0.501 χ2/df = 1.314
CFI = 0.998
GFI = 0.989
IFI = 0.994

RMSEA = 0.042

XW3← XW 0.728 0.147

XW4← XW 0.679 0.141

XW5← XW 0.664
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TABLE 10 | CFA test of enterprise performance scale.

Path Normalized
factor load

S.E. C.R. AVE Goodness of fit
index value

JX1← JX 0.779 0.162 0.831 0.557 χ2/df = 1.379
CFI = 0.944
GFI = 0.991
IFI = 0.993

RMSEA = 0.027

JX2← JX 0.768 0.151

JX3← JX 0.680 0.147

JX5← JX 0.689

TABLE 11 | Correlation coefficient between variables.

Variables Mean Standard
deviation

1 2 3 4 5

Harmonious
passion

4.191 0.465 1

Obsessive passion 3.587 0.726 0.306** 1

Entrepreneurial
self-efficacy

3.891 0.578 0.467** 0.143* 1

Entrepreneurial
persistence
behavior

3.784 0.496 0.452** 0.536** 0.245** 1

Enterprise
performance

3.508 0.842 0.483** 0.503** 0.478** 0.609** 1

*Indicates a significant correlation at 0.05; and **indicates a significant correlation
at 0.01.

and meets the relationship model of entrepreneurial passion,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, entrepreneurial persistence, and
enterprise performance designed in this study.

STRUCTURAL EQUATION SIMULATION
ANALYSIS

In this study, χ2 values, χ2/df, GFI, CFI, IFI, and RMSEA
were selected to evaluate the adaptability of the model.
According to the theoretical model of the influence mechanism
of entrepreneurial passion and entrepreneurial self-efficacy on
entrepreneurial persistence behavior and enterprise performance
and the conclusion of correlation analysis proposed in this study,
the corresponding path analysis of the relationship between
variables was performed in AMOS20.0, as shown in Table 12. The
ratio of model CMIN to degree of freedom is less than 5, RMSEA
is less than 0.08, but GFI and IFI have not reached the critical
value of 0.9. Although the difference between these values and
the ideal standard values is small, the adaptability of the model
is not high. Therefore, the model should be further modified to
improve the fitting degree of the model.

According to the MI correction index principle, the
relationship between the residuals is increased from large
to small according to the value of MI and tested. It is found that
the fitting indexes of the model are improved. The value χ2/df
is less than 3, the value of CFI is more than 0.9, and the value of
RMSEA is less than 0.08 of the model. Although the values of GFI
and IFI do not reach the critical value of 0.9, the difference from
the critical value is small, and the other standards all meet the
requirements. Therefore, it is believed the fitting degree between

TABLE 12 | Initial model analysis results.

Hypothesis path Estimate S.E. C.R. P

Self-efficacy← harmonious passion 0.406 0.074 5.499 ***

Self-efficacy← compulsive passion 0.325 0.068 4.773 ***

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← self-efficacy

0.447 0.079 5.696 ***

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← harmonious passion

0.112 0.076 1.478 0.139

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← compulsive passion

0.285 0.071 4.024 ***

Enterprise performance← self-efficacy 0.426 0.052 1.929 ***

Enterprise performance← harmonious
passion

0.188 0.086 1.625 0.156

Enterprise performance← compulsive
passion

0.171 0.056 1.376 ***

Fitting index χ2 = 764.430; df = 582; χ2/df = 1.313;
GFI = 0.836; CFI = 0.949; IFI = 0.819;

RMSEA = 0.039

***Indicates a significant correlation at 0.001.

the sample data and the model is good. The model fitting results
are shown in Table 13.

As shown in Tables 12, 13, compulsive passion has a
significant direct effect on entrepreneurial persistence and
corporate performance, while HP has a positive relationship with
entrepreneurial persistence and corporate performance, but the
direct effect is not significant. Therefore, H1 has been partially
verified that the direct effect of HP on entrepreneurial persistence
and enterprise performance is not significant, while the direct
effect of compulsive passion on entrepreneurial persistence and
enterprise performance is significant.

Both HP and compulsive passion have significant positive
effects on entrepreneurial self-efficacy, indicating that the higher
the entrepreneurial passion is, the higher the self-efficacy is,
and the more confident they are in their entrepreneurial ability.
Therefore, H2 has been verified.

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a significant positive impact
on entrepreneurial persistence and corporate performance, so H3
is valid.

The direct effects of HP and compulsive passion on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy are significant, while the direct
effects of entrepreneurial self-efficacy on entrepreneurial
persistence and enterprise performance are significant,
and the direct effects of HP and compulsive passion on
entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance are
significant. Therefore, entrepreneurial self-efficacy plays a
significant mediating role between HP, compulsive passion,
entrepreneurial persistence, and enterprise performance, and H4
has been verified.

Most of the hypotheses and theoretical models proposed
in this study have been verified. Although the hypotheses are
supported by the relevant empirical studies and theories of
foreign scholars, due to the different social environment in China
and the difference in data quality in the process of questionnaire
collection, some hypotheses are valid. Table 14 is the summary
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of hypothesis verification obtained by the empirical research in
this study.

DISCUSSION

In order to study the influence of entrepreneurial passion
on the psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs, in this
research, based on the self-efficacy theory, the relationship
model between entrepreneurial passion and the psychology
and behavior of entrepreneurs was built. The relationship
between entrepreneurial passion, self-efficacy, entrepreneurial
persistence behavior, and enterprise performance was analyzed
through questionnaire survey, the reliability and validity of the

TABLE 13 | Model analysis results after revision.

Hypothesis path Estimate S.E. C.R. P

Self-efficacy← harmonious passion 0.335 0.082 5.165 ***

Self-efficacy← compulsive passion 0.392 0.068 4.507 ***

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← self-efficacy

0.497 0.083 5.499 ***

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← harmonious passion

0.392 0.077 1.679 0.093

Entrepreneurial persistence
behavior← compulsive passion

0.328 0.066 4.203 ***

Enterprise performance← self-efficacy 0.489 0.054 1.951 ***

Enterprise performance← harmonious
passion

0.192 0.085 1.636 0.051

Enterprise performance← compulsive
passion

0.182 0.058 1.378 ***

Fitting index χ2 = 652.020; df = 577; χ2/df = 1.131;
GFI = 0.862; CFI = 0.978; IFI = 0.851;

RMSEA = 0.024

***Indicates a significant correlation at 0.001.

TABLE 14 | Summary of hypothesis validation.

Item Hypothesis Result

H1 Entrepreneurial passion has positive influence on
entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance

Partially valid

H1-1 Harmonious passion has positive influence on
entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance

Invalid

H1-2 Compulsive passion has positive influence on
entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance

Valid

H2 Entrepreneurial passion has a positive effect on self-efficacy Valid

H2-1 Harmonious passion has positive influence on self-efficacy Valid

H2-2 Compulsive passion has a positive effect on self-efficacy Valid

H3 Self-efficacy has positive influence on entrepreneurial
persistence behavior and enterprise performance

Valid

H4 Self-efficacy plays an intermediary role between
entrepreneurial passion, entrepreneurial persistence, and
corporate performance

Valid

H4-1 Self-efficacy plays an intermediary role between
harmonious passion, entrepreneurial persistence, and
enterprise performance

Valid

H4-2 Self-efficacy mediates between compulsive passion,
entrepreneurial persistence, and corporate performance

Valid

questionnaire were tested, and the correlation among variables
was discussed. The results show that the designed questionnaire
has a high reliability and validity, and the self-efficacy plays
an intermediary role between the entrepreneurial passion and
the entrepreneur’s psychology and behavior (Warnick et al.,
2018). The entrepreneurial passion can positively guide the
entrepreneur’s entrepreneurial persistence behavior, and at
the same time, it can stimulate the entrepreneur’s positive
emotion and promote the enterprise’s performance (Wiklund
et al., 2018). For entrepreneurs, they can improve their
entrepreneurial role recognition, maintain an optimistic and
positive attitude, stimulate creativity and innovation power, and
enhance their sense of self-efficacy. The government can also
promote successful entrepreneurship cases, establish a social
environment that is inclusive of innovation, and stimulate the
entrepreneurial passion of entrepreneurs (Dillen et al., 2019).
Warnick et al. (2018) believe that both product enthusiasm and
entrepreneurial enthusiasm have a certain impact on venture
capital. When investors believe that entrepreneurs are highly
open and willing to accept feedback, both kinds of passion
will become more attractive, which indicates that openness
to feedback alleviates potential concerns related to passion.
Meanwhile, venture investors have different considerations on
passion. Angel investors and venture capitalists with more
investment experience pay more attention to the combination
of product enthusiasm and open feedback. The results also
verify the influence mechanism of entrepreneurial passion on
entrepreneurial behavior in this study, which is consistent with
the hypothesis proposed in this study. Klyver et al. (2018)
also studied the timing of social support, that was, how
entrepreneurial passion (emotional support and tool support)
affected the entrepreneurial perseverance of new entrepreneurs.
Through the test over the hypotheses through the longitudinal
data set of emerging entrepreneurs, it was found that emotional
support was most relevant at the early stage of venture
development of entrepreneurial projects, while instrumental
support was most relevant to entrepreneurs who started their
businesses at the early stage (Klyver et al., 2018), which also
supported the results of this study. Idkhan and Idris (2018)
studied the causal structure among entrepreneur knowledge (X1),
self-efficacy (X2), and entrepreneurial intention (Y). Data were
collected through questionnaire survey, and descriptive and path
analysis were used to decompose the data. The results showed
that X1 and X2 had a significant influence on Y (Idkhan and Idris,
2018). The results further illustrated the influence mechanism of
self-efficacy on entrepreneur’s persistence behavior, which is the
same as the results of this study.

CONCLUSION

In order to study the influence of entrepreneurial passion on
entrepreneurs’ psychology and behavior, based on the self-efficacy
theory, the relationship model between entrepreneurial passion
and entrepreneurs’ psychology and behavior was constructed.
The relationship between entrepreneurial passion, self-efficacy,
entrepreneurial persistence, and enterprise performance was
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analyzed through questionnaire survey. Through exploratory
factor analysis and CFA, it is found that the designed
questionnaire has higher reliability and validity. The results of
structural equation simulation show that the direct effect of
HP on entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance
is not significant, while the direct effect of compulsive passion
on entrepreneurial persistence and enterprise performance is
significant. Harmonious passion and compulsive passion are
significantly correlated with entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and
self-efficacy plays an intermediary role between entrepreneurial
passion and entrepreneurs’ psychology and behavior (Zhu
et al., 2019). The hypothesis proposed is basically valid. This
study reveals the relationship between entrepreneurial passion,
self-efficacy, psychology and behavior of entrepreneurs, and
expands the application of entrepreneurial passion in the
field of entrepreneurship. However, the research method of
questionnaire adopted may lead to the subjective bias of the
respondents, and the accuracy of the data decreases. In future
studies, the performance of entrepreneurs can be evaluated by
others to improve the reliability and authenticity of the data, and
the reliability of the results can also be improved by increasing
the sample size.
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Workplace stressors were identified to have critical impacts on employee creativity.
However, little is known about how and when involuntary citizenship behavior [i.e.,
compulsory citizenship behavior (CCB)]-induced stress might exert an influence on
employee creativity. To fill this knowledge gap, the present study firstly develops a
moderated mediation model to investigate the CCB–employee creativity association
as well as the underlying mechanism and contextual condition of this relationship.
By integrating social cognitive theory such as self-efficacy theory and conservation of
resources (COR) theory, we propose that CCB predicts employee creativity through
the mediating role of creative self-efficacy (CSE), with the individual characteristics
(i.e., personality traits) of negative affect acting as a boundary condition. Using two-
wave time-lagged survey data collected from a sample of 251 frontline employees in
10 manufacturing firms in Southern China, the results show that: (a) CSE mediates
the negative relationship between CCB and employee creativity; (b) negative affect
moderates the relationship between CCB and CSE; (c) negative affect moderates
the indirect influence of CCB on employee creativity through CSE. As the level of
negative affect rises, this indirect relationship is stronger. Finally, important theoretical
and managerial implications and promising avenues for future research are addressed.

Keywords: organizational citizenship behavior, compulsory citizenship behavior, employee creativity, creative
self-efficacy, negative affect

INTRODUCTION

Employee creativity refers to the generation of novel and useful ideas (Amabile, 1983). With the
ongoing business competition and uncertain global economic environment, innovation has been
widely used to enhance service delivery (Biljohn and Lues, 2019), and employee creativity has
been widely recognized to be essential for organizational innovation, sustainability, and long-term
performance (George and Zhou, 2001; Antwi et al., 2019; Baradarani and Kilic, 2018; Hermida et al.,
2019). Accordingly, researchers have focused on identifying the antecedents that affect employee
creativity, such as abusive supervision (Aryee et al., 2007), work autonomy (Zhang et al., 2017), and
work stressors (Noefer et al., 2009). Among them, work stressors are frequently mentioned in the
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organizational behavior (OB) research because they are
recognized as quite prevalent but invisible conditions in the
organizations related to management strategies.

However, conclusions regarding the influence of work
stressors on creativity from previous literature had contradictory
results: positive, negative, curvilinear, or no significant effects
(Byron et al., 2010). One possible reason for the inconclusive
results might be that previous studies have neglected the nature of
stressors. The challenge–hindrance stressors framework suggests
that different stressors will affect employee creativity in different
ways. Indeed, hindrance stressors (such as organizational politics,
bureaucratic habits, role conflicts and ambiguity, job insecurity)
(Cavanaugh et al., 2000) have been consistently identified to have
negative relationships with creativity (Zhou, 2003; Byron et al.,
2010; Geng et al., 2014; Montani et al., 2017). For instance,
drawing on cognitive appraisal theory of stress and coping,
Naseer et al. (2020) have determined that hindrance stressors
can undermine key employee performance outcomes such as
creativity. However, in relation to specific hindrance pressures,
the prior studies lack in-depth and detailed microscopic research
findings (Probst et al., 2007). Therefore, recent research has
questioned whether different kinds of hindrance stressors have
the same degrees of influence and calls for a more detailed
view of hindrance stressors by focusing on the influence of non-
traditional and unconventional workplace stressors to employ
creativity (Janssen et al., 2004; Byron et al., 2010).

In order to shed light on these insufficient findings, we
choose compulsory citizenship behavior (CCB) as a kind
of specific hindrance pressure in our study. Vigoda-Gadot
(2006) argued that CCB is “a unique segment of citizenship
behavior or extra-role behavior, one that is less voluntary but
still expresses extra effort at work” (p. 81). Indeed, CCB is
quite prevalent in the workplace. As a non-traditional and
unconventional stressor, the influences of CCB are expected
to be negative and even harmful to employees’ well-being
and organizations’ further development (Zhao et al., 2013).
Employees who interpret citizenship pressure negatively are
likely to engage less in taking individual initiatives and which
have negative impact on performance (Bolino and Turnley,
2005). Particularly, He et al. (2019a) have highlighted the
positive influence of CCB on counterproductive work behaviors
(CWBs). Spanouli and Hofmans (2016) research also showed
that elicited organizational citizenship behavior [(OCB) i.e.,
increased citizenship demands] can have an adverse effect
for the organization by backfiring and leading to increased
CWBs. Although potential personal or organizational costs of
performing CCBs have been raised in prior studies, little is known
about the relationship between CCBs and employee creativity.
Therefore, drawing upon the abovementioned findings, we
tend to focus explicitly on the outcome of CCB to employee
creativity. On the one hand, employees’ dissatisfaction with
their work induced by CCBs will prevent them from engaging
in developing new ideas. Because of those compulsory extra-
role requirements against employees’ will (Vigoda-Gadot, 2007),
the individual has to invest time and psychological resources
on private affairs to cope with them, thereby the motives and
engagement in creativity will be decreased, and the mental

exhaustion can dilute their internal creative motivation (Hobfoll,
2001). On the other hand, prior research has confirmed that
work–life balance can promote employees’ productivity and
motivation (Lazar et al., 2010; Fotiadis et al., 2019). However,
CCBs are likely to destroy employees’ work–life balance and
trigger work–life conflicts, which generally increase employees’
psychological stress and decrease their psychological well-
being (Hofmann and Stokburger-Sauer, 2017). This could
ultimately lead to a lower level of employee feelings of
self-efficacy and employee enthusiasm in behaving creatively
in the organizations, as well as a higher level of work-
withdrawal behaviors.

Logically, our following objective is to examine the potential
processes responsible for the CCB–employee creativity
relationship. Many findings have clarified the importance
to pay attention to the importance of cognitive and motivated
perspectives for the better understanding of the workplace
stressors–employee creativity relationship (e.g., Fida et al.,
2015; Tang, 2019; Tu et al., 2019). Utilizing a self-efficacy
theory (Tierney and Farmer, 2002), our study discusses the
mediating mechanism of CCB–employee creativity relationship
by examining the influence of employees’ creative self-efficacy
(CSE), which is a particular type of self-efficacy and creativity-
focused motivational attribute, referring to an employee’s
belief that he/she has the ability to perform successfully and
produce creative outcomes (Tierney and Farmer, 2002). As
a domain-specific form of efficacy, CSE is considered to be a
crucial requirement in achieving creative performance (Choi,
2004; Egan, 2005), when employees are confident in their
abilities in some specific fields, they are likely to generate creative
ideas and accomplish creative outcomes. Meanwhile, Chong
and Ma (2010) mentioned that individuals were unable to
perform creatively if they had no confidence in their creative
ability. CCB makes employees frequently face strong social
or managerial pressures and destroys the formal and free
atmosphere, which will affect the perceptions of their creative
ability; eventually, employee creativity can be influenced.
Therefore, CCB can decrease employee creativity because it
hinders employees’ CSE.

Despite some useful and insightful conclusions of this past
literature, examining the boundary conditions of the CCB–
employees’ CSE relationship remains underexplored. CCB forces
employees to finish tasks, making the focal employees feel
stressed and threatened, which will decrease employees’ intrinsic
motivation of creative thinking. However, different personalities
(such as negative affect) will react differently to CCB. Negative
affect refers to “a general dimension of subjective distress
and unpleasant engagement that includes a variety of aversive
mood states, including anger, contempt, disgust, guilt, fear,
and nervousness” (Watson et al., 1988, p. 1063). According
to the conservation of resources (COR) theory, by satisfying
the basic psychological needs, job resources can foster extrinsic
motivation of employees (Van den Broeck et al., 2008). As
an important internal resource, affect/emotions could influence
employees’ perceptions on resource loss. When employees have
positive affect/emotions, it means that they may have rich
internal resources, which could buffer the resource loss feeling
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caused by the CCB. On the contrary, when employees have
negative affect/emotions, this means that they possess poor
internal resources. Under this condition, the consumption of
employee resources requested by CCB is likely to deepen their
feeling of resource loss. For employees with a higher level of
negative affect, CCB will cause the employee to respond with
more narrow, anxious, and problem-based responses. Because
when employees are forced to behave extra-role behaviors against
their will, they are not likely to invest resources in exchange
for positive emotions or outcomes. Instead, they will tend to
conserve the available resources, which in turn reinforce the
negative relationship between CCB and employees’ CSE. From
another perspective, according to broaden-and-build theory
of positive emotions, positive affect/emotions would broaden
people’s cognition and attention, while negative affect/emotions
would limit individuals’ cognitive ability and creative thinking
(Fredrickson, 2001). Song et al. (2019) have conducted a research
on generation Y in China. The findings show that negative
affect could lead to employees’ unwillingness and “cannot do”
for innovative behaviors through the motivation and cognition
path. With negative affect, Generation Y employees are less
likely to have creativity engagement at work, but adopting
the work attitude and behaviors that are consistent with their
negative affect. This would lead to employees’ reduced creativity
performance, divergent thinking and actions. Based on the above,
we conclude that the negative effect might play a regulating role
between CCB and employees’ CSE.

In sum, this study aims to make some theoretical and
practical contributions to both the CCB and creativity literature
by offering a conceptual model that links CCB, employees’
CSE, employee creativity, and negative affect. First, OB
researchers and practitioners have long focused on the positive
consequences of OCB. However, the nature and the dark side
of enforced/involuntary citizenship behaviors have not been
fully discussed in the prior literature so far. In an effort
to enhance our understanding of CCB, the present study
examines its consequences. Our findings could not only enrich
the existing research on the result variables of CCB but also
provide a theoretical and empirical support for explaining the
negative impact of CCB. Second, prior studies mainly examine
the positive impacts of OCB on employees’ creativity, but
ignoring the respective negative impacts. Although some scholars
start to point out that CCB can have a negative effect on
employee creativity (e.g., Vigoda-Gadot, 2007), there is still
a significant lack of related empirical studies. Based on the
self-efficacy theory, this study bridges the gap by testing the
relationship between CCB and employee creativity, as well as the
mediating role of employees’ CSE between CCB and employee
creativity. Our study refines and updates the application of
social cognitive theory in more areas, providing a theoretical
framework that helps better understand the mechanism of
CCB’s effect on employees’ creativity and performance. Third,
this study explores the regulating role of negative affect in
affecting employee creativity based on the COR theory, which
sheds new light on the theoretical knowledge of how CCB
can reduce employees’ CSE and employee creativity. Our
findings also provide empirical support for the emotion-cognitive

interaction model. We advance the theoretical understanding
of the influencing mechanism of affective personality traits on
individual cognition and behavior under stress. Last, prior studies
have examined the impacts of citizenship pressure and CCB on
employees’ negative psychology (e.g., exhaustion/burnout and
moral disengagement) and negative workplace behaviors (e.g.,
deviance/CWB and unethical workplace behaviors) but have
ignored their impacts on employees’ positive psychology (e.g.,
self-efficacy) and positive workplace behaviors (e.g., innovative
work behavior). This study simultaneously investigated the
roles of positive (employee self-efficacy and creativity) and
negative (CCB and negative affect) organizational psychology and
behavior and provided explanation to how they integrate with
each other. Figure 1 is the theoretical model of this study.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Compulsory Citizenship Behavior and
Employee Creativity
Prior research on OCB—“individual behavior that is
discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the
formal reward system, and that in aggregate promotes the
effective functioning of the organization” (Organ, 1988,
p. 4)—has advocated its positive influences on employees and
organizations. However, in recent years, there is an emerging
stream of research starts to question the exclusive discretionary
nature of OCB (Youn et al., 2017; Germeys et al., 2019) and
examine the potential negative consequences of OCB (Deery
et al., 2017; De Clercq et al., 2019; He et al., 2019a). In particular,
the destructive effects of the enforced/non-voluntary version
of citizenship behavior, which was described by Vigoda-Gadot
(2006) as CCB, have attracted considerable attention from
OB and human resource management (HRM) scholars (e.g.,
Zhao et al., 2014; He et al., 2018, 2019a). CCB has been seen
as a kind of hindrance stressor in the workplace (He et al.,
2019a). Because, as a unique form of extra-role behavior that
reflects “the exploitative and abusive tendency of supervisors
and managements” (Vigoda-Gadot, 2007, p. 377), CCB often
triggers role conflict and ambiguity and even leads to employees’
perception of organizational injustice and job insecurity (Zhao
et al., 2014; Zhang L. et al., 2018). When expending extra
efforts at work (e.g., engaging in helping behaviors toward the
coworkers and supervisors beyond the formal job obligations)
due to facing strong social or managerial pressures in the
workplace, employees are likely to feel role overload, burnout,
and anxiety. Citizenship pressure is extremely harmful to
employees’ work motivation (De Clercq et al., 2019) and can
seriously endanger their health and well-being (Deery et al.,
2017; He et al., 2019a; Somech and Bogler, 2019) as it might be
positively associated with job stress/burnout (Zhang L. et al.,
2018), work–family/work–leisure conflict and intention to quit
(Bolino and Turnley, 2005; Bolino et al., 2010; Youn et al., 2017;
Banwo and Du, 2020). For instance, a significant relationship
between nurses’ CCB and their experienced job stress was found
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FIGURE 1 | Hypothesized moderated mediation model of processes linking CCB and employee creativity. CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior.

by Ünaldi Baydin et al. (2020). In addition, Germeys et al. (2019)
argued that experiencing citizenship pressure will diminish
employees’ autonomously/spontaneously motivated OCB while
increasing their controlled OCB. They also successfully linked
citizenship pressure to work–home conflict by evoking the
performance of controlled OCB.

Being considered as work demands, recent research has
indicated that hindrance stressors (including role conflict, role
ambiguity, job insecurity, organizational politics, red tape,
and hassles) can constrain personal growth and hamper an
individual’s ability to achieve work-related accomplishment or
personal goals (Cavanaugh et al., 2000; LePine et al., 2005;
Crawford et al., 2010) and can impede employee creativity
(Hon et al., 2013; De Spiegelaere et al., 2014; Ren and
Zhang, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016; Du et al., 2019; Naseer
et al., 2020). Specifically, engaging in creative activities is
often accompanied by uncertainties and challenges and thus
generally requires more professional skills, enduring extra effort,
time, and energy and taking on additional risk of innovation
failure. However, hindrance stressors continuously consume
employees’ limited and invaluable resources (Cavanaugh et al.,
2000). The COR theory provides scholars with a lens for
investigating the generating process of stress and the strategies
that individuals adopt to cope with stress and retain and protect
resources that have instrumental/symbolic value (Hobfoll, 1989).
According to the COR theory, people fundamentally strive
for resource surplus while avoiding resources loss (Xu et al.,
2015). Hobfoll (1989, 2001) suggested that chronic stressors
endow employees with intense motivation and willingness to
conserve their resources and protect them from potential further
resource loss and depletion. In addition, LePine et al. (2005)
indicated that employees under hindrance stressors cannot get
sufficient rewards from their extra efforts on satisfying the
stressful demands. Therefore, it is not difficult to speculate
that, when confronted with sustained hindrance stressors,
employees will tend to “spend less effort on creative activities
to protect their resources” (Du et al., 2019, p. 7). Supporting
this reasoning and referring to cognitive resource theory,
Vecchio (1990) argues that high stress will affect individuals’

cognitive resources and damage individuals’ ability to think
creatively and rationally.

Citizenship behaviors are not explicitly recognized by
an organization’s formal reward system (Organ, 1988).
Consequently, excessive organizational pressures for citizenship
behaviors can lead to citizenship fatigue—a state in which
employees feel worn out, tired, or on edge attributed to engaging
in OCBs (Bolino et al., 2015; De Clercq et al., 2019). As for
CCB, it stands as a salient social pressure in the organization
(Vigoda-Gadot, 2007) that threatens and depletes employees’
desirable resources. When employees are expected to invest more
efforts in their jobs and they are forced to engage in extra-role
work activities without any formal rewards, they unavoidably
need to spend much more time and energy to struggle and
survive. As a result, CCB generates employees’ physical fatigue,
emotional exhaustion, and cognitive strain, which ultimately
undermine their work life quality and work–family balance. For
example, based on an in-depth interview, Somech and Bogler
(2019) suggested that citizenship pressure endows teachers a
feeling of depletion of physical and mental resources. They will
feel frustrated and angry when they find they do not have the
ability to comply with the organization’s demands. From the
perspective of the COR theory, employees under CCBs know
that their efforts will not get rewarded, which enhances their
powerless feeling of work, leads them to perform withdrawal
behavior (i.e., distancing themselves from their jobs or avoiding
job-related tasks) (Somech and Bogler, 2019), and keeps them
from creative process engagement. Furthermore, prior research
has pointed out that creative ideas are generated only when
employees have a feeling of freedom from control and of safety
(Byron et al., 2010). However, the controlled motivation-driven
citizenship behaviors (i.e., citizenship behaviors that are driven
by outside forces) will undoubtedly lead to a sense of strong
pressure and insecurity and thereby inhibit the generation of
creative ideas. In other words, CCB reduces the employees’
autonomy at work, which is often an important condition for
employees to exert their creativity (Song et al., 2019). At last,
Tepper (2007) pointed out that subordinates often try to engage
in passive or avoidant behaviors to alleviate the physical and
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psychological discomforts caused by workplace stressors. In
order to avoid further resource depletion arising from further
“be forced” encounters (i.e., CCBs), employees would be more
likely to isolate themselves from CCBs and remain silent by
turning a blind eye to crucial information and problems and
reserving opinions or withholding suggestions (He et al., 2018,
2019a). These silence or knowledge-hiding behaviors will, in
turn, harm employees’ creativity (Černe et al., 2014; Bogilović
et al., 2017). In sum, when facing increased CCBs, employees
will tend to conserve their remaining resources and thereby have
low motivation to put efforts on creative behaviors. Hence, we
propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: CCB is negatively related to employee
creativity.

The Mediating Role of Creative
Self-Efficacy
Creative self-efficacy refers to “the belief one has the ability to
produce creative outcomes” (Tierney and Farmer, 2002, p. 1138).
Efficacy beliefs nourish intrinsic motivation (Bandura, 1986).
According to the social cognitive theory, self-efficacy reflects
the individuals’ beliefs in realizing the performance even under
the situations that are full of uncertainty and risk (Bandura,
2001). To generate a creative outcome, it requires courage and
determination because such a process is full of risks, conflicts,
uncertainties, and failures (Shalley and Gilson, 2004). Bandura
(1986) suggested that, when employees have a high level of self-
efficacy (i.e., believing that personal efforts would lead to positive
expected outcomes and avoid negative ones) and when they
believe that they have knowledge and skills enabling creativity,
they will feel more comfortable to accept challenges at work and
to engage in creative tasks. They may even be proactive in setting
challenging goals for changing the status quo and pursue the
performance (Zhang Y. et al., 2018). Ford (1996) also pointed
out that employees’ belief in their ability to complete tasks is
a prerequisite for ensuring creativity at work. We therefore
theorize that those employees with high CSE are more likely to
welcome challenges and intrinsically motivated to finish non-
standardized and non-routine tasks. They can better integrate
the self-motivation and cognitive resources in producing creative
outcomes. Meanwhile, employees with a high self-efficacy tend
to make extra efforts (e.g., innovating the work process and
methods) to achieve better performance (Gong et al., 2009). In
sum, individuals with high self-efficacy have the confidence and
capability to change the status quo and generate novel and useful
ideas (Zhang Y. et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2019). As such, CSE could
be a powerful precursor to creativity (Gong et al., 2009; Mittal
and Dhar, 2015) and organizations consider CSE to be beneficial
for promoting employee creativity and organizations’ sustainable
survival and success (Huang et al., 2016). Therefore, we assume
that employees’ CSE is positively related to employee creativity.

Social cognitive theory emphasizes that individual self-efficacy
is a key factor in connecting external environment to individual
behavior. Evidence from prior studies has reported negative
associations between hindrance stressors and self-efficacy. The
research by He et al. (2019b) on R&D teams in Taiwan’s

technology companies contends that hindrance stressors have a
destructive impact on employees’ sustained innovation behavior,
and employees’ CSE plays a mediating role in this relation.
When employees conduct extra-role behaviors without self-
driven will, we assume that they have to adopt CCBs. Pressure
is therefore created on employees to be helpful, committed in
additional responsibilities, and to adopt different forms of OCB
(Bolino et al., 2010). In view that an individual’s CSE decreases
when he/she perceives work stress as a hindrance (He et al.,
2019b), we believe that as a hindrance workplace stressor, CCB
may make employees feel stressed and threatened, which will
decrease employees’ internal self-efficacy of creative thinking.
Specifically, first, by reducing employees’ emotional and cognitive
resources, CCB could reduce employees’ confidence that is crucial
for completing creative work. As for CCB, it may engender
employees’ psychological strains (e.g., emotional exhaustion,
depression, and tension) when they are forced to work extra
hours beyond the formal workload. As such, they feel cognitively
and emotionally strained by such work and feel they have little
resources left, making them feel unable to perform creative work
behaviors well. Second, accompanied by CCB, role conflicts and
ambiguity may give employees a strong sense of helplessness
and thus reduce their self-confidence. Moreover, employees who
have multi extra-role activities and red tapes often lead to a
lack of motivation to conduct further study, thereby hindering
the development of self-efficacy. Third, CCB affects employees’
job control and decision-making. Such a feeling of insecurity
will reduce employees’ cognition toward their capability. Recent
research has identified abusive supervision as an important
antecedent of CCB (Zhao et al., 2013). When employees are
forced to engage in citizenship behaviors due to their supervisors’
abusive management, they are more likely to doubt on their own
capability and thus become less confident about their creativity.
Especially, for those less powerful individuals who simply cannot
resist or say “no” to their supervisors or organizations, they
may be more inclined to behave in a job-oriented manner than
to actively engage in practicing the creative work. In other
words, when confronted with CCBs, the priority for employees
will therefore be task accomplishment but not necessarily being
creative in the jobs. Such a priority could make them feel job
security (Zhao et al., 2013; Tu et al., 2019). Accordingly, we
hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 2: CSE mediates the negative relationship
between CCB and employee creativity.

The Moderating Role of Negative Affect
Workplace stressors are typically negatively related to employees’
CSE and their creative work involvement. However, employees’
responses to the stressors vary depending on the ways in which
they appraise the stressors (Cavanaugh et al., 2000). In other
words, how employees assess workplace stressors would have
impacts on the relationship between work stressors and creativity
(Byron et al., 2010). In addition, according to the interactional
framework for organizational creativity (Woodman et al., 1993),
creativity is the result of the interaction between personal
factors and contextual factors (Zhang Y. et al., 2018). Therefore,
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personal factors have been studied as boundary conditions
in the relationship between workplace stressors and employee
creativity. In particular, scholarly attention has focused on the
predictive power of personality trait measures in workplace stress
management research (Ebstrup et al., 2011). Recent research
noted that personality traits matter in employees’ perception of
work pressure and their stress appraisal and coping processes
(Carver and Connor-Smith, 2010). For example, employees with
the personality trait of neuroticism tend to experience more
citizenship pressure (Youn et al., 2017). Moreover, meta-analysis
(Feist, 1998) and empirical studies (Herrmann and Felfe, 2014;
Coelho et al., 2018) both highlighted the effects of several
personality traits on employee creativity.

Among various personal factors, workplace affect (including
positive affect and negative affect), which is seen as one of
the main sources of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1997), has
attracted considerable attention from scholars (e.g., Bang and
Reio, 2016; Thundiyil et al., 2016). Employees adapt and
adjust their own thinking patterns and behaviors based on
their affective-motivational state. Prior studies indicate that
an individual’s innovative behavior can be largely influenced
by his/her affect/emotions (Amabile et al., 2005; Anderson
et al., 2014). Positive affect/emotions “alter employees’ way of
thinking and help them to enjoy their work” and make them
“have the courage to overcome obstacles at work” (Wu and
Wu, 2019, p. 3203). Such enthusiastic, energetic, and happy
employees are willing to enhance their work engagement and
are likely to believe that they have the ability to propose more
innovative ideas. Thus, positive affect/emotions are beneficial
for inspiring an individual’s innovative behavior (Tamir, 2016).
In contrast, an individual’s negative affect/emotions usually lead
him/her to show less engagement at work and feel depressed
(Bhave and Glomb, 2016). Therefore, an individual’s negative
affective/emotional state is often negatively associated with
his/her work commitments and innovative behaviors (Amabile,
1988; Wu and Wu, 2019). According to the cognitive tuning
model (Schwarz, 1990), negative affect, which refers to “a general
factor of subjective distress, and subsumes a broad range of
negative mood states, including fear, anxiety, hostility, scorn, and
disgust” (Watson et al., 1988, p. 347), could shape employees’
cognitive processing (Friedman and Förster, 2010) and influence
their creative outcomes (Thundiyil et al., 2016). Thus, we propose
that the impacts of CCB on employees’ self-focused cognition—
CSE and their creativity may also depend on the negative affect.
Although the experience of conducting CCBs is usually painful,
there may be significant differences for employees with different
levels of negative affect.

Specifically, employees with a low negative affect are less
likely to feel being emotionally overextended and exhausted in
stressful conditions. As a result, they may appraise CCB less
negatively or even positively by seeing it as challenging work
assignments and thereby take problem-focused coping strategies.
Moreover, creativity requires a substantial amount of individual
resources. Previous research has shown that, positive affection
will trigger an employee’s self-regulation processes “which are
typically necessary to marshal the cognitive resources needed
for creative solutions” (Thundiyil et al., 2016, p. 730). As such,

employees’ confidence in proposing novel solutions and creative
ideas will lead them to perform extra-role tasks. Individuals with
low negative affect tend to be more optimistic and conduct the
extra work role with more self-confidence. Therefore, we propose
that the lower of negative affect that an employee has, the higher
CSE and the better creative performance he/she has.

In contrast, a relatively negative affection inhibits striving
for creative ideas. High negative affect could further make
employees feel resource exhaustion and cognitive tension under
the stressful situations. As such, they may appraise CCB as
a hindrance to work assignments and thereby take emotion-
focused coping strategies. Employees with a high negative affect
would be more sensitive to external environmental threats and
pressures, and they could tend to avoid the situation that is seen
by them as problematic, threatening, and troublesome. When
confronted with CCBs, these employees are likely to believe
that they cannot cope with the difficult situation successfully.
Therefore, we point out that employees with a high negative
affect are more susceptible to CCBs, and they tend to be more
pessimistic and incapable of responding to extra-role work-
related stress. Furthermore, when employees experience a high
negative affect, their cognitive flexibility, creative thinking, and
problem-solving skills will be decreased. Generally, the high
level of unpleasant affect is likely to make them feel lacking
of confidence, attention, determination, and the capability to
work creatively. Ultimately, he/she would develop little interest
in engaging in creative work behaviors. Instead, he/she is
predisposed to performance routinely, resulting in low creative
performance. In sum, employees who are surrounded by negative
affective states would be more prone to respond negatively to
CCBs. Therefore, we expected that negative affect would amplify
the disadvantageous influence of CCB on employees’ CSE.

Based on the above theoretical deduction, we suggest that
negative affect is a negative factor that hinders or destroys the
individual’s self-efficacy. We also tend to believe that negative
affect might not serve as a direct precursor of CSE but a
moderator in explaining the impacts of workplace stressors on
CSE. Our study focuses on the interaction effect of CCB and
negative affect on CSE. We propose:

Hypothesis 3: Negative affect moderates the negative
relationship between CCB and employees’ CSE, such that the
relationship will be stronger among employees with a strong
negative affect as compared with employees with a weak
negative affect.

As the aforementioned hypotheses indicate, CCB will
indirectly influence employee creativity through CSE, and the
first stage of this mediated model (i.e., the CCB–CSE association)
will be moderated by the level of employees’ negative affect. We
therefore expect that the indirect effect of CCB on employee
creativity through CSE also will be changed by different levels
of negative affect. More specifically, high CCB combined with
high negative affect may lead to a more pronounced indirect
destructive effect of CCB on employee creativity. By contrast,
high CCB coupled with low negative affect may make the CCB–
employee creativity association less salient. Thus, we propose
further the moderated mediation model of the cognitive process
linking CCB and employee creativity.
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Hypothesis 4: Negative affect will moderate the strength of the
indirect effect of CCB on employee creativity via CSE, such that
the mediated relationship will be stronger when negative affect is
high rather than low.

METHODS

Sample and Procedure
The data were collected in 10 manufacturing firms in Southern
China. With the assistance of HR managers of these firms,
participants were contacted and invited to answer the survey.
Participants were informed of the research purpose, the
voluntary nature of participation, an assurance of anonymity
and confidentiality, and the contact information of the authors
(thereby reducing the social desirability bias of our study).
Participants were requested to complete the questionnaires alone
during working hours and return them to the authors in
sealed envelopes (Richman et al., 1999). Translation and back-
translation procedure (Brislin, 1980) was adopted to verify the
questionnaire in Chinese.

The survey consists of two phases. In Time-1 (April 2018),
300 paper-based questionnaires were distributed. Participants
were requested to evaluate the level of perceived CCB in the
department and their own level of negative affect. Among
the 289 returned questionnaires (a 96.33% response rate), 16
questionnaires were discarded owing to missing data. Thus, in
this phase, we received 273 valid samples, representing a response
rate of 91%. In Time-2 (June 2018), the survey was conducted
following the same procedures. Participants were requested to
assess their CSE and creativity. A coding provided by HR
managers was used to match the responses received from Time-
1 and Time-2. Finally, a total of 251 valid questionnaires were
obtained, representing an overall response rate of 83.67%. Within
the sample, 56.57% were male, 46.22% aged from 26 to 35 years,
63.35% received a university degree or higher, and 79.28% worked
for their companies for more than 1 year.

Measures
Compulsory citizenship behavior was measured through the
five-item scale proposed by Vigoda-Gadot (2007). A sample
item is “The management in this organization puts pressure on
employees to engage in extra-role work activities beyond their
formal job tasks” (from 1 = “never” to 5 = “always”). The α

reliability was 0.79.
We used a three-item reflective self-rating creativity scale

developed and validated by Dul et al. (2011) to assess employee
creativity (i.e., the extent to which employees perceive that they
produce new and potentially useful ideas), which was based on
George and Zhou (2001) 13-item scale for supervisor rating of
employee creativity and Noordam (2006) modification of this
scale for self-rating of employee creativity. A sample item is “In
my work, I often suggest new ways of performing work tasks”
(from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree”). The α

reliability was 0.84. Hocevar (1981) has pointed out that “the
subject, in most cases, knows more about himself than peers,
supervisors, teachers, etc.” (p. 459). Similarly, as suggested by

Shalley et al. (2009), employees themselves best understand what
makes them creative in the workplace and hence are best suited
to report creativity.

Creative self-efficacy was measured with Tierney and Farmer
(2002) three-item scale. A sample item is “I have confidence in my
ability to solve problems creatively” (from 1 = “strongly disagree”
to 5 = “strongly agree”). The α reliability was 0.85.

Negative affect was measured by a 10-item scale from the
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) scales (Watson
et al., 1988). The scale consists of a number of words that describe
different feelings and emotions, such as distressed, irritable, and
nervous. Participants were requested to read each word and then
indicate to what extent they have felt this way during the past few
weeks (from 1 = “very slightly or not at all” to 5 = “extremely”).
The α reliability was 0.84.

Control variables. Previous research on employee creativity
has mainly used employee demographics, including gender, age,
education, and tenure, as control variables because these variables
have been found to influence employee creativity significantly
(e.g., Zhou and George, 2003; Dul et al., 2011; Gu et al., 2016).
Therefore, in keeping with previous research, employees’ gender,
age, education, and tenure were controlled in the current study.
Gender was coded: 0 = male, 1 = female. Age was coded: 1 = 25
or below, 2 = 26–35, 3 = 36–45, 4 = 46 or above. Education
was coded: 1 = high school or under, 2 = vocational school,
3 = university, 4 = graduate school. Tenure was measured in
months using five categories: 1 = 6 or below, 2 = 7–12, 3 = 13–24,
4 = 25–36, and 5 = 37 or above.

Data Analytic Strategy
Because the data were self-rated and collected from the same
source, we used Harman’s single-factor test as a diagnostic tool
to evaluate the possible presence of a common method variance
(CMV) in this study. Meanwhile, before testing the hypotheses,
we also performed a series of confirmatory factor analyses
(CFAs) with maximum likelihood estimation using AMOS 18.0.
This is to assess how well the study variables defined their
respective construct (Guarino, 2004), which helped to establish
the convergent and discriminant validity of our study constructs
(Bagozzi et al., 1991). Based on these, a series of hierarchical
multiple regression analyses using SPSS 19.0 was performed
to test CCB’s direct impact on employee creativity and the
moderating role of negative affect. Further, a Sobel test and a
bootstrapping analysis were performed (by using the PROCESS
macro in SPSS version 19.0) to assess the statistical significance
of the indirect effect of CCB on employee creativity via CSE. As
suggested by Preacher and Hayes (2004), the Sobel test directly
addresses the theme (i.e., the significance of the total effect of the
independent variable on the dependent variable) reduced upon
the addition of a mediator to the model, whereas the bootstrap
procedure increases the power of analyses in non-experimental
designs. Finally, an SPSS macro proposed by Preacher et al. (2007)
and Hayes (2015) was used to test the moderated mediation
hypothesis. We estimated conditional indirect effects of CCB
on employee creativity through CSE at high (1 SD above the
mean) and low (1 SD below the mean) negative affect. The
significance of conditional indirect effects was estimated by
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examining the bias-corrected confidence interval (CI) obtained
from bootstrapping approaches.

RESULTS

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
We compared our hypothesized model (i.e., model 1, the baseline
four-factor model) with two three-factor models (i.e., model 2
combining CCB and negative affect and model 3 combining
CSE and employee creativity), a two-factor model (i.e., model
4 combining CCB and negative affect and combining CSE and
employee creativity), and a one-factor model combining all items
(i.e., model 5) (Table 1). We combined Time-1 CCB and negative
affect into one factor and combined Time-2 CSE and employee
creativity into one factor because previous research (e.g., Xu
et al., 2015; He et al., 2019a) has generally combined constructs
that were measured at the same point in time into one factor.
Considering the changes in chi-square (i.e., 1χ2), three major
fit indicators [i.e., comparative fit index (CFI), incremental fit
index (IFI), and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI)], and root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA), our hypothesized four-
factor model [with χ2 of 463.86 (df = 183, p < 0.01), CFI of
0.91, IFI of 0.92, TLI of 0.89, and RMSEA of 0.08] showed
better fit than other alternative models (Bentler and Bonett,
1980; Bagozzi et al., 1991). In particular, our baseline four-
factor model produced a significant improvement in χ2 over
model 2, 1χ2(3) = 191.79, p < 0.01; model 3, 1χ2(3) = 100.22,
p < 0.01; model 4, 1χ2(5) = 290.52, p < 0.01; and model
5, 1χ2(6) = 635.64, p < 0.01, suggesting a superior fit to the
data than any other alternative measurement models. Therefore,
the discriminant validity of the constructs was confirmed. This
suggests that the participants of our survey could distinguish the
focal constructs clearly. In addition, the convergent validity was
also confirmed because inspection of factor loadings and factor
covariance showed that all factor loadings were significant.

Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 presents the means, standard deviations, and
intercorrelations among the study variables. As shown in
Table 2, employee creativity was significantly correlated with

CCB (γ = –0.12, p < 0.05) and CSE (γ = 0.22, p < 0.01), and
CSE was significantly correlated with CCB (γ = –0.24, p < 0.01).
Thus, the zero-order correlations for the study variables were all
in the expected direction.

Hypothesis Tests
Hypothesis 1 proposed the negative effect of CCB on employee
creativity (i.e., the main/direct effect). Table 3 presents the
regression results. As shown by Model 2, CCB has a negative
impact on employee creativity (β = –0.14, p < 0.05). Thus,
Hypothesis 1 was verified.

Hypothesis 2 proposed the mediating effect of CSE on
the CCB–employee creativity relationship. Except for the
abovementioned negative relationship between CCB and
employee creativity, Model 3 also shows the negative association
between CCB and CSE (β = –0.34, p < 0.01). We then performed
a Sobel test and a bootstrapping analysis based on the above
regression estimates by using the PROCESS macro in SPSS
version 19.0. As shown in Table 4, results of the Sobel test
(effect size = –0.05, SE = 0.02, Z = –2.25, p < 0.05) and the
bootstrapping test (point estimate = –0.05, SE = 0.02, with the
95% bias-corrected CI as –0.10 and –0.02) supported that CI
did not contain zero, indicating that the indirect effect of CCB
on employee creativity through CSE was statistically significant.
These results lend support to our Hypothesis 2.

We adopted hierarchical moderated regression analyses to
assess the moderating effect of negative affect on the negative
relationship between CCB and CSE (i.e., Hypothesis 3). We
entered the control variables in Step 1, the independent variable
in Step 2, the moderator in Step 3, and the interaction term
in Step 4. Following Aiken and West (1991), in order to avoid
multicollinearity, both the independent (CCB) and moderating
(negative affect) variables were centered in the regression
analyses. Consistent with our hypothesis, results shown by Model
5 in Table 3 suggested that the interaction between CCB and
negative affect was negatively related to CSE (β = –0.12, p < 0.01)
and explained an additional 3.0% of the variance in CSE,
suggesting that Stage 1 of the moderation of CCB × negative
affect is negative and significant. In addition, we plotted the
interaction effects at different levels (i.e., +1 SD or –1 SD) of
negative affect using the recommendation of Aiken and West

TABLE 1 | Results of confirmatory factor analysis of the measurement models (N = 251).

Measurement Models χ 2(df) 1 χ 2(1 df) CFI IFI TLI RMSEA

Model 1: Four-factor 463.86 (183)** 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.08

Model 2: Three-factor (combined CCB and negative
affect into one factor)

655.65 (186)** 191.79 (3)** 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.10

Model 3: Three-factor (combined CSE and employee
creativity into one factor)

564.08 (186)** 100.22 (3)** 0.75 0.75 0.72 0.09

Model 4: Two-factor (combined CCB and negative
affect into one factor, and combined CSE and
employee creativity into one factor)

754.38 (188)** 290.52 (5)** 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.11

Model 5: One-factor (combined all items into one factor) 1,099.50 (189)** 635.64 (6)** 0.39 0.40 0.32 0.14

CFI, comparative fit index; IFI, incremental fit index; TLI, Tucker–Lewis index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior;
CSE, creative self-efficacy. CCB and negative affect were measured at Time-1; CSE and employee creativity were measured at Time-2. All alternative models were
compared with the four-factor model; **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 2 | Means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations of study variables (N = 251).

M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1) Gender 0.43 0.50 −

(2) Age 2.27 0.99 − 0.07 −

(3) Education 2.62 0.78 − 0.10 − 0.12* −

(4) Tenure 3.37 1.14 − 0.09 0.38** − 0.02 −

(5) CCB 1.83 0.45 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 −

(6) Employee creativity 3.92 0.52 0.00 0.14* − 0.04 0.25** − 0.12* −

(7) CSE 3.79 0.63 0.03 0.05 − 0.10 0.07 − 0.24** 0.22** −

(8) Negative affect 2.41 0.43 − 0.05 0.02 − 0.01 0.02 − 0.03 − 0.07 0.01

M, mean; SD, standard deviation; CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior; CSE, creative self-efficacy. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 (two-tail test).

TABLE 3 | Regression summary for the mediating role of CSE and the moderating role of negative affect (N = 251).

Employee Creativity CSE

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Control Variables

Gender 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06

Age 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01

Education − 0.02 − 0.01 − 0.07 − 0.07 − 0.05

Tenure 0.11 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.05

Independent variable

CCB − 0.14* − 0.34** − 0.34** − 0.39**

Moderate variable

Negative affect 0.00 0.01

Interaction term

CCB × Negative affect − 0.12**

R2 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10

F 4.39** 4.31** 3.95** 3.28** 4.01**

MR2 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.03

MF 4.39** 3.79* 15.55** 0.00 7.85**

*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 (two-tail test). Unstandardized regression coefficients were reported. CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior; CSE, creative self-efficacy.

TABLE 4 | Results for the indirect effect of CCB on employee creativity through CSE (N = 251).

Sobel for the indirect effect Bootstrap for the indirect effect

Effect size SE Z p Point estimate SE LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

−0.05 0.02 −2.25 0.02 −0.05 0.02 −0.10 −0.02

Bias-corrected CI is reported. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. LL, lower limit; UL, upper limit; CI, confidence interval; CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior; CSE,
creative self-efficacy.

(1991). Figure 2 shows that CCB is more negatively related to
CSE when negative affect is high rather than low. Accordingly, the
moderating effect of negative affect on the CCB–CSE association
is as expected, and thus Hypothesis 3 is supported.

We further estimated the conditional indirect effect of CCB
on employee creativity via CSE across levels of negative affect
by bootstrapping the bias-corrected CI. The results are presented
in Table 5. The indirect effect of CCB on employee creativity
through CSE was stronger and significant at a high level of
negative affect (effect size = –0.11, p < 0.01, 95% bias-corrected CI
from –0.19 to –0.04) but was weaker and not significant at a low
level of negative affect (effect size = –0.02, ns, 95% bias-corrected

CI from –0.06 to 0.00). Thus, we have further evidence to support
our Hypothesis 4 (the index of moderated mediation = –0.10,
p < 0.01, 95% bias-corrected CI from –0.21 to –0.02).

DISCUSSION

In the current study, in response to the call for more attention to
potential psychological mechanisms linking workplace stressors
to employee creativity (e.g., Gu et al., 2016; Zhang Y. et al.,
2018), we developed and tested the moderated mediation model
on the relationship between CCB and employee creativity. The
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FIGURE 2 | Plot of interaction between CCB and negative affect on CSE. CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior; CSE, creative self-efficacy.

TABLE 5 | Results for conditional indirect effect of CCB on employee creativity via CSE across levels of negative affect (N = 251).

Moderator Level Mean Effect size Boot SE LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Negative affect Low (–1 SD) 1.99 –0.02 0.02 –0.06 0.00

High (+ 1 SD) 2.84 –0.11 0.04 –0.19 –0.04

Index of Moderated Mediation = –0.10 0.05 –0.21 –0.02

Bias-corrected CI is reported. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. Low, 1 SD below the mean; High, 1 SD above the mean. CCB, compulsory citizenship behavior; CSE,
creative self-efficacy.

results revealed that (1) CCB is negatively associated with
employee creativity; (2) the negative association between CCB
and employee creativity is fully mediated by CSE; and (3)
as a representative of individual differences and personality,
negative affect moderates the direct effect of CCB on CSE and
the mediating effect of CSE. Our findings are in line with the
results of most previous studies concerning the relationship
between workplace stressors (e.g., hindrance stress and abusive
supervision) and employee creativity (e.g., Hon et al., 2013; Gu
et al., 2016; Kwan et al., 2018; Zhang Y. et al., 2018), as well as the
relationship between employees’ self-efficacy and creativity (e.g.,
Gong et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2016; Haase
et al., 2018).

Theoretical Implications
Our findings offer several contributions to the understanding of
the relationship between CCB and employee creativity. First, this
study deepens and expands the research on the consequences of
CCB. Current research in the area mainly focuses on the concepts
and the measures of CCB, the relationship and differences
between CCB and OCB, and the antecedents of CCB (for
example, abusive supervision and destructive leadership). The
research on the impacts of CCB is underdeveloped. Recently, with
the increasing attention paid to the “dark side” of OCB, some
scholars (e.g., Tepper et al., 2004; Vigoda-Gadot, 2006, 2007;
Zhao et al., 2014) have begun to investigate the consequences
of CCB. However, these studies focus mainly on employee
attitudes, psychology, and emotions, paying less attention to

employee behavior and performance results. In particular, the
linkage between CCB and employee creativity has not yet been
examined. Therefore, by focusing on employee creativity, this
study has developed a new research direction in the field of
CCB, which uncovers the “dark side” research of citizenship
behavior, and promotes the future research to focus more on
individual-level outcomes.

Second, our findings also extend the current body of employee
creativity literature by exploring its new precursors relating
to workplace stressors. Research on the relationship between
workplace stressors and employee creativity is attracting more
and more researchers’ attention. Two main stressors have been
identified in previous studies, which are challenging stressors and
hindrance stressors. However, there is still a lack of in-depth
research on how specific types of challenge–hindrance stressors
may affect employee creativity. This study chooses CCB, a non-
traditional/unconventional workplace stressor, as the research
theme and examines its critical impact on employee creativity.
Such a research design can extend the research focus from the
traditional in-role work-related pressure (i.e., focusing on job
insecurity, time pressure, and face issue) to the unnoticed extra-
role work-related pressure.

Third, this work has partially uncovered the “black box”
and boundary condition of the processes linking citizenship
pressure to employee creativity. Most of the previous studies
have acknowledged that stress can affect employee creativity,
but little research has been conducted on the mediating
mechanism of stress–creativity transformation (Byron et al.,
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2018; Zhang Y. et al., 2018). Based on the social cognitive theory,
we confirmed the key intermediary role of CSE between CCB and
employee creativity and further clarified the internal mechanism
on how hindrance stressors could affect employee creativity. In
addition, the results of this study also showed that negative
affect plays a moderating role in the relationship between CCB,
CSE, and employee creativity. It implies that an individual’s
negative affect state can exert important influences on his/her
perception of stressors. Previous studies based on the resource
loss theory and social cognitive theory point out that stress
can lead to the feeling of loss of individual cognitive resources,
causing the aversion to physical and emotional arousal, which
in turn has a negative effect on self-efficacy (Zhang Y. et al.,
2018). However, our study pointed out that the loss of cognitive
resources and self-efficacy caused by workplace stressors vary
from one person to another because creativity is context-
specific (Tierney and Farmer, 2002). We found that individuals’
personality traits related to affect/emotions can explain this
phenomenon. By introducing the contingent role of individual
personality traits, this study enriches the “stress–self-efficacy–
creativity” relationship model based on the COR theory and
social cognitive theory. To sum up, we have painted a relatively
complete picture of how enforced citizenship behavior can
indirectly affect employee creativity.

Practical Implications
The results of this study provide several managerial implications
on how to improve employee innovation performance
through managing employee pressure, employee negative
emotions, and CSE.

First, it suggests that the compulsory extra-role behaviors
against employees’ will (i.e., CCB) (Vigoda-Gadot, 2007) do exist
in Chinese organizations and have a negative impact on the
employees’ CSE and creative behavior. Managers should be aware
that citizenship behavior has double-edged effects. While it is
beneficial to the improvement of organizational effectiveness,
it is also costly. Citizenship behaviors are composed of both
voluntary citizenship behavior and enforced citizenship behavior.
When employees are forced to engage in intensive compulsory
behavior, they tend to become nervous and fatigued by feeling too
strong pressure and thus reduce the cognitive resources needed to
generate novel ideas. At the same time, high-intensity extra-role
work requirements and low working resources can also influence
employees’ morale, leading them to abandon or avoid challenging
aspects of their work and to apply minimum efforts in improving
performance, which in turn reduces creativity. In view of this,
managers should be dedicated to eliminate or reduce “bad”
stressors that hinder personal development and accomplishment.
They should also pay attention to the counterproductive work
behaviors aimed at CCBs, especially when they manage the
generation 80s and 90s. For well-behaved employees (i.e.,
those who hold citizenship behaviors), the organizations should
prevent and compensate their resource loss through rewarding
their extra-role performance accordingly. In addition, managers
should guide employees to perceive citizenship pressure as a kind
of challenging stressor and stimulate their intrinsic motivations
to act as “good soldiers.”

Second, this study confirms the mediating role of CSE in the
process of transforming CCB into decreased employee creativity.
This implies that when employees cannot change the working
environment, they may try to reduce the negative impact of
work stress on their creativity by enhancing their CSE. Therefore,
managers must attach more importance to employee CSE and
provide contextual conditions or management measures that
contribute to the development of employee CSE. Specifically,
managers should (1) take self-efficacy into consideration during
the recruitment process so that potential candidates can be
identified and selected to ensure future creative work; (2) design
training programs and methods to help employees become
aware and improve their CSE, providing supports to employees
by promoting past successful innovation experiences; and (3)
improve employees’ CSE and encourage them to pursue novel,
creative, and often unscripted paths of thought and action by
providing more work resources and organizational supports (e.g.,
implicit innovation knowledge sharing, supportive leadership,
trust, timely feedback, etc.) to their innovation activities.

Third, our study has identified the affect-related solutions
to avoid the negative impacts of CCB on employees’ CSE
and creativity. For instance, the organizations can select
employees with a low negative affect in the recruitment
process by paying attention to negative affect-related individual
differences (i.e., distressed, upset, guilty, scared, hostile, irritable,
ashamed, nervous, jittery, and afraid) (Watson et al., 1988) via
psychological measurement or scenarios simulation and then
detect and predict their affect state relying on early screening
mechanisms. Another solution is to cultivate employees’
emotional intelligence. Positive affect such as happiness,
satisfaction, passion, and love (Watson et al., 1988) can
increase individuals’ attention resources, which will lead to
the improvement of individuals’ cognitive flexibility in creative
tasks, expanding their capability to think and act and then
promote individual creativity (Ashby et al., 1999; Fredrickson
and Branigan, 2005; Lyubomirsky et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2015).
Individuals with a high emotional intelligence tend to be more
optimistic and are likely to experience more positive affection.
Therefore, organizations should offer workshops or courses on
emotion management to employees so they can improve their
emotional intelligence under citizenship pressures. In addition,
managers should keep constant communication with employees
and provide timely psychological consultation and guidance,
eliminating or reducing the growing negative emotions among
employees, and strive to create a positive emotional atmosphere.

Limitations and Future Research
Although our work has obtained some valuable results, there are
still some limitations that need to be addressed. First, although
this study used a two-stage longitudinal study method, given
that the measurement of the main variables used a self-rating
approach, this may lead to potential social desirability and
common method biases, which would influence the accuracy of
the causality and external validity. Therefore, future research can
consider adopting multiple-source data collection. Specifically,
the evaluation of employee creativity in future research can
collect data from superiors or colleagues or measure employee
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creativity through objective indicators such as invention patents
and real innovative product quantities. At the same time, future
research can also consider the combination of a scenario-based
experiment and a field study to improve the validity of the
findings. In addition, in order to improve the reliability and
accuracy of the results, as well as examining causality between
variables, in recent years, empirical research in the field of OB has
shown a distinctive feature, that is, more attention is paid to the
“time-effectiveness” in which the relationships between variables
are examined, the time lag of each survey phase is shortened, and
researchers start to adopt daily survey to collect data. Daily survey
collects data through different timings in a day and lasts for a
couple of weeks (e.g., from Monday to Friday, at the beginning of
participants’ daily work and at the end of their workday, for a 2-
week period). Due to its strength in methodology design (Brewer,
2000), daily survey has achieved high recognition by well-known
journals (such as the Academy of Management Journal, Journal
of Applied Psychology). Scholars in the OB field show more and
more interest and attention to daily survey method (see Barnes
et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2018). Therefore, future research could
adopt daily investigation to test our theoretical framework.

Second, the data in this study were collected from employees
in manufacturing enterprises in southern China. Therefore,
whether the findings can be applicable to other regions/countries
or industries (for example, service industries) requires further
testing. Future research can diversify the sample source. In
addition, employees’ perceptions of and reactions to CCB is
culture-specific. For example, in organizations that emphasize
collectivism, self-sacrifice, and ethics, employees with high pro-
social motivation, responsibility, and altruism may feel that
engaging in OCBs is a normal thing. Therefore, their CSE
and creativity may be affected by CCB to a lesser extent. In
view of this, in-depth comparative study of CSE and creativity
under CCB between Chinese and employees of other cultural
backgrounds calls for more attention.

Third, our focus on CSE as a mediator and negative affect as
a moderator has only partially revealed the underlying processes
linking CCB to employee creativity and the boundary conditions.
For the mediating mechanism, future research can use job
demands–resource model to construct the emotional/affective
paths of the CCB–creativity link and investigate the potential
mediating role of emotional exhaustion, citizenship fatigue,
and work–family/leisure conflict. Furthermore, based on the
social cognitive theory, future research can construct other
cognitive paths for converting CCB into decreased creativity
such as examining the potential mediating role of psychological
contract violation, psychological safety, moral disengagement,
and moral identity. Regarding the moderating mechanism,
future research can analyze personality traits (e.g., Big Five,
creative personality), affective commitment, organizational
identification, perceived organizational support, leader–member
exchange/supervisor–subordinate guanxi, team–member
exchange, ethical leadership, organizational context (such
as team innovation atmosphere, organizational innovation
culture), which can further provide a more comprehensive
theoretical explanation to the relationship between CCB and
employee creativity.

Fourth, our findings suggest that there is a significant negative
correlation between CCB and employee creativity. However,
some scholars believe that although excessive work stress will
reduce the time for employees to be creative, the appropriate
level of work pressure can boost employees’ intrinsic motivation
and thus enhance employee creativity (e.g., Amabile et al., 1996;
Zhou and Long, 2011). For example, Antwi et al. (2019) have
interrogated the job demand stressors (including challenge and
hindrance stressors)–creativity curvilinear relationships. Prior
research also indicated that the impact of citizenship pressure
is twofold: harmful (see for example Bolino et al., 2010) and
beneficial (see for example Cates et al., 2010). Therefore, the
relationship between citizenship pressure and employee creativity
may not be a simple linear relationship. It may be a curvilinear
relationship (for example, the reversed U-shape relationship),
and perhaps a moderate level of citizenship pressure can
stimulate maximum employee creativity. In view of this, it is
worthwhile to explore how employees’ creativity will change
with the intensity of CCB over a long period of time. In other
words, future research can further test the potential double-edged
sword effect of CCB.

CONCLUSION

Citizenship behavior is an individual extra-role work behavior
that can improve organizational effectiveness. In order to
maintain firms’ competitive advantage, more and more Chinese
companies use various means to force employees to engage in
more citizenship behaviors besides their assigned job duties.
However, employees’ involuntary engagement in citizenship
behaviors may charge employees’ additional working and
cognitive resources, and the loss of such resources is likely
to destroy employees’ CSE and creativity. Therefore, based on
the social cognitive theory and COR theory, we proposed a
moderated mediation model for examining how CCB interacts
with negative affect to influence employees’ CSE and their
subsequent creative performance. The results suggest that CCB
has significant destructive effects on the organizations in terms of
decreasing the creativeness level of employees, and CSE can serve
as a mediator in this relationship, especially when employees’
negative affect is high rather than low. All in all, the current study
has provided some new paths (i.e., self-efficacy-related cognitive
process and individual characteristics perspectives) to view the
workplace stressors–employee creativity relation.
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This study is aimed to promote China’s support for innovation and entrepreneurship in
the context of the rapid development of the artificial intelligence industry. Considering
the advance law-based governance implemented in this country, the relationship
between the psychological understanding and behavior choice of entrepreneurs in
the law industry and artificial intelligence industry was explored. The investigation
was conducted in the form of questionnaire survey, and the data were collected by
sending emails. In addition, the model was established to make the investigation
direction clearer. The reliability analysis of the questionnaire was carried out by means
of Cronbach α reliability coefficient. The validity analysis of the questionnaire was
carried out by Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) coefficient. The statistical software was used
to analyze the correlation between the factors in the investigation. The results show
that there is a positive correlation between behavior speed in the psychological
understanding of entrepreneurs in the legal industry as well as the entrepreneurial
experience and entrepreneur behavior. The concentration of entrepreneurs’ behavior
is negatively correlated with the entrepreneur’s industrial experience. The behavior
speed and concentration of entrepreneurs in the artificial intelligence industry are
negatively correlated with the age of entrepreneurs, but their entrepreneurial behavior
and psychological understanding do not show correlation. The behavior speed and
concentration of entrepreneurs in the artificial intelligence industry are positively
correlated with product innovation, technological innovation, and market innovation.
Therefore, the behavior choice of entrepreneurs in the legal industry are highly correlated
with psychological understanding. The entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and
behavior choice in the field of artificial intelligence do not show a direct correlation but
indirect correlation through indirect factor innovation opportunities. The investigation
on entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and behavior choice can provide
important theoretical support for entrepreneurs in China’s legal industry and artificial
intelligence industry.

Keywords: entrepreneur, psychological understanding, behavior choice, law and artificial intelligence, behavior
concentration
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INTRODUCTION

With the support and encouragement of China’s “mass
entrepreneurship and innovation” policy, the number
of innovative entrepreneurs has increased significantly.
Entrepreneurship is one of the major factors to promote
economic development, and innovation is also the source of
China’s economic development, so both are indispensable in the
development of China’s economy and society (Hooshangi and
Loewenstein, 2018; Romano et al., 2018). Why can some people
start a business successfully? What do successful entrepreneurs
have in common? The answers can be different. However, there is
a common point–the recognition of entrepreneurs’ psychological
capital ability affects the success of entrepreneurship (Digan
et al., 2019). In addition to entrepreneurs, innovators are now
the object of strong state support. However, compared with
the process and means of innovation, the country or work unit
pays more attention to the results of innovation (Lerner et al.,
2019). Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party
of China put forward comprehensively promoting law-based
governance, the entrepreneurial situation has been favorable in
China’s legal field.

With the advent of the 5G era, the development of emerging
industries such as the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence,
and the Industrial Internet has been gradually accelerated.
Entrepreneurship “fertile soil” in various industries has become
more extensive. As one of the world’s top three cutting-
edge technologies, artificial intelligence technology is naturally
valued by the country. Therefore, the industries related to
artificial intelligence have also expanded rapidly in recent years
(Khurosani, 2018; Nikolaev et al., 2018; Ramadi et al., 2019;
Zheng et al., 2019). Entrepreneurship activities have a huge effect
on the economy and society, yet the world is facing turbulent
economic and political environments now. The entrepreneurial
enterprises still faces serious development problems, among
which “high failure rate” has become the sword of Damocles
hanging above the entrepreneurial world. Evidently, there is
an urgent need to theoretically explore the key elements and
influencing mechanisms that contribute to the improvement of
entrepreneurial performance of enterprises (Wu et al., 2018).
In the past, the exploration of the treasure behind failure was
neglected due to “survivor deviation.” In the only relevant
investigations, scholars also lacked the exploration on the
precognition and decision-making mechanism that affected the
formation of specific recovery content of enterprises. Therefore,
it is difficult to explain the difference between behavior and
performance between subjects.

Innovation and entrepreneurship have always been an
important means to alleviate employment pressure, promote
economic development, and stimulate technological innovation.
As a result, how to stimulate the public’s entrepreneurial
enthusiasm and encourage more people to enter the
entrepreneurial team has become an urgent problem to be
solved in all countries of the world. At the same time, more
women are also actively involved in entrepreneurial activities;
most of the current academic investigations on entrepreneurial
behavior of entrepreneurs is based on worldwide results,

lacking explorations on entrepreneurial behavior rooted in local
entrepreneurs. Therefore, the behavior choice of entrepreneurs
in the field of law and artificial intelligence was analyzed from
the perspective of entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding.
Entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding will produce
changes in entrepreneurial behavior choices. Then, a model was
built to mainly discuss the influencing factors of entrepreneurial
behavior and its relationship mechanism. From the perspective of
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and entrepreneurial
opportunities, their effects on entrepreneurial behavior
were explored, and the relationship between entrepreneurial
opportunities and entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
was discussed. This investigation was conducted in the form of
the questionnaire survey (Chen, 2018). The data were collected
by sending emails, and statistical software was used to analyze
the correlation between the factors in this investigation.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Entrepreneurship is of great significance for the economic and
social development of a country and region. The Chinese
government and all sectors of society pay close attention to
the development of entrepreneurial activities and strive to
create a good environment to promote mass entrepreneurship
and innovation. Furthermore, the vitality of hundreds of
millions of market microsubjects is stimulated, and a new
engine for economic development is created. In recent years,
the market environment in China has been continuously
improved, and entrepreneurial activities have been increasing,
and the entrepreneurial economy has been comprehensively
developed. Entrepreneurship has become a common practice
among all people.

In response to the behavior of entrepreneurs, worldwide
scholars have carried out different degrees of investigations.
Miralles et al. (2017) explored the relationship between
entrepreneurs’ personal beliefs and intentions as well as
the relationship between entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial behavior. The results show that participating
in entrepreneurial activities can change the intentions of
entrepreneurs. In addition, these influences depend on the age
of the individual. It makes a positive contribution to exploring
the reverse causal relationship between actual behavior and
personal intention (Miralles et al., 2017). Sultana et al. (2019)
explored the entrepreneurial behavior of IT freelancers and
found relevant factors that would affect the entrepreneurial
performance of IT freelancers (Sultana et al., 2019). Kim
and Lee (2017) explored the success rate of entrepreneurial
companies based on entrepreneurial behavior characteristics.
The results show that entrepreneurial policy support has a
positive effect on entrepreneurs’ behavioral characteristics. The
behavioral characteristics of entrepreneurial opportunities and
the use of entrepreneurial opportunities have certain effects
on company performance (Kim and Lee, 2017). Guan et al.
(2019) investigated the key factors influencing the innovative
behavior of a new generation of entrepreneurs. The results show
that the personal characteristics and educational background
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of new-generation entrepreneurs can affect their perception
of innovation. Understanding innovation content and social
capital will affect innovation behavior. Innovation behavior will
further lead to changes in organizational performance (Guan
et al., 2019). From the perspective of industrial development,
with the development of the Internet, competition in the
legal industry has become increasingly fierce, and the scale
of law firms is gradually expanding. However, the personal
field of legal services is developing in a small and refined
direction. Therefore, China’s law firms are polarized and
often lack cases. Since the field of artificial intelligence has
only developed in recent years, there are few investigations
on the direction of entrepreneurship. Therefore, certain field
innovations are carried out based on previous works. The
changing factors of psychological understanding and behavior
choice of entrepreneurs are explored in the field of law and
artificial intelligence (Zhou and Wu, 2018).

In summary, there are many researches in this field
that discuss the psychological factors of entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurial understanding and entrepreneurial will directly
affect innovation and entrepreneurial behavior. The innovation
and entrepreneurial behavior will further cause changes in
organizational performance. The form of this investigation
is mainly based on questionnaires. Through questionnaire
survey, the psychological understanding and behavior choice
of entrepreneurs in related industries were analyzed and
discussed. The innovation is that it is more targeted. The
investigation was conducted for people in the law and artificial
intelligence industries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entrepreneurial Behavior
At present, the definition of entrepreneurial behavior in
academic circles is relatively vague. The main vagueness lies
in the conceptual ambiguity between entrepreneurial activity
and entrepreneurial behavior, as well as the description
of entrepreneurial behavior is often carried out by the
establishment of successful companies. The concept of
entrepreneurial activities is relatively broad, which can be
individuals and enterprises. The entrepreneurial behavior
only targets individuals or entrepreneurial teams. In the
investigation, the two are considered different. In addition,
the entrepreneurial behavior of the entrepreneurial team
is greatly different from corporate behavior. Corporate
behavior is a description of the behavior of individuals in
the enterprise, and entrepreneurial behavior is a description of
the causes of entrepreneurial teams and entrepreneurs’ practices
(Jiang et al., 2016; Martin and Omrani, 2019).

In this investigation, entrepreneurial behavior refers to the
actions or decisions made by entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial
teams related to the survival of the enterprise during the creation
of a new enterprise. It does not include the operational behavior
of existing enterprises (Shen et al., 2019).

In the process of creating new enterprises, entrepreneurial
behavior will follow the entrepreneurial process to produce

corresponding changes. Thus, entrepreneurial behavior is a
dynamic process. In the process of entrepreneurship, changes in
entrepreneurial behavior may occur every moment, which may
affect the success of an enterprise’s entrepreneurship or even
attribute differences (Wang et al., 2019).

Entrepreneurial Opportunities
Entrepreneurial opportunities mainly refer to more attractive
and more durable business opportunities that are conducive
to entrepreneurship. It is attractive, durable, and timely.
Entrepreneurial opportunities are situations where new products,
new services, new raw materials, and new organizational
methods can be introduced and sold at a price higher than
the cost. Entrepreneurial opportunities are a new “Means–
End” relationship, which can introduce new products,
new services, new raw materials, new markets, or new
organizational methods for economic activities (Qian et al.,
2018). Based on this, entrepreneurs can provide customers
with valuable products or services and benefit themselves
(Zhu et al., 2019).

There are currently two factions. One side believes
that entrepreneurial opportunities exist independently of
entrepreneurs and need to be discovered by entrepreneurs
from the outside environment. The other side holds that
entrepreneurial opportunities are closely related to the
entrepreneurs themselves, and their acquisition is based on
the entrepreneurs’ perception and understanding of the outside
world (Araslanov and Zelinskaya, 2018). In the investigation,
the entrepreneurial opportunity ability is defined as the
entrepreneur’s search and perception of various information in
the market. Eventually, potential entrepreneurial opportunities
are identified in the market, and the appropriate entrepreneurial
method is chosen to start a business. The entrepreneurial
opportunity abilities in the paper mainly include three abilities:
opportunity search, opportunity recognition, and opportunity
evaluation (Chen, 2019).

Opportunity search mainly reflects the sensitivity of
entrepreneurs to outside information, that is, whether they
can search for information that is beneficial to themselves from
a large amount of information and collect the information.
Opportunity recognition mainly reflects the ability of
entrepreneurs to judge whether the collected information
has a market value. Opportunity evaluation mainly reflects
the judgment of entrepreneurs on the relationship between
opportunities and themselves when facing opportunities,
evaluating whether the opportunities are beneficial to their
enterprises (Pallesen, 2018).

Psychological Understanding of
Entrepreneurs
The psychological understanding of entrepreneurs is inextricably
linked to the previous experience, so the psychological
understanding of entrepreneurs is described from three
perspectives–educational experience, entrepreneurial experience,
and industrial experience. Educational experience mainly
refers to the previous education of entrepreneurs, and it
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mainly reflects the theoretical psychology of entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurial experience and industrial experience mainly
describe entrepreneurs’ entrepreneurial capital psychology
(Shen et al., in press).

Model Building
Based on the entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
producing the changes in the choice of entrepreneurial behavior,
a model was built to mainly discuss the influencing factors of
entrepreneurial behavior and its relationship mechanism. From
two aspects of entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and
entrepreneurial opportunities, the impact on entrepreneurial
behavior as well as the relationship between entrepreneurial
opportunities and entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
were explored (Obschonka et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2019). The
designed model is shown in Figure 1.

There is a certain relationship between entrepreneurs’
behavior choice and psychological understanding with
entrepreneurial opportunities. In addition, the psychological
understanding of entrepreneurs is closely related to their
previous experiences. The entrepreneurial opportunities of
entrepreneurs will affect their psychological understanding and
experience. As can be seen from Figure 1, the relationship
between entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and
entrepreneurial opportunities was first explored. After
that, the investigations on the effects of entrepreneurs’
psychological understanding and entrepreneurial opportunities
on entrepreneurial behavior were conducted.

Research Object Screening
The research object consists of entrepreneurs in the field of law
and artificial intelligence. The relevant industry practitioners and
entrepreneurs were found from the major job search sites, and
questionnaires were distributed to them by email. A total of
300 questionnaires were distributed, including 150 in the legal
industry and 150 in the artificial intelligence industry. A total
of 134 questionnaires were recovered in the legal industry, and
125 questionnaires were recovered in the artificial intelligence
industry. The questionnaire recovery rates were 89.3 and 83.3%,
respectively. The overall questionnaire recovery rate was 86.3%.

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire is mainly divided into two parts. Personal
information about the entrepreneur was collected for the first
part, and entrepreneurial information was collected for the
second part. A total of two questionnaires were designed: one
for the entrepreneurs in the legal industry (hereinafter referred
to as “Questionnaire 1”) and the other for the entrepreneurs
in the artificial intelligence industry (hereinafter referred to as
“Questionnaire 2”). The questionnaire was sent online to five
cities, including Beijing and Shanghai.

Questionnaires 1 and 2 were designed using the Likert
5 score method, including the dimensions of entrepreneurs’
psychological understanding and entrepreneurial opportunities
mentioned above. Respondents made choices from “completely
compliant” to “completely non-compliant” according to their
situation, scoring 1–5 points, respectively (Ye and Zhu, 2019).

Questionnaires 1 and 2 were almost the same in the content of the
survey, but they were oriented different industries. Therefore, the
two questionnaires were only slightly different in the collection of
personal information of entrepreneurs.

Questionnaire Reliability Analysis
The reliability analysis of the questionnaire is also the
responsibility analysis of the questionnaire. Responsibility is
to verify the stability and consistency of the questionnaire
test results. In terms of verification results, the higher the
reliability of the questionnaire, the smaller the test error of
the questionnaire (Zhou et al., 2018). Reliability indicators
are mostly expressed in correlation coefficients, which can
be roughly divided into three categories: stability coefficients
(consistency across time), equivalence coefficients (consistency
across forms), and intrinsic consistency coefficients (consistency
across projects). There are four main methods for reliability
analysis: retest reliability, replica reliability, halved reliability, and
α reliability coefficient.

The Cronbach α reliability coefficient is most commonly used.
The equation is shown below.

α =
(
k/
(
k− 1

))∗ (1− (
∑

Si ∧ 2)/ST ∧ 2
)

(1)

where k is the total number of items in the scale, Siˆ2 the in-
question variance of the ith score, and STˆ2 the variance of the
total score of all items. It can be seen from the equation that
the α coefficient evaluates the consistency between the scores of
each item in the scale, which belongs to the intrinsic consistency
coefficient. This method is suitable for the reliability analysis of
attitude and opinion questionnaires (scales).

The reliability coefficient of the total scale is preferably above
0.8, which is acceptable between 0.7 and 0.8.

Questionnaire Validity Analysis
Validity analysis refers to the analysis of scales to achieve
the accuracy of measurement indicators. There are many
methods of validity analysis, often using item analysis,
independent criterion measurement validity analysis, and
factor analysis (Netto et al., 2020). Item analysis is mainly
to measure the difficulty and discrimination of various
items in the scale, to select a moderate scale with higher
discrimination as the effective scale. The independent
criterion measurement analysis method mainly uses a
certain independent validity as the criterion and basis for
validity analysis.

The KMO test statistic is an index used to compare
simple correlation coefficients and partial correlation coefficients
between variables. It is mainly used for factor analysis of
multivariate statistics (Cui, 2019). The KMO metrics: above
0.9 means very suitable, 0.8 means suitable, 0.7 means general,
0.6 means not very suitable, and below 0.5 means extremely
unsuitable. When the sum of squares of simple correlation
coefficients among all variables is much larger than the sum
of squares of partial correlation coefficients, the KMO value
is close to 1. The closer the KMO value is to 1, the stronger
the correlation between the variables, and the more suitable
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FIGURE 1 | Research design model.

the original variables are for factor analysis. When the sum of
squares of simple correlation coefficients between all variables
is close to 0, the KMO value is close to 0. The closer the
KMO value is to 0, the weaker the correlation is between the
variables, and the less suitable the original variables are for
factor analysis.

Statistical Methods
After a quality inspection of the original data obtained
from the survey was conducted, Microsoft Excel was used
for data entry. Data analysis was performed using IBM
SPSS 26.0 and AMOS 24.0 software. General data were
expressed as mean and standard deviation, composition ratio,
and frequency. Independent-samples t test was used for the
comparison of measurement data of two groups. Chi-square
test (Crosstabs) was used to compare the count data between

the two groups. If P < 0.05, the difference was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis of the Sample
According to the questionnaire, artificial-intelligence-related
industry personnel surveyed were mainly male, mostly the
generation from the 1980s and 1990s. The education level of
interviewees was mainly junior college and undergraduate. Most
of the interviewees were employees of enterprises before starting
the business. Most people started a business without receiving
entrepreneurship training. In addition, those who had received
management training were almost the same as those who had
not. The specific results of the survey of entrepreneurs are shown
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in Figure 2. The law-related industry personnel surveyed by
the investigation were also mainly male, mostly the generation
after the 1980s and 1990s. The education level was mainly
undergraduate and graduate. Most of the interviewees were
employees of enterprises before starting the business, but a large
part of them started their business after graduation. The majority
of people had received entrepreneurship training. In addition,
those who had received management training were almost the
same as those who had not. The specific results of the survey of
entrepreneurs are shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figures 2, 3, the majority of
entrepreneurs in the legal and artificial intelligence industries
are male. Different from the artificial intelligence industry,
among the entrepreneurs in the law industry, the number
of former teachers has increased significantly. It may be
because the teachers of the law profession are more likely to
start relevant businesses abroad. The entrepreneurial number
of students in the law industry is also relatively high,

which may be due to the large employment pressure of
the law industry.

Analysis of Questionnaire Reliability and
Validity
Through the investigation, the Cronbach α reliability coefficient
of the product innovation factor in the questionnaire is 0.769.
Cronbach α reliability coefficient of the technological innovation
factor is 0.792. Cronbach α reliability coefficient of the market
innovation factor is 0.696. Cronbach α reliability coefficient of
the educational experience factor is 0.784. Cronbach α reliability
coefficient of the entrepreneurial experience factor is 0.911.
Cronbach α reliability coefficient of the industrial experience
factor is 0.901. The item-overall correlation coefficients in the
scale are >0.4, which proves that the scale has good reliability.

After validity analysis, the results show that the value of
KMO in this questionnaire is 0.819, with a significant level of

FIGURE 2 | Sample of artificial intelligence industry.

FIGURE 3 | Sample of the law industry.
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0.000. The value of KMO in Questionnaire 1 is 0.797, with a
significant level of 0.000. It indicates that the relationship between
the variables in this questionnaire is good, which is suitable for
factor analysis.

The principal component analysis shows that there are
six initial eigenvalues > 1, and the accumulation of initial
eigenvalues reaches 69.883%. The factor has more information,
which is higher than the general standard of validity analysis.

Correlation Analysis of Entrepreneurs’
Psychological Understanding and
Behavior Choice
Through the analysis of Questionnaires 1 and 2, the
correlation coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ psychological
understanding and behavior choice is obtained, as shown in
Table 1.

According to Table 1, the behavior speed and concentration of
entrepreneurs in the legal industry are negatively correlated with
the age of entrepreneurs, and the difference is statistically
significant. There is a positive correlation between the
educational experience and the entrepreneurs’ behavior
speed, as well as the difference is statistically significant. There
is a positive correlation between entrepreneurial experience
and entrepreneurs’ behavior speed, as well as the difference
is statistically significant. The behavior concentration of
entrepreneurs is negatively correlated with the entrepreneurs’
industrial experience, and the difference is statistically significant.

The behavior speed and concentration of entrepreneurs in
the artificial intelligence industry are negatively correlated with
the age of entrepreneurs, and the difference is statistically
significant. There is a positive correlation between the behavior
concentration and speed of entrepreneurs, as well as the
difference is statistically significant.

Correlation Analysis of Entrepreneurs’
Psychological Understanding and
Innovation Opportunities
Through the analysis of Questionnaires 1 and 2, the correlation
coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
and innovation opportunities is obtained, as shown in Table 2.

According to Table 2, the educational experience,
entrepreneurial experience, and industrial experience of

entrepreneurs in the legal industry are positively correlated
with the age of entrepreneurs, and the difference is statistically
significant. It is almost in line with common sense that
entrepreneurs will have more experience in all aspects as
they grow older. The educational experience is negatively
correlated with the entrepreneurial experience and industrial
experience of entrepreneurs, as well as the difference is
statistically significant. There is a certain difference between
men and women in the field of product innovation, and the
difference is statistically significant. The educational experience
of entrepreneurs is positively correlated with technological
and market innovations, as well as the difference is statistically
significant. The age of entrepreneurs is positively correlated
with technological innovation but negatively correlated with
market innovation.

The age of entrepreneurs in the artificial intelligence
industry is negatively correlated with educational experience
and positively correlated with entrepreneurial experience. The
educational experience of entrepreneurs is negatively correlated
with entrepreneurial experience and positively correlated with
industrial experience. The entrepreneurs’ industrial experience is
positively correlated with technological innovation.

Correlation Analysis of Entrepreneurs’
Behavior Choice and Innovation
Opportunities
Through the analysis of Questionnaires 1 and 2, the
correlation coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ behavior
choice and innovation opportunities is obtained, as shown in
Table 3.

According to Table 3, the behavior speed of entrepreneurs
in the legal industry is positively correlated with product
innovation, technological innovation, and market innovation.
In addition, the behavior concentration of entrepreneurs is
positively correlated with product innovation, technological
innovation, and market innovation.

The behavior speed of entrepreneurs in the artificial
intelligence industry is positively correlated with product
innovation, technological innovation, and market innovation.
In addition, the behavior concentration of entrepreneurs is
positively correlated with product innovation, technological
innovation, and market innovation.

TABLE 1 | The correlation coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and behavior choice.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Gender 1 0.071 −0.049 0.091 0.057 −0.063 −0.092

Age 0.069 1 0.0135** 0.0162** 0.324** −0.312** −0.335**

Educational experience −0.051 −0.179** 1 −0.225* 0.096* 0.382* 0.201

Entrepreneurial experience 0.089 0.181** −0.102∗ 1 0.322 0.341* 0.061

Industrial experience 0.060 −0.034 0.101* −0.059 1 0.441 −0.079*

Behavior speed 0.076 −0.249** 0.033 −0.015 −0.015 1 0.302**

Behavior concentration −0.083 −0.301** −0.011 0.056 −0.086 0.601** 1

Above the diagonal is the report of law industry personnel, and below the diagonal is the report of artificial intelligence industry personnel. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 2 | The correlation coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and innovation opportunities.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Gender 1 0.071 −0.049 0.091 0.057 0.031* 0.059 0.041

Age 0.069 1 0.0135** 0.0162** 0.324** 0.024* 0.235** −0.033*

Educational experience −0.051 −0.179** 1 0.225* 0.096* 0.310 0.032* 0.032**

Entrepreneurial experience 0.089 0.181** −0.102* 1 0.322 0.112 0.103 0.021

Industrial experience 0.060 −0.034 0.101* −0.059 1 0.031 0.310* 0.031**

Product innovation 0.020 0.201** 0.101 0.072 0.031 1 0.311** 0.024*

Technological innovation 0.061 0.211** −0.051 0.071 0.136** 0.152** 1 0.323*

Market innovation 0.052 −0.032 0.031 0.013 0.021 0.312** 0.173** 1

Above the diagonal is the report of law industry personnel, and below the diagonal is the report of artificial intelligence industry personnel. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

TABLE 3 | The correlation coefficient matrix of entrepreneurs’ behavior choice and innovation opportunities.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Gender 1 0.071 −0.063 0.092 0.031* 0.059 0.041

Age 0.069 1 −0.312** −0.335** 0.024* 0.235** −0.033*

Behavior speed 0.076 −0.249** 1 0.302** 0.319* 0.154** 0.211*

Behavior concentration −0.083 −0.301** 0.601** 1 0.411** 0.068* 0.213**

Product innovation 0.020 0.201** 0.321** 0.413* 1 0.311** 0.024*

Technological innovation 0.061 0.211** 0.445** 0.442* 0.152** 1 0.323*

Market innovation 0.052 −0.032 0.511** 0.305** 0.312** 0.173** 1

Above the diagonal is the report of law industry personnel, and below the diagonal is the report of artificial intelligence industry personnel. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

DISCUSSION

At present, China supports innovation and entrepreneurship in
various industries. In addition, the legal and artificial intelligence
industries are strongly supported by China. Therefore, the
targeted investigation was conducted on the above two directions
(Zheng et al., 2020).

Through the investigation, it can be seen that the
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and entrepreneurial
experience in the law industry show positive correlation
characteristics and also have a positive correlation with
the entrepreneurs’ behavior speed. It indicates that the
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding will directly
affect their behavior speed. The entrepreneurial experience of
entrepreneurs is also positively correlated with their behavior
speed, which indicates that the psychological understanding
of entrepreneurs will also impact their behavior speed by
affecting entrepreneurial opportunities (Wu et al., 2020). The
concentration of entrepreneurs’ behavior will be affected by their
entrepreneurial experience, which shows a negative correlation.
The behavior speed and concentration of entrepreneurs in the
artificial intelligence industry are negatively correlated with the
age of entrepreneurs, and the difference is statistically significant.
However, the entrepreneurial behavior and psychological
understanding do not show correlation. The behavior speed
and concentration of entrepreneurs in the artificial intelligence
industry are positively correlated with product innovation,
technological innovation, and market innovation.

Based on that entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding will
produce changes in entrepreneurial behavior choices, a model is
built to mainly discuss the influencing factors of entrepreneurial

behavior and its relationship mechanism. From the perspective of
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and entrepreneurial
opportunities, their effects on entrepreneurial behavior are
explored. In addition, the relationship between entrepreneurial
opportunities and entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
is discussed. The results show that the behavior choice of
entrepreneurs in the legal field is related to psychological
understanding and innovation opportunities, as well as
innovation opportunities are related to psychological
understanding. It indicates that innovation awareness can
not only directly affect entrepreneurs’ behavior choices but also
indirectly affect entrepreneurs’ behavior choices by affecting
entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding (Wu and Wu, 2019).

The behavior choice of entrepreneurs in the field of
artificial intelligence does not show a trend directly affected
by psychological understanding, but it is related to innovation
ability. It can be seen from the above results that the behavior
choice of entrepreneurs in the legal industry is related to
their psychological understanding. It means that when
entrepreneurs make certain behavior decisions, they should
conduct certain discussions with others. Each individual’s
psychological understanding is different. Therefore, each
individual’s views on behavior also have certain differences. The
corresponding discussion can better avoid the implementation
of wrong decisions.

CONCLUSION

Related practitioners in the legal and artificial intelligence
industries were explored to obtain the relationship between
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entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding and behavior choice.
The results show that the behavior choice of entrepreneurs
in the legal industry is highly correlated with psychological
understanding. The entrepreneurs’ psychological understanding
and behavior choice in the field of artificial intelligence show
an indirect correlation through indirect factor innovation
opportunities. Although some results have been obtained, there
are still some shortcomings. Due to the time limitation, the
sample scale is small, and a follow-up research cannot be carried
out. What is more, the questionnaire survey is subjective and
lacks some objective data for illustration. Therefore, a follow-up
research is needed to verify the results.
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This paper aims to explore the status quo and basic laws of entrepreneurship education
at the stage of social development in China, thereby providing a theoretical basis and
practical guidance for the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial talents in colleges.
First, a college entrepreneurship education model based on lean entrepreneurship
theory and flipped classroom was established to provide the development of
entrepreneurship education with a theoretical framework while improving the students’
autonomous learning ability. Based on the theoretical basis of the influence of the
locus of control on entrepreneurial motivation in the entrepreneurial process of college
students, the students who participated in the basic education of entrepreneurship
among the sophomores in the first semester of the 2018–2019 academic year of a
college in Shanghai were selected as the research object. Then, the effect of lean
entrepreneurship education under the flipped classroom mode was analyzed. Before the
start of the entrepreneurial basic education course, there was no difference between the
pretest scores of the research group and the control group students (P > 0.05). After
the course, there was no difference between the posttest scores of the two groups
of students (P > 0.05). It can be confirmed that, based on the flipped classroom
education mode of halving the actual number of lectures by teachers, the effect of
basic education on entrepreneurship for students is not different from the traditional
teaching effect. Based on the flipped classroom mode, the number of people who
have reached the level of “understanding” of the text target task is the highest, and
the number of people who can reach the “comprehensive application” level of the high-
order target is almost 0. It means that the realization of the high-order target still needs
to be strengthened. Lean entrepreneurship education mode is based on lean iteration,
which is conducive to promoting the development of entrepreneurship education in
China. Therefore, the application of flipped classroom combined with locus of control
analysis in lean entrepreneurship education for college students can ideally achieve
the goal of deep learning, which is greatly significant for improving the effectiveness
of entrepreneurship education.

Keywords: flipped classroom, locus of control, deep learning, lean entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial
motivation
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INTRODUCTION

College entrepreneurship has gradually received attention and
recognition from the earliest novel employment situation, and
it has become a new way to solve employment problems
after college students enter society. Employment driven by
entrepreneurship can fundamentally solve the problem of
difficult employment for college students and alleviate the
pressure on employment across the country. In addition,
the vitality of entrepreneurs will lead to an increase in
employment (Souza, 2020). China has entered the era of
“mass entrepreneurship and innovation,” and the current society
encourages college students to start businesses. From the
perspective of college students themselves, the main driving
force for entrepreneurship is to seek the realization of self-
worth. Through entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial practice,
they can fully mobilize their subjective initiative, change their
employment mentality, and learn to self-regulate and control
(Frederiksen and Brem, 2017). From the perspective of social
development, more and more college students are beginning
to have a clearer intention to invest in the entrepreneurial
boom. It can not only provide college students with more
theoretical and practical opportunities but also have an important
role in promoting social and economic development. As a
college that guides students to diversify their entrepreneurial
thinking, entrepreneurship education itself is a course with
innovative awareness requirements. Also, the entrepreneurial
basic course has now occupied a certain proportion of college
education courses. Only by integrating advanced entrepreneurial
innovation modes and concepts into the basic courses can it
play a practical role in education and teaching (Yang et al.,
2019). Therefore, how to effectively integrate the entrepreneurial
mode of lean entrepreneurship with the basic courses of
entrepreneurship in colleges has become a hot issue in the field
of entrepreneurship education.

At this stage, entrepreneurship education in China’s colleges
is still in the initial exploration stage. A new set of theories
and methods is urgently needed to lead the development in
the field of entrepreneurial basic education. The theory of
innovative development methods represented by lean thinking
has begun to be studied and widely applied (Harms and Schwery,
2020). Lean entrepreneurship provides a theoretical basis for the
development of innovative activities. Through application of lean
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial basic education can also be
improved in experiments. In the 21st century informatization
era, the teaching method, which is based on direct instruction
by teachers, has caused students’ passive and negative learning
attitudes to a certain extent. After the flipped classroom
was proposed as a new teaching concept, it not only put
forward the requirements for students’ learning depth but also
provided time and space conditions for colleges to develop
deep learning (Lichtenthaler, 2020). The flipped classroom
advocates the principle of “pre-class knowledge transfer and
in-class knowledge internalization” and proposes that students
may independently acquire key extracurricular knowledge related
to the course. Then, the existing problems are solved in the
classroom and the knowledge is digested through discussion and

communication. In the process of entrepreneurship education
in colleges, students have an understanding and cognition of
entrepreneurship through the flipped classroom. As a result, the
auxiliary guidance in class makes the connection clearer between
innovation and entrepreneurship with their development plan
(Hwang and Shin, 2019).

In the process of carrying out lean entrepreneurship education
in colleges, it is also important to judge the psychological state
of students. In the process of entrepreneurship, college students
can give full play to their subjective initiative and creativity,
reflect their entrepreneurial ability, and ultimately realize their
life value. Their self-efficacy in entrepreneurship is an important
condition, leading the entrepreneurs to start a business and
persist in their belief in entrepreneurship. Moreover, it will
have an impact on entrepreneurial motivation, and locus of
control as a key personal factor will also affect entrepreneurial
motivation. Studies have shown that the more the score on the
locus of control tends to internal control, the higher the score
on self-worth. As the achievement motivation and self-efficacy
of college students go higher, it means that they have had a
comprehensive assessment of themselves and are fully prepared
for entrepreneurship (Miao et al., 2019).

This paper aims to explore the status quo and the basic laws of
entrepreneurship education at the stage of social development in
China, providing a theoretical basis and practical guidance for the
cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial talents in colleges.
This paper first established an entrepreneurship education mode
in colleges based on lean entrepreneurship theory, thereby
providing a theoretical framework for the development of
entrepreneurship education. It is considered that the flipped
classroom mode provides the possibility of achieving deep
learning for students. Therefore, the flipped classroom mode was
introduced in the process of entrepreneurship education, hoping
to give students more autonomy and promote the realization of
high-order entrepreneurship teaching goals.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Entrepreneurship can be seen as a universal activity in a
market economy, including definitions in both narrow and broad
senses. Broadly speaking, it means starting a new business.
Narrowly speaking, it means creating a new enterprise. In this
paper, the entrepreneurship on a narrow level was explored,
that is, innovative enterprises. In the entrepreneurial process,
entrepreneurial intention is at the core of the entrepreneurial
psychological process and is the best prediction indicator of
entrepreneurial behavior. Only potential entrepreneurs with a
certain degree of entrepreneurial intention are really likely
to engage in entrepreneurial activities. In the exploration of
the entrepreneurial intention of college students, Christian
et al. believed that the entrepreneurial intention of college
students refers to the possibility of actual entrepreneurship
in the foreseeable future after graduation (Lüthje and Franke,
2003). In a series of follow-up surveys on college students’
entrepreneurial intentions, it is found that it is necessary to
enhance college students’ entrepreneurial awareness and increase
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the entrepreneurial knowledge reserve as well as entrepreneurial
motivation through systematic entrepreneurship education.

Introducing different operations in the innovation of
teaching methods is an effective way to enhance the effect of
entrepreneurship education, including “MOOC” and “flipped
classroom.” Lean Startup, a specific application in the field of
innovation and entrepreneurship, was first proposed by Silicon
Valley entrepreneur Eric Ries in his book Lean Startup in 2012.
After this, investor Blank suggested that entrepreneurship using
lean startup methods would have a lower failure rate than the
traditional methods. The method is greatly significant to the
development of innovative economies in various countries
(Blank, 2016). There are great prospects for applying the concept
of lean startup to entrepreneurship education. Through the
measurement and evaluation of each step as well as all the
phased actions and progress, the understanding of the fact is
obtained after the test. Mansoori (2017) explored the impact
mechanism of lean startup guidelines on entrepreneurs based
on the semi-structured in-depth interview design. He believes
that entrepreneurs are learning, internalizing, and applying lean
startup methods through alternative learning and learning in
practice (Mansoori, 2017).

In general, colleges around the world have already started
compulsory courses related to entrepreneurship in accordance
with the requirements or regulations of the Ministry of
Education. The basic education of entrepreneurship for college
students is a part of general education and does not take
the number and performance of founding companies as
teaching goals. There are extremely uncertain delays in
actual entrepreneurial behavior. Therefore, the investigation
on entrepreneurship basic education from the perspective of
individual intention is a more practical and feasible option.
Integrating the concept of lean startup into the process of
entrepreneurship education is suitable for high-tech or Internet
entrepreneurship, as well as a wider range of fields. Therefore,
under the entrepreneurial education mode of colleges based
on lean startup theory, while improving students’ independent
learning ability, it provides a theoretical framework for the
development of entrepreneurship education.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Influence of Locus of Control on
Entrepreneurial Motivation
Entrepreneur psychology is a special psychological phenomenon
manifested during the course of entrepreneurial behavior, that
is, the mental state in which entrepreneurs regulate and control
entrepreneurial behavior in entrepreneurial activities. In the
process of entrepreneurship, college students can give full
play to their subjective initiative and creativity, reflect their
entrepreneurial ability, and ultimately realize their life value. In
the process, they face pressure from various parties. Therefore,
college entrepreneurs are required to be able to maintain good
stress resistance at all times, facing difficulties and unknown risks
in the process of entrepreneurship.

The concept of locus of control is widely used in the
field of psychology. It was first proposed by Rotter in Social
Learning Theory in 1953 (Euchner, 2018). Until now, however,
no scholar has a clear definition of it. It is generally recognized
as the cause of an individual’s behavioral outcome. The
locus of control is a multidimensional concept, divided into
internal control and external control. The former believe that
productive behavior is attributed to one’s own efforts. The
latter believes that the outcome of the event has nothing to
do with one’s own efforts. The existing research results show
that the motivation of entrepreneurs to pursue success has a
significant positive correlation with the locus of control, while the
motivation to avoid failure has a significant negative correlation
with the locus of control. Students with a superior locus of
control usually have a better psychological state. If they can
internally attribute their control points well when individuals
face success or failure results in the event, the psychological
state will also show a good trend (Yordanova, 2017). From
this perspective, the locus of control can help individuals
understand the nature of things and enable them to better
control emotions.

At present, most worldwide scholars’ research on
entrepreneurial motivation is mainly focused on the
entrepreneur, and there is less research on entrepreneurial
motivation of college students. The employment situation
of college students in China is relatively severe, and
entrepreneurship is an effective way to alleviate employment
pressure. Therefore, research on college students’ entrepreneurial
motivation is of practical significance (Llamas and Fernández,
2018). The development and the conduct of entrepreneurial
activities require greater courage and firm conviction. College
students with internal control trend believe that their efforts
can promote the process of entrepreneurship and complete
entrepreneurial activities. They can also take full advantage
of the uncertain risks and challenges in the entrepreneurial
process. The locus of control has a regulating role in stimulating
college students’ entrepreneurial motivation. The lower the
score of the locus of control for college students, the stronger
the internal control trend. Entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a
significant stimulating effect on college students’ entrepreneurial
motivation. The higher the score of the locus of control
for college students, the higher the external control trend.
The stimulating effect of entrepreneurial self-efficacy on its
entrepreneurial motivation will be weakened.

Lean and Innovative Entrepreneurship
The concept of lean entrepreneurship was proposed by Silicon
Valley scholar Ries in his book Lean Entrepreneurship, which
is a description of a form of entrepreneurship. The process
of entrepreneurship can be understood as putting a simple
primary product into the market and analyzing its use feedback
and demand in the market. In 1989, the researcher Krafcik
of the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) used the “buffer” and
“lean” to define different types of production systems. Among
them, the lean production system is based on the lowest
inventory to reduce costs and timely identify quality problems
and correct them, thereby reducing error costs. Ultimately,
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the product quality is improved in the production process
(Zainuddin and Halili, 2016).

Womack et al. (1990), members of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s International Motor Vehicle Program,
believed that lean production refers to streamlining manpower,
equipment, and time as much as possible while creating value
as many as possible. The core of lean thinking is to solve
the actual problems of customers and produce products that
meet the needs of customers. Besides that, while creating
the practical application value of the product, the enterprise
can obtain the benefits as much as possible (Lo and Hew,
2017). The innovative entrepreneurial theory based on lean
thinking advocates the fastest cycle of product development,
application measurement, and feedback recognition through the
development of minimized products with lower costs, thereby
obtaining the fastest recognition of products. Also, the product
quality will be improved in the next product development and
optimization. The specific process is shown in Figure 1.

In the process of innovation and entrepreneurship, only
through repeated experiments and constant amendments
can the progress of entrepreneurship be promoted. Lean
entrepreneurship does not focus on a complete business plan.
It is through trial and error of small products in the process of
entrepreneurship; the plans are constantly changed according to
requirements in the product update iteration, thereby flexibly and
rapidly gaining innovative advantages. Lean entrepreneurship
exists in production lines and various environments that require
innovation. The more complex the entrepreneurial environment,
the higher the demand for lean entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurship education, as a framework containing
many elements, has been analyzed by many scholars from
the perspectives of education, teaching, and entrepreneurship.
However, no consensus has yet been reached (Long et al.,
2017; Song and Kapur, 2017; Srinivasan et al., 2018). In the
feedback loop of lean entrepreneurship, each cycle represents a
new lean iteration and progress. In the process of exploring the
entrepreneurial education mode of colleges, this paper divided
it into four modules to progressively deepen the entrepreneurial
education for students. The first level is education link based
on the elective course of entrepreneurship. The second level is
traditional entrepreneurial education mainly based on teaching.
The third level is entrepreneurship education through the
teaching mode of the flipped classroom. The fourth level
is continuous, iterative entrepreneurship education. At each
level, each stage completes the cycle of lean entrepreneurship.
In the process of conducting entrepreneurship education for
students, regardless of whether they have a willingness to start a
business, they must receive entrepreneurship education (Bhagat
et al., 2016). As far as basic education for entrepreneurship is
concerned, there has been a fundamental change in the provider
and demand side. The “demand side” of entrepreneurship
education has changed from students with entrepreneurial
intentions to all students in colleges. The “provider” of
entrepreneurship education will change the teaching purpose and
method due to the change of “demand side.”

With the deepening development of entrepreneurship
education in China’s colleges, under the combined effect

of policy support and higher education system regulations,
there has been a systematic mode for entrepreneurship
education for college students. In the basic education stage
of entrepreneurship, students first assume that they have the
willingness to innovate and start a business. If the assumption
is true, they follow the willingness to invest in the second
stage of entrepreneurial skills education. If the assumption
is not true, entrepreneurship education will no longer be
continued. At the entrepreneurial skills education stage,
students need to measure their entrepreneurial abilities
and obtain the overall assessment of the knowledge from
entrepreneurship education. At this stage, if they decide to
continue to adhere to the idea of entrepreneurship after
comprehensive consideration, they can enter the practical
education stage of entrepreneurship education. If they give up
the cultivation of entrepreneurial abilities, they can stop learning
and develop other abilities (Foldnes, 2016). When students enter
the stage of entrepreneurship practice education, they need to
plan their start-up projects according to personal abilities and
market environment. If the project evaluation is successful,
it will enter the entrepreneurial incubation stage. After the
student’s entrepreneurial project has passed the quasi-corporate
management test, it means that it has successfully passed the
start-up period.

Flipped Classroom Entrepreneurship
Education Mode Based on Deep
Learning
The most direct understanding of the flipped classroom is to turn
the traditional education mode of “teacher teaching, students
completing homework” into the mode of promoting knowledge
internalization of “allowing students complete autonomous
learning of key knowledge theories outside the classroom and
discussing the existing questions with teachers and students
in class” (Sun et al., 2017; Zhai et al., 2017). This paper
believes that the reform of the flipped classroom for the
teaching mode provides students with more possibilities for
autonomous learning and knowledge internalization. Students
can find solutions to problems encountered during the pre-class
learning process by themselves. They can gain knowledge in
the process of solving problems, thereby deepening impressions.
No matter what angle it is based on, the flipped classroom is
designed to provide students with rich learning resources to
complete the construction of the knowledge system through
personal abilities and to acquire knowledge in a more targeted
manner in the future study. It belongs to the result of deep
learning. Deep learning is a process in which learners critically
learn new ideas based on understanding learning and transfer
existing knowledge to new situations to solve more complex
problems. The teaching activities at each stage of the flipped
classroom are shown in Table 1.

The autonomous learning stage before class is mainly to
build a knowledge framework. However, it is difficult to achieve
optimal deep learning only by students’ autonomous learning.
For most students, the purpose of pre-class learning is to
promote deep cognition and provide learning materials for
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FIGURE 1 | The cyclical process of lean entrepreneurship theory.

TABLE 1 | Teaching activities at each stage of the flipped classroom.

Teaching links Teacher Student Evaluate Assessment index

Before class a. To determine learning resources
and design learning tasks according
to teaching objectives and contents

b. Release learning tasks and learning
resources based on the platform

c. Collect, organize, and analyze
pre-class questions

a. Use learning resources to learn and
complete related learning tasks

b. Problems encountered in the
process of submitting learning on
the platform

c. Participate in the discussion of
issues

The teacher evaluates the
whole team and the team
leader evaluates the members

a. Whether to complete the
learning task

b. Whether to submit
questions

c. Test scores
d. Whether to participate in

the discussion

In class a. Arrange a knowledge point test
b. Arrange speeches and exhibitions
c. Arrange a discussion
d. Answer the difficulties and key

points
e. Sum up

a. Classroom tests
b. Speech and exhibition
c. Discussion and cooperation
d. Take notes
e. Other issues

Teachers evaluate the whole
group, members evaluate each
other, and groups evaluate
each other

a. Test scores
b. Presentation and

performance
c. Achievements in discussion

and cooperation
d. Other classroom

performance

After class a. Arrange difficulties and key tests
b. Assign extended learning tasks

a. Complete section testing
b. Complete the task of expanding

learning

Teachers evaluate all, group
leaders evaluate members,
students evaluate teachers,
and teaching reflection

a. Test scores
b. Expand task performance

capable students to carry out further deep learning. In the pre-
class learning stage, teachers should leave some space for students
to carry out deep learning. They should focus on the basic content
and guide students to dig and think on their own (Ryan and Reid,
2016; Aidinopoulou and Sampson, 2017; Wu W. et al., 2019).
In the classroom learning stage, teachers act as organizers to
guide and promote students to think deeply about knowledge.
At the same time, corresponding solutions are developed for
the content that is difficult to grasp before class to achieve
a comprehensive grasp of knowledge. Deep learning in the

flipped classroom should be mainly realized through classroom
activities. The personal participation of students can promote
the achievement of deep learning goals to a certain extent. The
teachers can arrange learning goals in all links of the flipped
classroom to motivate students’ deeper learning motivation
and increase learning investment. For lean entrepreneurship
education in colleges, the basic education of entrepreneurship
based on the flipped classroom emphasizes independent thinking
from the purpose of education, attaches importance to students’
learning experience, and practices what they have learned. As a
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place of thought interaction, the classroom integrates traditional
entrepreneurial extracurricular activities into the entrepreneurial
basic classroom. By quickly iterating the teaching content, it helps
students develop deep thinking and teamwork skills, thereby
cultivating students’ innovative entrepreneurial spirit.

Examination results are a conventional method for evaluating
teaching effects. The results are affected by many factors, but the
result analysis based on the Markov chain can effectively avoid
the interference caused by differences (Lundin et al., 2018; Wu Y.
et al., 2019; Zainuddin and Perera, 2019). In this study, three-
stage tests are conducted in teaching activities. To objectively
evaluate the impact of the flipped classroom teaching mode on
the results of deep learning, the Markov analysis is performed for
the data in each stage test. The results are divided into five levels:
≥90 is divided into level A, 80–89 is divided into level B, 70–79
is divided into level C, 60–69 is divided into level D, and ≤60 is
divided into level E. According to the five levels of the score, it is
assumed that there are n students in total. Then, there will be ni
students in the ith level and i = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The initial vector
of the data distribution can be expressed as follows:

50 =
(n0

n
,
n1

n
, ...,

nS−1

n

)
(1)

The probability transition matrix p of the first test result to the
second test result can be expressed as follows:

p =



n0

n0
,
n1

n0
, ...,

n04

n0
n10

n1
,
n11

n1
, ...,

n14

n1
...

n40

n4
,
n41

n4
, ...,

n44

n4


(2)

4∑
j=0

pij = 1, 0 ≥ pij ≥ 1, (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) (3)

5n = 50p (4)

In the Markov analysis, it can be obtained from the ergodic
theorem, X = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 6= 0 is the steady distribution of
the state R(t). According to the X result (0.221, 0.583, 0.187,
0.009, 0.000), five levels are assigned, and the teaching effect E
after three times of flipped classroom teaching can be expressed
as shown below:

E = 0.221× 95+ 0.583× 85+ 0.187× 75+ 0.009× 65

+ 0.000× 0 = 85.16 (5)

Changes in the test results of students at various stages can
indicate that learning is progressing or regressing. The change
of learning status can be expressed by the level change, which
reflects the teaching effect. The Markov chain progression matrix
equation can be expressed as follows:

L = (Lij)5×5 =

∣∣∣∣∣ (i− j)3nij
ni

∣∣∣∣∣
5×5

(6)

Research Sample and Methods
In this study, 348 students who participated in entrepreneurial
basic education among the sophomores in the first semester
of the academic year 2018–2019 of a college in Shanghai were
selected as samples. According to the different stages of students’
participation in entrepreneurial basic education, they were
divided into a research group (flipped classroom) and a control
group (traditional education). The teaching effect of the two
groups of students was compared and analyzed using pre-sample
and post-sample tests. Through empirical research, the influence
of basic education for entrepreneurship based on the flipped
classroom on college students’ entrepreneurial intentions was
verified (Wu and Song, 2019). Furthermore, the application effect
of the basic education mode of lean entrepreneurship in colleges
was explored. The research used data from two entrepreneurial
basic education courses taught by the same teacher at the same
time to avoid the impact of other factors on teaching effect.
In addition, the effect of the flipped classroom teaching mode
on improving students’ deep learning and autonomous learning
ability needs to be tested.

Research Variables and Measurement Methods
It is necessary to construct a model of influencing factors
for college students’ entrepreneurial intentions, including two
types of subjective variables, namely, intention variables and
attitude variables. Specifically, there is the knowledge of
foundations of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial self-efficacy,
and entrepreneurial intentions. By constructing the influence
model of college students’ entrepreneurial intention factors, the
intermediary and the adjustment effects of the model are analyzed
and verified. The model is shown in Figure 2. The variable
selection and measurement in this study are from a scale that
has been widely used in this field to ensure the validity of the
measurement results (Chen, 2019).

Questionnaire Distribution and Recovery
Before and after carrying out the research, the questionnaire
was distributed to students through the Wenjuanxing platform,
and the data were collected through online surveys. The teacher
provided the QR code of the online questionnaire to the students
in the classroom, and the students scanned the code to answer.
The research group distributed a total of 218 questionnaires and
recovered 212 valid questionnaires, with a recovery rate of 97.2%.
The control group distributed 130 questionnaires and recovered
121 valid questionnaires, with a recovery rate of 93.1%. All valid
questionnaire data were exported to CSV format, and SPSS 21.0
software was used for statistical analysis.

RESULTS

Effects of Lean Entrepreneurship
Education for College Students
The results of the survey on the basic knowledge
of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and
entrepreneurial intention of students in the research group
and the control group are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.
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FIGURE 2 | Influencing factor model of college students’ entrepreneurial intentions.

TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics of students in the research and the control groups.

Research variables Research group Research group Control group Control group
pretest (n = 212) posttest (n = 212) pretest (n = 121) posttest (n = 121)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Basic knowledge of entrepreneurship 3.85 1.56 6.35 1.60 3.87 1.90 6.57 1.88

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 5.28 1.86 6.59 1.73 5.16 2.11 6.62 1.97

Entrepreneurial intention 4.70 1.82 5.95 1.87 4.55 1.96 6.03 2.01

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of the descriptive statistical results of two groups of students.

It can be seen that after receiving the entrepreneurship
education, the scores of the three aspects of students in the basic
knowledge of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial self-efficacy,
and entrepreneurial intention have significantly improved
compared with those in the same group before education. Thus,
entrepreneurship education carried out by colleges has a positive
effect on improving students’ entrepreneurial awareness and
establishing a good entrepreneurial concept. Through theoretical
explanations and case analysis, students’ entrepreneurial ability
can be cultivated. Before the course, there is no difference

between the pretest scores of the two groups (P > 0.05). After
the course, there is no difference between the posttest scores
of the two groups (P > 0.05). It can be confirmed that, based
on the flipped classroom education mode of halving the actual
number of lectures by teachers, the effect of basic education on
entrepreneurship for students is not different from the traditional
teaching effect.

Before and after the students in the research group participate
in the entrepreneurship course, the score of the basic knowledge
of entrepreneurship is 3.85 and 6.35 (t = 18.897, P < 0.001),
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respectively. The score of the entrepreneurial self-efficacy is
5.28 and 6.59 (t = 11.243, P < 0.001), respectively. The score
of entrepreneurial intention is 4.70 and 5.95 (t = 12.036,
P < 0.001), respectively. It can be confirmed that the education
mode based on the flipped classroom has a significant effect
on the basic knowledge of entrepreneurship of college students
and has a significant impact on entrepreneurial self-efficacy
and entrepreneurial intention. Before and after the students in
the control group participated in the entrepreneurship course,
the score of the basic knowledge of entrepreneurship is 3.87
and 6.57 (t = 13.290, P < 0.001), respectively. The score of
the entrepreneurial self-efficacy is 5.16 and 6.62 (t = 6.551,
P < 0.001), respectively. The score of entrepreneurial intention
is 4.55 and 6.03 (t = 6.732, P < 0.001), respectively.

The Role of Flipped Classroom in
Entrepreneurship Education for
Promoting Deep Learning
In the process of entrepreneurship education, achieving effective
teaching results is the ultimate goal of entrepreneurship
education. Furthermore, this paper applies the teaching mode
of flipped classroom to promote students’ deep learning in the
teaching process and implement entrepreneurship education.
The state results of student deep learning in this study mainly
come from task text analysis. The pretest tasks (reflecting
students’ initial level of deep learning in learning content),
classroom learning tasks (reflecting students’ deep learning
level in the classroom), and posttest tasks (reflecting students’
deep learning state after flipped classroom teaching mode) are
designed. This paper focuses on the deep learning state of 35
students in a class in the research group. At present, it is believed
that deep learning should achieve deep thinking in both the target
and the cognition dimensions. If both dimensions are in a shallow
state and fail to achieve deep learning, it is considered to be in
the least ideal learning state at this time. If one dimension is in
the deep state and the other dimension is in the shallow state,
it is considered to be in a transition state from shallow to deep
learning. If both dimensions reach a deep state, it is the ideal deep
learning state. This study counts the results of text analysis and
classroom record on the target and the cognition dimensions. The
statistical results are shown in Tables 3, 4 and Figures 4, 5.

In the autonomous learning stage before class, the main task
was to master the basic knowledge. Students needed to consult
information and learn relevant knowledge according to their
ideas. However, the learning effect at this stage was affected by

personal habits and ability levels. According to statistical results,
it was found that the number of students who can achieve both
the deep cognition and the high-order target in the three stages
of pre-class learning is small. Based on the flipped classroom
mode, the number of people who reached the “understanding”
level of the text target task is the largest, and 52.9% of them can
reach the deep cognition at the same time. The low-order target
of the first stage is the same as that of the third stage, and 56% of
students can reach the target. The number of “simple application”
at the second stage decreases significantly, only 25.7%. In the
first two stages, no student is able to achieve the “comprehensive
application” level of the high-order target. Only one person can
achieve in the third stage, which means that the achievement of
the high-order target still needs to be strengthened.

DISCUSSION

Entrepreneurship is a universal activity in the market economy,
and research on entrepreneurship has developed rapidly since
the 1990s. In the context of China’s explicit promotion of
entrepreneurship for college students, colleges have gradually
begun to provide corresponding support and skills training
for college entrepreneurs. They should not only teach students
the necessary skills to start a business but also pass on
how to strengthen their entrepreneurial awareness. College
entrepreneurship can avoid wasting educational resources.
The production and development are driven through high-
tech industries, thereby promoting China’s transformation
to a knowledge-intensive economic mode. Entrepreneurial
motivation is the product of the interaction of individuals
and external factors. As a personal trait, the locus of control
has an important influence on entrepreneurial behavior and
the improvement of basic quality. Entrepreneurship education
can improve the basic quality of entrepreneurs and cultivate
specialized talents from all aspects of disciplines and specialties.
As the innovation and entrepreneurship education develops,
the basic entrepreneurial education, as the core of college
students’ entrepreneurship education and teaching activities, is
characterized by standardization and implementation.

The concept of “lean entrepreneurship” reflects the
application of lean thinking in the field of innovation and
entrepreneurship. The introduction of “lean entrepreneurship”
into the field of entrepreneurship education is mainly a further
exploration of the “development–measurement–learning”
method (Chen, 2019; Shen and Ho, 2020). The basic education

TABLE 3 | Three-stage classroom record of students in a flipped classroom mode.

Deep learning state Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Proportion Deep Proportion Deep Proportion Deep
reached cognition reached cognition reached cognition

Low-level motivation Answer teacher’s questions 23/35 9/23 27/35 8/27 29/35 15/29

Answer student’s questions 15/35 8/15 4/35 2/4 18/35 13/18

High-level motivation Independent question 7/35 4/7 1/35 0/1 7/35 3/7

Refute 14/35 8/14 6/35 3/6 20/35 10/20
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TABLE 4 | Analysis of the three-stage text tasks of the students in a flipped classroom mode.

Target Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Target Deep Target Deep Target Deep
achievement cognition achievement cognition achievement cognition

Low-order target Memory – – – – – –

Understand 34/35 18/34 28/35 26/28 34/35 30/34

Simple application 18/25 17/18 9/35 8/9 18/25 14/18

High-order target Independent question 0 0 0 0 1/35 1/35

of entrepreneurship based on lean entrepreneurial thinking is
no longer limited to students who are willing to start a business,
and the entrepreneurial quality education is implemented for
all students. As far as basic education for entrepreneurship is
concerned, there has been a fundamental change in supply and
demand. The “demand side” of entrepreneurship education

FIGURE 4 | The deep cognition of a three-stage classroom record of
students.

FIGURE 5 | Deep cognition of the three-stage text tasks of students.

has changed from students with entrepreneurial intentions to
all students in colleges. The “provider” of entrepreneurship
education will change the teaching purpose and the method due
to the change of the “demand side.” This paper first introduces
lean entrepreneurial thinking into the field of entrepreneurship
education. In the process of implementing entrepreneurial
basic education, the education mode of the flipped classroom is
integrated to realize the reversal of the teaching process. It helps
to divert students’ thinking, promote autonomous learning,
cultivate high-order thinking, and creatively deal with problems.
The flipped classroom mode includes three links before, during,
and after the class. The flipped classroom based on deep learning
gives students more autonomy and can enhance the achievement
of the high-order target.

In this study, students who participated in entrepreneurial
basic education among the sophomores in the first semester of the
academic year 2018–2019 of a college in Shanghai were selected
as samples. Through empirical research, the influence of basic
education for entrepreneurship based on the flipped classroom
on college students’ entrepreneurial intentions was verified.
Furthermore, the application effect of the basic education
mode of lean entrepreneurship in colleges was explored. The
entrepreneurship education carried out by colleges has a positive
effect on improving students’ entrepreneurial awareness and
establishing a good entrepreneurial concept. Through theoretical
explanations and case analysis, students’ entrepreneurial ability
can be cultivated. Before the course, there was no difference
between the pretest scores of the two groups (P > 0.05).
After the course, there was no difference between the posttest
scores of the two groups (P > 0.05). It can be confirmed
that, based on the flipped classroom education mode of halving
the actual number of lectures by teachers, the effect of basic
education on entrepreneurship for students is not different from
the traditional teaching effect. The innovation of this research
lies in the first introduction of lean entrepreneurship into the
field of entrepreneurship education and the construction of a
“lean entrepreneurship education mode” from the perspective of
individual student development (Wu et al., 2020). Also, taking
the sample colleges as an example, the practical application effects
and advantages of the lean entrepreneurship education mode
are explained. This model aims at creating student value, takes
action priority as well as scientific trial and error as the principle
of conduct, takes the tolerable loss as the basis for decision-
making, and takes rapid lean iteration as the guiding ideology. It
can effectively guide the overall deployment of entrepreneurship
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education and the development of entrepreneurship basic
education in colleges, providing an effective action paradigm
and method for Chinese colleges to deepen the reform of
entrepreneurship education.

CONCLUSION

Lean entrepreneurship education mode takes lean iteration as
well as scientific trial and error as the principle. It aims to achieve
the purpose of creating student value and it is conducive to
promoting the development of entrepreneurship education in
China. Based on lean entrepreneurship, the teaching mode of
the flipped classroom is integrated. Through the flipped teaching
process, the goal of deep learning can be achieved ideally. In the
process of basic entrepreneurship education for college students,
the two principles of high participation and high-order target
have been taken into consideration. This study provides a new
theoretical framework for the development of entrepreneurship
education, and it has important practical significance for
improving the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education. Due
to the limitation of ability level, the evaluation of deep learning
in this research is still in the preliminary exploration stage.

Therefore, the consideration of some dimensions and indicators
is not comprehensive enough, and it should be further improved
in future research.
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In order to study the influence of different entrepreneurial psychological leadership
styles on organizational learning ability and organizational performance and to provide
theoretical basis for the improvement of organizational benefits of entrepreneurial
enterprises in the future, 421 general managers, middle managers, and grassroots
managers of 350 small- and medium-sized private enterprises in Beijing were surveyed
by questionnaire in two forms: online and on-site. Then, a hypothesis model of
the relationship between different entrepreneurial psychological leadership styles and
organizational learning ability and organizational performance was constructed. The
correlation between transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire psychological
leadership styles and organizational performance and organizational learning ability
was analyzed using multiple regression models. AMOS 7.0 software was used to
simulate and verify the model. The results show that transformational psychological
leadership style is positively correlated with organizational learning ability, financial
performance, and growth performance; transactional psychological leadership style is
positively correlated with organizational financial performance, growth performance, and
organizational learning ability; there is no correlation between laissez-faire psychological
leadership style and organizational financial performance and growth performance, but
there is a significant positive correlation between laissez-faire psychological leadership
style and organizational learning ability. The covariance between the error terms of
the internal and external potential variables of the model is positive, and the factor
load value of each potential variable and the observed variable is between 0.5 and
1, which shows that transformational and transactional psychological leadership styles
have a more positive influence on organizational financial performance and learning
ability than a laissez-faire psychological leadership style. The hypothesis model of the
relationship between entrepreneurial psychological leadership styles and organizational
learning ability and organizational performance conforms to the adaptation criteria and
is feasible.

Keywords: organizational learning ability, transactional psychology, transformational psychology, multiple
regression model, entrepreneurial psychology leadership style
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INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship is a process in which entrepreneurs optimize
and integrate their own resources or make efforts to create
greater economic or social value. It can not only realize self-
employment and complete individual ideas but also play an
important role in economic development and the expansion of
social work positions (Laguía et al., 2019; Saebi et al., 2019;
Darwish et al., 2020). Organizational performance refers to the
quantity, quality, efficiency, and profitability of organizational
tasks completed in a certain period of time, which is the
core issue of strategic management research, and how to
effectively improve organizational performance is naturally the
most concerned issue for entrepreneurs (Guterresa et al., 2020).
Economic capital, human capital, and social capital have always
been the three traditional capital to improve the efficiency
of enterprises. However, with the rapid development of the
world economy, more and more entrepreneurs have realized
that it is far from enough to rely only on capital development
in the traditional sense. Accordingly, the development of
different leadership styles guided by entrepreneurs’ psychological
capital has become another important way to enhance the
competitiveness of enterprises (Boudreaux and Nikolaev, 2019;
Honig and Hopp, 2019; Stevenson et al., 2019). In addition,
the improvement of organizational learning ability is the most
promising way for an enterprise to maintain its current and
future competitive advantages. To build an enterprise into a
learning organization is a necessary condition for its sustainable
development and growth in the future. In general, organizational
learning involves the relationship between the enterprise and the
external environment, and the goal is to adapt to the changes
in the entrepreneurial environment and obtain corresponding
competitive advantages (D’Angelo and Presutti, 2019). Therefore,
it is crucial to improve the organizational performance and
learning ability of enterprises.

As a leader in the process of enterprise development, the
development of entrepreneur’s physical, and mental quality is also
crucial. A good physical quality can enable entrepreneurs to cope
with changes in the external environment and internal pressure
and keep working (Abubakar, 2019; Nasir and Anwar, 2019;
Rahman et al., 2019). Psychological quality is more important,
including leadership style, temperament type, psychological state,
and pressure bearing (Namisi et al., 2019). Many relevant
studies have found that the leadership styles of entrepreneurs
with different types of entrepreneurial psychology are diverse
(Sözbilir, 2019). Lau et al. (2020) proposed the transformational
psychological leadership style and entrepreneurial psychological
leadership style and analyzed and found that the transformational
psychological leadership style had particularity, complexity, and
certain risks, so it was necessary to coordinate the internal
and external relations of the enterprise. Sandybayev (2019)
conducted a quantitative analysis of 87 small- and medium-sized
enterprise (SME) participants in the United Arab Emirates and
concluded that the entrepreneurial leadership style had more
opportunities to effectively manage the organization than just
a manager or just an informal leader without status authority,
which might improve the organizational performance of the

enterprise. Different entrepreneurial psychological leadership
styles may have different effects on the organizational learning
ability and organizational performance of enterprises, but
a series of influence situations still need to be studied
(Tlaiss and Kauser, 2019).

To sum up, there are many reports on leadership styles
caused by different psychological qualities, but few studies on
the influence of leadership styles on organizational performance
and learning ability. Based on this, 421 general managers,
middle and senior managers, grassroots managers, and ordinary
employees of 350 private SMEs in the Beijing region are
selected as research objects. The impact of the entrepreneurial
psychological leadership style on organizational learning ability
and organizational performance is comprehensively evaluated
through the construction of a hypothesis model of leadership
style and organizational learning ability and organizational
performance and questionnaire survey (Zheng et al., 2015).

LITERATURE REVIEW

At present, the research on the relationship between
entrepreneurs’ own leadership ability and enterprise
performance has attracted the attention of many scholars.
Sawaean and Ali (2020) and Yu et al. (2019) attempted to
investigate the determinants of entrepreneurial leadership in
the organizational performance of 500 SMEs in Kuwait. The
results showed that entrepreneurial leadership and total quality
management practices had a beneficial and considerable impact
on organizational performance. The relationship between
entrepreneur leadership and SME organizational performance
was basically regulated by total quality management practices.
Due to the differences in individual factors, the performance of
leadership of different entrepreneurs at the psychological level
was also varied. Pirayesh and Pourrezay (2020) proposed the
need for an appropriate leadership style to regulate and improve
organizational culture in order to improve environmental
performance. The partial least square method was used to
analyze the population of 317 statistical samples, and it was found
that transformational psychological leadership had a greater
impact on enterprise innovation than charismatic leadership.
Yamin (2020) proposed that managers and policy makers should
consider intrinsic motivation and transformational leadership
in order to improve employee retention and organizational
performance through effect scale analysis. The improvement
of organizational learning ability is an important factor related
to the future development of enterprises. The influence of
leaders on their development has also been explored by many
scholars. Darwish et al. (2020) found that transformational
leadership can adjust the relationship between exploratory and
transformational learning processes and innovation based on
the investigation and analysis in the United Arab Emirates
and enhance enterprise learning. Ricardianto et al. (2020) used
sampling techniques to analyze the influence of leadership
style, work–life balance, and employee engagement on the
work efficiency of 290 crew members. The results showed that
leadership style, work–life balance, and employee engagement
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had a direct and positive effect on work performance. Dewi and
Wibow (2020) used multiple linear regression to analyze the job
performance of university teachers. The study found that style
of instruction, organizational culture, and motivation influenced
both learning and work performance of long-term lecturers.
Arokiasamy and Tat (2020) conducted an empirical study on 369
full-time academic employees of higher-education institutions in
Malaysia. The results showed that transformational leaders were
able to create a workplace spirit that increased employees’ ability
to engage in learning (Chen et al., 2019).

To sum up, the current research on different psychological
leadership styles is a hot topic, and there are many researches
on enterprise performance and individual learning input of
employees, but there are few researches on the influence
mechanism of entrepreneurial leadership styles, organizational
learning, and enterprise performance (Gross and Cabanda, 2016).
Therefore, the AMOS 17.0 software is used to study the role of
entrepreneurs with different psychological leadership styles in
organizational learning and organizational performance.

METHODOLOGY

Research Subjects
In this study, 421 general managers, middle managers, and
grassroots managers of 350 private SMEs in Beijing were selected
as research objects. Questionnaires were distributed online and
on-site. A total of 530 copies of the scale were distributed,
including 110 copies in electronic form and 420 copies in paper
form. There were 495 recycling scales, including 86 in electronic
form and 409 in paper form. After deletion of invalid data, there
were 467 valid scales, with an effective rate of 88.11%.

The selected enterprise is shown in Figure 1. There are
193 small enterprises, accounting for 55.2%; 157 medium-sized
enterprises, accounting for 44.79%; and 110 service enterprises,
accounting for 31.57%. Besides, there are 83 enterprises in
the financial sector, accounting for 24.85%; 57 enterprises
in the Internet sector, accounting for 16.22%; 83 enterprises
in the manufacturing sector, accounting for 23.85%; and 12
enterprises in other industries, accounting for 3.51%. There are
44 enterprises with 1–50 employees, accounting for 12.53% of
the total; 120 enterprises with 51–100 employees, accounting
for 34.21%; 136 enterprises with 100–500 employees, accounting
for 38.96%; and 50 enterprises with more than 500 employees,
accounting for 14.29%. In addition, 55 enterprises are established
in 0–5 years, accounting for 15.88%; 180 enterprises in 5–
10 years, accounting for 51.32%; and 115 enterprises over
10 years, accounting for 32.8%.

The selected subjects are shown in Figure 2. There are 233
males, accounting for 55.28%, and 188 females, accounting for
44.72%. Furthermore, there are 36 subjects with a high school
education background or below, accounting for 8.47%, and 104
subjects with a college education background, accounting for
24.73%. Among them, there are 189 people with bachelor’s
degrees, accounting for 44.8%, and 93 with master’s degrees or
above, accounting for 22%. A total of 78 of the subjects have no
entrepreneurial experience, accounting for 18.55%. The number

of entrepreneurs is 1,123, accounting for 29.17%. Meanwhile,
there are 134 people who have started business twice, accounting
for 31.78%, and 86 people who have started business three times
or more, accounting for 20.5%. Among the subjects, 92 are
general managers, accounting for 21.83%; 139 middle managers,
accounting for 33.12%; and 190 managers at the grassroots level,
accounting for 45.05%.

Research Hypothesis
Each entrepreneur has a different leadership style because
of their own different living environment, temperament,
and psychological quality. The transformational psychological
leadership style can clearly identify the need for innovation,
which is of great help to the innovation and reform of enterprises
and thus conducive to the improvement of organizational
learning ability and performance. The transactional psychological
leadership style generally adopts the method of reward to
encourage employees to work actively and hard and at the same
time guides the enterprise’s innovation atmosphere, which is
conducive to the long-term promotion of organizational learning
and performance. The laissez-faire psychological leadership style
does not manage employees too much, allows them to work
according to their own ideas and ways, and provides enough
space and freedom. In the long run, it can also promote
the organizational learning ability of employees. Therefore, the
following hypotheses are proposed in the study.

I. Leadership style and organizational performance

S1: There is a positive relationship between leadership style
and organizational performance.

S1a1: There is a positive relationship between the
transformational psychological leadership style and
financial performance.

S1a2: There is a positive relationship between the
transformational psychological leadership style and
growth performance.

S1b1: The transactional psychological leadership style
has a positive relationship with financial performance.

S1b2: There is a positive relationship between the
transactional leadership style and growth performance.

S1c1: The laissez-faire psychological leadership style has
a positive relationship with financial performance.

S1c2: The laissez-faire psychological leadership style has
a positive relationship with growth performance.

II. Leadership style and organizational learning

P1: There is a positive relationship between leadership style
and organizational learning ability.

P1a1: There is a positive relationship between the
transformational psychological leadership style and
organizational learning ability.
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FIGURE 1 | Basic information of all tested enterprises. Note: (A) is the scale of the enterprise; (B) is the industry to which the enterprise belongs; (C) is the number
of employees; and (D) is the establishment time of the enterprise.

FIGURE 2 | Basic information of all subjects. Note: (A) is the gender of the subjects; (B) refers to the educational background of the subjects; (C) is the number of
entrepreneurships of the subjects; and (D) is the position of the subject.
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P1b1: The transactional psychological leadership style
has a positive effect on organizational learning ability.

P1c1: The laissez-faire psychological leadership
style has a positive relationship with organizational
learning ability.

The Relationship Model Between
Leadership Style and Organizational
Learning Ability and Organizational
Performance
In empirical studies, the relationship model between leadership
style and organizational learning ability and organizational
performance as shown in Figure 3 is usually constructed based on
the above assumptions. The independent variables of this study
are leadership style, including the transformational psychological
leadership style, transactional psychological leadership style,
and laissez-faire psychological leadership style. The dependent
variables are organizational performance and organizational
learning ability, among which organizational performance
includes organizational financial performance and organizational
growth performance and organizational learning includes
learning commitment, sharing vision, and open-mindedness.
Based on the background of dynamic and hostile entrepreneurial
environment, different entrepreneurial psychological leadership
styles can positively affect organizational performance and
organizational learning ability.

FIGURE 3 | The relationship model between the entrepreneurial psychological
leadership style and organizational learning ability and organizational
performance.

Questionnaire Design
In empirical research, a questionnaire is usually selected to
conduct research and obtain a large amount of data that need
to be known in the research. These data are not expensive to
collect, describe the problem well, and have a certain degree of
reliability. Because of this, a questionnaire survey is favored by
many researchers. Through a well-researched and well-designed
questionnaire, it is possible to have an overall understanding of
the object under investigation, and at the same time, it is possible
to have a specific understanding of each part of the target object.
The questionnaire survey has become one of the most commonly
used methods to obtain information. Therefore, according to
the theoretical hypothesis and relationship model proposed in
this study, the variables to be measured by scale tools were
identified as leadership style, organizational performance, and
organizational learning ability. Finally, social entrepreneurship
psychology leadership style scale, organizational performance
scale, and organizational learning ability scale were selected.

Entrepreneurial Psychology Leadership Style Scale
As shown in Table 1, the questionnaire includes the
transformational psychological leadership style, transactional
psychological leadership style, and laissez-faire psychological
leadership style. Richter’s five points are used for each item:
1 for “strongly disagree,” 2 for “disagree,” 3 for “neither agree
nor disagree,” 4 for “agree,” and 5 for “strongly agree.” The
internal consistency reliability values of three dimensions of the
transformational psychological leadership style, transactional
psychological leadership style, and laissez-faire psychological
leadership style are 0.82, 0.87, and 0.91, respectively.

Organizational Performance Scale
As shown in Table 2, the scale includes two dimensions
of organizational financial performance and organizational

TABLE 1 | Different entrepreneurial psychological leadership style scales.

Variables Measurement items

Transformational
psychological

The leader has a clear understanding of the company’s
prospects

leadership style Leaders encourage employees to see the changing
environment as an opportunity

The leader has a clear understanding of the department’s
development direction in 5 years

Leaders inspire employees to think about old problems in
new ways

Transactional Leaders tell employees what to do

psychological
leadership style

The expectations and rewards that leaders give to their
employees

The employee can negotiate with the leader about the
content of the employee’s work

The leader only asks employees about work

Leaders discourage employees from taking the initiative

Laissez-faire Avoiding getting sucked into major problems

psychological Not present when needed

leadership style Avoiding making decisions

Delaying response to urgent problems
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TABLE 2 | Organization performance scale.

Variables Measurement items

Organization
financial

The main business of enterprises has always occupied a
high market share

performance Corporate net profit margins have remained high

The enterprise ROE occupies the good advantage in the
peer enterprise

Organization
growth

Compared with the peer enterprises, the sales quota of
enterprises has increased rapidly

performance Compared with the peers, the net profit margin of the
enterprise has increased rapidly

Compared with the peer enterprises, the product update
speed and service development are rapid

TABLE 3 | Organization learning ability scale.

Variables Measurement items

Learning
commitment

The management believes that the learning ability of the
enterprise is the competitive advantage of the enterprise

The company regards learning as one of the core values for
future development and improvement

The company sees learning as an investment rather than a cost

The enterprise sees active learning as a necessary quality for
future survival

The enterprise does not attach importance to the learning of
employees

Sharing vision Employees have a clear understanding of the company’s future
development direction and positioning

The personnel of any department in this enterprise have the
vision of organization and unity

All the staff of the enterprise try their best to accomplish the
enterprise’s goals

Management shares their vision with employees

The company does not have a clear vision

Open mind Employees are not afraid to question the company’s operating
strategy

The management does not like its views to be questioned

It is believed in the enterprise that everyone should accept and
accommodate different voices

The management of the enterprise encourages the staff to
actively innovate and think

The enterprise values originality very much

growth performance. Organizational financial performance
includes three measurement items, and organizational growth
performance includes three measurement items. Richter’s five
points are used for each item: 1 for “strongly disagree,” 2 for
“disagree,” 3 for “neither agree nor disagree,” 4 for “agree,” and
5 for “strongly agree.” After design, the internal consistency
reliability values of the overall scale, organizational financial
performance and organizational growth performance, are 0.84
and 0.86, respectively.

Organizational Learning Ability Scale
As shown in Table 3, the scale includes three dimensions:
learning commitment, sharing vision, and open mind. The
learning commitment includes five measurement items, the
sharing vision five measurement items, and the open mind five

measurement items. Richter’s five points are used for each item:
1 for “strongly disagree,” 2 for “disagree,” 3 for “neither agree nor
disagree,” 4 for “agree,” and 5 for “strongly agree.” After design,
the internal consistency reliability values of the three dimensions
of the scale, namely, learning commitment, sharing vision, and
open mind, are 0.90, 0.83, and 0.92, respectively.

Analysis Method
SPSS 19.0 was used to process the data in this study. The
counting data were expressed as a percentage (%). Multiple
regression models were used to analyze the correlation between
transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire psychological
leadership styles and organizational financial performance,
growth performance, and learning ability. Furthermore, AMOS
7.0 software was used to simulate and verify the relationship
between different entrepreneurial psychological leadership
styles and organizational learning ability and organizational
performance, with Origin 7.5 mapping.

RESULTS

Differences of Varied Entrepreneurial
Psychological Leadership Styles in
Demographics
As shown in Figures 4–7, in terms of gender, the proportion
of transformational and transactional psychology in males is
significantly higher than that in females, while the proportion
of laissez-faire psychology is significantly lower than that in
females (p < 0.05). In terms of educational background, the
proportion of transformational psychology of people with a
bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, or above is significantly higher
than that with junior college degree or below, and the proportion
of transactional and laisses-faire psychology is significantly lower
than that with junior college degree or below (p < 0.05). In terms
of the number of start-ups, the proportion of transformational,
and transactional psychology of zero start-ups is significantly
lower than that of one, two, and more than three start-ups, and

FIGURE 4 | Gender differences in different entrepreneurial psychological
leadership styles. Note: An asterisk (*) indicates that the difference is
statistically significant compared to males (p < 0.05).
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FIGURE 5 | Differences in educational background between different
entrepreneurial psychological leadership styles. Note: An asterisks (*) indicates
that there is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) compared with high
school degree and below; A number sign (#) indicates that the difference is
statistically significant compared with the junior college degree (p < 0.05).

FIGURE 6 | Difference in entrepreneurial times of different entrepreneurial
psychological leadership styles. Note: An asterisk (*) indicates that there is a
statistically significant difference compared with zero start-up (p < 0.05).

the proportion of laissez-faire psychology is significantly higher
than that of one, two, and more than three start-ups (p < 0.05).
In terms of position, the proportion of general managers’
transformational, and laissez-faire psychology is significantly
higher than that of middle managers and grassroots managers,
and the proportion of transactional psychology is significantly
lower than that of middle managers and grassroots managers
(p < 0.05).

Analysis on the Correlation Between the
Entrepreneurial Psychological
Leadership Style and Organizational
Performance
As shown in Table 4, the leadership style of entrepreneurial
psychology is taken as the independent variable and
organizational performance as the dependent variable. A unary

FIGURE 7 | The differences of different entrepreneurial psychological
leadership styles in positions. Note: An asterisk (*) indicates that the difference
is statistically significant compared to general managers (p < 0.05); a number
sign (#) indicates that the difference is statistically significant compared with
middle managers (p < 0.05).

linear regression analysis is carried out. The standardized
regression coefficient between the entrepreneurial psychological
leadership style and organizational performance is 0.565,
showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05). Thus,
assumption S1, “there is a positive relationship between
leadership style and organizational performance,” is true.

As shown in Table 5, taking the transformational
psychological leadership style, transactional psychological
leadership style, and laissez-faire psychological leadership
style as independent variables and organizational financial
performance as dependent variable, a multifactor regression
analysis is conducted. The standardized regression coefficient
of the transformational psychological leadership style and
organizational financial performance is 0.384, showing a very
significant positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus, assumption
S1a1, “transformational psychological leadership style has a
positive relationship with financial performance,” is true. The
standardized regression coefficient between the transactional
psychological leadership style and organizational performance is
0.372, showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05). Thus,
assumption S1b1, “transactional psychological leadership style
has a positive relationship with financial performance,” is true.
There is no significant positive correlation between leadership
style and organizational performance (p > 0.05). Thus,
assumption S1c1, “laissez-faire psychological leadership style has
a positive relationship with financial performance,” is not true.

As shown in Table 6, taking the transformational
psychological leadership style, transactional psychological
leadership style, and laissez-faire psychological leadership
style as independent variables and organizational growth
performance score as dependent variable, a multifactor
regression analysis is conducted. The standardized regression
coefficient of the transformational psychological leadership style
and organizational growth performance is 0.630, showing an
extremely significant positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus,
assumption S1a2, “there is a positive relationship between
transformational psychological leadership style and growth
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TABLE 4 | Analysis on the correlation between the entrepreneurial psychological leadership style and organizational performance.

Models Non-standardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t p

B Standard error Beta

Constant term 15.271 3.016 3.192 0.028

Leadership style 0.433 0.117 0.565 4.638 0.011

TABLE 5 | Multiple regression analysis of leadership style of different entrepreneurial psychology styles and organizational financial performance.

Models Non-standardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t p

B Standard error Beta

Constant item 12.782 1.495 6.776 0.008

Transformational psychology 0.316 0.087 0.384 3.822 0.000

Transactional psychology 0.348 0.093 0.372 4.517 0.002

Laissez-faire psychology 0.201 0.131 0.250 1.660 0.065

TABLE 6 | Regression analysis of the entrepreneurial leadership style and organizational growth performance.

Models Non-standardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t p

B Standard error Beta

Constant item 13.339 3.174 8.492 0.005

Transformational psychology 0.572 0.107 0.630 6.211 0.000

Transactional psychology 0.428 0.085 0.463 5.380 0.003

Laissez-faire psychology 0.416 0.099 0.357 4.827 0.057

performance,” is true. The standardized regression coefficient
between the transactional leadership style and organizational
growth performance is 0.463, showing a significant positive
correlation (p < 0.05). Thus, hypothesis S1b2, “there is a positive
relationship between transactional leadership style and growth
performance,” is true. The standardized regression coefficient
between the laissez-faire psychological leadership style and
organizational growth performance is 0.357, and there is no
significant positive correlation (p > 0.05). Thus, assumption
S1c2, “laissez-faire psychological leadership style has a positive
relationship with growth performance,” is not true.

Analysis on the Correlation Between the
Entrepreneurial Psychological
Leadership Style and Organizational
Learning Ability
As shown in Table 7, a unary linear regression analysis is
carried out with the entrepreneurial psychology leadership style
as the independent variable and organizational learning ability as
the dependent variable. The standardized regression coefficient
between the entrepreneurial psychological leadership style and
organizational learning ability is 0.695, showing a significant
positive correlation (p < 0.05). Thus, hypothesis P1, “there is a
positive relationship between leadership style and organizational
learning ability,” is true.

As shown in Table 8, taking the transformational
psychological leadership style, transactional psychological
leadership style, and laissez-faire psychological leadership

style as independent variables and organizational learning
ability as dependent variable, a multivariate regression
analysis is conducted. The standardized regression coefficient
of the transformational psychological leadership style
and organizational learning ability is 0.573, showing an
extremely significant positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus,
hypothesis P1a1, “there is a positive relationship between
the transformational psychological leadership style and
organizational learning ability,” is true. The standardized
regression coefficient between the transactional psychological
leadership style and organizational learning ability is 0.564,
showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05). Thus,
assumption P1b1, “transactional psychological leadership style
has a positive effect on organizational learning ability,” is true.
The standardized coefficient of the laissez-faire psychological
leadership style and organizational learning ability is 0.398,
showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05). Thus,
assumption P1c1, “laissez-faire psychological leadership
style has a positive relationship with organizational learning
ability,” is true.

Simulation and Verification of the
Relationship Model of Different
Entrepreneurial Psychology Leadership
Styles, Organizational Learning Ability,
and Organizational Performance
As shown in Figure 8, firstly, AMOS 17.0 was used to obtain
the structural equation path analysis of the relationship model
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TABLE 7 | Regression analysis of the entrepreneurial psychological leadership style and organizational learning ability.

Models Non-standardized coefficient Standard coefficient t p

B Standard error Beta

Constant item 11.421 4.618 5.374 0.017

Leadership styles 0.632 0.126 0.695 5.792 0.012

TABLE 8 | Regression analysis of different entrepreneurial psychology leadership style and organizational learning ability.

Models Non-standardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t p

B Standard error Beta

Constant item 14.190 3.881 4.728 0.000

Transformational psychology 0.482 0.063 0.573 5.295 0.000

Transactional psychology 0.515 0.082 0.564 4.896 0.008

Laissez-faire psychology 0.362 0.071 0.398 4.184 0.011

FIGURE 8 | The structural equation path analysis of the relationship model between the different entrepreneurial psychological leadership styles, organizational
learning ability, and organizational performance.

between different entrepreneurial psychological leadership styles,
organizational learning ability, and organizational performance.
The covariance between the error terms of the external cause
potential variables and the covariance between the error terms
of the internal cause potential variables are both positive, and
the factor load range of each potential variable and the observed
variable is 0.5–1, basically meeting the requirements of the model.

Then the external quality of the model was evaluated.
Table 9 shows the key fitting indexes of the relationship
model. The absolute fitting statistics of the relationship model
(X2 fitting priority index, approximation of root mean square
error, goodness of fit test, and cross-validity test index),

value-added fitness statistics (normative fit index, value-added
fit index, comparative fit index, and Tuckers–Lewis index), and
reduced fitness statistics (CAIC, NNFI, and AGFI) all meet the
corresponding fitness standards. The model basically fits the data.

DISCUSSION

As a leader in the operation of an enterprise, the leadership
style brought by the entrepreneur’s physical and mental qualities
directly affects the future development status and direction of
the enterprise, and the adjustment mechanism of organizational
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TABLE 9 | The fitting index of the relationship model between leadership style and organizational learning ability and organizational performance.

Measurement items Fitting index Fit criteria Fit results

Absolute fitness statistics

X2 fitting priority index 2.481 <3.10 Fitting

Approximation of root mean square error 0.066 <0.08 Fitting

Goodness of fit test 1.042 >0.95 Fitting

Cross validity test index 0.657 < 0.815 theoretical model value < independent value Fitting

0.657 < 5.712 theoretical model value < saturation value Fitting

Value-added fitness statistics

Normative fit index 1.037 >0.95 Fitting

Value-added fit index 0.972 >0.95 Fitting

Comparative fit index 0.996 >0.95 Fitting

Tuckers–Lewis index 1.053 >0.95 Fitting

Reduced fitness statistics

CAIC 273.67 < 517.44 theoretical model value < independent value Fitting

273.67 < 1527.70 theoretical model value < saturation value Fitting

NNFI 0.632 >0.50 Fitting

AGFI 0.711 >0.50 Fitting

performance by the entrepreneur’s leadership style needs to be
further studied. Therefore, the questionnaire survey and other
empirical research are conducted on SMEs in the Beijing region.
First, it is found that the proportion of transformational and
transactional psychology in men is significantly higher than that
in women and that the proportion of laissez-faire psychology
is significantly lower than that in women (p < 0.05), which
is consistent with the study results of Miao et al. (2019),
indicating that men are better at applying and learning new
things, while women are better at exerting employees’ autonomy.
The proportion of transformative psychology of people with a
bachelor’s degree or above is significantly higher than that with a
junior college degree or less, and the proportion of transactional
and laissez-faire psychology is significantly lower than that with a
junior college degree or less (p < 0.05), which is different from
the results of Palmer et al. (2019) on the difference between
the leadership style of doctoral and undergraduate degrees. The
possible reason is that the sample size of doctors involved in
this study is too small, resulting in some deviation to the results.
The proportion of transformational and transactional psychology
in people with zero entrepreneurship is significantly lower than
that in people with one or more entrepreneurships (p < 0.05),
indicating that people with entrepreneurial experience may have
more management experience and know how to encourage
employees with rewards. The proportion of general managers’
transformational and laissez-faire psychology is significantly
higher than that of middle and grassroots managers (p < 0.05),
which is the same as the research results of Digan et al.
(2019). Managers at the general manager level are mainly
responsible for making decisions on changes in the general
direction of the company and encouraging employees to be
proactive and innovative. The results show that the standardized
regression coefficient of entrepreneurial psychological leadership
style and organizational performance is 0.265, showing a
significant positive correlation (p < 0.05), which is consistent
with the research results of Jafari-Moghadam et al. (2020), which

indicates that the leadership style has a certain positive effect on
organizational performance, and hypothesis S1 is verified. The
correlation between different leadership style dimensions and
organizational performance is analyzed. The transformational
psychological leadership style is positively correlated with
organizational financial performance and growth performance
(p< 0.001), while the transactional psychological leadership style
is positively correlated with organizational financial performance
and growth performance (p < 0.05), which is basically consistent
with the research results of Newman et al. (2018), which
show that both the transformational psychological leadership
style and transactional psychological leadership style can have
a positive effect on organizational performance but that the
transformational psychological leadership style has a higher
impact than the transactional psychological leadership style. This
may be due to the fact that the transformational psychological
leadership style is more prominent in leadership effectiveness,
job satisfaction, and organizational commitment (Sutanto, 2017;
Abubakar, 2019). However, there is no significant positive
correlation between the laissez-faire psychological leadership
style and organizational performance (p > 0.05), which indicates
that the laissez-faire psychological leadership style cannot play a
positive role in promoting the future development of enterprises.

Organizational learning ability is a key source for enterprises
to obtain and maintain competitive advantages in the future
(Ning and Li, 2018). Therefore, the influence of entrepreneurial
leadership style on organizational learning ability is analyzed.
It is found that the transformational psychological leadership
style and transactional psychological leadership style are
positively correlated with organizational learning ability
(p < 0.001); there is a significant positive correlation between
the laissez-faire psychological leadership style and organizational
learning ability (p < 0.05), which is consistent with the
research results of Peris-Ortiz et al. (2018), which shows
that the three different psychological leadership styles can
promote the improvement of organizational learning ability,
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but the transformational psychological leadership style and
the transactional psychological leadership style have a higher
influence than the laisse-faire psychological leadership (Tajeddini
et al., 2017). In addition, AMOS 17.0 software is used to simulate
and verify the relationship model between entrepreneurial
psychological leadership style, organizational learning ability, and
organizational performance established in this study. The results
show that the covariance between the error terms of the internal
and external factor potential variables is positive, and the factor
load value of each potential variable and the observed variable is
between 0.5 and 1. Moreover, the absolute fitness statistics, value-
added fitness statistics, and reduced fitness statistics of the model
all meet the corresponding fitness standards, which is basically
consistent with the research results of Penger and Grah (2019;
Wu and Wu, 2019), which shows that the model presented in this
study meets the basic requirements and is feasible.

CONCLUSION

The influence of different entrepreneurial psychological
leadership styles on organizational learning ability and
organizational performance was analyzed by establishing a
hypothesis model of the relationship between leadership
style and organizational learning ability and organizational
performance, providing experimental basis for the improvement
of enterprise learning and performance in the future. However,
only enterprises in the Beijing region were selected as research
objects, bringing about certain regional limitations. In addition,
there is also a certain relationship between organizational

learning ability and organizational performance, but there is no
further analysis about it. In the future, it is advised to increase
the sample size to study the relationship between organizational
learning and performance. In a word, the transformational
psychology and transactional psychological leadership styles have
a more positive influence on organizational performance and
learning ability than the laissez-faire psychological leadership
style. The hypothesis model of the relationship between the
entrepreneurial psychological leadership style, organizational
learning ability, and organizational performance conforms to
the adaptation criteria and is feasible.
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Since the core of talent training in modern society has changed from allowing students
to master knowledge to adapting them to a lifelong learning society, this paper studied
the innovation education in higher education by combining human comprehensive
development theory and deep learning. First, this paper described the training
needs of innovative education talents. Second, based on the human comprehensive
development theory and deep learning, it puts forward views on innovative quality
education in colleges and evaluates the students’ deep learning status by designing
a deep learning evaluation model. From the perspective of students, a questionnaire
for student-side use was designed according to the deep learning evaluation scale so
that students could understand their deep learning status, make improvements based
on their current situation, and improve the level of deep learning, thereby obtaining the
inspiration of innovation education in higher education. The research shows that the
students’ mastery of knowledge and skills is the highest, indicating that the mastery of
students in this respect has reached the standard. Although the mean value obtained
by the process and method is greater than the median, it is almost the same as the
median, which indicates that the students’ mastery of the process and method is still
lacking and further efforts are needed. In terms of psychology and values, the mean
value is the lowest among the three dimensions and less than the median, indicating that
students are the weakest in this respect and further improvement is required. In addition,
a new teaching evaluation method was designed based on human comprehensive
development theory and deep learning, contributing to innovation education in higher
education in China.

Keywords: human comprehensive development theory, deep learning, innovation education in higher education,
evaluation model, psychology and values

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid economic and social development in China in the recent years, people have a
new understanding of talent training, and the concept of talent training has also changed to a
certain degree (Wang et al., 2015). The core of talent training in modern society has changed
from allowing students to master knowledge to adapting them to a lifelong learning society. They
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need to develop corresponding attitudes to master knowledge
and skills, knowledge transformation ability, critical thinking
ability, and ability to solve practical problems (Chen J.S., 2018;
Fryer and Vermunt, 2018). These coincide with the learning
methods advocated by deep learning and human comprehensive
development theory. Although the importance of deep learning
and comprehensive development has been emphasized in the
higher education environment, the application of deep learning
in the actual education process is still too weak, and it has not
reached the goal of allowing students to develop comprehensively
(Cannatella and Cannatella, 2018). Therefore, striving to achieve
the goals of deep learning and comprehensive development is
one of the important goals of the education community, and
teaching evaluation will become an important catalyst in this
development path. Teaching evaluation may enable teachers to
clearly understand their problems in teaching and actively adjust
teaching methods to achieve the purpose of improving teaching
quality (Thomas, 2018). Teaching evaluation, as an indispensable
part of the teaching process, can be used as a guarantee of
teaching foundation and can promote the reform process of deep
learning and comprehensive development. At present, although
China has already implemented teaching evaluation, the intended
purpose cannot be achieved due to great shortcomings in the
methods and the modes of teaching evaluation because such
methods and modes fail to evaluate the teaching methods of
teachers and the deep learning level of students (Carter, 2018).

In the 21st century, innovation has become an inseparable
part of people’s lives. With the development of the times
and the needs of practice, the state and society attach great
importance to the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial
talents. As an important part of China’s higher education,
colleges undertake an important mission in promoting the
implementation of innovative and entrepreneurial development
strategies, helping to build an innovative country and training
high-quality talents for the country. As a training ground
for high-quality talents, colleges need to adjust educational
policies as soon as possible and coordinate the relationship
between innovation and entrepreneurship education with
professional education (Wu et al., 2020). Therefore, how to
organically integrate innovation and entrepreneurship education
with professional education so that they can work together
to cultivate students of higher quality as well as fuller
employment and entrepreneurship is an urgent problem
facing the development of colleges. In recent years, with the
rapid development of these innovation and entrepreneurship
education, professional education also has a good knowledge
accumulation. Policies related to the integration of innovation
and entrepreneurship education with professional education
issued by the state are more targeted and instructive. The
integration of double innovation education and professional
education in colleges is an important part of deepening
teaching reform based on the needs of talents in the
construction of an innovative country. As a result, a new
teaching evaluation method was designed in this study
based on human comprehensive development theory and
deep learning, contributing to innovation education in higher
education in China.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Deep teaching theory plays an important role in guiding
teaching in the actual classroom, and it also has a huge role in
promoting student learning. However, the investigation is still
in its infancy. There are not many theoretical works on it in
China, and the understanding in practice is still insufficient. It
is necessary to conduct a holistic discussion on it to realize
its guidance and promotion in practice. The ultimate goal of
deep learning is to achieve the development of higher-order
thinking and the formation of real problem-solving capabilities.
Therefore, deep learning as an effective way to implement the
development of students’ core qualities will inevitably become
the trend of curriculum reform and development. In classroom
teaching, teachers are the main guides for students’ deep
learning, but the current situation of students’ deep learning
is not optimistic. How teachers promote the deep learning of
students in teaching has become a widely explored subject in the
education community.

For deep learning, a large number of worldwide scholars have
conducted research. Asikainen and Gijbels (2017) conducted a
longitudinal research on the development of learning methods
of students in higher education, and the results did not indicate
that the students had entered a state of deep learning. Therefore,
for deep learning, it is still in the initial implementation stage
and requires vigorous development and research. Platow et al.
(2013) studied the differences between students’ deep learning
and ordinary learning and found that after the students used
the deep learning method to study psychology in the first
semester, the psychologists’ social identification with students
was increased in the second semester. Therefore, the deep
learning method will increase students’ social identity to make
them more autonomous in learning (Platow et al., 2013). Sulis
et al. (2019) evaluated the teaching quality of universities by
analyzing the methods set in the framework of generalized mixed
models and considered the effects of potential confounding
factors outside the process being evaluated, the structure of
dependencies between units in the same cluster, the assessment
of the actual improvement of the lecturer performance over time,
and the use of overall indicators to evaluate the uncertainty
related to the overall level of teaching quality (Sulis et al., 2019).
Skedsmo and Huber (2018) studied the evaluation methods of
teaching quality and found that the student growth percentage
model could better evaluate the teaching quality of colleges,
yet the evaluation of college teaching quality had a great
relationship with the regions, indicating that the evaluation
models should vary in different regions. Although there are
many investigations on deep learning for students, there are
limited investigations in line with China’s national conditions
and related to innovation education. For the abovementioned
reasons, deep learning and innovation education in higher
education are explored.

According to the human comprehensive development
theory and deep learning, the views on innovative quality
education in colleges were proposed. Also, students’ deep
learning status was evaluated through the design of a student
deep learning evaluation model. From the perspective
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of students, according to the deep learning evaluation
scale, a questionnaire for student-side use was designed
so that students could understand their deep learning
status. Then, they could make improvements based on
their current situation, improve the level of deep learning,
and thus obtain the inspiration of innovation education in
higher education.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Requirements for Talent Training in
Innovation Education
Innovation education is a new type of talent training. At present,
China attaches great importance to innovation education, and
how to carry out innovation education has become the direction
of the efforts of personnel in the education industry (Clifford and
Montgomery, 2015). Based on the research content and research
results of various scholars, this paper summarizes the capabilities
of talents required for innovation education in the following
aspects:

(1) Innovation and creativity: The ability of innovation and
creativity is one of the essential conditions for talents
to carry out innovation activities. It is a concentrated
expression of excellent qualities such as developed
intelligence, rich experience, and perfect personality. It
is also a kind of ability with strong divergent thinking.
Based on the original experience and ability, it is extended
from the existing thinking to generate new ideas or
thinking. This process is from quantitative change to
qualitative change. The creation of innovative and creative
abilities requires college students to have psychological
construction prerequisites such as strong curiosity, strong
willpower, and aggressiveness. Then, students need to have
abundant knowledge reserves. Only on the basis of rich
knowledge can students’ thinking change from quantitative
to qualitative, and students’ intelligence must be higher.

(2) Criticism: Critical ability is the thought or ability to reflect
on or even question what people have learned. To gain
critical ability, students must have the ability to explain
and analyze everything and make inferences. Students also
need to have an understanding of things and to analyze
new things based on this, thereby making critical decisions.
Students should also have the ability to self-calibrate and
conduct self-reflection. In the face of their wrong thinking,
timely proofreading and correction are needed to form a
virtuous circle.

(3) Independence: With the rapid development of the Internet,
students are in the ocean of information every day.
A large amount of positive or negative information,
whether correct or wrong, degrades students’ ability to
think independently. The ability to think independently
is the source of all innovative activities. Without it, the
country will face a sharp decline in innovative talents.
With the rapid rise of artificial intelligence, one’s ability to

think independently has become one of the most important
factors that distinguish it from artificial intelligence.

(4) Practice: Practice is based on sound thinking. The ideas
are put into practice by using knowledge, intelligence,
and acquired skills. The development of practical ability
requires students to have the ability to perceive things and
to think directly or indirectly about knowledge. It also
requires students to have the ability to integrate knowledge.
It means that they can integrate what they have learned to
form a specific knowledge system, thereby using knowledge
to achieve the goal of practice.

Human Comprehensive Development
Theory and Innovation Education
The human comprehensive development theory is an important
guideline and educational philosophy in China’s college
education. It is the premise and the theoretical basis of innovative
quality education for college students. It is also the highest ideal
pursued by the education community, so the education of
college students should be based on the human comprehensive
development theory. The human comprehensive development
theory is a manifestation of human nature. All education that
suppresses and deprives human nature is contrary to social
laws and it is incorrect (Wang and Wang, 2018). The human
comprehensive development is the premise and theoretical basis
of innovative quality education for college students. At present,
the innovative quality education for college students is still in
the training stage. Although China’s education community has
recognized the importance of innovative quality education, it is
not ideal for its implementation and effect (Yuan and Cai, 2018).

The comprehensive development of human personality
includes the overall improvement of individual subjectivity and
the enrichment of individual uniqueness. The improvement of
individual subjectivity requires people to give full play to their
subjective initiative and creativity as well as actively participate
in practical activities and social relations, promoting social
development and the overall development of individuals. The
increase and the enrichment of individual uniqueness require
individuals to maintain and pursue independent personality
and ideals. No one is the same. It is the increase and
enrichment of individual uniqueness that have produced the
present colorful world.

Currently, China’s teaching concept of innovative quality
education for college students has undergone a great change.
Colleges and families have attached great importance to the
innovation consciousness and ability development of students
and have begun to affect students to a certain extent. To
carry out innovative quality education for students and train
their innovative quality, major colleges begin to implement
new teaching models and set up various encouragement funds.
However, China’s education concept is deeply entrenched, and
it is difficult to change it in a short time. As a consequence, the
current innovative quality education method for college students
is still relatively old-fashioned, and the teaching materials
are relatively backward. Also, the teachers have neglected
the students’ initiative and focused more on the “teaching”
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process. In addition, college’s understanding of innovative quality
education is not consistent with that of the students. At present,
college’s efforts in innovative quality education only stay on
activities such as innovative competitions. Nevertheless, the
competition cannot be used for innovative quality education,
causing students to be afraid of innovation, dare not to
innovate, and think that their ability is insufficient. Most of
college’s training objects for innovative quality education are “top
students” carefully selected by the teacher, which can be reflected
in the usual participation in innovative competitions. Thus, the
training is seriously imbalanced.

The college should regard students as the subject of
innovation. Its role is only to guide, not to limit students’
innovative ideas. The process of students’ innovation is to
integrate and learn from what they have learned. Colleges should
give strong support to students to make some small inventions.
In fact, most colleges do not support such innovation. They are
worried that students’ energy will be attracted by these things, and
they will not be able to efficiently receive the general education
provided by teachers. Moreover, they are afraid that students
will harm the majesty of education to some extent. However,
this approach will not maintain the majesty of education but
will suppress the students’ thoughts and destroy the students’
innovative consciousness (Li, 2017; Zhang and Chen, 2019).

Deep Learning and Innovation Education
Deep learning is a learning method that integrates cognition,
construction, and migration. It means that scholars have a certain

purpose to learn. After learning, they have a comprehensive and
in-depth understanding of knowledge and can establish what
they have learned into their cognitive structure, thereby forming
creative and critical ways of thinking (Jin, 2019). Deep learning
can be divided into five dimensions, and the specific connotation
of these five dimensions is shown in Figure 1.

Metacognitive capability shows the self-cognition degree of
students, in other words, whether students have their plans
for learning, whether students can independently complete a
learning task and time planning, and whether students can
transfer and use knowledge after learning (Dong et al., 2019).

The ability to the initiative to communicate and cooperate
shows the situation in which students communicate and
cooperate with others in classroom activities, after-class activities,
and extra-curricular activities to solve problems.

The deep processing capacity is the concentrated expression
of students’ memory, logic, thinking, reasoning, induction,
deduction, and understanding ability to show the depth and the
breadth of students’ understanding of knowledge.

Creative practical ability is a concentrated expression of
students’ creative thinking and practical ability. Only by
combining creative thinking and practical ability can the best
state of creative performance be achieved.

Learning the level of empathic experience is the embodiment
of students’ integration of learning ability and learning emotions.
They can think independently in various learning processes to
discover their ideals and interests, thereby achieving a learning
state with a sense of accomplishment (Sun, 2019).

FIGURE 1 | Deep learning dimension diagram.
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In the process of innovation education, the learning efficiency
of deep learning is much higher than those of other learning
methods. Therefore, the innovation education in colleges
was discussed through the investigation of deep learning of
college students.

Deep Learning Evaluation Model
On the one hand, the fundamental problem to be solved in the
teaching design of deep learning is to work around teaching
objectives, teaching methods and strategies as well as teaching
activities. On the other hand, the evaluation method is selected. In
the evaluation of deep learning, the science must be unified with
the objective. Also, student personalization and development are
taken as the direction. Moreover, the role of operability and
independent overall principles must not be ignored.

The specific working form of the deep learning model
designed in this paper is shown in Figure 2.

First, the students’ deep learning level was evaluated according
to the evaluation scale, and the data used were derived from a
deep learning survey statistics form filled out by the students.
Then, some students were randomly selected for interviews to
understand the true ideas that the students did not describe in
the deep learning statistics form and to ensure the authenticity of

FIGURE 2 | Deep learning evaluation model.

the form. Finally, the obtained data were sorted, evaluated, and
analyzed to reach a conclusion (Rogoza et al., 2018). The deep
learning evaluation scale is shown in Table 1.

Data Collection
From the perspective of students, a questionnaire for student-
side use was designed according to the deep learning evaluation
scale so that students could understand their deep learning status,
make improvements based on their current situation, and thus
improve the level of deep learning.

A total of 350 questionnaires were distributed in this study,
350 questionnaires were recovered, and 31 invalid questionnaires
were eliminated. Finally, 319 valid questionnaires were obtained.
The data in the valid questionnaires were analyzed and processed
to obtain the situation of students’ deep learning. The data
obtained from the questionnaire were emailed to 10 relevant
experts who studied the deep learning of the students, and the
experts were asked to score the various research data to ensure
the accuracy of the data. Finally, the experts gave scores based on
years of experience and relevant public research questionnaires.

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis of the Data
Obtained
For the deep learning evaluation method of this paper, the expert
scoring situation is shown in Figure 3. As shown in the figure, the
standard deviation of each item is below 1, which indicates that
the deep learning evaluation method is feasible and the opinions
of experts are almost unified. The mean score of all indicators is
above 4, which indicates that the experts agree with the evaluation
system of this paper. It shows that the evaluation method has a
certain degree of accuracy.

The statistics on students’ deep learning are made from three
dimensions, namely, knowledge and skills, process and method,
and psychology and values. The statistical results are shown
in Figure 4. According to the figure, the students’ mastery of
knowledge and skills is the highest. The mean value obtained by
knowledge and skills is greater than the median of 3, indicating
that the students’ mastery of knowledge and skills has reached the
standard. Although the mean value obtained by the process and
method is greater than the median of 3, it is almost the same as
the median of 3, which indicates that the students’ mastery of the
process and method is still lacking, and further efforts are needed.
In terms of psychology and values, the mean value is the lowest
among the three dimensions, and it is less than the median of 3,
indicating that students are the weakest in this respect and need
further improvement.

Generally speaking, the answers of the students in these three
aspects are mostly in the middle or lower position, and they all
remain in an uncertain state of description. Therefore, it can be
explained in such a way that students’ self-confidence in these
three aspects is low or that students have different degrees of
deficiencies in these three aspects, and they need to be improved.

The detailed statistics on knowledge and skills are shown
in Figure 5. According to the figure, the students’ mastery of
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TABLE 1 | Evaluation scale for deep learning.

Evaluation criterion Agree to degree

Totally disagree Disagree General Agree In full agreement

(1) No knowledge of problem solving 1 2 3 4 5

(2) Inability to understand the problem properly 1 2 3 4 5

(3) Easily misled by irrelevant knowledge 1 2 3 4 5

(4) Answer questions that are logically confusing 1 2 3 4 5

(5) Answer the question with simple tautology 1 2 3 4 5

(6) Understand problems superficially 1 2 3 4 5

(7) Link a single event to a single clue to a conclusion 1 2 3 4 5

(8) The question disagrees with the conclusion 1 2 3 4 5

(9) Multiple correct information can be obtained from the problem 1 2 3 4 5

(10) Clues can be integrated, but not a complete network 1 2 3 4 5

(11) The same question leads to different conclusions 1 2 3 4 5

(12) Grasp the deep meaning of the problem 1 2 3 4 5

(13) Understand the problem as a whole 1 2 3 4 5

(14) Integrate the clues in the problem into an organic whole 1 2 3 4 5

(15) The conclusion remains consistent in the present situation 1 2 3 4 5

(16) Can analyze the problem deeply and summarize the unknown situation 1 2 3 4 5

(17) Continue to research problems and develop innovative ideas 1 2 3 4 5

(18) The conclusion is open 1 2 3 4 5

knowledge and skills is almost up to standard. In the item of “just
master the knowledge points,” the students have the lowest degree
of consent, indicating that they have a certain understanding of
deep learning. They believe that deep learning is not just about
mastering the knowledge points but also to apply the learned
knowledge flexibly and integrate them, ultimately supporting
students’ ideas for innovation. In the figure, the item of “abstract
information can be described” has a high mean value, indicating
that students are not too restrictive about the form of knowledge,
and they can conduct appropriate autonomous learning. Most
students can discover the connection between knowledge, which
shows that they have a high ability to construct knowledge and it
can provide support for subsequent innovative ideas.

The detailed statistics on process and method are shown in
Figure 6. According to the figure, the item of “don’t doubt what
the public thinks is right” has a higher mean value, greater than
the median of 3 and more than the median. The item of “you
can judge how much you know” has a lower mean value. It can
reflect that the critical ability of students is generally not high.
For the things that everyone thinks are correct, they also adopt
the attitude of others, without enough ability to think. Thus,
students need to be strengthened in this aspect. The majority
of people like to be exposed to new things, new knowledge,
and the brain test rather than memory test, which indicates
that students have a higher acceptance of new knowledge and
new things as well as higher brain-thinking ability. The mean
score of students who are good at systematic planning and
solving complex problems is low, indicating that they have low
problem-solving ability and lack systematic thinking. Therefore,
the students’ ability to solve problems needs to be improved. The
mean score of the students in terms of knowing what needs to
be learned is low, which indicates that their active learning ability

FIGURE 3 | Expert scoring results.

is relatively lacking, and it is urgent to improve in this aspect.
Relying too much on teachers, classmates, or parents will greatly
reduce students’ preference for innovation and will obliterate
their innovative ideas.

The detailed statistics on psychology and values are shown
in Figure 7. According to the figure, the students’ scores are
generally lower in terms of psychology and values. From the
“will be proud of teachers and classmates praise,” it can be
seen that students like a sense of accomplishment to themselves
brought about by learning. The sense of accomplishment will also
encourage students to study harder. The lower mean score for
looking forward to learning activities indicates that students do
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FIGURE 4 | Statistics of students’ deep learning from three dimensions.

FIGURE 5 | Detailed statistics of knowledge and skills.

not like daily learning activities. Moreover, the mean score of
the students in the item of “learning is fun and valuable” is low,
which shows that they do not have a high degree of recognition
for learning, indicating that they do not know why they need to
learn. In addition, it can also reflect that college’s education of
students does not start from the ideas of students. The higher
score of students in the item of “able to do things better than
others” indicates that they are more confident in themselves and
that they will be willing to study harder when learning brings joy
to themselves. However, students have higher mean scores in the
“study with the aim of passing examinations” and “the course is
boring, spend as little time as possible to study,” which indicate

that they still have traditional test-taking concepts for learning
and are not studying for the improvement of their ability.

Correlation Analysis Between Various
Dimensions of Deep Learning and
Students’ Ability
The correlation analysis results of various dimensions of deep
learning and students’ ability are shown in Figure 8. The
figure shows that the correlation coefficient between academic
investment level and metacognitive ability is 0.611 (P < 0.05),
and the correlation between the two is moderately positive.
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FIGURE 6 | Detailed statistics of the process and method.

FIGURE 7 | Detailed statistics of psychology and values.

The correlation coefficient between academic investment
level and deep processing capacity is 0.601 (P < 0.05), and
the correlation between the two is moderately positive. The
correlation coefficient between academic investment level
and teaching process experience is 0.297 (P < 0.05), and the
correlation between the two is low positive. The correlation
coefficient between academic investment level and learning
process experience is 0.441 (P < 0.05), and the correlation
between the two is moderately positive. The correlation
coefficient between metacognitive ability and deep processing
capacity is 0.520 (P < 0.05), and the correlation between

the two is moderately positive. The correlation coefficient
between metacognitive ability and teaching process experience
is 0.341 (P < 0.05), and the correlation between the two is
low positive. The correlation coefficient between metacognitive
ability and learning process experience is 0.451 (P < 0.05), and
the correlation between the two is moderately positive. The
correlation coefficient between deep processing capacity and
the teaching process experience is 0.370 (P < 0.05), and the
correlation between the two is low positive. The correlation
coefficient between deep processing capacity and learning
process experience is 0.401 (P < 0.05), and the correlation
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FIGURE 8 | Correlation between students’ ability and deep learning.

between the two is low positive. The correlation coefficient
between the teaching process experience and the learning process
experience is 0.302 (P < 0.05), and the correlation between the
two is low positive.

If students want to get the highest level of deep learning,
which is the level of empathic experience, they need to improve
in the three dimensions of knowledge and skills, processes and
methods, and attitudes and values.

Case Analysis of Students
In this paper, three students who participated in the questionnaire
survey, with the grade in the top 5, 20–50, and 50–80%, were
selected for the interview. The interview results are shown below.

Through interviews with students, it was found that the
student with better grades is more capable of active learning.
He/she actively links old knowledge with new knowledge to form
his/her knowledge system and cognitive structure. The student
can also almost use the knowledge to solve problems encountered
in real life, and he/she has almost reached the level of deep
learning. The student with a moderate grade prefers to study and
can also connect new knowledge with old knowledge. He/she will
preview before class and continue to study the content of interest
after class, but the student is greatly affected by his/her interests.
In the part that he/she is interested the student can almost reach
the level of deep learning, while in the part that he/she is not
interested the student will show a more passive state. He/she
also lacks the ability to criticize. He/she does not question the
accuracy of what everyone thinks is right. Although the student
whose grade was in the middle and lower level can study hard in
the classroom, he/she will not take the initiative to explore when
he/she encounters learning difficulties. During the study, he/she
rarely participates in discussion activities and does not reflect on
his/her mistakes.

From the above research, it can be found that students
with good grades will actively explore, discover, and study the

knowledge they are interested in. However, the students with
lower grades are limited to what the teacher says and what the
textbooks describe. They rarely learn autonomously. Most of
them are also in the state of mechanical learning in the traditional
test-oriented education.

DISCUSSION

The core of talent training in modern society has changed
from allowing students to master knowledge to adapting
them to a lifelong learning society. They need to have
corresponding attitudes to master knowledge and skills,
knowledge transformation ability, critical thinking ability, and
ability to solve practical problems. Thus, this paper studies
and analyzes the deep learning situation of college students
(Elliott, 2018).

The research shows that the students’ mastery of knowledge
and skills is the highest, and the mean value obtained by
knowledge and skills is greater than the median, indicating that
the mastery of students in this respect has reached the standard.
Although the mean value obtained by the process and method
is greater than the median, it is almost the same as the median,
which indicates that the students’ mastery of the process and
method is still lacking, and further efforts are needed. In terms
of psychology and values, the mean value is the lowest among
the three dimensions, and it is less than the median, indicating
that students are the weakest in this respect and need further
improvement (Shen and Ho, 2020). Generally speaking, the
answers of the students in these three aspects are mostly in the
middle or lower position, and they all remain in an uncertain
state of description. Therefore, it can be explained in such a way
that the students’ self-confidence in these three aspects is low
or that students have different degrees of deficiencies in these
three aspects, and they need to be improved (Qian et al., 2018).
Students with good grades will actively explore, discover, and
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study the knowledge they are interested in. However, the students
with lower grades are limited to what the teacher says and what
the textbooks describe. They rarely learn autonomously. Most of
them are also in the state of mechanical learning in the traditional
test-oriented education (Chen, 2019).

The critical ability of students is generally not high. For
the things that everyone thinks are correct, they also adopt
the attitude of others, without enough ability to think. Critical
thinking is the most important thinking in deep learning, which
is almost consistent with the research results of deep learning for
students by scholars Wang et al. (2015).

In this paper, the research results show that college students
are not capable of processing information and can only do simple
processing or not processing what they learn daily. There are
few students who can achieve a thorough understanding of what
they have learned, indicating that the deep learning situation
of college students is poor, and only a few students can reach
the status of deep learning (Shen et al., 2019). Nevertheless,
it is not entirely the students’ reason. First, college’s teaching
methods do not meet the standards of deep learning. College
does not guide students to deep learning but “instill” traditional
knowledge. Therefore, the students’ learning status is mostly
passive acceptance. Students lack the consciousness of active
learning, and college does not emphasize the training of students’
active consciousness. In addition, college’s learning atmosphere
is not strong. Thus, colleges should make corresponding efforts
to improve the learning atmosphere and adjust teaching methods
(Wu and Song, 2019).

Teachers in colleges should play a role in driving students.
The teacher’s investment in students is positively related to
the students’ learning status, but at present, college teachers’
investment in students is not enough due to the pressure
of scientific research. It leads to indifferent teacher–student
relationships in colleges. The teachers do not have a strong
influence on students and do not play a guiding role (Chen
M, 2018; Wu et al., 2019). In addition to school relationships,
students should also change their perceptions of learning.
Learning is not to cope with the exam but to acquire the
ability to solve problems and the ability to think about
problems. Therefore, students should pay attention to learning
to achieve more results with less effort (Zheng et al., 2015;
Zheng and Liu, 2020).

CONCLUSION

In this paper, innovation education in higher education was
studied by combining the human comprehensive development

theory with deep learning. The study shows that the education
methods of colleges cannot achieve the purpose of deep learning
for students, and the learning status of students is almost the
same as that of exam-oriented education. College students are
not capable of processing information and can only do simple
processing or not processing what they learn daily. There are few
students who can achieve a thorough understanding of what they
have learned, indicating that the deep learning situation of college
students is poor, and only a few students can reach the status of
deep learning. Although some achievements have been made in
this research, there are still some shortcomings. The research data
included in this paper are few and not comprehensive. For deep
learning, it has a strong relationship with the college situation, but
this paper only studies a small number of students in a college.
The results are not applicable to every college or every region.
Therefore, the next step is to carry out studies in other colleges
and other regions based on the research method of this paper to
provide more data support for the research results of this paper.
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This paper explores the impact of different types of social entrepreneurship education
cultivation models on students’ opinion on social entrepreneurship, defines and
classifies the emerging social entrepreneurship cultivation models in colleges and
universities, and confirms the performance difference between the teacher–student co-
entrepreneurship (TSCE) cultivation model and the traditional cultivation model through
quantitative research. Chi-square analysis and the structural equation model are used
to verify the following two conclusions: in the process of promoting the acceptance
of social entrepreneurship study, the TSCE cultivation model is more effective than
the traditional cultivation model; and the collaborative co-entrepreneurship cultivation
model is more conducive to the deepening of practical learning than the employment
co-entrepreneurship cultivation model. The research results will help colleges and
universities to redesign the training process of social entrepreneurship skills, and then
provide help for college students to achieve more adequate entrepreneurial preparation.

Keywords: teacher–student co-entrepreneurship, collaborative co-entrepreneurship, employment
co-entrepreneurship, cultivation model, social entrepreneurship organization

INTRODUCTION

China’s entrepreneurship education in universities has entered a stage of total restructuring (Liu,
2017). As a new research topic on entrepreneurship education in China, social entrepreneurship
education has shown to perform well in solving multiple issues and bringing about social change
(Nosratabadi et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020). Social entrepreneurship education, as a new intersection
of education and entrepreneurship in China, is still in its infancy. Different from the popularization
of entrepreneurship education, many universities are still exploring its development path and
cultivation model.

Nowadays, the development of social entrepreneurship education faces two challenges. From the
theoretical level, there is no consensus on the clarification of basic concepts. For example, what level
of quality should social entrepreneurs have, how should social entrepreneurs be trained (Abereijo,
2019), how should the effectiveness of social entrepreneurship education be inspected (Kee, 2019),
and what are the differences or connections between social entrepreneurship education and
business entrepreneurship education? These questions from the field of education and academia
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lack persuasive and generally accepted answers in Chinese higher
education, which means social entrepreneurship education lacks
effective references in the design of talent cultivation.

Secondly, from the practical level of social entrepreneurship
education, there are several kinds of disconnection. The
first is the gap between competition and launch (McAdam
et al., 2016), which shows that although many social
entrepreneurship teams can achieve competition results,
they may not end up launching, or they fail to survive the baby
or incubator stage.

The second kind is the disconnection between individuals
and groups. In this kind of situation, the vision heterogeneity
and utilitarian tendency of the members (Yu and Xiang, 2018)
of the social entrepreneurship team causes core members to
leave and personal interests to dominate thinking, which limits
the development and expansion of social entrepreneurship
organization (SEO). The third disconnection occurs in
theory and practice. Due to the dispute between the abstract
definition of theory and the conclusion, and the lack of real
case references, students develop a social mission while they
actually operate completely according to business enterprises
in entrepreneurial practice. It makes their mission and
actions disconnected.

In short, due to the short development time and
immature level, social entrepreneurship education in today
leads to low production and high consumption situation.
Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of social
entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities,
approaches related to cultivating social entrepreneurship
talents need to be explored. This paper aimed to
summarize practical experience and relate it to academic
theory, providing references for social entrepreneurship
education development.

According to our follow-up, interview, and investigation of
social entrepreneurial teams in colleges and universities in the
past year, we found that team members are more likely to show
higher organizational dedication and organizational citizenship
behavior when they have a shared vision of entrepreneurial
goals. Moreover, when the team project is implemented, it may
also show better business performance or social impact. And
in this kind of team, the cooperation between teachers and
students is very close. Some of these teachers are entrepreneurial
mentors, while some are subject teachers. The relationship
between teachers and students is similar to that between teachers
and friends. Through the analysis of the social network of
emotional networks and consulting networks, we found that
there are frequent links between teachers and students in the
two kinds of networks, with high cohesion and few isolated
points. Therefore, we believe that a shared vision and deep
cooperation between teachers and students may contribute to
the high performance and organizational effectiveness of social
entrepreneurial teams.

Based on this, we put forward the following two hypotheses:
teacher–student co-entrepreneurship (TSCE) promotes SEO
development and launch; and when teachers and students hold
a common vision, social entrepreneurial teams are more likely to
achieve success with their SEO.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Social Entrepreneurship’s
Characteristics and Definition
Social Entrepreneurship (Dees, 1998), as a new organizational
form, has the inherent advantages of promoting social change
in the context of a market economy (Mair and Martí, 2006).
It usually contains the following features: business operations,
promoting public welfare, and being transformative in nature.
Different from traditional business organization, SEO achieves
the breakthrough in the value chain through innovation
and makes itself obtain core competitiveness. Compared with
previous social welfare institutions, the profitability of social
entrepreneurship enables them to have a hematopoietic capacity
and, to a certain extent, the ability for sustainable development.
Focusing on acute social problems, social entrepreneurship faces
the test of “three party failure” (market failure, government
failure, and third sector failure) to seek new ways to
demand integration and value expression. Its success will bring
both commercial and social returns, and even change the
market structure.

Based on the previous definitions of social entrepreneurship
(Rashid, 2019), generalized definitions of social entrepreneurship
refer to all organizational or non-organizational forms of
social welfare activities that bring social value. In a narrow
sense, social entrepreneurship refers to the establishment of
social entrepreneurship enterprises in the corporate form by
means of commercial means with the purpose of maximizing
social value. This paper defines social entrepreneurship in a
broad sense. Therefore, the objective event investigated in this
paper is to establish social entrepreneurship studios, which is
regarded as SEO.

According to a research map of social entrepreneurship,
the research focus of social entrepreneurship in the past five
years has shifted to public governance, college students, and
higher education (see Figure 1). As a hot research topic,
the social entrepreneurship of college students and the social
entrepreneurship education of colleges and universities have
attracted much attention. How to promote the acceptance of
social entrepreneurship in colleges and universities, and what
factors may affect the acceptance of social entrepreneurship in the
current colleges’ incubation chain, are the focuses of this paper.

Social Entrepreneurship’s Cultivation
Model in Colleges and Universities
Based on previous research, the discussion of social
entrepreneurship education on the cultivation of social
entrepreneurship talents is gradually moving toward defining
a clear role, scientific education, and multiple integration.
The development of social entrepreneurship education is first
reflected in the independence and perfection of cognition.
Ashcraft et al. (2019) discussed the ownership and definition
of social entrepreneurship curriculums in the early stage, and
put forward three development paths of social entrepreneurship
curriculum: social entrepreneurship curriculums under business
schools, non-profit enterprise curriculums, and mixed social
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FIGURE 1 | Development of the social entrepreneurship research theme (1998–2018).

entrepreneurship curriculums. Later, based on the results of
cross research, compared with the opening and enrollment of
business entrepreneurship education courses in the same period,
Solomon et al. (2019) concluded that nowadays college students
have strong social entrepreneurship tendencies and a strong
demand for their development status. In contrast, the supply
of social entrepreneurship courses is insufficient. This process
shows that social entrepreneurship education has gradually
established its own educational mission and methods. However,
some researchers also point out that the academic independence
and academic value of social entrepreneurship education in
underdeveloped regions are still under the shadow of business
education (Waghid, 2019).

Secondly, the development of social entrepreneurship
education is reflected in the exploration and discovery
of educational techniques through the determination of
researchers and the enrichment of social entrepreneurship
education practices. Educators have developed many valuable
conclusions on social entrepreneurship courses, teaching
methods, and learning techniques. For example, in the study of
social entrepreneurship learning and social entrepreneurship
willingness, some scholars find that effective integration of
students’ social capital will help students improve their creative
ability and achieve self-development of social entrepreneurship
(Hamirul et al., 2019). García-Morales and Martín-Rojas (2020)
believe that incorporating corporate social responsibility learning
into social entrepreneurship courses will promote students’ social
entrepreneurship knowledge and skills. What’s more, other
scholars have found that the application of social media to social
entrepreneurship learning may help students build their own

business networks, entrepreneurial knowledge, and sources of
financing to start social entrepreneurship businesses (Hamirul
et al., 2019). Finally, based on the theory of planned behavior,
Chang and Wannamakok (2019) have found that in students
who participate in social entrepreneurship learning, their major
and subjective behavior norms could have a moderating effect on
their social entrepreneurship willingness.

Third, recent research on social entrepreneurship education
indicates that cross organizational cooperation is an important
trend in the cultivation of social entrepreneurship talents. For
example, Bazan et al. (2020) point out that the integration
of the external environment and colleges’ initiative play an
important role in promoting students’ social entrepreneurship
learning. Some scholars also pointed out that the construction
of college students’ entrepreneurial environment will help to
enhance students’ social entrepreneurial willingness. In addition,
García-González and Ramírez-Montoya (2019) believes that the
construction of school, government, society, and enterprise –
four spiral cooperation projects – will help to cultivate students’
social entrepreneurial and innovation ability. For entrepreneurs
in society, Wu and Song (2019) found that social media can
promote the learning of entrepreneurship courses, in which trust
is an important factor.

Traditional Social Entrepreneurship Cultivation
Model: “Two-Stage” Type
Nowadays, social entrepreneurship education models in colleges
and universities usually adopt the traditional type: “First Class
Learning (FCL) + Second Class Learning (SCL) = Landing”
(Wang et al., 2019). In this education model, students first acquire
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an overall framework of the subject through first class learning,
then transfer knowledge through activities and competitions in
second class learning to develop entrepreneurial qualities, and
finally are approved to enter the entrepreneurial park to incubate
and launch their start-ups. The advantage of this model is that
the teaching system of students is gradual and progressive. The
drawback is that the mode is too “textbook” and it is insufficient
to stimulate students’ entrepreneurial desire and enthusiasm (Wu
et al., 2018). Affected by this, students’ in-depth learning and
practical learning of social entrepreneurship will be hindered.

New Social Entrepreneurship Cultivation
Model:“TSCE”
For the above-mentioned dilemma of talent training, a new social
entrepreneurship talent cultivation model may provide us with
a solution: the TSCE cultivation model. This model involves
teachers and students collaborative innovation or collaborative
entrepreneurship. This paper defines TSCE as the following:
TSCE is the innovation and inheritance of the traditional
cultivation model, which includes the “two stages” of the
traditional cultivation model, i.e., “FCL” and “SCL,” More than
this, it also has different characteristics in the practical learning
of the second class learning. Specifically, in the entrepreneurial
practice stage, students and teachers participate in innovation
and creation or entrepreneurial preparation. This kind of
relationship between teachers and students is a partnership, not
necessarily for the purpose of entrepreneurship. It emphasizes the
partnership between teachers and students in at least one field of
achievement, operation, and resources, and both sides have the
same vision in this field. In addition, as a cultivation process,
this partnership must exercise or improve the entrepreneurial
qualities of students or teachers.

The behavior of TSCE could be measured from three
dimensions: achievement dimension, operation dimension,
and resource dimension. Achievement dimension focuses on
innovation, including the following observation items: Teachers
participate in the achievement research and development (R&D)
unilaterally; Students then participate in the achievement R&D
unilaterally; Both parties then participate in the achievement
R&D. Operation dimension focuses on entrepreneurship
(including studios launching), and consist of the following
observation items: First, teachers do not start businesses,
students carry out the business operations; Second, students do
not start businesses, teachers carry out the business operations;
Third, teachers and students cooperate in business operations;
Fourth, teachers and students do not start businesses. Finally,
resource dimension includes three sub-dimensions: capital,
social relations, and human capital. Capital dimension includes
unilateral equity injection, unilateral bond injection, and bilateral
equity injection. Human capital includes unilateral (teachers
or students) labor input and the labor input of both sides.
Social relationship dimension includes unilateral (teachers or
students) social relationship input and social relationship input
from both sides.

Compared with the traditional cultivation model, TSCE
cultivation model has several advantages. Firstly, the model
integrates industry and education. In the process of classroom

teaching, teachers can take the project as a case which will be
put into practice in the following days. In this way, students can
feel the atmosphere of entrepreneurship and learn knowledge by
conceiving the following practice. Teachers could not only realize
their duty of cultivating the talents of relevant fields for their
country but can also achieve the goal of scientific research and
the transformation of achievements.

Another advantage of TSCE is in its resource sharing and risk
co-undertaking. Considering that teachers have a richer social
experience, professional knowledge, and extensive relationships,
they can provide students with knowledge, financial support, and
recommendations for relationship building. Correspondingly,
students are full of time and energy and they are willing
to promote the completion of the project to enhance their
knowledge and ability for their future. They devote to the project
together and have the same vision, so they are willing to enjoy the
process and face the challenge together.

The final advantage of TSCE is in its strong landing. Teacher–
student co-entrepreneurship’s achievements are usually patents
and products, which have a mature transformation prospect after
the prototype stage, and the team members are familiar with the
products, which is conducive to the launch of entrepreneurship.
However, it is still unclear whether the incubation effect of the
TSCE cultivation model is better than that of the traditional
cultivation model. We will use a quantitative method to prove
that TSCE is more effective. On the basis of previous research
using landing rate, profit amount, subjective evaluation, and
other inspection indicators (Shekhar et al., 2018), this paper
focuses on the target events of social entrepreneurship studio
launch, and examines the differences between the two cultivation
models in the incubation effect of social entrepreneurship in
colleges and universities through the ratio of students setting up
social entrepreneurship studios.

Application of TSCE in the Incubation of
SEO in Colleges and Universities
Teachers and students, as the main body of social
entrepreneurship incubation chain in colleges and universities,
do not only have a teaching relationship, but also a guiding
relationship in the cultivation process, a cooperative relationship
in completing projects, and a partnership relationship in
innovation and entrepreneurship. They jointly use the
entrepreneurship or professional practice platforms provided by
the school to produce technology intensive results, some of which
can even be transformed, so as to help them to complete their
entrepreneurship preparation and start their own businesses.

From the perspective of TSCE cultivation model’s three
stages, it usually includes: the conceptualization stage, in which
the teacher guides students to carry out professional learning
around the project, and revolves around knowledge and skills;
the prototype stage, in which the students invest time and
energy to assist the teachers in completing the project, and
the students realize knowledge transfer, which revolves around
innovation; and the commercialization stage, in which products
with a market prospect receive the teachers’ capital injection or
assistance in operation and the students’ investment of personal
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human capital and entrepreneurial capital (social resources
of relatives and friends) to contribute to the launching of
the enterprise. In general, the effectiveness of TSCE is to
enhance entrepreneurial learning and entrepreneurial practice
through cooperation between teachers and students, and then
deepen learning of pre-entrepreneurs in the entrepreneurial
preparation stage.

According to the different entrepreneurial visions of
teachers and students, TSCE can be divided into three
categories: collaborative co-innovation (CCI), collaborative co-
entrepreneurship (CCE), and employment co-entrepreneurship
(ECE). Collaborative co-innovation is defined as a partnership
between teachers and students based on professional topics
or projects, with innovation and creation as their common
vision, achievement and success as their common interests,
and technology creation as their goal. Collaborative co-
entrepreneurship is defined in this paper as when both teachers
and students take the landing of entrepreneurship as their
ultimate goal, always review entrepreneurship preparation
progress from the perspective of business owners in school
cultivation, and view each other as partners. In this type of
TSCE, teachers and students have established a highly trusted
partnership. In the type of ECE, either the students or teachers
hold the intention to start a business, while the other does not
take starting a business as the ultimate goal. In the process of
ECE, teachers recruit students to complete their own projects
through the incubation process to achieve school assessment.
Teachers regard students as immature (technical ability)
employees and co-entrepreneurship achievements as their own
promotion tools. They are based on the relationship of interest
and on the process of supervision and being supervised.

Because this paper focuses on the effect of cultivation models
on social entrepreneurship incubation, the CCI cultivation
model, which does not take the landing of SEO as its
vision, is not calculated in the evaluation type of incubation
performance of TSCE. This paper only focuses on the difference
of social entrepreneurship incubation performance between
CCE and ECE. Based on the theory of social contract (Mehdi
et al., 2019), this paper holds that teachers and students
who are in a highly trusted partnership are more likely to
promote the launch of their SEO and jointly establish social
entrepreneurial organizations.

DATA SOURCES AND RESEARCH
METHODS

National Samples’ Investigation and
Preliminary Screening
Basis of Sample Selection. The first principle of selection
is the pertinence of the research object. In this paper, we
chose graduates who had participated in social entrepreneurship
education as the target group. Therefore, we excluded teachers,
graduates, and students who did not participate in social
entrepreneurship. About 7824 cases of data were obtained after
this round of screening. The second selection principle is

purpose. As mentioned above, the independent variable of this
study is the social entrepreneurship cultivation model (including
two levels: traditional cultivation model and TSCE cultivation
model). Therefore, the data of 7711 cases were obtained after
screening out the students who did not accept the traditional
incubation mode. In addition, according to different research
purposes, 5258 students who had received the TSCE cultivation
model were selected for hypothesis verification.

In the process of data collection, we sent out the electronic
questionnaire by its’ uniform resource locator (URI) and
quick response link. Questionnaire data were collected and
summarized by “Questionnaire Star” (a paid questionnaire tool).
The questionnaire data we collected includes three versions: text
version, serial number version, and score version.

Measurement and Scoring of Variables
In this study, we used a self-designed questionnaire. The expert
validity of the questionnaire is good, the Cronbach’s α is 0.886.
From this point of view, the reliability of the questionnaire is
good, and measurement results of core variables are reliable.

The following will explain the connotation, measurement, and
calculation of various variables.

Measurement and scoring of research variables. The target
variable of our research is whether the students land in the social
entrepreneurship studio. This variable is a classified variable,
which is sorted by multiple choices to investigate whether
students land in the social entrepreneurship studio and its
impact on themselves. After the score conversion, it was finally
determined that the item of “setting up a social entrepreneurship
studio” was recorded as “1” and not as “0.”

Definition of factors. Factors studied in this paper are the
social entrepreneurship cultivation model, including two levels:
(1) Traditional cultivation model: “FCL + the SCL” mode; and (2)
TSCE cultivation model: “FCL + SCL (including TSCE).”

In terms of operational definition, the factor definition of
participating in the traditional cultivation model adopts the
method of joint verification to select “28. Social entrepreneurship
you participated in during school” and “31. The main obstacle
for you and your teachers to jointly carry out entrepreneurship
projects is” when the respondents choose to participate in “social
entrepreneurship lectures, social entrepreneurship activities,
social entrepreneurship competitions, social entrepreneurship
courses,” and “did not participate in the project which is jointly
carried out with teachers” simultaneously, we would believe they
only accepted the traditional cultivation model.

The factor of the TSCE is determined by multiple choices.
These factors include “ECE” and “CCE.” The scoring item is that
“30. The way of cooperation between teachers and students in
your entrepreneurial team is”.

The scoring method of “ECE” is to score X points for any X
items from option 1 to option 4, and 0 points for no option.

The scoring method of “CCE” is to select option 5 and not
select option 1, it is scored as 1 point; if respondents select
option 6 and do not select option 5, it is scored as 2 points; if
respondents select both (option 5 and option 6), it is scored as 2
points; if respondents select neither (option 5 and option 6), it is
scored as 0 points.
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RESULTS

TSCE Cultivation Model Is More
Conducive to Promoting SEO Landing
The purpose of this section is to verify whether the TSCE
cultivation model can significantly promote the launch of SEO
compared with the traditional cultivation model.

As the target event of this study, “social entrepreneurial
organizations landing,” this event is a classified variable. When
the dependent variable and independent variables are categorical
variables, and the dependent variable isn’t an orderly classified
variable, chi-square analysis can be used to verify the effect of
independent variables and its effect size.

Therefore, SPSS 20.0 is used for chi-square analysis
to investigate the impact of different cultivation
models on SEO landing.

It can be seen from Table 1 that, compared with the
students who have not accepted the social entrepreneurship
education cultivation model in colleges and universities,
those students who have participated in the social
entrepreneurship education cultivation model are more
likely to launch in SEO: χ2 = 5799.512, p < 0.001,
RZero model(1.97%) < RTraditionalCultivation model(11.99%), RZero

model(1.97%) < R TSCE Cultivationmodel(77.94%).
In addition, different social entrepreneurship education

cultivation models have a significant impact on SEO landing.
χ2 = 5799.512, p < 0.001, and the effect is large: the effect
amount df min = 292, Cramer = 0.620 > 0.500. Moreover, the
promotion effect of TSCE cultivation model on SEO launching is
significantly higher than that of the traditional cultivation model
(77.94% > 11.99%), RTSCEcultivationmodel (77.84%) > Rtraditional
cultivationmodel (11.99%).

The above results show that the existing college social
entrepreneurship cultivation model can promote students to land
in SEOs. In addition, compared with the traditional cultivation
model, the TSCE cultivation model can do better. Therefore,
hypothesis 1 can be proven; the promotion effect of the TSCE
cultivation model on students’ SEO launching is significantly
higher than that of the traditional cultivation model.

The Incubation Effect of the CCE
Cultivation Model on SEO Is Better Than
That of the ECE Cultivation Model
The purpose of the study is to define the mechanism of TSCE on
SEO landing. Research selects the data of students who accept the
TSCE cultivation model.

In order to find out the function route of TSCE on SEO
launch, we used the structural equation model to analyze, put the
independent variables FCL, SCL, CCE, and ECE into the model,
and used RMSEA, CFI, GFI, and CMIN/DF (these indexes are
used to determine the goodness of the model by AMOS), and
other indicators to observe a fitting indication of the model, with
which the model was improved gradually. Finally, we obtained
the ideal model through model comparison, residual correction,
and path adjustment. The analysis of the data model includes the
following steps:

First, we established the original model including only FCL
and SCL in traditional mode as the first reference, then we took
CCE and ECE as independent variables, and SEO landing as
dependent, which was set as the second reference. Next, we put
FCL, SCL, CCE, and ECE as independent variables into the same
model, as an improved model. Then we added the common
variation path between the residual variables according to the
AMOS (AMOS: Amos is a software for multivariate analysis
using structural equation model) report. Finally, we modified
the route between independent variables according to previous
operation results, so as to get the final model with good fit.
We used AMOS21.0 structural equation model to fit different
incubation models. The comparison between five model variable
settings and fitting data is as follows (n = 5258):

Model 1: Traditional cultivation model (Independent
variable: “FCL,” “the SCL”; Dependent variable: social
entrepreneurship studio launch).

Model 2: TSCE cultivation model practice period
(Independent variable: “CCE”, “ECE”; Dependent variable:
social entrepreneurship studio launch).

Model 3: TSCE cultivation model (Independent variable:
“FCL,” “SCL,” “CCE,” “ECE”; Dependent variable: social
entrepreneurship studio launch).

Model 4: TSCE cultivation model after the correction
of residual (Independent variable: “FCL,” “SCL,” “CCE,”
“ECE”; Dependent variable: social entrepreneurship
studio launch).

Model 5: TSCE cultivation model after path correction
(Independent variable: “FCL,” “SCL,”0 “CCE,”
“ECE”; Dependent variable: social entrepreneurship
studio launch).

The estimated index of each model is shown in Table 2.
From Table 2, it can be seen that for graduates who

have received social entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities, the data fit best in the TSCE cultivation model
of SEO launching, and TSCE more in line with the internal
mechanism of social entrepreneurship incubation. With the
revision of the model, RMSEA, GFI, CFI, NFI, and CMIN/DF
gradually decreased, and the model fit increased, which shows
that the model’s compliance with social entrepreneurship
incubation mechanism. Finally, we got that the RMESEA
of model V is less than 0.05, the CFI, NFI, and GFI
are all greater than 0.900, and the sample size of this
model is 5258, which belongs to large sample data. The
threshold value of the fitting index could be improved
CMIN/DF < 5, which shows that model V is well fitted
and acceptable.

To further understand the mechanism path of model 5, we
will view it through the structural equation diagram as shown
in Figure 2.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that for students who
have received social entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities, the cultivation model that promotes SEO launch
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TABLE 1 | Launch performance of different social entrepreneurship education cultivation models.

Landing No landing Landing ratio χ 2 Effect sides

Zero model (zm) 62 3084 1.97% 5799.512*** 0.731

Traditional cultivation model 294 2159 11.99%

TSCE cultivation model 4098 1160 77.94%

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; TSCE: Teacher–student co-entrepreneurship.

TABLE 2 | Different social entrepreneurship cultivation model’s goodness of fit
indexes.

CMIN/df RMSEA GFI CFI NFI

Model 1 214.344 0.201 0.974 0.085 0.092

Model 2 490.480 0.305 0.944 0.142 0.145

Model 3 161.815 0.175 0.940 0.092 0.095

Model 4 11.604 0.045 0.999 0.990 0.989

Model 5 4.693 0.022 1.000 0.998 0.997

is the TSCE cultivation model. More specifically, there are not
only CCE (Co-innovation and Co-operation) β = 0.05, but
also ECE (teacher guidance, student entrepreneurship; Teachers’
investment, students’ entrepreneurship; teachers’ R&D, students’
operation; teachers’ operation, students’ participation) β = 0.04,
and the CCE promotion effect is greater than ECE [βCCE(0.05) >
βECE(0.04)].

Nevertheless, from the traditional cultivation model, FCL
not only failed to promote SEO launch, but also inhibited
students’ SEO launch β = -0.01. In contrast, students benefited
from SCL, which helped to achieve students’ SEO launch.
What’s more, TSCE mediates the process from SCL to SEO
launch. βSCL−CCE−SEO = 0.020. Similarly, ECE also promotes
the learning transfer process from the SCL to the SEO launch
βSCL−ECE−SEO = 0.024.

As mentioned above, hypothesis 2 is proven; the CCE
cultivation model is more helpful for students’ SEO launch than
the ECE cultivation model.

In general, the results show that the different parts of
the traditional cultivation model (“FCL” and “the SCL”) play
the reverse function of stimulating SEO launch. In contrast,
both kinds of TSCE cultivation model (“CCE” and “ECE”)
could help students launch in SEO. In addition, students’ SCL
can realize the boosting force of SEO launch through TSCE
joined with SCL.

DISCUSSION

This paper argues that the fundamental driving force of the
TSCE cultivation model is the mutual trust between teachers and
students, which could promote students’ social entrepreneurship
learning and help SEOs to succeed. This shared vision, as an
important psychological contract of partners, may enable both
partners to achieve greater organizational input and dedication.
This will contribute to the realization of common vision and final
launch of social entrepreneurship.

The Realistic Source of CCE Cultivation
Model
As the conventional gathering place of technology and
knowledge, it is easy to form knowledge collision and innovation
in colleges and universities. The trust relationship between
teachers and students has been produced since the theoretical
teaching period. Trust is one of the preconditions for the
effective transfer of knowledge, so it is easier for teachers and
students to form an academic community from a professional
perspective (Jiang et al., 2019). In the cultivation process of
entrepreneurship education, the responsibilities of full-time
teachers and entrepreneurship teachers makes them connect
with students again (FCL once, SCL twice), which may help
students to further deepen the trust relationship in SCL and
social entrepreneurship practice. This is the primary advantage
of the CCE cultivation model: mutual trust in knowledge.

The second advantage of the CCE cultivation model is vision
sharing. When both teachers and students share the same vision,
the scope of “public domain,” “responsibility,” and “obligation”
recognized by both sides will be highly overlapped. Both of them
will be more likely to inspire the initiative to take responsibility
and solve the problems encountered from the perspective of team
interests. This kind of self-role orientation of protagonist and
partner will not only result in the equality of status, but also
help to achieve a high level of trust, and ultimately jointly create
an efficient team that dares to start a business, is able to start
a business, and is willing to start a business, and could finally
achieve SEO launch.

What needs to be explained here is that the common vision
defined in this paper does not only refer to the entrepreneurial
vision. For the conceptualization stage and prototype stage,
teachers and students may have the same expectation for
technological innovation or academic contribution. But it is
undeniable that the trust atmosphere based on knowledge
transfer and knowledge sharing is an important guarantee for the
efficient operation of the team in this stage. At the same time, we
should be alert to preventing the social exclusion and devaluation
caused by educational background, achievements, and reputation
in the process of research and development, which will lead to
the rupture of the trust relationship, and lead to the decline of
organizational effectiveness.

The Practical Malpractice Reflected by
ECE Cultivation Model
Because of the utilitarian principles of higher education in
China, teachers are more willing to produce results than to
implement them. In this regard, students and teachers form
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FIGURE 2 | The mechanism of SEO launching under the TSCE cultivation model. The data results are from the analysis of 583 articles with the title of “social
entrepreneurship” in the period of 1998–2018 by CiteSpace 5.3.r3 to web of Science (Core Collection).

a potential employment relationship through entrepreneurial
competition, rather than a real partnership (students get awards
for academic promotion in the form of job searches and
teachers get awards for professional promotion). This also
explains why in Figure 2, the regression coefficient of the ECE
path is smaller than that of the CCE path (βCCE−SEO = 0.05,
βECE−SEO = 0.04, βECE−SEO < βCCE−SEO). This proves the
conclusion from one side, which is that when teachers and
students share a common vision of co-entrepreneurship or co-
innovation, students can be more inspired to situate themselves
in social entrepreneurial organizations.

To explore the reasons behind it, such a phenomenon may
originate from the deviation of responsibility category and self-
role positioning between teachers and students. When both
teachers and students hold different vision goals, the scope of
“public domain” and “responsibility obligation” recognized by
both sides is difficult to achieve a high degree of coincidence.
Both of them are more likely to avoid responsibility, escape from
problems they meet, and take care of their own interests. This
role orientation of individual interests is driven by interests,
forming a team with low trust, weak effectiveness, and difficulty
in SEO launching.

Implication
In this paper, the establishment of SEO is greatly promoted
by TSCE and the common vision, which is fundamentally
due to the high organizational commitment and organizational
dedication, which comes from the high trust between team
members. Therefore, for teachers or students who are interested
in innovation or entrepreneurship in groups, to ensure good
operation performance of entrepreneurial teams, we need to
ensure this high level of trust in the team. Specifically, this
paper believes that it can be fulfilled from two aspects: team
vision and team trust.

The assurance of team vision is reflected in the selection of
team members. It includes two recruitment requirements.
One requirement is to choose members with the same
entrepreneurial vision. Team creators should ensure the
prospective team members are willing to participate in
innovation or entrepreneurship and pursue the same goals,
and they also need to combine pre-members’ career development
plans in school to determine whether their entrepreneurial
goals and its’ realization degree are consistent or similar with
the creator’s. From the perspective of reality control, it is
usually based on the experience of the recruiter, combined with
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the characteristics of the recruiter, such as grade, graduation
destination, character (recruiting students), title, career dilemma,
entrepreneurial willingness (recruiting teachers), etc., to organize
and build a team.

The other requirement is to ensure that the team members
selected have personality traits such as high organizational
dedication or high organizational citizenship behavior. Facing
the uncertain process and vague goal of innovation or
entrepreneurship, team members need to invest a lot of
time and energy. They cannot give up and complain easily
because of short-term difficulties. They need to have the
dedication to put the team interests above their own. The
measurement of these personality factors can be realized through
existing questionnaires.

The assurance of team trust refers to maintaining a high
level of trust among team members in the innovation or
entrepreneurship process. To achieve a high trust level, there
are also two solutions which can be used to fill the trust
gap and establish the organizational contract with the team
interests’ priority. In the communication network of the whole
team, the boundless circulation of trust in the work field could
ensure team members communicate with each other in time on
unexpected problems and entrepreneurial difficulties, and work
together to solve and invest. In practice, we can offer items
like “who would you complain to when you meet difficulties?”
or “who would you ask for help when you solve difficulties?”
to use social network questionnaires to detect the trust gap
(i.e., isolated or one-way links) in team emotional networks
and assistant networks, so as to fix trust problems and repair
separable relationships.

The second solution is to establish organizational contracts
with the team interests’ priority. We suggest that psychological
contracts of trust among team members should be guaranteed
by organizing written contracts. Considering this, we are
most concerned about the distribution of team benefits.
From the perspective of necessity, early discussion or
implementation of interest distribution may lead to uneven
interest distribution and damage the trust among members.
Therefore, the benefit distribution should be carried out after
the team goal is achieved. Secondly, we emphasize that the
team benefits are distributed first, and it is communicated
to the members of the organization that the achievement
of individual value depends on the realization of other
members’ value, so that they pay more attention to other
members’ demands and communicate with other members.
This empathy is conducive to bringing about deep trust. In
terms of practice, we could define the distribution period,
principles, and prohibitions of team operation by means of
legal contracts.

From a theoretical point of view, the theoretical basis of
this study is social contract theory. The subject of this theory
was developed from the early state to the later enterprise and
informal organization. The theory emphasizes that each side of
the contract should implement their own obligations, which is
also an important process to ensure the freedom of the other
side. On the basis of previous studies, this study confirms that the
binding force of social contracts still exists in public education

organizations such as Chinese colleges and universities, and
proves that its binding force on implicit agreements (common
vision, priority of team interests) will affect the trust relationship,
while those who does not obey the implicit agreements will make
their partners uncooperative or negatively cooperative (it could
be reflected by effectiveness differences between CCE and ECE).

Generally speaking, this paper hopes to find and describe a
new and effective entrepreneurship education cultivation model.
We confirmed its effect through quantitative research methods
and called for the promotion of the TSCE cultivation model. We
hope that the TSCE cultivation model could help more teachers
and students to carry out social entrepreneurship learning and
improve their social entrepreneurship capability, so as to realize
the more adequate preparation for future opportunities for these
pre-social entrepreneurs.

CONCLUSION

In the cultivation process of stimulating students to establish
SEOs, the TSCE cultivation model is more effective than the
cultivation model; the CCE cultivation model is more conducive
to helping students to land in SEOs than ECE cultivation models.
The ECE cultivation model is better than the CCE cultivation
model in integrating entrepreneurship practice of the traditional
cultivation model learning.

LIMITATION

Although this research has a wide range of samples, it only
uses the method of post evaluation to make a horizontal
comparison. We suggest that the follow-up study can adopt
the tracking method to compare the change of students’ social
entrepreneurship willingness before and after their participation
in the TSCE cultivation model.

The target variable selected in our study is whether to establish
a social entrepreneurship studio. This indicator is relatively
single. We hope that the follow-up study should be carried
out on this basis, combined with subjective indicators, such
as satisfaction of social entrepreneurship education in colleges
and universities, to conduct a multi-dimensional verification.
This should be done in order to investigate the role of
different cultivation models in stimulating students’ Social
Entrepreneurship comprehensively.

In our study, only graduates were selected for investigation,
and it is suggested that future research can include current
students in the investigation. This would enable the detection
and summarization of the possible new social entrepreneurship
cultivation model in time, to compare and analyze with the
existing mode, providing a more timely and targeted reference for
social entrepreneurship incubation in colleges and universities.
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In order to analyze the relationship between entrepreneur psychological capital, creative
innovation behavior, and enterprise performance based on the actual situation of
Chinese enterprises and provide a theoretical basis for the application of entrepreneur
psychological capital in enterprise innovation and performance development, in this
study, 536 entrepreneurs from 517 enterprises in different fields in Anhui region were
selected, and a questionnaire survey on the psychological capital of entrepreneurs,
creative innovation behaviors, and corporate performance was conducted. A hypothesis
model of the relationship between entrepreneur’s psychological capital, creative
innovation behavior, and enterprise performance was constructed. The correlation
between entrepreneur’s psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and
enterprise performance and the intermediation of creative innovation behavior were
analyzed using multiple-regression model and structural equation model. The results
show that there is a significant positive correlation between dimensions of self-efficacy
(regression coefficient = 0.682, p = 0.000), toughness (regression coefficient = 0.526,
p = 0.000), and enterprise performance; there is a significant positive correlation
between the dimensions of optimism (regression coefficient = 0.471, p = 0.003), hope
(regression coefficient = 0.590, p = 0.006), and enterprise performance; there is a
significant positive correlation between entrepreneurs’ technological innovation behavior
(regression coefficient = 0.506, p = 0.000), business innovation behavior (regression
coefficient = 0.562, p = 0.000), and enterprise performance; there is a significant
positive correlation between entrepreneurial relationship acquisition behavior (regression
coefficient = 0.632, p = 0.004) and enterprise performance. Taking entrepreneurs’
creative innovation behavior as the intermediary variable, the authors conclude that
the dimensions of entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy, hope, optimism, toughness, and the
standardized path coefficient of enterprise performance are significantly reduced;
through the analysis of structural equation model, it is found that the fitting index
of the model of entrepreneur’s psychological capital, creative innovation behavior,
and enterprise performance meets the fitting standard, which shows that both the
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psychological capital and the creative innovation behavior of entrepreneurs can promote
the improvement of enterprise performance. Entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior
plays an intermediary effect in the positive influence of entrepreneur’s psychological
capital on enterprise performance.

Keywords: entrepreneur psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, enterprise performance, structural
equation model, multiple regression model

INTRODUCTION

Psychological capital is a psychological resource that can play a
positive role in promoting oneself, development, and the growth
of enterprise performance, and it is a positive psychological
state that individuals show in their work growth (Bouzari and
Karatepe, 2020; Gray et al., 2020). Psychological capital consists
of four dimensions, namely, self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and
toughness. In recent years, it has become the research object
of many scholars in positive organizational behavior (Funken
et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020; Sadq et al., 2020). Through
analysis on the online questionnaire and structural equation
model completed by 215 science and engineering students in
Indonesia, Mahfud et al. (2020) found that the relationship
between psychological capital dimensions and entrepreneurial
attitude orientation and entrepreneurial intention has a positive
partial mediating effect. Kusumawardani et al. (2020) analyzed
the entrepreneurial psychology of 352 female entrepreneurs in
the Bali tourism industry using the theoretical framework of
planned behavior and structural equation model, and found that
psychological capital and entrepreneurship education indirectly
affected entrepreneurial intention through the two intermediary
variables of personal attitude and perceived behavior control.
With the advent of the era of economic globalization, many
enterprises are facing severe tests. As an important factor for the
future development of companies, entrepreneurs also play a very
important role in the improvement of corporate performance
(Li et al., 2016; Ahmed et al., 2020). As a result, the research
on the psychological capital of entrepreneurs is beneficial to the
long-term development of enterprises.

Creative innovation has always been a kind of breakthrough
thinking pursued by people. For enterprises, the power of creative
innovation is the long-term guarantee for the improvement of
enterprise performance (Rego et al., 2016, 2017). Since the end
of the 20th century, China’s economic and social transformation,
entrepreneurship, and innovation economy have become the
strategic focus of future development, and also the focus of
many scholars. Domi et al. (2020) found in their survey of
211 Albanian tourism SMEs that innovation and innovation
behaviors play an intermediary role in the relationship between
enterprise synergy and performance. Kurniawan et al. (2020)
conducted a questionnaire survey on 150 enterprise personnel
in the creative industry and found that there was a significant
positive correlation between knowledge sharing and absorptive
ability and creative and innovative ability (p< 0.05). The creative
industry develops better by increasing knowledge sharing,
absorptive capacity, and innovation capacity. At present, the
mainstream understanding of creative innovation behavior is

to regard creative capital as an abstract concept of creativity,
and the research mainly focuses on countries and regions and
other macro levels, with little involvement in entrepreneurs and
individuals (Deligianni et al., 2019; He and Hui, 2020). Therefore,
the research on entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behaviors is
beneficial to the development of enterprises.

To sum up, the current research on the relationship
between entrepreneur psychological capital, creative capital,
and organizational performance is too macroscopic, and there
are few reports on individual entrepreneurs. Based on this, 536
entrepreneurs from 517 enterprises in different fields in the
Anhui region were taken as research objects, and a hypothesis
model of the relationship between entrepreneur psychological
capital, creative innovation behavior, and enterprise performance
was constructed. The relationship between entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and
enterprise performance was evaluated using multiple-regression
model and structural equation model (Yu et al., 2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW

As the fourth largest capital in entrepreneurship, the
psychological capital of entrepreneurs can directly affect
every link in the process of entrepreneurship, which has attracted
the attention of many scholars. Baron et al. (2016) proposed that
people who were attracted, selected, but persisted in starting a
business may have a high bearing capacity, and psychological
capital was positively correlated with subjective well-being
based on the principle of attract-select-loss. Anglin et al. (2018)
expanded the entrepreneurship literature to include positive
psychological capital—the level of psychological resources of a
person or organization, including hope, optimism, resilience,
and confidence—as a significant signal of crowdfunding. It
turned out that using positive psychological capital language can
improve the performance of crowdfunding. They also looked
at 1726 Kickstarter campaigns and found that entrepreneurs
who delivered positive psychological capital had excellent
fundraising performance. Enterprises need to create benefits
to distribute benefits, so enterprise performance is also the
most concerned issue in the process of entrepreneurship,
and the role of entrepreneurs’ own psychological capital on
enterprise performance has attracted the attention of many
scholars. Digan et al. (2019) conducted a sample survey
of 369 female entrepreneurs of small and medium-sized
enterprises in Gujarat, western India, and found that female
entrepreneurs can cope with the challenges of self-employment
through psychological capital, so as to obtain more corporate
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benefits from empowerment. Baluku et al. (2018) studied
the influence of psychological capital and autonomy on
entrepreneurial performance using the self-determination
theory and psychological capital literature. It was found that
entrepreneurs were satisfied with the influence of psychological
capital, autonomy, and their interaction with commitment and
that psychological capital had significant influence on training
and entrepreneurial performance. Probst et al. (2017) studied
whether the “psychological capital” of high-level structural
leadership composed of hope, self-efficacy, resilience, and
optimism can ease the relationship between job insecurity and
performance of employees. The results showed that leaders
with high level of psychological capital can reduce employees’
sense of insecurity and improve organizational performance.
Edwards and Rowe (2019) constructed a framework for
the relationship between psychological capital, employees’
mental health, and corporate performance and tested the
role of this structure in employees’ mental health and job
satisfaction. The results showed that the psychological capital
of leaders can be used as a partial intermediary or a complete
intermediary to increase the job satisfaction and mental health
of employees, so as to improve the development of enterprise
performance. To sum up, the current analysis on the effect of
entrepreneur psychological capital on enterprise performance
is a hot topic. An in-depth discussion on the relationship
between the psychological capital of entrepreneurs, creative
innovation behavior, and enterprise performance was explored
to provide a theoretical basis for the practical application of
psychological capital.

METHODOLOGY

Research Subjects
In this study, 536 entrepreneurs from 517 enterprises in different
fields in Anhui region were selected as research objects. A total of
615 questionnaires were issued, and 579 copies were responded,
with a response rate of 94.15%. After careful examination and
elimination of invalid data, there were 536 valid questionnaires,
with a valid response rate of 87.15%.

The basic characteristics of the enterprise were selected as
shown in Table 1. Among the enterprises, private enterprises
are the largest, accounting for 54.16%. The Internet enterprises
in the industry are the largest, accounting for 39.65%. In
terms of company compensation, the number of non-high-
paying enterprises is significantly higher than that of high-paying
enterprises, accounting for 53.77%. In terms of the number of
employees, there are more small enterprises with employees from
1 to 200, accounting for 61.32%.

The basic characteristics of entrepreneurs are shown
in Table 2. In terms of age, entrepreneurs aged 30–
40 years are the most, accounting for 37.87%; in terms of
educational background, entrepreneurs with bachelor’s degree
have the highest level (46.64%); in terms of gender, male
entrepreneurs are significantly more than female entrepreneurs,
accounting for 63.25%.

TABLE 1 | Basic information of all tested enterprises.

Enterprises
variables

Classification Number of the
samples

Proportion

Type of the Private 280 54.16%

enterprise Foreign capital 84 16.25%

Sino-foreign joint 59 11.41%

Other types 94 18.18%

Industry Internet 205 39.65%

Real estate 125 24.18%

Services 134 25.92%

Other industries 53 10.25%

Pay High-paying 156 30.17%

Non-high-paying 278 53.77%

Not clear 83 16.06%

Number of the 1–200 317 61.32%

employees 201–900 126 24.37%

More than 900 74 14.31%

TABLE 2 | Basic information of selected entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs Classification Number of the
samples

Proportion

Age No more than 30 76 14.18%

30–40 203 37.87%

40–50 148 27.61%

More than 50 109 20.34%

Educational Senior high school and below 56 10.45%

background Junior college 126 23.51%

Bachelor degree 250 46.64%

Master’s degree and above 104 19.40%

Gender Males 339 63.25%

Females 197 36.75%

Research Hypotheses
Enterprise performance is the result of the interaction and
matching between the internal data distribution and the
external environment, which is influenced by many factors.
However, there is no uniform standard for the measurement of
enterprise performance in previous studies, and it lacks of official
nature. Therefore, a single enterprise performance dimension is
proposed and the following hypotheses are put forward.

Entrepreneur Psychological Capital and Enterprise
Performance

F1: Psychological capital of entrepreneurs has a positive effect
on enterprise performance.

F11: Entrepreneurs hope that the dimension has a positive
impact on enterprise performance.

F12: The dimension of entrepreneur self-efficacy has a
positive influence on enterprise performance.

F13: The entrepreneurial optimism dimension has a
positive impact on enterprise performance.
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F14: The dimension of entrepreneur toughness has a
positive impact on enterprise performance.

Entrepreneurial Creative Innovation Behavior and
Organizational Learning Ability

F2: Entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behavior has a positive
impact on enterprise performance.

F21: Entrepreneurs’ technological innovation has a
positive impact on enterprise performance.

F22: The creative innovation behavior of
entrepreneurs’ business model has a positive impact
on enterprise performance.

F23: The acquisition of entrepreneurial relationship
ability has a positive effect on enterprise performance.

Entrepreneur Psychological Capital, Creative
Innovation Behavior, and Enterprise Performance

F3: Entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior plays
an intermediary effect in the influence of entrepreneur’s
psychological capital on enterprise performance.

F31: The technological innovation of entrepreneurs plays
a mediating role in the influence of entrepreneur’s
psychological capital on enterprise performance.

F32: The innovation behavior of entrepreneur’s
business model plays an intermediary effect in the
influence of entrepreneur’s psychological capital on
enterprise performance.

F33: The behavior of acquiring entrepreneurial
relationship ability plays an intermediary effect in
the influence of entrepreneurial psychological capital on
enterprise performance.

The Hypothesis Model of the
Relationship Between Entrepreneurial
Psychological Capital, Creative
Innovation Behavior, and Enterprise
Performance
In the empirical study, the relationship model of entrepreneur
psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and
enterprise performance as shown in Figure 1 can be constructed
based on the above hypothesis. The independent variables of
this study are entrepreneur psychological capital, including
self-efficacy, optimism, hope, and toughness. The intermediary
variables are entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior,
including entrepreneur’s technological innovation behavior,
entrepreneur’s business model innovation behavior, and
entrepreneur’s relationship ability acquisition behavior. The
dependent variable is enterprise performance. Based on the

FIGURE 1 | The relationship model of entrepreneur’s psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and enterprise performance.
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current entrepreneurial environment, the psychological capital
of entrepreneurs can positively affect the performance of
enterprises through creative innovation behaviors.

Questionnaire Design
In empirical research, questionnaire survey is a common research
method used by scholars, which can easily and quickly obtain a lot
of required data and has a certain degree of reliability. Therefore,
according to the theoretical hypothesis proposed in this study and
the relationship model of entrepreneur’s psychological capital,
creative innovation behavior, and enterprise performance, the
variables to be measured are identified as entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, enterprise performance, and entrepreneur’s
creative innovation behavior. The scale tools are entrepreneur
psychological capital scale, enterprise performance scale, and
entrepreneur creative innovation behavior scale.

The Entrepreneur Psychological Capital Scale
As shown in Table 3, the questionnaire includes four dimensions:
self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and toughness. Self-efficacy
consists of six measurement items. The hope dimension includes
six measurement items, the optimism dimension includes six

TABLE 3 | The entrepreneur psychological capital scale.

Variables Measurement items

Self-efficacy I believe I can solve complicated problems

sense I believe that I can express and do my job well

I believe I can make a contribution to the future
development of the company

I believe that I can set the future development goals for the
company

I believe that I can communicate and coordinate the
relationship with the outside world

I believe I can deliver effective information in a timely manner

Hope
dimension

I can come up with many solutions when I am faced with
difficulties at work

I can throw myself into my work

I believe there are many solutions to any problem

I think I can succeed in my job

I am confident of achieving and exceeding my goals

I am achieving the work goals I set for myself

Optimism I have a positive attitude

dimension Sometimes I work hard but I still make mistakes

I always look on the bright side of my work

I am optimistic about the future development of my work

All the work runs counter to my ideas

At work, I always believe that “behind the dark is the light”

Toughness I will often become depressed and distracted

dimension In the face of work, I will try every means to solve the
problem

I believe I can do it alone

In my work, I go all out regardless of my emotions

I’m getting closer to my goal

I am calm under pressure

I’m experienced enough and believe I can handle anything

I’m full of energy every day

measurement items, and the toughness dimension includes
eight measurement items. Richter’s five points are used for
each item: 1 for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither
agree nor disagree, 4 for agree, and 5 for strongly agree. The
internal reliabilities of the four dimensions of self-efficacy, hope,
optimism, and toughness and the overall scale are 0.81, 0.79,
0.86, and 0.89, respectively (Laguía et al., 2019).

The Enterprise Performance Scale
As shown in Table 4, considering that there is no unified
standard for enterprise performance, the following table was
developed based on previous literature, and the scale adopted
seven indicators for evaluation. Richter’s five points were used
for each item: 1 for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for
neither agree nor disagree, 4 for agree, and 5 for strongly agree
(Liu et al., 2018).

Entrepreneur Creative Innovation Behavior Scale
As shown in Table 5, the scale includes three dimensions:
entrepreneur’s technological innovation, entrepreneur’s business
innovation, and entrepreneur’s relationship acquisition behavior.
Entrepreneur’s technological innovation behavior includes
five measurement items, entrepreneur’s business innovation
behavior includes three measurement items, and entrepreneur’s
relationship acquisition behavior includes four measurement
items. Richter’s five points were used for each item: 1 for strongly
disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neither agree nor disagree, 4 for
agree, and 5 for strongly agree (Roopsing and Nokphromphanao,
2018). The internal consistency reliabilities of the three
dimensions of entrepreneur’s technological innovation, business
innovation, and relationship acquisition behavior and the overall
scale are 0.86, 0.83, and 0.91, respectively.

Analysis Method
SPSS19.0 was used to process the data in this study. The
counting data were expressed as a percentage (%). The
relationship between entrepreneur’s psychological capital and
enterprise performance, the relationship between entrepreneur’s
creative innovation behavior and enterprise performance, and
the intermediary effect of entrepreneur’s creative innovation
behavior on enterprise performance were investigated using
AMOS 24.0 software. Besides, Spearman correlation was
used to analyze the correlation between each dimension
of entrepreneur’s psychological capital, creative innovation

TABLE 4 | The enterprise performance scale.

Variables Measurement items

Enterprise The return on total assets is slightly higher than its peers

performance The return on equity is slightly higher than that of its peers

The company’s total sales growth is slightly higher than that
of its peers

The competitiveness of the company in the same industry

Number of patented products

The position of new products in the industry

Financial trouble not encountered ever
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TABLE 5 | Entrepreneur creative innovation behavior scale.

Variables Measurement items

Technological
innovation

The management considers the company’s ability
to learn to be our competitive advantage

of entrepreneurs The company regards learning as one of the core
values for future development and improvement

The company sees learning as an investment rather
than a cost

The enterprise sees active learning as a necessary
quality for future survival

The enterprise does not attach importance to the
learning of employees

Entrepreneurial I focus on business model innovation

business creativity and
innovation

I encourage my employees, customers, and others
to provide ideas and suggestions for business
model innovation

I see continuous innovation in business models as
an important part of the organization

Entrepreneurial
relationship acquisition

Our company and partners often exchange relevant
information and experience

behavior In cooperation with others, both parties are willing
to provide helpful information

Our company and our partners are willing to
provide our own proprietary information

We will inform each other of events or changes that
may affect each other

behavior, and enterprise performance. Afterward, the t-test was
used for comparison of different demographic variables in the
psychological capital group. p < 0.05 indicates that the difference
is statistically significant.

RESULTS

Difference Analysis of Different
Demographic Variables
As shown in Table 6, in terms of gender, the psychological capital
toughness of male is significantly higher than that of female
(p < 0.05). In terms of education background, self-efficacy of
entrepreneurs with bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, or above is

significantly higher than that of junior college, senior high school
or below (p < 0.05). In terms of age, the optimism dimension
of entrepreneurs under 30 years of age is significantly higher
than that of entrepreneurs over 30 years old (p < 0.05). The
hope dimension of psychological capital of entrepreneurs under
the age of 0 is significantly higher than that over the age of 40
(p < 0.05).

Spearman Correlation Analysis of
Entrepreneur Psychological Capital,
Creative Innovation Behavior, and
Enterprise Performance
Spearman correlation was first used to analyze whether
there was a significant correlation between the psychological
capital of entrepreneurs, creative innovation behavior, and
enterprise performance. As shown in Table 7, the dimensions
of entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy and toughness are significantly
correlated with enterprise performance (p < 0.001); the
dimensions of entrepreneurs’ hope and optimism are
significantly correlated with enterprise performance (p < 0.05).
Among them, the correlation between self-efficacy and enterprise
performance is the strongest (r = 0.801).

As shown in Table 8, there is a very significant correlation
between entrepreneurs’ technological innovation behavior and
business innovation behavior and enterprise performance
(p < 0.001); there is a significant correlation between
entrepreneurial relationship acquisition behavior and enterprise
performance (p < 0.05). Among them, the correlation between
technological innovation and enterprise performance is the
strongest (r = 0.859).

TABLE 7 | Spearman correlation analysis between each dimension of
entrepreneur psychological capital and enterprise performance.

Entrepreneur
psychological capital

Self-efficacy Hope Optimism Toughness

Entrepreneur
psychological capital r

0.801 0.653 0.710 0.758

P 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.000

TABLE 6 | Analysis on the difference of psychological capital of different gender, age, and educational background.

Variables Self-efficacy Optimism Toughness Hope

Gender Male 24.58 26.75 34.58a 25.08

Female 25.12 26.36 29.59b 25.96

Educational background Senior high school and below 23.19a 25.99 32.51 25.61

Junior college 24.07a 26.16 32.74 25.17

Bachelor’s degree 26.84b 26.31 33.16 25.24

Master’s degree and above 27.01b 26.07 32.35 26.02

Age No more than 30 24.93 27.32a 32.45 26.32a

30–40 25.08 25.33b 31.94 26.17a

40–50 25.19 25.91b 32.84 24.91b

More than 50 24.60 25.61b 32.80 24.86b

Different letters a and b indicate that pairwise comparison in the group has statistical significance (p < 0.05).
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TABLE 8 | Spearman correlation analysis between the dimensions of
entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behavior and enterprise performance.

Entrepreneur
psychological capital

Technological
innovation

Business
creativity and

innovation

Relationship
acquisition
behavior

Enterprise performance
r

0.859 0.817 0.736

P 0.000 0.000 0.004

TABLE 9 | Regression analysis of entrepreneur psychological capital and
enterprise performance.

Models T-value Regression coefficient p

Self-efficacy 5.617 0.682 0.000

Optimism 4.835 0.471 0.016

Toughness 6.118 0.526 0.000

Hope 5.389 0.590 0.024

Age 1.472 0.217 0.067

Educational background 5.825 0.543 0.013

Gender 1.642 0.271 0.076

Empirical Research on Entrepreneur
Psychological Capital and Enterprise
Performance
As shown in Table 9, every dimension of entrepreneurs’
psychological capital was taken as the independent variable,
and organizational performance, age (under 30 years of age, 0;
30–40 years of age, 1; 40–50 years of age and over 50 years
of age, 2; more than 50, 3), educational background (below
high school education, 0; junior college, 1; bachelor’s degree,
2; master or above, 3), and gender (male, 1, female, 0) were
taken as dependent variables. The regression coefficient of self-
efficacy and organizational performance is 0.682, which has a very
significant positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus, the hypothesis
“F12: entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy dimension has a positive impact
on enterprise performance” is true. The regression coefficient
between optimism dimension and organizational performance
is 0.475, which has a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05).
Thus, hypothesis F13 “entrepreneur’s optimism dimension has
a positive impact on enterprise performance” is true. The
regression coefficient between the expected dimension and
organizational performance is 0.590, with a significant positive
correlation (p < 0.05). Thus, the hypothesis “F11: entrepreneurs’
hope dimension has a positive impact on enterprise performance”
is true. The regression coefficient between toughness dimension
and organizational performance is 0.526, showing a very
significant positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus, hypothesis
“F14: entrepreneur toughness dimension has a positive impact
on enterprise performance” is true. The regression coefficient
between educational background and enterprise performance is
0.543, showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.05).

The relationship between variables was handled through the
analysis of entrepreneur psychology scale and structural equation
model. Self-efficacy was expressed by the English abbreviation SE,
hope dimension is expressed by HO, optimism dimension was

expressed by OP, toughness dimension was expressed by TO, and
enterprise performance is expressed by PE.

As shown in Figure 2, self-efficacy, hope dimension,
optimism dimension, and toughness dimension are external
latent growth variables, and enterprise performance belongs
to internal latent growth variables. In addition, there are 17
residual variables. The standardized path coefficient of self-
efficacy and enterprise performance is 0.312, the standardized
path coefficient of hope dimension and enterprise performance
is 0.418, the standardized path coefficient of optimism dimension
and enterprise performance is 0.361, and the standardized path
coefficient of toughness dimension and enterprise performance
is 0.454. Table 10 is the fitting index of the relationship
model between entrepreneur psychological capital and enterprise
performance. The X2 fitting priority index (X2/df), the root-
mean-square error approximation (RMSEA), the goodness of
fitting test (GFI), the normalized fitting index (NFI), the Tucker–
Lewis index (TLI), the cross validity test index (ECVI), and the
comparison fitting index (CFI) all meet the fitting standard, and
the fitting evaluation is ideal.

An Empirical Study on Entrepreneurs’
Creative Innovation Behavior and
Enterprise Performance
As shown in Table 11, the multiple linear regression analysis
was conducted with each dimension of entrepreneurs’
creative innovation behavior as independent variable and
organizational performance as dependent variable, age,
educational background, and gender as the control variables.
The regression coefficient between technological innovation and
organizational performance is 0.506, showing a very significant
positive correlation (p < 0.001). Thus, the hypothesis “F21:
entrepreneurs’ technological innovation has a positive impact
on enterprise performance” is true. The regression coefficient
between business innovation and organizational performance is
0.562, showing a very significant positive correlation (p < 0.001).
Thus, hypothesis “F22: entrepreneurs’ creative innovation
behavior in business model has a positive impact on enterprise
performance” is true. The regression coefficient of relationship
acquisition ability and organizational performance is 0.632,
showing a significant positive correlation (p < 0.01). Thus, the
hypothesis “F23: the acquisition of entrepreneurial relationship
ability has a positive impact on enterprise performance” is
established. The regression coefficient between educational
background and enterprise performance is 0.496, showing a
significant positive correlation (p < 0.05).

As shown in Figure 3, technical innovation behavior is
represented by the English abbreviation TE, business innovation
behavior is represented by BU, and entrepreneurial relationship
acquisition behavior is represented by RE. Technological
innovation behavior, business innovation behavior, and
entrepreneur relationship acquisition behavior are extrinsic
latent growth variables, and enterprise performance is intrinsic
latent growth variables. In addition, there are 14 residual
variables. The standardized path coefficient of technological
innovation and enterprise performance is 0.381, the standardized
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FIGURE 2 | The structural equation path analysis of the relationship model between entrepreneur psychological capital and enterprise performance. Note: * meant
significant at p < 0.05; ** meant significant at p < 0.001.

TABLE 10 | The fitting index of the relationship model between entrepreneur
psychological capital and enterprise performance.

Test indicator X2/df RMSEA GFI NFI TLI ECVI CFI

Fitting results 2.109 0.052 1.137 1.295 1.070 0.683 1.033

Fitting evaluation Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal

path coefficient of business innovation and enterprise
performance is 0.353, and the standardized path coefficient
of relationship acquisition ability and enterprise performance is
0.461. Table 12 shows the fitting index of the relationship model
between entrepreneurs’ creativity and innovation and enterprise
performance. The X2/df, RMSEA, GFI, NFI, TLI, ECVI, and CFI
all meet the fitting standard, and the fitting evaluation is ideal.

Empirical Research on Entrepreneur’s
Psychological Capital, Creative
Innovation Behavior, and Enterprise
Performance
As shown in Figure 4, the entrepreneur’s creative innovation
behavior was taken as the intermediary variable of

TABLE 11 | Regression analysis of entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behavior
and enterprise performance.

Models T-value Regression coefficient p

Technological innovation 4.591 0.506 0.000

Business creativity and innovation 5.380 0.562 0.016

Relationship acquisition 5.628 0.632 0.008

Age 3.752 0.362 0.051

Educational background 5.796 0.496 0.011

Gender 2.371 0.301 0.072

the entrepreneur’s psychological capital and enterprise
performance, and the structural equation modeling method
is applied to analyze its mechanism of action. After the
inclusion of intermediary variable entrepreneurs’ creative
innovation behavior, the standardized path coefficient has a
significant change.

After incorporating entrepreneurial technological innovation,
entrepreneurial business innovation, and entrepreneurial
relationship to obtain behavioral variables, the standardized
path coefficient of entrepreneur self-efficacy and enterprise
performance is significantly reduced from 0.312 to 0.176; the
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FIGURE 3 | The structural equation path analysis of the relationship model between entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior and enterprise performance. Note: *
meant significant at p < 0.05; ** meant significant at p < 0.001.

TABLE 12 | The fitting index of the relationship model between entrepreneur’s
creative innovation behavior and enterprise performance.

Test indicator X2/df RMSEA GFI NFI TLI ECVI CFI

Fitting results 1.973 0.059 1.206 1.347 1.255 0.551 1.170

Fitting evaluation Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal

standardized path coefficient of the dimension of entrepreneurs’
hope and enterprise performance decreases significantly from
0.418 to 0.262, the standardized path coefficient of the dimension
of entrepreneurs’ optimism and enterprise performance
decreases significantly from 0.361 to 0.211, and the standardized
path coefficient of the dimension of entrepreneurs’ toughness
and enterprise performance decreases significantly from 0.454
to 0.274; the standardized path coefficient of entrepreneurs’
technological innovation and enterprise performance is
0.335; and the standardized path coefficient of entrepreneurs’
business innovation and enterprise performance is 0.401. The
standardized path coefficient of entrepreneurial relationship

acquisition behavior and enterprise performance is 0.382. Thus,
the hypothesis “F3: entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior
is the intermediary variable of entrepreneur’s psychological
capital affecting enterprise performance, and entrepreneur’s
psychological capital influences enterprise performance through
entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior” is true.

DISCUSSION

Entrepreneurs are the beneficial implementers of entrepreneurial
plans and activities, which determine the success of
entrepreneurship. How to develop the psychological capital
of entrepreneurs in the current competitive social background
is an urgent problem to be solved. Therefore, the questionnaire
survey method was combined with structural equation model
analysis method to study 517 enterprises in different fields
in Anhui region. First, it is found that the dimension of
psychological capital toughness of males is significantly higher
than that of females (p < 0.05), which is the same as the
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FIGURE 4 | The relationship between entrepreneurial psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and enterprise performance path. Note: * meant significant
at p < 0.05; ** meant significant at p < 0.001.

research results of Digan et al. (2019), suggesting that male
entrepreneurs are better able to cope with stress and difficulties.
The self-efficacy of entrepreneurs with bachelor’s degree, master’s
degree, or above is significantly higher than that of junior college,
senior high school, or below (p < 0.05), which is similar to the
research results of Anokye and Asumeng (2019), suggesting
that highly educated entrepreneurs have a higher degree of
confidence in achieving their goals. The optimism dimension
of entrepreneurs under 30 years of age is significantly higher
than that of entrepreneurs over 30 years of age, and the hope
dimension of entrepreneurs under 40 years of age is significantly
higher than that of entrepreneurs over 40 years of age (p < 0.05).
This may be because entrepreneurs under the age of 30 are more
unmarried, have fewer worries about starting a business, and
are more optimistic, while entrepreneurs under the age of 40
are regarded as the golden age of entrepreneurs, full of hope
for the future (Nordin et al., 2019). The dimensions of self-
efficacy and toughness are significantly positively correlated with
organizational performance (p < 0.001), while the dimensions of
optimism and hope are significantly positively correlated with
organizational performance (p < 0.05). This is consistent with
the research results of Wang et al. (2018), suggesting that all
dimensions of entrepreneur psychological capital can promote
the improvement of enterprise performance, but the dimensions
of self-efficacy and toughness have higher positive influence than
the dimensions of hope and optimism. This may be because the

dimension of optimism and hope is the self-confident expression
of entrepreneurs themselves, which can promote entrepreneurs
to carry out innovative activities but cannot guarantee the quality
of activities (Lucky, 2018). According to the analysis of the
structural equation model, it is found that the fitting indexes of
the relationship model between the entrepreneur’s psychological
capital and enterprise performance all meet the fitting criteria,
which indicates that the model is supported. Thus, the hypothesis
“F1: entrepreneur psychological capital has a positive impact on
enterprise performance” is true.

In order to maintain the competitive advantage of enterprises
in the same industry, entrepreneurs need to take risks, actively
launch new products and services, and explore new markets,
which requires entrepreneurs to have efficient creative innovation
behaviors (Asad et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2018). In this
study, it is found that entrepreneurs’ technological creative
innovation behavior, business creative innovation behavior, and
organizational performance have extremely significant positive
correlation (p < 0.001), while the standardized regression
coefficient of entrepreneurial relationship acquisition behavior
and organizational performance is 0.632, showing a significant
positive correlation (p < 0.05). This is consistent with the
research results of Subramanian et al. (2019), which shows that
each dimension of entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior
has a positive promoting effect on enterprise performance, but
entrepreneur’s technological creative innovation behavior and
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business creative innovation behavior have higher influence
than entrepreneur’s relationship acquisition behavior. This may
be because although entrepreneurs can make use of divergent
thinking to obtain a broader knowledge space in relation degree
and complete the integration of various resources, they cannot
directly promote innovation activities (Obschonka et al., 2018).
In addition, the structural equation model analysis found that
the fitting index of the model of the relationship between
entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behavior and enterprise
performance met the adaptation criteria, indicating that the
model was supported. Thus, the hypothesis “F2: entrepreneurs’
creative innovation behavior has a positive impact on enterprise
performance” is true.

In addition, after the entrepreneur’s creative innovation
behavior was regarded as the intermediary variable of the
entrepreneur’s psychological capital and enterprise performance,
and the structural equation model was used to analyze and find
that after the entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior variable
was included, the dimensions of entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy,
hope, optimism, and toughness and the standardized path
coefficient of enterprise performance were significantly reduced.
This is basically consistent with the research results of Shin et al.
(2018), suggesting that the psychological capital of entrepreneurs
can exert a positive effect on the performance of enterprises
through the intermediary of entrepreneurs’ creative innovation
behaviors (Chen, 2019; Gonçalves de Lima et al., 2020).
This is because the psychological capital of entrepreneurs can
stimulate the divergent thinking of entrepreneurs, enhance the
ability of technological and business creativity and innovation,
explore new profit models, and finally continuously improve
the level of enterprise performance (Pierre Johnson et al., 2019;
Yan et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

By establishing the relationship model of entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, creative innovation behavior, and
enterprise performance path, the authors analyzed the influence
of various dimensions of entrepreneur’s psychological capital,
creative innovation behavior on enterprise performance, and

the mediation of entrepreneur’s creative innovation behavior
on enterprise performance, providing a theoretical basis for
the improvement of enterprise performance in the future
(Shen et al., 2019). However, due to the limitations of time
and economic capacity, there is no clear standard for the
measurement dimension of enterprise performance. The
innovative performance was used to represent enterprise
performance, which had certain ambiguity. Subsequently, the
enterprise performance can be divided into dimensions to make
the evaluation more accurate. In a word, both entrepreneurial
psychological capital and creative innovation can promote the
improvement of enterprise performance (Zheng and Liu, 2020).
The psychological capital of entrepreneurs can exert a positive
effect on the performance of enterprises through the intermediary
of entrepreneurs’ creative innovation behaviors.
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Past research about social entrepreneurial intention has centered on the impact of bright
personalities; however, dark personalities such as the dark triad are also considered to
have advantages. This study explored the relationship between the dark triad and social
entrepreneurial intention by focusing on the mediating role of moral disengagement and
the moderating role of empathic concern and perspective taking. Based on a sample of
491 undergraduates and 412 students in a master in business administration program
in China, the dark triad was found to be negatively related to social entrepreneurial
intention through moral disengagement. Moreover, high levels of empathic concern and
perspective taking weakened the direct effect of the dark triad on moral disengagement,
as well as the indirect effect of the dark triad on social entrepreneurial intention. Our
study extends the research in the field of personality and entrepreneurship. Given the
findings on the role of moral disengagement, empathic concern, and perspective taking,
education efforts may assist in decreasing the negative effects of the dark triad on social
entrepreneurial intention.

Keywords: social entrepreneurial intention, dark triad, moral disengagement, empathic concern, perspective
taking

INTRODUCTION

Social entrepreneurial intention (SEI) is gaining momentum in entrepreneurial research (Bandura
et al., 1996; Liñán and Fayolle, 2015). Unlike business entrepreneurial intention (EI), which
means to create a business for the purpose of profitability, SEI refers to the willingness of
pursuing social missions by establishing a social venture (Bacq and Alt, 2018). Social entrepreneurs
view social issues from a business perspective and use commercial planning to solve social
problems, such as poverty, disease, and so on. And practice has proved that social enterprises
have played an important role in helping solve social problems (Wu et al., 2020). According to
Brockhaus, who applied the theory of personality in the field of entrepreneurship, identifying that
personality traits of entrepreneurs should be the key topic of entrepreneurship studies (Brockhaus
Sr, 1980). Recent studies have confirmed that generally positively perceived personality such as
self-efficacy (Hockerts, 2017; Fuller et al., 2018) and compassion (Miller et al., 2012) has significant
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impacts on SEI. In fact, all personality traits, whether bright
or dark, may provide advantages and disadvantages for
entrepreneurs (Smith et al., 2018). Even dark personality
traits such as narcissism and aggressiveness are needed in
certain situations to help overcome difficulties such as raising
funds during start-up period (Miller, 2015). Therefore, the
role of the dark triad (DT) – which is the combination of
the personality traits of Machiavellianism, psychopathy, and
narcissism (Paulhus and Williams, 2002)—is valuable in the field
of social entrepreneurship research (Do and Dadvari, 2017).

According to the theory of planned behavior, intentions
can effectively and reliably predict individual behavior (Ajzen,
1991; Urban and Chantson, 2019). Individuals with SEI, to
a large extent, represent that they seek to implement social
entrepreneurial activities to help address society’s unmet needs.
Actually, DT has been identified to have positive social outcomes
such as acquiring to important resources and benefiting the
organization (Do and Dadvari, 2017; Smith et al., 2018). However,
SEI combines not only commercial purpose but also social
purpose, and the impact of DT on SEI is greatly ignored.
Therefore, the specific question we first seek to explore in this
research is whether the impact of DT on SEI is positive and
how DT affects SEI.

Moreover, social cognitive theory has identified a promising
mediator, moral disengagement (MD), which explains how
people avoid feeling guilty after engaging in harmful behavior
that does not conform to their moral code (Bandura et al.,
1996; Bandura, 1999). In prior researches, DT was confirmed
to correlate with low scores of conscientiousness (Paulhus and
Williams, 2002; Jones et al., 2017), which may easily lead to MD.
In addition, MD is also regarded as a predictor of antisocial
behavior (Bandura et al., 2001), and thus individuals with
MD may show lower levels of intention in the face of social
entrepreneurship.

In addition, MD does not exist as a fixed characteristic,
but rather influenced by both social features, as well mental
activities (Bandura, 2002b). Detert et al. (2008) found that people
who were more empathic were more likely to refrain from
MD. Thus, empathy is a promising factor that may inhibit
MD. However, empathy is a complex phenomenon, involving
at least two fundamental components: empathic concern (EC)
and perspective taking (PT) (Wakabayashi et al., 2006; Greenberg
et al., 2015); it has been recommended that researchers consider
different aspects of empathy to obtain more accurate inferences
(Schalkwijk et al., 2016). Hence, the third step of this research
is to separately check the moderating role of the two aspects of
empathy, EC and PT. The heuristic relationship of our study is
shown in Figure 1.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

The Dark Triad and Social
Entrepreneurial Intention
Personality plays an important role in situations that are complex
and full of uncertainty, such as social entrepreneurial activities
(Frank et al., 2007). Indeed, scholars have recently become

FIGURE 1 | The heuristic relationship of the study.

more interested in the role of personality in the study of social
entrepreneurship. In particular, DT was found to affect all
domains of human behaviors (Lee et al., 2013) and even produce
positive results (Hogan and Hogan, 2001), which bring new ideas
to the study of SEI.

The three overlapping dimensions of DT are
Machiavellianism, psychopathy, and narcissism (Paulhus
and Williams, 2002). Specifically, Machiavellianism means
emotional indifference toward others and the absence of
traditional morality (Christie and Geis, 1970); psychopathy
is represented by impulsiveness and emotional indifference
(Lilienfeld and Andrews, 1996), and narcissism is defined by
self-centeredness, admiration of vanity, and the enjoyment of
superiority (Raskin and Hall, 1979). All three dimensions are
considered socially aversive personality traits (Paulhus and
Williams, 2002). Wu et al. (2019a,b) believed that individuals
with DT prefer to gain higher returns in a short time, so as to
participate in behaviors that neglect social responsibility such as
destroying the environment, which violated the mission of social
entrepreneurship.

It is worth noting that people are more likely to generate
in entrepreneurial activities if they scored high in DT (Do
and Dadvari, 2017). However, Kramer et al. (2011) explain
that their passion for entrepreneurship may be based on selfish
competitive strategies instead of true desire. SEI arises from a
high degree of concern toward social issues through an intention
to help others, which largely circumvents self-serving strategies.
Therefore, unlike the positive relationship between DT and EI
(Do and Dadvari, 2017; Wu et al., 2019b), the influence of DT
on SEI may not be positive. Based on the above, we propose
Hypothesis 1:

Hypothesis 1: DT is negatively related to SEI.

Moral Disengagement as a Mediator
According to Garriga and Melé (2004) and Ven et al. (2010),
entrepreneurs increasingly deem bearing social responsibilities
to be an ethical duty. As a “subspecies” of the entrepreneur
group (Dees, 1998), social entrepreneurs are more likely to view
social responsibilities as their moral obligation. As underlined
by the concept of MD, most people will behave morally when
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moral self-regulation is activated, but moral standards are not
a stable constraint but rather can be selectively deactivated,
which is known as MD. Moral disengagement is triggered by
eight correlative cognitive mechanisms, including euphemistic
labeling, dehumanization, displacement of responsibility, and
so on. Studies have shown that MD can affect externalization
attitudes of individuals (Muratori et al., 2017), and it has been
found that MD can mediate the relationship between DT and
immoral consumer attitudes (Egan et al., 2015). Considering that
the mechanism of MD can serve as a means to avoid social
responsibility, we expect that DT may affect individual attitude
toward social entrepreneurship through MD.

Specifically, MD often leads to negative behaviors such as
general unethical behavior and a series of negative psychological
states, including increasing the dehumanization of others
(Moore, 2015). Moreover, individuals with MD usually make self-
serving decisions (Bandura et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2012) and
engage in less prosocial behavior (Bandura et al., 2001), such as
responding to fewer social concerns. Indeed, studies have shown
that high levels of MD are related to serious antisocial behavior
in young people (Bandura et al., 2001; Gini, 2006; Shulman
et al., 2011). Therefore, it appears that individuals with MD may
have an extremely indifferent attitude toward social issues, which
result in deceased SEI.

Further, Paulhus and Williams (2002), Li-Ping Tang et al.
(2008), Kish-Gephart et al. (2010) highlighted that MD is based
on two components of DT: Machiavellianism and psychopathy.
First, Machiavellian individuals show more ruthlessness and
selflessness in their daily work than psychopathic and narcissistic
individuals. The calculative aspect makes them ignore moral
norms in the face of moral dilemmas, which may easily lead to
MD. Second, individuals with Machiavellian and psychopathic
traits have lower scores of conscientiousness (Paulhus and
Williams, 2002), which makes them easily abandon self-
discipline. Regarding narcissism, Hoffman et al. (2011) opined
that narcissistic leaders tend to displace responsibility: that is,
attributing success and development of the group to themselves
while attributing bad outcomes to the group. In addition,
callousness is a conjoint core among the components of DT
(Jones and Paulhus, 2011) and also a component of MD
(Hyde et al., 2010; Muratori et al., 2017). Previous research has
confirmed that young people with higher callousness may be
more likely to implement MD (Shulman et al., 2011).

Thus, it appears that DT is closely related to MD, which in
turn leads to decreased SEI. Therefore, we propose the following
as Hypothesis 2:

Hypothesis 2: Moral disengagement mediates the
relationship between DT and SEI.

Empathic Concern and Perspective
Taking as Moderators
Mair and Noboa (2006) identified several unique aspects of the
traditional measures used in the theory of planned behavior and
EI model, including not only moral obligation as representative
of social norms but also empathy as representative of the attitude
toward behavior. This idea has been applied to the international

context by scholars (Tukamushaba et al., 2011), while keeping all
variables and assumptions from Mair and Noboa’s model.

First, as the affective component of empathy, EC means feeling
compassion and care for less fortunate people based on their
perspective (Davis, 1983), and EC is considered to contribute
to moral judgments (Decety et al., 2011). Having concern for
the suffering of others makes individuals more likely to behave
consistent with their moral standards, and they will suffer from
guilt and self-condemnation when they betray those standards
(Bussey et al., 2015), thus inhibiting MD. Additionally, high
levels of EC have been found to be related to high moral
cognition and moral cognation processes (Pohling et al., 2016).
In short, highly empathic people are able to put themselves in
the shoes of others easier and therefore avoid experiencing MD
(Greenberg et al., 2015).

Second, as the cognitive component of empathy, PT refers
to the tendency to understand others’ psychological views
(Davis, 1983), and PT is also considered to contribute to moral
judgments (Decety et al., 2011). Bergman argued that thinking
from the viewpoints of others is beneficial for understanding the
impact of behavior on others, thus enhancing ethical perception
and consciousness (Bergman, 2002). Moreover, managers were
found to possess a higher sense of responsibility toward others,
as well as a high degree of moral awareness, and when they adopt
others’ viewpoints at work, it likely provides benefits to the whole
organization (Mencl and May, 2009). Thus, it is speculated that
DT individuals with high PT will engage in less MD. On the basis
of the above, we propose that:

Hypothesis 3a: Empathic concern moderates the
relationship between DT and MD, such that the
relationship is weaker when EC is higher.
Hypothesis 3b: Perspective taking moderates the
relationship between DT and MD, such that the
relationship is weaker when PT is higher.

The above hypotheses represent an integrated framework
in which MD mediates the negative relationship between DT
and SEI, and EC and PT moderate the positive relationship
between DT and MD. Further, a previous study has found that
EC and PT can arouse prosocial intentions (Batson, 2014), and
indeed EC and PT are believed to facilitate prosocial behavior
(Habashi et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2019), which is considered
a driving factor in individuals contemplating engagement in
social entrepreneurship (Bacq and Alt, 2018). Hence, it is logical
to suggest that EC and PT also moderate the strength of the
mediating mechanism for MD in the relationship between DT
and SEI. That is, the indirect effect of DT on SEI may be weaker
for individuals high in EC or PT. However, when individuals’ EC
or PT levels are low, DT may be more influential on SEI. Taken
together, we propose that:

Hypothesis 4a: Empathic concern moderates the indirect
effect of DT on SEI via MD so that the indirect effect is
weaker when EC is higher.
Hypothesis 4b: Perspective taking moderates the indirect
effect of DT on SEI via MD so that the indirect effect is
weaker when PT is higher.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Procedures
It has been suggested that to measure SEI more accurately, people
facing professional decision-making are suitable research samples
(Hockerts, 2017). Thus, to survey our proposed hypotheses, we
used an undergraduate student sample for Study 1. In addition,
considering that students with SEI are not limited to business
majors (Krueger and Carsrud, 1993; Hmieleski and Lerner,
2016), particularly in China where entrepreneurship is strongly
encouraged nowadays, we also included students from other
majors such as the arts, sciences, and engineering in our sample.
Besides, to check the robustness of the results, we conducted
Study 2 using a student sample of graduate students enrolled in a
master in business administration (MBA) program. If the results
of Study 2 are consistent with Study 1, then the robustness of
our research is satisfied. In addition, we have to declare that we
have obtained the informed consent of the participants before
the investigation.

For Study 1, which was conducted in December 2018, students
from 13 universities in Tianjin, China, participated in the survey.
We distributed 800 questionnaires through the Internet and
offline channels, and 615 undergraduates returned the survey,
indicating a response rate of 77%. However, some surveys were
excluded because they were not completely answered; we finally
obtained 491 respondents, with an effective response rate of 80%.
As detailed in Table 1, 48% of our sample was male, and 52%
was female, and the average age was 22 years. Forty-two percent
of participants reported that they had entrepreneurial practice
experience, and 47% of participants reported that their family
members had formed sole proprietorships or partnerships.

Measures
Questionnaire for Study 1 contained a total of 32 items, measured
by a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree), with 4 being a neutral response. The original
scales were in English, and thus we first translated them into
Chinese and back-translated into English to ensure accuracy.
Furthermore, the average score for all items related to each
variable was used, with higher scores reflecting higher levels of
the variable measured.

To evaluate the internal reliability, convergent validity, and
discriminant validity of our scales, first, in line with (Flatten
et al., 2015; Bacq and Alt, 2018), the Cronbach α and composite
reliability of each scale were applied to test the internal reliability,
using 0.6 as the recommended cutoff. Next, to test the convergent
validity of our scales, the average variance extracted (AVE) was
applied, using the acceptance criterion of 0.5, which means
that the variable explains at least half of the variance of its
indicators. Finally, to ensure discriminant validity, the square
root of the AVE of each variable was calculated according to
Claes and Larcker (1981), following the guideline that it should
be greater than the Pearson zero-order correlation between the
corresponding constructs.

The Dark Triad
The 12-item Dirty Dozen scale was applied to measure DT
(Jonason and Webster, 2010), with each of the three dimensions

consisting of four items. An example item of Machiavellianism is
“I have used deceit or lied to get my way”; the Cronbach α was
0.85, and the AVE was 0.69. An example item of psychopathy
is “I tend to lack remorse”; the Cronbach α was 0.81, and the
AVE was 0.64. An example item of narcissism is “I tend to
want others to admire me”; the Cronbach α was 0.66, and the
AVE was 0.50. In addition, the composite reliabilities of the
three dimensions exceeded 0.80. Thus, the internal reliability,
convergent validity, and discriminant validity of all dimensions
of this scale were confirmed.

Moral Disengagement
Moral disengagement was measured with an eight-item scale
constructed by Moore et al. (2012), which is particularly adapted
for a wide range of adult participants, and the eight-item scale
was confirmed to have no differences from those complex scales
both on statistical and practical grounds (Moore et al., 2012).
Example items of the scale are euphemistic labeling: “Taking
something without the owner’s permission is okay as long as
you’re just borrowing it”; and dehumanization: “Some people
have to be treated roughly because they lack feelings that can be
hurt.” The Cronbach α of the scale in our study was 0.92, the
composite reliability was 0.94, and the AVE was 0.65, confirming
reliability and validity.

Empathic Concern and Perspective Taking
We assessed EC and PT using two scales recommended by Davis
(1980), consisting of four and five items, respectively. “I often
have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me”
is an example of an item measuring EC. The EC items obtained
a Cronbach α of 0.75 in our study, a composite reliability of 0.84,
and an AVE of 0.57. “I sometimes try to understand my friends
better by imagining how things look from their perspective” is
an example of an item measuring PT. The PT items obtained a
Cronbach α of 0.82 in our study, a composite reliability of 0.87,
and an AVE of 0.58. Thus, these scales were reliable and valid.

Social Entrepreneurial Intention
SEI was assessed using a three-item scale, which was a
combination of the adjusted version of previous EI scales
(Douglas and Shepherd, 2002; Thompson, 2009; Hockerts, 2017)
and an item adapted from the EI scale used by Liñán and Chen
(2009). For example, “I expect that at some point in the future I
will be involved in launching an organization that aims to solve
social problems.” In this study, the Cronbach α of the scale was
0.67, the composite reliability was 0.82, and the AVE was 0.60,
indicating reliability and validity.

Control Variables
Previous research has highlighted that gender differences have a
significant impact toward entrepreneurship activities (Laudano
et al., 2019). In addition, recognizing that students’ intention
toward social entrepreneurship may change with age (Hatak et al.,
2015), we added gender (0 = male, 1 = female) and age as
control variables. Further, family business background (0 = yes,
1 = no) and past entrepreneurial practice experience (0 = yes;
1 = no) were also controlled because students with family or
personal entrepreneurial experience may better understand the
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TABLE 1 | Mean, standard deviation, Pearson zero-order correlation, and the discriminant validity test for Study 1.

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Gender 1.52 0.50

Age 22.00 2.54 −0.06

Family business background 1.58 0.50 0.04 −0.09

Past entrepreneurial practice experience 1.53 0.50 0.02 −0.15** 0.33**

Machiavellianism 3.74 1.11 −0.14** 0.03 −0.30** −0.36** 0.83

Psychopathy 3.72 1.07 −0.06 0.09 −0.37** −0.41** 0.77** 0.80

Narcissism 4.38 0.79 −0.01 −0.12* −0.01 0.01 0.36** 0.22** 0.71

MD 3.53 1.16 −0.11* 0.19** −0.37** −0.48** 0.73** 0.74** 0.10* 0.81

EC 4.75 0.81 0.06 −0.04 0.26** 0.32** −0.46** −0.53** 0.01 −0.52** 0.75

PT 4.75 0.81 0.04 −0.11* 0.28** 0.32** −0.47** −0.50** 0.04 −0.58** 0.66** 0.76

SEI 4.51 0.79 −0.06 −0.01 0.13** 0.13** −0.27** −0.31** 0.07 −0.31** 0.44** 0.49** 0.77

N = 491; *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 (two-tailed). Numbers in bold represent AVE.

entrepreneurial process, which may influence SEI (Chlosta et al.,
2012; Vaillant and Lafuente, 2019).

Data Analysis
To test our hypotheses about the mechanism of how DT
influences SEI, SPSS, Bizinsight (Beijing) Information
Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China was used. First, as explained
above, we confirmed the quality of our scales including their
internal consistency reliability and convergent and discriminant
validity. Second, we tested the main effect by multiple regression
analysis. Third, MacKinnon’s four-step method (MacKinnon,
2012), a widely used method of mediation test, was applied
to test the mediation effect in our research. Fourth, multiple
regression analysis was applied again to test the moderation
effect. Furthermore, we evaluated whether the mediation effect
was moderated by EC and PT using path analysis with PROCESS
macro as suggested by Hayes (2017). After completing these
procedures, we repeated the same analyses using our sample of
MBA students (Study 2) to ensure the robustness of our results.

RESULTS

Test of Hypotheses
As detailed previously, our scales showed a satisfactory level of
internal reliability and met the standards in both convergent and
discriminant validity. The descriptive statistics of our sample are
shown in Table 1.

To prove Hypothesis 1 – that DT was negatively related to
SEI – we constructed Models 1 and 2 (Table 2) using SEI as the
dependent variable. Initially, we only input control variables into
Model 1. Next, the independent variable was added to Model 2,
which revealed a significant negative relationship between DT
and SEI, b = −0.21, p < 0.001. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported.

In Hypothesis 2, we anticipated that MD plays a mediating
role in the relationship between DT and SEI. To test this
hypothesis, the four-step method of MacKinnon (2012) was
applied, which requires (a) a significant relationship between
DT and SEI, (b) a significant relationship between DT and
MD, (c) a significant relationship between MD and SEI when

DT is controlled, and (d) a significant coefficient of the
indirect path between DT and SEI via MD. Whether the last
requirement is satisfied depends on the result of the bias-
corrected percentile bootstrap.

As Table 2 shows, (a) DT was negatively related to SEI,
b = −0.21, p < 0.001 (Model 2); (b) DT had a significantly
positive association with MD, b = 0.84, p < 0.001 (Model 6);
(c) MD had a significantly negative association with SEI after
DT was controlled, b = −0.21, p < 0.001 (Model 4); and (d) the
indirect relationship between DT and SEI via MD was significant
(b = −0.17, SE = 0.05, 95% confidence interval [CI] = [−0.28,
−0.08]). Overall, the four standards for establishing a mediation
effect were fully satisfied, which revealed that MD mediated
the relationship between DT and SEI. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was
supported. More importantly, in Model 4, we can see that the
direct impact of DT on SEI became non-significant compared
with Model 2, indicating that MD completely mediated the
relationship between DT and SEI.

In Hypotheses 3a and 3b, we expected that both EC and PT
moderate the relationship between DT and MD. As Table 2
illustrates, in Model 7, DT ∗ EC was significantly related to MD
(b = −0.10, p < 0.05). In Model 8, DT ∗ PT was also significantly
related to MD (b = −0.15 p < 0.001). Thus, the relationship
between DT and MD was moderated by EC and PT, supporting
Hypotheses 3a and 3b.

Furthermore, to show the moderating role of EC and PT
vividly, we plotted the regression of DT on MD for high
(1 standard deviation above the mean) and low (1 standard
deviation below the mean) levels of EC and PT using simple slope
tests (Figures 2, 3). As shown in Figure 2, there was a significantly
positive relationship between DT and MD at low levels of EC
(b = 0.84, p < 0.001). However, the relationship between DT
and MD was weaker at high levels of EC (b = 0.68, p < 0.001).
Similarly, as shown in Figure 3, the relationship between DT and
MD was also weaker at high levels of PT (b = 0.63, p < 0.001) than
at low levels of PT (b = 0.87, p < 0.001). Thus, Hypotheses 3a and
3b were further supported.

In Hypotheses 4a and 4b, we expected that EC and PT
would moderate the indirect path of DT on SEI via MD.
To test the moderated mediation effect, we performed path
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TABLE 2 | Results of multiple regression analysis in Study 1.

Variables Social entrepreneurial intention Moral disengagement

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Gender −0.10 −0.13 −0.15* −0.15* −0.20* −0.08 −0.08 −0.10

Age −0.00 −0.00 0.01 0.01 0.05** 0.06*** 0.05*** 0.05***

Family business background 0.16* 0.08 0.04 0.03 −0.54*** −0.25** 0.20** −0.16*

Past entrepreneurial practice experience 0.16* 0.07 −0.04 −0.04 −0.89*** −0.52*** −0.42*** −0.40***

DT −0.21*** −0.04 0.84*** 1.23*** 1.45***

MD −0.23*** −0.21***

EC 0.04

PT 0.11

DT * EC −0.10*

DT * PT −0.15***

R2 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.11 0.30 0.58 0.62 0.65

Adjusted R2 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.29 0.58 0.62 0.65

F 3.74** 7.04*** 11.38*** 9.53*** 51.7*** 135.44*** 112.60*** 128.19***

N = 491; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed).

FIGURE 2 | The moderation effect of empathic concern in Study 1.

analysis with Hayes’ PROCESS, bootstrapping 5,000 samples
to compute bias-corrected CIs. The results demonstrated that
the indirect effect of DT on SEI via MD was moderated by
both EC and PT. First, for low EC individuals, a significant
negative indirect relationship between DT and SEI was obtained,
b = −0.17, SE = 0.05, 95% CI = [−0.28, −0.08]. This
relationship was weaker for high EC individuals, b = −0.14,
SE = 0.04, 95% CI = [−0.23, −0.06]. Also, the indirect
relationship between DT and SEI was also weaker for high
PT individuals (b = −0.13, SE = 0.04, 95% CI = [−0.21,
−0.06]) than for low PT individuals (b = −0.18, SE = 0.05,

95% CI = [−0.28, −0.08]). Thus, Hypotheses 4a and 4b
were supported in that DT interacts with EC and PT to
influence MD, which in turn influences SEI. Given that EC
and PT, respectively, moderated the first half of the mediation
procedure, we refer to it as a “first stage moderation model”
(Edwards and Lambert, 2007).

Robustness Test
To ensure the robustness of our results, we conducted Study 2.
First, we replaced our sample with MBA students from Tianjin,
China, because MBA students with excellent sustainability
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FIGURE 3 | The moderation effect of perspective taking in Study 1.

TABLE 3 | Mean, standard deviation, Pearson zero-order correlation, and the discriminant validity test of Study 2.

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Gender 0.52 0.50

Age 30.66 3.99 −0.16**

Family business background 0.27 0.45 −0.04 −0.07

Past entrepreneurial practice experience 0.19 0.39 0.15** −0.15** 0.40**

Machiavellianism 2.82 1.32 −0.18** 0.10* −0.00 −0.00 0.80

Psychopathy 2.72 1.16 −0.22** 0.02 −0.01 −0.03 0.68** 0.73

Narcissism 4.40 1.20 −0.14** −0.06 −0.03 −0.02 0.37** 0.19** 0.74

MD 2.37 1.20 −0.20** 0.05 −0.05 0.00 0.62** 0.63** 0.13** 0.75

EC 5.49 1.00 0.02 −0.07 0.02 −0.01 −0.34** −0.39** 0.01 −0.32** 0.78

PT 5.43 1.05 −0.04 −0.05 0.28** 0.04 −0.32** −0.39** 0.01 −0.32** 0.68** 0.80

SEI 4.80 1.09 −0.12 −0.07 0.13** 0.17** −0.19** −0.23** 0.11* −0.21** 0.40** 0.35** 0.75

N = 412; *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 (two-tailed). Numbers in bold represent AVE.

concepts have been increasingly favored by employers
recently (Awaysheh and Bonfiglio, 2017). We distributed
500 questionnaires in the classroom, and all of them were
returned. However, 88 questionnaires were excluded because
of incomplete information, providing an effective response rate
of 82%. The average age of respondents in this study was 31.
Next, the measurement of SEI was replaced by another version
created by Bacq and Alt (2018). Lastly, the same standards of
internal reliability and convergent and discriminant validity
used in Study 1 applied in Study 2. If the results of Study
2 are consistent with Study 1, then the robustness of our
research is satisfied.

The means, standard deviations, and correlations of Study
2 are shown in Table 3. As shown in Table 4, Study 2 also
met the standards of internal reliability, convergent validity, and
discriminant validity. We followed the same procedure as Study
1 to test our hypotheses.

First, as Table 5 shows, (a) DT was negatively related to
SEI, b = −0.19, p < 0.01 (Model 2); (b) DT had a significantly
positive association with MD, b = 0.73, p < 0.001 (Model 6);
(c) MD had a significantly negative association with SEI after

TABLE 4 | Internal reliability and convergent validity of Study 2.

Variables Cronbach’s α CR AVE

DT

Narcissism 0.72 0.83 0.54

Psychopathy 0.69 0.81 0.53

Machiavellianism 0.81 0.88 0.64

MD 0.89 0.91 0.57

EC 0.78 0.86 0.61

PT 0.85 0.90 0.63

SEI 0.83 0.88 0.56
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TABLE 5 | Results of multiple regression analysis in Study 2.

Variables Social entrepreneurial intention Moral disengagement

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Gender −0.22* −0.31** −0.32** −0.34** −0.51*** −0.17 −0.19 −0.20*
Age 0.01 −0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.02 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

Family business background 0.33* 0.34** 0.30** 0.31* −0.14 −0.16 0.16 −0.14

Past entrepreneurial practice experience 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.27 −0.00 0.05 0.00 0.02

DT −0.19** −0.06 0.73*** 1.30*** 1.23***
MD −0.21*** −0.18**
EC 0.23

PT 0.17

DT * EC −0.11*
DT * PT −0.10*
R2 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.050 0.36 0.39 0.39

Adjusted R2 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.35 0.38 0.38

F 6.10*** 7.37*** 9.65*** 8.19*** 5.21*** 45.47*** 36.69*** 36.97***

N = 412; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed).

DT was controlled, b = −0.18, p < 0.01 (Model 4); and (d)
the indirect relationship between DT and SEI through MD
was significant (b = −0.13, SE = 0.04, 95% CI = [−0.22,
−0.05]). Similar to Study 1, the direct effect of DT on SEI
was non-significant compared with Model 2. Overall, the full
mediation effect was also established in the sample of MBA
students in that MD fully mediated the relationship between
DT and SEI. On the basis of the above, Hypotheses 1 and
2 were supported.

Next, as Table 5 illustrates, in Model 7, DT ∗ EC had a
significant relationship with MD (b = −0.11, p < 0.05). DT ∗

PT was also significantly related to MD (b = −0.10, p < 0.05).
Thus, the relationship between DT and MD was moderated by
EC and PT, supporting Hypotheses 3a and 3b. We also plotted
the regression of DT on MD at high and low levels of EC
and PT using simple slope tests, respectively (Figures 4, 5).
As Figure 4 shows, a significantly positive relationship between
DT and MD at low levels of EC was observed (b = 0.80,
p < 0.001). However, the relationship between DT and MD was
weaker at high levels of EC (b = 0.57, p < 0.001). As shown
in Figure 5, the relationship between DT and MD was also
weaker at high levels of PT (b = 0.57, p < 0.001) than at low
levels of PT (b = 0.78, p < 0.001). Therefore, we also confirmed
Hypotheses 3a and 3b.

To test the moderated mediation effect, Hayes’ PROCESS
was used again. The results of the bias-corrected percentile
bootstrap demonstrated that the indirect effect of DT on SEI
through MD was moderated by both EC and PT, which was
consistent with Study 1.

Thus, the results of Study 2 were identical to Study 1.
Dark triad has a negative impact on SEI, and MD mediates
the relationship. Empathic concern and PT moderate the direct
relationship between DT and MD, as well as the indirect
relationship between DT and SEI; that is, their direct and
indirect relationship is weaker at high levels of EC or PT,
and the moderation effect is even more significant compared
with Study 1, indicating that the results of our research are
stable and reliable.

DISCUSSION

Research pioneers regard personalities as the heart of
entrepreneurship theory (Volkmann et al., 2012). However,
with the increasing interest in social entrepreneurship, the
limitations of existing studies on understanding the effects of
personalities on SEI have begun to emerge. To our knowledge,
no study has yet paid attention to the possible influence of
DT on SEI. Therefore, in response to the call of Klotz and
Neubaum (2016), we seek to construct a model to illustrate how
DT affects SEI through MD, accounting for the moderating
role of EC and PT. Applying a multisample research design, we
obtained support for all of our hypotheses. Dark triad negatively
affected SEI through MD, and the direct relation between DT
and MD and the indirect relation between DT and SEI were
moderated by EC and PT.

Theoretical Contributions
First, our study extends the research in the field of personality and
entrepreneurship. It was offered that successful entrepreneurship
stems from personal shortcomings and disabilities (Miller, 2015),
which suggests that DT may also have a positive impact on SEI.
However, contrary to previous findings that show that DT is
positively related to EI (Hmieleski and Lerner, 2016; Do and
Dadvari, 2017), our results indicate that DT is negatively related
to SEI. There are two possible reasons for this result. On the
one hand, the callous nature of DT individuals may contribute to
MD and a disregard of social needs. On the other hand, although
individuals with DT show EI because of their competitiveness and
achievement motivation, they cannot hide their lack of altruism
and prosocial ideals (Hmieleski and Lerner, 2016). Indeed, their
sense of achievement may be greatly discounted in the face of
non–profit-oriented social entrepreneurship.

Second, we further examined the underlying mediating
mechanism between DT and SEI to help explain the inner
logical relationship. Beugré (2014) identified that the pursuit of
social missions requires a higher level of moral engagement.
Individuals acting in accordance with their moral obligations
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FIGURE 4 | The moderation effect of empathic concern in Study 2.

FIGURE 5 | The moderation effect of perspective taking in Study 2.

will help promote the resolution of social problems (Biljohn and
Lues, 2019). However, DT showed a significantly worse moral
performance (Djeriouat and Trémolière, 2014), thus leading to
decreased SEI. Our finding illustrates the importance of moral
cognition in cultivating SEI and are similar to those of Jones et al.
(2017) and Sijtsema et al. (2019), who found that MD served
as a successful mediator between DT and antisocial behavior,
as well as unethical attitude in different areas. The finding also
makes it possible to reduce the negative impact of DT on SEI
by intervening in this path. Besides, we particularly addressed

the call of Chowdhury and Fernando (2014) to further examine
whether there was full or partial mediation.

Third, our results provide further support for Bandura’s
(2002a) about MD. By exploring the moderating role of EC and
PT, our results further indicate that the positive relationship
between DT and MD is weaker under the condition of high
levels of EC or PT. Further, the indirect impact of DT on SEI
by way of MD is also weaker when EC or PT is high. These
findings support those by Batson et al. (1997), who carried
out an experiment about the effect of empathy and found that
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reading material full of highly empathic words is more helpful to
foster volunteer intention than just reading material without such
words. Additionally, these findings provide further evidence for
Bandura’s theory that MD can work in some situations and not in
others, making it possible to intervene in MD to improve SEI.

Moreover, our research also inspires future research toward
the relationship between personality and SEI. We found that
narcissism is more unique compared with Machiavellianism
and psychopathy. First, as the correlation analysis shows,
Machiavellianism and psychopathy have negative effects on SEI,
while narcissism is slightly positively related to SEI. Although
this positive correlation is not significant, it also suggests that the
influence of narcissism on SEI may need further examination.
Second, the three items with the lowest factor loading are all
derived from items on narcissism when we performed factor
analysis of DT, suggesting that narcissism may be an outlier in
the three dimensions of DT. Indeed, narcissism is considered
the “lightest” dimension of DT (Li-Ping Tang et al., 2008;
Kish-Gephart et al., 2010; Furnham et al., 2013) and has been
described as a complex personality trait with both dark and
bright sides (Rogoza et al., 2018). According to Baldegger et al.
(2017), narcissism can be further differentiated into narcissistic
admiration and rivalry. Thus, what is the influence of the
different aspects of narcissism on SEI? To obtain a more
precise understanding, we suggest further study on the multiple
faces of narcissism.

Practical Contributions
In addition to the above theoretical contributions, our study
has considerable practical contributions. First, because social
entrepreneurs play the important role of “engines of reform” in
social and economic process (Volkmann et al., 2012), this study
provides a better understanding about what personal traits are
of negative impact or of great importance when people plan
to become social entrepreneurs and why and how the traits
inhibit their thinking. Next, certain behavior is based on not only
stable personality traits, but also learned reactions (Volkmann
et al., 2012). Nowadays, the integration of entrepreneurship
education and entrepreneurial activities has been considered a
university priority (Gianiodis and Meek, 2020). Therefore, when
conducting entrepreneurship education for college students, it
is recommended that more courses about moral cognition and
empathy be added and that well-designed training programs
are implemented to foster their attention toward social needs.
And teaching through social media is worth recommending,
which can help students access more teaching resources about
entrepreneurship (Wu and Song, 2019). Besides, a leader rotation
system should be considered in campus activities to improve
student’s sense of responsibility (Jones et al., 2017). Organizations
and enterprises can implement policies (or enforced policies) on
individuals’ responsibilities for behaviors to prevent individuals
from easily breaking away from moral behavior. It is also worth
thinking about conducting moral tests from time to time to
remind and urge individuals to act according to moral standards.
In addition, with the emphasis on people’s mental health, both
colleges and enterprises can set up corresponding psychological
teams to provide psychological counseling services and courses.

Limitation and Suggestions for Future
The current study also had a number of limitations. First,
although EC and PT are considered as moderators in our study,
we did not include other promising moderators in the field of
psychology that may strengthen or inhibit the direct and indirect
relationship between DT and SEI through MD. Therefore,
future research should actively explore the moderating role of
psychological variables in the context of social entrepreneurship
and thus provide more guidance for teachers to promote SEI.
Second, our research was conducted in China, which means that
the results may not be applicable in other countries. Our results
should be understood in the situation of developing countries
such as China, where social problems are more prominent
(Hockerts, 2017). Indeed, there are considerable differences in
entrepreneurial areas across countries, especially in developed
countries with advanced social welfare systems (Sharma, 2015).
Therefore, our findings may not translate to different social
contexts, and future research about social entrepreneurship in
varied cultural contexts should be pursued.
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College students’ perceptions of entrepreneurial environments exert significant influence
on their entrepreneurial motivations. With China’s increased focus on entrepreneurship
and innovation, an increasing number of college students have embarked on a
journey of self-employment and entrepreneurship. Due to disparities in the urban
entrepreneurial environments, however, their entrepreneurial ventures in urban spaces
are characterized by extreme phenomena such as entrepreneurial clusters and human
capital flight, thus constraining economic development. This study sampled 244 college
students from Wenzhou, China, and analyzed their opinions on the relationship between
their perceptions of the entrepreneurial environment and associated motivations. We
concluded that college students’ entrepreneurial motivations are significantly and
positively affected by their perception of socio-economic conditions, education and
training, and availability of financial and non-financial support, and insignificantly
affected by their perceptions of the favorability of government policies as related to
entrepreneurial development.

Keywords: environmental perception, urban entrepreneurial environment, college students, entrepreneurial
motivation, influencing factors

INTRODUCTION

At present, the paradigm of global economic growth is undergoing a radical transformation in
which entrepreneurial activities are gradually gaining prominence as a new driver of economic
growth. As the engine and a major player in global economic growth, China contributed to one-
third of the world’s aggregate economic growth in 2017 (People’s Daily, 2017). In reality, however,
the overall development of the Chinese national economy is hampered by enormous disparities
among entrepreneurial activities in different cities.

The local economy, be it at a national, regional, or municipal level, is closely and positively
correlated with the vitality of its entrepreneurial ecosystem (Guo et al., 2006). Although the socio-
economic issues faced by cities vary greatly, all can be ultimately attributed to the entrepreneurial
environment in each city (Dang and Wei, 2011). As of 2018, Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou
were among the top-ranked Chinese cities in terms of their innovative and entrepreneurial
environments (Tuspark Research Institute for Innovation, 2018), collectively accounting for 55%
of the top 100 enterprises in terms of innovation and entrepreneurial capabilities (Chen, 2019). The
clustering of outstanding innovative and entrepreneurial talents as well as the agglomeration of
high- and new-technology enterprises have remained noticeable across first-tier cities like Beijing,
Shanghai, and Guangdong (Chen, 2019). These trends are accompanied by underlying imbalances
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in human capital distribution and enterprise structure, which
have limited the overall economic development of China. While
college students are reluctant to develop a career in third- and
fourth-tier cities, small and medium-sized enterprises in these
cities have the most pressing need for talent. Wenzhou, despite
having one of the most vibrant private enterprise ecosystems
among Chinese cities, is nonetheless faced with an alarming
talent shortage. According to a survey report titled “Addressing
the One-Way Exodus of Wenzhou-born College Students with
Utmost Priority” (Research Office of Wenzhou. Municipal
People’s Government, 2012),Wenzhou had recorded an annual
outflow of nearly 15,000 local college students who left the city for
entrepreneurial ventures elsewhere; the outflow rate of workers
stood at approximately 36% (Wang, 2012). In recent years, as a
result of this brain drain, Wenzhou’s economic development has
become vulnerable.

It is reasonable to conclude that such clustering or human
capital flight and the urban entrepreneurial environment are
closely associated with individuals’ entrepreneurial motivations.
Thus, a growing group of scholars have directed their attention
to pioneering and transforming the urban entrepreneurial
environment to stimulate entrepreneurial activities and, in
turn, accelerate regional economic development. For instance,
Castano et al. (2016) found that individuals’ perceptions of the
entrepreneurial environment exert an important influence on
their entrepreneurial behaviors and that creating a favorable
entrepreneurial environment can encourage individuals’
entrepreneurial intentions.

In 2020, China’s workforce is projected to gain an estimated
100 million young workers (Wang, 2011). The Chinese
government is striving to alleviate the ever-mounting two-
fold pressure from growing unemployment and imbalance in
regional economies by proactively launching related policies and
improving the entrepreneurial environment to stimulate college
students’ entrepreneurial motivations. Nevertheless, substantial
inter-regional disparities in the development of entrepreneurial
environments have severely restricted the cultivation of college
students’ entrepreneurial motivations and their initiation of
entrepreneurial activities. Leveraging the behavioral influence
of the positive factors of environmental perception effectively
and avoiding or improving some of the negative factors
involved in a scientifically reasonable manner are of great
significance to nurturing entrepreneurial consciousness and
building a strong entrepreneurial motivation among college
students, thus promoting the effective initiation of urban
entrepreneurial activities (Li and Niu, 2013; Wu et al.,
2019).

Wenzhou has one of the most vibrant private enterprise
ecosystems among Chinese cities. Selecting the city as an
example, this study investigated college students’ perceptions
of the city’s entrepreneurial environment and analyzed the
corresponding effects on their entrepreneurial motivations,
thereby identifying the key factors influencing their initiation of
entrepreneurial activities. The findings of this study provide local
Chinese governments with important references for improving
urban entrepreneurial environments and encouraging college
students to initiate entrepreneurial activities.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Literature Review
Entrepreneurial Motivation
Entrepreneurial motivation is regarded as the first step in
instigating entrepreneurial activities, and research in this
regard can deepen the understanding of entrepreneurial
cognition and behavioral patterns. The implications of
entrepreneurial motivation have previously been interpreted by
scholars from a variety of perspectives. Olson and Bosserman
(1984) identified entrepreneurial motivation as the drive that
encourages individuals who already possess the basic conditions
for entrepreneurship and considerable entrepreneurial
abilities to start a business. Carsrud and Brännback (2011)
argued that entrepreneurial motivation is the spark that
transforms entrepreneurial cognition and intentions into actual
entrepreneurial actions. Zolin et al. (2013) highlighted that
entrepreneurial motivation is an entrepreneur’s intention to
realize an enterprise’s goals and vision and determines the
direction and scale of corporate development.

Previous scholars have studied the various factors that could
lead to entrepreneurial motivation and the underlying influence
mechanisms involved from the standpoints of personality
traits and external environment. Duan et al. (2012) argued
that entrepreneurial motivation could be understood as a
psychological disposition or inner drive that fuels individuals’
entrepreneurial ventures; it is a special state of mind in
which, under environmental influence, individuals translate their
entrepreneurial intentions into real actions. Boyd and Vozikis
(1994) believed that entrepreneurial motivation is influenced by
self-efficacy, Locke and Latham (2002) put forward a theory
that entrepreneurs’ behavioral traits can be affected by goals,
and Shane et al. (2003) discovered that entrepreneurs’ personal
characteristics play a fundamental role in their entrepreneurial
decision-making.

Extending beyond the outcome of an entrepreneur’s own
personal actions, entrepreneurship is influenced by a variety
of external environmental factors such as economic conditions
and government laws and regulations. Yoon (2012) found that
college students’ entrepreneurship motivations are positively
affected by four factors, namely, entrepreneurship education,
desire for self-achievement, interpersonal network, and social
recognition. Bartha et al. (2019) studied college students’
entrepreneurial motivation in Central and Eastern European
countries and established five influencing factors: social mission,
customer focus, competition/market focus, individual goals, and
collective/community goals.

Theory of Planned Behavior
The theory of planned behavior (TPB) is an important theory
regarding the attitude–behavior relationship; it was proposed by
Ajzen (1991) and was derived from the multi-attribute attitude
and reasoned action theories. Applied mainly to explain and
predict various behaviors, it facilitates the understanding of how
humans change their behavioral patterns. Theory of planned
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behavior holds that one’s behavioral intentions are indicative of
his/her motivation to perform a certain behavior and that these
intentions can influence behaviors by activating motivational
factors. Intentions are determined by one or a combination
of the following factors: attitude, subject norms, and perceived
behavioral control. With the ongoing expansion of this line of
research, many scholars have applied TPB to discussing the
notion of entrepreneurial motivation. For example, Kibler (2013)
drew on this theory to explore the relationship between an
entrepreneur’s individual characteristics, regional characteristics,
and the factors influencing entrepreneurial motivation. Aloulou
(2016) sampled 177 business students to test the TPB model,
revealing that the antecedents of TPB could significantly explain
entrepreneurial motivations.

Perception of Entrepreneurial Environment and
Motivation
As entrepreneurial activities have become a focal point of
academic research, a number of experts and scholars have
isolated and studied the environmental factors that significantly
influence entrepreneurship. Ahmad and Xavier (2012) believed
that the entrepreneurial environment refers to a combination of
factors that play a role in entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial
activities. Bernhofer and Li (2014) stated that the entrepreneurial
environment encompasses the cultural, economic, and political
environments and that individuals have different motivations in
different environmental backgrounds. Nam and Hwansoo (2019)
adopted an external perspective and defined the entrepreneurial
environment as the sum of the legal and institutional
environment, market environment, financial environment,
and entrepreneurial infrastructure, among other aspects.

Many researchers who have analyzed the factors
influencing entrepreneurial motivation from the viewpoint
of the entrepreneurial environment considered the external
environment to be an objective condition for entrepreneurship.
Suzuki et al. (2002) believed that entrepreneurial motivation
is the product of environmental and individual variables
and that it is influenced by managerial skills, managerial
resources, market conditions, business culture, and government
support. Taormina (2007) conducted an empirical analysis
of the relationship between entrepreneurial motivation and
the external entrepreneurial environment and pointed out
that the former is influenced by achievement motivation,
optimism toward life, and social networking. A study
conducted by Gohmann (2010) indicated that institutions,
particularly managerial institutions, exert greater influence
on latent entrepreneurs; individuals are more willing to start
a business as the economic freedom of a country increases.
Welter (2011) stated that entrepreneurs are influenced by
factors such as financial capital, information, emotional
understanding, and encouragement. Few researchers have
explored the relationship between the perception of the
entrepreneurial environment and individuals’ entrepreneurial
motivations. For instance, Yao et al. (2016) discovered that
college students’ entrepreneurial motivations are affected by
their perceptions of the socio-economic environment. Nam and
Hwansoo (2019) indicated that entrepreneurs’ attitudes and

motivations are significantly affected by their perceptions of the
entrepreneurial environment. Zhao et al. (2019) believed that
college students evaluate whether the perceived environment
is conducive to entrepreneurial activities when contemplating
the decision to start a business; their perceptions of a favorable
entrepreneurial environment engender an inner drive that
encourages entrepreneurship.

Overall, existing studies of college students’ entrepreneurial
environment have mostly concentrated on five dimensions:
government policies, socio-economic conditions, education and
training, financial support, and non-financial support (Table 1).
Studies in relation to other dimensions of the entrepreneurial
environment have been less focused, spanning areas such
as entrepreneurial and managerial skills, socio-cultural
environment, market environment, and social networking.
Hence, we selected government policies, socio-economic
conditions, education and training, and availability of financial
and non-financial support as the research dimensions of this
study and unraveled their effects on entrepreneurial motivations
from a self-perception standpoint.

Research Hypotheses
According to the TPB, college students are highly responsive
to perceptions of entrepreneurial opportunities and, in such
favorable conditions, are ready to embark on new ventures.
They are more inclined to pursue entrepreneurship as a
career path when there is stronger environmental support
for entrepreneurial behaviors (Liñán and Santos, 2007).
Having said this, the entrepreneurial environment has
been perennially available to individuals. The perceived
entrepreneurial environment is a subjective construct that
translates into entrepreneurial motivation only when it is
perceived as favorable by college students. Based on the
notion of utility maximization, college students’ perceptions
of the entrepreneurial environment have a positive effect
on their entrepreneurial motivations (Zhao et al., 2019).
If this perception is strong, they are likely to consider
entrepreneurship to be a feasible option and pursue it as
a means to ensure the continuation and accumulation of
existing utility. This, in turn, reinforces their entrepreneurial
engagement motivations.

Government policies include policy measures, laws, and
regulations launched by government departments in taxation,
market access, and other relevant aspects. Stevenson and
Lundstrom (2001) suggested that, when entrepreneurs perceive
that the government’s entrepreneurship policies facilitate
the creation of more business opportunities and a better
market environment, their entrepreneurial confidence and,
by extension, their likelihood of engaging in entrepreneurial
activities increase. Government policies that are favorable to
entrepreneurship give rise to more entrepreneurial opportunities
and promote the realization of entrepreneurial behaviors (Wu
et al., 2018). While policy support offers college students
a certain level of protection, preferential entrepreneurship
policies can incentivize more latent entrepreneurs (Yao
et al., 2016). Nam and Hwansoo (2019) found that the
accessibility of government policies affects entrepreneurs’
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TABLE 1 | Environmental factors influencing entrepreneurial motivation.

Influencing factor Definition References

Government policies Preferential measures for entrepreneurs offered by government departments in
taxation, facilitation of approval processes, and optimization of entrepreneurial
institutions

Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994;
Garcia-Cabrera et al., 2018; Nam and
Hwansoo, 2019

Socio-economic conditions Level of development of the local economy, industrial structure, and urban
construction; infrastructure such as transport, water supply, and electricity
supply; and regional entrepreneurial culture

Davidsson and Honig, 2003; Liñán and
Santos, 2007; Gathungu and Baariu,
2018; Martínez-Fierro et al., 2020

Education and training Innovation and entrepreneurship education, related activities, and
capacity-building training attended by entrepreneurs during their studies

Turker and Selcuk, 2009; Sirbu et al.,
2015; Bazan et al., 2020

Financial support Financial support obtained by entrepreneurs in sources of financing,
interest-free loans, and start-up funds

Kristiansen and Indarti, 2004; Welter,
2011; Yao et al., 2016

Non-financial support Assistance received by entrepreneurs in expert guidance, development
opportunities, information, and resources

Djankov et al., 2006; Schwartz, 2009;
Gathungu and Baariu, 2018

attitudes and behaviors. Based on the above viewpoints, we
hypothesized the following.

H1: College students’ perceptions of government policies
positively affect their entrepreneurial motivations.

As latent entrepreneurs with the strongest innovation
capability among younger generations, college students develop a
stronger desire for entrepreneurial engagement once they realize
that economic development is advancing in the direction of
innovation (Davidsson and Honig, 2003). Liñán and Santos
(2007) pointed out that entrepreneurial motivation is also
affected by social values and beliefs regarding entrepreneurship.
Obschonka et al. (2012) argued that social culture serves as a
key determinant of college students’ entrepreneurial motivations
and that successful role models stimulate their entrepreneurial
beliefs. Martínez-Fierro et al. (2020) found that economic
development has a substantial impact on entrepreneurial
motivation. Therefore, with regard to socio-economic conditions
and entrepreneurial motivation, we hypothesized the following.

H2: College students’ perceptions of socio-economic
conditions positively affect their entrepreneurial
motivations.

Education and training, as indicated in a number of
previous studies, constitute a crucial motivational factor for
college students’ entrepreneurial engagements (Wu et al., 2020).
Sirbu et al. (2015) revealed that college students have a
stronger command of entrepreneurial and managerial skills after
receiving entrepreneurship education and training. They become
more sensitive to the environment and more sensible of the
new entrepreneurial opportunities arising from environmental
changes, while also being able to better seize these opportunities.
Wu et al. (2018), Hou et al. (2019), and Wu and Song (2019)
revealed that students’ motivations to undertake entrepreneurial
activities are affected by entrepreneurship education. Bazan et al.
(2020) posited that entrepreneurship education affects college
students’ entrepreneurial motivations significantly. Hence, we
hypothesized the following.

H3: College students’ perceptions of education and training
positively affect their entrepreneurial motivations.

Access to capital is one of the biggest obstacles faced
by college entrepreneurs. Welter (2011) believed that college
students’ entrepreneurial ventures are influenced by financial
capital availability due to the inaccessibility of financial support
such as project grants or microfinance. According to Chen
(2013), the problem of start-up capital availability, including
access to low-interest loans, start-up funds, and the diversity of
financing, remains as one of the top concerns among college
entrepreneurs. When students perceive that the capital at hand
is insufficient for starting a business, they are reluctant to
attempt entrepreneurial ventures. As college students do not
generally generate income, they usually have insufficient start-
up capital and find entrepreneurship more difficult than any
other group (Yao et al., 2016). Based on the above viewpoints, we
hypothesized the following.

H4: College students’ perceptions of financial support
availability positively affect their entrepreneurial
motivations.

Due to lack of information and resource support,
entrepreneurship poses a greater challenge to college students
than to any other group. This makes access to non-financial
support all the more important (Gathungu and Baariu, 2018;
Yuan et al., 2019). Schwartz (2009) found that undertaking
entrepreneurial practices in incubator facilities can arouse
college students’ entrepreneurial passions and interests. Yao
et al. (2016) discovered that college students’ entrepreneurial
motivations are affected by the accessibility of social networks,
information, and capital and that support in social networks, in
particular, enhances their entrepreneurial confidence. Hence, we
hypothesized the following.

H5: College students’ perceptions of availability of non-
financial support positively affect their entrepreneurial
motivations.

Based on the above theoretical underpinnings and hypotheses,
we constructed a model of the effects of entrepreneurial
environment perceptions on entrepreneurial motivations, as
shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 | Model of the effects of the perception of entrepreneurial
environment on entrepreneurial Motivation among college students.

RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN

Measurement of Variables
To ensure the validity of the questionnaire survey used in
this study, we drew on well-developed and already-validated
indicator systems from previous literature, used them as a basis
for scale development, and made modifications according to
the characteristics of college students. After the initial draft
was completed, it was distributed to 30 college students for
literal validity checks, pre-tests, and final revisions. Eventually,
a questionnaire survey pertaining to the model of this study
was developed. It comprised basic respondent information and
measured respondent attitudes toward six variables: government
policies, socio-economic conditions, education and training,
financial support, non-financial support, and entrepreneurial
motivation. A total of 37 measurement items were involved
(Table 2). The statements were scored on a 5-point Likert scale,
with 1 representing “completely disagree” and 5 representing
“completely agree.”

It is also worth noteworthy that their decision-making
was directly shaped by their subjective judgments of the
environment, despite that individuals were situated in an
objective, specific, and real-life environment. Influencing factors
in the entrepreneurial environment were thus measured mainly
based on the perceptions of the research subjects.

Data Collection
This study selected current students attending seven higher
education institutions in Wenzhou as the research subject.
As the birthplace of China’s private economy, Wenzhou
boasts a rich entrepreneurial culture with an abundance of
entrepreneurial practices, which exert a subtle influence, whether
directly or indirectly, on local college students. Furthermore,
higher education institutions in Wenzhou give priority to
entrepreneurship education and offer a diverse repertoire
of entrepreneurship-related educational programs and hands-
on activities.

For this study, we adopted an online survey tool called
Wenjuanxing1 and retrieved a total of 261 completed

questionnaires between July and October 2017. After screening,
244 valid copies were returned, representing a valid response
rate of 93.49%. A statistical analysis was conducted on the
sample data (Table 3). The respondent sample comprised
140 females (57.38%) and 104 males (42.62%). In terms of
the level of education, respondents at the undergraduate level
comprised 95.49% of the total sample. The most common
academic disciplines were economics and management, followed
by sciences and engineering, and then humanities and social
sciences. Most of the respondents fell into the age group of
20–25 years old, which was fitting for the current study on
college students.

Testing for Common Method Variance
Common method variance (CMV) is one of the methodological
sources of measurement errors. It can potentially undermine the
reliability and validity of the basic constructs and their postulated
correlations in the research model. In assessing the CMV, we
applied both procedural and statistical techniques to mitigate its
potential impacts. The following techniques were adopted for the
procedural remedies: (1) the participants were informed of the
anonymity and confidentiality of the questionnaire survey; (2)
honest responses were encouraged; (3) there were no right or
wrong answers to survey questions; (4) ambiguous concepts were
avoided; and (5) the questions were phrased concisely. It was
expected that these procedural remedies diminish the method
biases (Lindell and Whitney, 2001; Podsakoff et al., 2003).

According to Harman’s single-factor test, all questionnaire
items measuring the entrepreneurial environment perceptions
and motivations were simultaneously loaded into a factor
analysis. The first principal component that emerged from the
unrotated factor solution accounted for a loading of 14.54%,
much lower than the 50% threshold recommended by Podsakoff
and Organ (1986). Thus, we concluded that the CMV was not
great enough to bias the results of this study.

Reliability and Validity Analysis
We employed SPSS22.0 and AMOS22.0 software to analyze
the reliability and validity of the data and validated the model
hypotheses using a structural equation model. First, principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed on the collected data.
The sample data were significant at the 0.01 level, with a Kaiser–
Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of 0.861. The analytical results
revealed that the sample data were suitable for PCA. The PCA
extracted six factors, which jointly explained 70.06% of the total
variance. All items had a loading greater than 0.5 for their
respective factors, as shown in Table 4. This indicated that
the sample data had satisfactory discriminant validity and were
suitable for subsequent analysis.

This study adopted confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to
analyze the reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant
validity of the test variables. The results of the CFA are illustrated
in Table 4. The average variance extracted (AVE) of each
variable was greater than 0.6, which indicated that the scale had
satisfactory convergent validity. The composite reliability (CR)
values were all greater than 0.7, which implied that the scale had
satisfactory reliability.
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TABLE 2 | Measurement items design.

Variable Item Item design References

Government policies GP1 Government offers preferential tax policies Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994; Ma, 2014

GP2 Registration and approval procedures are simple and convenient

GP3 Publicity and implementation of relevant policies are widespread

GP4 Government offers entrepreneurial counseling services for college students

GP5 Well-developed institutions governing entrepreneurial behaviors

Socio-economic conditions SEC1 Local economic growth is fast paced Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994; Ma, 2014

SEC2 I am influenced by successful entrepreneurial role models

SEC3 The city is home to many successful entrepreneurs

SEC4 Local culture encourages innovation and risk-taking

SEC5 Family members are supportive of entrepreneurial ventures

Education and training ET1 I once attended a systematic entrepreneurship education program Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994; Ma, 2014

ET2 I often participate in business plan competitions

ET3 I am highly experienced in social practices

ET4 I often receive entrepreneurial training and guidance

ET5 There is a rich entrepreneurial atmosphere in the university

Financial support FS1 There are alternative finance sources for student entrepreneurs Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994; Ma, 2014

FS2 Low-interest loans offered by banks are accessible

FS3 Start-up funds offered by the school/government are accessible

FS4 There is fierce competition among local financial institutions

FS5 A variety of loan guarantee options are available

Non-financial support NFS1 Well-developed local information and communications channels Gnyawali and Fogged, 1994; Ma, 2014

NFS2 Research and development is supported by the government

NFS3 Government procurement programs are open to small businesses

NFS4 The entrepreneurial network is resourceful

NFS5 Local incubator facilities are available

Entrepreneurial motivation EM1 My career goal is to become an entrepreneur Suzuki et al., 2002; Liñán and Santos,
2007; Ma, 2014

EM2 Entrepreneurship can improve my family’s economic conditions

EM3 Entrepreneurship can ease the pressure of unemployment

EM4 I want to attempt entrepreneurship due to favorable state policies

EM5 I am influenced by a relative who has started a business, or other entrepreneurs

EM6 Entrepreneurship can elevate my social status

EM7 Entrepreneurship allows me to realize my worth and contribute to the society

EM8 Entrepreneurship allows me to improve and perfect myself

EM9 The school has a rich and favorable entrepreneurial atmosphere, where many of
my peers have started their own businesses

EM10 I choose to be an entrepreneur because my family can offer me support in
funding or human capital

EM11 Accumulation of entrepreneurial experiences as a student benefits future
employment

EM12 Accumulation of entrepreneurial experiences as a student drives me to continue
my entrepreneurial career after graduation

The results of the discriminant validity test are shown in
Table 5. The square roots of the AVE for each variable were
greater than the correlation coefficient between that variable
and other variables. This showed that the scale had satisfactory
discriminant validity.

RESULTS

Model Fit Analysis
The model fit was tested with the use of seven indices, including
the degree of freedom for the chi-square (χ2/df), goodness-of-fit

index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), normed fit
index (NFI), non-normed fit index (NNFI), comparative fit index
(CFI), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA).
Table 6 lists the actual values of these model fit indices compared
with their recommended and acceptable values. It was found that
all of the primary indices fell within the acceptable ranges, which
suggested a good fit between the theoretical model constructed in
this study and the sample data.

Hypothesis Testing
Path analysis was performed on the theoretical model using
AMOS22.0 software. The path diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics of the sample.

Variable Item Frequency Percentage

Gender Male 104 42.62

Female 140 57.38

Age Below 20 97 39.75

20–25 138 56.56

26–30 7 2.87

Above 30 2 0.82

Level of education Junior college 10 4.1

Undergraduate 233 95.49

Master’s 1 0.41

Academic discipline Sciences and engineering 70 28.69

Economics and management 77 31.56

Humanities and social sciences 65 26.64

Biotechnology 2 0.82

Others 30 12.29

Analysis of the posited model revealed that the path coefficient
from the perceptions of socio-economic conditions to college
students’ entrepreneurial motivations was 0.362, which was
statistically significant (p < 0.01) and thus supported H2. The
path coefficient from the perceptions of education and training
to college students’ entrepreneurial motivations was 0.150, which
was statistically significant (p < 0.05) and thus supported H3.
The path coefficient from the perceptions of financial support
availability to college students’ entrepreneurial motivations was
0.128, which was statistically significant (p < 0.1) and thus
supported H4. The path coefficient from the perceptions of non-
financial support availability to college students’ entrepreneurial
motivations was 0.185, which was statistically significant
(p < 0.1) and thus supported H5. Meanwhile, H1 was
rejected because the perceptions of favorability of government
policies had an insignificantly positive effect on college students’
entrepreneurial motivations.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study primarily aimed to explore the effects of college
students’ perceptions of their home cities’ entrepreneurial
environments on their entrepreneurial motivations. The results
revealed a significant correlation, which carried fundamental
implications in four ways.

First, the perceptions of government policies’ favorability were
found to affect college students’ entrepreneurial motivations
positively but insignificantly. This warranted further discussions,
as it was inconsistent with the findings of various scholars
including Gnyawali and Fogged (1994), Stevenson and
Lundstrom (2001), Garcia-Cabrera et al. (2018), and Nam
and Hwansoo (2019). With continuous social progress and
development, government departments are attaching increasing
importance to entrepreneurship among college students and,
therefore, have launched a variety of incentive policies in this
regard. Nevertheless, the majority of college students are unable
to either gain a sound knowledge of government policies due to

their lack of social experience or fully perceive the positive effects
of these policies due to limited cognitive ability. Furthermore, the
policy formulation by these departments is not always oriented
toward the needs of college students and may sometimes fail
to fully consider the differences in policy perceptions among
college students.

Second, the perceptions of socio-economic conditions played
a key role in college students’ entrepreneurial motivations. This
aligned with the views of scholars such as Liñán and Santos
(2007), Gathungu and Baariu (2018), and Martínez-Fierro et al.
(2020), all of whom posited that entrepreneurial motivation is
affected by socio-economic conditions to various extents and
that favorable socio-economic conditions promote the formation
of entrepreneurial motivation. The results of this study also
confirmed that the development of entrepreneurial motivations
among college students is affected by multifaceted factors such
as the growth rate of the regional economy, entrepreneurial
role models, the number of successful local entrepreneurs, and
the cultural atmosphere. In particular, students’ entrepreneurial
preferences are determined by the local economic conditions and
entrepreneurial atmosphere to a certain extent.

Third, we found that perceptions of education and training
are positively correlated with college students’ entrepreneurial
motivations, which was in line with the conclusions drawn by
a variety of scholars such as Sirbu et al. (2015), Hou et al.
(2019), and Bazan et al. (2020). This attested to the effectiveness
of entrepreneurship education in higher education institutions
in nurturing college students’ entrepreneurial spirits, creating
a rich entrepreneurial atmosphere, and fostering students’
entrepreneurial interests and enthusiasm. Thus, education and
training have positive effects on students’ entrepreneurial
motivations and behaviors.

Last, but not least, the perceptions of both financial and
non-financial support availability play prominent roles in
college students’ entrepreneurial motivations—entrepreneurial
motivation increases with increases in the magnitude of support.
This finding was consistent with findings by Kristiansen and
Indarti (2004), Welter (2011), Garcia-Cabrera et al. (2018), and
Gathungu and Baariu (2018). As college students tend to have
low financial independence, in most cases, they often have to
resort to family support for sources of start-up funds. If they
struggle to gain their family’s support and understanding of their
self-employment career choices, their entrepreneurial plans are
met with greater resistance. Difficulties in financing a business
have forced a great number of aspiring college entrepreneurs to
gradually lose their entrepreneurial passion and to eventually
surrender to financial pressures in the real world. In addition,
college students tend to take into account factors such as
the entrepreneurial information resources, social networking
resources, and entrepreneurial support services available in a city
when choosing to start a business.

Research Implications
The findings of this study carry a number of theoretical
implications for entrepreneurial research. First, this
study expanded the breadth of theoretical research on
entrepreneurship. Previous studies on the relationship
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TABLE 4 | Variables’ factor loading, AVE, CR, and Cronbach’s alpha.

Variable Item Standardized loading AVE CR Cronbach’s Alpha

Government policies GP5 0.818 0.745 0.752 0.893

GP4 0.802

GP3 0.840

GP2 0.732

Socio-economic conditions SEC5 0.666 0.824 0.842 0.850

SEC4 0.756

SEC3 0.736

SEC2 0.814

SEC1 0.686

Education and training ET5 0.511 0.798 0.752 0.838

ET4 0.842

ET3 0.683

ET2 0.794

ET1 0.759

Financial support FS5 0.749 0.852 0.754 0.820

FS4 0.659

FS3 0.834

FS2 0.793

FS1 0.507

Non-financial support NFS1 0.692 0.734 0.792 0.877

NFS2 0.817

NFS3 0.798

NFS4 0.782

NFS5 0.747

Entrepreneurial motivation EM1 0.652 0.824 0.774 0.901

EM2 0.677

EM3 0.602

EM4 0.672

EM5 0.545

EM6 0.652

EM7 0.742

EM8 0.728

EM9 0.697

EM10 0.557

EM11 0.695

EM12 0.739

TABLE 5 | Variables’ square roots of AVE and correlation coefficient matrix.

Governmental
policies

Socio-economic
conditions

Education and
training

Financial
support

Non-financial
support

Entrepreneurial
motivation

Government policies 0.863***

Socio-economic conditions 0.672** 0.907***

Education and training 0.557** 0.587** 0.893***

Financial support 0.682** 0.647** 0.614** 0.923***

Non-financial support 0.685** 0.735** 0.626** 0.793** 0.857***

Entrepreneurial motivation 0.554** 0.663** 0.595** 0.546** 0.604** 0.908***

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

between an entrepreneurial environment and college students’
entrepreneurial motivations were relatively narrow. Some
of them explored the role of the former in stimulating the
latter based on the theory of environment, whereas others

discussed how entrepreneurial motivation is influenced by
pull factors in the external environment based on the theory
of motivation. Nevertheless, no study has delving deeper into
the types of motivational factors that incentivize different types
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TABLE 6 | Model fit indices and measurement criteria.

Item χ2/df TLI CFI RMSEA GFI AGFI NNFI

Suggested value ≤5.0 ≥0.90 ≥0.90 ≤0.10 ≥0.90 ≥0.80 ≥0.90

Actual value 2.458 0.827 0.841 0.000 0.942 0.842 0.923

of entrepreneurs to start their businesses (Duan et al., 2012).
Research theories in cognitive psychology and entrepreneurial
environment adopted in existing studies were loosely connected.
A systematic summary of the effects of the perception of the
entrepreneurial environment on entrepreneurial motivation
was also rare, even more so when applied specifically to college
students. Thus, studying the said effects among college students
in the Chinese context was of profound theoretical significance.

Second, this study inspired in-depth reflections on
theoretical research on entrepreneurship. It shed light on the
different dimensions of the perceptions of the entrepreneurial
environment on college students’ entrepreneurial motivations
and, in a general sense, validated the correlations between
these factors and entrepreneurial motivations. Importantly, it
offered a momentous and novel finding: the perceptions of
the favorability of government policies affects college students’
entrepreneurial motivations positively yet insignificantly. This
was at odds with the views of some scholars such as Tan and
Liu (2010), who posited that entrepreneurship education,
government policies, realization of self-worth, and pressure
exerted by unemployment are all important determinants of
college students’ entrepreneurial motivations. This called for
rethinking of the above viewpoint. Although the fundamental
logic underlying this critical finding is yet to be explored, the
findings of this study corroborated experience and evidence
of innovative thinking in existing theoretical research, while
offering implications and references for subsequent research.

Third, this study promoted a linkage across the applications
of theoretical research on entrepreneurship. Centered on China’s
municipal economic development challenges and dilemmas, it
unraveled the real motivations for college students to pursue
entrepreneurship in their home cities through an empirical
survey based on the city of Wenzhou. Filling the gap in
theoretical research between college students’ entrepreneurial
needs and governmental efforts to improve the entrepreneurial
environment offered a foothold for resolving real-life problems.

Practical Implications
This study integrated theoretical research on the effects of college
students’ perceptions of the entrepreneurial environment on
their entrepreneurial motivations. Through constructing a model
of factors influencing entrepreneurial motivation, it provides
government departments with an impetus to optimize the urban
entrepreneurial environment and incentivize college students
to partake in entrepreneurial activities. This carries important
implications for promoting the development of local economies.

First, when formulating incentive policies, government
departments should research thoroughly the actual
entrepreneurial needs of college students and give full
consideration to their comprehension and incorporation

FIGURE 2 | Path coefficients and hypothesis testing results of theoretical
model. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

into policy development. Meanwhile, they should also strengthen
the proclamation and interpretation of relevant policies, thus
enabling college students to fully understand their role in
promoting entrepreneurship. Efforts should also be made to
accelerate the development of social institutions committed to
innovation and entrepreneurship, in order to ensure college
students’ access to integrated services that suit their actual needs,
ranging from professional counseling to project evaluations and
credit guarantees.

Second, higher education institutions should adopt a changed
mindset and awaken students’ entrepreneurial potential and
awareness through a greater diversity of entrepreneurship
education and training (Wang, 2016). Moreover, an optimized
system of entrepreneurial practices for college students should
be put in place by mobilizing more incubator facilities and
entrepreneurial initiatives of all types. Through hands-on
practice, students can experience in person the actual process of
entrepreneurship and eventually lay out a firm and well-defined
entrepreneurial direction.

Third, society as a whole should improve the provision
of effective financial support to college students who are
highly capable of innovation and entrepreneurship but in
need of credit guarantee schemes. The ways to do so
include innovating financing models continuously, loosening the
financing requirements, simplifying the financing procedures,
and increasing the upper limit of fund disbursements.

Limitations and Future Research
Opportunities
This study had several limitations, which can inform future
studies. First, as quantitative analysis was adopted in this study,
the accuracy of measurements might be limited by factors such as
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the scientific validity of the quantitative method design and the
subjectivity of the respondents’ perception of the entrepreneurial
environment. To perform a more comprehensive evaluation,
future studies may improve the diversity of research methods by
incorporating methods such as qualitative research and hybrid
research. Further, this study employed convenience sampling
and drew the sample entirely from a single city. This would
harm the representativeness and generalizability of the results.
Future studies may extend the sample to include other cities
or countries and focus on inter-municipal or international
comparisons. Given that cross-regional samples are informed
by varied cultures, social norms, and economic backgrounds,
these environmental factors may have a decisive effect on the
entrepreneurial motivations within a specific sample (Raijman,
2001). In addition, the analytical results might be affected by the
incomplete coverage of sample collection, which might explain
why H1 was rejected in this study.

Second, there was a lack of in-depth discussion on
the role individual differences play on the effects of the
entrepreneurial environment on entrepreneurial motivation.
An individual’s intention to stay in a city and start a
business is affected by individual factors such as gender, age,
and marital status (Zampetakis et al., 2015). Future studies
should examine individual differences in greater depth from a
demographic perspective.

Third, this study failed to disaggregate entrepreneurial
motivation into separate dimensions for further analysis. This
limited the investigation of environmental impacts on college
students’ entrepreneurial motivations to a certain extent. Over
the course of this investigation, the motivation of an entrepreneur
tended to change constantly. Thus, it should be studied in a
more comprehensive and complex context (Duan et al., 2012).
We hope that future theoretical and empirical studies can
make breakthroughs in adopting a multi-dimensional perspective
that combines various factors of motivation or various stages
of entrepreneurship.
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Peng Wang and Yangjie Huang*
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To determine how the success rate of college students’ entrepreneurship can be
improved, we sought to identify the support needs of undergraduate entrepreneurs
and evaluate the importance of different support needs using data from face-to-face
interviews with 138 Chinese college student entrepreneurs. Further, we explored the
distribution tendencies of the support needs at different entrepreneurial stages. We
found that the support needs of college student entrepreneurs can be divided into
20 types, which can be categorized into core support needs (six types), secondary
support needs (six types), and marginal support needs (eight types) in descending
order of importance. A cross-stage analysis indicates that the support needs differ
during the different entrepreneurial stages. While the needs during the entrepreneurial
preparation stage and the startup stage have many similarities, those during the
entrepreneurial failure stage are significantly different from those of the other three stages
examined, showing heterogeneity. In addition, we identified psychological counseling
as an important core support need in the failure stage and demonstrate its critical
role in helping college students out of the shadow of entrepreneurial failure. This
study expands the research on entrepreneurial support needs. Its findings provide
valuable information to help colleges and governments develop more targeted and
appropriate support for college entrepreneurs based on entrepreneurial stages to
promote entrepreneurial success.

Keywords: college student entrepreneurs, support needs, financial support, entrepreneurship education,
psychological counseling

INTRODUCTION

The landmark literature published in the early decades of the 20th century established
entrepreneurship as a multidisciplinary research field spanning management, economics,
psychology, and sociology, with each discipline’s contributions ceaselessly expanded and deepened
by numerous scholars (Davidsson and Wiklund, 2001; Busenitz et al., 2003; Ireland et al., 2005;
Dong et al., 2019; Wu and Song, 2019). The abundance of excellent entrepreneurial research
has provided practical guidance for entrepreneurship (Grégoire et al., 2010). Entrepreneurship
refers to the process by which people invest in, design, launch, and operate new businesses
to sell ideas, products, or services to create a profit. Entrepreneurs have a need to create or
identify opportunities and develop business ventures (Carland et al., 1984). Studies show that
not only can entrepreneurship improve a grim employment situation and promote economic
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and social development, but can also serve as an important
way to transform technologies into products (Grégoire et al.,
2010; Premand et al., 2012). Given all this, entrepreneurship
has received substantial support from governments, international
organizations, universities, and other institutions.

Considerable entrepreneurship research over the past 50 years
has focused on universities and academic entrepreneurship
(Klofsten and Jones-Evans, 2000), university technology transfer
(Siegel and Phan, 2005), and entrepreneurial learning and
entrepreneurship education (Wee, 2004). This has provided
a solid foundation for understanding the role of universities
in students’ and graduates’ entrepreneurial activities. Despite
this scholarly interest, not much is known about the role of
college students in entrepreneurship. According to relevant
survey results, the entrepreneurship rate among college students
is often higher than that among professors, and students
are more likely to engage in entrepreneurial activities (Fini
et al., 2016). Research from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology suggests that all the companies founded by its
alumni of both undergraduate and graduate could be worth
as much as the GDP of world’s 10th-largest economy as
of 2014 (Roberts et al., 2015). A survey in Italy found
that 3% of Polytechnic University of Milan alumni create
enterprises in the period between the year of enrollment in
the second cycle degree and 5 years after graduation, and
similar findings have been confirmed by other universities
(Colombo et al., 2015; Fini et al., 2016). In addition, some
studies have found that the support provided by universities is
crucial to the success of both students and graduates who are
starting businesses (Morris et al., 2013). Few enterprises achieve
initial success without external support, including from colleges
(Schleinkofer and Schmude, 2013).

In view of the above, it is of great theoretical and practical
value to pay attention to the entrepreneurial activities of
college students. The practical and research results have shown
that, compared with mature entrepreneurs, college student
entrepreneurs often have insufficient resources and capacity
reserves. Consequently, their entrepreneurial success rate is
low (Van Weele et al., 2016). This suggests that college
student entrepreneurs need more support to prepare them for
dealing with problems they might encounter in the process of
entrepreneurship. Reasonable support for college entrepreneurs
that meets their needs will undoubtedly improve their odds of
success. Studies have used support needs as a collective term
that includes entrepreneurship knowledge, management skills,
product development, office space, access to investors, and other
resources (Vandor et al., 2012; Van Weele et al., 2016). On this
basis, some colleges offer entrepreneurship education, specialized
training, and financial or physical support (Hindle and Cutting,
2002; Brown and Hanlon, 2014) to help entrepreneurial college
students and graduates overcome obstacles to starting their
own businesses. However, it is still worth discussing what level
of entrepreneurship education, training, and other resources
is most valuable for college entrepreneurs. Although many
studies have indicated that the support needs of entrepreneurs
are heterogeneous, varying with the entrepreneurs and the
entrepreneurial stages, there has been little discussion on how
this relates to college student entrepreneurs (Vandor et al., 2012).

To fill this gap, this study addressed the following three research
questions:

(1) What are the support needs of college entrepreneurs?
(2) Which support needs for college entrepreneurs are more

important?
(3) How do the support needs for college entrepreneurs change

during the process of starting a business?

To answer these three questions, we conducted face-to-face
interviews to identify the various support needs of college
student entrepreneurs, evaluated the relative importance of
the needs, and detected the distribution tendencies of support
needs during the different entrepreneurial stages. The findings
will deepen the understanding of the support needs of college
student entrepreneurs. Evaluating the relative importance of
support needs can help colleges and governments provide
appropriate support for college entrepreneurs to promote
entrepreneurial success.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: section
2 reviews the literature on entrepreneurial support needs and
the entrepreneurial process; section 3 describes the research
methods; section 4 presents the research results; section 5
provides the research discussion; and section 6 outlines the
research conclusion.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Entrepreneurial Support Needs
The resource-based view regards an enterprise as an organization
composed of various resources (Barney et al., 2001). To be
successful, startups must constantly absorb external resources
and improve the efficiency of internal resources. Research
has shown that startups often face more resource constraints
than established enterprises (Van Weele et al., 2016). In
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs need to integrate various
resources to promote the development of startups, and it is useful
to identify entrepreneurs’ support needs. Differences in research
focus have identified and classified different support needs for
startups. Some studies have focused on the impact of single
support needs and explored the roles of providers of single and
multiple forms of support (Pittaway and Cope, 2007). Other
research has focused on this diversity in support needs (Vilanova,
2010). Barney (1991) divided firm resources into physical capital
resources, human capital resources, and organizational resources;
he concluded that the most critical support needs were in
the area of human capital resources. Stinchecombe (1965)
pointed out that the support needs of startups usually include
relationships with suppliers and customers or established roles
and routines within the firm. Timmons et al. (2007) divided
support needs into people, financial resource, assets, and the
business plan. Van Weele et al. (2016) systematically classified
the support needs of startups into physical capital, financial
capital, knowledge, social capital, and legitimacy. Some scholars
have discussed the relationship between multiple support needs
and multiple providers (e.g., Rydehell et al., 2018). In general,
it is believed that entrepreneurs at different entrepreneurial
stages have different entrepreneurial support needs, and several
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researchers focusing on time as a dynamic variable have
pointed out that entrepreneurs’ support needs change with
the different entrepreneurial stages (Vandor et al., 2012). For
instance, in the startup stage, support is critical for propping
up entrepreneurial opportunity discovery and entrepreneurial
opportunity exploitation (Companys and McMullen, 2007; Ge
et al., 2016). As a new enterprise grows and resources become
more abundant, entrepreneurial teams change their decision goal
to improve the efficient use of resources, and the support needs
change with entrepreneurial stages. Thus, in the next section, we
discuss the entrepreneurial stages and process reviewed in the
published articles.

Entrepreneurial Process
Many researchers (Singh et al., 1999; Anderson, 2000) have
investigated the entrepreneurial process. Early research on the
entrepreneurial process described it as the process of creating
a new organization and discussed it from the perspective of
entrepreneurial activities (Gartner, 1985). Scholars gradually
realized that the entrepreneurship process should not be limited
to the creation of a single enterprise, and began to investigate the
entrepreneurship process more deeply. For example, Frese and
Gielnik (2014) noted that the entrepreneurial process includes
not only the creation of an enterprise but also its growth and
development periods. Shane and Venkataraman (2000) argued
that entrepreneurship is not one process but a series of processes
involving opportunity identification and exploitation.

The literature primarily focuses on the entrepreneurial
process from three perspectives. The first perspective
emphasizes the elements of the entrepreneurial process and their
interaction, often highlighting the personality characteristics
particular to entrepreneurs. For example, Gartner (1985)
broke the entrepreneurial process down into four elements—
entrepreneur, entrepreneurial environment, entrepreneurial
organization, and founding process—and emphasized the
relationship among the four.

The second perspective of entrepreneurial process research
focuses on the dynamics of the entrepreneurial process and
usually introduces time into the mix. From this perspective,
researchers have discussed the chronological sequence of
entrepreneurial activities based on the enterprise life-cycle
theory. For example, focusing on the growth process of a new
enterprise, Galbraith (1982) divided the startup process into
four stages: proof of prototype principle, model shop, startup
and natural growth. Holt (1992) divided the entrepreneurial
process into four stages: pre-startup, startup, early growth,
and later growth. From the perspective of entrepreneur career
development, some researchers have suggested other stages such
as deciding to be an entrepreneur, selecting entrepreneurial
opportunities, conducting preliminary analysis, building a
management team, formulating a business plan, formulating an
action plan, early operations and growth, and achieving personal
and corporate success.

The third research perspective of the entrepreneurial
process combines the first two research perspectives and
proposes entrepreneurial process models that focus on
both the entrepreneurial process and time dynamics. For
example, Timmons et al. (2007) stated that the entrepreneurial

process is a highly dynamic balance of entrepreneurial
opportunities, entrepreneurial teams, and appropriate allocation
of resources. Among these, he argued that the most critical
were entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurial resources,
and entrepreneurial teams. Entrepreneurial opportunity is the
core element of the entrepreneurial process (Timmons et al.,
2007). In essence, the entrepreneurial process is an interaction
process between entrepreneurs and new enterprises in an
entrepreneurial external environment. In consideration of the
characteristics of college students’ entrepreneurship and drawing
on the entrepreneurial stage division method from Holt (1992),
we divided the entrepreneurial process of college students into
four stages: preparation, startup, maturity, and failure. We chose
this four-stage entrepreneurial process model because compared
with general entrepreneurs, college students’ entrepreneurship
often lasts for a shorter duration and stalls in the initial period,
and this analysis model reflects this difference. Considering the
widespread existence of entrepreneurial failure, we also added
that stage to our model. Finally, we adopted a four-stage model
of an entrepreneurial process for the subsequent analysis. In the
next section, we discuss the support needs of college student
entrepreneurs at different stages.

Support Needs of College Student
Entrepreneurs
Studies have explored the support needs of entrepreneurs
in general (Van Weele et al., 2016), female entrepreneurs
specifically (Lockyer and George, 2012), and social entrepreneurs
(Vandor et al., 2012), but there has been scant systematic
research on the specific support needs of college student
entrepreneurs. At present, most of the research on the support
needs of college students has paid attention to financial support
(Morris et al., 2017), entrepreneurship education (Hindle and
Cutting, 2002; Brown and Hanlon, 2014), or some other forms
of support, with a lack of systematic research on multiple
support needs. Therefore, to fill this gap, this study focused
on college student entrepreneurs and systematically explored
the main types of support needs. Additionally, we evaluated
the importance of different types of support needs to deepen
our understanding of the support needs of college students.
Our literature review of the entrepreneurial process revealed
that entrepreneurs have different entrepreneurial support needs
at different stages of the entrepreneurial process (Shane
and Venkataraman, 2000; Bruyat and Julien, 2001; Timmons
et al., 2007). For our study, we posited that college student
entrepreneurs follow the same pattern, but we could not
find supporting evidence in the literature. Therefore, we
designed our study to investigate both this pattern and the
distribution tendencies of support needs across the different
entrepreneurial stages.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Design
Since the literature review showed that relatively few studies have
examined the support needs of college student entrepreneurs, we
determined that it would be best to adopt a qualitative method
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for our study. One way in which the qualitative research method
differs from the quantitative research method is that the former
involves the participation of researchers. In our qualitative study,
we used an inductive approach to identify the support needs and
evaluate their importance based on the theoretical paradigms of
postmodernist philosophy. To achieve the purpose of this study,
we selected a multi-case study method (Makhlouf and Allal-
Chérif, 2019). The multi-case study method gives researchers a
deeper understanding of the research subjects, enabling them to
explore and discover new research problems and construct new
research theories. The first step in a multi-case study is to choose
the right cases. As a general rule, there are three typical sampling
methods: theoretical sampling, objective sampling, and selective
sampling (Sandelowski, 1995; Robinson, 2014). Since theoretical
sampling is used for studies intended to develop theories, we
chose this method for the current study.

This study selected cases that met three conditions:
(1) the entrepreneurs were still college students; (2) the
entrepreneurs were preparing to start businesses, had begun
to engage in entrepreneurial activities, or had engaged in
but failed at entrepreneurship; and (3) the entrepreneurs
were willing to participate in this survey and showed a good
attitude of cooperation.

Data Collection
We mainly used face-to-face interviews to collect our qualitative
data. Our research team interviewed 93 subjects. The subjects
recruited for this study were all Chinese college students but were
from different colleges in China. The investigators conducted
interviews at their own colleges. We conducted interview training
for the investigators through the Internet and by telephone,
establishing guidelines for the open interviews (Table 1).

To ensure quality of the interviews, we required the
investigators to conduct them based on our outline. Before each
interview, the investigators were required to communicate the
interview content to the interviewees by telephone or email (see
Table 1). The actual interviews were carried out according to
the outline but were not limited to the outline. The interview
sites were generally selected by the interviewees and were
usually quiet, independent offices or private areas in coffee
shops. The interviews ranged from 30 to 60 min. In addition,
during the interview, the investigators not only electronically

TABLE 1 | Outline for open interviews.

Interview theme Main content

Basic information of
respondents

Please briefly introduce yourself and
your entrepreneurial team.

Entrepreneurial practice or
entrepreneurial experience

Please tell us about the entrepreneurial
practice or personal entrepreneurial
experience you have participated in.

Entrepreneurial process and
stage

Which entrepreneurial cycle is your
current entrepreneurial team in? (i.e.,
preparation, startup, maturity, or
entrepreneurial failure).

Support needs What kind of support do you need most
at this stage? Why?

recorded the interview information but also observed (and
later noted on paper or electronic notes) the facial expressions,
body movements, and tone of the interviewees to assist in
subsequent analysis.

After each interview was completed, we asked the investigator
to organize the interview content into a Microsoft Word file
and submit it to our research team. Some interview records
were found to be incomplete and returned to the interviewers;
once the missing interview data were added, we included the
completed interviews in our analyses. After the interview, we
paid each researcher according to the actual research situation.
Following a preliminary analysis of the data, we added some
interview data from 45 college entrepreneurial students using
the same data collection method. At this point, the data reached
saturation, and we stopped the collection of research data.
It should be noted that to effectively implement triangular
verification of the data, the study also collected some second-
hand data and materials, consisting mainly of (1) relevant
information about entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial teams
that was displayed by the colleges; (2) promotional materials
or information about entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial teams
directly collected from interviewees; and (3) relevant information
we found online, including but not limited to company
introductions, product introductions and main businesses. We
compared these independent data from different sources with
the interview data we collected for our data analysis to find
consistencies and differences. In this way, we were able to
realize the mutual confirmation of data from different sources,
complement the data, and ensure the validity of data analysis
(Yan and Gray, 1994).

We interviewed 138 college student entrepreneurs from
104 college student entrepreneurial teams. The students’ ages
ranged from 19 to 24, and there were 120 male and 18
female subjects. The college students’ entrepreneurial teams were
involved in information technology, e-commerce, biomedicine,
media, energy, traditional commerce, and some other industries.

Research Data Analysis
To answer the main research questions, this study extracted
research topics from a large volume of qualitative data. For this
purpose, we adopted the coding method to analyze our data.
Specifically, we coded and analyzed the primary data and used the
second-hand data as verification evidence to enhance the validity
of the research conclusions. At present, there are two main
coding methods: completely open coding and coding according
to theory. Mindful that relatively few theoretical studies on
the support needs of college student entrepreneurs have been
conducted, we adopted the first coding method for our study
(Corbin and Strauss, 1990). In the process of coding, we followed
the principle of live coding, which extracts as many of the
interviewees’ original words as possible. This coding method
can help avoid introducing personal biases during data analysis.
In the coding process, the two coders coded independently,
and we achieved the final determination of coding by mutual
confirmation. For the disputed coding, we recruited a five-
person consultation group to help us make the final coding
determinations for the study; this also helped reduce research bias
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in the study. In this process, we also asked ourselves the following
questions to verify and correct the coding:

What is the relationship between these materials and the
research?
What concepts have these materials produced, and what are
the similarities and differences among these concepts?
What are the areas of entrepreneurship research that can be
identified to summarize these concepts?

This helped reduce coding bias as much as possible.
Finally, after a group discussion, we identified 450 live
codes and conceptualized them into 20 confirmed categories
representing the most common support needs of college
student entrepreneurs.

After completing the original qualitative data coding, to
answer the second research question, we used the frequency
statistics method to analyze the frequency of support needs of
college student entrepreneurs (Parker-Rhodes and Joyce, 1956).
The frequency analysis method is commonly used to evaluate the
importance of research objects. Generally, the more frequently
an object appears, the more important it is. Thus, in this study,
the more times a certain type of support need was mentioned
in the sample, the more important it was. Then, according
to the percentage of single support needs to total support
needs, we categorized the support needs into core support
needs (>5%), secondary support needs (>2%), and marginal
support needs (<2%).

To answer the third research question, we conducted
additional comparative statistical analyses of the distribution of
entrepreneurship support needs among college students during
the preparation, startup, maturity, and failure stages to detect
the distribution tendencies of entrepreneurial support needs
across the process.

Research Reliability and Validity
Qualitative research does not pay as much attention as
quantitative research to the reliability and validity of the data.
However, we still tried to ensure the reliability and validity of
our research findings (Yin, 2003). For example, we adopted a
triangulation strategy for the different sources of data to ensure
the validity of the study during the data collection period (Yan
and Gray, 1994). In the process of data analysis, we ensured
the reliability and validity of the study by making detailed
interview plans, writing memos, using independent coding by
multiple coders, and engaging in group discussions. In addition,
we confirmed that the support needs identified in our research
had appeared in other researchers’ studies, which supported our
study’s reliability and validity.

RESULTS

Analysis of Support Needs of College
Student Entrepreneurs
The support needs of college student entrepreneurs are shown
in Table 2. Through the coding of the interview data, we

identified 20 types of support needs. We describe each support
need separately.

Entrepreneurship Competitions
A concept that originated in American universities in the
1980s, this can provide a valuable way to cultivate students’
entrepreneurial abilities and spirit. Studies have shown
that entrepreneurship competition has a positive impact on
entrepreneurial intention (Yu, 2013). Our interview data showed
that entrepreneurship competition was an important support
need for college student entrepreneurs: “I hope to participate in
a business planning competition as soon as possible so that I can
judge whether my idea is feasible and determine my next action
plan” (Case 20).

Office Space
A place to operate is the most basic condition for entrepreneurial
activities and startup development. A good workspace can
mitigate the stresses of entrepreneurial activities. The ability
to secure office space has become one of the most important
factors affecting the success of college students, as the interviews
revealed: “At present, what we need most is not only the
assistance of professional mentors from the entrepreneurship
college but also an office space suitable for our team” (Case 45).

Entrepreneurial Climate
This represents people’s value judgments and regional societal
norms about entrepreneurship. Research has shown that
the entrepreneurial climate has an important influence on
the entrepreneurial decision-making and behaviors of college
students (Huyghe and Knockaert, 2015). Our interview data
confirmed this: “However, I think the atmosphere at the
beginning is very important, and it has a great influence on
people’s ideological understanding in the startup stage” (Case 12).
We believe that a positive entrepreneurial climate is an important
support need for college student entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurial Replication and Failure Attribution
Our interviewees reported needing help with determining why
their entrepreneurial efforts did not succeed: “I want colleges to
provide relevant help so I can calmly analyze the causes of failure.
This way, I can learn from my failures and grow stronger” (Case
132). The responses showed that entrepreneurial replication and
failure attribution are also important support needs for college
student entrepreneurs. Relevant studies show that reasonable
attribution of entrepreneurial failure is an important way to help
failed entrepreneurs out of the entrepreneurial failure dilemma
and restart entrepreneurship learning to accumulate experience
for the next startup or become outstanding staff for other
entrepreneurs (Hisrich and Cahill, 1995).

Entrepreneurial Platform
This is an aggregate of entrepreneurial resources offered by
institutions such as universities or governments. These resources
play an essential role in promoting entrepreneurial activities. The
academic community generally believes that the broad definition
of entrepreneurship platforms includes the entrepreneurship
base, entrepreneurship policies, entrepreneurship teachers, and
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TABLE 2 | Process and results of open coding.

Representative quotation Codes

At this stage, what we need is entrepreneurship competitions. We aspire to be able to speak about our ideas in a competition. (Case 29) I
hope to participate in a business planning competition as soon as possible so that I can judge whether my idea is feasible and determine
my next action plan. (Case 20) We are encouraged to take part in competitions to test our ideas, and it’s very useful for me. Besides, maybe
I can get some rewards. (Case 8)

Entrepreneurship
competitions

Because the business of our company is not very stable, if the rent of our office space is added, it will have a great impact on our company.
(Case 17) At present, what we need most is not only the assistance of professional mentors from the entrepreneurship college but also an
office space suitable for our team. (Case 45) We are now in the startup stage, and we hope that the school can provide us with office space
and teacher guidance. (Case 30)

Office space

What we need most is the sharing of entrepreneurial information. (Case 42) Schools should share more business success stories. (Case 54)
However, I think the atmosphere at the beginning is very important, and it has a great influence on people’s ideological understanding in the
startup stage. (Case 12)

Entrepreneurial climate

We need help on how to analyze the causes of this failure and put forward our own insights to guide us on how to avoid similar problems in
the future entrepreneurial process. (Case 105) I want colleges to provide relevant help so I can calmly analyze the causes of failure. This
way, I can learn from my failures and grow stronger. (Case 132) What we need most is the sorting of the entrepreneurial process. (Case 112)

Entrepreneurial
replication and failure
attribution

In the startup stage, we need an entrepreneurial platform for communication and promotion. The communication platform allows us to
better communicate with entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial teams. The promotion platform is to promote customers or provide suggestions
through schools. (Case 16) I hope the utilization rate of relevant platforms increases, relevant venture capital support provided, and
opportunities to communicate with successful entrepreneurial teams increase. (Case 38)

Entrepreneurship
platform

We need the college to provide certain talent support or recommendation. (Case 49) We recruit professional teams with good knowledge
background and practical experience, which are responsible for the product, technology, operation, and market. I believe a professional
team will push our whole project to a higher level. (Case 44) I think we need more entrepreneurial team members. (Case 5)

Entrepreneurial team

Therefore, the policy support I need most is that the government or the school provides more preferential policies for college students.
(Case 79) The support for entrepreneurship policy is most needed. (Case 73) Policies such as rent, store, and endowment insurance
payments. (Case 84)

Entrepreneurial policies

What we need most now is family support. Parents always think that we should pay more attention to learning, and their knowledge of
entrepreneurship is very limited. (Case 138) We need support from family the most, including money, ideas, etc. (Case 89)

Family support

Give us a free office to help us restart entrepreneurship. (Case 116) Give me some policy help and resources to help start my second
business. (Case 124) Encourage re-entrepreneurship and offer a series of entrepreneurial help initiatives. (Case 107)

Re-entrepreneurship
support

We need guidance on entrepreneurial projects. (Case 61) We need entrepreneurship mentor guidance, including guidance on finance,
management, strategy, business model, etc. (Case 50) We need professional mentors from industry with practical experience to give us
some direction in the biomedical industry to help break through the technical bottleneck. (Case 45)

Entrepreneurial
guidance

We need financing, because it’s important. We are all grassroots entrepreneurs, without any accumulation of funds. Some time ago, we had
a serious funding gap. We went to find some investors, sold 10% of the stock equity, and then we had one hundred thousand yuan (RMB).
We were reluctant, but there was no other way. We have to rely on this money to survive. (Case 21) We need some funding support. Now
our project is in the wintering period. It is most urgent to get through our profit model and establish an effective cash return. (Case 44)
Financial support is most needed to help our company develop rapidly and attract more employees. (Case 92)

Financial support

At present, we need knowledge and technological support. (Case 24) I think what I need most is economic and technical support and
experience accumulation. (Case 41) The biggest support needed for entrepreneurship is technical support. Only by solving technical
problems can the company continue to develop. (Case 29)

Technical support

I don’t want to start a business again, and I didn’t pay attention to employment information, so I need someone to give me some
occupational guidance afterward. (Case 110) At this time, I need occupational guidance, including curriculum vitae guide and job search
assistance. (Case 117) Now that I have failed at starting a business, I’m ready to work for someone else. At present, I also need an
employment guide to give me some information about career choices in the future and help me plan. (Case 122)

Occupational guidance

We need more brand-level planning to help us create a brand. (Case 29) We need the college to help promote our brand. (Case 28) Social
awareness is our goal now. (Case 39)

Enterprise brand
optimization

Schools should give us control over time. (Case 57) Academic pressure is high, and there is a time conflict. So, we need some time
support. (Case 47)

Time support

For the students who fail to start their own business, schools should provide professional psychologists and entrepreneurial tutors for
psychological counseling. I need this too. (Case 109) We need more psychological counseling to get out of the shadow of failure as soon as
possible. (Case 118) At that time, when I was in a bad mood, I took the initiative to find a psychological counselor and asked her to help me
out. (Case 136)

Psychological
counseling

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Representative quotation Codes

We need the recognition of our entrepreneurial team and the recognition of credit for entrepreneurial courses. (Case 33) At present, I need a
more flexible “credit transfer system” policy. (Case 46) I hope that entrepreneurial experience can be counted as a course, and I can get
course scores. (Case 9)

Credit transfer

At this stage, if our college can adopt our product, we will achieve rapid development. (Case 89) After discussion, our company cooperated
with the logistics group of our college. It’s a great platform; the team has expanded and the turnover has increased. The company is running
smoothly, and the school needs to continue to support the cooperation and expand new projects. (Case 68) We need funds and support
from campus market channels. (Case 77)

Business support

The entrepreneurial atmosphere in our school is not strong. We need more training, so that we can gain more knowledge. (Case 7) Give our
team a space suitable for self-development and provide relevant academic training support. (Case 45) I hope to get tax-, law-, and
business-related learning and training. (Case 34)

Entrepreneurship
training

I think what the studio needs most is social resources, such as various exhibitions and fairs, so that our studio can be more widely
promoted. (Case 60) I hoped that there would be special guides to help us connect with the government and make useful policies and
measures for us. (Case 64) Now we have a certain strength to do something. Moreover, we have our own base outside the school, so after
graduation I can connect with the society and absorb social resources with the help of my college. (Case 7)

Resource connections

other resources. In the narrow sense, the entrepreneurial
platform usually refers to an entrepreneurial platform-based
entity, and that is the sense referred to herein, which is
why we broke down some of the specific components of the
platform (e.g., office space and entrepreneurship policies). Our
interview data showed that college entrepreneurs highly value
entrepreneurial platforms: “In the startup stage, we need an
entrepreneurial platform for communication and promotion.
The communication platform allows us to better communicate
with entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial teams. The promotion
platform is to promote customers or provide suggestions through
schools” (Case 16).

Entrepreneurial Team
Research has pointed out that the entrepreneurial team is one
of the key elements for the success of a business (Clarysse
and Moray, 2004). Knowing how to allocate tasks among
entrepreneurial teams and continuously maintain work efficiency
is important for entrepreneurs. “We recruit professional teams
with good knowledge background and practical experience,
which are responsible for the product, technology, operation, and
market. I believe a professional team will push our whole project
to a higher level” (Case 44). From the interviews, we learned that
the entrepreneurial team is also an important support need for
college student entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurship Policies
Studies have shown that entrepreneurship policies have a
significant effect on the formation of entrepreneurial intention,
entrepreneurial decisions, and entrepreneurial activities
(Lundström and Stevenson, 2005). This was confirmed by our
interview data: “Policies such as rent, store, and endowment
insurance payments” (Case 84).

Family Support
This refers to positive evaluations from and the approval and
sometimes participation of entrepreneurs’ family members in
their businesses. Research shows that family support plays an
important role in entrepreneurial entry, continuance, and even

exit, and this is also true for college student entrepreneurs (Song
and Wang, 2019). Our interview data also confirmed this: “What
we need most now is family support. Parents always think that
we should pay more attention to learning, and their knowledge of
entrepreneurship is very limited” (Case 138).

Re-entrepreneurship Support
This refers to support (including active investment) given by
colleges and related organizations to college students who failed
in their first attempt to start a business. Our interview data show
that college students who failed at starting a business wanted
the college to provide re-entrepreneurship support: “Encourage
re-entrepreneurship and offer a series of entrepreneurial help
initiatives” (Case 107).

Entrepreneurship Guidance
This describes the ways in which colleges, governments,
and other institutions provide advice, suggestions, and
direction to college entrepreneurs. Our interviews revealed
that college students crave this support: “We need guidance on
entrepreneurial projects” (Case 61).

Financial Support
Our interview data confirmed that the entrepreneurial college
students considered financial support essential. “We need some
funding support. Now our project is in the wintering period. It
is most urgent to get through our profit model and establish an
effective cash return” (Case 44). Financial support is one of the
most-needed forms of support for college student entrepreneurs,
and it is the most basic condition to ensure the smooth
development of entrepreneurial activities (Zahra, 1993).

Technical Support
As the interview data show, technical support is important for
college student entrepreneurs: “I think what I need most is
economic and technical support and experience accumulation”
(Case 41). “Technical support” refers to colleges providing
technology services in the development of the core technologies
needed by college entrepreneurs.
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Occupational Guidance
This refers to a series of practical behaviors, such as
employment consultation and skills training, adopted by
the university, government, or other organizations to improve
the competitiveness of employment when college students fail in
their attempts to start businesses. As the interview data show, the
students considered occupational guidance to be an important
support requirement for college entrepreneurs: after a failed
entrepreneurial attempt, one subject said, “Now that I have
failed at starting a business, I’m ready to work for someone else.
At present, I also need an employment guide to give me some
information about career choices in the future and help me
plan” (Case 122).

Enterprise Brand Optimization
This means employing all available resources to attract and
engage more potential customers, and the subjects interviewed
believed that college should provide more resources to help them
package and promote their companies or products in a reasonable
way to build a good reputation: “We need more brand-level
planning to help us create a brand” (Case 29).

Time Support
In this context, “time support” refers to accommodative measures
by the colleges to help entrepreneurial students reasonably
arrange their time so they can devote enough time and energy
to not just their academic tasks but also their startup ventures:
“Academic pressure is high, and there is a time conflict. So, we
need some time support” (Case 47).

Psychological Counseling
When college students’ entrepreneurial endeavors are not
successful, they may feel overwhelmed by the sense of failure.
Many of the subjects expressed a desire for the colleges to
provide counselors who would help them deal with their feelings
positively: “We need more psychological counseling to get out of
the shadow of failure as soon as possible” (Case 118).

Credit Transfer
This refers to colleges acknowledging the valuable learning
experiences in the students’ entrepreneurial activities by granting
them academic credits for their efforts. The interview data
showed that the subjects consider this important: “I hope that
entrepreneurial experience can be counted as a course, and I can
get course scores” (Case 9).

Business Support
This refers to the university or government giving purchase
priority to products or services offered by college student
entrepreneurs, which can directly help college student
entrepreneurs increase business income and promote the
development of startup enterprises: “After discussion, our
company cooperated with the logistics group of our college. It’s
a great platform; the team has expanded and the turnover has
increased. The company is running smoothly, and the school
needs to continue to support the cooperation and expand new
projects” (Case 68).

Entrepreneurship Training
This refers to specialized training on topics specifically related to
entrepreneurship, either as coursework or tutoring, according to
the specific needs of college student entrepreneurs, in contrast
to general entrepreneurial guidance. The subjects identified such
training (or the lack of it) as having a significant effect on their
entrepreneurial activities: “The entrepreneurial atmosphere in
our school is not strong. We need more training, so that we can
gain more knowledge” (Case 7).

Resource Connections
This describes the intermediary role of universities, governments,
and other organizations in helping college student entrepreneurs
expand their professional networks and form connections with
external resources. The interviews showed that the subjects not
only wanted but expected this type of support: “I hoped that there
would be special guides to help us connect with the government
and make useful policies and measures for us” (Case 64).

Evaluation of the Importance of Support
Needs
We conducted a frequency analysis of all the support needs by
type and found that they varied in importance. The 10 most-
desired forms of support were financial support, psychological
counseling, entrepreneurial guidance, entrepreneurial replication
and failure attribution, entrepreneurial policies, resource
connections, occupational guidance, entrepreneurial team,
technical support and Re-entrepreneurship support (see
Table 3). Further analysis of the frequency of expressed
interest in specific forms of support suggested that the core

TABLE 3 | Overall ranking of support needs of college student entrepreneurs.

Rank Support needs Frequency Percentage

1 Financial support 45 21.03%

2 Psychological counseling 27 12.62%

3 Entrepreneurial guidance 25 11.68%

4 Entrepreneurial replication
and failure attribution

23 10.75%

5 Entrepreneurial policies 15 7.01%

6 Resource connections 11 5.14%

7 Occupational guidance 9 4.21%

8 Entrepreneurial team 8 3.74%

9 Technical support 8 3.74%

10 Re-entrepreneurship support 7 3.27%

11 Office space 6 2.80%

12 Entrepreneurship platform 5 2.34%

13 Entrepreneurial climate 4 1.87%

14 Entrepreneurship training 4 1.87%

15 Business support 4 1.87%

16 Entrepreneurship
competitions

3 1.40%

17 Enterprise brand optimization 3 1.40%

18 Credit transfer 3 1.40%

19 Family support 2 0.93%

20 Time support 2 0.93%
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support needs (>5%) of college student entrepreneurs were
financial support, psychological counseling, entrepreneurial
guidance, entrepreneurial replication and failure attribution,
entrepreneurial policies and resource connections. The
secondary support needs (>2%) were occupational guidance,
entrepreneurial team, technical support, re-entrepreneurship
support, office space, and entrepreneurship platforms. Less
frequently mentioned but still common enough to be
considered marginal support needs (<2%) were (positive)
entrepreneurial climate, entrepreneurship training, business
support, entrepreneurship competitions, enterprise brand
optimization, credit transfer, family support, and time support.

Distribution of Support Needs Across the
Entrepreneurial Stages
For this study, we broke the entrepreneurial process down
into four stages: preparation, startup, maturity, and failure.
To investigate the students’ ranking of the importance of the
support needs during the different entrepreneurial stages,
we conducted further frequency analysis on the distribution
(Parker-Rhodes and Joyce, 1956). The results are shown in
Table 4. As the table shows, no single support need was
ranked above all others for all four stages. Seven of the

TABLE 4 | Ranking of support needs of college student entrepreneurs by stage.

Support needs Preparation
stage

Startup
stage

Maturity
stage

Failure
stage

Financial support 16 25 4 –

Psychological
counseling

– – – 27

Entrepreneurial
guidance

10 14 1 –

Entrepreneurial
replication and failure
attribution

– – – 23

Entrepreneurial policies 8 6 1 –

Resource connections – 8 3 –

Occupational guidance – – – 9

Entrepreneurial team 4 3 1 –

Technical support 2 4 2 –

Re-entrepreneurship
support

– – – 7

Office space 1 5 – –

Entrepreneurship
platform

1 4 – –

Entrepreneurial climate 4 – – –

Entrepreneurship
training

1 2 1 –

Business support – 4 – –

Entrepreneurship
competitions

3 – – –

Enterprise brand
optimization

– 3 – –

Credit transfer 1 1 1 –

Family support – 2 – –

Time support 1 1 – –

support needs (i.e., financial support, entrepreneurial guidance,
entrepreneurial policies, entrepreneurial team, technical support,
entrepreneurship training, and credit transfer) were associated
with three of the four entrepreneurial stages. Four needs
(i.e., resource connections, office space, entrepreneurship
platform, and time support) were associated with two stages.
Nine needs (i.e., psychological counseling, entrepreneurial
replication and failure attribution, occupational guidance,
Re-entrepreneurship support, entrepreneurial climate, business
support, entrepreneurship competitions, enterprise brand
optimization, and family support) were associated with only one
stage. Considering the distribution of the students’ ranking of
support needs across the four stages, we found the following.

Preparation Stage
This stage was associated with 12 support needs overall:
three core support needs (financial support, entrepreneurial
guidance, and entrepreneurial policies), four secondary support
needs (entrepreneurial team, technical support, office space,
and entrepreneurship platform), and five marginal support
needs (entrepreneurial climate, entrepreneurship training,
entrepreneurship competitions, credit transfer, and time
support). For the preparation stage, the subjects’ mentions
of their support needs, from most-frequent to least-frequent,
were as follows: financial support, entrepreneurial guidance,
entrepreneurial policies, entrepreneurial team, entrepreneurial
climate, entrepreneurship competitions, technical support, office
space, entrepreneurship platform, entrepreneurship training,
credit transfer, and time support.

Startup Stage
This stage was associated with 14 support needs overall:
four core support needs (financial support, entrepreneurial
guidance, entrepreneurial policies, and resource connections),
four secondary support needs (entrepreneurial team, technical
support, office space, entrepreneurship platform), and six
marginal support needs (entrepreneurship training, business
support, enterprise brand optimization, credit transfer, family
support, and time support). For the startup stage, the subjects’
mentions of their support needs, from most-frequent to least-
frequent, were as follows: financial support, entrepreneurial
guidance, resource connections, entrepreneurial policies, office
space, technical support, entrepreneurship platform, business
support, entrepreneurial team, enterprise brand optimization,
entrepreneurship training, family support, credit transfer,
and time support.

Maturity Stage
This stage was associated with 8 types of support needs overall:
four core support needs (financial support, entrepreneurial
guidance, entrepreneurial policies, and resource connections),
two secondary support needs (entrepreneurial team and technical
support), and two marginal support needs (entrepreneurship
training and credit transfer). For the maturity stage, the
subjects’ mentions of their support needs, from most-frequent
to least-frequent, were as follows: financial support, resource
connections, technical support, entrepreneurial guidance,
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entrepreneurial policies, entrepreneurial team, entrepreneurship
training, and credit transfer.

Failure Stage
This stage was associated with only 4 types of support needs
overall: two core support needs (psychological counseling
and entrepreneurial replication and failure attribution) and
two secondary support needs (occupational guidance and re-
entrepreneurship support). No marginal support needs were
mentioned. For the failure stage of entrepreneurship, the
subjects’ mentions of their support needs, from most-frequent
to least-frequent, were as follows: psychological counseling,
entrepreneurial replication and failure attribution, occupational
guidance, and re-entrepreneurship support. We must highlight
that, as an important form of psychotherapy, psychological
counseling plays an important role in helping college students get
out of the shadow of entrepreneurial failure. However, as far as
we know, the colleges and other relevant stakeholders were not
paying enough attention to this.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of information gleaned from the literature review,
this study identified the main support needs of college student
entrepreneurs, evaluated the importance of different support
needs, and explored the distribution tendencies of support needs
across different entrepreneurial stages using the standard case
study method. The findings showed that the college student
entrepreneurs interviewed were concerned with at least 20
support needs, which is partly similar to the findings of Van
Weele et al. (2016).

We also evaluated the importance of the different support
needs according to college student entrepreneurs, categorizing
them into core support needs, secondary support needs, and
marginal support needs. Unlike general entrepreneurs who
focus on business models and market access, the college
student entrepreneurs in the study were more focused on
financial support, psychological counseling, and entrepreneurial
guidance. Of those three, they considered financial support
to be the most important; this finding is consistent with
research on entrepreneurs in general (Van Weele et al., 2016).
Psychological counseling ranked second, indicating that college
student entrepreneurs were both open to and in need of
guidance and advice on dealing with their emotions as they
related to their entrepreneurial endeavors—especially when
those endeavors were unsuccessful. This finding differs from
those of some studies on support needs but is consistent with
Yamakawa and Cardon’s (2015) finding on the causal ascriptions
and perceived learning from entrepreneurial failure. Our
findings seem reasonable given that the average psychological
maturity and confidence gained through experience by college
students would be lower than that of entrepreneurs in
general. More mature and experienced entrepreneurs would
probably be more resilient when their entrepreneurial efforts
did not succeed; in contrast, college students would be more
likely to need the buffer of psychological counseling to help

them through the maelstrom of feelings in the wake of
an entrepreneurial failure. Another possible reason why the
subjects may have placed such a high value on psychological
counseling is that the emotional aspects of entrepreneurship
are often neglected in entrepreneurial education and training;
coursework may be better at encouraging entrepreneurial
students to expect success than at preparing them to see
failure as a useful lesson on the way to eventual success.
Entrepreneurial guidance ranked third, most likely because the
students’ relative youth would mean a relative lack of resources
and experience. In line with others’ findings (Lockyer and
George, 2012; Vandor et al., 2012), we found that financial
support, entrepreneurial guidance, entrepreneurial policies, and
entrepreneurial connections were support needs commonly
cited among entrepreneurs; not surprisingly, credit exchange
and time support were support needs cited only by college
student entrepreneurs.

We also considered the time dimension in this study and
found that the subjects ranked the support needs differently for
each of the four entrepreneurial stages, which is consistent with
the findings of Vandor et al. (2012). We also found that the college
student entrepreneurs needed the most support during the
startup stage of entrepreneurship, and this is also consistent with
the research (Ge et al., 2016). Our examination of the cross-stage
distribution of support needs showed some similarity between the
preparation stage and the startup stage and markedly different
results for the failure stage compared with the other three
stages. This is partly similar to the findings of other scholars on
entrepreneurial stage distribution (Clarysse and Moray, 2004).

CONCLUSION

This study identified 20 types of support needs for college
student entrepreneurs: financial support, psychological
counseling, entrepreneurial guidance, entrepreneurial
replication and failure attribution, entrepreneurial policies,
resource connections, occupational guidance, entrepreneurial
team, technical support, re-entrepreneurship support, office
space, entrepreneurship platform, entrepreneurial climate,
entrepreneurship training, business support, entrepreneurship
competitions, enterprise brand optimization, credit transfer,
family support, and time support. We evaluated the relative
importance of the different support needs, categorized them
into core support needs, secondary support needs, and marginal
support needs. Among the 20 types overall (that is, not by
entrepreneurial process stage), there were six core support needs
(financial support, psychological counseling, entrepreneurial
guidance, entrepreneurial replication and failure attribution,
entrepreneurial policies, and resource connections), six
secondary support needs (occupational guidance, entrepreneurial
team, technical support, re-entrepreneurship support, office
space, and entrepreneurship platform), and eight marginal
support needs (entrepreneurial climate, entrepreneurship
training, business support, entrepreneurship competitions,
enterprise brand optimization, credit transfer, family support,
and time support).
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This study also explored the distribution of the support
needs across the four entrepreneurial stages and found that the
entrepreneurial college students ranked the needs differently for
each. We identified 12 critical support needs for the preparation
stage, 14 types for the startup stage, 8 types for the maturity stage,
and 4 types for the failure stage. Further, none of the support
needs appeared in the four entrepreneurial stages at the same
time. However, 7 types of support needs appeared in three of the
four stages; 4 types appeared in two of the four stages; and 9 types
appeared in only one stage. We also found that 4 types of support
needs appeared only in the failure stage.

The conclusions of this study should help the academic
community to better understand the support needs of college
student entrepreneurs and develop policies and practices
to provide that support. On the basis of our research
findings, we recommend that the government, colleges, and
other stakeholders consider the following to provide better
support for college student entrepreneurs and promote their
success. First, relevant stakeholders should provide immediate
financial support and effective entrepreneurial guidance, as
these are the basic resources college students require to
start their own businesses. Second, entrepreneurship-positive
institutional policies and practices need to be established to
make the entrepreneurial process sustainable. Research has
shown that positive entrepreneurship policies are among the
core support needs of college student entrepreneurs. Empirically
proven entrepreneurial policies to promote the success and
sustainability of college student entrepreneurs need to be
implemented. Third, our research showed that the college
students wanted and needed ready access to psychological
counseling, but the colleges and other relevant stakeholders
were not paying enough attention to this. The “hard side”
of entrepreneurship development (e.g., financial support, office
space, entrepreneurship platform) needs to be complemented by
the “soft side” (e.g., emotional and psychological counseling) to
prepare college student entrepreneurs for the real-world ups and
downs of entrepreneurship.

This study had some limitations. First, although we collected
qualitative research data from 138 college student entrepreneurs
through primary and secondary methods, the sample size was still
small relative to the numbers of college student entrepreneurs.
Second, the data and samples were all from Chinese college
student entrepreneurs. Although the subjects were from 14
different provinces, we did not have subjects from every province.
None of the subjects were Chinese nationals attending colleges
in other countries, nor were any of them non-Chinese students
attending colleges in China or in other countries. In the

future, the study should be replicated with a larger sampling of
students, a broader geographical distribution, and non-Chinese
students and colleges. Third, in assessing the importance of the
support needs, we only used frequency statistics as a measure.
Although this method has been used many times, we still
cannot deny its disadvantages. Future studies should consider
alternative and additional measurement methods. Finally, from
an overarching perspective, this study belongs to the category
of exploratory research based on qualitative data. In the future,
more rigorous quantitative research should be conducted to
deepen the understanding of the support needs of college
student entrepreneurs.
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How to make use of leaders’ psychological capital to improve the innovation behavior of
employees has become an important issue for the talent management of enterprises
today, and it is also the goal that enterprises must pursue if they want to stand
out in fierce competition. Therefore, a total of 154 enterprises in a high-tech area
were selected for questionnaire survey in this study. The correlation between leader-
member exchange (LMX) relationship (emotion, loyalty, contribution, and professional
respect), leaders’ psychological capital (confidence, hope, optimism, and tenacity),
and employees’ innovation behaviors were analyzed based on multivariate regression.
Hierarchical regression method was used to examine the mediating effect of the LMX.
It was found that confidence, toughness, and contribution were significantly positively
correlated with employee innovation behavior (p < 0.001). The positive correlation
between hope, optimism, emotion, and loyalty with employees’ innovation behavior
was significant (p < 0.05). Besides, emotion, loyalty, and contribution had mediating
effects on the leaders’ psychological capital and the innovation behavior of employees.
In conclusion, leaders’ psychological capital can have a significant positive effect on the
innovation behavior of employees directly, and it can also have an indirect positive effect
on the innovation behavior of employees by maintaining high quality LMX.

Keywords: LMX relationship, psychological capital of leaders, employee innovation behavior, hierarchical
regression method, multiple regression analysis

INTRODUCTION

With the development of economic globalization, the biggest competitive advantage of a modern
enterprise is not cost saving and product quality, nor talent, but talent management and
organization (Wang et al., 2014; Trinchero et al., 2019). As Ren Zhengfei, President of Huawei,
once said, “Talents are not the core competitiveness of Huawei, but the ability to effectively manage
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talents is the core competitiveness of an enterprise. This is the
core talent concept that enables the Huawei team to maintain a
high level of creativity, and it is also what we need to learn from
now” (Arasli et al., 2020). When it comes to the management
of employees, leaders must be involved. A good entrepreneur’s
psychological capital can not only improve the leader’s self-
consciousness, self-adjustment, and self-development ability but
also have a trickle-down effect on the subordinate’s psychological
state, and enhance the subordinate’s psychological capital (Niu
et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2019; Wu and Wu, 2019). Psychological
capital is a concept proposed and extended to the field of
human resources by Luthans, a famous American scholar, in
2004. As a special intangible resource, it has become one of
the highlights among many factors affecting the occurrence of
enterprises. It is a core psychological element beyond human
capital and social capital and can promote personal growth and
performance improvement (Chen, 2020; Montani et al., 2020).
Therefore, in actual business operation, it is very important to
pay attention to the development of psychological capital of
leaders and employees.

In recent years, according to many studies, psychological
capital reveals that in order to improve the overall performance
and competitive advantage of enterprises, leaders can improve
the innovation performance of employees by improving their
psychological capital (Lee, 2019; Muldoon et al., 2019; Yoon and
Kim, 2019). Mishra et al. (2019) investigated the relationship
of psychological capital and leadership support in promoting
innovative work behavior among 398 service sector employees,
and found that the leader support is directly related to the
innovation behavior, and the psychological capital completely
mediated between the leader support and the innovation work
behavior. Slåtten et al. (2019) examined the relationship between
psychological capital, social capital, and job performance and
found that psychological capital was directly related to innovation
behavior, job involvement, and sales performance, and both
structural and relational dimensions were directly related to
psychological dimensions. Safavi and Bouzari (2019) collected
data related to psychological capital, occupational innovation,
and occupational competency characteristics from 193 front-line
employees and concluded that there was a significant relationship
between psychological capital and occupational innovation, and
occupational adaptability regulated the relationship between
psychological capital and occupational innovation. Leader-
member exchange (LMX) (Qureshi et al., 2020), an important
leadership theory, has attracted much attention in recent years.
As one of the major factors in the organization, theoretical
or empirical studies on the relationship between superior and
subordinate in Chinese enterprises need to be further developed.
At present, there are few reports on the exchange of leader-
member relationship in China. Therefore, it is novel to start
with LMX theory.

To sum up, there are many researches on the innovation
ability of employees in enterprises, but most of them focus on
the psychological capital of employees, and there is little analysis
from the perspective of psychological capital of leaders. Based
on this, 154 enterprises in high-tech area were selected for
questionnaire survey. The differences of different demographic

variables LMX, leader’s psychological capital, and employee’s
innovation behavior were analyzed. The correlation between
LMX, leader’s psychological capital, and employee’s innovation
behavior was analyzed by multiple regression. The hierarchical
regression method was used to examine the mediating effect of
the LMX between the psychological capital of the leader and the
innovation behavior of the employee, so as to comprehensively
evaluate the influence of the psychological capital of the leader
on the innovation behavior of the employee.

LITERATURE REVIEW

At present, many domestic and foreign scholars have analyzed
the relationship between LMX and the innovation of employees.
Carnevale et al. (2017) made a retrospective analysis of the
research results of LMX and sound (37 samples), creativity (53
samples), and innovative behavior (29 samples) and concluded
that LMX was more associated with innovative behavior than
it was with sound or creativity. Lukes and Stephan (2017)
developed a model of employee innovation behavior and
conceptualized it as a multifaceted behavior that was different
from the output of innovation, and found that the behavior
of innovation output changed greatly after the introduction of
high-quality LMX relationship. Cha and Borchgrevink (2018)
collected data of 452 employees working in 31 different
service organizations, and the multi-group structural equation
model analysis showed that the LMX relationship had a great
influence on employee innovation. Bruccoleri and Riccobono
(2018) discussed the complex influence of objective practice
management on employees’ innovative behaviors and found that
the unconscious incentive path linked the quality of leader-
follower relationship with employees’ innovative behaviors
through appropriate performance evaluation strategies. However,
studies on the relationship between psychological capital and
employee innovation were almost limited to employees’ own
psychological capital (Bruccoleri and Riccobono, 2018). Kim
et al. (2018) proposed to take psychological capital as part
of the mediating variable of the impact of psychological
contract violation on service innovation behavior, and the
structural equation model revealed that the development of
psychological capital activated employees’ service innovation
behavior. Guo et al. (2018) discussed the influence of employees’
psychological capital on their creativity, and drew a conclusion
that when psychological capital was relatively high, it can regulate
employees’ fear and creativity. Mishra et al. (2019) examined
the relationship between two-way work-family enrichment,
psychological capital, and executive support in promoting
innovative work behavior, and found that psychological capital
was completely mediated between bidirectional enrichment and
innovative work behavior.

To sum up, most of the current researches on psychological
capital were focused on the employees themselves, while the
leader’s psychological capital was rarely involved. There was
little research on LMX relationship, leader’s psychological capital,
and employee’s innovative behavior. Therefore, based on the
LMX relationship, the regulating mechanism of the psychological
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capital of leaders on the innovation behavior of employees was
explored, so as to develop the theoretical basis for improving the
innovation of employees.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples and Data Collection
At the individual level, the relationship among leaders’
psychological capital, employees’ innovation behavior, and LMX
relationship was explored. Considering that knowledge-based
young people are more likely to accept new things, good
at learning, and have many new ideas, leaders prefer young
knowledge-based employees with certain work experience in the
sample selection. In this study, 154 enterprises in a high-tech
region were randomly selected through the Internet to issue
questionnaires. A total of 416 questionnaires were distributed and
378 were recovered. After invalid data was removed, there were
345 valid copies, with a recovery efficiency of 82.93%.

This survey involved a wide range of industries, large and
small enterprises, and had a certain universality and promotion
significance. As shown in Table 1, in terms of the nature of
enterprises, private enterprises account for the most (42.18%),
followed by state-owned enterprises (36.88%). In terms of
the industries to which the enterprises belong, the Internet
industry accounted for the most (42.07%), followed by the
service industry (26.37%). In terms of the number of employees,
the enterprises with 1–300 employees account for the most
(51.68%), followed by the enterprises with 300–999 employees
(30.72%); in other words, there were mainly small and medium-
sized enterprises.

The demographic characteristics of the selected samples were
shown in Table 2. Among them, there were 106 managers
and 249 ordinary employees. In terms of gender, the ratios of
males (52.96%) and females (47.04%) were not much different.
In terms of age, employees were generally under 40 years old.
The proportion of employees aged 18–30 years was the largest
(46.38%), followed by those aged 30–40 years (37.41%). In
terms of education background, employees with bachelor’s degree
accounted for the most (53.84%), and those with master’s degree
or above accounted for the least (18.30%). In terms of marriage,

TABLE 1 | Basic information of tested enterprises.

Variables Classification Number of
samples

Proportion (%)

Nature of the
enterprises

Private 65 42.18

Foreign-invested 32 20.94

State-owned 57 36.88

Industries the
enterprises belong
to

Internet 65 42.07

Real state 35 22.84

Service 41 26.37

Other 13 8.72

Number of
employees

1–300 80 51.68

300–999 47 30.72

More than 999 27 17.60

TABLE 2 | Basic information of the tested employees.

Variable Classification Number of the
samples

Proportion
(%)

Staff Manager 106 29.86

Ordinary employee 249 70.14

Age 18–30 160 46.38

30–40 129 37.41

40–55 56 16.21

Education
background

Junior college 96 27.86

Bachelor degree 186 53.84

Master degree and above 63 18.30

Gender Male 162 47.04

Female 183 52.96

Marriage status Married 246 71.36

Unmarried 99 28.64
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FIGURE 1 | Structure diagram of LMX theory.

the number of married employees was higher, accounting
for 71.36%, while the number of unmarried employees was
lower (28.64%).

LMX Theory
Leader-member exchange theory (Choi, 2020) was first proposed
by George Graen and Uhl-bien in 1976. It refers to a kind
of close relationship between leaders and employees cultivated
through a series of exploration, observation, and interaction. As
shown in Figure 1, when the relationship between the leader and
the employee is relatively close, that is, the high-quality LMX
relationship and the connection between the two parties not
only depends on the basic economic exchange, but also involves
the emotional exchange. Employees have more autonomy and
development opportunities, they are more active and active
when they obey leaders, and they can use their best talents to
complete work tasks. They are called “in the circle” members. The
low-quality LMX relationship is mainly based on the exchange
of materials based on the power system. The psychological
distance between superiors and subordinates is relatively long,
and they seldom get extra reward and opportunities from leaders.
Such employees are called “out-of-circle” members. Psychological
research has found that the level of LMX relationship affects
the work efficiency and innovation behavior of employees to
a certain extent.
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Establishment of the Relation Model
Although there are many researches on the innovation behavior
of employees, few analyses on the relationship between leaders
and subordinates in China have been made. What role does the
relationship exchange between leaders and employees play in
employee innovation behavior? Does the psychological capital of
leaders directly influence the innovation behavior of employees
significantly? These relationships are unclear.

Some psychology-based studies have shown that leaders
with a high level of psychological capital are more likely
to gain the respect and support of their subordinates, and
thus are more likely to establish a good relationship between
superiors and subordinates. As a project that requires a lot
of time and energy, innovation often requires individuals to
have higher self-confidence and ability to work under pressure.
A good leader can give enough trust and encouragement
to subordinates and provide a good innovation environment
and conditions for employees (Gu et al., 2019). Based on
this, a relationship model among the three variables of leader
psychological capital, employee innovation behavior, and LMX
relationship was established. In this model, the psychological
capital of leaders (confidence, hope, optimism, and toughness)
can directly influence the innovation behavior of employees,
and it can also indirectly influence the innovation behavior
of employees by changing the exchange relationship of leaders
(emotion, loyalty, contribution, and professional respect), as
shown in Figure 2 below.

Scale Tools
Leaders’ Psychological Capital Scale
The leaders’ psychological capital scale proposed by Luthans et al.
(2010) and Liao et al. (2019) was adopted to evaluate leaders. The
scale contained four dimensions of confidence, hope, optimism,
and resilience, with a total of 20 items. Likert 5-grade rating
system was adopted, in which 1–5 points, respectively indicated
strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. The
higher the score was, the higher the psychological capital level
of the leader was. The internal consistency reliability coefficients
of the scale with the four dimensions of the scale, namely,
confidence, hope, optimism, and toughness were 0.871, 0.858,
0.931, and 0.915, respectively. According to the reliability and
validity test, the Cronbach’s coefficient α was 0.872, and each test
question was significantly correlated with the total score at the
level of 0.01 (bilateral).

Employee Innovation Behavior Scale
Employee Innovation Behavior scale was a concept containing
many contents. From the perspective of individual traits, it
is a willingness to change the status quo of individuals. The
employee innovation behavior scale (Lee, 2019) proposed by
Zhang Zhengang in 2016 was adopted to evaluate the innovation
of enterprise employees. This scale was a single dimension scale,
which conformed to the actual situation of Chinese enterprises.
There were eight test items in total. Likert 5-grade rating system
was adopted, and 1–5 points, respectively indicated strongly
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. The higher
the score was, the higher the level of innovation behavior of

Employee innovation 
behavior

Leadership 
Psychological Capital

Hope

Optimistic

Confidence

Toughness

Leader member 
exchange theory

Emotion Contribu
tion Loyalty

Professional 
respect

FIGURE 2 | The relational model of leader psychological capital, employee
innovation behavior, and LMX.

the enterprise employees. The internal consistency coefficient of
the scale was 0.844. The results of confirmatory factor analysis
showed that all the fitting indexes were within the acceptable
range, and the scale had good structural validity. According to
the reliability and validity test, the Cronbach’s coefficient α was
0.854, and each test question was significantly correlated with the
total score at the level of 0.01 (bilateral).

LMX Scale
The LMX scale (Odoardi et al., 2019) revised by Wang et al.
(2014) according to the actual situation in China was adopted
to evaluate the LMX. The scale contained four dimensions of
emotion, loyalty, contribution, and professional respect, and
provided a total of 16 test items, each of which had four
items. Likert 5-grade rating system was adopted, and 1–5 points,
respectively indicated strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree,
and strongly agree. The higher the score was, the better the LMX
was. The internal consistency coefficients of emotion, loyalty,
contribution, and professional respect with the overall scale were
0.784, 0.816, 0.797, and 0.862, respectively. According to the
reliability and validity test, the Cronbach’s coefficient α was 0.890,
and each test question was significantly correlated with the total
score at the level of 0.01 (bilateral).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS19.0 statistical software was used for data processing
in this study, and the measurement data was expressed as
mean ± standard deviation (x ± s). The t-test of independent
sample was used to analyze the differences of leaders’
psychological capital, employees’ innovative behavior, and
exchange relationship between leaders and members in different
genders and marriages. Also, group t-test was used to analyze
the differences of leaders’ psychological capital, employees’
innovative behavior, and exchange relationship between leaders
and members in different educational backgrounds and ages.
In addition, Spearman correlation and multiple regression
were used to analyze the pairwise relationship between leader’s
psychological capital, employee innovation behavior, and leader
member exchange relationship. Furthermore, hierarchical
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regression method was used to analyze the mediating effect
of the dimensions of emotion, loyalty, and contribution
on the psychological capital of leadership, emotion, and
employee innovation.

RESULTS

Analysis of Differences Among
Demographic Variables
Analysis of Gender Differences
As shown in Figure 3, t-test was used to analyze the differences
in psychological capital, employee innovation behavior, and LMX
among leaders of different genders. There was no significant
difference between men and women in each dimension of leaders’
psychological capital, employees’ innovation behavior, and LMX
(p > 0.05).

The Difference Analysis of Different Marital Status
As shown in Figure 4, t-test was used to analyze the differences
in psychological capital of leaders with different marital status,
innovation behavior of employees, and LMX. The score of
married people in the dimension of leader’s psychological capital
toughness was significantly higher than that of unmarried people
(p < 0.05). The scores of emotion, loyalty, and contribution of
married people were significantly higher than that of unmarried
people (p < 0.05). There was no significant difference in
confidence, optimism, hope, employee innovation behavior, and

professional respect between married and unmarried people
(p > 0.05).

Difference Analysis of Different Educational
Background
As shown in Figure 5, variance test was used to analyze
the differences in psychological capital, employee innovation
behavior, and LMX with different educational degrees. There
was no significant difference in the psychological capital of
leaders and LMX with different educational degrees (p > 0.05).
Moreover, the evaluation of innovation behavior of employees
with a master’s degree or above was significantly higher than that
with a bachelor’s degree or less, and the difference was statistically
significant (p < 0.05). What’s more, the evaluation of innovation
behavior of employees with a bachelor’s degree was significantly
higher than that with a college degree or less, and the difference
was statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Analysis of Age Differences
As shown in Figure 6, variance test was used to analyze
the differences of psychological capital, employee innovation
behavior, and LMX of different ages. The psychological capital
of leaders aged 18–30 was significantly higher in the dimensions
of confidence, hope, and optimism than those aged more than
30, and the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05).
The innovation behavior of employees aged 18–30 years was
significantly higher than those aged more than 30 years, and the
difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05). The LMX aged
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FIGURE 4 | Differences in psychological capital of leaders, innovation behavior of employees, LMX with different marital status. Panel (A) was confidence, hope,
optimism, and resilience; panel (B) was innovative behavior of employees; panel (C) was affection, loyalty, contribution, and professional respect. * indicated that
compared with married people, the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05).

18–30 was significantly higher than those aged more than 30 in
terms of affection and professional respect, and the difference was
statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Correlation Analysis Between Variables
The Correlation Between Leader’s Psychological
Capital and Employee’s Innovation Behavior
Table 3 shows the Spearman correlation analysis of four
dimensions of confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience of
leaders’ psychological capital and employee innovation behavior.
There was a significant positive correlation between the total
score of psychological capital, self-confidence, and toughness of
leaders and the innovative behavior of employees (p < 0.001). In
addition, the dimensions of hope and optimism were positively
correlated with employee innovation behavior (p < 0.05).

The Correlation Between Psychological Capital of
Leaders and LMX
Table 4 is the Spearman correlation analysis between each
dimension of leaders’ psychological capital and LMX. The
total score, confidence, optimism, and toughness of leaders’
psychological capital were positively correlated with emotion,
loyalty, contribution, and professional respect of LMX
(p < 0.001). The hope dimension was positively correlated
with LMX dimensions of affection, loyalty, contribution, and
professional respect (p < 0.05).

Correlation Between Employee Innovation Behavior
and LMX
Table 5 is the Spearman correlation analysis of LMX and
employee innovation behavior. There was a significant positive
correlation between LMX emotion, loyalty, and contribution and
employee innovation behavior (p < 0.001). The result shows
that LMX professional respect was positively correlated with
employee innovation behavior (p < 0.05).

Regression Analysis Between Variables
Regression Analysis of Leader’s Psychological
Capital and Employee’s Innovation Behavior
As shown in Table 6, the multivariate regression analysis was
conducted taking dimensions of psychological capital of leaders –
confidence, hope, optimism, and toughness – as independent
variables, and age (2 for 18–30 years old, 1 for 30–40 years
old, and 0 for 40–50 years old), gender (1 for male, and 0 for
female), marital status (1 for married, and 0 for unmarried),
educational background (2 for master’s degree or above, 1 for
bachelor’s degree, and 0 for junior college or below) as the control
variables, and employee innovation behavior as an independent
variable. Confidence and toughness had a very significant positive
correlation with employee innovation behavior (p < 0.001).
Hope and optimism were positively correlated with employee
innovation behavior (p < 0.05). The control variables of age
and educational background had significant predictive effects on
employees’ innovation behavior (p < 0.05).
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FIGURE 5 | Differences in psychological capital, employee innovation behavior, and LMX of leaders with different educational degrees. Panel (A) was confidence,
hope, optimism, and resilience; panel (B) was innovative behavior of employees; panel (C) was affection, loyalty, contribution, and professional respect. * indicated
that the difference was statistically significant compared with master’s degree and below (p < 0.05). # indicated that there was a statistically significant difference
compared with bachelor’s degree (p < 0.05).

The Regression Analysis of LMX and Employee
Innovation Behavior
As shown in Table 7, LMX emotion, loyalty, contribution, and
professional respect were taken as independent variables, the age,
gender, marital status, and educational background as control
variables, and employee innovation behavior as dependent
variables for multivariate regression analysis. Contribution had
a very significant positive correlation with employee innovation
behavior (p< 0.001). Emotion and loyalty had significant positive
correlation with employees’ innovation behavior (p < 0.05).
The control variables age and educational background had
significant predictive effects on employees’ innovation behavior
(p < 0.05).

The Regression Analysis of Leadership Psychological
Capital and LMX
As shown in Table 8, the dimensions of psychological capital
confidence, hope, optimism, and toughness of leaders were
taken as independent variables, and age, gender, marital status,
and educational background were taken as control variables.
LMX total score was taken as dependent variables for multiple
regression analysis. Confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience
were significantly positively correlated with LMX (p < 0.001).
Age and educational background were significant predictors of
LMX (p < 0.05).

The Mediating Effect of LMX in Leading
Psychological Capital and Employee
Innovation Behavior
According to the requirements of this study, the hierarchical
regression method (Hussain and Shahzad, 2019) was used to
test the mediating effect of LMX on the psychological capital of
leaders and the innovation behavior of employees. The regression
analysis revealed that the dimension of professional respect did
not have a significant positive correlation with the innovation
behavior of employees (p > 0.05), so only the dimensions of
emotion, loyalty, and contribution needed to be analyzed as
mediating variables.

Mediating Effect Analysis of Emotion
As shown in Table 9, with employee innovation behavior as
the dependent variable, emotion and psychological capital of
leaders were put into the regression equation for analysis.
The psychological capital and emotion of leaders had a very
significant positive influence on the innovation behavior of
employees (p < 0.001), and the significance level of the model
remained the same.

Mediating Effect Analysis of Loyalty
As shown in Table 10, with employees’ innovation behavior
as the dependent variable, loyalty and psychological capital
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FIGURE 6 | Differences in psychological capital, employee innovation behavior, and LMX of leaders with different ages. Panel (A) was confidence, hope, optimism,
and resilience; panel (B) was innovative behavior of employees; panel (C) was affection, loyalty, contribution, and professional respect. * meant that the difference
was statistically significant compared with those aged 18–30 (p < 0.05); # indicated that there was a statistically significant difference compared with those aged
30–40 (p < 0.05).

TABLE 3 | Spearman correlation between each dimension of leader’s psychological capital and employee’s innovation behavior.

Variables Confidence Hope Optimism Toughness Total score of psychological capital

Innovation behavior of employees 0.769** 0.511* 0.471* 0.648** 0.539**

**p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.

TABLE 4 | Spearman correlation between leader’s psychological capital and LMX.

Variables Confidence Hope Optimism Toughness The total score of psychological capital

Emotion 0.615** 0.538* 0.479** 0.632** 0.832**

Loyalty 0.534** 0.614* 0.531** 0.582** 0.518**

Contribution 0.672** 0.458* 0.628** 0.607** 0.677**

Professional respect 0.648** 0.516* 0.711** 0.514** 0.652**

**p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.

TABLE 5 | Spearman correlation between LMX and employee innovation behavior.

Variables Emotion Loyalty Contribution Professional respect

Innovation behavior of employees 0.639** 0.587* 0.782* 0.437*

**p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.

of leaders were put into the regression equation for analysis.
The psychological capital and loyalty of leaders had a very
significant positive effect on the innovation behavior of
employees (p < 0.001), and the significance level of the model
remained the same.

Mediating Effect Analysis of Contributions
As shown in Table 11, with the innovation behavior of employees
as the dependent variable, the contribution and the psychological
capital of leaders were put into the regression equation for
analysis. The psychological capital and contribution of leaders
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TABLE 6 | Regression analysis of leader’s psychological capital and employee’s innovation behavior.

Variable Regression coefficient T value p F value R2

Dependent variables Confidence 0.731 5.518 0.000 163.750 0.816

Hope 0.482 5.783 0.008

Optimism 0.407 3.638 0.014

Toughness 0.631 5.952 0.000

Control variables Gender 0.326 2.116 0.085

Age 0.471 5.376 0.015

Educational degree 0.539 4.842 0.023

Marriage 0.117 2.628 0.056

TABLE 7 | The regression analysis of LMX and employee innovation behavior.

Variable Regression coefficient T value p F value R2

Variable Emotion 0.518 4.852 0.011 247.710 0.648

Loyalty 0.573 5.892 0.008

Contribution 0.508 4.576 0.000

Professional respect 0.231 3.152 0.063

Control variable Gender 0.284 1.776 0.061

Age 0.452 5.376 0.008

Educational degree 0.631 5.717 0.016

Marriage 0.255 1.562 0.052

TABLE 8 | The regression analysis of leadership psychological capital and LMX.

Variable Regression coefficient T value P F value R2

Variable Confidence 0.711 6.472 0.000 183.550 0.748

Hope 0.684 6.735 0.000

Optimism 0.716 5.084 0.000

Toughness 0.752 5.873 0.000

Control variable Gender 0.310 2.416 0.052

Age 0.663 4.572 0.012

Educational degree 0.539 6.731 0.017

Marriage 0.164 1.742 0.067

TABLE 9 | Hierarchical regression analysis of mediating effect of emotion.

Variable Regression coefficient T value p F value R2

Variable Psychological capital 0.538 6.165 0.000 159.660 0.185

Mediating variable Emotion 0.517 5.742 0.000

Control variable Gender 0.261 2.852 0.057

Age 0.577 4.888 0.009

Educational degree 0.482 6.152 0.016

Marriage 0.162 1.592 0.074

had a very significant positive effect on the innovation behavior
of employees (p < 0.001), and the significance level of the model
remained the same.

DISCUSSION

Nowadays, the competition among enterprises is extremely
fierce. In order to stand firm in the industry and even take

the lead, it is necessary to attach importance to innovation.
Among them, the innovation of employees is one of the
important driving forces for the development of enterprises,
and it is also a research hotspot in organizational behavior.
It is also the focus of many scholars to guide employees’
innovation behavior by relying on the improvement of leaders’
psychological capital (Mohamad et al., 2019). Therefore, the
staff of several enterprises in a high-tech region were analyzed.
Firstly, in terms of demographic variables, the scores of the
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TABLE 10 | Hierarchical regression analysis of the mediating effect of loyalty.

Variable Regression coefficient T value p F value R2

Independent variable Psychological variable 0.672 5.382 0.000 241.770 0.152

Mediating variable Loyalty 0.582 5.886 0.000

Control variable Gender 0.172 2.173 0.062

Age 0.573 6.582 0.012

Educational degree 0.516 6.537 0.011

Marriage 0.168 1.431 0.054

TABLE 11 | Hierarchical regression analysis of mediating effects of contributions.

Variable Regression coefficient T value p F value R2

Independent variable Psychological capital 0.822 7.472 0.000 247.720 0.167

Mediating variable Contribution 0.662 6.728 0.000

Control variable Gender 0.199 1.528 0.085

Age 0.641 4.729 0.017

Educational degree 0.551 6.076 0.025

Marriage 0.175 1.468 0.056

psychological capital resilience and LMX affection, loyalty, and
contribution of married leaders were significantly higher than
those of unmarried leaders (p < 0.05). This was consistent
with the research results of Jnaneswar (2019), indicating that
married people were more able to bear the work due to the
impact of family responsibilities and pay more attention to the
existing job opportunities. However, there was no significant
difference in the innovation behavior of employees (p > 0.05).
The reason may be that the innovation behavior of employees
was more dependent on personal professional knowledge, skills,
and thinking ability, and can’t be changed simply because of
marriage, which was consistent with the actual situation (Javed
et al., 2019). The evaluation of innovation behavior of employees
with a master’s degree or above was significantly higher than that
with a bachelor’s degree or less (p < 0.05). This was completely
contrary to the conclusion of Eisenberger et al. (2019) that
employees with bachelor’s degrees had higher innovation ability
than those with master’s degree. The reason for the analysis may
be that the enterprises selected in this study were mainly in
the Internet industry, and the employees with master’s degree
or above undertook more sophisticated tasks and had higher
innovation. Psychological capital (confidence, hope, optimism),
employee innovation behavior, and LMX (emotion, professional
respect) of leaders aged 18–30 were higher than those aged more
than 30 (p ( <0.05). This was because 18–30 year olds paid more
attention to their relationship with their leader and had a better
perception of innovation.

In order to analyze the relationship between LMX,
psychological capital of leaders, and innovation behavior of
employees, it was found using multiple regression analysis
that confidence and resilience had a very significant positive
correlation with innovation behavior of employees (p < 0.001).
Hope and optimism had a significant positive correlation
with employee innovation behavior (p < 0.05). This was
consistent with the results of Özsungur (2019) indicating
that the psychological capital of leaders had a significant

positive influence on the innovation behavior of employees,
and the influence of confidence and toughness was relatively
big. Contribution had a very significant positive correlation
with employee innovation behavior (p < 0.001). Emotion and
loyalty had a significant positive correlation with employee
innovation behavior (p < 0.05), which was the same as the
research results of Opoku et al. (2020), indicating LMX was a
significant positive predictor of employee innovation behavior,
and its contribution was the strongest. On the other hand, there
was no significant correlation between professional respect and
employee innovation behavior (p> 0.05). The reason may be that
professional respect was more reflected in the recognition and
support of employees to leaders and professional competence of
enterprises (Jung and Yoon, 2019). Confidence, hope, optimism,
and resilience were significantly positively correlated with LMX
(p < 0.001), indicating that leadership psychological capital
had a significant predictive effect on LEX. In addition, the
hierarchical regression method was also used in this study to
test the mediating effect of LMX on the psychological capital
of leaders and the innovation behavior of employees (Wang
et al., 2019). The results showed that the dimensions of emotion,
loyalty, and contribution had a major mediating effect between
the psychological capital of leaders and the innovative behavior
of employees, which indicated that situational factors related to
leaders can have a potential impact on the effectiveness of leaders.
The interaction between leaders and employees was actually
the process of leadership. There were differences in the quality
of leader-member relationships. High-quality relationships can
have a positive impact, while low-quality relationships can have
a negative impact, so relationship-oriented relationships may be
a double-edged sword. Therefore, leaders should not only use
psychological capital to promote employees’ innovative behaviors
but also pay attention to the maintenance of good relationships
among employees. To sum up, the relationship model of a
leader’s psychological capital, LMX relationship, and employee’s
innovation behavior established in this study was valid.
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The fundamental purpose of academic research was to apply
theories to real life. Based on the above analysis result, starting
from the enterprise management level and actual demand, and
aiming at coordinating the enterprise interior relationship, some
suggestions were put forward to promote employee innovative
behavior. At the organizational level, attention should be paid
to the establishment of a harmonious, positive, and coordinated
exchange relationship between leaders and members. The
relationship between leaders and members will directly affect the
daily operation of an enterprise. In daily work, it is advisable
to organize more group building activities, strengthen the
relationship between leaders and enterprise members outside
work, expand the communication channels between employees
and leaders, and at the same time pay attention to create an
atmosphere conducive to innovative work. At the individual
level, leaders should pay attention to the cultivation of their
own interpersonal skills, and especially in the communication
of employees, leaders should treat each employee with an equal
attitude, actively abandon the concept of hierarchy, and try their
best to support and understand each other with employees, so
as to promote the smooth development of work. For employees,
they also need to respect the daily work of the leader and treat
the leader with a natural attitude. At the same time, they should
actively seek for innovation consciousness to develop their brain,
cultivate their own innovation consciousness in practice, get rid
of the dependence on the supervision of the organization, so as to
show more innovative behaviors.

CONCLUSION

The hierarchical regression method was used to analyze the
relationship between LMX, psychological capital of leaders,
and innovation behavior of employees. It was found that

demographic variables such as age and educational background
has significant predictive effects on employee innovation
behavior. The psychological capital of leaders not only has
a significant positive effect on employee innovation behavior
directly but also produces an indirect positive effect on employee
innovation behavior by maintaining high-quality LMX. However,
this study mainly adopts a horizontal research to explore the
mediating role of LMX in the psychological capital of leadership
and the innovation behavior of employees, and the influence
of time effect is ignored. Therefore, longitudinal studies of a
certain time span should be added to enrich the reliability of
the conclusions in the future studies. In sum, this study provides
a theoretical basis for leaders to manage enterprise talents and
promote the practical operation of employees’ innovation ability.
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This study aims to explore the psychological capital of entrepreneurship and the
deviant innovation behavior of employees, thereby providing theoretical support for
the implementation of Chinese innovation policy. By analyzing the previous research
results, this study used questionnaires to collect the required data for exploration.
Two questionnaires were designed: one was a survey for the psychological capital
of entrepreneurship, and the other was a survey for deviant innovation behavior
of employees. The research results show that the correlation coefficient between
entrepreneurial performance and entrepreneurial psychological capital is 0.29, indicating
that there is a significant correlation between entrepreneurial psychological capital
and entrepreneurial performance; the correlation coefficient between entrepreneurial
opportunity ability and entrepreneurial performance is 0.40, indicating that there is a
significant correlation between entrepreneurial opportunity ability and entrepreneurial
performance; the correlation coefficient between entrepreneurial psychological
capital and entrepreneurial opportunity ability is 0.81, indicating that there is a
significant correlation between entrepreneurial psychological capital and entrepreneurial
opportunity ability. In addition, there are significant correlations between the work
values and psychological empowerment of employees, the work values and deviance
innovation of employees, and the psychological empowerment and deviance innovation
of employees. The scores of psychological empowerment and work values of
employees during the period of low emotional intelligence show a downward trend, while
the scores of the psychological empowerment of employees increase significantly when
they show high emotional intelligence, and the differences are statistically significant.
When task interdependence is high, the psychological empowerment and deviance
innovation scores of employees are lower, and the difference is statistically significant.
For this purpose, this study enriches the research on psychological capital and deviant
innovation and provides a reference for the practice of innovation management.

Keywords: psychological capital, entrepreneurial opportunity ability, deviant innovation behavior, entrepreneurial
performance, emotional intelligence
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INTRODUCTION

With the support and encouragement of Chinese “Mass
Entrepreneurship and Innovation” policy, the number
of innovative entrepreneurs has increased significantly.
Entrepreneurship is one of the important factors to promote
economic development, and innovation is also the source of
economic development in China. Both are indispensable in the
process of economic and social development in China (Huang
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). However, there are very few
successful entrepreneurs, which makes people wonder why some
entrepreneurs may succeed. Why do some people succeed?
What do successful entrepreneurs have in common? Such
questions may have varied answers, but the common point is
that there is no exception to the identification of entrepreneurial
psychological capital ability that affects entrepreneurial success
(Zollo et al., 2018). In addition to entrepreneurs, innovators
have now become the object of strong national support, but
compared to the process and the methods of innovation, the
government or the enterprise attaches more importance to the
results of innovation (Neumeyer et al., 2019). At present, there is
a situation where a company expects its employees to innovate
to some extent and encourages them to do so. However, if the
creative thinking of employee conflicts with the development
goals of the company, the innovative ideas of employees will
be rejected with a high probability. This will greatly crack
down on the innovative ideas of employees; yet if employees
insist on their innovative ideas and continue to innovate and
unfold the ideas secretly, they will be considered as performing
deviant innovation behaviors. Therefore, this study explores the
psychological capital of entrepreneurship and deviant innovation
behavior of employees separately.

At present, the Chinese research in the theoretical circles on
work remodeling and innovations has just started. Even so, it is
not difficult to find that the research on work reshaping is not yet
in-depth, and some key issues have not been effectively resolved.
On this basis, for the purpose of exploring the entrepreneurial
psychological capital and employee deviant innovation behaviors,
as well as analyzing the relation between entrepreneurial
psychological capital and employee deviant innovation behaviors,
the enterprise employees were taken as the research objects. It is
expected to enrich the research on entrepreneurial psychological
capital and deviant innovation behaviors, thereby providing a
reference for the innovation management practices of enterprises.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Scholars worldwide have also made very detailed studies on these
aspects. A sample survey of 369 women entrepreneurs in small
and medium-sized enterprises in Gujarat in Western India by
Digan et al. (2019) found that the enhancement of women’s
entrepreneurial rights and business income were in positive
correlation, which could strengthen the benefits of empowerment
further by managing resource constraints (through capital
restructuring) and psychological capital to address the challenges
of self-employment. This study helped government agencies

and non-governmental organizations to formulate programs
and policies to improve the performance of enterprises owned
by women in developing countries (Digan et al., 2019).
Marashian and Naderi (2014) explored the relationship between
the organizational culture, emotional intelligence, psychological
capital, work self-efficacy, and organizational entrepreneurship
of employees in Khuzestan Hydropower Company in Iran.
Through the analysis of typical related data, it was found
that employee organizational culture had significant correlations
with emotional intelligence, psychological capital, work self-
efficacy, and organizational entrepreneurship. Fuentelsaz and
Montero (2015) and Shen and Ho (2020) researched the
entrepreneurs with a high tendency to innovation through
a sample survey of 65,000 entrepreneurs from 88 countries.
These entrepreneurs participated in the Growth Enterprise
Market project from 2008 to 2012. The research results showed
that from a psychological perspective, the most important
variables included risk tolerance, entrepreneurial alertness, and
confidence in skills, and education and past experience also
played a key role in human capital. Khurosani (2018) and
Zheng et al. (2020) used structural equation modeling to
conduct organizational learning culture research on managers
and employees of the creative industry in Banten, Indonesia.
The research results showed that transformation leaders had
a positive impact on organizational learning culture but did
not affect the creativity and organizational innovation of
employees; organizational learning culture had a positive impact
on employee creativity; employee creativity had a positive impact
on organizational innovation.

Through analysis on the existing research, it is found that the
current research on deviant innovation still has the following
shortcomings. First, the existing literature studies and measures
on the two manifestations of deviant innovation behavior are
completely separate, which is regarded as two separate processes.
Based on whether managers are aware of this perspective, “private
innovation” is precisely the off-track innovation behavior that
occurs before managers are aware of it, while “illegal innovation”
is an off-track innovation behavior that occurs after managers
are informed. The innovation process will change from a private
state to an open state. Thus, two deviant innovations can
form a dynamic innovation process. Therefore, the existing
measurement methods for employees’ deviant innovation
behaviors are not conducive to an accurate understanding of
deviant innovation behaviors. Second, the existing research
on deviant innovation behaviors only sporadically proposes
the influencing factors of deviant innovation behaviors at the
individual, leadership, and organizational levels, lacking the
disclosure of action mechanisms and the support of empirical
results. Especially, the research on the formation mechanism
of deviant innovation behavior in Chinese context is rare.
This is not conducive to industrialists and scholars to have
a deep understanding of the formation process of deviant
innovation behavior. Third, most of the existing research focuses
on the value that the success of deviant innovation will bring
to the organization, as well as the negative impact that the
failure of deviant innovation will bring to the organization.
However, as an unconventional employee behavior, its impact
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on the organization is often more complicated than conventional
behavior (Yu et al., 2019). The dual attributes of lawful purpose
and behavior deviation also lead to successful and failed
deviant innovation behaviors, which will have opposite effects.
Therefore, it is necessary to explore the negative (positive)
influence of successful (failed) deviant innovation behavior. In
addition, most previous studies have focused on the impact
of deviant innovation on individual innovation performance,
ignoring its impact on organizational-level variables, especially
its impact on the ultimate goal of organizational development-
organizational effectiveness.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Psychological Capital of
Entrepreneurship
Psychological Capital Appreciation (PCA) refers to a positive
psychological state manifested by individuals during their growth
and development. It is a core psychological element that
transcends human and social capitals as well as a psychological
resource that promotes personal growth and performance
improvement. With the increasing pressure of competition and
the speed of changes in modern enterprises, more enterprise
managers realize that employees generally have work pressure
and ideological burdens. They pay attention to salary and benefits
but pay more attention to growth and progress. They can accept
the pressure of heavy work and lower payment, but they are in
urgent need of psychological comfort (Lerner et al., 2019).

The entrepreneurial psychological capital is an extension of
the concept of PCA, targeting the psychological resources and
psychological qualities of the entrepreneurial crowd. According
to the 7 elements of entrepreneurial psychological capital - active
growth, proactive response, enthusiasm and innovation, keen
excellence, self-efficacy, social wisdom, and optimistic hope, the
entrepreneurial psychological capital of entrepreneurs is studied.
Active growth mainly describes the views of entrepreneurs on
life, selection of goals, and the ability to execute self-awareness.
Active response mainly describes the ability of entrepreneurs
to cope with difficulties and frustrations, the practices when
encountering difficulties, and the continuous improvement and
update of their knowledge structure. Enthusiastic innovation
mainly describes the attitude of entrepreneurs to life and
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs should maintain their vitality in
the process of entrepreneurship to accept various challenges from
the workplace. Sensitive excellence mainly describes whether
entrepreneurs can achieve critical thinking when faced with the
market and are keen to identify market needs. Self-efficacy mainly
describes the ability of entrepreneurs to deal with problems
and whether they can face the challenges by themselves. Social
wisdom mainly describes whether entrepreneurs can empathize,
understand their needs while being aware of the thoughts and
needs of others, and make correct judgments and actions. At the
same time, they must have strong communication skills to win
various opportunities. Optimistic hope mainly describes whether
the mentality of entrepreneurs can be maintained peacefully and
whether they can remain rational and hope in the face of setbacks.

In summary, it is not difficult to find that entrepreneurial
psychological capital has a great impact on entrepreneurs.
Therefore, in the study of innovative entrepreneurial behavior, it
is necessary to discuss entrepreneurial psychological capital.

Entrepreneurial Opportunity Ability
Entrepreneurial opportunity ability mainly refers to the attractive
and long-lasting business opportunities that are conducive to
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs can provide customers with
valuable products or services and benefit themselves at the same
time. An entrepreneurial opportunity is a product or service
that creates or adds value to a buyer or user (Rogoza et al.,
2018), and it is attractive, durable, and timely. An entrepreneurial
opportunity introduces a new product, new service, new raw
material, and new organization selling at a price higher than
the cost. Entrepreneurial opportunity is a new “Means-End”
relationship, which can introduce new products, new services,
new raw materials, new markets, or new ways of organizing
economic activities.

At present, there are two factions. One believes that
entrepreneurial opportunities exist independently of
entrepreneurs, and entrepreneurs need to find out the
entrepreneurial opportunities from the external environment.
The other holds that entrepreneurial opportunities are
closely related to entrepreneurs themselves; the acquisition
of entrepreneurial opportunities is based on the perception
and understanding of entrepreneurs (Ramadi et al., 2019).
In this study, the entrepreneurial opportunity ability is
defined as the search and perception of entrepreneurs on
various information in the market, identifying the potential
entrepreneurial opportunity in the market, and selecting the
appropriate entrepreneurial method to start their business. The
entrepreneurial opportunity ability in this study mainly includes
three capabilities: opportunity search, opportunity identification,
and opportunity evaluation.

Opportunity search mainly reflects the sensitivity of
entrepreneurs to external information, whether they can
search for information that is beneficial to themselves and collect
information; opportunity identification mainly reflects the ability
of entrepreneurs to judge whether the collected information
has market value; opportunity evaluation mainly reflects the
evaluation of the relationship between an opportunity and
themselves when the entrepreneurs face an opportunity and
evaluate whether the opportunity is beneficial to their business.
Many entrepreneurs who achieve successful entrepreneurship
have been able to continue to grow and develop precisely because
they have seized the opportunity. Therefore, in innovative
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship opportunities are also one of
the key influencing factors that should be valued.

Entrepreneurial Performance
Entrepreneurial performance refers to the degree to which
a task or a certain goal is achieved in the process of
entrepreneurship. The goal theory holds that each organization
has formulated its end goal, and performance should be
measured by the degree to which the goal is achieved. In
entrepreneurship research, goal theory is also welcomed by
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scholars. Since ownership and management rights are not
separated in entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial
teams dominate the entrepreneurial performance. Therefore, the
goal theory serves as the theoretical basis for entrepreneurial
performance. There is certain rationality that is worthy of
reference for people in future entrepreneurial research. However,
this theory also has certain shortcomings. The measurement of
targets is not as objective as what is in actual operation (Nikolaev
et al., 2018). In general, there is often more than one goal for
an organization. Each organization’s department has its goals.
Sometimes, the goals of these departments conflict with each
other. Besides, the organizations have their respective goals.
How to measure these factors makes it difficult to compare
the performance of various organizations, and it is impossible
to distinguish the advantages and disadvantages among them
(Barbasanchez and Atienzasahuquillo, 2018).

In this study, entrepreneurial performance was mainly
measured from the dimensions of business operation, viability,
survival time, profit duration, investment return, total sales,
employee growth, and timeshare growth. Entrepreneurship
performance is a direct reflection of the level and ability
of entrepreneurial innovation, which is also an influential
factor that cannot be ignored. Therefore, the entrepreneurial
performance was introduced as an element to measure and
evaluate entrepreneurial psychological capital and deviant
innovation behaviors.

Deviant Innovation
After analyzing and investigating related researches, this study
summarized the characteristics of employee deviant innovation
into the following points, which were also important factors that
influence the innovative behaviors of employees.

(1) Privacy: Since the company disagrees with, supports,
or disapproves the deviant innovation behavior of
employees and their innovative ideas, while the deviant
innovation behavior is not within the scope of daily
work requirements of employees, the deviant innovation
behavior of employees will occupy the daily working time
of employees, consume their work energy, and occupy
the public resources of companies. Accordingly, when the
company finds deviant innovation behavior, the employees
are punished. Meanwhile, employees need to ensure that
their behaviors are private to avoid such punishments,
which means that such deviant innovation behaviors of
employees usually occur outside the line of sight of the
management (Shen et al., 2019).

(2) Duality: During the deviant innovation behavior, the
behavior of employees will violate the rules, regulations,
and related codes of conduct of the companies. Such
behaviors of the employees are illegal, even if the starting
point of the deviant innovation behavior is in the interest
of the companies. However, if the deviant innovation
behavior of employees is unsuccessful, it will become
an abnormal behavior that affects the interests of the
organization and the company. Also, the starting point of
deviant innovation behavior of employees is in the interests

of the companies, and the purpose is to create benefits for
the company, so its purpose is legitimate. Thus, the deviant
innovation behavior of employees is dual.

(3) Risks: Innovation are certainly risky. Employees are also
at risk of whether their innovation results are accepted,
and employees’ innovation results will be directly related
to their personal interests. If the company recognizes the
innovation results of employees, as a result, they will get
some additional benefits. If the company does not agree
with the results of the innovation of employees, they
will also be subject to certain departures, affecting their
personal interests. It is also because of the attitude of
the companies toward the results of deviant innovation
behavior of employees that has led to the continuous
occurrence of deviant innovations of employees. The
company does not punish employees because their
innovation results are the result of deviant innovation
behavior. On the contrary, if their innovation results
are conducive to the development of the company, the
company will reward them; thus, employees will have
gambler-like psychology for deviant innovations regardless
of company regulations and institutional innovations
(Hoogendoorn et al., 2019).

Research Model
According to the previous research results, this study established
a hypothetical model based on the psychological capital of
entrepreneurship and deviant innovation behavior of employees,
as shown in Figures 1, 2.

According to Figure 1, the study described the
relationship between innovative psychological capital,
innovation performance, and innovation opportunity
capability. This study made 4 hypotheses: (1) There
is positive correlation between psychological capital of
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial performance; (2)
There is positive correlation between psychological capital
of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial opportunity ability;
(3) There is positive correlation between entrepreneurial
performance and entrepreneurial opportunity ability; (4) The
entrepreneurial opportunity ability plays an intermediary
role in both psychological capital of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial performance.

According to Figure 2, this study combined the deviant
innovation behavior of employees with work values,
emotional intelligence, psychological empowerment, and
task interdependence with the employee. Work values of
employees refer to the attitudes of employees toward work
and the degree of investment in work. The deviant and
innovative behavior of employees is a reflection of both
their work values and their work preferences, which can
also demonstrate the interests of employees in pursuing the
company benefits. Emotional intelligence refers to the level of
employees’ understanding and cognition of other people and
their emotions. Emotional intelligence helps employees adapt
to various interpersonal communication environments and can
better regulate their emotions. Psychological empowerment
refers to the employees’ perception of how they match the
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FIGURE 1 | Hypothetical model of psychological capital of entrepreneurship.

FIGURE 2 | Hypothetical model of deviant innovation behavior of employees.

job content. The psychological empowerment of employees
includes their understanding of the meaning of the work, which
will affect the autonomy and self-efficacy of employees. Task
interdependence refers to the degree of correlation between
work productivity among employees, that is, the degree of
correlation between the work of employees and the work of
other employees (Bajracharya et al., 2018). This study makes the
following hypotheses: (1) There is positive correlation between
deviant innovation behavior of employees and their work
values; (2) Psychological authorization plays an intermediary
role in the work values and deviant innovation behavior of
employees; (3) There is a certain relationship between emotional
intelligence and work values and psychological empowerment
of the employees; (4) There is a certain correlation among task
interdependence, psychological empowerment, and deviant
innovation behavior of employees.

Research Samples and Data
A questionnaire survey was conducted to collect the required
data for exploration. In this study, two questionnaires were
designed: one was a survey for the entrepreneurial psychological
capital of entrepreneurs (Questionnaire 1), and the other

was a survey for deviant innovation behavior of employees
(Questionnaire 2). Questionnaires were distributed to 4
cities including Shanghai and Nanjing through the Internet.
For Questionnaire 1, a total of 350 copies were sent out
and 317 were retrieved, excluding the invalid copies. For
Questionnaire 2, a total of 350 copies were sent out, with 306
retrieved copies.

Questionnaires 1 and 2 were designed using the Likert 5-point
scoring method, including the 7 dimensions mentioned above
related to entrepreneurial psychological capital. Respondents
made choices from “fully compliant” to “completely non-
compliant” according to their circumstances, which is noted
as 1–5 points, respectively (Paschek et al., 2018). There is
an internal differentiation between entrepreneurial venture
capital and employee deviant innovation behaviors. To explore
the relationship between them, considering the theme of this
experiment, Questionnaire 1 for entrepreneurial venture capital
and Questionnaire 2 for employee deviant innovation behaviors
were designed. Questionnaire 1 included three dimensions,
i.e., entrepreneurial psychological capital, entrepreneurial
opportunity capacity, and entrepreneurial performance, with
a total of 11 component dimensions. The specific composition
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of the Questionnaire 1 is shown in Table 1. Questionnaire
2 includes 5 dimensions of employee deviant innovation
behaviors, and the specific composition is shown in Table 2
below. The scale of the company involved in this study
includes small, medium, and medium-sized companies. The
positions of the investigators include chairman, general
manager, and middle and middle-level executives. Most of
the people involved are aged 30–40 years old (born in the
1980s–1990s), who mainly have the college and undergraduate
education background.

The results of the internal consistency reliability study of
Questionnaire 1 are shown in Table 1.

According to Table 1, the internal consistency
reliability of the entrepreneurial psychological capital
part of Questionnaire 1 is 0.973, the internal consistency
reliability of the entrepreneurial opportunity capability
part is 0.971, and the internal consistency reliability of
the entrepreneurial performance part is 0.933. The above
data indicate that Questionnaire 1 has good performance
and reliability.

The results of the internal consistency reliability study of
Questionnaire 2 are shown in Table 2.

According to Table 2, the internal consistency reliability of
Questionnaire 2 is 0.972, indicating that Questionnaire 2 has
good reliability.

TABLE 1 | Internal consistency coefficient of Questionnaire 1.

Category Element Cronbach’s alpha

Entrepreneurial psychological
capital

Positive growth 0.800

Actively respond to 0.771

Enthusiasm for innovation 0.843

Acute superior 0.805

Self-efficacy 0.870

Social wisdom 0.877

Optimistic hope 0.817

Total table 0.973

Entrepreneurial opportunity
ability

Opportunity seeking ability 0.937

Opportunity recognition ability 0.944

Opportunity evaluation ability 0.912

Total table 0.971

Entrepreneurial performance Survival 0.861

Grow up 0.896

Total table 0.933

TABLE 2 | Internal consistency coefficient of Questionnaire 2.

Element Cronbach’s alpha

Deviant innovation 0.896

Psychological empowerment 0.894

Work value 0.901

Task interdependence 0.883

Emotional intelligence 0.869

Total table 0.972

RESULTS

Survey Results of Psychological Capital
of Entrepreneurship and Deviant
Innovation Behavior
The specific survey results of the companies are shown in
Figure 3, and the specific survey results of entrepreneurial staff
are shown in Figure 4.

According to Figure 3, for most of the companies surveyed
in this study, the years of the establishment are more than
5 years, and the number of company employees is more than
50. The industry in which the company operates is mostly in the
manufacturing industry, and most of the companies are small-
scaled.

According to Figure 4, the proportion of male entrepreneurs is
significantly higher than that of female entrepreneurs. At present,
the age of entrepreneurs has become younger, and the educational
level of entrepreneurs is mostly more than a college degree.
Entrepreneurs also hold high positions within the company.

The survey results of Questionnaire 2 are shown in Figure 5.
According to Figure 5, in terms of age, the employees involved

in this study are generally younger, almost new-generation
employees, and most of the employees participating in the study
are born in the 1990s who have just joined the work. It seems
that the research in this study covers people at all levels of
education, which lays the foundation for the universality of the
subsequent study.

Research Results of Psychological
Capital of Entrepreneurship
The research results of entrepreneurial opportunity ability and
psychological capital of entrepreneurship of Questionnaire 1 are
shown in Table 3.

According to Table 3, there are significant differences in the
psychological capital of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial
opportunity ability among people of different ages, with various
educational backgrounds, and in distinct positions (p = 0.000).

Further analysis confirms that males have higher scores of
psychological capital of entrepreneurship and the entrepreneurial
opportunity ability than females, and the differences are
statistically significant (p < 0.01). As the age decreases, the
scores of the psychological capital of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial opportunity ability show an increasing trend.
With the increase in education, the scores of psychological
capital of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial opportunity
ability have increased, the middle and senior managers have
higher scores of psychological capital of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial opportunity ability scores. However, the scores
of chairman of the board in the psychological capital of
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial opportunity ability show a
descending trend.

The correlation analysis has found that the correlation
coefficient between entrepreneurial performance and
entrepreneurial psychological capital is 0.29, p = 0.000,
indicating that there is a significant correlation between
entrepreneurial psychological capital and entrepreneurial
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FIGURE 3 | Company survey results of companies (year of company establishment; the number of company employees; industry in which the company operates;
company scale of operation).
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FIGURE 4 | Staff survey results of Questionnaire 1 (gender; age; education; positions held).
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FIGURE 5 | Survey results of Questionnaire 2 (gender; age; education level; company size).
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TABLE 3 | Results of analysis of variance in entrepreneurial opportunity capability
and psychological capital of entrepreneurship.

Element Age Education Position

F p-value F p-value F p-value

Entrepreneurial
psychological capital

36.265 0.000 40.084 0.000 29.401 0.000

Entrepreneurial
opportunity ability

28.785 0.000 29.900 0.000 29.310 0.000

performance. The correlation coefficient between entrepreneurial
opportunity ability and entrepreneurial performance is 0.40,
p = 0.000, indicating that there is a significant correlation
between entrepreneurial opportunity ability and entrepreneurial
performance. The correlation coefficient between entrepreneurial
psychological capital and entrepreneurial opportunity ability
is 0.81, p = 0.000, indicating that there is a significant
correlation between entrepreneurial psychological capital
and entrepreneurial opportunity ability. Therefore, the
entrepreneurial opportunity ability plays an intermediary
role between entrepreneurial psychological capital and
entrepreneurial performance. Combined with Figure 1,
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 4 were verified, indicating that the
hypotheses proposed are reasonable.

Research Results of Deviant Innovation
Behavior
By analyzing the results in Questionnaire 2, this study obtains the
results, as shown in Table 4.

According to Table 4, there are significant correlations
between the work values and psychological empowerment
of employees, the work values and deviance innovation of
employees, and the psychological empowerment and deviance
innovation of employees.

Further analysis shows that the scores of psychological
empowerment and work values of employees during the
period of low emotional intelligence show a downward
trend, while the scores of the psychological empowerment
of employees increase significantly when they show high
emotional intelligence, and the differences are statistically
significant (p = 0.000). When task interdependence is high,
the psychological empowerment and deviance innovation
scores of employees are lower, and the difference is statistically
significant (p = 0.003). Therefore, employee psychological
empowerment plays a role in regulating their work values
and deviant innovation behaviors. Here, it is referred
to as an intermediary role. In summary, considering
the elaborations in Figure 2, the proposed Hypotheses
1–4 were verified.

DISCUSSION

Companies hope that employees may innovate to a certain
degree and encourage employees to innovate. However,
if the creative thinking of employee conflicts with the

TABLE 4 | Analysis results of Questionnaire 2.

Element F p-value

Work values and psychological empowerment 0.624 0.000

Work values and deviant innovation 0.367 0.000

Psychological empowerment and deviant innovation 0.367 0.000

development goals of the company, they will be considered
as performing deviant innovation behaviors. This study
explores the psychological capital of entrepreneurship
and deviant innovation behavior of employees separately
(Zhu et al., 2019). After analyzing the research results,
the authors found that there is a significant correlation
among entrepreneurial psychological capital, entrepreneurial
opportunity ability, and entrepreneurial performance; there is
a significant correlation between entrepreneurial psychological
capital and entrepreneurial opportunity ability; there are
respective significant correlations between the work values and
psychological empowerment of employees, between the work
values and deviant innovation behaviors of employees, and
between the psychological empowerment and deviant innovation
behaviors of employees (Zheng and Liu, 2020). After research,
it is found that the research results of this study are basically
consistent with the pre-research hypotheses mentioned in the
method section. It is not difficult to find that entrepreneurial
psychological capital will have a great influence on employees’
deviant innovation behavior; meanwhile, there is a significant
correlation between the two. In the meantime, the impact
of employees’ working values on their deviant innovation
behavior cannot be ignored. In general, working values can
also be regarded as a manifestation of employees’ psychological
empowerment, which further reveals the importance of
entrepreneurial psychological capital in employees’ deviant
innovation behaviors.

In addition, the research in this study has also found
that the number of female entrepreneurs has a clear
upward trend; however, the level of human capital and
social capital of female entrepreneurs is lower than that of
male entrepreneurs. As a result, the most important thing
for female entrepreneurs is to improve their self-efficacy.
Also, it is found that the average psychological capital of
entrepreneurship is significantly improved for those with a
history of starting a business than those without a history of
starting a business. However, those with a history of starting
a business twice do not have a clear advantage over those
with a history of starting a business. Therefore, this proves
that entrepreneurial experience cannot improve entrepreneurs’
ability of discovery and innovation. Through the research,
it is found that age is a very important factor in deviant
innovation behavior. Young employees are more eager to
be recognized by company executives and colleagues, so
their views on deviant innovation behavior are also simpler,
and they are prone to deviant behavior. These results are
consistent with the research results of Kluemper et al.
(2019). The research on psychological capital and deviant
innovation are enriched, which provides a reference for
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the practice of innovation management. Entrepreneurial self-
efficacy is also a manifestation of mental state. In comparison,
young people tend to show higher enthusiasm at work, with
stronger impetus and innovation awareness. Thus, the possibility
of deviant innovation behaviors among young people is higher.
Based on gender considerations, the above results indicate that
research on female entrepreneurs is necessary and valuable,
which will also be the direction of further deepening research.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the psychological capital of entrepreneurship
and deviant innovation behavior of employees were studied
in a separate manner. The research results show that there is
a significant correlation between the psychological capital of
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial opportunity capability,
a significant correlation between the psychological capital
of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial performance, and
entrepreneurial opportunity capability and entrepreneurial
performance. Also, there is a significant correlation between
work values and the psychological empowerment of employees,
work values and deviant innovation behavior of employees,
and psychological empowerment and deviant innovation
behavior of employees.

Although this study has obtained valuable results, the research
process of this study still has the following limitations.

(1) The psychological capital structure used in this paper is the
one commonly used in Europe and America; for China,
however, this psychological capital structure may not be
completely applicable. It is therefore necessary to change
the structure of psychological capital of entrepreneurship,
so as to fit better in China in the subsequent study.

(2) Due to the time limitation, This study did not focus
on gender differences, which is of great value to female
entrepreneurs. In the subsequent study, it is essential
to conduct psychological research on the entrepreneurial
capital of female entrepreneurs.

(3) The data analyzed in this study are filled out by individuals,
and the accuracy cannot be guaranteed. In the future,
relevant evaluation data from others will be added to
consolidate the findings of this study.
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In this study, entrepreneurship education was explored from the perspective of the
combination of psychology and literary ethics, with the purpose of studying the
entrepreneurial behavior of Chinese American college students and promoting the
development of entrepreneurship education. Based on the analysis of self-efficacy,
the correlations among entrepreneurial intention, entrepreneurship education, and
entrepreneurial efficacy of the research samples were analyzed. First, through the
questionnaire design, the research samples and the measurement scales of each
research variable were determined, and the survey results and the reliability of
the scale were analyzed and tested. Second, based on the variance analysis and
regression analysis methods, a descriptive statistical analysis was performed on
the correlations among entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial intentions, and
entrepreneurial efficacy among Chinese American college students. Finally, the idea of
literary ethics was integrated into entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial intentions,
and entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and the correlation structure model was constructed.
The intermediary role of entrepreneurial efficacy in entrepreneurship education and
entrepreneurial intention was tested. In addition, the individual gender and family
entrepreneurial behaviors were considered. The results show that the valid response rate
of the questionnaire, is satisfactory at, 96.49%; the reliability and validity of the scales of
the research variables are satisfactory; the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient values
are all above 0.80; and the fitting results of the confirmatory factors are satisfactory.
The regression analysis results show significant correlations among entrepreneurship
education, entrepreneurial intentions, and entrepreneurial efficacy among Chinese
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American college students. Entrepreneurial efficacy has a partially intermediary role
in the two dimensions of entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intention.
Individual gender and family entrepreneurial behaviors have moderating effects, on
the entrepreneurial efficacy levels of college entrepreneurs. From the perspectives
of psychology and literary ethics, the above results have positive effects on the
development of entrepreneurship education.

Keywords: entrepreneurial efficacy, psychological state, literary ethics, entrepreneurial intention,
entrepreneurship education

INTRODUCTION

With the economic development and the increasingly fierce
market competition environment, entrepreneurial activities have
attracted wide attention. For college students, entrepreneurship
has become a new way to achieve employment (Kheng, 2017;
Bogusz and Morisse, 2018). Entrepreneurship education was first
developed in developed countries in the 20th century. Some
studies have found that more than three-quarters of American
colleges and universities set up entrepreneurship courses (Hrisch
et al., 2017; Shelton, 2017). For entrepreneurship education,
currently, discussions and research have been performed
on the promotion of production levels and technological
innovation (Izzo, 2017), its correlations with entrepreneurial
intentions and opportunity recognition (Allini et al., 2017),
and the content of entrepreneurship education (Massis et al.,
2017). From the perspective of culture and entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurial intentions and motives of entrepreneurs in
different environments are different. Especially, in the context
of a country with a large environmental differentiation, such
differences will be more obvious. The entrepreneurial traits
possessed by individuals are closely related to their psychological
behaviors (O’Shea et al., 2017). To analyze entrepreneurship
education from a psychological perspective, the element of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy is an important embodiment of
personality psychological traits, both in terms of tasks and
fields (Cho et al., 2017). From the perspective of ethics, it is
meaningful to analyze and explore the self-employment behavior
of college students. However, there are not many research results
in this field globally. The main focus of ethics theory is on
ethics education (Sergey and William, 2017). Currently, there is
little research on entrepreneurship education based on ethics,
and there is also little research on the combination of the
psychological characteristics and ethics of entrepreneurs.

Therefore, Chinese American college students were included
as the research samples. The idea of literary ethics was introduced
in an innovative manner. This study aims to explore and
analyze the correlations among entrepreneurial self-efficacy,
entrepreneurial intention, and entrepreneurial education based
on psychological theory. It is hoped that this study may
provide some theory and data references for the development of
entrepreneurship education based on psychological theory and
ethics perspective.

LITERATURE REVIEW

International Research Progress
Tingey et al. (2020) studied the impact of entrepreneurship
education programs on youth entrepreneurship knowledge
and social welfare, and found that related entrepreneurial
interventions had a positive impact on the development of
youths (Tingey et al., 2020). Suryavanshi et al. (2019) explored
the correlation between health care and entrepreneurship and
showed that the groups that will play a greater role in
the medical industry in the future would mainly focus on
innovative entrepreneurs. Mollica et al. (2017) explored the
impact of school entrepreneurship and management courses
on students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy and revealed that
entrepreneurship and management training were very helpful
for students to plan their careers. Asimakopoulos et al. (2019)
analyzed and explored the role of entrepreneurship education
in entrepreneurial intentions and found that entrepreneurial
education had a positive regulatory role in entrepreneurial self-
efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions. Christensen et al. (2018)
discussed the integration of ethics education into the accounting
curriculum, and through comparison with traditional moral
education, it was found that the introduction of ethics education
is meaningful for the cultivation of students’ satisfactory, moral
quality. Ramus and Vaccaro (2017) researched and discussed the
positioning and balance between corporate wealth creation and
social value creation.

Research Progress in China
Wan and Wang (2018) studied the role of sellers’ entrepreneurial
self-efficacy and remote work self-efficacy in operational
creativity in the market and found that the two have a
synergistic effect in promoting creativity. Zhang et al. (2019)
explored the influence of psychological factors on entrepreneurs’
causal decision-making logic preferences, and the research
results show that psychological factors have an influence
on the entrepreneur’s causal and effective decision-making
logic preferences; samples from the United States and China
showed positive correlations existing among self-efficacy, control
decision logic, and predictive decision logic.

In summary, works that explore entrepreneurship education,
entrepreneurial intentions, psychological factors, and other levels
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are various. Therefore, entrepreneurship education has attracted
the attention of scholars all over the world. Entrepreneurial
self-efficacy has a significant influence on entrepreneurship
education. Individual psychological factors have a greater
influence on the choices of entrepreneurship and development
orientation. The role of ethics education in cultivating the
satisfactory, quality of students cannot be ignored. However,
research that introduces ethical ideas into entrepreneurship
education is rare, as well as research that combines academic
theory and literary ethics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entrepreneurial Efficacy Based on the
Field of Psychology
The concept of self-efficacy was first proposed by the psychologist
Bandura. Based on the category of psychological theory, it
represents the individual’s prediction, belief, or confidence
in the ability required in the process of achieving a given
goal (Dai et al., 2019). A lot of studies have shown that
individual emotions and their physiological conditions are one
of the key factors affecting self-efficacy (Yang et al., 2018).
In the field of entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial
self-efficacy is a term defined under the combination of
self-efficacy and entrepreneurial management. It can also be
referred to as entrepreneurial efficacy. Entrepreneurial efficacy
is a manifestation of entrepreneurs’ psychological traits. It
has a predictive ability for entrepreneurial behaviors and
activities. During interaction with the external environment,
entrepreneurial efficacy can be enhanced and improved further.
Entrepreneurial efficacy is defined as the perception and
belief of individual entrepreneurs of Chinese American college
students regarding the entrepreneurial behaviors. With the
exploration and measurement of entrepreneurial efficacy and
the structure of exploration, the Entrepreneurship Self-Efficacy
Scale, which effectively distinguishes entrepreneurs from non-
entrepreneurs, and the Entrepreneurial Efficacy Evaluation Scale,
which effectively distinguish entrepreneurs and managers and
includes six dimensions, are proposed successively. On this
basis, some scholars have divided entrepreneurship effectiveness
into four dimensions: opportunity identification, correlations,
management, and risk-taking (Nakamura, 2019). At present,
there is no unified standard for cognition of the dimension of
entrepreneurial efficacy. Therefore, multiple dimensions were
chosen to measure entrepreneurial efficacy in this study.

Basic Theory of Literary Ethics
Literary ethics is a discipline that studies the creation, criticism,
and reading of literary works, as well as the ethical values and
ethics related to literature. This special discipline covers a wide
range of content, and it mainly applies knowledge about ethics
to solve moral problems in literature. Literary ethics, as the name
implies, is a combination of literature and ethics, both of which
are related to moral issues; however, the difference is that ethics
discuss moral issues in real life, while literary ethics focuses on the
discussion and analysis of moral issues in a virtual environment.

By integrating ethics into literature, this discipline provides a new
direction for the development of literature. At the same time, in
combination with literary characteristics, it is also conducive to
the development and deepening of ethics in the research process
of ethics. The combination of literary ethics and “learning” is
more ethical. Entrepreneurship is a very complicated project that
involves many interpersonal interactions. The complex ethical
and moral issues that entrepreneurs will encounter are endless,
such as the formation of entrepreneurial innovation spirit,
the improvement of entrepreneurs’ individual comprehensive
quality, the establishment of moral personality, the perseverance
in belief perception (the improvement and deepening of
entrepreneurial efficacy), and entrepreneurial ethical cares
from all aspects. The above are all parts of entrepreneurial
ethics. Therefore, from the perspective of literary ethics, the
impact of entrepreneurship education on the entrepreneurial
community of Chinese American college students is explored.
From the perspective of entrepreneurship education, compared
with traditional ethics, the introduction of literary ethics has
improved the comprehensive quality of entrepreneurship for
Chinese American college students, the cultivation of the moral
quality of entrepreneurial individuals, and the establishment of
moral personality. It even plays a role in the improvement of
psychological quality during the entrepreneurial process and the
successful realization of entrepreneurship. The role of literary
ethics in the entrepreneurial process of college students is subtle,
which is shown as the essence of individuals.

The Impact of Entrepreneurship
Education and Entrepreneurial Efficacy
on Entrepreneurial Intentions
In the research field of entrepreneurship, the initial focus is
mainly on entrepreneurial intentions of entrepreneurs. For
the research on entrepreneurial intentions, from the initial
focus on individual factors to the later introduction of external
environmental variables, the impacts of entrepreneurship
education are gaining ever-increasing attention. Entrepreneurial
intention is the antecedent variable of entrepreneurial behavior.
Previous studies have shown that the level of entrepreneurship
education has a significant effect on entrepreneurial intention.
At present, the development of entrepreneurship education
has become an important method to promote college students’
entrepreneurial activities. As a result, it has become a research hot
spot. However, from the perspective of overall development, the
current development of entrepreneurship education is still in the
exploration stage. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an overall
investigation. On this basis, on the premise of cross-culture,
the correlations among entrepreneurship education of Chinese
American college students and the entrepreneurial intention of
college entrepreneurs are explored and analyzed.

The manifestation of individual ability is inseparable from
the entrepreneurial efficacy. Previous studies have shown that
entrepreneurial efficacy has a satisfactory, predictive ability
in terms of career. When there is a special entrepreneurial
environment, the premise of individual entrepreneurial
intentions is considered as a sense of entrepreneurial efficacy,
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which has a direct impact on the creation of entrepreneurial
intentions and behaviors. Hence, entrepreneurial effectiveness
has a greater impact on external environmental factors and
individual psychological characteristics, which is a type of
outcome variable. Entrepreneurial efficacy also has the ability to
predict entrepreneurial intentions, which is a type of antecedent
variable. On this basis, on the premise of cross-culture, whether
the entrepreneurial efficacy of Chinese American college students
has an intermediary role is explored and analyzed. Among them,
the entrepreneurial intention model is shown in Figure 1 below.

Design of Research
In the research on entrepreneurship education, the above
statements have shown that entrepreneurial behavior is complex
and changeable, and there are many influencing factors. Among
them, culture is one of the most important influencing factors.
Given significant differences in history, culture, education,
ideas, and lifestyle of different countries, the presentation
of entrepreneurship education will also vary. In such a
complex system, the entrepreneurial group of Chinese American
college students will also face many ethical issues during the
implementation of entrepreneurial behaviors. The maintenance
and further improvement of their entrepreneurial efficacy will
have a great impact on the success of entrepreneurship. In
summary, entrepreneurial intention is the prerequisite for
entrepreneurial behaviors and activities, and entrepreneurial
efficacy is the antecedent variable of entrepreneurial intention.
Entrepreneurship education occupies an important position in
the creation of entrepreneurial intentional behaviors. Therefore,
it is very necessary to discuss the impact of entrepreneurial
intention. For this reason, in the study of Chinese American
entrepreneurship education, the entrepreneurial intention is
introduced. Based on the sense of entrepreneurial efficacy
under psychological theory, the analysis is performed from the
perspective of literary ethics. The establishment of the correlation
research model is shown in Figure 2. The research hypotheses are
presented in Table 1.

Selection of Research Samples and
Scale Tools
Among the studies in the cross-cultural field, the questionnaire
survey method has the widest scope of application and is less

affected by external factors (Kim et al., 2018). Considering the
study of entrepreneurship education of Chinese American
college students, the data were collected and analyzed
by means of questionnaire survey. For the design of the
questionnaire, a team of five Chinese American master’s
graduates from the Department of Psychology of a certain
American university revised the questionnaire accordingly.
After many discussions, the final version of this questionnaire
was determined. The questionnaires were distributed online.
Research participants completed the questionnaire directly
through Survey Monkey, and the feedback information of the
questionnaire could be received in time. Considering the level
of entrepreneurship education, the selected research samples
include Chinese American college students who were over
18 years old and were educated in the United States. Before
the results of the questionnaire survey were analyzed, the
invalid questionnaires contained in the questionnaire were
eliminated. The judgment criteria for the invalid questionnaires
include these conditions: the questionnaire has many blanks,
the question options are highly repeated, and the basic personal
information is missing.

The entrepreneurial intention scale includes a total of
12 questions, and the evaluation method is 7-point scoring
(Baldegger et al., 2017). For entrepreneurship education, the
revised entrepreneurship education status scale was selected
(Qu et al., 2017), which contained a total of seven questions,
and the evaluation method also used the 7-point scoring
method. For entrepreneurial efficacy, the Entrepreneurial Self-
Efficacy Scale was chosen (Ayse and Turkan, 2018), which
included a total of five dimensions and five questions, and
the evaluation method used the 5-point scoring method. Two
indicators, reliability and structural validity, were selected to
test the reliability of the research variable scale. The reliability
test was evaluated by Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient,
and the validity of the structural validity was tested by factor
analysis method (Heuvelman et al., 2018). The test factors
involved included Chi-square degree of freedom (χ2/df), root
mean square error approximate (RMSEA), normed fitting index
(NFI), satisfaction, of fit index (GFI), comparison fit index
(CFI), and incremental fit index (IFI). For the statistical analysis
of data, the SPSS 26.0 and AMOS 26.0 are utilized. Then,
the multi-factor analysis of variance and regression analysis
methods were used (Bauernhofer et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019).

Social, political and 
economic environment

Personal ability and 
personality

Perceptual belief Self efficacy

Rational analytical 
thinking

Intuitive holistic 
thinking

Intention and behavior

FIGURE 1 | Model of entrepreneurial intention.
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FIGURE 2 | Model of correlation research.

Combined with the construction of structural equation models
and based on the perspective of literary ethics, the correlations
among entrepreneurial intention, entrepreneurship education,
and entrepreneurial efficacy were explored. The measurement
scale of each research variable is shown in Table 2.

RESULTS

Questionnaire Statistics
The demographic characteristics of the selected research samples
are shown in Table 3. A total of 600 questionnaires were
distributed, 570 of which were finally recovered. After invalid
questionnaires were removed from the recovered questionnaires,
the number of valid questionnaires was 550, and the validity
rate was 96.49%. As shown in Table 3, the proportion of
boys in the research samples is 48.7%, and the proportion
of girls is 51.3%. In addition, for the majors of research
samples, the proportion of science and engineering majors
is 45.3%, the proportion of literature and history majors is
7.2%, the proportion of economics and management majors is
22.2%, and the proportion of social science majors is 25.3%, of

TABLE 1 | Research hypotheses.

Hypothesis number Concrete content

Hypothesis 1 There is a significant correlation between
entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial efficacy,
and entrepreneurial intention of Chinese American
college students.

Hypothesis 2 The entrepreneurial efficacy of Chinese American
college students plays an intermediary role between
entrepreneurial goal intention and entrepreneurial
execution intention.

Hypothesis 3 The sense of entrepreneurial efficacy of Chinese
American college students plays an intermediary role
between entrepreneurship education and
entrepreneurial intention.

Hypothesis 4 Gender and family entrepreneurial behavior of Chinese
American college students play a moderating role in the
structural model of entrepreneurial efficacy.

which the proportion of undergraduate students is larger, which
accounts for 90.2%.

Scale Reliability and Validity Test Results
The reliability tests of scale tools for the entrepreneurial
intention, entrepreneurial efficacy, and the entrepreneurship
education of Chinese American college students are shown in
Table 4 and Figure 3 below.

As shown in Table 4, the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability
coefficient corresponding to entrepreneurial intention is 0.90,
the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient corresponding to
entrepreneurial efficacy is 0.87, and the Cronbach’s Alpha
reliability coefficient corresponding to entrepreneurship
education is 0.92. The reliability coefficients of the variables
are all above 0.80, indicating that the reliability of the scale
is satisfactory. As shown in Figure 3, for entrepreneurial
intentions, χ2/df = 3.703, RMSEA = 0.078, NFI = 0.933,
GFI = 0.823, CFI = 0.986, IFI = 0.844. For entrepreneurial
efficacy, χ2/df = 2.908, RMSEA = 0.078, NFI = 0.902, GFI = 0.842,
CFI = 0.953, IFI = 0.804. For entrepreneurship education,
χ2/df = 1.577, RMSEA = 0.045, NFI = 0.951, GFI = 0.866,
CFI = 0.982, IFI = 0.883. Therefore, the structural validity of the
scale is satisfactory.

Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The entrepreneurial efficacy was taken as the dependent variable.
Then, the gender of Chinese American college students and the
entrepreneurial behaviors of their family members were taken
as independent variables. The corresponding variance analysis
results are shown in Figure 4 below.

In the above figure, Male-Y represents a male college student,
and his family has entrepreneurial behaviors. The rest may be
deduced by analogy.

Analysis of data in the figure shows that in terms of
entrepreneurial efficacy, Chinese American college students have
significant differences in family entrepreneurial behaviors. The
descriptive statistics and correlation analysis results of the
corresponding variables of the research samples are shown in
Table 5 and Figure 5.

As shown in Table 5, there is a significant positive
correlation between the two dimensions of entrepreneurial
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TABLE 2 | Measurement scale of each research variable.

Research variable
dimension

Measurement problems

Entrepreneurial
intention

1.1 Do my best to set up and run my own company.

1.2 My career goal is to be an entrepreneur.

1.3 I’m interested in starting a company.

1.4 I will start my own company in 5 years.

1.5 I wish I could be the boss.

1.6 When I feel that my economic situation is not optimistic,
I will choose to start a business.

1.7 When I’m not interested in what I’m doing, I start a
business.

1.8 If I can’t find a satisfactory job when I graduate, I will
start my own business.

1.9 When I am faced with great work pressure, I will start a
business.

1.10 When I have studied the relevant entrepreneurship
courses, I will start my own business.

1.11 When I find the right partner, I will start a business.

1.12 Setting up my own company is within the scope of my
plan.

Entrepreneurship
education

2.1 The school has special entrepreneurship education
courses.

2.2 The school has an entrepreneurial fund.

2.3 The school has a strong atmosphere of
entrepreneurship and innovation.

2.4 Most of the lecturers in the school are successful
entrepreneurs.

2.5 The school is equipped with a professional team of
entrepreneurship education teachers.

2.6 The setting of university courses increases students’
entrepreneurial skills.

2.7 What I learned at school is ready for Entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurial
efficacy

3.1 Go all out to deal with the problem

3.2 Believe in my social skills to cope with any situation.

3.3 Be able to consider and solve problems from multiple
perspectives.

3.4 As long as we are diligent and practical, we can solve
many problems.

3.5 It’s easy in any situation.

intention, i.e., entrepreneurial goal intention and entrepreneurial
execution intention. There is significant positive correlations
among entrepreneurial goal intention, entrepreneurial efficacy,
and entrepreneurship education. There are significant positive
correlations among entrepreneurial intention, entrepreneurial
efficacy, and entrepreneurship education. At the same time, there
are also significant positive correlations between entrepreneurial
efficacy and entrepreneurial goal intention, and entrepreneurial
execution intention and entrepreneurship education.

Test of the Intermediary Role of
Entrepreneurial Efficacy
The fit index of the structural model of the correlations among
entrepreneurial intentions, entrepreneurship education, and

TABLE 3 | Demographic characteristics of the research samples.

Influence parameter Classification and composition Percentage (%)

Gender Male 51.3

Female 48.7

Age Over 25 years old 46

21–25 years old 47

18–20 years old 7

Educational background Master 9.8

Undergraduate 90.2

Major Science and Engineering 45.3

Literature and History 7.2

Economic Management 22.2

Social Sciences 25.3

Family Entrepreneurship Yes 25

No 75

TABLE 4 | Reliability test.

Research
variables

Entrepreneurial
intention

Entrepreneurial
efficacy

Entrepreneurship
education

Cronbach’s alpha 0.90 0.87 0.92

FIGURE 3 | Structural validity test results.

entrepreneurial efficacy of Chinese American college students is
shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, the correlation structure model has
a satisfactory, fitting effect, and the path coefficient among
the entrepreneurial efficacy, entrepreneurial goal intention, and
entrepreneurial execution intention is significant, which shows
that the entrepreneurial efficacy has a partially intermediary
effect for the entrepreneurial goal intention and entrepreneurial
execution intention. Furthermore, the path coefficients between
entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial goal intention,
and entrepreneurial execution intention and entrepreneurial
efficacy, are significant, which reveals the correlation between
entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intention of
entrepreneurial efficacy.
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FIGURE 4 | Results of variance analysis.

For Chinese American college students of different genders
and family entrepreneurial behaviors, the corresponding cross-
group comparative analysis results are shown in Figures 6, 7.

As shown in the above figures, in the restriction model,
when the critical ratio P is greater than 0.05, the corresponding
parameter changes are not significant. Accordingly, it is
speculated that for Chinese American college students,
individual genders have a significant regulatory impact on the
correlations among entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial
efficacy, and entrepreneurial intentions. When the critical
ratio P is smaller than 0.001, for family entrepreneurial
behaviors, the changes in corresponding parameters are not
very significant. Therefore, for Chinese American college
students, family members’ entrepreneurial behaviors have
a significant regulatory impact on the correlations among
entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial efficacy, and
entrepreneurial intentions.

DISCUSSION

During the implementation of entrepreneurship education
for college students, entrepreneurial efficacy is an expression
of individual characteristics based on psychological theory.
Entrepreneurial intention behaviors, including entrepreneurial
goal intentions and entrepreneurial execution intentions,
are greatly affected by entrepreneurship education and
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FIGURE 5 | Descriptive statistical analysis.

entrepreneurial efficacy, in which entrepreneurial efficacy
is the antecedent variable and has a predictive effect on
entrepreneurial intention behaviors. The enhancement of
entrepreneurial efficiency has the role of promoting the
improvement of college students’ comprehensive quality, the
cultivation of entrepreneurial innovation, the establishment
of confident personality, and the persistence of perceptual
belief. It plays an important role in the development of college
students’ entrepreneurial ethics. The results show that both
different genders and different family entrepreneurial behaviors
have a significantly positive impact on entrepreneurial efficacy
of college students. Considering that entrepreneurial efficacy
will not change with cultural differences or different life
backgrounds, there will also be no significant differences in
the context of transnational or cross-cultural backgrounds.
Through analysis, it is found that Chinese American college
students whose family members have entrepreneurial behaviors
have a significantly higher entrepreneurial efficiency than
students without family members’ entrepreneurial behaviors.
Therefore, family members’ entrepreneurial behaviors are a
family background factor of entrepreneurial ethics, which is
of great significance to the improvement of entrepreneurial
efficiency of college entrepreneurs.

The descriptive statistical analysis results of the research
variables show significant correlations between the
entrepreneurial efficacy and entrepreneurship education,
and the entrepreneurial goal intentions and entrepreneurial

TABLE 5 | Correlation analysis.

Entrepreneurial efficacy Entrepreneurship education Entrepreneurial goal intention Entrepreneurial
execution intention

Entrepreneurial efficacy 1

Entrepreneurship education 0.432** 1

Entrepreneurial goal intention 0.385** 0.436** 1

Entrepreneurial execution intention 0.213** 0.369** 0.552** 1

**p < 0.01.
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TABLE 6 | Fit index of correlation structure model.

Confirmatory factor χ2/df RMSEA NFI GFI CFI IFI

Fitting results 2.454 0.079 0.923 0.931 0.912 0.912
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FIGURE 6 | Cross-group comparative analysis based on gender and family
entrepreneurship background.
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FIGURE 7 | Model fit index of family members’ entrepreneurial behavior.

execution intentions of Chinese American college students.
The proposed Hypothesis 1 is verified, and it is reasonable.
Therefore, scholars have found that for entrepreneurial
intentions, entrepreneurial efficacy is an important predictor
variable. Entrepreneurial efficacy has a guiding role in the
development of entrepreneurial intentions (Simone et al.,
2017). In addition, for the possibility of entrepreneurial efficacy
as an intermediary variable in the field of entrepreneurship
research, previous studies have explored it (Klompstra et al.,
2017). By constructing a structure model of the correlations
among entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial efficacy,
and entrepreneurial intention of Chinese American college
students, it is found that the entrepreneurial efficacy of

college students has a significantly positive predictive effect
on entrepreneurial intention, which is consistent with the
conclusions drawn by previous studies (Barba-Sánchez
and Atienza-Sahuquillo, 2018). Entrepreneurial efficacy
has a partial intermediary role between entrepreneurial
goal intentions and entrepreneurial execution intentions.
The correlation structure model has found that the path
coefficient of entrepreneurship education to entrepreneurial
intention and entrepreneurial efficacy of Chinese American
college students is significant. Entrepreneurial efficacy has
a partially mediating effect on the correspondence between
entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intention. The
level of entrepreneurial efficacy developed through self-efficacy
has a close correlation with the level of education received by
the individual. Entrepreneurial intentions can be used to predict
the perception of entrepreneurial efficacy, which verifies that
entrepreneurial efficacy plays an intermediary role between
entrepreneurship intention and entrepreneurship education.
This also validates the rationality of the proposed Hypothesis 2
and Hypothesis 3.

For the role of gender and family entrepreneurial behaviors
in the correlation structure model, the results show that the two
have a regulatory effect on entrepreneurial efficacy. This verifies
Hypothesis 4 and illustrates the rationality of this hypothesis.
In general, entrepreneurial efficacy plays an intermediary role
between entrepreneurial ethics and entrepreneurial intention.
However, this impact is affected by the gender differences and
family entrepreneurial behaviors of Chinese American college
students. Thus, the development of individual entrepreneurs
is the result of the interactions among a variety of factors.
Therefore, college entrepreneurs should seize the opportunities of
ethical strategies and fully utilize their advantages to achieve the
purpose of successful entrepreneurship (Wu et al., 2019). When
college students choose to start their businesses, no matter what
stage they are in, it is very important for them to improve their
personal qualities and avoid ethical and moral anomie behaviors.
In addition, the improvement of entrepreneurial efficiency is an
important aspect.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the Chinese American college students
were chosen from American colleges and universities
as the research samples. Based on the perspective of
psychology and literary ethics, it is found that there are
significant correlations among entrepreneurial efficacy,
entrepreneurial intention, and entrepreneurship education.
Among them, entrepreneurial efficacy has a partially
intermediary role, and individual gender and family
background have a regulating impact on entrepreneurial
behavior. However, due to various factors, the selection of
research samples is not comprehensive enough in terms of
grades and majors. In addition, due to the cross-cultural
factors, cultural differences are inevitable. In the future,
therefore, more comprehensive research samples need to
be introduced, and multiple influencing factors including
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culture should be analyzed, so as to further deepen the
proposed topic.
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Under the analysis of the psychological level of entrepreneurs, the study focuses on
discussing the relationship between the salary gap and enterprise innovation efficiency.
It provides a reference basis for promoting employee innovation activities and improving
the market competitiveness of enterprises. First, the role of entrepreneur psychology
in decision-making was explained theoretically. Based on this, the relationship between
the salary gap of employees and enterprise innovation was analyzed from a theoretical
perspective. In the empirical analysis, this paper selected the data of China’s A-share
manufacturing listed enterprises from 2012 to 2016 as the research sample. The
explanatory variables include the salary of senior management, the salary of the ordinary
employee and salary gap. The explained variable is enterprise innovation efficiency. By
constructing an econometric model, this study used a multiple regression model to
empirically analyze the correlation between the salary gap and innovation efficiency.
The regression coefficients between monetary salary and equity salary of senior
managers and enterprise innovation performance are 5.545 and 1.003, respectively.
The regression coefficient between the salary of the ordinary employee and enterprise
innovation efficiency is 8.357. The regression coefficient between the internal salary
gap of the senior management team and the enterprise innovation efficiency is 3.552,
both of which show a significant positive correlation at the 1% level. The regression
coefficient between the salary gap between senior managers and ordinary employees
and the enterprise innovation performance is −3.032, which is significantly negatively
correlated at the 5% level. The internal salary gap of the senior management team has
a significant positive effect on enterprise innovation efficiency. The salary gap between
senior managers and ordinary employees has a negative effect on enterprise innovation
efficiency. Enterprises should optimize the salary structure from two levels of senior
managers and ordinary employees, to stimulate the work enthusiasm of employees at
all levels, and promote enterprise innovation.

Keywords: salary gap, enterprise innovation efficiency, entrepreneur psychology, senior managers, ordinary
employees
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INTRODUCTION

Since the reform and opening-up, China’s economy has
developed rapidly and China has become the world’s largest
manufacturing country. At the same time, however, China’s
manufacturing is still dominated by low-end products in
batches, and there is still a large gap compared with high-
tech manufacturing in developed countries. As the foundation
and lifeblood of China’s national economy, the manufacturing
industry is the key supporting force to promote scientific and
technological progress and the main direction of technological
innovation (Hou, 2018). Accordingly, in order to keep the
enterprise stable in the market for a long time, it is necessary to
reflect its market competitiveness through innovative methods.
In recent years, China has attached great importance to the
improvement of manufacturing innovation capabilities at the
national level. Both the outline of science and technology
development as well as the reform of the science and technology
system have clearly pointed out that innovation is the primary
driving force for development. The country should continue to
work toward the goal of “becoming a strong country in science
and technology innovation by 2050” (Gu and Yang, 2018). There
is still much work to be done to further optimize the innovation
environment, and the direction of “innovation” needs to be
firm. The innovation is always put at the core position of the
overall development, and more innovation platforms are built to
attract more innovative talents, apply more innovation results,
thereby improving the economic innovation and competitiveness
(Jiang et al., 2019).

As the core of technological innovation, enterprises are
affected by various factors. Among them, employees are the key
factors that determine the enterprise innovation efficiency. For
ordinary employees in the enterprise, they are the creators who
turn innovative thinking into reality. Without the pragmatic
commitment of employees, innovation is just a piece of paper
and loses its real value (Wang et al., 2019). The senior managers
of the enterprise are mainly responsible for the formulation
and decision-making of the innovation plan, thereby controlling
the innovation direction of the enterprise. For senior managers
and ordinary employees, they all work together for effective
innovation of the enterprise. But both groups can stimulate
their innovation efficiency through salary incentives (Hu and
Sun, 2019). The salary of senior managers in Chinese listed
enterprises is public. A reasonable salary system is a guarantee
for managers to complete their performance. An imperfect salary
system will cause dissatisfaction among managers, and will also
aggravate conflicts between managers and shareholders. Ordinary
employees of the enterprise also have personal development goals
and have their expectations for salary. Although the enterprise
has the ability to meet the salary expectations of individual
employees, the ordinary employee base is large. Thus, it is
also a significant expense in terms of salary. According to
recent statistics, the salary gap between the highest-paid senior
managers and ordinary employees is even more than a thousand
times (Mokhov, 2019).

The scientific and technological innovation power of
an enterprise is a necessary ability to maintain market

competitiveness and maximize economic benefits. The senior
managers of enterprises are the creators and decision-makers
of innovative thinking. Ordinary employees are the finishers
of innovative activities. Reasonable salary incentives for them
play an important role in improving the innovation efficiency
of enterprises. Entrepreneurs need to have a certain strategic
direction when making incentive decisions. From the perspective
of entrepreneur psychology, the individual entrepreneurs’
non-linear creative ideas based on information processing
reflect the cognitive structure and values of them (Giancola,
2012). In fact, entrepreneurs have limited cognitive abilities,
and they usually influence decision-making under the effect of
psychological activities.

Therefore, based on the analysis of entrepreneur psychology,
this study will focus on the relationship between the salary
gap and innovation, as well as explore the relationship between
employee salary gap and enterprise innovation efficiency. In
addition, the market competitiveness of the products is included
in the research. Then, the effect of the salary gap of employees
on the enterprise innovation under different market competition
intensities is analyzed, which provides a reference for promoting
employees’ innovation activities and improving the market
competitiveness of enterprises.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the context of knowledge economy, human capital has
become an important resource for enterprises to create wealth.
A dynamic enterprise salary system is part of good corporate
governance, inspiring employees to maximize their enthusiasm
and creativity in their work. Salary is an important means
to motivate senior managers. Compared with salary level, the
effect of salary structure incentive is more obvious. Existing
investigations on the impact of the salary gap between senior
managers and employees is rich, but there is some controversy.
The academic community initially conducted an analysis through
a direct regression between the salary gap of senior managers
and enterprise innovation performance. One view is that the
smaller salary gap between senior managers and employees
helps employees realize their value and a stronger team
awareness. Also, they are more actively involved in organizational
development. Another view is that the increase in the salary gap
between senior managers and employees will reduce employee
productivity or increase employee turnover rates, which will
hurt enterprise performance (Chen et al., 2018). From the
analysis of the dual roles of the intermediary effect and
moderating effect of research and development investment,
empirical research finds that equity incentives positively promote
the improvement of enterprise innovation performance. The
research and development investment plays an intermediary role
in senior manager equity incentives and innovation performance.
Also, it plays a moderating role in the impact of core employee
equity incentives and innovation performance.

In research on equity salary of senior managers and innovation
performance, the ownership structure also affects innovation
behaviors and decision-making of senior managers. Laux (2015)
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analyzes the optimal equity salary package for senior managers
in an environment facing professional attention. The results
show that, based on the value of the company’s potential growth
opportunities and senior managers’ concerns about being fired,
senior managers have two scenarios of excessive investment risk
and excessive conservatism. The best salary plan to encourage
the discovery of innovative ideas is stock option incentives, and
restricting stocks against excessive conservatism. In a survey of
employees’ thoughts on salary, Ridge et al. (2015) found that
employees in enterprises not only pay much attention to their
salary but also are accustomed to comparing their salary with
the salary of the same or superior managers in the organization.
Finally, it was found that the salary level within the enterprise
can produce positive incentive results, thereby enhancing the
level of employees’ work efforts, and improving the enterprise’s
innovation process and performance output. When employees
think that their efforts and inputs have not received the due
rewards in the enterprise salary system, they are prone to
dissatisfaction and unfairness. Furthermore, they are unwilling to
work in teams and damage the organization’s innovation process
and performance output (Lo and Wu, 2016).

Summing up the above research, it can be seen that whether
the senior managers or ordinary employees in the enterprise may
change their motivation and willingness to produce innovative
behaviors. Furthermore, the impact of the salary structure’s
incentive effect on innovation performance may also change.
Based on this research, an analysis is carried out from the
perspective of entrepreneurial psychology, focusing on the
relationship between the salary gap and innovation (Zheng et al.,
2015). Also, the relationship between employee salary gap and
enterprise innovation efficiency is explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Role of Entrepreneur Psychology in
Decision-Making
When entrepreneurs conduct decision-making behaviors, the
psychological standard structure may reflect the essential
characteristics of entrepreneur decisions, including conditional
standards such as psychological expectations and psychological
motivation. Psychological standards can form a satisfactory
interval for entrepreneur decision, and entrepreneurs make
behavioral decisions based on the fusion of psychological
standards within this interval. Judging whether the final plan
determined by the entrepreneur is reasonable and consistent with
the strategic development plan of the enterprise, is related to
the level of the entrepreneur’s will and personal pursuit. Also, it
is necessary to determine whether the final plan is feasible and
whether it can when making decisions, including pursuit, desire,
and ambition. The psychological activities of entrepreneurs will
generate driving forces to guide the direction of rational decision-
making (Liu et al., 2017). In the enterprise’s overall decision-
making, the determination of the salary plan is also an important
decision that the entrepreneur needs to complete. The decision-
making ability is the necessary quality for the entrepreneur to
search for a decision-making plan.

However, under the influence of external environmental
stimuli, the decision-making psychological structure of
entrepreneurs will shift, which will cause risk decision-making
behaviors to change accordingly. The different decision-making
psychological structures also determine the direction of risk
decision-making behaviors. When making risk decisions,
some entrepreneurs choose greater risks in pursuit of higher
returns, while others are more cautious to make decisions
with low returns (Liu et al., 2019). In different environments,
the criteria for the same entrepreneur to choose and judge
specific decisions also change due to changes in the environment
and human factors. Entrepreneur decision is mainly for some
special decisions. Thus, they need to have a special and stable
psychological structure. In the process of researching the
psychological decision-making of entrepreneurs, two major
factions have emerged: the first is to focus on the motivation
of entrepreneurs, that is, the motivation of the entrepreneur’s
emotional load; the second is to focus more on the role
of cognitive factors in decision-making behaviors (Zhang
et al., 2018). Entrepreneurs’ decision-making power is greatly
significant to the enterprise, and its motivation comes from
the entrepreneur’s autonomy and strong willpower. Therefore,
entrepreneurs usually have the urge to prove themselves
better than others. Only success can be trusted and valued
(Liu and Chen, 2018). In enterprises, as decision-makers,
entrepreneurs are more likely to be overconfident, mainly
because of information asymmetry. Among the more confident
people, their temperament is usually more concerned, and they
are more likely to become enterprise decision-makers.

Theories about the characteristics of enterprise leaders have
been born in the 1930s. The psychological conditions and
personal characteristics of enterprise leaders will be reflected
in the life and practical activities (Goergen and Wood,
2014). In the eyes of the public, many entrepreneurs have
shown good psychological qualities. However, deep in their
hearts, there are many hardships and helplessness. Many
enterprises have problems such as decision-making errors,
interpersonal conflicts, and risk-taking, which have a lot
to do with the psychological conditions of entrepreneurs.
As a special group in modern Chinese society, the mental
state of entrepreneurs typically reflects the psychological
characteristics of the entire society. According to Freud, a
perfect personality system consists of the id, the ego, and the
superego. Self-achievement motivation has always been the focus
of research on entrepreneur psychology. Based on individual
achievement needs, the entrepreneur’s achievement motivation
is regarded as a psychological process of individual pursuit of
goals. Therefore, more emphasis is placed on the discussion
of achievement motivation as a psychological characteristic
(Abodohoui et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2018; Martínez et al., 2019).
The reason for entrepreneurs to take risk action measures
in the decision-making process is that they have relatively
optimistic expectations about the set decision-making scheme.
Also, the actual risk perceived by entrepreneurs is less than
that perceived by most people who stand in an objective
perspective, and capable entrepreneurs are more willing to
take decision risks. To sum up, the psychological structure
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FIGURE 1 | The specific structure of entrepreneur decision psychology.

of entrepreneur decision is a three-factor two-dimensional
structure, as shown in Figure 1.

The Relationship Between Employee
Salary Gap and Enterprise Innovation
Human capital is an important resource for enterprises to create
value. In the past, senior managers were individuals who accepted
commissions and acted as agents to manage the enterprise’s
daily affairs. Due to the increasing complexity of the current
enterprise structure, the needs of senior managers are more
targeted. In addition to managing and arranging the day-to-
day operations of the enterprise, they are also responsible for
decision-making on major issues (Hah and Freeman, 2015). As
the main body of the enterprise’s innovation decision-making,
the senior managers are responsible for leading the entire
process of enterprise innovation activities. If senior managers
responsible for innovation activities lack enthusiasm, it will affect
the implementation of innovation work, and the innovation
ability of them will not be effectively exerted. Therefore,
through appropriate incentives for employees, it can increase
employees’ awareness of innovation investment and promote
the technological innovation of enterprises, thereby maintaining
the long-term stable development of enterprises in market
competition (Fang and Shi, 2016; Kong et al., 2017). A systematic
and dynamic salary system can ensure the orderly governance
of the enterprise so that employees can gain their value and
benefits while developing as much as possible, thereby motivating
employees to maximize their enthusiasm in their daily work.

The study on the relationship between the monetary salary
of senior managers and innovation performance found that
senior managers are in the process of accumulating wealth in
the short-term. At this time, the monetary salary will have a
motivating effect on enterprise employees. Taking the data of
innovative listed companies as a sample, the salary of senior
managers helps to enhance their innovative motivation. As the
total salary of higher-paid employees reaches a certain level, the
stimulating effect of salary incentives on senior managers will

be weakened (Feng and Peng, 2012). In addition, the change
and redistribution of the shareholding structure will also have an
effect on the innovative behavior of enterprise senior managers.
Chinese scholars take the data of A-share listed companies from
2008 to 2016 as a research sample. The empirical analysis found
that equity incentives can significantly promote the improvement
of enterprise innovation performance. Also, adopting equity
incentive policies for core employees of enterprises is conducive
to the positive regulatory effect on innovation performance.
From the perspective of shareholders, they pay more attention
to the long-term development and value space of the enterprise.
As a result, shareholders also tend to encourage enterprises to
carry out innovative activities to a certain extent (Rajapathirana
and Hui, 2018). However, for senior managers of enterprises,
they pay more attention to whether they can obtain personal
benefits during their tenure. Enterprise innovation activities
are not only a high-risk project but also a measure to obtain
higher returns. In the early stage, multiple investments of human
and financial resources are usually required, and there will be
lagging and uncertain returns. Therefore, some senior managers
are not enthusiastic about enterprise innovation activities. On
the contrary, the senior managers of enterprises are more
interested in traditional controllable projects with short-term
economic benefits.

The external incentive system can take into account the goals
of both the enterprise and the employees to a certain extent.
Finding such an incentive method can bring individual interests
and the overall interests closer to each other and achieve incentive
compatibility. It has been confirmed that the scientific application
of incentive compatibility theory in enterprise governance has
a positive effect on resolving conflicts of interest between
enterprises and individual employees (Wu et al., 2019). By
allowing individual employees to embody value in their work
while obtaining corresponding returns, it can enhance the work
creativity of employees, which means that the two objective
functions of personal value and enterprise value are converged.

To sum up, academic circles have made it clear that the
innovation consciousness of senior managers is an important
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factor to promote independent innovation of enterprises.
Scientific salary incentives can affect the decision-making
behavior of senior managers. Most of the current studies
are based on the perspective of salary levels. It is generally
believed that there is a positive correlation between the amount
of salary and independent innovation. Entrepreneurs usually
take innovation goals into consideration when formulating a
salary system. Therefore, determining the salary structure of
employees in enterprises is more worthy of exploration for
promoting innovation.

Research Hypotheses
Senior managers are the makers and guides of enterprise strategic
goals, as well as promoters of innovation activities in enterprises.
As a result, their innovation power plays an important role in
driving the overall independent innovation of the enterprise.
Monetary salary is the most direct incentive for senior managers,
which can meet the material needs of them. The level of salary
will change the work enthusiasm of senior managers accordingly.
The working status of senior managers will affect the enthusiasm
of ordinary employees at the grassroots level, so monetary salary
incentives can connect the personal interests of senior managers
with the interests of the company to stimulate them to actively
innovate. Also, it can stimulate the work motivation of ordinary
employees to give play to their personal value. According to
Maslow’s demand theory, ordinary employees cannot participate
in the decision-making and strategic planning of the senior
management of the enterprise. Therefore, what affects their work
status is the specific implementation of salary. If the salary of the
grassroots employees in the enterprise is proportional to the labor
pay of them, the employees’ enthusiasm can be fully mobilized.
The long-term development of an enterprise requires not only
high-level leaders with innovative scientific decision-making
capabilities but also the executive coordination of ordinary
employees. This reasonable allocation of human capital is an
important prerequisite for enterprise development. Based on this,
the hypotheses proposed in this paper are as follows.

H1: The salary of senior managers has a positive effect on
innovation efficiency.
H2: The salary of ordinary employees has a positive effect
on innovation efficiency.

At present, the senior management team becomes more
complex with changes in the enterprise structure, and members
of the senior management can be regarded as competitors. If
the enterprise can clearly define the salary level in the senior
management team and manage them from different job levels so
that the salary of managers in different positions will increase
with the increase of the level (Deng et al., 2019). In this way,
the contribution of senior managers to the development of
the enterprise can also produce a positive push. The stronger
the working ability of senior managers is, the higher their
promotion level will be. Correspondingly, there will be a gap
with other senior managers in terms of salary, which can form
a good competitive atmosphere in the team, thereby driving the
members of the entire team to make innovation investments

to promote innovation output (Wu et al., 2019). For ordinary
employees, however, they are the executives of the innovative
thinking of senior managers. If there is a large gap between the
members who strive to achieve corporate innovation and the top
management, it is easily will cause an unbalanced psychology of
ordinary employees. If ordinary employees have dissatisfaction
and no sense of belonging, it will kill the enthusiasm of the
work and form a barrier between them and senior managers,
hindering healthy communication within the enterprise (Li et al.,
2019). Furthermore, the overall enthusiasm for innovation is
suppressed, leading to a significant reduction in the innovation
efficiency of enterprises (Meng, 2019). Therefore, the hypotheses
proposed in this paper are as follows.

H3: Internal salary gap among senior managers have a
positive effect on innovation performance.
H4: The salary gap between ordinary employees and senior
managers has a negative effect on innovation performance.

Study Sample Data and Variable Design
The salary system for most manufacturing enterprises in China
is not perfect. At present, many enterprises improve economic
benefits by reducing the labor costs of employees. Therefore, this
paper selected the data of China’s A-share manufacturing listed
companies from 2012 to 2016 as the research sample. This study
excluded companies with abnormal or missing data in the sample,
ST enterprises and companies with missing critical data to ensure
the validity of the research results. Finally, a total of 1476 valid
sample data were screened out, which were obtained through
the CSMAR database and the Wande database. All continuous
variables were subjected to 1% winsorize to avoid the effect of
extreme values on the accuracy of the research results. Data
collection and statistical analysis are performed on the original
data samples using EXCEL 2016 and STATA14.0 software.

Explanatory Variables: (1) Senior management salary: This
paper mainly studied the monetary salary and equity salary
of senior managers. The annual salary was selected as the
monetary salary. Equity salary can be expressed as: the number
of shares held × year-end stock closing price. (2) Ordinary
employee salary: The relative value method is used to measure,
and it can be expressed as (total cash paid + payable salary
at the end of the period-payable salary at the beginning of
the period - senior management salary)/(number of employees-
number of senior managers). (3) Salary gap: The salary gap
within the senior management team is expressed as the average
salary of the top three senior managers-the average salary of
the senior management team. The salary gap between senior
managers and ordinary employees is expressed as the natural
logarithm of senior management salary/natural logarithm of
ordinary employee salary.

Explained Variable: Enterprise innovation efficiency,
specifically the number of patent applications by the enterprise.

Control Variables: (1) Enterprise size: generally, the larger
the enterprise size, the higher the innovation efficiency of the
enterprise. (2) Return on assets: the enterprise’s net profit/total
assets. The greater the enterprise’s return on assets, the stronger
the innovation ability. (3) Asset-liability ratio: total liabilities
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TABLE 1 | Summary of variable design.

Variable type Variable name Variable symbol Variable definition and description

Explanatory variable Monetary salary of senior manager Lngpay Total Nian, logarithm

Senior management salary Lngequ Number of shares held by senior manager × stock price at the end of the year,
logarithm

Ordinary employee salary Lnppay (total cash paid + payable salary at the end of the period - payable salary at the
beginning of the period - senior management salary)/(number of
employees-number of senior managers)

Salary gap within the senior
management team

Lnggap Average salary of the top three senior managers - the average salary of the senior
management team

Salary gap between senior
managers and ordinary employees

Lngygap Average annual salary of senior managers/average salary of employees, logarithm

Explained variable Enterprise innovation efficiency Innovation Number of patent applications

Control variable Enterprise size Size Natural logarithm of total assets at the end of the period

Return on assets ROA Net profit/Total assets of an enterprise to measure its profitability

Asset-liability ratio Leverage Total liabilities at the end of the period/Total assets

Years of establishment Age Natural logarithm of enterprise’s establishment time

Dummy variable Var Set 4 dummy variables in the 5-year period from 2012 to 2016

at the end of the year/total assets at the end of the year.
The larger the enterprise’s asset-liability ratio, the lower the
innovation efficiency. (4) Years of the establishment of an
enterprise: generally, the level of enterprise management will
increase with the extension of the establishment time of an
enterprise. The longer the establishment time of an enterprise, the
more resources it accumulates, and the stronger the innovation
ability. (5) Dummy variables: four dummy variables are set in
the 5-year period from 2012 to 2016. The dummy variable is an
artificial variable used to reflect the qualitative attribute, and it is
a quantified qualitative variable, usually taking the value 0 or 1.

The specific summary of explanatory variables, explained
variables and control variables is shown in Table 1.

Model Building
Before constructing the econometric model in this study, the
authors performed a correlation test between the variables to
avoid multicollinearity. This paper used a multiple regression
model to conduct an empirical analysis of the correlation between
the salary gap and innovation efficiency. The regression function
was used in data analysis in Excel. The range of independent and
dependent variables was entered to obtain multiple regression
results. β represents the coefficient of each variable, and ε

represents the model residual.

(1) The relationship between the control variables and
enterprise innovation efficiency was studied. The M1
model was constructed to test the effectiveness of the
control model.

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Sizei,t + β2ROAi,t

+ β3Leveragei,t + β4Agei,t + β5Vari,t + ε

(1)

(2) The relationship between the salary gap and enterprise
innovation efficiency was studied. After controlling related
variables, M2–M6 were constructed to analyze the effect of

the monetary salary and equity salary of senior managers,
the ordinary employee salary, the internal salary gap of the
senior management team, as well as the salary gap between
senior managers and ordinary employees on the enterprise
innovation efficiency.

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Lngpayi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3ROAi,t

+ β4Leveragei,t + β5Agei,t + β6Vari,t + ε

(2)

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Lngequi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3ROAi,t

+ β4Leveragei,t + β5Agei,t + β6Vari,t + ε

(3)

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Lnppayi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3ROAi,t

+ β4Leveragei,t + β5Agei,t + β6Vari,t + ε

(4)

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Lnggapi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3ROAi,t

+ β4Leveragei,t + β5Agei,t + β6Vari,t + ε

(5)

Innovationi,t = β0 + β1Lngygapi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3ROAi,t

+ β4Leveragei,t + β5Agei,t + β6Vari,t + ε

(6)

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics
This study performed a descriptive analysis of each variable,
including maximum, minimum, mean value, and standard
deviation. The specific results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2.
It can be seen that the mean value of enterprise innovation
efficiency is 16.89, but the gap between the maximum and
minimum is large. The minimum innovation efficiency of
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics of each variable.

Variable N Mean
value

Standard
deviation

Maximum Minimum

Innovation 1476 16.89 37.76 178 0

Size 1476 21.12 0.89 24.52 17.33

Age 1476 6.90 0.04 7.32 5.76

Leverage 1476 0. 44 0.20 0.93 0.01

ROA 1476 0.05 0.04 0.18 -0.88

Lngpay 1476 15.95 0.48 16.53 14.07

Lngequ 1476 18.77 1.75 23.25 14.21

Lnppay 1476 11.66 0.39 12.76 10.81

Lnggap 1476 13.03 0.62 14.39 11.76

Lngygap 1476 1.85 0.51 3.08 0.55
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FIGURE 2 | Descriptive statistical means of each variable.

the enterprise is 0, indicating that there is a large difference
in innovation efficiency between different enterprises in the
manufacturing area. It may be related to the different areas
targeted by each manufacturing enterprise. For example, some
manufacturing industries that manufacture high-end technology
products can maintain certain market competitiveness only by
performing continuous technological innovation and obtaining
more patents. For the control variables, the years of establishment
of the enterprises are not much different, with a mean of 6.90.
The mean size of the enterprise is 21.12, and the maximum is
24.52, and the minimum is 17.33. The mean asset-liability ratio
of the enterprise is 0.44, as well as the maximum and minimum
are 0.93 and 0.01, respectively. The difference between the two
is large, indicating that there is a large difference in the solvency
between manufacturing enterprises. The mean return on assets of
the enterprise is 0.05, as well as the maximum and minimum are
0.18 and −0.88, respectively, which indicates that the return on
assets of manufacturing enterprises varies greatly.

Among the explanatory variables, the mean monetary salary
of senior managers is 15.95, and there is not much difference in
the monetary salary of senior managers in the enterprise sample.
The mean equity salary of senior managers is 18.77, and the
standard deviation is 1.75. The extreme values are quite different,
indicating that in terms of equity salary, there is an uneven

situation among senior managers in various enterprises. The
mean salary of ordinary employees is 11.66, and the difference
between different enterprises is small. The mean salary gap
between senior management teams is 13.03. The maximum and
minimum are 14.39 and 11.76, respectively, indicating that there
is a large difference in the internal salary gap of the senior
management team of the enterprise, which is in an unbalanced
state. The mean salary gap between senior managers and ordinary
employees is 1.85, and the extreme values are quite different,
which may be related to the differences in the internal resource
allocation management of different enterprises.

Correlation Analysis Results
The regression results of the correlation coefficients between
salary, salary gap, and control variables are shown in Table 3. It
can be seen that the monetary salary and equity salary of senior
managers, the ordinary employee salary, and the internal salary
gap of the senior management team are all significantly positively
correlated at the level of 1% with the enterprise innovation
efficiency. The correlation between the salary gap between senior
managers and ordinary employees with enterprise innovation
efficiency is not obvious. It confirms H1, H2, and H3 proposed
earlier. The correlation coefficients of the regression between
the variables are within the acceptable range, indicating that the
model used does not have significant multicollinearity.

Multiple Regression Results of Salary
Gap and Innovation Efficiency
To further test the relationship between the variables, the
effect of salary and salary gap on the enterprise innovation
efficiency was studied. Model M1 is a regression test on the
effectiveness of the control variables, and models M2–M6 are
regression tests on the relevant variables of salary and salary gap.
The multiple regression results between control variables and
innovation efficiency have been listed in the previous text. The
years of establishment of an enterprise has a positive correlation
with innovation efficiency at the level of 1%. The longer the
years of establishment of an enterprise, the more resources
it accumulates. As a result, the investment of enterprises in
innovation activities will be relatively large, promoting the
improvement of innovation efficiency. The asset–liability ratio
of the enterprise has a negative correlation with innovation
efficiency. It is possible that a higher asset–liability ratio means
higher debt and interest repayment. Therefore, decision-makers
usually adopt a more insurable development strategy rather than
higher-risk innovation activities, which is not conducive to the
improvement of innovation efficiency.

The multiple regression results of salary, salary gap, and
innovation efficiency are shown in Table 4 and Figure 3. It can
be seen from Table 4 that the regression coefficients of monetary
salary and equity salary of senior managers and enterprise
innovation performance are 5.545 and 1.003, respectively, which
are positively correlated at the level of 1%. It indicates that senior
management salary has a positive effect on enterprise innovation
efficiency, which validates H1. The regression coefficient of
ordinary employee salary and enterprise innovation efficiency
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TABLE 3 | Regression results of correlation coefficient of each variable (n = 1476).

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Innovation 1

Lngpay 0.209* 1

Lngequ 0.104* 0.026 1

Lnppay 0.141* 0.428* 0.043 1

Lnggap 0.160* 0.818* 0 0.401* 1

Lngygap 0.038 0.571* −0.068 −0.270* 0.602* 1

Leverage −0.074* 0.077* 0.022* −0.286 0.323* 0.551* 1

ROA 0.097 0.167 −0.101 0.115 0.027* 0.011* −0.073 1

Size 0.239 0.471* 0.044 0.070 0.352* 0.309* −0.300 0.459* 1

Age 0.045 −0.049 0.031 −0.008 −0.077* −0.050 −0.032 0.025 0.041 1

*Indicates a significant positive correlation at a level of 1%.

TABLE 4 | Multiple regression results of salary, salary gap, and enterprise
innovation efficiency.

Variable Innovation

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Lngpay 5.545*

Lngequ 1.003*

Lnppay 8.357*

Lnggap 3.552*

Lngygap −3.032

Lngpay Lngequ Lnppay Lnggap Lngygap
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FIGURE 3 | Multiple regression coefficient statistics of salary, salary gap and
enterprise innovation efficiency.

is 8.357, showing a positive correlation at the level of 1%. It
indicates that ordinary employee salary has a positive effect
on enterprise innovation efficiency, which validates H2. The
regression coefficient between the internal salary gap of the senior
management team and the enterprise innovation efficiency is
3.552, which is significantly positively correlated at the level
of 1%. It indicates that the internal salary gap of the senior
management team has a positive effect on enterprise innovation
efficiency, which validates H3. The regression coefficient of the
salary gap between senior managers and ordinary employees
with the innovation performance of the enterprise is −3.032,
which is significantly negatively correlated at the level of 5%.

It indicates that the salary gap between senior managers and
ordinary employees has a negative effect on the innovation
performance of the enterprise, which validates H4.

DISCUSSION

If an enterprise wants to occupy a favorable position in today’s
fiercely competitive market, it is an inevitable requirement to
enhance its innovation ability. As the main body of innovation,
manufacturing enterprises have played a key role in China’s
economic development. How to promote enterprise innovation
has become a topic of concern in various fields. But for
enterprises, the implementation of innovation activities is usually
more difficult, mainly due to the large risks of innovation
activities and the uncertain economic benefits. As the creators
and performers of innovative thinking, both senior managers
and ordinary employees play an important role (Chin et al.,
2019). Therefore, only by effectively motivating employees at
all levels to work can it ensure the effective development of
enterprise innovation activities. This paper explores the effect
of employee salary and salary gap on enterprise innovation
efficiency (Fadzil et al., 2019).

This paper selects the data of China’s A-share manufacturing
listed enterprises from 2012 to 2016 as the research sample. The
explanatory variables are the salary of senior management, the
salary of the ordinary employee and salary gap. The explained
variable is enterprise innovation efficiency. By constructing an
econometric model, the authors use a multiple regression model
to empirically analyze the correlation between the salary gap
and innovation efficiency. The results show that the regression
coefficients of monetary salary and equity salary of senior
managers and enterprise innovation performance are 5.545 and
1.003, respectively. The regression coefficient between the salary
of the ordinary employee and enterprise innovation efficiency is
8.357. The regression coefficient between the internal salary gap
of the senior management team and the enterprise innovation
efficiency is 3.552, both of which show a significant positive
correlation at the 1% level. The regression coefficient between
the salary gap between senior managers and ordinary employees
and the enterprise innovation performance is −3.032, which is
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significantly negatively correlated at the 5% level. It can be
concluded that the salary of senior managers, the salary of
ordinary employees, and the internal salary gap of the senior
management team have a significant positive effect on enterprise
innovation efficiency. The salary gap between senior managers
and ordinary employees has a negative effect on enterprise
innovation efficiency.

From the perspective of incentive theory, the monetary
salary of senior managers is used as an effective short-term
incentive method, and equity salary is used as a long-term
incentive method. It can meet the material needs and personal
performance needs of senior managers, and stimulate their
creative work, which is conducive to the promotion of enterprise
innovation activities. Effective salary incentives for ordinary
employees can enhance employees’ work enthusiasm and sense
of enterprise belonging, thereby improving work efficiency in
the implementation of innovative activities. The salary gap
between senior managers can stimulate internal competition
awareness, making them work together for enterprise innovation
in a healthy competitive environment. However, the salary gap
between ordinary employees and senior managers will amplify
the psychological gap and imbalance of ordinary employees. It
will affect their enthusiasm for work, further suppressing the
innovation atmosphere of the enterprise.

CONCLUSION

The internal salary gap of the senior management team has a
significant positive effect on enterprise innovation efficiency, and
the salary gap between senior managers and ordinary employees
has a negative effect on enterprise innovation efficiency. In order
to stimulate the work enthusiasm of employees at all levels and
promote enterprise innovation, enterprises should optimize the
salary structure from two levels – senior managers and ordinary

employees. This research mainly focuses on the innovation
efficiency of a wide range of manufacturing enterprises, yet some
of them have a greater dependence on technological innovation
in their operations. Therefore, in the subsequent research, the
research subject can be refined into a special field of high-
end technology product manufacturing enterprises, and the
relationship between the salary gap and the enterprise innovation
efficiency can be studied.
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This study examines entrepreneurship. It focuses on the effect of tenacity and future
self-continuity (FSC) on inter-temporal risky choice in the entrepreneurial context. A total
of 129 Chinese undergraduates participated in this survey. The results formulate that
tenacity positively correlates with the risky choices and inter-temporal risky choices,
in which commitment, endurance, and challenge play a major role. Meanwhile, FSC
predicts the risk-return of the subjects. Higher FSC corresponds to higher expected
inter-temporal risk-return. Furthermore, the multivariable regression analysis shows that
there is a reciprocal effect when tenacity and FSC work together on subjects’ inter-
temporal risky decision-making. FSC slightly mitigates both the pursuit of risky-return
and the tolerance of time delay for the subjects with high tenacity. This implies that their
worthwhile goal is to seek smooth income rather than to pursue an extreme high risk-
return. These findings extend the research on personality, choice, and entrepreneurship
and provide a guiding significance to the start-up.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, entrepreneurship has become one of the main options for students
when they graduate (Peterman and Kennedy, 2003; Pihie, 2009; Ekpoh and Edet, 2011).
Entrepreneurial enthusiasm comes from a variety of drivers. Numerous universities provide
platforms and funding for graduate entrepreneurship (Sihombing, 2012; Hou et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019). Many countries fund college start-up projects, in order to promote
economic development. Entrepreneurship causes a wide range of social concerns for government,
organizations or individuals. Correspondingly, entrepreneurship is receiving attention in different
disciplines, such as economics, sociology, and psychology (Tian et al., 2018; Scotter and
Garg, 2019). Since Shaver and Scott (1992) pointed out that choice affects behavior and the
entrepreneur’s own factors affect choice, a number of studies have been conducted on the
topic of choice and personality related to entrepreneurial behavior. Among them, the role
of tenacity in entrepreneurship has aroused researchers’ interest. The effect of tenacity on
entrepreneurial choices is a key concern of this study. The influence of future self-continuity
(FSC) and its co-effect with tenacity on inter-temporal risky choice are also the focus of
this study. In the entrepreneurial context, which is preferred: the start-up with a long delay
and a high risk-return, or the start-up with a relatively low risky-return but short delay?
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These relationships are important and unknown and need to be
explained. They will be main aspects of this study.

Theoretical Background
Tenacity and Entrepreneurship
Researchers have done a lot of work on the establishment of
enterprises. Some studies find that personality characteristics
influence entrepreneurial intentions and ability (Krueger and
Brazeal, 1994; Rauch and Frese, 2007; Desti and Kumar, 2008;
Miller, 2014; Wu et al., 2019), such as tenacity, positive mood,
ambition, goal-striving, high energy, high honesty/integrity,
self-confidence, and creativity. Based on this prior research,
a great deal needs to be done to explore the role of
specific traits on choices and decision-making at a given stage
of entrepreneurship.

Tenacity derives from the Latin phrase “ten c-, ten x,” which
originally meant “holding fast, tenacious.” Later, it evolved into
middle English “Tenacite.” Now, tenacity denotes never giving
up easily and being determined. This urges people to stick to
their ideals. Tenacity is always interpreted to be an admirable trait
in applied psychology. “Tenacity, or perseverance, is a trait that
involves sustaining goal-directed action and energy even when
faced with obstacles” (Baum and Locke, 2004).

It is generally known that tenacity has become recognized
as important for success. On the one hand, some of the earlier
articles mentioned that tenacity is associated with successful
leadership (Bass and Stogdill, 1990; House and Shamir, 1993;
Locke, 2000). An entrepreneur is a leader in enterprise who leads
a team to accomplish difficult tasks, such as marketing and new
product development. On the other hand, some researchers have
seen tenacity as an entrepreneurial trait for start-up. This trait
is common in different entrepreneurial situations, such as the
success of marketing (Tadajewski and Jones, 2017), the angel
investors (Murnieks et al., 2016), and the manufacturing venture
(Scotter and Garg, 2019). Baum and Locke (2004) demonstrated
the mediating effect of tenacity between the CEOs’ new resource
skill and venture growths in a longitudinal study of a single
industry. Murnieks et al. (2016) found that angel investors
valued the tenacity and passion of entrepreneurs. In addition,
the entrepreneurial experience of angels positively moderated the
value provided by passion and tenacity. Scotter and Garg (2019)
found that both entrepreneurial self-efficacy and tenacity impact
subsequent entrepreneurial persistence in new venture creation.
Moreover, tenacity seems to matter more for continuing to
pursue new ventures than self-efficacy in manufacturing industry
contexts (Scotter and Garg, 2019). In a word, tenacity is crucial in
starting a business (Tadajewski and Jones, 2017).

It is worth mentioning that there is much room for
improvement in the understanding of tenacity because of the
limited literature and the lack of measurement tools. While
tenacity is generally concerned and recognized, as Baum and
Locke (2004) argued, it is rarely studied quantitatively. Recently,
this does not seem to have changed much. Tenacity is often
mentioned in entrepreneurs’ narratives, but it is rarely seriously
studied to explore the psychological mechanism of tenacity in
corporate development or entrepreneurship. Moreover, how to

assess the diversity of people’s tenacity remains almost a blank
on entrepreneurship.

Inter-Temporal Choice and Risky Choice
Choice or decision-making is another psychological traditional
discipline (Shaver and Scott, 1992). The forces and principles
behind the decision-making behaviors of humans have been
widely studied by researchers (Thaler, 2008; Ariely, 2009).
The impact of many internal or external factors on economic
decision-making is considered, such as cognitive processes (Mata
et al., 2008), emotion (Sun et al., 2015), and poverty (Carvalho
et al., 2016). The parameters used to measure the “trait” of
common economic decisions include time discounting, loss
aversion, expected return, and probability. In this respect, two
basic economic decisions – inter-temporal choice and risky
choice – are proposed, which are related to time discounting and
loss aversion, respectively.

Inter-temporal choice is a trade-off of today’s small gains
compared with large delayed gains. The time discount rates used
to test the value of large delayed gains are generally related
to Discount Utility Theory (Samuelson, 1937). Researchers
examined the preference of inter-temporal choice by calculating
the time-delay discount rate based on Discount Utility Theory. In
order to obtain basic results, the return is assumed to be certain.
So, the usual scenario is savings or potential rewards. In this
context, the future moment is not too far away. As a result, there is
a great deal of literature using the Quasi-Hyperbolic Discounting
Model to calculate the time discount rate (e.g., Laibson, 1997;
Lades, 2012; Plambeck and Wang, 2013).

Risky choice is also a dilemma, involving a trade-off between
a high probability but small risky-return and a low probability
but large risky-return. For instance, are you choosing between
a relatively stable saving or a more risky but higher-return
investment? Are you choosing employment for a certain income,
or starting your business for an uncertain profit? Is it the
choice to follow a business model for a relatively certain
market, or to create a new business model for an untapped
market? To quantify the process of risk decision-making, both
Expectation Model (e.g., Prelec and Loewenstein, 1991; Epper
et al., 2011) and Heuristic (Brandstätter et al., 2006) are used.
In Excepted Utility Theory (EUT), the traditional expectation
model refers to the normative and descriptive theories of risky
choice that support the view that people make risky choices
based on individual expectations. But, it has been found that
there are two similar anomalies that violate the conventional
theoretical models in both inter-temporal choices and risky
choices (Prelec and Loewenstein, 1991; Loewenstein and Prelec,
1992; Sun and Li, 2010).

There are several studies that combined inter-temporal choice
with risky choice, considering the riskiness of inter-temporal
decision-making in economic behavior. Some studies found that
the probability discount also follow the hyperbolic discounting
model (Green and Myerson, 2004), with a significant positive
correlation between the probability discount and the time
discount of the same subject (Myerson et al., 2003; Jones
and Rachlin, 2009). Keren and Roelofsma (1995) reported that
inter-temporal choice that introduced uncertainty reduced the
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discount rate of future rewards, just as it would increase time
delays. It can be seen that inter-temporal choice and risky choice
have some relatively similarity (Ahlbrecht and Weber, 1997;
Weber and Chapman, 2005). However, other studies suggest
that risky choice and inter-temporal choice follow different
psychological processes. For instance, the subjects are less patient
in inter-temporal choices with risk (Anderson and Stafford,
2008), and the individuals are more impatient for gambles than
for certain outcomes in inter-temporal choices (Öncüler, 2000).
However, Sun and Li (2010) argued that their findings were
inconsistent with the single-process view of time delay and risk. It
can be seen that there is different interpretation on the influence
mechanism of inter-temporal choice and risky choice.

Considering the difference and similarity of risky choice
and inter-temporal choice in the psychological process, what is
lacking is the analysis of combined effects in specific situations.
In fact, most choices involve both risks and delays, and
the certainty assumptions about future events are sometimes
unrealistic. Researchers need to put forward the decision model
of both inter-temporal and risky choice and carry out empirical
research to further explore the psychological process of decision-
making (Konstantinidis et al., 2020). Specific to this study,
entrepreneurship or not is essentially a risky choice across time.
Therefore, it is a risky decision with a long delay, which is
different from the existing studies on inter-temporal decision
with risk. The main difference is that both the delay and
probability of starting a business are uncertain, whereas the delay
of other investments such as variable rate debt instrument is
generally certain. However, the literature on inter-temporal risky
choice related to the real situation is almost still in a blank state.
In this study, we will conduct experiments related to both risky
choice and inter-temporal choice in a specific situation – to start
a business or get a job after graduation.

Future Self-Continuity and Inter-Temporal Risky
Choice
The study of self-identity has developed into a topic that scholars
have been paying attention to for a long time. Individuals’
self-identity could be extended from the past to the future,
in which the self can be distinguished into the past self, the
present self, and the future self (Welch-Ross, 2001). Among
many studies, Hershfield et al. (2009) paid the most attention
to the connection between the present self and the future self.
The concept of FSC is proposed by Hershfield et al. (2009)
to express individuals’ understanding of the continuity and
consistency of their present and future selves. As the research
progressed, Hershfield et al. (2011) summarized the FSC into
three characteristics: similarity, which represents the similarity
between the future self and the present self; vividness, the
individual’s imagination of their future selves; and positivity, the
degree to which people have a positive attitude toward their
future selves. The higher the level of these three characteristics,
the stronger the FSC (Hershfield et al., 2011).

Researchers have pushed up the FSC in different fields.
This includes decision-making (e.g., Hershfield et al., 2009;
Bartels and Rips, 2010; Bartels and Urminsky, 2011),
consumption (Zhang and Aggarwal, 2015), and stress and

mood (Rozental and Carlbring, 2014). In terms of choice, the
research of FSC mainly focuses on inter-temporal choice.
Hershfield et al. (2009) initially found that individuals with
higher FSC had a larger number of later choices on the temporal
discounting task and greater lifetime accumulation of financial
assets in a community (after controlling for age and education).
Subsequently, many studies have found that FSC can predict the
time discount of inter-temporal choice in terms of savings and
rewards. Individuals with higher FSC show lower time discount,
that is, they will choose to wait for greater returns (Bartels and
Rips, 2010). Meanwhile, through writing tasks (Hershfield et al.,
2009), reading tasks (Bartels and Rips, 2010), and interactive
tasks (Hershfield et al., 2011; Blouin-Hudon and Pychyl, 2016),
the FSC of subjects can be changed. By increasing the degree of
the psychological connection between the individual’s future self
and the present self, it can be guided to make a choice that is
beneficial to the future (Bartels and Urminsky, 2011).

To sum up, previous studies related to FSC and inter-
temporal choice mainly focus on deterministic returns such as
savings and rewards, while few studies focus on risks such as
entrepreneurship. What is less clear is how people’s FSC and
tenacity come together to influence inter-temporal risky choices.
In this study, the inter-temporal choice and the risky choice
are combined in the entrepreneurial context to explore the
role of tenacity and FSC on the inter-temporal risky choice,
so as to enrich the knowledge on personality, choice, and
entrepreneurship. There are three aspects:

(1) The purpose of this article is to study the impact of
tenacity on entrepreneurial choice, including the effect
of tenacity on both risky choice and inter-temporal
risky choice. Tenacity and risk always interact in
entrepreneurial situations (Tadajewski and Jones, 2017).
Visionary entrepreneurs are always willing to take a
certain risk and stick with it in uncertainly circumstances.
Their tenacity is reflected in their willingness to challenge
themselves, take greater risks, and seek higher expected
returns than their peers who chose to be employees.
Therefore, it can be inferred that individuals with high
tenacity are less likely to turn down a risk-return
opportunity and are more likely to make entrepreneurial
choices as a result of given conditions. The hypotheses
are as follows: The higher degree of tenacity, the greater
the likelihood of risky choice in the entrepreneurial
context (H1); the higher the degree of tenacity, the
greater the likelihood of inter-temporal risky choice in the
entrepreneurial context (H2).

(2) Considering the entrepreneurial context where inter-
temporal choice includes risk factors, the relationship
between FSC and inter-temporal risky choice will be
certified. Starting a business is a long-term commitment
that the return often has to wait several years. The
decision of starting a business is partly reflected in
the inter-temporal choice. Based on the research of
FSC, individuals who have a continuous and consistent
cognition of themselves in each stage should make
their choice beneficial to the future. People’s preferences
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in different decision-making fields are not completely
consistent (Hardisty and Weber, 2009; Weatherly et al.,
2010). Some literatures believe that risk decision-making
is similar to inter-temporal decision-making (e.g., Rachlin
et al., 1991; Keren and Roelofsma, 1995; Baucells and
Heukamp, 2010), because similar functional forms are
assumed for risk discounting (i.e., the value of an income
will decrease with the probability decrease) and time
discounting (i.e., the value of an income will decrease with
the time delay) (Vanderveldt et al., 2015). Therefore, FSC
should be positively correlated with inter-temporal risky
choices. In other words, individuals whose perceptions of
their future selves are more closely related to the present
self are likely to wait longer for a greater return on risk.
The hypothesis is as follows: The higher the degree of FSC,
the greater the likelihood of inter-temporal risky choice in
the entrepreneurial context (H3).

(3) To examine the reciprocal effect of FSC and tenacity
on inter-temporal risky choice, we make the competing
hypotheses as follows: FSC will mitigate the impact
of tenacity on inter-temporal risky choice in the
entrepreneurial context (H4a); FSC will amplify the
impact of tenacity on inter-temporal risky choice in the
entrepreneurial context (H4b).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Undergraduates from Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications participated in this procedure. In the
initial sample of 144 responses, 3 subjects are left out of the
initial sample because of the inconsistency of their answers of
the lie-detector items and 12 subjects are excluded from the
analysis because of manipulation check. The valid participants
have a total of 129 undergraduates. Among the remaining 129
students, 60 (46.51%) were males and 69 (53.49%) were females.
The average age of students was 20.23 years (SD = 0.750, range
from 18 to 22). In the sample, students were from various
important subject areas, including business (51.16%), sociology
(15.51%), sciences (2.32%), and engineering (31.01%). Each
subject received 2 RMB as payment.

Procedure
The questionnaire of this study consists of six parts:
demographic survey, emotion scale, tenacity scale, FSC scale, and
entrepreneurial choice with inter-temporal return as well as inter-
temporal risk-return. An emotional scale is required to find out
whether a subject’s mood is stable at the time of the survey. The
study received the consent of the undergraduate students. After
the demographic survey, subjects successively completed the
psychometry of tenacity, risky choice task, future-self continuity
measure, and at last the risky inter-temporal choice task.

It should be noted that there are only simple measurements
on tenacity in recent quantitative studies such as a five-point
scale with a few questions for a single factor. What constitutes
tenacity and how to assess the diversity of people’s tenacity

remain almost a blank on entrepreneurship. We drew on the
health psychology study of hardiness. The term “hardiness” is
used in the field of health to describe an individual’s tenacity
in fighting disease. “Hardiness” refers to the state that an
individual remains healthy in the face of stressful events, which
is related to positive attitudes and coping styles (Kobasa, 1979).
When the term “Hardiness” was first proposed by Kobasa
(1979), it contained three elements: control, commitment, and
challenge. The common characteristics of these three factors are
largely consistent with the tenacity personality described and
identified by most researchers, which have been extended to
many other areas, such as the hardiness of college students under
study pressure. Compared with hardiness, entrepreneurs’ tenacity
contains the pursuit of self-value, the endurance of setbacks, and
environmental uncertainty. For this, the differences in behavior
patterns under different cultural contexts are taken into account;
the hardiness scale of Chinese college students proposed by Tang
(2008) is used to measure the tenacity of subjects in this survey.
The scale used in this study divides tenacity into five factors:
endurance, commitment, challenge, self-control, and control.
This scale has been widely accepted by Chinese researchers.

The questionnaire was distributed and collected
through the survey website Sojump and can be found
in Chinese at the following link: https://www.wjx.cn/hm/
cpcwc4b07k6voejxvveyqa.aspx. Sojump is the largest online
survey platform in China. Since its launch in 2006, over 85.87
million questionnaires and 6.79 billion responses have been
collected on Sojump.

Instruments
Tenacity
The Hardiness Scale designed by Tang (2008) is used to assess
the tenacity in the present study. This questionnaire is based
on the characteristics of Chinese culture and widely quoted in
China. The questionnaire measures the degree of tenacity on
five dimensions (i.e., Endurance, Commitment, Challenge, Self-
Control, Control) with 25 trails and 3 lie-detector items. Each
dimension has four to seven items. An example of items is “In
the face of difficulties, I usually spare no effort to overcome the
difficulty.” Subjects were asked for each of the five dimensions for
an answer that was described on a five-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The scores
for each dimension (i.e., Endurance, Commitment, Challenge,
Self-Control, Control) can be summed up by the aggregation
item scores, and the score of tenacity is the sum of these five
dimensions. A high score implies a high degree of tenacity. In
this study, the total internal coefficient alpha is 0.784, and the
internal consistency reliability of five dimensions is 0.708 (the
commitment subscale), 0.741 (the self-control subscale), 0.699
(the control subscale), 0.672 (the endurance capacity subscale),
and 0.585 (the challenge subscale), respectively.

Future Self-Continuity
The Future Self-Continuity Measure adopts the scale created
by Hershfield et al. (2009), with two featured questions. Each
question has a graph with seven pairs of circles, in which the
two circles range from completely not overlapping to completely
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overlapping, describing the degree of correlation between the
current self and the self in the next decade. The scale made
by Hershfield et al. (2009) is widely used for its high retest
reliability. In Hershfield et al. (2009), the retest reliability presents
at a high level: similarity (r = 0.66, p < 0.001; α = 0.79) and
connectedness (r = 0.66, p < 0.001; α = 0.80). In order to help the
subjects understand the concept of FSC, after answering the first
question about future self-similarity, they are asked to imagine
and write out their future selves in the next 10 years, then the
scale is used to measure the degree of correlation between the
present self and the future self. The higher the score, the higher
the degree of FSC. This means the individuals tend to perceive
the current self and the future self as a whole. This scale also
shows an acceptable psychometrics property on reliability in this
study. The individuals with higher FSC index had more vivid and
positive images of future selves, while individuals with lower FSC
index had less imaginative and negative subjective descriptions of
their future selves.

Risky Choice Task
To simulate risky choice in an entrepreneurship scenario,
participants read the following instructions before answering the
questions:

“In this study, you were assumed to be a college graduate facing
the decision between starting your own business and going into
employment. Please choose from each of the following scenarios.
All of the assumed income in the options are after-tax income.”

Subsequently, participants are presented with five questions
and make a choice between business and job, with no
correlation between the data of each option (see Supplementary
Appendix 1). The salary for a job ranges from 240,000 to
800,000 RMB, and the income for a business ranges from
120,000 to 2 million RMB. The five options are ranked in the
probability of return on risk. Option I has the highest risk-return
probability. Option V has the lowest probability of risk-return.
The probability that the business income is higher (lesser) than
the salary for a steady job varies from 10 (0) to 90% (60%). Both
the income and the salary are described as the earnings in the
next 3 years under the hypothetical scenario. In other words,
the title is described as the following: Employment, the expected
salary in the next 3 years is “X”; Setting up a business, there is a
“a%” chance of making a net profit of “R1” and a “b%” chance
of making a net profit of “R2” in the next 3 years. For example,
“Employment, the expected salary in 3 years is 240,000 RMB;
Setting up a business, there is a 90% chance of making a net profit
of 300,000 RMB, and a 10% chance of making a net profit of
120,000 RMB in 3 years.”

Risky Inter-Temporal Choice Task
The Risky Inter-Temporal Choice Task was compiled based on the
entrepreneurial scenario. In order to promote the recognition of
the opportunity and risk contained in the start-up, participants
are asked to read the following instructions before answering the
questions:

“You’re graduating from college soon, and the prospect of your
career is promising to find a satisfying job even if you do not

start a business. However, your university is encouraging college
students to start their own businesses by providing some financial
support and places. What’s more, you have learned the course
on entrepreneurship. Based on the above, start a business means
higher returns in the future, but you will face more challenges and
uncertainties. On the other hand, getting a job implies a steady
salary, but it may be less than the business. In that case, which one
would you like to choose?”

After that, participants completed eight risky inter-temporal
choices (see Supplementary Appendix 2). Each pair of options
includes a certain annual salary and an uncertain delayed return.
Among the options, the salary is fixed, which is described as
the following: “A job with an annual salary of 110,000 RMB in
the first year (the salary is paid at the end of the year). The
salary increases by 10% every year for the next 4 years. The 5-
year cumulative return is RMB 617,600. The total discounted
return (the present value on the day you started working) is RMB
500,000.” For a business, the first 4 years are set as risk-free return,
and the fifth year is set as risk-return. The eight options are
ranked according to the degree of delay and uncertainty. There
are three scenarios for the initial earning year: the third year,
the fourth year, and the fifth year. The probability of return in
year 5 is (1) R1 with a 70% chance and R2 with a 30% chance
(R1 > R2) and (2) a 50% chance of R1 and a 50% chance of R2
(R1 > R2). Option I is as follows: A predictable venture, which is
not profitable for the first 2 years, will make a profit of 100,000
yuan by the end of the third year, 200,000 yuan by the end of the
fourth year, and a 70% (30%) chance of making a profit of 500,000
(400,000) yuan by the end of the fifth year.

Manipulation Check
During the data processing, in order to eliminate the incorrect
results caused by subject inattention, we checked the choice
against common sense. The data is excluded in the following two
cases. First, inconsistent answers are presented in the selection
process of different probability. For example, in the condition
of starting a business, a participant prefers a 50% chance of
getting 800,000 to a 70 percent chance of getting 800,000. Second,
inconsistent answers are given in the selection process of different
amount. For example, if a participant prefers 100,000 rather than
200,000, the response violated dominance in choices. Therefore,
12 subjects were excluded from this process.

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses
The results of descriptive analysis are shown in Table 1. The
effective number of participants in Task 1 is 129: all of them
enter the statistical analysis. In Task 2, in addition to those who
failed to pass the manipulation check, both 31 subjects who chose
employment among all options and 5 subjects who chose start-up
are deleted, following previous studies of Hershfield et al. (2009)
and Kirby and Marakovic (1996). After deletion, the remaining
85 subjects meet the requirements. The Shapiro–Wilk test shows
that the variables related to the tenacity and the FSC all follow
the law of normal distribution (p > 0.05). The mean of Tenacity
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TABLE 1 | Means, medians, standard deviations (SD), minimums (Min), and
maximums (Max) of the study’s variables.

Variables Mean Median SD Min Max

Tenacity 9.341 8.000 10.71 −13.00 35.00

Endurance 10.79 11.00 2.896 1.000 17.00

Commitment 20.57 21.00 3.583 9.000 28.00

Challenge 2.008 2.000 2.210 −3.000 7.000

Control −17.88 −18.00 4.092 −30.00 −6.000

Self-control −6.147 −6.000 2.982 −14.00 1.000

FSC 4.729 5.000 1.238 1.000 7.000

RRC 1.195 1.279 0.150 1.000 1.416

IRRC 1.249 1.280 0.095 1.000 1.341

N = 129. FSC, future Self-continuity; RRC, risk-return Coefficient; IRRC, inter-
temporal risk-return coefficient.

is 9.341 (SD = 10.71; Min = −19; Max = 35). Components of
Tenacity can also be seen in Table 1. The mean of the FSC is
4.729, and the median is 5, indicating that most of the subjects
believed that there is a relative consistency between the current
self and the future self.

Table 2 reports the values of RRCs (risk-return coefficients)
in Task 1 and IRRCs (inter-temporal risk-return coefficient)
in Task 2, respectively. The indicator RRC is equal to the
ratio of the expected return of entrepreneurial to the salary
of employment. The indicator IRRC represents the risk-return
coefficient after time discounting, derived to the ratio of the
present value of risk-return to the certain income. The discount
rate of employment and start-up is uniformly 10%, so as the
present value of salary is 500,000 RMB. For entrepreneurial
choice, the expected return of the fifth year is equal to the
probability-weighted income. Both risk discount factor (RDF)
and inter-temporal risk discount factor (IRDF) are also presented
in Table 2. The RDF is equal to 1 over RRC, as well as the
IRDF, which are presented in the research of Sun and Li (2010).
However, given the complexity of the challenges and duration of
uncertainties in start-up, the return on risk is more appropriate to
be used to evaluate a business, compared to the risk-discounting
factor. The risk-return coefficient is devoted to the subsequent
analysis of this study.

Correlations Analysis
The pairwise correlation analysis of variables of tenacity and
risky choices is reported in Table 3. Tenacity and RRC are
positively correlated at a significance level of 5% (β = 0.179,
p = 0.042), which partially confirms H1. It also formulates
that Tenacity correlates with the risky choices in Task 1. It is
significantly correlated with Options IV (β = 0.257, p = 0.003)
and V (β = 0.216, p = 0.014) but not related to risky options I, II,
III, and V. Specifically, three factors of tenacity (i.e., Endurance,
Commitment, Challenge), predicting the participants’ risky
choice behavior, are significantly correlated with RRC and risky
options IV and V.

Table 4 reports the result from regression analysis of Model 1.
The coefficient on Tenacity is positive and significant (t = 2.12)
for the regression, suggesting that the tenacity of subjects affects

TABLE 2 | Risk-return coefficients and risk-discount factors of all options.

Risky choice options RRC RDF

I 1.175 0.851

II 1.467 0.682

III 1.407 0.711

IV 1.100 0.909

V 1.375 0.727

Inter-temporal risky choice options IRRC IRDF

I 0.893 1.120

II 0.916 1.092

III 1.027 0.973

IV 1.118 0.895

V 1.490 0.671

VI 1.671 0.599

VII 1.693 0.591

VIII 1.919 0.521

N = 129. RRC, risk-return coefficient; IRRC, Inter-temporal risk-return coefficient;
RDF, risk-discount factor; IRDF, inter-temporal risk-discount factor.

TABLE 3 | Correlations among the RRC, risky choices the tenacity variables.

Variables RRC Risky choice

I II III IV V

Tenacity 0.179* 0.023 0.034 0.110 0.257** 0.216*

(0.042) (0.798) (0.706) (0.215) (0.003) (0.014)

Endurance 0.229** 0.169# 0.117 0.233** 0.289*** 0.231**

(0.009) (0.056) (0.187) (0.008) (0.000) (0.009)

Commitment 0.236** 0.098 0.108 0.165# 0.283** 0.190*

(0.007) (0.268) (0.222) (0.062) (0.001) (0.031)

Challenge 0.152 0.070 0.045 0.082 0.222* 0.218*

(0.086) (0.432) (0.613) (0.357) (0.011) (0.013)

Control 0.035 −0.105 −0.009 0.028 0.114 0.101

(0.695) (0.237) (0.917) (0.755) (0.198) (0.255)

Self-control −0.024 −0.108 −0.144 −0.128 −0.019 0.023

(0.789) (0.223) (0.104) (0.147) (0.828) (0.795)

N = 129. RRC, risk-return coefficient. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (two-
tailed).

TABLE 4 | Regression analysis of tenacity to RRC.

Variables Coefficient SE T-value

Tenacity 0.003** 0.001 2.12

R2 0.032

N = 129. ** represents that it is significant at 5%.

their risky choices. By examining the core factors of Tenacity
(i.e., Endurance, Commitment, Challenge), the explanatory
power of the model in Table 5 has improved (R-squared
increases from 0.032 to 0.064), the coefficient of Tenacity_DF
(only includes its dominant factors in this study: Endurance,
Commitment, Challenge) has become 0.005, and the significance
level is 1% (t = 3.02).
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TABLE 5 | Regression analysis of the core elements of tenacity to RRC.

Variables Coefficient SE T-value

Tenacity_DF 0.005*** 0.002 3.02

R-squared 0.064

N = 129. Tenacity_DF = Endurance + Commitment + Challenge. *** represents
that it is significant at 1%.

The Reciprocal Effect
To examine the FSC affecting a certain income (coded 0) or an
uncertain return (coded 1) in the inter-temporal decision trials,
the T-test is applied in Table 6. The intergroup differences of FSC
are statistically significant for Options I (Dif. = 0.471, p = 0.081),
II (Dif. = 0.827, p = 0.081), VII (Dif. = 1.360, p = 0.023), and
VIII (Dif. = 0.943, p = 0.019). This partially suggests that FSC
affects larger-later risky choices. It is quite clear that there is a
requirement to analyze not only the effect of FSC on the inter-
temporal choice in the decision to start a business but also the
impact of tenacity on the risky choice and the interaction between
the two factors. For this reason, an intuitive analysis is listed in
Figure 1 before a more complex model is proposed.

Figure 1 shows the distribution statistics of entrepreneurial
choices of 85 subjects under the two factors: self-continuity
and tenacity. The darker the color, the more numbers for the
entrepreneurial decision. In Options I, II, VII, and VIII, the
entrepreneurial choices are saliently concentrated to the upper
right. Furthermore, those with a high score of tenacity and
self-continuity made fewer entrepreneurial choices in Options
III, IV, V, and VI than those in Options I, II, VII, and VIII,
but they are still more likely than other subjects to make
entrepreneurial choices.

To explore the reciprocal effect of FSC and tenacity on
entrepreneurial decision-making, we perform a least-square
regression analysis and report the results in Table 7. This is
done using Stata 11. At first, the explanatory power of Model
2 is significantly improved (adjusted R2 = 10.1%), compared to
Model 1 (adjusted R2 = 3.2%). Then, the coefficient on Tenacity
(β = 0.035, t = 2.88, p< 0.001) is significantly positive as expected
in H2, indicating that subjects with hardiness personality in

TABLE 6 | Difference significance of the FSCs in the inter-temporal risky choices.

Inter-temporal
risky choice

FSC of subjects FSC of subjects who Difference

choose start-up who choose job of FSC

Num. Mean Num. Mean Dif. p-value

I 68 4.824 17 4.353 0.471 0.081

II 75 4.827 10 4.000 0.827* 0.023

III 9 4.778 76 4.723 0.054 0.451

IV 33 4.909 52 4.615 0.294 0.145

V 46 4.761 39 4.692 0.069 0.401

VI 51 4.765 34 4.676 0.089 0.375

VII 74 4.905 11 3.545 1.360*** 0.000

VIII 77 4.818 8 3.875 0.943* 0.019

N = 85. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.

general made more larger-later choices and are willing to take
a risk for a start-up. There is also a significant positive effect of
FST (β = 2.130, t = 8.94, p < 0.001) which supports H3. The
possibility of making entrepreneurial decisions increases with
the increase in the degree of correlation between the current
self and the future self. Consistent with our H4a, the coefficient
on FST × Tenacity is significantly negative in the regression
(β =−0.002, t =−3.12, p < 0.001).

Specifically, when we replaced Tenacity with Tenacity_DF
(only includes its dominant factors in this study: Endurance,
Commitment, Challenge), the explanatory power of the model is
further improved (adjusted R2 = 11.5%), and the coefficients are
larger in Table 8.

DISCUSSION

Implications of Results
Tenacity and Risky Choice
In Model 1 and Model 2, the tenacity shows us a prominent
positive effect on risky choices and inter-temporal risky choices.
The results support H1 and H2. Individuals with high tenacity
are more likely to take the venture, which is in fact an inter-
temporal risk decision. It needs to span several years, which
is different from the classical inter-temporal choice model that
only spans several months. Meanwhile, the current study is not
to reveal the relationship between tenacity and risk in start-up
growth but to discover the trait that drives college students to
make this choice. In this regard, individuals with tenacity are
likely to endure the pressures and setbacks of the process and
ultimately succeed in reaping the benefits. Therefore, they have
the willingness and confidence to make entrepreneurial choices.
The explanations of results in this present study on the risky
choice-related entrepreneurial activity are consistent with several
existing studies. Baum and Locke (2004) made a primary study in
this field and found the positive effects of tenacity on the start-up
process. Tadajewski and Jones (2017) argued that to be a pioneer
in marketing, considerable tenacity for risk is needed. Scotter
and Garg (2019) examined the trait of a new venture creation,
suggesting that tenacity impacts entrepreneurial persistence
behavior in different industry contexts. As an extension and
enrichment of the existing conclusions, we provide knowledge to
understand the relationship between tenacity and risks under a
venture context, based on the perspective of the entrepreneurial
choices of college students.

Tenacity and Inter-Temporal Risky Choice
The article also explores the effects of the five factors of tenacity
on inter-temporal risk decision-making. The results showed that
endurance, commitment, and challenge played a dominant role
in influencing the choice of inter-temporal risk. They are shown
in Tables 3, 5, and 8. In the pairwise correlation analysis, it
can be seen that endurance, commitment, and challenge are
related to several risky choices (Options III, IV, V). In regression
analysis, the explanatory power of Model 1 and the significance
of tenacity increased when it included only these three dominant
factors. The explanatory power of Model 2 with Tenacity as the
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FIGURE 1 | Relationship between tenacity, future self-continuity, and inter-temporal risky choice (N = 85).

explanatory variable is mentioned as 11.5%, compared to 10.1%
in Table 7. All of these showed that commitment, endurance,
and challenge are robustly positive predictors of the risky choices.
This implies that commitment, endurance, and challenge are the
main factors that support individuals to build tenacity and take
an inter-temporal risky choice.

Firstly, commitment represents a state of focused energy
devoted to its own cause. This state enables one to be free
from external temptation and interference. This quality of
commitment can prompt entrepreneurs to be more dedicated
to their own business. Therefore, individuals with commitment

TABLE 7 | Regression analysis of tenacity and FSC to IRRC.

Variables Coefficient SE T-value

FSC 0.035*** 0.112 2.88

Tenacity 0.009*** 0.003 2.99

Tenacity × FSC −0.002*** 0.001 −3.12

R2 0.101

N = 85. *** represents that it is significant at 1%.

characteristics are more likely to be tenacious and make
entrepreneurial choices.

Secondly, endurance is positively correlated with the risk-
return coefficient at a high level. This suggests that higher
endurance, which contributes to increased tenacity, can strongly
predict the positive effect of tenacity on entrepreneurial choices.
In entrepreneurship, endurance is the tolerance to the complexity
of the entrepreneurial situation, the patience to dig through
the details of business such as management nightmare, and the
ability to manage emotions – to suppress negative emotions and
cultivate positive emotions in the face of conflict and stress. It

TABLE 8 | Regression analysis of Tenacity_DF and FSC to IRRC.

Variables Coefficient SE T-value

Tenacity_DF 0.017*** 0.005 3.81

FSC 0.134*** 0.034 3.93

Tenacity_DF × FSC −0.003*** 0.001 −3.97

R-squared 0.115

N = 85. Tenacity_DF = Endurance + Commitment + Challenge. *** represents that
it is significant at 1%.
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shows that individuals who are longsuffering are more likely to
take on the challenge of starting a business.

Thirdly, as a concrete manifestation of personality quality,
challenge is intuitive in supporting peoples’ decision to choose
start-up. The high challenge means that in the face of various
pressures and difficulties in the entrepreneurial context, one can
overcome the pressure and difficulties through the adaptation
mechanism. By taking challenges as positive incentives, people’s
tenacity can be consolidated, so as to improve the level
of risk-taking.

These factors jointly support the formation of entrepreneurial
tenacity, through accepting challenges, enduring hardships,
meeting commitments, and other aspects. They set up the
impact of tenacity on individuals’ risky choices, revealing the
mechanisms of tenacity for a business. This study implements
the future research proposed by Rauch and Frese (2007), which
points out that tenacity is a crucial trait in entrepreneurship
and its research value has not been put into fully realized.
In the future, the internal structure of tenacity and the
relationship between tenacity factors and external start-up
pressures can be explored.

Tenacity, FSC, and Inter-Temporal Risky Choice
In terms of self-continuity, this paper examines the realistic
situation of start-up where time delay and uncertainty coexist.
Since Hershfield et al. (2009) found that FSC has an impact on
inter-temporal decision-making, relevant literature has mainly
focused on determining the trade-off between immediate return
and delayed return. Considering the uncertainty of the long
interval caused by the particularity of the entrepreneurial
situation, this study combined inter-temporal factors with
risky choice and examined the inter-temporal risky choice in
regression analysis, showing the relationship between FSC and
inter-temporal risky choices. As the results manifest, individuals
with high FSC give greater weight to future risky return.
Therefore, the guidance and improvement of FSC can assist
individuals in grasping the opportunities for business and making
insightful choices.

Congregating the functions of tenacity and FSC, we explored
a relationship between tenacity, FSC, and inter-temporal risky
choice. The results of multivariable regression analysis show us
that individuals with a high degree of FSC may slightly mitigate
the pursuit of risky return, which is associated with a high level of
tenacity. As can be seen in Figure 1, most of the subjects who had
both high tenacity and high FSC chose Option I or II (the present
value of Option I is 446,500 yuan; 457,790 yuan for Option
II), compared to Options III and IV. They seem more likely
to seek a balance between the high excess risk-return and the
low robust risk-return. This result leads us to further reflection.
Combined with previous research, we found that this may have
something to do with the fact that the psychological processing
of two kinds of decision-making is not consistent in different
situations. For example, in the context of inflation expectations,
personality traits, and being a gambler or not (Myerson et al.,
2003), there are differences in the effect of mental processing on
inter-temporal and risky choice. So, it is also possible that in the
entrepreneurial context, FSC plays a different role in risky choices

and in inter-temporal choices. The effect is that when both are at
a higher level, it does not lead to a pursuit for extremely higher
inter-temporal risk-return but is more likely to contribute to the
choice of medium-high risk-return. Sun and Li (2011) on inter-
temporal choice with risks in the Chinese culture can also confirm
this point of view.

Individuals with a high degree of FSC make choices in ways
that they believe are better for their future selves. Hence, the one
they choose may not necessarily be the highest risk-return in the
inter-term risk scenario of start-up. It is their idea of what is best
for the survival of the business. This is also consistent with the
conclusion of Hershfield et al. (2009) that those with a higher
FSC are more likely to make choices beneficial to the potential
self. In their study, they found that individuals with a high FSC
had more assets. Moreover, resident-owned assets are more likely
to be acquired through sound investments such as savings and
bonds than through riskier investments. These suggest that the
nature of the high FSC involves a tendency to make the future
favorable to one’s self at each stage in the long run.

On this basis, we suspect that FSC helps people develop a
conservative mindset, paired with tenacity, for the purpose of
achieving relatively long-term and sustainable return. Under the
entrepreneurial situation, the performance is to seek smooth
income. The pursuit of high risk-return guided by tenacity
competes with the long-term return related to the future self in
entrepreneurial activities. It, in turn, is more likely to result in
relatively modest co-effects than outright high-risk activities.

Limitations and Future Directions
There are some possible limitations of the present study that
need to be acknowledged. The Tenacity Scale from Tang (2008)
used in this study was developed for Chinese college students, so
this discovery is based on data from Chinese college students.
More evidence and testing are needed as to whether it applies
to other age-group educational levels, as well as other contexts
and other countries. However, it is likely that this relationship
between tenacity and risk choice will also probably exist in other
countries and regions.

We also know that the study design contains several risk
factors (i.e., probability, time, amount) and seems a little
complicated. However, the design of this study integrates
previous studies on inter-temporal choice and the risky choice.
Compared to previous studies, this study has two differences: 1)
tasks are based primarily on risk choice, and 2) the time delay
is longer and spans several years. This design is suitable for the
complex entrepreneurial situation. It is set up to get relatively
reliable results about the willingness for start-up. The complexity
of the model may make it difficult to explain the interaction
of factors (i.e., probability, time, amount) and the load of each
factor. Therefore, we suggest carrying out a detailed division in
the future and further study on inter-temporal risk choice.

The measurement of tenacity also needs discussing. The
tenacity scale of this paper is a Hardiness Scale based on Chinese
cultural background. The psychological term, “hardiness,”
was first introduced by Kobasa (1979), initially including
commitment, control, and challenge, which are mainly used in
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the research on physical and mental health (e.g., hypertension,
heart disease and diabetes) under stressful events. When it
comes into China, the inner strength of overcoming a serious
illness for a long time was defined into “Jian Ren Xing,” which
means a trait related to perseverance, high endurance, and
unremitting self-management. Therefore, the generally accepted
Chinese Hardiness Scale added two factors: endurance and self-
control. It is a new scale consisting of five factors: commitment,
control, challenge, endurance, and self-control. Thereupon, the
term “Jian Ren Xing” in Chinese has come closer to the nature of
tenacity than the term “hardiness” in English. This implication
is supported by the findings of this paper that endurance is
the most significant factor in relation to risky choice (Table 3).
At the same time, self-control and control are not significant
for the risky choices of start-up and employment. This may
be partly because the scale is not designed directly for the
tenacity of coping with stress in entrepreneurial situations, so
the validity of some questions may be insufficient. In future, it
is necessary to optimize the measurement tool of tenacity and
develop a common tenacity scale based on the pressure situation
of entrepreneurial development.

The effects of FSC can be further studied in the entrepreneurial
context. Hershfield et al. (2009) pointed out that individuals who
rated their future selves as more relevant to their current selves
may have more vivid and positive images in the next decade, but
we did not provide further insight into this. Namely, our findings
fail to explain how different characteristics of FSC play a role in
the choice. Hershfield et al. (2011) summarized the characteristics
of FSC as similarity, vividness, and positivity. Future research can
further explore the mechanism of these three Hershfield factors
of FSC on both inter-temporal choices and risky choices in the
entrepreneurial context through various methods.

CONCLUSION

Considering the risky choice with a long-time delay in the
entrepreneurial context, and based on the role of personality
traits, our results show that tenacity has a positive effect on
both risky and inter-temporal risky choice. This means that
individuals with high tenacity can accept more uncertainty and
wait longer in the entrepreneurial context. At the same time,
the results show that endurance, commitment, and challenge
play a major role in the impact of tenacity on entrepreneurial
choice. It draws out the dominant factors from the five factors of
tenacity in inter-temporal risk decision-making and suggests that
intensive training in these three specific qualities could embody
the tenacity of entrepreneurs.

Furthermore, the reciprocal effect demonstrates that FSC
slightly mitigates the pursuit of risky return by subjects who have

the high degree of tenacity. The individuals with high FSC and
tenacity chose both the option of the lowest risk-return with a
short delay (3 years) and the option of the highest risk-return
with a long delay (5 years). It means that in the entrepreneurial
context, FSC plays a different role in risky choices and in inter-
temporal choices. It is important that FSC may help people
develop a conservative mindset, paired with tenacity, in which the
worthwhile goal is to seek a smooth income rather than pursue an
extreme high risk-return. This implies that the conservative self-
concept and the pursuit of risk-return guided by tenacity compete
and reinforce each other in the entrepreneurial activities. These
findings extend the existing knowledge of the personality, choice,
and entrepreneurship.
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Trade friction has always been a prominent feature in the current economic development
of the world. Its impacts on multinational enterprises are self-evident, but its
psychological effects on the multinational entrepreneurs are still unclear. In order to
understand the impacts of trade friction on psychological effects of multinational
legal service entrepreneurs, 305 multinational entrepreneurs were selected in this
study for questionnaire survey, and Spearman’s correlation and regression models
were used to analyze the correlation among economic pressure, the thought of
recession, self-efficacy, and social support. The structural equation model was used
to analyze the influence path of economic pressure and social support on the
thought of entrepreneurial recession, as well as the influence path of multinational
entrepreneurship orientation and value-chain potential on the international performance.
The results show that economic pressure is significantly and positively correlated with
the thought of recession and self-efficacy extremely and significantly and negatively
correlated with objective support and support utilization extremely; social support will
reverse the thought of entrepreneurial recession caused by the economic pressure; the
indirect impact path coefficient of social support utilization in economic pressure and
entrepreneurial recession is – 0.281; the indirect impact path coefficient of value-chain
potential in multinational entrepreneurial motivation and international performance is –
0.424. It shows that trade friction will indirectly trigger the thought of entrepreneurial
recession of entrepreneurs by reducing their economic incomes. Besides, the social
support utilization can significantly regulate the relationship between the economic
pressure and the thought of entrepreneurial recession. Therefore, the value-chain
potential plays an intermediary role in multinational entrepreneurial motivation and
international performance.

Keywords: trade friction, economic pressure, structural equation model, social support, the thought of
entrepreneurial recession of entrepreneurs, value-chain potential
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there is an upsurge of entrepreneurship in
China. Nevertheless, there is a serious problem of oversupply
in all fields; especially in the traditional fields, due to the
increasing competitiveness in domestic market of China, it is
difficult for more and more entrepreneurs to get success in the
domestic market (Verbeke and Yuan, 2013). There are often
many business opportunities in overseas markets, especially in
developing countries. Therefore, Chinese entrepreneurs have
shifted their entrepreneurial perspective to overseas markets
in order to achieve success through overseas entrepreneurship.
Multinational enterprise becomes one of the important forms
of economic globalization, so it has been widely concerned
by experts and scholars (Dimitratos et al., 2014; Da Silva
Lopes et al., 2019). In order to enter the overseas market,
multinational enterprises have made a lot of foreign investment,
which can not only promote local economic development
and employment but also benefit from technology spillovers
(Tippmann et al., 2018). However, the work performance
of multinational enterprises will also be affected by factors
such as competition effects and government subsidy policies
(Emelifeonwu and Valk, 2019). In addition, the entrepreneurship
of multinational enterprises has to consider the profit transfer,
fair trading, and other related points between the two
countries. When there is a problem, there will be a “trade
friction” (Jiang et al., 2019). China has now become the
third largest trading country in the world, causing a shock
on the original interest pattern, so the trade friction is
inevitable. However, it is still unknown whether the trade
frictions will affect the psychological effects of multinational
entrepreneurs and in turn affect the work performance of
these entrepreneurs.

With the deepening of economic globalization, the trend of
entrepreneurial strategy and international diversification strategy
are considered as key factors for multinational enterprises
to succeed in the global market, and related studies have
shown that the trend entrepreneurial strategy has a directly
positive correlation with the entrepreneurial performance of
multinational enterprises (McGee and Peterson, 2019; Palmer
et al., 2019). The entrepreneur is the core of entrepreneurship,
so the physical and psychological factors of entrepreneurs are
critical, and the individual characteristics of entrepreneurs
are the direct constraints of entrepreneurial activities in a
specific entrepreneurial environment (Yueh et al., 2020).
Studies have shown that the individual characteristics of
entrepreneurs can also affect the entrepreneurial performance.
Therefore, it is of great significance to explore the impacts
of the trend of entrepreneurial strategy and the individual
characteristics of entrepreneur on the work performance
of multinational enterprises for enterprises to continue
the multinational entrepreneurial activities and promote
the development of enterprises (Dijkhuizen et al., 2018;
Howell, 2018). Most of the entrepreneurial researches
in the past had been dedicated to the outputs of small
businesses and startups, instead of focusing on international
acquisition scenarios.

In order to explore the impacts of the trend of
internationalization on the psychological effects and work
performance of multinational entrepreneurs, the legal service
entrepreneurs of knowledge-based service companies were thus
selected as the research objects. The impacts of trade friction
on the psychological effects of multinational entrepreneurs
and the impact mechanism of multinational entrepreneurial
orientation on the international performance were explored
in this study firstly. Finally, the validity and authenticity
of hypotheses proposed in this study were verified through
actual investigations. The results of this study aimed to lay
a foundation for understanding the psychological effects of
multinational entrepreneurs and promoting the international
work performance of multinational enterprises.

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

Psychological Effect of Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurship can help entrepreneurs achieve their personal
ideals and promote economic development and technological
innovation. Researches in entrepreneurship-related fields
had been conducted from the perspectives of management,
psychology, and sociology. Lee et al. (2019) explored the
differences between family and non-family senior management
teams in organizational and psychological ownership of
work, and the results showed that there was no significant
difference between them and no significant impact on the
entrepreneurship of the enterprise. Hooshangi and Loewenstein
(2018) found that reduction in the investment opportunities
could threaten the entrepreneur’s willingness to invest, and
reduced investment costs would inhibit the investment decisions
of pioneer entrepreneurs, while loose proprietary systems could
have a positive impact on psychology of entrepreneurship.
Zou et al. (2016) explored the different interests and goals
of the inherent conflict between entrepreneurs and venture
capitalists based on the psychological capital and then put
forward a series of theoretical propositions about solving
venture capital and strategic countermeasures. These studies
revealed that the individual characteristics of entrepreneurs had
a significant impact on entrepreneurial decision-making and
entrepreneurship. Kautto (2019) found that the psychosocial
impact of exogenous policy intervention could promote the
transfer of entrepreneurship. Muhammad et al. (2020) indicated
that external pressure had a positive and direct impact on
behaviors of entrepreneurs and that the sustainable orientation
of strategy can provide differentiation for enterprisers. In
summary, psychological differences of individuals and external
pressures affect the behaviors of entrepreneurs, yet the impacts
of changes in the external environment and policies on the
psychological effects of multinational entrepreneurs still need to
be further explored.

Impacts of International Performance of
Multinational Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurship is a significant form to achieve the social
and economic development. In exploring the international
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entrepreneurship, it is very important to improve the
performance of multinational enterprise. In order to explore
the impact of strategic responsibilities of the multinational
enterprises on the performance of their subsidiaries, Sarabi et al.
(2020) found through building a model that the entrepreneurial
leadership of the chief executive officer (CEO) of a subsidiary
can improve the enterprise’s performance. Boone et al. (2019)
revealed that the entrepreneurial spirit and the innovation
enthusiasm of the top management team could affect the
performance of the enterprise. In order to explore the impact
of external crises on the performance of subsidiaries of the
multinational enterprises, Martins et al. (2019) found that the
sense of crisis affected the business performance of multinational
enterprises through verification of the least-square structural
equation model. Collings et al. (2019) revealed that the
multinational strategy determined the goals of the global talent
management system and also affected the performances of
enterprises. From the perspective of individual human resources,
it indicated that the personal performance could be improved
by enlarging the human resources. Fernandes et al. (2018)
constructed the framework of the multinational entrepreneur
to affect the working performance, and the results showed that
the entrepreneurial spirit can promote the working performance
through management. Based on the above researches, it can be
found that individual characteristics and strategic decisions of
entrepreneurs can affect the work performance of multinational
enterprises. However, the existing research lacks a definition
of entrepreneurship-oriented dimension and its impact on the
international performance of multinational companies.

To sum up, the multinational legal service entrepreneurs
were taken as the research objects in this paper. In the
form of questionnaire, the impact path of the economic
pressure and social support of the trade friction on the
entrepreneurial recession of entrepreneurs and the impact path
of multinational entrepreneurial orientation and value-chain
potential on the international performance of enterprises were
analyzed. In this way, this study will lay the theoretical foundation
for finding out the way to relieve from the psychological
pressure of multinational entrepreneur and improving their
working performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Objects
A total of 310 Chinese entrepreneurs of legal services who
started businesses in the United States, Canada, Indonesia,
Brazil, and the United Kingdom were selected as the research
objects, the questionnaires were distributed online from June
2019 to December 2019, and 305 questionnaires were returned,
so the response rate was 98.39%. The 305 subjects were 21–
38 years old, with an average age of 26.88 ± 5.52. Studies
show that the risk aversion of female entrepreneurs is higher
than that of male and that self-efficiency has a strong predictive
effect on the entrepreneurial behavior. Therefore, the gender,
age, and self-efficiency were taken as the control variables for
subsequent analysis.

Model Building of Effect on
Entrepreneur’s Recession From
Economic Pressure and Social Support
From the Trade Friction
It is believed in this study that the economic pressure brought
about by the trade friction could cause the entrepreneur to
experience some negative emotions (anxiety, despair, depression,
etc.). Based on the theory of learned helplessness, the theoretical
model was built for effect of the economic pressure and social
support caused by the trade friction on the entrepreneur’s thought
of recession. The theoretical model is shown in Figure 1.

According to Figure 1, the economic pressure is an
independent variable, entrepreneurial recession psychology is
the dependent variable, and the sub-dimension under the social
support is the intermediary variable. Therefore, the following
hypotheses were proposed in this study:

a. The economic pressure could be promoted significantly by
the trade friction;

b. The thought of entrepreneurial recession could be
promoted significantly by the economic pressure;

c. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of
entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by
the social support;

c1. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of
entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by
the subjective support;

c2. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of
entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by
the objective support;

c3. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of
entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by
the support utilization.

Model Building of Correlation on the
Multinational Entrepreneurial Orientation
and the International Performance
In order to explore the correlation on the multinational
entrepreneurial orientation and international performance, the

FIGURE 1 | Model of effect of the entrepreneur’s thought of recession.
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theoretical model shown in Figure 2 below was proposed
in this study by taking the global value chain as the
intermediary variable.

Based on the above model, the below hypotheses are proposed
in this study:

d. The international performance could be promoted by the
multinational entrepreneurial orientation;

d1. The international performance could be promoted
by innovation in the multinational entrepreneurial
orientation;

d2. The international performance could be promoted
by antecedence in the multinational entrepreneurial
orientation;

d3. The international performance could be promoted by
adventure in the multinational entrepreneurial orientation;

e. The international performance could be performed by the
value-chain potential;

e1. The international performance could be performed by
complexity of the trade;

e2. The international performance could be performed by
codability of the product;

e3. The international performance could be performed by the
supply capacity;

f. The value-chain potential is the intermediary variable
for multinational entrepreneurial orientation to affect the
international performance.

Design of Evaluation Tools
The evaluation scales used in this study were all widely
used, reliable, and valid evaluation tools in line with the
actual conditions.

Evaluation Tools of the Social Support
The Social Support Rating Scale (SSRS) was used by Basinska
and Rozkwitalska (2020). The scale included 10 items and
3 dimensions, which were the degree of subjective support,
degree of objective support, and degree of support utilization. In
addition, the Likert-4 rating method (1–4 scores indicate from
“no” to “yes”) was used for evaluation in this scale. The subjective
support included the support at the emotional level or resources
from the relatives, friends, social networks, etc. The objective
support refers to the actual support resources and also includes
the material support provided by individuals, organizations, or
the society. The support utilization refers to the utilization degree
of the actual or perceived resource by individuals.

Evaluation Tools of the Economic Pressure
The Economic Pressure Rating Scale (EPRS) (Pollack et al., 2012)
was compiled to evaluate the economic pressure of entrepreneur
under the trade friction. The scale was supplemented by that
“the recent economic environment has negatively affected my
company,” “the business has been in trouble in the past year,”
and “I have to bear a lot of pressures and responsibilities, and
play a lot of roles.” The Likert-7 rating method (1–7 points
indicate from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”) was used
for evaluation in this scale.

Evaluation Tools of Entrepreneurial Recession
The exiting entrepreneurship assessment scale was used for
recompilation and was applied to evaluate the entrepreneur’s
thought of recession (Schuster et al., 2013). Three items were
used for the evaluation, namely, “in the next 1 year, I will try my
best to quit my current entrepreneurial activities,” “if I continue
my business, I will be very worried,” and “continuing to start
a business is not as passionate as when I started my business.”
The Likert-7 rating method (1–7 points indicate from “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree”) was used for evaluation in this scale.

Evaluation Tools of Self-Efficiency
The entrepreneurship self-efficacy assessment scale (Chen et al.,
2019) was used for recompilation and was applied to evaluate
the entrepreneur’s self-efficacy. In this study, 17 items were
used for the evaluation. The Likert-5 rating method (1–5 points
indicate from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”) was used for
evaluation in this scale.

Evaluation Tools of Multinational Entrepreneurial
Orientation
Based on the three dimensions of innovativeness, proactiveness,
and risk taking and the “9-item semantic difference scale”
(Williams and Lee, 2009), the scale was improved by combining
with the internationalization perspective of the multinational
enterprises. The improved scale could be seen as below Table 1.
When this scale was used for evaluation, it was indicated by “yes”
for 1 score or “no” for 0 score of the evaluation.

Evaluation Tools of Value-Chain Potential
The value-chain potential was measured based on the trade
complexity, product codability, and supply capacity (Rashid et al.,
2019). The finally designed scale is shown in Table 2. When this
scale was used for evaluation, it was indicated by “yes” for 1 score
or “no” for 0 score of the evaluation.

Evaluation Tools of International Performance
Based on the research results of other scholars (Abosede et al.,
2018; Karami and Tang, 2019), the international performance
was evaluated based on the four dimensions of foreign sales
growth, changes in international market share, international
investment return rate, and foreign operation satisfaction. The
finally designed evaluation scale is shown in Table 3 below. When
this scale was used for evaluation, it was indicated by “yes” for 1
score or “no” for 0 score of the evaluation.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical processing was performed by SPSS 19.0. The
validity tests of the evaluation tools were performed by using
the Bartlett’s spherical test and KMO value (it was deemed as
appropriation when KMO value was higher than 0.7, and it was
deemed as appropriation when Bartlett’s spherical test p < 0.05).
The reliability tests of the evaluation tools were performed by
using the Cronbach’s α (it was deemed as high reliability when
Cronbach’s α was higher than 0.7). The principal component
analysis (PCA) was used to extract the factors, whose eigenvalue
was higher than 1, in the variable tables. The descriptive statistics
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FIGURE 2 | Model of effect of the entrepreneurship international performance.

TABLE 1 | Evaluation scale of the multinational entrepreneurial orientation.

Dimensionality No. Item

Innovation 1 Focusing on marketing, products, or services? Or focusing on investment and leadership and innovation of the R & D and technology

2 Having new products/services?

3 Having great changes or the product/service path?

Proactiveness 4 Response to the competitor, or initiated by itself?

5 The first to introduce the new product/service and the technology on management and operation?

6 Avoiding competitive conflicts in the form of “peaceful coexistence” as often?

Risk-taking 7 Being inclined to the international project with low risk?

8 Achieving the goals step by step in the international environment?

9 Reducing the error rate of decision with an attitude of await-and-see?

TABLE 2 | Evaluation scale of value-chain potential.

Dimensionality No. Item

Trade complexity 1 Having the need for information exchange by exchange, communication, and share

2 High complexity for having the need for information exchange by exchange, communication, and share

Product codability 3 Quantity of information on related design or quality besides the formal documents

4 High complexity for information on related design or quality besides the formal documents

Supply capacity 5 Strong acceptance to demand changes of the market compared with other competitors

6 Strong acceptance to higher requirements from the service-provided side compared with other competitors

7 High assets proprietary of the company

8 High ability to bargain in the product trade

TABLE 3 | Evaluation scale of the international performance.

No. Item

1 Rapid increase of the company’s overseas sales revenue in recent years

2 Rapider increase of the company’s sales revenue in the oversea markets than other major competitors

3 Rapid increase of overseas sales profits in recent years

4 Rapider increase of the company’s sales profits in the oversea markets than other major competitors

5 Rapid increase of the company’s overseas market shares in recent years

6 Rapider increase of the company’s overseas market shares than other major competitors

7 Higher return rate of the company’s oversea investment in recent years than other major competitors

8 Significant increase of the company’s sales rate in oversea market

9 High operational satisfaction of the company in oversea market in recent years

10 High satisfaction feedback of the company from the clients
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was used for statistical analysis of the sample distribution of
each variable. The correlation of each variable was analyzed with
the Pearson correlation. Hypotheses proposed in this study were
verified by the process of hierarchical regression. When P < 0.05,
it is considered that it has a statistical significance.

RESULTS

Analysis on the Current Status of the
Global and China-Related Trade Friction
Comparing the changes of the total number of the global
and China-related trade frictions from 2009 to 2019, Figure 3
indicates that in the past 10 years, the trade frictions in the world
have been more than 150 cases and those in China have been
more than 70 cases. In 2019, the China-related trade frictions
accounted for 30.46% of the cases in the whole world. Overall,
the number of China-related trade friction showed a high trend
all the time. The annual growth rate of the China-related trade
friction showed the same trend as the annual growth rate of trade
friction all over the world.

Comparing the proportions of the number of the global and
China-related trade frictions from 2009 to 2019, Figure 4 shows
that among all the global and China-related trade frictions, the
anti-dumping cases accounted for the largest proportion, which
was 80% (2363 cases) and 67% (715 cases), respectively, while the
proportions of anti-subsidy were 12% (344 cases) and 14% (145
cases), respectively, and the proportions of safeguard precaution
(8% (222 cases) and 9% (201 cases) had no great difference.
In addition, there were also some trade frictions related to the
special safeguards, accounting for 0% (10 cases) and 1% (10
cases), respectively. It shows that most countries in the world
took the boycott measures such as increased taxation currently
when dumping products from outside the country on the market.
At the same time, the importing country offset the subsidies for
imported products by imposing countervailing measures, price
commitments, or import restrictions in order to protect the
domestic industries and restore fair competition.

The top 10 complaining countries and the top 10 complained
industries in the China-related trade frictions in 2009–2019 were
compared. It could be seen from Figure 5A that, among the top
10 complaining countries, the cases both in the United States and
in India were more than 150, and the number of complaints in
the past 10 years was much higher than that in the European
Union (EU) and other countries or organizations. It could
be seen from Figure 5B that, among the top 10 complained
industries, the numbers of metal product industry (197 cases),
steel industry (196 cases), and chemical raw materials and
product industries (164 cases) are much higher than those in
other industries, and the most complained industries belong to
the manufacturing industry.

Descriptive Statistical Analysis on Basic
Personal Information of the Entrepreneur
Then, a descriptive statistical analysis on the basic personal
information of the entrepreneur was performed based on 305

entrepreneurs of legal services surveyed in this study. The results
are shown in Figure 6 below. It could be seen that, among all
the 305 entrepreneurs of legal services, the proportion in male is
higher than that in female, which is 61% (187 cases) and 39% (118
cases), respectively, mainly aging range of 26–30 years with 126
cases (41%), and most are masters and above (212 cases, 70%).

Results on Reliability and Validity Test of
the Evaluation Tools
First, the reliability and validity test of the scales used in this study
was performed. It could be seen from Table 4 that the Cronbach’s
α is higher than 0.7, KMO is higher than 0.7, and p < 0.05 in
the Bartlett spherical test. It shows that the evaluation tools used
in this study have high reliability and validity, which lays the
reliability of the subsequent evaluation results.

Results of Correlation Analysis of
Various Variables
Then, the correlation between the thought of entrepreneurial
recession, the impact of entrepreneurial work performance, and
other variables in this study were compared. The results are
shown in Tables 5, 6 below. It could be seen from Table 4
that the economic pressure has an extremely significant positive
correlation with the thought of recession and self-efficacy
(p < 0.01) and has an extremely significant negative correlation
with the objective support and support utilization (p < 0.01).
The thought of recession has an extremely significant positive
correlation with the self-efficacy (p < 0.01) and has a significant
negative correlation with the objective support and support
utilization (p < 0.05). The self-efficacy has a significant negative
correlation with the subjective support and objective support
(p < 0.05) and has an extremely significant negative correlation
with the support utilization (p < 0.01). The subjective support has
an extremely significant negative correlation with the objective
support and support utilization (p < 0.01). There is an extremely
significant positive correlation between the objective support and
support utilization (p < 0.01).

It could be seen from Table 6 that the multinational
entrepreneurial guide and its sub-dimensions (innovation,
proactiveness, and risk-taking), value-chain potential, and its
sub-dimensions (transaction complexity, product codability,
and supply capacity) have a significant correlation with the
international performance (p < 0.05).

Verification Results of the Proposed
Hypotheses
The hypotheses proposed earlier in this study were analyzed by
the regression analysis. It could be seen from Table 7 that: a.
The trade friction has an extremely significant positive impact on
the economic pressure (β = 0.206; p < 0.01). b. The economic
pressure has an extremely significant positive effect on the
thought of entrepreneurial recession (β = 0.244; p < 0.01). c.
The social support × economic pressure can negatively affect the
thought of entrepreneurial recession, that is, the social support
can regulate the thought of entrepreneurial recession caused by
the economic pressure reversely (β = −0.192; p < 0.01). c1. and
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FIGURE 3 | Change trends of total number of the global and China-related trade frictions from 2009 to 2019.

FIGURE 4 | Proportions of the number of the global and China-related trade frictions from 2009 to 2019 [Figure (A) is the proportion of the global trade frictions;
Figure (B) is the proportion of China-related trade frictions].

FIGURE 5 | The top 10 complaining countries and the complained industries in the China-related trade frictions in 2009–2019. Figure (A) is the top 10 complaining
countries; Figure (B) is the top 10 complained countries; A is for the fabricated metal industry; B is for the steel industry; C is for the chemical raw material and
product industry; D is for the non-metallic product industry; E is for the textile industry; F is for the electrical industry; G is for the paper manufacturing industry; H is
for the non-ferrous metal industry; I is for the food industry; and J is for the rubber product industry.
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FIGURE 6 | Statistical results of basic data of the subjects [Figure (A) is the sex ratio; Figure (B) is the age range; and Figure (C) is the academic qualification].

TABLE 4 | Results on reliability and validity test of the evaluation tools.

Scale Cronbach’sα KMO Bartlett’s spherical test

χ 2 df p

Social support 0.815 0.713 720.955 44 0.000

Economic pressure 0.809 0.713 241.955 3 0.000

Entrepreneurial recession 0.821 0.711 225.782 3 0.000

Self-efficacy 0.952 0.712 267.893 3 0.000

Multinational entrepreneurial orientation 0.833 0.713 268.392 4 0.000

Value-chain potential 0.862 0.712 305.171 5 0.000

International performance 0.934 0.713 556.272 3 0.000

TABLE 5 | Correlation analysis on related variables of the thought of entrepreneurial recession.

Variable Economic pressure Thought of recession Self-efficacy Subjective support Objective support Support utilization

Economic pressure 1

Thought of recession 0.432** 1

Self-efficacy 0.321** 0.452** 1

Subjective support 0.032 −0.101 −0.173* 1

Objective support −0.544** −0.193* −0.207* −0.282** 1

Support utilization −0.501** −0.704** −0.686** −0.457** 0.458** 1

*Correlation was significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

c2. The subjective support and objective support cannot regulate
the thought of entrepreneurial recession caused by the economic
pressure significantly (β = −0.078, −0.032; p > 0.05). c3. The
support utilization can regulate the thought of entrepreneurial
recession caused by the economic pressure (β = −0.281; p < 0.01).
d. The multinational entrepreneurial orientation has a significant
positive impact on the international performance (β = 0.532;

p < 0.01). d1. The innovation dimension in multinational
entrepreneurship has an extremely significant positive impact on
the international performance (β = 0.288; p < 0.01). d2. The
proactiveness dimension in multinational entrepreneurship has
a significant positive impact on the international performance
(β = 0.227; p < 0.01). d3. The risk-taking in the multinational
entrepreneurship cannot affect the international performance
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(β = 0.036; p > 0.05). e. The value-chain potential has
an extremely significant positive impact on the international
performance (β = 0.798; p < 0.01). e1. The transaction complexity
has an extremely significant positive impact on the international
performance (β = 0.182; p < 0.01). e2. The product codability
cannot affect the international performance (β = −0.092;
p > 0.05). e3. The supply capacity has an extremely significant
positive effect on the international performance (β = 0.424;
p < 0.01). In addition, it is also found in this study that the
multinational entrepreneurial orientation can affect the value-
chain potential significantly (β = 0.415; p < 0.01).

It could be seen from Table 8 that all the hypotheses are true
except c1., C2., d3., and e2. Therefore, the result graph of the
impact path proposed in this study has to be redrawn based on
the verification results of the hypotheses.

The impact path of the regulated economic pressure and
social support based on the trade friction on the thought of
entrepreneurial recession is shown in Figure 7 below. It can be
seen that the economic pressure could be impacted positively
by the trade friction, while the occurrence of the thought of
entrepreneurial recession could be impacted positively by the
economic pressure. However, the thought of entrepreneurial
recession caused by the economic pressure could be regulated by
the social support and its support utilization.

The impact paths of the regulated multinational
entrepreneurial motivation, value-chain potential, and
international performance are shown in Figure 8 below.
It can be seen that the international performance could be
promoted by the multinational entrepreneurial motivation
and its innovation and proactiveness, and the international
performance could be promoted by the transaction complexity
and supply capacity of the value-chain potential. The value-chain
potential can play a role of intermediation in the relationship
between the multinational entrepreneurial motivation and
international performance.

DISCUSSION

In this study, it is found that the United States, European Union,
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and Canada are main
exporters of China, so the current export markets of China will
continue to be the “main battlefield” of the trade friction in the
future (Lawrence, 2018). On the other hand, exports from China
to the emerging markets such as Russia, India, and Mexico also
grow at 25% year by year, so the trade relations with the emerging
markets will also be in the form of “no major problems and
constant minor issues.” It is found that greater economic pressure
to persons of multinational legal service can be promoted by the
trade friction. Some early statistics in WTO show that 1 of 7 trade
frictions is China-related (Holladay et al., 2017). In addition, after
the trade frictions were analyzed in the whole world in the past
10 years, it is found that most trade frictions were China-related,
and the China-related trade friction in 2019 only was more than
30%. With gradual development of the foreign trade, the trade
friction has extended from a single product to the entire industry.
Therefore, in the future, it should not only consider quelling trade
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TABLE 7 | Analysis results of regression analysis models.

Model Independent variable Dependent variable β MR2 p

1 Trade friction Economic pressure 0.206 0.344 0.000

2 Economic pressure Thought of entrepreneurial recession 0.244 0.022 0.000

3 Economic pressure × social support Thought of entrepreneurial recession −0.192 0.021 0.000

4 Economic pressure × subjective support Thought of entrepreneurial recession −0.078 0.003 0.173

5 Economic pressure × objective support Thought of entrepreneurial recession −0.032 0.003 0.532

6 Economic pressure × support utilization Thought of entrepreneurial recession −0.281 0.032 0.000

7 Multinational entrepreneurial orientation International performance 0.523 0.307 0.000

8 Innovation International performance 0.288 0.322 0.000

9 proactiveness International performance 0.227 0.314 0.000

10 Risk-bearing International performance 0.036 0.004 0.102

11 Value-chain potential International performance 0.798 0.443 0.000

12 Trade complexity International performance 0.182 0.318 0.000

13 Product codability International performance −0.092 0.003 0.098

14 Supply capacity International performance 0.424 0.261 0.000

15 Multinational entrepreneurial orientation Value-chain potential 0.415 0.257 0.000

× indicates that the social support and its sub-dimension exerts the intermediary role for impact of economic pressure on the thought of entrepreneurial recession.

TABLE 8 | Verification results of the hypotheses.

No. Hypotheses Verification result

a. The economic pressure could be promoted significantly by the trade friction. Support

b. The thought of entrepreneurial recession could be promoted significantly by the economic pressure. Support

c. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by the social support. Support

c1. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by the subjective support. Not support

c2. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought of entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by the objective support. Note support

c3. The promotion of economic pressure on the thought entrepreneurial recession could be regulated reversely by the support utilization. Support

d. The international performance could be promoted by the multinational entrepreneurial orientation. Support

d1. The international performance could be promoted by innovation in the multinational entrepreneurial orientation. Support

d2. The international performance could be promoted by antecedence in the multinational entrepreneurial orientation. Support

d3. The international performance could be promoted by adventure in the multinational entrepreneurial orientation. Not support

e. The international performance could be performed by the value-chain potential. Support

e1. The international performance could be performed by complexity of the trade. Support

e2. The international performance could be performed by codability of the product. Not support

e3. The international performance could be performed by the supply capacity. Support

f The value-chain potential is the intermediary variable for multinational entrepreneurial orientation to affect the international performance. Support

disputes but also consider policy formulation and policy level of
the trade friction (Ji et al., 2020).

The protection policies for the knowledge-based enterprises
in various countries are not less than those for the manufacturing
industry, and the incidents caused by trade friction for the
knowledge-service enterprises entering their own countries
are possible. Therefore, the legal service entrepreneurs have
to bear greater economic pressure, so the trade friction
may cause certain economic pressure on multinational
entrepreneurs (Cui et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). When
there are events such as trade friction that are beyond the
scope of the entrepreneur’s own tolerance/control, they will
have a helpless feeling. This negative emotion will greatly affect
the entrepreneur’s pursuit of a sense of accomplishment, so
excessive economic pressure will result in the psychological
effect of entrepreneurial recession (Ryff, 2019). In the process
of multinational entrepreneurship, even if there are a lot

of subjective or objective social supports in the society, the
entrepreneur fails to apply these supports in practice, then
it will have no great significance for the economic pressure
and psychological pressure of the entrepreneur. Thus, the
support utilization in social support can regulate the thought
of entrepreneurial recession caused by the economic pressure
(Klyver et al., 2017; Monica et al., 2018). It indicated that
entrepreneurs can improve the economic pressure caused by
trade frictions in enterprises through reasonable utilization of
the social support during the multinational entrepreneurship
and then adjust their psychological effects. In the global
market, the innovation of products, services, and management
is the source of enterprise value. The advanced behavior of
enterprise will bring first-mover advantages, which is conducive
to seize the market share and thus obtain higher profits.
Therefore, the innovation and advancement in the multinational
entrepreneurial orientation can promote the international
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FIGURE 7 | Impact paths of the economic pressure and social support based on the trade friction on the thought of entrepreneurial recession. ** represents
P < 0.01.

FIGURE 8 | Impact path of the multinational entrepreneurial orientation, value-chain potential, and international performance. ** represents P < 0.01.

performance of enterprises (Álvarez Torres et al., 2019;
Guzmán et al., 2019). In the process of product transactions,
the multinational companies are committed to the development
and improvement of services and other technologies, increase
the complexity of market information in the transaction
process, and improve the knowledge and other aspects. In
this way, it can increase the initiative of the enterprise and
satisfy the needs of customers to a greater extent. Therefore,
the complexity of product transactions and supply capacity of
product in the value-chain potential of entrepreneurship of
the multinational enterprises can promote the international
performance of enterprises (Bos et al., 2017; Ferreira et al., 2018;
Biberhofer et al., 2019).

It is found that the entrepreneur’s thought of entrepreneurial
recession can be affected positively by the size of economic
pressure, which is similar to the results of Morris et al. (2020).
Then, the regulation role of the social support and its sub-
dimensions of subjective support, objective support, and support
utilization to the thought of recession caused by the economic
pressure was explored. The results of this study show that the
stronger the social support, the weaker the relationship between

thought of entrepreneurial recession caused by the economic
pressure. The reasons for the above results may be that the
research objects of this study are the multinational entrepreneurs.
No matter how much subjective or objective support it has in the
society, such support has to be applied in practice to improve
the economic pressure of the enterprise and then reduce the
thought of entrepreneurial recession (Alby et al., 2019), which is
consistent with the results in this study that the subjective support
and objective support cannot regulate the impact of economic
pressure on the thought of entrepreneurial recession reversely. It
is found in this study that the international performance could
be promoted significantly by the multinational entrepreneurial
orientation, and the effects of innovation and proactiveness in
the multinational entrepreneurial orientation are significant. It
is consistent with the results of Augustie and Saad (2019). The
international performance cannot be impacted significantly by
the risk-taking in the multinational entrepreneurial orientation.
This may be because this experience in overseas operations of
entrepreneurs is relatively weak in the international market,
and the company’s management level is relatively insufficient,
so that many problems behind the value-chain potential cannot
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be treated and solved skillfully and quickly. The value-chain
potential is a key factor to drive the international performance
(Vonsée et al., 2019). It is found in this study that the
international performance can be promoted by the value-chain
potential and its transaction complexity and supply capacity. This
is because, in the transaction process, the enterprise is committed
to the development and improvement of the services and
other technologies, enhancement on complexity of the market
information, and improvement of the knowledge. In this way, the
initiative of the enterprise can be increased, and thus the clients
can be satisfied to a larger extend. Entrepreneurship is a very
complex and dynamic activity, and the difficulties experienced
by multinational entrepreneurs are more than those experienced
by domestic entrepreneurs (Boone et al., 2019). Regardless of
any entrepreneurial behavior or activity, it is germinated in a
specific entrepreneurial environment and developed step by step.
Therefore, the entrepreneurial activities are inevitably affected
by the entrepreneurial environment (Biryukov et al., 2020). In
addition, it is found based on the codability of the products
in this study that the codability of products can suppress the
falseness of international performance. It is because codability of
the products can facilitate the product or service management
provided by the company in multinational enterprises, so that
it is convenient to estimate and choose. Therefore, this variable
has no inhibitory effect on the international performance of
multinational enterprises.

CONCLUSION

With assistance of statistical methods combined with
questionnaire surveys, regression model, and structural equation
models, this study analyzed the impact mechanism of trade
friction on the mentality of multinational entrepreneurs. It
was found that trade friction can trigger the thought of
entrepreneurial recession of entrepreneurs indirectly by reducing
their income. The social support utilization can significantly
regulate the relationship between economic pressure and
the thought of entrepreneurial recession. The multinational
entrepreneurship motivation can promote the international
performance of multinational enterprises through the value-
chain potential. It fails to consider other factors of the external
environment (such as policies, etc.) and the interactions from
the personal internal factors to the thought of entrepreneurial
recession and the entrepreneurial working performance.

Accordingly, the quantity of samples has to be increased in
the future and to take specific research in a certain area to
explore the effects on external environment and the internal
factors of individuals on the thought of entrepreneurial recession
and entrepreneurial working performance. In conclusion, the
thought of entrepreneurial recession of the entrepreneur can
be reduced and the subjective initiative of the entrepreneur can
be played by using the social support to the maximal extent.
International performance of the enterprise can be improved
by complying with the international market and improving
the service ability. Results in this study can provide a basis
for understanding the impact mechanism of the thought of
entrepreneurial recession of entrepreneur of multinational legal
service and its work performance.
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To study the improvement of the entrepreneurial performance of start-ups and achieve
an organic combination of entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial performance,
the entrepreneurial group of college students was taken as the springboard to discuss
the entrepreneurial performance of start-ups initiated by college students. First, through
questionnaire design and scale selection, the results of the questionnaire survey and
the reliability and validity of the scale tool were tested. Second, the variable of college
students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy based on psychological factor analysis was
introduced. The correlations among entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial self-
efficacy, and entrepreneurial performance were analyzed. Finally, the intermediary role
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy was verified by using the hierarchical linear regression
analysis method combined with the BARON three-part verification method. The results
show that the response rate of the questionnaire is 92%, and the selection of
research samples is scientific. The Cronbach’s α reliability coefficients corresponding
to each scale are all above 0.8, and the common factor variances are all above
0.7. Therefore, the reliability and validity of scale tools are good. Entrepreneurship
education, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial performance are significantly
correlated with each other. The college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy has
a good explanatory ability and plays an intermediary role; in the entrepreneurial
innovation learning dimension, its corresponding β = 0.257; in the dimension of
school organizational support, the corresponding β = 0.439; in the dimension of social
interaction, the corresponding β = 0.238. The results have a reference value for studying
entrepreneurship education and the improvement of entrepreneurial performance from
a psychological level.

Keywords: entrepreneurial performance, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, psychological factors, entrepreneurial
innovation learning, school organizational support, social interaction, linear regression analysis

INTRODUCTION

Currently, with the rapid development of information technology, many opportunities for
innovation and entrepreneurship have emerged, and entrepreneurship education has attracted
attention (Kalafatis and Lemos, 2017). Entrepreneurship education refers to a teaching
process, which is embodied in entrepreneurship or enterprise development and progress. For
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entrepreneurship education, scholars hold different views, but
the two representative views are as follows. One is that
entrepreneurship education is a combination of learning
opportunities and education models, which is beneficial to the
improvement of participants’ social practical ability (Oliveira
et al., 2019). Another view is that entrepreneurship education
is an important form of quality education (Štrukelj et al.,
2019). Under the background of rapid development, such
as computer information technology and big data analysis,
there is an urgent need for more and better innovative and
entrepreneurial talents. Whether it is an individual or an
organization, the innovation and creative ability and level are
inseparable from the development of the social economy (Aykan
et al., 2019). From the perspective of measuring entrepreneurship
education, entrepreneurial performance is one of the key
impact indicators. This evaluation indicator can provide a more
detailed evaluation of entrepreneurial innovation capabilities
and the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education (Ameer and
Khan, 2020). In the evaluation and selection of innovation
and entrepreneurship, the psychological factors of individual
participants will inevitably have an impact on the entrepreneurial
process and results. However, the research on the psychological
factors on entrepreneurial performance and entrepreneurship
education is still rare.

Therefore, college entrepreneurs were taken as research
samples, who came from different types of colleges and
universities in Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province. The entrepreneurial
self-efficacy of college students was introduced as an intermediary
variable based on the analysis of psychological factors. The
linear regression analysis method was utilized to analyze the
correlations among entrepreneurship education in colleges,
entrepreneurial performance, and self-efficacy (Liu et al., 2019).
Also, the intermediary role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy was
verified through data quantification. It is hoped to provide
some data references for the improvement of the entrepreneurial
performance of start-ups in the context of entrepreneurship
education (Chen et al., 2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW

International Research Progress
Globally, there have been many studies on entrepreneurship
education. Tingey et al. (2020) explored the impact of the
ABG entrepreneurial education program on entrepreneurial
knowledge, economic empowerment, and social welfare;
they found that entrepreneurial education intervention
has an important role. By taking the entrepreneurial
education assessment theory as the foundation, Shekhar
et al. (2018) provided a basic framework for the development
of entrepreneurship projects for college students through
the establishment of the conceptual model of student
entrepreneurship education. Sher et al. (2017) surveyed the
entrepreneurial willingness of Pakistani agriculture-related
graduates, and the results showed that the guidance of successful
entrepreneurs and experts was very helpful in promoting student
entrepreneurship activities. Leong et al. (2017) studied the

development path of entrepreneurship and innovation education
in medical specialties, and the results showed that strengthening
the innovation and integration of related courses could provide
great help for the development of students. Asimakopoulos
et al. (2019) explored the relationship between entrepreneurship
education, entrepreneurial intention, and entrepreneurial self-
efficacy using engineering students as the research samples. The
results suggested that entrepreneurial education had a positive
regulatory effect on the relationship between entrepreneurial self-
efficacy and entrepreneurial intention; at the same time, it also
had a positive correlation with the intention of entrepreneurial
activities. Basil and Karatuna (2017) studied the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy of college students in Poland and Turkey.

Research Progress in China
In China, there are a variety of studies on entrepreneurship
education. Cai and Kong (2017) took the students of Xi’an
Medical University as research objects, analyzed and discussed
the relationship between entrepreneurship education and
entrepreneurial intention, and found that entrepreneurial
college education had a significant impact on college students’
entrepreneurial intention. Liang et al. (2018) believed that
entrepreneurs with entrepreneurial enthusiasm and passion
had an important impact on the long-term development of
enterprises. Wang et al. (2019) analyzed and explored the
creativity and innovative spirit of doctors; the results showed
that doctors at different age levels and different educational levels
have differences in innovation and creativity.

As shown in the previous researches, there have been
many studies on the relationship between entrepreneurial
education and entrepreneurial self-efficacy. However, few studies
were conducted in combination with several aspects, and the
researches that consider the psychological factors of individual
participants are even more lacking (Obschonka et al., 2018).
On this basis, the psychological elements were introduced into
the exploration and research of entrepreneurship education,
and the relationship between entrepreneurial performance and
entrepreneurship education was analyzed and discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entrepreneurial Performance
Generally, performance is characterized by objective evaluation
and consideration of organizational or individual behaviors. The
definition of entrepreneurial performance is mainly rendered
from three different aspects: result-oriented, behavioral process-
oriented, and comprehensive impact (Giudice et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2019). Many theories have been built for the
exploration of entrepreneurial performance. Among them, there
were environmental theory, strategic adaptation theory, and
resource theory occupy important positions. Environments such
as politics and economy are all part of the entrepreneurial
environment; theories such as basic entrepreneurial theory
and efficiency theory are all part of entrepreneurial resources.
Considering different dimensions and different indicators, to
analyze the factors of entrepreneurial performance, empirical
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analysis and testing are common methods. Currently, scholars
have found that organizational goals, core technologies, and
team building are essential in improving entrepreneurial
performance. The individual characteristics of entrepreneurs and
the entrepreneurial environment are also vital in entrepreneurial
performance. Some studies have attributed the individual
psychological factors of entrepreneurs as the subjective reasons
that affect entrepreneurial performance; they have also attributed
the entrepreneurial environment and entrepreneurial resources
to objective reasons that affect entrepreneurial performance
(Hormiga et al., 2017). From the perspective of evaluation
indicators, the financial indicators, development prospects, and
the creation of innovation levels have been introduced into the
measurement indicators. In general, the current research on
entrepreneurship performance improvement has less integration
of multiple dimensions (Rogoza et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). Also,
there is currently less research on entrepreneurship education
and entrepreneurial performance of college students.

Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy
In the process of entrepreneurship, the reality represented
by entrepreneurial self-efficacy is a psychological feeling
of entrepreneurs, which can be attributed to the level of
psychological elements. Specifically, it is a manifestation of
confidence in entrepreneurial results and is a positive component
that can promote successful entrepreneurship (Qu et al., 2017;
Borrero, 2018). Therefore, it is believed that entrepreneurial
self-efficacy will also have an impact on entrepreneurial
performance, which is introduced as an intermediary variable
that affects entrepreneurial performance. In the evaluation
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy, the division of dimensions is
the major method. Among them, the exploratory analysis and
the New General Self-Efficacy Scale are two major tools for
entrepreneurial self-efficacy measurement.

Psychological Factors, Entrepreneurial
Self-Efficacy, and Entrepreneurial
Performance
There is a significant difference in the level of individual
creativity. As one of the important abilities of individuals,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy is an important personality factor
in terms of creativity. Previous research results have found that
individuals with good entrepreneurial self-efficacy have more
positive evaluations for themselves (Qian et al., 2018; Bryce
et al., 2019). Therefore, they can participate more in school
and improve their level of creativity. Entrepreneurial self-efficacy
has a positive predictive effect on creativity. Therefore, it is
very necessary to explore the role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy
in creativity. From an individual perspective, it can also be
considered that entrepreneurial self-efficacy is a psychological
factor possessed by an individual, which belongs to the category
of personality traits. Research has found that personality traits
are significantly correlated to the physical and mental health of
individuals, which also have predictive capabilities for individual
physical and mental health. Personality traits have a significant
correlation with job performance, and employees with internal

control personality have better job performances than those with
external control personality. Hence, in addition to personality
traits, including self-efficacy, psychological elements are closely
correlated to entrepreneurial performance. The correlations
among psychological factors, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and
entrepreneurial performance are shown in Figure 1.

Design of Research
Model Construction and Hypotheses
During the implementation of entrepreneurship education
in colleges and universities, the inspection and summary
feedback on the achievements of entrepreneurship education
activities were ultimately realized in the form of entrepreneurial
performance. At the same time, the establishment of the
psychological element of individual entrepreneurial self-efficacy
of college entrepreneurs had a huge influence on the effect
of entrepreneurship. Therefore, the higher the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy of individual entrepreneurs, the faster they can
adapt to the competitive market environment. Furthermore,
the psychological element of entrepreneurial self-efficacy is
not a constant personality trait, which is constantly improved
with learning and time. The development of entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities helps students promote
the implementation of entrepreneurial practice, master the
entrepreneurial skills that adapt to society, and embody a sense
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Research has shown that college
students who choose entrepreneurship-related courses show a
higher level of entrepreneurial self-efficacy (Mollica et al., 2017).
It is not difficult to find that the promotion of entrepreneurial
events by college entrepreneurship education does not happen
overnight. It must be achieved through psychological activities,
which demonstrates the necessity of the psychological element of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy as a mediator. As an important form
of personality traits, entrepreneurial self-efficacy is an important
psychological factor that affects entrepreneurship education. It
has a positive effect on the realization of entrepreneurship and
the improvement of entrepreneurial performance. Therefore,
the introduction of the concept of entrepreneurial self-efficacy
based on psychological factors is of great significance for the
analysis of the correlation between entrepreneurship education
and entrepreneurial performance, as well as the improvement
of entrepreneurial performance. This also corresponds to the

FIGURE 1 | Correlations among psychological factors, entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial performance.
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FIGURE 2 | Model construction.

research hypotheses proposed later. Thus, the model established
is shown in Figure 2, and the research hypotheses are proposed,
as shown in Table 1.

Questionnaire Design and Research Sample
Selection
Considering that Xi’an has many colleges and universities and
tremendous students, to ensure that the data are uniform,
Shaanxi Normal University and Northwestern Polytechnical
University in Xi’an were chosen as samples, and student
entrepreneurs in these two universities were surveyed. According
to differences in sex, educational levels, and other aspects,
surveys were performed. For the design of the questionnaire,
the suggestions of teachers and students were considered, and
its content had been thoroughly considered. For the selection of
individual research samples, there were two main focuses. One
was the independent operation by student entrepreneurs, and the
other was that the start-ups were the first company that students
initiated. Considering that the development of entrepreneurship
education was mainly carried out in colleges and universities,
its main audience was college students; thus, participants of this
questionnaire survey were college students. The questionnaire
was filled in by a combination of an offline paper questionnaire
and an online network questionnaire. The paper copies were
distributed to selected universities. The invalid questionnaires,
such as questionnaires with many blanks or highly blank options,
were eliminated. To ensure the quality of the data collected by
the questionnaire survey, before the questionnaire was issued,
expert evaluation and internal testing were performed in advance
(Kulczycki and Rozkosz, 2017), for example, if the results of the

questionnaire options were highly consistent, and the correlation
of the degree of discrimination could not be reflected in the
respondents; this question would be removed. Afterward, the
final version of the questionnaire was determined.

In the selection of measurement scales for each component
research variable, the entrepreneurship education scale was
based on the scale of student participation in innovation and
entrepreneurship education, which contained three subscales
for a total of 10 questions. For entrepreneurial self-efficacy
based on psychological elements, the scale was based on the
general self-efficacy scale, including five questions (Nepal et al.,
2018). For entrepreneurial performance, the scale was based on
the entrepreneurial performance scale, including a total of five
questions (Zhang and Li, 2018). For the correlation measurement
scale, the Likert scale was utilized (Hizo-Abes et al., 2018).
The reliability and validity indicators were utilized to test the
reliability of the scale. Among them, the reliability test was
evaluated by the size of Cronbach’s α coefficient. For the validity
test, the factor analysis method was combined with Kaiser–
Meyer–Olkin (KMO) evaluation and Bartlett test. The specific
evaluation indicators were the following: (1) the corresponding
value of KMO was above 0.6, and (2) the statistical value
of Bartlett test sig. was below 0.001. At this time, factor test
analysis could be performed. The SPSS 26.0 software was used for
statistical analysis. The composition of the measurement scale for
each research variable is shown in Table 2.

Linear Regression Analysis
Linear regression analysis belongs to the quantitative analysis
methods, which is widely used in the statistical analysis
of data. The application of this method can determine the
correlation between two or more variables (Khaled et al.,
2019). Among them, beta is called the regression coefficient,
also expressed as β. The standardized regression coefficient
can characterize the correlation between the variables. The
F statistic is the variance test for the entire regression
model, and the corresponding significance level p is used to
judge whether the result of the F F-test is significant. The
determination coefficient R square (R2) and the adjusted R
square (Adj.R2) characterize the fitting effect presented by
the regression model, of which characterization results of
Adj.R2 are more accurate. Therefore, these statistics in the

TABLE 1 | Proposal of research hypotheses.

Hypothesis
number

Concrete content

H1 Entrepreneurial and innovation learning has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H2 School organizational support has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H3 Social interaction has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H4 The self-efficacy of college students’ entrepreneurship under the analysis of psychological factors has a positive impact on entrepreneurial performance.

H5 Entrepreneurial and innovation learning has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H6 School organizational support has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H7 Social interaction has a positive impact on college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy under the analysis of psychological factors.

H8 The self-efficacy of college students’ entrepreneurship under the analysis of psychological factors plays an intermediary role in entrepreneurship
education and entrepreneurship performance.
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TABLE 2 | Composition of measurement scale for each research variable.

Research variable dimension Measurement problems

Entrepreneurship
Education

Entrepreneurship and
innovation learning

1.1 Spend a lot of time on professional study.

1.2 Participate in Entrepreneurship and innovation activities.

School organizational
support

2.1 Release of policy information on entrepreneurship and innovation.

2.2 Opening of elective courses of entrepreneurship and innovation.

2.3 Provide funds and venues for entrepreneurship and innovation activities.

2.4 Entrepreneurship and innovation skills training.

Social interaction 3.1 Resource integration and judgment ability can be improved.

3.2 Improvement of project performance level.

3.3 Explore entrepreneurial ideas.

3.4 Participation in Entrepreneurship and innovation practice projects.

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 4.1 Go all out to deal with the problem.

4.2 It is easy in any situation.

4.3 As long as we are diligent and practical, we can solve many problems.

4.4 Believe in my social skills to cope with any situation.

4.5 Be able to consider and solve problems from multiple perspectives.

Entrepreneurial performance 5.1 There are a few financial difficulties.

5.2 The company is doing well.

5.3 The company has existed for a long time.

5.4 The growth rate of return on investment is higher than that of peers.

5.5 The profit is considerable.

linear regression analysis were selected to analyze and test the
correlations among entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and the entrepreneurial
performance based on psychological element analysis.

Given that entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities is a relatively broad concept, it is divided into
three dimensions in the subsequent correlation research –
—the entrepreneurship innovation learning (A1), the school
organizational support (A2), and the social interaction (A3).
According to theoretical analysis, it is believed that the
personality traits of college students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy,
a psychological element, can be used as an intermediary
variable in entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial
performance. To test the intermediary effect, the hierarchical
linear regression analysis method was combined with the
BARON duality innovation intermediary three-part verification
method. The specific implementation process of the three-part
verification method was to study first the independent variables
and dependent variables. Then, it verified the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy through the independent variables. Finally, through
the hierarchical regression analysis method, these two steps
were verified. If the regression coefficients of the corresponding
independent variables and intermediary variables are significant,
and the reduction of the significant coefficient occurs in the
independent variables, the corresponding intermediary variables
will have a partial intermediary role in them. Therefore, the third
step is verified by using the college entrepreneurship education
and entrepreneurial self-efficacy to explain entrepreneurial
performance at the same time, thereby making judgments based
on data changes in control variables.

RESULTS

Analysis of Questionnaire Results
The demographic characteristics of the selected research samples
are shown in Table 3.

A total of 400 questionnaires were issued, and 380
questionnaires were recovered. After invalid questionnaires
were removed, the total number of valid questionnaires was
350. The response rate of this questionnaire survey is 95%. The
valid rate is 92%. As shown in the Table 3, the selected samples
cover different sexes, different educational levels, and different
industries, thereby laying a good foundation for follow-up
exploration and analysis.

Reliability and Validity Test of Selected
Scales
For the entrepreneurship education scale, the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy scale under the psychological elements, as well as the
reliability test results of the entrepreneurial performance scale,
are shown in Table 4.

An analysis of the Cronbach’s α coefficient values in the
figure shows that at the level of entrepreneurship education, the
Cronbach’s α value corresponding to each question in the scale
is above 0.9, and the comprehensive measurement value of the
scale is 0.928. At the entrepreneurial self-efficacy level of the
entrepreneurs’ psychological elements, the Cronbach’s α value
corresponding to each question in the scale is above 0.8, and
the comprehensive measurement value of the scale is 0.918. At
the level of entrepreneurial performance, the Cronbach’s α value
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TABLE 3 | Demographic characteristics of the research samples.

Influence
parameter

Classification and composition Percentage

Sex Male 57.5%

Female 42.5%

Age Over 27 years old 45%

21–27 years old 48%

20 and under years old 7%

Educational
background

Master 21.9%

Undergraduate 64.1%

Junior college 14%

Years of
establishment

More than 5 years 11.9%

3–5 years 37.2%

1–3 years 42.8%

Within 1 year 8.1%

Industry Traditional manufacturing 15%

Science and technology service industry 58%

Hi-tech industry 20%

General service industry 7%

TABLE 4 | Results of reliability test.

Research variables Items Cronbach’s α

Entrepreneurship Education 1.1 0.916

1.2 0.912

2.1 0.905

2.2 0.907

2.3 0.905

2.4 0.907

3.1 0.905

3.2 0.906

3.3 0.912

3.4 0.911

The total scale 0.928

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 4.1 0.899

4.2 0.894

4.3 0.882

4.4 0.892

4.5 0.896

The total scale 0.918

Entrepreneurial performance 5.1 0.913

5.2 0.904

5.3 0.893

5.4 0.911

5.5 0.910

The total scale 0.925

corresponding to each question in the scale is above 0.8, and the
comprehensive measurement value of the scale is 0.925.

For the entrepreneurship education scale, the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy scale under the psychological factors, the KMO and
Bartlett test results of the entrepreneurial performance scale, and
the results of common factor variance test for each scale are
shown in Figures 3, 4.

According to Figures 3, 4, the KMO value corresponding to
entrepreneurship education is 0.834, which is above 0.8. The sig.
value of Bartlett’s statistical value is 0.000, and the variance of
the common factor corresponding to each question in the scale is
above 0.7. The KMO value corresponding to the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy is 0.866, which is above 0.8. The sig. value of Bartlett’s
statistical value is 0.000, and the variance of the common factor
corresponding to each question in the scale is also above 07.
The KMO value corresponding to entrepreneurial performance
is 0.813, which is above 0.8. The sig. = 0.000; the variance of the
common factor of each question in the scale is still above 0.7.

Linear Regression Analysis of Research
Variables
For entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial
performance, the linear regression analysis results of
the correlation between entrepreneurial self-efficacy and

FIGURE 3 | KMO and Bartlett test results. In the figure, the abscissa (A)
represents entrepreneurship education, (B) represents entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, and (C) represents entrepreneurial performance.

FIGURE 4 | Results of common factor variance test for each scale. In the
figure, 1.1–5.5 correspond to the questions in the scale.
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TABLE 5 | Results of linear regression analysis.

Independent variable H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7

C C C C B B B

A1 0.522*** 0.551**

A2 0.665** 0.623**

A3 0.577** 0.665**

B 0.676***

∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

entrepreneurial performance based on psychological elements
are shown in Table 5 and Figure 5.

The analysis of Table 5 shows that the three components
of entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities,
i.e., entrepreneurial innovation learning, school organizational
support, and social interaction activities, have a significant
linear correlation with the entrepreneurial performance of
college students. Among them, a significant positive correlation
exists between entrepreneurial innovation learning activities
and college students’ entrepreneurial performance, with specific
performance of 0.522 and a significant level of p < 0.001.
Accordingly, H1 is reasonable, and it can be verified. Also, school
organizational support and social interaction have a positive
effect on college students’ entrepreneurial performance. The
specific performance of the former is 0.665, with a significance
level of p < 0.01; the specific performance of the latter is
0.577, with a significance level of p < 0.01. Therefore, H2 and
H3 are reasonable.

In terms of the correlation between entrepreneurial
self-efficacy and entrepreneurial performance based on the
psychological elements, the corresponding R2 = 0.411 and
Adj.R2 = 0.406, in which there is a significant positive correlation
between the entrepreneurship innovation learning dimension
and entrepreneurial performance. The correlation is specifically
expressed as β = 0.676, p < 0.001. Therefore, they have a

FIGURE 5 | Results of linear regression analysis. C-H1 in the figure represents
the R2 and Adj.R2 values corresponding to entrepreneurial performance under
H1; the rest may be deduced by analogy.

significant linear correlation. Hence, the H4 is reasonable.
Furthermore, there is a significant linear correlation between
the three dimensions corresponding to entrepreneurship
education in colleges and university students’ entrepreneurial
self-efficacy based on the psychological elements. Based on the
dimension of entrepreneurship innovation learning and the
results of regression analysis, R2 = 0.397 and Adj.R2 = 0.392.
The dimension of entrepreneurship innovation learning has
a significant positive correlation with the entrepreneurial
self-efficacy of college students. The specific performance is
β = 0.551, p < 0.01, showing that H5 is reasonable. Based on
the dimension of school organizational support, the regression
analysis results show that R2 = 0.434 and Adj.R2 = 0.431. There is
a significant positive correlation between the dimension of school
organizational support and the entrepreneurial self-efficacy of
college students. The specific performance is β = 0.623, p < 0.01.
As a result, the rationality of H6 is verified. Based on the
dimension of social interaction activities, the regression analysis
results show that R2 = 0.464 and Adj.R2 = 0.457. The dimension
of social interaction also has a significant positive correlation
with the entrepreneurial self-efficacy of college students. The
specific performance is β = 0.665, p < 0.01, showing that
H7 is reasonable.

Mediating Role of Entrepreneurial
Self-Efficacy Under the Analysis of
Psychological Factors
According to the hierarchical linear regression analysis method,
the analysis results of the entrepreneurial self-efficacy under
the psychological element analysis of college students in college
entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial performance are
shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, according to the verification
of the first two steps, when finally explaining the
entrepreneurial performance of college students on the two
levels of entrepreneurship education and college students’
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, it is found that for the dimension
of entrepreneurship innovation learning, the corresponding
β = 0.257, p < 0.001. For the dimension of school organizational
support, the corresponding β = 0.439, p < 0.001. For the
dimension of social interaction, the corresponding β = 0.238,
p < 0.001. Therefore, entrepreneurial self-efficacy of college
students has a good explanatory ability, i.e., entrepreneurial
self-efficacy based on the analysis of psychological elements has a
partial mediating effect. This shows that H8 is reasonable.
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TABLE 6 | Test for the intermediary role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in
entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial performance.

Independent variable Dependent variable β

Entrepreneurship and innovation learning Entrepreneurial performance 0.257***

School organizational support 0.439***

Social interaction 0.238***

Intermediary variable βIv

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy 0.370***

Symbol β indicates the beta coefficient. ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

DISCUSSION

In the increasingly competitive network information society,
the number of students and entrepreneurial teams developing
entrepreneurship as a direction is also increasing (Huang-
Saad and Celis, 2017). Therefore, college students were selected
as the research samples in this study. The personality traits
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy based on psychological element
analysis were introduced. The correlations among college
entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and
entrepreneurial performance were analyzed. The result of linear
regression analysis of the correlation between entrepreneurship
education in colleges and entrepreneurial performance of college
students indicates that the school–enterprise alliance is an
important aspect that can improve the level of entrepreneurial
performance, which comes from the support of school-related
organizations. Supporting the systematic learning of innovative
entrepreneurship knowledge and technology that is beneficial
to the entrepreneurial direction of college entrepreneurs
will also have an impact on entrepreneurial performance.
The impact of social interaction activities on entrepreneurial
performance is obvious. College students and entrepreneurs
can expand their interpersonal relationships by improving their
communication skills and comprehensive abilities. With the help
of social communication activities, they can develop more social
relationships for start-ups, thereby promoting the improvement
of corporate performance. After the three dimensions were
compared corresponding to entrepreneurship education in
colleges and universities, it was found that the support of school-
related organizations has a greater impact on the performance
of start-ups than entrepreneurship innovation learning and
social interaction activities. With the support of the school-
related organizations, the entrepreneurs of start-ups and college
students can quickly carry out entrepreneurial activities. For
the entrepreneurial group of college students, entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities has a crucial impact on
them. The three dimensions of entrepreneurship innovation
learning, school organizational support, and social interaction
have a positive effect on the entrepreneurial performance of
college students’ start-ups.

According to the previous analysis, the entrepreneurial self-
efficacy of college students is a manifestation of college students’
psychological activities, which is a kind of personality traits and
an expression of individual behavioral quality. It is analyzed
based on psychological factors. The linear regression analysis

results of the correlation between entrepreneurial self-efficacy
and entrepreneurial performance of college students indicate
that start-ups of college student entrepreneurs can utilize
the entrepreneurial self-efficacy of students to improve their
comprehensive ability, thereby affecting the entrepreneurship
performance (Zhou and Wu, 2018; Zhu et al., 2019). Self-
confidence helps individuals do things better, and the same is true
for entrepreneurship. In this way, entrepreneurial performance
can be substantially improved. Through a combination of the
hierarchical linear regression analysis method with the BARON
duality innovation intermediary three-part verification method,
the intermediary role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in college
students’ entrepreneurship is verified. This is consistent with the
conclusion that entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a moderating
effect on entrepreneurial performance drawn by Miao et al.
(2017). Through the linear regression statistical analysis of
relevant data, the hypotheses were verified successively.

The linear regression analysis method is an important
statistical analysis method. The correlation analysis of
entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial performance of
college students proves this point with quantitative results. For
the universality and scientificity of the research samples selected
for the questionnaire survey, the reliability test and validity test
of the scale tool are very important. Through the analysis of
these two indicators, the validity of the scale tools was verified.
Entrepreneurship performance is a key indicator to measure
entrepreneurial ability and entrepreneurial level. At the same
time, entrepreneurial psychology possessed by entrepreneurs
has a direct or indirect influence on their entrepreneurial
outcomes. Among college students, as a manifestation of their
psychological activities, entrepreneurial self-efficacy also has
an important impact on college entrepreneurship education
and entrepreneurs combined with their personality traits. The
research results based on linear regression analysis have also
proved this point. Entrepreneurial self-efficacy is a component
of mediating regulation. When analyzing entrepreneurship
education based on psychological factors, it is very necessary to
consider entrepreneurial self-efficacy.

CONCLUSION

The concept of entrepreneurial self-efficacy based on the analysis
of psychological factors was introduced. The research results
of college entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial
performance show significant positive correlations among
the three factors. Besides, the entrepreneurial self-efficacy
serves as an intermediary role between entrepreneurship
education and entrepreneurial performance. This fully proves
the correlation between entrepreneurship education and
entrepreneurial performance. This has a positive effect on
analyzing the entrepreneurial behaviors of college students from
a psychological perspective and promoting the improvement of
entrepreneurial performance in the context of entrepreneurship
education. However, there are still some limitations to the
research process. Due to various factors, the research samples
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selected were merely universities in Xi’an, leading to a limited
sample size. Besides, the selection of independent variables is
not yet comprehensive and systematic. These aspects need to be
strengthened in the future.
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Innovation can include creativity, innovation mechanisms, and entrepreneurship. The
ability to innovate is an important indicator of economic and social development, and
creativity is an educational indicator of learning effectiveness. This article explores
creativity and innovation from an educational perspective and proposes a sustainability-
oriented creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship education framework that uses
creative problem solving. This framework contains four layers and three dimensions.
The first layer concerns the thinker and basic structure, and the second layer contains
the catalyst of sustainable development goals (SDGs). The third layer is the advanced
structure of cultivating SDG thinkers. The final layer is the generation of students who
will attempt to start up social enterprises. The three aspects apply the creative nature of
diffuse thinking to social innovation; apply demand expansion to extend individual needs
to societal needs; and apply educational goal development to encourage sustainability.
We expect this framework, which can turn thinkers into doers through creativity and
social innovation, to apply to different disciplines. This article provides suggestions for
(1) designing curriculum in creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship education (CIE)
for different education level and (2) transitioning technical and vocational education in
developing economies on the road to sustainable development.

Keywords: creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship education, education framework, sustainable development
goals, higher education

INTRODUCTION

In Taiwan, vocational schools focus more on “doing” than “thinking” and substantially contributed
to the country’s economic development from 1960 to 1980. In this context, the tradition of
vocational education for “pre-worker” cultivation, which emphasizes convergent skills training
instead of divergent thinking, focuses on obedience and discipline rather than leadership and
innovation. Seventy years later, Taiwan’s role in the world economy has changed significantly, but
the strategies and core values of vocational education have not. The concept of “from thinker to
doer” may help update traditional vocational education by shifting the emphasis from a doer’s
mastery of skills to a thinker’s inspiration.
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Creativity and innovation have been highlighted as essential
for the twenty-first century as they drive organizational success in
many sectors (Audretsch et al., 2006; Yusuf, 2007; Ferreira et al.,
2017). Thinking and doing creatively is crucial for innovations
in organizational development. These elements are highly valued
in business and educational research, but vocational schools
rarely offer curricula for cultivating creativity. Schumpeter (2000)
stated that “entrepreneurship as innovation” meant embracing
creativity in school education and making innovation and
entrepreneurship the goals of creative training; taking these steps
could avoid the divergence and impracticality of pure creativity.
To start a business, creativity and innovation are critical in every
cultural and society. Therefore, for educators, the corresponding
question is, Can entrepreneurship be taught?

The demand for enterprise education grew unprecedentedly
from the 1980s to the 1990s (Jack and Anderson, 1999), and
most entrepreneurship education and training (EET) studies
have focused on the benefits of entrepreneurship for economic
development (Audretsch et al., 2006; Prieger et al., 2016). Before
the 1960s, people did not realize the damage that environmental
destruction could do to human development. Now, key issues,
such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, frequent disease
outbreaks, uneven distribution of food, and increased poverty,
are leading people to reflect on the imbalance of nature.
Sustainable development is currently regarded as an ark that will
carry the essential thoughts of the modern era, such as striving
to reverse the currently imbalanced development framework
for Earth and pursuing long-lasting peace and prosperity for
humankind. Rashid (2019) reviewed EET literature and proposed
several findings: (1) little research connects EET literature
with sustainable development; (2) EET can advance sustainable
development; (3) EET programs that generate environmentally
sustainable products are rare; and (4) EET requires innovation.
Linking creative entrepreneurship education with Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) should prove beneficial and practical.

Based on literatures and practical experiences, this study
proposes a creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship (CIE)
education framework that should provide a more forward-
looking, practical, and realistic direction toward achieving SDGs.

SDGs AND CREATIVITY, INNOVATION,
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION

The former secretary-general of the United Nations (UN),
Kofi Annan, stated at the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development that “education is the key to achieving sustainable
development” (UNESCO, 2005). An important issue for
humanity in the twenty-first century, sustainable development
should be a crucial core value for entrepreneurs starting their
companies and educators planning entrepreneurship education.

However, a review of creativity, innovation, and
entrepreneurship (CIE) education studies revealed that most
explore the role of pro-market institutions in innovation and
entrepreneurship (Gibb, 2002; Sun, 2011; Edwards-Schachter
and Wallace, 2017; Li and Yu, 2018; Boudreaux et al., 2019).
The value proposition of these studies is economical and

profit-oriented. The earliest mention of sustainable development
refers to profitable, sustainable management rather than societal
sustainability. Overdevelopment, creativity, and innovation that
emphasize economic interests may expose humans to more
dangerous situations and natural disasters. Compared with the
benefit of profit, the merit of sustainable development of the
world is vital and inestimable.

The green movement of the 1980s (Dominick, 1988; Peattie
and Ratnayaka, 1992; Jones and Lubinski, 2014) initially focused
on the sustainable development of the environment. The
Millennium Development Goals released by the UN in 2000
opened the global discussion of sustainably developing society. In
2015, 17 SDGs were offered as guidelines for human development
shown in Figure 1 (United Nations, 2015). They are now
considered one of the driving forces behind the transformation
of private business (Storey et al., 2017).

In turn, the concept of social enterprise has grown more
prominent in recent years (Adam, 2004; Galera and Borzaga,
2009; Davies et al., 2019), and social entrepreneurship, a
movement about citizen consciousness and voluntarism, has
developed. Social entrepreneurship blurs the boundaries between
society and business and transforms the notion of non-profit
organizations. The implementation of SDGs will not succeed
if social enterprise is missing (Pache and Chowdhury, 2012;
Lee, 2020). Social enterprises deliver catalytic and innovative
participation, which are vital to solving the problems facing
humanity. The core idea of social enterprise opposes the logic
of mainstream capitalism, which is why it does not emerge
naturally. The idea of starting a social enterprise might depend
on entrepreneurship education in schools (Tracey and Phillips,
2007; Pache and Chowdhury, 2012).

Therefore, the integration of SDGs into the CIE education
framework is imperative. SDGs have five major components: the
maintenance of people’s physical and mental health (addressing
poverty, hunger, health and well-being, education, and gender
equality); the mindset of future social progression (energy,
employment, innovation, fairness and justice, and resilient cities);
care for the environment (water, oceans, land, consumption
and production, and climate change); reflection on institutions;
and global cross-regional partnerships. They can provide
guidance on the direction of entrepreneurship education and
will become important ideas for entrepreneurship education in
and of themselves.

THE SUSTAINABILITY-ORIENTED
CREATIVITY, INNOVATION, AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (CIE) EDUCATION
FRAMEWORK

The Four-Layered Framework
This paper proposes a sustainability-oriented creativity,
innovation, and entrepreneurship (CIE) education framework
based on the findings of a literature review and analysis. The
researchers aimed to lay the foundation for structural and
conceptual development in the process of building each layer
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FIGURE 1 | Sustainable development goals, SDGs (United Nations, 2015).

of the framework. Along with using “thinker to doer” as the
development direction of education, entrepreneurship education
is divided into basic and advanced structures. The first level
concerns the basic structure of cultivating thinkers through
entrepreneurship education. The catalyst of SDGs comprises
the second layer, empowering and upgrading the content of
the basic structure. The third layer, the advanced structure,
encourages thinkers to care about sustainable development goals.
The top level, also the final goal, of the proposed CIE education
framework is to produce students who will attempt to start up
social enterprises that focus on SDGs and solving problems that
human beings around the world are facing. The framework is
depicted in Figure 2.

To map out the content of the entrepreneurship education
framework, we reviewed the literature (Fiet, 2001; Blenker et al.,
2013) on three topics: (a) SDGs and CIE education (Storey
et al., 2017; Rashid, 2019); (b) creativity and social innovation
(Bisanz et al., 2019); and (c) educational goals. To answer the
central question “How do we bridge the gap between current CIE
education and SDGs?” next, we present three key aspects of the
framework. They are based on “creative innovation,” “demand
exploration,” and “educational goal development,” respectively.

The Three Features of the
Sustainability-Oriented CIE Education
Framework
Creativity for Social Innovation
The originality of creativity refers to the discovery or
development of ideas, while innovation, which refers to the
application of those ideas within a market setting, can be
divided into the categories of technology or business model

(Antonites and Van Vuuren, 2005; Li and Yu, 2018). Yusuf
(2007) analyzed the process from the macro-scope and found
that a culture that is positive toward competition, risk-taking,
and wealth accumulation; institutions like venture capital and
government funding schemes; and financing R&D together
comprise the matrix of creativity that can lead to innovation.

The present study incorporated the concept of sustainable
development into the aspect of creativity to propose a pathway
for CIE education from creativity to social innovation. Rooted
in but differing from the business domain, social innovation is
defined as “innovative activities and services that are motivated
by the goal of meeting a social need” (Mulgan, 2006) and
as a novel solution for the social problem that is sustainable
(Phills et al., 2008). According to Candi et al. (2019), the social
dimension of innovation can be classified into three streams: not-
for-profit, hybrid, and business ethics. In the proposed education
framework, instructors are free to choose the position according

FIGURE 2 | Layers of the proposed CIE education framework (side view).
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to their enterprise development support, culture, and perspective
on civil society. Where venture capital funds are abundant,
teachers can choose a business ethics perspective; where civil
society or NPOs are developed, the not-for-profit stream may
receive more support.

Personal Needs for Social Needs
SDGs highlight the world’s urgent social needs and respond to
the vulnerable. However, if CIE teaching is directly based on the
needs of the world, it may feel disconnected from the student
experience and affect learning motivation. Therefore, according
to the ARCS motivation theory (Keller, 1987), “the aspect of
needs” will begin by reflecting on students’ “personal needs,”
which should be more relatable and interesting for learners.
UNESCO argues that enterprise education should “foster self-
esteem and confidence by drawing on the individual’s talents
and creativity” (UNESCO/ILO, 2006). The learning must start
with the individual.

However, solutions that focus solely on individual needs may
be difficult to innovate and may negatively impact a sustainable
society. For an innovation to be successful, it must understand its
customers and markets (Selden and MacMillan, 2006). Despite
their ingeniousness, many innovations have no market potential
(Arthur, 2007) or do not match mass social needs. CIE students
will be guided so that they can extend or modify their personal
needs according to the perspective of sustainable development
and explore social needs. The goal is to develop solutions that
have both social value and market potential.

Cross-Domain Learning in Entrepreneurship
Education
A comprehensive framework of cognition, affection, and skills
is indispensable to education development (Kraiger et al., 1993;
Yusuf, 2007). In CIE education, innovation demands diverse
sources of knowledge and cross-domain learning (Hunter et al.,
2008; Scotney et al., 2019). The present study proposes that in
CIE education, various disciplines can conduct cross-domain
construction learning based on educators’ professional domains
of knowledge and skills. This educational approach corresponds
to the requirements and ideas proposed toward the generation of
feasible solutions to problems.

The Instruction Plan:
Sustainability-Oriented Creative Problem
Solving
In the proposed framework, creative problem solving (CPS)
is adopted to activate CIE teaching. Alex Osborn developed
CPS in the 1940s. CPS differs from traditional problem
solving by focusing on logical analysis and pulling from the
problem state to the normal state. CPS proposes solutions
for developing concrete and feasible action plans to reach the
ideal future state that perfectly fits a vision of sustainable
development. CPS has four components: understanding the
problem, generating ideas, preparing for action, and planning the
methods (Treffinger et al., 2008).

Figure 3 provides instructors and researchers with an integral
understanding of the proposed CIE education framework.

FIGURE 3 | The sustainability-oriented CIE education framework (aerial view).

This framework is constructed from three aspects and
has three levels. While designing a CIE curriculum or a
course to cultivate responsible entrepreneurs, instructors
can begin with the first level of each aspect. With a CPS
teaching approach, educators can train students to move from
thinkers to creative doers and encourage their sustainable
development thinking.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The Visionary Scenario
Unlike current creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship
education whose aim is business development (Jack and
Anderson, 1999; Blenker et al., 2013; Ballor and Claar, 2019), the
present study seeks to shape future CIE education by providing
an education framework with sustainable human development
as its main value.

Although the original intention of this framework originated
from the reflection on technical and vocational high school,
this framework is a generic CIE education framework, which
means that as long as it is related to CIE education, no
matter what level of education, teachers can refer to this
framework to guide their teaching. According to Bruner, an
educational psychologist, “Any subject can be taught effectively
in some intellectually honest form to any child at any stage
of development” (Bruner, 1960, p. 33). Teachers of different
educational levels only need to design CIE courses according
to their students’ cognitive development level. The difference in
different education levels will only be shown in the complexity
of teaching materials, not the focus of teaching. In other
words, the connotation of this framework, including sustainable
development issues, building social enterprises and cognition,
and emotional skills learning, can be used to guide CIE courses
at any educational level.

By incorporating the notion of “from thinker to doer”
into the learning process, instructors can design or reform
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courses using the side view (Figure 2) or the aerial view
(Figure 3) of the “sustainability-oriented CIE education
framework.” This framework provides a conceptual structure
for researchers and instructors. The characteristics of its
different layers permit variability in instructors’ and students’
processes. Table 1 offers a clarification of the possible role
of instructors and students in the different layers of the CIE
education framework.

From the first layer (Thinker/the basic structure, blue
triangle in Figure 3), teachers can guide students with
CPS, first on their reflections of individual or personal
needs, and then propose solutions with creative thinking
strategies. Solutions may include behavioral changes,
works, goods, or services. In the process of proposing
solutions, students will apply a variety of cross-domain
knowledge and skills to evaluate the feasibility and facilitate
subsequent production.

There are three stages in the second layer (green triangle
in Figure 3). First, “introduction,” the teacher can begin
to introduce the 17 SDGs (Figure 1) proposed by United
Nations in 2015 one by one through lectures, multimedia,
games, or reports. And the depth of exploring the content
is determined by the age of the students and the stage
of cognitive development. Taking cognitive learning as an
example, high school teaching may focus more on understanding
poverty issues from the abstract aspects like system, society,
economy, politics, etc. (SDGs1: no poverty); while elementary
schools focus more on teaching the basic concepts of poverty
and from the surroundings of life through observing. Next,
“integration” leads students to explore multiple SDGs goals
from real and complex social issues. For example, slums
are not just about poverty, they are related to at least
eight SDGs. The third stage, “sublimation,” based on the
understanding of SDGs, from the first stage of creativity,
clarification of personal problems and problem-related cognition
and technology, choose one or several solvable goals from
SDGs, review the solutions developed in the previous step.
Students will be inspired to think creatively again, pose
appropriate adjustments to “the needs” or “the solutions,”
and the problems to be solved by CPS will be revised
and sublimated to the third level. In other words, the goal
of the entrepreneurship education is to move toward social
innovation, focus on social needs, and show affection and
enthusiasm for sustainable development, and ultimately guide
students to construct social enterprises and conduct social
design (Figure 3).

In the third layer (advanced structure, orange triangle
in Figure 3), under the affective guidance of the teacher,
students will learn about using perspectives on sustainable
development, social needs, and social innovation to
examine the proposed solutions. Students will feel and
appreciate others’ needs based on their understanding
of SDGs. From the perspective of social needs, students
can think about the market size and customer base for
the commercialized product they have in mind. From the
perspective of social innovation, they can revise or reframe
solutions to achieve sustainable development goals, such as

TABLE 1 | The roles and concepts of the CIE education framework.

Layers 1. Thinker 2. 17 SDGs 3. Advanced 4. Doer social
basic structure (3 stages) structure enterprise

Aspects Instruction method: CPS

Personal Social

Benefit/profit Human development

Cognitive Affective

Roles

Instructor Question Raiser Guide Enlightener Companion

Student Reflector Learner Adjuster Partner Implementor

developing countries’ markets, addressing poverty, and caring
for seniors.

In the top layer (doer/social enterprise), students will consider
themselves partners with and contributors to the world. The
teacher could invite them to build projects for the purpose of
social innovation or start up a social enterprise.

Unlike previous business-oriented CIE education studies (Jack
and Anderson, 1999; Koch et al., 2006; Blenker et al., 2013),
this study proposes an entrepreneurial education framework
that aims at the sustainable development of the earth and
uses social enterprises as a means. Different from past SDGs
teaching research, emphasizing the connection of practical field
and teaching methods (Fiet, 2001; Edwards-Schachter et al.,
2015; Storey et al., 2017; Rashid, 2019), this research includes
needs, social innovation, learning objectives, etc., constructing
a framework for adjusting current CIE education from multiple
angles and aspects.

Society without sustainable development cannot maintain
stable socio-economic development. This research proposes
a promising educational framework of entrepreneurship
(see Figures 2, 3). From the perspective of Society 5.0, this
article mentions that the purpose of technology is to solve
social problems. Therefore, guided by CPS, social enterprises
can be seen as the leading trend of the entrepreneurship
education framework of the future. In other words, social design,
which is the response to the spirit of building a sustainable
global village from the perspective of entrepreneurship
education, is the innovative thinking this research provides
to on-site teachers under the educational framework of
entrepreneurship. With the adjusted courses through different
levels of integration, teachers can gradually foster social
design talents through entrepreneurship education and
provide entrepreneurial talents with a different but sustainable
approach to contribute to the sustainability of mankind and
the Earth.

Limitations
Based on a review of the literature, the present study proposed
a sustainability-centered entrepreneurship education framework.
This proposed educational framework lacks the support of
empirical research. It will be developed into a course and will be
verified by empirical research in the future.
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College students’ entrepreneurial learning engagement (ELE) is a key link that affects
the success of future entrepreneurship. To analyze the influencing factors of the
psychological capital (PC) dimension in college students’ ELE, a total of 211 college
students were selected from colleges in the Ningbo area for questionnaire survey.
The principal component analysis method was used to test the difference validity
of PC and ELE. One-way analysis of variance was used to analyze differences in
demographic variables between PC, ELE, and positive emotions (PEs). Besides, the
structural equation model was used to analyze the mediating role of PEs in PC and
ELE. In addition, there was a significant difference between the unrestricted model of
PC–ELE and the restricted model (p < 0.05), and the difference between the potential
dimensions of “mental capital-learning input” was generally satisfactory; there were
significant differences at the professional level (p < 0.01); PC had significant differences
in family economic status (p < 0.01); the indirect path coefficients of PE added to
the relationship between PC and ELE were 0.106 and 0.211, respectively, and there
was no significance (p > 0.05). In short, the PC of college students has a significant
positive influence (PI) on ELE, PC differs significantly in family economic status, and PEs
differ significantly at the professional level. The research results show that there is no
mediating effect of PEs in the relationship between PC and college students’ ELE.

Keywords: PC, ELE, PE, structural equation model, mediation effect

INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship is a systematic project closely related to the society and people. It creates some
new products and services that society needs. To succeed in entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur’s
organizational ability and social communication ability should be improved (Cadenas et al.,
2020). However, college student entrepreneurs mainly make decisions on an impulsive basis,
without deliberate consideration, systematic investment in learning, and market research and
analysis. This makes college student entrepreneurs lack the comprehensive quality and necessary
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professional skills for entrepreneurship to overcome all kinds
of difficulties, resulting in an eventual failure (Ye, 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020). Therefore, it is very necessary to invest in
entrepreneurial engineering. University students need to be
realistic, have a passion for entrepreneurship, and develop
the ability to engage in continuous learning (Jena, 2020). For
example, individual skills such as acquiring knowledge related
to entrepreneurial theory, cultivating social communication
skills, improving team management, enhancing the ability to
respond to emergencies, learning self-cognition and scientific
planning are the basic necessary qualities that an entrepreneur
must possess. In addition, many colleges and universities also
have actively carried out entrepreneurship education courses
for college students in accordance with the development of
the times and thus provide assistance for college students’
entrepreneurship learning (Al-Ani et al., 2020). In short,
entrepreneurial learning engagement (ELE) is the foundation of
entrepreneurial success, and college students’ ELE influences the
future development of entrepreneurship greatly. Psychological
capital (PC) refers to a positive psychological state that
individuals show during their growth and development, which
surpasses human and social capitals and advances personal
improvement (Trung et al., 2020; Younis et al., 2020). The
factors influencing ELE include internal factors and external
factors; internal factors are mainly characteristic variables, which
are usually difficult to change (Hu and Yuan, 2020). With
increasing researches on positive psychology and behavior,
the construction of positive behavior standards (PC), which
conforms to development-, measurement-, and performance-
oriented characteristics, begins to receive extensive attention
(Bazan et al., 2020). Entrepreneurship learning is not all
smooth sailing, and due to differences in individual character
and psychological quality, college students have different levels
of acceptance toward entrepreneurship education in colleges
(Liu and Chen, 2018).

In the actual learning process, it is necessary to fully
understand and explore the inherent positive psychological
qualities of individuals. The success of ELE is related to the
PC of college students to some extent (Stefanic et al., 2020).
Therefore, this study considered exploring the influencing factors
of college students’ ELE from the perspective of PC. The reasons
for the low ELE may be the attitude toward learning. PEs refer
to people’s feelings of pleasure, and they have a guiding effect on
individual cognition.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Research Background
Research on the Psychological Effect of
Entrepreneurs
The creation of new businesses is not a key indicator of
entrepreneurial success, and the sustainability of entrepreneurs is
largely determined by positive collective psychology. The study
of Tang (2020) showed that positive PC could promote the
sustainability of entrepreneurs and enable them to successfully
establish new enterprises. In addition to PC, some researchers

pointed out that family entrepreneurial enterprises may also
affect the entrepreneurial motivation of entrepreneurs. However,
Lee et al. (2019) analyzed the entrepreneurial motivation
of family and nonfamily businesses based on psychological
ownership and found that there was no difference in the
importance attached to entrepreneurship between the two.
Based on the national strategy of “mass entrepreneurship
and innovation,” entrepreneurship education has become an
exploration field in all sectors of Chinese society, especially
in universities, and students are the new major groups of
entrepreneurs. However, for college students who have just
entered the society, the psychological effect will have a significant
effect on entrepreneurship. Laudano et al. (2019) explored the
influence of female college students’ entrepreneurial intention
on their psychology, environment, and personality traits. The
results showed that the individual’s attitude, intention, and other
psychological factors could affect the entrepreneurial attitude of
female college students, and the tendency to take risks was an
important prerequisite for entrepreneurial attitude (Feng and
Chen, 2020). Carol (2019) explored the correlation between
college students’ happiness and entrepreneurship and found that
entrepreneurial experience of college students could interact in
the pursuit of self-happiness, indicating that entrepreneurship of
college students was inseparable from their pursuit of happiness.
To sum up, the success or failure of entrepreneurs is largely
influenced by the psychological effect of entrepreneurs, but
the internal mechanism of the influence of entrepreneurial
psychology on college students is still unclear (Siu et al., 2013).

Relative Studies About ELE
ELE is a concept proposed for those who are working, and
Feldman et al. (2014) defined it as the motivation for work
and the degree of their participation in work. Participation in
work refers to the enthusiasm for work, pleasure, and other
psychological states. When a self-employed person is sufficiently
engaged, he will put all his energy into his role and fully
present himself. However, when a self-employed person is not
engaged in his work, he will separate himself from his work role
and eventually give up his position. So far, many experts have
conducted related research on ELE. The study of Vanno et al.
(2014) showed that ELE was closely related to job performance.
The study of Dada and Fogg (2016) showed that entrepreneurship
orientation had a positive effect on the organizational learning of
small- and medium-sized enterprise, and that the participation
of enterprises/universities was an important factor to promote
the entrepreneurship orientation of college students. Boso et al.
(2018) proved that the entrepreneurial failure experience would
affect the performance of the enterprise, but improving the
enterprise’s learning level would make the entrepreneur more
alert when new business opportunities arise, which suggested that
in the process of starting a business, it was necessary to constantly
improve the learning level of the enterprise, so as to avoid as
much as possible the effect of entrepreneurial failure on the
performance of the new enterprise. To sum up, showing a positive
state of learning during the entrepreneurial process can provide
the enterprise’s job performance through continuous progress.
Can the positive entrepreneurial learning attitude stimulate
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the entrepreneurial passion of college students and then affect
the performance of college students’ entrepreneurship? These
remain to be proven.

Research Status of the Relationship Between PC and
ELE and Between PEs and PC
Employees with high PC are more likely to be satisfied with
their jobs. Accordingly, PC has a significant positive influence
(PI) on work performance, which has been proved in previous
studies. It is believed that PC is related to students’ academic
performance at the individual level (Luthans et al., 2012), just
like ELE, and PC has a PI on students’ ELE. PE refers to
people’s feelings of pleasure. PEs have priming and expanding
effects on cognition and can build individual resources (Guo and
Wang, 2007). The theory of the expansion and construction of
the PEs of Fredrickson (the broaden-and-build theory of PEs)
holds that PEs can expand the scope of individual cognition. In
experiment tasks, individuals with PEs exhibit higher creativity,
solve problems faster, and make more detailed and careful
decisions. Therefore, it can be inferred that individuals with PEs
have higher ELE (Rogoza et al., 2018).

Theoretical Significance and Practical
Significance
Recently, PC has been studied by many researchers, but most
of the empirical studies are concentrated on the enterprise. It
was found that PC had a PI on job performance. From 2014,
college students have been taken as the research objects to
explore the relationship between PC and learning performance.
The study found that PC can promote college students’ learning
performance. In China, many college students do not have a goal
in school, consider college a place for relaxation, and do not
devote themselves to learning. Only when they are employed do
they find that they lack professional qualities. It is found that
college students’ ELE can be improved by developing the PC
of college students. To push students to learn, the institutions
of higher education can bring up the students’ PC into the
consideration category and then improve the students’ ELE to
achieve the purpose of cultivating talents (Liu et al., 2019).

In summary, most of the current research from the perspective
of PC focuses on the direction of enterprise employees, and there
were few analyses involving college students’ ELE. Based on this,
a total of 211 college students were selected in Ningbo area
colleges and universities to conduct a questionnaire survey, and
the verification tests and structural equation models were used to
analyze the mechanism of PC’s effect on college students’ ELE, so
as to help college students improve ELE.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Subjects
The subjects in this study were students from Ningbo
University. The authors conducted the experiment through the
questionnaires, gave out 300 questionnaires, and recovered 211
valid questionnaires. The valid recovery rate was 70.3%. Among
the subjects, there were 56 male subjects, accounting for 26.5% of

the total; there were 155 female subjects, accounting for 73.5%.
In addition, 100 subjects major in psychology, accounting for
47%; 36 subjects major in physical education major, accounting
for 17%; 34 subjects major in primary education, accounting for
16%; 14 subjects major in educational technology, accounting for
6%; and 27 subjects major in preschool education, accounting for
11%. These were students from families with a monthly income
varying from 1,000 to 6,000.

Experimental Hypotheses
The experimental hypotheses in this research are as follows: (1)
PC has a predictive effect on learning involvement. (2) PE serves
as the intervening variable in the mechanism in which PC has an
effect on learning involvement.

Variable Measurement
For the PC variable, the authors used PC questionnaires
(Minglu et al., 2020) adapted by Zhang Kuo, which included 26
measurement subjects to be used to measure this variable. This
scale has made its four elements based on the published and
extensively recognizable standardized scale with its reliability and
validity verified according to the practical situation of Chinese
university students. This scale included self-efficiency, hope,
resilience, and optimism. The authors used the Likert-6 scoring
method, which utilized the numbers 1–6 to represent the different
attitudes of the subjects from dissatisfaction to satisfaction. The
subjects included the judgments such as “many admire my
capacity,” “my opinions and competences are unordinary,” and
“I am very confident about my capacity.” The consequence of
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) demonstrated that the data
conformed to the model [χ2 = 577.032, df = 293, root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.068, goodness
of fit index (GFI) = 0.823, normed fit index (NFI) = 0.839,
Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) = 0.883]. The internal consistency α

coefficients of the four dimensions were 0.861, 0.808, 0.792, and
0.868. The overall internal consistency α coefficient of this scale
was 0.864. According to the previous researches, the average value
of the four dimensions was used as the measured value.

For the PE variable, the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS) revised by Qiu Xue in this research (Dunn et al., 2020)
was adopted, and the original one was compiled by Watson. In
the revised version, there were 18 adjectives concerning emotion.
This scale concerned two dimensions – positive emotion and
negative emotion. A total of nine adjectives were related to the
PE involving active, enthusiastic, happy, and excited subjects.
This research only utilized the PE scale and used the Likert-5
scoring method, and the numbers 1–5 indicate different PEs with
the degree varied from very little to very high. Furthermore, its
internal consistency α coefficient was 0.92.

For the ELE variable, the authors used the 17 subjects
in the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) to measure
the students’ ELE (Setyaji et al., 2020) and used the Likert-5
scoring method with the numbers from 1 to 5 demonstrating
different degrees of conformity from “very inconsistent” to “very
consistent.” This scale involved subjects such as “I am willing
to study since I get up in the morning” and “I feel energetic in
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the learning process.” The internal consistency α coefficient of
this scale was 0.92.

For the control variable, personal characteristics that might
influence students’ PC, ELE, and PEs were controlled, including
gender, specialization, grade, and family monthly income.
Among them, gender, specialization, and grade were classified
variables, and monthly family income was a continuous variable.

Statistical Analysis
This research used the software SPSS 16.0 and the software
AMOS 21.0 to conduct the data analysis. The analysis item
included (1) conducting the descriptive statistics and correlation
analysis; (2) examining and investigating the reliability and
validity of the questionnaires through the validity analysis and
the CFA; (3) constructing structural equation through AMOS
to investigate the correlation among the PE, PC, and learning
involvement; (4) using principal component analysis to test
the difference validity of PC and ELE; and (5) using one-way
ANOVA to analyze the differences of PC, ELE, and PEs among
demographic variables.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Validation Test of Variable Discriminant
Validity
Firstly, this study carried out CFA to test the difference validity of
two variables, PC and ELE, and used a single group to generate
two models, which were the unrestricted and restricted models
(Kurihara et al., 2020). Then, the differences in the chi square
values of the two models were compared. If the chi square value
difference was larger and reached a significant level (p < 0.05),
there was a significant difference between the two models. The
smaller the chi square value of the unrestricted model, the lower
the correlation between latent trait (factor dimension). When
testing the survey data and the matching degree of the model,
the average number of topics of four dimensions of PC was first
calculated, and then the average number of the four dimensions
was used as the four measurement indicators of PC. In the same
way, the average number of topics of three dimensions of ELE
was calculated, and then it was used as the three measurement
indicators of ELE, as shown in Tables 1, 2.

The degree of freedom (DOF) of the unrestricted model
of the potential dimension of “PC - ELE” is 27, and the chi-
square value is 95.298 (p = 0.000 < 0.05); the DOF of the
restricted model is 28, and the chi-square value is 285.234
(p = 0.000 < 0.05); and the comparison summary table of the
nested model (Table 2) shows the following: The difference of the
DOF between the two models is 1 (28–27), and the chi square
difference is 285.234 - 95.298 = 189.936; the probability value of
significance test of the chi square value difference is 0.000 < 0.05
and reaches the 0.05 significant level, indicating that there are
significant differences between the two measurement models
of the unrestricted model and the restricted model. Compared
with that of the restricted model, the chi-square value of the
unrestricted model is significantly smaller, indicating that the
difference validity between the two potential dimensions of “PC -
learning input” is better.

Results of the Internal Consistency
Reliability Coefficient (ICRC) of Each
Questionnaire
Reliability shows whether the results have good internal
consistency and stability. The consistency is positively correlated
with the reliability of the scale, as shown in Table 3. The ICRC of
the PC scale is 0.868, the ICRC of the ELE scale is 0.917, and the
ICRC of the PE scale is 0.925. The ICRC of Cronbach’s α of each
scale has reached above 0.85, and the ICRC of each dimension of
each scale is above 0.7, reaching an acceptable level of reliability.

Result of CFA of Various Research
Variables
Validity refers to the extent to which a thing can be accurately
measured. The purpose of CFA is to confirm whether the factors
contained in the scale are the same as the constructs originally
explored in the questionnaire. The structure of this study was
based on the previous theoretical basis, and the hypothesis
was also established on the previous research conclusions. The
research tools were revised according to the mature scale in
previous studies. At this time, the factors of the scale and their
items were both fixed, and what the authors want to explore was
whether the factor structure model of the scale fitted with the
data collected; therefore, this study used AMOS 21.0 to conduct
CFA on the scale.

TABLE 1 | Comparison of unrestricted and restricted models.

df CMIN p CMIN/df RMSEA AGFI GFI

Unrestricted model 27 95.298 0.00 3.53 0.078 0.879 0.942

Restricted model 28 285.234 0.00 10.187 0.148 0.735 0.868

TABLE 2 | Assuming the unrestricted model to be correct.

Model df CMIN p NFI Delta-1 IFI Delta-2 RFI rho-1 TLI rho-2

Restricted model 1 189.936 0.000*** 0.149 0.152 0.219 0.227

***p < 0.001.
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TABLE 3 | The results of the internal consistency reliability test of each questionnaire (n = 211).

Scale Sample number (n) Number of topics Cronbach’s α coefficient Subscale Number of topics Cronbach’s α coefficient

PC questionnaire 211 26 0.868 Se 7 0.864

Resilience 7 0.861

Hope 6 0.808

Optimism 6 0.792

ELE questionnaire 211 17 0.917 Vitality 6 0.801

Dedication 5 0.806

Focus 6 0.846

PE questionnaire 211 9 0.925 PE 9 0.925

In this study, indicators including χ2/df, RFI, TLI, NFI, IFI,
GFI, and RMSEA were used as model indicators, and the fitting
criteria of each index were χ2/df ≤ 3; RFI, TLI, NFI, IFI,
and CFI ≥ 0.80, which gets better the closer it is to 1; and
RMSEA ≤ 0.1, which gets better the closer it is to 0.

Table 4 shows the χ2 test of the PC, that is, χ2/df = 1.969 < 3,
and the χ2 test of the ELE, that is, χ2/df = 2.655 < 3.
The χ2/df of the two scale models is less than 3, so the
fitting degree (FD) of the model is good. The χ2 test of
the PE scale model is χ2/df = 2.616 < 3, and the FD is
better. The indicators of TLI, NFI, IFI, and CFI of the PC
scale model are all above 0.8, and RMSEA is 0.068 < 0.08;
therefore, the FD of the PC scale model is very good. These
indicators of the PC scale model are all above 0.8, and RMSEA
is 0.09 < 0.1; therefore, the FD of the ELE scale model is
very good. At the same time, these indicators of the PE scale
model are all about 0.8, and RMSEA is 0.09 < 0.10, so the
FD of the PE scale model is also very good. Based on the
above analysis, it is concluded that the FDs of three scale
models are good.

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation
Analysis of Research Variables
As shown in Table 5, PC is positively correlated with learning
input (r = 0.54, p < 0.01) and PE (r = 0.58, p < 0.01), and
PE is positively correlated with ELE (r = 0.39, p < 0.01), which
conforms to the theoretical expectation, and the hypothesis
through the structural equation model will be further validated.

Difference Test Between the Scores of
Each Scale
Through one-way ANOVA and independent-sample t-test, there
is no significant difference between the variables of each
scale, including the differences in gender, grade, professional
experience, and family economic status.

Gender Differences
Taking gender as the classified variable and PC, ELE, and
PE as dependent variables, the independent-sample t-test was
performed (see Table 6). The results show that the score of two
variables in the ELE and PE of males is slightly higher than that
of females and that the males’ PC score is lower than that of
females, but the total difference is not significant, and the gender
differences are not significant on the four variables.

Grade Differences
With grade difference as the independent variable and PC, ELE,
and PE as dependent variables, a one-way ANOVA was carried
out (see Table 7). The results show that the difference of three
variables of PC, ELE, and PE is not significant in all grades.

Major Differences
Taking the major as an independent variable and PC, ELE, and
PE as the dependent variables, a one-way ANOVA is carried
out (see Table 8). The results show that there is a significant
difference in PE (F = 3.13, p < 0.01), and the scores of psychology
and primary education in PE are significantly higher than those
in other majors. There is no significant difference between PC
and ELE in major.

Family Economic Situation Difference
Taking the family economic status as an independent variable
and PC, ELE, and PE as dependent variables (see Table 9),
the results show that PC has a significant difference in family
economic status (F = 2.41, p = 0.05), the PC of the subjects
with a monthly income of higher than 6,000 yuan is significantly
higher than that of other subjects, and there is no significant
difference in the family economic status between the ELE and
the PE. The authors speculate that family economic status will
have an effect on a person’s PC. Material richness will give
people confidence and let people not shrink in the face of
setbacks, thus producing positive speculations about the future.
In other speculations, a higher family income shows that parents
have a higher level of culture, and such parents are more
willing to adopt a good way of family upbringing to cultivate
the positive quality of their children, so the child will have a
higher PC.

Research Hypothesis Test
In the study of the hypothetical causal model, the independent
variable was college students’ PC, the dependent variable was
ELE, and the mediating variable was PE. The DOF of the model
was equal to 18, the χ2 value of the overall model fitness
was 53.505, the significant probability value was 0.000 < 0.001,
reaching the 0.05 significant level, and the null hypothesis cannot
be accepted, suggesting that the hypothesis model and the sample
data cannot fit together. In Figure 1, the direct path coefficient
of PC and ELE was 0.648, which was at a significant level
(p < 0.001); while the indirect path coefficients of PEs added
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TABLE 4 | Result of CFA of the scales (n = 211).

Scales χ2 Df χ2/df TLI RFI NFI IFI GFI RMSEA

PC 577.032 293 1.969 0.833 0.810 0.839 0.852 0.823 0.068

ELE 307.929 116 2.655 0.865 0.800 0.830 0.887 0.855 0.08

PE 178.632 27 2.616 0.844 0.822 0.866 0.884 0.84 0.09

TABLE 5 | The descriptive statistics of the research data.

Variables M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Gender 1.71 0.46 1

Grade 2.11 0.87 −0.10

Major 2.20 1.42 0.18** −0.34*

Economics 3.93 1.12 0.21** 0.05 0.04 1

PC 3.56 0.81 0.03 −0.06 0.08 0.70** 1

ELE 3.14 0.72 −0.01 0.05 −0.05 0.02 0.54** 1

PE 3.44 0.81 −0.13 0.08 −0.16* 0.08 0.58** 0.39** 1

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.

to PC and ELE were 0.106 and 0.211, respectively, which were
not significant. Therefore, the PE cannot be used as a mediating
variable between the PC of the independent variable and the ELE
of the dependent variable.

DISCUSSION

As a core element, PC focuses on the psychological state and
can be obtained through targeted development (Raja et al.,
2020). The influencing factors of college students’ ELE based
on the PC dimension was analyzed in this study. First, the
principal component analysis method was used to test the

TABLE 6 | The t-test of each scale in gender.

Scales Gender M SD t Sig. (two sides)

PC Male 3.54 0.54 −0.42 0.68

Female 3.57 0.50

ELE Male 3.14 0.79 0.10 0.92

Female 3.13 0.69

PE Male 3.60 0.77 1.95 0.05

Female 3.36 0.82

TABLE 7 | One-way ANOVA of each scale in grade.

Scales Grade M SD F

PC Freshmen 3.65 0.48 2.37

Sophomore 3.44 0.44

Junior 3.56 0.56

ELE Freshmen 3.11 0.75 0.44

Sophomore 3.07 0.71

Junior 3.18 0.71

PE Freshmen 3.53 0.76 0.79

Sophomore 3.41 0.83

Junior 3.37 0.84

difference validity of the two variables PC and ELE. It was
found that the DOF of the PC–ELE unrestricted model was
27, the chi-square value was 95.298 (p < 0.001); the DOF
of the model was 28, and the chi-square value was 285.234
(p < 0.001), which was basically consistent with the research
results of Chipfupa and Wale (2020) and indicated that there
was a significant difference between the unrestricted model and
the restricted model, PC - learning investment; also, the two
potential dimensions of difference were better in validity. In
this study, AMOS 21.0 was used to perform a CFA on each
scale, and the ICRCs of the PC scale for college students (0.868),
ELE scale (0.917), and PE scale (0.925) reached more than 0.85,
which fully showed that the internal consistency of each scale
was good and that each had high reliability (Jin et al., 2020).
In demographic variables, PEs had significant differences at the
professional level (F = 3.13, p < 0.01), and psychological and

TABLE 8 | One-way ANOVA for each scale in specialty.

Scale Major M SD F

PC Psychology 3.65 0.50 2.15

PE 3.42 0.47

Primary education 3.41 0.62

Educational technology 3.58 0.54

Preschool education 3.58 0.38

ELE Psychology 3.15 0.75 0.99

PE 3.26 0.73

Primary education 2.99 0.79

Educational technology 3.31 0.71

Preschool education 3.01 0.46

PE Psychology 3.60 0.82 3.13∗

PE 3.38 0.78

Primary education 3.09 0.86

Educational technology 3.60 0.62

Preschool education 3.26 0.72

*p < 0.01.
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TABLE 9 | One-way ANOVA in working years of each scale.

Scale Economy M SD F

PC Less than 1,000 3.41 0.71 2.41*

1,000–2,000 3.3 0.81

2,000–4,000 3.48 0.47

4,000–6,000 3.53 0.45

Above 6,000 3.67 0.48

ELE Less than 1,000 3.06 1.05 0.70

1,000–2,000 2.89 0.55

2,000–4,000 3.25 0.59

4,000–6,000 3.10 0.72

Above 6,000 3.14 0.77

PE Less than 1,000 3.48 0.67 1.00

1,000–2,000 3.24 0.97

2,000–4,000 3.40 0.78

4,000–6,000 3.32 0.88

Above 6,000 3.56 0.81

*p < 0.05.

FIGURE 1 | The mediating effect model of PEs in the relationship between PC
and ELE. **p < 0.01.

elementary education scores in PEs were significantly higher
than those of other majors, which were different from those
found by Terry et al. (2020). The research results were similar,
indicating that college students who have been mentally educated
for a long time were better at regulating their emotions and
maintaining a positive mental state. Moreover, PC had significant
differences in family economic status (F = 2.41, p < 0.01).
The PC of subjects with a monthly income of more than 6,000
yuan was significantly higher than that of others. The reason
may be that the family’s material wealth conferred a certain
degree of confidence in students to a certain extent, and since
the parents of students with better family status often had
a higher educational level and good family education, these
made students have higher PC (Xi et al., 2020). In addition,
the structural equation model was also used to analyze the

mediating effect of PEs, and it was found that the indirect
path coefficients of PEs and psychological learning investment
after joining the PC were 0.106 and 0.211, respectively, so there
was no significance. This was similar to the results of Raissifar
and Akhavan Anvari (2020), which showed that PEs do not
play an intermediary role in the relationship between PC and
college students’ ELE.

CONCLUSION

A single-factor variance and structural equation model
were used to analyze the relationship between college
students’ PC, ELE, PEs, and differences in demographic
variables. The results showed that the PC of college
students had a significant PI on ELE, that PC differed
significantly in family economic status, and that PEs differed
significantly at the professional level. However, the main
shortcomings of this study are the selection of mediating
variables. Through consulting the literature, the achievement
motivation and PE are selected as the mediating variables;
however, after the later data processing, it is found that
the mediating effect of the two is not significant. On
the other hand, due to inadequate sample size, there are
inevitable errors; the subjects are selected from students
of Qingdao University, which leads to certain limitations.
The stability and applicability of the conclusions need to
be further validated by selecting more regions and large
samples to enhance the reliability of the conclusions. On
the basis of this study, the effect mechanism of PC on the
result variables of college students’ academic performance,
learning performance, and learning satisfaction can be further
explored. The results of this study can guide the design and
development of relevant teaching practice activities, especially
for students who have just entered the university, and the
construction of the PC is very necessary. Thus, there was no
mediating effect of PEs in the relationship between PC and
college students’ ELE.
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Ecological innovation is an inevitable trend for firms to enhance competitiveness and
sustainably operate in the context of green economy. The previous literature has rarely
discussed the influence of ambidextrous learning on the eco-innovation performance
of startups and ignored the moderating effect of top management’s environmental
awareness from the perspective of microscopic psychology. We have conducted a
questionnaire survey on 212 firms established within 4 years in the Pearl River Delta
of China, using the structure mode and the PROCESS by Hayes (2013) to analyze
the influence of ambidextrous learning, such as exploratory learning and exploitative
learning, by startups on eco-innovation performance and verify the moderating effect
of top management’s environmental awareness. The results show that exploratory
learning and exploitative learning have a positive and significant influence on eco-
innovation performance, indicating that the organizational learning of startups is
conducive to improving eco-innovation performance; under the moderating effect of
top management’s environmental awareness, the influence of exploratory learning
and exploitative learning on eco-innovation performance may differ. The results also
show that in the process of organizing ambidextrous learning, startups should help
raise the environmental awareness of top management to improve the eco-innovation
performance, thus providing guidance for startups to carry out eco-innovation activities
and for local governments to make decisions on green economy.

Keywords: ambidextrous learning, green innovation, top management’s environmental awareness, eco-
innovation performance, startups

INTRODUCTION

Green economy has become a new economic development mode for countries around the world
to cope with global climate change, food safety, health and disease prevention, and economic
recession. Ecological innovation is also a key factor in stimulating the development of green
economy (Nidumolu et al., 2009; Orsato, 2009; OECD, 2014; Cai and Li, 2018). Ecological
innovation and green technology are developing rapidly in Europe. As the scale of eco-industry
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gradually expands, the turnover of eco-industry is nearly EUR
2 trillion, which promotes employment and economic growth
among European Union (EU) countries (OECD, 2011; Berrone
et al., 2013; Costantini et al., 2017). The “Made in China 2025”
plan includes “green development, cyclic development, and low-
carbon development” as one of the main development directions
of China. The national and local governments have successively
issued a few regulations to encourage and guide green and
low carbon development and accelerate the development of
green technology innovation and ecological industrialization.
With the increase in environmental awareness of consumers,
green products and green consumption are increasingly favored
(Burki and Dahlstrom, 2017; Wang et al., 2018), and the top
management of firms also realizes that there may be a balance
between corporate development and environmental protection
and ecological innovation can also form a new niche.

Ecological innovation is an inevitable trend for firms to
enhance competitiveness and sustainably operate in the context
of “green economy” (Christensen, 1995; Kriecher and Ziesemer,
2009; He et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Lopes Santos et al.,
2019). Based on the development of innovation management
theory, ecological innovation has gone through the stages
of technological innovation and green innovation. Driven at
multiple levels, including society, system, organization and
individual, ecological innovation involves multiple dimensions
such as product, process, organization, marketing, society,
system, etc. (OECD, 2010; O’Brien et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014;
Hojnik et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018; Salim et al., 2018). The
organizational learning theory, based on cognitive psychology,
believes that organizations can achieve organizational objectives
by acquiring and further understanding better knowledge and
improving their actions (Argyris and Schon, 1978; Fiol and
Lyles, 1985; Witkin, 1965). Organizational learning is not only
creative learning, but also long-term cultivation and the process
of shaping corporate value (Kharabsheh et al., 2015; Sikora
et al., 2016; Huang and Li, 2017; Yuan et al., 2019; Wu et al.,
2020). Therefore, organizational learning is a prerequisite for
the continuous change and innovation of organizations and also
plays a vital role in influencing eco-innovation performance
during the process of ecological innovation. March (1991)
divides ambidextrous learning of organizations into exploratory
learning and exploitative learning. Exploratory learning allows
new knowledge to be obtained from external sources, so
that startups can more quickly perceive and grasp external
opportunities and make better use of the acquired knowledge
to reorganize corporate resources and better integrate and create
knowledge. Exploitative learning can help startups have a deeper
understanding of external environment and their resources and
improve their ability to sense opportunities and threats (Baker
and Sinkula, 1999; Lichtenthaler, 2009; Yuan et al., 2019).

The upper echelons theory believes that the top management,
affected in decision-making by their personal experiences,
cognitive models, values, environmental attitudes, and other
characteristics, may perceive the external environment,
identify opportunities and threats, and make scientific
decisions according to their characteristics (Drucker, 1985;
Hanbrick and Mason, 1984; Hambrick, 2007; Wu et al., 2018;

Wu and Wu, 2019). The top management plays an important
role in selecting corporate strategies (Child, 1997). As the market
environment changes and the environmental protection pressure
in the business environment increases, the top management
also realizes the need for ecological innovation through green
products and green technologies. From the perspective of
cognitive psychology, the influence of internal and external
factors on green innovation mainly depends on the perception
and interpretation of environment by the top management. The
stronger the environmental awareness of the top management
is, the more they tend to identify the potential benefits and
new niche of green innovation (Christensen, 1995; Drucker,
1985; He et al., 2019; Porter, 1995; Wu and Wu, 2019). The
stronger the environmental awareness is, the more the top
management will use organizational learning to perceive and
grasp external opportunities, acquire new external knowledge,
and integrate and create knowledge. Therefore, analyzing
the relationship between cognition and behavior from the
microscopic psychology perspective of the top management is
conducive to a better and more comprehensive understanding of
eco-innovation performance.

However, the previous literature has rarely discussed the
influence of ambidextrous learning on the eco-innovation
performance of startups and ignored the moderating effect of top
management’s environmental awareness from the perspective
of microscopic psychology. Because of the characteristics of
startups, the influence of explanatory learning and exploitative
learning on eco-innovation performance may vary during their
process of growth and development. Therefore, this article,
based on cognitive psychology, constructs a “cognition–behavior
performance” research model according to the organizational
learning theory and the upper echelons theory to explore the
influence of ambidextrous learning on the eco-innovation
performance of startups and to verify the moderating effect
of the top management’s environmental awareness, validating
the moderating effect of the top management’s environmental
awareness on ambidextrous learning and eco-innovation
performance based on the upper echelons theory, exploring
different influences on startups in internal and external
environments, enriching the researches on action mechanism
of ambidextrous learning and eco-innovation performance, and
providing profound guidance for improving the eco-innovation
performance of startups.

THEORETICAL BASIS AND HYPOTHESIS

Ambidextrous Learning and
Eco-Innovation Performance
Based on the theoretical basis of organizational learning,
March (1991) first proposed the concept of ambidextrous
learning during his research of organizational adaptation
and development and divided ambidextrous learning of
organizations into exploitative learning and exploratory learning.
Exploratory learning is essentially a type of trial-and-error
and continuously verified learning behavior, emphasizing
the in-depth excavation of internal and external resources of
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organizations, and constant trial, adventure, and innovation.
Exploitative learning is essentially a learning behavior that
summarizes and refines existing knowledge. Exploitative
learning is conducive to organizations’ deep understanding of
acquired knowledge and is of great significance to the survival
of organizations. For startups, ambidextrous learning is more
an entrepreneurial learning behavior (exploratory learning and
exploitative learning). Ambidextrous learning, generally related
to entrepreneurial activities, allows startups to continuously
create and accumulate knowledge during their growth and
development process. Ambidextrous learning runs through the
entire life cycle of startups.

Eco-innovation performance is generated by organizations
adapting to environment changes during the development
of innovation management, which essentially requires
organizations to integrate internal and external resources
and technologies, invest in R&D and green technology,
reduce environmental pollution and improve environmental
performance, save resources and improve socioeconomic
results. Therefore, eco-innovation performance includes
R&D investment, corporate performance, economic benefits,
environmental effects, and so on. Nehrt (1998) pointed out
that, according to the perspective of resource-based view, the
ways to reduce pollution include product design, equipment,
process, raw material recycling, and so on, and organizations
should reduce costs and prevent pollution while creating market
demand. The development of eco-innovation performance
requires organizations to continuously accumulate and acquire
knowledge. To a certain extent, the formation and development
of eco-innovation performance depend on organizations’
acquisition and accumulation of knowledge in this process. This
shows that learning is the main mechanism for the creation and
development of eco-innovation performance, and trial and error,
improvisation, and imitation of organizational learning can more
effectively improve organizations’ eco-innovation performance.

Compared with mature firms, the ambidextrous learning
of startups has a more significant influence on organizational
resources and capabilities. First, the exploration and use
of external knowledge are essential for startups to upgrade
and update existing resources and rebuild new resources;
second, the “new” characteristics of startups reflect that
existing knowledge of startups may not be sufficient to
satisfy current developments, and startups must transform the
information and technologies acquired through ambidextrous
learning into organizational resources (He et al., 2018; Wu
et al., 2018; Wu and Wu, 2019). Exploratory learning and
exploitative learning, as two types of organizational learning,
play an important role in improving the green innovation
performance of organizations (Easterby-Smith and Prieto,
2008; He et al., 2019). Exploratory learning can improve
the green innovation performance of startups by allowing
startups to acquire new entrepreneurial knowledge from
external sources and helping startups to perceive opportunities
and enhance their creation abilities, so that startups can
more quickly perceive and grasp external opportunities and
make better use of the acquired knowledge to reorganize
corporate resources and better integrate and create knowledge

(Lichtenthaler, 2009). In this process, organizations will better
adapt to environment changes through repeated trial and
error and correction.

Exploitative learning can improve the green innovation
performance of startups by emphasizing the upgrading of
existing knowledge of startups and helping startups respond to
organizational changes timely and improve the green innovation
performance through expanding the content and depth of the
knowledge resources of startups (Liao et al., 2009; Bi et al.,
2015). Lin and Chen (2017) focused on knowledge resources and
capabilities and found that the sharing of green knowledge can
improve the green innovation performance. Exploitative learning
can help startups have a deeper understanding of external
environment and their resources and improve their ability to
sense opportunities and threats. In addition, exploitative learning
emphasizes the further refinement of knowledge and strengthens
the understanding of organizational practices and processes,
thus helping startups better adapt to environmental changes
and improve their eco-innovation performance. Therefore,
this article believes that explanatory learning and exploitative
learning are of great importance to eco-innovation performance
during the development process of startups and puts forward the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Exploratory learning of startups has a positive
influence on eco-innovation performance.

Hypothesis 2: Exploitative learning of startups has a positive
influence on eco-innovation performance.

Interactive Ambidextrous Learning and
Eco-Innovation Performance
Existing researches have different perspectives on the opposite
and complementary relation between exploratory learning and
exploitative learning. The view for opposite relation believes that
exploratory learning and exploitative learning will compete for
the resources of organizations, and organizations have a certain
inertia and dependence on exploitative learning or exploratory
learning. Both types of learning activities require different
organizational mechanisms (March, 2006). The simultaneous
implementation of exploratory learning and exploitative learning
may have a negative influence on corporate performance,
so organizations can carry out only one type of learning
activity. The view for complementary relation believes that
activities of exploratory learning and exploitative learning can
be carried out simultaneously, and organizations can control
both types of learning activities at the same time (Zollo
and Winter, 2002). In recent years, more researches have
shown that exploratory learning and exploitative learning are
complementary rather than opposite.

Exploratory learning essentially means the discovery and
acquisition of new external knowledge, which is vital to the future
development of organizations. Exploitative learning means the
upgrade and transformation of existing entrepreneurial
knowledge of organizations and the improvement of current
performance of organizations. Exploratory learning supplements
startups with new entrepreneurial knowledge and increases
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their existing knowledge that in turn promotes the acquisition
of new knowledge. Therefore, the existing and new knowledge
jointly improve the eco-innovation performance of startups.
As the organizational environment becomes more turbulent,
the knowledge required by organizations also keeps changing,
and the perspective for interactive ambidextrous learning
is increasingly recognized by the academic community.
Organizations realize their creation and accumulation of
knowledge through exploratory learning and exploitative
learning. The cyclic development of knowledge will be formed
when new knowledge acquired from external sources is
transformed into existing knowledge and implicit knowledge
is transformed into explicit knowledge (Nonaka et al., 2000;
Yuan et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020). Therefore, the interactive
ambidextrous learning of organizations is a cyclic process.
Exploitative learning cannot occur without exploratory learning,
and the use of existing resources by organizations must be
based on previous exploratory learning. In addition, the startups
committed to exploration and innovation must adopt exploitative
learning. Providing stable financial supports for high-risk
exploratory learning can also promote startups to explore
new entrepreneurial knowledge more effectively. Exploratory
and exploitative learning can promote the incremental and
disruptive innovation of startups (Lin, 2015). It further shows
that interactive ambidextrous learning is more important to the
eco-innovation performance, and ignoring any of them may have
a certain influence on the corporate development. This article
proposes that interactive ambidextrous learning has a positive
influence on the eco-innovation performance and puts forward
Hypothesis 3:

Hypothesis 3: Interactive ambidextrous learning of startups
has a positive influence on eco-innovation performance.

Moderating Effect of Top Management’s
Environmental Awareness
The upper echelons theory believes that the top management,
affected by their personal experiences, cognitive models, values,
and environmental attitudes (Hambrick, 2007), is the core
of business management and also a key role in corporate
strategic decisions (Child, 1997). The cognitive psychology
believes that consciousness is the response of human brain
to the objective existence in environment and is reflected in
people’s awareness and attention to the outside world and their
own environment (Hanbrick and Mason, 1984; Witkin, 1965),
and environmental awareness, which is a concrete embodiment
of cognitive models, embodies individuals’ perception and
behavioral tendency toward environmental issues. The influence
of internal and external factors on green innovation mainly
depends on the perception and interpretation of environment
by the top management, whereas the decision to carry out eco-
innovation activities depends on the environmental awareness
of the top management. The previous literature indicates that
the top management knows that environmental opportunities
may become an important source of increases in actual income.
The stronger the environmental awareness is, the more the top
management tends to identify the potential benefits and market

opportunities of green innovation (Drucker, 1985; Christensen,
1995; Porter, 1995; Berrone et al., 2013; Feng and Chen, 2018;
Wang and Zhang, 2018).

With a stronger environmental awareness, the top
management will also have a strong sense of responsibility
for green innovation and is willing to invest more resources and
efforts into the green innovation field. With limited resources,
the return on investment is the primary consideration for
organizations’ project investment. Given the large amount of
resource input for green innovation, high market risks, and
significant R&D uncertainty, only when the top management
incorporates green innovation into the scope of corporate
responsibility will it invest more resources from a strategic
height (Kharabsheh et al., 2015; Zhang and Walton, 2016;
Huang and Li, 2017; Zhang and Lv, 2018). The top management
with a stronger environmental awareness holds an open
and supportive attitude toward green innovation, is good at
exploratory learning, encodes and integrates the acquired
information with corporate resources, absorbs internal and
external knowledge of organizations and applies it to green
innovation, and proactively responds to environmental issues.
The top management with a strong environmental awareness
can utilize the exploitative learning to help organizations identify
external market opportunities and reasonably allocate their
resources and capabilities. Sharma (2000) analyzes the process
of strategic selection by organizations from the perspective of
opportunities and threats perceived by the top management. He
believes that the top management who considers environmental
issues as opportunities will tend to select proactive environmental
strategies. Burki and Dahlstrom (2017) pointed out that the top
management’s attitudes and commitments to the environment
affect green innovation, which in turn may be conducive to
establishing a good cooperation environment.

The previous literature indicates that organizational learning
behavior can help organizations be more sensitive to external
opportunities, thereby improving their competitive advantages.
However, learning activities alone cannot help organizations
gain real competitive advantage. The environmental awareness
of the top management, as a type of cognitive consciousness,
has a moderating effect as it can more clearly reflect the value
effect of learning activities. That is to say, the development of
exploratory learning and exploitative learning activities will be
affected by the environmental awareness of the top management.
A stronger environmental awareness of the top management will
have a more significant influence on organizational ambidextrous
learning and eco-innovation performance. Therefore, this
article believes that the environmental awareness of the top
management has a moderating effect on the ambidextrous
learning (including learning and exploitative learning) of startups
and eco-innovation performance and puts forward the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a: With a stronger environmental awareness
of the top management, the exploratory learning will
have a more significant positive influence on eco-
innovation performance.
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FIGURE 1 | Research framework.

Hypothesis 4b: With a stronger environmental awareness
of the top management, the exploitative learning will
have a more significant positive influence on eco-
innovation performance.

Hypothesis 4c: With a stronger environmental awareness of
the top management, the interactive ambidextrous learning
will have a more significant positive influence on eco-
innovation performance.

In conclusion, this article, based on organizational learning
theory, upper echelons theory, and cognitive psychology,
explores the influence of ambidextrous learning on the eco-
innovation performance of startups and verifies the moderating
effect of the top management’s environmental awareness. Its
research framework is shown in Figure 1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Data Collection
The data of this article came from the startups established
within 4 years in the Pearl River Delta of China. Sampling
targets were the startups defined by Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor that were established within 42 months and in
the period of establishment or growth. In this survey of
major respondents of senior management, with the help of
Guangdong SME Bureau and Shenzhen SME Service Bureau, we
conducted a written questionnaire random sampling survey on
the trainees participating in the training program for SME senior
management. A total of 500 questionnaires were sent out, of
which 268 questionnaires were collected, accounting for 53.6%.
In addition to 56 questionnaires with incomplete information,
there were 212 valid questionnaires, accounting for 79.10%.

Samples indicated that among the industries of sampled firms,
manufacturing accounted for 38.68%, information transmission,
software and information technology services industry accounted
for 22.64%, financial industry accounted for 16.04%, logistics
industry accounted for 8.96%, retail industry accounted for
5.66%, and construction industry accounted for 8.02%; in
terms of firm nature, state-owned firms accounted for 5.66%,
private firms accounted for 89.15%, and foreign-invested firms
accounted for 5.19%; in terms of firm scale, firms with 1 to
10 people accounted for 28.77%, firms with 11 to 50 people
accounted for 20.28%, firms with 51 to 100 people accounted
for 46.70%, and firms with 101 people or more accounted for
4.25%; the sampled firms had an average age of 1.6 years, of
which 10.85% were established within 1 year, 40.57% within 1
to 2 years, 31.13% within 2 to 3 years, and 17.45% within 3
to 4 years; the targets of questionnaire survey mainly include
senior and middle management personnel of firms, of which 78%
were males and 22% were females, 8.49% were doctors, 50.63%
were masters, 30.50% were undergraduates, and 10.38% were
high school students or below; 20.28% were chairman, 50.00%
were general (vice general) manager, 25.47% were department
manager, and 4.25% were other personnel. The average length of
service of current employees was 1.8 years, and their average age
was 31 years. The results are shown in Table 1.

Measures
The questionnaire questions in this research were mainly
designed according to previous theoretical basis and related
literature. To ensure the preciseness of questionnaire, the first
edition of questionnaire should be provided with guidance
from scholars, professors, and expert practitioners. Through
multiple amendments of items and grammar, the questionnaire
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TABLE 1 | Distribution of the sampled firms.

N = 212 Percentage

Industry

Manufacturing 82 38.68%

Information transmission, software, and information
technology services

48 22.64%

Finance 34 16.04%

Logistics 19 8.96%

Retail 12 5.66%

Construction 17 8.02%

Firm nature

State-owned 12 5.66%

Private 189 89.15%

Foreign-invested 11 5.19%

Firm scale

1–10 61 28.77%

11–50 43 20.28%

51–100 99 46.70%

≥ 101 9 4.25%

Firm age

Within 1 year 23 10.85%

1–2 years 86 40.57%

2–3 years 66 31.13%

3–4 years 37 17.45%

was pretested by 30 selected startups, and the pretest statistical
analysis ensured the accuracy, fitness, and convenience of
the questionnaire items before reamendment and finalization
of questionnaire. The questionnaire used the 7-point Likert
scale. The higher the number is, the more the respondents
agree with the description (1 means strongly disagree, 3
means agree, and 7 means strongly agree). The construct
variables of questionnaire mainly included eco-innovation
performance, exploratory learning and exploitative learning
under organizational ambidextrous learning, and the top
management’s environmental awareness. The operational
definitions of variables in the research framework and the basis
for research scale are explained below.

Eco-Innovation Performance
Eco-innovation performance was a dependent variable, which
was further extended, revised and integrated into this research
based on the EU eco-innovation performance assessment
indicators and the green innovation performance scale (Cai
and Li, 2018; He et al., 2019; OECD, 2014; Ryszko, 2017),
along with the Chinese eco-innovation models. There are five
items in total, including “eco-innovation investment,” “eco-
innovation activities,” “eco-innovation output,” “effect of resource
conservation,” and “socioeconomic results.” According to the
results, the Cronbach α of this scale is 0.92, indicating a
good reliability.

Organizational Ambidextrous Learning
Organizational ambidextrous learning is an independent
variable, including exploratory and exploitative learning.

This scale is based on the scale developed by Atuahene-
Gima and Murray (2007), He et al. (2019), Su et al. (2011).
Exploratory learning mainly includes four items, including
“Acquiring new entrepreneurial knowledge and skills for firms,”
“Acquiring brand-new product development technologies or
development processes for firms to develop new entrepreneurial
opportunities,” “Using new management and organizational
skills to develop entrepreneurial opportunities,” and “Obtaining
new knowledge and skills for investment and development
of new technologies and allocation of R&D functions to
integrate entrepreneurial resources.” According to the results,
the Cronbach α of this scale is 0.78, indicating a good reliability.

Exploitative learning mainly included five items, including
“Upgrading of existing entrepreneurial knowledge and skills by
firms in the field of products and technologies,” “Strengthening
the upgrading of existing technologies to improve the efficiency
of opportunity exploitation,” and “Actively seeking solutions
for customer problems and improving the utilization efficiency
of existing entrepreneurial resources,” “Further improving
entrepreneurial skills in the development of new products with
certain experience,” and “Accumulating entrepreneurial
knowledge and experience to improve the efficiency of
entrepreneurial activities.” According to the results, the
Cronbach α of this scale is 0.86, indicating a good reliability.

Top Management’s Environmental
Awareness
Top management’s environmental awareness is a moderating
variable. This scale is based on the researches of Eiadat et al.
(2008), Gadenne et al. (2009), and Peng and Wei (2015) and
mainly includes three items, including “The top management
attaches importance to the influence of environmental protection
regulations on firms,” “The top management attaches importance
to the adverse influence of production and operation activities
of firms on environment,” and “The top management attaches
importance to the understanding and mastery of environmental
protection measures.” According to the results, the Cronbach α

of this scale is 0.87, indicating a good reliability.

Control Variables
In this research, industry, firm nature, firm scale, and firm
age are selected as control variables. Because industry, firm
nature, firm scale, and firm age of startups have different
influences on corporate performance (Chen et al., 2012; He et al.,
2019), control variables can have an influence on environmental
awareness of the top management, ambidextrous learning, and
eco-innovation performance.

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Average Verification
SPSS 23.0 statistical analysis software was used in this research
to perform descriptive statistical analysis of sample data. The
mean, standard deviation, and correlation coefficient of each
variable are shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the correlation
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TABLE 2 | Basic descriptive statistics of the correlation coefficients.

Variable Mean Std 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Eco-innovation
performance

3.93 0.56 1

2. Exploratory
learning

3.76 0.63 0.64** 1

3. Exploitative
learning

3.63 0.82 0.51** 0.63** 1

4. Top
management’s
environmental
awareness

3.86 0.51 0.72** 0.78** 0.60** 1

5. Industry 3.85 2.86 0.12 0.15 −0.08 −0.10 1

6. Size 3.54 1.02−0.14**−0.12**−0.17**−0.21** 0.01 1

7. Age 3.50 0.83−0.11 −0.09 −0.12 −0.13 −0.10 −0.17* 1*

CR 0.88 0.78 0.85 0.92

AVR 0.68 0.64 0.67 0.63

N = 212. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 (two-tailed test).

coefficients of eco-innovation performance, exploratory learning,
exploitative learning, and environmental awareness of top
management were between 0.51 and 0.78, and all reached a
significant level, indicating that there is a moderately positive
correlation between construct variables and eco-innovation
performance. Given that each questionnaire is filled by one
survey subject, the data source may have a common method bias.
Harman single factor method was used to solve the common
method bias problem. The analysis shows that in the case of no
rotation the first factor explains 38.50% of variance, which did
not account for the majority, indicating that the common method
bias in this research would not affect the research results.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
In this research, Mplus 7.0 statistical analysis software was used
to verify the reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant
validity of questionnaire scale with confirmatory factor analysis.
The results are shown in Table 2. The Cronbach α’s of all
research variables are higher than 0.7. The composite reliability
was higher than 0.7, the average variance extracted was up
to 0.5, and the convergent validity reached the recommended
standard of related scholars (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988;
Fornell and Larcker, 1981). If the result of confidence interval test
shows that the upper and lower limits of correlation coefficient
between construct variables do not contain 1 after adding or
subtracting two standard errors, then the questionnaire has
good discriminant validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988). CFA results
show that χ2/df = 2.06 < 3, p < 0.001; SRMR = 0.05 < 0.08;
CFI = 0.93 > 0.90; IFI = 0.91 > 0.90; RMSEA = 0.06 < 0.08,
indicating that the questionnaire has good reliability and
validity, and the scale used has good measurement qualities
(Hu and Bentler, 1999).

Hypothesis Testing
In this research, the statistical analysis software PROCESS
proposed by SPSS 23.0 and Hayes (2013) was used to carry out
hypothesis verification on sample data. The results are shown in

Table 3. Model 1 was to verify the control variables, Model 2
in Table 3 was used to verify major variables. The results show
that exploratory learning has a significant positive influence on
eco-innovation performance (β = 0.62, p < 0.001), so hypothesis
1 is supported; exploitative learning has a significant positive
influence on eco-innovation performance (β = 0.43, p < 0.001),
so hypothesis 2 is supported; the environmental awareness of
top management has a significant positive influence on eco-
innovation performance (β = 0.48, p < 0.001). Model 3 was used
to verify the interaction. The results show that the interaction
between exploratory learning and exploitative learning has no
significant influence on eco-innovation performance (β = 0.08,
p > 0.05), and hypothesis 3 is not supported. The interaction
between environmental awareness of top management and
exploratory learning has no significant positive influence
on eco-innovation performance (β = 0.16, p > 0.05), and
hypothesis 4a is not supported, indicating that the environmental
awareness of top management has no moderating effect on the
relationship between exploratory learning and eco-innovation
performance; the interaction between environmental awareness
of top management and exploitative learning has no significant
positive influence on eco-innovation performance (β = 0.23,
p > 0.05), and hypothesis 4b is not supported, indicating that

TABLE 3 | Results of moderated multiple regression analysis.

Variable Eco-innovation performance

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Control

Industry −0.10 −0.02 −0.02 -0.08

Size −0.21* −0.03 −0.02 0.01

Age 0.09 0.01 0.01 −0.01

Main effects

Exploratory learning 0.62*** 0.58*** 0.32***

Exploitative learning 0.43*** 0.37*** 0.24***

Top management’s
environmental awareness

0.48*** 0.43*** 0.38***

Two-way interactions

Exploratory learning exploitative
learning

0.08 0.04

Exploratory learning top
management’s environmental
awareness

0.16 0.11

Exploitative learning top
management’s environmental
awareness

0.23 0.18

Three-way interaction

Ambidextrous learning
(exploratory learning
exploitative learning) top
management’s environmental
awareness

0.23**

R2 0.05 0.63 0.60 0.75

1R2 0.04 0.61 0.58 0.72

F 3.68* 58.60*** 51.43*** 56.48***

N = 212, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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environmental awareness of top management has no moderating
effect on the relationship between exploitative learning and eco-
innovation performance.

Model 4 in Table 3 was used to verify three interactions
by dividing the top management’s environmental awareness
and exploitative learning into low- and high-level types.
The results show that the three interactions among the
top management’s environmental awareness and exploratory
learning and exploitative learning have a significant influence
on eco-innovation performance (β = 0.23, p < 0.01). When
the top management’s environmental awareness is weak,
the interaction between exploratory learning and low-level
exploitative learning has a significant positive influence on
eco-innovation performance (β = 0.23, p < 0.001), and
the interaction between exploratory learning and high-level
exploitative learning has a significant positive influence on
eco-innovation performance (β = 0.35, p < 0.001); similarly,
when the top management’s environmental awareness is strong,
the interaction between exploratory learning and low-level
exploitative learning has a significant positive influence on
eco-innovation performance (β = 0.33, p < 0.001), and
the interaction between exploratory learning and high-level
exploitative learning has a significant positive influence on eco-
innovation performance (β = 0.31, p< 0.001). The analysis results
are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 indicates that when the top
management’s environmental awareness is weak, the coexistence
of exploratory learning and high-level exploitative learning on
eco-innovation performance has a stronger influence on eco-
innovation performance than the coexistence of exploratory
learning and low-level exploitative learning, indicating that
startups should adopt exploitative innovation to quickly meet
market demand by imitating and duplicating products, when
the top management has a weak environmental awareness.
When the top management’s environmental awareness is
strong, the coexistence of exploratory learning and low-level
exploitative learning on eco-innovation performance has a
stronger influence on eco-innovation performance than the
coexistence of exploratory learning and high-level exploitative
learning. It shows that startups should adopt exploratory
innovation and lead the market by developing new products
and inventions to meet the needs of customers, when the top
management has a strong environmental awareness.

DISCUSSION

Research Conclusion
This article, through empirical analysis, explores the relationship
between ambidextrous learning by startups and eco-innovation
performance and verifies the moderating effect of the top
management’s environmental awareness. The results show that
exploratory learning and exploitative learning can respectively
promote the improvement of eco-innovation performance, but
interactive ambidextrous learning has no significant influence
on eco-innovation performance. This shows that both types of
entrepreneurial learning activities can improve eco-innovation

performance, but this complementary effect may be affected by
the balance between two types of learning and other factors.

The environmental awareness of the top management has
no moderating effect on the relationship among exploratory
learning, exploitative learning, and eco-innovation performance,
but has a significant moderating effect on the relationship
between interactive ambidextrous learning and eco-innovation
performance. It shows that the influence of interactive
ambidextrous learning on eco-innovation performance
is affected by the environmental awareness of the top
management, which plays an important role in startups.
When the top management’s environmental awareness is weak,
exploratory learning and high-level exploitative learning have
a stronger influence on eco-innovation performance than
low-level exploitative learning, mainly because when the top
management’s environmental awareness is weak, it is difficult
for startups to acutely sense external opportunities, and the
use, upgrade, or imitation of existing knowledge, and the
learning of other people’s experiences can largely meet their
own needs for development and capability improvement;
when the top management’s environmental awareness is
strong, the top management is not satisfied with the use of
existing resources, more willing to actively obtain new external
information, and dares to take risks and try new things, so
organizations are more focused on the pursuit of new knowledge,
and the combination of exploratory learning and low-level
exploitative learning is more conducive to the improvement of
eco-innovation performance.

Theoretical Implications
This article, based on cognitive psychology, constructs a
“cognition–behavior performance” research model according
to the organizational learning theory and the upper echelons
theory, thus providing theoretical support for how startups
can improve their eco-innovation performance. Its main
theoretical contributions include the following: First, applying
the organizational learning theory to entrepreneurial cases,
exploring the influence of exploratory and exploitative
learning on the eco-innovation performance, and indicating
that ambidextrous learning by startups are essential for
ecological innovation (Lichtenthaler, 2009; March, 2006;
O’Brien et al., 2013); second, in startups, top management’s
environmental awareness may regulate the improvement in
eco-innovation performance by ambidextrous learning in
various degrees. The influence of organizational ambidextrous
learning on eco-innovation performance is also different. It
shows that the top management’s environmental awareness
plays an important role in the implementation of green
innovation activities by startups (Hanbrick and Mason, 1984;
Hambrick, 2007). Startups should continuously improve the
top management’s environmental awareness, timely sense the
changes in external environment, and take measures to promote
their development.

Managerial Implications
The ambidextrous learning of startups can improve their
eco-innovation performance. Ecological innovation is a key
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FIGURE 2 | Three-way interaction among ambidextrous learning and top management’s environmental awareness. N = 212, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

factor in stimulating the development of green economy
(Nidumolu et al., 2009; Orsato, 2009; OECD, 2014) and is also
an inevitable trend for firms to enhance competitiveness
and sustainably operate (Christensen, 1995; He et al.,
2019). With the increase in environmental awareness of
consumers, green products and green consumption are
increasingly favored (Burki and Dahlstrom, 2017; Wang
et al., 2018); startups should carry out ambidextrous learning,
perceive and grasp external opportunities, and make better
use of the acquired knowledge to reorganize corporate
resources, better integrate knowledge, and create new
niche (Christensen, 1995; Drucker, 1985; Lichtenthaler,
2009; March, 2006). Startups should adopt exploitative

innovation to quickly meet market demand and achieve
incremental innovation by imitating and duplicating products,
when the top management has a weak environmental
awareness. Startups should adopt exploratory innovation
and lead the market to achieve disruptive innovation
by developing new products and inventions to meet the
needs of customers, when the top management has a
strong environmental awareness (Lin, 2015). Exploratory
learning and exploitative learning should also interact
with each other to enhance the innovation capability of
startups through learning and imitation, so that startups
can realize independent innovation and form a virtuous
circle of innovation.
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Promote the top management’s environmental awareness.
The top management’s environmental awareness plays an
important role in carrying out green innovation activities
among startups (Hanbrick and Mason, 1984; Hambrick, 2007).
Environmental awareness comes from the identification of
opportunities, so startups should create a good green atmosphere,
give full play to the “decisive role of markets in resource
allocation,” and guide consumers to favor green products
and green consumption (Burki and Dahlstrom, 2017; Wang
et al., 2018). Startups should carry out green innovation
activities, invest in research and development of green products,
promote clean production and environmental management
systems, and build ecological supply chains, thereby forming
a virtuous circle dominated by green competitive advantages.
Environmental awareness comes from the responsibility
sense of top management. Startups should cultivate the top
management’s environmental awareness through trainings,
lectures, new media platforms, and so on; guide the top
management to address the demands of stakeholders, such as
governments, communities, and non-profit organizations, and
actively consider environmental issues as the responsibilities
of top management; make commitments for resources and
efforts; and then carry out green innovation to improve their
eco-innovation performance.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY
DIRECTIONS

Future researches can introduce more entrepreneurial contextual
variables, for example, by studying the influences on eco-
innovation performance of startups from an institutional
or individual perspective. In addition, given the limited
quantity of samples, some biases may exist in the
research results, so the diversity of samples is suggested
to be increased.
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The purpose of this paper is to analyze the relationship between positive psychological
quality and college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship
from the perspective of positive psychology, to explore the cultivation model that
can effectively improve college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship, and to promote their success in entrepreneurship. In this study, a
total of 1,500 college students were selected for questionnaire survey. ANOVA was
used to analyze the differences of innovation and entrepreneurship responsibilities in
demographic variables; factor analysis models were used to explore the factors that
influence college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship;
and Spearman correlation and linear regression were used to analyze the relationship
between college students’ positive quality and innovation and entrepreneurship. The
results showed that the average scores of individual responsibility, team responsibility,
and social responsibility were 3.290, 3.624, and 3.720, respectively; individual
responsibility differed significantly at the grade level; group responsibilities and social
responsibilities were significantly different at the grade and gender levels; the linear
fitting between benevolence, super-excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom with
team responsibilities all reached significant levels, among which the wisdom coefficient
was the highest; the linear fitting between syngroup, excellence, bravery, modesty,
and wisdom with social responsibility reached a significant level, among which the
wisdom coefficient was the highest; the linear fitting between syngroup, excellence,
bravery, modesty, and wisdom with personal responsibility reached a significant level,
among which the coefficient of excellence was the highest. This indicated that positive
psychological qualities such as syngroup, excellence, modesty, benevolence, super-
excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom were the influencing factors of college
students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship. Among them, the
role of wisdom is the most noteworthy in predicting social and group responsibilities,
and super-excellent is the most significant predictor for individual responsibility.

Keywords: innovation and entrepreneurship, social responsibility, positive psychological quality, linear regression
analysis, factor analysis model
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INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship of college students is an entrepreneurial
process that takes a special group of college students and
graduates as entrepreneurs (Ali et al., 2019). With the continuous
transformation process of China in recent years and the
increasing pressure of social employment, entrepreneurship has
gradually become a career choice for college students and
graduates (Qiao and Huang, 2019). However, the current college
entrepreneurship education system in China is imperfect, and it
has no practical application value for cultivating undergraduates’
sense of entrepreneurial responsibility and improving their
innovative ability. Relevant research showed that the core
problem faced by current college students was not only the ability
to take on financial risks but also the psychological responsibility
to withstand setbacks (Obschonka et al., 2018). Although college
students are keen on entrepreneurship, they lack self-awareness
by blindly following the trend of entrepreneurship and using
entrepreneurship as a means of comparison and competition,
regardless of whether they are suitable for entrepreneurship or
whether they are mature enough for entrepreneurship. This
kind of college students’ entrepreneurial psychology is utilitarian,
accompanied by fear of difficulties and lack of responsibility,
which is an unhealthy psychological problem (Sang and Lin,
2019). Therefore, it is extremely necessary to cultivate college
students’ sense of entrepreneurial responsibility and improve
their innovative ability.

College students need entrepreneurial motivation for their
own entrepreneurship, and the foundation of entrepreneurial
motivation is guaranteed by excellent psychological quality
and sound personality. Entrepreneurial psychological quality
is a discussion of psychological quality at the entrepreneurial
level, that is to say, a psychological ability aimed at innovative
entrepreneurial behavior established by college students
through the influence of acquired learning and educational
environment in the entrepreneurial process (Al-Jubari et al.,
2019). Relevant research showed that when individuals
faced entrepreneurial problems, they would show different
psychological cognitive response behaviors, which is an effective
comprehensive psychological quality that can enhance the
ability of entrepreneurs. Therefore, the psychological factors
behind the entrepreneurial behavior of college students are
also the focus of research by many scholars. For example,
positive psychology has gradually become a hot spot in current
psychology research, and its core concept is to mobilize the
individual’s internal psychological factors, such as self-esteem,
honesty, happiness, and bravery. With the help of positive
psychological qualities, new rules are hoped to be figured out for
interpretation (Baluku et al., 2019). If college students encounter
setbacks and difficulties in entrepreneurship, positive psychology
can help them solve problems, avoid risks, and achieve ultimate
success (Tang, 2019).

To sum up, it has become a research trend to enhance
the sense of entrepreneurial innovation responsibility of
contemporary college students and improve the ability of
innovation and entrepreneurship, and good psychological
quality of entrepreneurship is indispensable in the process

of entrepreneurship of college students. Therefore, this
study explored the status quo and influencing factors of
college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship from the perspective of positive psychology.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Interpretation of College Students’
Sense of Responsibility
In academic circles, different subjects have different
interpretations of college students’ sense of responsibility.
In sociology, the concept of sense of responsibility is discussed
as “When individuals or groups want to contribute to national
construction and social maintenance through their own efforts,
they show their high quality in the process. The sense of
responsibility is not produced in a plain way, it is formed in
the social values and a good atmosphere. In other words, it is
the correct understanding of the identity given by the society
by individuals or groups, and on top of this understanding,
it is necessary to take action for it” (Yang et al., 2012). From
the psychological level, the sense of responsibility refers to
the individual’s moral level to a certain level, in the process of
self-awareness development of their own status and identity. The
emotional changes are generated under the goal of achieving
moral consciousness in participating in social activities.
Responsibility comes from the change of psychology and thought
(Hill and Torres, 2010), but there are obvious differences on the
specific content of the psychological structure of responsibility,
and the specific conclusions of each dimension are different.
Some experts and scholars regard the sense of responsibility of
college students as the psychological change process of college
students, the awakening of self-consciousness caused by the
stimulation of the external environment, and the domination of
thoughts and actions under the understanding of responsibility
(Wei and Feng, 2013).

The Connotation and Forming Factors of
College Students’ Sense of
Responsibility
Some scholars have analyzed the position of college students.
They think that as adults who have reached the age of 18,
college students will have the ability to be responsible for
themselves, family, and society. Especially as an adult, he/she
should fulfill the tasks given by the society and make his/her
own contribution to the society. Under this understanding,
they equate the sense of responsibility of college students with
their sense of social responsibility. The research and discussions
on college students’ sense of responsibility in specific social
roles and tasks have also been carried out in the academic
community. College students’ sense of family responsibility is
a sense of responsibility that college students should have,
and it is also an important part of social responsibility (Yin,
2018). First of all, an adult should make sure that he/she
is no longer a child in the family, and thus he/she should
assume the family responsibilities according to the adult’s
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standard and learn how to restrain behaviors and abide by the
family rules, so as to maintain the harmonious development
of family. The changes in psychology and actions formed
under this recognition reflect the awakening of college students’
sense of family responsibility (Wang, 2014). In addition, in
terms of learning, college students should be more self-
conscious and actively learn skills and knowledge. In order to
meet the needs of future work and their own development,
when college students can consciously complete the learning
tasks and achieve the learning goals, it indicates that their
sense of responsibility for learning has also formed. Learning
responsibility consists of three parts: learning responsibility,
learning responsibility, and responsible behavior (Chen and
Shen, 1993). It is an integral part of students’ moral character.
Besides, learning responsibility urges individuals to form strong
learning motivation and then urges them to actively make
continuous efforts to overcome difficulties and solve problems
(Zhao, 2019). In a word, college students are willing to learn,
consciously complete their learning tasks, and fulfill their student
obligations, thereby enabling the formation of college students’
sense of responsibility for learning (Liu, 2017). With regard
to college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship, college students’ sense of responsibility refers
to the social relations and the awareness of personal ability
to undertake duty or corresponding negligence under the
background of “mass entrepreneurship and innovation” (Ai,
2017). At the same time, from the perspective of technological
design philosophy, responsible innovation also includes a kind
of professional responsibility to some extent. Some studies
have shown that college students’ sense of responsibility can
be divided according to their living environment, social roles,
and responsibilities. Therefore, the sense of responsibility for
innovation and entrepreneurship is that under the influence
of the external environment, college students have formed the
necessary sense of innovation and entrepreneurship, developed
the spirit of innovation and professionalism, and actively
innovated and ventured boldly. Under the motivation of
innovation and entrepreneurship, to promote individuals to
actively complete the task of entrepreneurship and innovation,
according to their social relations, should include innovation and
entrepreneurship self-responsibility, group responsibility, and
social responsibility. For the purpose of building the sense of
responsibility, college students need to achieve “four unities.”
The first step is to correctly recognize their own responsibilities,
and then form the emotion of fulfilling their responsibilities,
and then to further strengthen the awareness of fulfilling their
responsibilities. The last step is to put the awareness into
the action of time. Each process cannot be separated from
the foundation of the previous process. Those four factors
shall work together and finally promote college students to
form a sense of responsibility (Li and Geng, 2010). College
students’ inadequate sense of responsibility can be reflected in
many aspects. Therefore, the problem of influencing factors of
college students’ sense of responsibility has always been the
focus of experts in various fields. Some studies have examined
demographic characteristics, such as the differences in gender
and family background (Huang et al., 2016; Wu and Wang, 2018),

personality characteristics (Xue et al., 2016), and interpersonal
relationship (Chen, 2013).

Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Education
As world trends continue to change, China’s economic system
reform will also undergo transformation. Nowadays, under the
general trend of the world, China’s industrial type will change
from labor intensiveness to core technology. At this stage, it is
necessary to focus on cultivating the innovative thinking of the
public and improving the entrepreneurial ability. In the process
of China’s economic system transformation, it is concerned
about the new generation, especially college students in the
conceptual stage of career development. On December 28, 2016,
Renmin University of China released the 2016 China Student
Entrepreneurship Report (hereinafter referred to as “the Report”).
Through a questionnaire survey of 1,767 college graduates in
China, the report found that college students in China had a high
enthusiasm for entrepreneurship. At the same time, according
to the report released in 2017–2018, the entrepreneurship
rate of undergraduate graduates was higher than that of
graduate students and junior college graduates in terms of
academic qualifications; from the perspective of university
type, the entrepreneurship rate of ordinary undergraduates was
higher than that of the undergraduates with double first-class
construction; the top three in terms of entrepreneurship industry
in terms of college students culture, sports and entertainment,
education, wholesale, and retail are in order. From the perspective
of the types of entrepreneurial projects, the top three include
business services, education and training, and cultural creativity,
which has set off a wave of innovation and entrepreneurship
among college students across the country, also made colleges
and universities provide theoretical support and help for students
(Rogoza et al., 2018; Sun, 2020).

At present, China pays great attention to the innovation
and entrepreneurship education of college students. Through
the research of crime investigation and other ways, it is
obvious that there are still many defects in the innovation and
entrepreneurship education of college graduates. For example, for
the moral education of college students, it is necessary to advocate
to infiltrate into the innovation and entrepreneurship education
of students from various channels, focusing on its education of
sense of responsibility. In addition, there are still many problems
in the cultivation of students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
awareness and ability (Liu et al., 2019). Individual value
includes not only economic value but also humanistic value
and self-realization value. Entrepreneurship education embodies
the economic value of entrepreneurship education, but the
humanistic value and spiritual value of entrepreneurship
education are the most fundamental. Entrepreneurship education
focuses on cultivating students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
ability, moral awareness, enhancing students’ sense of personal
dignity, and enhancing their own value awareness. When
studying the innovation and entrepreneurship education of
college graduates, researchers should not only combine the actual
situation of China but also learn from the experience of other
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countries (Yu et al., 2020). For instance, the United Kingdom has
made a lot of achievements in its entrepreneurship education,
and many inspirations can be obtained; in the process of
innovation and entrepreneurship education, it is necessary
to first create a good policy environment, which needs the
support of the government; secondly, it is necessary to improve
the infrastructure of entrepreneurship education; finally, China
needs the full support and help of the society for the innovation
education of colleges and universities. These theoretical research
results have laid a foundation for the solution of the problem
of improving the sense of responsibility of college students.
On the basis of the existing research results, some scholars
have carried out theoretical discussion (Sun et al., 2015) and
path analysis on the cultivation of the sense of responsibility
in the innovation and entrepreneurship education of college
students. However, there is a lack of discussion on the influencing
factors and mechanism of college students’ responsibility for
innovation and entrepreneurship, and the specific research on
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility
from the perspective of positive psychology has not yet appeared.

About the Positive Psychology
Among many factors that affect college students’ sense of
responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship, psychology
is an important predictor. Positive psychology is a new
psychological concept emerging in western countries at the end
of the last century. It aims to stimulate people’s initiative and
innovation ability by mining positive energy, so as to achieve
a happier life. Foreign countries have made some achievements
in the criticism and reflection of positive psychology. About
positive experience, foreign scholars have discussed subjective
well-being (Daniel Kahneman and Taylor benshahar), optimism
(Peter), positive emotions, and physical health (Dctweeler and
Steward). In terms of positive psychological quality, this paper
discusses the psychological mechanism and neurobiological basis
of hope and optimism, summarizes the five factor theories
of personality traits (Alan CARR), and creates the positive
psychological quality assessment scale (Lopez and Snyder, 2004).
In terms of the influence of positive psychology on human
behavior, scholars have come to different conclusions through
different methods: Sean Ekor has passed through 48 countries.
The data of 2,000 people and 225 subtopics strongly prove
that happiness can bring great changes to organizations and
individuals: the average increase of organizational productivity
was by 31%, the average increase of customer satisfaction by
12%, the increase of work efficiency by 16%, the increase of work
engagement by 32%, and the increase of work satisfaction by 46%
(Matin and Christopher, 2004); Angela Dukeworth found that in
order to succeed, the researchers needed a very important factor,
that is, perseverance; Kelly Magnegal put forward the theory
of limit of willpower loss, was opposed to compulsive therapy,
advocated the effective use of their desires, and turned their
guidance into the motivation to focus on certain things or ignore
the temptation. This paper summed up a healthy life mentality,
that is, to dare to face challenges (Sun et al., 2015). Besides, on
the basis of the possibility and biological limitations of change,
Dr. Seligman found that focusing limited time and energy on

traits that could be changed was the most effective way to achieve
self-improvement (Huang et al., 2018).

Positive Psychological Quality and
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Previous studies have shown that people with strong adaptability
have strong innovation tendency, low sense of responsibility,
high altruism tendency, and strong entrepreneurial tendency
(Zhao et al., 2018); positive psychological quality is the positive
psychology formed by the interaction between individuals and
their surrounding environment in the process of growth. The
expression of experience and emotion as well as the optimistic
attitude toward problems have a very important impact on college
students who are about to enter the society for entrepreneurial
practice; college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship need
to correctly handle team relations, fulfill team obligations, and
assume team responsibilities. Positive psychological quality has
a significant positive correlation with freshmen adaptation and
self-awareness and has a significant negative correlation with
interpersonal problems (Halvari et al., 2019); the willpower
of positive psychological quality is an important factor in
time monitoring and time efficiency. College students’ sense
of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship includes
effective planning and implementation (Ye, 2020); it is speculated
that there may be a certain correlation between college students’
positive psychological quality and their sense of responsibility for
innovation and entrepreneurship.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design of Questionnaire
With the college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation
and entrepreneurship and the influence of positive psychological
quality on it, a special scale for college students’ sense
of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship
was designed based on Professor Martin Seligman and
Christopher questionnaire of positive psychological quality
compiled by Professor Peterson and the questionnaire
of 2016 college students’ positive psychological quality
compiled by Associate Professor Chen Wanling; based on
Zhuo Jin’s work responsibility in 2006 and Wang Yinghui’s
entrepreneurship ability questionnaire in 2018, a special
scale of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
responsibility was designed and a questionnaire of college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility was
compiled (Wang and Tan, 2020).

The questionnaire includes three parts: basic personal
situation, college students’ positive psychological quality, and
their sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship.
The basic information includes “gender,” “the only child
situation,” and “grade.” The purpose of this study is to
understand the individual factors of college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility. The main
part of the questionnaire focuses on the current situation and
positive psychological quality of college students’ sense of
responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship. The survey
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of college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship was designed from three aspects: personal
responsibility, team responsibility, and social responsibility.
There were 15 questions in total to explore college students’
understanding of related responsibilities, to determine their
positive identification of responsibility events, and to judge the
strength of implementation of responsibility behaviors (Tok,
2020). The survey of college students’ positive psychological
quality was conducted based on 24 excellent qualities of positive
psychological quality, with 32 items in total. In the main part
of the questionnaire, five Likert scales were used to score each
item, and the average score of the measurement item was used to
express the degree of the respondents’ sense of innovation and
entrepreneurship responsibility. The higher the score, the higher
the responsibility of innovation and entrepreneurship. Among
them, 1 point means strongly disagree, 2 points means disagree, 3
points means neutral, 4 points means agree, and 5 points means
strongly agree (Princitta and Menachery, 2020).

Sample and Data Collection
In this study, college students from eight universities in Fujian,
Jiangsu, Anhui, Heilongjiang, and Zhejiang were selected as the
research objects. There was no immoral behavior in the research
process, and no human clinical or animal experiments were
involved. The authors first got in touch with the counselors
of various colleges and then asked if the survey could be
conducted in schools. With the approval of the counselor, a
total of 1,511 questionnaires were distributed. This questionnaire
was answered anonymously. A total of 1,511 questionnaires
were collected, 11 invalid questionnaires were eliminated, and
1,500 were valid.

Control of Virtual Variables
This study focuses on the influence of positive psychological
quality on the sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship. Previous studies have shown that different
demographic characteristics may have an impact on the sense of
responsibility. Therefore, demographic variables were selected as
control variables. In this data analysis, gender and the only child
situation were encoded as virtual variables.

Statistical Analysis
SPSS 19.0 version statistical software was used to analyze the data
processing of this study, the measurement data were expressed
by mean ± standard deviation (x ± s), and the count data
were expressed as a percentage (%); one-way ANOVA was used
to analyze the difference of innovation and entrepreneurship
responsibilities in demographic variables (grades); multivariate
analysis of variance was used to examine the differences in
innovation and entrepreneurship responsibilities in demographic
variables (grades); a factor analysis model was used to explore
the factors that influence college students’ sense of innovation
and entrepreneurship responsibilities. In addition, Spearman
correlation and linear regression were used to observe the
relationship between college students’ positive quality and
the responsibility of innovation and entrepreneurship. Lastly,
Origin8.0 software was used to draw the diagram.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Sample Analysis of College Students
General Information and Sample Validity of College
Students
In this study, descriptive statistical analysis was made on the basic
characteristics of the respondents from three aspects: gender, the
only child situation, and university grade. The specific analysis
results are shown in Table 1. Among the 1,500 valid samples
collected, 685 were men, accounting for 45.7%; and 815 were
women, accounting for 54.3%. The proportion of men and
women was roughly the same, indicating that this survey can
show men and women in a more balanced way. The respondents’
sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship can
also balance the difference between male and female respondents’
sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship, so
the sample has a strong representative nature; secondly, 68.6% of
the respondents were not an only child, and they all had brothers
and sisters, including 238 for male-only children, 244 for female,
458 for male not an only child, and 571 for female, basically 1:1. In
grade distribution, the largest proportion of freshmen was 33.4%,
sophomores 25.67%, junior students 16.67%, and senior students
24.27%. According to Table 2, the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO)
value of the sample sufficiency of college students’ innovation
and entrepreneurship responsibility is 0.943, which indicates that
the survey of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
responsibility in the third part of the questionnaire is scientific
and reasonable with high credibility.

Sample Mean and Covariance
Table 3 shows the overall and subdimensions of the sample of
this study. The total average score of college students’ sense of
responsibility for entrepreneurship and innovation is 3.545, and
the overall degree of compliance is in the general to consistent
range. Most of the students have a sense of team, self, and

TABLE 1 | The basic situation of the survey object.

Characteristics Categories Male % of sample
male

Female % of sample
female

Only child
situation

Yes 238 34.74 244 29.94

No 447 65.26 571 70.06

Grade Freshmen 228 33.28 273 33.51

Sophomores 182 26.57 203 24.90

Junior students 107 15.62 143 17.54

Senior students 168 24.52 196 24.05

TABLE 2 | Sample validity.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy Part 2

0.943

Bartlett’s test of sphericity Approx. chi square 10,860.111

Df 105

Sig. <0.001
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TABLE 3 | Responsibility of innovation and entrepreneurship of college student.

Population covariance

Item Min Max Average value Std. deviation

Q1 1 5 3.7140 0.66169

Q2 1 5 3.5820 0.70872

Q3 1 5 3.7700 0.73946

Q4 1 5 3.3240 0.80547

Q5 1 5 3.7640 0.67077

Q6 1 5 3.6773 0.76699

Q7 1 5 3.8387 0.78041

Q8 1 5 3.5113 0.80807

Q9 1 5 3.4613 0.81216

Q10 1 5 3.3800 0.77287

Q11 1 5 2.9667 0.92779

Q12 1 5 3.4900 0.72359

Q13 1 5 3.7587 0.79719

Q14 1 5 3.5967 0.74186

Q15 1 5 3.7640 0.71878

Team responsibility 1 5 3.6236

Social responsibility 1 5 3.7200

Individual responsibility 1 5 3.2901

social responsibility. According to the statistical results, it is
obvious that the average scores of individual responsibilities,
team responsibility, and social responsibility are 3.290, 3.624,
and 3.720 respectively, among which social responsibility > team
responsibility > individual responsibility. The overall level of
college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship is not high. According to the survey results,
the overall scores of college students’ entrepreneurship and
innovation responsibility were only at a general level; and the
average scores of college students’ individual responsibility, team
responsibility, and social responsibility were all less than 4, which
indicated that the overall sense of entrepreneurial innovation
responsibility of college students was low.

The Status Quo of College Students’ Sense of
Responsibility for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Western scholar Wilson proposed that “rationality and behavior
are necessary and inseparable to a moral action, just like two
sides of a coin. The behavior without reason cannot be called
moral behavior. Similarly, the operation without morality must
not be moral with only moral reason or reason.” Moral cognition
and moral behavior are equally important. The combination of
knowledge and action is the highest level of personal moral
cultivation. However, the survey results indicate the average score
of college students is only 2.9667 when it comes to “I have a
certain entrepreneurship or innovation plan (Q11),” which shows
that most of them have not yet started to make entrepreneurship
and innovation plans. As for the item “I think innovation spirit
is necessary for every college student (Q7),” the average score of
college students is 3.8387; that is to say, college students’ sense of
responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship has a certain
degree of different knowledge and behavior, high knowledge, and
low behavior, which shows that college students’ cognition and

emotional identification of their responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship are clear to some extent. However, there is a
lack of self-discipline and initiative in the level of responsible
behavior in real life.

Analysis on the Difference of
Demographic Variables of the
Responsibility of Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Difference Analysis of Personal Responsibility in
Demographic Variables
As shown in Table 4, there was no significant difference in
personal responsibility in terms of gender, whether or not the
only child, and the gender of the only child (p > 0.05); however,
there was a significant difference in personal responsibility at the
grade level (p< 0.05), among which the personal responsibility of
fourth-grade students was significantly higher than that of other
grades, and the personal responsibility of third-grade students
was significantly higher than that of first-grade and second-
grade students.

Analysis on the Difference of Group Responsibility in
Demographic Variables
As shown in Table 5, there was no significant difference in
group responsibility at the only child level (p > 0.05); there were
significant differences in group responsibilities at the grade level
(p< 0.05). Among them, the group responsibilities of the fourth-
grade students were significantly higher than those of other
grades, and the group responsibilities of the third-grade students
were obviously higher than those of the first- and second-grade
students; there were significant differences in group responsibility
at the gender level and the one-child gender level (p < 0.05),
among which the group responsibility of men was significantly
higher than that of women.

Difference Analysis of Social Responsibility in
Demographic Variables
As shown in Table 6, there was no significant difference in
social responsibility at the only child level (p > 0.05); there

TABLE 4 | An analysis of the difference of personal responsibility in general
demographic variables.

Variables Classification Personal
responsibility

The value
of χ2

The value
of p

Gender Male 3.311 ± 0.357 2.655 0.739

Female 3.286 ± 0.419

Grade First grade 2.736 ± 0.258 6.771 0.026

Second grade 2.675 ± 0.509

Third grade 3.299 ± 0.380

Fourth grade 3.417 ± 0.492

Whether or not
the only child

Yes 3.269 ± 0.533 7.276 0.066

No 3.331 ± 0.275

The only child Male 3.431 ± 0.631 3.269 0.071

Female 3.265 ± 0.447
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TABLE 5 | Analysis of the difference of group responsibility in general
demographic variables.

Variables Classification Group
responsibility

The value
of χ2

The value
of p

Gender Male 3.831 ± 0.662 1.805 0.026

Female 2.592 ± 0.470

Grade First grade 2.370 ± 0.472 5.776 0.021

Second grade 2.491 ± 0.729

Third grade 3.511 ± 0.498

Fourth grade 3.802 ± 0.558

Whether or not
the only child

Yes 3.229 ± 0.418 2.686 0.043

No 3.379 ± 0.736

The only child Male 4.112 ± 0.574 7.045 0.015

Female 2.791 ± 0.662

TABLE 6 | An analysis of the difference of social responsibility in general
demographic variables.

Variables Classification Social
responsibility

The value
of χ2

The value
of p

Gender Male 3.953 ± 0.460 6.805 0.018

Female 2.366 ± 0.572

Grade First grade 2.283 ± 0.311 5.171 0.036

Second grade 2.347 ± 0.279

Third grade 3.766 ± 0.338

Fourth grade 4.022 ± 0.472

Whether or not
the only child

Yes 3.209 ± 0.442 4.686 0.063

No 3.430 ± 0.381

The only child Male 3.882 ± 0.157 6.045 0.032

Female 2.744 ± 0.266

were significant differences in social responsibility at the grade
level (p < 0.05), among which the social responsibility of
fourth-grade students was significantly higher than that of other
grades, and the social responsibility of third-grade students was
significantly higher than that of first- and second-grade students;
there was a significant difference in social responsibility between
the sexes and the gender of the only child (p < 0.05). Among
them, the social responsibility of men was significantly higher
than that of women.

An Analysis of the Factors Influencing
College Students’ Sense of Innovation
and Entrepreneurship
The Selection of the Influencing Index of College
Students’ Sense of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
The factor analysis model of college students’ sense of
responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship was built.
According to the model and method of factor analysis,
factor analysis was conducted on the data of 1,500 college
students’ psychological quality influencing factors. The test steps
were as follows.

Indicator Selection: The factors influencing college students’
sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship are
as follows: X1, “I am sure that I can accomplish a new task”;
X2, “I always try my best to deal with difficulties”; X3, “I
am good at learning new knowledge”; X4, “I can admit my
imperfections and accept them”; X5, “I am said to be confident
by others”; X6, “I often offend people unintentionally”; X7, “I
like to accept new challenges”; X8, “I often regret doing things
carelessly”; X9, “When angry, I will restrain myself ”; X10, “I will
sincerely appreciate helping others”; X11, “I’m good at mobilizing
everyone’s enthusiasm and enthusiasm”; X12, “It is not easy for
me to get revenge”; X13, “I get very sad when I see others in a
difficult situation”; X14, “Others say I’m a good partner”; X15,
“I’m always energetic”; X16, “People often say that my advice is
very good”; X17, “I am always interested in new things”; X18, “I
never participate in class activities that I don’t like”; X19, “People
say that I’m very stubborn”; X20, “I am more likely to complete
tasks with you than to do it alone”; X21, “I’m willing to listen to
others’ opinions”; X22, “In my life, I can find many people and
things to be grateful for”; X23, “Even if the task is difficult, I will
not give up”; X24, “I appreciate the beautiful things”; and X25,
“When I encounter difficulties, someone will help me.”

According to the principle of factor analysis, the SPSS
software was used to process the collected sample data. The
SPSS software was used to analyze the factors influencing the
psychological quality of college students’ sense of responsibility
for innovation and entrepreneurship, and the main components
were obtained and renamed.

Factor Analysis Process of Influencing Index of
University Students’ Sense of Innovation and
Entrepreneurial Responsibility
The process of factor analysis deals with utilization indexes:
standardize the original data. The z-scores method is used
to divide the known variables or related indicators from the
mean value and the standard deviation. After standardization,
the average value is 0, and the standard deviation value is
1. By judging KMO and Bartlett’s sphere, researchers can test
whether the variables can meet the actual needs of unfolding
factor analysis. As shown in Tables 7, 8, the KMO value was
sufficient for the questionnaire sample, which means that positive
psychology reaches 0.894, while the significance probability of chi
square statistical value is less than 0.001, and the results show
that it reaches a significant level; so it can be concluded that
due to the influencing factors of positive psychology, there is a
significant correlation between all the variables associated with
it, showing that it can meet the needs of factor analysis. The
SPSS software was used to expand factor analysis for sample data,
the characteristic equation and the score of principal component
factor can be obtained by operation, and the factor contribution
rate can be obtained on this basis. When the factor is selected,
the basic principle with eigenvalue greater than 1 should be
followed. After that, the principal components can be obtained
by orthogonal rotation of the factor load matrix. The obtained
contents are shown in Table 9. In the table, it is not difficult to
find that the number of factors extracted by factor analysis is 6,
which can explain 60.924% of the total variance of the project.
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TABLE 7 | Sample validity.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy Part 1

0.894

Bartlett’s test of sphericity Approx. chi square 14,084.429

Df 300

Sig. <0.001

TABLE 8 | Variance interpretation of scale samples.

Total Percentage of variance Accumulate %

Part 1 3.538 14.15 14.15

2.855 11.42 25.57

2.849 11.395 36.966

2.314 9.255 46.221

2.054 8.217 54.438

1.617 6.467 60.905

Principal component 1 is named excellence by X12, X10, X24,
X1, X15, and X22.

Principal component 2 is named brave by X4, X2,
X5, X7, and X23.

Principal component 3 is named restraint by X9,
X8, X21, and X19.

Principal component 4 is named wisdom by X14, X6,
X16, X3, and X17.

Principal component 5 is named as syngroup by
X11, X18, and X20.

Principal component 6 is named benevolence by X13 and X25.

The Correlation Between Positive Quality
and Responsibility for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Spearman Correlation Analysis of Positive
Psychological Quality and Responsibility of
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Table 10 reveals that there is a positive correlation between
positive quality and responsibility for innovation and
entrepreneurship as a whole, in which the correlation
between positive quality and team responsibility and individual
responsibility of college students reaches a significant level.
Besides, in terms of positive quality, there is a positive correlation
between justice dimension and social responsibility, but it
does not reach a significant level; other quality and social
responsibility reach a significant level, and the above correlation
is significant. In Table 10, the highest correlation coefficient
between intelligence and social responsibility was 0.662. In
the positive quality group, the correlation coefficient between
benevolence quality and other qualities is the highest, indicating
that the more benevolent the quality of college students
is, the more gregarious they are. In the group and other
qualities, the correlation coefficient between benevolence quality
and bravery quality is the highest, indicating that the more
gregarious the college students are, the braver they are; compared
with other qualities, bravery is higher than excellent quality,
indicating that the braver the college students are, the more

TABLE 9 | Factor load matrix after rotation.

Part 1 Component

1 2 3 4 5 6

X12 0.775

X10 0.734

X24 0.710

X1 0.693

X15 0.633

X22 0.602

X4 0.809

X2 0.807

X5 0.782

X7 0.756

X23 0.754

X9 0.782

X8 0.677

X21 0.566

X19 0.564

X14 0.670

X6 0.618

X16 0.570

X3 0.566

X17 0.512

X11 0.841

X18 0.782

X20 0.777

X13 0.877

X23 0.850

excellent their restraint is compared with other qualities, and
the highest correlation coefficient with wisdom, indicating
that the more restrained the college students are, the more
intelligent they are. In the dimension of sense of responsibility,
the correlation coefficient between team responsibility and
social responsibility is as high as 0.7, indicating that the
stronger the team responsibility is, the stronger the sense of
social responsibility.

Regression Analysis of Positive Psychological Quality
and Responsibility of Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
According to the results of linear regression in Table 11,
the correlation coefficient (0.030 is significantly greater
than p < 0.001) shows that under the condition that other
variables remain unchanged, the positive psychological quality
of college students increases by 1 unit, and the innovation
and entrepreneurship responsibility increases by 0.030 units.
The adjusted R2 shows that the regression model of positive
psychological quality and team responsibility can explain 56.8%
variance of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship
responsibility, the regression model of positive psychological
quality and social responsibility can explain 51.0% variance of
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility,
and the regression model of positive psychological quality
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TABLE 10 | Correlation analysis between positive quality and responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship.

Benevolence Syngroup Excellence Bravery Restraint Wisdom Team responsibility Social responsibility Individual
responsibility

Benevolence 1

Syngroup 0.271** 1

Excellence 0.128** 0.198** 1

Bravery 0.215** 0.248** 0.537** 1

Restraint 0.174** 0.114** 0.339** 0.413** 1

Wisdom 0.199** 0.222** 0.516** 0.513** 0.506** 1

Team responsibility 0.250** 0.238** 0.556** 0.613** 0.509** 0.639** 1

Social responsibility 0.181** 0.227** 0.476** 0.537** 0.472** 0.662** 0.700** 1

Individual responsibility 0.156** 0.228** 0.628** 0.479** 0.328** 0.434** 0.606** 0.614** 1

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

and self-responsibility can explain 43.5% of college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility. Generally
speaking, positive psychological quality has a higher explanation
of team responsibility, followed by social responsibility, and
the worst explanation of self-responsibility. In the linear fitting
of positive psychology and team responsibility, benevolence,
excellence, bravery, moderation, and wisdom all reached
a significant level, among which the highest coefficient of
knowledge and wisdom reached 0.307, indicating that for
each increase of knowledge and wisdom, team responsibility
increased by 0.307. In the positive psychology and social
responsibility, the linear fitting of gregarious, excellent, brave,
moderate, and wisdom reached a significant level; the highest
intelligence coefficient was 0.463, indicating that for every
1-point increase in wisdom, it increased by 0.463; in the
linear fitting of positive psychology and self-responsibility,
gregarious, excellent, brave, moderate, and wisdom reached
a significant level, of which the highest excellent coefficient
was 0.526. It shows that for every 1-point increase in the
excellent coefficient, the sense of self-responsibility increases
by 0.307. In general, the regression coefficients of positive
psychology, team responsibility, social responsibility, and
personal responsibility are all greater than 0, which further
shows that positive psychological quality has a positive
impact on innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility
(Burrell, 2020).

TABLE 11 | Linear regression analysis of positive psychology to sense of
responsibility.

Team
responsibility

Social
responsibility

Individual
responsibility

VIF (variance
inflation factor)

Benevolence 0.054** 0.003 0.018 1.123

Syngroup 0.023 0.038* 0.062** 1.142

Excellence 0.177** 0.09** 0.526** 1.587

Bravery 0.269** 0.206** 0.161** 1.671

Restraint 0.139** 0.115** 0.061** 1.414

Wisdom 0.307** 0.463** 0.071** 1.76

Adjusted R2 0.568 0.510 0.435

*Indicates p < 0.05, while ** indicates p < 0.001.

DISCUSSION

Theoretical Meaning
The results of this study contribute to the theory of college
students’ sense of responsibility. This study first found that
in demographic variables, individual responsibility, social
responsibility, and group responsibility were significantly
different at the grade level; the personal responsibility of
fourth-grade students was significantly higher than that of other
grades; and the personal responsibility of third-grade students
was significantly higher than that of first- and second-grade
students (p < 0.05), which was similar to the results of Inada
(2020). It showed that with the advancement of university life,
individual college students were gradually maturely affected
by the school education environment, which made their level
of innovation and entrepreneurial responsibility significantly
improved. Regardless of whether they were the only child or
not, individual responsibility was not significantly different
in gender (p > 0.05), while social responsibility and group
responsibility were significantly different in gender level
(p < 0.05). This may have resulted from the influence of
traditional domestic education, in which men were still the
main labor force, so their social responsibility also was heavy.
This may be the additional responsibility given by the role.
In addition, there was no significant difference in the sense
of responsibility for entrepreneurial innovation between the
only child level (p > 0.05), which was exactly the opposite of
the results of Luo’s (2019) research. The reason of this may be
that whether the child has responsibility comes from parents’
and families’ education and training concepts. So as long as
the parent’s education is appropriate, regardless if they are
an only child, they can develop a sense of social and group
responsibility. Therefore, entrepreneurship is the highest form
of employment, and responsible entrepreneurs are the goal
of innovation and entrepreneurship education for college
students. To enhance college students’ sense of responsibility
for innovation and entrepreneurship is to let college students
establish correct values in the activities of innovation and
entrepreneurship and consciously achieve the unity of
knowledge and practice. Innovation and entrepreneurship
responsibility induction is an important part of ideological and
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political education for college students. This study will help
to improve the content of ideological and political education
for college students and enrich the theory of responsibility for
college students.

Secondly, from the perspective of positive psychology,
it was found that the linear fitting of benevolence, super-
excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom and team
responsibility all reached a significant level, and the coefficient
of wisdom was the highest (0.307), which indicated that
wisdom had the highest impact on the improvement and
development of social responsibility of college students
in positive psychological qualities, while benevolence,
excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom had a significant
predictive effect on group responsibility. Syngroup, excellence,
bravery, modesty, and the linear fit of wisdom and social
responsibility reached a significant level, with the highest
coefficient of wisdom (0.463). This also showed that syngroup,
excellence, bravery, modesty, and wisdom had a significant
predictive effect on social responsibility. The linear fitting of
syndication, excellence, bravery, gentleness, and wisdom to
personal responsibility reached a significant level, with the
highest coefficient of excellence (0.526), and other studies,
indicating that syngroup, excellence, bravery, modesty,
and wisdom had a significant predictive effect on group
responsibilities, of which excellence had the highest impact
on the improvement and development of college students’
social responsibility.

This paper explores the impact of positive psychological
quality on college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation
and entrepreneurship. Previous studies focused on the analysis
and interpretation of relevant theories from the perspective of
positive psychology, exploring how to improve the research of
college students’ willingness to innovate and entrepreneurship
and innovation and entrepreneurship education, focusing on
the analysis and interpretation of relevant theories. This study
through empirical research, through statistical analysis of positive
psychological quality and college students’ sense of responsibility
for innovation and entrepreneurship, broadens the research
perspective of positive psychological quality theory.

Finally, the authors hope to make new theoretical
contributions by comparing the significant correlation
patterns of emotional feedback and cognitive feedback.
According to the results of this survey, the cultivation system
of college students’ sense of responsibility for innovation
and entrepreneurship is proposed from the perspective of
positive psychology. Positive psychology clearly points out
that the existence of environment provides the possibility for
human beings to show their own experience, and human
beings will be influenced by the environment. Positive
psychology refers to a wide range of environments, not
only involving the material environment, but also including
social, school, and family cultural environment. Based on
this, in order to create a harmonious and orderly learning
environment for students and effectively improve their
sense of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship,
the colleges and universities may choose to work from the
following aspects.

Create a Positive Cultural Atmosphere
In practical work, it is necessary to put an end to the
wrong practices that only stay in management, go deep into
teachers and students, actively carry out publicity and education,
carry out psychological education through multiple channels,
and implement the multiple links of entrepreneurship and
innovation. (1) Through observation and learning, students
can be organized to watch publicity and education films
or biographies of successful people or to experience the
entrepreneurial enthusiasm of entrepreneurs in the innovation
and entrepreneurship base, forming a resonance and then
embarking on the road of entrepreneurship (Zhou, 2009).
(2) Speech incentive: The colleges and universities may invite
entrepreneurs who have successfully started their own businesses
to give speeches and attract students through rich entrepreneurial
experience. Under the guidance of an example, college students
will become more ambitious and form a spiritual quality
that sticks to the end and never advances (Zhang, 2017).
(3) Communication and exchange: Through the organization
of entrepreneurship exchange meeting and other forms, an
exchange platform should be provided to the entrepreneurial
students (Wang, 2015). Through this platform, students can
exchange entrepreneurial experience and confusion. With the
careful answers of entrepreneurial teams, the sense of panic
caused by the insufficient understanding of entrepreneurial
innovation will also disappear. (4) Creating entrepreneurial plans
and organizing college students to implement the conception and
creation of entrepreneurial plans: Through this action, students’
internal thoughts can be fully expressed, and the transformation
from simple thoughts to practical actions can be realized, and the
unity of thoughts and actions in a real sense can be realized.

Building a First-Class Team of Entrepreneurial and
Innovative Teachers
At present, the primary task for colleges and universities is
to establish a full-time teacher team to adapt to the changes.
The teachers in the team should not only have the sense of
responsibility for entrepreneurship education but also master
the advanced teaching concepts and scientific methods. First
of all, in order to build a team of high-quality college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship guidance teachers, it
is necessary to strengthen the vocational training of the guidance
teachers, optimize the psychological knowledge structure of the
guidance teachers, and make them become high-quality guidance
teachers with broad knowledge, solid professional foundation,
rich practical experience, and the combination of “Tao” and
“Shu” (Wang, 2003). Secondly, it is feasible to take the Chinese
traditional culture as the philosophy guidance. In order to help
students, understand and accept themselves, improve the positive
personality of entrepreneurs and innovators, and stimulate the
innovative thinking of college students, it is essential to actively
adopt immersive auxiliary working methods; to adhere to the
principles of curriculum design of preaching, teaching, and
puzzle solving; and to create a good atmosphere full of love
and sincerity for students. Finally, in the process of guiding the
innovation and entrepreneurship practice of college students, the
authors can adopt such methods as inspiring learning, simulating
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practice, exploring problems, and sharing experience, so as to
make ourselves and students be full of positive emotions in
the process of entrepreneurship practice; make practice teaching
more targeted, happy, positive, and substantial in practice;
and require the innovation and entrepreneurship tutors to
pay attention to their own cultivation and maintain optimistic
management quality.

Building a Scientific Curriculum System
The contents and methods of college students’ study in school
depend on the construction of curriculum system, especially
in stimulating students’ positive energy and cultivating positive
emotions. The construction of curriculum system with positive
psychological content plays an important role in this regard. First
of all, the mental health knowledge is flexibly applied to the
cultivation of students’ psychological quality. Secondly, in the
curriculum system of mental health education and innovation
and entrepreneurship, colleges and universities should actively
cultivate and strengthen the internal positive characteristics
of human beings, change, or even eliminate the negative
characteristics (Li et al., 2019). Therefore, the content of
positive psychological quality education can be added in the
curriculum system of innovation and entrepreneurship of college
students, and focus should be on the mental health education
of entrepreneurs and innovators from the negative to the
accumulation extreme. Finally, in terms of specific curriculum,
the colleges and universities should appropriately increase the
content of courses to meet the needs of students according
to their actual needs (Chen, 2019). Since constructiveness is
the essence of curriculum content, the teachers, students, the
developers of curriculum, and content may work together to
measure and develop curriculum and make constant evaluation
and modification, so as to better play the role of college students’
positive psychological quality in the cultivation of innovative
entrepreneurs’ sense of responsibility.

CONCLUSION

This study explores the current situation of college students’ sense
of responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship, which
provides some numerical references for colleges and universities,
so that colleges and universities may think about college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship education from other
perspectives. Through the analysis, it has been proved that the
positive psychological quality can help enhance college students’
sense of responsibility of innovation and entrepreneurship.
Therefore, college students may form a positive psychological
quality through adequate psychological education, so that they
can get a positive emotional experience in campus. Students
should not be afraid of psychological counseling (Qian et al.,
2018). In short, academic innovation and entrepreneurship
had significant differences in gender and grade levels. Positive
psychological qualities such as syngroup, excellence, restraint,
benevolence, super-excellence, bravery, restraint, and wisdom
were the factors that influence college students ’sense of
responsibility for innovation and entrepreneurship. Universities

should devote themselves to creating a cultural atmosphere of
innovation and entrepreneurship in order to form a perfect
curriculum system, inspire students ’sense of responsibility for
innovation and entrepreneurship, and participate in innovation
and entrepreneurship.

Limitations and Future Research
The results of this study should be interpreted with caution.
First of all, as the authors have conducted this research in
China, it is unclear how many research results can be extended
to the Western countries. In China, social responsibility is
a relatively important content, which is related to China’s
system. China is a society guided by the sense of collective
honor. For the requirements of college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship, it is particularly important to pay attention
to the social value of the industry, so college students are
also required to shift their attention to the sense of social
responsibility. Therefore, it is suggested that in the future
research, more attention should be paid to exploring the influence
degree and model theory of positive psychological quality on the
responsibility of innovation and entrepreneurship according to
the actual requirements of various countries.

Secondly, in the discussion of this study, the authors only
analyzed the correlation significance and linear regression
model about the influence of positive psychological quality on
the innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility of college
students and did not explore the structural equation model
in depth. At the same time, this study did not examine
the intermediary factors of positive psychological quality on
the innovation and entrepreneurship responsibility of college
students. As a result, the authors expect that the role of mediators
may be clarified in the future research.
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In creative industries, entrepreneurs’ creativity is the source of entrepreneurial activities.
Meanwhile, the key to the success of entrepreneurship lies in the strategic tendency
of leaders, referred to the individual entrepreneurial orientation (IEO). This paper is
aimed to explain the process from creativity to IEO and reveal the psychological
process of entrepreneurs’ creativity. We proposed an integrated model of “individuality–
creativity–IEO” by drawing on the theories of big five personality and entrepreneurship.
Using a sample of 202 creative entrepreneurs from China, the research found
that entrepreneurs’ creativity has a positive impact on IEO, and the individuality of
neuroticism and extraversion exhibited a negative U-shaped relationship with creativity.
Finally, implications for both theory and practice were presented.

Keywords: IEO, creativity, extraversion, neuroticism, entrepreneurship

INTRODUCTION

Creative industries, one of the success stories of the 21st century (Bilton, 2007), are the driving
force of employment creation, regional innovation and social integration (Henry and de Bruin,
2011). Creative industries are different from traditional industries in that most creative enterprises
are in the initial stage of development and are small in scale. Moreover, these enterprises are
mainly characterized by the labor input of creative entrepreneurs and utilize the unique artistry
and originality of their products or services as competitive advantages. The uniqueness of these
industries mainly comes from the creative characteristics and innovative ability of the entrepreneur
as a designer, artist, etc. (Ellmeier, 2003; Chaston and Sadler-Smith, 2012). Therefore, creative
entrepreneurs’ innovative ability and strategic preference are key to success. However, although
some studies have paid attention to the importance of creative entrepreneurs, there is still a lack of
in-depth discussion on the relationship between creativity and entrepreneurial orientation.

For creative industries, according to Hambrick and Mason’s (1984) upper echelon theory, the
strategic tendency and choices of leaders determine the entrepreneurial behavior of firms, thereby
determining the entrepreneurial performance. Therefore, the key to the success of creative industry
entrepreneurship lies in the strategic tendency and choices of the leaders, which is commonly
described as the individual entrepreneurial orientation (IEO). However, current research on
entrepreneurial orientation is based on the firm level but not the individual level (Lumpkin and
Dess, 1996; De Clercq et al., 2010; Bolton and Lane, 2012). These studies primarily analyzed the
impact of entrepreneurial orientation on entrepreneurial success and entrepreneurial performance,
but there is still a certain gap in the research on how individual entrepreneurial orientation is
generated (De Clercq et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2016). In particular, in creative industries, the
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core of entrepreneurial activities is creativity (Ward, 2004).
Creativity is the source power for the sustainable development of
creative industries. Without creativity, entrepreneurial activities
will become worthless. According to Baum and Locke (2004),
creativity is similar to a raw material, it can be stressed
through the process of entrepreneurship and strategic decision
making. Therefore, it is important to explore how creativity
affects individual entrepreneurial orientation. However, there
are few empirical studies on the antecedents of individual
entrepreneurial orientation and how they are affected by
creativity. Therefore, the first research question this paper seeks
to answer is that how individual entrepreneurial orientation in
creative industries is affected by creativity.

Creativity refers to the ability to generate new or useful
ideas (Ward, 2004). The motivation for creative individuals to
choose entrepreneurship lies in the fact that they can show
their creativity and realize their novel and unique ideas while
starting a new business (Ellmeier, 2003; Chaston and Sadler-
Smith, 2012). To understand why the individual creativity of
entrepreneurs can affect their own entrepreneurial orientation to
different degrees, we will continue to explore how the individual
creativity of entrepreneurs is stimulated. Based on relevant
theories of creativity (Hammond et al., 2011), scholars have
noted that personality traits are quite predictive of creativity
and are often lasting. These characteristics distinguish those
individuals who are more likely to produce creative output
from those who are not, and affect creativity by reducing the
behavior threshold (Hao et al., 2016). Especially in creative
industries, the creative personality of creative entrepreneurs
is an important source of value creation, so we will explore
how it works as a independent variable of creativity. Previous
studies investigating the influence of entrepreneurs’ personality
characteristics on creativity focused on big five personality
and obtained relatively consistent conclusions (Furnham and
Bachtiar, 2008; Feist, 2011). However, controversy remains
regarding whether these results can be applied to creative
industries. According to Chaston and Sadler-Smith (2012), the
personality of entrepreneurs in creative industries is different
from that of traditional entrepreneurs: creative entrepreneurs
have some unique personality traits, especially in terms of
neuroticism and extraversion (Chen and Chen, 2012; Chiang
et al., 2015; Scott and Nicos, 2015). In the Cambridge Handbook
of Creativity, Feist (2011) proposed that, in addition to the
previously mentioned traits, including cognitive traits, social
traits and motivational-affective traits, clinical personality traits
like neuroticism is another factor that affect creativity, which
is consistent with Eysenck’s (1990) discovery. Eysenck (1990)
asserts that neuroticism is the personality dimension most closely
related to creative thinking and behavior. For extraversion,
scholars have come to different conclusions on the influence
of extraversion on creativity, wherein the results indicated
positive effects, negative effects or even no effect (Batey
et al., 2010; Kandler et al., 2016). To solve this argument,
we use the theory of big five personality for reference to
propose the second research question: how do neuroticism
and extraversion characteristics of creative representatives affect
individual creativity differently.

The IEO of creative entrepreneurs determines the success
of entrepreneurial behavior, and success is often reflected in
the innovative creativity of creative entrepreneurs. Therefore,
for creative industries, it is necessary to explore the influence
of creativity on IEO and further research what factors can
lead to creativity. Based on the theories of entrepreneurship
management and psychology, we propose an integrated model
from creativity to entrepreneurship at the individual level to
predict the entrepreneurial behavior of entrepreneurs. First,
we seek to fill the gaps in existing research on individual
entrepreneurial orientation by responding to the call of Bolton
and Lane (2012) for further discussion on the dimensions and
antecedents of IEO. Second, drawing upon the theories of big
five personality and creativity, our research explores the influence
of entrepreneurs’ extraversion and neuroticism on creativity
by combining interdisciplinary research. Finally, we propose
inverted U-shaped relationships between neuroticism and
creativity and between extraversion and creativity, thereby filling
the gaps in the existing research on non-linear relationships
in the psychology domain. Figure 1 shows the conceptual
framework of this study.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND
HYPOTHESES

Individual Entrepreneurial Orientation
Entrepreneurial orientation is a widely used concept in
entrepreneurship theory. Scholars have verified its influence
on entrepreneurial performance, profitability and product
innovation (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005; Semrau et al., 2016).
However, most previous studies on entrepreneurial orientation
were performed at the firm level. Recently, scholars found that—
according to the upper echelons theory—the EO of individual
members can decisively predict the entrepreneurial results and
help shape important firm outcomes. These studies were led
by researchers, including Ferreira et al. (2015) and Keil et al.
(2017), to empirically investigate the EO of key decision makers
in firms (i.e., CEOs), which corresponds to the level of the
individual. In addition, as stated by Williams (2009), the
essence of entrepreneurship lies in those entrepreneurs who
habitually create and innovate. They create value with perceived
opportunities and promote organizational development and
economic growth with risk-taking spirit and innovative ability.
Especially in creative industries, the core of entrepreneurship

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual framework.
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is the labor input of creative entrepreneurs. The way in which
creative entrepreneurs make innovative strategies sets them
apart from traditional entrepreneurs: their investment in the
environment is to create symbolic recognition, not material
interests. Therefore, entrepreneurial orientation at the individual
level may have implications not only for explaining what kind
of entrepreneurial strategic choices creative entrepreneurs take to
achieve entrepreneurial success but also for explaining how their
entrepreneurial strategic preference is different from that in other
industries (Kollmann et al., 2017). A distinguishing characteristic
of creative entrepreneurs is that their free lifestyle tends toward
new risk creation, and they devote themselves to art for the sake of
art (Eikhof and Haunschild, 2006; Wu et al., 2018; Yuan and Wu,
2020). Creative artists and creative entrepreneurs decide to start
their own businesses because entrepreneurship can embody their
interests, skills and talents in their work (Paige and Littrell, 2002).
Additionally, this is the difference between creative entrepreneurs
and entrepreneurs in other industries.

Based on the EO’s existing theories, we make the definition
of IEO as key entrepreneurs’ strategic orientation, that is, IEO
reflects the strategic preference of entrepreneurs to carry out
higher level innovation activities, take the initiative to risks
and actively defeat competitors (Bolton and Lane, 2012; Goktan
and Gupta, 2015). Recently, scholars found that–according
to the upper echelons theory–the IEO of entrepreneurs can
decisively predict the entrepreneurial behavior and results,
also, can help shape important firm outcomes. The study
of entrepreneurial orientation at the individual level provides
a new research level and perspective for entrepreneurial
researchers. The existing research on IEO holds the view that
the individual entrepreneurial orientation is a multidimensional
construct composed of elements similar to the entrepreneurial
orientation at the firm level. Bolton and Lane (2012) recently
proposed, developed and verified the dimensions of IEO.
Through empirical research, they have shown that IEO is
composed of innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking,
which has been widely used by IEO researchers. For example,
the behavioral characteristics model developed by Frese and
Gielnik (2014) asserts that compared with other behavioral
characteristics, IEO has a higher correlation with corporate
performance. Additionally, Chien (2014) found that the IEO
of Taiwan’s franchisors was positively correlated with business
performance. A relationship between IEO and business success
was also reported by Bolton and Lane (2012). The above
studies have indeed given some new insights on IEO at an
individual level of EO However, most studies focused on
the IEO-performance relationship. Since IEO exists at the
individual level, its relationship with personal environment,
personality, entrepreneurial attitudes and other factors is also
worth researching (Zhao et al., 2011; Ferreira et al., 2015).

Individual Creativity and IEO
Creativity refers to the ability to generate novel or useful ideas
(Ward, 2004). Previous research has recognized the importance
of creativity to entrepreneurship. For example, Biraglia and
Kadile (2017) claim that presenting novel and useful ideas
is valuable for discovering opportunities and starting new

businesses. Khedhaouria et al. (2015) assert that entrepreneurship
is a process driven by leaders and triggered by personal
creativity and self-efficacy. Sternberg (2004) suggests that the
ability to think outside of one’s own mind may affect the
strategic choice to form a new enterprise. Creativity is more
important for creative industries that create value based on
novelty and uniqueness. Novel and useful ideas are the lifeblood
of entrepreneurship (Ward, 2004). The creative industry relies
on the artistry and originality of their products or services to
attract the attention of potential customers and achieve initial
market success (Ellmeier, 2003; Henry and de Bruin, 2011),
and this uniqueness is mainly derived from the creativity of
creative entrepreneurs (Shane and Nicolaou, 2015). Starting a
new business gives creative entrepreneurs more autonomy to
become inspired and unleash their imagination to help realize
what they want to achieve in the creative industry. According to
Bolton and Lane (2012), IEO has been suggested to have three
subdimensions: innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking.
Innovativeness refers to the willingness to support creativity
and experimentation in introducing new products or services
and novel, technological leadership and R&D in developing
new processes. To explore and develop new ideas, creative
entrepreneurs need to lead companies to adopt innovative and
proactive strategies (Puhakka, 2013). Without creative ideas,
the entrepreneurial process lacks raw materials (Yuan and
Woodman, 2010; Scott and Nicos, 2015). Baer (2012) argues
that creativity provides the basis for innovation. Identifying
an individual’s creative potential is critical to entrepreneurial
success. Proactive creative entrepreneurs are continually seeking
insights from current trends and future opportunities, so they
may inherently develop persistent concentration on the task
at hand, thereby giving themselves a better chance to achieve
creative ideas (Chen et al., 2015). Individual creativity resulting
in novel ideas would need proactiveness to extend the idea into
implementation or to be adopted as an innovation (Feldman
and Bolino, 2000). According to Covin and Miller (2014), risk-
taking propensity is reflected in an entrepreneur’s strategic
actions in the face of uncertainty. Thus, risk-taking refers to the
willingness to act boldly to seize opportunities even if there is no
guarantee of success (Chen et al., 2015). For creative industries,
entrepreneurs invest under extremely uncertain circumstances to
create symbolic recognition, to dedicate themselves to art rather
than material gain (Eikhof and Haunschild, 2006). Risk-taking
reflects the extension of idea implementation or adoption and
requires initiatives such as risk-taking to expand idea diffusion,
and one distinguishing characteristic of creative entrepreneurs
is their lifestyle-driven tendency toward new venture creation
(Eikhof and Haunschild, 2006). We propose the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1a: IC is positively related to innovativeness.
Hypothesis 1b: IC is positively related to proactiveness.
Hypothesis 1c: IC is positively related to risk-taking.

Personality and Individual Creativity
For a better understanding of how creativity affects the IEO
of creative entrepreneurs, it is important to explore what
antecedents may stimulate creativity. Based on the theory that
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creativity is primarily determined by stable traits, these traits are
quite predictive of behavior and are always persistent. Therefore,
these characteristics distinguish those people who are more
likely to produce creative output from those who are not and
influence creativity by reducing behavior thresholds. Startup
companies in creative industries heavily rely on the artistry,
uniqueness, and originality of their products or services to
attract the attention of potential audiences and achieve initial
market success (Ellmeier, 2003; Henry and de Bruin, 2011; Wu
et al., 2020). Thus, it is important to explore the influence
of their personal characteristics on creativity. Previous studies
on these influences focused on the big five personality. As
an integrated conceptual framework of a few comprehensive
categories including all traits, big five personality theory covers
explicit facets of trait research, so we take it as a theoretical
perspective of trait research. Previous studies on the impact
of big five personality traits on creativity reached relatively
consistent conclusions: higher openness and extraversion and
lower agreeableness, conscientiousness, and neuroticism have
positive effects on creativity. However, controversy remains
regarding whether these findings can be applied to creative
entrepreneurs. Chaston and Sadler-Smith (2012) asserted that the
personality of entrepreneurs in the creative industry is different
from that of traditional entrepreneurs. Creative entrepreneurs
have some unique personality characteristics, especially in two
aspects of creative entrepreneurs: neuroticism and extraversion
(Batey et al., 2010; Chen and Chen, 2012; Chiang et al., 2015;
Scott and Nicos, 2015). For neuroticism, Eysenck claims that
neuroticism is the personality dimension most closely related
to creative thinking and behavior. However, at present, scholars
have different opinions on the influence of neuroticism on
creativity. For instance, some studies found a negative association
between neuroticism and creativity (Guo et al., 2017). In contrast,
others have found that self-rated creativity is positively related
to neuroticism (Batey et al., 2010). However, other researchers
have found no significant relationship between neuroticism and
creativity (King et al., 1996). Thus, the association between
neuroticism and creativity seems complex. For extraversion
characteristics, scholars have found that the influence of the
extraversion of creative industry entrepreneurs on creativity is
different from the previous conclusions. For instance, Zhang
et al. (2017) argued that introversion is needed for creativity
since it requires an introspective process that requires time alone.
However, other researchers have suggested that extroverted
entrepreneurs are energetic, enthusiastic and divergent thinkers
that can improve their creativity. Therefore, it seems that
the findings regarding the relationships between personality
and creativity are inconclusive (Zhou and Hoever, 2014). The
specific impact of neuroticism and extraversion on the creativity
of creative entrepreneurs will be discussed in detail in the
following sections.

Non-linear Relationship Between Extraversion and
Individual Creativity
In some studies, extraversion was found to be associated with
creativity since it is associated with stimulus seeking and creative
thinking (Srivastava and Ketter, 2010; Kandler et al., 2016).

However, other studies found that introversion is needed for
creativity, since creativity requires an introspective process that
requires time alone (Feist and Barron, 2003; Feist, 2011). In
that sense, several scholars have provided theoretical arguments
supporting both a positive and a negative relationship between
extraversion and individual creativity. Extroverted entrepreneurs
are open-minded, energetic and intelligent. They often reflect
on their ideas to assess and define problems and opportunities
and then develop solutions through their creativity and divergent
thinking. Raja et al. (2004) assert that extraversion reflects the
positive tendency of individuals to be energetic, enthusiastic
and ambitious. Creativity may come from a person’s positive
behavior, actively participating in tasks or trying different
ideas. For this reason, those who passively wait for others
to inspire and stimulate them are less likely to be creative.
Extroverts tend to seek new ways of working and face problems
rather than avoiding them, which may improve their creativity.
According to Sung and Choi (2009), extraversion may be the
most important predictor of creativity performance among
the five factors. Indeed, highly extroverted people are full
of energy and enthusiasm, encouraging behaviors such as
seeking stimulation and solving problems, which should enhance
creative thinking and performance (Costa and McCrae, 1992;
Furnham and Nederstrom, 2010). In addition, research shows
that advertising professionals, designers and artists usually score
high on extraversion (Srivastava and Ketter, 2010). Extroverts
may use divergent thinking test scenarios as a way to find
excitement, and they may be more willing to work with others to
improve creativity (Furnham and Bachtiar, 2008; Srivastava and
Ketter, 2010; Kandler et al., 2016). However, some people hold the
opposite view. Feist (2011) asserts that socialization is an aspect
of extraversion, which has a complex relationship with artistic
and scientific creativity, especially for creative high achievers who
need much time to think and elaborate ideas alone. In addition,
creative people, especially in the fields of art and science, often
have a stronger desire than normal people to liberate themselves
from social interactions and be overwhelmed by the stimulation
of novel social situations. In fact, an excessive principle of
creative thinking and behavior is its relatively non-social or even
antisocial orientation. To be creative, one must be able to be
alone and away from others. The creative process usually requires
solitude (Feist and Barron, 2003). Runco (2010) suggests that
creative people pay more attention to the inner world of thought.
Therefore, introversion rather than extraversion is more likely to
predict creativity.

To reconcile these opposing views, our study adopts the “too
much of a good thing” (TMGT) meta-theoretical framework
(Pierce and Aguinis, 2013) from the psychology domain. The
TMGT effect describes situations in which “ordinarily beneficial
antecedents reach inflection points, after which their relations
with the desired outcomes cease to be linear and positive”
(Pierce and Aguinis, 2013). Similarly, we propose that the
relationship between extraversion and individual creativity is
curvilinear, with individual creativity decreasing after exceeding
a certain threshold of extraversion. When creative entrepreneurs
are at a lower level of extraversion, people will actively become
curious about the outside world and generate novel ideas
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as their extraversion increases. This active contact with the
outside world inspires the use of divergent thinking to solve
problems, thereby improving creativity. However, given that
creative entrepreneurs spend much time and energy on external
things when extraversion is at a high level, they lack sufficient
time for thinking and elaborating ideas, which affects their
attention to the inner world and subsequently lowers their
generation of creativity. Therefore, we propose hypothesis 2,
which is described hereafter.

Hypothesis 2: The relationship between extraversion and
individual creativity is curvilinear (inverted U-shaped), wherein
excessive introversion or extraversion have a negative correlation
with individual creativity and a moderate level of extraversion has
a positive correlation with individual creativity.

Non-linear Relationship Between Neuroticism and
Individual Creativity
The relationship between neuroticism and individual creativity is
puzzling. Although some researchers have found that self-rated
creativity is positively related to neuroticism (Batey et al., 2010),
other researchers (Chamorro-Premuzic and Reichenbacher,
2008) found negative effects, especially under some stimulating
conditions. In especially under some stimulating conditions. In
addition, some researchers found the relationship no significant
(King et al., 1996).

Eysenck (1990) asserts that neuroticism is the genetic
advantage of creativity, mainly through its relationship with
low cognition and behavior inhibition, leading to higher
conceptual fluency and originality and increased independence
and normative challenging behavior. Creative entrepreneurs are
more anxious, emotional and sensitive, whereas scientists tend
to be more emotionally stable. Neuroticism will lead creative
people to choose an art field to express themselves, or neuroticism
is truly an art-promoting factor. Hence, this factor leads to
higher achievements through higher sensitivity to emotional
stimulation, promoting the exchange of emotional ideas in art
works (Feist, 1998; Batey and Furnham, 2006). In addition,
Srivastava and Ketter (2010), through meta-analysis, found that
neurotic creative business professionals are more creative than
non-neurotic business professionals. Some scholars claim that
emotionally stable individuals with low neuroticism are relatively
relaxed and have a positive view of the tasks of themselves
and others (Guo et al., 2017). Creativity requires the ability to
effectively integrate information and seek a new way of thinking,
which can be enhanced by a calm attitude and self-confidence.
Therefore, entrepreneurs with high emotional stability are more
willing to participate in the difficult process of creative problem
solving (Batey et al., 2010).

Neuroticism has both positive and negative effects on
individual creativity, indicating that the relationship between
neuroticism and individual creativity, according to the
“ubiquitous U” principle from the psychology domain
(Landon and Suedfeld, 1972), is curvilinear. Hence, when
entrepreneurs’ neuroticism is at a low level, neuroticism and
creativity are positively related. With the increase in neuroticism,
creative entrepreneurs will show higher originality and artistry.
However, to some extent, these influences will become less

positive (diminishing marginal utility) and negative (non-
monotonous). Because emotions are too sensitive and unstable,
excessive anxiety and emotional situations may occur, affecting
their thinking processes and ability to integrate information,
ultimately reducing creativity. Therefore, we propose hypothesis
3, which is described hereafter.

Hypothesis 3: The relationship between neuroticism and IC is
curvilinear (inverted U-shaped), wherein high emotional stability
and excessive neuroticism have a negative correlation with IC and
a moderate level of neuroticism has a positive correlation with IC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Design and Data Collection
Our research adopts the definition of creative industries made
by the United Kingdom’s Department of Culture, Media, and
Sport (DCMS, 2001), and entrepreneurs whose firms engage in
the following creative businesses are chosen as the target sample:
art, craft, design, fashion, filming, advertising, architecture,
publishing, media and cultural heritage. Participants in this
study are entrepreneurs who are founders and are currently
in charge of creative businesses in China. In the sample
selection, we identified potential samples from the National
Small and Medium-sized Enterprise Service Platform managed
by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of
the People’s Republic of China. There is a large number of
directories and a substantial amount of basic information on
the creative enterprises in this platform. To ensure sample
representativeness, we select enterprises located in areas with
different levels of economic development (including the eastern,
central and western economic zones of China), which can avoid
the influence of regional economic development on the study.
And according to Comrey and Lee (2013) stated, a sample size
of 200 is reasonable, 300 is good. Therefore, the potential sample
in this study was set as around 300.

The data were collected in three phases. In the first phase, we
collected 100 cases from each of the three regions: the eastern,
central and western economic zones of China (a total of 300
enterprises). Their contact information was obtained through
Tianyancha, a professional enterprise credit query platform
in China. The second step was to contact the creative firms
and CEOs, general managers or owners who were the leading
founder of each firm by phone, email, and other means of
communication. At the beginning of the survey process, we
specified the purpose of the survey, stated that our research
was sponsored by the National Social Science Foundation, and
guaranteed that the survey data would be kept confidential
and be used only for academic research. Finally, we added
their email addresses, WeChat (a chat app in China) and other
communication channels so that official questionnaires could
be distributed through the network. The next step was to send
formal questionnaires online. We sent the questionnaire link
through the questionnaire collection tool to the entrepreneurs
by email, WeChat and other communication channels. The
data collection process took 7 months, from June 2019 to
January 2020, during which 264 questionnaires were completed.
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However, to ensure the high quality and validity of the
questionnaire, 62 invalid questionnaires were deleted, including
those with interruptions, short filling times (less than 5 min),
vacancies or invalid information. Finally, we used 202 high-
quality valid questionnaires. Considering the different sources
of samples, it is necessary to verify whether they can be used
together. In this study, we use one-way ANOVA test to verify
whether there are differences in the main research variables
among the eastern, central and western economic zones of China.
The results showed that there was no significant difference in
the items of the main variables involved in the questionnaire
from different sources (P > 0.05), indicating that the samples
from the three sources were basically from the same matrix and
could be used together. Table 1 shows the sample characteristics.
Among the respondents, 69 (34.2%) were less than 30 years old,
65 (32.2%) were between 31 and 35 years old, 25 (12.4%) were
between 36 and 40, 13 (6.4%) were between 41 and 45, and 30
(14.9%) were more than 46 years old. Moreover, 109 (53.96%)
respondents were male, whereas 93 (46.04%) were female. By
specialization, 58 respondents were in software (28.7%), 35 in
advertising (17.3%), 21 in filming and TV (10.4%), 19 in design
(9.4%), 18 in music and picture (8.9%), and 15 in art (7.4%). In
terms of educational background, 22 (10.9%) respondents had
a high school diploma, 84 (41.6%) had a bachelor’s degree, 53
(26.2%) had a master’s degree, and 15 (7.4%) had a doctorate.

Measures
Extraversion
For extraversion, we used the five-item scale developed by
Costa and McCrae (1992) and Mooradian et al. (2011), which
ranges from 1, “completely disagree,” to 5, “completely agree.”
Cronbach’s alpha values for the (5-item) subscales were 0.886.

Neuroticism
Neuroticism is measured by a five-item scale developed in the
previous research (Costa and McCrae, 1992; Mooradian et al.,
2011). These items are measured on a five-point Likert-type scale,
ranging from 1, “completely disagree,” to 5, “completely agree.”
Cronbach’s alpha values for the (5-item) subscales were 0.894.

Individual Creativity
Entrepreneurs’ individual creativity is measured as a set of
personality traits including broad interests, autonomy, and
preference for idea generation and divergent thinking (Amabile
et al., 1996). To measure individual creativity, respondents
reported on a five-item scale, ranging from 1, strongly disagree,
to 5, strongly agree.

Individual Entrepreneurial Orientation
Individual entrepreneurial orientation is measured by a ten-
item scale developed in the Bolton and Lane’s research (2012).
This ten-item measure has three subscales of four items
for innovativeness (Cronbach’s a = 0.761), three items for
proactiveness (Cronbach’s a = 0.759) and three items for risk-
taking (Cronbach’s a = 0.755).

Control Variables
Control variables refer to those variables that affect the results
other than independent variables. In the empirical analysis,
we use gender, age, industry, education level and years of
establishment as control variables.

Common Method Variance and
Non-response Bias
In this study, we use Harman’s single factor test to rule out
the common method variance, and use the principal component
analysis to analyze the items of all variables to obtain the factor
variance interpretation rate without rotation (Podsakoff et al.,
2003). The results showed that the first principal component
factor accounted for 37.507% of the total variance, which was
lower than 40% of the critical value, and it did not explain
the majority of variance, indicating that there was no serious
common method bias problem in the survey data of our study,
therefore had little impact on the subsequent analysis.

For non-response bias, we conducted the independent sample
t-test on 62 invalid questionnaires and 202 valid questionnaires.
The results showed that all t-values were not significant
(P > 0.05), indicating that there is no need to worry about
non-response bias.

TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the research samples (N = 202).

Control variables Item Frequence Percentage Control variables Item Frequence Percentage

Gender Male 109 54.0 Industry Advertising 35 17.3

Female 93 46.0 Design 19 9.4

Age ≤30 69 34.2 Software 58 28.7

32–35 65 32.2 Filming and TV 21 10.4

36–40 25 12.4 Music and Picture 18 8.9

41–45 13 6.4 Art and Publishing 15 7.4

≥46 30 14.9 Others 36 17.9

Educational Background High School 22 10.9 Year of Establishment ≤1 15 7.4

Bachelor 84 41.6 1–3 44 21.8

Master 53 26.2 3–5 29 14.4

Doctor 15 7.4 5–10 30 14.9

Others 28 13.9 ≥10 84 41.6
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Reliability and Validity
Reliability
In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha and factor loading of a
construct were used to test the reliability of the scale. As shown
in Table 2, the Cronbach’s alpha of the variables involved in the
study is higher than the standard of 0.700, and the combined
reliability (CR) is higher than the critical value of 0.700, indicating
that the scale in this study has a high level of reliability.

Validity
Amos 21.0 was used for confirmatory factor analysis to directly
test the validity through confirmatory factor analysis for the
maturity scale. The results showed that χ2/df (<3), CFI (>0.900),
RMSEA (<0.08) and other indexes were all in a good range,
GFI and AGFI were also in acceptable range (>0.800), and the
fitting degree of the model was good (as shown in Table 2).
The standardized regression coefficient of each item to its
corresponding latent variable exceeds the critical level of 0.500,
and the average variance extraction (AVE) value of all variables

exceeds the critical value of 0.500, which has good convergence
validity. In addition, when the square root of the average value
of the variable is greater than the absolute value of its correlation
coefficient with other variables, the scale has good discrimination
validity. In the descriptive statistical analysis and correlation
coefficient matrix shown in Table 3, the value on the diagonal is
the square root of AVE, which is greater than the absolute value
of the correlation coefficient in the row and column where it is
located, indicating that the scale has good discrimination validity.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Table 3. presents the descriptive statistics and correlation
coefficients for the variables in this study. The results show
that individual creativity is positively related to innovativeness
(r = 0.571, p < 0.01), individual creativity had a positive
correlation with proactiveness (r = 0.550, p < 0.01), and
individual creativity also displayed a strong positive correlation

TABLE 2 | Validity and reliability of construct measures (N = 202).

Item Item wording Factor loading

Extraversion(a = 0.886, CR = 0.8926, AVE = 0.6278)

EX1 I’m talkative. 0.607

EX2 I’m confident. 0.794

EX3 I’m energetic. 0.798

EX4 I’m gregarious. 0.862

EX5 I’m sociable. 0.872

Neuroticism(a = 0.894, CR = 0.9012, AVE = 0.6481)

NE1 I can’t bear too much pressure. 0.673

NE2 I always feel anxious. 0.762

NE3 I have a mood fluctuation when dealing with things. 0.885

NE4 I’m not stable, and my mood is always good and bad. 0.828

NE5 I’m easily irritated. 0.859

Individual creativity(a = 0.960, CR = 0.9601, AVE = 0.8281)

IC1 I often look for new creative elements and inspiration and apply them to my work. 0.909

IC2 I am not afraid to take risks. 0.905

IC3 I usually suggest new ways to achieve goals and objectives. 0.913

IC4 I often have a fresh approach to problems. 0.912

IC5 In general, I am a good source of creative ideas. 0.911

Innovativeness(a = 0.761, CR = 0.8112, AVE = 0.5304)

IN1 I often like to try new and unusual activities. 0.651

IN2 I prefer a unique approach to my work, rather than the reliable methods I’ve used before. 0.983

IN3 When I learn new things, I prefer to try my own unique way. 0.643

IN4 I prefer experimental and original solutions to problems rather than methods that others have used. 0.564

Proactiveness(a = 0.759, CR = 0.7892, AVE = 0.5605)

PR1 I tend to plan ahead. 0.678

PR2 I prefer to take the initiative to wait for others to finish. 0.650

PR3 I prefer to act in anticipation of future problems. 0.894

Risk-taking(a = 0.755, CR = 0.8121, AVE = 0.5991)

RT1 I am able to venture boldly in the unknown. 0.967

RT2 I’m willing to spend a lot of time or money on things that may yield high returns. 0.645

RT3 I tend to be bold when it comes to risk. 0.668

c2/df = 2.190, RMR = 0.039, GFI = 0.843, AGFI = 0.804, IFI = 0.917, TLI = 0.903, CFI = 0.916, RMSEA = 0.077.
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics and correlations.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(1) Gender

(2) Age −0.144*

(3) Industry 0.203** 0.289**

(4) Educational Background 0.069 −0.104 0.104

(5) Year of Establishment −0.065 0.372** 0.239** −0.057

(6) Extraversion −0.034 −0.077 −0.042 −0.099 0.038 0.792

(7) Neuroticism 0.126 −0.078 0.028 −0.073 −0.013 0.050 0.805

(8) Individual creativity −0.003 −0.112 −0.023 −0.095 −0.015 0.496** 0.536** 0.910

(9) Innovativeness 0.054 −0.128 −0.003 0.012 −0.139* 0.271** 0.367** 0.571** 0.728

(10) Proactiveness 0.018 −0.026 −0.130 0.026 0.043 0.310** 0.235** 0.550** 0.353** 0.749

(11) Risk−taking 0.051 −0.073 0.094 −0.123 −0.015 0.243** 0.251** 0.585** 0.270** 0.297** 0.774

Mean 1.460 2.356 5.658 2.718 3.614 3.826 3.849 3.409 3.137 3.198 3.153

SD 0.500 1.394 1.997 1.186 1.400 0.529 0.543 0.720 0.874 0.891 0.930

N = 202, *p < 0.05 (two-tailed test), **p < 0.01 (two-tailed test). The data below the diagonal is the correlation coefficient, and the data in bold on the diagonal is the
square root of AVE.

with risk-taking (r = 0.585, p < 0.01). These results preliminarily
supported hypotheses 1a, 1b, and 1c.

Regression Analysis
In this study, we used SPSS 22.0 to test the hypothesis proposed
above by means of hierarchical regression. The results are
shown in Table 4. Referring to the research of Yu et al.
(2015), to reduce the deviation caused by multicollinearity, the
independent variables and regulatory variables are centralized in
this study, and the corresponding quadratic terms are obtained by
using centralized independent variables. By incorporating these
quadratic terms into the hierarchical regression analysis, the
significance level of the regression coefficient of the dependent
variable can be obtained to assess whether an inverted U-shaped
relationship exists. Model 1 is a regression model between the
control variables and individual creativity. Model 2 is a regression
model between the control variables, independent variables and

individual creativity. Model 3 is a regression model between the
control variables and innovativeness. Model 4 is a regression
model between the control variables, individual creativity and
innovativeness. Model 5 is a regression model between the
control variables and proactiveness. Model 6 is a regression
model between the control variables, individual creativity and
proactiveness. Model 7 is a regression model between the control
variables and risk-taking. Model 8 is a regression model between
the control variables, individual creativity and risk-taking. The
results are shown in Table 4.

Model 2 showed that the square of extraversion and
neuroticism had significant negative effects on individual
creativity (β = −0.416, p < 0.001; β = −0.350, p < 0.001),
indicating that neuroticism and extraversion exhibited a negative
U-shaped relationship with creativity. These results confirm
the validity of H2 and H3. Referring to the research of
Cohen et al. (2003), the extreme point of the inverted U-shaped

TABLE 4 | Results of regression analysis.

Variables Individual creativity Innovativeness Proactiveness Risk-taking

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Gender −0.021 −0.050 0.023 0.035 0.054 0.066 0.013 0.025

Age −0.144 −0.045 −0.098 −0.016 0.001 0.083 −0.125 −0.042

Industry 0.029 0.042 0.049 0.033 −0.167 −0.183** 0.146 0.129

Educational Background −0.110 0.015 −0.011 0.052 0.045 0.108 −0.153 −0.089

Year of Establishment 0.024 0.009 −0.114 −0.128* 0.088 0.075 −0.012 −0.025

EX 0.544***

EX2
−0.416***

NE 0.521***

NE2
−0.350***

IC 0.573*** 0.566*** 0.575***

R2 0.026 0.851 0.029 0.349 0.028 0.340 0.042 0.364

Adjusted R2 0.001 0.844 0.005 0.329 0.003 0.320 0.018 0.345

F change 1.033 122.030*** 1.188 17.423*** 1.110 16.740*** 1.734 18.611***

N = 202, *p < 0.05 (two-tailed test), **p < 0.01 (two-tailed test), ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed test).
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curve (i.e., curve vertex) appears at x = −b/2a, where x is the
independent variable, a is the non-standard coefficient of its
square term, and b is the non-standard coefficient of its primary
term. Accordingly, the inverted U-shaped relationships between
extraversion and individual creativity and the inverted U-shaped
relationships between neuroticism and individual creativity are
obtained (as shown in Figures 2, 3). According to the calculation,
the extreme point of the inverted U-shaped curve between
extraversion and individual creativity is located at 4.248 for
extraversion and 4.032 for individual creativity. The extreme
value of the inverted U-shaped curve between neuroticism and
individual creativity was 4.382 for neuroticism and 4.060 for
individual creativity.

In addition, the results of model 4 showed a significant positive
correlation between individual creativity and innovativeness
(β = 0.573, p < 0.001), which supports the validity of H1a. Model
6 showed that there was a significant positive correlation between

FIGURE 2 | The Inverted-U relationship between extraversion and individual
creativity.

FIGURE 3 | The Inverted-U relationship between neuroticism and individual
creativity.

individual creativity and proactiveness (β = 0.566, p < 0.001),
thereby showing the validity of H1b. The results of model 8
showed that there was a significant positive correlation between
individual creativity and risk-taking (β = 0.575, p < 0.001),
confirming the validity of H1c.

DISCUSSION

Creative industries are characterized by the labor input
of creative individuals and promote regional and national
innovation and economic development, but it is still a relatively
under-researched industry (Bilton, 2007; Yuan et al., 2019).
Because creative industries are mainly composed of small
startups, according to the upper echelons theory, the strategic
choices and entrepreneurial behavior of creative entrepreneurs
are crucial to the survival and development of enterprises
(Chaston and Sadler-Smith, 2012). Therefore, this paper
discusses the key driving factors behind the entrepreneurial
behavior of entrepreneurs, including the influence of personality
characteristics and creativity on their entrepreneurial orientation,
and proposes an integrated model of the process from
creativity to entrepreneurship at the individual level of creative
entrepreneurs to predict their entrepreneurial behavior.

First, our research emphasizes the importance and
particularity of creative entrepreneurs’ individual entrepreneurial
orientation in creative industries and proposes and tests
the influence mechanism of the structure of individual
entrepreneurial orientation and its antecedents through
empirical methods, thereby enriching relevant research on
individual entrepreneurial orientation. Creative entrepreneurs’
behavior is mainly driven by their entrepreneurial orientation.
Although the importance of entrepreneurial orientation at
the firm level to entrepreneurial success is widely known,
the literature lacks discussion at the individual level. Hence,
this study considers that entrepreneurial initiatives might be
implemented at different levels of aggregation (Goktan and
Gupta, 2015; Wales et al., 2015), especially at the individual level
(Bolton and Lane, 2012; Ferreira et al., 2015). Our research shows
that creative entrepreneurs’ IEO in creative industries is different
from that in other industries because the resource investment
made by entrepreneurs in an extremely uncertain environment is
to create symbolic recognition, not material interests. Therefore,
their choice of entrepreneurship is to be able to embody their
own interests, skills and talents in their work and to devote
themselves to art. In addition, the existing research focuses more
on the impact of entrepreneurial orientation on entrepreneurial
success and firm performance, whereas there is still a certain
gap in the research on the mechanism of how individual
entrepreneurial orientation is produced (De Clercq et al., 2010;
Ferreira et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2016). Therefore, we continue
to explore the impact of creativity on IEO. The results show
that creative entrepreneurs’ creativity has a significant positive
impact on the innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking of
their IEO. To explore and develop new ideas, entrepreneurs must
lead enterprises to adopt active and innovative strategies. The
stronger the creativity of entrepreneurs, the more willing they
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are to break the paradigm, and the more likely they are to take
risks in entrepreneurship. Second, we propose the individuality
of neuroticism and extraversion exhibited a negative U-shaped
relationship with creativity, showing that moderate extraversion
and neuroticism are the best ways to stimulate creativity.
Excessively high/low extraversion or neuroticism will have
a negative impact on creativity at the individual level. This
conclusion expands our understanding of the role of personality
in creativity and explains the controversy regarding the influence
of personality characteristics on creativity. Existing studies have
reached different conclusions on the effects of neuroticism
and extraversion on creativity in the big five personality traits,
among which some researchers reported positive effects (Batey
et al., 2010), others reported negative effects (Guo et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2017) and some researchers reported no impact
at all (King et al., 1996). In our research, we propose and test
the non-linear relationships between neuroticism and creativity
and between extraversion and creativity by referring to the
TMGT effect and the “ubiquitous U” principle in the field of
psychology and explain the variability of previous research
results. This also provides new empirical support for the TMGT
effect. Third, our research enriches the interdisciplinary research
of entrepreneurship theory and psychology. To explain the
reasons for the differences in entrepreneurial behavior and the
results of entrepreneurs in creative industries and to reveal
the psychological process behind entrepreneurial behavior, we
proposed an integrated model of the process from creativity
to entrepreneurship at the individual level by referring to the
theories of big five personality and creativity. This model explains
the influence mechanism of the key driving factors for successful
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial career choices. First, for
the process from creation to creativity: moderate extraversion
and neuroticism are the best ways to stimulate the creativity of
entrepreneurs in creative industries, whereas excessively high or
low values will reduce creativity. Second, for the process from
creativity to entrepreneurship: the stronger the creativity of
entrepreneurs in creative industries is, the greater the driving
force for entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurial motivation
and strategic tendency of creative industry entrepreneurs are
different from those of entrepreneurs in other industries.
Creative entrepreneurs choose to start a business to create
symbolic recognition, and they are more inclined to realize their
own creativity in an uncertain environment.

From a practical point of view, our study suggests that
the important role of individual entrepreneurship orientation
should be paid enough attention to by new ventures, which
not only helps entrepreneurs to have a better evaluation of
themselves to support their entrepreneurial process and results,
but also helps to provide investment information for the business
incubators and potential investment institutions. In addition,
our results show that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship
between extraversion, neuroticism and creativity. Therefore,
entrepreneurs should attach importance to the evaluation and
comprehensive understanding of their characteristics to improve
their creativity, also, it is necessary to provide appropriate
conditions for the creativity development of different types in
order to shape and cultivate future entrepreneurs.

CONCLUSION

For creative industries, the entrepreneurial behavior and
strategic choices of creative entrepreneurs are very important
for the survival and development of enterprises. Therefore,
by combining the theories of personality, creativity and
entrepreneurship, this paper proposes an integrated model of
the process from creativity to entrepreneurship at the individual
level of creative entrepreneurs to reveal the psychological process
behind entrepreneurial behavior and predict entrepreneurial
behavior and results.

Although the present study provides significant insights into
this research topic, it also has several limitations. First, the
industry distribution of samples is not sufficiently even; thus,
the randomness of this sample must be reconsidered in the
next study. Second, all the data in the empirical part of this
study are static data from cross-section, and the survey design
prevents a demonstration of causality and limits our ability to
explore dynamic phenomenon, so longitudinal survey needs to
be conducted in the future study to obtain time series data. Since
contextual variables can moderate the curvilinear relationship
between personality and creativity, future research needs to
explore other potential moderating variables, such as cultural
and social norms. Finally, it is not objective to use only self-
assessment of leaders’ creativity. Future research using multiple
measures of creativity (e.g., objective measures and psychological
assessment) is needed.
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This study explores the influence of psychological capital on the deviant innovation
behavior, with the purpose of realizing the application and development of positive
psychology in the field of innovation and creation. First, the data was obtained based
on the questionnaire, and the Likert scale was adopted to measure the variables
effectively, in which 1 point means “never,” 2 points mean “rarely,” and 5 points
mean “always.” Second, the SPSS 26.0 statistical analysis software was adopted,
and a statistical analysis was made on the correlation among deviant innovation,
psychological capital, work values, and work remodeling. Third, the relationship between
psychological capital and deviant innovation behavior was explored using the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP). The results showed that the reliability of each scale is good,
Cronbach’s α coefficients are all higher than 0.8, and the fitting effect of the four-
factor model is the best, proving that the highest differentiation validity can be achieved
using the proposed method. Furthermore, there are significant correlations among
entrepreneur’s psychological capital, entrepreneur’s work values, and entrepreneurship
work remodeling and deviant innovation behavior, among which the psychological
capital and work values are the most correlated with deviant innovation. With the
psychological capital of entrepreneurs as the adjustment variable and the interaction
added, the explanation rate of the level equation is increased from 17 to 24.2%.
Therefore, the psychological capital of entrepreneurs plays a very big role in regulating
work values and deviant innovation behavior. In the current environment of innovation
and entrepreneurship development, it is necessary for entrepreneurs to give full reign to
the regulatory role of their own psychological capital, so as to promote the development
of self-active deviant innovation activities and encourage employees to actively innovate
and create.

Keywords: entrepreneur psychological capital, deviant innovation behavior, questionnaire survey, relevance,
analytical hierarchy process

INTRODUCTION

Under the current social and economic development, the mass entrepreneurship and innovation
program has been in full swing in China. Entrepreneurship and innovation are key influencing
factors for driving national economic growth as well as being essential factors for motivating
enterprises to participate in international competition (Kim and Ryu, 2017; Patel et al., 2018). As
the entrepreneurship field develops, the development of the innovation field and the change in
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management modes of enterprises, face severe challenges. The
innovation behavior of employees is the key to improving
the innovation capacity of enterprises (Sorescu, 2017). Under
the influence of such an environment, enterprises have made
great changes in their attitude toward employees’ innovative
behavior, which to a certain extent promotes the development
of employees’ innovative behavior (Tandon et al., 2017; Vedin
et al., 2017). However, due to the impact of objective factors
such as innovation resources and business risks, it is still
difficult to recognize and carry out some creativity activities in
the enterprise organization, so, deviant innovation has become
more common in this background. As a result, increased
attention has been given to the exploration of deviant innovation
mechanisms and influencing factors. At present, research on
employees’ deviant innovation behavior focus more on its
destructive aspect (Shaw et al., 2016). Some scholars suggest that
deviant behavior, based on promoting the healthy development
of the organization, could significantly improve performance
(Shoaib and Baruch, 2019). Nevertheless, research has shown
that inclusive leadership was conducive to promoting employees’
deviant behavior (Pandey et al., 2017), and psychological
ownership played an intermediary role between leaders and
employees, affecting deviant behavior (Malizia, 2018). It has been
found that most studies on deviant innovation behavior focuses
on employees. Furthermore, psychological capital is developed
based on positive psychology. It was originally proposed based
on the understanding of the personality characteristics that affect
the efficiency of an individual’s work. Then, (Luthans et al.,
2010) attributed psychological capital to a positive psychological
state, including self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and resilience
in positive psychology, and the investment and development
behavior could promote the individual competitive advantage.
As a result, the concept of psychological capital can be further
improved (Yun and Kang, 2018; Clausen et al., 2019; Verhiel
et al., 2019). Employees with an optimistic attitude tend to have
a higher sense of self-efficacy, so they have a more positive
work value orientation, which affects their deviant behavior
psychologically (Tharek et al., 2018). At present, there are very
few studies on introducing psychological capital into deviant
innovation behavior.

Accordingly, a special group of entrepreneurs was selected
as the research objects in this study, and the concept of
psychological capital was introduced. Based on the questionnaire
survey and statistical analysis, this study introduced two elements
that were closely related to psychological capital – work values
and work remodeling – so as to examine the role of psychological
capital of entrepreneurs in their deviant innovation behavior.
The purpose of this study is to provide some reference for
the relationship between psychological capital and deviant
innovation behavior, based on positive psychology.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Research Status of Deviant Behavior
In view of deviant behavior, scholars in related fields have
carried out corresponding research work. Fassauer (2018) defined

innovation behavior as “expected deviant,” and analyzed and
discussed the impact of enterprise management control on
employee innovation behavior (Fassauer, 2018); Fried (2017)
explored the impact of management control on deviant behavior
in the context of innovation (Fried, 2017); Kyegombe et al.
(2017) used a special analysis, continuous comparison, and
relevant cases of deviant behavior to explore the mitigation of
teacher-student relationships (Kyegombe et al., 2017); Michel and
Hargis (2016), based on the theory of psychological needs and
self-determination, discussed the relationship between deviant
behavior in the workplace and organizational injustice, and
found that it was very important to cultivate employees’ intrinsic
behavior motivation in the workplace (Michel and Hargis,
2016); Shoaib and Baruch (2019) introduced the concept of
deviant behavior into the moderate intermediary framework
of incentive and organizational justice perception. Based on
the causal model and structural equation model analysis,
the results showed that incentive for employees has direct,
indirect, or conditionally indirect effects in their deviant behavior
(Shoaib and Baruch, 2019).

Research Status of Psychological Capital
Zhang et al. (2017), based on social cognition and social
exchange theory, found that customer psychological capital
had a greater impact on knowledge sharing behavior in the
virtual innovation community (Zhang et al., 2017); Bakker
et al. (2017) discussed the influence of psychological capital
on depression symptoms of veterinary students, and concluded
that the components of psychological capital could be learned
and strengthened through relevant interventions (Bakker et al.,
2017); Yim et al. (2017) discussed and analyzed the mediating
role of psychological capital in occupational stress and turnover
intention of nurses, and the results indicated that psychological
capital had some mediating role in the stress and turnover
intention of nurses (Yim et al., 2017); Cuadra-Peralta et al.
(2018) explored the relationship between psychological capital
and the expected attitude of employees in state-owned and
private enterprises, and found that there was a significant
positive correlation between psychological capital and expected
attitude, as well as a significant correlation between psychological
capital and job satisfaction (Cuadra-Peralta et al., 2018); Yang
and Yang (2019), according to the investigation and analysis
of the employees of small and medium-sized venture capital
companies in South Korea, found that the actual leadership of
the CEO could significantly improve the positive psychological
capital of employees of small and medium-sized enterprises
(Yang and Yang, 2019).

In summary, the above findings show that the current
research work on deviant behavior is mostly focused on its
destructive aspects. Research on deviant innovative behavior
is mostly directed at employees and there are few relevant
research findings. Furthermore, it can be found that psychological
capital has a greater impact on the working state and work
behavior of employees. At present, however, there are few studies
on introducing psychological capital into deviant innovation
behavior, so it is necessary to combine them (Chen, 2018;
Shen et al., 2019).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretical Basis of Deviant Innovation
Behavior
The so-called deviant innovation refers to the behavior of an
employee who continues to improve or implement an idea
proposed after it is denied by the superior supervisor. This kind
of innovation behavior is generally proposed by employees in
the interests of the organization, while the organization refuses
the innovation of employees due to the inconsistency between
the corresponding innovation scheme and the overall strategic
development or the consideration of risk minimization, so the
employees adhere to and carry out the behavior in private. In the
concept of deviant innovation, “innovation” and “deviant” are
two major elements. The specific expression of the innovation
element is a creative process in which employees have new
ideas and then promote the implementation of ideas. Although
new products are not necessarily generated in this process, it
is considered to be an act of good will because it is based
on improving new ideas (Ding et al., 2018). Deviant elements
are presented in violation of the expectations of norms in the
social environment. Under the current development situation,
the research on deviant innovation is still in its initial stages,
and the deviant innovation behavior of employees is private and
risky. From the perspective of enterprise employees, the original
order and rules of the enterprise organization have an impact
on their deviant innovation behavior. Furthermore, the results of
deviant innovation behavior of employees are affected by their
position, work values, psychological authorization, and other
factors. At present, research mainly focuses on employees’ deviant
innovation behavior. However, unlike ordinary employees, an
excellent entrepreneur shall have a keen perception, strong
decision-making ability, and good risk control ability, which in
fact are more likely to produce deviant innovation behavior.

Corresponding to the development stage of deviant
innovation, the measurement of the relevant scale of deviant
innovation is still relatively inadequate, and only a few scholars
have studied it, such as the deviant innovation scale developed
by Lin et al. (2018) that contains eight topics, and the deviant
innovation scale developed by Alexy et al. (2016) that contains
five topics. This innovative measurement scheme has been
proven to have good reliability and validity. In research on
the influence of entrepreneurs’ deviant innovation behavior,
the above two deviant innovation scales were synthesized
and simplified appropriately. The corresponding variables
were selected, and the conceptual research model was
established (Figure 1).

Psychological Capital Based on Positive
Psychology
Positive psychology began to develop in the late 20th century.
At present, it has achieved good results in the fields of health,
personality, counseling, and other branches of psychology. It is
a field of research based on the relationship between the positive
quality and mentality, positive emotion, potential development,
and happiness promotion of the corresponding individual. Based

on this, (Luthans et al., 2010) put forward the concept of positive
psychological capital, which could also be called psychological
capital (Friend et al., 2016; Gander et al., 2018). Luthans et al.
(2010) believed that psychological capital was mainly composed
of four structures: self-efficacy, resilience, optimism and hope,
which were conceptually independent and had differentiated
validity on the basis of empirical evidence. Regarding the
definition of the attribute of psychological capital, the state
theory, trait theory, and integration theory are the three main
viewpoints (Clausen et al., 2019).

Since the concept of positive psychological capital was put
forward, it has been favored by psychologists and management
scientists. Currently, the measurement questionnaire of positive
psychological capital research mainly consists of one dimension,
three-dimension, four-dimension, and multi-dimension theories
(Kyösti et al., 2019). Table 1 shows the corresponding structure
and scale of positive psychological capital.

Work Values of Entrepreneurs and
Deviant Innovation
Work value refers to a kind of preference and attitude toward the
work, which will exert an impact on the degree of investment
and innovation behavior of entrepreneurs in the workplace
(Armstrong et al., 2018; Antonio et al., 2020). Because of
the differences in management difficulties, the work values of
entrepreneurs are different. For entrepreneurs who focus more
on utility orientation and material interests, work efficiency
improvement, and self-interest maximization in their work, the
success of their deviant innovation behavior is closely related
to high return. In this case, the efficiency between input and
output of deviant innovation and the satisfaction of demand
for maximizing personal interests are at a high level. For
entrepreneurs who emphasize internal preferences, the matching
of interests and needs in their work is vital. As a result, for
entrepreneurs who are more sensitive in the perception of work
value and significance, the deviant innovation is the realization
of their own work value, the value embodiment of work
preference, and the pursuit of company interests (Chen, 2019;
Shen and Ho, 2020). Moreover, for entrepreneurs who focus on
interpersonal harmony and a harmonious working atmosphere in
their work, and those who expect equal communication between
superiors and subordinates, will be more inclined to innovation
privacy in the embodiment of deviant innovation behavior.
For entrepreneurs who emphasize creativity and freshness in
their work, regard new things and knowledge more highly, and
have outstanding creativity and imagination, deviant innovation
behavior is actually the maintenance of innovation projects and
creativity. While for entrepreneurs who are concerned about
long-term development in their work and those who hope
to gain social resources through continuous accumulation, the
manifestation of their deviant innovation behavior is actually the
process of individual experience accumulation of innovation and
the behavior process of insisting on self-innovation belief. At
this time, the high return characteristics of deviant innovation
promote the possibility of further improvement and development
of entrepreneurs (Armando et al., 2020). Based on the above
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FIGURE 1 | Variable selection and the establishment of conceptual research model.

TABLE 1 | Structure and scale of positive psychological capital.

Specific dimensions Composition of structural elements Corresponding scale

One dimension Self-esteem Mental capital scale

Three dimensions Hope, optimism and toughness Mental capital scale

Self-efficacy, optimism and toughness Mental capital status scale

Four dimensions Hope, optimism, self-efficacy, and toughness Psychological capital evaluation scale

Hope, optimism, toughness, and self-efficacy Mental capital status scale

Self-esteem, self-efficacy, and emotional stability, control point Core self-evaluation construct scale

Hope, optimism, self-efficacy, and toughness Positive psychological capital questionnaire

Realistic hope, optimism, self-efficacy, and toughness Psychological capital questionnaire

Multiple dimensions Emotional stability, openness, extraversion, responsibility, and agreeableness Psychological capital questionnaire

Hope, optimism, self-efficacy, toughness, and sincerity Positive psychological capital evaluation scale

Modest and steady, tolerance forgiveness, confident and brave, tenacious and stubborn Scale of psychological capital in China

statements, for entrepreneurs, long-term development, driven
by work values has the greatest positive impact on deviant
innovation. Therefore, the work values of entrepreneurs are
introduced as the intermediate variables to explore and study
the relationship between entrepreneurs’ psychological capital
and deviant innovation behavior. Figure 2 shows the scale of
entrepreneur work values and its corresponding dimensions
(Zheng and Liu, 2020).

Work Remodeling and Deviant
Innovation
In fact, work remodeling refers to an active way of behavior
change, which is derived from the activities of the perspective of
individual employees and the bottom-up work design. Its idea
is to express all the defects, concepts, or relationship changes
in the work of enterprise employees. On the basis of their
own and enterprise needs, the employees of an enterprise will
positively affect the organization by redesigning the working
methods, and achieve the goal of balancing the working resources
and requirements by changing the individual working ability
and working demand.

According to relevant research, the motivation of employees’
work remodeling comes from the need for work control, self-
image, and interpersonal relationships. Among them, the need
for work control is related to tasks. The relationship-related work
remodeling has an impact on the level of communication between
employees and other people. Whether it is work remodeling
related to work tasks or relationship, it is the need for employees

to build a positive self-image, improve their personal ability,
and enhance their sense of work value with the team, life, or
organization. Work remodeling is closely related to a positive
mentality and personal ability improvement, which is helpful
for establishing positive psychological attitudes and promoting
innovation behavior. Similarly, whether the work remodeling
behavior of entrepreneurs will promote the occurrence of
their deviant innovation behavior is also helpful to explore
the relationship between psychological capital and deviant
innovation behavior. Therefore, the concept of entrepreneurial
work remodeling was introduced, and the correlation between it
and the research object was analyzed, thereby laying a foundation
for the in-depth study of psychological capital and deviant
innovation behavior (Li et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019).

Study Design
(1) Research Methods and Sample Selection

For research on the influence of entrepreneurs’ psychological
capital on themselves and employees’ deviant innovation
behavior, in this study, some entrepreneurs of high-tech and
mature enterprises were selected as the research object. The
questionnaire survey was used to obtain data. Combined
with the offline questionnaire and online software survey,
the way closer to entrepreneurs was utilized to achieve
the distribution of the offline questionnaire. Considering the
sensitivity and particularity of deviant innovation, the privacy
of the questionnaire in this survey and research was protected,
in order to ensure that individual entrepreneurs report their
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FIGURE 2 | The scale of entrepreneur’s work values and its corresponding dimensions.

deviant innovation level in a truthful manner. Moreover, the
data collection was completed anonymously, and it was promised
that the data collection was only used for academic research
purposes. To improve the effectiveness of the questionnaire,
the offline questionnaire was distributed face-to-face, and the
online questionnaire was mainly distributed in the form of
“wenjuanxing” (SCM), a professional platform surveys. Among
them, the online electronic questionnaire was mainly distributed
in Hangzhou, Nanjing, Nanchang, Shenzhen, Shanghai, and other
cities where high-tech enterprises are present, and the analysis
and statistics of the recovered questionnaire were completed
according to SCM.

(2) Research Tools and Data Analysis Methods

To ensure the effective measurement of variables, a mature
and reliable Likert scale was selected to achieve the measurement,
in which 1 means “strongly disagree” and 5 means “strongly
agree.” For deviant innovation behavior, the Criscuolo deviant
innovation scale was chosen, which included 5 topic options,
such as “I will take the initiative to spend some time on
research projects to enrich the project development.” For the
work values of entrepreneurs, the Grounded Theory with good
reliability and validity was used to build a five-factor work values
scale, which included 20 topic options, such as “I hope the
company can further improve the level of innovation and achieve
long-term development.” For the measurement of psychological
capital, the four-dimensional theory was chosen according to
the above statement. For the measurement of entrepreneurship
work remodeling, the highly reliable The Development and Test of
Work Remodeling Scale published by Tims and Bakker was used,
which included 21 item options. The scores were given according
to the 5-point Likert method: 1 point means “never,” 2 points
“seldom,” and 5 points “always.” The higher the corresponding
score is, the more obvious the work remodeling behavior is.

To analyze and process the data, this study adopted the
SPSS software, a method widely used in reliability and validity
measurement and multiple linear analyses. Furthermore,
the software was also applied to test the correlation among
various corresponding variables, such as entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, work values, deviant innovation behavior,
and entrepreneurship work remodeling. This proves that

psychological capital plays an important role in the adjustment
of entrepreneur’s work values, employee’s work remodeling, and
their deviant innovation behavior, by using an analytic hierarchy
process (AHP). Among them, the calculation of Cronbach’s α

coefficient based on reliability test is shown in equation 1, and
the calculation of standard deviation is shown in equation 2. For
the validity test, the confirmatory factor analysis method in the
structural equation model was used to analyze the fitting effect
of the model through the corresponding numerical value of the
test index. The test indexes used for model fitting are chi square
χ2, degree of freedom df, comparison fit index CFI, incremental
fit index IFI, Tucker-Lewis index TLI, root mean square residual
RMR, and root mean square of approximate error RMSEA.
Figure 3 shows the structural equation model of each selected
variable established.

α =
nr

[(n− 1) r+ 1]
(1)

where, n represents the number of questions in the scale
measurement, and r is the average correlation coefficient between
questions.

SD =

√[
(x1 − x)2

+ ... (xn − x)2]
n− 1

(2)

where, n suggests the number of research samples, and x1. . .xn
represents the corresponding value of each research sample.

RESULTS

Questionnaire Results
The demographic characteristics of the samples were selected, as
shown in Table 2.

A total of 400 questionnaires were distributed, and 380
questionnaires were recovered. To further ensure the validity
of the questionnaire, invalid questionnaires were eliminated
from the recovered questionnaires. The corresponding screening
criteria for an effective questionnaire is that the options of the
corresponding questions are relatively real, and there are few
consistent situations. Thus, there are 340 effective questionnaires
based on this study, with a recovery rate of 95% and an
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FIGURE 3 | The establishment of the structural equation model for each selected variable. The results of model fitting.

TABLE 2 | Demographic characteristics of research samples.

Demographic
variables

Category Proportion

Gender Male 55.98%

Female 44.02%

Age 26–30 years old 25.49%

31–40 years old 27.30%

41–50 years old 40.10%

Over 50 years old 7.11%

Educational Master’s degree or above 11.79%

background Undergraduate 44.77%

Junior college 20.56%

High school or technical secondary school 14.42%

Junior high school and below 8.46%

Years of working 10 years and above 6.9%

6–10 years 43.5%

3–5 years 29.4%

1–3 years 20.2%

Nature of enterprise State-owned enterprise 22.1%

Private enterprise 62.3%

Foreign enterprise 2.3%

Sino-foreign joint venture 1.4%

Others 11.9%

Industry Manufacturing industry 13.8%

Internet 3.7%

Medicine 3.2%

Real estate 12.1%

Service industry 23.1%

Consultation 4.3%

Education 16.4%

Others 23.4%

effective rate of 89%. The demographic characteristics of the
corresponding study samples are shown in Table 2. In general,
the sample selection in this study covers different genders, ages,

families, and education levels, which lays a good foundation for
the universality and scientific feature of the follow-up study.

Reliability and Validity Test of Each
Variable Scale
With the purpose of testing and analyzing the measurement
reliability and validity of the variables of entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, entrepreneur’s work values,
entrepreneurship work remodeling, and deviant innovation
behavior, the analysis software SPSS 21.0 was selected and
combined with the confirmatory factor analysis method to
analyze the reliability statistics of the selected variables. Table 3
shows the reliability statistical analysis of each measurement.

The data in Table 3 shows that the Cronbach’s α coefficient
values of the scale selected are all above 0.8, and the factor
load and interpretation rate of cumulative variance of each
measurement item corresponding to the scale are within the
specified range. Hence, it was concluded that the scale selected is
appropriate, and each scale measurement shows good reliability.

Based on the confirmatory factor analysis, the model fitting
effect among the entrepreneur’s work values, entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, entrepreneurship work remodeling, and
deviant innovation behavior was analyzed. The corresponding
data distribution and representation are shown in Figures 4A,B.

In Figure 4, the four-factor model represents deviant
innovation, entrepreneur’s psychological capital, entrepreneur’s
work values, and entrepreneurship work remodeling; the three-
factor model represents deviant innovation + entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, entrepreneur’s work values, and
entrepreneurship work remodeling; the two-factor
model represents deviant innovation + entrepreneur’s
psychological capital + entrepreneur’s work values, and
entrepreneurship work remodeling; the single-factor model
indicates deviant innovation + entrepreneur psychological
capital + entrepreneur work values + entrepreneurship
work remodeling. Figure 4 suggests that the four-factor
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TABLE 3 | Reliability statistical results of each measurement.

Measurement variables Deviant
innovation

Work values of
entrepreneurs

Psychological capital of
entrepreneurs

Reshaping the work of
employees

Cronbach’s α coefficient 0.884 0.959 0.942 0.885

Item number 5 20 4 21
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FIGURE 4 | Model fitting results based on confirmatory factor analysis. (A) The results based on confirmatory factors c2, df, and AIC. (B) The results based on
confirmatory factors CFI, IFI, TLI, RMR and RMSEA.

model has the best fitting effect. The specific performance
of each confirmatory factor is χ2 = 1969.012, degree of
freedom df = 1475, comparative fitting index CFI = 0.963,
incremental fitting index IFI = 0.964, Tucker-Lewis index
TLI = 0.962, root mean square residual RMR = 0.055, and
root mean square error approximation RMSEA = 0.049.
This shows that the four-factor model has the best
discrimination validity.

Correlation Analysis of the Selected
Variables
With the purpose of analyzing and verifying the correlation
among deviant innovation, entrepreneur psychological
capital, entrepreneur work values, and entrepreneurship
work remodeling, the mean m and standard deviation SD were
selected for description and statistical analysis. Figure 5 shows
the correlation analysis results of each selected variable.

The analysis of the data changes suggests that there is
a significant positive correlation between entrepreneurs’
psychological capital and deviant innovation behavior.
Specifically, the analysis coefficient is r = 0.549, and the
significance level is p < 0.01. There is a significant positive
correlation between entrepreneurs’ work values and deviant
innovation behavior, specifically, r = 0.548, p < 0.01.
Furthermore, there is a significant positive correlation between
entrepreneurship work remodeling and deviant innovation,
r = 0.406, p < 0.01. Generally speaking, the psychological capital
and work values of entrepreneurs are the most correlated with
deviant innovation.
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FIGURE 5 | Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis results of variables
(the variables represented by 1–4 include deviant innovation, entrepreneur
psychological capital, entrepreneur work values, and entrepreneurship work
remodeling).

Adjustment of Entrepreneur’s
Psychological Capital to Deviant
Innovation Behavior
Based on the above correlation analysis results of the selected
variables, the entrepreneur’s work values were selected as
independent variables, deviant innovation behavior as dependent
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FIGURE 6 | Adjustment of entrepreneur’s psychological capital to deviant
innovation behavior.

variables, and entrepreneur’s psychological capital as adjusting
variables. Through the AHP, the adjustment of entrepreneur’s
psychological capital to the work values and deviant innovation
behavior of the enterprise was discussed, and the corresponding
regression results were analyzed, as shown in Figure 6. The
structural equation model, before and after the entrepreneur’s
psychological capital, was added as a regulating variable to
explain the change of rate, as shown in Figure 7; the change of
AHP coefficient r2 and significance level P is shown in Figure 8.

After the adjustment variable of entrepreneur psychological
capital was added, the model explanation strength of the second-
level equation increased significantly from 3.8 to 20.9% as
compared with the first-level equation with an explanation rate
of 17%, and the significance reached 0.001. The interaction
term between entrepreneur work values and entrepreneur
psychological capital was then introduced to the third-level
equation. The final explanation rate of the equation for the
relationship between variables was 24.2%, and the contribution
rate of interaction terms to the equation was 3.3%, and
the corresponding significance was 0.001. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the psychological capital of entrepreneurs
can regulate work values and deviant innovation behaviors
of entrepreneurs.

DISCUSSION

In today’s environment of national innovation, enterprise
innovation cannot be separated from the breakthrough of
organization and individual members’ innovation. Entrepreneurs
are a special group in an enterprise organization, and their
work values and innovation concepts are very important to solve
the innovation management problems of employees and even
the whole organization (Hamdoun et al., 2018; Prado et al.,
2018). Deviant innovation sometimes occurs among employees
of enterprises and entrepreneurs. Psychological capital from the
perspective of positive psychology has great potential in the
promotion of organizational competitiveness and innovation
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FIGURE 7 | The change of interpretive rate of structural equation model
before and after adjusting variables (1–3, respectively, represents the work
values of entrepreneurs; work values of entrepreneurs + psychological capital
of entrepreneurs; work values of entrepreneurs + psychological capital of
entrepreneurs + deviant innovation).
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FIGURE 8 | The change of AHP coefficient and significance level before and
after introducing adjusting variables (the specific expression of 1–3 is the
same as that in Figure 7).

breakthroughs (Kim et al., 2018). In this paper, considering the
possibility of entrepreneurs’ psychological capital to promote
the emergence and development of their deviant innovation
behavior, as important members of an enterprise organization,
individuals at different levels of psychological capital are likely
to have different deviant innovation behavior when facing
different management difficulties or other situations. The above
results show that the psychological capital of entrepreneurs
plays a regulatory role between their work values and deviant
innovation behavior. Therefore, the psychological capital of
entrepreneurs can promote the generation and development of
deviant innovation behavior, which is of great significance to
the improvement of enterprise innovation. Evidently, it is not
difficult to find that positive psychology can play a positive role in
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innovation and creativity. It not only promotes the improvement
of creativity but also has a certain regulatory role in the entire
process of innovation and entrepreneurship.

Just as the guiding role of life values in people’s lives,
work values play the same role in work. In the study of
work values, demand orientation considers work values as
the work characteristics pursued by the body in demand and
activities. The standard judgment orientation holds that the
work value has a guiding role in the work of individual
employees and the selection of the conduct, which not only affects
the individual’s self-orientation, but also impacts the objective
requirements of the work (Li and Li, 2018; O’Connor and
Kenter, 2019; Tomaževic et al., 2019). In the innovation activities
of enterprises, entrepreneurs as an important group, greatly
affect the innovation awareness of enterprises, in terms of their
work values. The above research shows that they are important
intermediary variables. The concept of entrepreneur’s work
values was introduced into the research of deviant innovation
behavior, and it was found that there was a significant correlation
between entrepreneur’s work values and deviant innovation
behavior. When the work values of entrepreneurs were taken
as independent variables, the regulating effect of entrepreneurs’
psychological capital on their deviant innovation behavior was
obvious (Wu et al., 2020).

The correlation among the psychological capital of
entrepreneurs, the work values of entrepreneurs, the work
remodeling of employees, and the deviant innovation behavior
was analyzed, and it was found that the psychological capital
of entrepreneurs plays a regulatory role in the deviant
innovation behavior. To further develop the enterprise and
make breakthroughs in innovation, the entrepreneurs who bear
important responsibilities in the enterprise should focus on the
encouragement of the innovation activities of employees in
the enterprise, and promote their own and employees’ deviant
innovation behavior to develop positively.

CONCLUSION

Under the environment of social innovation, the generation
and influence of deviant innovation was taken as the research

object, the concept of psychological capital was introduced,
and the work values of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship
work remodeling were added as variables. The measurement
effect and correlation of each selected variable were tested
and analyzed, and the role of entrepreneurs’ psychological
capital in the regulation of deviant innovation behavior was
explored. It was found that the reliability and validity of the
measurement of each variable are satisfactory. Among the
four variables, the psychological capital of entrepreneurs, the
work values of entrepreneurs, and the deviant innovation
behavior are highly correlated. The psychological capital of
entrepreneurs can regulate their deviant innovation behavior.
However, this paper only considers the work values of
entrepreneurs as intermediate variables, and it was found
that the psychological capital of entrepreneurs can regulate
their deviant innovation behavior. In the future, more
intermediate variables will be explored, and the relationship
and influence between them will be further explored
from other angles.
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This study was conducted with the purpose of exploring the impact of positive
entrepreneurial psychological quality in innovation and entrepreneurship education,
as well as the development of maker education in colleges and universities. The
questionnaire survey method – The Positive Mental Characters Scale for Chinese
College Students – and the SPSS 26.0 mathematical statistical analysis software
were adopted to analyze and characterize the development of innovation and
entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities, as well as the practice of
maker education. The results show that there are differences in the factors that affect
the positive entrepreneurial psychological quality of college students studying different
majors in the liberal arts and sciences. Family economy has the most obvious impact
on liberal arts students, sports activities have the most obvious impact on science
students, has and grades have the most obvious impact on engineering students; the
average score of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship ability is around
3.0, showing that the overall innovation and creativity ability is general. Furthermore,
there are differences in the development of the maker education model between the
eastern and western universities. Overall, the maker faculty of eastern universities are
more complete, with a larger number of professors, associate seniors, and intermediate
teachers. In addition, the investigation on the positive entrepreneurial psychological
quality shows a positive effect on cultivating students’ healthy entrepreneurial quality
as well as promoting the development and practice of maker education.

Keywords: positive psychology, maker education, innovation and entrepreneurship, positive psychological
quality, problems and countermeasures

INTRODUCTION

Society is in a period of mass innovation and entrepreneurship. In terms of promoting national
economic growth, creation, and innovation are key influencing factors. Similarly, they are vital
in terms of promoting innovation and entrepreneurship education and improving the innovation
and entrepreneurship activities of college students (Kim and Ryu, 2017; Patel et al., 2018). After
the international financial crisis, all major economies in the world began to regard innovation as a
main strategy to develop advanced technology and improve international competitiveness. During
this important period, it is essential to promote coordinated development between universities and
society (Bracale et al., 2017; Gillis et al., 2017). At present, higher education is faced with challenges,
such as outdated training modes, and the demand for innovative and entrepreneurial talents
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is increasing day by day. Higher requirements are put
forward for the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial
talents (Faria et al., 2018). Higher education is in urgent
need of educational innovation. In this context, the maker
education model was developed, a model that emphasizes
sharing and practice and focuses on solving practical problems.
Integrating the new thinking of maker education with the
innovation and entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities can promote the implementation of innovation
and entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities
and improve the level of innovation and entrepreneurship.
Moreover, it also promotes the transformation and innovation
of the traditional education mode of colleges and universities,
and integrates well with the new mode of social and
economic development, thereby achieving a new development
situation of mutual benefit, coexistence, and win-win between
colleges and society (Bhilwar et al., 2017). At present, many
American libraries have participated in maker education
activities. A school in Chicago regards maker education as
the core concept of school education (Fleisch et al., 2017).
Through the establishment of a maker education base alliance,
some universities in China have introduced maker spaces,
innovation laboratories, and other practice platforms into
university education (Mcnamara, 2017).

College students are the main recipients of innovation
and entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities.
The cultivation of positive psychological qualities in college
students is one of the most important factors of ideological
and political education in colleges and universities. Accordingly,
the improvement of positive psychological qualities of college
students is a very important premise whether it promotes the
level of mental health of college students or cultivates the sound
personality of innovative talents (Bravo et al., 2017; Cornish
et al., 2017; Mortier et al., 2017). At the end of the 20th century,
Martin Seligman, an American psychologist, put forward the
theory of positive psychology to study psychology from a positive
perspective, taking the discovery of individual advantages and
virtues as an important measure to stimulate people’s enthusiasm
and improve their happiness. Meanwhile, the development of
positive psychology can play an important role in cultivating the
positive psychological quality of college students (Stoner et al.,
2017; Otto et al., 2017). From the perspective of innovation and
entrepreneurship education, it is crucial to establish and cultivate
students’ positive psychological quality.

In summary, there are relatively few research results on
the application and practice of the maker education model
and few research results on the impact of the psychological
quality of college students’ positive entrepreneurial on innovation
and entrepreneurship behavior. Based on this, the concept of
positive entrepreneurial psychological quality was introduced
into the research through a questionnaire survey combined
with mathematical statistics that focused on the relationship
between the psychological quality of college students’ positive
entrepreneurship and the development of maker education. In
this way, this study may provide a reference for the application
and practice of positive psychology in the transformation and
improvement of innovation and entrepreneurship education

mode in colleges and universities against the background
of the internet.

LITERATURE REVIEW

International Research Progress
From the perspective of positive psychology, Sparks et al. (2017)
explored and analyzed the role of teachers in shaping students’
physical classroom experiences based on self-determination
theory. It was found that the relevant supporting teaching
behaviors of physical education teachers can improve
students’ classroom experiences. Based on the mixed effect
regression model, Tingey et al. (2020) found that entrepreneurial
education interventions are greatly significant for promoting the
development of youth groups. Laudano et al. (2019) discussed
the entrepreneurial intentions, psychological factors, and
environmental factors of entrepreneurial university female
groups, and found that the entrepreneurial university has a
significant influence on female entrepreneurial attitudes and
entrepreneurial intentions, and the main differences are related
to psychological factors. Weiner et al. (2018) expounded the
relevant theories of maker education and developed a new
framework for constructing maker spaces, providing a good
perspective for educators to implement related projects in
maker spaces. Roldan et al. (2018) discussed the impact of
the construction and expansion of the university maker space
on female engineering college students and provided design
principles for the establishment of a university maker space.

Research Progress in China
By combining the current status of college students’ innovation
and entrepreneurship with the development of a new engineering
education industry, Zhao et al. (2018) proposed a cognitive
system of innovation and entrepreneurship practice with new
characteristics. This system is of great significance in improving
the innovation and entrepreneurship of new engineering
education as well as high-tech application and innovative
talents. After exploring the relationship between the internship
quality, entrepreneurial intention, and entrepreneurial feasibility
of engineering graduates from two research universities in China
based on the structural equation model, Yi (2018) concluded
that there are significant differences in the family characteristics
and entrepreneurial experience of gender groups, which provides
new insights in enhancing the entrepreneurial ability of college
students. Xu and Li (2018) explored the relationship between
college types with innovation and entrepreneurship education,
and concluded that there is the greatest gray correlation between
the type of colleges and the entrepreneurial competition award,
and the gray correlation value of students who choose self-
employment is the smallest.

In summary, there have been many research achievements on
innovation and entrepreneurship education, the maker education
model for colleges, and the innovation and entrepreneurship
education based on a psychological level. The relevant research
in this field began earlier in places around the world other than
China. However, from the perspective of positive psychology,
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there is relatively little research on the maker education model.
As a result, taking positive psychology into consideration,
the exploration and practice of maker education in college
innovation and entrepreneurship education were discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretical Basis of Positive Psychology
Positive psychology is a branch of psychological research that
became popular in the United States in the 1990s. It focuses on
psychology research that ranges from “psychological problems”
to “people’s positive power.” It also discusses the conditions and
processes conducive to the optimization of individuals, groups,
and institutions, and focuses on people’s virtues, subjectivity,
and other positive qualities. Martin Seligman, a representative
of the field, regards positive psychology as a discipline to study
the positive qualities of human development and virtue (Black
et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2017). Compared with traditional
psychological research, positive psychology has expanded the
field of psychological research and overcome the problem of
only focusing on the negative aspects of research, including
psychological problems and mental diseases. In the research
on psychological problems, positive psychology starts from the
potential positive factors that people have, and advocates to
deal with the problems positively, to explore people’s potential
positive power, and actively analyze people’s inner world, thereby
promoting the formation of positive psychological qualities
(Ciere et al., 2017; Duncan et al., 2017). In terms of research
methods, positive psychology, based on absorbing traditional
psychological research methods, again combines empirical
analysis, phenomenology, and other research methods, including
empirical and non-empirical research methods. Regarding
research content, positive psychology mainly studies content
that includes positive emotions, positive personality traits, and
positive social environments, among which the research based
on positive psychological environments benefits from regulating
positive emotions and cultivating positive psychological qualities,
and then promotes the construction of a harmonious social
environment. This branch of psychology helps college students
to face problems and challenges in the process of innovation
and entrepreneurship with a positive attitude. It is essential
in realizing successful entrepreneurship, acquiring happiness,
improving the life value of college students. It also contributes to
the exploration and practice of innovation and entrepreneurship
education mode in colleges and universities. Hence, in the process
of carrying out innovation and entrepreneurship activities in
colleges and universities, it is of great significance to focus
on and cultivate the psychological quality of college students’
entrepreneurship.

Positive Psychological Quality of College
Students’ Entrepreneurship
Psychological quality is the representation of a stable
psychological feature, an organic whole formed of cognition,
emotion, will, and personality, which guides people’s psychology
and practical activities (Ranasinghe et al., 2018; Dougherty et al.,

2019). Based on this, in the innovation and entrepreneurship
activities for college students, entrepreneurial psychological
quality is a comprehensive psychological quality formed and
developed by individuals under the comprehensive interaction of
education and environment. It is a comprehensive and stable way
to adjust individual psychological and behavioral characteristics
for specific entrepreneurial activities, such as entrepreneurial
consciousness, entrepreneurial ability, entrepreneurial
will, entrepreneurial personality, and other psychological
characteristics (Criaco et al., 2017). The entrepreneurial
psychological quality of college students is a stable and individual
psychological characteristic which is gradually established
during the individual growth process of college students.
Specifically, it is formed based on the interaction between
environmental impact, education, and students themselves, and
it is demonstrated when undertaking entrepreneurial activities.
Guided by positive psychology, to fully develop all the leading
forces in colleges and universities and actively integrate all the
effective forces of society, family, and individuals, are the main
measures used to cultivate the psychological quality education
of entrepreneurial college students. Positive psychological
quality is composed of six dimensions: cognition, interpersonal,
emotion, justice, moderation, and transcendence. These in turn
are characterized by multiple dimensions and levels. In the
process of training college students to develop the psychological
quality of positive entrepreneurship, the key is the cultivation
of college students’ awareness of active entrepreneurship, good
entrepreneurial ability, tenacious entrepreneurial will, and
unique entrepreneurial personality. Based on The Positive Mental
Characters Scale for Chinese College Students (Guo, 2016),
Figure 1 shows the dimensions and structure of college students’
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship.

Internet-Based Maker Education Model
As information technology and the internet develop quickly in
today’s society, the deep integration of information technology,
the internet, and education is the general trend against which
the rise and development of maker education is a typical
representative. Maker education is originated from the rise of
the word “maker.” Some scholars think that maker refers to
people who are eager to transform ideas and creativity into reality
due to their own interests, hobbies, and specialties. Creativity
is the result of wisdom, which is characterized by individuation
and originality. Being able to solve the problems encountered
in practice is a response to personal thoughts, rather than a
simple act of copy and imitation. The so-called “products” of
makers are actually all kinds of creative works (Liu H. et al.,
2019). At present, the makers in the development stage mainly
include social makers and student makers. Although makers
are not necessarily entrepreneurs, there is no denying that the
maker movement is complementary to the encouragement of
innovation and entrepreneurship policies in China. Compared
with entrepreneurship, makers emphasize their interests and
hobbies, and regard them as the purpose of practice and creation.
Makers’ products can be presented in physical objects or virtual
objects, and their subjects can also be people who are good
at some kind of software creation or other intangible services.
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FIGURE 1 | Dimensions and structure of college students’ positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship.

Their works do not take commercial interests as the main
purpose. The development of maker education in colleges and
universities is mainly studied against the background of the
internet, focusing on the maker of college students. Compared
with social makers, regarding practical creation, college makers
focus on interests and hobbies and have more creative ideas and
obvious educational characteristics, and some of them become
entrepreneurs after graduation.

“Maker education” is developed on the basis of maker
movement and integrates “maker” and “education.” Generally
speaking, it can be considered that the purpose of maker
education in colleges and universities is to cultivate maker-
quality talents (Fleisch et al., 2017). Among them, maker literacy
is an expression of ability. People with this ability must have
team consciousness and a focus on sharing. Various technical
means can be used creatively, thus achieving creation through
individual practice or team cooperation and utilizing analysis
and problem-solving. The recipients of maker education can
be social people or students in school, while the recipients of
college maker education can be college students or teachers
engaged in maker education. Maker education in colleges
and universities has characteristics reflective of the times. It
is an educational reform that integrates modern information
technology and school education and teaching in the internet
environment. Maker education in colleges and universities is
an educational tool that cultivates the maker spirit of students,
applies information technology, and is in a continuous process
of devlopment. It embodies the cooperative inquiry education,
which is not limited to a single subject or major but can
be completed through the cooperation of interdisciplinary
cooperative learning and team cooperation. Maker education
in colleges and universities is an educational model formed
by combining innovation and entrepreneurship education
with higher education. In this development model, students’
innovation ability and entrepreneurship awareness and abilities
are expected to achieve synchronous improvement. Therefore, it

is particularly important for the cultivation of college students’
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship. Among them,
the differences between the college maker education classroom
and the traditional classroom, the elements of college maker
education, and the classification of maker space are shown in
Table 1.

Research Design
(1) Research methods and sample selection

To analyze and study the current situation of college students’
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship, various types
of eastern and western regional colleges and universities
were selected, including Beijing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Northwest Normal
University, Central South University, Central China Normal
University, Dalian Maritime University, and other universities,
with the purpose of completing the data collection in the form
of a questionnaire. The questionnaire involves entrepreneurial
consciousness, entrepreneurial ability, and the entrepreneurial
personality of college students. In this survey, the privacy of the
respondents was protected, the data was collected anonymously,
and the data was promised to be collected only for academic
research purposes. This data collection work is mainly in the form
of an online electronic questionnaire, aided by “wenjuanxing”
(a professional online questionnaire survey platform, which was
used to provide users with powerful and humanized online
design questionnaire, data collection, custom reports, survey
results analysis series of services) to complete the distribution
of the questionnaire. The recovered questionnaire, aided by
“wenjuanxing,” was used to complete the preliminary statistics
and analysis of the data. A Likert scale was used to evaluate the
frequency of events related to innovation and entrepreneurship
from entrepreneurship awareness, entrepreneurship ability, and
entrepreneurship personality, specifically on a scale of “highly
disagree,” “not quite disagree,” “uncertain,” “agree more” and
“totally agree” (Yen et al., 2018).
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TABLE 1 | Comparison and summary of the relevant components of maker education.

Essential factor Specific categories

Classroom Center Teaching methods Learning style Teaching
characteristics

Learning objectives

Traditional classroom Teacher centered Indoctrination Hear Attach importance to
books and theories

Knowledge

Cramming Recite

Remember

Maker classroom Student centered Guided mode Do Emphasis on creativity
and Practice

Ability and Knowledge

Open type Think

Say

Five elements of Maker
Education

Maker education course

Students in Maker

Space in Maker

Activities in Maker

Maker education teacher

Space in Maker Commonweal: Serving makers and ordinary people

Educative nature: Serving students

Marketability: Serving all people

(2) Data Analysis Method
Aimed at the research of college students’ positive

psychological quality of ntrepreneurship and the development
of college maker education, The Positive Mental Characters Scale
for Chinese College Students, compiled by Meng Wanjin and
Guanqun, was used for investigation and analysis. The scale
contains 62 questions in total. The reliability test and principal
component factor analysis suggest that the scale has good
reliability and validity. It is applicable to the large-scale survey
of the development of the positive entrepreneurial psychological
quality of Chinese college students.

To analyze and process the data, SPSS statistical analysis
software was selected, and a mathematical statistical method
was applied. This approach is widely used to measure reliability
and validity, and multiple linear analysis was used to analyze
the data from the questionnaire survey. This process lays a
foundation for the follow-up discussion of the development
status and existing problems of college students’ innovation
and entrepreneurship education. Furthermore, the relationship
between the psychological quality of college students’ positive
entrepreneurship and the maker education model was examined.

RESULTS

Statistics of Questionnaire Survey
Results
The demographic characteristics of research samples
corresponding to the questionnaire survey are shown in
Table 2 below.

In this study, 500 college students from diverse majors
were selected to carry out the questionnaire survey, and 480
questionnaires were finally recovered. To ensure the validity of

the questionnaires used for data analysis, invalid questionnaires
among the recovered questionnaires were eliminated. The
corresponding effective questionnaire screening standard was
that the corresponding topic option did not have too many
consistent situations, so it was presented in a more real state.
Based on this, the number of valid questionnaires that could
be used in this study was 450. The valid recovery rate of the
questionnaire was 96%, and the efficiency was 90%. In general,
the samples selected cover different genders, majors, and grades,
which lays a good foundation for the universal and scientific
follow-up study.

Analysis of the Psychological Quality of
College Students’ Positive
Entrepreneurship
To analyze and study the psychological quality of college
students’ positive entrepreneurship, the advantages of college
students’ positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship were
analyzed based on the results of the questionnaire survey. The
corresponding analysis results are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows that in the two sectors of “totally agree”
and “agree,” 76.34% of the students are interested in
entrepreneurship, 75.44% of the students are confident
in solving the difficulties encountered in the process of
entrepreneurship, 82.46% of the students are able to face
setbacks positively, and 75.11% of the students are able
to bear the consequences of their own behaviors bravely.
Most college students are interested in and confident in
entrepreneurship and can be responsible for their own behavior.
Meanwhile, 52.6% of the students choose “totally disagree,”
“disagree,” or “uncertain” regarding whether they can undertake
individual, family, and social responsibility simultaneously,
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TABLE 2 | Demographic characteristics of research samples.

Demographic variables Category Proportion (%)

Gender Male 44.98

Female 55.02

School name Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics 15.49

Xi’an Jiaotong University 17.30

Northwest Normal University 10.10

Central South University 7.11

Central China Normal University 8.23

Dalian Maritime University 6.29

Shanxi University of Finance and Economics 12.45

Shanxi Normal University 13.26

Hunan University 5.21

South China Normal University 4.56

Educational background Master degree or above 44.77

Undergraduate 55.23

Major studied Liberal arts 27.1

Science 33.5

Engineering 39.4

Grade Freshman 6.1

Sophomore 12.3

Junior 22.3

Senior 21.4

First-year graduated school student 5.9

Second-year graduated school student 17.21

Third-year graduated school student 14.8

FIGURE 2 | Advantages of positive psychological quality of college students’
entrepreneurship.

which shows that college students have insufficient awareness of
social responsibility.

Then, to get the best data results, the descriptive analysis and
statistical analysis were carried out by using mathematical
statistics methods. Combined with The Positive Mental
Characters Scale for Chinese College Students, the linear
regression analysis was made for the demographic characteristics
of the positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship of
college students in the same major, as shown in Figures 3A–C.

Figure 3 shows that college students majoring in liberal arts
have a significant influence of 0.01 and 0.05 levels on their
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship in terms of
family economy, academic performance, and the employment
of student cadres. It is specifically shown as the significant
level P of family economy and academic performance for 0.001,
and the employment of student cadres for 0.029; the beta
coefficients of three corresponding factors are respectively -
0.26, 0.25, and 0.16. It can be seen that family economy has
the greatest impact on students’ positive psychological quality
of entrepreneurship, while other factors have no significant
impact. For the college students majoring in science, their
attitude toward sports activities has the greatest impact on
their positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship; the
corresponding beta value is 0.29, while the impact of other
factors is not significant. However, for college students majoring
in engineering, their grades, family location, family economy,
employment of student cadres, and academic achievements have
significant influence on their positive psychological quality of
entrepreneurial at 0.01 and 0.05 levels, among which grade has
the greatest influence with a Beta coefficient value of −0.27,
followed by family location (Beta value is 0.26).

Problems and Countermeasures of
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Education
To analyze and study the problems and countermeasures
in the current innovation and entrepreneurship education in
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FIGURE 3 | The results of linear regression analysis of demographic
characteristics: (A) Liberal arts; (B) Science; (C) Engineering (B: partial
regression coefficient, Beta: standardized partial regression coefficient, t:
statistics of regression coefficient test, P: significance level).

colleges and universities in China, based on the research
results of the questionnaire, the analysis of the innovation
and entrepreneurship ability of college students is shown in

Table 3. The analysis results of the development and importance
of innovation and entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities are shown in Figures 4, 5, respectively.

The analysis of the data shows that the average score of
innovation and entrepreneurship ability of college students is
M = 3.32 ± 0.77. It is embodied in the basic innovation
and entrepreneurship ability score M = 3.72 ± 0.78, the core
innovation and entrepreneurship ability score M = 3.58 ± 0.88,
and the social coping ability score M = 3.47 ± 0.66.
Generally speaking, compared with the average value of 3, the
innovation and entrepreneurship ability of college students is
slightly higher. The overall innovation and entrepreneurship
ability of college students is general, so it is necessary to
strengthen the innovation and entrepreneurship education.
By analyzing the data shown in the figure, it can be
found that the proportion of “totally agree” and “agree”
is 73.2% and the proportion of “highly disagree” is only
1.8%. The implementation of innovation and entrepreneurship
courses in colleges and universities in the survey sample is
relatively good. After analyzing whether there is penetration
of innovation and entrepreneurship concepts in innovation
and entrepreneurship courses in colleges and universities, it
was found that the proportion of “totally agree” and “agree”
is 43.30% in total, while the proportion of “not quite agree”
and “highly disagree” is 35.1% in total, and another 25.1%
of students are uncertain. The above result indicates that
the innovation and entrepreneurship curriculum in colleges
and universities does not penetrate the concept of innovation
and entrepreneurship.

Maker Education Under the Positive
Psychological Quality of
Entrepreneurship
To explore the relationship and development between the
entrepreneurial psychological quality of college students
and maker education in colleges and universities from the
perspective of positive psychology, this paper starts from the
specific implementation framework of maker education in
colleges and universities. Additionally, the research sample
of maker activities in colleges and universities and the
construction of the maker education faculty were discussed, and
corresponding data statistics and analysis was made, as shown in
Figures 6, 7, respectively.

From the data analysis, it was found that the sample
universities hold relevant maker activities, but they present
different types of activities. Among them, training activities
can expand communication opportunities between students,
experts, scholars, and entrepreneurs. Practical experience
activities provide students with opportunities to experience
and show themselves, thus promoting students’ creative
activities. Exchange activities promote idea exchange among
experts, teachers, and students, and inspire students’ innovative
thinking. The project training activities can effectively combine
professional education and activities, and exercise students’
ability of knowledge application. The above maker activities
are of great significance in cultivating students’ positive
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TABLE 3 | Analysis of the innovation and entrepreneurship ability of college students.

Constituent elements Average entrepreneurial ability Basic entrepreneurial ability Core entrepreneurial ability Social coping ability

N 450 450 450 450

Mean 3.308 3.731 3.568 3.485

Std. Deviation 0.783 0.701 0.889 0.654

Std. Error Mean 0.039 0.036 0.045 0.033

FIGURE 4 | The statistical results of curriculum setting of innovation and
entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities.

FIGURE 5 | The statistical results of classroom setting and concept
penetration of innovation and entrepreneurship in colleges and universities.

psychological qualities. The analysis of the construction of
the faculty of maker education shows that each university
has established a faculty including professors, associate
seniors, and middle-level and below teachers. In terms of
quantity, the overall average value is 53, among which the
average value of the number of associate seniors is eight
in western universities and 17 in eastern universities. The
average value of the number of teachers with intermediate or
lower professional titles is 45 in the western region and 49
in the eastern region. In general, the maker teaching faculty

FIGURE 6 | The development of maker activities in colleges and universities
(A–F shows the western universities in the sample).

in the eastern universities is more ideal. From the results
of the parameter test, there is a significant difference in the
number of teachers above associate senior level between the
eastern and western universities (P = 0.048 < 0.05), and there
is no significant difference in the number of teachers with
intermediate or lower professional titles between the eastern
and western universities (P = 1 > 0.05). Generally, in the
integration and practical application of the development model
of maker education with the innovation and entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities, holding maker activities
and constructing teaching staff are important aspects. In the
process of promoting the development of maker education
model, the measures represented by these two aspects
should be emphasized.

DISCUSSION

In the era of rapid development of the internet and social
sciences and technology, information technology can achieve
deep integration with education and constantly bring about
innovations in education (Feng et al., 2017; Fox, 2017). Different
from the traditional education model, maker education conforms
to the development of the times, respects the individual
differences of students, encourages hands-on practice, and
emphasizes the cultivation of students’ innovation ability. As
the main carrier of education, it benefits from rich information
resources, talent resources, and scientific research achievements
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FIGURE 7 | The construction of the faculty of maker education in colleges
and universities: (A) frequency statistics; (B) mean and non-parametric test
results (A–F shows the western universities in the sample; G–I represents the
eastern universities in the research sample).

of colleges and universities. On this basis, it is necessary to
create maker spaces and carry out maker education. It can
effectively integrate knowledge and creation, and enhance the
atmosphere of innovation and entrepreneurship in colleges and
universities, thus promoting the development of innovation
and entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities,
and providing output power for the continuous cultivation
of innovation and entrepreneurship talents. Meanwhile, in
the process of innovation and entrepreneurship education,
the cultivation of college students’ positive psychological
quality of entrepreneurship cannot be ignored. From positive
psychology, based on the background of internet development,
the concept of college students’ positive psychological quality
of entrepreneurship is introduced into the development and
improvement of innovation and entrepreneurship education in
colleges and universities. In recent years, the success rate of
college students choosing to start their own business is relatively
low, which is closely linked with the lack of positive psychological
quality related to entrepreneurship. It can be seen that, in the
process of the development of innovation and entrepreneurship

education in colleges and universities, it is necessary to instill
and cultivate the positive psychological quality of college students
in entrepreneurship.

To change the traditional way of teaching in colleges and
universities, and improve the innovation and entrepreneurship
level of college students (Bernanke et al., 2017), society should
strengthen the propaganda, actively guide, and issue relevant
policies to guarantee and promote the school enterprise
alliance to solve the problems in current innovation and
entrepreneurship education. There is inadequate implementation
of policy propaganda, insufficient motivation to participate in
innovation and entrepreneurship, unclear understanding of
the concept of innovation and entrepreneurship education, an
unsound corresponding curriculum system, a lack of teaching
staff, insufficient cultural atmosphere for innovation and
entrepreneurship, weak family concept, personal awareness,
subjective initiative, and a lack of social responsibility
awareness (Zheng and Liu, 2020). In addition, colleges and
universities should attach importance to students’ innovation
and entrepreneurship, clarify the connotation of innovation and
entrepreneurship, improve the construction of the curriculum
system, improve the level of teaching staff, promote the formation
of a strong atmosphere of innovation and entrepreneurship, and
focus on the penetration between the development of innovation
and entrepreneurship curriculum and concept. What’s more, the
individuals should change the traditional employment concept,
change the lifelong career concept, establish the modern concept
of innovation entrepreneurship, and participate in the practice
of innovation and entrepreneurship with positive psychological
qualities (Chen, 2019; Wu et al., 2019).

The maker education model based on the maker movement
focuses on individuality and emphasizes innovation. In the
development and implementation of maker education based on
innovation and entrepreneurship education, according to the
above data analysis and representation, there are differences
between eastern and western universities. Under the influence
of the internet development trend, more and more universities
are actively exploring and developing maker education (Liu
Q. et al., 2019). However, there are still some deficiencies
in the development of the Internet + maker education
in China, such as the hiring of teachers, the creation of
courses, and the establishment of educational platforms. The
cultivation of the entrepreneurial psychological quality based on
positive psychology is of great significance to the development
of innovation and entrepreneurship education in universities
against the background of “Internet + maker education”
(Shen et al., 2019; Shen and Ho, 2020). The concept of
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship, focusing
on the college students, analyzes the problems existing in
the innovation and entrepreneurship education based on the
questionnaire survey and statistical methods. In addition,
it integrates it with the internet and the maker education
model in a preliminary manner, aiming to give effective
suggestions for the implementation of the maker education
model and the development of innovation and entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities (Wu and Song, 2019;
Yu et al., 2019).
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CONCLUSION

In an environment of internet development and innovation
and entrepreneurship of the whole society, the exploration
and practice of innovation and entrepreneurship education
models in colleges and universities was taken as the research
object. Additionally, the concept of positive psychological
qualities of entrepreneurship was introduced, and the positive
psychological qualities of college students’ entrepreneurship was
analyzed. Moreover, the relevant factors affecting innovation
and entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities
were further discussed, and the development of the current
maker activities and the construction of the maker teachers
were studied. It was found that the factors influencing students’
positive psychological quality of entrepreneurship are different.
The effective development of innovation and entrepreneurship
education courses is not well integrated with its concepts.
The development of maker activities in universities promotes
the cultivation of students’ positive psychological qualities of
entrepreneurship. Also, there are differences in the construction
level of maker teachers between the eastern and western
universities. Although the research sample selected in this paper
generally covers different types of universities in the east and the
west, it is still difficult to guarantee a comprehensive synthesis.
Therefore, it is necessary to further deepen and strive to improve
the expansion of the data set in future research.
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This study aimed to verify the relationship among children’s creative self-efficacy,
parenting style, parent–child relationship, and after-school program. Judgmental
sampling was used for subject selection from Taiwan. There are 550 valid participants
composed of elementary school to junior high school students; their data were
put into the statistical process. The multiple regression analysis was applied in
this study. The survey tool was developed based on literature review and related
articles. Research result supported the idea that the after-school program was the
most significant variable that affected the student’s creative self-efficacy. The “punitive
discipline” and “autonomy support” of parenting style can affect positive parent–
child relationships as well as students’ creative self-efficacy. Evidence supported the
notion that “negative parent–child relationships” will not motivate students’ creative self-
efficacy. Besides, the after-school program plays an important role in the students’
creative self-efficacy independently.

Keywords: parenting style, after-school program, parent–child relationships, creative self-efficacy, learning
environment

INTRODUCTION

The development of a child’s creativity must take root in his or her experience in life. A supportive
family and a better parent–child relationship will certainly contribute to a better climate for
creativity (Zhang et al., 2018). Growing up in such an environment, a child is expected to be inspired
to be creative from an early age (Lim and Smith, 2008; Wu et al., 2018). The child will grow up to
be independent and capable of solving problems independently and demonstrate creativity even
when he or she is still very young (Kwaśniewska et al., 2018). Researchers such as Chong et al.
(2019) believe that the development of creativity is mainly due to heredity and environment (P.
5). Most educators hold the same view as the Italian educator Montessori in believing that all the
space layout, equipment, items, etc. in the environment prepared by the parents will have a pivotal
impact on a child’s development as long as it is a right environment (Denervaud et al., 2019; Fleming
et al., 2019). Obviously, the right environment is very important to children’s growth. For students
of primary and middle schools, aside from family and schools, other environments such as after-
school classes or tutoring classes are also critical (Manichander, 2016; Dai and Xu, 2019). So far,
the family and school environments with great impact on children’s development have extensively
been studied and discussed, but not the after-school programs. This study is motivated by the lack
of such studies.
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In addition, parenting issues are always the focus of attention
drawn from many scholars in the fields of education, sociology,
psychology, and social work. In general, “parenting” refers to
the process in which parents teach their children, including
parents’ beliefs how children should be raised, as well as what are
the right concepts, disciplines, and behaviors they expect from
their children (McCarthy et al., 2017; Becker et al., 2019; Bell,
2020). Through careful nurturing and interactive relationships,
parenting has a profound impact on personal development
(Moltafet et al., 2018). Parents’ attitudes toward nurturing and
their behaviors in the process will, therefore, be closely related
to the development of their children’s mental state, personality,
emotions, adjustability to social life, and learning achievements
when they grow up (van der Pol et al., 2016; McCarthy et al.,
2017; Jagers et al., 2019; Bell, 2020). Because parents’ concept
of parenting would influence their parenting behaviors, the
whole process of parenting will certainly have a great impact on
children’s development (Moltafet et al., 2018). This is especially
true in today’s situation in Taiwan, where parents are mostly busy
with their work or career, under the pressure of keeping up with
rapid economic development, and thus have little time left to
be with their children and take care of them. The formation of
such a communication gap between parents and their children
leads to the second motivation of this study’s concern about
parenting issues.

On the other hand, our society has witnessed the rise of
after-school care in the context of the structural change in most
families, which has been driven by the economic needs and the
improvement of women’s status in the family as well as their
working ability. As a result, women’s employment opportunities
have increased and their functions in the family are different
(Malm et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2018). Related research also
found that school-age children have much higher needs in care
than pre-school children. This is so because most employed
mothers prefer to continue their work and those mothers who
left their jobs during pregnancy would also like to rejoin the
workforce after their children have attended primary school.
As a result, the need for child care after school is urgently
needed (Naito and Wie, 2018). In a busy modern society, most
parents in Taiwan have more than one job to make ends meet.
Their busy work schedule would not allow them to pick up
their children in a time when school is over. This is why after-
school tutoring classes are in great demand (Chen H. H. et al.,
2016; Pai et al., 2018). The after-school tutoring classes not only
are entrusted to take care of students when the parents are
unable to pick them up when school is over but also provide
an important incubation environment for students’ coursework
and personality development. How the curriculum of after-school
tutoring classes would impact students’ development has thus
become the third motivation of this study.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Creative Self-Efficacy
In the inaugural speech delivered by Guilford in 1950, when
he was the chairman of the American Psychological Association

(APA), he actively promoted the importance of creativity. At that
time, Guilford regarded creativity as a personal characteristic.
Later, Rhodes (1961), after having analyzed the definitions of
creativity given by nearly 50 scholars, proposed “the four Ps”
factors of creativity and pointed out that creativity is composed
of the factors person, process, pressure/place, and product. This
is a view widely accepted by scholars today. Mednick (1962)
and Torrance (1966) view creativity from a different perspective
of history and advocate that creativity is formed by a series
of thinking processes. Wallach and Kogan (1965) believe that
creativity is the evaluation of products or achievements. Scholars
in education tend to interpret creativity from the perspective
of interaction (Sternberg, 1988; Gardner, 1999; Sternberg et al.,
2004). Creativity is generally defined as the generation of ideas
or products that are both novel and appropriate such as correct,
useful, valuable, or meaningful (Amabile et al., 1996; Amabile,
2012). Products are considered to be creative based on the
appraisers’ consensus on something special displayed by the
products. They believe that if the observer agrees that a certain
product or a certain response is creative, then the product
is deemed creative. In addition, Sternberg and Lubart (1995)
view creativity from an investment perspective. They believe
that creativity illustrates the use of a person’s six resources of
creativity, namely, intelligence, knowledge, intellectual styles,
personality, motivation, and environment, to buy low and sell
high in the market of creative products. Although scholars
in different research fields believe in different definitions of
creativity, most scholars generally agree on the definition of
creativity proposed by Stein (1974); that is, creativity is a process
that creates a novel work that is accepted as tenable or useful or
satisfying by a group at some point in time. Among the features
mentioned in his definition of creativity, novelty, tenability,
usefulness, and group satisfaction of and for the products are
those agreed upon by most scholars today.

The study of Amabile (1983), who adopted measuring
methodologies from other researchers, focuses on the
measurement of creative products. She believes that
creative products must meet two criteria, that is, novelty
and appropriateness. Because a product of novelty is not creative
enough, it has to be appropriate in the sense that it also fulfills
its purpose as a product, to be useful and satisfactory. In other
words, both features are equally important for a product to be
creative. Creativity is the creative thinking demonstrated in the
behavior and ideation of the production process or the product.
From the cognitive point of view, it is demonstrated in sensitivity
to problems as well as fluency, flexibility, originality, and
elaboration in thinking (Guilford, 1967; Hu et al., 2016; Singh
and Kumar, 2017). Sensitivity refers to the ability to perceive
the problems among objects with sensitivity. It can discover
relationships among them, or their deficiencies, unusualness,
and supplements. This is the key ability of creativity. Fluency
refers to the ability to come up with points or ideas in a short
time. Flexibility refers to the ability to break through traditional
thinking and be ready to make changes by looking at a problem
from a different point of view. The ability to infer based on
analogy is another kind of flexibility. Originality refers to the
ability to come up with ideas that are different from others’ or
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to have a unique or unexpected response. Elaboration refers to
the ability to add new elements or dimensions to the original
concept or to keep on refining the old thoughts. With regard to
the nature and content of creativity, scholars in the past have put
forward different views, theories, and methods of measurement.

Lately, the new trend of creativity research tends to regard
creativity as a multi-dimensional concept. In other words,
the level of creativity is the convergence of forces driven
by personal attentiveness, creation process, end products, and
the environment. From the investigation of personal attention
toward objects to the studies of the cultural and socio-ecological
elements, the creativity can now be approached from diversified
perspectives (Hsiao, 2011). Yeh et al. (2000) adopts a synthesis
view to define creativity as “the process in which an individual in a
specific domain produces an appropriate product with originality
and added value.” This creative process involves the integration
of cognition, affection, and skills and their effective application.
This creative self-efficacy is the result of the interaction between
the environment and the individual’s knowledge as well as his
or her experience, intentions (including attitudes, tendencies,
and motivations), skills, or strategies. It also involves a profound
influence on creative self-efficacy.

The term “creative self-efficacy” is derived from the term and
theoretical context of self-efficacy that has been introduced and
defined by Albert Bandura (Bandura, 1977), who also defined
it and looked into its theoretical background. Bandura (1977)
defined self-efficacy as “a person’s estimate that a given behavior
will lead to certain outcomes” (p. 193). Brockhus et al. (2014)
defined creative self-efficacy as: “The belief the person has in his
own ability to produce the creative outcome in a specific setting
or in general” (p. 438).

Bandura (1997) believes that self-efficacy is an important
condition for creativity, because self-efficacy will enhance
motivation, and motivation will give priority to their thoughts
and behaviors, and put more emphasis on their thoughts and
behaviors. Thus, personal motivation will in turn trigger two
factors: (1) the individual’s choice of a certain behavior and (2)
the individual’s pursuit of this behavior. Besides, there are other
concepts with similar senses, such as self-image, self-esteem, and
self-confidence. Brockhus et al. (2014) believe that these concepts
are related to an individual’s overall self-image. However, creative
self-efficacy is different because it is not the same as the overall
self-efficacy in that the individual’s creativity is related to specific
self-efficacy. Overall self-efficacy is a kind of overall belief, and
individual self-efficacy refers to an individual’s belief in his or
her creative ability, which gives the individual the ability to
successfully cope with the requirements of different tasks across
domains. Based on the above discussions, this study holds on to
the arguments of Brockhus et al. (2014) and bases its development
of theory and the creation of questionnaires on the concept of
creative self-efficacy.

After-School Program
After-school programs are now used to call the after-school
care used in the past. Lee (2001) pointed out that the names
used by nursery practitioners include after-school nursery, after-
school care, after-school care agents, after-school caretakers,

etc. In 2006, the Ministry of Education revised the “Tutorial
and Continuing Education Law,” declaring that from now on
only the name “After-school Care Classes” will be used for
“after-school care classes” held by elementary schools and “after-
school nursery” under social administration divisions as well
as private “after-school care centers.” Ljusberg (2018) believes
that entrusted childcare services refer to services to supplement
parental care, help with children’s upbringing when parents are
absent, and provide organized care in diverse forms outside
the family for a certain period of time. Even though some
children have sometimes been placed under the care of some
childcare providers, the parents still retain the main responsibility
for raising their children, and the family is still the focus of
children’s lives. Childcare services must be authorized by parents
to shoulder the task of childcare when parents cannot take care
of the kids themselves. The definition of the care for school-age
children in the literature is generally based on daycare programs
provided for children between 6 and 12 before or after the regular
school time, and during winter and summer holidays when
parents are unable to take care of their children themselves. Such
services can be called after-school care for school-age children
(Hjalmarsson, 2018). As such, after-school care aims at taking
care of elementary school-age children. It is the kind of care that
complements parenting functions between the time when school
children are out of school and the time when the parents go home
from work. They are required to help with children’s development
and meet their needs during the growing stage and to provide
parental care lest family functions should be lost, which can be
expected to incur much more costs to the society in the future
just to remedy the unwanted losses.

For school-age children, after-school care can effectively
plan their curriculum, teaching, and counseling designed to
inspire students to make use of their instinct to do active
learning. In addition to cultivating their interest, children are
also expected to develop different aspects of living skills. After-
school care is useful for children of disadvantaged families.
The “positive differential treatments” such as rehabilitation,
stimulation, reinforcement, and so on are usually included in the
objectives of after-school programs to promote equal educational
opportunities. Thus, the purpose of after-school care lies in (1)
making the family care more complete so that mothers would
no longer worry too much about children’s lives and feel at
ease at work; (2) providing children with a safe and a learning
environment of frequent interactions, so that children can
have healthy physical, mental, and personality development; (3)
government, community, and the industry work in cooperation
to promote to children’s total welfare through services of care,
protection, education, together with counseling; (4) enhancing
educational opportunities and quality for disadvantaged children,
narrowing the gaps in children’s education, and upholding the
values of justice and fairness in the society; (5) using after-school
care service network to provide help to assist in raising children
for families so that the community can work seamlessly with
families (Plantenga and Remery, 2017). However, if we expect
after-school programs, whether they are after-school childcare
or after-school tutoring, to have a substantive effect on students’
development, how their curricula and functions would work
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remains to be thoroughly discussed and analyzed. This is sure to
be an important research topic to investigate.

Parenting Style
The degree of parents’ reaction toward their kids’ behavior,
whether it is acceptance, rejection, or contradiction, and the
parenting behaviors in their interaction with the child will
help shape a child’s mode of mental reaction. When the child
becomes a parent, the same mental reaction mode will then
become an important factor of his or her response toward
kids’ needs (Ensink et al., 2017). In addition to their roles as
caregivers, regulators, and socialization facilitators, parents have
a more important role as a good listener or a counselor to help
their children go through emotional turmoil (Lieberman et al.,
2018). Although most of the theoretical and empirical research
in the past decades has mainly been focused on the various
concepts of parenting, there is still a lack of consensus about
the key elements and evaluation of parenting styles (Reid et al.,
2015). Most of the available literature is based on Baumrind’s
(1966, 1967, 1971) study of parenting styles, and many more
studies use two simplified factors of emotional warmth and
behavioral control to classify the styles into four categories.
However, according to Baumrind’s (1966) original monographs,
the variables in parenting are extremely complicated, which even
include elements such as democracy and autonomy granting. In
addition, the study of children’s puberty has found that parents
are more and more concerned about different dimensions of
psychological control, which has nothing to do with the factors
that Baumrind’s traditional views focus on. According to the
results of relevant research, it is relatively more important to
examine psychological control factors during the parenting of
pre-adolescent children (Aunola and Nurmi, 2004, 2005; Caron
et al., 2006; Kuppens et al., 2009). It is true that some people argue
that some important influential factors may be missed when
the classification of parental control into a variety of different
upbringing models is not adequately defined. It is therefore
essential to have the key elements of parenting well defined
so that the impact of different parenting styles can be assessed
accordingly (Barber, 1996; Skinner et al., 2005).

It is also true that some researchers believe that a set of
predetermined aspects of parental control prescribed by the
current academic research of parenting might not be able to fully
describe the actual dynamics of child upbringing. There should
be other factors worthy of further exploration and discussion
(O’Connor, 2002; Skinner et al., 2005). However, we find from
the in-depth inductive analysis of the literature that previous
studies have already proposed many influential factors for the
raising of children, including democracy, involvement, discipline,
monitoring, corporal punishment, contingent discipline, and
inconsistent conflicts, which have given us a fairly complete set
of variables in parenting (Gershoff, 2002; Locke and Prinz, 2002).

Moreover, the review of literature also suggests to us a
lot of variables and parenting behaviors useful in helping
parents to better kids’ emotional control and their autonomy
support, such as anxious intrusiveness, power assertion, love
withdrawal, children’s behavioral, emotional, and cognitive
psychological control, conditional regard, hostility, child’s

dependency-oriented behaviors, achievement-oriented
psychological control, overprotection and overindulgence,
scaffolding, responsiveness, etc., as well as elements like
invalidation, guilt induction, excessive expectations, ridiculing,
embarrassing in public, comparing to others, ignoring, and
violation of privacy (Landry et al., 2002; Soenens et al., 2010;
Barber et al., 2012). Then, a comprehensive classification can
place them under three different types of parental control,
namely, positive emotional warmth, autonomy support, and
permissive discipline. Also included are negative punitive
discipline and anxious intrusiveness (Reid et al., 2015).

In order to classify and differentiate parenting styles, this study
adopts the views of Reid et al. (2015), constructing the parenting
styles based on the following four factors – emotional warmth,
punitive discipline, tolerant indulgence, and autonomy support –
to lay the foundation of our research tools.

Parent–Child Relationships
“Parent–child relationship,” as the name suggests, is the
relationship between parents and children and a kind of
interpersonal relationship formed by the interaction of both
parties. Blake (2017) believes that the parent–child relationship
belongs to the family ties, a kind of interpersonal relationship
formed by the interaction between parents and children. Scharp
and Thomas (2016) explained the parent–child relationship by
referring to the attitude of parents toward the upbringing of
their children and the psychological interaction between them
and their parents. However, the interaction between people is a
two-way street, and the behaviors and attitudes caused during
the process will be different according to the reaction of the
other party. That is to say, the behavioral interaction between
the two parties will produce psychological interactions and affect
each other. The parent–child relationship is a mutual relationship
between parents influencing children and children influencing
parents. Some studies in Taiwan hold the same view and believe
that the parent–child relationship is the attitude and way of
mutual treatment between parents and children. Through the
process of interaction, they have the result of mutual influence.
On the one hand, the attitude and behavior of parents toward
children will affect their children. On the other hand, children’s
behavior will also affect their parents’ attitudes and methods of
discipline (Chen and Gau, 2016; Chen W. W. et al., 2016).

Generally speaking, the attitude or psychological contact
between parents and children in the parent–child relationship is
mainly about family life, and it is manifested in several specific
situations, such as mutual conversation and communication,
family atmosphere, handling of house chores, parental
expectations, learning environment, and principles and methods
concerning reward and punishment (Zimmer-Gembeck et al.,
2019). Therefore, whether the parent–child interaction is good or
bad can usually be seen from how the parent–child relationship
in the family living situation is adjusted. García-López et al.
(2016) define the adjustment of the parent–child relationship
as referring to the aspects of mutual love–hate, rejection–
acceptance, domination–autonomy, and restraint–indulgence
between parents and children in the context of family life in
terms of emotional, authoritative, and structural interactions in
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isotropic space. In addition, a good parent–child relationship
depends on the proper upbringing of the children by the
parents, adequate love exchanges between the parents and the
children, and good communication between them. That is,
the three dimensions of parent–child mutual care, love, and
communication between parents and their children can be
used as indicators of the parent–child relationship (Bergström
et al., 2019; Scott et al., 2019). According to the comprehensive
literature, it is obvious that parent–child relationships and
their interactions have a pivotal impact on children’s growth
and the shaping of their personality. However, the parent–
child relationship between students receiving after-school
tutoring and their parents as well as how their learning and
creative development will be affected still begs for further study
and clarification.

Summary
From the comprehensive review of the literature, it is believed
that the cultivation of students’ creativity mainly depends on
their creative self-efficacy. However, in today’s social background
and context, taking into consideration the fact that both parents
are working and the subsequent problems of child upbringing,
the after-school tutoring is now playing a key role in helping
with students’ learning performance and inspiring their creativity
potential (Nieting, 1983; Lee, 2001; Plantenga and Remery,
2017; Hjalmarsson, 2018; Ljusberg, 2018). If we consider the
influence of the students ’original family again, the parental
style and parent–child relationship are the key to it, and it
is also the underlying foundation for students’ development
of personality and behavior patterns (Locke and Prinz, 2002;
Kuppens et al., 2009; Scharp and Thomas, 2016; Ensink et al.,
2017; Lieberman et al., 2018). Because the duration of after-
school tutoring is synchronized with schools’ semester plan, its
function is becoming important. It, therefore, has the attention
of the education authorities both at home and abroad. On the
other hand, the arrangement of the learning content for after-
school tutoring has a great impact on students. In particular, there
is not much relevant literature on how creative teaching would
inspire students’ creativity. Under the nation’s education policy
to inspire students to develop their creative abilities, schools in
our education system are working hard to include courses that
would benefit students’ development of their creativity. The after-
school programs outside the school system are also trying their
best to keep up with the same policy. However, the actual effect
of after-school tutoring remains to be seen due to the fact that
the literature of relevant research is still lacking. This is what this
study wants to find out.

Framework
The framework of this research, as shown in Figure 1,
followed the second stage moderation model and highlights the
influence of parenting style on parent–child relationships, as
well as how parent–child relationships and after-school programs
would impact students’ creative self-efficacy. There are four
facets of parenting style as independent variable (X), namely,
Emotional Warmth, Punitive Discipline, Anxious Intrusiveness,
and Autonomy Support, whereas parent–child relationship as

mediator (M) reveals two facets of positive and negative
relationships. In addition, the students’ creative self-efficacy is
a dependent variable (Y) and the after-school program is a
moderator (W) in the research framework. To estimate the
moderating effect, it will calculate the W to Y and WX to Y
(Hayes, 2013, 2018).

Participants
The sampling in this study is mainly drawn from liberal
arts tutoring classes and talent tutoring classes in Taiwan.
This is beneficial for the researchers in this study because
they work as the administrators of the two schools of liberal
arts and talent programs. The general liberal arts institute
mainly recruits students who are elementary school or junior
high school students. The main courses listed are Chinese
Language, Gifted Mathematics, Natural Science, English, and
Abacus. The curriculum design is based on multiple learning
tracks and enhanced after-school tutoring. The institute is
noted for unit-based teaching courses of each subject, which
includes the courses of innovative writing in Chinese, mental
map learning, and oral skills. Gifted Mathematics integrates
traditional cultural abacus and mental arithmetic teaching into
Math to improve students through hand-on practices, which aim
to enhance students’ computing ability and sense of speeding
calculation, thus further developing students’ logical thinking.
Natural Science emphasizes the combination of scientific
experiments and hands-on operation. English emphasizes oral
skills, grammar, and the use of lively activities to uphold
students’ learning motivation. Through intentional sampling,
students from after-school tutoring classes K1–K19 all over
Taiwan who have expressed their willingness are invited to
participate in the research survey by filling out the questionnaire.
The survey participants are mainly students who have enrolled
in the related after-school tutoring courses for the past year.
A total of 600 questionnaires are sent out and 550 valid
questionnaires are returned.

Questionnaire Development
Item Generation
The research questionnaire is designed based on the relevant
theories, research reports, and literature in the past, with
the reference of some questionnaires appended to published
academic papers (Liao, 2015). Back translation is done and
reviewed to make sure that the questions are not in violation with
the original in terms of meaning and they are not beyond the
comprehension of primary and middle school students. Thus, the
initial questionnaires are compiled. Table 1 shows the items and
dimensions included in the questionnaire (La Heij et al., 1996;
Gandek and Ware, 1998; Andersen et al., 2014).

Experts Review
After the preliminary preparation of the questionnaire, a total of
eight persons, including experts in education, school teachers,
teachers in after-school tutoring classes, psychological test
experts, student parents, etc., are invited to jointly review all the
items and provide suggestions on the topic description, meaning,
and measurement scale. After the questions are fully revised
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FIGURE 1 | The framework of this study.

TABLE 1 | The items and dimensions of the developed questionnaire.

Factors Dimensions Items Original source

Parenting style Emotional warmth 4 Reid et al., 2015

Punitive discipline 4

Anxious intrusiveness 4

Autonomy and support 4

Parent–child Positive relationships 5 Lo (2001)

Relationships Negative relationships 4

After-school program – 6 Self-development

Creative self-efficacy – 12 Brockhus et al., 2014

based on their suggestions, the aforementioned experts are
invited to conduct the second round of review. After confirming
that no correction is required, the expert validity is established
and the questionnaire is formally compiled.

Analysis Approaches
Regression analysis is used to explain the strength of the variable
relevant to the dependent variable to determine its predictive
power. Its purpose is to explore the degree to which the
response variable (Y) changes when the explanatory variable
(X) changes; further, the moderator (W) will be moderating the
relationships between X and Y (MacKinnon et al., 2002; Shrout
and Bolger, 2002). To explore the causal relationships among
parenting style, parent–child relationships, after-school program,
and students’ creative self-efficacy, this study employed a “second
stage moderation model” (Edwards and Lambert, 2007), model
C (Preacher et al., 2007) of the moderated mediation model
that provided a model No. 14 (Hayes, 2013, 2018), as shown in
Figure 2, to deal with the specified causal relationship issues.

FIGURE 2 | The conceptual framework of the second stage moderation of
moderated mediation model.

RESULTS

The Demographic Variance of
Participants
The sample distribution is shown in Table 2. In terms of gender,
half of the participants (50%) are males (n = 275) and half are
females (n = 275). In terms of grade level, 5th grade has the most
participants (n = 169, 30.7%), followed by 6th grade (n = 76,
13.8%) and 3rd grade (n = 74, 13.5%). 8th grade (n = 21, 3.8%)
and 9th grade (n = 21, 3.8%) are the lowest in number. The
sequence of selections are “required by parents” (n = 369, 42.1%),
“needing after-school tutoring” (n = 161, 18.4%), “thinking that
after-school tutoring is interesting” (n = 158, 18.0%), and “being
required by school” (n = 24, 2.7%). It is obvious that most of
the after-school tutees are required by their parents, who are
relatively passive while the others are voluntary participants.
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive summary of demographic variables (n = 550).

Demographic
variables

Groups n Percentage

Gender Female 275 50

Male 275 50

K9 Grade 1 49 8.9

2 44 8.0

3 74 13.5

4 67 12.2

5 169 30.7

6 76 13.8

7 29 5.3

8 21 3.8

9 21 3.8

Reasons of participant
the afterschool
program
(multi-selection)

I need the program 161 18.4

My friends attended 99 11.3

It is interesting 158 18.0

Parents required 369 42.1

As per teacher’s
request

66 7.5

School required 24 2.7

TABLE 3 | The examined reliability coefficients summary (n = 550).

Factors Items Cronbach’s
α

Composite
reliability (ρc)

AVE

Parenting style – Emotional
warmth (PS-EW)

4 0.766 0.845 0.578

Parenting style – punitive
discipline (PS-PD)

4 0.821 0.784 0.551

Parenting style – anxious
intrusiveness (PS-AI)

4 0.791 0.877 0.705

Parenting style – autonomy
and support (PS-AS)

4 0.815 0.766 0.536

Positive parent – Child
relationships (PCR+)

5 0.718 0.781 0.545

Negative parent – Child
relationships (PCR-)

4 0.762 0.806 0.581

After-school program (ASP) 6 0.924 0.940 0.724

Creative self-efficacy (CSE) 12 0.935 0.944 0.585

Reliability and Validity Examination
Reliability Check
In order to confirm the reliability of the scale, the Cronbach’s
α was employed to test the reliability (Cronbach and Shavelson,
2004; van der Ark et al., 2011; Dunn et al., 2014). The composite
reliability (ρc) (Peterson and Kim, 2013; Padilla and Divers, 2016)
and average variance extracted (AVE) (Costea et al., 2017) were
also applied to test the reliability of the instrument. The results
are shown in Table 3.

The research questionnaire has a total of 40 evaluation
variables, and the Cronbach’s α coefficients for each variable
range from 0.594 to 0.935, all of which are greater than the
acceptable standard value of more than 0.50 (Schweizer, 2011;

TABLE 4 | The examined convergent coefficients summary (n = 550).

Factors Items Factor
loading

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|) > 1.96

Parenting style – ParSty01A 0.766 26.569***

Emotional Warmth ParSty02A 0.813 36.162***

ParSty03A 0.751 21.801***

ParSty04A 0.706 20.838***

Parenting style – ParSty05B 0.813 25.340***

Punitive Discipline ParSty06B 0.722 16.091***

ParSty07B 0.728 15.710***

ParSty08B 0.731 18.909***

Parenting style – ParSty09C 0.860 41.330***

Anxious Intrusiveness ParSty10C 0.828 33.616***

ParSty11C 0.830 34.058***

ParSty12C 0.798 29.873***

Parenting style – ParSty13D 0.785 10.265***

Autonomy & Support ParSty14D 0.819 9.290***

ParSty15D 0.720 5.497***

ParSty16D 0.708 5.124***

Positive ParRel01A 0.666 11.009***

Parent-Child
Relationships

ParRel02A 0.834 26.365***

ParRel03A 0.816 32.562***

ParRel04A 0.704 13.477***

ParRel05A 0.736 19.203***

Negative ParRel06B 0.820 25.327***

Parent-Child
Relationships

ParRel07B 0.793 21.848***

ParRel08B 0.777 25.688***

ParRel09B 0.762 23.786***

After-school program ASP01 0.831 36.432***

ASP02 0.820 34.575***

ASP03 0.872 47.989***

ASP04 0.883 62.187***

ASP05 0.842 46.339***

ASP06 0.855 48.245***

Creative Self-efficacy Creat01 0.721 26.240***

Creat02 0.761 32.132***

Creat03 0.771 33.576***

Creat04 0.741 29.829***

Creat05 0.772 32.337***

Creat06 0.772 32.398***

Creat07 0.737 26.669***

Creat08 0.769 30.068***

Creat09 0.754 24.902***

Creat10 0.787 33.578***

Creat11 0.832 50.947***

Creat12 0.754 30.642***

***p < 0.001.

Adamson and Prion, 2013). The values of combined reliability
range from 0.781 to 0.944, which are higher than the standard
value of more than 0.70 (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Peterson and
Kim, 2013; Padilla and Divers, 2016). The average variation
extraction (AVE) ranges from 0.551 to 0.724, which are higher
than the standard value of 0.50 (Oye et al., 2014; Costea et al.,
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2017). Accordingly, the analysis results support the reliability of
the questionnaire.

Constructive Validity Check
The convergent validity check was conducted to verify the factor
loading should be grate than or equal to 4.0, and T statistics
coefficient higher than 1.96 (Abazov et al., 2016; Black and Babin,
2019). The result shows in Table 4. The factor loading of 43 items
were ranged from 0.666 to 0.883; the T statistics were all grate
than 1.96 that reached the significant level.

Finally, the analysis of discrimination validity adopts the
HTMT (the heterotrait–monotrait ratio of correlations) method;
that is, the confidence interval (C.I.) between facets and facets
does not include 1.0 (Voorhees et al., 2016), as shown in Table 5.
The results show that the C.I. coefficients range from 0.104 to
0.639, and none of them include 1.0, which supports the research
scale to have discrimination validity.

The Estimates of the Hypothetical Model
Parenting Style – Emotional Warmth
The “Parenting Style – Emotional Warmth” as an independent
variable (X) to predict “Positive Parent–Child Relationships”
(M1), “Negative Parent–Child Relationships” (M2), and the
dependent variable “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y) then computed
the coefficient of “After-school Program” (W) to Y and WM1, and
WM2 to Y. Table 6 shows pathways of the model.

It reflected that the “Parenting Style – Emotional Warmth”
can predict the “Positive Parent–Child Relationships” (X1)
(β = 0.198, p < 0.001), “Negative Parent–Child Relationships”
(X2) (β = −0.072, p < 0.05), and “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y)
(β = 0.285, p < 0.001) significantly; however, the “Positive
Parent–Child Relationships” (M1) (β = 0.122, p > 0.05)
and “Negative Parent–Child Relationships” (M2) (β = −0.028,
p > 0.05) did not associate with “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y).
Further, the moderation effect did not exist in this model (WM1
and WM2 to Y).

Parenting Style – Punitive Discipline
Table 7 shows pathways of the model. It reflected that the
“Parenting Style – Punitive Discipline” can predict the “Positive
Parent–Child Relationships” (X1) (β = −0.051, p < 0.01) and
the “Negative Parent–Child Relationships” (X2) (β = 0.174,
p < 0.001) significantly; meanwhile, the “Positive Parent–Child
Relationships” (M1) (β = 0.448, p < 0.001) was associated with

the “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y), but the “Negative Parent–Child
Relationships” (M2) (β = −0.076, p > 0.05) was not. Further,
the moderation effect (WM1 and WM2 to Y) did not exist in
this model, but the “After-school Program” (W) (β = −0.488,
p< 0.001) can predict Y significantly as well. The result is shown
in Figure 3.

Parenting Style – Anxious Intrusiveness
Table 8 shows pathways of the model. It reflected that
the “Parenting Style – Anxious Intrusiveness” can predict
the “Negative Parent–Child Relationships” (X2) (β = 0.100,
p < 0.01) and “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y) (β = 0.099, p < 0.05)
significantly but did not associate with the “Positive Parent–Child
Relationships” (X1) (β = −0.18, p > 0.05). Further, the “Positive
Parent–Child Relationships” (M1) (β = 0.419, p < 0.001) was
associated with the “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y), but the “Negative
Parent–Child Relationships” (M2) (β =−0.077, p> 0.05) did not
associate with Y. Further, the moderation effect (WM1 and WM2
to Y) did not exist in this model, but the “After-school Program”
(W) (β =−0.478, p< 0.001) can predict Y significantly.

Parenting Style – Autonomy and Support
Table 9 shows pathways of the model. It reflected that the
“Parenting Style – Punitive Discipline” can predict the “Positive
Parent–Child Relationships” (X1) (β = −0.165, p < 0.001),
“Negative Parent–Child Relationships” (X2) (β = −0.140,
p < 0.001), and “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y) (β = 0.245,
p < 0.001) significantly. Meanwhile, the “Positive Parent–Child
Relationships” (M1) (β = 0.285, p < 0.001) was associated with
the “Creative Self-efficacy” (Y), but the “Negative Parent–Child
Relationships” (M2) (β = −0.005, p > 0.05) did not associate
with Y. Further, the moderation effect (WM1 and WM2 to Y)
did not exist in this model, but the “After-school Program” (W)
(β = −0.437, p < 0.001) can predict Y significantly. The result is
shown in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

Cultivate Parent’s Attitude Toward
Parenting
From the perspective of family support systems, parenting styles,
and family atmosphere, parents’ attitudes toward children are
the key to whether students’ creativity can be inspired. If

TABLE 5 | The divergent matrix coefficients summary (n = 550).

Factors ASP CSE PCR-Positive PCR-Negative PS-EW PS-PD PS-AI

CSE 0.423

PCR-Positive 0.189 0.318

PCR-Negative 0.298 0.336 0.610

PS-EW 0.104 0.160 0.135 0.228

PS-PD 0.304 0.432 0.261 0.493 0.276

PS-AI 0.230 0.261 0.206 0.177 0.215 0.116

PS-AS 0.093 0.096 0.156 0.225 0.493 0.245 0.241

ASP, After-school Program; CSE, Creative Self-Efficacy; PCR, Parent – Child Relationships; PS, Parenting Style; EW, Emotional Warmth; PD, Punitive Discipline; AI,
Anxious Intrusiveness; AS, Autonomy and Support.
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TABLE 6 | The moderated mediation estimated coefficients summary: PS-EW (n = 550).

Dependent Variables

Independent
Variables

Mediator (Parent–Child Relationships) Y (Creative Self-Efficacy)

b SE p b SE p

Constant iM −1.043 0.078 <0.001 iY 3.392 0.241 <0.001

X1(PS−EWtoPCR+) a1 0.198 0.014 <0.001 c’ 0.285 0.045 <0.001

X2(PS−EWtoPCR−) a2 −0.072 0.029 <0.050 – – –

M1(PCR+) – – – b1 0.122 0.111 >0.050

M2(PCR−) – – – b2 −0.028 0.053 >0.050

W(ASE) – – – b3 0.384 0.046 <0.001

M1(PCR+) ×W(ASE) – – – b13 −0.002 0.067 >0.050

M2(PCR−) ×W(ASE) – – – b23 −0.015 0.046 >0.050

PCR+ PCR−

R2 = 0.256 R2 = 0.011 R2 = 0.317

F(1,548) = 188.657 F(1,548) = 6.105 F(6,543) = 42.091

p < 0.001 p < 0.050 p < 0.050

The bold font was the path coefficients reached the significant level (p < 0.05). ASP, After-school Program; CSE, Creative Self-Efficacy; PCR, Parent–Child Relationships;
PS, Parenting Style; EW, Emotional Warmth; PD, Punitive Discipline; AI, Anxious Intrusiveness; AS, Autonomy and Support.

TABLE 7 | The moderated mediation estimated coefficients summary: PS-PD (n = 550).

Dependent Variables

Independent
Variables

Mediator (Parent–Child Relationships) Y (Creative Self-Efficacy)

b SE p b SE p

Constant iM 0.176 0.052 <0.010 iY 3.392 0.241 <0.001

X1(PS−PDtoPCR+) a1 −0.051 0.014 <0.010 c’ 0.049 0.032 >0.050

X2(PS−PDtoPCR−) a2 0.174 0.023 <0.001 – – –

M1(PCR+) – – – b1 0.448 0.106 <0.001

M2(PCR−) – – – b2 −0.076 0.057 >0.050

W(ASE) – – – b3 0.488 0.044 <0.001

M1(PCR+) × W(ASE) – – – b13 0.029 0.069 >0.050

M2(PCR−) × W(ASE) – – – b23 0.070 0.048 >0.050

PCR+ PCR−

R2 = 0.025 R2 = 0.098 R2 = 0.270

F(1,548) = 14.191 F(1,548) = 59.170 F(6,543) = 33.410

p < 0.010 p < 0.010 p < 0.001

The bold font was the path coefficients reached the significant level (p < 0.05). ASP, After-school Program; CSE, Creative Self-Efficacy; PCR, Parent–Child Relationships;
PS, Parenting Style; EW, Emotional Warmth; PD, Punitive Discipline; AI, Anxious Intrusiveness; AS, Autonomy and Support.

parents believe in a democratic way of communication and are
willing to treat their children by respecting individual differences,
such a communication environment is sure to be a favorable
environment and used the information and communication
technology for the fostering of children’s creativity (Reppa et al.,
2010; Yuan and Wu, 2020). Based on the analysis results, only
punitive discipline and autonomy support of the parenting
style will impact positive relationships significantly. Further,
positive parent–child relationships and the after-school program
can predict students’ self-efficacy positively. Those results
demonstrated only positive parent–child relationships. The
path “punitive discipline–positive parent–child relationships–
creative self-efficacy” (see Figure 3) supported a complete

mediation effect among those three factors; in particular, the
punitive discipline will negatively impact the relationships of
parent and child. It reflected that the parents with punitive
discipline referenced the parenting style of an Eastern society
due to the highly competitive environment and cultural context
(Chen and Hsu, 2011). Moreover, Eastern parents usually
have high expectations for their children in that parents
will push their children to study harder to get a higher
academic achievement and competency strength, causing tension
between parents and children (Gu et al., 2017). However,
positive parent–child relationships will affect their children’s
creative self-efficacy directly. Zhang et al. (2018) found that
children’s creativity will be inspired by parent–child relationships
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FIGURE 3 | The standard coefficients of the prediction model of Parenting Style – Punitive Discipline.

TABLE 8 | The moderated mediation estimated coefficients summary: PS-AI (n = 550).

Dependent Variables

Independent
Variables

Mediator (Parent–Child Relationships) Y (Creative Self-Efficacy)

b SE p b SE p

Constant iM −0.054 0.049 >0.050 iY 4.601 0.111 <0.001

X1(PS−AItoPCR+) a1 0.018 0.015 >0.050 c’ 0.099 0.033 <0.050

X2(PS−AItoPCR−) a2 0.100 0.025 <0.010 – – –

M1(PCR+) – – – b1 0.419 0.104 <0.010

M2(PCR−) – – – b2 −0.077 0.055 >0.050

W(ASE) – – – b3 0.478 0.044 <0.001

M1(PCR+) × W(ASE) – – – b13 0.035 0.068 >0.050

M2(PCR−) × W(ASE) – – – b23 0.001 0.048 >0.050

PCR+ PCR−

R2 = 0.003 R2 = 0.028 R2 = 0.528

F(1, 548) = 1.533 F(1,548) = 15.695 F(6,543) = 34.899

p > 0.050 p < 0.010 p < 0.001

The bold font was the path coefficients reached the significant level (p < 0.05). ASP, After-school Program; CSE, Creative Self-Efficacy; PCR, Parent-Child Relationships;
PS, Parenting Style; EW, Emotional Warmth; PD, Punitive Discipline; AI, Anxious Intrusiveness; AS, Autonomy and Support.

directly. This study’s findings matched Zhang et al.’s result
and supported the idea that positive parent–child relationships
can construct a good environment to cultivate children’s
creative self-efficacy. It is important for children to establish
their foundations of competency and creativity. These results
reminded parents to not put too much stress on children
for it will harm their relationships negatively. In addition,
maintaining positive parent–child relationships can promote
children’s creative self-efficacy significantly, and it is helpful for
children’s creativity and competency.

The Positive Parent–Child Relationships
and Autonomy Support From Parent
From the results of the above analysis, it is found that the
parent–child relationships will be affected by autonomy

support parenting style largely. The path “autonomy
support–positive parent–child relationships–creative self-
efficacy” (see Figure 4) supported partial mediation effects
among those three factors. Following the globalization
and ICT (information and communication technology)
development in the recent decades, it is easy to find the
significant difference between new generation of Eastern
young parents and traditional parents. The young parents
are more open-minded and flexibility on autonomy for
children. These results show that the Eastern parenting
style is more close to Western culture (Garg et al., 2005).
Compared to the punitive discipline parenting style, if the
parents adopt the style of authoritative or paternalistic
leadership in the upbringing of their children when they
are young, then the children will be pressured to always
make the correct choice when they are authorized to make
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TABLE 9 | The moderated mediation estimated coefficients summary: PS-AS (n = 550).

Dependent Variables

Independent
Variables

Mediator (Parent–Child Relationships) Y (Creative Self-Efficacy)

b SE p b SE p

Constant iM −0.989 0.109 <0.001 iY 3.421 0.287 <0.001

X1(PS−AStoPCR+) a1 0.165 0.018 <0.001 c’ 0.245 0.047 <0.001

X2(PS−AStoPCR−) a2 –0.140 0.033 <0.001 – – –

M1(PCR+) – – – b1 0.285 0.106 <0.010

M2(PCR−) – – – b2 −0.005 0.0541 >0.050

W(ASE) – – – b3 0.437 0.044 <0.001

M1(PCR+) × W(ASE) – – – b13 0.054 0.067 >0.050

M2(PCR−) × W(ASE) – – – b23 −0.007 0.047 >0.050

PCR+ PCR-

R2 = 0.135 R2 = 0.032 R2 = 0.302

F(1,548) = 85.406 F(1,548) = 17.921 F(6,543) = 39.068

p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001

The bold font was the path coefficients reached the significant level (p < 0.05). ASP, After-school Program; CSE, Creative Self-Efficacy; PCR, Parent–Child Relationships;
PS, Parenting Style; EW, Emotional Warmth; PD, Punitive Discipline; AI , Anxious Intrusiveness; AS, Autonomy and Support.

FIGURE 4 | The standard coefficients of the prediction model of Parenting Style – Autonomy and Support.

their own decisions. Furthermore, the autonomy support
parenting style will affect students’ creative self-efficacy
directly. It shows that the student’s creative self-efficacy will
be affected not only by positive parent–child relationships
but also by autonomy support parenting style. This result
argued that parents can inspire or cultivate their children’s
creative self-efficacy by autonomy support parenting style
and positive parent–child relationships (Zhang et al., 2018).
Thus, it is recommended that parents should treat their
children via autonomy style to enhance children’s self-
regulation and judgment and then give them adequate

support to assist them to overcome barriers or equip them
with problem-solving ability.

The Contribution of After-School
Programs
Based on the study results, no moderation effects appeared in
the research model. It shows that the after-school program was
separated from parent–child relationships that affected students’
creative self-efficacy, respectively. Thus, the after-school program
will affect students’ creative self-efficacy independently and it
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promoted the value of the after-school program. Moreover,
as after-school tutoring has a significant positive influence on
students ’creative self-efficacy, the in-depth analysis found that
this might be so due to the fact that the after-school tutoring
classes are more relaxed and give students more autonomy
support than they can enjoy at home. In addition, counseling
courses or skill learning courses in after-class tutoring programs
have more activities designed to encourage students to make
their own decisions or to lead, which often play an important
role in inspiring students’ creativity. Besides, students in the
after-school counseling classes usually join the programs out of
their own will. They are more active, which will in turn cause
the counseling courses to have a direct and positive impact on
students’ creative self-efficacy.

In comparison with the previous literature, the results of this
study provide more evidence to support the view that after-school
tutoring courses do have a great impact on students’ creative self-
efficacy. It also fills the gaps in the academic research concerning
how after-school tutoring might impact students’ creative self-
efficacy, especially in the context of the Chinese society where
social values are usually suppressed in the family. After-school
counseling places children in an environment of less authoritative
leadership, which is sure to be more helpful to inspire creativity
and improve their creative self-efficacy.

Based on the above discussion, this study puts forward
relevant research suggestions for future researchers’ reference:
(1) Considering the differences between the physiological and
psychological maturity stages, the age sampling of research
can focus more on grouping. It is recommended that the
sampling can be divided into early grades (grades 1 to 3 of
elementary school), middle grades (4th grade to 6th grade in
elementary school), senior grades (7th grade to 9th grade in
middle school), and so on. (2) The research objects can be
expanded to compare programs across countries (at home and
abroad), or, more specifically, to adopt qualitative interview
method in order to look deeper into the differences between
Chinese and Western cultures in terms of upbringing methods
and upbringing concepts. (3) It is recommended to add research
tools and research variables in a timely manner. As theories are
often affected by social changes, there may be more variables
in the parenting style and parent–child relationship that should
be taken into consideration so as to maintain the reliability and
validity of the research results. (4) It is recommended to adjust
the research model that might better explain updated data. Due
to the fact that the causal relationships among parenting styles,
parent–child relationships, after-school counseling, and creative
self-efficacy are still changing dynamically with different crowds,

it is therefore necessary to revise the research model in a timely
fashion so as to clarify and present the most realistic influences
among variables.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study are advanced and ahead of the
trend of after-school and creativity cultivation-related studies.
Further, this study constructed a reliable instrument to measure
the proposed factors, and the results are meaningful valuable
contributions to informal education studies. Moreover, in
accordance with research findings, the parents should review
their parenting style and the relationships with their children
carefully to find new ways to deal with their expectations and
education problem, especially in the Chinese cultural context.

The limitations of this study are as follows: (1) The age range
(from 9 to 16) of the participants was compared largely; it will
affect the results of the analysis due to cognition and awareness
being different between samples of different ages. (2) The samples
were selected from an Asian society with a Chinese cultural
context; thus, the results are not suitable for global comparison
because the interaction between parents and children in the study
is different from Western society.
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The implementation of entrepreneurship and innovation within the health informatics
scientific community is comparatively sluggish when compared to other disciplines
such as computer science and engineering. The purpose of this paper is to explore
the cognitive processes involved in developing intentions to endorse entrepreneurial
behaviors via discovering entrepreneurial awareness as a significant influence on an
individual’s intentions to identify and adventure market opportunities. In this conceptual
paper, insights from Ajzen’s Theory of Planning Behavior (TPB) coupled with self-
efficacy beliefs are utilized to develop hypotheses from our research questions. TPB
has often been applied to entrepreneurial studies, but for the voluminous body of
research devoted to intentions, little has delved into the cognitive processes whereby
people develop intentions to entrepreneurial behaviors. Thus, our extended framework
can better understand the factors behind entrepreneurial intentions. This research
uses a survey tool as a structured questionnaire to explore students’ perceptions of
entrepreneurial behavior. The source of the questionnaire is to survey many students
from different types of universities in Taiwan. This method allowed respondents to
clarify and pose questions. Of the 154 web questionnaires distributed till end of June,
120 were returned, constituting a response rate of 77.9% and Common Method
Variance (CMV) had checked. Our results suggest that measuring self-efficacy beliefs
in tandem with attitudes toward entrepreneurship provides a better analytical model
based on the TPB. The R-Square is 41.2% for full model. Moreover, the results help
understand entrepreneurial intentions specifically applied to the medical informatics (MI)
field which has been under researched. Finally, this study also can guide educators
in their efforts to reinforce entrepreneurial behaviors in entrepreneurship education, for
example, awareness creation or attractiveness.

Keywords: entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial education, medical informatics, theory of planning behavior,
intention
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INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship is seen as an effective means of developing
economic benefits from the commercialization of science and
technological knowledge (Dodd et al., 2016; Urbano et al.,
2019), and has attracted increased academic and policy interest
in the past few decades, seeking to use entrepreneurship to
accelerate economic development by generating new ideas and
turning them into profitable businesses (Turker and Selcuk,
2009). In addition to incubating technical innovation, successful
entrepreneurship also provides employment opportunities and
increases competitiveness (Asemokha et al., 2019).

Entrepreneurship has played an important role in the
progress of modern civilization in almost all periods of human
history (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), and today is a key
factor in economic growth, high employment, job creation
and positive social development (Sesen, 2013; Gianiodis et al.,
2019). In addition, entrepreneurship is widely seen as an
effective way to address problems related to unemployment
and poverty in the United Kingdom, United States and other
countries. As a result, many entrepreneurship education
programs have been established to provide effective instruction
and mentoring to enhance entrepreneurial intention and
skills (Carter et al., 2003; Jennings and Brush, 2013;
Yamakawa et al., 2015).

The disciplines of computer science and engineering have led
the way in creating a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship,
and many successful ventures have started as early collaborations
between universities and the business sector. The field of medical
informatics (MI) lags behind other disciplines in fostering
a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. As the global
economic climate has fluctuated over the past few years, the
need for entrepreneurship in health information-related areas
has become critical as such activity will help improve medical
efficiency and increase employment opportunities for graduates
in this field. A recent entrepreneurial trend has emerged in the
field of MI, and one of the main focuses of the American Medical
Information Association (AMIA) 2015 conference was health
information innovation and entrepreneurship (Mcgowan et al.,
2012; Househ et al., 2015).

This study examines new definitions of innovation and
entrepreneurship as they relate to the MI science community, and
discusses various ways to support entrepreneurship in this field.
In 2013, the American Medical Association’s (AMA) Medical
Education Accelerated Change Conference invited nearly 200
medical education leaders from across the United States to
discuss ways to reduce the gap in medical student training and
to develop innovation in healthcare systems (Miron-Shatz et al.,
2014; Ozdemir et al., 2019). However, this event was marked by
the absence of venture capital teams, which could have provided
healthcare professionals with important operational training and
other healthcare professionals entering the world outside medical
school will have an adverse effect.

The early development of entrepreneurship education in
Taiwan was dominated by the field of enterprise management,
and most entrepreneurship students came from business
management backgrounds and lacked diverse practical
experience. However, in recent years, in response to social

and industrial trends, universities have gradually changed their
approach to promote innovation and entrepreneurship, shifting
from specialization to cross-domain systematic design and
planning, including changes in medical education. In addition,
studies in nursing education found that intervention of last
mile courses improves professional competence, professional
commitment and work pleasure among nursing students
(Househ et al., 2015).

In cultivating healthcare professionals, Taiwan’s medical
universities attach great importance to the development of
skills and knowledge, including the acquisition of professional
licenses. Following the reforms in entrepreneurship education,
medical universities began to integrate entrepreneurship into its
curriculum (Tofighi et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2019). However,
universities are responding to changing job market conditions
by placing an increasing emphasis on entrepreneurship, but few
studies have examined how such courses actually improve learner
skills and employability (Wu and Song, 2019). Current course
content and design still tends to write start-up proposals, but
a lack of funding and access to appropriate technology limit
schools in their efforts to teach practical entrepreneurship skills
(Hannon, 2013). Scholarly research has found that that the
characteristics, abilities, and technological skills of entrepreneurs
can be obtained through training and education. Entrepreneurial
talent cultivation can thus be regarded as a process of education
and training (Kuratko et al., 2004).

Over the past decade, several studies related to
entrepreneurship education have examined entrepreneurship
training in Taiwan (Chang and Sung, 2009; Chen et al., 2015;
Şahin et al., 2019), finding that while people may feel they have
the necessary knowledge, skills and ability to start a company,
they are reluctant to do so, in part because they considered
themselves poorly suited to the challenges inherent in the
entrepreneurial process. We believe that a mismatch between
personal needs and entrepreneurial content constitutes a gap
between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intention and reduces
entrepreneurial intention. In other words, regardless of the level
of entrepreneur’s self-efficacy, as long as the entrepreneurial spirit
cannot meet his personal needs, individuals will be reluctant to
engage in entrepreneurship activity (Hu et al., 2018; Bergner,
2020). There is still considerable controversy as to whether
the formation of entrepreneurial intention is worthy of further
discussion. The primary concern is that intention may not
transfer into start-up behavior, but few studies have addressed
this issue. This study seeks to: 1. explore the theoretical basis
for building an entrepreneurial curriculum in the field of MI;
2. theoretically explore the behavioral factors that affect student
intention to pursue entrepreneurship in this field; 3. suggest a
curriculum structure for entrepreneurship education that meets
the needs of MI.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship
Education
Entrepreneurship cannot be explained by a single theory, and
the concept of entrepreneurship has been interpreted differently
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between different studies, but these typically focuses on several
main topics, including entrepreneurship theory, entrepreneur
type, entrepreneurial process, organizational form, external
environment, and educational outcomes (Westhead et al., 2001).
This study adopts a broad, practical rather than theoretical
conceptualization of entrepreneurship proposed by the European
Commission as follows (European Commission, 2008; Fretschner
and Weber, 2013):

“Entrepreneurship refers to an individual’s ability to turn ideas
into action. It includes creativity, innovation and risk taking, as
well as the ability to plan and manage projects in order to achieve
objectives. This supports everyone in day-to-day life at home and in
society, makes employees more aware of the context of their work
and better able to seize opportunities, and provides a foundation
for entrepreneurs establishing a social or commercial activity.”

This definition covers the main theoretical aspects, including
the exploration, discovery and exploitation of opportunities
by enterprising individuals (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000),
the creative breaking of patterns, taking and managing risk,
and organizing and coordinating resources (Gibb et al., 2013).
In addition, it suggests that entrepreneurship and opportunity
development can be carried out within an existing organization as
well as through the establishment of a new company (Manimala
and Thomas, 2017). Different definitions of entrepreneurship
provide for the possibility of new opportunities to develop
new businesses and generate economic value within existing
organizations (Ireland et al., 2009). In addition, in healthcare
research, definitions of entrepreneurship encompass all types of
entrepreneurial activities in any area of life and at any scale.

Hansemark (1998) pointed out that entrepreneurship
education is seen as a model for changing attitudes and
motivations, while traditional education is only seeking
to provide change in knowledge and ability (Hansemark,
1998; Fayolle and Gailly, 2015). Other studies have found
that, in addition to the obvious advantages of promoting
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship education also has broad
market potential (Joensuu-Salo et al., 2015). The ability and
desire to start a new business are the two most important
prerequisites for success. Not only are entrepreneurial attitudes
required in a typical entrepreneurial career, but they play a
key role in demanding independent employment relationships
(Abualbasal and Badran, 2019). Entrepreneurship education
aims to cultivate responsible and enterprising individuals,
especially young people, as entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial
thinkers who can contribute to economic development and
community sustainability.

In 2008, the European Commission proposed a Consortium
for Entrepreneurship Education, to encourage creative thinking
and develop a strong sense of self-worth and empowerment
among young Europeans, stressing the centrality of beliefs,
values and attitudes in entrepreneurship education. In addition
to business knowledge and skills, the program seeks to
enable students to see entrepreneurship as an attractive career
option (Holmgren et al., 2004; Raposo and Do Paço, 2011).
Jamieson (1984) proposed a three-category framework for
organizing entrepreneurial education (Jamieson, 1984). He
distinguishes education about entrepreneurship from education

for entrepreneurship and in entrepreneurship and the different
roles that education plays in developing the relevant skills.
The first category is related to enterprise education, and
seeks to educate students in all aspects of establishing and
operating enterprises from a theoretical perspective, mainly
through the cultivation of consciousness. This category includes
undergraduate and graduate business courses that seek “to foster
skills, attitudes and values appropriate for starting, owning,
managing or working in a successful business enterprise.” The
author makes distinctions between education about enterprise,
for enterprise, and in enterprise to understand the role that
different types of education represent (Bae et al., 2014).

Role of Entrepreneurship Education in
Medical Informatics
Developing a model of entrepreneurial management
for healthcare organizations requires a discussion of
entrepreneurship and its relevance to healthcare (Sharma and
Chrisman, 2007; Mitra, 2019). Traditionally, entrepreneurship
is studied in the context of startups, family businesses and
small and medium sized risk-taking ventures (Guo, 2006).
However, for the purposes of this discussion, entrepreneurship
in healthcare organizations refers to corporate entrepreneurship,
specifically entrepreneurial activities undertaken within an
existing organization by individuals (managers) to prompt
internal renewal or innovation (Sharma and Chrisman, 2007).
Our research argues that entrepreneurship exists in healthcare
organizations. In the past, management technology focused
on traditional methods, while entrepreneurship focused
more on innovative concepts. Managers generate innovative
strategies to improve organizational performance through
entrepreneurial activity, an essential activity in the turbulent
healthcare environment. Entrepreneurial roles can be filled by
senior level, operating level and middle level managers (Havinal,
2009). In fact, entrepreneurship can be explained as managers’
innovative and attitudes and creative approaches toward their
interaction with the changeable surrounding environment
to discover new opportunities (Nobre, 2002). Management
is responsible for designing and implementing solutions to
problems in organizational settings. Innovative management can
use entrepreneurial approaches to face address organizational
challenges and in the healthcare context. Based on the above
arguments, insight into the healthcare environment limitations
and opportunities can be used as a basis for the development
of entrepreneurship management education to promote greater
creativity and innovation in the organization and operations of
healthcare institutions. Healthcare organizations find themselves
under increasing financial strain, and an increasing number
are turning toward more explicit for-profit business models
(Sadler–Smith et al., 2003). Pauly et al. (2002) found that
the number of United States-based for-profit managed care
organizations (specifically HMOs) increased three times faster
than non- profits between 1993 and 1998 (Pauly et al., 2002). In
fact, 61% of all-American HMOs are for-profits. This increased
market competition is increasingly driving the implementation
of entrepreneurship strategies in healthcare organizations.
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In studying the operations of six teaching hospitals, Guo
(2006) found strong evidence of increased entrepreneurship
(Guo, 2006).

Entrepreneurial Behavior and Intention
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) is the predecessor of Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB) theory (Madden et al., 1992), and the
relationship between the two needs to be discussed to understand
the context of TPB’s theoretical development (Sheppard et al.,
1988; Mwatsika and Sankhulani, 2016). TRA is founded on
the idea that an individual’s behavior is influenced by the
attitude and subjective norms of the behavior. This structure
is also the basic constructive relationship of TPB. Ajzen (1985,
1991) proposed TPB as a way to increase the predictive ability
of TRA, adding Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) to the
original aspects of Attitude and Subjective Norm (Ajzen, 1985,
1991). Cognitive behavior control has become an important
core concept of TPB, considering the limitations in real life
and improving the deficiencies of the original TRA. Many
empirical studies have shown that TPB can indeed improve
the interpretation of TRA, and it has been widely adopted in
social psychology and other fields (Ajzen, 2005). Mwatsika and
Sankhulani (2016) evaluated the influence of entrepreneurship
and innovation courses on students’ entrepreneurial orientation.
The questionnaire survey deployed in the current study was
used to evaluate students’ understanding of entrepreneurship,
attitudes toward entrepreneurship, subjective norms, self-
efficacy, and entrepreneurial intentions.

Theory of planned behavior proposes three stages of behavior
formation: Behavior is determined by an individual’s behavioral
intention (Intention), which is subject to the behavioral attitude
(Attitude), subjective norms (Subjective Norms), and behavioral
control (Perceived Behavior Control). Since Ajzen proposed TPB,
PBC has been the spiritual core of TPB, and some subsequent
studies have incorporated Self-Efficacy, while others have added
Controllability. Some studies have also considered Self-Efficacy
as an internal factor and Controllability as an external factor
(Terry and O’leary, 1995). For example, self-efficacy is defined by
Bandura (1986) as an individual’s ability to complete a particular
job (Bandura, 1986), while controllability refers to whether an
individual can achieve self-control despite changes to his/her
environment (Man et al., 2002).

Awareness Creation and Attractiveness
To shape entrepreneurial consciousness, universities must
systematically promote an entrepreneurial focus (Szczygiel et al.,
2014; Amini et al., 2015; Nambisan, 2017). Attention is the first
step to creating awareness among students, who can then learn
about entrepreneurship in both formal and informal ways. When
entrepreneurship is deeply integrated in a university’s culture,
the entrepreneurship is reflected in all university activities.
The second step is raising student awareness of and interest
in entrepreneurship through a series of follow-up activities.
Concluding various activities can systematically help students
develop a comprehensive interest in and intent to engage in
entrepreneurship. Wu et al. (2020) argued to build a sharing
platform to increasing attractiveness for integrating service

providers and government resources (Wu et al., 2020). The
purpose of all these activities is to make entrepreneurship
attractive to students, either as something important to their lives
and careers, or as a subject of curiosity to better understand
before deciding whether it “fits” them (Enninful et al., 2016).
In any case, creating awareness among students should lead
to the desire to learn more about entrepreneurship through
related coursework.

METHODS

Case Study
This study, conducted a case study as the major methodology
to analyses the target cause of a single phenomenon (e.g., An
application, a technology, a decision) in an organization over a
logical period. The analysis process and theoretical propositions
include multiple variables of interest, multiple sources of
evidence, and guidance for data collection and analysis (Yin,
2017). Case studies classified by function, including explanatory,
exploratory, and descriptive, can be designed around single
or multiple cases, and can use qualitative and/or quantitative
methods. Qualitative or quantitative evidence is sourced from
fieldwork, archival records, verbal reports, observations, or
any combination. Our study made related as the available
literature offers few courses deployments for entrepreneurship
education in the healthcare sector or medical education institutes
(Barratt et al., 2011). This study uses multi (embedded) case
design focused on Medical Universities in Taiwan. The case
study approach involves describing the conditions, rationale,
and teaching strategies behind the different structures of
entrepreneurship. We first quantified the results of a survey
completed by 120 respondents of teachers in medial universities,
using a self-structured questionnaire as the main tool for the
investigation. For a second qualitative study, we selected 10
administrators or teachers for in-depth interviews. After our
initial descriptive analysis is completed, we will perform similar
procedures to Yin (2017) pattern matching analysis to identify
the context, motivation, and strategy of the link.

Research Framework
Combining the discussion of the related literature and case
study, the research framework is shown in Figure 1. Based
on this, we explore theoretically the behavioral factors that
affect students in the field to participate in entrepreneurship
courses, including how to influence entrepreneurial cognition
through self-efficacy and awareness creation, and how to adopt
entrepreneurial attitudes, Norms, and cognition further enhances
entrepreneurial intentions, and then act, and whether or not they
are affected by personal characteristics and attractiveness in the
course of taking actions.

Questionnaire Design
The design of the questionnaire is based on the TPB,
and the aspects of discussion include attitudes, subjective
norms, perceived behavior control, entrepreneurial willingness,
entrepreneurial behavior, and basic information of respondents.
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FIGURE 1 | The research framework.

Explore the constituent factors and measurement variables of
each research facet, and explain the measurement methods.
The questionnaire is divided into nine parts. At the same
time, in order to avoid questions such as ambiguity in the
content of the questionnaire and irregular sentences, which
caused the respondents to misunderstand their meanings and
answer incorrectly, affecting the validity of the questionnaire,
this study commissioned seven people Educate relevant experts
and scholars, provide opinions on the content and wording of
the questionnaire, and use the Content Validity Ratio (CVR) to
quantify the content validity and then modify it to make the
questionnaire content more consistent with the theme (Lawshe,
1975). CVR was proposed by Lawshe (1975). The CVR value of
this study is 0.83, which exceeds the standard 0.75, and should
have expert validity. The questionnaire contents are shown in
Table 1.

This research mainly explores the design of the health
information entrepreneurship curriculum from the field
characteristics and education model. First, secondary data
analysis was used to rectify and analyze the factors related to
entrepreneurship in the field of health information, including
resources, curriculum design, and teaching models. Then, the
focus group method was used to develop the interview structure
and questionnaire items. This step will be based on the analysis
of the test data. As shown above, a confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) will be performed to confirm whether the results are
different from the original research structure. After removing the
lower factor load (<0.7), further analysis will be performed. The
analysis method will use the Structural Equation Model (SEM)
and Partial Least Square (PLS) method to verify the cause and
effect relationship, or it can be used as a key factor for success in
MI entrepreneurship issues and curriculum development (Chin,
2010). Need analysis and mastery of resources. This study adopts
intentional sampling, and surveyed the bachelor’s and senior
classes of the bachelor’s class and the master class related to the
higher education system, technical and vocational system, and
health fields in the south. A total of 154 online questionnaires

was sent out, and 120 were returned, constituting a response rate
of 77.9% and Common Method Variance (CMV) had checked.
The response rate was 77.9%. The CMV has been verified to
avoid errors in receiving cases at different periods.

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis
A descriptive statistical analysis was conducted with results
shown in Table 2. Nearly 60% of respondents were male and
the rate of participating in cross-disciplinary courses was 19.2%.

TABLE 1 | Construct description and example items.

Constructs Description

Attitude There are 5 items, which are measured by a seven-point scale.
Examples of questions: 5 questions that can realize dreams,
increase wealth income, and enhance social status.

Subjective norm There are 5 items in total, measured on a seven-point scale.
Examples of question items: 5 items of encouragement from
parents, encouragement of trust or worship.

Perceived
behavior

There are 5 items, measured on a seven-point scale. Examples
of questions: 5 questions about being able to master the funds
needed to start a business and having enough confidence to
start a business successfully.

Self-efficacy There are 4 items, measured on a seven-point scale. Question
item example: When I decide to start a business, I try to achieve

Awareness
creation

There are 4 items, measured on a seven-point scale. Question
item example: I think entrepreneurship is very challenging

Intention There are 4 items, measured on a seven-point scale. Question
item example: I am ready to start a business.

Behavior There are 3 items, measured on a seven-point scale. Question
item example: I want to start a business.

Control variables It including curriculum design, teaching methods, and
attractiveness of basic materials

Basic information
of respondents:

This section distinguishes entrepreneurial behaviors, all
including gender, age, type of school, and schooling system.
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While most of the respondents were undergraduate students, no
significant differences were found in terms of level of educational
attainment, despite the differences in instructional approaches
used in various types of educational institutions. Figure 2
shows the degree of acceptance of the teaching method, and
Figure 3 shows the degree to which respondents feel attracted
to entrepreneurship as a subject of study. Discussed from the
analysis of the trend, the technical and vocational system is
relatively attractive compared to the higher education system.

Validity and Reliability of Constructs
Questionnaire items were subjected to average extraction
variation of combined questionnaire and validity analysis, using
composite reliability (CR) and Cronbach’s α as acceptability
criteria. Validation analysis results are presented in Table 3,
showing that the seven constructs used in this research all meet
the criteria for acceptability, so the questionnaire has reliability
and validity. Discriminant validity is used to detect the degree
of identification between different constructs between variables.
In this study, Chin’s (2010) approach was used to test whether
the square root of the average variability extraction amount
between each construct exceeded the correlation coefficient value
between other constructs. This is different from the traditional
SEM which adopts the maxim likelihood method, so there is
no statistical result of the goodness of fit (GOF). As shown
in Table 4, the questionnaire developed by this research has
acceptable discriminative validity. Discriminant validity was also
supported because (1) all indicators loaded more strongly on their

TABLE 2 | Descriptive analysis of respondents.

Gender Male 71 (59.2%)

Female 49 (40.8%)

Joint Program Yes 23 (19.2%)

No 97 (80.8%)

University Type Student Type N = 120 (%)

Higher Education Graduate 13 (10.8%)

Undergraduate 52 (43.4%)

Technology Graduate 7 (5.8%)

Undergraduate 43 (35.8%)

Others 5 (4.2%)

0 5 10 15 20

Lectures

Company visits and…

Project works

E-learning

Problem based learning

Prac�ce in the company

Numbers

Teaching Methods

Technology Higher Educa�on

FIGURE 2 | Favorite teaching methods in different type universities.

corresponding construct than on other constructs in the model
and (2) the square root of the AVE for each major construct was
larger than the inter-construct correlations.

Path Analysis
Path analysis is divided into two phases: measurement model
analysis and structural model analysis. The PLS Algorithm is used
to detect the reliability and validity of the measurement model,
and bootstrapping is performed to generate a Path Coefficient (β
value) and T value (t-value) for statistically significant results.
Figure 4 shows the results of PLS pattern analysis, showing
the explanatory power of entrepreneurial intention is 33%,
and the final explanatory power of entrepreneurial behavior
is 40%. Attraction is a moderating variable, and the results
show a positive impact on intention and actual behavior. The
higher the attractiveness, the stronger the intention to adopt the
entrepreneurial behavior.

DISCUSSION

Taiwan’s educational policies require medical universities to
respond to social changes in part by developing skills related
to innovation and entrepreneurship in the healthcare sector
(Mcgowan et al., 2012). Currently these skills are concentrated
in the management and engineering fields, and expanding
instruction in these subjects to healthcare requires teachers to
develop their own experience and knowledge through engaging
in startup activity. Some studies have also suggested that the
effectiveness of entrepreneurship teaching activities is positively
related to teachers’ previous entrepreneurial experience. Teachers
in the healthcare field require sufficient knowledge and ability
to start a new business. Therefore, even if their main goal is
not to cultivate entrepreneurs, teachers can help increase student
motivation and willingness to become entrepreneurs. Therefore,
more practical introductory courses in entrepreneurship are
needed to stimulate entrepreneurial motivation and behavior
(Kuratko et al., 2004). This study finds that, although most of
the content of entrepreneurship courses focuses on business ideas
and plans, they serve to increase the attractiveness of the subject
among students along with their entrepreneurial awareness, thus
enhancing their willingness to start a business. Practice-oriented
teachers seem willing to support their students in pursuing
entrepreneurial careers, possibly due to the teachers’ personal
entrepreneurial experience (Bae et al., 2014; Fayolle and Gailly,
2015; Jie and Harms, 2017). The results of this study and past
studies have found is consistent, then display the healthcare field
has similar circumstances, but then this study to explore the
depth of focus and identify influences through survey research.
Consequently, we addressed the important findings and compare
the results with theory and previous studies on following sections.

From the perspective of students’ entrepreneurial intentions,
respondents did not fully realize the goals of entrepreneurial
education to become entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial skills
are of particular importance to medical universities who
are not on a professional, licensing career track, as such
skills will better prepare them to cope with uncertainty
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and changes in healthcare organizations. These differences
may have different utility in the health care field, including
the impact on entrepreneurial intentions. In addition, this
may also raise new challenges for teachers who will need
to create new curricula to teach entrepreneurial courses
(Miron-Shatz et al., 2014; Szczygiel et al., 2014).

TABLE 3 | Composite reliability and Cronbach’s α of constructs.

Constructs Items Composite reliability Cronbach’s α

Attitude 5 0.820 0.670

Subject Norm 5 0.863 0.801

Perceived behavior 5 0.848 0.856

Self-efficacy 4 0.813 0.807

Awareness creation 4 0.785 0.701

Intention 4 0.744 0.670

Behavior 3 0.759 0.688

TABLE 4 | The average variance extraction of constructs.

Constructs Composite
reliability

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Attitude 0.820 0.795*

Subject Norm 0.863 0.093 0.819*

Perceived
behavior

0.848 0.350 0.556 0.812*

Self-efficacy 0.813 0.378 0.368 0.516 0.773*

Awareness
creation

0.785 0.290 0.482 0.673 0.575 0.741*

Intention 0.744 0.225 0.465 0.538 0.397 0.603 0.716*

Behavior 0.759 0.227 0.464 0.495 0.435 0.587 0.655 0.727*

*Diagonal elements are the square roots of average variance extracted (AVE).
The square root of the AVE for each major construct was larger than the
inter-construct correlations.

Appropriate and effective teaching methods for
entrepreneurship education also have a critical impact on
raising entrepreneurship intention and awareness among
students. The teachers in this study used a variety of methods
in teaching entrepreneurship, including traditional lectures,
but whether such traditional teaching methods can adequately
raise entrepreneurial intention and awareness remains doubtful.
Therefore, a balance must be struck between different teaching
methods to reflect the relationship between the learner goals and
the goals of the entrepreneurship plan (Fretschner and Weber,
2013; Miron-Shatz et al., 2014).

Instruction in entrepreneurship skills and abilities should
be combined with other teaching activities. Post hoc interviews
found that healthcare domain teachers who receive more
practical teacher training through collaboration with the
corporate community will have a better understanding of the
nature of entrepreneurship education. In entrepreneurship
education, it is particularly important to emphasize the
application of teaching methods, reduce the use of traditional
teaching models, and adopt more experiential learning methods.
These approaches may be more conducive to attracting and
engaging students, thereby stimulating their entrepreneurial
orientation and intentions (Fayolle and Gailly, 2015;
Wu et al., 2020).

The TPB is used as the foundation of behavioral analysis
for constructing entrepreneurship courses in the field of health
information. Indeed, it has been found that creating awareness
among students raises their interest. “You can learn more
about entrepreneurship and take one or more related courses
in the field of entrepreneurship, and how the design of the
course will induce students’ intentions and behaviors is an
issue that can be explored.” The questionnaire used here
covers attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavior control,
entrepreneurial willingness, and entrepreneurial behavior, and its
good reliability and theoretical foundation make it suitable for
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exploring the behavioral factors that affect students’ participation
in entrepreneurship courses in the healthcare field (Hu et al.,
2018; Atitsogbe et al., 2019). Although analysis of control
variables does not reveal a moderating effect, further post hoc
interviews can be used to clarify whether it is appropriate to
discuss entrepreneurial issues.

Different teaching methods can be used to appropriately serve
students of different ability levels and promote entrepreneurship
intention. A curriculum structure for entrepreneurship education
that meets MI needs should including guidance to raise student
awareness of “entrepreneurship,” thereby raising interest and
intention to approach organizational and operational problems
with greater creativity. After achieving awareness, students
can make informed course selection decisions in the field of
entrepreneurship and better understand the role such courses
and other activities serve in developing entrepreneurship as a
future career path (Atitsogbe et al., 2019; Şahin et al., 2019;
Wu and Song, 2019).

CONCLUSION

The results of this study found that the entrepreneurial
education provided by Taiwan’s medical universities does not
match recommended best practices, mainly because most
teachers have little or no opportunity to practice or experience
entrepreneurship, and the curriculum should be modified to
focus more on the transfer of entrepreneurship knowledge
along with hands-on experience in implementing best practices.
Of course, we are limited to the characteristics of the study
universities in Taiwan as well as having different than the other
countries. In practice, entrepreneurial awareness can be raised
through teaching examples and inviting entrepreneurs as guest
lecturers. The academic community should also consider how to
best teach relevant theory and cases to supplement the practical
learning experience, increase subject attractiveness, raise
subject awareness, and promote self-efficacy to better encourage
entrepreneurial intentions and behaviors. Our preliminary results
outline several success factors to improve the implementation

of entrepreneurship education within medical universities: (1)
incorporate innovation, entrepreneurship, and practice; (2)
create strong links to industry and healthcare organizations; (3)
provide support and resources for entrepreneurship education;
(4) encourage a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship; (5)
develop policies that support innovation and entrepreneurship
based on medical/healthcare perspectives. By implementing
these strategies, we predict that entrepreneurship education
may be more easily applied to East Asian/SE Asian
medical universities.
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Many prior studies on minority entrepreneurship have found that some consumers
display a strong bias against products from minority ventures. Not surprisingly,
discrimination against products sold by minority-owned businesses increases the failure
rate for such ventures. This paper seeks to verify the extent of consumer discrimination
for minority products, and investigates whether it varies among different products.
Building on insights from the theory of consumer discrimination, we conducted a
comparative behavior experiment on 155 subjects for the expected pricing of two new
products (common products and products with ethnic characteristics). Consistent with
prior literature, we found that potential consumers held a bias against common products
from minority ventures and offered a lower price. However, the theory of consumer
discrimination could not be applied to the products with ethnic characteristics. Instead,
potential consumers viewed ethnic characteristics products from minority ventures as
being high quality and offered higher prices. This finding complements the theory of
consumer discrimination and provides useful knowledge for minority entrepreneurs:
minority entrepreneurs can employ price discrimination to strengthen the ethnic brand’s
impression by integrating ethnic cultural features into new products.

Keywords: minority entrepreneurship, consumer discrimination, ethnic discrimination, product quality, product
price

INTRODUCTION

Ethnic minority entrepreneurship has become a hot issue in economic development, which
reflects deep-seated political, cultural, ethnic and social issues such as ethnic equity, ethnic
development opportunities, resource possession and distribution, cultural conflict and integration,
and ethnic conflicts and exchanges. Ethnic discrimination is a widespread phenomenon around
the world (Goldberg et al., 1996; Harrell, 2000; Pager and Shepherd, 2008; Brondolo et al., 2011;
MacDonald and Hasmath, 2019) and is especially reflected in the labor market (Carlsson and
Rooth, 2007; Wood et al., 2009; Kaas and Manger, 2012; Zschirnt and Ruedin, 2016; Neumark,
2018). Minorities who face persistent barriers and discrimination in the job market often turn to
business ownership as an alternative, embracing entrepreneurship as a survival strategy in a difficult
labor market (Horton and De Jong, 1991; Light and Rosenstein, 1995; Clark and Drinkwater,
2000; Laouenan, 2017). Accordingly, minority entrepreneurship has attracted the attention of
many scholars in the field of entrepreneurship research. Prior minority entrepreneurship research
shows that minorities still face inequality in workplace power and status (Elliott and Smith, 2004;
Leicht, 2008; Joshi and Knight, 2015; Neville et al., 2018), are still woefully underrepresented
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(Kollinger and Minniti, 2006; Puryear et al., 2008; Chatterji and
Seamans, 2012; Zhu et al., 2014; Freeland and Keister, 2016),
and are subjected to stereotypes (Fairchild, 2008; Zapata et al.,
2016). Even ethnic minority groups who choose to start a business
experience discrimination. Thus, discrimination serves as a
significant obstacle and barrier for minority entrepreneurship
(Gomolka, 1977; Bewaji et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2015).

In particular, it is found that consumer preference (Ogbolu
et al., 2015; Kuppuswamy and Younkin, 2020) and financing
barriers caused by lending discrimination are key factors
encountered by many minority entrepreneurs (Ekanem and
Wyer, 2007; Roomi et al., 2009; Gill and Biger, 2012;
Sandhu et al., 2012; Bewaji et al., 2015; Howell, 2019),
although studies on consumer price discrimination for minority
entrepreneurship are limited. Only a handful of scholars,
such as Younkin and Kuppuswamy (2019), have investigated
consumers’ discrimination against minority businesses. However,
is the narrative surrounding discrimination against minority
businesses entirely true? Further, is this discrimination likely
to vary from product to product? In this article, we build
on previous research on consumer discrimination (Becker,
1957) to suggest that consumer price discrimination against
different products offered by minority-owned businesses varies
extensively. Our comparative study examines two types of
products offered by minority-owned ventures.

Using two behavior experiments, we tested our hypotheses
among 155 undergraduate students. Our experiment, carried out
in Southwest Jiaotong University, demonstrates that potential
consumers hold a bias against common products from minority
entrepreneurial ventures and tend to offer lower prices for
the products. On the other hand, potential consumers believe
that products with ethnic characteristics that are produced by
minority-owned ventures are of good quality, and they tend to
offer higher prices. Thus, this study deepens our understanding
of minority discrimination, showing that consumers expect
low prices for common products while offer high prices for
products with ethnic characteristics that are produced by
minority businesses.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the section
“Introduction,” we raise questions and generate hypotheses
around these questions. We explore the existing literature and
discuss consumer discrimination in minority entrepreneurship.
In the section “Literature Review,” we describe the samples and
research experiments. In the section “Hypothesis Development,”
results of the statistical tests are reported and interpreted. In
the concluding section, theoretical and practical implications are
discussed and directions for future researches are proposed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Minority entrepreneurs are often owners and managers
simultaneously, and their group membership is related to
a common cultural heritage or origin and are considered
by members outside the group to have these characteristics
(Yinger, 1985; Aldrich and Waldinger, 1990; Zhou, 2004).
Most studies show that minority entrepreneurs have some

demographic characteristics that are different from those of
non-minority entrepreneurs (Bewaji et al., 2015). Specifically,
minority entrepreneurs are often born in low- or middle-class
families, and many are young (below the age of 30), possess
college degrees, and are motivated by both social and economic
goals (Gomolka, 1977; Hisrich and Brush, 1986; Brush et al.,
2007). Furthermore, ethnic minority groups have higher rates of
self-employment and business ownership (Bates, 2000; Fairlie,
2004a). Although they have different motivations in starting
businesses and possess stronger entrepreneurial intentions
than non-minority entrepreneurs (Zhou, 2004; Edelman et al.,
2010), minority entrepreneurs face higher failure rates in
entrepreneurial activities (Kollinger and Minniti, 2006; Robb and
Fairlie, 2007; Sullivan, 2007).

Barriers to Ethnic Minority Enterprise
Factors affecting low rates of successful entrepreneurship for
minority entrepreneurs include business experience (Fairlie,
2004b; Scarborough and Zimmerer, 2005), level of education
and household assets (Bates, 1997; Fairlie, 1999; Bewaji et al.,
2015), parental self-employment (Hout and Rosen, 1999; Fairlie
and Robb, 2007), and family structure (Singh et al., 2009).
Furthermore, some literature reveals that discrimination plays a
role (Johnson and Thomas, 2008; Bewaji et al., 2015).

Several studies confirm that minority-run businesses are at a
disadvantage compared to majority-run businesses. Traditional
financial institutions are reluctant to invest in ethnic minority
businesses (Altinay and Altinay, 2008; Sepulveda et al., 2011). For
example, minority entrepreneurs often face discrimination from
commercial banks, suppliers and insurance companies (Bates,
1991; Robb, 2013) and are less likely to access loans from financial
institutions (Blanchard et al., 2008; Bewaji et al., 2015). Minority
entrepreneurs are not only often denied credit, but they also pay
higher interest rates than non-minority entrepreneurs (Daniels,
2004). In addition, discrimination reduces the availability
of start-up capital, contributing to the high failure rate of
minority entrepreneurs (Johnson and Thomas, 2008). Overall,
minorities tend to face more serious financial constraints due
to discrimination, which leads to lower business performance
(Coleman, 2004; Fairlie and Robb, 2008). In this study, we focus
on discrimination from consumers, another important factor
determining the fate of new, minority-run ventures.

Theory of Consumer Discrimination
In the theoretical literature, Becker (1957) was the first to study
discrimination in entrepreneurship among ethnic minorities.
In his seminal work, Becker proposes the theory of consumer
discrimination, which was also called the taste-based theory
of discrimination, and argues that taste-based discrimination
derives from aversion to cross-racial interaction. In other words,
individuals may simply dislike a particular group and choose
not to transact business with them. Furthermore, Becker (1971)
proposes that cross-ethnic transactions cost more and may lead
to treatment discrimination.

Based on this theory, Borjas and Bronars (1989) show
that consumer discrimination contributes partly to the large
observed variance in self-employment rates across racial groups
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(e.g., Asians, Hispanics, blacks, and whites). In addition,
customer discrimination causes more discrimination in business
transactions (Antecol and Cobbclark, 2008). For example, in
the southern United States consumers discriminate against
black service providers by tipping them less than white service
providers (Lynn et al., 2008). It has been confirmed that
discrimination against African Americans occurs on the job,
partly as a result of consumer discrimination (Laouenan, 2017).
Indeed, Becker’s theory is often used to explain reluctance
to associate with people of different ethnicities (Broyles and
Keen, 2010; Hekman et al., 2010). Prior studies also utilize
it to explore the idea that consumers may expect minority
entrepreneurs to reduce their prices (Avery et al., 2015; Younkin
and Kuppuswamy, 2019). In the same vein, the theory of
consumer discrimination would predict that consumers may
discriminate against new products due to the products having
different producers. Although such consumer discrimination has
not been studied in depth in the Chinese market, prior studies
have noted the importance of consumers’ influence on minority
entrepreneurship.

Minority Entrepreneurship Discrimination
in China
China is a multiethnic nation, and over the past decade there
has been a significant increase in minority entrepreneurship
throughout the country. Ethnic minority entrepreneurship in
China means that enterprises are owned and operated by ethnic
minorities (Smallbone et al., 2010; Appiah et al., 2019; He et al.,
2019). Due to data limitations and political sensitivities, however,
research on ethnic minority entrepreneurship in China is limited
(Howell, 2019).

Some scholars point out that differences in discrimination
may occur between Han majority-based and minority-based
enterprises. For example, studies by Hannum and Xie (1998)
and Howell (2011) show that ethnic minorities are in an
economically disadvantaged position due to the development of
the labor market and social stratification. Many studies support
this viewpoint, underlining that ethnic minorities experience
economic discrimination (Zang, 2008; Howell and Fan, 2011;
Howell, 2016, 2017). Specifically, Howell (2016) indicates that
ethnic minorities are more vulnerable to liquidity shocks relative
to the Han majority.

The study by Howell (2019), which is based on the first
wave of the China Household Ethnic Survey, provides evidence
from minority areas of China about the association between
ethnicity and discrimination. In particular, it is found that
minority-operated enterprises perform worse than Han-operated
enterprises, and that the main reason is the difficulty that
ethnic minorities have when obtaining external financing, thus
suggesting underlying discrimination (He et al., 2019). As
pointed out by Howell (2019), the identification of discrimination
is only the first step. Further research that analyzes the underlying
causes of discrimination and confirms whether ethnic-based
differences are due to lending discrimination, selection effects, or
both, are greatly needed. Aside from financing discrimination,
it is still unclear whether other forms of discrimination exist,

including consumer discrimination against new products from
minority entrepreneurs. The purpose for this study is to provide
evidence for whether the consumer price discrimination in
minority entrepreneurship exists.

HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

Consumer behaviors are influenced by personal experiences,
perceptions of legitimacy, and cultural attitudes and stereotypes
(Greenwald and Banaji, 1995). It is generally accepted that
consumers’ business decisions are closely related to their trust in
a business establishment (Child and Mollering, 2003; Gounaris,
2005). Ogbolu et al. (2015) argue that consumers have different
perceptions of minority and non-minority entrepreneurs, which
can affect patronage of firms. For example, attitudes from
consumers affect black entrepreneurs whose businesses may
suffer due to the effects of negative stereotypes held about African
Americans (Fairchild, 2008). Most employers across industries
hold that the locus of bias exists not within the organization,
but rather, comes from the consumers who patronize the
organization (Kuppuswamy and Younkin, 2020). Consumers
tend to be cautious about what and from whom they buy,
and are often concerned about being exploited by new or
unfamiliar businesses (Ogbolu et al., 2015). In some cases,
cross-racial interactions between consumers and minorities may
make customers feel uncomfortable. Minorities face prejudice
based on their ethnic background, which can negatively affect
their businesses (Rogoff and Heck, 2008). Furthermore, some
minorities seem to internalize the negative stereotypes and
prejudices, which may lead to further economic and social
disadvantages (Sarnoff, 1960; Fairchild, 2008; Zapata et al., 2016).

Consistent with this view, empirical research in China
provides some evidence that minorities are more likely to
fall into poverty due to their disadvantages (Gustafsson and
Sai, 2009). The Han majority, similar to whites in the
United States, dominate the economic, political, and cultural
spheres (Blum, 2001), and many view themselves as more
advanced than minorities (Harrell, 1995; Maurer-Fazio et al.,
2007). Such prejudices may result in unfavorable attitudes toward
minority entrepreneurs.

The theory of consumer discrimination suggests that
consumers discriminate against minority entrepreneurs and
expect that minority entrepreneurs will reduce their prices
(Becker, 1957; Avery et al., 2015; Younkin and Kuppuswamy,
2019). Consequently, we propose that consumers expect the
prices of minority entrepreneurs’ products to be lower than
Han entrepreneurs’ products when the two groups are selling
common products at the same time. Hence, based on the
previous arguments, as depicted in Figure 1, this paper proposes
the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Consumers expect minority entrepreneurs to
sell common products at lower prices than products sold by
Han majority entrepreneurs.

We offer two explanations for why consumers may
expect lower prices on common products sold by minority
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FIGURE 1 | Theoretical process model.

entrepreneurs. First, under taste-based discrimination (Becker,
1957), consumers who dislike a particular group and get
utility from engaging in discrimination are willing to give
up other priorities so as to satisfy their discrimination.
Second, the expectation of lower prices may be due to
statistical discrimination (Phelps, 1972; Arrow, 1973), which
originates from information asymmetry. It is suggested
that potential consumers may consider a particular group
to be unproductive or less productive than other groups.
That is, the consumer’s discrimination may derive from
unobserved variables (i.e., statistical discriminants) whereas
potential consumers are likely to use entrepreneurial ethnic
identity to infer lower observable quality of entrepreneurs
and products (Younkin and Kuppuswamy, 2019). Therefore,
consumers may apply statistical discrimination to compensate
for the incomplete information about minority entrepreneurs’
productivity and quality.

In particular, an empirical study finds that race influences the
number of tips that servers get from customers (Lynn et al., 2008).
In addition, discrimination in the consumer market depends
on the racial composition of the local community (Antecol and
Cobbclark, 2008). Similarly, scholars such as Ogbolu et al. (2015)
further confirm that consumers’ perceptions of a founder’s race
affect their intentions of patronizing that entrepreneur’s firm,
which is interpreted as evidence that consumers utilize race and
ethnicity to make their decisions. Therefore, we propose that,
in cases where minority entrepreneurs and Han entrepreneurs
sell common products simultaneously, consumers will assess the
qualities of products according to the entrepreneur’s ethnicity.

Hence, based on the abovementioned arguments, we propose
the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: When assessing common products, consumers
will rate the quality of products lower for minority
entrepreneurs than Han majority entrepreneurs.

In previous paragraphs we explored the phenomenon of
consumer discrimination against minority entrepreneurs for
common products. Next, we analyze whether these consumer
discriminations may be different due to the difference in
products. Consumers may hold different attitudes toward ethnic
products endowed with cultural elements, and many may
believe that minority entrepreneurs who are familiar with

such cultural elements will produce better products than Han-
majority entrepreneurs.

A wealth of evidence illustrates that culture plays an important
role in the process of economic development (Parker, 1997;
Minkov and Hofstede, 2012). Specifically, studies such as Ma
and Todorovic (2012) show that culture may influence the
characteristics of the entrepreneurship process, influencing local
economic development. In the entrepreneurship process, culture
functions as a guide with the entrepreneur as the catalyst (Lee
and Peterson, 2000). In a similar vein, Rafiq (1992), Morrison
(2000), and Thai and Turkina (2014) argue that culture is
one of the major determinants of an individual’s attitudes
toward entrepreneurship, and is vital force for entrepreneurial
motivation in influencing consumer attitudes and creating
demand for certain products and services. Consequently, we
propose that consumers may not discriminate against ethnic
products that are produced by minority entrepreneurs.

Hence, based on the abovementioned arguments, we propose
the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: Consumers will be less likely to hold product
price discrimination against minority entrepreneurs when
products have ethnic cultural characteristics.

For minority entrepreneurs, their group relationship is
rooted in a common cultural heritage (Yinger, 1985; Aldrich
and Waldinger, 1990; Zhou, 2004). To explain how minority
entrepreneurs appeal to consumers, existing research shows
that entrepreneurs have a strong connection with customers
who fit their entrepreneurial concepts (Thébaud, 2010), and
that they can gain consumer support by emphasizing their
fitness in other empirical areas (Kacperczyk and Younkin, 2017).
Hence, if minority entrepreneurs emphasize their products’
ethnic cultural characteristics, we would expect that consumers
will propose that such products fit better than similar products
produced by Han-majority entrepreneurs. Obviously, consumers
will use entrepreneurs’ ethnicity to predict the qualities for ethnic
products. Cultural distinctiveness can provide a big advantage for
minority entrepreneurs by helping them to offset the potential
negative attitude from consumers who dislike them for their
ethnicity. Consequently, we propose that, under the same
conditions, consumers may assume that products with ethnic
cultural characteristics produced by minority entrepreneurs are
of higher quality than products produced by Han entrepreneurs.

Hence, based on the prior arguments, we propose the
following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: Consumers will assume that minority
entrepreneurs sell products with ethnic cultural characteristics
at higher prices than common products produced by Han
majority entrepreneurs.

Hypothesis 5: Consumers will rate the quality higher for
products with ethnic cultural characteristics that are produced
by minority entrepreneurs compared to products produced by
Han majority entrepreneurs.
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METHODOLOGY

Lab experiments are very popular in discrimination research and
have been used to test for discriminatory decision making, as
well as understanding the nature of discrimination and studying
behaviors that may lead to discriminatory results (Baert and De
Pauw, 2014; Dittrich et al., 2014; Reuben et al., 2014; Neumark,
2018). This study aims to clarify, mainly through the means of
behavior experiment, whether the consumer price discrimination
in minority entrepreneurship exists, and if so, under what
circumstances. Therefore, we designed a two-stage experiment.
The first stage of the experiment aims to conduct a study on
price discrimination of common products. The second stage of
the experiment is designed to examine price discrimination of
products with ethnic cultural characteristics.

Participants
One hundred and fifty-five paid participants in the subject
pool of a Southwestern China university’s lab took part in
this study. The participants are undergraduate students who
were majoring in management. They were experiencing an
innovative entrepreneurship education that is compatible with
the socioeconomic development and education reform in China
(Sun, 2020). They were told that the study helped entrepreneurs
develop and decide a suitable product price. The 155 participants
ranged in age from 18 to 25 years old (Mean = 19.46,
SD = 0.94). In the sample, a total of 92.3% of the participants
were Han majority. Respondents reported as majority female
(61%). Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
experimental conditions where disclosure of ethnic cultural
elements and characteristics (vs. a control condition) was the
manipulated factor.

Procedure
The experiment process is shown in Figure 2. Prior to making
their suggestion, participants were randomly assigned to one of
three conditions: Han majority, Tibetan, and High Salience. This
study selected the Tibetan as the context object because it is,
culturally-speaking, the furthest from the Han majority and most
easily identifiable as different (Hasmath, 2014). Those randomly
assigned to the Han majority condition learned that they were
shown entrepreneurship programs by a Han male entrepreneur.
Participants assigned to the Tibetan condition were told that
they were shown startup programs by a Tibetan male founder.
Participants assigned to the High Salience condition were told
that they were shown programs by a Tibetan male founder while
emphasizing his ethnicity.

Next, researcher presented the participants two startup items
on a large screen in the lab. During the first stage, participants
were presented with the common product, that is, a thermos cup
with a temperature display. In the Han majority condition or the
Tibetan condition, participants were shown a monolog by a Han
majority or Tibetan entrepreneur that “as an entrepreneur, I want
to provide you with elaborate products.” In the High Salience
condition, participants were shown a monolog by a Tibetan
entrepreneur that “as an ethnic entrepreneur, I want to provide
you with ethnic minorities made elaborate products.”

Then, at the second stage, participants were presented with
the product with ethnic cultural characteristics, that is, a Tibetan
silver bracelet. In the Han majority condition or the Tibetan
condition, participants were shown a monolog by a Han majority
or Tibetan entrepreneur that “as an entrepreneur, I want to
provide you with well-designed products.” In the High Salience
condition, participants were shown a monolog by a Tibetan
entrepreneur that “as an ethnic entrepreneur, I want to provide
you with ethnic minorities well-designed products.”

Finally, participants were asked what price (RMB) they would
recommend to the entrepreneur after watching each of the
entrepreneurship programs for at least three minutes. Finally,
they were asked to complete and answer a series of questions,
including their perception of product quality and founder quality,
which are listed in our questionnaire.

Measures
Perception of Product Quality
To assess the extent to which participants perceived product
quality, participants completed the Perceived Quality Indicators
Scale (Dodds et al., 1991). The 5-item scale was used to ask
participants to evaluate the extent to which their perception of
entrepreneurial products (e.g., “The likelihood that the product
would be reliable is very high” and “The workmanship of product
would be very high” and “The likelihood that this product
is dependable is very high”) on a Likert-type scale ranging
from 1 (disagree strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). Participants’
responses were averaged, with higher scores indicating much
higher perception of product quality. The Perceived Quality
Indicators demonstrated good reliability and validity (Cronbach’s
α = 0.885, KMO = 0.815) for the current sample.

Perception of Founder Quality
To evaluate the extent to which participants perceived product
quality, we used a version of the founder quality scale
that included honesty, dependability, level of organization,
confidence, and likeability (Younkin and Kuppuswamy, 2019).
To test this, respondents were asked to assess the extent to which
their perception of an entrepreneur (e.g., “From this product
perspective, I think the entrepreneur is very honest” and “the
entrepreneur is very dependable”) on a Likert-type scale ranging
from 1 (disagree strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). The Perceived
Founder Quality Scale showed good reliability and validity
(Cronbach’s α = 0.847, KMO = 0.763) for the current sample.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We used confirmatory factor analysis to prove that the Perceived
Quality Indicators exhibit a good fit with χ2/df = 12.964,
SRMR = 0.046, GFI = 0.924, CFI = 0.937, and NFI = 0.933 and
the Perceived Founder Quality Scale presents a good fit with
χ2/df = 18.383 and SRMR = 0.091.

Table 1 reports correlational and descriptive statistics for
all variables. The correlations among the study variables are
significant and less than 0.8, indicating that there are no
multicollinearity relationships. It can thus be seen through the
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FIGURE 2 | The flow of experiment.

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and correlations.

Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Gender (1 = male) 1.6129 0.48866 1.000

2. Age 19.4581 0.94139 −0.318** 1.000

3. Ethnicity (1 = Han majority) 1.0774 0.26812 0.082 0.064 1.000

4. Perception of common product quality 5.3948 0.89034 0.040 −0.016 −0.205* 1.000

5. Perception of founder quality for common product 4.9161 0.85215 0.074 0.100 −0.142 0.524** 1.000

6. Perception of product with ethnic characteristics quality 5.1419 1.04172 −0.039 −0.053 −0.156 0.554** 0.501** 1.000

7. Perception of founder quality for product with ethnic characteristics 4.8839 0.91136 −0.064 0.029 −0.144 0.363** 0.545** 0.744** 1.000

*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.

table of correlation results that the correlations of gender, age,
ethnicity, perception of common product quality, perception
of founder quality for common product, perception of product
with ethnic characteristics quality, and perception of founder
quality for products with ethnic characteristics are 1. Thus, the
convergent validity of all variables is verified.

Price summaries of the respondent for each condition
(control, bias, and high bias) are available in Figure 3.
Preliminary results show that, for common products, prospective
consumers would hold that the product price of a Han-majority
entrepreneur (155.78) is higher than a minority entrepreneur
(108.71) or ethnic entrepreneur who emphasizes their ethnic
minority cultural elements (97.32). On the contrary, for common
products with ethnic characteristics, prospective consumers
would propose that the product price of an ethnic entrepreneur

who emphasizes their minority cultural elements (240.10) is
higher than a minority entrepreneur (178.05) or Han majority
entrepreneur (160.98).

To further test the first hypothesis regarding price
discrimination for common products, we use an unpaired
Welch’s t-test and find that participants shown the bias condition
(mean = 108.71, SD = 32.39) recommend a price to the
founder that is significantly lower than those shown the control
(mean = 155.78, SD = 160.08, t = 2.042, and p = 0.046), and that
respondents shown the High Salience condition (mean = 97.32,
SD = 24.83) recommend a price that is significantly lower than
those shown the control (t = 2.552, p = 0.014). Based on the
above analysis, hypothesis 1 is supported.

In models 1–3 of Table 2, by using Ordinary Least Squares
regression, we model recommended price for common products
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FIGURE 3 | Price summary of responses by condition.

as a function of participant characteristics. In model 3, we also
find that participants in the bias condition recommend a lower
price (β = −0.242, p = 0.010) than those in the control condition,
and that price difference is statistically significant, which again
proves hypothesis 1.

Next, in order to test the second hypothesis that consumers
will rate minority entrepreneurs as lower in quality than Han-
majority entrepreneurs for common products, we use Welch’s
t-test and find that participants rate the product of Han majority
entrepreneurs (mean = 5.44, SD = 0.84) as more reliable than
the products of Tibetan entrepreneurs (mean = 5.32, SD = 0.95,
t = 0.706, and p = 0.48). Besides, the strongest effect indicates that
participants rate the Han majority entrepreneur (mean = 5.03,
SD = 0.93) as more trustworthy than the Tibetan entrepreneur
(mean = 4.82, SD = 0.82, t = 1.226, and p = 0.223). Based on the
above analysis, hypothesis 2 is not supported.

To further test the third and fourth hypotheses regarding no
price discrimination for products with ethnic characteristics, we
also used an unpaired Welch’s t-test and found that participants
shown the Han majority condition (mean = 160.98, SD = 127.71)
recommended a price that was significantly lower than those
shown the High Salience condition (mean = 240.10, SD = 204.736,
t = −2.318, and p = 0.023), and that respondents shown the Han

majority condition recommend a price that is not significantly
lower than those shown the bias (mean = 178.05, SD = 130.688,
t = −0.676, and p = 0.501). In model 5 of Table 2, we find that
participants in the High Bias condition recommend a higher price
(β = 0.232, p = 0.013) than those in the Han majority condition.
Based on the above analysis, hypotheses 3 and 4 are supported.

Finally, we test the fifth hypothesis that consumers will rate
minority entrepreneurs as higher in quality than Han-majority
entrepreneurs for products with ethnic cultural characteristics by
using Welch’s t-test. We find that participants rate the product
of high bias condition (mean = 5.46, SD = 0.86) as more reliable
than the product of Han entrepreneurs (mean = 4.70, SD = 0.94,
t = −4.224, and p = 0.000). Furthermore, the results of this
analysis show that participants rate entrepreneurs in a high bias
condition (mean = 5.14, SD = 0.80) as more dependable than
Han entrepreneurs (mean = 4.52, SD = 0.93, t = −3.518, and
p = 0.001). The results indicate that emphasizing ethnic cultural
elements of products with ethnic characteristics is a good way for
minority entrepreneurs to garner higher prices for their products.
Based on the above analysis, hypothesis 5 is supported.

DISCUSSION

This article examines consumer price discrimination against
minority entrepreneurs in China. The experimental data were
collected from a famous university. From the results we may
draw several conclusions. First, in accordance with hypothesis
1, this study reveals that prospective consumers assume that
minority entrepreneurs sell common products at lower prices
than Han majority entrepreneurs. Second, in contrast to
hypothesis 2, we find no statistically significant differences
between the Han majority condition and Tibetan condition.
In other word, consumers who want the ethnic minority
entrepreneur to adopt a lower price for common products did
not indicate any expectation that minority entrepreneurs would
be less capable of delivering a quality product. Those results
comply with Younkin and Kuppuswamy (2019) proposition
that prospective consumers anticipate lower prices for products
from minority entrepreneurs. This conclusion is consistent with
existing studies.

TABLE 2 | The regression results of OLS estimates of recommended price.

Stage 1 (common product) Stage 2 (product with ethnic characteristic)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Participant characteristics

Gender 0.104 0.065 −0.212* −0.173*

Age 0.076 0.024 −0.217* −0.185*

Ethnicity −0.069 −0.093 −0.030 −0.019

Condition

Bias −0.234* −0.242* 0.051 0.035

High Bias −0.284** −0.280** 0.232* 0.163

Constant −37.134 155.776** 122.864 1042.365** 160.978** 887.258**

R2 0.015 0.069** 0.078* 0.066* 0.044* 0.085*

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and N = 155.
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In addition, the result shows that the consumer price
discrimination is no longer true for products with ethnic
characteristics. Hypothesis 3 proposes that consumers will be
less likely to hold product price discrimination against minority
entrepreneurs when products have ethnic cultural characteristics.
Analysis of the results indicates that participants shown the
Han majority condition recommended prices that were not
significantly lower than those shown the Tibetan condition.
That is, minority entrepreneurs are less likely to face consumer
price discrimination when selling products with ethnic cultural
characteristics. Combining with hypothesis 4 and 5, the current
study finds that prospective consumers will assume that the
quality of ethnic products from minority entrepreneurs is higher
and therefore offer a higher price. This finding overturns the
conclusion of existing literature (Zang, 2008; Howell and Fan,
2011; Howell, 2016, 2017; Younkin and Kuppuswamy, 2019).
Theoretically, culture plays an important role in the process of
economic development and is one of the major determinants
of individuals’ attitudes toward entrepreneurship (Rafiq, 1992;
Parker, 1997; Morrison, 2000; Minkov and Hofstede, 2012; Thai
and Turkina, 2014). Thus, price discrimination against minorities
does exist in common products. However, this does not hold true
for products with ethnic characteristics.

The findings of this study have theoretical and practical
implications. A key implication for the current study is
that minority entrepreneurs are advised to avoid highlighting
the characteristics of ethnic minorities so as to avoid price
discrimination if they choose a common product. Further, they
should make use of price discrimination by strengthening the
impression of ethnic brands, integrating ethnic culture into the
products, and improving the premium ability of products if they
choose the products with ethnic characteristics. Consequently,
this study contributes to minority entrepreneurship by providing
practical implications in the context of China.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTION

Finally, this work has certain limitations, providing opportunities
for future research. First, the sample size is small and
homogeneous as all participants are from the same university.
Future research is needed to explore the consumer discrimination
against ethnic minorities with different identities. Second,
although we found that potential consumers hold a bias
against common products from minority ventures and offer
a lower price, we did not find the underlying mechanism and
reason. Besides, we can further explore other mechanisms of
consumer price discrimination besides consumers’ perception of
quality. Third, social innovation is to solve social problems
by creating new services or products (Cajaiba-Santana,
2014; Wu et al., 2020). In the future, research can focus
on products of social innovation and provide evidence for
whether or not the consumer price discrimination in minority
entrepreneurship exists. Finally, we have only examined
the existence of consumer price discrimination in minority
entrepreneurship; other discriminations, such as employment

discrimination and company valuation discrimination, are
still unclear. We hope that future research will complement
and expand our study by exploring other phenomena of
discrimination in entrepreneurship. Despite these limitations,
we believe that our findings challenge the common view of
minority entrepreneurship, and hope that both academics and
practitioners will benefit from them.

CONCLUSION

Economic globalization has promoted political, economic, and
cultural exchanges worldwide. Ethnic minority groups have
been increasingly involved in multinational economic activities.
Prior empirical research shows that minority groups have
a great influence in the development and growth of China
(Howell, 2019). However, consumer discrimination is a barrier
for minority entrepreneurship and a critical obstacle that must be
overcome for minority entrepreneurs (Gomolka, 1977). To our
knowledge, studies on consumer price discrimination of minority
entrepreneurs and its antecedents in China are still rare. Only
a few scholars have found that minority-operated enterprises
perform worse than Han-operated enterprises, a disparity that
suggests discrimination might be at play (He et al., 2019; Howell,
2019). To fill this gap, this paper provides a deep study focusing
on two entrepreneurial products (i.e., common products and
products with ethnic characteristics) and demonstrates that
consumer price discrimination toward the two entrepreneurial
products varies extensively. Furthermore, this study shows that
prospective consumers expect minority entrepreneurs to offer
low prices for common products, while offering high prices and
high quality for products with ethnic characteristics. Although
this result contrasts somewhat with previous studies, it can be
explained by the role of culture in entrepreneurship (Rafiq, 1992;
Morrison, 2000; Ma and Todorovic, 2012; Minkov and Hofstede,
2012; Thai and Turkina, 2014).

This study suggests how minority start-ups can take advantage
of the price discrimination and strengthen customers’ impression
of ethnic brands: consumers assume that minority entrepreneurs
sell products with ethnic cultural characteristics at higher
prices than common products produced by Han-majority
entrepreneurs, and are therefore willing to accept higher
prices for those items. This paper contributes to minority
entrepreneurship by emphasizing the core role of ethnic culture,
fully exploring its cultural connotations, transforming the
creativity of cultural characteristics into economic benefits, and
ensuring the inheritance and protection of ethnic culture in
the process of entrepreneurship. Furthermore, the empirical
investigation of ethnic cultural characteristics may drive
policymakers to devise better policies to support minority
entrepreneurship.
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APPENDIX

Variable Measurement
All variables were measured by asking participants to evaluate the extent to which their perception of entrepreneurial products
and individuals.

1 means “disagree strongly” and 7 means “agree strongly.”

Perception of Product Quality
The likelihood that the product would be reliable is very high.

The workmanship of product would be very high.
This product should be of very good quality.
The likelihood that this product is dependable is very high.
This product would seem to be very durable.

Perception of Founder Quality
From this product perspective, I think the entrepreneur is very:

1. Honest.
2. Dependable.
3. Well-organized.
4. Confident.
5. Likeable.
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Entrepreneurship education has a lot of research on influencing factors of entrepreneurial
intention but rarely studies the influence mechanism of emotional competences
on entrepreneurial intention from the perspective of social entrepreneurship. This
article takes college students’ social entrepreneurs as research objects, drawing
on Krueger’s model, theory of planned behavior, social cognitive theory, and triadic
reciprocal determinism theory. This paper constructs a conceptual model with emotional
ability, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial intention, to further study their
relationship. The 312 students from China College Students’ Social Entrepreneurship
Project engaged in early entrepreneurship practice, conducted a questionnaire
survey and used the empirical test of the structural equation model to analyze
the relationship between college students’ emotional competences, entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial intention. The result show: First, social–emotional
competence had a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention, and the positive effect
of personal affective competence on entrepreneurial intention was not supported or
only partially supported. Second, all the dimensions of entrepreneurial self-efficacy were
significantly and positively correlated with entrepreneurial intention. Third, emotional
competence has a significant positive impact on entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Fourth,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy mediated the relationship between emotional competence
and entrepreneurial intention.

Keywords: college students, college social entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial intention, emotional competences,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy

INTRODUCTION

College students have the potential for innovation and entrepreneurship. Education projects and
special policies increasingly provide good infrastructure, capital, and technology support to college
students to promote social entrepreneurship. While the overall entrepreneurship awareness of
college students is relatively low, the proportion of the class of 2018 college graduates after 6 months
of self-employment was only 2.7% (Mycos Institute, 2019). At the same time, they lack a certain
degree of management, anti-risk, and competences to adapt to the environment, entrepreneurial
perseverance, and hard work. The failure rate among entrepreneurs is as high as 90%. Within
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3 years, more than half of all college entrepreneurs will withdraw
from the entrepreneurial market. The quality of entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities in China needs to be
improved. However, first, the contributions of the presupport
provided by colleges and policies should be acknowledged. Next,
further reviews of the purpose of entrepreneurship education
should be undertaken. Also, we should emphasize greatly on the
study of those entrepreneurs’ psychological cognitive mechanism
and their motivation.

With regard to entrepreneurship education in college,
entrepreneurial intention is the strongest predictor of
entrepreneurial behavior. Therefore, identifying the factors
that predict entrepreneurial intention has great practical
significance. The following factors have been found to influence
entrepreneurial intention: decision-making mechanisms (Feola
et al., 2017), entrepreneurial differences (Fini and Toschi, 2016;
Roy and Das, 2019), entrepreneurship education (Xu et al.,
2016; Nowiński et al., 2017; Teixeira and Forte, 2017; Wu et al.,
2018), an entrepreneurial background, and environmental
factors (Altinay et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2019). The cognitive
approach to entrepreneurship posits that the subjective
characteristics of entrepreneurs (e.g., cognitive characteristics)
influence entrepreneurial intention (Kirzner, 1978, 1997).
Therefore, several scholars have examined the influence of
subjective psychological factors, such as the personality traits
of entrepreneurs, on entrepreneurial intention (Popescu et al.,
2016; Fellnhofer, 2018; Hu et al., 2018). However, a few
studies have focused on the effect of emotional competence on
entrepreneurial intention, especially from the perspective of
social entrepreneurship. Even fewer studies have explored the
role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the effect of emotional
competence on entrepreneurial intention. Exploring the
mechanisms that underlie the effect of emotional competence
on entrepreneurial intention will contribute to increased
entrepreneurial awareness among college students. Emotional
intelligence has been defined as the competence needed to
recognize and manage one’s own and others’ feelings. Emotional
competence encompasses the skills needed to feel, understand,
and effectively capitalize on the power of emotions as a source
of energy, information, confidence, and creativity as well as the
skills needed to influence others (Goleman, 1995, 1998). Indeed,
college students are more inclined to pursue self-employment
than individuals who have not received college education. Liu
et al. (2019), Cui and Sun (2019), Wang (2018), and Xu and
Hao (2019) have found that entrepreneurship education has a
significant positive effect on entrepreneurial intention among
college students. Therefore, research findings that delineate the
relationship between emotional competence, entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial intention among college
students may inform college entrepreneurship education and
related training programs. Accordingly, this study aimed to
determine whether (a) participation in entrepreneurship training
provided by China College Students’ Social Entrepreneurship
improves the emotional competence of social entrepreneurs,
(b) an improvement in emotional competence influences
their entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and (c) the formation of
entrepreneurial intention in college students is contingent on

improvements in emotional competence and entrepreneurial
self-efficacy. Further, this study also sought to examine the
role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the effect of emotional
competence on entrepreneurial intention.

This study was designed based on the theory of planned
behavior (TPB) and social cognitive theory (SCT). According to
Ajzen’s (1988,1991) TPB, entrepreneurial intention is influenced
by attitudes, perceived behavioral control, and subjective norms.
The TPB posits that the most important factor that influences
behavior is intention. Behavioral intention is a necessary
contributor to behavioral performance and a prerequisite for
behavior (Ding and Liu, 2009). The application and practice
of SCT within the domain of entrepreneurship research
have revealed that entrepreneurial intention and success are
largely influenced by entrepreneurial self-efficacy (Butter, 2001).
The potency of entrepreneurial self-efficacy is influenced by
subjective and non-subjective abilities such as entrepreneurial
task difficulty, effort, and the amount of foreign aid with the
environmental conditions of the tasks. The better the emotional
competence of an individual is, the greater his or her awareness
of entrepreneurial behavior and self-efficacy will be. Subjective
competencies influence the strength of entrepreneurial self-
efficacy, which is the strongest predictor of entrepreneurial
intention. The basic intention-based progress model proposed by
Krueger and Brazeal (1994), Yuan and Wu (2020), and Wu et al.
(2020) posits that the emergence of the entrepreneurial intention
process is very sensitive to initial conditions. Individuals who
adopt certain behavioral goals are influenced by external factors
and planned behavior attitudes. External factors include skills,
knowledge, personality characteristics, and the availability of
resources. Planned behavior attitudes refer to the degree of
certainty of engaging in a specific behavior. Bandura and
Cervone (1986) proposed the triadic reciprocal determinism
theory (TRD), which posits that human behaviors are shaped
by ternary interactions, are interconnected, and influence each
other. Based on Krueger’s model, the TPB, SCT, and TRD,
a conceptual model (Figure 1), which includes emotional
competence, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial
intention, was developed. The objective was to examine the

FIGURE 1 | Research model.
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relationship between these variables, offer a new perspective
and basis for research on innovation and entrepreneurship in
China and other countries, and provide suggestions for the long-
term development of entrepreneurship education. This article
is structured as follows: the section “Research Hypotheses”
delineates the hypothesized relationships between emotional
competence, entrepreneurial intention, and entrepreneurial self-
efficacy; the section “Materials and Methods” describes the data
collection procedure, the participants and sampling technique,
measures used to assess the study variables, and analytic
procedure; the section “Data Analysis and Results” presents the
results of the analyses conducted to examine the relationship
between emotional competence, entrepreneurial intention, and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy; and finally, the section “Conclusion
and Relevant Recommendations” are presented.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Emotional Competence and
Entrepreneurial Intention
Individuals with high emotional competence are better equipped
to undertake entrepreneurial activities. They tend to be more
creative and innovative and possess better emotional control
skills. In an important situation, the interpersonal relationship
will not be damaged by the emotional problems of oneself or
others, which are the key factors for starting a starting a business
(O’Boyle et al., 2011). Furthermore, individuals with high
emotional competence demonstrate better stress tolerance, are
more likely to persevere, and seek challenges. Because individuals
with better emotional skills are less risk averse, they hold more
positive entrepreneurial attitudes. In accordance with the TPB,
Chen et al. (2018) and Yuan et al. (2019) have contended that the
key to innovation and entrepreneurship education is to influence
behavioral intentions related to innovation and entrepreneurship
among students. Mikolajczak et al. (2007) have noted that,
through self-assessments of emotional efficacy, employees can
practice emotional efficacy management and improve their self-
cognition competencies. This will enable them to experience
greater emotional self-efficacy, take initiatives, and be creative;
these changes are conducive to the formation of entrepreneurial
intentions. Many studies have found that emotional competence
is positively correlated with entrepreneurial intention within
the domains of corporate, social, and campus entrepreneurship
activities. Leutner et al. (2014) showed that differences in
personality characteristics with abilities affect emotional abilities,
core self-assessment, entrepreneurial trends, and attitudes are
important promoters of entrepreneurial behavior. Zampetakis
and Moustakis (2006) found that those with better emotional
abilities are more likely to have entrepreneurial intentions.
Padilla-Melendez et al. (2014) conducted a comparative analysis
and found that the emotional competence of college students
who participated in a training program had a significant positive
effect on their entrepreneurial intentions. Bonesso et al. (2018)
analyzed the emotional competences directly and the mediation
effect of entrepreneurial intention, and it is concluded that higher
levels of emotional competences can predict entrepreneurial

intention. Further, emotional competence is reflected in personal
(how individuals handle themselves) and social abilities (how
individuals handle others) (Kierstead, 1999). Therefore, the
following hypotheses were formulated:

Hypothesis 1: Emotional competence will have a positive
effect on entrepreneurial intention among college students.

Hypothesis 1a: Personal affective competence will have
a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention among
college students.

Hypothesis 1b: Social–emotional competence will have
a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention among
college students.

Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy and
Intention
Self-efficacy refers to one’s cognitive assessment of his or her
ability to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources, and
action processes needed to control events (Wood and Bandura,
1989). According to SCT, individuals with high levels of self-
efficacy demonstrate greater courage in uncertain dynamic
environments. Therefore, they are more likely to be successful
in achieving their personal goals. Entrepreneurial self-efficacy
is a belief in entrepreneurial competences directed at itself.
Thus, the higher one’s level of entrepreneurial self-efficacy
is, the stronger his or her entrepreneurial intentions will be.
Ding and Ding (2011) found that entrepreneurial self-efficacy
has a strong predictive effect on entrepreneurial intention
and the likelihood of occurrence of entrepreneurial behavior.
Saulo et al. (2007) identified the following four dimensions
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy: opportunity identification self-
efficacy, innovation effectiveness, relationship management
effectiveness, and tolerance effectiveness. Further, they found that
there was a positive relationship between entrepreneurial self-
efficiency and intention. Using the General Self-Efficacy Scale
and Williams Creativity Tendency Scale, Tu and Wang (2017)
found that there was a significant positive relationship between
general self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intention among college
students. Liu et al. (2018) conducted a study among college
students. In accordance with SCT, entrepreneurial self-efficacy
significantly and positively influenced participant ability to
utilize opportunities and translate entrepreneurial intentions
into behaviors. Many studies have used data from different
countries and regions to examine the relationship between
entrepreneurial self-efficacy and intention. Their results have
consistently shown that entrepreneurial self-efficacy facilitates
the formation of entrepreneurial intention (Salami, 2019).
Therefore, the following hypothesis was formulated:

Hypothesis 2: Self-efficacy will have a significant positive
effect on entrepreneurial intention among college students.
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Emotional Competence, Entrepreneurial
Self-Efficacy, and Entrepreneurial
Intention
Does emotional competence influence entrepreneurial self-
efficacy and intention? According to past findings, emotional
competence plays an important role in entrepreneurial intention.
Individuals with high levels of self-efficacy demonstrate better
stress tolerance. When problems arise, they are more likely to
persevere. This nurtures their willingness to start a business
(Panagiotis and Dimo, 2015). Martínez-González et al. (2019)
found that subjective factors (beliefs, social norms, and values)
initiate a chain of events, which influence action variables
(motivation, self-efficacy, and intention). Emotional competence
is also a subjective variable. Salvador (2008) examined the
positive effects of emotional competence on entrepreneurial
self-efficacy. Zhao et al. (2005) found that entrepreneurial self-
efficacy influences the formation of entrepreneurial intention by
playing an intermediary role in the relationship between personal
characteristics and entrepreneurial intention. Tang and Zhang
(2018) examined the direct effect of creative personality traits on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy and willingness and the mediating
role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the relationship between
creative personality traits and entrepreneurial willingness.
Mwiya et al. (2018) also examined the mediating role of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the effect of different factors
on entrepreneurial intention. Fernández-Pérez et al. (2019)
found that entrepreneurship is facilitated by the development of
emotional competence in university students. In sum, emotional
abilities have a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention
through entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Individuals with better
emotional abilities also have better social abilities. This enables
them to build and maintain relationships with potential investors
(i.e., for entrepreneurship), and this promotes the formation
of entrepreneurial intention. Individuals with high emotional
competence are less risk averse. Therefore, they have more
positive entrepreneurial attitudes, higher levels of entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, and stronger entrepreneurial intentions. Therefore,
the following hypotheses were formulated:

Hypothesis 3: Emotional competence will have a significant
and positive effect on entrepreneurial self-efficacy among
college students.

Hypothesis 4: Entrepreneurial self-efficacy will
mediate the effect of emotional competence on
entrepreneurial intention.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Questionnaire
This study used questionnaire survey method to collect data
from the innovation team of universities in 19 cities in China,
selected social entrepreneurship practitioners (university
students) in Chinese university innovation organizations as the
research objects. College Students’ Social Entrepreneurship is

an international nonprofit organization that aims to promote
social entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship development
among college students, improve their entrepreneurial capacity,
and create entrepreneurial awareness. China College Students’
Social Entrepreneurship program currently has 242 college
member alliances from most parts of China, including
Hong Kong. There are more than 12,000 active members.
Such social entrepreneurship activities for undergraduate
students promote the formation of entrepreneurial intentions
and have a significant social impact. First, College Students’
Social Entrepreneurship is one of the most influential social
entrepreneurship organizations. It promotes entrepreneurial
practice and provides sustainability training to students. It most
closely resembles real-world entrepreneurial organizations.
Therefore, entrepreneurial mechanisms can be adequately
examined among its members. Second, social entrepreneurship
among college students is an independent development project
and is not intended for general commercial entrepreneurship
purposes. The formation of such entrepreneurial intentions is
more universal, and scholars and educators can use relevant
research findings to improve entrepreneurial education.
The findings can also be used to enhance the diversity of
practice methods. Third, this study was designed based
on a research project undertaken by the Humanities and
Social Sciences Department of Shantou University and
conducted with the support of China College Students’
Social Entrepreneurship. Survey resources were provided, and
the sample was heterogeneous. Therefore, the data derived
from this pioneering project may better reflect the effect of
emotional competence and entrepreneurial self-efficacy on
entrepreneurial intention.

TABLE 1 | The distribution table of sample feature.

Serial number Variable Category Frequency Percentage (%)

1 Gender Male 157 50.4

Female 155 49.6

2 Profession Humanities and
social sciences

179 57.4

Polytechnic 133 42.6

3 Roles Participant 200 64.1

Sponsor 112 35.9

4 Area Developed area 254 81.4

Less-developed
area

58 18.6

Recycling
questionnaire

400

Recovery rate 368/400 92

Valid questionnaire 312 78

1. Profession: Generally, second- and third-year college students participate in the
Pioneering Bank, so there are a small number of them for more than 1 year.
2. Roles: After a long period of experience in social entrepreneurship projects, they
can act as initiators/innovators, playing product/service development, business
plans, initiating new projects, and forming project teams. Only a few people play
such roles.
3. Locate first- and second-tier cities as developed regions, and third-tier cities and
below as less developed regions.
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The questionnaire and measurement items were designed
based on past findings and the characteristics of College
Students’ Social Entrepreneurship. Second, the opinions of
school teachers and class students were solicited. The Shantou
University team test was conducted among 20 students. Based
on their feedback, the questionnaire was refined. The revised
questionnaire was distributed to a large number of students.
Subjective variables were assessed using closed-ended items,
which were rated on a five-point Likert scale. To avoid
response biases, we ensured that the questionnaire did not

reveal which variables were being assessed. Further, positively
and negatively worded items were included. Moreover, relevant
questions were included in the basic situation column to
detect response bias. The survey was conducted during a
national competition organized by China College Students’ Social
Entrepreneurship. Team members from different universities
in China responded to the questionnaire, and the samples
have good timeliness and diversity. As in Table 1, the
questionnaire was implemented by issuing with recycling
on-site paper questionnaires. Of the 400 questionnaires that

TABLE 2 | The reliability and validity examination of entrepreneurial intent scale.

Variable Entry Cronbach
alpha

KMO test
result

Bartlett spherical test
results

Factor load
(varimax)

Explaining the amount of
variation (%)

Entrepreneurial
intention

I think I am more likely to start a
business in the future.

0.841 0.829 Approximate Chi-square:
745.164 df: 15 Sig: 0.000

0.81 56.231

If I have a chance and I can make my
own decision, I choose to start a
business.

0.82

In order to be an entrepreneur in the
future, I have been enriching myself.

0.68

After graduating, I want to start a
business with people.

0.67

My career goal is to be an entrepreneur. 0.55

I am passionate about
entrepreneurship.

0.59

TABLE 3 | The reliability and validity examination of explanatory variables.

Variable Entry Cronbach alpha KMO test result Bartlett spherical test
results

Factor load
(varimax)

Explaining the amount of
variation (%)

Emotional

Self-awareness Self-awareness-1 0.790 0.789 Approximate Chi-square:
343.187 df: 6 Sig: 0.000

0.70 61.448

Self-awareness-2 0.72

Self-awareness-3 0.66

Self-awareness-4 0.71

Competences

Self-regulation Self-regulation-1 0.785 0.830 Approximate Chi-square:
442.172 df: 15 Sig: 0.000

0.70 48.491

Self-regulation-2 0.63

Self-regulation-3 0.71

Self-regulation-4 0.60

Social awareness

Social awareness-1 0.828 0.844 Approximate chi-square:
514.812 df: 10 Sig: 0.000

0.73 59.316

Social awareness-2 0.65

Social awareness-3 0.72

Social awareness-4 0.73

Social awareness-5 0.68

Social skill

Social skill-1 0.809 0.823 Approximate Chi-square:
537.158 df: 15 Sig: 0.000

0.58 51.427

Social skill-2 0.66

Social skill-3 0.62

Social skill-4 0.71

Social skill-5 0.71

Social skill-6 0.60
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were distributed, 368 were returned, but only 312 were
valid. Thus, the response rate was 92%, and the effective
response rate was 78%.

Measures
The questionnaire used in this study was developed for use with
individuals (i.e., sample units). The questionnaire consisted of
three sections: demographic and other characteristics, overall
improvement in the respondent with regard to the project
(including the four dimensions of emotional competence
and five dimensions of entrepreneurial self-efficacy), and
entrepreneurial intention. The body of the questionnaire
consisted of items that had to be rated on a five-point Likert
scale. Participants were required to provide objective ratings
for each question.

Response Variable
Entrepreneurial intention was assessed from the perspective
of the possibility of individual entrepreneurship. The items
that assessed entrepreneurial intention were developed
based on Krueger’ s (2000) assessment. As shown in

Table 2, the factor loading of each entrepreneurial
intention item was greater than 0.55. This indicates that
the measurement properties of the questionnaire were
acceptable. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olki statistic was 0.829,
and Bartlett’s test yielded a significant value (P < 0.001).
The cumulative variance contribution of the factors was
56.231%. These findings indicated that factor analysis could
be conducted. The Cronbach’s alpha of the assessment was
greater than 0.7. This indicated that the scale had adequate
internal consistency.

Explanatory Variables
Based on the definition of emotional competence proposed
by Mayer et al. (1999), emotional competence was defined
as the skills needed to perceive, recognize, manage, and use
one’s own or others’ emotions to tackle related problems.
Accordingly, the measure of emotional competence used in this
study was largely based on the revised version of the ECI-
U (Goleman and Boyatzis, 2001). The assessment consisted
of four sections: self-consciousness, social awareness, self-
control, and social skills. The total number of items was

TABLE 4 | The reliability and validity examination of mediation variables.

Variable Entry Cronbach
alpha

KMO test
result

Bartlett spherical test
results

Factor load
(varimax)

Explaining the amount of
variation (%)

Entrepreneurial

Innovation self-efficacy Innovation self-efficacy 1 0.790 0.830 Approximate Chi-square:
457.283 df: 15 Sig: 0.000

0.64 49.110

Innovation self-efficacy 2 0.67

Innovation self-efficacy 3 0.67

Innovation self-efficacy 4 0.63

Innovation self-efficacy 5 0.61

Self-efficacy

Opportunity identification Opportunity identification 1 0.809 0.861 Approximate Chi-square:
566.810 df: 21 Sig: 0.000

0.64 46.934

Opportunity identification 2 0.62

Opportunity identification 3 0.65

Opportunity identification 4 0.60

Risk bearing Risk bearing 1 0.776 0.809 Approximate Chi-square:
372.283 df: 10 Sig: 0.000

0.63 52.972

Risk bearing 2 0.55

Risk bearing 3 0.67

Risk bearing 4 0.70

Risk bearing 5 0.66

Relationship self-efficacy Relationship self-efficacy 1 0.708 0.729 Approximate Chi-square:
275.250 df: 10 Sig: 0.000

0.62 46.541

Relationship self-efficacy 2 0.60

Relationship self-efficacy 3 0.61

Relationship self-efficacy 4 0.60

Management self-efficacy Management self-efficacy 1 0.866 0.906 Approximate Chi-square:
832.923 df: 21 Sig: 0.000

0.71 55.714

Management self-efficacy 2 0.71

Management self-efficacy 3 0.64

Management self-efficacy 4 0.80

Management self-efficacy 5 0.69

Management self-efficacy 6 0.70

Management self-efficacy 7 0.63
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18 (self-consciousness and social awareness, 9 items; self-
control, 4 items; and social skills, 5 items). To enhance
the validity of the questionnaire, several reverse-scored items
were created. As shown in Table 3, the factor loading of
each item was greater than 0.5. Thus, the relevance of
each question was high. Emotional competences consistency
coefficient Cronbach alpha value is greater than 0.7, passed the
internal consistency test.

Mediating Variable
The measure of entrepreneurial self-efficacy used in this
study was designed based on the scales developed by
De Noble et al. (1999) and Lucas and Cooper (2004) and
the contents of the self-efficacy scale developed by Schwarzer
(1997). The entrepreneurial self-efficacy scale consisted of
25 items and the following five dimensions: innovation self-
efficacy, risk-taking self-efficacy, opportunity identification
efficacy, relationship coordination self-efficacy, and management
effectiveness. To enhance the validity of the questionnaire,
several reverse-scored items were created. As shown in
Table 4, the factor loading of each entrepreneurial self-
efficacy item was greater than 0.55. This indicated that the
measurement properties of the questionnaire were good and
that the relevance of each question was high. The Cronbach’s
alphas of all the entrepreneurial self-efficacy dimensions
were greater than 0.7. This indicated that they had adequate
internal consistency.

Control Variables
According to past findings, factors such as gender,
specialty, role, family background, social relationships,
and the macro environment (including the economic
environment, national policy, and business environment)
have an impact on entrepreneurial intention. However, the
scope of measurement is too broad and diffuse, and this
method is vulnerable to privacy issues and response biases.
Therefore, this study was conducted within the context
of the China College Students’ Social Entrepreneurship
project. The aforementioned variables were assessed as
follows: gender, male and female; major, humanities, social
sciences, and science; role, participants and initiators; and
region, developed and underdeveloped. The first options
were coded as “0,” and the second options were coded
as “1.”

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Correlation Analysis
Using the KSI matrix in LISREL 8.7, estimates for the correlations
between the measurement factors were computed. The variance
was set to 1 (i.e., the data were set to the standardized coefficient;
Pearson’s correlation), and the factor correlation coefficient was
computed using the estimation procedure. As shown in Table 5,
there were significant relationships between the four dimensions
of emotional competence (self-awareness, self-control, social
awareness, and social skills), five dimensions of entrepreneurial TA
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TABLE 6 | The fitting index of structural equation models M1, M2, and M3.

Indicator name Ideal value M1 model M2 model M3 model

P 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

X/df ≤5 37.0/8 = 4.6 79.5/19 = 4.2 78.0/22 = 3.5

RMSEA ≤0.06 0.68 0.08 0.59

RMR ≤0.08 0.054 0.065 0.037

GFI ≥0.9 0.96 0.94 0.95

AGFI ≥0.8 0.90 0.89 0.88

NFI ≥0.9 0.97 0.96 0.98

NNFI ≥0.9 0.95 0.95 0.97

CFI ≥0.9 0.97 0.97 0.98

self-efficacy (innovation effectiveness, opportunity recognition
effectiveness, relationship effectiveness, and management
effectiveness), and entrepreneurial intention. In addition, among
the control variables, only gender and role were significantly
correlated with entrepreneurial intention.

Structural Equation Modeling: Emotional
Competence, Entrepreneurial
Self-Efficacy, and Entrepreneurial
Intention
Structural equation modeling was used to test the study
hypotheses. In other words, we examined the relationship
between emotional competence, entrepreneurial self-efficacy,
and entrepreneurial intention and the mediating role of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the relationship between
emotional competence and entrepreneurial intention. First,
structural equation modeling was used to examine the
relationship between emotional competence and entrepreneurial
self-efficacy. As shown in Table 6, the Chi-squared statistic and
degrees of freedom for Models 1, 2, and 3 were lower than the

acceptable threshold of 5. The RMR and RMSEA values were
lower than 0.08. The GFI, NFI, NNFI, CFI, and AGFI values
reached the minimum required value of 0.90. These findings
indicate that Models 1, 2, and 3 fit the data well.

With regard to the path from emotional competence to
entrepreneurial intention (Figure 2), emotional competence
had a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intention. The
standardized coefficient was 0.47, and the corresponding t-value
was 4.16 (which is substantially greater than 1.96) and significant.
This indicated that emotional competence had a positive effect
on entrepreneurial intention. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported.
The standardized coefficient that emerged for self-consciousness
was 0.74 (t < 1.96) and nonsignificant. Thus, Hypothesis 1a,
which predicted that personal affective competence will have a
positive effect on entrepreneurial intention, was not supported.
However, as predicted by Hypothesis 1b, social-emotional
competence had a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention.

In the path map Model 2 of entrepreneurial self-efficacy versus
entrepreneurial intention in Figure 3, the entrepreneurial self-
efficacy has a direct impact on entrepreneurial intention. The
standardized coefficient was 0.57, and the corresponding t-value
was 8.79 (which is much higher than 1.96) and significant.
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was supported.

With regard to the path from emotional competence
to entrepreneurial self-efficacy (Model 3, Figure 4), the
standardized coefficient was 0.93, and the corresponding t-value
was 12.56 (which is much higher than the required significance
level; t = 1.96). This indicated that emotional competence had a
positive effect on entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Thus, Hypothesis
3 was supported. Similarly, the five dimensions of entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, namely, opportunity identification effectiveness,
innovation effectiveness, relationship effectiveness, risk-taking
effectiveness, and management effectiveness had factor loadings
greater than 0.66, and the corresponding t-values were greater
than the minimum required significance level (t = 1.96).

FIGURE 2 | The path map M1 of emotional ability to entrepreneurial intention.
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FIGURE 3 | The path map M2 of entrepreneurial self-efficacy to entrepreneurial intention. ***significant at the level of P < 0.001.

FIGURE 4 | The direct model M3 of emotional competence for entrepreneurial self-efficiency. ***significant at the level of P < 0.001.

FIGURE 5 | The integration model M4 of entrepreneurial self-efficacy as a mediator variable. *Significant at the level of P < 0.05; ***significant at the level of
P < 0.001.
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TABLE 7 | The data fitting results of structural equation model M4.

Structural equation model X/df P-value RMSEA RMR GFI NFI NNFI CFI

M4 1,086.07/458 = 2.06 0.000 0.07 0.06 0.80 0.94 0.96 0.97

Emotional competence had a positive effect on opportunity
recognition effectiveness, innovation effectiveness, relationship
effectiveness, risk tolerance effectiveness, and management
effectiveness (i.e., entrepreneurial self-efficacy). Thus, Hypothesis
3 was further supported.

The Mediating Role of Entrepreneurial
Self-Efficacy
LISREL was used to analyze Model 4 and examine the role
of entrepreneurial self-efficacy in the relationship between
emotional competence and entrepreneurial intention (Figure 5).
As shown in Table 7, the fit indices that emerged for Model
4 reached the accepted thresholds: RMSEA = 0.07 (should be
less than 0.08), GFA = 0.80 (should be greater than 0.8), and
RMR = 0.06 (should approximate 0.06). The NFI, NNFI, and CFI
values were all greater than 0.9. Thus, Model 4 was found to be a
good fit for the data.

Further, we examined whether entrepreneurial self-efficacy
mediated the aforementioned relationship fully or partially. As
per the guidelines provided by Baron and Kenny (1986), if the
path from emotional competence to entrepreneurial intention
is not significant, then it can be concluded that entrepreneurial
self-efficacy fully mediated the relationship. Otherwise, it can
be concluded that it played a partial mediating role. As shown
in Table 8, the direct effect of emotional competence on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy was significant, but the indirect effect
was not significant. The total effect of emotional competence on
entrepreneurial intention was significant (t = 6.07). The direct
effect was significant (t = 1.99), and the indirect effect was also
significant. The corresponding t-value was 2.76 (i.e., substantially
higher than 1.96). When entrepreneurial self-efficacy was
included in the model, the significant positive relationship
between emotional competence and entrepreneurial intention

TABLE 8 | Analysis of effect of the latent variable path analysis.

Variable Entrepreneurial self-efficacy Entrepreneurial intention

Normalization
coefficient

t-Value Normalization
coefficient

t-Value

Emotional competences

Direct effect 0.78 14.85*** 0.12 1.99*

Indirect effect – – 0.71 2.76***

Overall effectiveness 0.78 14.85*** 0.54 6.07***

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy

Direct effect – – 0.68 2.79***

Indirect effect – – – –

Overall effectiveness – – 0.68 2.79***

When the value of t is greater than 1.96, *P < 0.05; when it is greater than 2.58,
**P < 0.01; when it is greater than 3.96, ***P < 0.001.

remained significant. Thus, Hypothesis 4 was supported.
Entrepreneurial self-efficacy partially mediated the relationship
between emotional competence and entrepreneurial intention.

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
Based on the present findings, several conclusions can be
drawn. First, social–emotional competence had a positive
effect on entrepreneurial intention, and the positive effect of
personal affective competence on entrepreneurial intention
was not supported or only partially supported. When their
emotional competence improves, college students feel more
confident about their entrepreneurial abilities. This helps
them seize entrepreneurial opportunities. Second, all the
dimensions of entrepreneurial self-efficacy were significantly
and positively correlated with entrepreneurial intention. In
other words, the higher their level of entrepreneurial self-
efficacy was, the stronger their entrepreneurial intentions were.
Third, the four dimensions of emotional competence (self-
awareness, self-control, social awareness, and social skills) were
positively related to the five dimensions of entrepreneurial self-
efficacy (innovation effectiveness, opportunity recognition
effectiveness, management effectiveness, risk tolerance
effectiveness, and relationship effectiveness). Therefore,
emotional competence has a significant positive impact on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Fourth, entrepreneurial self-efficacy
mediated the relationship between emotional competence
and entrepreneurial intention. The present findings are
consistent with the results of Salvador’s (2008) study in which
emotional competence had a positive effect on the self-efficacy
of entrepreneurs. Further, they enrich our understanding of the
results reported by Tang and Zhang (2018) and Mwiya et al.
(2018). They also delineate the relationship between emotional
competence, self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial intention. In sum,
emotional competence reinforced entrepreneurial intention
by improving entrepreneurial self-efficacy. It is important to
cultivate college students’ emotional abilities, including the
management of personal and social–emotional abilities, and
continuously provide guidance for future entrepreneurial
endeavors. This is an important and effective means by which
entrepreneurial intentions can be cultivated among college
students (Baron and Kenny, 1986).

Recommendations
First, the development of emotional competence, especially the
ability to overcome communication barriers, among college
students should be emphasized. Entrepreneurship training
programs should be provided to college students. The cultivation
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and application of emotional abilities will not only enhance
their self-confidence and independence, help them build good
interpersonal relationships, and respond to stress adaptively
but also help them achieve resource integration at work
or during entrepreneurial activities. Actively carrying out
the activities about cultivating and applying college students’
emotional abilities in colleges, including adding related training
in emotional use and management, stress response and
management, interpersonal relationship coordination; providing
scenario simulation, experience training, quality development,
and social practice so as to improve the emotional competences
of college students.

Second, drawing upon existing theories, college students
should be differentiated based on their emotional competence
and entrepreneurial self-efficacy levels. This will facilitate
the exploration of a more comprehensive mechanism to
promote innovation and nurture talent. Even though the
emotional abilities of students are classified as abilities,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy is a subjective assessment and
belief (i.e., that one possesses the abilities needed for
entrepreneurship) and is classified as a self-assessment of
abilities. These two factors are closely related. Enhancing
the emotional competence of college students will improve
their entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Therefore, it is necessary
and important to emphasize the cultivation and use of
emotional abilities, underscore the role of entrepreneurial
self-efficacy, actively establish personnel training measures,
flexibly promote classroom diversity, nurture innovative
thinking, and improve the practical abilities of students
(Zeng et al., 2017).

The importance of strengthening the development of early-
stage entrepreneurship practice platforms cannot be emphasized
enough. This will foster collaboration between teachers and
students and promote after-class practice. They serve as an
important platform through which entrepreneurial intentions
can be cultivated among college students. Equipped with good
projects and ideas, college students will have to only take the first
steps toward an entrepreneurial “long march.” Indeed, college
students are afforded limited work experience. In general, when
they explore business opportunities or entrepreneurial projects,
they tend to remain in the theoretical analysis stage. When they
are faced with problems and risks, college students tend to behave
immaturely. As a result, their entrepreneurial ventures often
result in failure. The development of an early entrepreneurial
practice platform will ensure that students interact with their
communities more closely, actively engage in practical activities,
and translate their creative ideas into action. In this manner, they
can explore and identify their strengths. Through collective effort,
one can provide practical experience, management experience,
business knowledge, resources, and assistance to cultivate
thinking patterns for acquired entrepreneurship. This will help

college students form more stable entrepreneurial intentions and
lay the foundation for future entrepreneurial actions.
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Recent research illustrates substantial gaps between entrepreneurial intentions and behavior. 
This is a challenge for entrepreneurship promotion interventions that have primarily focused 
on stimulating entrepreneurial intentions. However, extant literature suggests that 
implementation intentions enhance the likelihood of acting congruently to the behavioral 
intention. Furthermore, theory also suggests the condition effects of situations and the 
perceived control over them. We therefore hypothesized that implementation intentions 
mediate the relationship between entrepreneurial intention and action, while perceived family 
support moderates the movement from implementation intention to entrepreneurial action. 
Using two-wave survey data from a sample of students at an African university, we measured 
two psychological attributes (proactive personality and psychological capital) as important 
precursors of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial intentions present before undertaking 
an innovations and entrepreneurship course. Implementation intentions regarding 
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial actions, and perceived parental support for entrepreneurial 
activities were also measured 2 weeks after completion of the course. Our results demonstrate 
support for the proposed moderated double mediation model in which the effects of the 
two psychological attributes on entrepreneurial actions are explained via entrepreneurial 
intentions and implementation intentions. We further find moderation effects of perceived 
family support indicating that implementation intentions more likely predicted entrepreneurial 
actions in cases of higher family support.

Keywords: proactive personality, psychological capital, entrepreneurial intention, implementation intention, 
perceived family support, entrepreneurial action

INTRODUCTION

There has been increased attention to stimulating entrepreneurial intentions among youth, 
particularly among university students, through entrepreneurship education. Entrepreneurial 
intentions refer to the state of mind that directs one’s attention, experience, and action toward 
a specific entrepreneurial behavior (Bird, 1988; Obschonka et  al., 2010). Universities and 
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government policies in many countries are gearing toward 
entrepreneurially-oriented graduates who view self-employment 
as a feasible career path (Nabi and Holden, 2008). Consequently, 
research on entrepreneurial intentions is advancing rapidly 
(Liñán and Fayolle, 2015) and entrepreneurship education is 
one of the fastest growing academic fields (Nabi et  al., 2017). 
Especially in developing countries, there are great expectations 
from policymakers that relate to start-ups by university students. 
Additionally, recent graduates are regarded as important for 
economic growth and development through utilization of their 
high human capital. Similarly, as unemployment rates among 
youth are very high in these countries and the level of 
industrialization is typically low, entrepreneurship is seen as 
a viable means of enabling young people to avoid unemployment 
after graduation (Gorgievski et  al., 2018) and generating jobs 
in  local economies (Ayyagari et  al., 2011).

Entrepreneurship is increasingly becoming an important 
career path for many individuals around the world, especially 
when placed in the context of income inequalities and extremely 
high youth unemployment rates, especially in the Sub-Saharan 
Africa (Ackah-Baidoo, 2016; Sulemana et  al., 2019), Although 
a majority of the start-ups are small in size, entrepreneurship 
is at least a means to obtaining a job and earning livelihoods 
(Gindling and Newhouse, 2014; Falco and Haywood, 2016). 
In countries like Uganda, a large percentage of graduates cannot 
be  absorbed into available job openings (Baluku et  al., 2020). 
Consequently, governments and their development partners 
have placed special emphasis on entrepreneurship education 
as a strategy for boosting business start-ups, job creation, and 
alleviating poverty.

Complementing the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) with 
ideas from positive psychology, we  focus on the contribution 
of positive psychological attributes (specifically proactive 
personality and psychological capital) to the formation and 
implementation of entrepreneurial intentions. Proactive personality 
describes an individual that is not constrained by situational 
forces but rather takes action to make changes in their environment 
(Bateman and Crant, 1993; Crant, 1996); while psychological 
capital is a kind of capital that defines an individual’s psychological 
strength and comprises four resources including confidence, 
hope, resilience, and optimism (Luthans et  al., 2004). The TPB 
model presents such attributes among background factors that 
have a distal and indirect influence on intentions through their 
effects on behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs 
(Ajzen and Albarracin, 2007).

Entrepreneurship education often targets entrepreneurial 
intentions with the view that this results in the establishment 
of firms (Liñán, 2004). Understanding the role of such important 
distal factors can be  useful in improving entrepreneurship 
education programs. Moreover, researchers have recently illustrated 
that there are substantial gaps in the association between 
entrepreneurial intentions and behavior (van Gelderen et  al., 
2018). In fact, this research suggests that even strong intentions 
do not necessarily predict entrepreneurial behavior. Hence, there 
have been questions about the relevance of research that only 
focuses on entrepreneurial intentions (van Gelderen et al., 2018). 
At the same time, in developing countries such as Uganda, 

high levels of entrepreneurial intentions can be found (GEM, 2014; 
Singer et  al., 2015; Baluku et  al., 2019b). Yet, only a limited 
number of entrepreneurs have actually succeeded in creating 
a viable business in the past (Vivarelli, 2013). Consequently, 
there is a need to investigate the mechanisms that link 
entrepreneurial intentions and behavior and other mechanisms 
that moderate this relationship (Nabi et  al., 2017), in order for 
entrepreneurship education to be designed in an impactful way.

One mechanism that has been suggested to mediate the 
relationship between intentions and entrepreneurial behavior is 
the forming of implementation intention (van Gelderen et  al., 
2018; Tornikoski and Maalaoui, 2019). Although some 
entrepreneurship studies have recently focused on the role of 
implementation intentions using datasets from developed countries 
(van Gelderen et  al., 2018; Esfandiar et  al., 2019), there is a 
paucity of studies focusing on the role of implementation intentions 
in the entrepreneurial processes of developing countries. 
Implementation intentions refer to the plan of how, where, and 
when to perform a behavior (Gollwitzer, 1993, 1999). Furthermore, 
there is an increasing realization by researchers across the world 
that national and cultural differences can play an important 
role in the understanding of psychological concepts. This is 
highlighted by a heavy reliance on research samples from developed 
countries (Henrich et  al., 2010; Van de Vliert and Van Lange, 
2019). For example, African societies can be  characterized by 
a greater focus on starting businesses out of necessity instead 
of seeking out innovation opportunities and on taking care of 
relatives and the community (McElwee, 2009), thereby having 
an impact on the actual entrepreneurial behavior. Similarly, 
given the relatively high odds of failing with a business idea 
in Africa (Balunywa et al., 2013; Nangoli et al., 2013), proactivity 
in pursing entrepreneurial endeavors might be  impacted 
(Kiggundu, 2002; Ladzani and van Vuuren, 2002).

Therefore, using a sample from Ugandan university students, 
we focus on positive psychological attributes including proactive 
personality and psychological capital as distal antecedents that 
reveal both direct and indirect effects on entrepreneurial 
intentions and behavior. At the same time, the context plays 
an important conditioning role in the implementation of 
entrepreneurial intentions, although extant research is relatively 
silent on contextual influences on the translation of intentions 
into start-up behavior (Weiss et  al., 2019). If understanding 
intentions is to be  useful, it is a necessary step to further 
explore how and when entrepreneurial intentions translate into 
entrepreneurial start-ups or actions. In the present study, 
we  focus on family support for entrepreneurial activities as a 
contextual and potentially boosting factor of entrepreneurial 
implementation intentions that is likely to be particularly relevant 
in a rather collectivistic society (Sawitri et  al., 2014) such 
as Uganda.

Theory and Hypothesis Development
Establishing a new venture is a particularly complex process 
involving a large set of activities and behaviors. Prospective 
entrepreneurs have to identify a problem, find a team to work 
on a business opportunity, conduct thorough market analysis, 
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create a product or service, navigate through the legal process 
of establishing the firm, are confronted by highly dynamic 
business environments that demand quick decision making, 
bear the risk of likely losses, and are challenged by harnessing 
financial and non-financial resources required for start-ups 
(Grandi and Grimaldi, 2005; Baron et  al., 2016). At the same 
time, the risks of failure are quite high with the overwhelming 
majority of entrepreneurial ideas failing to have an impact on 
the market for a prolonged period of time (Shane, 2010). 
Nonetheless, there are many people who are willingly investing 
their time and efforts to pursue entrepreneurial thoughts and 
ideas across the world.

Despite the challenges in starting new businesses, economies 
around the globe need more entrepreneurs. The complexities 
of the labor market that include high unemployment, job 
insecurity, and shifts in economic systems have resulted in 
greater emphasis on entrepreneurship or self-employment as 
a feasible work alternative (Baluku, 2017). These have a net 
effect on what kind of jobs are available, how fast people can 
transit from school-to-work, and where people work. Moreover, 
the movement from industry-led economies to information 
and service driven ones have provided numerous entrepreneurial 
opportunities enabling individuals to transform their intelligence, 
innovative abilities, and imaginations into job creation and 
wealth generating activities (Baluku, 2017). At the macro level, 
entrepreneurship is important for economic resilience and the 
development of regions and nations (Williams et  al., 2013; 
Huggins and Thompson, 2014).

Although the need for more entrepreneurs and start-ups is 
a global necessity, developing countries might face greater 
challenges as high unemployment rates drive many young 
people to create their own business out of necessity rather 
than primarily focusing on opportunities (Magelah and 
Ntambirweki-Karugonjo, 2014; Baluku, 2017). Furthermore, 
prospective entrepreneurs are confronted with challenges related 
to limited access to financial capital and markets; shortages 
of basic resources needed for doing business, such as insufficient 
or irregular electricity; and a general lack of a supportive 
entrepreneurial ecosystem (Asongu and Odhiambo, 2019). For 
example, nascent entrepreneurs in Africa tend to have limited 
business support and mentoring in terms of counseling, marketing 
services, and accessing useful networks (Amha and Ageba, 
2006). Consequently, the process of starting up a company is 
marred by numerous potential stressors (Baron et  al., 2016).

So far, research on this topic focuses on better understanding 
factors facilitating the creation of companies from numerous 
fields such as economics, management, or psychology (Landström 
and Lohrke, 2010; Frese and Gielnik, 2014). For example, 
studies in the field of economics try to better understand the 
economic impact that entrepreneurial activities can have on 
the local, regional, national, or global levels of unemployment 
(Landström and Lohrke, 2010). Whereas, studies in management 
might try to identify differences in marketing strategies and 
their likely success in different international markets (Hills 
and Laforge, 1992). Although these perspectives might already 
elicit areas that individuals could work on to improve their 
chances of creating a successful business, in many cases research 

wants to understand how entrepreneurship develops and therefore 
needs to focus on people that have not yet started their own 
company but intend to do so in the future. To this purpose, 
including psychological perspectives to entrepreneurship is 
necessary (Frese and Gielnik, 2014).

The study of entrepreneurial intentions has become a very 
important stream within entrepreneurship research. It seeks 
to understand the underlying factors for people to start their 
own businesses, since intentions have been found to predict 
subsequent entrepreneurial behavior (Krueger, 2017; Donaldson, 
2019). This stream of research has heavily relied on the TPB 
(Ajzen, 1985, 1991), since entrepreneurial behavior is largely 
volitional and planned, and hence tends to follow intentions 
that develop in a period of time. According to the TPB, 
entrepreneurial intentions are a function of a belief system 
comprising of behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control 
beliefs (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen and Albarracin, 2007). This belief 
system can be  translated into three antecedents of intentions 
including attitude toward the behavior, subjective norms, and 
the perceived behavioral control, respectively (Ajzen, 1991; 
Tornikoski and Maalaoui, 2019). Hence, intentions are a mediator 
of the link between the antecedent factors and the respective 
behavior (Kautonen et  al., 2015). The theory acknowledges 
that the beliefs that translate into the three proximal antecedents 
of intentions also develop from a wide range of dispositional, 
demographic, and informational or contextual factors (Ajzen, 
1991; Ajzen and Albarracin, 2007). From the dispositional 
individual differences, we  focus on proactive personality and 
psychological capital. In addition, we  suggest that perceived 
family support is one of the conditions that are useful when 
it comes to the implementation of entrepreneurial intentions. 
Aspects of perceived family support may enhance both perceived 
behavioral control and subjective norms.

Past research has relied on measuring the intent to start 
a business during and after entrepreneurial education programs 
that seek to boost entrepreneurial efforts of participants (Bae 
et  al., 2014). This causal flow from intentions to behavior 
(e.g., Barbosa et al., 2008; Kautonen et al., 2013; Van Gelderen 
et  al., 2015; Baluku et  al., 2019c; Weiss et  al., 2019) has 
recently been put into question by research that illustrates a 
gap between intentions and actions. This is because not 
everyone with entrepreneurial intentions starts a business 
venture (Shirokova et  al., 2016; van Gelderen et  al., 2018; 
Tornikoski and Maalaoui, 2019; Weiss et  al., 2019). At the 
same time, research has also found that environmental context 
factors play a crucial role in the intention-action link of 
entrepreneurship. The same research calls for a better and 
more global understanding of the intention-action link of 
entrepreneurship (Shirokova et  al., 2016; Weiss et  al., 2019).

Although a small number of studies have questioned the 
translation of entrepreneurial intentions into entrepreneurial 
behavior, these studies have only been conducted in countries 
with comparatively lower entrepreneurial intentions among its 
overall population (Adam and Fayolle, 2015; van Gelderen 
et  al., 2018). In East African countries, such as Uganda, there 
is a pronounced difference between the overall levels of 
entrepreneurial intentions and early stage entrepreneurial 
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activities (GEM, 2014; Singer et  al., 2015). This makes it an 
ideal place to study the discrepancy between entrepreneurial 
intentions and actions. The reasons for a limited understanding 
of the entrepreneurial intention and action link might be  very 
basic, as research in many domains of psychology has been 
shown to mostly utilize student’s samples from Western, 
Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic countries (WEIRD) and 
implicitly assuming that findings from WEIRD samples generalize 
to the world population (Henrich et  al., 2010). For applied 
fields of research, such as entrepreneurship psychology, it is 
especially important to make impactful research (Devine and 
Kiggundu, 2016). Given the scarcity of research on the 
entrepreneurship intention and behavior link, this study seeks 
to build upon prior research that only utilized WEIRD samples 
and to apply previous knowledge in the East African context.

Proactive Personality
Personality is one of the major domains in entrepreneurship 
psychology research given its contribution to understanding 
and predicting human behavior across different settings. Although 
extant research seems to draw from the so-called WEIRD 
populations, personality could also be  essential in explaining 
entrepreneurial intention and behavior in less studied setting 
such as those in low-income countries. The personality approach 
has been heavily criticized because observed traits are too 
broad to predict specific behaviors like entrepreneurial behavior, 
Rauch and Frese (2007a) argued that there are avenues for 
enhancing its contribution to the study of entrepreneurship. 
Broad personality traits specifically comprise of the Big Five, 
which tend to explain broad or general behaviors across different 
settings (Loveland et  al., 2005). To enhance the contribution 
of personality to understanding entrepreneurship, there have 
been calls to shift the focus from broad personality traits to 
narrow ones in predicting entrepreneurial outcome variables 
since they are likely to be more proximal to behavior (Obschonka 
and Stuetzer, 2017; Arco-Tirado et  al., 2019; Obschonka et  al., 
2019). Narrow traits are less broad in their scope and tend 
to account for greater variance in work related outcomes 
(Loveland et  al., 2005), and hence could be  more important 
to the development of entrepreneurial mindsets and closer 
to entrepreneurial behaviors (Rauch and Frese, 2007a,b; 
Schmitt-Rodermund et al., 2017). At both the broad and narrow 
perceptions of traits, each personality characteristic represents 
a set of interests, preferred activities, beliefs, abilities, values, 
and characteristics (Nauta, 2010). Brandstätter (2011) argues 
that personality may reveal a stronger influence in 
entrepreneurship than in any other profession. In our study, 
we  focus on the proactive personality since entrepreneurs are 
described as adventurous, acquisitive, ambitious, confident, and 
sociable (Spokane and Cruza-Guet, 2005). These qualities are 
characteristics of proactivity.

A proactive personality refers to the predisposition of people 
to exhibit behaviors which involves taking actions to influence 
their environments (Bateman and Crant, 1993; Crant, 1996). Proactive 
behaviors include actions such as creativity, initiative, networking, 
taking control, knowledge of power structures, adaptability, 

perseverance, and resilience (Crant, 1996; Seibert et  al., 2001; 
Fuller and Marler, 2009). Proactive people can identify opportunities 
from their environments and take the required steps to seize 
those opportunities. These behaviors are useful at different stages 
of the entrepreneurial process. Empirical studies linked a proactive 
personality to entrepreneurial motivation and intentions (Crant, 
1996; Chan et  al., 2015; Mustafa et  al., 2016; Neneh, 2019b). It 
is also associated with the likelihood of starting up new ventures 
(Becherer and Maurer, 1999). People with a strong proactive 
personality not only develop an intention to seize entrepreneurial 
opportunities in their environment, but also act on those 
opportunities (Brandstätter, 2011; Neneh, 2019a). Although 
environmental factors in developing countries, such as Uganda, 
can often hinder proactive behaviors (e.g., having higher failure 
rates due to economic conditions and a limited scope for certain 
ideas), it is plausible to assume that proactivity as a personality 
trait should nonetheless be  linked to entrepreneurial intentions 
and actions. This is because they are found in studies in developed 
countries (Obschonka et  al., 2018; Neneh, 2019a). Consistent 
with this literature, our first hypothesis focuses on replicating 
these relationships in the Ugandan context (see also Figure  1 
for the full model):

Hypothesis 1: A proactive personality is positively 
associated with (a) entrepreneurial intentions and  
(b) entrepreneurial actions.

A second precursor of entrepreneurship is entrepreneurial 
psychological capital (Pease and Cunningham, 2016; Pease 
et  al., 2018). Rooted in positive organizational psychology 
(Luthans, 2002; Luthans et  al., 2004; Luthans and Youssef, 
2007; Luthans and Youssef-Morgan, 2017), psychological capital 
is conceptualized as a positive developmental state encompassing 
confidence (self-efficacy), hope, optimism, and resilience. These 
psychological resources are related such that an increase in 
one is likely to result in the increase in the other (Luthans 
and Youssef-Morgan, 2017). Together, they enable people to 
have a sense of control when pursuing goals (Nolzen, 2018).

Self-efficacy is one of several individual resources that have 
already been linked to entrepreneurship. These resources are 
important in the formation of intentions and actions that lead 
to start-ups. Some other resources include opportunity recognition, 
seeking start-up resources, and lowered perceptions of risk and 
the likelihood of failure (Goel and Karri, 2006; Dimov, 2010; 
Culbertson et al., 2011; Piperopoulos and Dimov, 2015; Contreras 
et  al., 2017). Optimism relates to outcome expectations which 
are essential in the formation of behavioral attitudes and intentions 
(Ajzen, 1991). These psychological resources are also critical 
in recognizing and evaluating business opportunities, and hence 
influencing start-up decisions (Trevelyan, 2008; Rigotti et  al., 
2011; Storey, 2011). The psychological resources of hope and 
resilience are relevant to achieving the level of persistence 
required for entrepreneurial activities. Hope enables the 
development of behavioral goals and persistence in actions for 
achieving those goals (Snyder, 2002; Luthans et  al., 2007c). 
Additionally, it enables coping with challenges and uncertainty 
(Luthans et  al., 2007a,b). Consequently, entrepreneurs are 
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able to cope with the tough challenges involved in their job 
(Baron et  al., 2016; Bockorny and Youssef-Morgan, 2019).

Psychological capital, and its dimensions seem to have a 
strong influence on the formation of entrepreneurial intentions 
(e.g., Contreras et al., 2017; Baluku et al., 2019c). For example, 
having optimism that available opportunities will lead to desired 
outcomes is likely to stimulate action. Consequently, psychological 
capital is useful in entrepreneurial perceptions (Worthington 
and Kasouf, 2018) that are important in opportunity recognition 
and start-up decisions. Psychological capital has also been found 
to play an important role in realizing the effects of motivational 
variables such as business support, mentoring, empowerment, 
and courage on entrepreneurial outcomes (Newman et al., 2014; 
Baluku et  al., 2019c; Bockorny and Youssef-Morgan, 2019; 
Digan et al., 2019). In addition, psychological capital is associated 
with the entrepreneurship process and outcome variables such 
as business leadership, persistence, and performance (Jensen 
and Luthans, 2006; Hmieleski and Carr, 2008; Baluku et  al., 
2018b). The control aspects of psychological capital (Nolzen, 
2018) are relevant at all stages of the entrepreneurial process. 
Finally, given the adverse conditions under which entrepreneurial 
endeavors are started in developing countries, in addition to 
bureaucratic ease in those countries (especially as entrepreneurial 
efforts are often started informally), it is likely that we  can 
replicate the previously mentioned relationships and findings 
from studies in developed countries in our second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: Psychological capital is positively 
associated with (a) entrepreneurial intentions and  
(b) entrepreneurial actions.

Up until this point, the hypotheses aim to replicate existing 
knowledge in entrepreneurship psychology research from 
developed countries (e.g., Shirokova et  al., 2016; Contreras 
et al., 2017). In East African countries, such as Uganda, where 
entrepreneurial intentions are often found to be extraordinarily 
high, there is a lack of understanding on why entrepreneurial 
intentions do not translate into actual entrepreneurial behavior 
(Gielnik et  al., 2014). This is especially important not only 

for these countries themselves, but also for the research 
community as the level of industrialization is typically low 
in such economies, and finding jobs in the industry is rather 
uncommon (Falco and Haywood, 2016; Baluku et  al., 2020). 
This creates a substantially higher demand for entrepreneurs 
to succeed creating jobs for themselves as well as for others. 
This demand partly stems from strategic misalignments of 
the needs of the industry and current education programs 
offered by higher education institutions in East Africa. 
Institutions create many graduates with higher education degrees 
for which there is little demand in the job market (Kristensen 
and Birch-Thomsen, 2013). Given the obvious barriers of 
entering the job market, it is plausible that students and recent 
graduates exhibit high entrepreneurial intentions (Baluku et al., 
2019b). This makes activities for increasing entrepreneurial 
intentions (a cornerstone in entrepreneurial education efforts 
in developed countries) rather subordinate to activities that 
would help utilize the strong entrepreneurial intention foundation 
already present in East African students, while moving them 
toward entrepreneurial behavior. Therefore, we  present two 
hypotheses in the following sections that could help explore 
this relationship.

Implementation of Entrepreneurial 
Intentions as a Mediating Mechanism
Recent research by van Gelderen et  al. (2018) has found 
implementation intentions to be critical in better understanding 
the link between entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial 
behavior. The concept of implementation intention represents 
the how, when, and where of actions leading to the achievement 
of the desired goal (Gollwitzer, 1999). In an entrepreneurial 
sense, implementation intentions involve making concrete 
plans on how to start a new business venture (Tornikoski 
and Maalaoui, 2019). Having implementation intentions, in 
terms of automatic action initiation, facilitates performing 
the desired behavior even in the presence of cognitive barriers 
that lessen the level of control to achieving goal intentions 
(Gollwitzer, 1993; Brandstätter et  al., 2001). Another view of 
implementation intention is that it generates a commitment 

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual model.
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to perform the target behavior (Ajzen et  al., 2009). Both 
views tend to suggest that implementation intentions are a 
mediating link between behavioral intentions and performance 
of the behavior. Empirical studies in the field of entrepreneurship 
support this assumption (Adam and Fayolle, 2015; van Gelderen 
et  al., 2018). We  propose that a proactive personality and 
psychological capital are associated with entrepreneurial 
intentions and action. Considering this literature, we  further 
hypothesize mediated mediations such that:

Hypothesis 3a: The effects of a proactive personality on 
entrepreneurial actions are mediated by entrepreneurial 
intentions and implementation intentions.
Hypothesis 3b: The effects of psychological capital on 
entrepreneurial actions are mediated by entrepreneurial 
intentions and implementation intentions.

The Role of Family Support
Although contextual variables seem important for the 
implementation of entrepreneurial intentions, this has rarely 
been analyzed in the literature so far (Weiss et  al., 2019). 
Contextual factors are important because they might have the 
ability to boost or diminish intentions. For example, they can 
provide resources or eliminate barriers to running a business 
(Tornikoski and Maalaoui, 2019). Apart from broader contextual 
factors such as culture or regional specificities, effects of family 
support on entrepreneurship have not been focused on in the 
past. Yet, there is a higher reliance on communities and families 
for businesses to thrive, especially in developing countries where 
most of the business activity is conducted informally (Williams 
et  al., 2017), with emotional and instrumental family support 
being crucial elements (e.g., Edelman et  al., 2016). Emotional 
family support could be related to indicating approval (a crucial 
aspect for members of collectivistic cultures) and could reinforce 
start-up efforts of young entrepreneurs. Support could also 
arise in terms of giving advice (Shen et  al., 2017). For young 
graduates, parents are known to have a strong influence on 
the career choices of their children (Sawitri et  al., 2014). This 
creates a relevant influence of family support on the transition 
from entrepreneurial intentions to entrepreneurial behavior.

In terms of instrumental family support, family is also a 
major source of start-up capital for nascent and young 
entrepreneurs. Although, capital provided by the family has 
been found to not correlate positively with the scope of start-up 
activities (Edelman et  al., 2016). Nonetheless, extant research 
demonstrates that most small-scale start-ups are financed by 
family and friends (Aldrich and Martinez, 2007). This is certainly 
true for less developed and collectivistic societies such as 
Uganda (Baluku, 2017; Baluku et  al., 2019a). Hence, family 
support is a reaffirmation that the family will support 
entrepreneurs in obtaining resources, especially when family 
or personal savings are a major source of start-up capital. 
Parents can boost the likelihood of a child becoming an 
entrepreneur through approval of entrepreneurship as a viable 
career option, encouragement, and approval of their children’s 
business ideas. Perceived family support provides a motivational 
force that is particularly important for the implementation of 

entrepreneurial intentions (Elfving et  al., 2017). This plays a 
role that is similar to that of entrepreneurial mentoring. It 
has been suggested that parents tend to have the same 
characteristics of entrepreneurship mentors (Eesley and Wang, 
2017). Consequently, perceived or actual parental support can 
motivate young people to commit and exert effort in 
implementing their entrepreneurial intentions. We  therefore 
propose that family support is an important conditioning factor 
when it comes to the implementation of entrepreneurial 
intentions. This then leads to the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a: The indirect effects of a proactive personality 
on entrepreneurial actions through entrepreneurial 
intentions, and implementation intentions are moderated 
by perceived family support.
Hypothesis 4b: The indirect effects of psychological 
capital on entrepreneurial actions through entrepreneurial 
intentions, and implementation intentions are moderated 
by perceived family support.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Procedure and Participants
Given the extraordinarily high unemployment rates in Uganda 
among young graduates (UN Department of Economics and 
Social Affairs, 2019), only a small number of young graduates 
are able to secure a job in the formal sector. With almost 74% 
of the total workforce in Uganda working in rural areas and 
primarily in the agriculture sector (World Bank, 2012), the job 
market for young graduates from a wide variety of fields is 
limited to low productivity opportunities in the informal or 
formal sectors. This makes starting an own business a relevant 
career path for most graduates (World Bank, 2012; Falco and 
Haywood, 2016). We therefore selected students of a third (final) 
year Bachelor of Industrial and Organizational Psychology program 
at Makerere University in Uganda. We  embedded our research 
within the evaluation of a course named “innovations and 
entrepreneurship” to serve as a sample. The course focuses on 
understanding the application of psychological knowledge to 
entrepreneurship, the process of establishing and managing 
business ventures, the skills needed for establishing and managing 
business ventures such as business plan development, and 
developing creativity and innovation. Occasionally, former students 
of the program who have established successful business ventures 
are invited to give motivational talks to the students.

The evaluation of the course included several outcome 
variables of entrepreneurial education such as entrepreneurial 
attitudes and intention, entrepreneurial alertness, opportunity 
recognition, implementation intention, and entrepreneurial 
action, among others. We  also measured several predictor 
variables such as proactive personality, psychological capital, 
social capital, and relational capital. The present paper only 
focuses on the associations among some of these variables at 
pre-study (T1) and post-study (T2) evaluations.

Out of the 222 students enrolled in the course, 196 (64.8% 
female and 35.2% male) voluntarily completed the pre-study 
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evaluation at the beginning of the course (T1). The average 
age of the respondents at T1 was 23.36  years (SD  =  3.20). 
The post-study (T2) evaluation was conducted 4  months after 
the pre-study evaluation (2  weeks after the end of the course). 
At T2, 157 students (65% female and 35% male) completed 
the evaluation questionnaire, and we  were able to match 149 
responses (representing 76.02% of the participants at T1). The 
average age at T2 was 23.52  years (SD  =  3.25). The descriptive 
statistics of study and control variables of all respondents at 
T1 and T2 are not statistically different; hence, there was no 
systematic drop out.

Measures
Independent Variables
The study focuses on the effects of two positive psychological 
attributes: proactive personality and psychological capital 
(measured at T1). We  measured a proactive personality with 
the shortened five-item version (Janssen et  al., 2017) of the 
original scale (Bateman and Crant, 1993). A sample item is 
“I love being a champion for my ideas, even against others 
opposition” (α  =  0.86). For psychological capital, we  used the 
short version (PCQ12) of the questionnaire of Luthans et  al. 
(2007a). This questionnaire comprises 12 items (sample: “I 
can think of many ways to reach my current work/career 
goals”) and had a Cronbach’s α of 0.90. For both independent 
variables, the short versions of the measures were adopted 
due to the limited time for assessment (Janssen et  al., 2017), 
given that the evaluation included several other constructs that 
are not part of the present paper. Responses to both scales 
were indicated on a six-point Likert scale ranging from 
“1  =  strongly disagree” to “6  =  strongly agree.”

Mediator Variables
The intention constructs were the mediators in this study. 
Entrepreneurial intention was measured at T1 using the Liñán 
and Chen (2009) six-item questionnaire. A sample item is 
“I have the firm intention to start a firm someday” (α  =  0.90). 
At T2, we  measured implementation intentions regarding 
entrepreneurial activities using an established three-item 
questionnaire (van Gelderen et  al., 2018). A sample item is 
“I have already planned precisely what I  will do as my first 
step to starting a business” (α = 0.92). Items in both questionnaires 
were assessed on a six-point Likert scale ranging from 
“1  =  strongly disagree” to “6  =  strongly agree.”

Moderator Variable
We measured family support at T2 with six items. First, 
participants were asked to indicate the extent to which their 
parents or family are supportive of: (1) them becoming self-
employed and (2) their respective business idea on a scale of 
“1 = not supportive at all” to “6 = very supportive.” In addition, 
participants were asked to rate the following four items on a 
six-point Likert scale ranging from “1  =  strongly disagree” to 
“6  =  strongly agree”: (3) “My parents/guardians encourage me 
to become self-employed,” (4) “My parents are okay with me 
making a career in entrepreneurship,” (5) “Other family members 

support my idea of becoming self-employed,” and (6) “My 
parents or someone in the family are willing to provide me 
with start-up capital.” The ad-hoc developed scale demonstrated 
acceptable internal consistency (α  =  0.84).

Dependent Variable
Entrepreneurial action was measured at T2 with eight items 
adapted from Valliere (2015). Participants were asked to what 
extent they have engaged in the following actions in the past 
few weeks: (1) “I have developed a business plan with an 
intention of implementing it,” (2) “I have obtained valuable 
inputs for the business (e.g., land, business premises/space, 
raw materials, etc.),” (3) “I have taken steps to open a bank 
account for the business,” (4) “I have increased amount of 
time spent on focusing on my specific business idea,” (5) “I 
have made analysis of how my intended product/service/trade 
will fare/compete in the market (i.e., made a market feasibility 
analysis),” (6) “I have registered the business or in the process 
of registering the business with the relevant authorities,” (7) 
“I have taken effort to harness/solicit for the required resources 
to start the business (e.g., start-up capital),” and (8) “I have 
invested my own resources in the process of starting the 
business.” The items illustrated a high level of internal consistency 
(α  =  0.91).

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and correlations among study variables 
are reported in Table  1. To rule out multicollinearity effects, 
we  computed variance inflation factors that ranged from 1.40 
to 1.86. This suggests that there are no collinearity concerns 
in our data (Hair et  al., 2011; Thompson et  al., 2017). The 
Harman’s single factor test revealed a total variance of 31.79%. 
Although this method has been criticized as insufficient 
(Podsakoff et  al., 2003; Chang et  al., 2010), it does suggest 
that common methods bias could have had only a negligible 
influence on the observed effects. Moreover, the measures were 
distributed between T1 and T2. We  tested our hypothesized 
moderated mediation models with the PROCESS Macro – 
model 87 (Hayes, 2018). Sample bootstrapping at 5,000 was 
applied as recommended by Hayes (2013). In the regression 
models, we  included gender (0  =  male, 1  =  female), age (at 
T2), academic grade [using cumulative grade point average 
(CGPA), which ranges from 0.0 as lowest grade and 5.0 as 
highest grade], and history of business in the family (0  =  no, 
1 = yes) as control variables. Among these controls, only history 
of business in the family was related to entrepreneurial intentions 
(B  =  0.64, p  <  0.05).

We predicted in Hypothesis 1 that a proactive personality 
would be positively associated with (a) entrepreneurial intentions, 
(b) entrepreneurial intention implementations, and (c) 
entrepreneurial actions. We  also predicted a double mediation 
of the effects of a proactive personality on entrepreneurial 
actions through entrepreneurial intentions and implementation 
intentions (Hypothesis 3a). In support of these propositions, 
results of the moderated mediation analysis in Table 2 illustrate 
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the positive effects of a proactive personality on entrepreneurial 
intentions (B = 0.52, p < 0.001) and implementation intentions 
(B  =  0.33, p  <  0.001). The index of the moderated mediation 
revealed that a proactive personality was only indirectly related 
to entrepreneurial actions through entrepreneurial intentions 
(B  =  0.06, Boot CI  =  0.01, 0.15), and through the double 
mediation by entrepreneurial intentions and implementation 
intentions (B = 0.03, Boot CI = <0.01, 0.08). Moreover, Hypothesis 
4a suggests that perceived family support moderates the indirect 
effects of a proactive personality on entrepreneurial actions 
through entrepreneurial intentions and implementation 
intentions. The results further indicate positive effects of perceived 
family support (B  =  0.23, p  <  0.01) and interactive effects of 
implementation intentions and family support (B  =  0.16, 
p  <  0.01) on entrepreneurial actions. Conditional effects in 
Table 2 and the regression plots displayed in Figure 2 indicate 
that the effects of a proactive personality and implementation 
intentions on entrepreneurial actions were stronger at high 
levels as compared to low levels of perceived family support.

We further presuppose through Hypothesis 2 that 
psychological capital is positively associated with (a) 
entrepreneurial intentions, (b) entrepreneurial intention 
implementations, and (c) entrepreneurial actions. Similar to 
the findings on proactive personality, results of the moderated 
mediation in Table  3 show positive effects of psychological 
capital on entrepreneurial intentions (B  =  0.64, p  <  0.001) 
and implementation intentions (B = 0.29, p < 0.01). Psychological 
capital was significantly related to entrepreneurial actions 
indirectly (see index of moderated mediation in Table  3) 
through entrepreneurial intentions (B  =  0.05, Boot CI  =  0.01, 
0.14). The double mediation by entrepreneurial intentions and 
implementation intentions was also significant (B  =  0.04, Boot 
CI  =  <0.01, 0.11). Hence, Hypothesis 3b is supported. The 
significant indices of the moderated mediation analysis further 
show support for Hypothesis 4b that the indirect effects of 
psychological capital on entrepreneurial actions through 
entrepreneurial intentions and implementation intentions are 
moderated by perceived family support. The regression plots 
in Figure  3 illustrate that effects of implementation intentions 
on entrepreneurial actions are stronger at high levels of perceived 
family support. Similarly, the conditional indirect effects of 
psychological capital on entrepreneurial actions in Table  3 are 
stronger at high levels of perceived family support.

DISCUSSION

Using the concepts of a proactive personality and psychological 
capital as cases of reference, the present study investigates the 
effects of people’s positive psychological attributes on entrepreneurial 
intentions and actions in the context of a developing country 
(e.g., Uganda). Secondly, we  examined the mediating roles of 
entrepreneurial intentions and implementation intentions in the 
relationship between positive psychological attributes and actions 
(van Gelderen et al., 2018); and the moderating role of perceived 
family support in the movement from implementation intentions 
to taking action toward a business start-up. Our analysis TA
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demonstrates that having firm implementation intentions is 
essential to translating intentions into action. Moreover, even 
when controlling entrepreneurial intentions, implementation 
intentions fully mediate the effects of proactive personality and 
psychological capital on entrepreneurial actions. At the same 
time, our study illuminates that perceived family support in 
terms of approving the entrepreneurial activity, as well as social 
and financial support, plays an important role in moving from 
implementation intentions to engaging in actions toward creating 
a business start-up.

This study contributes to the understanding of entrepreneurial 
intention formations and its link to behavior, and 
entrepreneurship research in general in several ways. First, 
our double mediation analysis contributes to the understanding 
of the role of implementation intentions in the association 
between entrepreneurial intentions and behavior. In support 
of van Gelderen et al. (2018) extended model of entrepreneurial 
intentions, our findings show that implementation intentions 
mediate the effects of entrepreneurial intentions on 
entrepreneurial actions. Implementation intentions involve 
delegating the behavioral control to situational cues that 
consequently elicit behavior, making people become more alert 
to situational cues (van Gelderen et  al., 2018). Consequently, 
people with strong intentions to implement their entrepreneurial 
ideas become more alert to opportunities for acting on those 
ideas. The full mediation of the effects of entrepreneurial 
intentions further suggests that having strong intentions to 
start a business venture without a conscious plan to implement 
the idea will not guarantee a start-up. Our data reveal that 
this seems to be  the case in developing countries as well. 

Accordingly, implementation intentions involve both “conscious 
planning and automatic response activation” (van Gelderen 
et  al., 2018, p.  927). Similarly, a strong proactive personality 
and high psychological capital not only translate into 
entrepreneurial intentions. Rather, they further enable people 
to consciously plan their steps of action to start a business 
venture and to pursue those plans whenever an opportunity 
arises. Hence, implementation intentions provide a good level 
of readiness to act. Even when opportunities arise without 
conscious alertness to them, it is those who have pre-planned 
to implement their entrepreneurial ideas who will optimize 
such opportunities. While implementation intentions develop 
out of strong entrepreneurial intentions (van Gelderen et  al., 
2018), our results demonstrate the strong direct effects of a 
proactive personality and psychological capital.

Second, we  then focus on perceived family support as a 
way of examining the preconditions for movement from 
entrepreneurial intentions and implementation intentions to 
action. It has been posited that implementation intentions 
provide the motivation and commitment for action (Ajzen 
et  al., 2009; Tornikoski and Maalaoui, 2019) and draw one to 
become alert to cues and opportunities in the environment 
(Gollwitzer, 1999; van Gelderen et  al., 2018). At the same 
time, they provide an opportunity to assess the feasibility of 
the entrepreneurial idea or one’s compatibility to the 
entrepreneurial career path (van Gelderen et  al., 2018). There 
are, however, several other factors that condition engagement 
in entrepreneurial actions toward a start-up. These are 
summarized in the construct of perceived behavioral control 
(Ajzen, 1991, 2002) as applied to entrepreneurship. Key questions 

FIGURE 2 | Conditional indirect effects of proactive personality on entrepreneurial action through entrepreneurial intention and implementation intention.
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in an entrepreneurial sense may arise in relation to the ability 
to meet start-up capital requirements and support from significant 
others. Beyond the known influence of family on career 
preferences and choices, family members and friends are a 
common source of capital for small business start-ups in most 
African communities, particularly in the informal sector. An 
added importance of the family for entry into entrepreneurship 
in the African context is the parental attitudes toward going 
into business after graduating from university. Many parents 
struggle in supporting their children through university education 
with their meager resources. This is done for the purposes of 
gaining salaried or white-collar employment in a prestigious 
organization. This defines career success within their local 
context. However, career success no longer strictly lies in a 
traditional organizational employment or one’s learned trade 
(Arnold, 2001; Baruch, 2004). Our results suggest that soliciting 
parental support for the entrepreneurial aspirations of their 
children is useful to the fruition of entrepreneurial intentions. 
An implementation intention is likely to elicit commitment to 
performing a behavior (Ajzen et  al., 2009), but the presence 
of approval in the form of moral, social, and financial support 
from a Ugandan family and significant others will likely heighten 
the commitment to engage in start-up activities.

Third, we  investigated positive psychological attributes as 
precursors of entrepreneurship. Our findings demonstrate the 
importance of people’s positive attributes when it comes to the 
formation of entrepreneurial intentions and their translation into 
actions toward an entrepreneurial start-up. While positive 
psychology, specifically the construct of psychological capital, 
has been applied to explaining entrepreneurs’ well-being and 
entrepreneurial outcomes (Jensen and Luthans, 2006; Baron et al., 
2016; Baluku et al., 2018a; Bockorny and Youssef-Morgan, 2019), 
it has not received enough attention within entrepreneurial 

intentions research (Jin, 2017; Baluku et  al., 2019c). Our study 
demonstrates that positive psychological attributes have strong 
effects on entrepreneurial and implementation intentions even 
in developing countries where the environment is often not 
that supportive. Moreover, both a proactive personality and 
psychological capital have strong direct effects on implementation 
intentions even when entrepreneurial intentions were added to 
the model as a mediator. Our results further indicate that the 
two positive individual attributes have similar effects on 
entrepreneurial intentions, implementation intentions, and 
entrepreneurial actions. The effects of both attributes on 
entrepreneurial actions are fully mediated by entrepreneurial 
intentions and implementation intentions.

People with a strong, proactive personality have the 
predisposition to exhibit proactive behaviors including, but not 
limited to, creativity, networking, and perseverance (Crant, 1996; 
Fuller and Marler, 2009). Similarly, psychological capital comprises 
positive psychological resources including confidence, hope, 
optimism, and resilience (Luthans et  al., 2004, 2015). Such 
attributes are essential for taking entrepreneurial actions as they 
involve the ability to construct goals and plans, developing 
alternative ways of achieving goals, and persevering in pursuing 
those goals, respectively. These attributes relate to what is described 
as constituting implementation intentions (Gollwitzer, 1993, 1999). 
Hence, it should not be surprising that implementation intentions 
fully mediate the effects of the two positive psychological attributes 
and entrepreneurial intentions on entrepreneurial actions.

LIMITATIONS

At least two limitations should be mentioned. First, the study 
was conducted with students enrolled in only one program 

FIGURE 3 | Conditional indirect effects of psychological capital on entrepreneurial action through entrepreneurial intention and implementation intention.
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as participants. Hence, the program, being related to 
management studies, already introduced students to business 
concepts before the entrepreneurship course. This may partially 
account for the high entrepreneurial intentions at T1, which 
might have produced a ceiling effect. This effect could have 
also diminished the chance of finding a strong association 
between intentions at T1 and action at T2. Nonetheless, it 
is to be  noted that previous studies have shown that the 
overall level of entrepreneurial intentions in Uganda compared 
to other countries is comparatively high (GEM, 2014) so 
that high entrepreneurial intentions can also be  perceived as 
characteristic for the country. Future studies on entrepreneurial 
intentions and actions of students should consider using 
multiple groups in regard to program of study, length of 
study (those at the beginning vs. those at the end of the 
study program), and the context (small vs. big town and 
country contexts).

Second, although the use of a longitudinal approach is 
certainly a strength of this study, the period between the two 
measures was only 4  months. The T1 assessment was taken 
at the start of the course, while the T2 assessment was taken 
shortly after the end of the course. This means that at the 
end of the course, students may still have been excited about 
becoming entrepreneurs without practically observing realities 
in the environment that may limit or facilitate actions. This 
could have resulted in the reporting of high implementation 
intentions. Moreover, participants responded to all the measures. 
Although the Harman’s single factor method reveals that this 
was not a major concern, we  cannot rule it out with certainty. 
In addition, entrepreneurial implementation intention behavior 
may form over a long period of time. The short follow-up 
period limits the analysis of the success of the actions geared 
toward start-up. It is also possible that some participants already 
engaged in some actions toward entrepreneurial start-up, which 
we  did not include in our control measures. Hence, future 
studies should consider measuring implementation intention 
and action after a long period of time while considering 
drawbacks; and control for entrepreneurial actions taken before 
enrolling for entrepreneurship education programs. Moreover, 
it might be  useful to measure implementation intentions and 
actual behavior at different times and not concurrently.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

In practical terms, our results highlight the importance of 
supporting prospective entrepreneurs beyond developing a strong 
intent to go into business. There should be deliberate interventions 
to support prospective entrepreneurs to develop realistic plans 
and steps to undertake the implementation of their entrepreneurial 
ideas. This may help in overcoming what Van Gelderen et  al. 
(2015) refer to as action aversion. Moreover, it is important to 
continuously support prospective entrepreneurs to strengthen 
their proactive behaviors and psychological resources.

In addition, the study highlights the role and importance 
of entrepreneurship education at university or college. 
Our results indicate that entrepreneurial education is effective 

in supporting students translate entrepreneurial intentions 
into actions geared toward a start-up. However, interest should 
be  taken to understand at what stage of university education 
is entrepreneurship education most effective. The present 
study focuses on evaluating entrepreneurship education that 
was offered to students in their final semester. This may 
be  effective given that students at this stage are already 
engaged in the school-to-work transition (Baluku et al., 2020), 
and hence able to consider entrepreneurship actions as 
employment alternatives. On the other hand, entrepreneurship 
education offered at the start of the university education 
may offer educators to support incubation of students’ 
entrepreneurial ideas for a longer period. Moreover, a common 
challenge to entrepreneurship education in developing countries 
(at least in the case of Uganda) is the tendency to examine 
entrepreneurship courses theoretically. This limits the practical 
focus of entrepreneurship education. At the policy level, our 
findings suggest that there is need to design entrepreneurship 
courses to be  more practical and less academic oriented. 
That is, entrepreneurship course should be  oriented toward 
innovation and nurturing ideas than focusing on preparing 
students for entrepreneurship exams.

The study results further suggest that training and 
educational programs aimed at stimulating entrepreneurial 
start-ups should incorporate efforts to boost proactive 
behaviors and psychological resources. Similarly, Campos 
et  al. (2017) demonstrated that focusing on positive 
psychological attributes yields superior results than traditional 
or generic entrepreneurship training. Specifically, Luthans 
and Youssef-Morgan (2017) provide several interventions 
that can improve psychological capital, which includes 
improving self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and resilience, for 
example through supporting students develop smart goals, 
challenging them to engage in positive actions on a daily 
basis, coaching, and specifically tailored innovative games. 
Whereas these are interventions for improving psychological 
capital, they can also support in the development of proactivity. 
Proactivity can also for example be  improved through 
challenging students to develop smart goals, identify barriers 
to obtaining the set goals and how to overcome the barriers, 
coaching and mentoring especially through practical exercises, 
and innovative games.

Furthermore, it seems critical to foster an appreciation for 
entrepreneurship as a feasible career path among not only 
young people but also parents and other family members. 
This, especially, given the small odds of achieving a formal 
employment in countries with extraordinarily high youth 
unemployment rates, such as Uganda. Entrepreneurship awareness 
and promotion interventions in developing countries tend to 
primarily focus on youth. Expanding the scope of target groups 
and awareness among parents, teachers, and other people who 
play significant roles in career choices and decisions of children 
have the potential to increase the number of young people 
starting their own enterprises.

Family support is important to entrepreneurial intention 
and actions of students in countries like Uganda where young 
people have limited access to start-up materials. As indicated 
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in the literature, the family is often the source of start-up 
resources in addition to psychological and emotional support. 
In terms of policy therefore, governments and universities 
should consider providing incentives for student innovations 
that can support the incubation of novel entrepreneurial 
ideas. It is essential for universities in developing countries 
to invest resources in incubation centers for students’ 
entrepreneurial ideas. Both universities and governments 
should also consider moving toward creating entrepreneurial 
universities (Lazzeroni and Piccaluga, 2003; Wong et  al., 
2007). This can be  done through interventions such as 
entrepreneurship and innovation competitions, offering 
innovation grants, collaboration with industry in the 
development of entrepreneurship skills as well as incorporating 
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial mind-set related content 
in most of the study programs. Our study has indicated 
that entrepreneurship education for non-business students 
can stimulate entrepreneurship action.

CONCLUSION

This paper contributes to the current debate on how the 
gap between entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial 
action can be bridged. Based on the implementation intention 
model (Gollwitzer, 1993, 1999), our Ugandan findings 
demonstrate that the relationship between antecedent factors 
and entrepreneurial action occurs through a double mediation 
of goal intentions (entrepreneurial intentions) and implementation 
intentions. Our study reveals that perceived family support 
increases the likelihood of entrepreneurial intentions and 
implementation intentions, translating into actual start-up 
actions. These findings are particularly relevant for developing 
countries, such as Uganda, where data show a striking difference 
between rather high levels of entrepreneurial intentions and 
the relatively low early-stage entrepreneurial activities 
(GEM, 2014; Singer et  al., 2015).
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This study explored the effect of learning strategies in a student organization on cake
art creativity. The participants were 27 student members of a cake decorating art club
from one central university in Taiwan. A quasi-experimental pretest-posttest design
was adopted, with 90 h of experimental teaching over 16 weeks. The results, which
included the use of a questionnaire, classroom observation, and in-depth interviews,
suggest that in terms of creativity, the group participating in flipped classroom learning
significantly outperformed the group using traditional learning strategies. Furthermore,
flipped classroom learning promoted learner motivation and satisfaction.

Keywords: flipped classroom, creativity, learning strategies, learning motivation, experimental teaching, creative
thinking 2, learning satisfaction, cake decorating art club

INTRODUCTION

Decorated cakes play a prominent role in events such as birthdays, wedding anniversaries,
and Mother’s Day. Because some consumers demand varied cake decoration, and in response
to an increasingly competitive environment, cake decorators must develop more sophisticated
techniques to meet consumer needs. Previously, employees were subjected to rigid workplace
cultures and were taught, in a mentoring system, to strictly abide by traditional techniques and
recipes. Thus, ideas to create new products were considerably limited. Therefore, training cake
decorators to be creative artists with a breadth of vision, imagination, and creativity is essential
(Ruhlman, 2001). Particularly, in the study of creativity, creativity is not only seen as a way of
thinking and acting but also as an indication of innovation capability. Some researchers believe that
creativity can be cultivated through education or training (Nickerson, 1999; Fasko, 2000; Donnelly,
2004; Steen-Utheim and Foldnes, 2018).

Decorated cake art is the combination of cuisine and art. A course in cake decoration aims
to cultivate cultural, artistic, and creative decorators. In addition to knowledge and technologies
imparted by classroom teachers, students can make use of club activities with a group of like-
minded people in pursuit of common goals and ideals. Student clubs are not subject to time and
curriculum constraints, and a group of profession-oriented people with common interests can make
use of extracurricular time to discuss, study, and improve their work and enhance their innovation
energy. Students in a cake decorating art club must effectively apply learning methods, strategies,
materials, and platforms to achieve ideal learning outcomes and pursue optimal creative expression
(Clark and Peterson, 1986).

Taiwan’s Fu Jen Catholic University (2014) used the flipped classroom learning strategy
to survey 500 teachers in 2012, and the results revealed the following: the satisfaction
percentage was 1.88%; 46% of the teachers indicated that satisfaction showed a “very
significant improvement;” 2.67% of the teachers indicated that student test scores had
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improved significantly; and 2.8% of the teachers indicated that
the learning motivation of students had improved significantly.
A flipped classroom uses online learning materials and audio-
visual aids to augment the pre-existing knowledge and skills of
students before the lesson is taught. This approach stimulates
student interest in learning and enhances student satisfaction
with learning. The actual learning activities that students
participate in can easily trigger their learning motivation.
Thai et al. (2017) compared the flipped classroom approach
with other learning strategies and determined that the flipped
classroom exhibits higher learning effectiveness than other
teaching methods and exerts a positive effect on student learning
satisfaction and intrinsic motivation.

At present, “flipped-learning” is popular and is recognized as
the best method to stimulate the creative thinking of students
(Bergmann and Sams, 2012; Islim, 2018); the core concept of
flipped learning is learner centered. When students become
the central focus of a lesson, they can choose what to read
and can arrange their learning progress according to their
level and time. Thus, they can directly participate in activities
that can likely enhance their learning motivation (Hathorn
and Ingram, 2002), thus obtaining excellent results (Hwang
et al., 2011). Accordingly, by using the flipped classroom
approach, cake decorating art clubs can have the following
advantages. First, following instructional videos, students can
learn the production process, make a cake at home, preliminarily
experiment with flavors, and design decoration blueprints in
advance. Second, for cake making, furnishing, and decoration,
if students have a problem, they can re-watch instructional
videos on computer networks, smartphones, and other tools;
furthermore, students can be tested through immediate self-
testing questions to detect their problems. Third, during the
process of self-learning, if students are confused, they can return
to the classroom for discussion with classmates and thus improve
themselves through cooperative learning, opinion sharing, and
problem solving. Fourth, in the process of flipped classroom
learning, students continue to learn and think, which may trigger
their enthusiasm and further stimulate their creative thinking
(Chen and Guo, 2012).

Flipped classroom learning has been applied in formal courses
in subject areas such as social humanities, medicine, and nature
science, with excellent achievements (Akinoglu and Tandogan,
2006; Strayer, 2007; O’Dowd and Aguilar-Roca, 2009; Hwang
et al., 2011). However, no study in the field of cooking club
learning activities exists, and no study has developed new
community mentor teaching and learning strategies to stimulate
student creativity. Therefore, this study attempted to apply the
flipped classroom model to a cake decorating art club for the
purpose of exploring how flipped classroom learning influences
artistic creativity in cake decoration. The purposes of this study
were as follows:

(1) To determine whether different learning strategies
influence artistic creativity in cake decoration.

(2) To investigate whether flipped learning affects student
motivation and the degree of learning satisfaction.

LITERATURE

Flipped Classroom
Meaning
The flipped classroom is a learning model that promotes
communication between teachers and students through pre-class
self-preparation, classroom teaching, and after-class exercises.
It is learner centered, emphasizing student problem-solving
and practical operations as well as the cultivation of high-level
thinking and creativity (Chang and Hwang, 2018; Zainuddin,
2018), in contrast to traditional lecture-based teaching with the
teacher as the “lecture material deliverer” (González-Gómez et al.,
2016; Hao, 2016; Sohrabi and Iraj, 2016). The flipped classroom
requires students to initiate self-learning activities through online
textbooks, audio, and videos before class, which may improve
student pre-knowledge and skills, stimulate learning interest and
motivation, encourage participation in actual classroom learning
activities, and enhance their independent learning ability and
interaction with the learning content. This approach can also
increase self-initiated learning (Lin and Tsai, 2020). With in-
depth exercises and output in class (He et al., 2016; Chang and
Hwang, 2018), the strategy of flipped classroom teaching can
be used by students in the practice of learning by doing, and
doing by learning. The initiative of learning truly rests on the
students themselves, which enhances their learning motivation
(Thai et al., 2017).

Teaching Model
The flipped classroom, proposed by Bergmann and Sams (2012),
is also known as the “reversed classroom.” It reverses the
traditional learning environment, and students have to prepare
a lesson in a flipped classroom. When encountering difficult
problems, students can discuss their problem with each other
through online cooperative learning; back in the classroom,
teachers can guide students to speculate, discuss, and share
results. Lo et al. (2018) adopted the flipped classroom education
model in microeconomics courses at the University of Miami,
and students read specific parts of a workbook, listened to an
audio recording, or previewed related slides before class.

Subsequently, instructors gave a 10-min mini-lecture in the
classroom, made guided inquiries, and offered guidance directed
toward the assigned reading; during the remaining time, students
were arranged to engage in research work, experiments, or
cooperative learning. This teaching strategy allowed students to
complete the learning of basic knowledge and concepts outside
class time, which broke the traditional mode of teacher-centered
learning. In the traditional learning mode, students listen in
the classroom and perform practice activities afterward. Flipped
learning is an innovative learning model.

Impact of Flipped Classroom on
Creativity
Class activities are not teacher-centered but rather involve
cooperative learning and critical thinking training; interactive
activities are designed to solve problems through group work. In
the 1990s, Eric Mazur, a physics professor at Harvard University,
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observed that students only responded to tests and did not utilize
knowledge. The professor then asked students to preview the
material, and students then reflected on problems encountered
during “prep” through the web; afterward, the professor guided
students to speculate and discuss and set them on creative
thinking tasks in the classroom.

To motivate creativity, flipped classroom activities must
have good patterns in order to attain learning goals. The
annular flipped classroom constructed by Gerstein (2011) is
a four-stage model; the stages are experiential engagement,
concept exploration, meaning making, and demonstration and
application. A flipped classroom lesson usually begins with
participatory learning activities, such as team cooperation,
problem-solving exercises, games, and experimental activities.
Outside the classroom, students by themselves watch
instructional videos, engage with a podcast curriculum, and
visit teaching sites; in addition, they participate in online
discussions and in other ways to explore the meaning of related
concepts (Zhong et al., 2013). Next, the students complete tests,
write a podcast, and make reflective audio recordings and videos
to complete the construction of their own knowledge. Finally,
teams demonstrate learning outcomes and applications through
creative, personalized items and presentations.

The flipped classroom can entail two stages: before class and
in class. In the first stage, students must watch instructional
videos before class and then conduct practice tasks. In the
second stage, in class, students must rapidly complete a few tests,
followed by problem solving to complete the internalization of
knowledge. Finally, they draw a conclusion and provide feedback.
The entire learning process is student-centered, with an activity-
oriented approach.

Flipped classroom activities allow students to demonstrate
creativity and ingenuity, increasing the worth and uniqueness
of work. Furthermore, flipped learning can enhance the artistic
value of work and let students perceive and compare advantages
and shortcomings of their own work and that of others’ work.
Students can sum up the characteristics of creative works and
thus strengthen their critical thinking and creativity. Hsieh
(2003) found that peer assessment may provide students with
opportunities to enhance critical thinking and the ability to
express appreciation.

Kaufman et al. (2009) argued that creative thinking and
critical thinking skills are always interoperable; the first is
divergent thinking and the second is convergent thinking,
and the two closely cooperate and inter-operate, leading to
effective thinking (Zhang, 2013). Adopting flipped learning in
student club activities may effectively stimulate thinking and
promote creativity.

Relationship Between the Flipped
Classroom and Learning Motivation and
Satisfaction
Lin and Lin (2016) observed that flipped classroom learning
helps students acquire knowledge and skills more effectively.
Teachers can provide relevant textbook content in advance,
for example, ingredient functionality, quantity yield, weight per

portion, procedures, and an image of the finished product.
This approach may allow students to review the content of the
course video recorded by a teacher and initiate self-directed
learning based on the recipe. It may also help students grasp key
points for preview purposes and help them obtain pre-knowledge
of the course content. In flipped classroom learning, students
can use Facebook, YouTube, computer networks, smartphones,
and other social media and electronic devices to watch video
instructions at any time. Again, students can ubiquitously learn
without being restricted by time and space (Hwang et al., 2010).

Many scholars have noted that the learning interest of
learners in flipped classrooms and the integrity of the
curriculum design affect student satisfaction with flipped
classroom learning. Flipped classroom learning can enhance
motivational effectiveness and learning satisfaction (Kunter et al.,
2007; Kim et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016). Lin and Tsai (2020)
confirmed that when teachers adopt the aspects of the flipped
classroom teaching model, such as providing relevant materials
beforehand, this can help students grasp the key points of a
chapter. In addition, posing questions before class can strengthen
existing professional knowledge and improve student attention.
These strategies can significantly improve student knowledge,
skills, and learning satisfaction. The learning strategy of the
flipped classroom can enhance student interest in learning and
learning motivation and can result in learning satisfaction.

Creativity
Creative personnel training is the most essential education and
economic policy for the 21st century (Chen, 2006). In the
wave of knowledge-based economy and globalization, creative
personnel training has recently become a key goal at all levels
of education in Taiwan (Chen et al., 2005; Tang, 2005). Taiwan
launched the “White Paper of Creativity Education” in 2002,
which concerns five main areas: individuals, schools, society,
industry, and culture. Furthermore, “teaching innovation” and
“creativity cultivation” are included in teacher evaluations,
appointments, and grading indexes. Creativity is encouraged as a
selection criterion in entrance examinations at all levels of school.
Creativity has become a future trend in education. Creativity
refers to innovating knowledge through mental organization and
re-composition, such that a new thing is inspired; this force is
called “creativity”. Creativity is based on prior knowledge and
experience, and students employ their personality traits such
as curiosity, imagination, and adventure. They apply learned
creating art to create new, strange, and unique products through
a flexible and efficient creative process, which portrays their
smooth, unique, and sophisticated abilities (Torrance, 1962;
Guilford, 1967). Zhang (2013) interprets creativity as “the
formation of a new concept of psychological process beyond the
existing experience, breaking the limitation of habits in problem
situations; and flexible application experience with problem-
solving abilities without conventions and restriction.”

To facilitate research into creative thinking, creativity is
often considered as including two components: “fluency” and
“elasticity.” Fluency is the ability to smoothly and quickly come
up with many solutions for a problem. Elasticity usually refers
to the ability to find problems and “get hold of” a diverse and
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unique answer; that is, a diversity of applications can be found for
existing things, which is considered an ability to think elastically
(Adams et al., 1994). In brief, according to scholarly perspectives,
creativity is defined as an ability to think creatively.

Assessment of Creativity
Generally, the assessment of creativity is explored from the
viewpoint of process, person, product, and press/place. Amabile
(1983) indicated that whether the process of thinking is creative
depends on the ultimate product. Amabile emphasized that a
product or an observed reaction is the ultimate proof of creativity.
Runco et al. (2000–2001) have pointed out that “creativity is
often defined according to the product.” In general, most scholars
define creativity from the creation of a “product,” which is
relatively able to reach a consensus (Mayer, 1999).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Establishment of Flipped Classroom
Teaching
Before the semester began, the construction of a learning
platform was completed. Curriculum content (nine units) was
placed in smartphones and on Facebook, YouTube, and other
sites. Students in the club were then asked to download materials
from the platform before the first class. Students could view the
content at any time, which offered them flexibility; they were
able to learn, no matter when or where (Hwang et al., 2010).
Students watched videos to understand materials, such as the
production process (as in Figure 1), the baking process, and
baking completion (see Figure 2). For example, what are the
chiffon cake ingredients? What is the weight of those ingredients?
What amounts are required? (see Figure 3).

Students could re-watch videos if they were puzzled and read
and take notes at their own pace. Students that were afraid to
ask an instructor a question for the fear of being made fun of
and consequently losing interest in learning was thus avoided.
In addition, cameras were placed in the classroom to observe
learning activities, as shown in Figures 4, 5.

FIGURE 1 | The process of making a chiffon cake.

When students returned to the formal classroom, the
instructors inspected learning outcomes and student creativity
by means of reviewing worksheets (Figure 6). Instructors thus
“got the hang of” what students had learned, any queries
students had, and what imagination or creative thinking
they had employed. Accordingly, the instructors came to
understand the learning situations of the students. They
provided guidance by sharing observations, directing activities,
moderating discussions, promoting cooperative learning and
product presentations and, lastly, encouraging students to create
works, as shown in Figure 7.

Experimental Design and Samples
The experimental course included nine units: chiffon
cake, raw cheesecake, yeast muffin, almond cake, brownie
cheesecake, cupcake, mousse cake, duo-tone cake, and
creative decorated cake.

The experimental procedures of this research refer to Chiou
(2009) using the non-equivalent control group design. The
experimental subjects were divided into an experimental group
and control group.

O1 X1 O2

O1 X2 O2

Before the experiment, both groups were given the same topic
for pre-test (O1). After the pre-test, the experimental group used
the flipped classroom method (X1); the control group used the
traditional narration method (X2). After the experiment, both
groups accepted the post-test on the same topic (O2) to detect
the differences in learning between the two groups of students.

A sample of 27 people (aged approximately 19–20 years) was
randomly selected from a cake decorating student club in the
hospitality department of a university. For a period of 16 weeks,
5 h per week, 12 people were allocated into the experimental
group, which was further divided into four groups; each group
of three people participated in flipped classroom learning. The
control group of 15 people was divided into five groups, with each

FIGURE 2 | A chiffon cake after baking.
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FIGURE 3 | The ingredients of a chiffon cake.

FIGURE 4 | The learning situation of the experimental group.

FIGURE 5 | The learning situation of the control group.
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FIGURE 6 | A working sheet of the chiffon cake.

FIGURE 7 | Another working sheet of the chiffon cake.

group consisting of three people using traditional learning. The
number of the control group and marshaling was the same as the
experimental group; the two groups were tested separately, and
the pre-test score was taken as the covariate variable.

For the sake of objectivity, both the groups had the
same instructor, a specialized technical associate professor with
approximately 20 years teaching experience and chef experience
in a domestic five-star West Point hotel.

Assessment Tool
Matrix for Creative Culinary Works Scale
Matrix for Creative Culinary Works is a creative
cooking product rating scale developed by Horng
and Lin (2009). This scale was adopted and
modified by four experts (two from the hospitality
department and two from the industry). It contained
four subscales.
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TABLE 1 | The score sheet of cake decoration.

Name of product: Maker:

Full face photo Profile photo

Taste: Such as chocolate or fruit
The story’s description:

The first was for “professional techniques” and contained
(1) cake decoration tips, (2) operation correctness of the batter
mixing process, (3) cake baking process operation, and (4)
production process and hygiene. The second was for “color” and
“shape” and measured (1) uniqueness of painting, (2) uniqueness
of shape and style, (3) holistic shape, and (4) esthetic appearance.
The third subscale was for “flavor” and “taste” and measured
(1) internal meticulous organization, (2) uniqueness of flavor,
and (3) density and refreshment. The fourth was the overall
assessment and measured (1) commerciality, (2) attractiveness,
(3) cake named after a creative theme, (4) compatibility with
story, and (5) creativity of cake integrity.

This scorecard, with a total of 16 questions, was used for
the pre-test and post-test. Scores were given on a 5-point Likert
scale from “high” (5 points) to “low” (1 point). The reliability
of its items ranged from 0.88 to 0.95, and the reliability of the
overall scale was 0.98, indicating good reliability. In addition
to on-site instructor scoring, according to the recommendation
of Associate Professor Huang’s students, creative ideas and
achievements were presented in a photo, tagged with a cake
decorating score sheet (Table 1), and it was then sent to experts

for rating on the basis of the designed “creative cooking product
rating scale.”

Learning Motivation and Satisfaction Scale
To understand students’ feelings and views on learning
motivation and satisfaction regarding learning strategies, the
authors referred to the measurement tool compiled by Chiou
et al. (2004), the “Learning Attitudes Scale,” which has a
Cronbach’s α of 0.89. The survey instrument was reviewed by
three experts, which made the learning attitude questionnaire
of this study more valid and reliable. In-depth interviews of
the experimental group were conducted immediately after the
completion of the survey to discuss learning motivation.

Research Implementation Procedure
The experimental procedure is outlined in Table 2. The
implementation was as follows. The teaching experiment was
divided into three stages. The first stage was the preparation
stage and included (1) setting up a digital teaching platform
and a classroom camera; (2) making a cake decoration teaching
video, and creating a curriculum plan and a study list for student
activities. Two pastry instructors and two baking curriculum
experts from inside and outside of the school were invited
to review and revise course materials. Therefore, the content
of the teaching material accurately corresponded with expert
perspectives; and (3) developing the creative cake art product
scale, with questions for the pre-test and post-test, to understand
the creativity of the two groups of students. The pre-test was
conducted with 35 students who had completed a cake decoration
course. Reliability and validity were tested, and the items were
screened. The second stage was the pre-test stage, which included
the following. (1) Instructors used traditional teaching methods
to teach three units (e.g., chiffon cake and cheesecake) to

TABLE 2 | The process of the study implementation.

Stage Activities

The first stage
(The 1st week)
Preparation phase

(1) Make and select instructional videos of making decorated cakes.
(2) Complete experts’ examination of instructional videos.
(3). Explain the semester courses and activities, and elucidate the meaning and learning method of the flipped classroom.
(4) Describe the content of teaching experimental activities and the precautions to the experimental group.
(5) Develop the questions of the “Creative Decorated Cake Product Checklist,” and choose a class of 35 people (baking group) to

conduct the pre-test.
(6) The preparation of the activities curriculum and worksheets for students in the club.
(7) Analyze the pre-test data and prepare the formal “Creative Decorated Cake Product scale.”
(8) Build and test the digital teaching platform.
(9) Set up a camera in the classrooms to understand the students’ learning situation.

Second stage (From week
2 to week 17)
Formal experiment stage

(1) Grouping: divided into two groups for the teaching test, the experimental group adopts a flipped classroom teaching strategy;
control group takes the traditional teaching strategy.

(2) Conducting the pre-test: a pre-test is undertaken by the two groups for measuring the prior knowledge of students.
(3) Requests that the experimental group students must watch the teaching video and practice exercises before class; for the

previewed videotape, conduct panel discussions, ask questions, conduct cooperative learning, and demonstrate works in
the club activities.

(4) Set the VCR to watch the students learning, and write a record of the basis for modifying the next curriculum activities.
(5) Teachers’ guidance, rethinking, and curriculum adjustment

The third stage
(Week 18)
Stage of completion

(1) A post-test is undertaken by the two groups after the end of the experiment.
(2) The questionnaire: to understand the feelings and views of the experimental group students toward the teaching activities.
(3) Interview: to record the feelings and views of the experimental group students toward the teaching activities.
(4) Data analysis and writing.
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both groups of students for a total of 12 h over 4 weeks. (2)
One week after the three units were completed, the pre-test
(the creative cake art product assessment scale derived from
the Matrix for Creative Culinary Works) was administered to
examine the creativity of the two groups. The third stage was
the formal experimental stage as follows: (1) The experimental
group implemented flipped classroom learning methods, whereas
traditional learning methods were applied with the control group.
The learning content included brownie cheesecake, cupcakes,
mousse cake, two-color cake, and creative cake decoration, for
a total of five units. The duration of the experimental teaching
period was 13 weeks (39 h). (2) One week afterward, both groups
took the same creative cake art assessment post-test. Interviews
were conducted with the experimental group regarding their
learning motivation and teaching and learning activities.

Data Analysis Method
Because the pre-test scores of the experimental class and the
control class were different, in order to avoid the difference in
the previous levels of the two classes affecting the experimental
results, a covariance analysis (ANCOVA) was used to solve this
problem. In this study, an ANCOVA was performed using the
pre-test as the covariate and the post-test as the dependent
variable. Before using the ANCOVA, a within-group regression
coefficient homogeneity test was first performed to see if it was
appropriate to use this statistical method.

RESULTS ANALYSIS

The Effect of Different Learning
Strategies on Student Creativity
Experiment Participants
This study adopted a quasi-experimental design. Again, the
experimental group consisted of 12 students, accounting for
44.4% of the total; the control group consisted of 15 students,
accounting for 55.6% of the total. To eliminate interference from
unrelated variables, single factor one-way univariate analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was used to correct for any interfering
variables and improve the internal validity of the results. The
learning strategies were viewed as independent variables, the pre-
test scores were covariates, and the post-test scores were the
dependent variable.

The Comparison of Two Averages and Standard
Deviation
Prior to the experiment, students had knowledge of cake
decoration. From the first to the 7th week, the instructor, course
content, time, duration, learning hours, worksheets, and teaching
methods were identical. The pre-test was performed for the two
groups in the 8th week (Figure 8).

The results indicate that the average pre-test score of the
experimental group was 43.5 points; the score of the control
group was 42.8 points. The difference between the two groups
was only 0.7 points, which was insignificant. After the pre-
test, the experiment began. The experimental group adopted the
flipped learning strategy, whereas the control group made use

of traditional learning strategies. The post-test was conducted in
the 16th week. The average post-test score for the experimental
group was 52.2 points, with a standard deviation of 3.95 points,
and that of the control group was 15.7 points, with a standard
deviation of 2.06; the difference between the two averages was
6.5 points. Effect size measured the magnitude of the influence
of the learning method and was computed as the mean score of
the post-test minus the mean score of the pre-test, divided by the
standard deviation of the pre-test (Cohen, 1988). According to
Cohen’s (1988) rule, the effect size of the experimental group was
0.62, indicating that the use of flipped classroom teaching had
a moderate effect on student creativity. The effect size for the
control group was 0.06, indicating the use of traditional teaching
had no effect on student creativity.

The results therefore indicate that the performance of the
experimental group was significantly better than that of the
control group. Many studies have determined that teachers’
guidance, thinking, and behavior affect the learning and thinking
of students (Barell, 2003; Costa, 2006). Yeh (2004) have affirmed
that classroom interaction, learning strategies, and a supportive
learning environment can stimulate and enhance student
creativity. Clark and Peterson (1986) observed that student
thinking, planning, and decision making constitute the major
part of the psychological environment of learning; classroom
teaching, teaching materials, learning methods, teaching design,
and the teacher-student interaction exert a direct effect on
learning quality.

One-Way Univariate Analysis of Covariance
As Table 3 indicates, the result of the test for homogeneity was
F = 0.998 (P = 0.328, > 0.05), which was not significant. Thus, the
homogeneity assumption of the regression coefficient group was
not violated, in line with the basic assumption, and an analysis of
covariance was conducted. As observed in Table 4, excluding the
effect of the pre-test scores (covariance), its F-value was 28.717
and the P-value (P < 0.001) was significant, which implies that
the flipped classroom learning strategy was superior to traditional
learning strategies.

The Effect of Different Learning
Strategies on Learning Motivation and
Learning Satisfaction
With the use of a questionnaire, a learning satisfaction survey
of the experimental group was conducted. This was followed
by in-depth interviews exploring the feelings and views of the
experimental group regarding the teaching activities. The analysis
results are as follows:

(1) Can flipped classroom learning trigger your motivation?
In all, 83% of the students strongly agreed and 17%

agreed; thus, all students agreed that flipped classroom learning
strategies, for decorated cake creativity, were able to trigger their
motivation. Watching teaching videos at home was helpful for
understanding cake ingredients, cake making processes, cake
decorating, cake baking, cake painting, and baking time. When
students had a basic understanding of making a cake, they had
more enthusiasm to work together and discuss cake modeling,
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FIGURE 8 | The cakes by the two groups of students in the post-test.
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive analysis.

Classes Experimental group Control group

Mean SD Mean SD

Pre-test 43.98 18.45 42.7 19.17

Post-test 52.2 15.7 42.07 16.43

Effect size 0.62 0.06

N 12 15

TABLE 4 | The summary table for the homogeneity test of creativity of different
learning strategies.

Source SS df Mean square F Sig.

Group 4.316 1 4.316 0.526 0.476

Pre-test 29.462 1 29.462 3.591 0.071

Group*pre-test 8.192 1 8.192 0.998 0.328

Error 188.718 23 8.205

Total 64169.000 27

Corrected total 512.667 26

painting, or flavoring with classmates when returning to the club.
Again, if they became confused, students were able to re-watch
videos, which avoids the fear of asking the teacher questions or of
being made fun of and consequently losing interest in learning.

(2) Can the flipped teaching strategy make you better
understand the baking process of making a decorated cake and
the amount of water storage capacity?

In all, 92% of students strongly agreed and 8% agreed. In
baking, the amount of water plays a key role in success or failure.
Two processes are especially critical to success in the process of
making a cake. One is the batter mixing process, and the other
is the amount of water storage capacity in the baking process.
Only a perfect operation can produce high-quality cakes. Liu
(1999) pointed out that stirring is determinable for batter quality
in the mixing process, and stirring is a crucial factor in the
physical structure of a cake; the degree of agitation is essential
to cake quality.

Xu et al. (1996) confirmed that the amount of water affects
whether the cake is dense or solid when baked. This professional
knowledge and the production process were visualized and
presented through a teaching video, and then, the instructor
and students discussed them and shared outcomes, which helped
students fully understand the skills of cake baking.

(3) Can the flipped classroom learning strategy make learning
the art of decorated cake making simpler?

Here, 100% of students agreed. All students agreed that the
flipped classroom can make learning easier because the video
functions of pause or rewind for repeat viewing can be used with
a teaching video in order to understand the cake making process.
For example, overlong stirring time leads to large specific gravity,
small volume, large holes, stickiness, and bad taste, thus, the
cake is not agreeable. However, insufficient mixing time results
in sparse batter that is difficult to fully bake; thus, the interior of
the product will be wetter.

(4) Can the flipped classroom make you more creative in the
process of learning?

In all, 92% of students strongly agreed; 8% agreed. Most
students agreed that watching teaching videos before class was
helpful for understanding the process of cake making, which
enabled more imaginative cake modeling. With worksheets,
students drew their own ideas into a single pattern and then
returned to the club to discuss them with other students,
observe other products, and write the story of their product. The
appearance of a decorated cake is created through story, which
makes the product richer and more creative.

(5) Can flipped classroom learning make you more creative in
the process of making artistic cakes?

Overall, 83% of students strongly agreed, and 17% agreed.
Most students stated that, by watching the process of cake
making, the brain imagines a wide range of shapes and different
flavors of cake. Then, in the club, they can discuss the shape
of the cake or the recipe of a unique taste with others. Mutual
observation and cooperative learning may contribute to the
creation of a good product; the works of decorated cake would
thus contain more diversity and creativity. In traditional learning,
students only followed instructions given by the instructor or the
president of the club to make duplicate cakes, and fewer creative
ideas entered the product.

(6) Do you think that the “flipped classroom learning strategy”
is suitable for learning creativity in artistic cake design?

All 100% of the students strongly agreed. Most students felt
that the flipped classroom was very good for their learning. By
watching teaching videos, they were able to grasp the principles
and procedures of cake making, for example, the degree of
agitation, formulation of additives, capacity of water storage in
the baking process, baking, molding, cooling, and decoration.
Because they became quite familiar with the cake ingredients
and the use of the appliances, they could successfully complete
cake production.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion
This study sheds light on the effect of different learning strategies
for creativity in the area of cake decoration learning. The
results revealed that the experimental group, students undergoing
flipped learning, had better performance in creativity than
the control group; that is, students undergoing traditional
learning. The flipped classroom is a student-centered learning
mode; before the course, students were able to watch teaching
videos to learn the entire production process of decorated cake
baking, including ingredients, mixing, baking, molding, cooling,
decorating, and shaping. Furthermore, students painted their
ideas and stories on worksheets; the process of drawing may spark
the imagination and inspire creativity. One student mentioned,
with respect to the appearance and taste of the cake, that they
wanted to use extruded whipped cream to make a fairy tale
character, and that the formulation should be of delicate taste.
When the students decorated a cake at home, they encountered
difficulties. Therefore, they not only repeated production but
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also continued to imagine the end product. Therefore, even
when they failed to successfully complete the cake decoration,
they generated numerous ideas, which could stimulate more
creative works, through the guidance of the instructor and peer
discussion, when they returned to the classroom.

Chung and Chow (2004) argued that active learning can
inspire creativity, but students must have prior knowledge, life
experiences, and a background related to the issue; students can
participate in discussions with other students in the classroom
or engage in active learning after class (Lee and Wang, 1998).
Vygotsky (2004) had the view that creativity is based on
the elements of past experiences; this is because the human
brain extracts memories and, simultaneously, breaks down,
links, and remodels experience to generate new propositions
and new behavior (Vygotsky, 1987). Accordingly, by means
of flipped classroom learning, students understood the entire
process of decorated cake making. They drew what they watched
and imagined on worksheets; in the process of drawing, they
continued thinking, conceiving, and asking questions. Then,
they returned to the club, where they received guidance from
the instructor. In addition, through cooperative learning, they
learned from each other, which inspired them to employ
creativity in creating products with unique shapes or flavors.

In-depth interviews revealed that students believed that
flipped classroom learning can increase motivation. In addition
to making cake making simpler, flipped classroom learning
prompted their own unique ideas. The process of making a
decorated cake is cumbersome and complicated. The weight
of ingredients, stirring, baking time, foaming, the appearance
of whipped cream, and decorating all must be considered.
Flipped classroom learning can proceed according to student
reading speed; furthermore, students can repeatedly watch
teaching videos and make a cake at home in advance. In the
production process, students may learn spontaneously and find
solutions actively if they encounter difficulties or feel confused.
Accordingly, the students confirmed that autonomous flipped
learning made cake classes easier to understand, stimulated
learning motivation, maintained learning, and allowed them to
achieve learning goals.

Classroom observation revealed that most students in the
experimental group exhibited more serious learning attitudes and
were more attentive, and only a few students played with their
phone or chatted. By contrast, students in the control group were
“hurry-scurry” and appeared unsure of what to do; some played
on their phone alone or chatted with others, and only a few
students took serious notes and followed the steps to make a cake.
As for the speed of completing cake making, the control group
was slower than the experimental group. Classroom observation
also suggested that the experimental group outperformed the
control group in terms of the student learning ability and the
taste and shape of cakes. The results confirmed that the flipped
classroom is an effective learning strategy for creativity.

Suggestion
The results of this study cannot be generalized to students
of Chinese or Western cooking, housekeeping services, or
customer service technology, or to other student communities.

Furthermore, this was a short-term study; a long-term study
would be required to ascertain the retention of the identified
learning outcomes.

After observing teaching in the classroom, the researchers
discovered that the instructor retained traditional teaching
methods. The instructor was unable to make sufficient use of
technology and IT and thus encourage students to be innovative
and capable of problem solving. The flipped classroom teaching
mode does not have a fixed pattern; thus, instructors cannot
give proper guidance for student creativity and innovation.
Accordingly, future research can investigate whether the teacher’s
ability to use IT affects student innovation and creativity.

At present, many DIY businesses are attached to physical
stores in the baking industry. Thus, consumers without baking
experience can use mobile phones to download and follow videos
to make a cake and, when watching a video, they can ask the clerk
if they have a problem.

Due to the prevalence of online learning, learning is no
longer limited to a “classroom”; and learning is not limited
by time or place. Future research can explore whether adding
music to teaching videos improves student interest, motivation,
and concentration.
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